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GENERAL INFORMATION
I. EDITIONS AVAILABLE.
(a)General Information. The session laws are printed successively in two editions:
(i) a temporary pamphlet edition consisting of a series of one or more paper
bound books, which are published as soon as possible following the session,
at random dates as accumulated; followed by
(ii) a permanent hardbound edition containing the accumulation of all laws
adopted inthe legislative session. Both editions contain a subject index and
tables indicating Revised Code of Washington sections affected.
(b)Where and how obtained-price. Both the temporary and permanent session laws
may be ordered from the Statute Law Committee, Legislative Building, P.O. Box
40552, Olympia, Washington 98504-0552. The temporary pamphlet edition costs
$21.60 per set ($20.00 plus $1.60 for state and local sales tax at 8.0%). The
permanent edition costs $27.00 per volume ($25.00 plus $2.00 for state and local
sales tax at 8.0%). All orders must be accompanied by payment.
2. PRINTING STYLE - INDICATION OF NEW OR DELETED MATTER
Both editions of the session laws present the laws in the form in which they were
enacted by the legislature. This style quickly and graphically portrays the current
changes to existing law as follows:
(a)In amendatory sections
(i) underlined matter is new matter.
(ii) deleted matter is ((Iined out and braa 'd between double parztfcl.'h
)).
(b)Complete new sections are prefaced by the words NEW SECTION.
3. PARTIAL VETOES
(a)Vetoed matter isprinted in bold italics.
(b)Pertinent excerpts of the governor's explanation of partial vetoes are printed at the
end of the chapter concerned.
4. EDITORIAL CORRECTIONS. Words and clauses inserted in the session laws under
the authority of RCW 44.20,060 are enclosed in [brackets].
5. EFFECTIVE DATE OF LAWS
(a)The state Constitution provides that unless otherwise qualified, the laws of any
session take effect ninety days after adjournment sine die. The Secretary of State
has determined the pertinent date for the Laws of the 1997 regular session to be
July 27, 1997 (midnight July 26th).
(b)Laws that carry an emergency clause take effect immediately upon approval by the
Governor.
(c) Laws that prescribe an effective date take effect upon that date.
6. INDEX AND TABLES
A cumulative index and tables of all 1997 laws may be found at the back of the final
pamphlet edition and the permanent hardbound edition.
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CHAPTER 267
(Substitute House Bill 18651
SCHOOL DISTRICTS--CONTRACTING WITH OUTSIDE ENTITIES
AN ACT Relating to school district contracting; amending RCW 28A.400.285; and adding a new
section to chapter 28A.320 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECION, Sec. 1. A new section is added to chapter 28A.320 RCW
to read as follows:
(i) The board of directors of a school district may contract with other school
districts, educational service districts, public or private organizations, agencies,
schools, or individuals to implement the board's powers and duties. The board of
directors of a school district may contract for goods and services, including but not
limited to contracts for goods and services as specifically authorized in statute or
rule, as well as other educational, instructional, and specialized services. When a
school district board of directors contracts for educational, instructional, or
specialized services, the purpose of the contract must be to improve student
learning or achievement.
(2) A contract under subsection (I) of this section may not be made with a
religious or sectarian organization or school where the contract would violate the
state or federal Constitution.
Sec. 2. RCW 28A.400.285 and 1993 c 349 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) When a school district or educational service district enters into a contract
for services that had been previously performed by classified school employees,
the contract shall contain a specific clause requiring the contractor to provide for
persons performing such services under the contract, health benefits that are similar
to those provided for school employees who would otherwise perform the work,
but in no case are such health benefits required to be greater than the benefits
provided for basic health care services under chapter 70.47 RCW.
(2) Decisions to enter into contracts for services by a school district or
educational service district may only be made: (a) After the affected district has
conducted a feasibility study determining the potential costs and benefits, including
the impact on district employees who would otherwise perform the work, that
would result from contracting for the services; (b) after the decision to contract for
the services has been reviewed and approved by the superintendent of public
instruction; and (c) subject to any applicable requirements for collective
bargaining. The factors to be considered in the feasibility study shall be developed
in consultation with representatives of the affected employees and may include
both long-term and short-term effects of the proposal to contract for services.
(3) This section applies only if ((the)) i contract ((weutd-be)) s for services
((thakt are being)) performed by classified school employees ((as-ef)) on or after
July 25, 1993.
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(4) This section does not apply to:
(a) Temporary, nonongoing, or nonrecurring service contracts; or
(b) Contracts for services previously performed by employees in director/
supervisor, professional, and technical positions.
(5) For the purposes of subsection (4) of this section:
(a) "Director/supervisor position" means a position in which an employee
directs staff members and manages a function, a program, or a support service.
(b)"Professional position" means a position for which an employee is required
to have a high degree of knowledge and skills acquired through a baccalaureate
degree or its equivalent.
(c) "Technical position" means a position for which an employee is required
to have a combination of knowledge and skills that can be obtained through
approximately two years of posthigh school education, such as from a community
or technical college, or by on-the-job training.
Passed the House April 21, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 11, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 6, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 6, 1997.
CHAPTER 268
[Engrossed Senate Bill 6072]
STUDENT ASSESSMENTS AND ACCOUNTABILITY-MODIFICATION OF TIMELINES
AND IMPLEMENTATION
AN ACT Relating to modifying the timelines for development and implementation of the student
assessment system; reenacting and amending RCW 28A.630.885; repealing 1995 c 335 s 803
(uncodified); and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1, RCW 28A.630.885 and 1995 c 335 s 505 and 1995 c 209 s I are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
(I) The Washington commission on student learning is hereby established.
The primary purposes of the commission are to identify the knowledge and skills
all public school students need to know and be able to do based on the student
learning goals in RCW 28A.150.210, to develop student assessment and school
accountability systems, to review current school district data reporting
requirements and make recommendations on what data is necessary for the
purposes of accountability and meeting state information needs, and to take other
steps necessary to develop a performance-based education system. The
commission shall include three members of the state board of education, three
members appointed by the governor before July 1, 1992, and five members
appointed no later than June 1, 1993, by the governor elected in the November
1992 election. The governor shall appoint a chair from the commission members,
and fill any vacancies in gubernatorial appointments that may occur. The state
board of education shall fill any vacancies of state board of education appointments
[ 1554 ]
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that may occur. In making the appointments, educators, business leaders, and
parents shall be represented, and nominations from state-wide education, business,
ard parent organizations shall be requested. Efforts shall be made to ensure that
the commission reflects the racial and ethnic diversity of the state's K- 12 student
population and that the major geographic regions in the state are represented.
Appointees shall be qualified individuals who are supportive of educational
restructuring, who have a positive record of service, and who will devote sufficient
time to the responsibilities of the commission to ensure that the objectives of the
commission are achieved.
(2)The commission shall establish advisory committees. Membership of the
advisory committees shall include, but not necessarily be limited to, professionals
from the office of the superintendent of public instruction and the state board of
education, and other state and local educational practitioners and student
assessment specialists.
(3) The commission, with the assistance of the advisory committees, shall:
(a) Develop essential academic learning requirements based on the student
learning goals in RCW 28A.150.210. Essential academic learning requirements
shall be developed, to the extent possible, for each of the student learning goals in
RCW 28A.150.210. Goals one and two shall be considered primary. Essential
academic learning requirements for RCW 28A.150.210(l), goal one, and the
mathematics component of RCW 28A. 150.210(2), goal two, shall be completed no
later than March 1, 1995. Essential academic learning requirements that
incorporate the remainder of RCW 28A. 150.210 (2), (3), and (4), goals two, three,
and four, shall be completed no later than March 1, 1996. To the maximum extent
possible, the commission shall integrate goal four and the knowledge and skill
areas in the ot ter goals in the development of the essential academic learning
requirements;
(b)(i) The commission shall present to the state board of education and
superintendent of public instruction a state-wide academic assessment system for
use in the elementary, middle, and high school years designed to determine if each
student has mastered the essential academic learning requirements identified in (a)
of this subsection. The academic assessment system shall include a variety of
assessment methods, including criterion-referenced and performance-based
measures ((that.. are ir...r......
-......
Performance standards for determining
if astudent has successfully completed an assessment shall be initially determined
by the commission in consultation with the advisory committees required in
subsection (2) of this section.
(ii) The assessment system shall be designed so that the results under the
assessment system are used by educators as tools to evaluate instructional
practices, and to initiate appropriate educational support for students who have not
mastered the essential academic learning requirements at the appropriate periods
in the student's educational development.
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(iii) Assessments measuring the essential academic learning requirements
developed for RCW 28A. 150.210(1)((, goal one,)) and the mathematics component
of RCW 28A.150.210(2)((-goal--twe,)) referred to in this section as reading,
writing, communications. and mathematics shall be "-init"ally implcnicatd by the
statc boted of edueation and superinten~dent of publie instruetion no~later than the
-996-94)) developed and initially implemented by the commission before
transferring the assessment system to the superintendent of public instruction on
June 30. 1999. The elementary assessments for reading. writing, communications.
and mathematics shall be available for use by school districts no later than the
1996-97 school year, the middle school assessment no later than the 1997-98
school year, and the high school assessment no later than the 1998-99 school year,
unless the legislature takes action to delay or prevent implementation of the
assessment system and essential academic learning requirements. Assessments
measuring the essential academic learning requirements developed for the science
component of RCW 28A.150.210 (2)((, (3), and (4), goals two, thre, an,d four,
shall be initialily implemecnted by tho st1atc bard of edueationand superintcncn
o publir,.i.e))
-f
at the middle school and high school levels shall be available
for use by districts no laer than the 1998-99 school year((;)) unless the legislature
takes action to delay or prevent implementation of the assessment system and
essential academic learning requirements.
The completed assessments and assessments still in development shall be
transferred to the superintendent of public instruction by June 30. 1999. unless the
legislature takes action to delay implementation of the assessment system and
essential academic learning requirements. The superintendent shall continue the
development of assessments on the following schedule: The history. civics, and
geography assessments at the middle and high school levels shall be available for
use by districts no later than 2000-01 school year: the arts assessment for middle
and high school levels shall be available for use by districts no later than 2000-01
school year: and the health and fitness assessments for middle and htgh school
levels shall be available no later than the 2001-02 school year. The elementary
science assessment shall be available for use by districts not later than the 2001-02
school year. The commission or the superintendent, as applicable, shall upon
request, provide opportunities for the education committees of the house of
representatives and the senate to review the assessments and proposed
modifications to the essential academic learning requirements before the
modifications are adopted, By December 15. 1998, the commission on student
learning shall recommend to the appropriate committees of the legislature a revised
timeline for implementing these assessments and when the school districts should
be required to participate. All school districts shall be required to participate in the
history. civics. geography, arts. health. fitness, and elementary science assessments
in the third year after the assessments are available to school districts,
To the maximum extent possible, the commission shall integrate knowledge
and skill areas in development of the assessments.
(15561
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(iv) Assessments for goals three and four of RCW 28A.150,210 shall be
integrated in the essential academic learning requirements and assessments for
goals one and two. Before the 1997-98 school year. the elementary assessment
system in reading, writing, communications, and mathematics shall be optional.
School districts that desire to participate before the 1997-98 school year shall
notify the commission on student learning in a manner determined by the
commission, Beginning in the 1997-98 school year. school districts shall be
required to participate in the elementary assessment system for reading. writing.
communications, and mathematics, Before the 2000-((-2OO-)) Qj school year,
participation by school districts in the middle school and high school assessment
system for reading, writing, communications, mathematics, and science shall be
optional. School districts that desire to participate before the ((2000-200-)) 199899 school year shall notify the ((superintenent of publi intu t. )) commission
on student learning in a manner determined by the ((stupe thenden )) commission
on student learning, Schools that desire to participate after the 1998-99 school
year, shall notify the superintendent of public instruction in a manner determined
by the superintendent. Beginning in the 2000-((-20--)) 01 school year, all school
districts shall be required to participate in the assessment system for reading.
writing. communications, mathematics, and science.
(v)The ((state board of dunation.nd superint. ndent of publi instru.tin))
commission on student learning may modify the essential academic learning
requirements and ((.d.mie nssssm.nt syst..)) the assessments for reading.
writing, communications, mathematics, and science, as needed, ((int ubsequent
sehool years)) before June 30. 1999. The commission shall. upon request, provide
opportunities for the education committees of the house of representatives and the
senate to review the assessments and proposed modifications to the essential
academic learning requirements before the modifications are adopted.
(vi) The commission shall develop assessments that are directly related to the
essential academic learning requirements, and are not biased toward persons with
different learning styles, racial or ethnic backgrounds, or on the basis of gender;
(c) After a determination is made by the state board of education that the high
school assessment system has been implemented and that it is sufficiently reliable
and valid, successful completion of the high school assessment shall lead to a
certificate of mastery. The certificate of mastery shall be obtained by most
students at about the age of sixteen, and is evidence that the student has
successfully mastered the essential academic learning requirements during his or
her educational career. The certificate of mastery shall be required for graduation
but shall not be the only requirement for graduation. The commission shall make
recommendations to the state board of education regarding the relationship
between the certificate of mastery and high school graduation requirements. Upon
achieving the certificate of mastery, schools shall provide students with the
opportunity ((* ,,'otitute)) to pursue career and educational objectives through
educational pathways that emphasize integration of academic and vocational
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education. Educational pathways may include, but are not limited to, programs
such as work-based learning, school-to-work transition, tech prep, vocationaltechnical education, running start, and preparation for technical college,
community college, or university education;
(d) Consider methods to address the unique needs of special education
students when developing the assessments in (b)and (c)of this subsection;
(e)Consider methods to address the unique needs of highly capable students
when developing the assessments in (b)and (c)of this subsection;
(f) Develop recommendations on the time, support, and resources, including
technical assistance, needed by schools and school districts to help students achieve
the essential academic learning requirements. These recommendations shall
include an estimate for the legislature, superintendent of public instruction, and
governor on the expected cost of implementing the academic assessment system;
(g) Develop recommendations for consideration by the higher education
coordinating board for adopting college and university entrance requirements for
public school students that are consistent with the essential academic learning
requirements and the certificate of mastery;
(h)Review current school district data reporting requirements for the purposes
of accountability and meeting state information needs. The commission on student
learning shall report recommendations to the joint select committee on education
restructuring by September 15, 1996, on:
(i) What data is necessary to compare how school districts are performing
before the essential academic learning requirements and the assessment system are
implemented with how school districts are performing after the essential academic
learning requirements and the assessment system are implemented; and
(ii) What data is necessary pertaining to school district reports under the
accountability systems developed by the commission on student learning under this
section;
(i) ((By ne ,1999,-)) Recommend to the legislature, governor, state board
of education, and superintendent of public instruction:
(i) A state-wide accountability system to monitor and evaluate accurately and
fairly at elementary. middle, and high schools the level of learning occurring in
individual schools and school districts with regard to the goals included in RCW
28A.150.210 (1) through (4). ((Thc ,,vunabili"y aycrn shall be designe.d to
reeognize the eharattcrisfies oF the student population of sehools and se ael
distrieis steh a gen~der, reee, ethnieity, soeiocceremie statu , nd other-taitet))
The accountability system must assess each school individually against its own
baseline, schools with similar characteristics, and schools state-wide. The system
shall include school-site, school district, and state-level accountability reports;
(ii) A school assistance program to help schools and school districts that are
having difficulty helping students meet the essential academic learning
requirements as measured by performance on the elementary, middle school. and
high school assessments;
[1558]
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(iii) A system to intervene in schools and school districts inwhich significant
numbers of students persistently fail to learn the essential academic learning
requirements or meet the standards established for the elementary, middle school.
and high school assessmen-ts; and
(iv) An awards program to provide incentives to school staff to help their
students learn the essential academic learning requirements, with each school being
assessed individually against its own baseline, schools with similar characteristics.
and the state-wide average. Incentives shall be based on the rate of percentage
change of students achieving the essential academic learning requirements and
progress on meeting the state-wide average. School staff shall determine how the
awards will be spent.
((!!-"
i.ihe ie. "the ""
gi.aurcte
..
-g-i.
e.im4ler .ntain
programs.F in this.
,bscctio, (3)(i) on Septemb r .20091))
The commission shall make recommendations regarding a state-wi,
accountability system for reading in grades kindergarten throumgh fourby
November 1. 1997. Recommendations for an accountability system in the other
subject areas and grade levels shall be made no later than June 30. 1999:
(j)
Report annually by December 1st to the legislature, the governor, the
superintendent of public instruction, and the state board of education on the
progress, findings, and recommendations of the commission; and
(k) Make recommendations to the legislature and take other actions necessary
or desirable to help students meet the student learning goals.
(4) The commission shall coordinate its activities with the state board of
education and the office of the superintendent of public instruction.
(5) The commission shall seek advice broadly from the public and all
interested educational organizations in the conduct of its work, including holding
periodic regional public hearings.
(6) The commission shall select an entity to provide staff support and the
office of the superintendent of public instruction shall provide administrative
oversight and be the fiscal agent for the commission. The commission may direct
the office of the superintendent of public instruction to enter into subcontracts,
within the commission's resources, with school districts, teachers, higher education
faculty, state agencies, business organizations, and other individuals and
organizations to assist the commission in its deliberations.
(7) Members of the commission shall be reimbursed for travel expenses as
provided in RCW 43.03.050 and 43.03.060.
(8)(a) By September 30. 1997. the commission on student learning. the state
board of education, and the superintendent of public instruction shall iointly
present recommendations to the education committees of the house of representatives and the senate regarding the high school assessments. the certificate of
mastery, and high school graduation reauirements.
In preparing recommendations. the commission on student learning shall
convene an ad hoc working group to address questions. including:
[1559 ]
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(i) What type of document shall be used to identify student performance and
achievement and how will the document be described?
(ii) Should the students be reuired to pass the high school assessments in all
skill and content areas, or only in select skill and content areas, to graduate?
(iii) How will the criteria for establishing the standards for passing scores on
the assessments be determined?
(iv) What timeline should be used in phasing-in the assessments as a
graduation requirement?
(v) What options may be used in demonstrating how the results of the
assessments will be displayed in a way that is meaningful to students, parents,
institutions of higher education, and potential employers?
(vi) Are there other or additional methods by which the assessments could be
used to identify achievement such as endorsements. standards of proficiency, merit
hadges. or levels of achievement?
(vii) Should the assessments and certificate of mastery be used to satisfy
college or university entrance criteria for public school students? If yes, how
should these methods be phased-in?
(b) The ad hoc working group shall report its recommendations to the
commission on student learning, the state board of education, and the superintendent of public instruction by June 15. 1997. The commission shall report the ad
hoc working group's recommendations to the education committees of the house
of representatives and senate by July 15. 1997. Final recommendations of the
commission on student learning, the state board of education, and the
superintendent of public instruction shall be presented to the education committees
of the house of representatives and the senate by September 30. 1997,
(9) The Washington commission on student learning shall expire on June 30.
1999,
NEW SECTION, Sec. 2. 1995 c 335 s 803 (uncodified) is repealed.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 3. This act is necessary for the immediate preservation
of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of the state government and its
existing public institutions, and takes effect immediately.
Passed the Senate April 18, 1997.
Passed the House April 18, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 6, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 6, 1997.
CHAPTER 269
[House Hill 1054]
STATE EDUCATIONAL TRUST FUND-TIME LIMITS FOR CEPOSIT OF REFUNDS AND
RECOVERIES
AN ACT Relating to the state educational trust fund; and amending RCW 28B. 10.821.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
[ 15601
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Sec. 1. RCW 28B.10.821 and 1996 c 107 s 1 are each amended to read as
follows:
The state educational trust fund is hereby established in the state treasury. The
primary purpose of the trust is to pledge state-wide available college student
assistance to needy or disadvantaged students, especially middle and high school
youth, considered at-risk of dropping out of secondary education who participate
in board-approved early awareness and outreach programs and who enter any
accredited Washington institution of postsecondary education within two years of
high school graduation.
The board shall deposit refunds and recoveries of student financial aid funds
expended in prior ((bietni-a)) fiscal periods in such account. The board may also
deposit moneys that have been contributed from other state, federal, or private
sources.
Expenditures from the fund shall be for financial aid to needy or disadvantaged students. The board may annually expend such sums from the fund as may
be necessary to fulfill the purposes of this section, including not more than three
percent for the costs to administer aid programs supported by the fund. All
earnings of investments of balances in the state educational trust fund shall be
credited to the trust fund. Expenditures from the fund shall not be subject to
appropriation but are subject to allotment procedures under chapter 43.88 RCW.
Passed the House April 25, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 25, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 6, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 6, 1997.
CHAPTER 270
[Engrossed Substitute House Bill 10571
LIMITING DISCLOSURE OF COMPLAINTS FILED UNDER THE UNIFORM DISCIPLINARY
ACT
AN ACT Relating to public disclosure of complaints filed under the uniform disciplinary act;
amending RCW 18.130.095; adding anew section to chapter 42.17 RCW; and adding anew section
to chapter 18.130 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 18.130.095 and 1995 c 336 s 6 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)(a) The secretary, in consultation with the disciplining authorities, shall
develop uniform procedural rules to respond to public inquiries concerning
complaints and their disposition, active investigations, statement of charges,
findings of fact, and final orders involving a licensee, applicant, or unlicensed
person. The uniform procedural rules adopted under this subsection apply to all
adjudicative proceedings conducted under this chapter and shall include provisions
for ((the)) establishing time periods for initial assessment, investigation, charging,
discovery, settlement, and adjudication of complaints, and shall include
[ 15611
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enforcement provisions for violations of the specific time periods by the
department, the disciplining authority, and the respondent. A licensee must be
notified upon receipt of a complaint, except when the notification would impede
an effective investigation, At the earliest point of time the licensee must be
allowed to submit a written statement about that complaint. which statement must
be included in the file, Complaints filed after the effective date of this act are
exempt from public disclosure under chapter 42.17 RCW until the complaint has
been initially assessed and determined to warrant an investigation by the
disciplining authority, Complaints determined not to warrant an investigation by
the disciplining authority are no longer considered complaints, but must remain in
the records and tracking system of the department. Information about complaints
that did not warrant an investigation, including the existence of the complaint. may
be released only upon receipt of a written public disclosure request or pursuant to
an interagency agreement as provided in (b) of this subsection. Complaints
determined to warrant no cause for action after investigation are subject to public
disclosure, must include an explanation of the determination to close the complaint,
and must remain in the records and tracking system of the department.
(b) The secretary, on behalf of the disciplining authorities, shall enter into
interagency agreements for the exchange of records. which may include complaints
filed but not yet assessed, with other state agencies if access to the records will
assist those agencies in meeting their federal or state statutory responsibilities,
Records obtained by state agencies under the interagency agreements are subiect
to the limitations on disclosure contained in (a) of this subsection,
(2) The uniform procedures for conducting investigations shall provide that
prior to taking a written statement:
(a) For violation of this chapter, the investigator shall inform such person, in
writing of: (i) The nature of the complaint; (ii) that the person may consult with
legal counsel at his or her expense prior to making a statement; and (iii) that any
statement that the person makes may be used in an adjudicative proceeding
conducted under this chapter; and
(b)From a witness or potential witness in an investigation under this chapter,
the investigator shall inform the person, in writing, that the statement may be
released to the licensee, applicant, or unlicensed person under investigation if a
statement of charges is issued.
(3) Only upon the authorization of a disciplining authority identified in RCW
18.130.040(2)(b), the secretary, or his or her designee, may serve as the presiding
officer for any disciplinary proceedings of the disciplining authority authorized
under this chapter. Except as provided in RCW 18.130.050(8), the presiding
officer shall not vote on or make any final decision. All functions performed by
the presiding officer shall be subject to chapter 34.05 RCW. The secretary, in
consultation with the disciplining authorities, shall adopt procedures for
implementing this subsection.
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(4) The uniform procedural rules shall be adopted by all disciplining
authorities listed in RCW 18.130.040(2), and shall be used for all adjudicative
proceedings conducted under this chapter, as defined by chapter 34.05 RCW. The
uniform procedural rules shall address the use of a presiding officer authorized in
subsection (3) of this section to determine and issue decisions on all legal issues
and motions arising during adjudicative proceedings.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 2. A new section is added to chapter 42.17 RCW
under the subchapter heading "public records" to read as follows:
Complaints filed under chapter 18.130 RCW after the effective date of this act
are exempt from disclosure under this chapter to the extent provided in RCW
18.130.095(I).
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. A new section is added to chapter 18.130 RCW to
read as follows:
This chapter does not affect the use of records, obtained from the secretary or
the disciplining authorities, in any existing investigation or action by any state
agency. Nor does this chapter limit any existing exchange of information between
the secretary or the disciplining authorities and other state agencies.
Passed the House April 19, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 8, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 6, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 6, 1997.
CHAPTER 271
[Substitute House Bill 1491]
DOG GUIDES AND SERVICE ANIMALS-CHANGING TERMINOLOGY

AN ACT Relating to dog guides and service animals; amending RCW 49.60.010, 49.60.030,
49.60.040,49.60.130,49.60.174,49.60.175, 49.60.176, 49.60.178, 49.60.180, 49.60.190, 49.60.200,
49.60.215,49.60.222,49.60.224,49.60.225, 70.84.020, 70.84.021, 70.84.040, 70.84.050, 70.84.060,

70.84.100, and 70.84.120; reenacting and amending RCW 49.60.120 and 49.60.223; adding new
sections to chapter 49.60 RCW; creating a new section; recodifying RCW 70.84.090, 70.84.100, and
70.84.120; and repealing RCW 70.84.030 and 70.84.110.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 49.60.010 and 1995 c 259 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
This chapter shall be known as the "law against discrimination". It is an
exercise of the police power of the state for the protection of the public welfare,
health, and peace of the people of this state, and in fulfillment of the provisions of
the Constitution of this state concerning civil rights. The legislature hereby finds
and declares that practices of discrimination against any of its inhabitants because
of race, creed, color, national origin, families with children, sex, marital status, age,
or the presence of any sensory, mental, or physical disability or the use of a trained
dog guide ((dog)) or service ((dog)) animal by a disabled person are a matter of
state concern, that such discrimination threatens not only the rights and proper
[15631
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privileges of its inhabitants but menaces the institutions and foundation of a free
democratic state. A state agency is herein created with powers with respect to
elimination and prevention of discrimination in employment, in credit and
insurance transactions, in places of public resort, accommodation, or amusement,
and in real property transactions because of race, creed, color, national origin,
families with children, sex, marital status, age, or the presence of any sensory,
mental, or physical disability or the use of a trained "o guide ((dft)) or service
((dog)) animal by a disabled person; and the commission established hereunder is
hereby given general jurisdiction and power for such purposes.
Sec. 2. RCW 49.60.030 and 1995 c 135 s 3 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) The right to be free from discrimination because of race, creed, color,
national origin, sex, or the presence of any sensory, mental, or physical disability
or the use of a trained d g guide ((dfg)) or service ((dog)) animal by a disabled
person is recognized as and declared to be a civil right. This right shall include, but
not be limited to:
(a) The right to obtain and hold employment without discrimination;
(b)The right to the full enjoyment of any of the accommodations, advantages,
facilities, or privileges of any place of public resort, accommodation, assemblage,
or amusement;
(c) The right to engage in real estate transactions without discrimination,
including discrimination against families with children;
(d) The right to engage in credit transactions without discrimination;
(e) The right to engage in insurance transactions or transactions with health
maintenance organizations without discrimination: PROVIDED, That a practice
which is not unlawful under RCW 48.30.300, 48.44.220, or 48.46.370 does not
constitute an unfair practice for the purposes of this subparagraph; and
(f) The right to engage in commerce free from any discriminatory boycotts or
blacklists. Discriminatory boycotts or blacklists for purposes of this section shall
be defined as the formation or execution of any express or implied agreement,
understanding, policy or contractual arrangement for economic benefit between
any persons which is not specifically authorized by the laws of the United States
and which is required or imposed, either directly or indirectly, overtly or covertly,
by a foreign government or foreign person in order to restrict, condition, prohibit,
or interfere with or in order to exclude any person or persons from any business
relationship on the basis of race, color, creed, religion, sex, the presence of any
sensory, mental, or physical disability, or the use of a trained dog guide ((dfg)) or
service ((dog)) animal by a disabled person, or national origin or lawful business
relationship: PROVIDED HOWEVER, That nothing herein contained shall
prohibit the use of boycotts as authorized by law pertaining to labor disputes and
unfair labor practices.
(2)Any person deeming himself or herself injured by any act in violation of
this chapter shall have a civil action in a court of competent jurisdiction to enjoin
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further violations, or to recover the actual damages sustained by the person, or
both, together with the cost of suit including reasonable attorneys' fees or any other
appropriate remedy authorized by this chapter or the United States Civil Rights Act
of 1964 as amended, or the Federal Fair Housing Amendments Act of 1988 (42
U.S.C. Sec. 3601 et seq.).
(3) Except for any unfair practice committed by an employer against an
employee or a prospective employee, or any unfair practice in a real estate
transaction which is the basis for relief specified in the amendments to RCW
49.60.225 contained in chapter 69, Laws of 1993, any unfair practice prohibited by
this chapter which is committed in the course of trade or commerce as defined in
the Consumer Protection Act, chapter 19.86 RCW, is, for the purpose of applying
that chapter, a matter affecting the public interest, is not reasonable in relation to
the development and preservation of business, and is an unfair or deceptive act in
trade or commerce.
Sec. 3. RCW 49.60.040 and 1995 c 259 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
As used in this chapter:
(I) "Person" includes one or more individuals, partnerships, associations,
organizations, corporations, cooperatives, legal representatives, trustees and
receivers, or any group of persons; it includes any owner, lessee, proprietor,
manager, agent, or employee, whether one or more natural persons; and further
includes any political or civil subdivisions of the state and any agency or
instrumentality of the state or of any political or civil subdivision thereof;
(2) "Commission" means the Washington state human rights commission;
(3) "Employer" includes any person acting in the interest of an employer,
directly or indirectly, who employs eight or more persons, and does not include any
religious or sectarian organization not organized for private profit;
(4) "Employee" does not include any individual employed by his or her
parents, spouse, or child, or in the domestic service of any person;
(5) "Labor organization" includes any organization which exists for the
purpose, in whole or in part, of dealing with employers concerning grievances or
terms or conditions of employment, or for other mutual aid or protection in
connection with employment;
(6) "Employment agency" includes any person undertaking with or without
compensation to recruit, procure, refer, or place employees for an employer;
(7) "Marital status" means the legal status of being married, single, separated,
divorced, or widowed;
(8) "National origin" includes "ancestry";
(9) "Full enjoyment of" includes the right to purchase any service, commodity,
or article of personal property offered or sold on, or by, any establishment to the
public, and the admission of any person to accommodations, advantages, facilities,
or privileges of any place of public resort, accommodation, assemblage, or
amusement, without acts directly or indirectly causing persons of any particular
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race, creed, color, sex, national origin, or with any sensory, mental, or physical
disability, or the use of a trained dog guide ((dog)) or service ((dft)) animal by a
disabled person, to be treated as not welcome, accepted, desired, or solicited;
(10) "Any place of public resort, accommodation, assemblage, or amusement"
includes, but is not limited to, any place, licensed or unlicensed, kept for gain, hire,
or reward, or where charges are made for admission, service, occupancy, or use of
any property or facilities, whether conducted for the entertainment, housing, or
lodging of transient guests, or for the benefit, use, or accommodation of those
seeking health, recreation, or rest, or for the burial or other disposition of human
remains, or for the sale of goods, merchandise, services, or personal property, or
for the rendering of personal services, or for public conveyance or transportation
on land, water, or in the air, including the stations and terminals thereof and the
garaging of vehicles, or where food or beverages of any kind are sold for
consumption on the premises, or where public amusement, entertainment, sports,
or recreation of any kind is offered with or without charge, or where medical
service or care is made available, or where the public gathers, congregates, or
assembles for amusement, recreation, or public purposes, or public halls, public
elevators, and public washrooms of buildings and structures occupied by two or
more tenants, or by the owner and one or more tenants, or any public library or
educational institution, or schools of special instruction, or nursery schools, or day
care centers or children's camps: PROVIDED, That nothing contained in this
definition shall be construed to include or apply to any institute, bona fide club, or
place of accommodation, which is by its nature distinctly private, including
fraternal organizations, though where public use is permitted that use shall be
covered by this chapter; nor shall anything contained in this definition apply to any
educational facility, columbarium, crematory, mausoleum, or cemetery operated
or maintained by a bona fide religious or sectarian institution;
(I1) "Real property" includes buildings, structures, dwellings, real estate,
lands, tenements, leaseholds, interests in real estate cooperatives, condominiums,
and hereditaments, corporeal and incorporeal, or any interest therein;
(12) "Real estate transaction" includes the sale, appraisal, brokering, exchange,
purchase, rental, or lease of real property, transacting or applying for a real estate
loan, or the provision of brokerage services;
(13) "Dwelling" means any building, structure, or portion thereof that is
occupied as, or designed or intended for occupancy as, aresidence by one or more
families, and any vacant land that is offered for sale or lease forlhe construction
or location thereon of any such building, structure, or portion thereof;
(14) "Sex" means gender;
(15) "Aggrieved person" means any person who: (a) Claims to have been
injured by an unfair practice in a real estate transaction; or (b)believes that he or
she will be injured by an unfair practice in a real estate transaction that is about to
occur;
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(16) "Complainant" means the person who files a complaint in a real estate
transaction;
(17) "Respondent" means any person accused in a complaint or amended
complaint of an unfair practice in a real estate transaction;
(18) "Credit transaction" includes any open or closed end credit transaction,
whether in the nature of a loan, retail installment transaction, credit card issue or
charge, or otherwise, and whether for personal or for business purposes, in which
a service, finance, or interest charge is imposed, or which provides for repayment
in scheduled payments, when such credit is extended in the regular course of any
trade or commerce, including but not limited to transactions by banks, savings and
loan associations or other financial lending institutions of whatever nature, stock
brokers, or by a merchant or mercantile establishment which as part of its ordinary
business permits or provides that payment for purchases of property or service
therefrom may be deferred;
(19) "Families with children status" means one or m,,e individuals who have
not attained the age of eighteen years being domiciled with a parent or another
person having legal custody of such individual or individuals, or with the designee
of such parent or other person having such legal custody, with the written
permission of such parent or other person. Families with children status also
applies to any person who is pregnant or is in the process of securing legal custody
of any individual who has not attained the age of eighteen years;
(20) "Covered multifamily dwelling" means: (a) Buildings consisting of four
or more dwelling units if such buildings have one or more elevators; and (b)
ground floor dwelling units in other buildings consisting of four or more dwelling
units;
(21) "Premises" means the interior or exterior spaces, parts, components, or
elements of a building, including individual dwelling units and the public and
common use areas of a building&
(22) "Dog guide" means a dog that is trained for the purpose of guiding blind
persons or a dog that is trained for the purpose of assisting hearing impaired
persons:
(23) "Service animal" means an animal that is trained for the purpose of
assisting or accommodating a disabled person's sensory, mental, or physical
disability.
Sec. 4. RCW 49.60.120 and 1993 c 510 s 6 and 1993 c 69 s 4 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
The commission shall have the functions, powers and duties:
(i) To appoint an executive director and chief examiner, and such
investigators, examiners, clerks, and other employees and agents as it may deem
necessary, fix their compensation within the limitations provided by law, and
prescribe their duties.
(2) To obtain upon request and utilize the services of all governmental
departments and agencies.
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(3) To adopt, promulgate, amend, and rescind suitable rules and regulations
to carry out the provisions of this chapter, and the policies and practices of the
commission in connection therewith.
(4) To receive, impartially investigate, and pass upon complaints alleging
unfair practices as defined in this chapter.
(5)To issue such publications and such results of investigations and research
as in its judgment will tend to promote good will and minimize or eliminate
discrimination because of sex, race, creed, color, national origin, marital status,
age, or the presence of any sensory, mental, or physical disability, or the use of a
trained dog guide ((dog)) or service ((dog)) animal by a disabled person.
(6) To make such technical studies as are appropriate to effectuate the
purposes and policies of this chapter and to publish and distribute the reports of
such studies.
(7)To cooperate and act jointly or by division of labor with the United States
or other states, with other Washington state agencies, commissions, and other
government entities, and with political subdivisions of the state of Washington and
their respective human rights agencies to carry out the purposes of this chapter.
However, the powers which may be exercised by the commission under this
subsection permit investigations and complaint dispositions only if the
investigations are designed to reveal, or the complaint deals only with, allegations
which, if proven, would constitute unfair practices under this chapter. The
commission may perform such services for these agencies and be reimbursed
therefor.
(8)To foster good relations between minority and majority population groups
of the state through seminars, conferences, educational programs, and other
intergroup relations activities.
Sec. 5. RCW 49.60.130 and 1993 c 510 s 7 are each amended to read as
follows:
The commission has power to create such advisory agencies and conciliation
councils, local, regional, or state-wide, as in its judgment will aid in effectuating
the purposes of this chapter. The commission may empower them to study the
problems of discrimination in all or specific fields of human relationships or in
specific instances of discrimination because of sex, race, creed, color, national
origin, marital status, age, or the presence of any sensory, mental, or physical
disability or the use of a trained dog guide ((dog)) or service ((dog)) animal by a
disabled person; to foster through community effort or otherwise good will,
cooperation, and conciliation among the groups and elements of the population of
the state, and to make recommendations to the commission for the development of
policies and procedures in general and in specific instances, and for programs of
formal and informal education which the commission may recommend to the
appropriate state agency.
Such advisory agencies and conciliation councils shall be composed of
representative citizens, serving without pay, but with reimbursement for travel
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expenses in accordance with RCW 43.03.050 and 43.03.060 as now existing or
hereafter amended, and the commission may make provision for technical and
clerical assistance to such agencies and councils and for the expenses of such
assistance. The comrmission may use organizations specifically experienced in
dealing with questions of discrimination.
Sec. 6. RCW 49.60.174 and 1993 c 510 s 8 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) For the purposes of determining whether an unfair practice under this
chapter has occurred, claims of discrimination based on actual or perceived HIV
infection shall be evaluated in the same manner as other claims of discrimination
based on sensory, mental, or physical disability; or the use of a trained dfg guide
((dog)) or service ((dog)) animal by a disabled person.
(2)Subsection (1) of this section shall not apply to transactions with insurance
entities, health service contractors, or health maintenance organizations subject to
RCW 49.60.030(1)(e) or 49.60.178 to prohibit fair discrimination on the basis of
actual HIV infection status when bona fide statistical differences in risk or
exposure have been substantiated.
(3) For the purposes of this chapter, "HIV" means the human imrnunodeficiency virus, and includes all HIV and HIV-related viruses which damage the
cellular branch of the human immune system and leave the infected person
immunodeficient.
Sec. 7. RCW 49.60.175 and 1993 c 510 s 9 are each amended to read as
follows:
It shall be an unfair practice to use the sex, race, creed, color, national origin,
marital status, or the presence of any sensory, mental, or physical disability of any
person, or the use of a trained dog guide ((dog)) or service ((dog)) animal by a
disabled person, concerning an application for credit in any credit transaction to
determine the credit worthiness of an applicant.
Sec. 8. RCW 49.60.176 and 1993 c 510 s 10 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) It is an unfair practice for any person whether acting for himself, herself,
or another in connection with any credit transaction because of race, creed, color,
national origin, sex, marital status, or the presence of any sensory, mental, or
physical disability or the use of a trained .dg guide ((dog)) or service ((dog))
animal by a disabled person:
(a) To deny credit to any person;
(b) To increase the charges or fees for or collateral required to secure any
credit extended to any person;
(c) To restrict the amount or use of credit extended or to impose different
terms or conditions with respect to the credit extended to any person or any item
or service related thereto;
(d) To attempt to do any of the unfair practices defined in this section.
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(2)Nothing in this section shall prohibit any party to a credit transaction from
considering the credit history of any individual applicant.
(3) Further, nothing in this section shall prohibit any party to a credit
transaction from considering the application of the community property law to the
individual case or from taking reasonable action thereon.
Sec. 9. RCW 49.60.178 and 1993 c 510 s 11 are each amended to read as
follows:
It is an unfair practice for any person whether acting for himself, herself, or
another in connection with an insurance transaction or transaction with a health
maintenance organization to cancel or fail or refuse to issue or renew insurance or
a health maintenance agreement to any person because of sex, marital status, race,
creed, color, national origin, or the presence of any sensory, mental, or physical
disability or the use of a trained LoQg guide ((dfg)) or service ((dft)) animal by a
disabled person: PROVIDED, That a practice which is not unlawful under RCW
48.30.300, 48.44.220, or 48.46.370 does not constitute an unfair practice for the
purposes of this section. For the purposes of this section, "insurance transaction"
is defined in RCW 48.01.060, health maintenance agreement is defined in RCW
48.46.020, and "health maintenance organization" is defined in RCW 48.46.020.
The fact that such unfair practice may also be a violation of chapter 48.30,
48.44, or 48.46 RCW does not constitute a defense to an action brought under this
section.
The insurance commissioner, under RCW 48.30.300, and the human rights
commission, under chapter 49.60 RCW, shall have concurrent jurisdiction under
this section and shall enter into a working agreement as to procedure to be followed
in complaints under this section.
Sec. 10. RCW 49.60.180 and 1993 c 510 s 12 are each amended to read as
follows:
It is an unfair practice for any employer:
(I) To refuse to hire any person because of age, sex, marital status, race, creed,
color, national origin, or the presence of any sensory, mental, or physical disability
or the use of a trained "o guide ((dft)) or service ((dog)) animal by a disabled
person, unless based upon a bona fide occupational qualification: PROVIDED,
That the prohibition against discrimination because of such disability shall not
apply if the particular disability prevents the proper performance of the particular
worker involved.
(2) To discharge or bar any person from employment because of age, sex,
marital status, race, creed, color, national origin, or the presence of any sensory,
mental, or physical disability or the use of a trained f guide ((dog)) or service
((dog)) animal by a disabled person.
(3) To discriminate against any person in compensation or in other terms or
conditions of employment because of age, sex, marital status, race, creed, color,
national origin, or the presence of any sensory, mental, or physical disability or the
use of a trained dog guide ((dog)) or service ((dog)) animal by a disabled person:
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PROVIDED, That it shall not be an unfair practice for an employer to segregate
washrooms or locker facilities on the basis of sex, or to base other terms and
conditions of employment on the sex of employees where the commission by
regulation or ruling in a particular instance has found the employment practice to
be appropriate for the practical realization of equality of opportunity between the
sexes.

*

(4) To print, or circulate, or cause to be printed or circulated any statement,
advertisement, or publication, or to use any form of application for employment,
or to make any inquiry in connection with prospective employment, which
expresses any limitation, specification, or discrimination as to age, sex, marital
status, race, creed, color, national origin, or the presence of any sensory, mental,
or physical disability or the use of a trained dog guide ((dog)) or service ((dog))
animal by a disabled person, or any intent to make any such limitation,
specification, or discrimination, unless based upon a bona fide occupational
qualification: PROVIDED, Nothing contained herein shall prohibit advertising in
a foreign language.
Sec. 11. RCW 49.60.190 and 1993 c 510 s 13 are each amended to read as
follows:
It is an unfair practice for any labor union or labor organization:
(I) To deny membership and full membership rights and privileges to any
person because of age, sex, marital status, race, creed, color, national origin, or the
presence of any sensory, mental, or physical disability or the use of a trained do.
guide ((dog)) or service ((dog)) animal by a disabled person.
(2)To expel from membership any person because of age, sex, marital status,
race, creed, color, national origin, or the presence of any sensory, mental, or
physical disability or the use of a trained t.g guide ((dog)) or service ((dog))
animal by a disabled person.
(3)To discriminate against any member, employer, employee, or other person
to whom a duty of representation is owed because of age, sex, marital status, race,
creed, color, national origin, or the presence of any sensory, mental, or physical
disability or the use of a trained kg guide ((dog)) or service ((dog)) animal 'y a
disabled person.
Sec. 12. RCW 49.60.200 and 1993 c 510 s 14 are each amended to read as
follows:
It is an unfair practice for any employment agency to fail or refuse to classify
properly or refer for employment, or otherwise to discriminate against, an
individual because of age, sex, marital status, race, creed, color, national origin, or
the presence of any sensory, mental, or physical disability or the use of a trained
dog guide ((dog)) or service ((dog)) animal by a disabled person, or to print or
circulate, or cause to be printed or circulated any statement, advertisement, or
publication, or to use any form of application for employment, or to make any
inquiry in connection with prospective employment, which expresses any
limitation, specification or discrimination as to age, sex, race, creed, color, or
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national origin, or the presence of any sensory, mental, or physical disability or the
use of a trained ft guide ((dog)) or service ((dog)) animal by a disabled person,
or any intent to make any such limitation, specification, or discrimination, unless
based upon a bona fide occupational qualification: PROVIDED, Nothing
contained herein shall prohibit advertising in a foreign language.
Sec. 13. RCW 49.60.215 and 1993 c 510 s 16 are each amended to read as
follows:
It shall be an unfair practice for any person or the person's agent or employee
to commit an act which directly or indirectly results in any distinction, restriction,
or discrimination, or the requiring of any person to pay a larger sum than the
uniform rates charged other persons, or the refusing or withholding from any
person the admission, patronage, custom, presence, frequenting, dwelling, staying,
or lodging in any place of public resort, accommodation, assemblage, or
amusement, except for conditions and limitations established by law and applicable
to all persons, regardless of race, creed, color, national origin, sex, the presence of
any sensory, mental, or physical disability, or the use of a trained dg guide ((dog))
or service ((dog)) anji by a disabled person: PROVIDED, That this section
shall not be construed to require structural changes, modifications, or additions to
make any place accessible to a disabled person except as otherwise required by
law: PROVIDED, That behavior or actions constituting a risk to property or other
persons can be grounds for refusal and shall not constitute an unfair practice.
Sec. 14. RCW 49.60.222 and 1995 c 259 s 3 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) It is an unfair practice for any person, whether acting for himself, herself,
or another, because of sex, marital status, race, creed, color, national origin,
families with children status, the presence of any sensory, mental, or physical
disability, or the use of a trained dog guide ((dog)) or service ((dog)) animal by a
disabled person:
(a) To refuse to engage in a real estate transaction with a person;
(b)To discriminate against a person in the terms, conditions, or privileges of
a real estate transaction or in the furnishing of facilities or services in connection
therewith;
(c) To refuse to receive or to fail to transmit a bona fide offer to engage in a
real estate transaction from a person;
(d) To refuse to negotiate for a real estate transaction with a person;
(e) To represent to a person that real property is not available for inspection,
sale, rental, or lease when in fact it is so available, or to fail to bring a property
listing to his or her attention, or to refuse to permit the person to inspect real
property;
(f) To discriminate in the sale or rental, or to otherwise make unavailable or
deny a dwelling, to any person; or to a person residing in or intending to reside in
that dwelling after it is sold, rented, or made available; or to any person associated
with the person buying or renting;
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(g)To make, print, circulate, post, or mail, or cause to be so made or published
a statement, advertisement, or sign, or to use a form of application for a real estate
transaction, or to make a record or inquiry in connection with a prospective real
estate transaction, which indicates, directly or indirectly, an intent to make a
limitation, specification, or discrimination with respect thereto;
(h) To offer, solicit, accept, use, or retain a listing of real property with the
understanding that a person may be discriminated against in a real estate
transaction or in the furnishing of facilities or services in connection therewith;
(i) To expel a person from occupancy of real property;
(j)To discriminate in the course of negotiating, executing, or financing a real
estate transaction whether by mortgage, deed of trust, contract, or other instrument
imposing a lien or other security in real property, or in negotiating or executing any
item or service related thereto including issuance of title insurance, mortgage
insurance, loan guarantee, or other aspect of the transaction. Nothing in this
section shall limit the effect of RCW 49.60.176 relating to unfair practices in credit
transactions; or
(k) To attempt to do any of the unfair practices defined in this section.
(2) For the purposes of this chapter discrimination based on the presence of
any sensory, mental, or physical disability or the use of a trained ." guide ((dog))
or service ((dog)) animal by a blind, deaf, or physically disabled person includes:
(a) A refusal to permit, at the expense of the disabled person, reasonable
modifications of existing premises occupied or to be occupied by such person if
such modifications may be necessary to afford such person full enjoyment of the
dwelling, except that, in the case of a rental, the landlord may, where it is
reasonable to do so, condition permission for a modification on the renter agreeing
to restore the interior of the dwelling to the condition that existed before the
modification, reasonable wear and tear excepted;
(b)To refuse to make reasonable accommodation in rules, policies, practices,
or services when such accommodations may be necessary to afford a person with
the presence of any sensory, mental, or physical disability and/or the use of a
trained oQg guide ((dog)) or service ((dog)) animal by a blind, deaf, or physically
disabled person equal opportunity to use and enjoy a dwelling; or
(c) To fail to design and construct covered multifamily dwellings and premises
in conformance with the federal fair housing amendments act of 1988 (42 U.S.C.
Sec. 3601 et seq.) and all other applicable laws or regulations pertaining to access
by persons with any sensory, mental, or physical disability or use of a trained dg
guide ((dog)) or service ((dog)) guimn. Whenever the requirements of applicable
laws or regulations differ, the requirements which require greater accessibility for
persons with any sensory, mental, or physical disability shall govern.
Nothing in (a) or (b) of this subsection shall apply to: (i) A single-family
house rented or leased by the owner if the owner does not own or have an interest
in the proceeds of the rental or lease of more than three such single-family houses
at one time, the rental or lease occurred without the use of a real estate broker or
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salesperson, as defined in RCW 18.85.010, and the rental or lease occurred without
the publication, posting, or mailing of any advertisement, sign, or statement in
violation of subsection (1)(g) of this section; or (ii) rooms or units in dwellings
containing living quarters occupied or intended to be occupied by no more than
four families living independently of each other if the owner maintains and
occupies one of the rooms or units as his or her residence.
(3) Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, it shall not be an
unfair practice or a denial of civil rights for any public or private educational
institution to separate the sexes or give preference to or limit use of dormitories,
residence halls, or other student housing to persons of one sex or to make
distinctions on the basis of marital or families with children status.
(4) Except pursuant to subsection (2)(a) of this section, this section shall not
be construed to require structural changes, modifications, or additions to make
facilities accessible to a disabled person except as otherwise required by law.
Nothing in this section affects the rights, responsibilities, and remedies of landlords
and tenants pursuant to chapter 59.18 or 59.20 RCW, including the right to post
and enforce reasonable rules of conduct and safety for all tenants and their guests,
provided that chapters 59.18 and 59.20 RCW are only affected to the extent they
are inconsistent with the nondiscrimination requirements of this chapter. Nothing
in this section limits the applicability of any reasonable federal, state, or local
restrictions regarding the maximum number of occupants permitted to occupy a
dwelling.
(5) Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, it shall not be an
unfair practice for any public establishment providing for accommodations offered
for the full enjoyment of transient guests as defined by RCW 9.91.010(1)(c) to
make distinctions on the basis of families with children status. Nothing in this
section shall limit the effect of RCW 49.60.215 relating to unfair practices in places
of public accommodation.
(6) Nothing in this chapter prohibiting discrimination based on families with
children status applies to housing for older persons as defined by the federal fair
housing amendments act of 1988, 42 U.S.C. Sec. 3607(b)(1) through (3). Nothing
in this chapter authorizes requirements for housing for older persons different than
the requirements in the federal fair housing amendments act of 1988,42 U.S.C. Sec
3607(b)(1) through (3).
Sec. 15. RCW 49.60.223 and 1993 c 510 s 18 and 1993 c 69 s 6 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
It is an unfair practice for any person, for profit, to induce or attempt to induce
any person to sell or rent any real property by representations regarding the entry
or prospective entry into the neighborhood of a person or persons of a particular
race, creed, color, sex, national origin, families with children status, or with any
sensory, mental, or physical disability and/or the use of a trained d guide ((dog))
or service ((dog)) animal by a blind, deaf, or physically disabled person,
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Sec. 16. RCW 49.60.224 and 1993 c 69 s 8 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) Every provision in a written instrument relating to real property which
purports to forbid or restrict the conveyance, encumbrance, occupancy, or lease
thereof to individuals of a specified race, creed, color, sex, national origin, families
with children status, or with any sensory, mental, or physical disability or the use
of a trained dog guide ((dog)) or service ((dog)) animal by a blind, deaf, or
physically disabled person, and every condition, restriction, or prohibition,
including a right of entry or possibility of reverter, which directly or indirectly
limits the use or occupancy of real property on the basis of race, creed, color, sex,
national origin, families with children status, or the presence of any sensory,
mental, or physical disability or the use of a trained dog guide ((dog)) or service
((dog)) animal by a blind, deaf, or physically disabled person is void.
(2) It is an unfair practice to insert in a written instrument relating to real
property aprovision that is void under this section or to honor or attempt to honor
such a provision in the chain of title.
Sec. 17. RCW 49.60.225 and 1995 c 259 s 4 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) When a reasonable cause determination has been made under RCW
49.60.240 that an unfair practice in a real estate transaction has been committed
and a finding has been made that the respondent has engaged in any unfair practice
under RCW 49.60.250, the administrative law judge shall promptly issue an order
for such relief suffered by the aggrieved person as may be appropriate, which may
include actual damages as provided by the federal fair housing amendments act of
1988 (42 U.S.C. Sec. 3601 et seq.), and injunctive or other equitable relief. Such
order may, to further the public interest, assess a civil penalty against the
respondent:
(a) In an amount up to ten thousand dollars if the respondent has not been
determined to have committed any prior unfair practice in a real estate transaction;
(b)In an amount up to twenty-five thousand dollars if the respondent has been
determined to have committed one other unfair practice in a real estate transaction
during the five-year period ending on the date of the filing of this charge; or
(c) In an amount up to fifty thousand dollars if the respondent has been
determined to have committed two or more unfair practices in a real estate
transaction during the seven-year period ending on the date of the filing of this
charge, for loss of the right secured by RCW 49.60.010,49.60.030,49.60.040, and
49.60.222 through 49.60.224, as now or hereafter amended, to be free from
discrimination in real property transactions because of sex, marital status, race,
creed, color, national origin, families with children status, or the presence of any
sensory, mental, or physical disability or the use of a trained dg guide ((dog)) or
service ((dog)) animal by ablind, deaf, or physically disabled person. Enforcement
of the order and appeal therefrom by the complainant or respondent may be made
as provided in RCW 49.60.260 and 49.60.270. If acts constituting the unfair
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practice in a real estate transaction that is the object of the charge are determined
to have been committed by the same natural person who has been previously
determined to have committed acts constituting an unfair practice in a real estate
transaction, then the civil penalty of up to fifty thousand dollars may be imposed
without regard to the period of time within which any subsequent unfair practice
in a real estate transaction occurred. All civil penalties assessed under this section
shall be paid into the state treasury and credited to the general fund.
(2) Such order shall not affect any contract, sale, conveyance, encumbrance,
or lease consummated before the issuance of an order that involves a bona fide
purchaser, encumbrancer, or tenant who does not have actual notice of the charge
filed under this chapter.
(3) Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, persons awarded
damages under this section may not receive additional damages pursuant to RCW
49.60.250.
Sec, 18, RCW 70.84.020 and 1980 c 109 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
For the purpose of this chapter, the term "Log guide ((dog))" ((shl meana
dog wh.i in working harn-os and)) mens a dog
is trained ((or -ppreby an
rdit.d s.hool engaged in trainig. dog ) for the purpose of guiding blind
persons or a dog ((whieh-is)) trained ((or approved by an ... redit-d s-"-l
engaged in training dogs)) for the purpose of assisting hearing impaired persons.
Sec. 19. RCW 70.84.021 and 1985 c 90 s 1 are each amended to read as
follows:
For the purpose of this chapter, "service ((dog)) animal" means ((a-dog)) An
anima that is trained ((or appro.d by an e.. r.dit d shool, or _.n_ ..stiutior of
higher du.ation, eng d in.. training dogs)) for the purposes of assisting or
accommodating a ((phyasieally)) disabled ((person rehtted t,,)) person's sensory.
mental, or physical disability.
Sec. 20, RCW 70.84.040 and 1985 c 90 s 3 are each amended to read as
follows:
The driver of a vehicle approaching a totally or partially blind pedestrian who
is carrying a cane predominantly white in color (with or without a red tip), a totally
or partially blind or hearing impaired pedestrian using a "o guide ((dog)), or an
otherwise physically disabled person using a service ((dog)) animal shall take all
necessary precautions to avoid injury to such pedestrian. Any driver who fails to
take such precaution shall be liable in damages for any injury caused such
pedestrian. It shall be unlawful for the operator of any vehicle to drive into or upon
any crosswalk while there is on such crosswalk, such pedestrian, crossing or
attempting to cross the roadway, if such pedestrian ((.ndiat.s his int n
e-e
or of eentiauing on, with a timely warning by holding up or waying)) is using a
white cane, using a dog guide ((dog)), or using a service ((dog)) animal. The
failure of any such pedestrian so to signal shall not deprive him of the right of way
accorded him by other laws.
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Sec. 21. RCW 70.84.050 and 1980 c 109 s 5 are each amended to read as
follows:
A totally or partially blind pedestrian not carrying a white cane or a totally or
partially blind or hearing impaired pedestrian not using a dog guide ((dog)) in any
of the places, accommodations, or conveyances listed in RCW 70.84.010, shall
have all of the rights and privileges conferred by law on other persons.
Sec. 22. RCW 70.84.060 and 1985 c 90 s 4 are each amended to read as
follows:
It shall be unlawful for any pedestrian who is not totally or partially blind to
use a white cane or any pedestrian who is not totally or partially blind or is not
hearing impaired to use adog guide ((dog)) or any pedestrian who is not otherwise
physically disabled to use a service ((dog)) animal in any of the places,
accommodations, or conveyances listed in RCW 70.84.010 for the purpose of
securing the rights and privileges accorded by the chapter to totally or partially
blind, hearing impaired, or otherwise physically disabled people.
Sec. 23. RCW 70.84.100 and 1988 c 89 s 1 are each amended to read as
follows:
LU A person who negligently or maliciously kills or injures aLog guide or
service ((dog)) animal isliable for a penalty of one thousand dollars, to be paid to
the user of the ((dog)) animal. The penalty shall be in addition to and not in lieu
of any other remedies or penalties, civil or criminal, provided by law.
(2) A user or owner of a dog guide or service animal, whose animal is
negligently or maliciously iniured or killed, is entitled to recover reasonable
attorneys' fees and costs incurred in pursuing any civil remedy,
(3) The commission has no duty to investigate any negligent or malicious acts
referred to under this section.
Sec. 24. RCW 70.84.120 and 1989 c 41 s 1 are each amended to read as
follows:
A county, city, or town shall honor a request by a blind person or hearing
impaired person not to be charged a fee to license his or her d guide ((dog)), or
a request by a physically disabled person not to be charged a fee to license his or
her service ((dog)) animal.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 25. The Washington state human rights commission
shall adopt rules implementing this act no later than March 1, 1998.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 26. The following acts or parts of acts are each
repealed:
(1)RCW 70.84.030 and 1985 c 90 s 2, 1980 c 109 s 3, & 1969 c 141 s 3; and
(2) RCW 70.84.110 and 1988 c 89 s 2.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 27. RCW 70.84.090, 70.84.100, and 70.84.120 are
each recodified as new sections in chapter 49.60 RCW.
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Passed the House April 19, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 9, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 6, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 6, 1997.
CHAPTER 272
[Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill 2046]
FOSTER CARE-ENCOURAGEMENT, FOSTER CARE PARENT LIAISONS
AN ACT Relating to foster care; amending RCW 74.13.031 and 74.13.280; adding new sections
tochapter 74.13 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 43.20A RCW; providing an effective date; and
declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:

Sec. 1. RCW 74.13.031 and 1995 c 191 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
The department shall have the duty to provide child welfare services ((es
defined in RG,'
.. 02,)) and shall:
(I) Develop, administer, supervise, and monitor a coordinated and
comprehensive plan that establishes, aids, and strengthens services for the
protection and care of homeless, runaway, dependent, or neglected children.
(2) ((Dvlpt,-tuiting plan for rruiting)) Within available resources,
recruit an adequate number of prospective adoptive and foster homes, both regular
and specialized, i.e. homes for children of ethnic minority, including Indian homes
for Indian children, sibling groups, handicapped and emotionally disturbed, tens
pregnant and parenting teens, and annually ((.ub.i th plan for riw toh
house and senmt
.
mmittcz3 on az..itl and health srie-s)) report to the governor
and the legislature concerning the department's success in: (a)
Meeting the need
for adoptive and foster home placements: (b) reducing the foster parent turnover
rate: (c)
completing home studies for legally free children: and (d) implementing
and operating the passport program required by section 5 of this act. The ((platn))
renort shall include a section entitled "Foster Home Turn-Over, Causes and
Recommendations."
(3)Investigate complaints of neglect, abuse, or abandonment of children, and
on the basis of the findings of such investigation, offer child welfare services in
relation to the problem to such parents, legal custodians, or persons serving in loco
parentis, and/or bring the situation to the attention of an appropriate court, or
another community agency: PROVIDED, That an investigation is not required of
nonaccidental injuries which are clearly not the result of a lack of care or
supervision by the child's parents, legal custodians, or persons serving in loco
parentis. If the investigation reveals that a crime may have been committed, the
department shall notify the appropriate law enforcement agency.
(4) Offer, ona voluntary basis, family reconciliation services to families who
are in conflict.
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(5)Monitor out-of-home placements, on a timely and routine basis, to assure
the safety, well-being, and quality of care being provided is within the scope of the
intent of the legislature as defined in RCW 74.13.010 and 74.15.010, and annually
submit a report ((dli.tig the ceults)) measuring the extent to which the
department achieved the specified goals to the ((housea nd sr..a, C
,nittZCS
v
s_..tl and halth sviees)) governor and the legislature.
(6) Have authority to accept custody of children from parents and to accept
custody of children from juvenile courts, where authorized to do so under law, to
provide child welfare services including placement for adoption, and to provide for
the physical care of such children and make payment of maintenance costs if
needed. Except where required by Public Law 95-608 (25 U.S.C. Sec. 1915), no
private adoption agency which receives children for adoption from the department
shall discriminate on the basis of race, creed, or color when considering
applications in their placement for adoption.
(7)Have authority to provide temporary shelter to children who have run away
from home and who are admitted to crisis residential centers.
(8) Have authority to purchase care for children; and shall follow in general
the policy of using properly approved private agency services for the actual care
and supervision of such children insofar as they are available, paying for care of
such children as are accepted by the department as eligible for support at
reasonable rates established by the department.
(9) Establish a children's services advisory committee which shall assist the
secretary in the development of a partnership plan for utilizing resources of the
public and private sectors, and advise on all matters pertaining to child welfare,
licensing of child care agencies, adoption, and services related thereto. At least one
member shall represent the adoption community.
(10) Have authority to provide continued foster care or group care for
individuals from eighteen through twenty years of age to enable them to complete
their high school or vocational school program.
(11) Have authority within funds appropriated for foster care services to
purchase care for Indian children who are in the custody of a federally recognized
Indian tribe or tribally licensed child-placing agency pursuant to parental consent,
tribal court order, or state juvenile court order; and the purchase of such care shall
be subject to the same eligibility standards and rates of support applicable to other
children for whom the department purchases care.
Notwithstanding any other provision of RCW 13.32A.170 through
13.32A.200 and 74.13.032 through 74.13.036, or of this section all services to be
provided by the department of social and health services under subsections (4), (6),
and (7) of this section, subject to the limitations of these subsections, may be
provided by any program offering such services funded pursuant to Titles II and
III of the federal juvenile justice and delinquency prevention act of 1974.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 2. A new section is added to chapter 74.13 RCW to
read as follows:
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Within available resources, the department shall provide a foster parent liaison
position in each department region. The department shall contract with a private
nonprofit organization to provide the foster parent liaison function. The foster
parent liaison shall enhance the working relationship between department case
workers and foster parents. The foster parent liaison shall provide expedited
assistance for the unique needs and requirements posed by special needs foster
children in out-of-home care, Any contract entered into under this section for a
foster parent liaison shall include a requirement that the contractor substantially
reduce the turnover rate of foster parents in the region by an agreed upon
percentage. The department shall evaluate whether an organization that has a
contract under this section has reduced the turnover rate by the agreed upon
amount or more when determining whether to extend or renew a contract under this
section.
NEW SECTION, See. 3. A new section is added to chapter 74.13 RCW to
read as follows:
Within available resources, the department shall increase the number of
adoptive and foster families available to accept children through an intensive
recruitment and retention program. The department shall contract with a private
agency to coordinate foster care and adoptive home recruitment activities for the
department and private agencies.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 4. A new section is added to chapter 43.20A RCW to
read as follows:
The secretary or the secretary's designee may purchase services from nonprofit
agencies for the purpose of conducting home studies for legally free children who
have been awaiting adoption finalization for more than ninety days. The home
studies selected to be done under this section shall be for the children who have
been legally free and awaiting adoption finalization the longest period of time.
NEW SECTION, Sec. S. A new section is added to chapter 74.13 RCW to
read as follows:
(1) Within available resources, the department shall prepare a passport
containing all known and available information concerning the mental, physical,
health, and educational status of the child for any child who has been in a foster
home for ninety consecutive days or more. The passport shall be provided to a
foster parent at any placement of a child covered by this section. The department
shall update the passport during the regularly scheduled court reviews required
under chapter 13.34 RCW.
New placements after the effective date of this act shall have first priority in
the preparation of passports. Within available resources, the department may
prepare passports for any child in a foster home on the effective date of this act,
provided that no time spent in a foster home before the effective date of this act
shall be included in the computation of the ninety days.
(2) In addition to the requirements of subsection (1) of this section, the
department shall, within available resources, notify a foster parent before
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placement of a child of any known health conditions that pose a serious threat to
the child and any known behavioral history that presents a serious risk of harm to
the child or others.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 6. A new section is added to chapter 74.13 RCW to
read as follows:
The department may provide child care for all foster parents who are required
to attend department-sponsored meetings or training sessions. If the department
does not provide such child care, the department, where feasible, shall conduct the
activities covered by this section in the foster parent's home or other location
acceptable to the foster parent.
Sec. 7. RCW 74.13.280 and 1995 c 311 s 21 are each amended to read as
follows:
(i) Except as provided in RCW 70.24.105, whenever a child is placed in outof-home care by the department or a child-placing agency, the department or
agency ((mty)) shall, within available resources. share information about the child
and the child's family with the care provider and ((may)) shall, within available
resources, consult with the care provider regarding the child's case plan. If the
child is dependent pursuant to a proceeding under chapter 13.34 RCW, the
department or agency shall keep the care provider informed regarding the dates and
location of dependency review and permanency planning hearings pertaining to the
child.
(2) Any person who receives information about a child or a child's family
pursuant to this section shall keep the information confidential and shall not further
disclose or disseminate the information except as authorized by law.
(3) Nothing in this section shall be construed to limit the authority of the
department or child-placing agencies to disclose client information or to maintain
client confidentiality as provided by law.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 8. This act is necessary for the immediate preservation
of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of the state government and its
existing public institutions, and takes effect July 1, 1997.
Passed the House April 22, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 17, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 6, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 6, 1997.

CHAPTER 273
[Engrossed Substitute House Bill 2193]
JOINT CENTER FOR HIGHER EDUCATION PARKING AND TRANSPORTATION FEES
AN ACT Relating to the joint center for higher education transportation and parking fees and
higher education parking fees; amending RCW 28B. 130.020 and 43.01.236; and adding a new section
to chapter 28B.25 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
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NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. A new section is added to chapter 28B.25 RCW to
read as follows:
(1)The joint center board may:
(a) Adopt rules governing pedestrian traffic and vehicular traffic and parking
upon lands and facilities of the center;
(b) Establish, collect, and retain parking fees for faculty, staff, students, and
visitors using the Riverpoint higher education parking facility;
(c) Adjudicate matters involving parking infractions internally; and
(d) Collect and retain any penalties for parking infractions.
(2) If the rules adopted under subsection (1)of this section provide for internal
adjudication of parking infractions, a person charged with a parking infraction who
deems himself or herself aggrieved by the final decision in an internal adjudication
may, within ten days after written notice of the final decision, appeal by filing a
written notice thereof with the joint center board. Documents relating to the appeal
shall immediately be forwarded to the district court in the county in which the
offense was committed, which court shall have jurisdiction over such offense and
such appeal shall be heard de novo.
(3) Any funds collected under this section shall be used for the joint center's
parking program.
Sec. 2. RCW 28B.130.020 and 1993 c 447 s 3 are each amended to read as
follows:
M11
The governing board of an institution of higher education as defined in
RCW 28B. 10.016 may impose either a voluntary or a mandatory transportation fee
on employees and on students at the institution. The board of the joint center for
higher education under chapter 28B,25 RCW may impose either a voluntary or a
mandatory transportation fee on faculty and staff working at the Riverpoint higher
education park and on students attending classes there, The transportation fee shall
be used solely to fund transportation demand management programs that reduce
the demand for campus and neighborhood parking, and promote alternatives to
single-occupant vehicle driving. If the board charges a mandatory transportation
fee to students, it shall charge a mandatory transportation fee to employees. The
transportation fee for employees may exceed, but shall not be lower than the
transportation fee charged to students. The transportation fee for employees may
be deducted from the employees' paychecks. The transportation fee for students
may be imposed annually, or each academic term. For students attending
community colleges and technical colleges, the mandatory transportation fee shall
not exceed sixty percent of the maximum rate permitted for services and activities
fees at community colleges, unless, through a vote, a majority of students consent
to increase the transportation fee. For students attending four-year institutions of
higher education or classes at the Riverpoint higher education park, the mandatory
transportation fee shall not exceed thirty-five percent of the maximum rate
permitted for services and activities fees at the institution where the student is
enrolled unless, through a vote, a majority of students consents to increase the
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transportation fee. The board may make a limited number of exceptions to the fee
based on a policy adopted by the board.
(2) The board of the ioint center for higher education under chapter 28B.25
RCW shall not impose a transportation fee on any student who is already p ayin,
a transportation fee to the institution of higher education in which the student is
enrolled.
Sec. 3. RCW 43.01.236 and 1995 c 215 s 5 are each amended to read as
follows:
All institutions of higher education as defined under RCW 28B.10.016 and the
joint center for higher education under chapter 28B.25 RCW are exempt from the
requirements under RCW ((43 14-. )) 43.01,240.
Passed the House April 21, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 10, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 6, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 6, 1997.
CHAPTER 274
[Engrossed Substitute House Bill 2264
ABOLISHING THE STATE HEALTH CARE ADVISORY BOARD
AN ACT Relating to abolishing the state health care policy board; amending RCW 41.05.021,
43.70.054, 43.70.066, 43.70.068, 43.72.300, and 43,72.310; reenacting and amending RCW
42.17.310; adding a new section to chapter 43.72 RCW; repealing RCW 43.72.320, 43.73.010,
43.73.020, 43.73.030, and 43.73.040; repealing 1996 c 281 s 2 (uncodified); providing an effective
date; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 41.05.021 and 1995 1st sp.s. c 6 s 7 are each amended to read
as follows:
(i) The Washington state health care authority is created within the executive
branch. The authority shall have an administrator appointed by the governor, with
the consent of the senate. The administrator shall serve at the pleasure of the
governor. The administrator may employ up to seven staff members, who shall be
exempt from chapter 41.06 RCW, and any additional staff members as are
necessary to administer this chapter. The administrator may delegate any power
or duty vested in him or her by this chapter, including authority to make final
decisions and enter final orders in hearings conducted under chapter 34.05 RCW.
The primary duties of the authority shall be to: Administer state employees'
insurance benefits and retired or disabled school employees' insurance benefits;
administer the basic health plan pursuant to chapter 70.47 RCW; study statepurchased health care programs in order to maximize cost containment in these
programs while ensuring access to quality health care; and implement state
initiatives, joint purchasing strategies, and techniques for efficient administration
that have potential application to all state-purchased health services. The
authority's duties include, but are not limited to, the following:
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(a) To administer health care benefit programs for employees and retired or
disabled school employees as specifically authorized in RCW 41.05.065 and in
accordance with the methods described in RCW 41.05.075, 41.05.140, and other
provisions of this chapter;
(b) To analyze state-purchased health care programs and to explore options for
cost containment and delivery alternatives for those programs that are consistent
with the purposes of those programs, including, but not limited to:
(i) Creation of economic incentives for the persons for whom the state
purchases health care to appropriately utilize and purchase health care services,
including the development of flexible benefit plans to offset increases in individual
financial responsibility;
(ii) Utilization of provider arrangements that encourage cost containment,
including but not limited to prepaid delivery systems, utilization review, and
prospective payment methods, and that ensure access to quality care, including
assuring reasonable access to local providers, especially for employees residing in
rural areas;
(iii) Coordination of state agency efforts to purchase drugs effectively as
provided in RCW 70.14.050;
(iv) Development of recommendations and methods for purchasing medical
equipment and supporting services on a volume discount basis; and
(v) Development of data systems to obtain utilization data from statepurchased health care programs in order to identify cost centers, utilization
patterns, provider and hospital practice patterns, and procedure costs, utilizing the
information obtained pursuant to RCW 41.05.031;
(c) To analyze areas of public and private health care interaction;
(d)To provide information and technical and administrative assistance to the
board;
(e) To review and approve or deny applications from counties, municipalities,
and other political subdivisions of the state to provide state-sponsored insurance
or self-insurance programs to their employees in accordance with the provisions
of RCW 41.04.205, setting the premium contribution for approved groups as
outlined in RCW 41.05.050;
(f) To appoint a health care policy technical advisory committee as required
by RCW 41.05.150;
(g) To establish billing procedures and collect funds from school districts and
educational service districts under RCW 28A.400.400 in a way that minimizes the
administrative burden on districts; and
(h) To promulgate and adopt rules consistent with this chapter as described in
RCW 41.05.160.
(2) On and after January 1, 1996, the public employees' benefits board may
implement strategies to promote managed competition among employee health
benefit plans. Strategies may include but are not limited to:
(a) Standardizing the benefit package;
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(b)Soliciting competitive bids for the benefit package;
(c) Limiting the state's contribution to a percent of the lowest priced qualified
plan within a geographical area;
(d) Monitoring the impact of the approach under this subsection with regards
to: Efficiencies in health service delivery, cost shifts to subscribers, access to and
choice of managed care plans state-wide, and quality of health services. The health
care authority shall also advise on the value of administering a benchmark
employer-managed plan to promote competition among managed care plans. The
health care authority shall report its findings and recommendations to the
legislature by January 1, 1997.
(3) The health care authority shall, no later than July 1, 1996, submit to the
appropriate committees of the legislature, proposed methods whereby, through the
use of a voucher-type process, state employees may enroll with any health carrier
to receive employee benefits. Such methods shall include the employee option of
participating in a health care savings account, as set forth in Title 48 RCW.
(((4) The Washi, ... health ..r. pliy board shall study h neaessity and
desirability of the hettith ettre authority eeatinuing as a self-insurin~g entity-nd
make crenfndations to the appropriate committees of !he legislature by
D..mber 1, 1996-)

Sec. 2. RCW 43.70.054 and 1995 c 267 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) To promote the public interest consistent with chapter 267, Laws of 1995,
the department of health, in cooperation with the ((h.lth a,_p
.lity ._rd-m,
the)) information services board established under RCW 43. i05.032, shall develop
health care data standards to be used by, and developed in collaboration with,
consumers, purchasers, health carriers, providers, and state government as
consistent with the intent of chapter 492, Laws of 1993 as amended by chapter 267,
Laws of 1995, to promote the delivery of quality health services that improve
health outcomes for state residents, The data standards shall include content,
coding, confidentiality, and transmission standards for all health care data elements
necessary to support the intent of this section, and to improve administrative
efficiency and reduce cost. Purchasers, as allowed by federal law, health carriers,
health facilities and providers as defined in chapter 48.43 RCW, and state
government shall utilize the data standards. The information and data elements
shall be reported as the department of health directs by rule in accordance with data
standards developed under this section.
(2) The health care data collected, maintained, and studied by the department
under this section((, the health care p.li.y board,)) or any other entity: (a) Shall
include a method of associating all information on health care costs and services
with discrete cases; (b) shall not contain any means of determining the personal
identity of any enrollee, provider, or facility; (c) shall only be available for retrieval
in original or processed form to public and private requesters; (d)shall be available
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within a reasonable period of time after the date of request; and (e) shall give
strong consideration to data standards that achieve national uniformity.
(3)The cost of retrieving data for state officials and agencies shall be funded
through state general appropriation. The cost of retrieving data for individuals and
organizations engaged in research or private use of data or studies shall be funded
by a fee schedule developed by the department that reflects the direct cost of
retrieving the data or study in the requested form.
(4) All persons subject to this section shall comply with departmental
requirements established by rule in the acquisition of data, however, the
department shall adopt no rule or effect no policy implementing the provisions of
this section without an act of law.
(5)The department shall submit developed health care data standards to the
appropriate committees of the legislature by December 31, 1995.
Sec. 3. RCW 43.70.066 and 1995 c 267 s 4 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)
The department of health ((in eensultatii. with the health poliy bard))
shall study the feasibility of a uniform quality assurance and improvement program
for use by all public and private health plans and health care providers and
facilities. In this study, the department shall consult with:
(a) Public and private purchasers of health care services;
(b) Health carriers;
(c) Health care providers and facilities; and
(d) Consumers of health services.
(2)In conducting the study, the department shall propose standards that meet
the needs of affected persons and organizations, whether public or private, without
creation of differing levels of quality assurance. All consumers of health services
should be afforded the same level of quality assurance.
(3) At a minimum, the study shall include but not be limited to the following
program components and indicators appropriate for consumer disclosure:
(a) Health care provider training, credentialing, and licensure standards;
(b) Health care facility credentialing and recredentialing;
(c) Staff ratios in health care facilities;
(d) Annual mortality and morbidity rates of cases based on a defined set of
procedures performed or diagnoses treated in health care facilities, adjusted to
fairly consider variable factors such as patient demographics and case severity;
(e) The average total cost and average length of hospital stay for a defined set
of procedures and diagnoses;
() The total number of the defined set of procedures, by specialty, performed
by each physician at a health care facility within the previous twelve months;
(g) Utilization performance profiles by provider, both primary care and
specialty care, that have been adjusted to fairly consider variable factors such as
patient demographics and severity of case;
(h) Health plan fiscal performance standards;
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(i) Health care provider and facility recordkeeping and reporting standards;
(j)Health care utilization management that monitors trends in health service
underutilization, as well as overutilization of services;
(k) Health monitoring that is responsive to consumer, purchaser, and public
health assessment needs; and
(I) Assessment of consumer satisfaction and disclosure of consumer survey
results.
(4)In conducting the study, the department shall develop standards that permit
each health care facility, provider group, or health carrier to assume responsibility
for and determine the physical method of collection, storage, and assimilation of
quality indicators for consumer disclosure. The study may define the forms,
frequency, and posting requirements for disclosure of information.
In developing proposed standards under this subsection, the department shall
identify options that would minimize provider burden and administrative cost
resulting from duplicative private sector data submission requirements.
(5) The department shall submit a preliminary report to the legislature by
December 31, 1995, including recommendations for initial legislation pursuant to
subsection (6) of this section, and shall submit supplementary reports and
recommendations as completed, consistent with appropriated funds and staffing.
(6) The department shall not adopt any rule implementing the uniform quality
assurance program or consumer disclosure provisions unless expressly directed to
do so by an act of law.
Sec. 4. RCW 43,70.068 and 1995 c 267 s 5 are each amended to read as
follows:
((No lar thanly

1, 1995, !he health ar p3liey board ti.gther with)) Ihe

department of health, the health care authority, the department of social and health
services, the office of the insurance commissioner, and the department of labor and
industries shall form an interagency group for coordination and consultation on
quality assurance activities and collaboration on final recommendations for the
study required under RCW 43.70.066. ((By ..- m,-r 31, 1996, the; group shall
.. yi.w all s.at.
i agn y pr.gr.m g...... -- halth srie quality ssura...,
in
light of legislative aeit-s pursuan t se RCWi4--!3.70.066(6), and shall reeeimel
to theleli llre, !he eonselidatio , e.ordination, or elinition of rjlzl l
programs that would be made unneeessary pursuant to the deyeckpment of a

uniform quality assuranee ar.d imromnt program, )
NEW SECTION, Sec, 5. A new section is added to chapter 43.72 RCW to
read as follows:

As used in this chapter, "health carrier," "health care provider," "provider,"
"health plan," and "health care facility" have the same meaning as provided in
RCW 48.43.005.

Sec. 6. RCW 43.72.300 and 1993 c 492 s 447 are each amended to read as
follows:
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(1)The legislature recognizes that competition among health care providers,
facilities, payers, and purchasers will yield the best allocation of health care
resources, the lowest prices for health care services, and the highest quality of
health care when there exists a large number of buyers and sellers, easily
comparable health ((eare)) plans and services, minimal barriers to entry and exit
into the health care market, and adequate information for buyers and sellers to base
purchasing and production decisions. However, the legislature finds that
purchasers of health care services and health care coverage do not have adequate
information upon which to base purchasing decisions; that health care facilities and
providers of health care services face legal and market disincentives to develop
economies of scale or to provide the most cost-efficient and efficacious service;
that health insurers, contractors, and health maintenance organizations face market
disincentives in providing health care coverage to those Washington residents with
the most need for health care coverage; and that potential competitors in the
provision of health care coverage bear unequal burdens in entering the market for
health care coverage.
(2)The legislature therefore intends to exempt from state anti-trust laws, and
to provide immunity from federal anti-trust laws through the state action doctrine
for activities approved under this chapter that might otherwise be constrained by
such laws and intends to displace competition in the health care market: To
contain the aggregate cost of health care services; to promote the development of
comprehensive, integrated, and cost-effective health care delivery systems through
cooperative activities among health care providers and facilities; to promote
comparability of health care coverage; to improve the cost-effectiveness in
providing health care coverage relative to health promotion, disease prevention,
and the amelioration or cure of illness; to assure universal access to a publicly
determined, uniform package of health care benefits; and to create reasonable
equity in the distribution of funds, treatment, and medical risk among purchasers
of health care coverage, payers of health care services, providers of health care
services, health care facilities, and Washington residents. To these ends, any
lawful action taken pursuant to chapter 492, Laws of 1993 by any person or entity
created or regulated by chapter 492, Laws of 1993 are declared to be taken
pursuant to state statute and in furtherance of the public purposes of the state of
Washington.
(3) The legislature does not intend and unless explicitly permitted in
accordance with RCW 43.72.310 or under rules adopted pursuant to chapter 492,
Laws of 1993, does not authorize any person or entity to engage in activities or to
conspire to engage in activities that would constitute per se violations of state and
federal anti-trust laws including but not limited to conspiracies or agreements:
(a) Among competing health care providers not to grant discounts, not to
provide services, or to fix the price of their services;
(b) Among ((eertified)) health ((planm)) carriers as to the price or level of
reimbursement for health care services;
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(c)Among ((eertified)) health ((phfim)) carriers to boycott a group or class of
health care service providers;
(d) Among purchasers of ((eerifife)) health plan coverage to boycott a
particular plan or class of plans;
(e) Among ((eettifled)) health ((plans)) carriers to divide the market for health
care coverage; or
(f)
Among ((eertifted)) health ((phm)) carrers and purchasers to attract or
discourage enrollment of any Washington resident or groups of residents in a
((eertified)) health plan based upon the perceived or actual risk of loss in including
such resident or group of residents in a ((eertified)) health plan or purchasing
group.
Sec. 7. RCW 43.72.310 and 1995 c 267 s 8 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)((Until May 8, 1995, and after jun 30,.1996, a crtf...)) A health ((plM))
carrier, health care facility, health care provider, or other person involved in the
development, delivery, or marketing of health care or ((eertified)) health plans may
request, in writing, that the ((eemmissiet)) department of health obtain an informal
opinion from the attorney general as to whether particular conduct is authorized by
chapter 492, Laws of 1993. Trade secret or proprietary information contained in
a request for informal opinion shall be identified as such and shall not be disclosed
other than to an authorized employee of the ((eemmisoien)) department of health
or attorney general without the consent of the party making the request, except that
information in summary or aggregate form and market share data may be contained
in the informal opinion issued by the attorney general. The attorney general shall
issue such opinion within thirty days of receipt of a written request for an opinion
or within thirty days of receipt of any additional information requested by the
attorney general necessary for rendering an opinion unless extended by the attorney
general for good cause shown. If the attorney general concludes that such conduct
is not authorized by chapter 492, Laws of 1993, the person or organization making
the request may petition the ((eenmissie)) department of health for review and
approval of such conduct in accordance with subsection (3) of this section.
(2) After obtaining the written opinion of the attorney general and consistent
with such opinion, the ((heal h scrvicca c.nmissin)) department of health:
(a) May authorize conduct by a ((eertified)) health ((phm)) carrier, health care
facility, health care provider, or any other person that could tend to lessen
competition in the relevant market upon a strong showing that the conduct is likely
to achieve the policy goals of chapter 492, Laws of 1993 and a more competitive
alternative is impractical;
(b) Shall adopt rules governing conduct among providers, health care
facilities, and ((eerltfied)) health ((pham)) carriers including rules governing
provider and facility contracts with ((eerti-fied)) health ((plas)) cariers, rules
governing the use of "most favored nation" clauses and exclusive dealing clauses
in such contracts, and rules providing that ((certifed)) health ((plfme)) carriers in
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rural areas contract with a sufficient number and type of health care providers and
facilities to ensure consumer access to local health care services;
(c) Shall adopt rules permitting health care providers within the service area
of a plan to collectively negotiate the terms and conditions of contracts with a
((certified)) health ((plet)) garier including the ability of providers to meet and
communicate for the purposes of these negotiations; ((atid))
(d) Shall adopt rules governing cooperative activities among health care
facilities and providers'and
(e) Effective July 1. 1997. in addition to the rule-making authority granted to
the department under this section. the department shall have the authority to
enforce and administer rules previously adopted by the health services commission
and the health care olicy board pursuant to RCW 43.72.310.
(3)((Until May 8, 1995, an,d after un, 30,1996, a_ccified)) A health ((plan))
carrier, health care facility, health care provider, or any other person involved in
the development, delivery, and marketing of health care services or ((eertified))
health plans may file a written petition with the ((een issren)) department of
health requesting approval of conduct that could tend to lessen competition in the
relevant market. Such petition shall be filed in a form and manner prescribed by
rule of the ((eommissien)) deoartment of health.
The ((eemmissic, )) department of health shall issue a written decision
approving or denying a petition filed under this section within ninety days of
receipt of a properly completed written petition unless extended by the
((ee missier)) department of health for good cause shown. The decision shall set
forth findings as to benefits and disadvantages and conclusions as to whether the
benefits outweigh the disadvantages.
(4) In authorizing conduct and adopting rules of conduct under this section,
the ((eemmissren)) department of health with the advice of the attorney general,
shall consider the benefits of such conduct in furthering the goals of health care
reform including but not limited to:
(a) Enhancement of the quality of health services to consumers;
(b) Gains in cost efficiency of health services;
(c) Improvements in utilization of health services and equipment;
(d) Avoidance of duplication of health services resources; or
(e) And as to (b) and (c) of this subsection: (i) Facilitates the exchange of
information relating to performance expectations; (ii) simplifies the negotiation of
delivery arrangements and relationships; and (iii) reduces the transactions costs on
the part of ((eerfified)) health ((plhm)) carers and providers in negotiating more
cost-effective delivery arrangements.
These benefits must outweigh disadvantages including and not limited to:
(i) Reduced competition among ((certified)) health ((pens)) carriers, health
care providers, or health care facilities;
(ii) Adverse impact on quality, availability, or price of health care services to
consumers; or
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(iii) The availability of arrangements less restrictive to competition that
achieve the same benefits.
(5) Conduct authorized by the ((emmisien)) department of health shall be
deemed taken pursuant to state statute and in the furtherance of the public purposes
of the state of Washington.
(6) With the assistance of the attorney general's office, the ((eenmiion))
department of health shall actively supervise any conduct authorized under this
section to determine whether such conduct or rules permitting certain conduct
should be continued and whether a more competitive alternative is practical. The
((emnissica)) department of health shall periodically review petitioned conduct
through, at least, annual progress reports from petitioners, annual or more frequent
reviews by the ((eemmissie, )) department of health that evaluate whether the
conduct is consistent with the petition, and whether the benefits continue to
outweigh any disadvantages. If the ((eemmissin)) department of health
determines that the likely benefits of any conduct approved through rule, petition,
or otherwise by the ((eemmissien)) department of health no longer outweigh the
disadvantages attributable to potential reduction in competition, the ((eemrmissin))
department of health shall order a modification or discontinuance of such conduct.
Conduct ordered discontinued by the ((eetmmissief,)) department of health shall no
longer be deemed to be taken pursuant to state statute and in the furtherance of the
public purposes of the state of Washington.
(7)Nothing contained in chapter 492, Laws of 1993 is intended to in any way
limit the ability of rural hospital districts to enter into cooperative agreements and
contracts pursuant to RCW 70.44.450 and chapter 39.34 RCW.
(8)((Only requests for informal opinions under subs..t.o.
" , (.) f this s tio
and petitio s unr er sus

ltiol,
(3) of this sactiirl that were reeeivod prior to May

8, 1995, or aft.
,4ur
30, 1996, shall be orsiderd.)) The secretay of health shall
from time to time establish fees to accompany the filing of a petition or a written
request to the department to obtain an opinion from the attorney general under this
section and for the active supervision of conduct approved under this section, Such
fees may vary according to the size of the transaction proposed in the petition or
under active supervision, In setting such fees. the secretary shall consider that
consumers and the public benefit when activities meeting the standards of this
section are permitted to proceed: the importance of assuring that persons
sponsoring beneficial activities are not foreclosed from filing a petition under this
section because of the fee: and the necessity to avoid a conflict, or the appearance
of a conflict, between the interests of the department and the public, The total fee
for a petition under this section, a written request to the department to obtain an
opinion from the attorney general, or a combination of both regarding the same
conduct shall not exceed the level that will defray the reasonable costs the
department and attorney general incur in considering a petition and in no event
shall be greater than twenty-five thousand dollars, The fee for review of approved
conduct shall not exceed the level that will defray the reasonable costs the
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department and attorney general incur in conducting such a review and in no event
shall be greater than ten thousand dollars per annum. The fees shall be fixed by
rule adopted in accordance with the provisions of the administrative procedure act.
chapter 34.05 RCW, and shall be deposited in the health professions account
established in accordance with RCW 43.70.320,
Sec.8. RCW 42.17.310 and 1996c 305 s 2, 1996c 253 s 302, 1996c 191 s
88, and 1996 c 80 s I are each reenacted and amended to read as follows:
(I) The following are exempt from public inspection and copying:
(a)Personal information in any files maintained for students in public schools,
patients or clients of public institutions or public health agencies, or welfare
recipients.
(b) Personal information in files maintained for employees, appointees, or
elected officials of any public agency to the extent that disclosure would violate
their right to privacy.
(c)Information required of any taxpayer in connection with the assessment or
collection of any tax if the disclosure of the information to other persons would (i)
be prohibited to such persons by RCW 82.32.330 or (ii) violate the taxpayer's right
to privacy or result in unfair competitive disadvantage to the taxpayer.
(d) Specific intelligence information and specific investigative records
compiled by investigative, law enforcement, and penology agencies, and state
agencies vested with the responsibility to discipline members of any profession, the
nondisclosure of which is essential to effective law enforcement or for the
protection of any person's right to privacy.
(e) Information revealing the identity of persons who are witnesses to or
victims of crime or who file complaints with investigative, law enforcement, or
penology agencies, other than the public disclosure commission, if disclosure
would endanger any person's life, physical safety, or property. If at the time a
complaint is filed the complainant, victim or witness indicates a desire for
disclosure or nondisclosure, such desire shall govern. However, all complaints
filed with the public disclosure commission about any elected official or candidate
for public office must be made in writing and signed by the complainant under
oath.
(f) Test questions, scoring keys, and other examination data used to administer
a license, employment, or academic examination.
(g) Except as provided by chapter 8.26 RCW, the contents of real estate
appraisals, made for or by any agency relative to the acquisition or sale of property,
until the project or prospective sale is abandoned or until such time as all of the
property has been acquired or the property to which the sale appraisal relates is
sold, but in no event shall disclosure be denied for more than three years after the
appraisal.
(h) Valuable formulae, designs, drawings, and research data obtained by any
agency within five years of the request for disclosure when disclosure would
produce private gain and public loss.
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(i) Preliminary drafts, notes, recommendations, and intra-agency memorandums in which opinions are expressed or policies formulated or recommended
except that a specific record shall not be exempt when publicly cited by an agency
in connection with any agency action.
(j) Records which are relevant to a controversy to which an agency is a party
but which records would not be available to another party under the rules of pretrial
discovery for causes pending in the superior courts.
(k) Records, maps, or other information identifying the location of
archaeological sites in order to avoid the looting or depredation of such sites.
(I)Any library record, the primary purpose of which is to maintain control of
library materials, or to gain access to information, which discloses or could be used
to disclose the identity of a library user.
(m) Financial information supplied by or on behalf of a person, firm, or
corporation for the purpose of qualifying to submit a bid or proposal for (i) a ferry
system construction or repair contract as required by RCW 47.60.680 through
47.60.750 or (ii) highway construction or improvement as required by RCW
47.28.070.
(n)Railroad company contracts filed prior to July 28, 1991, with the utilities
and transportation commission under RCW 81.34.070, except that the summaries
of the contracts are open to public inspection and copying as otherwise provided
by this chapter.
(o) Financial and commercial information and records supplied by private
persons pertaining to export services provided pursuant to chapter 43.163 RCW
and chapter 53.31 RCW, and by persons pertaining to export projects pursuant to
RCW 43.23.035.
(p) Financial disclosures filed by private vocational schools under chapters
28B.85 and 28C.10 RCW.
(q) Records filed with the utilities and transportation commission or attorney
general under RCW 80.04.095 that a court has determined are confidential under
RCW 80.04.095.
(r) Financial and commercial information and records supplied by businesses
or individuals during application for loans or program services provided by
chapters 43.163, 43.160, 43.330, and 43.168 RCW, or during application for
economic development loans or program services provided by any local agency.
(s) Membership lists or lists of members or owners of interests of units in
timeshare projects, subdivisions, camping resorts, condominiums, land
developments, or common-interest communities affiliated with such projects,
regulated by the department of licensing, in the files or possession of the
department.
(t) All applications for public employment, including the names of applicants,
resumes, and other related materials submitted with respect to an applicant.
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(u)The residential addresses and residential telephone numbers of employees
or volunteers of apublic agency which are held by the agency in personnel records,
employment or volunteer rosters, or mailing lists of employees or volunteers.
(v) The residential addresses and residential telephone numbers of the
customers of a public utility contained in the records or lists held by the public
utility of which they are customers.
(w)(i) The federal social security number of individuals governed under
chapter 18.130 RCW maintained in the files of the department of health, except this
exemption does not apply to requests made directly to the department from federal,
state, and local agencies of government, and national and state licensing,
credentialing, investigatory, disciplinary, and examination organizations; (ii) the
current residential address and current residential telephone number of ahealth care
provider governed under chapter 18.130 RCW maintained in the files of the
department, if the provider requests that this information be withheld from public
inspection and copying, and provides to the department an accurate alternate or
business address and business telephone number. On or after January 1, 1995, the
current residential address and residential telephone number of a health care
provider governed under RCW 18.130.140 maintained in the files of the
department shall automatically be withheld from public inspection and copying
unless the provider specifically requests the information be released, and except as
provided for under RCW 42.17.260(9).
(x) Information obtained by the board of pharmacy as provided in RCW
69.45.090.
(y)Information obtained by the board of pharmacy or the department of health
and its representatives as provided in RCW 69.41.044, 69.41.280, and 18.64.420.
(z) Financial information, business plans, examination reports, and any
information produced or obtained in evaluating or examining a business and
industrial development corporation organized or seeking certification under chapter
31.24 RCW.
(aa) Financial and commercial information supplied to the state investment
board by any person when the information relates to the investment of public trust
or retirement funds and when disclosure would result in loss to such funds or in
private loss to the providers of this information.
(bb) Financial and valuable trade information under RCW 51.36.120.
(cc) Client records maintained by an agency that is a domestic violence
program as defined in RCW 70.123.020 or 70.123.075 or a rape crisis center as
defined in RCW 70.125.030.
(dd) Information that identifies aperson who, while an agency employee: (i)
Seeks advice, under an informal process established by the employing agency, in
order to ascertain his or her rights in connection with a possible unfair practice
under chapter 49.60 RCW against the person; and (ii) requests his or her identity
or any identifying information not be disclosed.
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(ee) Investigative records compiled by an employing agency conducting a
current investigation of a possible unfair practice under chapter 49.60 RCW or of
a possible violation of other federal, state, or local laws prohibiting discrimination
in employment.
(ff) Business related information protected from public inspection and copying
under RCW 15.86.110.
(gg) Financial, commercial, operations, and technical and research information
and data submitted to or obtained by the clean Washington center in applications
for, or delivery of, program services under chapter 70.95H RCW.
(hh) Information and documents created specifically for, and collected and
maintained by a quality improvement committee pursuant to RCW 43.70.510,
regardless of which agency is in possession of the information and documents.
(ii) Personal information in files maintained in a data base created under RCW
43.07.360.
(ij) Proprietary financial and commercial information that the submitting
entity, with review by the department of health, specifically identifies at the time
it is submitted and that is provided to or obtained by the department of health in
connection with an application for. or the supervision of. an antitrust exemption
sought by the submitting entity under RCW 43.72.310. If a request for such
information is received, the submitting entity must be notified of the request.
Within ten business days of receipt of the notice. the submitting entity shall provide
a written statement of the continuin2 need for confidentiality, which shall be
provided to the requester, Upon receipt of such notice. the department of health
shall continue to treat information designated under this section as exempt from
disclosure, If the requester initiates an action to compel disclosure under this
chapter, the submitting entity must be Joined as a party to demonstrate the
continuing need for confidentiality,
(2) Except for information described in subsection (l)(c)(i) of this section and
confidential income data exempted from public inspection pursuant to RCW
84.40.020, the exemptions of this section are inapplicable to the extent that
information, the disclosure of which would violate personal privacy or vital
governmental interests, can be deleted from the specific records sought. No
exemption may be construed to permit the nondisclosure of statistical information
not descriptive of any readily identifiable person or persons.
(3) Inspection or copying of any specific records exempt under the provisions
of this section may be permitted if the superior court in the county in which the
record is maintained finds, after a hearing with notice thereof to every person in
interest and the agency, that the exemption of such records is clearly unnecessary
to protect any individual's right of privacy or any vital governmental function.
(4) Agency responses refusing, in whole or in part, inspection of any public
record shall include a statement of the specific exemption authorizing the
withholding of the record (or part) and a brief explanation of how the exemption
applies to the record withheld.
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NEW SECTION. Sec. 9. The following acts or parts of acts are each
repealed:
(1) RCW 43,72.320 and 1995 c 267 s 10;
(2) RCW 43.73.0 10 and 1995 c 265 s 9;
(3) RCW 43.73.020 and 1995 c 265 s 10;
(4) RCW 43.73.030 and 1995 c 265 s 11;
(5) RCW 43.73.040 and 1995 c 265 s 12; and
(6) 1996 c 281 s 2 (uncodified).
NEW SECTION. Sec. 10. This act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of the state
government and its existing public institutions, and takes effect July 1, 1997.
Passed the House April 21, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 17, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 6, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 6, 1997.
CHAPTER 275
[Substitute Senate Bill 5445]
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH-TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS
AN ACT Relating to making technical corrections to statutes administered by the department of
health; amending 1995 Ist sp.s. c 18 553 (uncodified); reenacting and amending RCW 18.71.210,
18.130.040, 18.35.060, and 18.35.080; reenacting RCW 18.35.090; adding a new section to chapter
43.03 RCW; creating new sections; and providing an expiration date.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 18.71.210 and 1995 c 65 s 4 and 1995 c 103 s 1 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
No act or omission of any physician's trained emergency medical service
intermediate life support technician and paramedic, as defined in RCW 18.71.200,
pr any emergency medical technician or first responder, as defined in RCW
18.73.030, done or omitted in good faith while rendering emergency medical
service under the responsible supervision and control of a licensed physician or an
approved medical program director or delegate(s) to a person who has suffered
illness or bodily injury shall impose any liability upon:
(1) The physician's trained emergency medical service intermediate life
support technician and paramedic, emergency medical technician, or first
responder;
(2) The medical program director;
(3)The supervising physician(s);
(4) Any hospital, the officers, members of the staff, nurses, or other employees
of a hospital;
(5) Any training agency or training physician(s);
(6) Any licensed ambulance service; or
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(7) Any federal, state, county, city or other local governmental unit or
employees of such a governmental unit.
This section shall apply to an act or omission committed or omitted in the
performance of the actual emergency medical procedures and not in the
commission or omission of an act which is not within the field of medical expertise
of the physician's trained emergency medical service intermediate life support
technician and paramedic, emergency medical technician, or first responder, as the
case may be.
This section shall apply also, as to the entities and personnel described in
subsections (1) through (7) of this section, to any act or omission committed or
omitted in good faith by such entities or personnel in rendering services at the
request of an approved medical program director in the training of emergency
medical service ((mediea)) personnel for certification or recertification pursuant
to this chapter.
This section shall not apply to any act or omission which constitutes either
gross negligence or willful or wanton misconduct.
Sec. 2. RCW 18.130.040 and 1996 c 200 s 32 and 1996 c 81 s 5 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
(I) This chapter applies only to the secretary and the boards and commissions
having jurisdiction in relation to the professions licensed under the chapters
specified in this section. This chapter does not apply to any business or profession
not licensed under the chapters specified in this section.
(2)(a) The secretary has authority under this chapter in relation to the
following professions:
(i) Dispensing opticians licensed under chapter 18.34 RCW;
(ii) Naturopaths licensed under chapter 18.36A RCW;
(iii) Midwives licensed under chapter 18.50 RCW;
(iv) Ocularists licensed under chapter 18.55 RCW;
(v) Massage operators and businesses licensed under chapter 18.108 RCW;
(vi) Dental hygienists licensed under chapter 18.29 RCW;
(vii) Acupuncturists licensed under chapter 18.06 RCW;
(viii) Radiologic technologists certified and X-ray technicians registered under
chapter 18.84 RCW;
(ix) Respiratory care practitioners certified under chapter 18.89 RCW;
(x) Persons registered or certified under chapter 18.19 RCW;
(xi) Persons registered as nursing pool operators under chapter 18.52C RCW;
(xii) Nursing assistants registered or certified under chapter ((+8-9)) 18.88A
RCW;
(xiii) Health care assistants certified under chapter 18.135 RCW;
(xiv) Dietitians and nutritionists certified under chapter 18.138 RCW;
(xv) Sex offender treatment providers certified under chapter 18.155 RCW;
(xvi) Persons licensed and certified under chapter 18.73 RCW or RCW
18.71.205;
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(xvii) Persons registered as adult family home providers and resident
managers under RCW 18.48.020; and
(xviii) Denturists licensed under chapter 18.30 RCW.
(b) The boards and commissions having authority under this chapter are as
follows:
(i) The podiatric medical board as established in chapter 18.22 RCW;
(ii) The chiropractic quality assurance commission as established in chapter
18.25 RCW;

(iii) The dental quality assurance commission as established in chapter 18.32
RCW;
(iv) The board of hearing and speech as established in chapter 18.35 RCW;
(v)The board of examiners for nursing home administrators as established in
chapter 18.52 RCW;
(vi) The optometry board as established in chapter 18.54 RCW governing
licenses issued under chapter 18.53 RCW;
(vii) The board of osteopathic medicine and surgery as established in chapter
18.57 RCW governing licenses issued under chapters 18.57 and 18.57A RCW;
(viii) The board of pharmacy as established in chapter 18.64 RCW governing
licenses issued under chapters 18.64 and 18.64A RCW;
(ix)The medical quality assurance commission as established in chapter 18.71
RCW governing licenses and registrations issued under chapters 18.71 and 18.71 A
RCW;
(x) The board of physical therapy as established in chapter 18.74 RCW;
(xi) The board of occupational therapy practice as established in chapter 18.59
RCW;
(xii) The nursing care quality assurance commission as established in chapter
18.79 RCW governing licenses issued under that chapter;
(xiii) The examining board of psychology and its disciplinary committee as
established in chapter 18.83 RCW; and
(xiv) The veterinary board of governors as established in chapter 18.92 RCW.
(3) In addition to the authority to discipline license holders, the disciplining
authority has the authority to grant or deny licenses based on the conditions and
criteria established in this chapter and the chapters specified in subsection (2) of
this section. This chapter also governs any investigation, hearing, or proceeding relating to denial of licensure or issuance of a license conditioned on the
applicant's compliance with an order entered pursuant to RCW 18.130.160 by the
disciplining authority.
(4) All disciplining authorities shall adopt procedures to ensure substantially
consistent application of this chapter, the Uniform Disciplinary Act, among the
disciplining authorities listed in subsection (2)of this section.
Sec. 3. RCW 18.35.060 and 1996 c 200 s 7 and 1996 c 191 s 19 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
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(1) The department shall issue a hearing instrument fitting/dispensing permit
to any applicant who has shown to the satisfaction of the department that the
applicant:
(a) Is at least twenty-one years of age;
(b) If issued a hearing instrument fitter/dispenser permit, would be employed
and directly supervised in the fitting and dispensing of hearing instruments by a
person licensed or certified in good standing as a hearing instrument fitter/
dispenser or audiologist for at least two years unless otherwise approved by the
board;
(c)Has complied with administrative procedures, administrative requirements,
and fees determined as provided in RCW 43.70.250 and 43.70.280;
(d) Has not committed unprofessional conduct as specified by thc uniform
disciplinary act; and
(e) Is a high school graduate or the equivalent.
The provisions of RCW 18.35.030, 18.35.110, and 18.35.120 shall apply to
any person issued a hearing instrument fitter/dispenser permit. Pursuant to the
provisions of this section, a person issued a hearing instrument fitter/dispenser
permit may engage in the fitting and dispensing of hearing instruments without
having first passed the hearing instrument fitter/dispenser examination provided
under this chapter.
(2) The hearing instrument fitter/dispenser permit shall contain the names of
the employer and the licensed or certified supervisor under this chapter who are
employing and supervising the hearing instrument fitter/dispenser permit holder
and those persons shall execute an acknowledgment of responsibility for all acts
of the hearing instrument fitter/dispenser permit holder in connection with the
fitting and dispensing of hearing instruments.
(3) A hearing instrument fitter/dispenser permit holder may fit and dispense
hearing instruments, but only if the hearing instrument fitter/dispenser permit
holder is under the direct supervision of a licensed hearing instrument fitter/
dispenser or certified audiologist under this chapter in a capacity other than as a
hearing instrument fitter/dispenser permit holder. Direct supervision by a licensed
hearing instrument fitter/dispenser or certified audiologist shall be required
whenever the hearing instrument fitter/dispenser permit holder is engaged in the
fitting or dispensing of hearing instruments during the hearing instrument fitter/
dispenser permit holder's employment. The board shall develop and adopt
guidelines on any additional supervision or training it deems necessary.
(4)((No idi.idut l may hold a hear.g i.strument Fitter..ispasr permit far
more than two ycari.)) The hearing instrument fitter/dispenser permit expires one
year from the date of its issuance except that on recommendation of the board the
permit may be reissued for one additional year only
(5) No certified audiologist or licensed hearing instrument fitter/dispenser
under this chapter may assume the responsibility for more than one hearitig
instrument fitter/dispenser permit holder at any one time.
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(6) The department, upon approval by the board, shall issue an interim permit
authorizing an applicant for speech-language pathologist certification or
audiologist certification who, except for the postgraduate professional experience
and the examination requirements, meets the academic and practicum requirements
of RCW 18.35.040 to practice under interim permit supervision by a certified
speech-language pathologist or certified audiologist. The interim permit is valid
for a period of one year from date of issuance. The board shall determine
conditions for the interim permit.
Sec. 4. RCW 18.35.080 and 1996 c 200 s 9 and 1996 c 191 s 20 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
(I) The department shall license or certify each qualified applicant who
satisfactorily completes the required examinations for his or her profession and
complies with administrative procedures and administrative requirements
established pursuant to RCW 43.70.250 and 43.70.280.
(2) The board shall waive the examination and grant a speech-language
pathology certificate to a person engaged in the profession of speech-language
pathology in this state on June 6, 1996, if the board determines that the person
meets commonly accepted standards for the profession, as defined by rules adopted
by the board. Persons eligible for certification under this subsection must apply for
a certificate before July 1, 1997.
(3) The board shall waive the examinations and grant an audiology certificate
to a person engaged in the profession of audiology in this state on June 6, 1996, if
the board determines that the person meets the commonly accepted standards for
the profession and has passed the hearing instrument fitter/dispenser examination.
Persons eligible for certification under this subsection must apply for a certificate
before July 1, 1997.
(4) The board shall grant an audiology certificate to a person engaged in the
profession of audiology, who has not been licensed as a hearing ((aid [irstramere-)) instrument fitter/dispenser, but who meets the commonly accepted
standards for the profession of audiology and graduated from a board-approved
program after January 1, 1993, and has passed sections of the examination
pertaining to RCW 18.35.070 (3), (4), and (5). Persons eligible for certification
under this subsection must apply for a certificate before July 1, 1997.
(5)Persons engaged in the profession of audiology who meet the commonly
accepted standards for the profession of audiology and graduated from a boardapproved program prior to January 1, 1993, and who have not passed the hearing
instrument fitter/dispenser examination shall be granted a temporary audiology
certificate (nondispensing) for a period of two years from June 6, 1996, during
which time they must pass sections of the hearing instrument fitter/dispenser
examination pertaining to RCW 18.35.070 (1)(c), (2)(e) and (f), (3), (4), and (5).
The board may extend the term of the temporary certificate upon review. Persons
eligible for certification under this subsection must apply for a certificate before
July 1, 1997.
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Sec. 5. RCW 18.35.090 and 1996 c 200 s II and 1996 c 191 s 21 are each
reenacted to read as follows:
Each person who engages in practice under this chapter shall comply with
administrative procedures and administrative requirements established under RCW
43.70.250 and 43.70.280 and shall keep the license, certificate, or permit
conspicuously posted in the place of business at all times. The secretary may
establish mandatory continuing education requirements and/or continued
competency standards to be met by licensees or certificate or permit holders as a
condition for license, certificate, or permit renewal.
Sec. 6. RCW 18.88A.230 and 1995 1st sp.s, c 18 s 48 are each amended to
read as follows:
(I) The nurse and nursing assistant shall be accountable for their own
individual actions in the delegation process. Nurses acting within the protocols of
their delegation authority shall be immune from liability for any action performed
in the course of their delegation duties. Nursing assistants following written
delegation instructions from registered nurses performed in the course of their
accurately written, delegated duties shall be immune from liability.
(2) No person may coerce a nurse into compromising patient safety by
requiring the nurse to delegate if the nurse determines it is inappropriate to do so.
Nurses shall not be subject to any employer reprisal or disciplinary action by the
Washington nursing care quality assurance commission for refusing to delegate
tasks or refusing to provide the required training for delegation if the nurse
determines delegation may compromise patient safety. Nursing assistants shall not
be subject to any employer reprisal or disciplinary action by the nursing care
quality assurance commission for refusing to accept delegation of a nursing task
based on patient safety issues. No community residential program, adult family
home, or boarding home contracting to provide assisted-living services may
discriminate or retaliate in any manner against a person because the person made
a complaint or cooperated in the investigation of a complaint.
(3) The department of social and health services shall impose a civil fine of
not less than two hundred fifty dollars nor more than one thousand dollars on a
community residential program, adult family home, or boarding home under
chapter 18, Laws of 1995 1st sp. sess. that knowingly permits an employee to
perform anursing task except as delegated by a nurse pursuant to chapter 18, Laws
of 1995 1st sp. sess.
Sec. 7. 1995 1st sp.s. c 18 s 53 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
The secretary of health in consultation with the Washington nursing care
quality assurance commission and the department of social and health services
shall monitor the implementation of sections 45 through 54 of this act and shall
make an interim report by December 31, 1996, and a final report by December 31,
((+997)) 19, to the legislature with any recommendations for improvements. As
part of the monitoring process, the secretary of health and the secretary of social
and health services, in consultation with the University of Washington school of
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nursing, shall conduct a study to be completed by September 30, ((+99-7)) 1998,
which shall be a part of the final report to be submitted to the legislature by
December 31, ((+99-7)) 1998. The study shall include consideration of the
protection of health and safety of persons with developmental disabilities and
residents of adult family homes and boarding homes providing assisted living
services, including the appropriateness of the tasks allowed for delegation, level
and type of training and regulation of nursing assistants. The report shall include
direct observation, documentation, and interviews, and shall specifically include
data on the following:
(1) Patient, nurse, and nursing assistant satisfaction;
(2) Medication errors, including those resulting in hospitalization;
(3) Compliance with required training;
(4) Compliance with nurse delegation protocols;
(5) Incidence of harm to patients, including abuse and neglect;
(6) Impact on access to care;
(7) Impact on patient quality of life; and
(8) Incidence of coercion in the nurse-delegation process.
Sec. 8, RCW 18.74.010 and 1991 c 12 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
Unless the context otherwise requires, the definitions in this section apply
throughout this chapter.
(1) "Board" means the board of physical therapy created by RCW 18.74.020.
(2) "Department" means the department of health.
(3) "Physical therapy" means the treatment of any bodily or mental condition
of any person by the use of the physical, chemical, and other properties of heat,
cold, air, light, water, electricity, sound, massage, and therapeutic exercise, which
includes posture and rehabilitation procedures; the performance of tests and
measurements of neuromuscular function as an aid to the diagnosis or treatment of
any human condition; performance of treatments on the basis of test findings after
consultation with and periodic review by an authorized health care practitioner
except as provided in RCW 18.74.012; supervision of selective forms of treatment
by trained supportive personnel; and provision of consultative services for health,
education, and community agencies. The use of Roentgen rays and radium for
diagnostic and therapeutic purposes, the use of electricity for surgical purposes,
including cauterization, and the use of spinal manipulation or manipulative
mobilization of the spine and its immediate articulations, are not included under the
term "physical therapy" as used in this chapter.
(4) "Physical therapist" means a person who practices physical therapy as
defined in this chapter but does not include massage operators as defined in RCW
18.108.010.
(5) "Secretary" means the secretary of health.
(6) Words importing the masculine gender may be applied to females.
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(7) "Authorized health care practitioner" means and includes licensed
physicians, osteopathic physicians, chiropractors, naturopaths, ((pditfristS, ind))
podiatric physicians and surgeons. dentists. and advanced registered nurse
practitioners: PROVIDED, HOWEVER, That nothing herein shall be construed
as altering the scope of practice of such practitioners as defined in their respective
licensure laws.
*NEW SECTION, Sec. 9. The department of social and health services
shall not impose civilfines authorizedin RCW 18.88A.230 on facilities licensed
under chapter 70.128 RCW.
This section does not affect any other fines or disciplinary actions
authorizedto be imposed by the departmentforfacilities licensed under chapter
70.128 RCW.
This section expires July 1, 1999.
*Sec. 9 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*NEW SECTION, Sec. 10. A new section is added to chapter43.03 RCW
to readas follows:
(1) Any part-time commission that has rule-making authority, performs
quasi-judicialfunctions,has responsibilityfor the policy direction of a health
profession credentialing program, and performs regulatory and licensing
functions with respect to a health careprofession licensed under Title 18 RCW
shallbe identified as a classfive groupfor purposes of compensation.
(2) Except as otherwiseprovided in this section, each member of a classfive
group is eligible to receive compensation in an amount not to exceed two
hundredfty dollarsfor each day during which the member attends an official
meeting of the group or performs statutorilyprescribedduties approvedby the
chairpersonof the group. A person shall not receive compensationfor a day of
service under this section if the person (a) occupies a position, normally
regarded as full-time in nature, in any agency of the federal government,
Washington state government, or Washington state local government; and (b)
receives any compensationfrom such governmentfor working that day.
(3) Compensation may be paid a member under this section only if it is
necessarily incurred in the course of authorized business consistent with the
responsibilitiesof the commission establishedby law.
*Sec. 10 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION. Sec. 11. The department of health shall study the feasibility
of updating, designing, and expanding the comprehensive hospital abstract
reporting system to include ambulatory and outpatient data. The department shall
submit a preliminary report to the legislature by December 31, 1997, and a final
report July 1, 1998. The report shall be done in conjunction with potential and
current data p':oviders and shall include a cost/benefit analysis, data standards and
reporting requirements, financing alternatives, data access and dissemination
requirements, prioritization of data needs, and proposed implementation phases.
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Passed the Senate April 21, 1997.
Passed the House April 11, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 6, 1997, with the exception of certain items
that were vetoed.

Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 6, 1997.
Note: Governor's explanation of partial veto is as follows:
"I am returning herewith, without my approval as to sections 9 and 10, Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5445 entitled:
"AN ACT Relating to making technical corrections to statutes administered by the
department of health;"
Section 9 of S 5445 would have stayed imposition of civil fines on adult family
homes for the improper delegation of nursing tasks until July 1, 1999, while astudy is
being done. The Department of Social and Health Services should not be prevented from
imposing fines when there have been egregious violations of the law. The department
should use its discretion in cases where the law or the propriety of atask delegation may
be unclear.
Section 10 of SSB 5445 would have established anew "class five" category of boards
and commissions, that would include only certain health profession commissions. Class
five commissions would be eligible to receive compensation up to $250 per day.
Currently, there are several levels of boards and commissions with the highest
compensation level being $100 per day. These are groups that have duties of overriding
sensitivity and importance to the public welfare and the operation of state government, and
whose members meet more than 100 hours per year. It would be unfair and inappropriate
to increase the compensation for health profession commissions without considering
adjusting the compensation for other boards and commissions as well.
For these reasons, I have vetoed sections 9 and 10 of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5445,
With the exception of sections 9 and 10, I am approving Substitute Senate Bill No.
5445."

CHAPTER 276
[Second Substitute Senate Bill 5178]
DIABETES COST REDUCTION ACT
AN ACT Relating to the enactment of the diabetes cost reduction act; adding anew section to
chapter 41.05 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 48.20 RCW; adding a new section to chapter
48.21 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 48.44 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 48.46
RCW; adding new sections to chapter 43.131 RCW; and providing an effective date.

Be ii enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. A new section is added to chapter 41.05 RCW to

read as follows:
The legislature finds that diabetes imposes a significant health risk and
tremendous financial burden on the citizens and government of the state of
Washington, and that access to the medically accepted standards of care for
diabetes, its treatment and supplies, and self-management training and education

is crucial to prevent or delay the short and long-term complications of diabetes and
its attendant costs.

(I) The definitions in this subsection apply throughout this section unless the
context clearly requires otherwise.
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(a) "Person with diabetes" means a person diagnosed by a health care provider
as having insulin using diabetes, noninsulin using diabetes, or elevated blood
glucose levels induced by pregnancy; and
(b) "Health care provider" means a health care provider as defined in RCW
48.43.005.
(2) All state-purchased health care purchased or renewed after the effective
date of this act, except the basic health plan described in chapter 70.47 RCW, shall
provide benefits for at least the following services and supplies for persons with
diabetes:
(a) For state-purchased health care that includes coverage for pharmacy
services, appropriate and medically necessary equipment and supplies, as
prescribed by a health care provider, that includes but is not limited to insulin,
syringes, injection aids, blood glucose monitors, test strips for blood glucose
monitors, visual reading and urine test strips, insulin pumps and accessories to the
pumps, insulin infusion devices, prescriptive oral agents for controlling blood
sugar levels, foot care appliances for prevention of complications associated with
diabetes, and glucagon emergency kits; and
(b) For all state-purchased health care, outpatient self-management training
and education, including medical nutrition therapy, as ordered by the health care
provider. Diabetes outpatient self-management training and education may be
provided only by health care providers with expertise in diabetes. Nothing in this
section prevents any state agency purchasing health care according to this section
from restricting patients to seeing only health care providers who have signed
participating provider agreements with that state agency or an insuring entity under
contract with that state agency.
(3) Coverage required under this section may be subject to customary costsharing provisions established for all other similar services or supplies within a
policy.
(4) Health care coverage may not be reduced or eliminated due to this section.
(5) Services required under this section shall be covered when deemed
medically necessary by the medical director, or his or her designee, subject to any
referral and formulary requirements.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 2. A new section is added to chapter 48.20 RCW to
read as follows:
The legislature finds that diabetes imposes a significant health risk and
tremendous financial burden on the citizens and government of the ,tate of
Washington, and that access to the medically accepted standards of care for
diabetes, its treatment and supplies, and self-management training and education
is crucial to prevent or delay the short and long-term complications of diabetes and
its attendant costs.
(1)The definitions in this subsection apply throughout this section unless the
context clearly requires otherwise.
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(a) "Person with diabetes" means a person diagnosed by a health care provider
as having insulin using diabetes, noninsulin using diabetes, or elevated blood
glucose levels induced by pregnancy; and
(b) "Health care provider" means a health care provider as defined in RCW
48.43.005.
(2) All disability insurance contracts providing health care services, delivered
or issued for delivery in this state and issued or renewed after the effective date of
this act, shall provide benefits for at least the following services and supplies for
persons with diabetes:
(a) For disability insurance contracts that include pharmacy services,
appropriate and medically necessary equipment and supplies, as prescribed by a
health care provider, that includes but is not limited to insulin, syringes, injection
aids, blood glucose monitors, test strips for blood glucose monitors, visual reading
and urine test strips, insulin pumps and accessories to the pumps, insulin infusion
devices, prescriptive oral agents for controlling blood sugar levels, foot care
appliances for prevention of complications associated with diabetes, and glucagon
emergency kits; and
(b) For all disability insurance contracts providing health care services,
outpatient self-management training and education, including medical nutrition
therapy, as ordered by the health care provider. Diabetes outpatient selfmanagement training and education may be provided only by health care providers
with expertise in diabetes. Nothing in this section prevents the insurer from
restricting patients to seeing only health care providers who have signed
participating provider agreements with the insurer or an insuring entity under
contract with the insurer.
(3) Coverage required under this section may be subject to customary costsharing provisions established for all other similar services or supplies within a
policy.
(4) Health care coverage may not be reduced or eliminated due to this section.
(5) Services required under this section shall be covered when deemed
medically necessary by the medical director, or his or her designee, subject to any
referral and formulary requirements.
(6) The insurer need not include the coverage required in this section in a
group contract offered to an employer or other group that offers to its eligible
enrollees a self-insured health plan not subject to mandated benefits status under
this title that does not offer coverage similar to that mandated under this section.
(7) This section does not apply to the health benefit plan that provides benefits
identical to the schedule of services covered by the basic health plan, as required
by RCW 48.20.028.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 3. A new section is added to chapter 48.21 RCW to
read as follows:
The legislature finds that diabetes imposes a significant health risk and
tremendous financial burden on the citizens and government of the state of
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Washington, and that access to the medically accepted standards of care for
diabetes, its treatment and supplies, and self-management training and education
is crucial to prevent or delay the short and long-term complications of diabetes and
its attendant costs.
(1)The definitions in this subsection apply throughout this section unless the
context clearly requires otherwise.
(a) "Person with diabetes" means a person diagnosed by a health care provider
as having insulin using diabetes, noninsulin using diabetes, or elevated blood
glucose levels induced by pregnancy; and
(b) "Health care provider" means a health care provider as defined in RCW
48.43.005.
(2) All group disability insurance contracts and blanket disability insurance
contracts providing health care services, issued or renewed after the effective date
of this act, shall provide benefits for at least the following services and supplies for
persons with diabetes:
(a) For group disability insurance contracts and blanket disability
insurance contracts that include coverage for pharmacy services, appropriate and
medically necessary equipment and supplies, as prescribed by a health care
provider, that includes but is not limited to insulin, syringes, injection aids, blood
glucose monitors, test strips for blood glucose monitors, visual reading and urine
test strips, insulin pumps and accessories to the pumps, insulin infusion devices,
prescriptive oral agents for controlling blood sugar levels, foot care appliances for
prevention of complications associated with diabetes, and glucagon emergency
kits; and
(b) For all group disability insurance contracts and blanket disability insurance
contracts providing health care services, outpatient self-management training and
education, including medical nutrition therapy, as ordered by the health care
provider. Diabetes outpatient self-management training and education may be
provided only by health care providers with expertise in diabetes. Nothing in this
section prevents the insurer from restricting patients to seeing only health care
providers who have signed participating provider agreements with the insurer or
an insuring entity under contract with the insurer.
(3) Coverage required under this section may be subject to customary costsharing provisions established for all other similar services or supplies within a
policy.
(4) Health care coverage may not be reduced or eliminated due to this section.
(5) Services required under this section shall be covered when deemed
medically necessary by the medical director, or his or her designee, subject to any
referral and formulary requirements.
(6) The insurer need not include the coverage required in this section in a
group contract offered to an employer or other group that offers to its eligible
enrollees a self-insured health plan not subject to mandated benefits status under
this title that does not offer coverage similar to that mandated under this section.
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(7)This section does not apply to the health benefit plan that provides benefits
identical to the schedule of services covered by the basic health plan, as required
by RCW 48.21.045.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 4. A new section is added to chapter 48.44 RCW to
read as follows:
The legislature finds that diabetes imposes a significant health risk and
tremendous financial burden on the citizens and government of the state of
Washington, and that access to the medically accepted standards of care for
diabetes, its treatment and supplies, and self-management training and education
is crucial to prevent or delay the short and long-term complications of diabetes and
its attendant costs.
(1) The definitions in this subsection apply throughout this section unless the
context clearly requires otherwise.
(a) "Person with diabetes" means a person diagnosed by a health care provider
as having insulin using diabetes, noninsulin using diabetes, or elevated blood
glucose levels induced by pregnancy; and
(b) "Health care provider" means a health care provider as defined in RCW
48.43.005.
(2) All health benefit plans offered by health care service contractors, issued
or renewed after the effective date of this act, shall provide benefits for at least the
following services and supplies for persons with diabetes:
(a) For health benefit plans that include coverage for pharmacy services,
appropriate and medically necessary equipment and supplies, as prescribed by a
health care provider, that includes but is not limited to insulin, syringes, injection
aids, blood glucose monitors, test strips for blood glucose monitors, visual reading
and urine test strips, insulin pumps and accessories to the pumps, insulin infusion
devices, prescriptive oral agents for controlling blood sugar levels, foot care
appliances for prevention of complications associated with diabetes, and glucagon
emergency kits; and
(b) For all health benefit plans, outpatient self-management training and
education, including medical nutrition therapy, as ordered by the health care
provider. Diabetes outpatient self-management training and education may be
provided only by health care providers with expertise in diabetes. Nothing in this
section prevents the health care services contractor from restricting patients to
seeing only health care providers who have signed participating provider
agreements with the health care services contractor or an insuring entity under
contract with the health care services contractor.
(3) Coverage required under this section may be subject to customary costsharing provisions established for all other similar services or supplies within a
policy.
(4) Health care coverage may not be reduced or eliminated due to this section.
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(5) Services required under this section shall be covered when deemed
medically necessary by the medical director, or his or her designee, subject to any
referral and formulary requirements.
(6) The health care service contractor need not include the coverage required
in this section in a group contract offered to an employer or other group that offers
to its eligible enrollees a self-insured health plan not subject to mandated benefits
status under this title that does not offer coverage similar to that mandated under
this section.
(7) This section does not apply to the health benefit plans that provide benefits
identical to the schedule of services covered by the basic health plan, as required
by RCW 48.44.022 and 48.44.023.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 5. A new section is added to chapter 48.46 RCW to
read as follows:
The legislature finds that diabetes imposes a significant health risk and
tremendous financial burden on the citizens and government of the state of
Washington, and that access to the medically accepted standards of care for
diabetes, its treatment and supplies, and self-management training and education
is crucial to prevent or delay the short and long-term complications of diabetes and
its attendant costs.
(1) The definitions in this subsection apply throughout this section unless the
context clearly requires otherwise.
(a) "Person with diabetes" means a person diagnosed by a health care provider
as having insulin using diabetes, noninsulin using diabetes, or elevated blood
glucose levels induced by pregnancy; and
(b) "Health care provider" means a health care provider as defined in RCW
48.43.005.
(2) All health benefit plans offered by health maintenance organizations,
issued or renewed after the effective date of this act, shall provide benefits for at
least the following services and supplies for persons with diabetes:
(a) For health benefit plans that include coverage for pharmacy services,
appropriate and medically necessary equipment and supplies, as prescribed by a
health care provider, that includes but is not limited to insulin, syringes, injection
aids, blood glucose monitors, test strips for blood glucose monitors, visual reading
and urine test strips, insulin pumps and accessories to the pumps, insulin infusion
devices, prescriptive oral agents for controlling blood sugar levels, foot care
appliances for prevention of complications associated with diabetes, and glucagon
emergency kits; and
(b) For all health benefit plans, outpatient self-management training and
education, including medical nutrition therapy, as ordered by the health care
provider. Diabetes outpatient self-management training and education may be
provided only by health care providers with expertise in diabetes. Nothing in this
section prevents the health maintenance organization from restricting patients to
seeing only health care providers who have signed participating provider
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agreements with the health maintenance organization or an insuring entity under
contract with the health maintenance organization.
(3) Coverage required under this section may be subject to customary costsharing provisions established for all other similar services or supplies within a
policy.
(4) Health care coverage may not be reduced or eliminated due to this section.
(5) Services required under this section shall be covered when deemed
medically necessary by the medical director, or his or her designee, subject to any
referral and formulary requirements.
(6) The health maintenance organization need not include the coverage
required in this section in a group contract offered to an employer or other group
that offers to its eligible enrollees a self-insured health plan not subject to mandated
benefits status under this title that does not offer coverage similar to that mandated
under this section.
(7)This section does not apply to the health benefit plans that provide benefits
identical to the schedule of services covered by the basic health plan, as required
by RCW 48.46.064 and 48,46.066.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 6. This act takes effect January 1, 1998.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 7. A new section is added to chapter 43.131 RCW to
read as follows:
The diabetes cost reduction act shall be terminated on June 30, 2001.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 8. A new section is added to chapter 43.131 RCW to
read as follows:
The following acts or parts of acts, as now existing or hereafter amended, are
each repealed, effective June 30, 2002:
(1) RCW 41.05.- and 1997 c... s 1 (section 1 of this act);
(2) RCW 48.20.- and 1997 c ... s 2 (section 2 of this act);

(3) RCW 48.21.- and 1997 c... s 3 (section 3 of this act);
(4) RCW 48.44.- and 1997 c... s 4 (section 4 of this act); and
(5) RCW 48.46.- and 1997 c... s 5 (section 5 of this act).

Passed the Senate April 19, 1997.
Passed the House April 11, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 7, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 7, 1997.
CHAPTER 277
[Second Substitute Senate Bill 5179]
NURSING FACILITY REIMBURSEMENT-MODIFICATIONS
AN ACT Relating to nursing facility reimbursement; amending RCW 74.46.360, 74.46.370,
74.46.430, 74.46.465. 74.46.5 10, and 74.46.530; and adding new sections to chapter 74.46 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
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Sec. 1. RCW 74.46.360 and 1991 sp.s. c 8 s 18 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) For all partial or whole rate periods after December 31, 1984, the cost basis
of land and depreciation base of depreciable assets shall be the historical cost of the
contractor or lessor, when the assets are leased by the contractor, in acquiring the
asset in an arm's-length transaction and preparing it for use, less goodwill, and less
accumulated depreciation, if applicable, which has been incurred during periods
that the assets have been used in or as a facility by any contractor, such
accumulated depreciation to be measured in accordance with subsections (((2), (),
mnd)) (4). (5). and (6) of this section and RCW 74.46.350 and 74.46.370. If the
department challenges the historical cost of an asset, or if the contractor cannot or
will not provide the historical costs, the department will have the department of
general administration, through an appraisal procedure, determine the fair market
value of the assets at the time of purchase. The cost basis of land and depreciation
base of depreciable assets will not exceed such fair market value.
(2) For new or replacement building construction or for substantial building
additions requiring the acquisition of land and which commenced to operate on or
after July 1. 1997. the department shall determine allowable land costs of the
additional land acquired for the replacement construction or building additions to
be the lesser of:
(a) The contractor's or lessor's actual cost per square foot: or
(b) The square foot land value as established by an appraisal that meets the
latest publication of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice
(USPAP) and the financial institutions reform, recovery, and enhancement act
(FIRREA),
(3) Subiect to the provisions of subsection (2)of this section, if. in the course
of financing a proiect, an am's-length lender has ordered a Uniform Standards of
Professional Appraisal Practice appraisal on the land that meets financial
institutions reform, recover, and enhancement act standards and the arm's-length
lender has accepted the ordered appraisal, the department shall accept the appraisal
value as allowable land costs for calculation of payment,
If the contractor or lessor is unable or unwilling to provide or cause to be
provided to the department. or the department is unable to obtain from the arm'slength lender, a lender-approved appraisal that meets the standards of the Uniform
Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice and financial institutions reform.
recovery, and enhancement act. the department shall order such an appraisal and
accept the appraisal as the allowable land costs. If the department orders the
Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice and financial institutions
reform, recovery, and enhancement act appraisal. the contractor shall immediately
reimburse the department for the costs incurred,
(4)The historical cost of depreciable and nondepreciable donated assets, or
of depreciable and nondepreciable assets received through testate or intestate
distribution, shall be the lesser of:
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(a) Fair market value at the date of donation or death; or
(b)The historical cost base of the owner last contracting with the department,
if any.
(((-3))) M Estimated salvage value of acquired, donated, or inherited assets
shall be deducted from historical cost where the straight-line or sum-of-the-years'
digits method of depreciation is used.
(((4))) .. (a) For facilities, other than those described under subsection (2) of
this section. operating prior to July 1. 1997. where land or depreciable assets are
acquired that were used in the medical care program subsequent to January 1,
1980, the cost basis or depreciation base of the assets will not exceed the net book
value which did exist or would have existed had the ssets continued in use under
the previous contract with the department; except that depreciation shall not be
assumed to accumulate during periods when the assets were not in use in or as a
facility.
(b)The provisions of (a) of this subsection shall not apply to the most recent
arm's-length acquisition if it occurs at least ten years after the ownership of the
assets has been previously transferred in an arm's-length transaction nor to the first
arm's-length acquisition that occurs after January 1, 1980, for facilities
participating in the medical care program prior to January 1, 1980. The new cost
basis or depreciation base for such acquisitions shall not exceed the fair market
value of the assets as determined by the department of general administration
through an appraisal procedure. A determination by the department of general
administration of fair market value shall be final unless the procedure used to make
such determination is shown to be arbitrary and capricious. For all partial or whole
rate periods after July 17, 1984, this subsection is inoperative for any transfer of
ownership of any asset, depreciable or nondepreciable, occurring on or after July
18, 1984, leaving (a) of this subsection to apply alone to such transfers:
PROVIDED, HOWEVER, That this subsection shall apply to transfers of
ownership of assets occurring prior to January 1, 1985, if the costs of such assets
have never been reimbursed under medicaid cost reimbursement on an owneroperated basis or as a related-party lease: PROVIDED FURTHER, That for any
contractor that can document in writing an enforceable agreement for the purchase
of a nursing home dated prior to July 18, 1984, and submitted to the department
prior to January 1, 1988, the cost basis of allowable land and the depreciation base
of the nursing home, for rates established after July 18, 1984, shall not exceed the
fair market value of the assets at the date of purchase as determined by the
department of general administration through an appraisal procedure. For
medicaid cost reimbursement purposes, an agreement to purchase a nursing home
dated prior to July 18, 1984, is enforceable, even though such agreement contains
no legal description of the real property involved, notwithstanding the statute of
frauds or any other provision of law.
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(c) In the case of land or depreciable assets leased by the same contractor since
January 1, 1980, in an arm's-length lease, and purchased by the lessee/contractor,
the lessee/contractor shall have the option:
(i) To have the provisions of subsection (b) of this section apply to the
purchase; or
(ii) To have the reimbursement for property and return on investment continue
to be calculated pursuant to the provisions contained in RCW 74.46.530(1) (e) and
(f) based upon the provisions of the lease in existence on the date of the purchase,
but only if the purchase date meets one of the following criteria:
(A) The purchase date is atfter the lessor has declared bankruptcy or has
defaulted in any loan or mortgage held against the leased property;
(B) The purchase date is within one year of the lease expiration or renewal
date contained in the lease;
(C) The purchase date is after a rate setting for the facility in which the
reimbursement rate set pursuant to this chapter no longer is equal to or greater than
the actual cost of the lease; or
(D) The purchase date is within one year of any purchase option in existence
on January 1, 1988.
(d) For all rate periods past or future where land or depreciable assets are
acquired from a related organization, the contractor's cost basis and depreciation
base shall not exceed the base the related organization had or would have had
under a contract with the department.
(e) Where the land or depreciable asset is a donation or distribution between
related organizations, the cost basis or depreciation base shall be the lesser of (i)
fair market value, less salvage value, or (ii) the cost basis or depreciation base the
related organization had or would have had for the asset under a contract with the
department.
Sec. 2. RCW 74.46.370 and 1980 c 177 s 37 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) Except for new buildings, major remodels, and maior repair proiects. as
defined in subsection (2) of this section, the contractor shall use lives which reflect
the estimated actual useful life of the asset and which shall be no shorter than
guideline lives as established by the department. ((The shortest life whih may ,,
used for mew buildimgs is thirty ycrs.)) Lives shall be measured from the date on
which the assets were first used in the medical care program or from tie date of the
most recent arm's-length acquisition of the asset, whichever is more recent. In
cases where RCW 74.46.360(((4))) (M(a)does apply, the shortest life that may be
used for buildings is the remaining useful life under the prior contract. In all cases,
lives shall be extended to reflect periods, if any, when assets were not used in or
as a facility.
(2) Effective July 1. 1997. for asset acquisitions and new facilities, major
remodels. and major repair proiects that begin operations on or after July 1. 1997,
the department shall use the most current edition of Estimated Useful Lives of
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Depreciable Hospital Assets, or as it may be renamed. published by the American
Hospital Publishing. Inc.. an American hospital association company. for
determining the useful life of new buildings, maior remodels. and major repair
projects. however, the shortest life that may be used for new buildings is thirty
years. New buildings, major remodels. and major repair projects include those
projects that meet or exceed the expenditure minimum established by the
department of health pursuant to chapter 70.38 RCW.
Q) Building improvements, other than major remodels and major repairs. shall
be depreciated over the remaining useful life of the building, as modified by the
improvement.
(((3))) (4 Improvements to leased property which are the responsibility of the
contractor under the terms of the lease shall be depreciated over the useful life of
the improvement.
(((4))) (MA contractor may change the estimate of an asset's useful life to a
longer life for purposes of depreciation.
Sec. 3. RCW 74.46.430 and 1995 1st sp.s. c 18 s 100 are each amended to
read as follows:
(i) The department, as provided by this chapter, will determine prospective
payment rates for services provided to medical care recipients. Each rate so
determined shall represent the contractor's maximum compensation within each
cost center and for return on investment for each resident day for such medical care
recipient.
(2) The department may modify such maximum per resident day rates,
consistent with this chapter, pursuant to the administrative appeals or exception
procedure authorized by RCW 74.46.780.
(3) For July 1, 1995, and all following rates, the maximum prospective
component payment rates for the nursing services, food, administrative,
operational, and property cost centers, and the return on investment (ROI)
component rate for each nursing facility shall be established based upon a
minimum licensed bed facility occupancy level of ninety percent, except for rate
adjustments as provided for in RCW 74.46.460(6). and except for entirely new
facilities that commenced operation between January 1.1994. and June 30. 1994,
and were impacted by the ninety percent minimum occupancy factor, shall have
their nursing services, food. administrative, and operational component rates
revised based upon a minimum licensed bed facility occupancy level of eighty-five
percent, effective May 1. 1997.
(4)The minimum ninety percent facility occupancy shall be used to calculate
individual rates, to calculate the median cost limits (MCLs) for the metropolitan
statistical area (MSA) and nonmetropolitan statistical area (non-MSA) peer groups,
and to array facilities by costs in calculating the variable return portion of the
return on investment rate component (ROI).
(5) All contractors shall be required to adjust and maintain wages for all
employees to a minimum hourly wage of four dollars and seventy-six cents per
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hour beginning January 1, 1988, and five dollars and fifteen cents per hour
beginning January 1, 1989.
Sec. 4. RCW 74.46.465 and 1987 c 476 s 8 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) The department, in consultation with interested parties, shall adopt rules
to establish criteria the department will use in reviewing any request by a
contractor for a prospective rate adjustment for a physical plant capital
improvement. The rules shall also specify the time periods for submission and
review of proposed physical plant capital improvements. In establishing the
criteria, the department may consider, but is not limited to, the following:
(a) The remaining functional life of the facility and the length of time since the
facility's last significant improvement;
(b)The amount and scope of renovation or remodel to the facility and whether
the facility will be able to serve better the needs of its residents;
(c) Whether the proposed improvement improves the quality of the living
conditions of the residents;
(d)Whether the proposed improvement might eliminate life safety, building
code, or construction standard waivers;
(e) The percentage of public-pay residents in the facility.
(2) If a contractor experiences an increase in property taxes relating to
construction gualifying under RCW 74.46.360(2). the department shall adjust rates
to cover state and county increases in real estate taxes, effective the first day on
which the increased tax payment is due, related to construction qualifying for
reimbursement under RCW 74.46.360(2).
(3) Rate adjustments under this section may be provided only if funds are
appropriated for this purpose.
Sec. 5. RCW 74.46.510 and 1995 1st sp.s. c 18 s 108 are each amended to
read as follows:
(1) The property cost center rate for each facility shall be determined by
dividing the sum of the reported allowable prior period actual depreciation, subject
to RCW 74.46.310 through 74.46.380, adjusted for any capitalized additions or
replacements approved by the department, and the retained savings from such cost
center, as provided in RCW 74.46.180, by the greater of a facility's total resident
days for the facility in the prior period or resident days as calculated on ninety or
eighty-five percent facility occupancy as applicable. If a capitalized addition or
retirement of an asset will result in a different licensed bed capacity during the
ensuing period, the prior period total resident days used in computing the property
cost center rate shall be adjusted to anticipated resident day level.
(2) A nursing facility's property rate shall be rebased annually, effective July
i, in accordance with this section and this chapter.
(3) When a certificate of need for a new facility is requested, the department,
in reaching its decision, shall take into consideration per-bed land and building
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construction costs for the facility which shall not exceed a maximum to be
established by the secretary.
(4) For the purpose of calculating a nursing facility's property component rate.
if a contractor elects to bank licensed beds or to convert banked beds to active
service. pursuant to chapter 70.38 RCW. the department shall use the facility's
anticipated resident occupancy level subsequent to the decrease or increase in
licensed bed capacity: however, in no case shall the department use less than ninely
percent occupancy of the facility's licensed bed capacity after banking or
conversion.
Sec. 6. RCW 74.46.530 and 1995 1st sp.s. c 18 s 109 are each amended to
read as follows:
(i) The department shall establish for each medicaid nursing facility a return
on investment (ROI) rate composed of two parts: A financing allowance and a
variable return allowance. The financing allowance part of a facility's return on
investment component rate shall be rebased annually, effective July 1, in
accordance with the provisions of this section and this chapter.
(a) The financing allowance shall be determined by multiplying the net
invested funds of each facility by .10, and dividing by the greater of a nursing
facility's total resident days from the most recent cost report period or resident days
calculated on ninety percent or eighty-five percent facility occupancy as applicable.
If a capitalized addition or retirement of an asset will result in a different licensed
bed capacity during the ensuing period, the prior period total resident days used in
computing the financing and variable return allowances shall be adjusted to the
anticipated resident day level.
(b) In computing the portion of net invested funds representing the net book
value of tangible fixed assets, the same assets, depreciation bases, lives, and
methods referred to in RCW 74.46.330, 74.46.350, 74.46.360, 74.46.370, ((and))
74.46.380, and section 8 of this act., including owned and leased assets, shall be
utilized, except that the capitalized cost of land upon which the facility is located
and such other contiguous land which is reasonable and necessary for use in the
regular course of providing resident care shall also be included. Subject to
provisions and limitations contained in this chapter, for land purchased by owners
or lessors before July 18, 1984, capitalized cost of land shall be the buyer's
capitalized cost. For all partial or whole rate periods after July 17, 1984, if the land
is purchased after July 17, 1984, capitalized cost shall be that of the owner of
record on July 17, 1984, or buyer's capitalized cost, whichever is lower. except that
section 8 of this act shall be applied if the nursing facility meets all of the criteria
specified therein. In the case of leased facilities where the net invested funds are
unknown or the contractor is unable to provide necessary information to determine
net invested funds, the secretary shall have the authority to determine an amount
for net invested funds based on an appraisal conducted according to RCW
74.46.360(1).
(c) In determining the variable return allowance:
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(i) For July 1, 1995, rate setting only, the department, without utilizing peer
groups, shall first rank all facilities in numerical order from highest to lowest
according to their per resident day adjusted or audited, or both, allowable costs for
nursing services, food, administrative, and operational costs combined for the 1994
calendar year cost report period.
(ii) The department shall then compute the variable return allowance by
multiplying the appropriate percentage amounts, which shall not be less than one
percent and not greater than four percent, by the sum of the facility's nursing
services, food, administrative, and operational rate components. The percentage
amounts will be based on groupings of facilities according to the rankings
prescribed in (i) of this subsection (l)(c). The percentages calculated and assigned
will remain the same for the variable return allowance paid in all July 1, 1996, and
July 1, 1997, rates as well. Those groups of facilities with lower per diem costs
shall receive higher percentage amounts than those with higher per diem costs.
(d)The sum of the financing allowance and the variable return allowance shall
be the return on investment rate for each facility, and shall be added to the
prospective rates of each contractor as determined in RCW 74.46.450 through
74.46.510.
(e) In the case of a facility which was leased by the contractor as of January
1, 1980, in an arm's-length agreement, which continues to be leased under the same
lease agreement, and for which the annualized lease payment, plus any interest and
depreciation expenses associated with contractor-owned assets, for the period
covered by the prospective rates, divided by the contractor's total resident days,
minus the property cost center determined according to RCW 74.46.5 10, is more
than the return on investment rate determined according to subsection (1)(d) of this
section, the following shall apply:
(i) The financing allowance shall be recomputed substituting the fair market
value of the assets as of January 1, 1982, as determined by the department of
general administration through an appraisal procedure, less accumulated
depreciation on the lessor's assets since January 1, 1982, for the net book value of
the assets in determining net invested funds for the facility. A determination by the
department of general administration of fair market value shall be final unless the
procedure used to make such determination is shown to be arbitrary and capricious.
(ii) The sum of the financing allowance computed under subsection (1)(e)(i)
of this section and the variable allowance shall be compared to the annualized lease
payment, plus any interest and depreciation associated with contractor-owned
assets, for the period covered by the prospective rates, divided by the contractor's
total resident days, minus the property cost center rate determined according to
RCW 74.46.5 10. The lesser of the two amounts shall be called the alternate return
on investment rate.
(iii) The return on investment rate determined according to subsection (l)(d)
of this section or the alternate return on investment rate, whichever is greater, shall
be the return on investment rate for the facility and shall be added to the
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prospective rates of the contractor as determined in RCW 74.46.450 through
74.46.510.
(f) In the case of a facility which was leased by the contractor as of January
1, 1980, in an arm's-length agreement, if the lease is renewed or extended pursuant
to a provision of the lease, the treatment provided in subsection (1)(e) of this
section shall be applied except that in the case of renewals or extensions made
subsequent to April 1, 1985, reimbursement for the annualized lease payment shall
be no greater than the reimbursement for the annualized lease payment for the last
year prior to the renewal or extension of the lease.
(2) For the purpose of calculating a nursing facility's return on investment
component rate. if a contractor elects to bank beds or to convert banked beds to
active service, pursuant to chapter 70.3B..CW, the department shall use the
facility's anticipated resident occupancy level subsequent to the decrease or
increase in licensed bed capacity: howeer, in no case shall the department use less
than ninety percent occupancy of the facility's licensed bed capacity after banking
or conversion,
(MEach biennium, beginning in 1985, the secretary shall review the adequacy
of return on investment rates in relation to anticipated requirements for
maintaining, reducing, or expanding nursing care capacity. The secretary shall
report the results of such review to the legislature and make recommendations for
adjustments in the return on investment rates utilized in this section, if appropriate.
*NEW SECTION, Sec. 7. A new section is added to chapter 74.46 RCW to
read asfollows:
(1) A prospective per resident day rate enhancement shall be provided
annually, using state generalfunds, for nursing homes that meet the following
conditions:
(a) The nursing home entered into an arm's-length agreement for a facility
lease prior to January 1, 1980;
(b) The lessee purchased the leased nursing home after January 1, 1980;
and
(c) The lessor defaultcd on its loan or mortgage for the assets of the home
after January 1, 1991, and prior to January 1, 1992.
(2) The rate enhancement provided under this section is effective on July 1,
1997, and shall be calculated by multiplying tht nursing home's July 1, 1996,
total per resident day rate byfour and eight-tenths percent. The enhancement
rate established on July 1, 1997, shall continue to be the rate enhancement
amount paid for each subsequent July 1 rate period.
(3) Any rate enhancement granted pursuant to this section shall not be
subject to the settlement, audit, or rate-setting requirements contained in this
chapter.
*Sec. 7 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*NEW SECTION. Sec. 8. A new section isadded to chapter 74.46 RCW to
read as follows:
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(l)(a) Notwithstanding any provision to the contrary in this chapter,
including RCW 74.46.360 and 74.46.410, for nursing facilities meeting the
criteriain (b) of this subsection, the allowable cost of realandpersonalproperty

assets shall be the lower of the actual cost to the purchaseror the amount
allowed under the COBRA asset cost increase limitationfor nursingfacilities
pursuant to 42 C.F.R. 447.253 (d)(2); however, if federally permitted, the

departmentshall use the consumerprice index for allurban consumers (CPI-U)
(United States city average).
(b) Subsection (])(a) of this section is applicableonly to nursingfacilities
which satisfy all of the following criteria: (i) The originalfacilityand any major

renovations or remodeling, exceeding the expenditure minimum establishedby
the department of healthpursuantto chapter 70.38 RCW, is at least twenty years
old on January 1, 1997; (ii) the facility has a licensed bed capacity of one
hundred sixty beds or greater on January 1, 1997; (iii) the facility's licensee

voluntarily banked licensed nursing facility beds during 1995 and 1996,
pursuant to chapter 70.38 RCW; (iv) the contractorhas been the lessee for a

period of ten or more consecutive years by January 1, 1997; and (v) the
contractorlessee enters into a duly executed purchaseagreementwith the arm'slength lessor after January 1, 1997, but priorto January 1, 1998.

(2) The rate adjustment provided in subsection (1) of this section shall be
effective upon the completion of the nursingfacility's renovation project and
only if the costs exceedfour million dollars.
*Sec. 8 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Passed the Senate April 19, 1997.
Passed the House April 14, 1997.

Approved by the Governor May 7, 1997, with the exception of certain items
that were vetoed.

Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 7, 1997.
Note: Governor's explanation of partial veto is as follows:
"I am returning herewith, without my approval as to sections 7 and 8, Second
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5179 entitled:
"AN ACT Relating to nursing facility reimbursement;"
Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5179 seeks to address concerns of owners of state
nursing facilities by making corrections to the nursing facility reimbursement system. The
legislature has passed this bill to ease the way for owners of nursing homes to make repairs
and other improvements to their facilities, for the benefit of those who reside in those
homes.
There are, however, two sections of this bill that have special provisions for two
particular homes, for which there are no extenuating circumstances. Sections 7 and 8 both
apply very narrow criteria to grant rate enhancements to selected facilities above the rate
they would normally receive through the payment system.
Special treatment within the state's rate structure could invite legal ciha'enges from
homes that do not benefit from this bill. These provisions also invite incrnssd federal
scrutiny of the state Medicaid plan, and could possibly jeopardize approval of the plan.
Federal law requires that the state reimbursement system must ensure that payments are
reasonable and adequate to meet the costs incurred by efficiently and economically
operated facilities. It would be difficult to argue that the state's payment system complies
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with this requirement ifthe law has special provisions for selected nursing homes, without
extenuating circumstances.
For these reasons, I have vetoed sections 7 and 8 of Second Substitute Senate Bill No.
5179.
With the exception of sections 7 and 8, Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5179 is
approved."

CHAPTER 278
[Senate Bill 5340]
PROBATIONARY PERIODS FOR CERTIFICATED EDUCATIONAL EMPLOYEESMODIFICATIONS
AN ACT Relating to the probationary period for certificated educational employees; and
amending RCW 28A.405.100.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 28A.405.100 and 1994 c 115 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) The superintendent of public instruction shall establish and may amend
from time to time minimum criteria for the evaluation of the professional
performance capabilities and development of certificated classroom teachers and
certificated support personnel. For classroom teachers the criteria shall be
developed in the following categories: Instructional skill; classroom management,
professional preparation and scholarship; effort toward improvement when needed;
the handling of student discipline and attendant problems; and interest in teaching
pupils and knowledge of subject matter.
Every board of directors shall, in accordance with procedure provided in RCW
41.59.010 through 41.59.170, 41.59.910 and 41.59.920, establish evaluative
criteria and procedures for all certificated classroom teachers and certificated
support personnel. The evaluative criteria must contain as a minimum the criteria
established by the superintendent of public instruction pursuant to this section and
must be prepared within six months following adoption of the superintendent of
The district must certify to the
public instruction's minimum criteria.
superintendent of public instruction that evaluative criteria have been so prepared
by the district.
Except as provided in subsection (5) of this section, it shall be the
resporsibility of a principal or his or her designee to evaluate all certificated
personnel in his or her school. During each school year all classroom teachers and
certificated support personnel, hereinafter referred to as "employees" in this
section, shall be observed for the purposes of evaluation at least twice in the
performance of their assigned duties. Total observation time for each employee for
each school year shall be not less than sixty minutes. Following each observation,
or series of observations, the principal or other evaluator shall promptly documznt
the results of the observation in writing, and shall provide the employee with a
copy thereof within three days after such report is prepared. New employees shall
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be observed at least once for a total observation time of thirty minutes during the
first ninety calendar days of their employment period.
((Eery)) At any time after October 15th. an employee whose work isjudged
unsatisfactory based on district evaluation criteria shall be notified in writing of
((Mated)) the specific areas of deficiencies along with a ((9uggctcd apccific and))
reasonable program for improvement ((zror before February t of a h ycar)),
During the period of probation, the employee may not be transferred from the
supervision of the original evaluator. Improvement of performance or probable
cause for nonrenewal must occur and be documented by the original evaluator
before any consideration of arequest for transfer or reassignment as contemplated
by either the individual or the school district, A probationary period of sixty
school days shall be established ((beginaing on or befr February 1st and ning
me litter than May ist)). The establishment of a probationary period does not
adversely affect the contract status of an employee within the meaning of RCW
28A.405,300, The purpose of the probationary period is to give the employee
opportunity to demonstrate improvements in his or her areas of deficiency. The
establishment of the probationary period and the giving of the notice to the
employee of deficiency shall be by the school district superintendent and need not
be submitted to the board of directors for approval. During the probationary period
the evaluator shall meet with the employee at least twice monthly to supervise and
make a written evaluation of the progress, if any, made by the employee. The
evaluator may authorize one additional certificated employee to evaluate the
probationer and to aid the employee in improving his or her areas of deficiency;
such additional certificated employee shall be immune from any civil liability that
might otherwise be incurred or imposed with regard to the good faith performance
of such evaluation. The probationer may be removed from probation if he or she
has demonstrated improvement to the satisfaction of the principal in those areas
specifically detailed in his or her initial notice of deficiency and subsequently
detailed in his or her improvement program. Lack of necessary improvement
((shttl+-be)) during the established probationary priod. as specifically documented
in writing with notification to the probationer and shall constitute grounds for a
finding of probable cause under RCW 28A.405.300 or 28A.405.210.
((Th establihment of it probationary period shall noCt be deemed to adversly

affect the eontract satus of an employee within the meaning of C
28A.405300))
Immediately following the completion of aprobationary period that does not
produce performance changes detailed in the initial notice of deficiencies and
improvement program, the employee may be removed from his or her assignment
and placed into an alternative assignment for the remainder of the school year,
This reassignment may not displace another employee nur may it at0versely affect
the probationary employee's compensation or benefits for the remainder of the
employee's contract year. If such reassignment is not possible, the district may, at
its option, place the employee on paid leave for the balance of the contract term.
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(2) Every board of directors shall establish evaluative criteria and procedures
for all superintendents, principals, and other administrators. It shall be the
responsibility of the district superintendent or his or her designee to evaluate all
administrators. Such evaluation shall be based on the administrative position job
description. Such criteria, when applicable, shall include at least the following
categories: Knowledge of, experience in, and training in recognizing good
professional performance, capabilities and development; school administration and
management; school finance; professional preparation and scholarship; effort
toward improvement when needed; interest in pupils, employees, patrons and
subjects taught in school; leadership; and ability and performance of evaluation of
school personnel.
(3) Each certificated employee shall have the opportunity for confidential
conferences with his or her immediate supervisor on no less than two occasions in
each school year. Such confidential conference shall have as its sole purpose the
aiding of the administrator in his or her assessment of the employee's professional
performance.
(4) The failure of any evaluator to evaluate or supervise or cause the
evaluation or supervision of certificated employees or administrators in accordance
with this section, as now or hereafter amended, when it is his or her specific
assigned or delegated responsibility to do so, shall be sufficient cause for the
nonrenewal of any such evaluator's contract under RCW 28A.405.210, or the
discharge of such evaluator under RCW 28A.405.300.
(5) After an employee has four years of satisfactory evaluations under
subsection (I) of this section, a school district may use a short form of evaluation,
a locally bargained evaluation emphasizing professional growth, an evaluation
under subsection (1) of this section, or any combination thereof. The short form
of evaluation shall include either a thirty minute observation during the school year
with a written summary or a final annual written evaluation based on the criteria
in subsection (1) of this section and based on at least two observation periods
during the school year totaling at least sixty minutes without a written summary of
such observations being prepared. However, the evaluation process set forth in
subsection (I) of this section shall be followed at least once every three years
unless this time isextended by a local school district under the bargaining process
set forth in chapter 41.59 RCW. The employee or evaluator may require that the
evaluation process set forth in subsection (1) of this section be conducted in any
given school year. No evaluation other than the evaluation authorized under
subsection (1) of this section may be used as a basis for determining that an
employee's work is unsatisfactory under subsection (1) of this section or as
probable cause for the nonrenewal of an employee's contract under RCW
28A.405.2 10 unless an evaluation process developed under chapter 41.59 RCW
determines otherwise.
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Passed the Senate April 19, 1997.
Passed the House April 8, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 7, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 7, 1997.
CHAPTER 279
[Engrossed Senate Bill 5354]
STATE CAPITOL COMMITrEE-MEMBERSHIP
AN ACT Relating to the capitol committee; and amending RCW 43.34.010 and 43.34.015.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 43.34.010 and 1979 ex.s. c 57 s 10 are each amended to read as
follows:
The governor or the governor's designee, the lieutenant governor, the secretary
of state and the commissioner of public lands, ex officio, shall constitute the state
capitol committee.
Sec. 2. RCW 43.34.015 and 1965 c 8 s 43.34.015 are each amended to read
as follows:
The commissioner of public lands shall be the secretary of the state capitol
committee, but the committee may appoint a suitable person as acting secretary
thereof, and fix his or her compensation((: PROVIDED, That)). However, all
records of the committee shall be filed in the office of the commissioner of public
lands.
Passed the Senate March 18, 1997.
Passed the House April 25, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 7, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 7, 1997.
CHAPTER 280
[Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill 54911
TERMINATION OF THE PARENT AND CHILD RELATIONSHIP-STANDARDS
AN ACT Relating to termination of the parent and child relationship; and reenacting and
amending RCW 13.34.130 and 13.34.180,

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:

Sec. 1. RCW 13.34.130 and 1995 c 313 s 2, 1995 c 311 s 19, and 195 c 53
s Iare each reenacted and amended to read as follows:
If, after a fact-finding hearing pursuant to RCW 13.34.110, it has been proven
by a preponderance of the evidence that the child is dependent within the meaning
of RCW 13.34.030; after consideration of the predisposition report prepared
pursuant to RCW 13.34.110 and after a disposition hearing has been held pursuant
to RCW 13.34.110, the court shall enter an order of disposition pursuant to this
section.
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(1) The court shall order one of the following dispositions of the case:
(a)Order a disposition other than removal of the child from his or her home,
which shall provide a program designed to alleviate the immediate danger to the
child, to mitigate or cure any damage the child has already suffered, and to aid the
parents so that the child will not be endangered in the future. In selecting a
program, the court should choose those services that least interfere with family
autonomy, provided that the services are adequate to protect the child.
(b) Order that the child be removed from his or her home and ordered into the
custody, control, and care of a relative or the department of social and health
services or a licensed child placing agency for placement in a foster family home
or group care facility licensed pursuant to chapter 74.15 RCW or in a home not
required to be licensed pursuant to chapter 74.15 RCW. Unless there is reasonable
cause to believe that the safety or welfare of the child would be jeopardized or that
efforts to reunite the parent and child will be hindered, such child shall be placed
with a person who is related to the child as defined in RCW 74.15.020(4)(a) and
with whom the child has a relationship and is comfortable, and who is willing and
available to care for the child. Placement of the child with a relative under this
subsection shall be given preference by the court. An order for out-of-home
placement may be made only if the court finds that reasonable efforts have been
made to prevent or eliminate the need for removal of the child from the child's
home and to make it possible for the child to return home, specifying the services
that have been provided to the child and the child's parent, guardian, or legal
custodian, and that preventive services have been offered or provided and have
failed to prevent the need for out-of-home placement, unless the health, safety, and
welfare of the child cannot be protected adequately in the home, and that:
(i) There is no parent or guardian available to care for such child;
(ii) The parent, guardian, or legal custodian is not willing to take custody of
the child;
(iii) The court finds, by clear. cogent, and convincing evidence, a manifest
danger exists that the child will suffer serious abuse or neglect if the child is not
removed from the home and an order under RCW 26.44.063 would not protect the
child from danger; or
(iv) The extent of the child's disability is such that the parent, guardian, or
legal custodian is unable to provide the necessary care for the child and the parent,
guardian, or legal custodian has determined that the child would benefit from
placement outside of the home.
(2)If the court has ordered a child removed from his or her home pursuant to
subsection (1)(b) of this section, the court may order that a petition seeking
termination of the parent and child relationship be filed if the court finds it is
recommended by the supervising agency, that it is in the best interests of the child
and that it is not reasonable to provide further services to reunify the family
because the existence of aggravated circumstances make it unlikely that services
will effectuate the return of the child to the child's parents in the near future. In
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determining whether aggravated circumstances exist, the court shall consider one
or more of the following:
(a) Conviction of the parent of rape of the child in the first, second, or third
degree as defined in RCW 9A.44.073, 9A.44.076, and 9A.44.079;
(b)Conviction of the parent of criminal mistreatment of the child in the first
or second degree as defined in RCW 9A.42.020 and 9A.42.030;
(c) Conviction of the parent of one of the following assault crimes, when the
child is the victim: Assault in the first or second degree as defined in RCW
9A.36.011 and 9A.36.021 or assault of a child in the first or second degree as
defined in RCW 9A.36.120 or 9A.36.130;
(d) Conviction of the parent of murder, manslaughter, or homicide by abuse
of the child's other parent, sibling, or anotL.-r child;
(e)A finding by a court that a parent is a sexually violent predator as defined
in RCW 71.09.020;
(f) Failure of the parent to complete available treatment ordered under this
chapter or the equivalent laws of another state, where such failure has resulted in
a prior termination of parental rights to another child and the parent has failed to
effect significant change in the interim.
(3) Whenever a child is ordered removed from the child's home, the agency
charged with his or her care shall provide the court with:
(a) A permanency plan of care that shall identify one of the following
outcomes as a primary goal and may identify additional outcomes as alternative
goals: Return of the child to the home of the child's parent, guardian, or legal
custodian; adoption; guardianship; or long-term relative or foster care, until the
child is age eighteen, with a written agreement between the parties and the care
provider; and independent living, if appropriate and if the child is age sixteen or
older. Whenever a permanency plan identifies independent living as a goal, the
plan shall also specifically identify the services that will be provided to assist the
child to make a successful transition from foster care to independent living. Before
the court approves independent living as a permanency plan of care, the court shall
make a finding that the provision of services to assist the child in making a
transition from foster care to independent living will allow the child to manage his
or her financial affairs and to manage his or her personal, social, educational, and
nonfinancial affairs. The department shall not discharge a child to an independent
living situation before the child is eighteen years of age unless the child becomes
emancipated pursuant to chapter 13.64 RCW.
(b) Unless the court has ordered, pursuant to subsection (2) of this section, that
a termination petition be filed, a specific plan as to where the child will placed,
what steps will be taken to return the child home, and what actions the agency will
take to maintain parent-child ties. All aspects of (he plan shall include the goal of
achieving permanence for the child.
(i) The agency plan shall specify what services the parents will be offered in
order to enable them to resume custody, what requirements the parents must meet
.'-
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in order to resume custody, and a time limit for each service plan and parental
requirement.
(ii) The agency shall be required to encourage the maximum parent-child
contact possible, including regular visitation and participation by the parents in the
care of the child while the child is in placement. Visitation may be limited or
denied only if the court determines that such limitation or denial is necessary to
protect the child's health, safety, or welfare.
(iii) A child shall be placed as close to the child's home as possible, preferably
in the child's own neighborhood, unless the court finds that placement at agreater
distance is necessary to promote the child's or parents' well-being.
(iv) The agency charged with supervising a child in placement shall provide
all reasonable services that are available within the agency, or within the
community, or those services which the department of social and health services
has existing contracts to purchase. It shall report to the court if it is unable to
provide such services.
(c) If the court has ordered, pursuant to subsection (2) of this section, that a
termination petition be filed, a specific plan as to where the child will be placed,
what steps will be taken to achieve permanency for the child, services to be offered
or provided to the child, and, if visitation would be in the best interests of the child,
a recommendation to the court regarding visitation between parent and child
pending a fact-finding hearing on the termination petition. The agency shall not
be required to develop a plan of services for the parents or provide services to the
parents.
(4) If there is insufficient information at the time of the disposition hearing
upc;n which to base a determination regarding the suitability of a proposed
placement with a relative, the child shall remain in foster care and the court shall
direct the supervising agency to conduct necessary background investigations as
provided in chapter 74.15 RCW and report the results of such investigation to the
court within thirty days. However, if such relative appears otherwise suitable and
competent to provide care and treatment, the criminal history background check
need not be completed before placement, but as soon as possible after placement.
Any placements with relatives, pursuant to this section, shall be contingent upon
cooperation by the relative with the agency case plan and compliance with court
orders related to the care and supervision of the child including, but not limited to,
court orders regarding parent-child contacts and any other conditions imposed by
the court. Noncompliance with the case plan or court order shall be grounds for
removal of the child from the relative's home, subject to review by the court.
(5) Except for children whose cases are reviewed by acitizen review board
under chapter 13.70 RCW, the status of all children found to be dependent shall be
reviewed by the court at least every six months from the beginning date of the
placement episode or the date dependency is established, whichever is first, at a
hearing in which it shall be determined whether court supervision should continue.
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The review shall include findings regarding the agency and parental completion of
disposition plan requirements, and if necessary, revised permanency time limits.
(a) A child shall not be returned home at the review hearing unless the court
finds that a reason for removal as set forth in this section no longer exists. The
parents, guardian, or legal custodian shall report to the court the efforts they have
made to correct the conditions which led to removal. If a child is returned,
casework supervision shall continue for a period of six months, at which time there
shall be a hearing on the need for continued intervention.
(b) If the child is not returned home, the court shall establish in writing:
(i) Whether reasonable services have been provided to or offered to the parties
to facilitate reunion, specifying the services provided or offered;
(ii) Whether the child has been placed in the least-restrictive setting
appropriate to the child's needs, including whether consideration and preference
has been given to placement with the child's relatives;
(iii) Whether there is a continuing need for placement and whether the
placement is appropriate;
(iv) Whether there has been compliance with the case plan by the child, the
child's parents, and the agency supervising the placement;
(v) Whether progress has been made toward correcting the problems that
necessitated the child's placement in out-of-home care;
(vi) Whether the parents have visited the child and any reasons why visitation
has not occurred or has been infrequent;
(vii) Whether additional services are needed to facilitate the return of the child
to the child's parents; if so, the court shall order that reasonable services be offered
specifying such services; and
(viii) The projected date by which the child will be returned home or other
permanent plan of care will be implemented.
(c) The court at the review hearing may order that a petition seeking
termination of the parent and child relationship be filed.
Sec. 2. RCW 13.34.180 and 1993 c 412 s 2 and 1993 c 358 s 3 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
A petition seeking termination of a parent and child relationship may be filed
injuvenile court by any party to the dependency proceedings concerning that child.
Such petition shall conform to the requirements of RCW 13.34.040, shall be served
upon the parties as provided in RCW 13.34.070(8), and shall allege:
(1) That the child has been found to be a dependent child under RCW
13.34.030(((2))) (4); and
(2) That the court has entered a dispositional order pursuant to RCW
13.34.130; and
(3) That the child has been removed or will, at the time of the hearing, have
been removed from the custody of the parent for a period of at least six months
pursuant to a finding of dependency under RCW 13.34.030(((2))) (41; and
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(4) That the services ordered under RCW 13.34.130 have been offered or
provided and all necessary services, reasonably available, capable of correcting the
parental deficiencies within the foreseeable future have been offered or provided;
and
(5) That there is little likelihood that conditions will be remedied so that the
child can be returned to the parent in the near future. In determining whether the
conditions will be remedied the court may consider, but is not limited to, the
following factors:
(a) Use of intoxicating or controlled substances so as to render the parent
incapable of providing proper care for the child for extended periods of time and
documented unwillingness of the parent to receive and complete treatment or
documented multiple failed treatment attempts; or
(b) Psychological incapacity or mental deficiency of the parent that is so
severe and chronic as to render the parent incapable of providing proper care for
the child for extended periods of time, and documented unwillingness of the parent
to receive and complete treatment or documentation that there is no treatment that
can render the parent capable of providing proper care for the child in the near
future; and
(6) That continuation of the parent and child relationship clearly diminishes
the child's prospects for early integration into a stable and permanent home; or
through (6) of this section, the
(7) In lieu of the allegations in subsections (1)
such circumstances that the
under
was
found
the
child
that
petition may allege
whereabouts of the child's parent are unknown and no person has acknowledged
paternity or maternity and requested custody of the child within two months after
the child was found.
A parent's failure to substantially improve parental deficiencies within twelve
months following entry of the dispositional order shall give rise to a rebuttable
presumption that there is little likelihood that conditions will be remedied so that
the child can be returned to the parent in the near future. The presumption shall not
arise unless the petitioner makes a showing that all necessary services reasonably
capable of correcting the parental deficiencies within the foreseeable future have
been offered or provided.
Notice of rights shall be served upon the parent, guardian, or legal custodian
with the petition and shall be in substantially the following form:
"NOTICE
A petition for termination of parental rights has been filed against you.
You have important legal rights and you must take steps to protect your
interests. This petition could result in permanent loss of your parental
rights.
1.You have the right to a fact-finding hearing before a judge.
2. You have the right to have a lawyer represent you at the
hearing. A lawyer can look at the files in your case, talk to the
department of social and health services and other agencies, tell you
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about the law, help you understand your rights, and help you at hearings.
If you cannot afford a lawyer, the court will appoint one to represent you.
To get a court-appointed lawyer you must contact:
(explain local
procedure)
3. At the hearing, you have the right to speak on your own
behalf, to introduce evidence, to examine witnesses, and to receive a
decision based solely on the evidence presented to the judge.
You should be present at this hearing.
You may call (inetagny) for more information about
your child. The agency's name and telephone number are (insert name
and telephone number) ."
Passed the Senate April 26, 1997.
Passed the House April 25, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 7, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 7, 1997.
CHAPTER 281
[Senate Bill 5503]
MERGER OF TECHNICAL AND COMMUNITY COLLEGES-AUTHORITY OF TECHNICAL
COLLEGES
AN ACT Relating to the merger of technical and community colleges; amending RCW
28B.50.215; and reenacting and amending RCW 28B.50.140.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec, 1. RCW 28B.50.140 and 1991 c 238 s 39 and 1991 c 58 s 1 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
Each board of trustees:
(1)
Shall operate all existing community and technical colleges in its district;
(2)Shall create comprehensive programs of community and technical college
education and training and maintain an open-door policy in accordance with the
provisions of RCW 28B.50.090(3). However, technical colleges, and college
districts containing only technical colleges, shall maintain programs solely for
occupational education, basic skills, and literacy purposes. For as long as a need
exists, technical colleges may continue those programs, activities, and services they
offered during the twelve-month period preceding September 1, 1991;
(3) Shall employ for a period to be fixed by the board a college president for
each community and technical college and, may appoint apresident for the district,
and fix their duties and compensation, which may include elements other than
salary. Compensation under this subsection shall not affect but may supplement
retirement, health care, and other benefits that are otherwise applicable to the
presidents as state employees. The board shall also employ for aperiod to be fixed
by the board members of the faculty and such other administrative officers and
other employees as may be necessary or appropriate and fix their salaries and
duties. Compensation and salary increases under this subsection shall not exceed
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the amount or percentage established for those purposes in the state appropriations
act by the legislature as allocated to the board of trustees by the state board for
community and technical colleges. The state board for community and technical
colleges shall adopt rules defining the permissible elements of compensation under
this subsection;
(4) May establish, under the approval and direction of the college board, new
facilities as community needs and interests demand. However, the authority of
boards of trustees to purchase or lease major off-campus facilities shall be subject
to the approval of the higher education coordinating board pursuant to RCW
28B.80.340(5);
(5) May establish or lease, operate, equip and maintain dormitories, food
service facilities, bookstores and other self-supporting facilities connected with the
operation of the community and technical college;
(6)May, with the approval of the college board, borrow money and issue and
sell revenue bonds or other evidences of indebtedness for the construction,
reconstruction, erection, equipping with permanent fixtures, demolition and major
alteration of buildings or other capital assets, and the acquisition of sites, rights-ofway, easements, improvenasnts or appurtenances, for dormitories, food service
facilities, and other self-supporting facilities connected with the operation of the
community and technical college in accordance with the provisions of RCW
28B. 10.300 through 28B. 10.330 where applicable;
(7) May establish fees and charges for the facilities authorized hereunder,
including reasonable rules and regulations for the government thereof, not
inconsistent with the rules and regulations of the college board; each board of
trustees operating a community and technical college may enter into agreements,
subject to rules and regulations of the college board, with owners of facilities to be
used for housing regarding the management, operation, and government of such
facilities, and any board entering into such an agreement may:
(a)Make rules and regulations for the government, management and operation
of such housing facilities deemed necessary or advisable; and
(b)Employ necessary employees to govern, manage and operate the same;
(8) May receive such gifts, grants, conveyances, devises and bequests of real
or personal property from private sources, as may be made from time to time, in
trust or otherwise, whenever the terms and conditions thereof will aid in carrying
out the community and technical college programs as specified by law and the
regulations of the state college board; sell, lease or exchange, invest or expend the
same or the proceeds, rents, profits and income thereof according to the terms and
conditions thereof; and adopt regulations to govern the receipt and expenditure of
the proceeds, rents, profits and income thereof;
(9) May establish and maintain night schools whenever in the discretion of the
board of trustees it is deemed advisable, and authorize classrooms and other
facilities to be used for summer or night schools, or for public meetings and for any
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other uses consistent with the use of such classrooms or facilities for community
and technical college purposes;
(10) May make rules and regulations for pedestrian and vehicular traffic on
property owned, operated, or maintained by the district;
(1I) Shall prescribe, with the assistance of the faculty, the course of study in
the various departments of the community and technical college or colleges under
its control, and publish such catalogues and bulletins as may become necessary;
(12) May grant to every student, upon graduation or completion of a course
of study, a suitable diploma, nonbaccalaureate degree or certificate. (feehniettl
eellegeq shall offer only nenbaccatlaurcata tcchrnietl degrees, eertiflcates, or
diplomas for oeetupatona eourses oF study unrder rules of the eellege beard.
Teehnieal eelleges in- distriets twcrnty eight ad twenty n~ine may offer
nanrbttecalaurcatc asseciate of teehrnietl or applied arts degreet on ieeijutiet
with it eommtmity collcge the distriet of which everitips with the district of h
ieehiial eollege, an~d these degrees may on~l, be. ofee aftr a contract or
agreemen~t is exeeuted between the teehnietki colcge and the eeommurnity college.
The atitheriy and responsibility to offer transfer level tteadonic suppertad
genecral eduetation for students of districts twenty one and twen~ty Fivo shall reside
exelusivcly with Whateom Coemmunity College.)) Technical colleges shall offer
only nonbaccalaureate technical degrees under the rules of the state board for
community and technical colleges that are appropriate to their work force education
and training mission. The primary purpose of this degree isto lead the individual
directly to employment in a specific occupation. Technical colleges may not offer
transfer degrees, The board, upon recommendation of the faculty, may also confer
honorary associate of arts degrees upon persons other than graduates of the
community college, in recognition of their learning or devotion to education,
literature, art, or science. No degree may be conferred in consideration of the
payment of money or the donation of any kind of property;
(13) Shall enforce the rules and regulations prescribed by the state board for
community and technical colleges for the government of community and technical
colleges, students and teachers, and promulgate such rules and regulations and
perform all other acts not inconsistent with law or rules and regulations of the state
board for community and technical colleges as the board of trustees may in its
discretion deem necessary or appropriate to the administration of college districts:
PROVIDED, That such rules and regulations shall include, but not be limrited to,
rules and regulations relating to housing, scholarships, conduct at the various
community and technical college facilities, and discipline: PROVIDED,
FURTHER, That the board of trustees may suspend or expel from community and
technical colleges students who refuse to obey any of the duly promulgated rules
and regulations;
(14) May, by written order filed in its office, delegate to the president or

district president any of the powers and duties vested in or imposed upon it by this
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chapter. Such delegated powers and duties may be exercised in the name of the
district board;
(15) May perform such other activities consistent with this chapter and not in
conflict with the directives of the college board;
(16) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, may offer educational
services on a contractual basis other than the tuition and fee basis set forth in
chapter 28B.15 RCW for a special fee to private or governmental entities,
consistent with rules and regulations adopted by the state board for community and
technical colleges: PROVIDED, That the whole of such special fee shall go to the
college district and be not less than the full instructional costs of such services
including any salary increases authorized by the legislature for community and
technical college employees during the term of the agreement: PROVIDED
FURTHER, That enrollments generated hereunder shall not be counted toward the
official enrollment level of the college district for state funding purposes;
(17) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, may offer educational
services on a contractual basis, charging tuition and fees as set forth in chapter
28B.15 RCW, counting such enrollments for state funding purposes, and may
additionally charge a special supplemental fee when necessary to cover the full
instructional costs of such services: PROVIDED, That such contracts shall be
subject to review by the state board for community and technical colleges and to
such rules as the state board may adopt for that purpose in order to assure that the
sum of the supplemental fee and the normal state funding shall not exceed the
projected total cost of offering the educational service: PROVIDED FURTHER,
That enrollments generated by courses offered on the basis of contracts requiring
payment of a share of the normal costs of the course will be discounted to the
percentage provided by the college;
(18) Shall be authorized to pay dues to any association of trustees that may be
formed by the various boards of trustees; such association may expend any or all
of such funds to submit biennially, or more often if necessary, to the governor and
to the legislature, the recommendations of the association regarding changes which
would affect the efficiency of such association;
(19) Subject to the approval of the higher education coordinating board
pursuant to RCW 28B.80.340(4), may participate in higher education centers and
consortia that involve any four-year public or independent college or university;
and
(20) Shall perform any other duties and responsibilities imposed by law or rule
and regulation of the state board.
Sec. 2. RCW 28B.50,215 and 1991 c 238 s 144 are each amended to read as
follows:
The colleges in each overlapping service area shall jointly submit for approval
to the state board for community and technical colleges ((not latcr than Dcccmbc
1-199--,)) a regional planning agreement. The agreement shall provide for the
ongoing interinstitutional coordination of community and technical college
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programs and services operated in the overlapping service area. The agreement
shall include the means for the adjudication of issues arising from overlapping
service areas. The agreement shall include a definitive statement of mission, scope,
and purpose for each college including the nature of courses, programs, and
services to be offered by each college. ((The statemet hall inlu. a .....
ealleges
.
h.kIl not offer
.
urs.s design.-fr
trans.f.c to
btJealukiurt granting instktutians. This shall no! preelud sueh offerings provided
through
...
traets or agreements with
...:, a
nuy
.
lleg in th, .
i.....ar. ))
that the tchri^^
'

Technical colleges may. under the rules of the state board for community and
technical colleges, offer all specific academic support courses that may be at a
transfer level that are required of all students to earn a particular certificate or
degree. This shall not be interpreted to mean that their mission may be expanded
to include transffer preparation, nor does it preclude technical colleges from
voluntarily and cooperatively using available community college courses as
components of technical college programs.
Any part of the agreement that is not approved by all the colleges in the
service area, shall be determined by the state board for community and technical
colleges. Approved regional planning agreements shall be enforced by the full
authority of the state board for community and technical colleges. Changes to the
agreement are subject to state board approval.
For the purpose of creating and adopting a regional planning agreement, the
trustees of the colleges in Pierce county shall form a county coordinating
committee. The county coordinating committee shall consist of eight members.
Each college board of trustees in Pierce county shall select two of its members to
serve on the county coordinating committee. The county coordinating committee
shall not employ its own staff, but shall instead utilize staff of the colleges in the
county. The regional planning agreement adopted by the county coordinating
committee shall include, but shall not be limited to: The items listed in this section,
the transfer of credits between technical and community colleges, program
articulation, and the avoidance of unnecessary duplication in programs, activities,
and services.
Passed the Senate April 21, 1997.
Passed the House April 8, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 7, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 7, 1997.
CHAPTER 282
[Substitute Senate Bill 55111
CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT-RETENTION OF INFORMATION-NOTICE TO ALLEGED
PERPETRATORS
AN ACT Relating to child abuse and neglect information; amending RCW 26,44.100 and
26.44.020; and adding new sections to chapter 26.44 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
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NEW SECTION, Sec. I. A new section is added to chapter 26.44 RCW to
read as follows:
To protect the privacy in reporting and the maintenance of reports of
nonaccidental injury, neglect, death, sexual abuse, and cruelty to children by their
parents, and to safeguard against arbitrary, malicious, or erroneous information or
actions, the department shall not maintain information related to unfounded
referrals in files or reports of child abuse or neglect for longer than six years except
as provided in this section.
At the end of six years from receipt of the unfounded report, the information
shall be purged unless an additional report has been received in the intervening
period.
Sec. 2. RCW 26.44.100 and 1993 c 412 s 17 are each amended to read as
follows:
LJ.) The legislature finds parents and children often are not aware of their due
process rights whcn agencies are investigating allegations of child abuse and
neglect. The legislature reaffirms that all citizens, including parents, shall be
afforded due process, that protection of children remains the priority of the
legislature, and that this protection includes protecting the family unit from
unnecessary disruption. To facilitate this goal, the legislature wishes to ensure that
parents and children be advised in writing and orally, if feasible, of their basic
rights and other specific information as set forth in this chapter, provided that
nothing contained in this chapter shall cause any delay in protective custody action.
(2) The department shall notify the alleged perpetrator of the allegations of
child abuse and neglect at the earliest possible point in the investigation that will
not ieopardize the safety and protection of the child or the investigation process,
Whenever the department completes an investigation of a child abuse or
neglect report under chapter 26.44 RCW. the depatment shall notify the alleged
perpetrator of the report and the department's investigative findings, The notice
shall also advise the alleged perpetrator that:
(a) A written response to the report may be provided to the department and
that such response will be filed in the record following receipt by the department:
(b) Information in the department's record may be considered in subsequent
investigations or proceedings related to child protection or child custody:
(c) There is currently information in the department's record that may be
considered in determining that the person is disqualified from being licensed to
provide child care. employed by a licensed child care agency, or authorized by the
department to care for children: and
(d)A person who has demonstrated agood-faith desire to work in a licensed
agency may request an informal meeting with the department to have an
opportunity to discuss and contest the information currently in the record,
(3)The notification required by this section shall be made by regular mail to
the person's last known address,
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(4)The duty of notification created by this section is subject to the ability of
the department to ascertain the location of the person to be notified. The
department shall exercise reasonable, good-faith efforts to ascertain the location of
persons entitled to notification under this section.
*NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. A new section is aded to chapter 26.44 RCW to
read as follows:
The department shall report annually to the legislature on the number of
reports determined to be unfounded and the percentage of unfounded reports
compared to the total number of reports received by the department. The
department shall also report annually on the number of files or reports from
which unfounded information was purged.
*Sec. 3 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Sec. 4. RCW 26.44.020 and 1996 c 178 s 10 are each amended to read as
follows:
For the purpose of and as used in this chapter:
(1) "Court" means the superior court of the state of Washington, juvenile
department.
(2) "Law enforcement agency" means the police department, the prosecuting
attorney, the state patrol, the director of public safety, or the office of the sheriff.
(3) "Practitioner of the healing arts" or "practitioner" means a person licensed
by this slate to practice podiatric medicine and surgery, optometry, chiropractic,
nursing, dentistry, osteopathic medicine and surgery, or medicine and surgery or
to provide other health services. The term "practitioner" shall include a duly
accredited Christian Science practitioner: PROVIDED, HOWEVER, That a
person who is being furnished Christian Science treatment by a duly accredited
Christian Science practitioner shall not be considered, for that reason alone, a
neglected person for the purposes of this chapter.
(4) "Institution" means a private or public hospital or any other facility
providing medical diagnosis, treatment or care.
(5) "Department" means the state department of social and health services.
(6) "Child" or "children" means any person under the age of eighteen years of
age.
(7) "Professional school personnel" shall include, but not be limited to,
teachers, counselors, administrators, child care facility personnel, and school
nurses.
(8) "Social service counselor" shall mean anyone engaged in a professional
capacity during the regular course of employment in encouraging or promoting the
health, welfare, support or education of children, or providing social services to
adults or families, including mental health, drug and alcohol treatment, and
domestic violence programs, whether in an individual capacity, or as an employee
or agent of any public or private organization or institution.
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(9) "Psychologist" shall mean any person licensed to practice psychology
under chapter 18.83 RCW, whether acting in an individual capacity or as an
employee or agent of any public or private organization or institution.
(10) "Pharmacist" shall mean any registered pharmacist under the provisions
of chapter 18.64 RCW, whether acting in an individual capacity or as an employee
or agent of any public or private organization or institution.
(11) "Clergy" shall mean any regularly licensed or ordained minister, priest
or rabbi of any church or religious denomination, whether acting in an individual
capacity or as an employee or agent of any public or private organization or
institution.
(12) "Abuse or neglect" shall mean the injury, sexual abuse, sexual
exploitation, negligent treatment, or maltreatment of a child, adult dependent, or
developmentally disabled person by any person under circumstances which
indicate that the child's or adult's health, welfare, and safety is harmed. An abused
child is a child who has been subjected to child abuse or neglect as defined herein.
(13) "Child protective services section" shall mean the child protective
services section of the department.
(14) "Adult dependent persons" shall be defined as those persons over the age
of eighteen years who have been found to be legally incompetent or disabled
pursuant to chapter 11.88 RCW.
(15) "Sexual exploitation" includes: (a) Allowing, permitting, or encouraging
a child to engage in prostitution by any person; or (b) allowing, permitting,
encouraging, or engaging in the obscene or pornographic photographing, filming,
or depicting of a child by any person.
(16) "Negligent treatment or maltreatment" means an act or omission which
evidences a serious disregard of consequences of such magnitude as to constitute
a clear and present danger to the child's health, welfare, and safety.
(17) "Developmentally disabled person" means a person who has a disability
defined in RCW 71A.10.020.
(18) "Child protective services" means those services provided by the
department designed to protect children from child abuse and neglect and
safeguard the general welfare of such children and shall include investigations of
child abuse and neglect reports, including reports regarding child care centers and
family child care homes, and the development, management, and provision of or
referral to services to ameliorate conditions which endanger the welfare of
children, the coordination of necessary programs and services relevant to the
prevention, intervention, and treatment of child abuse and neglect, and services to
children to ensure that each child has a permanent home. In determining whether
protective services should be provided, the department shall not decline to provide
such services solely because of the child's unwillingness or developmental inability
to describe the nature and severity of the abuse or neglect.
(19) "Malice" or "maliciously" means an evil intent, wish, or design to vex,
annoy, or injure another person. Such malice may be inferred from an act done in
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wilful disregard of the rights of another, or an act wrongfully done without just
cause or excuse, or an act or omission of duty betraying a wilful disregard of social
duty.
(20) "Sexually aggressive youth" means a child who is defined in RCW
74.13.075(1)(b) as being a "sexually aggressive youth."
(21) "Unfounded" means available evidence indicates that, more likely than
not. child abuse or neglect did not occur.
Passed the Senate April 24, 1997.
Passed the House April 22, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 7, 1997, with the exception of certain items
that were vetoed.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 7, 1997.
Note: Governor's explanation of partial veto is as follows:
"1am returning herewith, without my approval as to section 3, Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5511 entitled:
"AN ACT Relating to child abuse and neglect information;"
Section 3 of SSB 5511 would have required the Department of Social and Health
Services to report annually to the legislature on the number of reports of child abuse or
neglect determined to be unfounded, and the percentage of unfounded reports compared
to the total number of reports received by the Department, and the number of files or

reports from which unfounded information was purged.
As part of my quality improvement efforts, I have undertaken to review our statutes

for all reporting requirements and to rid state government of unnecessary reports and
paperwork. It would be contrary to that effort to pass into law yet another unnecessary
report.
For this reason, I have vetoed section 3 of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5511.
With the exception of section 3, l am approving Substitute Senate Bill No. 5511."

CHAPTER 283
[Senate Bill 55381
CHILD VICTIMS AND WITNESSES-RIGHTS TO NONDISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION

AN ACT Relating to child victims and witnesses; amending RCW 7.69A.030; adding a new
section to chapter 7.69A RCW; and prescribing penalties.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. A new section is added to chapter 7.69A RCW to
read as follows:
At the time of reporting a crime to law enforcement officials and at the time
of the initial witness interview, child victims or child witnesses of violent crimes,
sex crimes, or child abuse and the child's parents shall be informed of their rights
to not have their address disclosed by any law enforcement agency, prosecutor's
office, defense counsel, or state agency without the permission of the child victim
or the child's parents or legal guardian. The address may be disclosed to another
law enforcement agency, prosecutor, defense counsel, or private or governmental
agency that provides services to the child. Intentional disclosure of an address in
violation of this section is a misdemeanor.
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Sec. 2. RCW 7.69A.030 and 1993 c 350 s 8 are each amended to read as
follows:
In addition to the rights of victims and witnesses provided for in RCW
7.69.030, there shall be every reasonable effort made by law enforcement agencies,
prosecutors, and judges to assure that child victims and witnesses are afforded the
rights enumerated in this section. Except as provided in section 1 of this act
regarding child victims or child witnesses of violent crimes, sex crimes, or child
abuse. the enumeration of rights shall not be conlstrued to create substantive rights
and duties, and the application of an enumerated right in an individual case is
subject to the discretion of the law enforcement agency, prosecutor, or judge.
Child victims and witnesses have the following rights:
(1) To have explained in language easily understood by the child, all legal
proceedings and/or police investigations in which the child may be involved.
(2) With respect to child victims of sex or violent crimes or child abuse, to
have a crime victim advocate from a crime victim/witness program present at any
prosecutorial or defense interviews with the child victim. This subsection applies
if practical and if the presence of the crime victim advocate does not cause any
unnecessary delay in the investigation or prosecution of the case. The role of the
crime victim advocate is to provide emotional support to the child victim and to
promote the child's feelings of security and safety.
(3) To be provided, whenever possible, a secure waiting area during court
proceedings and to have an advocate or support person remain with the child prior
to and during any court proceedings.
(4) To not have the names, addresses, nor photographs of the living child
victim or witness disclosed by any law enforcement agency, prosecutor's office, or
state agency without the permission of the child victim, child witness, parents, or
legal guardians to anyone except another law enforcement agency, prosecutor,
defense counsel, or private or governmental agency that provides services to the
child victim or witness.
(5) To allow an advocate to make recommendations to the prosecuting
attorney about the ability of the child to cooperate with prosecution and the
potential effect of the proceedings on the child.
(6) To allow an advocate to provide information to the court concerning the
child's ability to understand the nature of the proceedings.
(7) To be provided information or appropriate referrals to social service
agencies to assist the child and/or the child's family with the emotional impact of
the crime, the subsequent investigation, and judicial proceedings in which the child
is involved.
(8)To allow an advocate to be present in court while the child testifies in order
to provide emotional support to the child.
(9) To provide information to the court as to the need for the presence of other
supportive persons at the court proceedings while the child testifies in order to
promote the child's feelings of security and safety.
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(10) To allow law enforcement agencies the opportunity to enlist the
assistance of other professional personnel such as child protection services, victim
advocates or prosecutorial staff trained in the interviewing of the child victim.
(11) With respect to child victims of violent or sex crimes or child abuse, to
receive either directly or through the child's parent or guardian if appropriate, at the
time of reporting the crime to law enforcement officials, a written statement of the
rights of child victims as provided in this chapter. The written statement shall
include the name, address, and telephone number of a county or local crime victim/
witness program, if such a crime victim/witness program exists in the county.
Passed the Senate March 12, 1997.
Passed the House April 26, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 7, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 7, 1997.
CHAPTER 284
[Engrossed Senate Bill 5565]
TIMING OF REVIEW OF COUNTY ELECTION PROCEDURES
AN ACT Relating to review of county election procedures; and amending RCW 29.60.070.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 29.60.070 and 1992 c 163 s 9 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)(a) The election review staff of the office of the secretary of state shall
conduct a review of election-related policies, procedures, and practices in an
affected county or counties:
(i) If the unofficial returns of a primary or general election for a position in the
state legislature indicate that a mandatory recount is likely for that position; or
(ii) If unofficial returns indicate a mandatory recount is likely in a state-wide
election or an election for federal office.
Reviews conducted under (ii) of this subsection shall be performed in as many
selected counties as time and staffing permit. Reviews conducted as a result of
mandatory recounts shall be performed between the time the unofficial returns are
complete and the time the recount is to take place, if possible.
(b)In addition to conducting reviews under (a) of this subsection, the election
review staff shall also conduct such a review in a county periodically ((ftfter)). n
conjunction with a county primary or special or general election, at the direction
of the secretary of state or at the request of the county auditor. If any resident of
this state believes that an aspect of a primary or election has been conducted
inappropriately in a county, the resident may file a complaint with the secretary of
state. The secretary shall consider such complaints in scheduling periodic reviews
under this section.
(c) ((Eac.h c...y shall e reviewed under
"-tithis
no"t less than,
ev...
ery
fo ur years.)) Before an election review is conducted in a county, the secretary of
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state shall provide the county auditor of the affected county and the chair of the
state central committee of each major political party with notice that the review is
to be conducted. When a periodic review is to be conducted in a county at the
direction of the secretary of state under (b) of this subsection, the secretary shall
provide the affected county auditor not less than thirty days' notice.
(2) Reviews shall be conducted in conformance with rules adopted under
RCW 29.60.020. In performing a review in a county under this chapter, the
election review staff shall evaluate the policies and procedures established for
conducting the primary or election in the county and the practices of those
conducting it. As part of the review, the election review staff shall issue to the
county auditor and the members of the county canvassing board a report of its
findings and recommendations regarding such policies, procedures, and practices.
A review conducted under this chapter shall not include any evaluation, finding,
or recommendation regarding the validity of the outcome of a primary or election
or the validity of any canvass of returns nor does the election review staff have any
jurisdiction to make such an evaluation, finding, or recommendation under this
title.
(3) The county auditor of the county in which a review is conducted under this
section or a member of the canvassing board of the county may appeal the findings
or recommendations of the election review staff regarding the review by filing an
appeal with the board created under RCW 29.60.010.
Passed the Senate March 12, 1997.
Passed the House April 26, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 7, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 7, 1997.
CHAPTER 285
[Substitute Senate Bill 5715]
ORTHOTIC AND PROSTHETIC SERVICES
AN ACT Relating to orthotic and prosthetic services; reenacting and amending RCW
18.130.040; adding anew chapter to Title 18 RCW; creating anew section; and providing an effective
date.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. It is the intent of the legislature that this act
accomplish the following: Safeguard public health, safety, and welfare; protect the
public from being mislead by unethical, ill-prepared, unscrupulous, and
unauthorized persons; assure the highest degree of professional conduct on the part
of orthotists and prosthetists; and assure the availability of orthotic and prosthetic
services of high quality to persons in need of the services. The purpose of this act
is to provide for the regulation of persons offering orthotic and prosthetic services
to the public.
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NEW SECTION, See. 2. The definitions in this section apply throughout this
chapter unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
(1)"Advisory committee" means the orthotics and prosthetics advisory
committee.
(2) "Department" means the department of health.
(3) "Secretary" means the secretary of health or the secretary's designee.
(4) "Orthotics" means the science and practice of evaluating, measuring,
designing, fabricating, assembling, fitting, adjusting, or servicing, as well as
providing the initial training necessary to accomplish the fitting of, an orthosis for
the support, correction, or alleviation of neuromuscular or musculoskeletal
dysfunction, disease, injury, or deformity. The practice of orthotics encompasses
evaluation, treatment, and consultation. With basic observational gait and postural
analysis, orthotists assess and design orthoses to maximize function and provide
not only the support but the alignment necessary to either prevent or correct
deformity or to improve the safety and efficiency of mobility or locomotion, or
both. Orthotic practice includes providing continuing patient care in order to
assess its effect on the patient's tissues and to assure proper fit and function of the
orthotic device by periodic evaluation.
(5) "Orthotist" means a person licensed to practice orthotics under this chapter.
(6) "Orthosis" means a custom-fabricated, definitive brace or support that is
designed for long-term use. Except for the treatment of scoliosis, orthosis does not
include prefabricated or direct-formed orthotic devices, as defined in this section,
or any of the following assistive technology devices: Commercially available knee
orthoses used following injury or surgery; spastic muscle tone-inhibiting orthoses;
upper extremity adaptive equipment; finger splints; hand splints; custom-made,
leather wrist gauntlets; face masks used following burns; wheelchair seating that
is an integral part of the wheelchair and not worn by the patient independent of the
wheelchair; fabric or elastic supports; corsets; arch supports, also known as foot
orthotics; low-temperature formed plastic splints; trusses; elastic hose; canes;
crutches; cervical collars; dental appliances; and other similar devices as
determined by the secretary, such as those commonly carried in stock by a
pharmacy, department store, corset shop, or surgical supply facility. Prefabricated
orthoses, also known as custom-fitted, or off-the-shelf, are devices that are
manufactured as commercially available stock items for no specific patient.
Direct-formed orthoses are devices formed or shaped during the molding process
directly on the patient's body or body segment. Custom-fabricated orthoses, also
known as custom-made orthoses, are devices designed and fabricated, in turn, from
raw materials for a specific patient and require the generation of an image, form,
or mold that replicates the patient's body or body segment and, in turn, involves the
rectification of dimensions, contours, and volumes to achieve proper fit, comfort,
and function for that specific patient.
(7) "Prosthetics" means the science and practice of evaluating, measuring,
designing, fabricating, assembling, fitting, aligning, adjusting, or servicing, as well
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as providing the initial training necessary to accomplish the fitting of, a prosthesis
through the replacement of external parts of a human body lost due to amputation
or congenital deformities or absences. The practice of prosthetics also includes the
generation of an image, form, or mold that replicates the patient's body or body
segment and that requires rectification of dimensions, contours, and volumes for
use in the design and fabrication of a socket to accept a residual anatomic limb to,
in turn, create an artificial appendage that is designed either to support body weight
or to improve or restore function or cosmesis, or both. Involved in the practice of
prosthetics is observational gait analysis and clinical assessment of the
requirements necessary to refine and mechanically fix the relative position of
various parts of the prosthesis to maximize the function, stability, and safety of the
patient. The practice of prosthetics includes providing continuing patient care in
order to assess the prosthetic device's effect on the patient's tissues and to assure
proper fit and function of the prosthetic device by periodic evaluation.
(8) "Prosthetist" means a person who is licensed to practice prosthetics under
this chapter.
(9) "Prosthesis" means a definitive artificial limb that is alignable or
articulated, or, in lower extremity applications, capable of weight bearing.
Prosthesis means an artificial medical device that is not surgically implanted and
that is used to replace a missing limb, appendage, or other external human body
part including an artificial limb, hand, or foot. The term does not include artificial
eyes, ears, fingers or toes, dental appliances, ostomy products, devices such as
artificial breasts, eyelashes, wigs, or other devices as determined by the secretary
that do not have a significant impact on the musculoskeletal functions of the body.
In the lower extremity of the body, the term prosthesis does not include prostheses
required for amputations distal to and including the transmetatarsal level. In the
upper extremity of the body, the term prosthesis does not include prostheses that
are provided to restore function for amputations distal to and including the carpal
level.
(10) "Authorized health care practitioner" means licensed physicians,
physician's assistants, osteopathic physicians, chiropractors, naturopaths, podiatric
physicians and surgeons, dentists, and advanced registered nurse practitioners.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 3. An orthotist or prosthetist may only provide
treatment utilizing new orthoses or prostheses for which the orthotist or prosthetist
is licensed to do so, and only under an order from or referral by an authorized
health care practitioner. A consultation and periodic review by an authorized
health care practitioner is not required for evaluation, repair, adjusting, or servicing
of orthoses by a licensed orthotist and servicing of prostheses by a licensed
prosthetist. Nor is an authorized health care practitioner's order required for
maintenance of an orthosis or prosthesis to the level of its original prescription for
an indefinite period of time if the order remains appropriate for the patient's
medical needs.
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Orthotists and prosthetists must refer persons under their care to authorized
health care practitioners if they have reasonable cause to believe symptoms or
conditions are present that require services beyond the scope of their practice or for
which the prescribed orthotic or prosthetic treatment is contraindicated.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 4. No person may represent himself or herself as a
licensed orthotist or prosthetist, use a title or description of services, or engage in
the practice of orthotics or prosthetics without applying for licensure, meeting the
required qualifications, and being licensed by the department of health, unless
otherwise exempted by this chapter.
A person not licensed with the secretary must not represent himself or herself
as being so licensed and may not use in connection with his or her name the words
or letters "L.O.," "L.P.," or "L.P.O.," or other letters, words, signs, numbers, or
insignia indicating or implying that he or she is either a licensed orthotist or a
licensed prosthetist, or both. No person may practice orthotics or prosthetics
without first having a valid license. The license must be posted in a conspicuous
location at the person's work site.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 5. Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to
prohibit or restrict:
(1)
The practice by individuals listed under RCW 18.130.040 and performing
services within their authorized scopes of practice;
(2)The practice by an individual employed by the government of the United
States while engaged in the performance of duties prescribed by the laws of the
United States;
(3) The practice by a person who is a regular student in an orthotic or
prosthetic educational program approved by the secretary, and whose performance
of services is pursuant to a regular course of instruction or assignments from an
instructor and under the general supervision of the instructor, if the person is
designated by a title that clearly indicates the person's status as a student or trainee;
(4) A person fulfilling the supervised residency or internship experience
requirements described in section 8 of this act, if the activities and services
constitute a part of the experience necessary to meet the requirements of this
chapter; or
(5) A person from performing orthotic or prosthetic services in this state if:
(a) The services are performed for no more than ninety working days; and (b) the
person is licensed in another state or has met commonly accepted standards for the
practice of orthotics or prosthetics as determined by the secretary.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 6. In addition to other authority provided by law, the
secretary has the authority to:
(1)Adopt rules under chapter 34.05 RCW necessary to implement this
chapter;
(2) Establish administrative procedures, administrative requirements, and fees
in accordance with RCW 43.70.250 and 43.70.280. All fees collected under this
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section must be credited to the health professions account as required under RCW
43.70.320;
(3) Register applicants, issue licenses to applicants who have met the
education, training, and examination requirements for licensure, and deny licenses
to applicants who do not meet the minimum qualifications, except that proceedings
concerning the denial of credentials based upon unprofessional conduct or
impairment are governed by the uniform disciplinary act, chapter 18.130 RCW;
(4) Hire clerical, administrative, investigative, and other staff as needed to
implement this chapter and hire individuals licensed under this chapter to serve as
examiners for any practical examinations;
(5) Determine minimum education requirements and evaluate and designate
those educational programs from which graduation will be accepted as proof of
eligibility to take a qualifying examination for applicants for licensure;
(6) Establish the standards and procedures for revocation of approval of
education programs;
(7) Utilize or contract with individuals or organizations having expertise in the
profession or in education to assist in the evaluations;
(8)Prepare and administer, or approve the preparation and administration of,
examinations for applicants for licensure;
(9)Determine whether alternative methods of training are equivalent to formal
education, and establish forms, procedures, and criteria for evaluation of an
applicant's alternative training to determine the applicant's eligibility to take any
qualifying examination;
(10) Determine which jurisdictions have licensing requirements equivalent to
those of this state and issue licenses without examinations to individuals licensed
in those jurisdictions;
(11) Define and approve any experience requirement for licensing;
(12) Implement and administer a program tor consumer education;
(13) Adopt rules implementing continuing cumpetency requirements for
renewal of the license and relicensing;
(14) Maintain the official department records of all applicants and licensees;
(15) Establish by rule the procedures for an appeal of an examination failure;
(16) Establish requirements and procedures for an inactive license; and
(17) With the advice of the advisory committee, the secretary may recommend
collaboration with health professions, boards, and commissions to develop
appropriate referral protocols.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 7. (1) The secretary has the authority to appoint an
advisory committee to further the purposes of this chapter. The secretary may
consider the persons who are recommended for appointment by the orthotic and
prosthetic associations of the state. The committee is composed of five members,
one member initially appointed for a term of one year, two for a term of two years,
and two for aterm of three years. Subsequent appointments are for terms of three
years. No person may serve as a member of the committee for more than two
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consecutive terms. Members of the advisory committee must be residents of this
state and citizens of the United States. The committee is composed of three
individuals licensed in the category designated and engaged in rendering services
to the public. Two members must at all times be holders of licenses for the
practice of either prosthetics or orthotics, or both, in this state, except for the initial
members of the advisory committee, all of whom must fulfill the requirements for
licensure under this chapter. One member must be a practicing orthotist. One
member must be a practicing prosthetist. One member must be licensed by the
state as a physician licensed under chapter 18.57 or 18.71 RCW, specializing in
orthopedic medicine or surgery or physiatry. Two members must represent the
public at large and be unaffiliated directly or indirectly with the profession being
credentialed but, to the extent possible, be consumers of orthotic and prosthetic
services. The two members appointed to the advisory committee representing the
public at large must have an interest in the rights of consumers of health services
and must not be or have been a licensee of a health occupation committee or an
employee of a health facility, nor derive his or her primary livelihood from the
provision of health services at any level of responsibility.
(2) The secretary may remove any member of the advisory committee for
cause as specified by rule. In the case of a vacancy, the secretary shall appoint a
person to serve for the remainder of the unexpired term.
(3) The advisory committee may provide advice on matters specifically
identified and requested by the secretary, such as applications for licenses.
(4) The advisory committee may be requested by the secretary to approve an
examination required for licensure under this chapter.
(5)The advisory committee may be requested by the secretary to review and
monitor the exemptions to requirements of certain orthoses and prostheses in this
chapter and recommend to the secretary any statutory changes that may be needed
to properly protect the public.
(6) The advisory committee, at the request of the secretary, may recommend
rules in accordance with the administrative procedure act, chapter 34.05 RCW,
relating to standards for appropriateness of orthotic and prosthetic care.
(7)The advisory committee shall meet at the times and places designated by
the secretary and hold meetings during the year as necessary to provide advice to
the secretary. The committee may elect a chair and a vice-chair. A majority of the
members currently serving constitute a quorum.
(8) Each member of an advisory committee shall be reimbursed for travel
expenses as authorized in RCW 43.03.050 and 43.03.060. In addition, members
of the committees shall be compensated in accordance with RCW 43.03.240 when
engaged in the authorized business of their committees.
(9) The secretary, members of advisory committees, or individuals acting on
their behalf are immune from suit in any action, civil or criminal, based on any
credentialing or disciplinary proceedings or other official acts performed in the
course of their duties.
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NEW SECTION, Sec. 8. (1) An applicant must file a written application on
forms provided by the department showing to the satisfaction of the secretary, in
consultation with the advisory committee, that the applicant meets the following
requirements:
(a) The applicant possesses a baccalaureate degree with coursework
appropriate for the profession approved by the secretary, or possesses equivalent
training as determined by the secretary pursuant to subsections (3)and (5)of this
section;
(b) The applicant has the amount of formal training, including the hours of
classroom education and clinical practice, in areas of study as the secretary deems
necessary and appropriate;
(c) The applicant has completed a clinical internship or residency in the
professional area for which a license is sought in accordance with the standards,
guidelines, or procedures for clinical internships or residencies inside or outside the
state as established by the secretary, or that are otherwise substantially equivalent
to the standards commonly accepted in the fields of orthotics and prosthetics as
determined by the secretary pursuant to subsections (3)and (5) of this section. The
secretary must set the internship as at least one year.
(2) An applicant for licensure as either an orthotist or prosthetist must pass all
written and practical examinations that are required and approved by the secretary
in consultation with the advisory committee.
(3)The standards and requirements for licensure established by the secretary
must be substantially equal to the standards commonly accepted in the fields of
orthotics and prosthetics.
(4) An applicant failing to make the required grade in the first examination
may take up to three subsequent examinations as the applicant desires upon
prepaying a fee, determined by the secretary under RCW 43.70.250, for each
subsequent examination. Upon failing four examinations, the secretary may
invalidate the original application and require remedial education before the person
may take future examinations.
(5) The secretary may waive some of the education, examination, or
experience requirements of this section if the secretary determines that the
applicant meets alternative standards, established by the secretary through rule, that
are substantially equivalent to the requirements in subsections (1) and (2) of this
section.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 9. The secretary may grant a license without an
examination for those applicants who have practiced full time for five of the six
years prior to the effective date of this act and who have provided comprehensive
orthotic or prosthetic, or orthotic and prosthetic, services in an established practice.
This section applies only to those individuals who apply within one year of the
effective date of this act.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 10. An applicant holding a license in another state or
a territory of the United States may be licensed to practice in this state without
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examination if the secretary determines that the other jurisdiction's credentialing
standards are substantially equivalent to the standards in this jurisdiction.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 11. The uniform disciplinary act, chapter 18.130
RCW, governs the issuance and denial of licenses, unauthorized practice, and the
discipline of persons licensed under this chapter. The secretary is the disciplining
authority under this chapter.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 12. This chapter is known and may be cited as the
orthotics and prosthetics practice act.
Sec. 13. RCW 18.130.040 and 1996 c 200 s 32 and 1996 c 81 s 5 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
(I) This chapter applies only to the secretary and the boards and commissions
having jurisdiction in relation to the professions licensed under the chapters
specified in this section. This chapter does not apply to any business or profession
not licensed under the chapters specified in this section.
(2)(a) The secretary has authority under this chapter in relation to the
following professions:
(i) Dispensing opticians licensed under chapter 18.34 RCW;
(ii) Naturopaths licensed under chapter 18.36A RCW;
(iii) Midwives licensed under chapter 18.50 RCW;
(iv) Ocularists licensed under chapter 18.55 RCW;
(v) Massage operators and businesses licensed under chapter 18.108 RCW;
(vi) Dental hygienists licensed under chapter 18.29 RCW;
(vii) Acupuncturists licensed under chapter 18.06 RCW;
(viii) Radiologic technologists certified and X-ray technicians registered under
chapter 18.84 RCW;
(ix) Respiratory care practitioners certified under chapter 18.89 RCW;
(x) Persons registered or certified under chapter 18.19 RCW;
(xi) Persons registered as nursing pool operators under chapter 18.52C RCW;
(xii) Nursing assistants registered or certified under chapter 18.79 RCW;
(xiii) Health care assistants certified under chapter 18.135 RCW;
(xiv) Dietitians and nutritionists certified under chapter 18.138 RCW;
(xv) Sex offender treatment providers certified under chapter 18.155 RCW;
(xvi) Persons licensed and certified under chapter 18.73 RCW or RCW
18.71.205;
(xvii) Persons registered as adult family home providers and resident
managers under RCW 18.48.020; ((mid))
(xviii) Denturists licensed under chapter 18.30 RCW. and
(xix) Orthotists and prosthetists licensed under chapter 18.- RCW (sections
2 through 12 of this act).
(b) The boards and commissions having authority under this chapter are as
follows:
(i) The podiatric medical board as established in chapter 18.22 RCW;
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(ii) The chiropractic quality assurance commission as established in chapter
18.25 RCW;
(iii) The dental quality assurance commission as established in chapter 18.32
RCW;
(iv)The board of hearing and speech as established in chapter 18.35 RCW;
(v) The board of examiners for nursing home administrators as established in
chapter 18.52 RCW;
(vi) The optometry board as established in chapter 18.54 RCW governing
licenses issued under chapter 18.53 RCW;
(vii) The board of osteopathic medicine and surgery as established in chapter
18.57 RCW governing licenses issued under chapters 18.57 and 18.57A RCW;
(viii) The board of pharmacy as established in chapter 18.64 RCW governing
licenses issued under chapters 18.64 and 18.64A RCW;
(ix)The medical quality assurance commission as established in chapter 18.71
RCW governing licenses and registrations issued under chapters 18.71 and 18.71A
RCW;
(x) The board of physical therapy as established in chapter 18.74 RCW;
(xi) The board of occupational therapy practice as established in chapter 18.59
RCW;
(xii) The nursing care quality assurance commission as established in chapter
18.79 RCW governing licenses issued under that chapter;
(xiii) The examining board of psychology and its disciplinary committee as
established in chapter 18.83 RCW; and
(xiv) The veterinary board of governors as established in chapter 18.92 RCW.
(3) In addition to the authority to discipline license holders, the disciplining
authority has the authority to grant or deny licenses based on the conditions and
criteria established in this chapter and the chapters specified in subsection (2) of
this section. This chapter also governs any investigation, hearing, or
proceeding relating to denial of licensure or issuance of a license conditioned on
the applicant's compliance with an order entered pursuant to RCW 18.130.160 by
the disciplining authority.
(4) All disciplining authorities shall adopt procedures to ensure substantially
consistent application of this chapter, the Uniform Disciplinary Act, among the
disciplining authorities listed in subsection (2) of this section.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 14. If any provision of this act or its application to any
person or circumstance is held invalid, the remainder of the act or the application
of the provision to other persons or circumstances is not affected.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 15. Sections 2 through 12 of this act constitute a new
chapter in Title 18 RCW.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 16. Sections 1 through 5 and 8 through 12 of this act
take effect December 1, 1998.
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Passed the Senate April 21, 1997.
Passed the House April 10, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 7, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 7, 1997.
CHAPTER 286
[Senate Bill 5736]
BURIAL OF INDIGENT DECEASED VETERANS-INCREASE IN COUNTY BURIAL COSTS
AN ACT Relating to county burial costs for indigent deceased veterans; and amending RCW
73.08.070.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 73.08.070 and 1983 c 295 s 5 are each amended to read as
follows:
It shall be the duty of the legislative authority in each of the counties in this
state to designate some proper authority other than the one designated by law for
the care of paupers and the custody of criminals who shall cause to be interred at
the expense of the county the body of any honorably discharged veterans as
defined in RCW 41.04.005 and the wives, husbands, minor children, widows or
widowers of such veterans, who shall hereafter die without leaving means
sufficient to defray funeral expenses; and when requested so to do by the
commanding officer of any post, camp or chapter of any national organization of
veterans now, or which may hereafter be, chartered by an act of congress or the
relief committee of any such posts, camps or chapters: PROVIDED, HOWEVER,
That such interment shall not cost more than the limit established by the county
legislative authority nor less than three hundred dollars. If the deceased has
relatives or friends who desire to conduct the burial of such deceased person, then
upon request of said commander or relief committee a sum not to exceed the limit
established by the county legislative authority nor less than three hundred dollars
shall be paid to said relatives or friends by the county treasurer, upon due proof of
the death and burial of any person provided for by this section and proof of
expenses incurred.
Passed the Senate April 23, 1997.
Passed the House April 15, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 7, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 7, 1997.
CHAPTER 287
[Substitute Senate Bill 5768]
SUPPORTED EMPLOYMENT PROGRAMS FOR PERSONS WITH DEVELOPMENTAL
DISABILITIES
AN ACT Relating to supported employment for persons with developmental disabilities; adding
new sections to chapter 41.04 RCW; and creating a new section.
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Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. The legislature finds that the rate of unemployment
among persons with developmental disabilities is high due to the limited
employment opportunities available to disabled persons. Given that persons with
disabilities are capable of filling employment positions in the general work force
population, supported employment is an effective way of integrating such
individuals into the general work force population. The creation of supported
employment programs can increase the types and availability of employment
positions for persons with developmental disabilities,
NEW SECTION, Sec. 2. Unless the context clearly requires otherwise the
definitions in this section apply throughout sections 3 through 5 of this act.
(1) "Developmental disability" means a disability as defined in RCW
7 1A. 10.020.
(2) "Supported employment" means employment for individuals with
developmental disabilities who may require on-the-job training and long-term
support in order to fulfill their job duties successfully. Supported employment
offers the same wages and benefits as similar nonsupported employment positions.
(3) "State agency" means any office, department, division, bureau, board,
commission, community college or institution of higher education, or agency of the
state of Washington.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 3. State agencies are encouraged to participate in
supported employment activities. The department of social and health services, in
conjunction with the department of personnel and the office of financial
management, shall identify agencies that have positions and funding conducive to
implementing supported employment. An agency may only participate in
supported employment activities pursuant to this section if the agency is able to
operate the program within its existing budget. These agencies shall:
(1) Designate a coordinator who will be responsible for information and
resource referral regarding the agency's supported employment program. The
coordinator shall serve as a liaison between the agency and the department of
personnel regarding supported employment;
(2) Submit an annual update to the department of social and health services,
the department of personnel, and the office of financial management. The annual
update shall include: A description of the agency's supported employment efforts,
the number of persons placed in supported employment positions,
recommendations concerning expanding the supported employment program to
include people with mental disabilities or other disabilities, and an overall
evaluation of the effectiveness of supported employment for the agency.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. The department of social and health services and
the department of personnel shall, after consultation with supported employment
provider associations and other interested parties, encourage, educate, and assist
state agencies in implementing supported employment programs. The department
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of personnel shall provide human resources technical assistance to agencies
implementing supported employment programs. The department of personnel shall
make available, upon request of the legislature, an annual report that evaluates the
overall progress of supported employment in state government.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 5. The creation of supported employment positions
under sections 3 and 4 of this act shall not count against an agency's allotted fulltime equivalent employee positions. Supported employment programs are not
intended to displace employees or abrogate any reduction-in-force rights.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 6. Sections 2 through 5 of this act are each added to
chapter 41.04 RCW.
Passed the Senate April 22, 1997.
Passed the House April 10, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 7, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 7, 1997.
CHAPTER 288
[Engrossed Senate Bill 59541
CLAIMS AGAINST THE UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON-SELF-INSURANCE REVOLVING
FUND-MODIFICATIONS
AN ACT Relating to claims against the University of Washington; amending RCW 28B.20.253;
providing an effective date; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 28B.20.253 and 1991 sp.s. c 13 s 117 are each amended to read
as follows:
(1) A self-insurance revolving fund in the custody of the ((treasurer))
university is hereby created to be used solely and exclusively by the board of
regents of the University of Washington for the following purposes:
(a) The payment of judgments against the university, its schools, colleges,
departments, and hospitals and against its regents, officers, employees, agents, and
students for whom the defense of an action, claim, or proceeding has been provided
pursuant to RCW 28B.20.250.
(b) The payment of claims against the university, its schools, colleges,
departments, and hospitals and against its regents, officers, employees, agents, and
students for whom the defense of an action, claim, or proceeding has been provided
pursuant to RCW 28B.20.250: PROVIDED, That payment of claims in excess of
twenty-five ((hundred)) thousand dollars must be approved by the state attorney
general.
(c) For the cost of investigation, administration, and defense of actions,
claims, or proceedings, and other purposes essential to its liability program.
(2) Said self-insurance revolving fund shall consist of periodic payments by
the University of Washington from any source available to it in such amounts as
are deemed reasonably necessary to maintain the fund at levels adequate to provide
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for the anticipated cost of payments of incurred claims and other costs to be
charged against the fund.
(3)No money shall be paid from the self-insurance revolving fund unless first
approved by the board of regents, and unless all proceeds available to the claimant
from any valid and collectible liability insurance shall have been exhausted.
(((4) The .tat inve.it-t
boa.d shall i..est rcnys in the selfn
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*NEW SECTION, Sec. 2. This act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of the state
government and its existing public institutions,and takes effect July 1, 1997.
*Sec. 2 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Passed the Senate April 21, 1997.
Passed the House April 10, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 7, 1997, with the exception of certain items
that were vetoed.
Filed in Office of Secretary uf State May 7, 1997.
Note: Governor's explanation of part0. veto is as follows:
"Iam returning herewith, without my approwv as to section 2, Engrossed Senate Bill
No. 5954 entitled:
"AN ACT Relating to claims against the University of Washington;"
This legislation moves the University of Washington's self-insurance fund from the
custody of the state treasurer to the university, and makes the university the investment
manager for the fund rather than the state investment board. These changes simplify the
administrative procedures for using the fund by eliminating the involvement of multiple
agencies.
ESB 5954 includes an emergency clause in section 2. Although this bill is important,
it is not a matter for the immediate preservation of the public peace, health or safety, or
support of the state government and its existing public institutions.
For this reason, I have vetoed section 2 of Engrossed Senate Bill No,5954.
Whith the exception of section 2, Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5954 is approved."

CHAPTER 289
[Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill 1372]
WASHINGTON ADVANCED COLLEGE TUITION PAYMENT PROGRAM
AN ACT Relating to the Washington advanced college tuition payment program; amending
RCW 43.79A.040; and adding a new chapter to Title 28B RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of WashingtonNEW SECTION, Sec. 1.The Washington advanced college tuition payment
program is established to help make higher education affordable and accessible to
all citizens of the state of Washington by offering a savings incentive that will
protect purchasers and beneficiaries against rising tuition costs. The program is
designed to encourage savings and enhance the ability of Washington citizens to
obtain financial access to institutions of higher education. In addition, the program
encourages elementary and secondary school students to do well in school as a
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means of preparing for and aspiring to higher education attendance. This program
is intended to promote a well-educated and financially secure population to the
ultimate benefit of all citizens of the state of Washington.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 2. The definitions in this section apply throughout this
chapter, unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
(I) "Academic year" means the regular nine-month, three-quarter, or twosemester period annually occurring between July 1st and June 30th.
(2) "Account" means the Washington advanced college tuition payment
program account established for the deposit of all money received by the board
from eligible purchasers and interest earnings on investments of funds in the
account, as well as for all expenditures on behalf of eligible beneficiaries for the
redemption of tuition units.
(3) "Board" means the higher education coordinating board as defined in
chapter 28B.80 RCW.
(4) "Committee on advanced tuition payment" or "committee" means a
committee of the following members or their designees: The state treasurer, the
director of the office of financial management, and the chair of the higher
education coordinating board.
(5) "Governing body" means the entity empowered by the legislature to
administer the Washington advanced college tuition payment program.
(6) "Contractual obligation" means a legally binding contract of the state with
the purchaser and the beneficiary establishing that purchases of tuition units will
be worth the same number of tuition units at the time of redemption as they were
worth at the time of the purchase.
(7) "Eligible beneficiary" means the person for whom the tuition unit will be
redeemed for attendance at an institution of higher education. The beneficiary is
that person named by the purchaser at the time that a tuition unit contract is
accepted by the board. With the exception of tuition unit contracts purchased by
qualified organizations as future scholarships, the beneficiary must reside in the
state of Washington or otherwise be a resident of the state of Washington at the
time the tuition unit contract is accepted by the board.
(8)"Eligible purchaser" means an individual or organization that has entered
into a tuition unit contract with the board for the purchase of tuition units for an
eligible beneficiary.
(9) "Full-time tuition charges" means resident tuition charges at a state
institution of higher education for enrollments between ten credits and eighteen
credit hours per academic term.
(10) "Institution of higher education" means an institution that offers
education beyond the secondary level and is accredited by a nationally recognized
accrediting association or is licensed to do business in the state in which it is
located.
(II) "Investment board" means the state investment board as defined in
chapter 43.33A RCW.
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(12) "State institution of higher education" means institutions of higher
education defined in RCW 28B.10.016.
(13) "Tuition and fees" means tuition and services and activities fees as
defined in RCW 28B.15.020 and 28B. 15.041 rounded to the nearest whole dollar.
The maximum tuition and fees charges recognized for beneficiaries enrolled in a
state technical college shall be equal to the tuition and fees for the community
college system.
(14) "Tuition unit contract" means a contract between an eligible purchaser
and the board, or a successor agency appointed for administration of this chapter,
for the purchase of tu "on units for a specified beneficiary that may be redeemed
at a later date for an equal number of tuition units.
(15) "Unit purchase price" means the minimum cost to purchase one tuition
unit for an eligible beneficiary. Generally, the minimum purchase price is one
percent of the weighted average tuition and fees for the current year, rounded to the
nearest whole dollar, adjusted for the costs of administration and adjusted to ensure
the actuarial soundness of the account.
(16) "Weighted average tuition" shall be calculated as the sum of the
undergraduate tuition and services and activities fees for each four-year state
institution of higher education, multiplied by the respective full-time equivalent
student enrollment at each institution divided by the sum total of undergraduate
full-time equivalent student enrollments of all four-year state institutions of higher
education, rounded to the nearest whole dollar.
(17) "Weighted average tuition unit" is the value of the weighted average
tuition and fees divided by one hundred. The weighted average is the basis upon
which tuition benefits are calculated for graduate program enrollments and for
attendance at nonstate institutions of higher education and is the basis for any
refunds provided from the program.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 3. (1) The Washington advanced college tuition
payment program shall be administered by the committee on advanced tuition
payment which shall be chaired by the representative from the higher education
coordinating board. The committee shall be supported by staff of the board.
(2) The committee shall assess the administration and projected financial
solvency of the program and make a recommendation to the legislature by the end
of the second year after the effective date of this section as to disposition of the
further administration of the program.
(3)(a) The Washington advanced college tuition payment program shall
consist of the sale of tuition units, which may be redeemed by the beneficiary at a
future date for an equal number of tuition units regardless of any increase in the
price of tuition, that may have occurred in the interval.
(b) Each purchase shall be worth a specific number of or fraction of tuition
units at each state institution of higher education as determined by the board.
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(c) The number of tuition units necessary to pay for a full year's, full-time
tuition and fee charges at a state institution of higher education shall be set by the
board at the time a purchaser enters into a tuition unit contract.
(d) The governing body may limit the number of tuition units purchased by
any one purchaser or on behalf of any one beneficiary, however, no limit may be
imposed that is less than that necessary to achieve four years of full-time,
undergraduate tuition charges at a state institution of higher education. The
governing body also may, at its discretion, limit the number of participants, if
needed, to ensure the actuarial soundness and integrity of the program.
(4)(a) No tuition unit may be redeemed until two years after the purchase of
the unit. Units may be redeemed for enrollment at any institution of higher
education.
(b)Units redeemed at anonstate institution of higher education or for graduate
enrollment shall be redeemed at the current weighted average tuition unit in effect
at the time of redemption.
(5)The governing body shall determine the conditions under which the tuition
benefit may be transferred to another family member. In permitting such transfers,
the governing body may not allow the tuition benefit to be bought, sold, bartered,
or otherwise exchanged for goods and services by either the beneficiary or the
purchaser.
(6) The governing body shall administer the Washington advanced college
tuition payment program in a manner reasonably designed to be actuarially sound,
such that the assets of the trust will be sufficient to defray the obligations of the
trust including the costs of administration. The governing body may, at its
discretion, discount the minimum purchase price for certain kinds of purchases
such as those from families with young children, as long as the actuarial soundness
of the account is not jeopardized.
(7) The governing body shall annually determine current value of a tuition unit
and the value of the weighted average tuition unit.
(8) The governing body shall promote, advertise, and publicize the
Washington advanced college tuition payment program.
(9) In addition to any other powers conferred by this chapter, the governing
body may:
(a)Impose reasonable limits on the number of tuition units or units that may
be used in any one year;
(b) Determine and set any time limits, if necessary, for the use of benefits
under this chapter;
(c)Impose and collect administrative fees and charges in connection with any
transaction under this chapter;
(d) Appoint and use advisory committees as needed to provide program
direction and guidance;
(e)Formulate and adopt all other policies and rules necessary for the efficient
administration of the program;
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(f) Consider the addition of an advanced payment program for room and board
contracts and also consider a college savings program;
(g) Purchase insurance from insurers licensed to do business in the state, to
provide for coverage against any loss in connection with the account's property,
assets, or activities or to further insure the value of the tuition units;
(h) Make, execute, and deliver contracts, conveyances, and other instruments
necessary to the exercise and discharge of its powers and duties under this chapter;
(i) Contract for the provision for all or part of the services necessary for the
management and operation of the program with other state or nonstate entities
authorized to do business in the state;
(j)Contract for other services or for goods needed by the board in the conduct
of its business under this chapter;
(k) Employ all personnel as necessary to carry out its responsibilities under
this chapter and to fix the compensation of these persons;
(I) Contract with financial consultants, actuaries, auditors, and other
consultants as necessary to carry out its responsibilities under this chapter;
.m) Solicit and accept cash donations and grants from any person,
goveirnmental agency, private business, or organization; and
(n) Perform all acts necessary and proper to carry out the duties and
responsibilities of this program under this chapter.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 4. The governing body may, at its discretion, allow
an organization to purchase tuition units for future use as scholarships. Such
organizations electing to purchase tuition units for this purpose must enter into a
contract with the governing body which, at a minimum, ensures that the
scholarship shall be freely given by the purchaser to a scholarship recipient. For
such purchases, the purchaser need not name a beneficiary until four months before
the date when the tuition units are first expected to be used.
The governing body shall formulate and adopt such rules as are necessary to
determine which organizations may qualify to purchase tuition units for
scholarships under this section. The governing body also may consider additional
rules for the use of tuition units if purchased as scholarships.
The governing body may establish a scholarship fund with moneys from the
Washington advanced college tuition payment program account. A scholarship
fund established under this authority shall be administered by the higher education
coordinating board and shall be provided to students who demonstrate financial
need. Financial need is not a criterion that any other organization need consider
when using tuition units as scholarships. The board also may establish its own
corporate-sponsored scholarship fund under this chapter.
NEW SEC'TION, Sec. 5. The Washington advanced college tuit:on payment
program is an essential state governmental function. Contracts with eligible
participants shall be contractual obligations legally binding ca the state as set forth
in this chapter. If, and only if, the moneys in the account are projected to be
insufficient to cover the state's contracted expenses for a given biennium, then the
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legislature shall appropriate to the account the amount necessary to cover such
expenses.
The tuition and fees charged by a state institution of higher education to an
eligible beneficiary for a current enrollment shall be paid by the account to the
extent the beneficiary has remaining unused tuition units for the appropriate school.
The tuition and fees charged to a beneficiary for graduate level enrollments or by
anonstate institution of higher education shall be paid by the account to the extent
that the beneficiary has remaining weighted average tuition units.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 6. (1) The Washington advanced college tuition
payment program account is created in the custody of the state treasurer. The
account shall be a discrete nontreasury account retaining its interest earnings in
accordance with RCW 43.79A.040.
(2)The governing body shall deposit in the account all money received for the
program. The account shall be self-sustaining and consist of payments received
from purchasers of tuition units and funds received from other sources, public or
private. With the exception of investment and operating costs associated with the
investment of money by the investment board paid under RCW 43.33A.160 and
43.84.160, the account shall be credited with all investment income earned by the
account. Disbursements from the account are exempt from appropriations and the
allotment provisions of chapter 43.88 RCW. Money used for program
administration is subject to the allotment and budgetary controls of chapter 43.88
RCW, but no appropriation is required for expenditures.
(3) The assets of the account may be spent for the purpose of making
payments to institutions of higher education on behalf of the qualified beneficiaries, making refunds, transfers, or direct payments upon the termination of the
Washington advanced college tuition payment program, and paying the costs of
administration of the program. Disbursements from the account shall be made only
on the authorization of the board.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 7. (1) The investment board has the full power to
invest, reinvest, manage, contract, sell, or exchange investment money in the
account. All investment and operating costs associated with the investment of
money shall be paid pursuant to RCW 43.33A.160 and 43.84.160. With the
exception of these expenses, the earnings from the investment of the money shall
be retained by the account.
(2) All investments made by the investment board shall be made with the
exercise of that degree of judgment and care pursuant to RCW 43.33A. 140 and the
investment policy established by the state investment board.
(3) As deemed appropriate by the investment board, money in the account
may be commingled for investment with other funds subject to investment by the
board.
(4)The authority to establish all policies relating to the account, other than the
investment policies as set forth in subsections (1) through (3) of this section,
resides with the board. With the exception of expenses of the investment board set
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forth in subsection (1) of this section, disbursements from the account shall be
made only on the authorization of the governing body, and money in the account
may be spent only for the purposes of the program as specified in this chapter.
(5) The investment board shall routinely consult and communicate with the
governing body on the investment policy, earnings of the trust, and related needs
of the program.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 8. The governing body shall annually evaluate, and
cause to be evaluated by a nationally recognized actuary, the soundness of the
account and determine the additional assets needed, if any, to defray the obligations
of the account.
If funds are not sufficient to ensure the actuarial soundness of the account, the
governing body shall adjust the price of subsequent tuition credit purchases to
ensure its soundness.
If there are insufficient numbers of new purchases to ensure the actuarial
soundness of the account, the governing body shall request such funds from the
legislature as are required to ensure the integrity of the program. Funds may be
appropriated directly to the account or appropriated under the condition that they
be repaid at a later date. The repayment shall be made at such time that the account
is again determined to be actuarially sound.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 9. (1) In the event that the state determines that the
program is not financially feasible, or for any other reason, the state may declare
the discontinuance of the program. At the time of such declaration, the governing
body will cease to accept any further tuition unit contracts or purchases.
(2)The remaining tuition units for all beneficiaries who have either enrolled
in higher education or who are within four years of graduation from a secondary
school shall be honored until such tuition units have been exhausted, or for ten
fiscal years from the date that the program has been discontinued, whichever
comes first. All other contract holders shall receive a refund equal to the value of
the current weighted average tuition units in effect at the time that the program was
declared discontinued.
(3) At the end of the ten-year period, any tuition units remaining unused by
currently active beneficiaries enrolled in higher education shall be refunded at the
value of the current weighted average tuition unit in effect at the end of that tenyear period.
(4) At the end of the ten-year period, all other funds remaining in the account
not needed to make refunds or to pay for administrative costs shall be deposited to
the state general fund.
(5) The governing body may make refunds under other exceptional
circumstances as it deems fit, however, no tuition units may be honored after the
end of the tenth fiscal year following the declaration of discontinuance of the
program.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 10. (1) The committee, in planning and devising the
program, shall consult with the investment board, the state treasurer, the state
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actuary, the office of financial management, and the institutions of higher
education.
(2)The governing body may seek the assistance of the state agencies named
in subsection (1) of this section, private financial institutions, and any other
qualified party with experience in the areas of accounting, actuary, risk
management, or investment management to assist with preparing an accounting of
the program and ensuring the fiscal soundness of the account.
(3) State agencies and public institutions of higher education shall fully
cooperate with the governing body in matters relating to the program in order to
ensure the solvency of the account and ability of the governing body to meet
outstanding commitments.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 11. This chapter shall not be construed as a promise
that any beneficiary shall be granted admission to any institution of higher
education, will earn any specific or minimum number of academic credits, or will
graduate from any such institution. In addition, this chapter shall not be construed
as a promise of either course or program availability.
Participation in this program does not guarantee an eligible beneficiary the
right to resident tuition and fees. To qualify for resident and respective tuition
subsidies, the eligible beneficiary must meet the applicable provisions of RCW
28B. 15.011 through 28B. 15.015.
This chapter shall not be construed to imply that the redemption of tuition
units shall be equal to any value greater than the undergraduate tuition and services
and activities fees at a state institution of higher education as computed under this
chapter. Eligible beneficiaries will be responsible for payment of any other fee that
does not qualify as a services and activities fee including, but not limited to, any
expenses for tuition surcharges, tuition overload fees, laboratory fees, equipment
fees, book fees, rental fees, room and board charges, or fines.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 12. (1) The intent of the Washington advanced college
tuition payment program is to redeem tuition units for attendance at an institution
of higher education. Refunds shall be issued under specific conditions that may
include the following:
(a) Certification that the beneficiary, who is eighteen years of age or older,
will not attend an institution of higher education, will result in a refund not to
exceed ninety-five percent of the current weighted average tuition and fees in effect
at the time of such certification. No more than one hundred tuition units may be
refunded per year to any individual making this certification. The refund shall be
made no sooner than ninety days after such certification, less any administrative
processing fees assessed by the governing body. The governing body may, at its
discretion, impose a greater penalty;
(b) If there is certification of the death or disability of the beneficiary, the
refund shall be equal to one hundred percent of any remaining unused tuition units
valued at the current weighted average tuition units at the time that such
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certification is submitted to the board, less any administrative processing fees
assessed by the board;
(c)If there iscertification by the student of graduation or program completion,
the refund may be as great as one hundred percent of any remaining unused
weighted average tuition units at the time that such certification is submitted to the
governing body, less any administrative processing fees assessed by the governing
body. The governing body may, at its discretion, impose a penalty if needed to
comply with federal tax rules;
(d) Certification of other tuition and fee scholarships, which will cover the
cost of tuition for the eligible beneficiary. The refund shall be equal to one
hundred percent of the current weighted average tuition units in effect at the time
of the refund request, plus any administrative processing fees assessed by the
governing body. The refund under this subsection may not exceed the value of the
scholarship;
(e) Incorrect or misleading information provided by the purchaser or
beneficiaries may result in a refund of the purchaser's investment, less any
administrative processing fees assessed by the governing body. The value of the
refund will not exceed the actual dollar value of the purchaser's contributions; and
(f) The governing body may determine other circumstances qualifying for
refunds of remaining unused tuition units and may determine the value of that
refund.
(2)With the exception of subsection (1)(b) and (e) of this section no refunds
may be made before the beneficiary is at least eighteen years of age.
Sec. 13. RCW 43.79A.040 and 1996 c 253 s 409 are each amended to read
as follows:
(1) Money in the treasurer's trust fund may be deposited, invested and
reinvested by the state treasurer in accordance with RCW 43.84.080 in the same
manner and to the same extent as if the money were in the state treasury.
(2) All income received from investment of the treasurer's trust fund shall be
set aside in an account in the treasury trust fund to be known as the investment
income account.
(3) The investment income account may be utilized for the payment of
purchased banking services on behalf of treasurer's trust funds including, but not
limited to, depository, safekeeping, and disbursement functions for the state
treasurer or affected state agencies. The investment income account is subject in
all respects to chapter 43,88 RCW, but no appropriation is required for payments
to financial institutions. Payments shall occur prior to distribution of earnings set
forth in subsection (4) of this section.
(4)(a) Monthly, the state treasurer shall distribute the earnings credited to the
investment income account to the state general fund except under (b) and (c)of this
subsection.
(b) The following accounts and funds shall receive their proportionate share
of earnings based upon each account's or fund's average daily balance for the
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period: The Washington advanced college tuition payment program account, the
agricultural local fund, the American Indian scholarship endowment fund, the
Washington international exchange scholarship endowment fund, the energy
account, the fair fund, the game farm alternative account, the grain inspection
revolving fund, the rural rehabilitation account, and the self-insurance revolving
fund. However, the earnings to be distributed shall first be reduced by the
allocation to the state treasurer's service fund pursuant to RCW 43.08.190.
(c) The following accounts and funds shall receive eighty percent of their
proportionate share of earnings based upon each account's or fund's average daily
balance for the period: The advanced right of way revolving fund, the federal
narcotics asset forfeitures account, the high occupancy vehicle account, and the
local rail service assistance account.
(5) In conformance with Article II, section 37 of the state Constitution, no
trust accounts or funds shall be allocated earnings without the specific affirmative
directive of this section.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 14. Sections 1 through 12 of this act constitute a new
chapter in Title 28B RCW.
Passed the House April 19, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 15, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 7, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 7, 1997.
CHAPTER 290
[Substitute House Bill 19851
FOREST PRACTICES LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT PLAN PILOT PROJECTS
AN ACT Relating to forest practices landscape management plan pilot projects; amending RCW
76.09.060,75.20.100, and 76.09.220; adding new sections to chapter 76.09 RCW; and creating anew
section.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECIQN, Sec. 1. A new section is added to chapter 76.09 RCW to
read as follows:
The legislature recognizes the importance of providing the greatest diversity
of habitats, particularly riparian, wetland, and old growth habitats, and of assuring
the greatest diversity of species within those habitats for the survival and
reproduction of enough individuals to maintain the native wildlife of Washington
forest lands. The legislature also recognizes the importance of long-term habitat
productivity for natural and wild fish, for the protection of hatchery water supplies,
and for the protection of water quality and quantity to meet the needs of people,
fish, and wildlife. The legislature recognizes the importance of maintaining and
enhancing fish and wildlife habitats capable of sustaining the commercial and
noncommercial uses of fish and wildlife. The legislature further recognizes the
importance of the continued growth and development of the state's forest products
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industry which has a vital stake in the long-term productivity of both the public and
private forest land base.
The development of a landscape planning system would help achieve these
goals. Landowners and resource managers should be provided incentives to
voluntarily develop long-term multispecies landscape management plans that will
provide protection to public resources. Because landscape planning represents a
departure from the use of standard baseline rules and may result in unintended
consequences to both the affected habitats and to a landowner's economic interests,
the legislature desires to establish up to seven experimental pilot programs to gain
experience with landscape planning that may prove useful in fashioning legislation
of a more general application.
(1) Until December 31, 2000, the department in cooperation with the
department of fish and wildlife, and the department of ecology when relating to
water quality protection, is granted authority to select not more than seven pilot
projects for the purpose of developing individual landowner multispecies landscape
management plans.
(a)Pilot project participants must be selected by the department in cooperation
with the department of fish and wildlife, and the department of ecology when
relating to water quality protection, no later than October 1, 1997.
(b)The number and the location of the pilot projects are to be determined by
the department in cooperation with the department of fish and wildlife, and the
department of ecology when relating to water quality protection, and should be
selected on the basis of risk to the habitat and species, variety and importance of
species and habitats in the planning area, geographic distribution, surrounding
ownership, other ongoing landscape and watershed planning activities in the area,
potential benefits to water quantity and quality, financial and staffing capabilities
of participants, and other factors that will contribute to the creation of landowner
multispecies landscape planning efforts.
(c) Each pilot project shall have a landscape management plan with the
following elements:
(i) An identification of public resources selected for coverage under the plan
and measurable objectives for the protection of the selected public resources;
(ii) A termination date of not later than 2050;
(iii) A general description of the planning area including its geographic
location, physical and biological features, habitats, and species known to be
present;
(iv) An identification of the existing forest practices rules that will not apply
during the term of the plan;
(v) Proposed habitat management strategies or prescriptions;
(vi) A projection of the habitat conditions likely to result from the
implementation of the specified management strategies or prescriptions;
(vii) An assessment of habitat requirements and the current habitat conditions
of representative species included in the plan;
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(viii) An assessment of potential or likely impacts to representative species
resulting from the prescribed forest practices;
(ix)A description of the anticipated benefits to those species or other species
as a result of plan implementation;
(x) A monitoring plan;
(xi) Reporting requirements including a schedule for review of the plan's
performance in meeting its objectives;
(xii) Conditions under which a plan may be modified, including a procedure
for adaptive management;
(xiii) Conditions under which a plan may be terminated;
(xiv) A procedure for adaptive management that evaluates the effectiveness
of the plan to meet its measurable public resources objectives, reflects changes in
the best available science, and provides changes to its habitat management
strategies, prescriptions, and hydraulic project standards to the extent agreed to in
the plan and in a timely manner and schedule;
(xv) A description of how the plan relates to publicly available plans of
adjacent federal, state, tribal, and private timberland owners; and
(xvi) A statement of whether the landowner intends to apply for approval of
the plan under applicable federal law.
(2) Until December 31, 2000, the department, in agreement with the
department of fish and wildlife, and the department of ecology when the landowner
elects to cover water quality in the plan, shall approve a landscape management
plan and enter into a binding implementation agreement with the landowner when
such departments find, based upon the best scientific data available, that:
(a) The plan contains all of the elements required under this section including
measurable public resource objectives;
(b) The plan is expected to be effective in meeting those objectives;
(c) The landowner has sufficient financial resources to implement the
management strategies or prescriptions to be implemented by the landowner under
the plan;
(d) The plan will:
(i) Provide better protection than current state law for the public resources
selected for coverage under the plan considered in the aggregate; and
(ii) Compared to conditions that could result from compliance with current
state law:
(A) Not result in poorer habitat conditions over the life of the plan for any
species selected for coverage that is listed as threatened or endangered under
federal or state law, or that has been identified as a candidate for such listing, at the
time the plan is approved; and
(B) Measurably improve habitat conditions for species selected for special
consideration under the plan;
(e) The plan shall include watershed analysis or provide for a level of
protection that meets or exceeds the protection that would be provided by
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watershed analysis, if the landowner selects fish or water quality as a public
resource to be covered under the plan. Any alternative process to watershed
analysis would be subject to timely peer review;
(f) The planning process provides for a public participation process during the
development of the plan, which shall be developed by the department in
cooperation with the landowner.
The management plans must be submitted to the department and the
department of fish and wildlife, and the department of ecology when the landowner
elects to cover water quality in the plan, no later than March 1, 2000. The
department shall provide an opportunity for public comment on the proposed plan.
The comment period shall not be less than forty-five days. The department shall
approve or reject plans within one hundred twenty days of submittal by the
landowner of a final plan. The decision by the department, in agreement with the
department of fish and wildlife, and the department of ecology when the landowner
has elected to cover water quality in the plan, to approve or disapprove the
management plan is subject to the environmental review process of chapter 43.21C
RCW, provided that any public comment period provided for under chapter 43.21 C
RCW shall run concurrently with the public comment period provided in this
subsection (2).
(3) After a landscape management plan is adopted:
(a) Forest practices consistent with the plan need not comply with:
(i) The specific forest practices rules identified in the plan; and
(ii)Any forest practice rules and policies adopted after the approval of the plan
to the extent that the rules:
(A) Have been adopted primarily for the protection of a public resource
selected for coverage under the plan; or
(B) Provide for procedural or administrative obligations inconsistent with or
in addition to those provided for in the plan with respect to those public resources;
and
(b) If the landowner has selected fish as one of the public resources to be
covered -inder the plan, the plan shall serve as the hydraulic project approval for
the life of the plan, in compliance with RCW 75.20.100.
(4) The department is authorized to issue a single landscape level permit valid
for the life of the plan to a landowner who has an approved landscape management
plan and who has requested a landscape permit from the department. Landowners
receiving a landscape level permit shall meet annually with the department and the
department of fish and wildlife, and the department of ecology where water quality
has been selected as a public resource to be covered under the plan, to review the
specific forest practices activities planned for the next twelve months and to
determine whether such activities are in compliance with the plan. The
departments will consult with the affected Indian tribes and other interested parties
who have expressed an interest in connection with the review. The landowner is
to provide ten calendar days' notice to the department prior to the commencement
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of any forest practices authorized under a landscape level permit. The landscape
level permit will not impose additional conditions relating to the public resources
selected for coverage under the plan beyond those agreed to in the plan. For the
purposes of chapter 43.21C RCW, forest practices conducted in compliance with
an approved plan are deemed not to have the potential for a substantial impact on
the environment as to any public resource selected for coverage under the plan.
(5) Except as otherwise provided in a plan, the agreement implementing the
landscape management plan is an agreement that runs with the property covered
by the approved landscape management plan and the department shall record notice
of the plan in the real property records of the counties in which the affected
properties are located. Prior to its termination, no plan shall permit forest land
covered by its terms to be withdrawn from such coverage, whether by sale,
exchange, or other means, nor to be converted to nonforestry uses except to the
extent that such withdrawal or conversion would not measurably impair the
achievement of the plan's stated public resource objectives. If a participant
transfers all or part of its interest in the property, the terms of the plan still apply
to the new landowner for the plan's stated duration unless the plan is terminated
under its terms or unless the plan specifies the conditions under which the terms
of the plan do not apply to the new landowner.
(6) The departments of natural resources, fish and wildlife, and ecology shall
seek to develop memorandums of agreements with federal agencies and affected
Indian tribes relating to tribal issues in the landscape management plans. The
departments shall solicit input from affected Indian tribes in connection with the
selection, review, and approval of any landscape management plan, If any
recommendation is received from an affected Indian tribe and is not adopted by the
departments, the departments shall provide a written explanation of their reasons
for not adopting the recommendation.
(7)The department is directed to report to the forest practices board annually
through the year 2000, but no later than December 31st of each year, on the status
of each pilot project. The department is directed to provide to the forest practices
board, no later than December 31, 2000, an evaluation of the pilot projects
including a determination if a permanent landscape planning process should be
established along with a discussion of what legislative and rule modifications are
necessary.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. A new section is added to chapter 76.09 RCW to
read as follows:
The department together with the department of fish and wildlife, and the
department of ecology relating to water quality protection, shall develop a suitable
process to permit landowners to secure all permits required for the conduct of
forest practices in a single multiyear permit to be jointly issued by the departments
and the departments shall report their findings to the legislature not later than
December 31, 2000.
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Sec. 3. RCW 76.09.060 and 1993 c 443 s 4 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) The department shall prescribe the form and contents of the notification
and application. The forest practices rules shall specify by whom and under what
conditions the notification and application shall be signed or otherwise certified as
acceptable. The application or notification shall be delivered in person to the
department, sent by first class mail to the department or electronically filed in a
form defined by the department. The form for electronic filing shall be readily
convertible to a paper copy, which shall be available to the public pursuant to
chapter 42.17 RCW. The information required may include, but is not limited to:
(a)Name and address of the forest landowner, timber owner, and operator;
(b)Description of the proposed forest practice or practices to be conducted;
(c) Legal description of the land on which the forest practices are to be
conducted;
(d)Planimetric and topographic maps showing location and size of all lakes
and streams and other public waters in and immediately adjacent to the operating
area and showing all existing and proposed roads and major tractor roads;
(e)Description of the silvicultural, harvesting, or other forest practice methods
to be used, including the type of equipment to be used and materials to be applied;
(f) Proposed plan for reforestation and for any revegetation necessary to
reduce erosion potential from roadsides and yarding roads, as required by the forest
practices rules;
(g)Soil, geological, and hydrological data with respect to forest practices;
(h) The expected dates of commencement and completion of all forest
practices specified in the application;
(i) Provisions for continuing maintenance of roads and other construction or
other measures necessary to afford protection to public resources;
() An affirmation that the statements contained in the notification or
application are true; and
(k) All necessary application or notification fees.
(2) Long range plans may be submitted to the department for review and
consultation.
(3)The application for a forest practice or the notification of a class II forest
practice shall indicate whether any land covered by the application or notification
will be converted or is intended to be converted to a use other than commercial
timber production within three years after completion of the forest practices
described in it.
(a) If the application states that any such land will be or is intended to be so
converted:
(i) The reforestation requirements of this chapter and of the forest practices
rules shall not apply if the land is in fact so converted unless applicable alternatives
or limitations are provided in forest practices rules issued under RCW 76.09.070
as now or hereafter amended;
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(ii) Completion of such forest practice operations shall be deemed conversion
of the lands to another use for purposes of chapters 84.33 and 84.34 RCW unless
the conversion is to a use permitted under a current use tax agreement permitted
under chapter 84.34 RCW;
(iii) The forest practices described in the application are subject to applicable
county, city, town, and regional governmental authority permitted under RCW
76.09.240 as now or hereafter amended as well as the forest practices rules.
(b)If the application or notification does not state that any land covered by the
application or notification will be or is intended to be so converted:
(i) For six years after the date of the application the county, city, town, and
regional governmental entities may deny any or all applications for permits or
approvals, including building permits and subdivision approvals, relating to
nonforestry uses of land subject to the application;
(ii) Failure to comply with the reforestation requirements contained in any
final order or decision shall constitute a removal of designation under the
provisions of RCW 84.33.140, and a change of use under the provisions of RCW
84.34.080, and, if applicable, shall subject such lands to the payments and/or
penalties resulting from such removals or changes; and
(iii) Conversion to a use other than commercial timber operations within three
years after completion of the forest practices without the consent of the county,
city, or town shall constitute a violation of each of the county, municipal city,
town, and regional authorities to which the forest practice operations would have
been subject if the application had so stated.
(c) The application or notification shall be either signed by the landowner or
accompanied by a statement signed by the landowner indicating his or her intent
with respect to conversion and acknowledging that he or she is familiar with the
effects of this subsection.
(4) Whenever an approved application authorizes a forest practice which,
because of soil condition, proximity to a water course or other unusual factor, has
a potential for causing material damage to a public resource, as determined by the
department, the applicant shall, when requested on the approved application, notify
the department two days before the commencement of actual operations.
(5) Before the operator commences any forest practice in a manner or to an
extent significantly different from that described in a previously approved
application or notification, there shall be submitted to the department a new
application or notification form in the manner set forth in this section.
(6) Except as provided in section 1(4 of this act. the notification to or the
approval given by the department to an application to conduct a forest practice
shall be effective for a term of two years from the date of approval or notification
and shall not be renewed unless a new application is filed and approved or a new
notification has been filed. At the option of the applicant, an application or
notification may be submitted to cover a single forest practice or a number of forest
practices within reasonable geographic or political boundaries as specified by the
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department. An application or notification that covers more than one forest
practice may have an effective term of more than two years. The board shall adopt
rules that establish standards and procedures for approving an application or
notification that has an effective term of more than two years. Such rules shall
include extended time periods for application or notification approval or
disapproval. On an approved application with a term of more than two years, the
applicant shall inform the department before commencing operations.
(7) Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, no prior application
or notification shall be required for any emergency forest practice necessitated by
fire, flood, windstorm, earthquake, or other emergency as defined by the board, but
the operator shall submit an application or notification, whichever is applicable, to
the department within forty-eight hours after commencement of such practice.
See. 4. RCW 75.20.100 and 1993 sp.s. c 2 s 30 are each amended to read as
follows:
In the event that any person or government agency desires to construct any
form of hydraulic project or perform other work that will use, divert, obstruct, or
change the natural flow or bed of any of the salt or fresh waters of the state, such
person or government agency shall, before commencing construction or work
thereon and to ensure the proper protection of fish life, secure the written approval
of the department as to the adequacy of the means proposed for the protection of
fish life. This approval shall not be unreasonably withheld. Except as provided in
RCW 75.20.1001 ((and 75.20. 02)), the department shall grant or deny approval
within forty-five calendar days of the receipt of a complete application and notice
of compliance with any applicable requirements of the state environmental policy
act, made in the manner prescribed in this section. The applicant may document
receipt of application by filing in person or by registered mail. A complete
application for approval shall contain general plans for the overall project,
complete plans and specifications of the proposed construction or work within the
mean higher high water line in salt water or within the ordinary high water line in
fresh water, and complete plans and specifications for the proper protection of fish
life. The forty-five day requirement shall be suspended if (1) after ten working
days of receipt of the application, the applicant remains unavailable or unable to
arrange for a timely field evaluation of the proposed project; (2) the site is
physically inaccessible for inspection; or (3) the applicant requests delay.
Immediately upon determination that the forty-five day period is suspended, the
department shall notify the applicant in writing of the reasons for the delay.
Approval is valid for a period of up to five years from date of issuance. The
permittee must demonstrate substantial progress on construction of that portion of
the project relating to the approval within two years of the date of issuance. If the
department denies approval, the department shall provide the applicant, in writing,
a statement of the specific reasons why and how the proposed project would
adversely affect fish life. Protection of fish life shall be the only ground upon
which approval may be denied or conditioned. Chapter 34.05 RCW applies to any
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denial of project approval, conditional approval, or requirements for project
modification upon which approval may be contingent. If any person or
government agency commences construction on any hydraulic works or projects
subject to this section without first having obtained written approval of the
department as to the adequacy of the means proposed for the protection of fish life,
or if any person or government agency fails to follow or carry out any of the
requirements or conditions as are made a part of such approval, the person or
director of the agency is guilty of a gross misdemeanor. If any such person or
government agency is convicted of violating any of the provisions of this section
and continues construction on any such works or projects without fully complying
with the provisions hereof, such works or projects are hereby declared a public
nuisance and shall be subject to abatement as such.
For the purposes of this section and RCW 75.20.103, "bed" shall mean the
land below the ordinary high water lines of state waters. This definition shall not
include irrigation ditches, canals, storm water run-off devices, or other artificial
watercourses except where they exist in a natural watercourse that has been altered
by man.
The phrase "to construct any form of hydraulic project or perform other work"
shall not include the act of driving across an established ford. Driving across
streams or on wetted stream beds at areas other than established fords requires
approval. Work within the ordinary high water line of state waters to construct or
repair a ford or crossing requires approval.
In case of an emergency arising from weather or stream flow conditions or
other natural conditions, the department, through its authorized representatives,
shall issue immediately upon request oral approval for removing any obstructions,
repairing existing structures, restoring stream banks, or to protect property
threatened by the stream or a change in the stream flow without the necessity of
obtaining a written approval prior to commencing work. Conditions of an oral
approval shall be reduced to writing within thirty days and complied with as
provided for in this section. Oral approval shall be granted immediately upon
request, for a stream crossing during an emergency situation.
This section shall not apply to the construction of any form of hydraulic
project or other work which diverts water for agricultural irrigation or stock
watering purposes authorized under or recognized as being valid by the state's
water codes, or when such hydraulic project or other work is associated with
streambank stabilization to protect farm and agricultural land as defined in RCW
84.34.020. These irrigation or stock watering diversion and streambank
stabilization projects shall be governed by RCW 75.20.103.
A landscape management plan approved by the department and the department
of natural resources under section 1(2) of this act. shall serve as a hydraulic preiect
approval for the life of the plan if fish are selected as one of the public resources
for coverage under such a lan.
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Sec. 5. RCW 76.09.220 and 1989 c 175 s 164 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) The appeals board shall operate on either a part-time or a full-time basis,
as determined by the governor. If it is determined that the appeals board shall
operate on a full-time basis, each member shall receive an annual salary to be
determined by the governor. If it is determined that the appeals board shall operate
on a part-time basis, each member shall be compensated in accordance with RCW
43.03.240((: PROVIDED, That)). However. such compensation shall not exceed
ten thousand dollars in a fiscal year. Each member shall receive reimbursement for
travel expenses incurred in the discharge of his duties in accordance with the
provisions of RCW 43.03.050 and 43.03.060.
(2) The appeals board shall as soon as practicable after the initial appointment
of the members thereof, meet and elect from among its members a ((ehainman))
chair, and shall at least biennially thereafter meet and elect or reelect a ((ehairman))
chair.
(3) The principal office of the appeals board shall be at the state capital, but
it may sit or hold hearings at any other place in the state. A majority of the appeals
board shall constitute a quorum for making orders or decisions, promulgating rules
and regulations necessary for the conduct of its powers and duties, or transacting
other official business, and may act though one position on the board be vacant.
One or more members may hold hearings and take testimony to be reported for
action by the board when authorized by rule or order of the board. The appeals
board shall perform all the powers and duties granted to it in this chapter or as
otherwise provided by law.
(4) The appeals board shall make findings of fact and prepare a written
decision in each case decided by it, and such findings and decision shall be
effective upon being signed by two or more members and upon being filed at the
appeals board's principal office, and shall be open to public inspection at all
reasonable times.
(5) The appeals board shall either publish at its expense or make arrangements
with a publishing firm for the publication of those of its findings and decisions
which are of general public interest, in such form as to assure reasonable
distribution thereof.
(6) The appeals board shall maintain at its principal office a journal which
shall contain all official actions of the appeals board, with the exception of findings
and decisions, together with the vote of each member on such actions. The journal
shall be available for public inspection at the principal office of the appeals board
at all reasonable times.
(7)The forest practices appeals board shall have exclusive jurisdiction to hear
appeals arising from an action or determination by the department,. and the
department of fish and wildlife, and the department of ecology with respect to
management plans provided for under section I of this act.
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(8)(a) Any person aggrieved by the approval or disapproval of an application
to conduct a forest practice or the approval or disapproval of any landscape plan
or permit may seek review from the appeals board by filing a request for the same
within thirty days of the approval or disapproval. Concurrently with the filing of
any request for review with the board as provided in this section, the requestor
shall file a copy of his or her request with the department and the attorney general.
The attorney general may intervene to protect the public interest and ((insure))
ensure that the provisions of this chapter are complied with.
(b) The review proceedings authorized in ((subparegraph)) (a) of this
subsection are subject to the provisions of chapter 34.05 RCW pertaining to
procedures in adjudicative proceedings.
*NEW SECTION, Sec. 6. If specific funding for purposes of this act,
referencing this act by bill or chapter number, is not providedby June 30, 1997,
in the omnibus appropriationsact, this act is null and void.
*Sec. 6 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Passed the House March 15, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 14, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 9, 1997, with the exception of certain items
that were vetoed.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 9, 1997.
Note: Governor's explanation of partial veto is as follows:
"Iam returning herewith, without my approval as to section 6, Substitute House Bill
No. 1985 entitled:
"AN ACT Relating to forest practices landscape management plan pilot projects;"
Section 6 of SHB 1985 contains a "null and void" clause, making this bill contingent
upon funding being provided in the budget. The budget does contain full funding for
implementation of this bill. However, approximately 65% of the funding requested by the
agencies is provided in the budget. I believe that with good, efficient work, the majority
of the important pilot projects authorized by this legislation can be completed with the
limited funding.
For this reason, I have vetoed section 6 of Substitute House Bill No. 1985.
With the exception of section 6. 1 am approving Substitute House Bill No. 1985."

CHAPTER 291
(Substitute House Bill 10081
LICENSE PLATES
AN ACT Relating to license plates; amending RCW 46.16.270,46.16.290,46.16.301, 46.16.305,
46.16.309, 46.16.313, 46.16.316, 46.16.350, and 46.16.650; adding new sections to chapter 46,16
RCW; and creating a new section.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. The legislature finds that the proliferation of special
license plate series has decreased the ready identification of vehicles by law
enforcement, and increased the amount of computer programming conducted by
the department of licensing, thereby increasing costs. Furthermore, rarely has the
actual demand for special license plates met the requesters' projections. Most
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importantly, special plates detract from the primary purpose of license plates, that
of vehicle identification.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 2. A new section is added to chapter 46.16 RCW to
read as follows:
Except for those license plates issued under RCW 46.16.305(1) before January
1, 1987, under RCW 46.16.305(3), and to commercial vehicles with a gross weight
in excess of twenty-six thousand pounds, effective with vehicle registrations due
or to become due on January 1, 2001, all vehicle license plates must be issued on
a standard background, as designated by the department. Additionally, to ensure
maximum legibility and reflectivity, the department shall periodically provide for
the replacement of license plates. Frequency of replacement shall be established
in accordance with empirical studies documenting the longevity of the reflective
materials used to make license plates.
Sec. 3. RCW 46.16.270 and 1990 c 250 s 32 are each amended to read as
follows:
((R,ph.mn. plates issued aftr Januar 1,1987, will bc . nt'nnittl plates as
ds...b. in RW 46.16.659.)) The total replacement plate fee ((ineldig the e
dollar per plate n.. nial plat fcc)) shall be deposited in the motor vehicle fund.
Upon the loss, defacement, or destruction of one or both of the vehicle license
number plates issued for any vehicle where more than one plate was originally
issued or where one or both have become so illegible or in such a condition as to
be difficult to distinguish, or upon the owner's option, the owner of the vehicle
shall make application for new vehicle license number plates upon a form
furnished by the director. The application shall be filed with the director or the
director's authorized agent, accompanied by the certificate of license registration
of the vehicle and a fee in the amount of three dollars per plate, whereupon the
director, or the director's authorized agent, shall issue new vehicle license number
plates to the applicant. It shall be accompanied by a fee of two dollars for a new
motorcycle license number plate. In the event the director has issued license period
tabs or a windshield emblem instead of vehicle license number plates, and upon the
loss, defacement, or destruction of the tabs or windshield emblem, application shall
be made on a form provided by the director and in the same manner as above
described, and shall be accompanied by a fee of one dollar for each pair of tabs or
for each windshield emblem, whereupon the director shall issue to the applicant a
duplicate pair of tabs, year tabs, and when necessary month tabs or a windshield
emblem to replace those lost, defaced, or destroyed. For vehicles owned, rented,
or leased by the state of Washington or by any county, city, town, school district,
or other political subdivision of the state of Washington or United States
government, or owned or leased by the governing body of an Indian tribe as
defined in RCW 46.16.020, a fee shall be charged for replacement of a vehicle
license number plate only to the extent required by the provisions of RCW
46.16.020, 46.16.061, 46.16.237, and 46.01.140. For vehicles owned, rented, or
leased by foreign countries or international bodies to which the United States
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government is a signatory by treaty, the payment of any fee for the replacement of
a vehicle license number plate shall not be required.
Sec. 4. RCW 46.16.290 and 1986 c 18 s 18 are each amended to read as
follows:
In any case of a valid sale or transfer of the ownership of any vehicle, the right
to the certificates properly transferable therewith, except as provided in RCW
46.16.280, and to the vehicle license plates passes to the purchaser or transferee.
It is unlawful for the holder of such certificates, except as provided in RCW
46.16.280, or vehicle license plates to fail, neglect, or refuse to endorse the
certificates and deliver the vehicle license plates to the purchaser or transferee. If
the sale or transfer is of a vehicle licensed by the state or any county, city, town,
school district, or other political subdivision entitled to exemption as provided by
law, or, if the vehicle is licensed with personalized plates, amateur radio operator
plates, medal of honor plates, disabled person plates, disabled veteran plates, ((or))
prisoner of war plates, or other special license plates issued under RCW 46,16,301
as it existed before amendment by section 5 of this act, the vehicle license plates
therefor shall be retained and may be displayed upon a vehicle obtained in
replacement of the vehicle so sold or transferred.
Sec. 5. RCW 46.16.301 and 1995 3rd sp.s. c 1 s 102 are each amended to read
as follows:
(((1) The dp
....
n may era.t , design, and issue sp. ial li ns plat s that
maty be used in lieu of regular or prsot.aliz d liens plates for metor vehiels
r.euired to display two m-...e .. l li...s... plais exeluding ,1i1,.s registered

cl
iteunder
r 46.87 RRW, upon terms and
established
conditions
by tha
deparime
th pa.
The
plates
spemay.,
(a) Denote the age or type of Yohiole; or
(b) Denote speeial atiivties or in~terests, or
(e) Den~ote the status, or eontribution or stteriFieo for the Un~ited States, the
state of Washingion, or the eitizo.,s of the state of W.ashington., of itregistered
owner of itat Yehie Ic; or
(d)Display at dopietion of the name and matscot or symbol of akstate uniyersity,
crcti~I-tniirsity, or stat collg as defined in R W 28B.10.046.
M)) The department shall create, design, and issue a special baseball stadium
license plate that may be used in lieu of regular or personalized license plates for
motor vehicles required to display two motor vehicle license plates, excluding
vehicles registered under chapter 46.87 RCW, upon terms and conditions
established by the department. The special plates shall commemorate the
construction of a baseball stadium, as defined in RCW 82.14.0485. The
department shall also issue to each recipient of a special baseball stadium license
plate a certificate of participation in the construction of the baseball stadium.
(((3) Reo department has the sole diserotion to determine whether or not to
eroato, design, orisu an ories of special lieonso plates, other than the specia
baseball stadium liconso plato under subsootion (2) of this sootion, and whether akny
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interest or status mi-ts the issuanca s ,isofsp.zl,n.l Ii se plates. in maltirg
this d termination, the dpartment shall cornsidcr whether or not an interest or

status eentributcs or has eantribuied signifleantly to the public health, safty, or
welfare of the eitizens of the Unitad States or of this state or to their sigrnifeaat
Unded States, this
bc.cfit, or whether the interest or status is raogrized by the

state, or other states, in other settings or eo..texts. The department may-also
eonsider the patential n~umber of person~s who may be eligible for the plates and die
east and effieicrncy of producing limited numbers of the plates. The design of at
special liccase platc shall conform to all requiremen~ts for plates for the type-of
vahiele for which it is issued, as provided elsewhere in this chapter.)
Sec. 6. RCW 46.16.305 and 1990 c 250 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
The department shall continue to issue((, under
.
GW 46.16.301 and
d.p..rtmn.'s rules im.plementing RW 46.46.301 throuh 46.16,332,)) the
categories of special plates issued by the department under the sections repealed
under section ((-3)) 12 (1) through (7), chapter 250, Laws of 1990. Special license
plates issued under those repealed sections before January 1, 1991, are valid to the
extent and under the conditions provided in those repealed sections. The following
conditions, limitations, or requirements apply to certain special license plates
issued after January 1, 1991:
(1) A horseless carriage plate and a plate or plates issued for collectors'
vehicles more than thirty years old, upon payment of the initial fees required by
law and the additional special license plate fee established by the department, are
valid for the life of the vehicle for which application is approved by the
department. When a single plate is issued, it shall be displayed on the rear of the
vehicle.
(2) The department may issue special license plates denoting amateur radio
operator status only to persons having a valid official radio operator license issued

((for at trm of Fiv" y rs)) by the federal communications commission.
(3) The department shall issue one set of special license plates to each resident
of this state who has been awarded the Congressional Medal of Honor for use on
a passenger vehicle registered to that person. The department shall issue the plate
without the payment of ((fty)) licensing fees and motor vehicle excise tax.
(4) The department may issue for use on only one motor vehicle owned by the
qualified applicant special license plates denoting that the recipient of the plate is
a survivor of the attack on Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941, to persons meeting
all of the following criteria:
(a) Is a resident of this state;
(b) Was a member of the United States Armed Forces on December 7, 1941;
(c) Was on station on December 7, 1941, during the hours of 7:55 a.m. to 9:45
a.m. Hawaii time at Pearl Harbor, the island of Oahu, or offshore at a distance not
to exceed three miles;
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(d)Received an honorable discharge from the United States Armed Forces;
and
(e) Is certified by a Washington state chapter of the Pearl Harbor survivors
association as satisfying the qualifications in (c) of this subsection.
The department may issue such plates to the surviving spouse of any deceased
Pearl Harbor survivor who met the requirements of this subsection. If the
surviving spouse remarries, he or she shall return the special plates to the
department within fifteen days and apply for regular plates. The surviving spouse
must be a resident of this state.
The department shall issue these plates upon payment by the applicant of all
other license fees, but the department may not set or charge an additional fee for
these special license plates ((undcr RCW 46 . 16.313)).
(5)The department shall replace, free of charge, special license plates issued
under subsections (3) and (4) of this section if they are lost, stolen, damaged,
defaced, or destroyed. Such plates shall remain with the persons upon transfer or
other disposition of the vehicle for which they were initially issued, and may be
used on another vehicle registered to the recipient in accordance with the
provisions of RCW 46.16.316(1).
Sec. 7. RCW 46.16.309 and 1990 c 250 s 3 are each amended to read as
follows:
Persons applying to the department for special license plates shall apply on
forms obtained from the department and in accordance with RCW 46.16.040. The
applicant shall provide all information as isrequired by the department in order to
determine the applicant's eligibility for ((stteh)) the special license plates ((and-fm
administratin. FRCW 46.16.301 through 46.16.332)).
Sec. 8. RCW 46.16.313 and 1996 c 165 s 506 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)The department may establish a fee for each type of special license plates
issued under RCW 46.16.301(1) (a), (b), or (c). as existing before amendment by
section 5 of this act, in an amount calculated to offset the cost of production of the
special license plates and the administration of this program. Until December 31.
.197.he fee shall not exceed thirty-five dollars ((and)). but effective with vehicle
registrations due or to become due on January 1. 1998. the department may adjust
the fee to no more than forty dollars, This fee is in addition to all other fees
required to register and license the vehicle for which the plates have been
requested. All such additional special license plate fees collected by the
department shall be deposited in the state treasury and credited to the motor vehicle
fund.
(2) Until December 31, 1997. in addition to all fees and taxes required to be
paid upon application, registration, and renewal registration of a motor vehicle, the
holder of acollegiate license plate shall pay a fee of thirty dollars. The department
shall deduct an amount not to exceed two dollars of each fee collected under this
subsection for administration and collection expenses incurred by it. The
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remaining proceeds, minus the cost of plate production, shall be remitted to the
custody of the state treasurer with a proper identifying detailed report. The state
treasurer shall credit the funds to the appropriate collegiate license plate fund as
provided in RCW 28B. 10.890.
(3) ((Exeept as set forth under subseetior, (4) of this .tion,)) Effective with
vehicle registrations due or to become due on January 1. 1998. in addition to all
fees and taxes required to be paid upon application and registration of a motor
vehicle, the holder of a collegiate license plate shall pay an initial fee of forty
dollars, The department shall deduct an amount not to exceed twelve dollars of
each fee collected under this subsection for administration and collection expenses
incurred by it. The remaining proceeds shall be remitted to the custo&y of the state
treasurer with a proper identifying detailed report. The state treasurer shall credit
the funds to the appropriate collegiate license plate fund as provided in RCW
2813.10,890,
(4) Effective with annual renewals due or to become due on January 1. 1999,
in addition to all fees and taxes required to be paid upon renewal of a motor vehicle
registration, the holder of a collegiate license plate shall pay a fee of thirty dollars,
The department shall deduct an amount not to exceed two dollars of each fee
collected under this subsection for administration and collection expenses incurred
by it,
The remaining proceeds shall be remitted to the custody of the state treasurer
with a proper identifying detailed report. The state treasurer shall credit the funds
to the appropriate collegiate license elate fund as provided in RCW 28B.10.890,
(5)
Inaddition to all fees and taxes required to be paid upon application((;))
and registration((, and renewal rcgisiraitorn)) of a motor vehicle, the holder of a
special baseball stadium license plate shall pay ((a)) an initial fee of ((thirty)) forty
dollars. The department shall deduct an amount not to exceed ((two)) twelve
dollars of each fee collected under this subsection for administration and collection
expenses incurred by it. The remaining proceeds, minus the cost of plate
production, shall be distributed to a county for the purpose of paying the principal
and interest payments on bonds issued by the county to construct a baseball
stadium, as defined in RCW 82.14.0485, including reasonably necessary
preconstruction costs, while the taxes are being collected under RCW 82.14.360.
After this date, the state treasurer shall credit the funds to the state general fund.
(((4) Until Ju 30, 1997)) (6) Effective with annual renewals due or to
become due on January 1. 1999, in addition to all fees and taxes required to be paid
upon ((appi.atin, reg.striie. , and)) renewal ((re gistation)) of a motor vehicle
registration, the holder of a special baseball stadium license plate shall pay a fee
of ((forty)) tit dollars. The department shall deduct an amount not to exceed
((twele)) two dollars of each fee collected under this subsection for (Oleense
pliie)) administration and collection expenses incurred by it. The remaining
proceeds shall be distributed to a county for the purpose of paying the principal and
interest payments on bonds issued by the county to construct a baseball stadium,
as defined in RCW 82.14.0485, including reasonably necessary preconstruction
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costs, while the taxes are being collected under RCW 82.14.360. After this date,
the state treasurer shall credit the funds to the state general fund.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 9. A new section is added to chapter 46.16 RCW to
read as follows:
After a period of three years from the initial issuance of a special license plate
series, the department has the sole discretion, based upon the number of sales to
date, to determine whether or not to continue issuing the special series.
Sec. 10. RCW 46.16.316 and 1990 c 250 s 5 are each amended to read as
follows:
Except as provided in RCW 46.16.305:
(1)When a person who has been issued a special license plate or plates under
RCW 46.16.301 as it existed before amendment by section 5 of this act, sells,
trades, or otherwise transfers or releases ownership of the vehicle upon which the
special license plate or plates have been displayed, he or she shall immediately
report the transfer of such plate or plates to an acquired vehicle or vehicle eligible
for such plates pursuant to departmental rule, or he or she shall surrender such
plates to the department immediately if such surrender is required by departmental
rule. If a person applies for a transfer of the plate or plates to another eligible
vehicle, a transfer fee of five dollars shall be charged in addition to all other
applicable fees. Such transfer fees shall be deposited in the motor vehicle fund.
Failure to surrender the plates when required is a traffic infraction.
(2) If the special license plate or plates issued by the department become lost,
defaced, damaged, or destroyed, application for a replacement special license plate
or plates shall be made and fees paid as provided by law for the replacement of
regular license plates.
Sec. 11. RCW 46.16.350 and 1990 c 250 s 11 are each amended to read as
follows:
Any radio amateur operator who holds a special call letter license plate as
issued under RCW ((46.16.301 through 46.16.316)) 46,16.305, and who has
allowed his or her federal communications commission license to expire, or has
had it revoked, must notify the director in writing within thirty days and surrender
his or her call letter license plate. Failure to do so is a traffic infraction.
Sec. 12. RCW 46.16.650 and 1987 c 178 s 1 are each amended to read as
follows:
((In, order ie help publieze an~d eammemeraie the stat's 1989 ann~iversary
((lebitin.-F its admission tc the Union,
.. .. a
... .rnial
desigr. shall be
developed by the department for -vehiele lieense plates that uses refleeterized
mtierals neeessary to provideadeiquata -visibilityand legibility at night.
The ccetcrnnial plates shall be devcloped in eeoperatior. with the design.
seleetion eemmitc appoin~ted by the direeter. Rea eommittcc shall inelude
represeniation From the Washin~gton. eentcrnial camitssion.
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the department in tteeordfinee wth established preeedures. Distribution of th-e
eeniencifil lic.s plati
. s shall eommneo c J.uary 1, 198,

to ll new vohio.

regitration~s and lioornse plate replacoements. in addition, the eentennial plato shall
be aiajlable for purhas by all @!her vhiel. owne.rs a! !he own r1....
ept
Rovonues generatod fromt the eentenaial plate shatll go in. part to support local!
an.d sta...
.nnial
.ti.iti.s
as proidd in RC,-,,' 27.60.00,)) In addition to the

basic fees for new vehicle registrations provided in RCW 46.16.060, 46.16.065,
46.16.505, and 46.16.630 and the license fees for new vehicle registrations
provided in RCW 46.16.070 and 46.16.085, persons purchasing ((ee-teeial))
license plates shall pay an additional fee of one dollar per plate, to be ((distributed
Eks follo

s

From.

T ....
jan..

be deposited ina-the.

1,

198,T

ithrug
.....

T99
....

litti

30,

....
i.l1e.mmissior, ac

of

th--e feegi~iLshftI.

nd
-unt,
the remain-der shll h

dopoito ~nthomotor Yehiele fund. Conmoroig July 1, 1989, the total one
dollar per plate fee shall be)) deposited in the motor vehicle fund.
Passed the House April 19, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 17, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 9, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 9, 1997.

CHAPTER 292
(House Bill 1019]
PUBLIC WORKS PROJECT LOANS
AN ACT Relating to appropriations for projects recommended by the public works board;
amending RCW 43.155.060; creating new sections; making an appropriation; and declaring an
emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. Pursuant to chapter 43.155 RCW, the following
project loans recommended by the public works board are authorized to be made
with funds previously appropriated from the public works assistance account:
(1) City of Blaine-sanitary sewer project-construct new grit channel, chlorine
contact chambers, and chlorination/dechlorination facility and sludge dewatering
equipment. Replacement of rotating biological contactors and secondary clarifiers
with sequencing batch reactors .............................
$2,318,037
(2) City of Blaine-sanitary sewer project-replace sewer lines between peace
portal drive and pump station no. I on Marine Drive, including nine manholes,
curb and gutter removal, and roadway repair ....................
$593,365
(3)City of Bremerton-sanitary sewer project-separating the combined sewer and
storm water drainage systems, separating roof drains, and other measures to reduce
overflows ...............................................
$662,000
(4) City of Buckley-sanitary sewer project-reduce I/ problem by installing a
sanitary sewer and storm pipe, conversion of existing sewer mains to storm water,
and construction of an aerobic digester .......................
$1,200,000
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(5)Covington Water District-domestic water project-provide faciliies for dosing
chemicals for disinfection and PH adjustment ..................
$1,596,000
(6) Grays Harbor County-sanitary sewer project-transitioning from failing
individual on-site systems to and upgraded and expanding treatment facility with
twenty-five mgd advanced secondary wastewater treatment
facility ................................................
$4,000,000
(7)City of llwaco-sanitary sewer project-replacement of side sewer lines in two
city sewer basins in order to meet department of health compliance
order .......................................
. $193,500
(8) City of llwaco-domestic water project-install a steel forty-two thousand
gallon aeration basin and a one hundred pound per day ozone generating and
injection unit upstream from the existing water filter to improve water
quality .................................................
$477,000
(9) Mason County PUD No. 1-domestic water project-rehabilitation/
improvements through the replacement of existing water system facilities, thereby
supplying a reliable and safe source of potable water ............ $1,551,870
(10) City of Medical Lake-sanitary sewer project-installation of an advanced
wastewater treatment facility, consisting of a sequential batch reactor with rotary
fine screens; grit chamber; equalization basin; effluent filters; batch aeration
basins; ultraviolet radiation disinfection; ten thousand lineal feet of force main; one
lift station and a composting facility .........................
$4,620,000
(11) City of Puyallup-sanitary sewer project-provide enhanced removal of
pollutants from the community's wastewater to comply with a department of
ecology order ...........................................
$7,000,000
(12) City of Quincy-road project-repair/replacement of damaged portions of
curb, gutter, and sidewalk; consisting of grading, drainage improvements, crushed
rock base, asphalt concrete pavement, curb and gutter, sidewalk, and illumination.
Replacement of malfunctioning railroad crossing signal
system .................................................
$449,995
(13) Town of Rosalia-domestic water project-construct a new three hundred
thousand gallon water reservoir, replacement of an antiquated booster pump station
........................................................ $2 16,900
(14) City of Seattle-bridge project-replace steel deck grating on the University
and Fremont bridges, install truss protection railing, and rehabilitate the centerlock
.......
.
..................................
$3,284,640
(15) City of Woodland-domestic water "roject-provide water collection laterals,
transmission main, a new filtration plant with one hundred thousand gallon wet
well storage, and filters that will enhance the existing well water
source ...........
.............................
$1,797,000
(16) Emergency Public Works Loans-as authorized by RCW
43.155.065 .............................................
$1,898,649
Section 1 total ..........................................
$31,858,956
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NEW SECION, Sec. 2. An appropriation of $25,000,000 for the biennium
ending June 30, 1997, is hereby made from the public works assistance account to
the department of community, trade, and economic development for the purposes
of providing funds for the following project loans recommended by the public
works board:
(l) City of Blaine-sanitary sewer project-replace seventy-year-old sewer system
with new sanitary sewers .................................
.$332,700
(2) City of Bonney Lake-domestic water project-installation of a new two million
gallon reservoir to meet department of health requirements ........ $953,595
(3) Public Utility District No. 1 of Chelan County-domestic water-construction
of a five hundred thousand gallon concrete reservoir and appurtenances,
approximately two hundred lineal feet of eight-inch water main for connection to
existing distribution system, and site restoration to comply with department of
health requirements ..............
........................
$390,950
(4) Coal Creek Utility District-domestic water project-replace approximately ten
thousand six hundred lineal feet of water main and construct two water chlorination
facilities ................................................
$747,425
(5) Covington Water District-domestic water project-replace approximately
twenty-three thousand five hundred lineal feet of leaky distribution service lines
and connections at Timberlane Estates .......................
$1,389,500
(6) Cross Valley Water District-domestic water project-construct a water
treatment facility including appurtenances, buildings, and equipment for production
wells no. 5, 6, and 10 ...................................... $945,770
(7) City of Duvall-domestic water project-replace two thousand three hundred
lineal feet of ten-inch ac water main, install a backup generator, demolish and
remove two fifty-five thousand gallon reservoirs and install a one thousand gpm
pum p station .............................................
$298,491
(8) Fall City Water District-domestic water project-replace water lines on SE
48th, 328th Way SE, Preston-Fall City Road, also replace Heathercrest water tank,
and service the Riverview Park ..............................
$211,750
(9) Highline Water District-domestic water project-replacement of approximately
twenty-three thousand seven hundred fifty lineal feet of water main to improve
water quality ............................................
$1,261,176
(10) City of Leavenworth-sanitary sewer-design and construct improvements to
wastewater treatment plant and wastewater collection system; including seven
hundred fifty thousand gallon oxidation ditch, a third clarifier, modification/
improvements to return to activated sludge pumping, and an ultraviolet disinfection
system ................................................
$2,915,000
(11) City of Monroe--domestic water project-replace Ingraham Hill reservoir with
a two million gallon water tank and a two million gallon water standpipe and
booster pump station on the North Hill site to reduce environmental and health
im pact .................................................
$3,420,000
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( 12) Olympic View Water and Sewer District-domestic water project-construct
a new water filtration facility at Deer Creek for compliance with filtration and
disinfection standards ......................................
$919,345
(13) City of Renton-domestic water project-construction of corrosion control
treatment facilities to treat water from wells WW 1, 2, 3, 8, and 9 and Springbrook
Springs .................................................
$932,600
(14) City of Seattle-bridge project-bridge columns and substructure of the South
Spokane Street Viaduct will be strengthened by adding seismic jacketing to all
existing columns, in addition to increasing the size of the viaduct's bridge girder
seats ...................................................
$456,885
(15) Southwest Suburban Sewer District-sanitary sewer project-replace and
rehabilitate approximately eighteen thousand lineal feet of existing sanitary sewer
lines, associated manholes, and side sewer connections in the Salmon Creek
Drainage Basin ..........................................
$2,100,000
(16) City of Spokane-bridge project-remove and replace two bridges in
downtown Spokane including new water and sewer mains and a pedestrian/bicycle
pathway ...............................................
$4,000,000
(17) City of Spokane-domestic water project-replaces eighty-five-year-old water
transmission and ductile mains, including valves and casing under a rail line, also
pavement removal, restoration, and traffic control measures ...... $4,428,000
(18) City of University Place-road project-construct six-foot sidewalks, including
handicap accessible curbs and gutters, and bicycle lanes on both sides of
Grandview Drive. Also construct enclosed storm drainage
system ................................................
$1,882,000
(19) Val Vue Sewer District-sanitary sewer project-rehabilitation of
approximately two thousand four hundred sixty-five lineal feet of failing sewer
mains in the Rainier Vista area ..............................
$175,000
Section 2 total ..........................................
$27,760,187
Total of sections 1 and 2 .................................
$59,619,143
*Sec. 3. RCW 43.155.060 and 1988 c 93 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
In orderto aid thefinancing ofpublic works projects, the boardmay:
(1) Make low-interest or interest-freeloans to local governmentsfrom the
public works assistanceaccount orotherfunds and accountsfor the purpose of
assistinglocalgovernments infinancingpublic works projects. The board may
requiresuch terms and conditions and may charge such rates of intereston its
loans as it deems necessary or convenient to carry out the purposes of this
chapter. Money receivedfrom local governments in repayment of loans made
underthis section shall be paid into the public works assistanceaccountfor uses
consistent with this chapter.
(2) Pledge money in the public works assistanceaccount, or money to be
received by the public works assistanceaccount, to the repayment of all or a
portion of the principalof or interest on obligations issued by local governments
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to financepublic works projects. The boardshall notpledge any amountgreater
than the sum of money in thepublic works assistanceaccountplus money to be
receivedfrom the payment of the debt service on loans madefrom that account,
nor shallthe boardpledge thefaith andcredit or the taxing power of the state or
any agency or subdivision thereofto the repaymentof obligationsissued by any
local government.
(3) Create such subaccounts in the public works assistanceaccount as the
board deems necessary to carry out the purposes of this chapter.
(4) Provide a methodfor the allocationof loans andfinancing guarantees
and the provision of technicalassistance under this chapter.
The board shall ensure that at the beginning of each fscal quarterthere is
a suffient cash balance in the public works assistanceaccount to cover the
disbursements anticiDatedduringthe quarter.
All localpublic works projectsaidedin whole or inpart under theprovisions
of this chaptershall be put out for competitive bids, except for emergency public
works under RCW 43.155.065for which the recipientjurisdiction shall comply
with this requirementto the extent feasible andpracticable. The competitive bids
calledfor shall be administeredin the same manner as all other public works
projects put outfor competitive bidding by the localgovernmental entity aided
under this chapter.
*Sec. 3 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION, Sec. 4. 'his act is necessary for the immediate preservation
of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of the state government and its
existing public institutions, and takes effect immediately.
Passed the House April 19, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 7, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 9, 1997, with the exception of certain items
that were vetoed.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 9, 1997.
Note: Governor's explanatior. of partial veto is as follows:
"Iam returning herewith, without my approval as to section 3, House Bill No. 1019
entitled:
"AN ACT Relating to appropriations for projects recommended by the public works
board;"
House Bill No. 1019 provides alist of 34 public works projects for funding from the
Public Works Assistance Account. It also provides a supplemental appropriation to cover
19 of the projects, listed in section 2of the bill.
Section 3 of the bill would require the Public Works Board to ensure that at the
beginning of each fiscal quarter there is a sufficient cash balance in the public works
assistance account to cover the disbursements anticipated during the quarter. I completely
agree with the need to maintain sufficient cash reserves. However, the language in the bill
would require maintenance of approximately $35,000,000 in reserves, I believe that
amount is far too large. In my proposed capital budget, I recommended a reserve of
$15,000,000. The $20,000,000 difference can be used to complete projects that are badly
needed now.
For these reasons, I have vetoed section 3of House Bill No. 1019.
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With the exception of section 3, l am approving House Bill No. 1019."

CHAPTER 293
[House Bill 1267]
VESSEL MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS USE TAX EXEMPTIONS
AN ACT Relating to a use tax exemption for vessel manufacturers and dealers; and adding new
sections to chapter 82.12 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. A new section is added to chapter 82.12 RCW to
read as follows:
(I) The tax imposed under RCW 82.12.020 shall not apply to the following
uses of a vessel, as defined in RCW 88.02.0 10, by the manufacturer of the vessel:
(a) Activities to test, set-up, repair, remodel, evaluate, or otherwise make a
vessel seaworthy, to include performance, endurance, and sink testing, if the vessel
is to be held for sale;
(b) Training activities of a manufacturer's employees, agents, or subcontractors involved in the development and manufacturing of the manufacturer's vessels,
if the vessel is to be held for sale;
(c) Activities to promote the sale of the manufacturer's vessels, to include
photography and video sessions to be used in promotional materials; traveling
directly to and from vessel promotional events for the express purpose of
displaying a manufacturer's vessels;
(d) Any vessels loaned or donated to a civic, religious, nonprofit, or
educational organization for continuous periods of use not exceeding seventy-two
hours, or longer if approved by the department; or to vessels loaned or donated to
governmental entities;
(e) Direct transporting, displaying, or demonstrating any vessel at a wholesale
or retail vessel show;
(f) Delivery of a vessel to a buyer, vessel manufacturer, registered vessel
dealer as defined in RCW 88.02.010, or to any other person involved in the
manufacturing or sale of that vessel for the purpose of the manufacturing or sale
of that vessel; and
(g) Displaying, showing, and operating a vessel for sale to a prospective buyer
to include the short-term testing, operating, and examining by a prospective buyer.
(2) Subsection (1) of this section shall apply to any trailer or other similar
apparatus used to transport, display, show, or operate a vessel, if the trailer or other
similar apparatus is held for sale.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 2. A new section is added to chapter 82.12 RCW to
read as follows:
(1) The tax imposed under RCW 82.12.020 shall not apply to the following
uses of a vessel, as defined in RCW 88.02.010, by a vessel dealer registered under
chapter 88.02 RCW:
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(a) Activities to test, set-up, repair, remodel, evaluate, or otherwise make a
vessel seaworthy, if the vessel is held for sale;
(b) Training activity of a dealer's employees, agents, or subcontractors
involved in the sale of the dealer's vessels, if the vessel is held for sale;
(c) Activities to promote the sale of the dealer's vessels, to include
photography and video sessions to be used in promotional materials; traveling
directly to and from promotional vessel events for the express purpose of
displaying a dealer's vessels for sale, provided it is displayed on the vessel that it
is, in fact, for sale and the identification of the registered vessel dealer offering the
vessel for sale is also displayed on the vessel;
(d) Any vessel loaned or donated to a civic, religious, nonprofit, or educational
organization for continuous periods of use not exceeding seventy-two hours, or
longer if approved by the department; or to vessels loaned or donated to
governmental entities;
(e) Direct transporting, displaying, or demonstrating any vessel at a wholesale
or retail vessel show;
(f) Delivery of a vessel to a buyer, vessel manufacturer, registered vessel
dealer as defined in RCW 88.02.010, or to any other person involved in the
manufacturing or sale of that vessel for the purpose of the manufacturing or sale
of that vessel; and
(g) Displaying, showing, and operating a vessel for sale to a prospective buyer
to include the short-term testing, operating, and examining by a prospective buyer.
(2) Subsection (1) of this section shall apply to any trailer or other similar
apparatus used to transport, display, show, or operate a vessel, if the trailer or other
similar apparatus is held for sale.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. A new section is added to chapter 82.12 RCW to
read as follows:
If a vessel held in inventory is used by a vessel dealer or vessel manufacturer
for personal use, use tax shall be due based only on the reasonable rental value of
the vessel used, but only if the vessel dealer or manufacturer can show that the
vessel is truly held for sale and that the dealer or manufacturer is and has been
making good faith efforts to sell the vessel. The department may by rule require
dealers and manufacturers to provide vessel logs or other documentation showing
that vessels are truly held for sale.
Passed the House March 19, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 18, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 9, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 9, 1997.
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CHAPTER 294
(House Bill 1439]
COUNTY DEADLINES FOR PETITIONING FOR CHANGES IN ASSESSED VALUATION
AN ACT Relating to authorizing counties to set deadlines for petitioning county boards of
equalization for changes in assessed valuation; and amending RCW 84.40.038.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 84.40.038 and 1994 c 123 s 4 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)The owner or person responsible for payment of taxes on any property may
petition the county board of equalization for a chnge in the assessed valuation
placed upon such property by the county assessor. Such petition must be made on
forms prescribed or approved by the department of revenue and any petition not
conforming to those requirements or not properly completed shall not be
considered by the board. The petition must be filed with the board on or before
July Ist of the year of the assessment ((or%)) within thirty days after the date an
assessment or value change notice has been mailed, or within a time limit of up to
sixty days adopted by the county legislative authority, whichever is later. If a
county legislative authority sets a time limit, the authority may not change the limit
for three years from the adoption of the limit,
(2) The board of equalization may waive the filing deadline if the petition is
filed within a reasonable time after the filing deadline and the petitioner shows
good cause for the late filing. The decision of the board of equalization regarding
a waiver of the filing deadline is final and not appealable under RCW 84.08.130.
Good cause may be shown by one or more of the following events or
circumstances:
(a) Death or serious illness of the taxpayer or his or her immediate family;
(b) The taxpayer was absent from the address where the taxpayer normally
receives the assessment or value change notice, was absent for more than fifteen
das of the ((thiy)) days ((prior-to)) allowed in subsection (1) of this section
before the filing deadline, and the filing deadline is after July 1;
(c)Incorrect written advice regarding filing requirements received from board
of equalization staff, county assessor's staff, or staff of the property tax advisor
designated under RCW 84.48.140;
(d) Natural disaster such as flood or earthquake;
(e) Delay or loss related to the delivery of the petition by the postal service,
and documented by the postal service; or
(f) Other circumstances as the department may provide by rule.
(3)The owner or person responsible for payment of taxes on any property may
request that the appeal be heard by the state board of tax appeals without a hearing
by the county board of equalization when the assessor, the owner or person
responsible for payment of taxes on the property, and a majority of the county
board of equalization agree that a direct appeal to the state board of tax appeals is
appropriate. The state board of tax appeals may reject the appeal, in which case the
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county board of equalization shall consider the appeal under RCW 84.48.010.
Notice of such a rejection, together with the reason therefor, shall be provided to
the affected parties and the county board of equalization within thirty days of
receipt of the direct appeal by the state board.
Passed the House April 22, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 18, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 9, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 9, 1997.
CHAPTER 295
[Second Substitute House Bill 1557]
TAX EXEMPTIONS FOR PROPERTY IMPROVEMENTS USED FOR HABITAT
RESTORATION AND PROTECTION AND WATER QUANTITY AND QUALITY
IMPROVEMENT
AN ACT Relating to taxation of property improvements used for fish and wildlife habitat
restoration and protection and water quantity and quality improvement programs; adding a new section
to chapter 84.36 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 89.08 RCW; and creating new sections.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. The purpose of this act is to improve fish and
wildlife habitat, water quality, and water quantity for the benefit of the public at
large. Private property owners should be encouraged to make voluntary
improvements to their property as recommended by governmental agencies without
the penalty of paying higher property taxes as a result of those improvements.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. A new section is added to chapter 84.36 RCW to
read as follows:
(i) All improvements to real and personal property that benefit fish and
wildlife habitat, water quality, or water quantity are exempt from taxation if the
improvements are included under a written conservation plan approved by a
conservation district. The conservation districts shall cooperate with the federal
natural resource conservation service, other conservation districts, the department
of ecology, the department of fish and wildlife, and nonprofit organizations to
assist landowners by working with them to obtain approved conservation plans so
as to qualify for the exemption provided for in this section. As provided in
subsection (3) of this section and section 3(2) of this act, a conservation district
shall certify that the best management practice benefits fish and wildlife habitat,
water quality, or water quantity. A habitat conservation plan under the terms of the
federal endangered species act shall not be considered a c'nservation plan for
purposes of this exemption.
(2)The exemption shall remain in effect only if improvements identified in the
written best management practices agreement are maintained as originally
approved or amended. Improvements made as a requirement to mitigate for
impacts to fish and wildlife habitat, water quality, or water quantity are not eligible
for exemption under this section.
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(3) A claim for exemption under this section may be filed annually with the
county assessor at any time during the year for exemption from taxes levied for
collection in the following year when submitted on forms prescribed by the
department of revenue developed in consultation with the conservation district.
The landowner shall certify each year that the improvements for which exemption
is sought are maintained as originally approved or amended in the written
conservation plan. The claim must contain the certification by the conservation
district that the improvements for which exemption is sought were included under
a written conservation plan approved by the conservation district including best
management practices that benefit fish and wildlife habitat, water quality, or water
quantity.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. A new section is added to chapter 89.08 RCW to
read as follows:
(1) For the purpose of identifying property that may qualify for the exemption
provided under section 2 of this act, each conservation district shall develop and
maintain a list of best management practices that qualify for the exemption.
(2)Each conservation district shall ensure that the appropriate forms approved
by the department of revenue are made available to property owners who may
qualify for the exemption under section 2 of this act and shall certify claims for
exemption as provided in section 2(3) of this act.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. Section 2 of this act applies to taxes levied for
collection in 1998 and thereafter.
Passed the House April 21, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 11, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 9, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 9, 1997.
CHAPTER 296
[Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill 1687]
WAGE GARNISHMENT
AN ACT Relating to wage garnishment; amending RCW 6.27.100,6.27.110, 6.27.190,6.27.200,
6.27.350, 6.27.360, 26.18.100, 26.18.110, 26.23.060, 26.23.090, 74.20A.080, 74.20A.100, and
74.20A.240; adding new sections to chapter 6.27 RCW; and creating a new section.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. The legislature recognizes that the employer has no
responsibility in the situation leading to wage garnishment of the employee and
that the employer is in fact helping the state and other businesses when the wages
of employees are garnished. It is not the intent of the legislature to interfere in the
employer/employee relationship. The legislature also recognizes that wage
garnishment orders create an administrative burden for employers and that the state
should do everything in its power to reduce or offset this burden.
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Sec. 2. RCW 6.27.100 and 1988 c 231 s 25 are each amended to read as
follows:
The writ shall be substantially in the following form: PROVIDED, That if the
writ is issued under a court order or judgment for child support, the following
statement shall appear conspicuously in the caption: "This garnishment is based
on ajudgment or court order for child support": AND PROVIDED FURTHER,
That if the garnishment is for a continuing lien, the form shall be modified as
provided in RCW 6.27.340: AND PROVIDED FURTHER, That if the writ is not
directed to an employer for the purpose of garnishing a defendant's earnings, the
paragraph relating to the earnings exemption may be omitted:
"IN THE SUPERIOR COURT
OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON IN AND FOR
THE COUNTY OF ......
.. ,,,,,...*,.......,......

No .....

Plaintiff,
VS.
.........................

W RIT OF

GARNISHMENT

Defendant
. .. . .

,

. . .
..

. ,.

. .
,..

, ,..
.

Garnishee ((..efenda..))
THE STATE OF WASHINGTON TO: ...............................
Garnishee
((Defendant))
AN D TO : ......................................................
Defendant
The above-named plaintiff has applied for a writ of garnishment against you,
claiming that the above-named defendant is indebted to plaintiff and that the
amount to be held to satisfy that indebtedness is $ ....... consisting of:
Balance on Judgment or Amount of Claim
Interest under Judgment from ....to ....

$....

Taxable Costs and Attorneys' Fees
Estimated Garnishment Costs:
Filing Fee

$

$

$

Service and Affidavit Fees

$...

Postage and Costs of Certified Mail
((Answer Fe e r Fc$

$....
)

Garnishment Attorney Fee

$....

YOU MAY DEDUCT A PROCESSING FEE FROM THE REMAINDER OF
THE EMPLOYEE'S EARNINGS AFTER WITHHOLDING UNDER THE
GARNISHMENT ORDER. THE PROCESSING FEE MAY NOT EXCEED
TWENTY DOLLARS FOR THE FIRST DISBURSEMENT MADE, IF THIS IS
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A WRIT FOR A CONTINUING LIEN ON EARNINGS. YOU MAY DEDUCT
A PROCESSING FEE OF TWENTY DOLLARS AT THE TIME YOU REMIT
THE FIRST DISBURSEMENT AND TEN DOLLARS AT THE TIME YOU
SUBMIT THE SECOND ANSWER,
YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED, unless otherwise directed by the court
or by this writ, not to pay any debt, whether earnings subject to this garnishment
or any other debt, owed to the defendant at the time this writ was served and not
to deliver, sell, or transfer, or recognize any sale or transfer of, any personal
property or effects of the defendant in your possession or control at the time when
this writ was served. Any such payment, delivery, sale, or transfer is void to the
extent necessary to satisfy the plaintiffs claim and costs for this writ with interest.
YOU ARE FURTHER COMMANDED to answer this writ by filling in the
attached form according to the instructions in this writ and in the answer forms
and, within twenty days after the service of the writ upon you, to mail or deliver
the original of such answer to the court, one copy to the plaintiff or the plaintiffs
attorney, and one copy to the defendant, in the envelopes provided.
If, at the time this writ was served, you owed the defendant any earnings (that
is, wages, salary, commission, bonus, or other compensation for personal services
or any periodic payments pursuant to a pension or retirement program), the
defendant is entitled to receive amounts that are exempt from garnishment under
federal and state law. You must pay the exempt amounts to the defendant on the
day you would customarily pay the compensation or other periodic payment. As
more fully explained in the answer, the basic exempt amount is the greater of
seventy-five percent of disposable earnings or a minimum amount determined by
reference to the employee's pay period, to be calculated as provided in the answer.
However, if this writ carries a statement in the heading that "This garnishment is
based on a judgment or court order for child support," the basic exempt amount is
forty percent of disposable earnings.
If you owe the defendant a debt payable in money in excess of the amount set
forth in the first paragraph of this writ, hold only the amount set forth in the first
paragraph and any processing fee if one is charged and release all additional funds
or property to defendant.
YOUR FAILURE TO ANSWER THIS WRIT AS COMMANDED WILL
RESULT IN A JUDGMENT BEING ENTERED AGAINST YOU FOR THE
FULL AMOUNT OF THE PLAINTIFF'S CLAIM AGAINST THE DEFENDANT WITH ACCRUING INTERESTS AND COSTS WHETHER OR NOT
YOU OWE ANYTHING TO THE DEFENDANT.
Witness, the Honorable ......... Judge of the Superior Court, and the seal
thereof, this .... day of ....... 19...
[Seal]
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*.

..

. . . . .

. . .

. . . . ..

...

Attorney for
Plaintiff (or
Plaintiff,
if no attorney)
.dd .....

. .. . . . .. .. . .

. .* . . . .

*..
. . .. .

Clerk of
Superior
Court
..... . .

.. . . . . ............

Address

,,

By
.........

,...*.........

Address"
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. The garnishee may deduct a processing fee from
the remainder of the obligor's earnings after withholding the required amount under
the garnishment order. The processing fee may not exceed twenty dollars for the
first disbursement. If the garnishment is a continuing lien on earnings, the
garnishee may deduct a processing fee of twenty dollars for the first disbursement
and ten dollars at the time the garnishee submits the second answer.
Sec. 4. RCW 6.27.110 and 1988 c 231 s 26 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) Service of the writ of garnishment on the garnishee is invalid unless the
writ is served together with: (a) Four answer forms as prescribed in RCW
6.27.190; (b) three stamped envelopes addressed respectively to the clerk of the
court issuing the writ, the attorney for the plaintiff (or to the plaintiff if the plaintiff
has no attorney), and the defendant((- a.d (e) eash or .hk made payable to th.e
garnishee in the mr.t of ten dollars)).
(2) Except as provided in RCW 6.27.080 for service on a bank, savings and
loan association, or credit union, the writ of garnishment shall be mailed to the
garnishee by certified mail, return receipt requested, addressed in the same manner
as a summons in a civil action, and will be binding upon the garnishee on the day
set forth on the return receipt. In the alternative, the writ shall be served by the
sheriff of the county in which the garnishee lives or has its place of business or by
any person qualified to serve process in the same manner as a summons in a civil
action is served.
(3) If a writ of garnishment is served by a sheriff, the sheriff shall file with the
clerk of the court that issued the writ a signed return showing the time, place, and
manner of service and that the writ was accompanied by answer forms, addressed
envelopes, and ((cah or a el-^k as required by this ..tio.,d)) noting thereon
fees for making the service. If service is made by any person other than a sheriff,
such person shall file an affidavit including the same information and showing
qualifications to make such service. If a writ of garnishment is served by mail, the
person making the mailing shall file an affidavit showing the time, place, and
manner of mailing and that the writ was accompanied by answer forms((;)) and
addressed envelopes, ((and .ash or a ehe.k as required by this scctir,)) and shall
attach the return receipt to the affidavit.
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Sec. 5. RCW 6.27.190 and 1988 c 231 s 30 are each amended to read as
follows:
The answer of the garnishee shall be signed by the garnishee or attorney or if
the garnishee is a corporation, by an officer, attorney or duly authorized agent of
the garnishee, under penalty of perjury, and the original delivered, either personally
or by mail, to the clerk of the court that issued the writ, one copy to the plaintiff or
the plaintiffs attorney, and one copy to the defendant. The answer shall be made
on a form substantially as appears in this section, served on the garnishee with the
writ, with minimum exemption amounts for the different pay periods filled in by
the plaintiff before service of the answer forms: PROVIDED, That, if the
garnishment is for a continuing lien, the answer forms shall be as prescribed in
RCW 6.27.340 and 6.27.350: AND PROVIDED FURTHER, That if the writ is
not directed to an employer for the purpose of garnishing the defendant's wages,
paragraphs relating to the earnings exemptions may be omitted.
IN THE SUPERIOR COURT
OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON IN AND FOR
THE COUNTY OF ......
.............................

N O . ...

Plaintiff
vs.
.............................
Defendant
...

ANSWER
TO W RIT OF
GARNISHMENT

,...,.........,..,...,....

Garnishee Defendant
At the time of service of the writ of garnishment on the garnishee there was
due and owing from the garnishee to the above-named defendant $ ...... (On the
reverse side of this answer form, or on an attached page, give an explanation of the
dollar amount stated, or give reasons why there is uncertainty about your answer.)
If the above amount or any part of it is for personal earnings (that is,
compensation payable for personal services, whether called wages, salary,
commission, bonus, or otherwise, and including periodic payments pursuant to a
pension or retirement program): Garnishee has deducted from this amount $ .....
which is the exemption to which the defendant is entitled, leaving $ ...... that
garnishee holds under the writ. The exempt amount is calculated as follows:
Total compensation due defendant
$ ......
LESS deductions for social security and withholding taxes and any other deduction
required by law (list separately and
identify)
$ ......
Disposable earnings
$ ......
If the title of this writ indicates that this is a garnishment under a child support
judgment, enter forty percent of disposable earnings: $ ...... This amount is
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exempt and must be paid to the defendant at the regular pay time after deducting
any processing fee you may charge.
If this is not a garnishment for child support, enter seventy-five percent of
disposable earnings: $ .......
From the listing in the following paragraph,
choose the amount for the relevant pay period and enter that amount: $ ...... (If
amounts for more than one pay period are due, multiply the preceding amount by
the number of pay periods and/or fraction of pay period for which amounts are due
and enter that amount: $ ...... ) The greater of the amounts entered in this
paragraph is the exempt amount and must be paid to the defendant at the regular
pay time after deducting any processing fee you may charge.
Minimum exempt amounts for different pay periods: Weekly $ ......
Biweekly $ ...... ; Semimonthly $ ...... ; Monthly $ ......
List all of the personal property or effects of defendant in the garnishee's
possession or control when the writ was served. (Use the reverse side of this
answer form or attach a schedule if necessary.)
An attorney may answer for the garnishee.
Under penalty of perjury, I affirm that I have examined this answer, including
accompanying schedules, and to the best of my knowledge and belief it is true,
correct, and complete.
. .,. . .

.

o. . . . . . . ... . . . . . . .. . .J.

. . .

Signature of
Garnishee Defendant
•. . . . .

.

. . . . . .. . . . . .

I...o.........

..
°
..

.

. . . .

0o
..

. . . ... .. .. .

Date
. ..

. ..

. . . .. . .. 0
I °.

Signature of person
answering for
garnishee

.......

.

.
°

....

..

. . .. . ..

Connection with
garnishee

.........

Address of Garnishee
Sec. 6. RCW 6.27.200 and 1988 c 231 s 31 are each amended to read as
follows:
If the garnishee fails to answer the writ within the time prescribed in the writ,
after the time to answer the writ has expired and after required returns or affidavits
have been filed, showing service on the garnishee and service on or mailing to the
defendant, it shall be lawful for the court to render judgment by default against
such garnishee, ((in acczrdancc with rules relating to entry o.f default judgm.. ))
after providing a notice to the garnishee by personal service or first class mail
deosited in the mail at least ten calendar days prior to entry of the judgment, for
the full amount claimed by the plaintiff against the defendant, or in case the
plaintiff has a judgment against the defendant, for the full amount of the plaintiff's
unpaid judgment against the defendant with all accruing interest and costs as
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prescribed in RCW 6.27.090: PROVIDED, That upon motion by the garnishee at
any time within seven days following service on, or mailing to, the garnishee
((defendi nt)) of a copy of a writ of execution or a writ of garnishment under such
judgment, the judgment against the garnishee shall be reduced to the amount of any
nonexempt funds or property which was actually in the possession of the garnishee
at the time the writ was served, plus the cumulative amount of the nonexempt
earnings subject to the lien provided for in RCW 6.27.350, or the sum of one
hundred dollars, whichever is more, but in no event to exceed the full amount
claimed by the plaintiff or the amount of the unpaid judgment against the principal
defendant plus all accruing interest and costs and attorney's fees as prescribed in
RCW 6.27.090, and in addition the plaintiff shall be entitled to a reasonable
attorney's fee for the plaintiffs response to the garnishee's motion to reduce said
judgment against the garnishee under this proviso and the court may allow
additional attorney's fees for other actions taken because of the garnishee's failure
to answer.
Sec. 7. RCW 6.27.350 and 1988 c 231 s 35 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) Where the garnishee's answer to a garnishment for a continuing lien
reflects that the defendant is employed by the garnishee, the judgment or balance
due thereon as reflected on the writ of garnishment shall become a lien on earnings
due at the time of the effective date of the writ, as defined in this subsection, to the
extent that they are not exempt from garnishment, and such lien shall continue as
to subsequent nonexempt earnings until the total subject to the lien equals the
amount stated on the writ of garnishment or until the expiration of the employer's
payroll period ending on or before sixty days after the effective date of the writ,
whichever occurs first, except that such lien on subsequent earnings shall terminate
sooner if the employment relationship is terminated or if the underlying judgment
is vacated, modified, or satisfied in full or if the writ is dismissed. The "effective
date" of a writ is the date of service of the writ if there is no previously served writ;
otherwise, it is the date of termination of a previously served writ or writs.
(2)At the time of the expected termination of the lien, the plaintiff shall mail
to the garnishee ((cah or . h.k made payable to the garn.ishee in th. am tt
ten dollars,)) three additional stamped envelopes addressed as provided in RCW
6.27.110, and four additional copies of the answer form prescribed in RCW
6.27.190, (a) with a statement in substantially the following form added as the first
paragraph: "ANSWER THE SECOND PART OF THIS FORM WITH RESPECT
TO THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF EARNINGS WITHHELD UNDER THIS
GARNISHMENT, INCLUDING THE AMOUNT, IF ANY, STATED IN YOUR
FIRST ANSWER, AND WITHIN TWENTY DAYS AFTER YOU RECEIVE
THESE FORMS, MAIL OR DELIVER THEM AS DIRECTED IN THE WRIT"
and (b) with the following lines substituted for the first sentence of the form
prescribed in RCW 6.27.190:
Amount due and owing stated in first answer
$.
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Amount accrued since first answer
$.....
(3) Within twenty days of receipt of the second answer form the garnishee
shall file a second answer, in the form as provided in subsection (2) of this section,
stating the total amount held subject to the garnishment.
Sec. 8. RCW 6.27.360 and 1989 c 360 s 20 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)Except as provided in subsection (2) of this section, a lien obtained under
RCW 6.27.350 shall have priority over any subsequent garnishment lien or wage
assignment except that service of a writ shall not be effective to create a continuing
lien with such priority if a writ in the same case is pending at the time of the
service of the new writ.
(2)A lien obtained under RCW 6.27.350 shall not have priority over a notice
of payroll deduction issued under RCW 26.23.060 or a wage assignment or other
garnishment for child support issued under chapters 26.18 and 74.20A RCW.
Should nonexempt wages remain after deduction of all amounts owing under a
notice of payroll deduction. wage assignment, or garnishment for child support. the
garnishee shall withhold the remaining nonexempt wages under the lien obtained
under RCW 6,27.350,
NEW SECTION, Sec. 9. (1)Whenever the federal government is named as
a garnishee defendant, the clerk of the court shall, upon submitting a notice in the
appropriate form by the plaintiff, issue a notice which directs the garnishee
defendant to disburse any nonexempt earnings to the court in accordance with the
garnishee defendant's normal pay and disbursement cycle.
(2) Funds received by the clerk from a garnishee defendant may be deposited
into the registry of the court or, in the case of negotiable instruments, may be
retained in the court file. Upon presentation of an order directing the clerk to
disburse the funds received, the clerk shall pay or endorse the funds over to the
party entitled to receive the funds. Except for good cause shown, the funds shall
not be paid or endorsed to the plaintiff prior to the expiration of any minimum
statutory period allowed to the defendant for filing an exemption claim.
(3)The plaintiff shall, in the same manner permitted for service of the writ of
garnishment, provide to the garnishee defendant a copy of the notice issued by the
clerk and an envelope addressed to the court, and shall supply to the garnished
party a copy of the notice.
(4) Any answer or processing fees charged by the garnishee defendant to the
plaintiff under federal law shall be a recoverable cost under RCW 6.27.090.
(5)The notice to the federal government garnishee shall be in substantially the
following form:
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IN THE ...... COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON
IN AND FOR ...... COUNTY
NO ......

...................... ,

Plaintiff,
vs.
...........

NOTICE TO FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT GARNISHEE
DEFENDANT

o...........

Defendant,
.........

°..*..°.........,

Garnishee Defendant.
TO: THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES AND ANY
DEPARTMENT, AGENCY, OR DIVISION THEREOF
You have been named as the garnishee defendant in the above-entitled cause. A
Writ of Garnishment accompanies this Notice. The Writ of Garnishment directs
you to hold the nonexempt earnings of the named defendant, but does not instruct
you to disburse the funds you hold.
BY THIS NOTICE THE COURT DIRECTS YOU TO WITHHOLD ALL
NONEXEMPT EARNINGS AND DISBURSE THEM IN ACCORDANCE
WITH YOUR NORMAL PAY AND DISBURSEMENT CYCLE, TO THE
FOLLOWING:
...... County ...... Court Clerk
Cause No .......
(Address)
PLEASE REFERENCE THE DEFENDANT EMPLOYEE'S NAME AND THE
ABOVE CAUSE NUMBER ON ALL DISBURSEMENTS.
The enclosed Writ also directs you to respond to the Writ within twenty (20) days,
but you are allowed thirty (30) days to respond under federal law.
DATED this.. day of ....... 19...
....

o

.o.............

Clerk of the Court
Sec. 10. RCW 26.18.100 and 1994 c 230 s 4 are each amended to read as
follows:
The wage assignment order shall be substantially in the following form:
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE
STATE OF WASHINGTON IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF .........
•. . . . . . . . .

.. I . . . .

.. .

,

Obligee

No .....

VS.

Obligor
...... *,

WAGE ASSIGNMENT
ORDER

.o......o.....

Employer
THE STATE OF WASHINGTON TO: ................................
Employer
AND TO : .......................................................
Obligor
The above-named obligee claims that the above-named obligor is subject to
a support order requiring immediate income withholding or is more than fifteen
days past due in either child support or spousal maintenance payments, or both, in
an amount equal to or greater than the child support or spousal maintenance
payable for one month. The amount of the accrued child support or spousal
maintenance debt as of this date is ......
dollars, the amount of arrearage
payments specified in the support or spousal maintenance order (if applicable) is
...... dollars per ....... and the amount of the current and continuing support
or spousal maintenance obligation under the order is ...... dollars per ......
You are hereby commanded to answer this order by filling in the attached
form according to the instructions, and you must mail or deliver the original of the
answer to the court, one copy to the Washington state support registry, one copy
to the obligee or obligee's attorney, and one copy to the obligor within twenty days
after service of this wage assignment order upon you.
If you possess any earnings or other remuneration for employment due and
owing to the obligor, then you shall do as follows:
(1) Withhold from the obligor's earnings or remuneration each month, or from
each regular earnings disbursement, the lesser of:
(a) The sum of the accrued support or spousal maintenance debt and the
current support or spousal maintenance obligation;
(b) The sum of the specified arrearage payment amount and the current
support or spousal maintenance obligation; or
(c) Fifty percent of the disposable earnings or remuneration of the obligor.
(2)The total amount withheld above is subject to the wage assignment order,
and all other sums may be disbursed to the obligor.
(3) Upon receipt of this wage assignment order you shall make immediate
deductions from the obligor's earnings or remuneration and remit to the
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Washington state support registry or other address specified below the proper
amounts at each regular pay inter val.
You shall continue to withhold the ordered amounts from nonexempt earnings
or remuneration of the obligor until notified by:
(a) The court that the wage assignment has been modified or terminated; or
(b)The addressee specified in the wage assignment order under this section
that the accrued child support or spousal maintenance debt has been paid.
You shall promptly notify the court and the addressee specified in the wage
assignment order under this section if and when the employee is no longer
employed by you, or if the obligor no longer receives earnings or remuneration
from you. If you no longer employ the employee, the wage assignment order shall
remain in effect ((for nce ycr-ft the..
emloe has l your epomn or))
unjil you are no longer in possession of any earnings or remuneration owed to the
.u t; hold the wag; assigne.nt
ou shall
employee((, wieheyer ilater-...
order during thiat period. if the employee returns to your employmen~t dur ig th;
y . oursh~dz
all itmzdiateiy begin to withhold the employee's ear i _g
tkeeording to the ierms of thcwg a a.ma
in! rde. if the em~ployee ha~s n~ot
returnecd t; your employmnrt within, one year, the wage asi.ment will eettse to
have; effeet at !he expiration. of th; one; ye;r -;id url
o.u still owe the
employee earn~ings or other remnrmaion)
You shall deliver the withheld earnings or remuneration to the Washington
state support registry or other address stated below at each regular pay interval.
You shall deliver a copy of this order to the obligor as soon as is reasonably
possible. This wage assignment order has priority over any other wage assignment
or garnishment, except for another wage assignment or garnishment for child
support or spousal maintenance, or order to withhold or deliver under chapter
74.20A RCW.
WHETHER OR NOT YOU OWE ANYTHING TO THE OBLIGOR,
YOUR FAILURE TO ANSWER AS REQUIRED MAY MAKE YOU
LIABLE FOR ((9KLICORS CLzAIMIED SUPPORT OR SPOUSAL
MAINTENANCE DEBT TO :HIE OBLICE)) THE AMOUNT OF
SUPPORT MONEYS THAT SHOULD HAVE BEEN WITHHELD
FROM THE OBLIGOR'S EARNINGS OR SUBJECT TO CONTEMPT
OF COURT.
NOTICE TO OBLIGOR: YOU HAVE A RIGHT TO REQUEST A
HEARING IN THE SUPERIOR COURT THAT ISSUED MHS WAGE
ASSIGNMENT ORDER, TO REQUEST THAT THE COURT QUASH,
MODIFY, OR TERMINATE THE WAGE ASSIGNMENT ORDER.
DATED THIS ....
day of...., 19...
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. .

.

Judge/Court Commissioner

Obligee,
or obligee's attorney
Send withheld payments to:

...........................
................

o.............

•...........................

*Sec. 11. RCW 26.18.110 and 1994 c 230 s 5 are each amended to readas
follows:
(1)An employer upon whom service of a wage assignment order has been
made shall answerthe order by sworn affidavit within twenty days after the date
of service. The answer shall state whether the obligor is employed by or receives
earnings or other remunerationfrom the employer, whether the employer will
honor the wage assignment order,and whether there are either multiple child
support or spousalmaintenanceattachments,or both, againstthe obligor.
(2) If the employer possesses any earnings or remunerationdue and owing
to the obligor, the earnings subject to the wage assignment order shall be
withheld immediately upon receipt of the wage assignment order. The withheld
earnings shall be delivered to the Washington state support registry or, if the
wage assignment order is to satisfy a duty of spousal maintenance, to the
addresseespecified in the assignmentat each regularpay interval.
(3) The employer shall continue to withhold the ordered amounts from
nonexempt earnings or remuneration of the obligoruntil notified by:
(a) The court that the wage assignmenthas been modified or terminated; or
(b) The Washington state supportregistry or obligee that the accruedchild
support or spousal maintenance debt has been paid, provided the wage
assignmentorder contains the languageset forth under RCW 26.18.100(3)(b).
The employer shallpromptly notify the addressee specified in the assignment
when the employee is no longer employed. If the employer no longer employs
the employee, the wage assignmentorder shall remain in effect (
y
afte- Me emp. l...s
_ kft,.th
, ,lemn 3)) until the employer ((hats-en+t
possession of) no loneer gossesses any earnings or remunerationowed to the
employee((,,,.
.. at.
,, emplyr shag
.... to^1.' the wage
.p;lon

order rin fhai.
durng the one-ear...

#iv&
ff the. . yee iu#ns iM tle plae'
#ut
period the employer shal im.id...y begin to

witlhhid the employee 9:aan r
uneration accof&*n to the ienns of the
~~sigun~tf
I
t p~e has t r.eturnd within one year,-Me
.,.a~
asig en! shall eeas to have effect at the~ expiratn of the one-year
pet~od, ut. s Me'emrpl~yc coinue~ms to owe remneton for rnfIoyrnntt.
(4) The employer may deduct a processingfee from the remainderof the
employee's earnings after withholding under the wage assignment order, even
if the remainderis exempt under RCW 26.18.090. The processingfee may not
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exceed (a) ((ten))fift n dollarsfor the first disbursementmade by the employer
to the Washington state supportregistry; and (b)one dollarfor each subsequent
disbursement to the clerk.
(5) An orderfor wage assignmentfor supportfor a dependentchild entered
under this chapter shall have priority over any other wage assignment or
garnishment, except for another wage assignment or garnishmentfor child
support,or orderto withhold and deliver under chapter 74.20A RCW. An order
for wage assignmentfor spousal maintenanceentered under this chapter shall
have priority over any other wage assignment orgarnishment,exceptfor a wage
assignment,garnishment,or orderto withhold anddeliver under chapter74.20A
RCWfor support of a dependent child,and exceptfor another wage assignment
or garnishmentfor spousal maintenance.
(6) An employer who fails to withhold earnings as required by a wage
assignmentissued under this chaptermay be held liable to the obligeefor ((one
hu.dredpe.crt!of the s..
r sposal
.t
........ de"))
the amount of
support or spousal maintenancemoneys that should have been withheldfrom
the employee's earnings ((whehe.cr is the lsse- a'w€m")), if the employer:
(a) Fails or refuses, after being served with a wage assignment order, to
deduct and promptly remit from the unpaid earnings the amounts of money
requiredin the order;
(b) Failsor refuses to submit an answer to the notice of wage assignment
after being served; or
(c) Is unwilling to comply with the other requirements of this section.
Liability may be established in superior court. Awards in superior court
shall include costs, interestunder RCW 19.52.020 and 4.56.110, and reasonable
attorneys'fees.
(7) No employer who complies with a wage assignment issued under this
chapter may be liable to the employee for wrongful withholding.
(8) No employer may discharge,discipline, or refuse to hire an employee
because of the entry or service of a wage assignmentissued and executed under
this chapter. If an employer discharges, disciplines, or refuses to hire an
employee in violation of this section, the employee or person shallhave a cause
of action against the employer. The employer shall be liable for double the
amount of damages suffered as a result of the violation and for costs and
reasonableattorneys'fees, and shall be subject to a civil penalty of not more
than two thousandfive hundreddollarsfor each violation. The employer may
also be ordered to hire, rehire,or reinstatethe aggrieved individuaL
(9) For wage assignmentspayable to the Washington state supportregistry,
an employer may combine amounts withheld from various employees into a
singlepayment to the Washington state supportregistry, if the payment includes
a listing of the amounts attributableto each employee and other information as
requiredby the registry.
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(10) An employer shall deliver a copy of the wage assignment order to the
obligoras soon as is reasonablypossible.
*Sec. 11 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*Sec. 12. RCW 26.23.060 and 1994 c 230 s 10 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) The office of support enforcement may issue a notice of payroll
deduction:
(a)As authorized by a support orderthat contains the income withholding
notice provisions in RCW 26.23.050 or a substantiallysimilarnotice; or
(b)After service of a notice containing an income withholding provision
under this chapteror chapter 74.20A RCW.
(2) The office of support enforcement shall serve a notice of payroll
deduction upon a responsible parent's employer or upon the employment
security departmentfor the state in possession of or owing any benefits from the
unemployment compensationfund to the responsibleparentpursuant to Title 50
RCW by personalservice or by any form of mail requiringa return receipt.
(3) Service of a notice of payroll deduction upon an employer or
employment security departmentrequires the employer or employment security
department to immediately make a mandatory payroll deduction from the
responsibleparent's unpaiddisposableearnings or unemployment compensation
benefits. The employer or employment security department shall thereafter
deduct each pay period the amount stated in the notice divided by the number of
pay periods per month. The payrolldeduction eachpay period shall not exceed
fifty percent of the responsibleparent'sdisposable earnings.
(4)A notice of payroll deduction for support shall have priority over any
wage assignment,garnishment,attachment, or other legalprocess.
(5) The notice of payroll deduction shall be in writingand include:
(a) The name and social security number of the responsibleparent;
(b) The amount to be deductedfrom the responsibleparent's disposable
earningseach month, or alternateamounts andfrequencies as may be necessary
tofacilitateprocessingof the payroll deduction;
(c) A statement that the total amount withheld shall not exceedfifty percent
of the responsibleparent's disposable earnings;and
(d) The address to which the payments are to be mailed or delivered.
(6) An informationalcopy of the notice of payroll deduction shallbe mailed
to the last known address of the responsibleparent by regularmail
(7) An employer or employment security departmentthat receives a notice
of payroll deduction shall make immediate deductions from the responsible
parent's unpaid disposable earnings and remit proper amounts to the
Washington state support registryon each date the responsibleparent is due to
be paid.
(8) An employer, or the employment security department, upon whom a
notice of payroll deduction is served, shall make an answer to the office of
1 17001
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support enforcement within twenty days after the date of service. The answer
shall confirm compliance and institution of the payroll deduction or explain the
circumstancesif no payroll deduction is in effect. The answer shall also state
whether the responsible parent is employed by or receives earningsfrom the
employer or receives unemployment compensation benefisfrom the employment
security department,whether the employer or employment security department
anticipatespaying earnings or unemployment compensation benefits and the
amount of earnings. If the responsible parent is no longer employed, or
receiving earnings from the employer, the answer shall state the present
employer's name and address, if known. If the responsibleparent is no longer
receiving unemployment compensation benefits from the employment security
department,the answer shall state the present employer's name and address, if
known.
(9) The employer or employment security department may deduct a
processingfee from the remainderof the responsibleparent's earnings after
withholding under the notice of payroll deduction, even if the remainder is
exempt under RCW 26.18.090. The processingfee may not exceed: (a) ((Ten))
Fiteendollarsfor thefirst disbursementmade to the Washington state support
registry;and (b) one dollarfor each subsequent disbursementto the registry.
(10) The notice of payrolldeduction shallremain in effect until releasedby
the office of support enforcement, the court enters an order terminatingthe
notice and approving an alternatearrangementunder RCW 26.23.050(2), or

('One year h~as expired since the emplyer has ecfj4"ed the rc~jorsibkparent
or has bee in posscesi&. of or owinig any earnin~gsto the responsibleparent o~
Me. enj!&yrien! seenrity departncten has bcc
6npsssi
of or owing any
unemplo...nt
p....
.ftto.
'. th.
. s. .pare~t,))
until the
employer no longer employs the responsible parent and is no longer in
possession of or owing any earnings to the responsibleparent. The employer
shall promptly notify the office of support enforcement when the emplover no
longer employs the parent subject to the notice. For the employment security
department,the notice of pavroll deduction shallremain in effect until released
by the office of supnort enforcement or until the court enters an order
terminatingthe notice.
*Sec. 12 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.
Sec. 13. RCW 26.23.090 and 1990 c 165 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) The employer shall be liable to the Washington state support registry for
((one hun.dred p-..t the
.F ..... n of the
. uppo.rt dbt, e )) the amount of support
moneys which should have been withheld from the employee's earnings,
((whiehe
is the
.r leser
t.munt,)) if the employer:
(a) Fails or refuses, after being served with a notice of payroll deduction, to
deduct and promptly remit from unpaid earnings the amounts of money required
in the notice;
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(b)Fails or refuses to submit an answer to the notice of payroll deduction after
being served; or
(c) Is unwilling to comply with the other requirements of RCW 26.23.060.
(2) Liability may be established in superior court or may be established
pursuant to RCW 74.20A.270. Awards in superior court and in actions pursuant
to RCW 74.20A.270 shall include costs, interest under RCW 19.52.020 and
4.56.110, and reasonable attorney fees and staff costs as a part of the award. Debts
established pursuant to this section may be collected pursuant to chapter 74.20A
RCW utilizing any of the remedies contained in that chapter.
*Sec. 14. RCW 74.20A.080 and 1994 c 230 s 20 are each amended to read
asfollows:
(1) The secretary may issue to any person,firm, corporation,association,
political subdivision, department of the state, or agency, subdivision, or
instrumentality of the United States, an order to withhold and deliver property
of any kind, includingbut not restrictedto earningswhich are or might become
due, owing, or belonging to the debtor, when the secretaryhas reason to believe
that there is in the possession of such person,firm, corporation,association,
political subdivision, department of the state, or agency, subdivision, or
instrumentality of the United States property which is or might become due,
owing, or belongingto said debtor. Such orderto withhold and deliver may be
issued:
(a) When a supportpayment is past due, if a responsibleparent's support
order:
(i) Containslanguagedirectingthe parent to make supportpayments to the
Washington state supportregistry;and
(ii) Includes a statement that other income-withholdingaction under this
chapter may be taken without further notice to the responsible parent, as
providedfor in RCW 26.23.050(1);
(b) Twenty-one days after service of a notice of support debt under RCW
74.20A.040;
(c) Twenty-one days after service of a notice and finding of parental
responsibilityunder RCW 74.20A.056;
(d) Twenty-one days after service of a notice of support owed under RCW
26.23.110;
(e) Twenty-one days after service of a notice and finding of financial
responsibilityunder RCW 74.20A.055; or
(f) When appropriateunder RCW 74.20A.270.
(2) The orderto withhold and deliver shall:
(a) State the amount of the support debt accrued;
(b) State in summary the terms of RCW 74.20A.090 and 74.20A.100;
(c) Be served in the mannerprescribedfor the service of a summons in a
civil action or by certified mail, return receipt requested.
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(3) Any person, firm, corporation, association, political subdivision,
department of the state, or agency, subdivision, or instrumentalityof the United
States upon whom service has been made is hereby requiredto:
(a)Answer saidorder to withhold anddeliver within twenty days, exclusive
of the day of service, under oath and in writing, and shallmake true answers to
the matters inquiredof therein; and
(b)Providefurtherandadditionalanswers when requested by the secretary.
(4) Any such person,firm, corporation,association,politicalsubdivision,
departmentof the state, oragency, subdivision, or instrumentalityof the United
States in possession of any property which may be subject to the claim of the
departmentof socialand health services shall:
(a)(i) Immediately withhold such property upon receipt of the order to
withhold and deliver; and
(ii) Deliver the property to the secretaryas soon as the twenty-day answer
period expires;
(iii) Continue to withhold earningspayable to the debtorat each succeeding
disbursement interval asprovidedfor in RCW 74.20A.090, and deliver amounts
withheldfrom earnings to the secretary on the date earningsarepayable to the
debtor;
(iv) Inform the secretaryof the date the amounts were withheld as requested
under this section; or
(b) Furnishto the secretarya goodand sufficient bond, satisfactory to the
secretary, conditioned upon final determinationof liability.
(5) An order to withhold and deliver served under this section shall not
expire until:
(a) Released in writingby the office of support enforcement;
(b) Terminatedby court order; or
(c) The person or entity receivingthe orderto withhold anddeliver does not
possess property of or owe money to the debtor ((for any period q.f
,J..
conseuive m....af
i. g Me.-date of-s.... :
fth orderto .lI
jd
de
)).
(6) Where money is due and owing under any contract of employment,
express or implied, or is held by any person,firm, corporation,or association,
political subdivision, or department of the state, or agency, subdivision, or
instrumentalityof the United States subject to withdrawalby the debtor, such
money shall be delivered by remittancepayable to the order of the secretary.
(7) Delivery to the secretaryof the money or otherpropertyheld or claimed
shall satisfy the requirement and serve as full acquittance of the order to
withhold and deliver.
(8) A person, firm, corporation, or association, political subdivision,
departmentof the state, or agency,subdivision, or instrumentalityof the United
States that complies with the orderto withhold and deliver under this chapteris
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not civilly liable to the debtor for complying with the order to withhold and
deliver under this chapter.
(9) The secretary may hold the money or property delivered under this
section in trust for application on the indebtedness involved or for return,
without interest, in accordance with final determination of liability or
nonliability.
(10) Exemptions containedin RCW 74.20A.090 apply to orders to withhold
and deliver issued underthis section.
(11) The secretary shallalso, on or before the date of service of the orderto
withhold and deliver, mail or cause to be mailed a copy of the order to withhold
and deliver to the debtor at the debtor's last known post office address, or, in the
alternative,a copy of the order to withhold and deliver shall be served on the
debtor in the same manner as a summons in a civil action on or before the date
of service of the orderor within two days thereafter. The copy of the order shall
be mailed or served together with a concise explanation of the right to petition
forjudicialreview. This requirementis notjurisdictional,but, if the copy is not
mailed or served as in this section provided,or if any irregularityappears with
respect to the mailing or service, the superiorcourt, in its discretionon motion
of the debtorpromptly made andsupportedby affidavit showing that the debtor
has suffered substantialinjury due to the failure to mail the copy, may set aside
the order to withhold anddeliver and awardto the debtoran amount equalto the
damages resultingfrom the secretary'sfailure to serve on or mail to the debtor
the copy.
(12) An order to withhold and deliver issued in accordancewith this section
haspriority over any other wage assignment,garnishment,attachment,or other
legalprocess, except for anotherwage assignment, garnishment,attachment,or
other legal processfor child support.
(13) The office of support enforcement shall notify any person, firm,
corporation,association, or political subdivision, department of the state, or
agency, subdivision, or instrumentalityof the United States requiredto withhold
and deliver the earnings of a debtor under this action that they may deduct a
processing fee from the remainder of the debtor's earnings, even if the
remainderwould otherwise be exempt under RCW 74.20A.090. The processing
fee shall not exceed ((fte)) ffteen dollars for the first disbursement to the
departmentand one dollarfor each subsequent disbursementunder the order to
withhold and deliver.
*Sec. 14 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Sec. 15. RCW 74.20A.100 and 1989 c 360 s 5 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) Any person, firm, corporation, association, political subdivision, or
department of the state shall be liable to the department in ((an ame.nt .que, to nce
hundred p....t of the .lue of the debt which is thc bgms of the lin,
aorder to

withhold and deliver, distaint, or a~ssign~ment of crarnirngs,--or)) the amount that
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should have been withheld((, whihe,r a.naurnt is lcs)), together with costs,
interest, and reasonable attorney fees if that person or entity:
(a) Fails to answer an order to withhold and deliver within the time prescribed
herein;
(b) Fails or refuses to deliver property pursuant to said order;
(c) After actual notice of filing of a support lien, pays over, releases, sells,
transfers, or conveys real or personal property subject to a support lien to or for the
benefit of the debtor or any other person;
(d) Fails or refuses to surrender property distrained under RCW 74.20A. 130
upon demand; or
(e) Fails or refuses to honor an assignment of earnings presented by the
secretary.
(2) The secretary is authorized to issue a notice of debt pursuant to RCW
74.20A.040 and to take appropriate action to collect the debt under this chapter if:
(a) A judgment has been entered as the result of an action in superior court
against a person, firm, corporation, association, political subdivision, or department
of the state based on a violation of this section; or
(b) Liability has been established under RCW 74.20A.270.
Sec. 16, RCW 74.20A.240 and 1994 c 230 s 21 are each amended to read as
follows:
Any person, firm, corporation, association, political subdivision, department
of the state, or agency, subdivision, or instrumentality of the United States
employing a person owing a support debt or obligation, shall honor, according to
its terms, a duly executed assignment of earnings presented by the secretary as a
plan to satisfy or retire a support debt or obligation. This requirement to honor the
assignment of earnings and the assignment of earnings itself shall be applicable
whether said earnings are to be paid presently or in the future and shall continue
in force and effect until released in writing by the secretary. Payment of moneys
pursuant to an assignment of earnings presented by the secretary shall serve as full
acquittance under any contract of employment. A person, firm, corporation,
association, political subdivision, department of the state, or agency, subdivision,
or instrumentality of the United States that complies with the assignment of
earnings under this chapter is not civilly liable to the debtor for complying with the
assignment of earnings under this chapter. The secretary shall be released from
liability for improper receipt of moneys under an assignment of earnings upon
return of any moneys so received.
An assignment of earnings presented by the secretary in accordance with this
section has priority over any other wage assignment, garnishment, attachment, or
other legal process except for another wage assignment, garnishment, attachment,
or other legal process for support moneys.
The employer may deduct a processing fee from the remainder of the debtor's
earnings, even if the remainder would be exempt under RCW 74.20A.090. The
processing fee shall not exceed ((tem)) fifteen dollars from the first disbursement
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to the department and one dollar for each subsequent disbursement under the
assignment of earnings.
*NEW SECTION. Sec. 17. The attorney general's office shall work with
an associationrepresentingcollection agencies state-wide and representatives
from state-wide organizationsof businesses with an average employee size of less
than ten to establish a standardform and procedures to be used for wage
garnishment orders to reduce paperwork and confusion for small businesses.
The group shallreport to relevant committees of the legislatureby February1,
1998.
*Sec. 17 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*NEW SECTION, Sec. 18. (1) A joint task force is created to study the
reorganization of employment reporting requirements so that the office of
support enforcement receives employment informationfrom state agencies such
as the employment security departmentratherthanfrom employers, who have
alreadyfiled the information with state agencies. In addition, the joint taskforce
will study the ability of the office of support enforcement to pay for the
processingfees that employers may charge. The task force shalldevelop a form
for employers that collects all information requiredby the statefor all employee
reporting. The task force will develop procedures and recommendationsfor
reducing paperwork in the enforcement of child support orders using wage
withholding.
(2) The task force shall consist of the following members: One
representativefrom the office of support enforcement; one representativefrom
the employment security department;one representativefrom the departmentof
laborand industries; one representativefrom the departmentof revenue; and
three members appointed by business organizationsrepresentinga variety of
industriesstate-wide.
(3) The taskforce shall report to the relevant committees of the legislature
by February1, 1998.
*See. 18 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION, See. 19. Sections 1, 3, 9, and 18 of this act are each added
to chapter 6.27 RCW.
Passed the House April 23, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 15, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 9, 1997, with the exception of certain items
that were vetoed.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 9, 1997.
Note: Governor's explanation of partial veto is as follows:
"l am returning herewith, without my approval as to sections 11, 12, 14, 17 and 18,
Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill No. 1687 entitled:
"AN ACT Relating to wage garnishment;"
This legislation makes several positive changes to the law governing garnishment of
wages. Among other improvements, it increases the handling fee that employers may
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deduct from wages, and provides employers with a second notice before they are subject
to penalties for errors they may have made in compliance with garnishment orders.
I agree with recognizing the important role employers play as partners in the
collection of support owed to custodial parents. Where it can be made easier for employers
to collect money owed to custodial parents, without harming the interests of families, we
should do so. It is for this reason that I am in support of much of this bill.
Sections I I and 12 would eliminate the requirement that an employer keep a record
of the child support order for one year after the obligor leaves employment. They would
allow the employer to dispose of the garnishment record as soon as the obligee leaves
employment and final wages are paid. Where there is seasonal employment or other
interruptions in employment, the obligor would be required to continually repeat the
garnishment procedure, and that could needlessly deprive the custodial parent of support
or even to bring about the need for public assistance. I have vetoed these sections, as well
as Section 14 which describes the order to withhold, because of the risk to the well-being
of families that this change would create.
Section II also contains clause that appears to have been designed to limit the
liability of employers who fails to withhold earnings as required by a wage assignment
order. As drafted that clause may be ineffective, and could have the unintended
consequence of causing overpayment by employers.
Section 17 would create a work group to establish a standardized form for
garnishment orders. There is already such a requirement imposed upon the state in federal
law and it would be pointless to have a group produce a document that the state would be
unable to use.
Section 18 would create ajoint task force to study the reorganization of employment
reporting requirements so that the office of support enforcement would receive

employment information from the employment security department, rather than from

private employers. With the new federal welfare reform, it is essential that the state receive
the appropriate employment data at a particular time. Data from the employment security
data would not satisfy the need. There is no need for this study.
I do agree that a number of the problems highlighted by this bill would benefit from
the task force approach that Section 18 calls for. I will encourage the secretary of the
Department of Social and Health Services to call together a group from within and outside
of that agency to examine possible improvements in the partnership between employers,
DSHS and relevant state agencies.
For these reasons I have vetoed sections I1,12, 14, 17 and 18 of Engrossed Second
Substitute House Bill 1687.
With the exception of sections II, 12, 14, 17 and 18, Engrossed Second Substitute
House Bill 1687 is approved."

CHAPTER 297
[Substitute House Bill 1875]
UPDATING TERMINOLOGY RELATING TO MASSAGE PRACTITIONERS
AN ACT Relating to updating terminology in chapter 18.108 RCW; amending RCW 18.108.005,
18.108.010, and 18.108.050; and creating a new section.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 18.108.005 and 1987 c 443 s 1 are each amended to read as

follows:
The legislature finds it necessary to license the practice of massage and
massage therapy in order to protect the public health and safety. It is the
legislature's intent that only individuals who meet and maintain minimum standards
of competence and conduct may provide services to the public. This chapter shall
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not be construed to require or prohibit individual or group policies or contracts of
an insurance carrier, health care service contractor, or health maintenance
organization from providing benefits or coverage for services and supplies
provided by a person ((rcgistiere or ee.tifid)) licens under this chapter.
Sec. 2. RCW 18.108.010 and 1991 c 3 s 252 are each amended to read as
follows:
In this chapter, unless the context otherwise requires, the following meanings
shall apply:
(1)"Board" means the Washington state board of massage.
(2) "Massage" and "massage therapy" mean a health care service involving the
external manipulation or pressure of soft tissue for therapeutic purposes. Massage
therapy includes ((mssage)) techniques such as ((methods of effletrag. ,
petristkagc, tap3temcrf,)) tapping, compressions, ((irtio,)) friction, ((nerve
stokes,-and)) Swedish gymnastics or movements ((either by mnual mans., at they
relm to
: mass )). gliding. kneading, shaking, and facial or connective tissue
stretching, with or without the aids of superficial heat, cold, water, lubricants, or
salts. Massage therapy does not include diagnosis or attempts to adjust or
manipulate any articulations of the body or spine or mobilization of these
articulations by the use of a thrusting force, nor does it include genital
manipulation.
(3) "Massage practitioner" means an individual licensed under this chapter.
(4) "Secretary" means the secretary of health or the secretary's designee.
(5)Massage business means the operation of a business where massages are
given.
Sec. 3. RCW 18.108.050 and 1995 c 198 s 16 are each amended to read as
follows:
This chapter does not apply to:
(1)An individual giving massage to members of his or her immediate family;
(2)The practice of a profession by individuals who are licensed, certified, or
registered under other laws of this state and who are performing services within
their authorized scope of practice;
(3)Massage practiced at the athletic department of any institution maintained
by the public funds of the state, or any of its political subdivisions;
(4) Massage practiced at the athletic department of any school or college
approved by the department by rule using recognized national professional
standards;
(5) Students enrolled in an approved massage school, approved program, or
approved apprenticeship program, practicing massage techniques, incidental to the
massage school or program and supervised by the approved school or program.
Students must identify themselves as a student when performing massage services
on members of the public. Students may not be compensated for the massage
services they providej
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(6) Individuals who have completed a somatic education training program
approved by the secretary.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 4. The department of health shall monitor the effects,
if any, on the public health and safety of the exemption provided in RCW
18.108.050(6). The department shall report to the appropriate committees of the
legislature by December 1, 1999, any instances of somatic educators violating
RCW 18.108.085(3) with recommendations, if any, for regulatory or statutory
changes.
Passed the House April 21, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 11, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 9, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 9, 1997.

CHAPTER 298
[Senate Bill 5229]
ASSEMBLY HALLS AND MEETING PLACES-MAINTENANCE OF TAX EXEMPTIONS
WITH PERMITTED USES
AN ACT Relating to the property taxation of assembly halls or meeting places; and amending
RCW 84.36.037.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 84.36.037 and 1993 c 327 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) Real or personal property owned by a nonprofit organization, association,
or corporation in connection with the operation of a public assembly hall or
meeting place is exempt from taxation. The area exempt under this section
includes the building or buildings, the land under the buildings, and an additional
area necessary for parking, not exceeding a total of one acre: PROVIDED, That
for property essentially unimproved except for restroom facilities and structures on
such property which has been used primarily for annual community celebration
events for at least ten years, such exempt property shall not exceed twenty-nine
acres.
(2) To qualify for this exemption the property must be used exclusively for
public gatherings and be available to all organizations or persons desiring to use
the property, but the owner may impose conditions and restrictions which are
necessary for the safekeeping of the property and promote the purposes of this
exemption. Membership shall not be a prerequisite for the use of the property.
(3) The use of the property for pecuniary gain or to promote business
activities, except as provided in this section, nullifies the exemption otherwise
available for the property for the assessment year. The exemption is not nullified
by:
(a) The collection of rent or donations if the amount is reasonable and does not
exceed maintenance and operation expenses created by the user.
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(b)Fund-raising activities conducted by a nonprofit organization.
(c) The use of the property for pecuniary gain or to promote business activities
for periods of not more than ((three)) seven days in ayear.
(d) An inadvertent use of the property in a manner inconsistent with the
purpose for which exemption is granted, if the inadvertent use is not part of a
pattern of use. A pattern of use is presumed when an inadvertent use is repeated
in the same assessment year or in two or more successive assessment years.
(4) The department of revenue shall narrowly construe this exemption.
Passed the Senate March 6, 1997.
Passed the House April 23, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 9, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 9, 1997.

CHAPTER 299
[Substitute Senate Bill 5230]
TAXATION OF PROPERTY BASED ON CURRENT USE
AN ACT Relating to current use taxation provisions; amending RCW 84.33.120, 84.33.140, and
84.33.145; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 84.33.120 and 1995 c 330 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) In preparing the assessment rolls as of January 1, 1982, for taxes payable
in 1983 and each January 1st thereafter, the assessor shall list each parcel of forest
land at a value with respect to the grade and class provided in this subsection and
adjusted as provided in subsection (2) of this section and shall compute the
assessed value of the land by using the same assessment ratio he or she applies
generally in computing the assessed value of other property in his or her county.
Values for the several grades of bare forest land shall be as follows.
LAND
OPERABILITY
VALUES
GRADE
CLASS
PER ACRE
1

2

1
2
3
4

$141
136
131
95

1
2
3
4

118
114
110
80
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1
2
3
4
4

5

6

7

1
2
3
4

70
68
66
52

1
2
3
4

51
48
46
31

1
2
3
4

26
25
25
23

1
2
3
4

12
12
11
11

8

1

(2) On or before December 31, 1981, the department shall adjust, by rule
under chapter 34.05 RCW, the forest land values contained in subsection (1) of this
section in accordance with this subsection, and shall certify these adjusted values
to the county assessor for his or her use in preparing the assessment rolls as of
January 1, 1982. For the adjustment to be made on or before December 31, 1981,
for use in the 1982 assessment year, the department shall:
(a) Divide the aggregate value of all timber harvested within the state between
July 1, 1976, and June 30, 1981, by the aggregate harvest volume for the same
period, as determined from the harvester excise tax returns filed with the
department under RCW 82.04.291 and 84.33.07 1; and
(b) Divide the aggregate value of all timber harvested within the state between
July 1, 1975, and June 30, 1980, by the aggregate harvest volume for the same
period, as determined from the harvester excise tax returns filed with the
department under RCW 82.04.291 and 84.33.071; and
(c) Adjust the forest land values contained in subsection (1) of this section by
a percentage equal to one-half of the percentage change in the average values of
[ 1711]
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harvested timber reflected by comparing the resultant values calculated under (a)
and (b)of this subsection.
For the adjustments to be made on or before December 31, 1982, and each
succeeding year thereafter, the same procedure shall be followed as described in
this subsection utilizing harvester excise tax returns filed under RCW 82.04.291
and this chapter except that this adjustment shall be made to the prior year's
adjusted value, and the five-year periods for calculating average harvested timber
values shall be successively one year more recent.
(3) In preparing the assessment roll for 1972 and each year thereafter, the
assessor shall enter as the true and fair value of each parcel of forest land the
appropriate grade value certified to him or her by the department of revenue, and
he or she shall compute the assessed value of such land by using the same
assessment ratio he or she applies generally in computing the assessed value of
other property in his or her county. In preparing the assessment roll for 1975 and
each year thereafter, the assessor shall assess and value as classified forest land all
forest land that is not then designated pursuant to RCW 84.33.120(4) or 84.33.130
and shall make a notation of such classification upon the assessment and tax rolls.
On or before January 15 of the first year in which such notation is made, the
assessor shall mail notice by certified mail to the owner that such land has been
classified as forest land and is subject to the compensating tax imposed by this
section. If the owner desires not to have such land assessed and valued as
classified forest land, he or she shall give the assessor written notice thereof on or
before March 31 of such year and the assessor shall remove from the assessment
and tax rolls the classification notation entered pursuant to this subsection, and
shall thereafter assess and value such land in the manner provided by law other
than this chapter 84.33 RCW.
(4) In any year commencing with 1972, an owner of land which is assessed
and valued by the assessor other than pursuant to the procedures set forth in RCW
84.33.110 and this section, and which has, in the immediately preceding year, been
assessed and valued by the assessor as forest land, may appeal to the county board
of equalization by filing an application with the board in the manner prescribed in
subsection (2) of RCW 84.33.130. The county board shall afford the applicant an
opportunity to be heard if the application so requests and shall act upon the
application in the manner prescribed in subsection (3) of RCW 84.33.130.
(5) Land that has been assessed and valued as classified forest land as of any
year commencing with 1975 assessment year or earlier shall continue to be so
assessed and valued until removal of classification by the assessor only upon the
occurrence of one of the following events:
(a) Receipt of notice from the owner to remove such land from classification
as forest land;
(b)Sale or transfer to an ownership making such land exempt from ad valorem
taxation;
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(c) Determination by the assessor, after giving the owner written notice and
an opportunity to be heard, that, because of actions taken by the owner, such land
is no longer primarily devoted to and used for growing and harvesting timber.
However, land shall not be removed from classification if a governmental agency,
organization, or other recipient identified in subsection (9) or (10) of this section
as exempt from the payment of compensating tax has manifested its intent in
writing or by other official action to acquire a property interest in classified forest
land by means of a transaction that qualifies for an exemption under subsection (9)
or (10) of this section. The governmental agency, organization, or recipient shall
annually provide the assessor of the county in which the land is located reasonable
evidence in writing of the intent to acquire the classified land as long as the intent
continues or within sixty days of a request by the assessor. The assessor may not
request this evidence more than once in a calendar year;
(d) Determination that a higher and better use exists for such land than
growing and harvesting timber after giving the owner written notice and an
opportunity to be heard;
(e) Sale or transfer of all or a portion of such land to a new owner, unless the
new owner has signed a notice of forest land classification continuance, except
transfer to an owner who is an heir or devisee of a deceased owner, shall not, by
itself, result in removal of classification. The signed notice of continuance shall
be attached to the real estate excise tax affidavit provided for in RCW 82.45.150.
The notice of continuance shall be on a form prepared by the department of
revenue. If the notice of continuance is not signed by the new owner and attached
to the real estate excise tax affidavit, all compensating taxes calculated pursuant to
subsection (7) of this section shall become due and payable by the seller or
transferor at time of sale. The county auditor shall not accept an instrument of
conveyance of classified forest land for filing or recording unless the new owner
has signed the notice of continuance or the compensating tax has been paid. The
seller, transferor, or new owner may appeal the new assessed valuation calculated
under subsection (7) of this section to the county board of equalization.
Jurisdiction is hereby conferred on the county board of equalization to hear these
appeals.
The assessor shall remove classification pursuant to (c) or (d) of this
subsection prior to September 30 of the year prior to the assessment year for which
termination of classification is to be effective. Removal of classification as forest
land upon occurrence of (a), (b), (d), or (e) of this subsection shall apply only to
the land affected, and upon occurrence of(c) of this subsection shall apply only to
the actual area of land no longer primarily devoted to and used for growing and
harvesting timber: PROVIDED, That any remaining classified forest land meets
necessary definitions of forest land pursuant to RCW 84.33.100 ((as-nw-ef

herafter am.nded)).
(6) Within thirty days after such removal of classification as forest land, the
assessor shall notify the owner in writing setting forth the reasons for such
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removal. The owner of such land shall thereupon have the right to apply for
designation of such land as forest land pursuant to subsection (4) of this section or
RCW 84.33.130. The seller, transferor, or owner may appeal such removal to the
county board of equalization.
(7) Unless the owner successfully applies for designation of such land or
unless the removal is reversed on appeal, notation of removal from classification
shall immediately be made upon the assessment and tax rolls, and commencing on
January 1 of the year following the year in which the assessor made such notation,
such land shall be assessed on the same basis as real property is assessed generally
in that county. Except as provided in subsection((s)) (5)(e) ((and)) (9). or (10) of
this section and unless the assessor shall not have mailed notice of classification
pursuant to subsection (3) of this section, a compensating tax shall be imposed
which shall be due and payable to the county treasurei thirty days after the owner
is notified of the amount of the compensating tax. As soon as possible, the
assessor shall compute the amount of such compensating tax and mail notice to the
owner of the amount thereof and the date on which payment is due. The amount
of such compensating tax shall be equal to the difference, if any, between the
amount of tax last levied on such land as forest land and an amount equal to the
new assessed valuation of such land multiplied by the dollar rate of the last levy
extended against such land, multiplied by a number, in no event greater than ten,
equal to the number of years, commencing with assessment year 1975, for which
such land was assessed and valued as forest land.
(8)Compensating tax, together with applicable interest thereon, shall become
a lien on such land which shall attach at the time such land is removed from
classification as forest land and shall have priority to and shall be fully paid and
satisfied before any recognizance, mortgage, judgment, debt, obligation or
responsibility to or with which such land may become charged or liable. Such lien
may be foreclosed upon expiration of the same period after delinquency and in the
same manner provided by law for foreclosure of liens for delinquent real property
taxes as provided in RCW 84.64.050. Any compensating tax unpaid on its due
date shall thereupon become delinquent. From the date of delinquency until paid,
interest shall be charged at the same rate applied by law to delinquent ad valorem
property taxes.
(9) The compensating tax specified in subsection (7) of this section shall not
be imposed if the removal of classification as forest land pursuant to subsection (5)
of this section resulted solely from:
(a) Transfer to a government entity in exchange for other forest land located
within the state of Washington;
(b)A taking through the exercise of the power of eminent domain, or sale or
transfer to an entity having the power of eminent domain in anticipation of the
exercise of such power;
(c) A donation of fee title, development rights, or the right to harvest timber,
to a government agency or organization qualified under RCW 84.34.210 and
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64.04.130 for the purposes enumerated in those sections, or the sale or transfer of
fee title to a governmental entity or a nonprofit nature conservancy corporation, as
defined in RCW 64.04.130, exclusively for the protection and conservation of
lands recommended for state natural area preserve purposes by the natural heritage
council and natural heritage plan as defined in chapter 79.70 RCW: PROVIDED,
That at such time as the land is not used for the purposes enumerated, the
compensating tax specified in subsection (7)of this section shall be imposed upon
the current owner;
(d)The sale or transfer of fee title to the parks and recreation commission for
park and recreation purposes-or
(e) Official action by an agency of the state of Washington or by the county
or city within which the land is located that disallows the present use of such land.
(10) In a county with a population of more than one million inhabitants, the
compensating tax specified in subsection (7) of this section shall not be imposed
if the removal of classification as forest land pursuant to subsection (5) of this
section resulted solely from:
(a) An action described in subsection (9) of this section: or
(b) A transfer of a propertv interest to a government entity, or to a nonprofit
historic preservation corporation or nonprofit nature conservancy corporation. as
defined in RCW 64,04,130. to protect or enhance public resources, or to preserve,
maintain, improve, restore, limit the future use of. or otherwise to conserve for
public use or enjoyment, the property interest being transferred. At such time as
the property interest is not used for the purposes enumerated, the comensating tax
shall be imposed upon the current owner,
() With respect to any land that has been designated prior to May 6, 1974,
pursuant to RCW 84.33.120(4) or 84.33.130, the assessor may, prior to January 1,
1975, on his or her own motion or pursuant to petition by the owner, change,
without imposition of the compensating tax provided under RCW 84.33.140, the
status of such designated land to classified forest land.
Sec. 2. RCW 84.33.140 and 1995 c 330 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) When land has been designated as forest land pursuant to RCW
84.33.120(4) or 84.33.130, a notation of such designation shall be made each year
upon the assessment and tax rolls, a copy of the notice of approval together with
the legal description or assessor's tax lot num)-.rs for such land shall, at the
expense of the applicant, be filed by the assessor in the same manner as deeds are
recorded, and such land shall be graded and valued pursuant to RCW 84.33.110
and 84.33.120 until removal of such designation by the assessor upon occurrence
of any of the following:
(a) Receipt of notice from the owner to remove such designation;
(b)Sale or transfer to an ownership making such land exempt from ad valorem
taxation;
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(c) Sale or transfer of all or a portion of such land to a new owner, unless the
new owner has signed a notice of forest land designation continuance, except
transfer to an owner who is an heir or devisee of a deceased owner, shall not, by
itself, result in removal of classification. The signed notice of continuance shall
be attached to the real estate excise tax affidavit provided for in RCW 82.45.150.
The notice of continuance shall be on a form prepared by the department of
revenue. If the notice of continuance is not signed by the new owner and attached
to the real estate excise tax affidavit, all compensating taxes calculated pursuant to
subsection (3) of this section shall become due and payable by the seller or
transferor at time of sale. The county auditor shall not accept an instrument of
conveyance of designated forest land for filing or recording unless the new owner
has signed the notice of continuance or the compensating tax has been paid. The
seller, transferor, or new owner may appeal the new assessed valuation calculated
under subsection (3) of this section to the county board of equalization.
Jurisdiction is hereby conferred on the county board of equalization to hear these
appeals;
(d) Determination by the assessor, after giving the owner written notice and
an opportunity to be heard, that:
(i) Such land is no longer primarily devoted to and used for growing and
harvesting timber. However, land shall not be removed from designation if a
governmental agency, organization, or other recipient identified in subsection (5)
or (6) of this section as exempt from the payment of compensating tax has
manifested its intent in writing or by other official action to acquire a property
interest in designated forest land by means of a transaction that qualifies for an
exemption under subsection (5) or (6) of this section. The governmental agency,
organization, or recipient shall annually provide the assessor of the county in which
the land is located reasonable evidence in writing of the intent to acquire the
designated land as long as the intent continues or within sixty days of a request by
the assessor. The assessor may not request this evidence more than once in a
calendar year;
(ii) The owner has failed to comply with a final administrative or judicial order
with respect to a violation of the restocking, forest management, fire protection,
insect and disease control and forest debris provisions of Title 76 RCW or any
applicable regulations thereunder; or
(iii) Restocking has not occurred to the extent or within the time specified in
the application for designation of such land.
Removal of designation upon occurrence of any of (a) through (c) of this
subsection shall apply only to the land affected, and upon occurrence of (d) of this
subsection shall apply only to the actual area of land no longer primarily devoted
to and used for growing and harvesting timber, without regard to other land that
may have been included in the same application and approval for designation:
PROVIDED, That any remaining designated forest land meets necessary
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definitions of forest land pursuant to RCW 84.33.100 ((a .i... ,r hereafter
amended)).
(2) Within thirty days after such removal of designation of forest land, the
assessor shall notify the owner in writing, setting forth the reasons for such
removal. The seller, transferor, or owner may appeal such removal to the county
board of equalization.
(3) Unless the removal is reversed on appeal a copy of the notice of removal
with notation of the action, if any, upon appeal, together with the legal description
or assessor's tax lot numbers for the land removed from designation shall, at the
expense of the applicant, be filed by the assessor in the same manner as deeds are
recorded, and commencing on January 1 of the year following the year in which
the assessor mailed such notice, such land shall be assessed on the same basis as
real property is assessed generally in that county. Except as provided in subsection
(1)c. (5). or (6) of this section, a compensating tax shall be imposed which shall
be due and payable to the county treasurer thirty days after the owner is notified of
the amount of the compensating tax. As soon as possible, the assessor shall
compute the amount of such compensating tax and mail notice to the owner of the
amount thereof and the date on which payment is due. The amount of such
compensating tax shall be equal to the difference between the amount of tax last
levied on such land as forest land and an amount equal to the new assessed
valuation of such land multiplied by the dollar rate of the last levy extended against
such land, multiplied by a number, in no event greater than ten, equal to the
number of years for which such land was designated as forest land.
(4) Compensating tax, together with applicable interest thereon, shall become
a lien on such land which shall attach at the time such land is removed from
designation as forest land and shall have priority to and shall be fully paid and
satisfied before any recognizance, mortgage, judgment, debt, obligation or
responsibility to or with which such land may become charged or liable. Such lien
may be foreclosed upon expiration of the same period after delinquency and in the
same manner provided by law for foreclosure of liens for delinquent real property
taxes as provided in RCW 84.64.050. Any compensating tax unpaid on its due
date shall thereupon become delinquent. From the date of delinquency until paid,
interest shall be charged at the same rate applied by law to delinquent ad valorem
property taxes.
(5) The compensating tax specified in subsection (3) of this section shall not
be imposed if the removal of designation pursuant to subsection (1) of this section
resulted solely from:
(a) Transfer to a government entity in exchange for other forest land located
within the state of Washington;
(b)A taking through the exercise of the power of eminent domah,, or sale or
transfer to an entity having the power of eminent domain in anticipation of the
exercise of such power;
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(c)A donation of fee title, development rights, or the right to harvest timber,
to a government agency or organization qualified under RCW 84.34.210 and
64.04.130 for the purposes enumerated in those sections, or the sale or transfer of
fee title to a governmental entity or a nonprofit nature conservancy corporation, as
defined in RCW 64.04.130, exclusively for the protection and conservation of
lands recommended for state natural area preserve purposes by the natural heritage
council and natural heritage plan as defined in chapter 79.70 RCW: PROVIDED,
That at such time as the land is not used for the purposes enumerated, the
compensating tax specified in subsection (3) of this section shall be imposed upon
the current owner;
(d)The sale or transfer of fee title to the parks and recreation commission for
park and recreation purposes. or
(e) Official action by an agency of the state of Washington or by the county
or city within which the land is located that disallows ihe present use of such land.
(6) In a county with a population of more than one million inhabitants, the
compensating tax specified in subsection (3) of this section shall not be imposed
if the removal of classification as forest land pursuant to subsection (1) of this
section resulted solely from:
(a)An action described in subsection (5) of this section: or
(b)A transfer of a property interest to a government entity, or to a nonprofit
historic preservation corMoration or nonprofit nature conservancy corporation. as
defined in RCW 64.04.130, to protect or enhance public resources, or to preserve,
maintain, improve, restore, limit the future use of. or otherwise to conserve for
public use or enjoyment, the property interest beiti2 transferred. At such time as
the property interest is not used for the puroses enumerated, the compensating tax
shall be imposed upon the current owner,
Sec. 3. RCW 84.33.145 and 1992 c 69 s 3 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)If no later than thirty days after removal of classification or designation the
owner applies for classification under RCW 84.34.020 (1), (2), or (3), then the
classified or designated forest land shall not be considered removed from
classification or designation for purposes of the compensating tax under RCW
84.33.120 or 84.33.140 until the application for current use classification under
RCW 84.34.030 isdenied or the property isremoved from designation under RCW
84.34.108, Upon removal from designation under RCW 84.34.108, the amount of
compensating tax due under this chapter shall be equal to:
(a)The difference, if any, between the amount of tax last levied on such land
as forest land and an amount equal to the new assessed valuation of such land when
removed from designation under RCW 84.34.108 multiplied by the dollar rate of
the last levy extended against such land, multiplied by
(b)A number equal to:
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(i) The number of years the land was classified or designated under this
chapter, if the total number of years the land was classified or designated under this
chapter and classified under chapter 84.34 RCW is less than ten; or
(ii) Ten minus the number of years the land was classified under chapter 84.34
RCW, if the total number of years the land was classified or designated under this
chapter and classified under chapter 84.34 RCW is at least ten.
(2) Nothing in this section authorizes the continued classification or
designation under this chapter or defers or reduces the compensating tax imposed
upon forest land not transferred to classification under subsection (1) of this section
which does not meet the necessary definitions of forest land under RCW
84.33.100. Nothing in this section affects the additional tax imposed under RCW
84.34.108.
(3) In a county with a population of more than one million inhabitants, no
amount of compensating tax is due under this section if the removal from
classification under RCW 84.34.108 results from atransfer of property described
in RCW 84.34.108(5).
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. This act isnecessary for the immediate preservation
of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of the state government and its
existing public institutions, and takes effect immediately.
Passed the Senate April 19, 1997.
Passed the House April 10, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 9, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 9, 1997,
CHAPTER 300
[Substitute Senate Bill 5334]
TAX CREDITS FOR GUARANTY ASSOCIATION ASSESSMENTS PAID BY INSURERS
AN ACT Relating to credit against the premium tax for guaranty association assessments paid
by insurers; and amending RCW 48.32.145 and 48.32A.090.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 48.32.145 and 1993 sp.s. c 25 s 901 are each amended to read
as follows:
Every member insurer that prior to April 1,1993, or after the effective date ot
this section, shall have paid one or more assessments levied pursuant to RCW
48.32.060(1)(c) shall be entitled to take((,-s)) a credit against any premium tax
falling due under RCW 48.14.020((;)). The amount of the credit shall be one-fifth
of the aggregate amount of such aggregate assessments aid during such calendar
year for each of the five consecutive calendar years beginning with the calendar
year following the calendar year in which such assessments are paid. Whenever
((a. ...
m.t or u.erdit d pertin of an
^-a^" nt)) the allow. hIiedit is or
becomes less than one thousand dollars, the entire amount ((may be eredied)) pf
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the credit may be offset against the premium tax at the next time the premium tax
is paid.
((This ... tio shall. expire J
.nuary
1, 1999.))
Sec. 2. RCW 48.32A.090 and 1993 sp.s. c 25 s 902 are each amended to read
as follows:
(I) The association shall issue to each insurer paying an assessment under this
chapter certificates of contribution, in appropriate form and terms as prescribed or
approved by the commissioner, for the amounts so paid into the respective funds.
All outstanding certificates against a particular fund shall be of equal dignity and
priority without reference to amounts or dates of issue.
(2) An outstanding certificate of contribution issued for an assessment paid
prior to April 1, 1993, or issued for an assessment paid for an insolvent insurer for
which the order of liquidation was entered after the effective date of this section,
shall be shown by the insurer in its financial statements as an admitted asset for
such amount and period of time as the commissioner may approve. Unless a
longer period has been allowed by the commissioner the insurer shall in any event
at its option have the right to so show a certificate of contribution as an admitted
asset at percentages of original face amount for calendar years as follows:
100% for the calendar year of issuance;
80% for the first calendar year after the year of issuance;
60% for the second calendar year after the year of issuance;
40% for the third calendar year after the year of issuance;
20% for the fourth calendar year after the year of issuance; and
0% for the fifth and subsequent calendar years after the year of issuance.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, if the value of a certificate of contribution is
or becomes less than one thousand dollars, the entire amount may be written off
by the insurer in that year.
(3) The insurer shall offset the amount written off by it in a calendar year
under subsection (2) of this section against its premium tax liability to this state
accrued with respect to business transacted in such year.
(4) Any sums recovered by the association representing sums which have
theretofore been written off by contributing insurers and offset against premium
taxes as provided in subsection (3)of this section, shall be paid by the association
to the commissioner and then deposited with the state treasurer for credit to the
general fund of the state of Washington.
(5) No distribution to stockholders, if any, of a liquidating insurer shall be
made unless and until the total amount of assessments levied by the association
with respect to such insurer have been fully recovered by the association.
Passed the Senate April 19, 1997.
Passed the House April iI, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 9, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 9, 1997.
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CHAPTER 301
[Senate Bill 5353
USE TAX EXEMPTIONS FOR MOTOR VEHICLES USED BY RESIDENTS IFACQUIRED
WHILE RESIDENT ELSEWHERE
AN ACT Relating to limiting a tax exemption for motor vehicles; and amending RCW
82.12.025 I.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 82.12.0251 and 1987 c 27 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
The provisions of this chapter shall not apply in respect to the use of any
article of tangible personal property brought into the state of Washington by a
nonresident thereof for his or her use or enjoyment while temporarily within the
state of Washington unless such property is used in conducting a nontransitory
business activity within the state of Washington; or in respect to the use by a
nonresident of Washington of a motor vehicle or trailer which is registered or
licensed under the laws of the state of his or her residence, and which is not
required to be registered or licensed under the laws of Washington, including
motor vehicles or trailers exempt pursuant to a declaration issued by the
department of licensing under RCW 46.85.060; or in respect to the use of
household goods, personal effects, and private ((euiemebiles)) motor vehicles, not
including motor homes. by a bona fide resident of Washington, or nonresident
members of the armed forces who are stationed in Washington pursuant to military
orders, if such articles were acquired and used by such person in another state
while a bona fide resident thereof and such acquisition and use occurred more than
ninety days prior to the time he or she entered Washington.
For purposes of this section, "state" means a state of the United States, any
political subdivision thereof, the District of Columbia, and any foreign country or
political subdivision thereof.
Passed the Senate April 8, 1997.
Passed the House April 17, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 9, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 9, 1997.
CHAPTER 302
[Substitute Senate Bill 53591
MATERIALS USED BY SMALL COMPANIES FOR AIRCRAFT PART, EQUIPMENT, AND
MODIFICATION DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT-SALES AND USETAXATION
CLARIFICATION
AN ACT Relating to clarifying the exemption from sales and use taxation of the materials used
by small companies in the design and development of aircraft parts, auxiliary equipment, and aircraft
modification; amending RCW 82.08.02566 and 82.12.02566; providing an effective date; and
declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
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Sec. 1. RCW 82.08.02566 and 1996 c 247 s 4 are each amended to read as
follows:
LU The tax levied by RCW 82.08.020 shall not apply to sales of ((materials
used in designing and devaloping aircraft parts, auxilikry equipmenVt, atnd
.ircraft
m.odifieation whether from enterprise furnds or on a contract or fee basis fmr
taxpayer with gross salcs of l.s than. twenty i.llion dollars pcr ycar. This
exempt.ion ay
.......
-xe
one hundred' thusn
......
for a-^"tm~ptk'cr in,ikyear.))
tangible _ersonal prooerty incorporated into a prototype for aircraft parts. auxiliary
equipment. or modifications: or to sales of tangible personal property that at one
time is incorporated into the prototype but is later destroyed in the testing or
development of the prototype,
(2) This exemption does not apply to sales to any person whose total taxable
amount during the immediately preceding calendar year exceeds twenty million
dollars. For purposes of this section. "total taxable amount" means gross income
of the business and value of products manufactured, less any amounts for which
a credit is allowed under RCW 82,04,440,
JLq..te and local taxes for which an exemption is received under this sectiQ.l
and RCW 82,12,02566 shall not exceed one hundred thousand dollars for any
person during any calendar year.
Sec. 2. RCW 82.12.02566 and 1996 c 247 s 5 are each amended to read as
follows:
M The provisions of this chapter shall not apply with respect to the use of
((matris used in designing and d...loping airraft parts, a..iliary uipmcnt
and akirraft moificain w.hether f .... nt....prs. funds or on .. ntrat or fee
basis for a tatxpayir with gross sales of less tan iwenty million dollars per year.
R6sexemptiewmray not exeed on hundred thousand dollars for a taxpikya in
year)) tangible personal property incorporated into a prototype for aircraft parts,
auxiliry euipment. or modifications: or in respect to the use of tangible personal
property that at one time is incorporated into the prototype but is later destroyed
in the testing or development of the prototype,
(2) This exemption does not apply in respect to the use of tangible personal
property by any person whose total taxable amount during the immediately
preceding calendar year exceeds twenty million dollars, For purposes of this
section. "total taxable amount" means gross income of the business and value of
products manufactured, less any amounts for which a credit is allowed under RCW
82,04,440,
(3)State and local taxes for which an exemption is received under this section
and RCW 82.08.02566 shall not exceed one hundred thousand dollars for any
person during any calendar year.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 3. This act is necessary for the immediate preservation
of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of the state government and its
existing public institutions, and takes effect July 1, 1997.
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Passed the Senate April 21, 1997.
Passed the House April 15, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 9, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 9, 1997.
CHAPTER 303
[Engrossed Senate Bill 5514]
FEES FOR COMMODITY COMMISSIONS AND THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
AN ACT Relating to authorizing fees for commodity commissions and the department of
agriculture; amending RCW 43.135.055, 15.28.180, 15.86.070, 22.09.050, and 22.09.055; adding a
new section to chapter 43.23 RCW; creating anew section; providing an effective date; and declaring
an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. The legislature finds that Initiative Measure No.
601, adopted by the people of the state of Washington, limits fee increases by
requiring that any increases in fees beyond the levels expressly allowed under the
initiative receive the prior approval of the legislature. The legislature finds that a
more direct system of allowing the people to control fee increases predates
Initiative Measure No. 601. This system developed in agricultural communities
and provides these communities with direct control of the fees of the agricultural
commodity commissions they created to serve them. The system requires those
who pay the assessments levied by commodity commissions and boards to approve
of assessment increases by referendum. It is at the heart of the statutes and
marketing orders and agreements under which agricultural commodity
commissions and boards are created. The legislature does not believe that the
adoption of Initiative Measure No. 601 was intended to dilute in any manner this
more direct control held by the people governed by commodity commissions or
boards over the fees they pay in the form of such assessments. Therefore, the
legislature defers to this more direct control of these assessments so long as the
authority to approve or disapprove of increases in these assessments is by
referendum held directly by those who pay them.
Sec. 2. RCW 43.135.055 and 1994 c 2 s 8 are each amended to read as
follows:
LU No fee may increase in any fiscal year by a percentage in excess of the
fiscal growth factor for that fiscal year without prior legislative approval.
(2) This section does not apply to an assessment made by an agricultural
commodity commission or board created by state statute or created under a
marketing agreement or order under chapter 15.65 or 15.66 RCW if the assessment
is approved by referendum in accordance with the provisions of he statutes
creating the commission or board or chapter 15.65 or 15.66 RCW for approving
such assessments,
Sec. 3. RCW 15.28.180 and 1992 c 87 s 1 are each amended to read as
follows:
[1723]
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LU The same assessment shall be made for each soft tree fruit, except that if
a two-thirds majority of the state commodity committee of any fruit recommends
in writing the levy of an additional assessment on that fruit, or any classification
thereof, for any year or years, the commission may levy such assessment for that
year or years up to the maximum of eighteen dollars for each two thousand pounds
of any fruit except cherries or any classification thereof, as to which the assessment
may be increased to a maximum of thirty dollars for each two thousand pounds,
and except pears covered by this chapter, as to which the assessment may be
increased to a maximum of eighteen dollars for each two thousand pounds:
PROVIDED, That no increase in the assessment on pears becomes effective unless
the increase is first referred by the commission to a referendum by the Bartlett pear
growers of the state and is approved by a majority of the growers voting on the
referendum. The method and procedure of conducting the referendum shall be
determined by the commission. Any funds so raised shall be expended solely for
the purposes provided in this chapter and solely for such fruit, or classification
thereof.
The commission has the authority in its discretion to exempt in whole or in
part from future assessments under this chapter, during such period as the
commission may prescribe, any of the soft tree fruits or any particular strain or
classification of them.
(2) An assessment levied under this chapter may be increased in excess of the
fiscal growth factor as determined under chapter 43.135 RCW if the assessment is
submitted by referendum to the growers who are subiect to the assessment and the
increase is approved by a maiority of those voting on the referendum. The method
and procedure of conducting the referendum shall be determined by the
commission.
Sec. 4. RCW 15.86.070 and 1992 c 71 s 10 are each amended to read as
follows:
W The director may adopt rules establishing a certification program for
producers, processors, and vendors of organic or transition to organic food. The
rules may govern, but are not limited to governing: The number and scheduling
of on-site visits, both announced and unannounced, by certification personnel;
recordkeeping requirements; and the submission of product samples for chemical
analysis. The rules shall include a fee schedule that will provide for the recovery
of the full cost of the organic food program. Fees collected under this section shall
be deposited in an account within the agricultural local fund and the revenue from
such fees shall be used solely for carrying out the provisions of this section, and
no appropriation is required for disbursement from the fund. The director may
employ such personnel as are necessary to carry out the provisions of this section.
(2) The fees established under this section may be increased in excess of the
fiscal growth factor as provided in RCW 43.135.055 for the fiscal year ending June
30. 1998.
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NEWSECTION, Sec. 5. A new section is added to chapter 43.23 RCW to
read as follows:
The director may collect moneys to recover the reasonable costs of publishing
and disseminating informational materials by the department. Materials may be
disseminated in printed or electronic format. All moneys collected shall be
deposited in the agricultural local fund or other appropriate fund administered by
the director.
Sec. 6. RCW 22.09.050 and 1994 c 46 s 4 are each amended to read as
follows:
Any application for a license to operate a warehouse shall be accompanied by
a license fee of ((tIehe-htndre4)) one thousand three hundred fifty dollars for a
terminal warehouse, ((nie htn,'dred)) one thousalnd fift
dollars for a subterminal
warehouse, and ((three hun.drd and Fifty)) five hundred dollars for a country
warehouse. If a licensee operates more than one warehouse under one state license
as provided for in RCW 22.09.030, the license fee shall be computed by
multiplying the number of physically separated warehouses within the station by
the applicable terminal, subterminal, or country warehouse license fee.
If an application for renewal of a warehouse license or licenses is not received
by the department prior to the renewal date or dates established by the director by
rule, a penalty of fifty dollars for the first week and one hundred dollars for each
week thereafter shall be assessed and added to the original fee and shall be paid by
the applicant before the renewal license may be issued. This penalty does not
apply if the applicant furnishes an affidavit certifying that he has not acted as a
warehouseman subsequent to the expiration of his or her prior license.
Sec. 7. RCW 22.09.055 and 1994 c 46 s 5 are each amended to read as
follows:
An application for a license to operate as a grain dealer shall be accompanied
by a license fee of ((six-hundred)) seven hundred ffLy dollars. The license fee for
exempt grain dealers shall be ((one-hundred-ffty)) three hundred dollars.
If an application for renewal of a grain dealer or exempt grain dealer license
is not received by the department before the renewal date or dates established by
the director by rule, a penalty of fifty dollars for the first week and one hundred
dollars for each week thereafter shall be assessed and added to the original fee and
shall be paid by the applicant before the renewal license may be issued. This
penalty does not apply if the applicant furnishes an affidavit certifying that he has
not acted as a grain dealer or exempt grain dealer after the expiration of his or her
prior license.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 8. Sections 6 and 7 of this act take effect July 1, 1998.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 9. Sections 1 through 3 of this act are necessary for
the immediate preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of the
state government and its existing public institutions, and take effect immediately.
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Passed the Senate April 21, 1997.
Passed the House April 14, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 9, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 9, 1997.
CHAPTER 304
[Substitute Senate Bill 57631
PROHIBITING TAXATION OF INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDERS AS TELEPHONE
SERVICES PROVIDERS
AN ACT Relating to prohibiting the taxation of internet service providers as network telephone
services providers; amending RCW 82.04.055 and 82.04.065; adding a new section to chapter 35.21
RCW; adding a new section to chapter 82.04 RCW; creating a new section; and declaring an
emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. The legislature finds that the newly emerging
business of providing internet service is providing widespread benefits to all levels
of society. The legislature further finds that this business is important to our state's
continued growth in the high-technol gy sector of the economy and that, as this
industry emerges, it should not be burdened by new taxes that might not be
appropriate for the type of service being provided. The legislature further finds
that there is no clear statutory guidance as to how internet services should be
classified for tax purposes and intends to ratify the state's current treatment of such
services.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. A new section is added to chapter 35.21 RCW to
read as follows:
Until July 1, 1999, a city or town may not impose any new taxes or fees
specific to internet service providers. A city or town may tax internet service
providers under generally applicable business taxes or fees, at a rate not to exceed
the rate applied to a general service classification. For the purposes of this section,
"internet service" has the same meaning as in section 4 of this act.
Sec. 3. RCW 82.04.055 and 1993 sp.s. c 25 s 201 are each amended to read
as follows:
(1) "Selected business services" means:
(a) Stenographic, secretarial, and clerical services.
(b) Computer services, including but not limited to computer programming,
custom software modification, custom software installation, custom software
maintenance, custom software repair, training in the use of custom software,
computer systems design, and custom software update services.
(c) Data processing services, including but not limited to word processing,
data entry, data retrieval, data search, information compilation, payroll processing,
business accounts processing, data production, and other computerized data and
information storage or manipulation. Data processing services also includes the
use of a computer or computer time for data processing whether the processing is
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performed by the provider of the computer or by the purchaser or other beneficiary
of the service.
(d) Information services, including but not limited to electronic data retrieval
or research that entails furnishing financial or legal information, data or research,
internet service as defined in section 4 of this act. general or specialized news, or
current information unless such news or current information is furnished to a
newspaper publisher or to a radio or television station licensed by the federal
communications commission.
(e) Legal, arbitration, and mediation services, including but not limited to
paralegal services, legal research services, and court reporting services.
(f) Accounting, auditing, actuarial, bookkeeping, tax preparation, and similar
services.
(g)Design services whether or not performed by persons licensed or certified,
including but not limited to the following:
(i) Engineering services, including civil, electrical, mechanical, petroleum,
marine, nuclear, and design engineering, machine designing, machine tool
designing, and sewage disposal system designing;
(ii) Architectural services, including but not limited to: Structural or
landscape design or architecture, interior design, building design, building program
management, and space planning.
(h) Business consulting services. Business consulting services are those
primarily providing operating counsel, advice, or assistance to the management or
owner of any business, private, nonprofit, or public organization, including but not
limited to those in the following areas: Administrative management consulting,
general management consulting, human resource consulting or training,
management engineering consulting, management information systems consulting,
manufacturing management consulting, marketing consulting, operations research
consulting, personnel management consulting, physical distribution consulting, site
location consulting, economic consulting, motel, hotel, and resort consulting,
restaurant consulting, government affairs consulting, and lobbying.
(i) Business management services, including but not limited to administrative
management, business management, and office management, but not including
property management or property leasing, motel, hotel, and resort management, or
automobile parking management.
(j) Protective services, including but not limited to detective agency services
and private investigating services, armored car services, guard or protective
services, lie detection or polygraph services, and security system, burglar, or fire
alarm monitoring and maintenance services.
(k) Public relations or advertising services, including but not limited to layout,
art direction, graphic design, copy writing, mechanical preparation, opinion
research, marketing research, marketing, or production supervision, but excluding
services provided as part of broadcast or print advertising.
(I)Aerial and land surveying, geological consulting, and real estate appraising.
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(2)Subsection (1)of this section notwithstanding, the term "selected business
services" does not include:
(a)The provision of either permanent or temporary employees.
(b) Services provided by a public benefit nonprofit organization, as defined
in RCW 82.04.366, to the state of Washington, its political subdivisions, municipal
corporations, or quasi-municipal corporations.
(c)Services related to the identification, investigation, or cleanup arising out
of the release or threatened release of hazardous substances when the services are
remedial or response actions performed under federal or state law, or when the
services are performed to determine if a release of hazardous substances has
occurred or is likely to occur.
(d) Services provided to or performed for, on behalf of, or for the benefit of
a collective investment fund such as: (i) A mutual fund or other regulated
investment company as defined in section 85 1(a) of the Internal Revenue Code of
1986, as amended; (ii) an "investment company" as that term isused in section 3(a)
of the Investment Company Act of 1940 as well as an entity that would be an
investment company under section 3(a) of the Investment Company Act of 1940
except for the section 3(c)(1) or (11) exemptions, or except that it is a foreign
investment company organized under laws of a foreign country; (iii) an "employee
benefit plan," which includes any plan, trust, commingled employee benefit trusts,
or custodial arrangement that is subject to the Employee Retirement Income
Security Act of 1974, as amended, 29 U.S.C. Sec. 1001 et seq., or that is described
in sections 125, 401, 403, 408, 457, and 501(c)(9) and (17) through (23) of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, or similar plan maintained by state
or local governments, or plans, trusts, or custodial arrangements established to selfinsure benefits required by federal, state, or local law; (iv) a fund maintained by a
tax exempt organization as defined in section 501(c)(3) or 509(a) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, for operating, quasi-endowment, or
endowment purposes; or (v) funds that are established for the benefit of such tax
exempt organization such as charitable remainder trusts, charitable lead trusts,
charitable annuity trusts, or other similar trusts.
(e) Research or experimental services eligible for expense treatment under
section 174 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended.
(f) Financial services provided by a financial institution. The term "financial
institution" means a corporation, partnership, or other business organization
chartered under Title 30, 31, 32, or 33 RCW, or under the National Bank Act, as
amended, the Homeowners Loan Act, as amended, or the Federal Credit Union
Act, as amended, or a holding company of any such business organization that is
subject to the Bank Holding Company Act, as amended, or the Homeowners Loan
Act, as amended, or a subsidiary or affiliate wholly owned or controlled by one or
more financial institutions, as well as a lender approved by the United States
secretary of housing and urban development for participation in any mortgage
insurance program under the National Housing Act, as amended. The term
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"financial services" means those activities authorized by the laws cited in this
subsection (2)(f) and includes services such as mortgage servicing, contract
collection servicing, finance leasing, and services provided in a fiduciary capacity
to a trust or estate.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 4. A new section is added to chapter 82.04 RCW to
read as follows:
(1)The provision of internet services is a selected business service activity and
subject to tax under RCW 82.04.290(1), but if RCW 82.04.055 is repealed then the
provision of internet services is taxable under the general service business and
occupation tax classification of RCW 82.04.290.
(2) "Internet" means the international computer network of both federal and
nonfederal interoperable packet switched data networks, including the graphical
subnetwork called the world wide web.
(3) "Internet service" means a service that includes computer processing
applications, provides the user with additional or restructured information, or
permits the user to interact with stored information through the internet or a
proprietary subscriber network. "Internet service" includes provision of internet
electronic mail, access to the internet for information retrieval, and hosting of
information for retrieval over the internet or the graphical subnetwork called the
world wide web.
Sec. 5. RCW 82.04.065 and 1983 2nd ex.s. c 3 s 24 are each amended to read
as follows:
(1) "Competitive telephone service" means the providing by any person of
telecommunications equipment or apparatus, or service related to that equipment
or apparatus such as repair or maintenance service, if the equipment or apparatus
is of a type which can be provided by persons that are not subject to regulation as
telephone companies under Title 80 RCW and for which a separate charge is made.
(2) "Network telephone service" means the providing by any person of access
to a local telephone network, local telephone network switching service, toll
service, or coin telephone services, or the providing of telephonic, video, data, or
similar communication or transmission for hire, via a local telephone network, toll
line or channel, cable, microwave, or similar communication or transmission
system. "Network telephone service" includes interstate service, including toll
service, originating from or received on telecommunications equipment or
apparatus in this state if the charge for the service is billed to a person in this state.
"Network telephone service" includes the provision of transmission to and from tha,
site of an internet provider via a local telephone network, toll line or channel, cable.
microwave, or similar communication or transmission system, "Network telephone
service" does not include the providing of competitive telephone service, the
providing of cable television service, ((ne)) the providing of broadcast services by
radio or television stations. nor the provision of internet service as defined in
section 4 of this act, including the reception of dial-in connection, provided at the
site of the internet service provider.
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(3) "Telephone service" means competitive telephone service or network
telephone service, or both, as defined in subsections (1) and (2) of this section.
(4) "Telephone business" means the business of providing network telephone
service, as defined in subsection (2) of this section. It includes cooperative or
farmer line telephone companies or associations operating an exchange.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 6. If any provision of this act or its application to any
person or circumstance is held invalid, the remainder of the act or the application
of the provision to other persons or circumstances is not affected.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 7. This act is necessary for the immediate preservation
of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of the state government and its
existing public institutions, and takes effect immediately.
Passed the Senate April 19, 1997.
Passed the House April 10, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 9, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 9, 1997.

CHAPTER 305
[Substitute Senate Bill 5770]
CONFIDENTIALITY OF CHILD WELFARE RECORDS-DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION
AN ACT Relating to the confidentiality of child welfare records; adding new sections to chapter
74.13 RCW; and creating a new section.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
*NEW SECTION, Sec. . The legislaturefinds unacceptablelaws that bar
legitimate and appropriateinquiriesabout the activities of public agencies in
abuse and neglect cases, for they frustrate the ability of the legislatureto set
informedpolicy and act in appropriateoversightcapacity; i.,ipairthe ability of
independent government agencies to determine the effectiveness of services,
staff,andfunding; corrode public trust; and undermine the rightof the public
to determine whether abused and neglected children are being adequately
protected.
The legislaturethereforefinds a compelling need to reform the confidentiality laws and declares its intent, by enactment of this act, to increase the
capacityfor oversight and monitoringof the child welfare system, to increase
information availableto the public, and to increase accountabilityamong the
agencies involved in the system.
The legislaturefinds that the privacy of children and theirfamilies in child
abuse and neglect cases must be safeguarded,but that the interests of children,
their families, and the public are best protected by increased knowledge and
oversight concerning the system, and by greateraccountability;and therefore
declares that this privacy must be balanced with the appropriaterelease of
information concerningthese cases. When the child has died, the legislature
finds that disclosure is strongly in the public interest.
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*Sec. I was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. (1)Consistent with the provisions of chapter 42.17
RCW and applicable federal law, the secretary, or the secretary's designee, shall
disclose information regarding the abuse or neglect of a child, the investigation of
the abuse or neglect, and any services related to the abuse or neglect of a child if
any one of the following factors is present:
(a) The subject of the report has been charged in an accusatory instrument
with committing a crime related to a report maintained by the department in its case
and management information system;
(b)The investigation of the abuse or neglect of the child by the department or
the provision of services by the department has been publicly disclosed in a report
required to be disclosed in the course of their official duties, by a law enforcement
agency or official, a prosecuting attorney, any other state or local investigative
agency or official, or by a judge of the superior court;
(c) There has been a prior knowing, voluntary public disclosure by an
individual concernini; a report of child abuse or neglect in which such individual
is named as the subject of the report; or
(d)The child named in the report has died and the child's death resulted from
abuse or neglect or the child was in the care of, or receiving services from the
department at the tme of death or within twelve months before death.
(2) The secretary is not required to disclose information if the factors in
subsection (1) of this section are present if he or she specifically determines the
disclosure is contrary to the best interests of the child, the child's siblings, or other
children in the household.
(3) Except for cases in subsection (1)(d) of this section, requests for
information under this section shall specifically identify the case about which
information is sought and the facts that support a determination that one of the
factors specified in subsection (1) of this section is present.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 3. For purposes of section 2 of this act, the following
information shall be disclosable:
(1)The name of the abused or neglected child;
(2) The determination made by the department of the referrals, if any, for
abuse or neglect;
(3)Identification of child protective or other services provided or actions, if
any, taken regarding the child named in the report and his or her family as a result
of any such report or reports. These records include but are not limited to
administrative reports of fatality, fatality review reports, case files, inspection
reports, and reports relating to social work practice issues; and
(4) Any actions taken by the department in response to reports of abuse or
neglect of the child.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. In detcrmining under section 2 of this act whether
disclosure will be contrary to the best interests of the child, the secretary, or the
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secretary's designee, must consider the effects which disclosure may have on
efforts to reunite and provide services to the family.
NEW SECION. Sec. 5. For purposes of section 2(l)(d) of this act, the
secretary must make the fullest possible disclosure consistent with chapter 42.17
RCW and applicable federal law in cases of all fatalities of children who were in
the care of, or receiving services from, the department at the time of their death or
within the twelve months previous to their death.
If the secretary specifically determines that disclosure of the name of the
deceased child is contrary to the best interests of the child's siblings or other
children in the household, the secretary may remove personally identifying
information.
For the purposes of this section, "personally identifying information" means
the name, street address, social security number, and day of birth of the child who
died and of private persons who are relatives of the child named in child welfare
records. "Personally identifying information" shall not include the month or year
of birth of the child who has died. Once this personally identifying information is
removed, the remainder of the records pertaining to a child who has died must be
released regardless of whether the remaining facts in the records are embarrassing
to the unidentifiable other private parties or to identifiable public workers who
handled the case.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 6. Except as it applies directly to the cause of the
abuse or neglect of the child and any actions taken by the department in response
to reports of abuse or neglect of the child, nothing in sections 2 through 5 of this
act is deemed to authorize the release or disclosure of the substance or content of
any psychological, psychiatric, therapeutic, clinical, or medical reports,
evaluations, or like materials, or information pertaining to the child or the child's
family.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 7. The department, when acting in good faith, is
immune from any criminal or civil liability, except as provided under RCW
42.17.340, for any action taken under sections 1 through 6 of this act.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 8. If any part of this act is found to be in conflict with
federal requirements that are a prescribed condition to the allocation of federal
funds to the state, the conflicting part of this act is inoperative solely to the extent
of the conflict and with respect to the agencies directly affected, and this finding
does not affect the operation of the remainder of this act in its application to the
agencies concerned. Rules adopted under this act must meet federal requirements
that are a necessary condition to the receipt of federal funds by the state.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 9. Sections 1 through 7 of this act are each added to
chapter 74.13 RCW.
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Passed the Senate April 22, 1997.
Passed the House April 10, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 9, 1997, with the exception of certain items
that were vetoed.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 9, 1997.
Note: Governor's explanation of partial veto is as follows:
"I am returning herewith, without my approval as to section I, Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5770 entitled:
"AN ACT Relating to the confidentiality of child welfare records;"
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5770 modifies the confidentiality laws covering child
welfare records to require greater disclosure of information. It is similar to my original
executive request legislation, which was intended to aid in the investigation of child deaths
in Washington.
Section I of SSB 5770, the intent section, makes strong statements beyond the scope
of the bill, and beyond my original intent. I am concerned that it may lead to unintended
invasions of privacy in deeply personal and sensitive matters.
For this reason, I have vetoed section I of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5770.
With the exception of section 1, l am approving Substitute Senate Bill No. 5770."

CHAPTER 306
[Substitute Senate Bill 5737]
VIOLENCE REDUCTION AND DRUG ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNT FUNDING
AN ACT Relating to reducing the carbonated beverage tax; amending RCW 82.64.020; creating
a new section; making appropriations; providing an effective date; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
*Sec. 1. RCW 82.64.020 and 1994 sp.s. c 7 s 906 areeach amended to read
as follows:
(1) A tax is imposed on each sale at wholesale of syrup in this state. The
rate of the tax shall be equal to ((ete-dolar))fifty cents per gallon. Fractional
amounts shall be taxed proportionally.
(2) A tax is imposed on each sale at retailof syrup in this state. The rateof

the tax shall be equal to the rate imposed under subsection (1) of this section.
(3) Moneys collected under this chaptershall be deposited in the violence
reduction and drug enforcement account under RCW 69.50.520.
(4) Chapter82.32 RCW appliesto the taxes imposed in this chapter. The tax
due dates, reportingperiods, andreturnrequirementsapplicableto chapter82.04
RCW apply equally to the taxes imposed in this chapter.
*Sec. 1was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. (1) The sum of three million five hundred seventy
thousand dollars, or as much thereof as may be necessary, is appropriated for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1998, from the general fund to the violence reduction
and drug enforcement account for the purposes of RCW 69.50.520.
(2) The sum of four million one hundred sixty thousand dollars, or as much
thereof as may be necessary, is appropriated for the fiscal year ending June 30,
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1999, from the general fund to the violence reduction and drug enforcement
account for the purposes of RCW 69.50.520.
*NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. This act does not affect any existing right

acquiredor liability or obligation incurredunder the section amended in this act
or under any rule or order adopted under that section, nor does it affect any

proceeding instituted underthat section.
*Sec, 3 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION, Sec. 4. This act is necessary for the immediate preservation

of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of the state government and its
existing public institutions, and takes effect July 1, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 15, 1997.
Passed the House April 18, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 9, 1997, with the exception of certain items
that were vetoed.

Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 9, 1997.
Note: Governors explanation of partial veto is as follows:
"Iam returning herewith, without my approval as to sections I and 3, Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5737 entitled:
"AN ACT Relating to reducing the carbonated beverage tax;"
Section I of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5737 would have reduced the carbonated
beverage syrup tax from one dollar per gallon to fifty cents per gallon. The funding
reduction this would create in the Violence Reduction and Drug Education (VRDE)
account would have been replaced by a General-Fund-State appropriation during the 199799 Biennium.
Section I would reduce the state's revenues by $7.7 million in the 1997-99 biennium.
In light of the other very substantial tax cuts that I have already signed into law, it is clear
that the state cannot afford section I of SSB 5737.
Section 3 of SSB 5737 applies only to section I, and is therefore rendered
unnecessary by the veto of section I.
The people of the state indicated their support for funding the VRDE account through
the carbonated beverage syrup tax when they approved Referendum 43 in November 1994.
Clearly, the dedication of those tax revenues to the VRDE account, at the rates set in
Referendum 43, reflects the will of the voters of Washington. Reducing the tax and
replacing it with an appropriation would jeopardize the long-term prospects of the
important programs funded through the account.
For these reasons, I have vetoed sections 1 and 3 of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5737.
With the exception of sections I and 3, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5737 is approved."

CHAPTER 307
(Substitute House Bill 1234
BOARD OF PLUMBERS-MEMBERSHIP
AN ACT Relating to the board of plumbers; and amending RCW 18.106.110.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:

Sec. 1. RCW 18.106.110 and 1995 c 95 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
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(1) There is created a state advisory board of plumbers, to be composed of
((three)) .fjv members appointed by the governor. ((Gne)) Two members shall be
((a)) journeyman plumbers, ((one)) two members shall be ((a)) persons conducting
a plumbing business, and one member from the general public who is familiar with
the business and trade of plumbing.
(2) The term of ((the)) one journeyman plumber ((shal)) expires July 1, 1995;
the term of the second journeyman plumber expires July 1. 2000: the term of
((the)) one person conducting a plumbing business ((sheq)) expires July 1, 1996;
the term of the second person conducting a plumbing business expires July 1.
2000, and the term of the public member ((sh))expires July 1, 1997. Thereafter,
upon the expiration of said terms, the governor shall appoint a new member to
serve for a period of three years. However, to ensure that the board can continue
to act, a member whose term expires shall continue to serve until his or her
replacement is appointed. In the case of any vacancy on the board for any reason,
the governor shall appoint a new member to serve out the term of the person whose
position has become vacant.
(3) The advisory board shall carry out all the functions and duties enumerated
in this chapter, as well as generally advise the department on all matters relative to
this chapter.
(4) Each member of the advisory board shall receive travel expenses in
accordance with the provisions of RCW 43.03.050 and 43.03.060 as now existing
or hereafter amended for each day in which such member is actually engaged in
attendance upon the meetings of the advisory board.
Passed the House March 11, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 9, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 12, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 12, 1997.

CHAPTER 308
(House Bill 1316]
STATE ROUTE 35
AN ACT Relating to designation of state route number 35; and adding a new section to chapter
47.17 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. A new section is added to chapter 47.17 RCW to
read as follows:
A state highway to be known as state route number 35 is established as
follows:
Beginning at the Washington-Oregon boundary line thence northerly to a
junction with state route number 14 in the vicinity of White Salmon; however, until
such time as a bridge across the Columbia River is constructed at a location
adopted by the transportation commission no existing route may be maintained or
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improved by the transportation commission as a temporary route for state route
number 35.
Passed the House February 21, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 18, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 12, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 12, 1997.
CHAPTER 309
[Engrossed Substitute House Bill 1361]
ELECTRICIANS AND ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS-MODIFICATION OF
REGULATIONS
AN ACT Relating to regulation of electricians and electrical installations; and amending RCW
19.28.510, 19.28.520, 19.28.530, and 19.28.070.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 19.28.5 10 and 1996 c 241 s 6 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)No person may engage in the electrical construction trade without having
a current journeyman electrician certificate of competency or a current specialty
electrician certificate of competency issued by the department in accordance with
this chapter. Electrician certificate of competency specialties include, but are not
limited to: Residential, domestic appliances, pump and irrigation, limited energy
system, signs, and nonresidential maintenance.
(2)A person who is indentured in an apprenticeship program approved under
chapter 49.04 RCW for the electrical construction trade or who is learning the
electrical construction trade may work in the electrical construction trade if
supervised by a certified journeyman electrician or a certified specialty electrician
in that electrician's specialty. All apprentices and individuals learning the electrical
construction trade shall obtain an electrical training certificate from the department.
The certificate shall authorize the holder to learn the electrical construction trade
while under the direct supervision of a journeyman electrician or a specialty
electrician working in his or her specialty. The holder of the electrical training
certificate shall renew the certificate annually. At the time of renewal, the holder
shall provide the department with an accurate list of the holder's employers in the
electrical construction industry for the previous year and the number of hours
worked for each employer. An annual fee shall be charged for the issuance or
renewal of the certificate. The department shall set the fee by rule. The fee shall
cover but not exceed the cost of administering and enforcing the trainee
certification and supervision requirements of this chapter. Apprentices and
individuals learning the electrical construction trade shall have their electrical
training certificates in their possession at all times that they are performing
electrical work. They shall show their certificates to an authorized representative
of the department at the representative's request.
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(3)Any person who has been issued an electrical training certificate under this
chapter may work if that person is under supervision. Supervision shall consist of
a person being on the same job site and under the control of either ajourneyman
electrician or an appropriate specialty electrician who has an applicable certificate
of competency issued under this chapter. Either a journeyman electrician or an
appropriate specialty electrician shall be on the same job site as the noncertified
individual for a minimum of seventy-five percent of each working day unless
otherwise provided in this chapter. ((The ratio of n..rtfi-d in-di-viduals to
"

.. alty eletriian w rking na jobsite hall be
.rtifidj.uraym,

(a)
rm Satember 1, 1979, thraugh Dc camber 31, 1982, not fnera than tha
work'n
ay ame job site for every ccrtiFied
nee e~f61. ei...etriia
Journeyman. or speaty eleet i .o
(b) Effc..tiv January 1, 19.3,)) (4) The ratio of noncertified individuals to
certified Journeymen or specialty electricians working on a iob site shall be:
(aNot more than two noncertified individuals working on any one job site for
every specialty electrician or journeyman electrician working as a specialty
electrician((;
(e) Effti. ja.u y 1,
and
blNot more than one noncertified individual working on any one job site for
every certified journeyman electrician(&)). except that the ratio requirements ((do
not apply to f trade sehol prag rm in the ekatrical enstruetian trade established

during-+946)) shall be one certified journeyman electrician to no more than four
students enrolled in and working as part of an electrical construction program at
public community or technical colleges, or not-for-profit nationally accredited
trade or technical schools licensed by the work force training and education
coordinating board under chapter 28C. 10 RCW,In meeting the ratio reuirements
for students enrolled in an electrical construction promam at a trade school. a trade
school may receive input and advice from the electrical board.
An individual who has a current training certificate and who has successfully
completed or is currently enrolled in an approved apprenticeship program or in ((a
.eehniettl.seh )) an electrical construction program ((in the -''i-a1 ...s.... 'n
)) at public community or technical colleges, or not-fortrade in a shael apprv
profit nationally accredited technical or trade schools licensed by the ((eomm'ission
.du.atin))
work force training and education coordinating board
for Yeatientk
under chapter 28C. 10 RCW, may work without direct on-site supervision during
the last six months of meeting the practical experience requirements of this chapter.
(((4))) 5 The electrical contractor shall accurately verify and attest to the
electrical trainee hours worked by electrical trainees on behalf of the electrical
contractor.
Sec. 2. RCW 19.28.520 and 1980 c 30 s 3 are each amended to read as
follows:
Any person desiring to be issued a certificate of competency as provided in
this chapter shall deliver evidence in a form prescribed by the department affirming
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that said person has met the qualifications required under RCW 19.28.530((,-aJ
now or hereafter e.n...d)). An electrician from another iurisdiction applying for
a certificate of competency must provide evidence in a form prescribed by the
department affirming that the person has the Quivalent qualifications to those
required under RCW 19.28.530.
Sec. 3. RCW 19.28.530 and 1988 c 81 s 13 are each amended to read as
follows:
(i) Upon receipt or the application, the department shall review the application
and determine whether the applicant is eligible to take an examination for the
journeyman or specialty certificate of competency.
(a) To be eligible to take the examination for a journeyman certificate the
applicant must have:
i' Worked in the electrical construction trade for a minimum of four years
employed full time, of which two years shall be in industrial or commercial
electrical installation under the supervision of a journeyman electrician ((eetirled
unerthi ehapter)) and not more than a total of two years in all specialties under
the supervision of a journeyman electrician ((eeified-uder .this
ehaper)) or an
appropriate specialty electrician ((-"tified i.der th.is chnptcr zr ha;))L.o
(ii)Successfully completed an apprenticeship program approved under chapter
49.04 RCW for the electrical construction trade.
fW To be eligible to take the examination to become a specialty electrician the
applicant shall have:
L) Worked in that specialty of the electrical construction trade, under the
supervision of a journeyman electrician ((.rifid u._-thig haptc, ) or an
appropriate specialty electrician ((-ctitd uder,d his hapi )), for a minimum of
two years employed full time((;)); or ((hfte))
(iJiSuccessfully completed an approved apprenticeship program under chapter
49.04 RCW for the applicant's specialty in the electrical construction trade.
((Before January 1, 1984, appli.s for nonresidetial m inten.ee peei.t.
liccrnscs are eligible to beeofmc noresidential mairmtcrarnc speeialists upen
eertifleaticr. to the depa~fcrnt that they have the equiyalent of twe years full tm
expericrncc in that speeitifty field. Person~s applying before jarnum 1, 1984, fer
jo~~acymaaar eciinc~
ligible to take the examin~tien to bccomejeurrcymnn
utilJuly 1.
1984, upon e-rtifiatizII
to the dJepmtmn~
t that they hay th,
cejuivalen! of fivc years full tirne experienee in nenregidential ffifintcrnarnc, ot
wh;ch ...
I-- l be i
.i.ndustrial
eletri.lt- installation.))
Ld1 Any applicant who has successfully completed a two-year ((Ieehnietki
seheD) program in the electrical construction trade ((in ak school that is ttppreycd))
at public community or technical colleges. or not-for-profit nationally accredited
technical or trade schools licensed by the ((comn.issien fer Yocatienal cducatior-)
work force training and education coordinating board under chapter 28C. 10 RCW
may substitute up to two years of the technical or trade school program for two
years of work experience under a journeyman electrician. The applicant shall
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obtain the additional two years of work experience required in industrial or
commercial electrical installation prior to the beginning, or after the completion,
of the technical school program. Any applicant who has received training in the
electrical construction trade in the armed service of the United States may be
eligible to take the examination for the certificate of competency. ((Any-eppliemi*
who is itgraduatc of at trade sehol pregram in the eleetrietical crgtrmtiar. tratde that
was established during 1946 is eligible to take the examination, for the eertifct
.ee..petene.))

(dNo other requirement for eligibility may be imposed.
(2)The department shall establish reasonable rules for the examinations to be
given applicants for certificates of competency. In establishing the rules, the
department shall consult with the board. Upon determination that the applicant is
eligible to take the examination, the department shall so notify the applicant,
indicating the time and place for taking the examination.
Sec. 4. RCW 19.28.070 and 1986 c 156 s 4 are each amended to read as
follows:
The director of labor and industries of the state of Washington and the
officials of all incorporated cities and towns where electrical inspections are
required by local ordinances shall have power and it shall be their duty to enforce
the provisions of this chapter in their respective jurisdictions. The director of labor
and industries shall ((hfiie-power to)) appoint ((tm)) a chif electrical inspector((;
and such assistant irnspeeters aks he shtll deem neeessttry to tissist him in the
perfarmarnz @F his duties)) and may appoint other electrical inspectors as the
director deems necessary to assist the director in the performance of the director's
duties. The chief electrical inspector, subject to the review of the director, shall be
responsible for providing the final interpretation of adopted state electrical
standards, rules, and policies for the department and its inspectors. assistant
inspectors. electrical plan examiners, and other individuals supervising electrical
program personnel, If a dispute arises within the department regarding the
interpretation of adopted state electrical standards. rules, or policies, the chief
electrical inspector, subJect to the review of the director. shall provide the final
interpretation of the disputed standard. rule. or policy. All electrical inspectors
appointed by the director of labor and industries shall have not less thanLFour
years experience as journeyman electricians in the electrical construction trade
installing and maintaining electrical wiring and equipment, or two years electrical
training in a college of electrical engineering of recognized standing and four years
continuous practical electrical experience in installation work, or four years of
electrical training in a college of electrical engineering of recognized standing and
two years continuous practical electrical experience in electrical installation work;
or four years experience as a journeyman electrician performing the duties of an
electrical inspector employed by the department or a city or town with an approved
inspection program under RCW 19,28,360, except that for work performed in
accordance with the national electrical safety code and covered by this chapter,
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such inspections may be performed by a person certified as an outside journeyman
lineman, under RCW 19.28.610(2). with four years experience or a person with
four years experience as a certified outside journeyman lineman performing the
duties of an electrical inspector employed by an electrical utility. Such state
inspectors shall be paid such salary as the director of labor and industries shall
determine, together with their travel expenses in accordance with RCW 43.03.050
and 43.03.060 as now existing or hereafter amended. As a condition ot
employment, inspectors hired exclusively to perform inspections in accordance
with the national electrical safety code must possess and maintain certification as
an outside Journeyman lineman, The expenses of the director of labor and
industries and the salaries and expenses of state inspectors incurred in carrying out
the provisions of this chapter shall be paid entirely out of the electrical license
fund, upon vouchers approved by the director of labor and industries.
Passed the House April 19, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 10, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 12, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 12, 1997.

CHAPTER 310
[Second Substitute House Bill 13921
CRIME VICTIMS' COMPENSATION PROGRAM-CONFIDENTIALITY AND ACCESS TO
RECORDS
AN ACT Relating to the crime victims' compensation program; amending RCW 7.68.140; and
reenacting and amending RCW 42.17.3 10.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 7.68.140 and 1975 1st ex.s. c 176 s 6 are each amended to read
as follows:
Information contained in the claim files and records cf victims, under the
provisions of this chapter, shall be deemed confidential and shall not be open to
public inspection: PROVIDED, That, except as limited by state or federal statutes
or regulations, such information may be provided to public employees in the
performance of their official duties: PROVIDED FURTHER, That except as
otherwise limited by state or federal statutes or regulations a claimant or a
representative of a claimant, be it an individual or an organization, may review a
claim file or receive specific information therefrom upon the presentation of the
signed authorization of the claimant: PROVIDED FURTHER, That physicians
treating or examining victims claiming benefits under this chapter or physicians
giving medical advice to the department regarding any claim may, at the discretion
of the department and as not otherwise limited by state or federal statutes or
regulations, inspect the claim files and records of such victims, and other persons
may, when rendering assistance to the department at any stage of the proceedings
on any matter pertaining to the administration of this chapter, inspect the claim
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files and records of such victims at the discretion of the department and as not
otherwise limited by state or federal statutes or regulations.
Sec. 2. RCW 42.17.310 and 1996 c 305 s 2, 1996 c 253 s 302, 1996 c 191 s
88, and 1996 c 80 s I are each reenacted and amended to read as follows:
(I) The following are exempt from public inspection and copying:
(a) Personal information in any files maintained for students in public schools,
patients or clients of public institutions or public health agencies, or welfare
recipients.
(b) Personal information in files maintained for employees, appointees, or
elected officials of any public agency to the extent that disclosure would violate
their right to privacy.
(c) Information required of any taxpayer in connection with the assessment or
collection of any tax if the disclosure of the information to other persons would (i)
be prohibited to such persons by RCW 82.32.330 or (ii) violate the taxpayer's right
to privacy or result in unfair competitive disadvantage to the taxpayer.
(d) Specific intelligence information and specific investigative records
compiled by investigative, law enforcement, and penology agencies, and state
agencies vested with the responsibility to discipline members of any profession, the
nondisclosure of which is essential to effective law enforcement or for the
protection of any person's right to privacy.
(e) Information revealing the identity of persons who are witnesses to or
victims of crime or who file complaints with investigative, law enforcement, or
penology agencies, other than the public disclosure commission, if disclosure
would endanger any person's life, physical safety, or property. If at the time a
complaint is filed the complainant, victim or witness indicates a desire for
disclosure or nondisclosure, such desire shall govern. However, all complaints
filed with the public disclosure commission about any elected official or candidate
for public office must be made in writing and signed by the complainant under
oath.
(f) Test questions, scoring keys, and other examination data used to administer
a license, employment, or academic examination.
(g) Except as provided by chapter 8.26 RCW, the contents of real estate
appraisals, made for or by any agency relative to the acquisition or sale of property,
until the project or prospective sale is abandoned or until such time as all of the
property has been acquired or the property to which the sale appraisal relates is
sold, but in no event shall disclosure be denied for more than three years after the
appraisal.
(h) Valuable formulae, designs, drawings, and research data obtained by any
agency within five years of the request for disclosure when disclosure would
produce private gain and public loss.
(i) Preliminary drafts, notes, recommendations, and intra-agency memorandums in which opinions are expressed or policies formulated or recommended
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except that a specific record shall not be exempt when publicly cited by an agency
in connection with any agency action.
(j) Records which are relevant to a controversy to which an agency is a party
but which records would not be available to another party under the rules of pretrial
discovery for causes pending in the superior courts.
(k) Records, maps, or other information identifying the location of
archaeological sites in order to avoid the looting or depredation of such sites.
(I) Any library record, the primary purpose of which is to maintain control of
library materials, or to gain access to information, which discloses or could be used
to disclose the identity of a library user.
(m) Financial information supplied by or on behalf of a person, firm, or
corporation for the purpose of qualifying to submit a bid or proposal for (i) a ferry
system construction or repair contract as required by RCW 47.60.680 through
47.60.750 or (ii) highway construction or improvement as required by RCW
47.28.070.
(n) Railroad company contracts filed prior to July 28, 1991, with the utilities
and transportation commission under RCW 81.34.070, except that the summaries
of the contracts are open to public inspection and copying as otherwise provided
by this chapter.
(o) Financial and commercial information and records supplied by private
persons pertaining to export services provided pursuant to chapter 43.163 RCW
and chapter 53.31 RCW, and by persons pertaining to export projects pursuant to
RCW 43.23.035.
(p) Financial disclosures filed by private vocational schools under chapters
28B.85 and 28C.10 RCW.
(q)Records filed with the utilities and transportation commission or attorney
general under RCW 80.04.095 that a court has determined are confidential under
RCW 80.04.095.
(r)Financial and commercial information and records supplied by businesses
or individuals during application for loans or program services provided by
chapters 43.163, 43.160, 43.330, and 43.168 RCW, or during application for
economic development loans or program services provided by any local agency.
(s) Membership lists or lists of members or owners of interests of units in
timeshare projects, subdivisions, camping resorts, condominiums, land
developments, or common-interest communities affiliated with such projects,
regulated by the department of licensing, in the files or possession of the
department.
(t) All applications for public employment, including the names of applicants,
resumes, and other related materials submitted with respect to an applicant.
(u) The residential addresses and residential telephone numbers of employees
or volunteers of a public agency which are held by the agency in personnel records,
employment or volunteer rosters, or mailing lists of employees or volunteers.
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(v) The residential addresses and residential telephone numbers of the
customers of a public utility contained in the records or lists held by the public
utility of which they are customers.
(w)(i) The federal social security number of individuals governed under
chapter 18.130 RCW maintained in the files of the department of health, except this
exemption does not apply to requests made directly to the department from federal,
state, and local agencies of government, and national and state licensing,
credentialing, investigatory, disciplinary, and examination organizations; (ii) the
current residential address and current residential telephone number of a health care
provider governed under chapter 18.130 RCW maintained in the files of the
department, if the provider requests that this information be withheld from public
inspection and copying, and provides to the department an accurate alternate or
business address and business telephone number. On or after January 1, 1995, the
current residential address and residential telephone number of a health care
provider governed under RCW 18.130.140 maintained in the files of the
department shall automatically be withheld from public inspection and copying
unless the provider specifically requests the information be released, and except as
provided for under RCW 42.17.260(9).
(x) Information obtained by the board of pharmacy as provided in RCW
69.45.090.
(y) Information obtained by the board of pharmacy or the department of health
and its representatives as provided in RCW 69.41.044, 69.41.280, and 18.64.420.
(z) Financial information, business plans, examination reports, and any
information produced or obtained in evaluating or examining a business and
industrial development corporation organized or seeking certification under chapter
31.24 RCW.
(aa) Financial and commercial information supplied to the state investment
board by any person when the information relates to the investment of public trust
or retirement funds and when disclosure would result in loss to such funds or in
private loss to the providers of this information.
(bb) Financial and valuable trade information under RCW 51.36.120.
(cc) Client records maintained by an agency that is a domestic violence
program as defined in RCW 70.123.020 or 70.123.075 or a rape crisis center as
defined in RCW 70.125.030.
(dd) Information that identifies a person who, while an agency employee: (i)
Seeks advice, under an informal process established by the employing agency, in
order to ascertain his or her rights in connection with a possible unfair practice
under chapter 49.60 RCW against the person; and (ii) requests his or her identity
or any identifying information not be disclosed.
(ee) Investigative records compiled by an employing agency conducting a
current investigation of a possible unfair practice under chapter 49.60 RCW or of
a possible violation of other federal, state, or local laws prohibiting discrimination
in employment.
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(fl) Business related information protected from public inspection and copying
under RCW 15.86.110.
(gg) Financial, commercial, operations, and technical and research information
and data submitted to or obtained by the clean Washington center in applications
for, or delivery of, program services under chapter 70.95H RCW.
(hh) Information and documents created specifically for, and collected and
maintained by a quality improvement committee pursuant to RCW 43.70.510,
regardless of which agency is in possession of the information and documents.
(ii) Personal information in files maintained in a data base created under RCW
43.07.360.
(ii) Records maintained by the board of industrial insurance appeals that are
related to appeals of crime victims' compensation claims filed with the board under
RCW 7,68.110.
(2) Except for information described in subsection (I)(c)(i) of this section and
confidential income data exempted from public inspection pursuant to RCW
84.40.020, the exemptions of this section are inapplicable to the extent that
information, the disclosure of which would violate personal privacy or vital
governmental interests, can be deleted from the specific records sought. No
exemption may be construed to permit the nondisclosure of statistical information
not descriptive of any readily identifiable person or persons.
(3)Inspection or copying of any specific records exempt under the provisions
of this section may be permitted if the superior court in the county in which the
record is maintained finds, after a hearing with notice thereof to every person in
interest and the agency, that the exemption of such records isclearly unnecessary
to protect any individual's right of privacy or any vital governmental function.
(4) Agency responses refusing, in whole or in part, inspection of any public
record shall include a statement of the specific exemption authorizing the
withholding of the record (or part) and a brief explanation of how the exemption
applies to the record withheld.
Passed the House April 19, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 10, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 12, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 12, 1997.
CHAPTER 311
IHouse Bill 17081
COMPENSATION OF COMMISSIONED SALESPEOPLE OF FARM IMPLEMENTS
AN ACT Relating to the minimum rate of compensation for employment in excess of a fortyhour work week; and amending RCW 49.46.130.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 49.46.130 and 1995 c 5 s I are each amended to read as follows:
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(1) Except as otherwise provided in this section, no employer shall employ
any of his employees for a work week longer than forty hours unless such
employee receives compensation for his employment in excess of the hours above
specified at a rate not less than one and one-half times the regular rate at which he
is employed.
(2)This section does not apply to:
(a) Any person exempted pursuant to RCW 49.46.010(5). The payment of
compensation or provision of compensatory time off in addition to a salary shall
not be a factor in determining whether a person is exempted under RCW
49.46.010(5)(c);
(b)Employees who request compensating time off in lieu of overtime pay;
(c) Any individual employed as a seaman whether or not the seaman is
employed on a vessel other than an American vessel;
(d) Seasonal employees who are employed at concessions and recreational
establishments at agricultural fairs, including those seasonal employees employed
by agricultural fairs, within the state provided that the period of employment for
any seasonal employee at any or all agricultural fairs does not exceed fourteen
working days a year;
(e) Any individual employed as a motion picture projectionist if that employee
is covered by a contract or collective bargaining agreement which regulates hours
of work and overtime pay;
(f) An individual employed as a truck or bus driver who is subject to the
provisions of the Federal Motor Carrier Act (49 U.S.C. Sec. 3101 et seq. and 49
U.S.C. Sec. 10101 et seq.), if the compensation system under which the truck or
bus driver is paid includes overtime pay, reasonably equivalent to that required by
this subsection, for working longer than forty hours per week;
(g) Any individual employed (i) on a farm, in the employ of any person, in
connection with the cultivation of the soil, or in connection with raising or
harvesting any agricultural or horticultural commodity, including raising, shearing,
feeding, caring for, training, and management of livestock, bees, poultry, and
furbearing animals and wildlife, or in the employ of the owner or tenant or other
operator of a farm in connection with the operation, management, conservation,
improvement, or maintenance of such farm and its tools and equipment; or (ii) in
packing, packaging, grading, storing or delivering to storage, or to market or to a
carrier for transportation to market, any agricultural or horticultural commodity;
or (iii) commercial canning, commercial freezing, or any other commercial
processing, or with respect to services performed in connection with the
cultivation, raising, harvesting, and processing of oysters or in connection with any
agricultural or horticultural commodity after its delivery to a terminal market for
distribution for consumption;
(h)Any industry in which federal law provides for an overtime payment based
on a work week other than forty hours. However, the provisions of the federal law
regarding overtime payment based on a work week other than forty hours shall
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nevertheless apply to employees covered by this section without regard to the
existence of actual federal jurisdiction over the industrial activity of the particular
employer within this state. For the purposes of this subsection, "industry" means
a trade, business, industry, or other activity, or branch, or group thereof, in which
individuals are gainfully employed (section 3(h) of the Fair Labor Standards Act
of 1938, as amended (Public Law 93-259).
(3) No employer of commissioned salespeople primarily engaged in the
business of selling automobiles, trucks, recreational vessels, recreational vessel
trailers, recreational vehicle trailers, recreational campers, ((or)) manufactured
housing, or farm implements to ultimate purchasers shall violate subsection (I) of
this section with respect to such commissioned salespeople if the commissioned
salespeople are paid the greater of:
(a) Compensation at the hourly rate, which may not be less than the rate
required under RCW 49.46.020, for each hour worked up to forty hours per week,
and compensation of one and one-half times that hourly rate for all hours worked
over forty hours in one week; or
(b) A straight commission, a salary plus commission, or a salary plus bonus
applied to gross salary.
(4) No public agency shall be deemed to have violated subsection (1) of this
section with respect to the employment of any employee in fire protection activities
or any employee in law enforcement activities (including security personnel in
correctional institutions) if: (a) In a work period of twenty-eight consecutive days
the employee receives for tours of duty which in the aggregate exceed two hundred
forty hours; or (b) in the case of such an employee to whom a work period of at
least seven but less than twenty-eight days applies, in his or her work period the
employee receives for tours of duty which in the aggregate exceed a number of
hours which bears the same ratio to the number of consecutive days in his or her
work period as two hundred forty hours bears to twenty-eight days; compensation
at a rate not less than one and one-half times the regular rate at which he or she is
employed.
Passed the House March 12, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 25, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 12, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 12, 1997.
CHAPTER 312
[Engrossed Substitute House Bill 1771]
COURT APPOINTED GUARDIANS
AN ACT Relating to court appointed guardians; amending RCW 11.88.020; adding a new
section to chapter 11.88 RCW; creating a new section; and providing an effective date.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
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Sec. 1. RCW 11.88.020 and 1990 c 122 s 3 are each amended to read as
follows:
() Any suitable person over the age of eighteen years, or any parent under the
age of eighteen years or, if the petition is for appointment of a professional
guardian, any individual or guardianship service that meets any certification
requirements established by the administrator for the courts. may, if not otherwise
disqualified, be appointed guardian or limited guardian of the person and/or the
estate of an incapacitated person((; any trust .. pany regularly organ.ized un.der
tle laws f this.tit

and national banks when. tuthrizd so to do may......

guardian or limitcd guardian of the estatc of tin ineapaitated person; and ainy
nonprofit eorperation may acti a g
tkin or limitcd gui-orian ef !he person ant'3r
estate .4.. *flup
iitakd
peso iF the artieles of ineorporation or bylaws of sueh
applieable provisions o4 Title 24 RCW)). A financial institution subject to the
iurisdiction of the department of financial institutions and authorized to exercise
trust powers. and a federally chartered financial institution when authorized to do
5o. may act as a guardian of the estate of an incap qitated person without having
to meet the certification reguirements established by the administrator for the
courts. No person is qualified to serve as a guardian who is
(((-H-)) Wnunder eighteen years of age except as otherwise provided herein;
(((-2))) (b)of unsound mind;
((-3))) fel convicted of a felony or of a misdemeanor involving moral
turpitude;
(((W4)) JAI a nonresident of this state who has not appointed a resident agent
to accept service of process in all actions or proceedings with respect to the estate
and caused such appointment to be filed with the court;
(((-5))) W~ a corporation not authorized to act as a fiduciary, guardian, or
limited guardian in the state;
(((6))) fLQ
a person whom the court finds unsuitable.
(2' The professional guardian certification requirements required under this
section shall not apply to a testamentary guardian appointed under RCW
11,88,080.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. A new section is added to chapter 11.88 RCW to
read as follows:
As used in this chapter, "professional guardian" means a guardian appointed
under this chapter who is not a member of the incapacitated person's family and
who charges fees for carrying out the duties of court-appointed guardian of three
or more incapacitated persons.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. (])'The administrator for the courts shall study, and
make recommendations on, standards and criteria for implementing a system of
certification of professional guardians as defined in section 2 of this act and
improved coordination between gur'dians and guardians ad litem.
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(2) In conducting the study and preparing the recommendations, the
administrator may include examination of:
(a)Criteria for certification as a professional guardian;
(b)A fee structure that will make the certification process self-supporting;
(c) Whether persons other than an alleged incapacitated person should be
given standing to request ajury trial to determine incapacity;
(d) Whether, following the appointment of a guardian, a guardian ad litem
may continue to serve at public expense;
(e) Whether the superior court should have authority to limit fees for
attorneys, guardians, and guardians ad litem;
(f) The appropriate entity to certify professional guardians; and
(g)Grounds for discipline of professional guardians.
(3) In conducting the study, the administrator shall consult with the
appropriate groups and interested parties including, but not limited to,
representatives of senior citizens, members of both chambers of the legislature, the
bar association, superior court judges, associations affiliated with persons with
developmental and chronic functional disabilities, health care organizations,
persons who act as guardians for compensation aiid on a voluntary basis, and
guardians ad litem.
(4)The administrator shall submit the results of the study and recommendations to the governor and legislature not later than January 1, 1998.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 4. Sections I and 2 of this act take effect January 1,
1999.
Passed the House April 22, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 18, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 12, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 12, 1997.

CHAPTER 313
[Engrossed Substitute House Bill 1899]

LIFE INSURANCE POLICY ILLUSTRATIONS
AN ACT Relating to life insurance illustrations; adding a new chapter to Title 48 RCW;
prescribing penalties; and providing an effective date.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. The purpose of this chapter is to provide standards
for life insurance policy illustrations that will protect consumers and foster
consumer education by providing illustration formats, prescribing standards to be
followed when illustrations are used, and specifying the disclosures that are
required in connection with illustrations. The goals of these standards are to ensure
that illustrations do not mislead purchasers of life insurance and to make
illustrations more understandable. Insurers will, as far as possible, eliminate the
use of footnotes and caveates and define terms used in the illustration in language
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that would be understood by a typical person within the segment of the public to
which the illustration is directed.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 2. This chapter applies to all group and individual life
insurance policies and certificates except:
(I) Variable life insurance;
(2) Individual and group annuity contracts;
(3) Credit life insurance; or
(4) Life insurance policies with no illustrated death benefits on any individual
excceding ten thousand dollars.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 3. The definitions in this section apply throughout this
chapter unless the context requires otherwise.
(I) "Actuarial standards board" means the board established by the American
academy of actuaries to develop and adopt standards of actuarial practice.
(2)"Contract premium" means the gross premium that is required to be paid
under a fixed premium policy, including the premium for a rider for which benefits
are shown in the illustration.
(3) "Currently payable scale" means a scale of nonguaranteed elements in
effect for apolicy form as of the preparation date of the illustration or declared to
become effective within the next ninety-five days.
(4) "Disciplined current scale" means a scale of nonguaranteed elements
constituting a limit on illustrations currently being illustrated by an insurer that is
reasonably based on actual recent historical experience, as certified annually by an
illustration actuary designated by the insurer. Further guidance in determining the
disciplined current scale as contained in standards established by the actuarial
standards board may be relied upon if the standards:
(a)Are consistent with all provisions of this chapter;
(b) Limit a disciplined current scale to reflect only actions that have already
been taken or events that have already occurred;
(c) Do not permit a disciplined current scale to include any projected trends
of improvements in experience or any assumed improvements in experience
beyond the illustration date; and
(d) Do not permit assumed expenses to be less than minimum assumed
expenses.
(5) "Generic name" means a short title descriptive of the policy being
illustrated, such as whole life, term life, or flexible premium adjustable life.
(6) "Guaranteed elements" means the premiums, benefits, values, credits, or
charges under a policy of life insurance that are guaranteed and determined at
issue.
(7) "Nonguaranteed elements" means the premiums, benefits, values, credits,
or charges under a policy of life insurance that are not guaranteed or not
determined at issue.
(8) "Illustrated scale" means ascale of nonguaranteed elements currently being
illustrated that is not more favorable to the policy owner than the lesser of:
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(a)The disciplined current scale; or
(b)The currently payable scale.
(9) "Illustration" means a presentation or depiction that includes
nonguaranteed elements of a policy of life insurance over aperiod of years and that
isone of the three pes defined below:
(a) "Basic il"
.stration" means a ledger or proposal used in the sale of a life
insurance policy that shows both guaranteed and nonguaranteed elements.
(b) "Supplemental illustration" means an illustration furnished in addition to
a basic illustration that meets the applicable requirements of this chapter, and that
may be presented in a format Jiffering from the basic illustration, but may only
depict a scale of nonguaranteed elements that is permitted in a basic illustration.
(c)"In-force illustration" means an illustration furnished at any time after the
policy that it depicts has been in force for one year or more.
(10) "Illustration actuary" means an actuary meeting the requirements of
section 10 of this act who certifies to illustrations based on the standard of practice
adopted by the actuarial standards board.
(II) "Lapse-supported illustration" means an illustration of a policy form
failing the test of self-supporting, as defined in this section, under a modified
persistency rate assumption using persistency rates underlying the disciplined
current scale for the first five years and one hundred percent policy persistency
thereafter.
(a)"Minimum assumed expenses" means the minimum expenses that may be
used in the calculation of the disciplined current scale for a policy form. The
insurer may choose to designate each year the method of determining assumed
expenses for all policy forms from the following:
(i) Fully allocated expenses;
(ii) Marginal expenses; and
(iii) A generally recognized expense table based on fully allocated expenses
representing a significant portion of insurance companies and approved by the
national association of insurance commissioners.
(b)Marginal expenses may be used only if greater than a generally recognized
expense table. If no generally recognized expense table isapproved, fully allocated
expenses must be used.
(12) "Nonterm group life" means a group policy or individual policies of life
insurance issued to members of an employer group or other permitted group where:
(a) Every plan of coverage was selected by the employer or other group
representative;
(b) Some portion of the premium is paid by the group or through payroll
deduction; and
(c) Group underwriting or simplified underwriting is used.
(13) "Policy owner" means the owner named in the policy or the certificate
holder in the case of a group policy.
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(14) "Premium outlay" means the amount of premium assumed to be paid by
the policy owner or other premium payer out-of-pocket.
(15) "Self-supporting illustration" means an illustration of a policy form for
which it can be demonstrated that, when using experience assumptions underlying
the disciplined current scale, for all illustrated points in time on or after the
fifteenth policy anniversary or the twentieth policy anniversary for second-or-laterto-die policies, or upon policy expiration if sooner, the accumulated value of all
policy cash flows equals or exceeds the total policy owner value available. For this
purpose, policy owner value will include cash surrender values and any other
illustrated benefit amounts available at the policy owner's election.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 4. (1) Each insurer marketing policies to which his
chapter is applicable shall notify the commissioner whether a policy form is to be
marketed with or without an illustration. For all policy forms being actively
marketed on the effective date of this act, the insurer shall identify in writing those
forms and whether or not an illustration will be used with them. For policy forms
filed after the effective date of this act, the identification shall be made at the time
of filing. Any previous identification may be changed by notice to the
commissioner.
(2) If the insurer identifies a policy form as one to be marketed without an
illustration, any use of an illustration for any policy using that form prior to the first
policy anniversary is prohibited.
(3) If a policy form is identified by the insurer as one to be marketed with an
illustration, a basic illustration prepared and delivered in accordance with this
chapter is required, except that a basic illustration need not be provided to
individual members of a group or to individuals insured under multiple lives
coverage issued to a single applicant unless the coverage is marketed to these
individuals. The illustration furnished an applicant for a group life insurance
policy or policies issued to a single applicant on multiple lives may be either an
individual or composite illustration representative of the coverage on the lives of
members of the group or the multiple lives covered.
(4) Potential enrollees of nonterm group life subject to this chapter shall be
furnished a quotation with the enrollment materials. The quotation shall show
potential policy values for sample ages and policy years on a guaranteed and
nonguaranteed basis appropriate to the group and the coverage. This quotation is
not considered an illustration for purposes of this chapter, but all information
provided shall be consistent with the illustrated scale. A basic illustration shall be
provided at delivery of the certificate to enrollees for nonterm group life who enroll
for more than the minimum premium necessary to provide pure death benefit
protection. In addition, the insurer shall make a basic illustration available to any
nonterm group life enrollee who requests it.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 5. (1) An illustration used in the sale of a life
insurance policy shall satisfy the applicable requirements of this chapter, be clearly
labeled "life insurance illustration," and contain the following basic information:
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(a) Name of insurer;
(b) Name and business address of producer or insurer's authorized
representative, if any;
(c) Name, age, and sex of proposed insured, except where a composite
illustration is permitted under this chapter;
(d) Underwriting or rating classification upon which the illustration is based;
(e) Generic name of policy, the company product name, if different, and form
number;
(f) Initial death benefit; and
(g) Dividend option election or application of nonguaranteed elements, if
applicable.
(2) When using an illustration in the sale of a life insurance policy, an insurer
or its producers or other authorized representatives shall not:
(a) Represent the policy as anything other than life insurance policy;
(b) Use oi describe nonguaranteed elements in a manner that is misleading or
has the capacity or tendency to mislead;
(c) State tr imply that the payment or amount of nonguaranteed elements is
guaranteed;
(d) Use an illustration that does not comply with the requirements of this
chapter;
(e) Use an illustration that at any policy duration depicts policy performance
more favorable to the policy owner than that produced by the illustrated scale of
the insurer whose policy is being illustrated;
(f) Provide an applicant with an incomplete illustration;
(g)Represent in any way that premium payments will not be required for each
year of the policy in order to maintain the illustrated death benefits, unless that is
the fact;
(h) Use the term "vanish" or "vanishing premium," or a similar term that
implies the policy becomes paid up, to describe a plan for using nonguaranteed
elements to pay a portion of future premiums;
(i) Except for policies that can never develop nonforfeiture values, use an
illustration that is "lapse-supported"; or
(j)Use an illustration that is not "self-supporting."
(3) If an interest rate used to determine the illustrated nonguaranteed elements
is shown, it shall not be greater than the earned interest rate underlying the
disciplined current scale.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 6. (1) A basic illustration shall conform with the
following requirements:
(a) The illustration shall be labeled with the date on which it was preparcd.
(b) Each page, including any explanatory notes or pages, shall be nurmibered
and show its relationship to the total number of pages in the illustration (for
example, the fourth page of a seven-page illustration shall be labeled "page 4 of 7
pages").
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(c) The assumed dates of payment receipt and benefit payout within a policy
year shall be clearly identified.
(d)If the age of the proposed insured is shown as a component of the tabular
detail, it shall be issue age plus the numbers of years the policy is assumed to have
been in force.
(e) The assumed payments on which the illustrated benefits and values are
based shall be identified as premium outlay or contract premium, as applicable.
For policies that do not require a specific contract premium, the illustrated
payments shall be identified as premium outlay.
(f) Guaranteed death benefits and values available upon surrender, if any, for
the illustrated premium outlay or contract premium shall be shown and clearly
labeled guaranteed.
(g) If the illustration shows any nonguaranteed elements, they cannot be based
on a scale more favorable to the policy owner than the insurer's illustrated scale at
any duration. These elements shall be clearly labeled nonguaranteed.
(h) The guaranteed elements, if any, shall be shown before corresponding
nonguaranteed elements and shall be specifically referred to on any page of an
illustration that shows or describes only the nonguaranteed elements (for example,
"see page one for guaranteed elements").
(i) The account or accumulation value of a policy, if shown, shall be identified
by the name this value is given in the policy being illustrated and shown in close
proximity to the corresponding value available upon surrender.
(j) The value available upon surrender shall be identified by the name this
value is given in the policy being illustrated and shall be the amount available to
the policy owner in a lump sum after deduction of surrender charges, policy loans,
and policy loan interest, as applicable.
(k) Illustrations may show policy benefits and values in graphic or chart form
in addition to the tabular form.
(I) Any illustration of nonguaranteed elements shall be accompanied by a
statement indicating that:
(i) The benefits and values are not guaranteed;
(ii) The assumptions on which they are based are subject to change by the
insurer; and
(iii) Actual results may be more or less favorable.
(m) If the illustration shows that the premium payer may have the option to
allow policy charges to be paid using nonguaranteed values, the illustration must
clearly disclose that a charge continues to be required and that, depending on actual
results, the premium payer may need to continue or resume premium outlays.
Similar disclosure shall be made for premium outlay of lesser amounts or shorter
durations than the contract premium. If a contract premium is due, the premium
outlay display shall not be left blank or show zero unless accompanied by an
asterisk or similar mark to draw attention to the fact that the policy is not paid up.
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(n) If the applicant plans to use dividends or policy values, guaranteed or
nonguaranteed, to pay all or a portion of the contract premium or policy charges,
or for any other purpose, the illustration may reflect those plans and the impact on
future policy benefits and values.
(2) A basic illustration shall include the following:
(a) A brief description of the policy being illustrated, including a statement
that it is a life insurance policy;
(b) A brief description of the premium outlay or contract premium, as
applicable, for the policy. For apolicy that does not require payment of a specific
contract premium, the illustration shall show the premium outlay that must be paid
to guarantee coverage for the term of the contract, subject to maximum premiums
allowable to qualify as a life insurance policy under the applicable provisions of
the internal revenue code;
(c)A brief description of any policy features, riders, or options, guaranteed or
nonguaranteed, shown in the basic illustration and the impact they may have on the
benefits and values of the policy;
(d)Identification and a brief definition of column headings and key terms used
in the illustration; and
(e) A statement containing in substance the following: "This illustration
assumes that the currently illustrated, nonguaranteed elements will continue
unchanged for all years shown. This is not likely to occur, and actual results may
be more or less favorable than those shown."
(3)(a) Following the narrative summary, a basic illustration shall include a
numeric summary of the death benefits and values and the premium outlay and
contract premium, as applicable. For a policy that provides for acontract premium,
the guaranteed death benefits and values shall be based on the contract premium.
This summary shall be shown for at least policy years five, ten, and twenty and at
age seventy, if applicable, on the three bases shown below. For multiple life
policies the summary shall show policy years five, ten, twenty, and thirty.
(i) Policy guarantees;
(ii) Insurer's illustrated scale;
(iii) Insurer's illustrated scale used but with the nonguaranteed elements
reduced as follows:
(A) Dividends at fifty percent of the dividends contained in the illustrated
scale used;
(B) Nonguaranteed credited interest at rates that are the average of the
guaranteed rates and the rates contained in the illustrated scale used; and
(C) All nonguaranteed charges, including but not limited to, term insurance
charges and mortality and expense charges, at rates that are the average of the
guaranteed rates and the rates contained in the illustrated scale used.
(b) In addition, if coverage would cease prior to policy maturity or age one
hundred, the year in which coverage ceases shall be identified for each of the three
bases.
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(4) Statements substantially similar to the following shall be included on the
same page as the numeric summary and signed by the applicant, or the policy
owner in the case of an illustration provided at time of delivery, as required in this
chapter.
(a) A statement to be signed and dated by the applicant or policy owner
reading as follows: "Ihave received a copy of this illustration and understand that
any nonguaranteed elements illustrated are subject to change and could be either
higher or lower. The agent has told me they are not guaranteed."
(b) A statement to be signed and dated by the insurance producer or other
authorized representative of the insurer reading as follows: "Icertify that this
illustration has been presented to the applicant and that I have explained that any
nonguaranteed elements illustrated are subject to change. I have made no
statements that are inconsistent with the illustration."
(5)(a) A basic illustration shall include the following for at least each policy
year from one to ten and for every fifth policy year thereafter ending at age one
hundred, policy maturity, or final expiration; and except for term insurance beyond
the twentieth year, for any year in which the premium outlay and contract
premium, if applicable, is to change:
(i) The premium outlay and mode the applicant plans to pay and the contract
premium, as applicable;
(ii) The corresponding guaranteed death benefit, as provided in the policy; and
(iii) The corresponding guaranteed value available upon surrender, as provided
in the policy.
(b) For a policy that provides for a contract premium, the guaranteed death
benefit and value available upon surrender shall correspond to the contract
premium.
(c) Nonguaranteed elements may be shown if described in the contract. In the
case of an illustration for a policy on which the insurer intends to credit terminal
dividends, they may be shown if the insurer's current practice is to pay terminal
dividends. If any nonguaranteed elements are shown, they must be shown at the
same durations as the corresponding guaranteed elements, if any. If no guaranteed
benefit or value is available at any duration for which a nonguaranteed benefit or
value is shown, a zero shall be displayed in the guaranteed column.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 7. (1) A supplemental illustration may be provided so
long as:
(a) It is appended to, accompanied by, or preceded by a basic illustration that
complies with this chapter;
(b) The nonguaranteed elements shown are not more favorable to the policy
owner than the corresponding elements based on the scale used in the basic
illustration;
(c) It contains the same statement required of a basic illustration that
nonguaranteed elements are not guaranteed; and
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(d)For a policy that has a contract premium, the contract premium underlying
the supplemental illustration is equal to the contract premium shown in the basic
illustration. For policies that do not require a contract premium, the premium
outlay underlying the supplemental illustration shall be equal to the premium
outlay shown in the basic illustration.
(2) The supplemental illustration shall include a notice referring to the basic
illustration for guaranteed elements and other important information.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 8. (1)(a) If a basic illustration is used by an insurance
producer or other authorized representative of the insurer in the sale of a life
insurance policy and the policy is applied for as illustrated, a copy of that
illustration, signed in accordance with this chapter, shall be submitted to the insurer
at the time of policy application. A copy shall also be provided to the applicant.
(b) If the policy is issued other than as applied for, a revised basic illustration
conforming to the policy as issued shall be sent with the policy. The revised
illustration shall conform to the requirements of this chapter, be labeled "revised
illustration," and be signed and dated by the applicant or policy owner and
producer or other authorized representative of the insurer no later than the time the
policy is delivered. A copy shall be provided to the insurer and the policy owner.
(2)(a) If no illustration is used by an insurance producer or other authorized
representative in the sale of a life insurance policy, or if the policy is applied for
other than as illustrated, the producer or representative shall certify to that effect
in writing on a form provided by the insurer. On the same form the applicant shall
acknowledge that no illustration conforming to the policy applied for was provided
and shall further acknowledge an understanding that an illustration conforming to
the policy as issued will be provided no later than at the time of policy delivery.
This form shall be submitted to the insurer at the time of policy application.
(b) If the policy is issued, a basic illustration conforming to the policy as
issued shall be sent with the policy and signed no later than the time the policy is
delivered. A copy shall be provided to the insurer and the policy owner.
(3)(a) Where a computer screen illustration is used that cannot be printed out
during use, the producer shall certify in writing on a form provided by the insurer
that a computer screen illustration was displayed. Such form shall require the
producer to provide, as applicable, the generic name of the policy and any riders
illustrated, the guaranteed and nonguaranteed interest rates illustrated, the number
of policy years illustrated, the initial death benefit, the premium amount illustrated,
and the assumed number of years of premiums. On the same form the applicant
shall acknowledge that an illustration matching that which was displayed on the
computer screen will be provided no later than the time of policy delivery. A copy
of this signed form shall be provided to the applicant at the time it is signed.
(b) If the policy is issued, a basic illustration conforming to the policy as
issued shall be sent with the policy and signed by the policy owner no later than the
time the policy is delivered. A copy shall be provided to the policy owner and
retained by the insurer.
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(c) If a computer screen illustration is used that can be printed during use, a
copy of that illustration, signed in accordance with this chapter, shall be submitted
to the insurer at the time of policy application. A copy shall also be provided to the
applicant.
(d) If the basic illustration or revised illustration is sent to the applicant or
policy owner by mail from the insurer, it shall include instructions for the applicant
or policy owner to sign the duplicate copy of the numeric summary page of the
illustration for the policy issued and return the signed copy to the insurer. The
insurer's obligation under this subsection is satisfied if it can demonstrate that it has
made a diligent effort to secure a signed copy of the numeric summary page. The
requirement to make a diligent effort shall be deemed satisfied if the insurer
includes in the mailing a self-addressed, postage prepaid envelope with instructions
for the return of the signed numeric summary page.
(4) A copy of the basic illustration and a revised basic illustration, if any,
signed as applicable, along with any certification that either no illustration was
used or that the policy was applied for other than as illustrated, shall be retained by
the insurer until three years after the policy is no longer in force. A copy need not
be retained if no policy is issued.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 9. (1) In the case of a policy designated as one for
which illustrations will be used, the insurer shall provide each policy owner with
an annual report on the status of the policy that shall contain at least the following
information:
(a) For universal life policies, the report shall include the following:
(i) The beginning and end date of the current report period;
(ii)The policy value at the end of the previous report period and at the end of
the current report period;
(iii) The total amounts that have been credited or debited to the policy value
during the current report period, identifying each type, such as interest, mortality,
expense, and riders;
(iv) The current death benefit at the end of the current report period on each
life covered by the policy;
(v) The net cash surrender value of the policy as of the end of the current
report period;
(vi) The amount of outstanding loans, if any, as of the end of the current report
period; and
(vii) For fixed premium policies: If, assuming guaranteed interest, mortality,
and expense loads and continued scheduled premium payments, the policy's net
cash surrender value is such that it would not maintain insurance in force until the
end of the next reporting period, a notice to this effect shall be included in the
report; or
(viii) For flexible premium policies: If, assuming guaranteed interest,
mortality, and expense loads, the policy's net cash surrender value will not maintain
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insurance in force until the end of the next reporting period unless further premium
payments are maJe, a notice to this effect shall be included in the report.
(b) For all ether policies, where applicable:
(i) Current death benefit;
(ii) Annual contract premium;
(iii) Current cash surrender value;
(iv) Current dividend;
(v) Application of current dividend; and
(vi) Amount of outstanding loan.
(c) Insurers writing life insurance policies that do not build nonforfeiture
values shall only be required to provide an annual report with respect to these
policies for those years when a change has been made to nonguaranteed policy
elements by the insurer.
(2) If the annual report does not include an in-force illustration, it shall contain
the following notice displayed prominently: "IMPORTANT POLICY OWNER
NOTICE: You should consider requesting more detailed information about your
policy to understand how it may perform in the future. You should not consider
replacement of your policy or make changes in your coverage without requesting
a current illustration. You may annually request, without charge, such an
illustration by calling (insurer's phone number), writing to (insurer's name) at
(insurer's address) or contacting your agent. If you do not receive a current
illustration of your policy within 30 days from your request, you should contact
your state insurance department." The insurer may vary the sequential order of the
methods for obtaining an in-force illustration.
(3) Upon the request of the policy owner, the insurer shall furnish an in-force
illustration of current and future benefits and values based on the insurer's present
illustrated scale. This illustration shall comply with the requirements of sections
5 (1) and (2) and 6 (1)and (5)of this act. No signature or other acknowledgment
of receipt of this illustration shall be required.
(4) If an adverse change in nonguaranteed elements that could affect the policy
has been made by the insurer since the last annual report, the annual report shall
contain a notice of that fact and the nature of the change prominently displayed.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 10. (1) The board of directors of each insurer shall
appoihft one or more illustration actuaries.
(2) The illustration actuary shall certify that the disciplined current scale used
in illustrations is in conformity with the actuarial standard of practice for
compliance with the national association of insurance commissioners model
regulation on life insurance illustrations adopted by the actuarial standards board,
and that the illustrated scales used in insurer-authorized illustrations meet the
requirements of this chapter.
(3) The illustration actuary shall:
(a) Be a member in good standing of the American academy of actuaries;
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(b) Be familiar with the standard of practice regarding life insurance policy
illustrations;
(c) Not have been found by the commissioner, following appropriate notice
and hearing to have:
(i) Violated any provision of, or any obligation imposed by, the insurance law
or other law in the course of his or her dealings as an illustration actuary;
(ii) Been found guilty of fraudulent or dishonest practices;
(iii) Demonstrated his or her incompetence, lack of cooperation, or
untrustworthiness to act as an illustration actuary; or
(iv)Resigned or been removed as an illustration actuary within the past five
years as a result of acts or omissions indicated in any adverse report on
examination or as a result of a failure to adhere to generally acceptable actuarial
standards;
(d)Not fail to notify the commissioner of any action taken by a commissioner
of another state similar to that under (c) of this subsection;
(e) Disclose in the annual certification whether, since the last certification, a
currently payable scale applicable for business issued within the previous five
years and within the scope of the certification has been reduced for reasons other
than changes in the experience factors underlying the disciplined current scale. If
nonguaranteed elements illustrated for new policies are not consistent with those
illustrated for similar in-force policies, this must be disclosed in the annual
certification. If nonguaranteed elements illustrated for both new and in-force
policies are not consistent with the nonguaranteed elements actually being paid,
charged, or credited to the same or similar forms, this must be disclosed in the
annual certification; and
(f) Disclose in the annual certification the method used to allocate overhead
expenses for all illustrations:
(i) Fully allocated expenses;
(ii) Marginal expenses; or
(iii) A generally recognized expense table based on fully allocated expenses
representing a significant portion of insurance companies and approved by the
national association of insurance commissioners,
(4)(a) The illustration actuary shall file a certification with the board of
directors and with the commissioner:
(i) Annually for all policy forms for which illustrations are used; and
(ii) Before a new policy form is illustrated.
(b) If an error in a previous certification is discovered, the illustration actuary
shall notify the board of directors of the insurer and the commissioner promptly.
(5) If an illustration actuary is unable to certify the scale for any policy form
illustration the insurer intends to use, the actuary shall notify the board of directors
of the insurer and the commissioner promptly of his or her inability to certify.
(6) A responsible officer of the insurer, other than the illustration actuary, shall
certify annually:
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(a) That the illustration formats meet the requirements of this chapter and that
the scales used in insurer-authorized illustrations are those scales certified by the
illustration actuary; and
(b) That the company has provided its agents with information about the
expense allocation method used by the company in its illustrations and disclosed
as required in subsection (3)(f) of this section.
(7)The annual certifications shall be provided to the commissioner each year
by a date determined by the insurer.
(8)If an insurer changes the illustration actuary responsible for all or a portion
of the company's policy forms, the insurer shall notify the commissioner of that
fact promptly and disclose the reason for the change.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 11. In addition to any other penalties provided by law,
an insurer or producer that violates a requirement of this chapter is guilty of a
violation of RCW 48.30.010(1).
NEW SECTION, Sec. 12. If any provision of this act or its application to any
person or circumstance is held invalid, the remainder of the act or the application
of the provision to other persons or circumstances is not affected.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 13. This act takes effect January 1, 1998, and applies
to policies sold on or after January 1, 1998.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 14. Sections I through 11 of this act constitute a new
chapter in Title 48 RCW.
Passed the House April 21, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 11, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 12, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 12, 1997.

CHAPTER 314
[Substitute House Bill 19031
CONTRACTOR REGISTRATION-MODIFICATIONS
AN ACT Relating to registration of contractors; amending RCW 18.27.010, 18.27.020,
18.27.030, 18.27.040, 18.27.060, 18.27.070, 18.27.090, 18.27.100, 18.27.104, 18.27.110, 18.27.114,
18.27.117, 18.27.200, 18.27.230, 18.27.270, and 18.27.340; reenacting and amending RCW.
51.12.020; adding new sections to chapter 18.27 RCW; and prescribing penalties.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. A new section is added to chapter 18.27 RCW to
read as follows:
This chapter shall be strictly enforced. Therefore, the doctrine of substantial
compliance shall not be used by the department in the application and construction
of this chapter. Anyone engaged in the activities of a contractor is presumed to
know the requirements of this chapter.
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Sec. 2. RCW 18.27.010 and 1993 c 454 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the definitions in this section
apply throughout this chapter.
(1) "Contractor" means any person, firm, or corporation who or which, in the
pursuit of an independent business undertakes to, or offers to undertake, or submits
a bid to, construct, alter, repair, add to, subtract from, improve, move, wreck or
demolish, for another, any building, highway, road, railroad, excavation or other
structure, project, development, or improvement attached to real estate or to do any
part thereof including the installation of carpeting or other floor covering, the
erection of scaffolding or other structures or works in connection therewith or who
installs or repairs roofing or siding; or, who, to do similar work upon his other
own property, employs members of more than one trade upon a single job or
project or under a single building permit except as otherwise provided herein.
"Contractor" includes any person. firm. or cornoration covered by this subsection.
whether or not registered as required under this chapter.
(2) "General contractor" means a contractor whose business operations require
the use of more than two unrelated building trades or crafts whose work the
contractor shall superintend or do in whole or in part. "General contractor" shall
not include an individual who does all work personally without employees or other
"specialty contractors" as defined ((herein)) in this section. The terms "general
contractor" and "builder" are synonymous.
(3) "Specialty contractor" means a contractor whose operations ((as-stueh)) do
not fall within the foregoing definition of "general contractor".
(4) "Unregistered contractor" means a person, firm. or corporation doing work
as a contractor without being registered in compliance with this chapter.
"Unregistered contractor" includes contractors whose registration is expired fQr
more than thirty days beyond the renewal date or has been suspended.
(M "Department" means the department of labor and industries.
(((5))) () "Director" means the director of the department of labor and
industries.
(((6))) (7M "Verification" means the receipt and duplication by the city, town,
or county of a contractor registration card that is current on its face, checking the
department's contractor registration data base. or calling the department to confirm
that the contractor is registered.
Sec. 3. RCW 18.27.020 and 1993 c 454 s 6 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) Every contractor shall register with the department.
(2) It is a misdemeanor for any contractor to:
(a) Advertise, offer to do work, submit a bid, or perform any work as a
contractor without being registered as required by this chapter;
(b) Advertise, offer to do work, submit a bid, or perform any work as a
contractor when the contractor's registration is suspended or revoked;
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(c) Use a false or expired registration number in purchasing or offering to
purchase an advertisement for which a contractor registration number is required;
or
(d) Transfer a valid registration to an unregistered contractor or allow an
unregistered contractor to work under a registration issued to another contractor.
(3) It is not unlawful for a general contractor to employ an unregistered
contractor who was registered at the time he or she eutered into a contract with the
general contractor. unless the general contractor or his or her representative has
been notified in writing by the department of labor and industries that the
contractor has become unregistered.
(4) All misdemeanor actions under this chapter shall be prosecuted in the
county where the infraction occurs.
(5)A person is guilty of a separate misdemeanor for each day worked if, after
the person receives a citation from the department, the person works while
unregistered, or while his or her registration is suspended or revoked, or works
under a registration issued to another contractor, A person is guilty of a separate
misdemeanor for each worksite on which he or she violates subsection (2) of this
section. Nothing in this subsection applies to a registered contractor.
(6) The director by rule shall establish a two-year audit and monitoring
program for a contractor not registered under this chapter who becomes registered
after receiving an infraction or conviction under this chapter as an unregistered
contractor, The director shall notify the departments of revenue and empjloyment
security of the infractions or convictions and shall cooperate with these
departments to determine whether any taxes or registration, license, or other fees
or penalties are owed the state.
Sec. 4. RCW 18.27.030 and 1996 c 147 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) An applicant for registration as a contractor shall submit an application
under oath upon a form to be prescribed by the director and which shall include the
following information pertaining to the applicant:
(a) Employer social security number.
(b) As applicable: (i) The industrial insurance account number covering
employees domiciled in Washington; and (ii) evidence of workers' compensation
coverage in the applicant's state of domicile for the applicant's employees working
in Washington who are not domiciled in Washington.
(c) Employment security department number.
(d) State excise tax registration number.
(e) Unified business identifier (UBI) account number may be substituted for
the information required by (b), (c), and (d) of this subsection.
(f)Type of contracting activity, whether a general or a specialty contractor and
if the latter, the type of specialty.
(g) The name and address of each partner if the applicant be a firm or
partnership, or the name and address of the owner if the applicant be an individual
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proprietorship, or the name and address of the corporate officers and statutory
agent, if any, if the applicant be a corporation. The information contained in such
application shall be a matter of public record and open to public inspection.
(2) The department may verify the workers' compensation coverage
information provided by the applicant under subsection (l)(b) of this section,
including but not limited to information regarding the coverage of an individual
employee of the applicant. If coverage is provided under the laws of another state,
the department may notify the other state that the applicant is employing
employees in Washington.
(3) The department shall deny an application for registration ((shall-be
denied)) if the applicant has been previously registered as a sole proprietor,
partnership, or corporation((, and was a pr.i.. ipal or offi:_r of !he
, orpotr,))
and ((i)) the applicant has an unsatisfied final judgment against him or her in an
action based on this chapter that was incurred during a previous registration under
this chapter.
Sec. 5. RCW 18.27.040 and 1988 c 139 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) Each applicant shall((, at the time of applying for or renewing
. .. tifeaw..
of-registratio,'n)) file with the department a surety bond issued by a surety insurer
who meets the requirements of chapter 48.28 RCW in ((a-form-aeee ..... to !he
departmen~t runnring to the st te of Washington if a general eontraetor, in the sum
of six thousand dollars;, iFf spzcathy eenrtaeter, in !he sum of four thousand
dollars,)) the sum of six thousand dollars if the applicant is a general contractor and
four thousand dollars if the applicant is a specialty contractor, If no valid bond is

already on file with the department at the time the application is filed, a bond must
accompany the registration application. The bond shall have the state ot
Washington named as obligee with good and sufficient surety in a form to be
approved by the department. The bond shall be continuous and may be canceled
by the surety upon the surety giving written notice to the director of its intent to
cancel the bond. A cancellation or revocation of the bond or withdrawal of the
surety from the bond suspends the registration issued to the registrant until a new
bond or reinstatement notice has been filed and approved as provided in this
section. The bond shall be conditioned that the applicant will pay all persons
performing labor, including employee benefits, for the contractor, will pay all taxes
and contributions due to the state of Washington, and will pay all persons
furnishing labor or material or renting or supplying equipment to the contractor and
will pay all amounts that may be adjudged against the contractor by reason of
((n gligent or improper work r)) breach of contract including negligent or
improper work in the conduct of the contracting business. A change in the name
of a business or a change in the type of business entity shall not impair a bond for
the purposes of this section so long as one of the original applicants for such bond
maintains partial ownership in the business covered by the bond.
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(2) Any contractor registered as of ((the.ffe.tiv

date of this 1983

)) I&

L1997. who maintains such registration in accordance with this chapter shall be
in compliance with this chapter until the next annual renewal of the contractor's
certificate of registration. At that time, the contractor shall provide a bond, cash
deposit, or other security deposit as required by this chapter and comply with all
of the other provisions of this chapter before the department shall renew the
contractor's certificate of registration.
(3)Any person, firm, or corporation having a claim against the contractor for
any of the items referred to in this section may bring suit upon ((sueh)) the bond
or deposit in the superior court of the county in which the work was done or of any
county in which jurisdiction of the contractor may be had. The surety issuing the
bond shall be named as a party to any suit upon the bond. Action upon ((sueh)) he
bond or deposit shall be commenced by filing the summons and complaint with the
clerk of the appropriate superior court within one year from the date of expiration
of the certificate of registration in force at the time the claimed labor was
performed and benefits accrued, taxes and contributions owing the state of
Washington became due, materials and equipment were furnished, or the claimed
contract work was completed or abandoned. Service of process in an action
against the contractor, the contractor's bond, or the deposit shall be exclusively by
service upon the department. Three copies of the summons and complaint and a
fee of ten dollars to cover the handling costs shall be served by registered or
certified mail upon the department at the time suit is started and the department
shall maintain a record, available for public inspection, of all suits so commenced.
Service is not complete until the department receives the ten-dollar fee and three
copies of the summons and complaint. ((&-ueh)) The service shall constitute service
on the registrant and the surety for suit upon the bond or deposit and the
department shall transmit the summons and complaint or a copy thereof to the
registrant at the address listed in ((h6)) the registrant's application and to the surety
within forty-eight hours after it shall have been received.
(4) The surety upon the bond shall not be liable in an aggregate amount in
excess of the amount named in the bond nor for any monetary penalty assessed
pursuant to this chapter for an infraction. The liability of the surety shall not
cumulate where the bond has been renewed, continued, reinstated, reissued or
otherwise extended. The surety upon the bond may, upon notice to the department
and the parties, tender to the clerk of the court having jurisdiction of the action an
amount equal to the claims thereunder or the amount of the bond less the amount
of judgments, if any, previously satisfied therefrom and to the extent of such tender
the surety upon the bond shall be exonerated but if the actions commenced and
pending at any one time exceed the amount of the bond then unimpaired, claims
shall be satisfied from the bond in the following order:
(a) Employee Iabor and claims of laborers, including employee benefits;
(b) Claims for breach of contract by a party to the construction contract;
(c) Subcontractors, naterial, and equipment;
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(d) Taxes and contributions due the state of Washington;
(e) Any court costs, interest, and attorney's fees plaintiff may be entitled to
recover. The surety is not liable for any amount in excess of the penal limit of its
A payment made by the surety in good faith exonerates the bond to the extent
of any payment made by the surety.
(5) ((In !he event!t any)) Ifa final judgment ((shaH)) impaira the liability
of the surety upon the bond so furnished that there shall not be in effect a bond
undertaking in the full amount prescribed in this section, the department shall
suspend the registration of ((sfeh)) [h& contractor until the bond liability in the
required amount unimpaired by unsatisfied judgment claims ((shall have been)) is
furnished. If ((s9eh)) the bond becomes fully impaired, a new bond must be
furnished at the ((ifdereed)) rates prescribed by this section ((as now or herceftcr
amended)).
(6) In lieu of the surety bond required by this section the contractor may file
with the department adeposit consisting of cash oi other security acceptable to the
department.
(7) Any person having filed and served a summons and complaint as required
by this section having an unsatisfied final judgment against the registrant for any
items referred to in this section may execute upon the security held by the
department by serving a certified copy of the unsatisfied final judgment by
registered or certified mail upon the department within one year of the date of entry
of such judgment. Upon the receipt of service of such certified copy the
department shall pay or order paid from the deposit, through the registry of the
superior court which rendered judgment, towards the amount of the unsatisfied
judgment. The priority of payment by the department shall be the order of receipt
by the department, but the department shall have no liability for payment in excess
of the amount of the deposit.
(8) The director may ((promulgate)) "o
rules necessary for the proper
administration of the security.
Sec. 6. RCW 18.27.060 and 1983 1st ex.s. c 2 s 19 are each amended to read
as follows:
(1)A certificate of registration shall be valid for one year and shall be renewed
on or before the expiration date. The department shall issue to the applicant a
certificate of registration upon compliance with the registration requirements of
this chapter.
(2) If the department approves an application, it shall issue a certificate of
registration to the applicant. The certificate shall be valid for:
(a) One year;
(b) Until the bond expires; or
(c)Until the insurance expires, whichever comes first. The department shall
place the expiration date on the certificate.
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(3) A contractor may supply a short-term bond or insurance policy to bring its
registration period to the full one year.
(4) If a contractor's surety bond or other security has an unsatisfied judgment
against it or is canceled, or if the contractor's insurance policy is canceled, the
contractor's registration shall be automatically suspended on the effective date of
the impairment or cancellation. The department shall ((give)) mail notice of the
suspension to the ((een.raetelr)) contractor's address on the certificate of
registration by certified and by first class mail within forty-eight hours after
suspension.
(5) Renewal of registration is valid on the date the department receives the
required fee and proof of bond and liability insurance, if sent by certified mail or
other means requiring proof of delivery. The receipt or proof of delivery shall
serve as the contractor's proof of renewed registration until he or she receives
verification from the department,
Sec. 7. RCW 18.27.070 and 1983 c 74 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
The department shall charge fees for issuance, renewal, and reinstatement of
certificates of registration; and changes of name, address, or business structure.
The department shall set the fees by rule.
The ((ffes shall)) entire amount of the fees are to be used solely to cover the
full cost of issuing certificates, filing papers and notices, and administering and
enforcing this chapter. The costs shall include reproduction, travel, per diem, and
administrative and legal support costs.
Sec. 8. RCW 18.27.090 and 1987 c 313 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
This chapter ((shat4)) does not apply to:
(1)An authorized representative of the United States government, the state of
Washington, or any incorporated city, town, county, township, irrigation district,
reclamation district, or other municipal or political corporation or subdivision of
this state;
(2)Officers of a court when they are acting within the scope of their office;
(3) Public utilities operating under the regulations of the utilities and
transportation commission in construction, maintenance, or development work
incidental to their own business;
(4) Any construction, repair, or operation incidental to the discovering or
producing of petroleum or gas, or the drilling, testing, abandoning, or other
operation of any petroleum or gas well or any surface or underground mine or
mineral deposit when performed by an owner or lessee;
(5)The sale or installation of any finished products, materials, or articles of
merchandise which are not actually fabricated into and do not become a permanent
fixed part of a structure;
(6) Any construction, alteration, improvement, or repair of personal property,
except this chapter shall apply to all mobile/manufactured housing. A mobile/
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manufactured home may be installed, set up, or repaired by the registered or legal
owner, by a contractor ((Jieensed)) registered under this chapter, or by a mobile/
manufactured home retail dealer or manufacturer licensed under chapter 46.70
RCW who shall warranty service and repairs under chapter 46.70 RCW;
(7) Any construction, alteration, improvement, or repair carried on within the
limits and boundaries of any site or reservation under the legal jurisdiction of the
federal government;
(8) Any person who only furnished materials, supplies, or equipment without
fabricating them into, or consuming them in the performance of, the work of the
contractor;
(9) Any work or operation on one undertaking or project by one or more
contracts, the aggregate contract price of which for labor and materials and all
other items is less than five hundred dollars, such work or operations being
considered as of a casual, minor, or inconsequential nature. The exemption
prescribed in this subsection does not apply in any instance wherein the work or
construction is only a part of a larger or major operation, whether undertaken by
the same or a different contractor, or in which a division of the operation is made
into contracts of amounts less than five hundred dollars for the purpose of evasion
of this chapter or otherwise. The exemption prescribed in this subsection does not
apply to a person who advertises or puts out any sign or card or other device which
might indicate to the public that he orshe is a contractor, or that he or she is
qualified to engage in the business of contractor;
(10) Any construction or operation incidental to the construction and repair of
irrigation and drainage ditches of regularly constituted irrigation districts or
reclamation districts; or to farming, dairying, agriculture, viticulture, horticulture,
or stock or poultry raising; or to clearing or other work upon land in rural districts
for fire prevention purposes; except when any of the above work is performed by
a registered contractor;
(1I) An owner who contracts for a project with a registered contractor;
(12) Any person working on his or her own property, whether occupied by
him orher or not, and any person working on his or her personal residence,
whether owned by him or her or not but this exemption shall not apply to any
person otherwise covered by this chapter who constructs an improvement on his
or her own property with the intention and for the purpose of selling the improved
property;
(13) Owners of commercial properties who use their own employees to do
maintenance, repair, and alteration work in or upon their own properties;
(14) A licensed architect or civil or professional engineer acting solely in his
or her professional capacity, an electrician licensed under the laws of the state of
Washington, or a plumber licensed under the laws of the state of Washington or
licensed by a political subdivision of the state of Washington while operating
within the boundaries of such political subdivision. The exemption provided in
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this subsection is applicable only when the licensee is operating within the scope
of his or her license;
(15) Any person who engages in the activities herein regulated as an employee
of a tegistered contractor with wages as his or her sole compensation or as an
employee with wages as his or her sole compensation;
(16) Contractors on highway projects who have been prequalified as required
by ((ehtkptcr 13 of the Laws of 1961,)) RCW 47.28.070, with the department of
transportation to perform highway construction, reconstruction, or maintenance
work.
Sec. 9. RCW 18.27.100 and 1996 c 147 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) Except as provided in RCW 18.27.065 for partnerships and joint ventures,
no person who has registered under one name as provided in this chapter shall
engage in the business, or act in the capacity, of a contractor under any other name
unless such name also is registered under this chapter.
(2) All advertising and all contracts, correspondence, cards, signs, posters,
papers, and documents which show a contractor's name or address shall show the
contractor's name or address as registered under this chapter.
(3)W. All advertising that shows the contractor's name or address shall show
the contractor's current registration number. The registration number may be
omitted in an alphabetized listing of registered contractors stating only the name,
address, and telephone number: PROVIDED, That signs on motor vehicles subject
to RCW 46.16.010 and on-premise signs shall not constitute advertising as
provided in this section. All materials used to directly solicit business from retail
customers who are not businesses shall show the contractor's current registration
number. A contractor shall not use a false or expired registration number in
purchasing or offering to purchase an advertisement for which a contractor
registration number is required. Advertising by airwave transmission shall not be
subject to this subsection ((if -the-pcr.n selling the ad.rtise.nt obtains the
entraeter's
registration
'u*rr,,t number from the eentracter)) LLW.
(b) The director may issue a subpoena to any person or entity selling any
advertising subject to this section for the name, address, and telephone number
provided to the seller of the advertising by the purchaser of the advertising, The
subpoena must have enclosed a stamped. self-addressed envelope and blank form
to be filled out by the seller of the advertising. If the seller of the advertising has
the information on file, the seller shall, within a reasonable time, return the
completed form to the department. The subpoena must be issued before forty-eight
hours after the expiration of the issue or publication containing the advertising or
after the broadcast of the advertising. The good-faith compliance by a seller of
advertising with a written request of the department for information concerning the
purchaser of advertising shall constitute a complete defense to any civil or criminal
action brought against the seller of advertising arising from such compliance,
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Advertising by airwave or electronic transmission is subject to this subsection
(4) No contractor shall advertise that he or she isbonded and insured because
of the bond required to be filed and sufficiency of insurance as provided in this
chapter.
or use an
(5) A contractor shall not falsify a registration number and use it,
expired registration number, in connection with any solicitation or identification
as a contractor. All individual contractors and all partners, associates, agents,
salesmen, solicitors, officers, and employees of contractors shall use their true
names and addresses at all times while engaged in the business or capacity of a
contractor or activities related thereto.
(6) Any advertising by a person, firm, or corporation soliciting work as a
contractor when that person. firm. or corporation is not registered pursuant to this
chapter is a violation of this chapter,
(M(a) The finding of a violation of this section by the director at a hearing held
in accordance with the Administrative Procedure Act, chapter 34.05 RCW, shall
subject the person committing the violation to a penalty of not more than five
thousand dollars as determined by the director.
(b) Penalties under this section shall not apply to a violation determined to be
an inadvertent error.
Sec. 10. RCW 18.27.104 and 1989 c 175 s61 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)
If, upon investigation, the director or the director's designee has probable
cause to believe that a person holding a registration, an applicant for registration,
or ((ftn unregistered)) a person acting in the capacity of a contractor who is not
otherwise exempted from this chapter, has violated RCW 18.27.100 by unlawfully
advertising for work covered by this chapter ((in an alphabtieil or li'sidireetery)), the department may issue a citation containing an order of correction.
Such order shall require the violator to cease the unlawful advertising.
(2) If the person to whom a citation is issued under subsection (1) of this
section notifies the department in writing that he or she contests the citation, the
department shall afford an opportunity for an adjudicative proceeding under
chapter 34.05 RCW((, the Admi,istrat[;c Pr3,cdurc Act,)) within thirty days after
receiving the notification.
Sec. 11. RCW 18,27.110 and 1993 c 454 s 5 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) No city, town or county shall issue a construction building permit for work
which isto be done by any contractor required to be registered under this chapter
without verification that such contractor iscurrently registered as required by law.
When such verification is made, nothing contained in this section is intended to be,
nor shall be construed to create, or form the basis for any liability under this
chapter on the part of any city, town or county, or its officers, employees or agents.
However, failure to verify the contractor registration number results in liability to
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the city, town, or county to a penalty to be imposed according to RCW
18.27.100(((6))) (7)(a).
(2) At the time of issuing the building permit, all cities, towns, or counties are
responsible for:
(a) Printing the contractor registration number on the building permit; and
(b) Providing a written notice to the building permit applicant informing them
of contractor registration laws and the potential risk and monetary liability to the
homeowner for using an unregistered contractor.
(3) If a building permit is obtained by an applicant or contractor who falsifies
information to obtain an exemption provided under RCW 18.27.090, the building
permit shall be forfeited.
Sec. 12. RCW 18.27.114 and 1988 c 182 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) ((Until July 1, 1989, any n..a r gree.i.....g to, p.frm
.. an. .. aing
project: (ta)For the repair, altoratior., or construction of four or fewer residential
units or occcsser; strueitres on such residential property when the bid or contract
prico tottals one thousan~d dollars or more, or (b) for thc repttiralter'ation, or
cornstruction of a commercial building when the bid or contract prico totals on-e
thousand dollars or more but less than sixty thousand dollars, must provide ihe
proeet!
"NOTICE TOG CUSTOMER
This contractor is registered with the state of Washington, registration o
. .. ., aks a gorncral/speeialty eantracter and has posted with the state a
bond or catsh deposit of $6,O30/$4,000 for the purpose of satisfying
clatims against the eontractor for negligent or improper work or bretacH4o
eentraet in the conduct of the contractor's business. This bond or cash
deposit may not be suffliint to covor at claim which might arise from th
work dome under your contract. !Fany supplier ef materials used in you
eonstruetion project or any employe of the contractor or subcontractor
is not paid bthcorator or subcontraetor an your job, your property
may be 1cc tfoc
ay ment. if you wish addition~-U protee~itii-you
may request the contractor to provide you with original "lion re!csc
documents from caceh suppicr or subcontractor on your project. The
eontraeter is required to provide you with further information about licat
release documents if you request it. Genera' information is also avalilbl
From the department of labor and industries."
(2) On and after July 1, 1989,)) Any contractor agreeing to perform any
contracting project: (a) For the repair, alteration, or construction of four or fewer
residential units or accessory structures on such residential property when the bid
or contract price totals one thousand dollars or more; or (b) for the repair,
alteration, or construction of a commercial building when the bid or contract price
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totals one thousand dollars or more but less than sixty thousand dollars, must
provide the customer with the following disclosure statement prior to starting work
on the project:
"NOTICE TO CUSTOMER
This contractor is registered with the state of Washington, registration no.
.... , as a general/specialty contractor and has posted with the state a
bond or cash deposit of $6,000/$4,000 for the purpose of satisfying
claims against the contractor for negligent or improper work or breach of
contract in the conduct of the contractor's business, The expiration date
of this contractor's registration is ...... This bond or cash deposit may
not be sufficient to cover a claim which might arise from the work done
under your contract. If any supplier of materials used in your
construction project or any employee of the contractor or subcontractor
is not paid by the contractor or subcontractor on your job, your property
may be liened to force payment. If you wish additional protection, you
may request the contractor to provide you with original "lien release"
documents from each supplier or subcontractor on your project. The
contractor isrequired to provide you with further information about lien
release documents if you request it. General information is also available
from the department of labor and industries."
(((3)
and after July 1,1989,)) (2) A contractor subject to this section shall
.n
notify any consumer to whom notice isrequired under subsection (((2-))) (1) of this
section if the contractor's registration has expired or isrevoked or suspended by the
department prior to completion or other termination of the contract with the
consumer.

(((4))) (3 No contractor subject to this section may bring or maintain any lien
claim under chapter 60.04 RCW based on any contract to which this section applies
without alleging and proving that the contractor has provided the customer with a
copy of the disclosure statement as required in subsection (1) ((or-(2))) of this
section.
(((5))) (4) This section does not apply to contracts authorized under chapter
39.04 RCW or to contractors contracting with other contractors.
(((6))) (5) Failure to comply with this section shall constitute an infraction
under the provisions of this chapter.
(((-7))) (6f The department shall produce model disclosure statements, and
public service announcements detailing the information needed to assist contractors
and contractors' customers to comply under this section. As necessary, the
department shall periodically update these education materials.
Sec. 13. RCW 18.27.117 and 1987 c 313 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
The legislature finds that setting up and siting mobile/manufactured homes
must be done properly for the health, safety, and enjoyment of the occupants.
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Therefore, when any of the following cause a health and safety risk to the
occupants of a mobile/manufactured home, or severely hinder the use and
enjoyment of the mobile/manufactured home, a violation of RCW 19.86.020 shall
have occurred:
(1)The mobile/manufactured home has been improperly installed by a
contractor ((lieensed)) registered under chapter 18.27 RCW, or a mobile/
manufactured dealer or manufacturer licensed under chapter 46.70 RCW;
(2)A warranty given under chapter 18.27 RCW or chapter 46.70 RCW has not
been fulfilled by the person or business giving the warranty; and
(3) A bonding company that issues a bond under chapter 18.27 RCW or
chapter 46.70 RCW does not reasonably and professionally investigate and resolve
claims made by injured parties.
Sec. 14. RCW 18.27.200 and 1993 c 454 s 7 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)
It is aviolation of this chapter and an infraction for any contractor to:
(a) Advertise, offer to do work, submit a bid, or perform any work as a
contractor without being registered as required by this chapter;
(b) Advertise, offer to do work, submit a bid, or perform any work as a
contractor when the contractor's registration issuspended or revoked; or
(c) Transfer a valid registration to an unregistered contractor or allow an
unregistered contractor to work under a registration issued to another contractor.
(2)Each day that acontractor works without being registered as required by
this chapter, works while the contractor's registration is suspended or revoked, or
works under a registration issued to another contractor is a separate infraction.
Each worksite at which acontractor works without being registered as required by
this chapter, works while the contractor's registration is suspended or revoked, or
works under aregistration issued to another contractor is a separate infraction.
Sec. 15. RCW 18.27.230 and 1993 c 454 s 9 are each amended to read as
follows:
The department may issue a notice of infraction if the department reasonably
believes that the contractor ((required to be registered by this hap r ha s failed to
do-so-or)) has ((otherwise)) committed ((a "-.,.,under ,'.1.2.. ))an
infraction under this chapter. A notice of infraction issued under this section shall
be personally served on the contractor named in the notice by the department's
compliance inspectors or service can be made by certified mail directed to the
contractor named in the notice of infraction. If the contractor named in the notice
of infraction is a firm or corporation, the notice may be personally served on any
employee of the firm or corporation. If a notice of infraction is personally served
upon an employee of afirm or corporation, the department shall within four days
of service send a copy of the notice by certified mail to the contractor if the
department isable to obtain the contractor's address.
Sec. 16. RCW 18.27.270 and 1986 c 197 s 6 are each amended to read as
follows:
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(1) A contractor who is issued a notice of infraction shall respond within
twenty days of the date of issuance of the notice of infraction.
(2) If the contractor named in the notice of infraction does not elect to contest
the notice of infraction, then the contractor shall pay to the department, by check
or money order, the amount of the penalty prescribed for the infraction. When a
response which does not contest the notice of infraction is received by the
department with the appropriate penalty, the department shall make the appropriate
entry in its records.
(3) If the contractor named in the notice of infraction elects to contest the
notice of infraction, the contractor shall respond by filing an answer of protest with
the department specifying the grounds of protest.
(4) If any contractor issued a notice of infraction fails to respond within the
prescribed response period, the contractor shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and
prosecuted in the county where the infraction occurred.
(5) After final determination by an administrative law judge that an infraction
has been committed, a contractor who fails to pay a monetary penalty within thirty
days, that is not waived, reduced, or suspended pursuant to RCW 18.27.340(2), and
who fails to file an appeal pursuant to RCW 18.27.310(4), shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor and be prosecuted in the county where the infraction occurred.
(6) A contractor who fails to pay a monetary penalty within thirty days after
exhausting appellate remedies pursuant to RCW 18.27.310(4), shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor and be prosecuted in the county where the infraction occurred.
(7) If a contractor who is issued a notice of infraction is a contractor who has
failed to register as a contractor under this chapter, the contractor is subject to a
monetary penalty per infraction as provided in the schedule of penalties established
by the department, and each day the person works without becoming registered is
a separate infraction,
Sec. 17. RCW 18.27.340 and 1986 c 197 s 10 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) Except as otherwise provided in subsection (3) of this section, a contractor
found to have committed an infraction under RCW 18.27.200 shall be assessed a
monetary penalty of not less than two hundred dollars and not more than ((three))
five thousand dollars.
(2) ((The administrative l..w judg"^

r.duee, or suspend the

monitary penalty imnposed for the infroeticn onl upon. a showing of good eause
that, !he ,.,
woud ,b unduly burdensome,, to the ,,,tract.,)) The director may
waive collection in favor of payment of restitution to a consumer complainant.
(3)A contractor found to have committed an infraction under RCW 18.27.200
for failure to register shall be assessed a fine of not less than one thousand dollars4
nor more than five thousand dollars, The director may reduce the penalty for
failure to register, but in no case below five hundred dollars, if the person becomes
registered within ten days of receiving a notice of infraction and the notice of
infraction is for a first offense,
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4LMonetary penalties collected under this chapter shall be deposited in the
general fund.
Sec. 18. RCW 51.12.020 and 1991 c 324 s 18 and 1991 c 246 s 4 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
The following are the only employments which shall not be included within
the mandatory coverage of this title:
(1) Any person employed as a domestic servant in a private home by an
employer who has less than two employees regularly employed forty or more hours
a week in such employment.
(2) Any person employed to do gardening, maintenance, or repair,
((remodeling, or similar work)) in or about the private home of the employer. FoE
the purposes of this subsection, "maintenance" means the work of keeping in
proper condition. "repair" means to restore to sound condition after damage, and
"private home" means a person's place of residence,
(3)A person whose employment is not in the course of the trade, business, or
profession of his or her employer and is not in or about the private home of the
employer.
(4) Any person performing services in return for aid or sustenance only,
received from any religious or charitable organization.
(5) Sole proprietors or partners.
(6) Any child under eighteen years of age employed by his or her parent or
parents in agricultural activities on the family farm.
(7)Jockeys while participating in or preparing horses for race meets licensed
by the Washington horse racing commission pursuant to chapter 67.16 RCW.
(8)(a) Except as otherwise provided in (b) of this subsection, any bona fide
officer of a corporation voluntarily elected or voluntarily appointed in accordance
with the articles of incorporation or bylaws of the corporation, who at all times
during the period involved is also a bona fide director, and who is also a
shareholder of the corporation. Only such officers who exercise substantial control
in the daily management of the corporation and whose primary responsibilities do
not include the performance of manual labor are included within this subsection.
(b) Alternatively, a corporation that is not a "public company" as defined in
RCW 23B.01.400(((-l-9))) (20) may exempt eight or fewer bona fide officers, who
are voluntarily elected or voluntarily appointed in accordance with the articles of
incorporation or bylaws of the corporation and who exercise substantial control in
the daily management of the corporation, from coverage under this title without
regard to the officers' performance of manual labor if the exempted officer is a
shareholder of the corporation, or may exempt any number of officers if all the
exempted officers are related by blood within the third degree or marriage. If a
corporation that is not a "public company" elects to be covered under subsection
(8)(a) of this section, the corporation's election must be made on a form prescribed
by the department and under such reasonable rules as the department may adopt.
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(c) Determinations respecting the status of persons performing services for a
corporation shall be made, in part, by reference to Title 23B RCW and to
compliance by the corporation with its own articles of incorporation and bylaws.
For the purpose of determining coverage under this title, substance shall control
over form, and mandatory coverage under this title shall extend to all workers of
this state, regardless of honorary titles conferred upon those actually serving as
workers.
(d) A corporation may elect to cover officers who are exempted by this
subsection in the manner provided by RCW 51.12.110.
(9) Services rendered by a musician or entertainer under a contract with a
purchaser of the services, for a specific engagement or engagements when such
musician or entertainer performs no other duties for the purchaser and is not
regularly and continuously employed by the purchaser. A purchaser does not
include the leader of a group or recognized entity who employs other than on a
casual basis musicians or entertainers.
(10) Services performed by a newspaper carrier selling or distributing
newspapers on the street or from house to house.
(1I) Services performed by an insurance agent, insurance broker, or insurance
solicitor, as defined in RCW 48.17.010, 48.17.020, and 48.17.030, respectively.
(12) Services performed by a booth renter as defined in RCW 18.16.020.
However, a person exempted under this subsection may elect coverage under RCW
51.32.030.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 19. A new section is added to chapter 18.27 RCW to
read as follows:
Beginning December 1, 1997, the department shall report by December 1st
each year to the commerce and labor committees of the senate and house of
representatives and the ways and means committee of the senate and the
appropriations committee of the house of representatives, or successor committees,
the following information for the previous three fiscal years:
(I) The number of contractors found to have committed an infraction for
failure to register;
(2)The number of contractors identified in subsection (1) of this section who
were assessed a monetary penalty and the amount of the penalties assessed;
(3)The amount of the penalties reported in subsection (2) of this section that
was collected; and
(4) The amount of the penalties reported in su! -ection (2) of this section that
was waived.
Passed the House April 21, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 10, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 12, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 12, 1997.
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CHAPTER 315
[Substitute House Bill 1936]
COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE BROKER LIEN ACT
AN ACT Relating to liens on owner's proceeds in favor of commercial real estate brokers; and
adding a new chapter to Title 60 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. The definitions in this section apply throughout this
chapter unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
(I) "Commercial real estate" means a fee title interest or possessory estate in
real property located in this state except an interest in real property which is (a)
improved with one single-family residential unit or one multifamily structure with
four or less residential units, or (b) unimproved and the maximum permitted
development is one to four residential units or structures under the county or city
zoning ordinances or comprehensive plan applicable to that real estate, or (c)
classified as farm and agricultural land or timber land for assessment purposes
pursuant to chapter 84.34 RCW, or (d) improved with single-family residential
units such as condominiums, townhouses, timeshares, or stand-alone houses in a
subdivision that may be legally sold, leased, or otherwise disposed of on a unit-byunit basis. Real estate will be considered commercial real estate if the commission
agreement so provides, or if it meets the definition contained in this section on the
date of the disposition.
(2) "Commission agreement" means a written instrument which meets tl:e
requirements of RCW 19.36.010 signed by the owner, or by a party duly
authorized to sign on behalf of the owner, of commercial real estate, pursuant to
which the owner agrees to pay a broker a real estate commission upon either the
disposition or lease of commercial real estate or upon entering into an agreement
for disposition or lease of commercial real estate. When a broker and owner
execute multiple versions of a commission agreement regarding the same
disposition of commercial real estate, the final written version of the commission
agreement, which incorporates the final agreement between the broker and the
owner, constitutes the "commission agreement" and shall be used to determine the
amount of the lien created by this chapter.
(3) "Days" means calendar days. However, if a period ends on a day other
than a business day, then the last day shall be the next business day.
(4) "Disposition" means a voluntary transfer or conveyance of commercial real
estate.
(5) "Escrow closing agent" means the person or entity who receives
documents and funds for recording and disbursement in completing a transaction
for the disposition of commercial real estate.
(6) "Lease" means a written agreement which gives rise to a relationship of
landlord and tenant, affecting commercial real estate, such that the holder of a fee
simple interest or possessory estate in commercial real estate permits another to
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possess the commercial real estate for a period, and which meets the requirements
of RCW 19.36.010, if applicable.
(7) "Net rental proceeds" means the base rent paid by the tenant under a lease,
less any amounts currently due under the terms of liens which have priority over
the lien created under this chapter. Base rent is the rent so designated in a lease as
base rent, or a similar term, for the possession and use of the commercial real
estate, but does not include separate payments made by tenants for insurance,
taxes, utilities, or other expenses.
(8) "Owner" means a person or entity which is vested in record fee title or a
possessory estate in commercial real estate.
(9)(a) "Owner's net proceeds" means the gross sales proceeds from the
disposition of the commercial real estate described in a notice of claim of lien
against proceeds pursuant to this chapter, less the following: (i) Amounts
necessary to pay all encumbrances and liens which have priority over the lien
created by this chapter other than those permitted to remain by the buyer; (ii)
owner's closing costs, such as real estate excise tax, title insurance premiums, real
estate tax and assessment prorations, and escrow fees payable by the owner
pursuant to an agreement with the buyer; and (iii) amounts held by a third party for
use by the owner to complete an exchange of real estate which is deferred from
federal income tax under section 1031 of the internal revenue code of 1986, as
amended.
(b) "Owner's net proceeds" shall include any gross sales proceeds which are
held by a third party for purposes of completing an exchange of real estate which
is deferred from federal income tax under section 1031 of the internal revenue code
of 1986, as amended, but are subsequently not used for that purpose. "Owner's net
proceeds" are personal property, upon which the lien created by this chapter
attaches.
(10) "Real estate broker" or "broker" means the same as defined in RCW
18.85.010.
(11) "Real property" means one or more parcels or tracts of land, including
appurtenances or improvements.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 2. (1)The lien created under this chapter is a lien upon
personal property, not upon real property.
(2) A broker has a lien upon the owner's net proceeds from the disposition of
commercial real estate and a lien upon the net rental proceeds from the lease of
commercial real estate in the amount which the owner has agreed to pay the broker
under a commission agreement. The lien under this chapter is available only to the
broker named in the commission agreement, and may not be assigned voluntarily
or by operation of law.
(3) Subject to the requirements of subsection (4) of this section, the lien
created by this chapter becomes effective on the date of the recording of a notice
of claim of lien upon proceeds pursuant to subsection (6) of this section, and is
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perfected by such recording. Recording must be made with the county auditor or
recorder in the county or counties in which the commercial real estate is located.
(4) In the case of a disposition of commercial real estate, the lien under this
chapter is not effective unless it is recorded at least thirty days prior to the date a
deed conveying the commercial real estate is recorded in the office of the county
auditor or recorder in the county or counties in which the commercial real estate
is located. In the case of a lease of commercial real estate, the lien under this
chapter is not effective unless it is recorded within ninety days after the tenant
takes possession of the leased commercial real estate.
(5)The lien created by this chapter is null and void unless, within ten days of
recording its notice of claim of lien against proceeds, the broker delivers a copy of
the notice of claim of lien against proceeds to the owner of the commercial real
estate in the manner provided in section 8 of this act. In the case of the disposition
of commercial real estate, on or before the date the deed conveying the commercial
real estate is recorded, the broker shall deliver a copy of the notice of claim of lien
against proceeds to the escrow closing agent closing the disposition in the manner
provided in section 8 of this act, if the identity of the escrow closing agent is
actually known by the broker.
(6) To be effective, the notice of claim of lien against proceeds must state the
following:
(a) The name, address, and telephone number of the broker;
(b) The date of the commission agreement;
(c) The name of the owner of the commercial real estate;
(d) The legal description of the commercial real estate as described in the
commission agreement;
(e) The amount for which the lien is claimed, which may be stated in a dollar
amount or may be stated in the form of a formula for how the amount is to be
determined such as a percentage of the sales price;
(f) The real estate license number of the broker; and
(g) That the lien claimant has read the claim, knows the contents, and believes
the same to be true and correct, and that the claim is made pursuant to a valid
commission agreement, and is not frivolous, under penalties of perjury.
A copy of the commission agreement must be attached to the recorded notice
of claim of lien against proceeds. The notice of claim of lien against proceeds must
recite that the information contained in the notice of claim of lien against proceeds
is true and accurate to the knowledge of the signatory. The notice of claim of lien
against proceeds must be acknowledged pursuant to chapter 64.08 RCW. A notice
of claim of lien against proceeds substantially in the following form is sufficient:
NOTICE OF CLAIM OF LIEN AGAINST PROCEEDS
PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 60.- RCW
(sections 1 through 10 of this act)
Notice is hereby given that the person named below claims a lien as to owner's
net proceeds or net rental proceeds, but not real property, pursuant to chapter 60.11778 1
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RCW (sections 1 through 10 of this act). In support of this lien, the following
information is submitted:
1. Name, telephone number, and address of lien claimant: .............
*

..

°..

. I

. . t 0 .

o. . .. . ..

. . . .

. . . . .

. . . . ..

.. . . .

...

..

~

. ..., . .
i

2. Washington state broker's license number of lien claimant: ..........
3. Date of the written commission agreement on which this claim is based:
.......... a true and complete copy of which is attached to this notice of claim
of lien.
4. Name of the owner: .........................................
5. Legal description of the commercial real estate described in the commission
agreem ent: ......................................................
6. The amount for which the lien is claimed, which may be stated in a dollar
amount or may be stated in the form of a formula for how the amount is to be
determined such as a percentage of the sales price:
7. The undersigned lien claimant, being sworn, states: I have read the
foregoing claim, know the contents, and believe the same to be true and correct,
and the claim is made pursuant to a valid commission agreement, and is not
frivolous, under penalty of perjury.
, . . . . .

. . .

. °
.,.
.

, ,
. I
...
°

. 0

. , .. . . ..

Signature of lien claimant
.

.

..
...

. . °

., .

.. . . * *. . . . . . . . .

Name, Street Address, City, State
of person signing
Telephone Number of person signing
State of Washington

)
) ss
County of ................ )
Subscribed and sworn to, or affirmed, before me on... by ....
Signature
(Seal or stam p)
................................
Title
My appointment expires ......
(Add acknowledgment pursuant to chapter 64.08 RCW)
(7) Whenever a notice of claim of lien against proceeds is recorded and a
condition or event occurs, or fails to occur, that would preclude the broker from
receiving compensation under the terms of the commission agreement, including
the filing of a notice of claim of lien against proceeds in a manner which does not
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comply with this chapter, the broker shall record, within seven days following
demand by the owner, a written release of the notice of claim of lien against
proceeds.
(8)Whenever the amount claimed in a notice of claim of lien against proceeds
is paid to the lien claimant, the lien claimant shall promptly record a satisfaction
or release of the notice of claim of lien against proceeds on written demand of the
owner no later than five days after receipt of payment. In the case of adisposition
of commercial real estate, the escrow closing agent is required to pay to the lien
claimant the owner's net proceeds up to the amount claimed in the notice of claim
of lien against proceeds. If the amount claimed in the notice of claim of lien
against proceeds is to be fully or partially paid to the lien claimant by the escrow
closing agent, upon such disposition, then the lien claimant shall submit arelease
of the notice of claim of lien against proceeds in the .4mount of the owner's net
proceeds or the amount of the lien, whichever is smaller, to the escrow closing
agent to be held in escrow pending such disposition and payment. In asuit brought
by the owner to compel delivery of the release by the lien claimant, if the court
determines that the delay was unjustified, the court shall, in addition to ordering the
release of the notice of claim of lien, award the costs of the action including
reasonable attorneys' fees to the prevailing party.
(9) An owner of commercial real estate may request that a broker waive the
rights to alien under this chapter, and such a waiver contained in the commission
agreement signed by the broker is effective to waive the broker's rights to a lien
under this chapter. In a suit filed by a broker to recover amounts due under a
commission agreement in which the broker has waived lien rights under this
chapter, if the court finds that payment isdue to the broker under the commission
agreement, the court, in addition to awarding normal damages, shall award to the
broker court costs, reasonable attorneys' fees, and statutory interest, as provided in
RCW 19.52.010, from the date the deed is recorded in the event of adisposition,
or from the date the tenant takes possession in the event of a lease.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 3. (1) An owner of commercial real estate subject to
a recorded notice of claim of lien against proceeds under this chapter, who disputes
the broker's claim in the notice of claim of lien against proceeds, may apply by
motion to the superior court for the county where the commercial real estate, or
some part thereof, islocated for an order directing the broker to appear before the
court at a time no earlier than seven nor later than fifteen days following the date
of service of the motion and order on the broker, to show cause as to why the relief
requested should not be granted. The motion must state the grounds upon which
relief is asked and must be supported by the affidavit of the owner setting forth a
concise statement of the facts upon which the motion is based.
(2)The order to show cause must clearly state that if the broker fails to appear
at the time and place noted, the notice of claim of lien against proceeds must be
released, with prejudice, and the broker must be ordered to pay the costs requested
by the owner, including reasonable attorneys' fees.
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(3)If, following a hearing on the matter, the court determines that the owner
is not a party to an agreement which will result in the owner being obligated to pay
to the broker a commission pursuant to the terms of a commission agreement, the
court shall issue an order releasing the notice of claim of lien against proceeds and
awarding costs and reasonable attorneys' fees to the owner to be paid by the broker.
If the court determines that the owner is a party to an agreement which will result
in the owner being obligated to pay to the broker a commission pursuant to the
terms of a commission agreement, the court shall issue an order so stating and
awarding costs and reasonable attorneys' fees to the broker, to be paid by the
owner. Such orders are final judgments.
(4) Proceedings under this section shall not affect other rights and remedies
available to the parties under this dhapter or otherwise.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 4. (1) If a broker has a lien on net rental proceeds
pursuant to section 2(2) of this act, and the broker has recorded a notice of claim
of lien against proceeds and otherwise complied with the requirements of this
chapter, the broker may apply by motion to the superior court for the county where
the commercial real estate, or some part thereof, is located, for an order directing
the owner to appear before the court at a time no earlier than seven nor later than
fifteen days following the date of service of the motion and order on the owner,
and show cause as to why the relief requested should not be granted. The motion
must state the grounds upon which relief is asked, and must be supported by the
affidavit of the broker setting forth a concise statement of the facts upon which the
motion is based.
(2) The order to show cause must clearly state that if the owner fails to appear
at the time and place noted, the broker shall be entitled to an order enjoining the
owner from paying the net rental proceeds from such lease to any party other than
the broker, and that the owner shall be ordered to pay the costs requested by the
broker, including reasonable attorneys' fees.
(3) If, following a hearing on the matter, the court determines that the owner
is, or was, a party to an agreement for the lease of commercial real estate, which
did or will result in the owner being obligated to pay to the broker a commission
pursuant to the terms of a commission agreement, the court shall issue an order
enjoining the owner from paying the net rental proceeds from such lease to any
party other than the broker. The court shall also order the owner to pay such net
rental proceeds to the broker and award costs and reasonable attorneys' fees to the
broker, to be paid by the owner. If the court determines that the owner is not, or
was not, a party to an agreement for the lease of commercial real estate, which did
or will result in the owner being obligated to pay to the broker a commission
pursuant to the terms of a commission agreement, the court shall issue an order so
stating and awarding costs and reasonable attorneys' fees to the owner, to be paid
by the broker. Such orders are final judgments.
(4) Proceedings under this section shall not affect other rights and remedies
available to the parties under this chapter or otherwise.
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NEW SECTION, Sec. 5. All statutory liens, consensual liens, mortgages,
deeds of trust, assignments of rents, and other encumbrances, including all
advances or charges made or accruing thereunder, whether voluntary or obligatory,
and all modifications, extensions, renewals, and replacements thereof, recorded
prior to the recording of a notice of claim of lien against proceeds have priority
over a lien created under this chapter. A prior recorded lien includes, without
limitation, a valid materialmen's or mechanic's lien claim that is recorded after the
recording of the broker's notice of claim of lien against proceeds but which relates
back to a date prior to the recording date of the broker's notice of claim of lien
against proceeds.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 6. A notice of claim of lien against proceeds recorded
under this chapter must be released without further act, upon the recording of a
receipt showing the deposit with the superior court of the county in which the
commercial real estate, or some part thereof, is located, of an amount equal to one
and one-quarter times the amount of the lien claimed. The receipt shall be recorded
in the office in which the notice of claim was recorded. The amount of the deposit
in the superior court shall be held pending a resolution of amounts due to the
broker and the owner.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 7. The county auditor or recorder shall record the
notice of claim of lien against proceeds, and any release thereof, in the same
manner as deeds and other instruments of title are recorded under chapter 65.08
RCW. Notices of claim of lien against proceeds for registered land need not be
recorded in the Torrens register. The county auditor or recorder may not charge
a higher fee for recording a notice of claim of lien against proceeds, or for a release
thereof, than what the county auditor or recorder charges for other documents.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 8. Notices to be delivered to a party under this
chapter, other than service of process as required in civil actions, shall be by
service of process, or by registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, or by
personal or electronic delivery and obtaining evidence of delivery in the form of
a receipt or other paper or electronic acknowledgment by the party to whom the
notice is delivered or an affidavit of service. Delivery is effective at the time of
personal service, or personal or electronic delivery, or three days following deposit
in the mail as required by this section. Notice to a broker or owner may be given
to the address of the broker or owner that is contained in the commission
agreement, or such other address as is contained in a written notice from the broker
or owner to the party giving the notice. If no address is provided in the
commission agreement, the notice to the broker may be given to the broker's
address of record with the department of licensing pursuant to chapter 18.85 RCW
and notice to the owner may be given to the address of the commercial real estate.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 9. This chapter applies to lien claims based on a
commission agreement entered into on, or after, the effective date of this act.
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NEW SECTION, Sec. 10. This chapter may be known and cited as the
commercial real estate broker lien act.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 11. Sections 1 through 10 of this act constitute a new
chapter in Title 60 RCW.
Passed the House April 21, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 14, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 12, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 12, 1997.
CHAPTER 316
[Engrossed Substitute House Bill 2013]
DEVELOPMENT OF EXISTING PERMITS OR CERTIFICATES OF GROUND WATER RIGHT
AN ACT Relating to the full and complete development of existing permits or certificates of
ground water right; amending RCW 90.44.100; and creating a new section.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. The legislature intends that the holder of a valid
permit or certificate of ground water right be permitted by the department of
ecology to amend a valid permit or certificate to allow full and complete
development of the valid right by the construction of replacement or additional
wells at the original location or new locations.
Sec. 2. RCW 90.44.100 and 1987 c 109 s 113 are each amended to read as
follows:
I After an application to, and upon the issuance by the department of an
amendment to the appropriate permit or certificate of ground water right, the holder
of a valid right to withdraw public ground waters may, without losing ((his)) the
holder's priority of right, construct wells or other means of withdrawal at a new
location in substitution for or in addition to those at the original location, or ((he))
the holder may change the manner or the place of use of the water((! PRE)VID,
hO9WEVER, That such alndmni t),

(2)An amendment to construct replacement or a new additional well or wells
at a location outside of the location of the original well or wells or to change the
manner or place of use of the water shall be issued only after publication of notice
of the application and findings as prescribed in the case of an original application.
Such amendment shall be issued by the department only on the conditions that:
(((--))) (WThe additional or ((sbsti.ue)) replacement well or wells shall tap the
same body of public ground water as the original well or wells; (((2,) useoF-the
oiginal-well ewel9
or
shl be islntinuld upon enstuc ii., !he
of su tutl,,,, w
or wells, (3) the eo.-strueiiol of an aldl icral well or weWll shall not enlarge h

right .nvye.
by the origin.al permit or ,,rtifit...
(4a)) (b) where a
replacement well or wells is approved, the use of the original well or wells shall be
discontinued and the original well or wells shall be properly decommissioned as
required under chapter 18,104 RCW: (c) where an additional well or wells is
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constructed, the original well or wells may continue to be used, but the combined
total withdrawal from the original and additional well or wells shall not enlarge the
right conveyed by the original permit or certificate: and (d)other existing rights
shall not be impaired. The department may specify an approved manner of
construction and shall require a showing of compliance with the terms of the
amendment, as provided in RCW 90.44.080 in the case of an original permit.
(3) The construction of a replacement or new additional well or wells at the
location of the original well or wells shall be allowed without application to the
department for an amendment. However, the following apply to such a
replacement or new additional well: (a)The well shall tap the same body of public
ground water as the original well or wells: (b) if a replacement well is constructed,
the use of the original well or wells shall be discontinued and the original well or
wells shall be properly decommissioned as required under chapter 18.104 RCW:
(c)if a new additional well is constructed, the original well or wells may continue
to be used, but the combined total withdrawal from the original and additional well
or wells shall not enlarge the right conveyed by the original water use permit or
certificate: (d)the construction and use of the well shall not interfere with or impair
water rights with an earlier date of priority than the water right or rights for the
original well or wells: (e) the replacement or additional well shall be located no
closer than the original well to a well it might interfere with: (f) the department
may specify an approved manner of construction of the well: and (g) the
department shall require a showing of compliance with the conditions of this
subsection (3).
(4) As used in this section, the "location of the original well or wells" is the
area described as the point of withdrawal in the original public notice published for
the application for the water right for the well.
Passed the House April 21, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 8, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 12, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 12, 1997.
CHAPTER 317
[Substitute House Bill 2097]
INSURANCE COMPANY INVESTMENTS-DERIVATIVE TRANSACTIONS
AN ACT Relating to investment practices of insurance companies; and adding a new section to
chapter 48.13 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. A new section is added to chapter 48.13 RCW to
read as follows:
(I) An insurer may, directly or indirectly through an investment subsidiary,
engage in derivative transactions under this section under the following conditions:
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(a) An insurer may use derivative instruments under this section to engage in
hedging transactions and certain income generation transactions, as these terms
may be further defined by rule by the insurance commissioner;
(b) Derivative instruments shall not be used for speculative purposes, but only
as stated in (a) of this subsection;
(c) An insurer shall be able to demonstrate to the insurance commissioner the
intended hedging characteristics and the ongoing effectiveness of the derivative
transaction or combination of transactions through cash flow testing or other
appropriate analysis;
(d) An insurer may enter into hedging transactions under this section if, as a
result of and after giving effect to the transaction:
(i) The iggregate statement value of options, caps, floors, and warrants not
attached to another financial instrument purchased and used in hedging transactions
does not exceed seven and one-half percent of its admitted assets;
(ii) The aggregate statement value of options, caps, and floors written in
hedging transactions does not exceed three percent of its admitted assets; and
(iii) The aggregate potential exposure of collars, swaps, forwards, and futures
used in hedging transactions does not exceed six and one-half percent of its
admitted assets;
(e) An insurer may only enter into the following types of income generation
transactions if, as a result of and after giving effect to the transactions, the
aggregate statement value of the fixed income assets that are subject to call or that
generate the cash flows for payments under the caps or floors, plus the face value
of fixed income securities underlying a derivative instrument subject to call, plus
the amount of the purchase obligations under the puts, does not exceed ten percent
of its admitted assets:
(i) Sales of covered call options on noncallable fixed income securities,
callable fixed income securities if the option expires by its terms prior to the end
of the noncallable period, or derivative instruments based on fixed income
securities;
(ii) Sales of covered call options on equity securities, if the insurer holds in its
portfolio, or can immediately acquire through the exercise of options, warrants, or
conversion rights already owned, the equity securities subject to call during the
complete term of the call option sold;
(iii) Sales of covered puts on investments that the insurer is permitted to
acquire under this chapter, if the insurer has escrowed, or entered into a custodian
agreement segregating, cash or cash equivalents with a market value equal to the
amount of its purchase obligations under the put during the complete term of the
put option sold; or
(iv) Sales of covered caps or floors, if the insurer holds in its portfolio the
investments generating the cash flow to make the required payments under the caps
or floors during the complete term that the cap or floor is outstanding;
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(f) An insurer shall include all counterparty exposure amounts in determining
compliance with general diversification requirements and medium and low grade
investment limitations under this chapter; and
(g) Pursuant to rules adopted by the insurance commissioner under subsection
(3) of this section, the commissioner may approve additional transactions involving
the use of derivative instruments in excess of the limitations in (d) of this
subsection or for other risk management purposes under rules adopted by the
commissioner, but replication transactions shall not be permitted for other than risk
management purposes.
(2) For purposes of this section:
(a) "Cap" means an agreement obligating the seller to make payments to the
buyer, with each payment based on the amount by which a reference price or level
or the performance or value of one or more underlying interests exceeds a
predetermined number, sometimes called the strike rate or strike price;
(b) "Collar" means an agreement to receive payments as the buyer of an
option, cap, or floor and to make payments as the seller of a different option, cap,
or floor;
(c) "Counterparty exposure amount" means the net amount of credit risk
attributable to a derivative instrument entered into with a business entity other than
through a qualified exchange, qualified foreign exchange, or cleared through a
qualified clearinghouse. The amount of the credit risk equals the market value of
the over-the-counter derivative instrument if the liquidation of the derivative
instrument would result in a final cash payment to the insurer, or zero if the
liquidation of the derivative instrument would not result in a final cash payment to
the insurer.
If over-the-counter derivative instruments are entered into under a written
master agreement which provides for netting of payments owed by the respective
parties, and the domiciliary jurisdiction of the counterparty is either within the
United States or, if not within the United States, within a foreign jurisdiction listed
in the purposes and procedures of the securities valuation office as eligible for
netting, the net amount of credit risk shall be the greater of zero or the sum of:
(i) The market value of the over-the-counter derivative instruments entered
into under the agreement, the liquidation of which would result in a final cash
payment to the insurer; and
(ii) The market value of the over-the-counter derivative instruments entered
into under the agreement, the liquidation of which would result in a final cash
payment by the insurer to the business entity.
For open transactions, market value shall be determined at the end of the most
recent quarter of the insurer's fiscal year and shall be reduced by the market value
of acceptable collateral held by the insurer or placed in escrow by one or both
parties;
(d) "Covered" means that an insurer owns or can immediately acquire, through
the exercise of options, warrants or conversion rights already owned, the
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underlying interest in order to fulfill or secure its obligations under a call option,
cap or floor it has written, or has set aside under a custodial or escrow agreement
cash or cash equivalents with a market value equal to the amount required to fulfill
its obligations under a put option it has written, in an income generation
transaction;
(e) "Derivative instrument" means an agreement, option, instrument, or a
series or combination thereof:
(i) To make or take delivery of, or assume or relinquish, a specified amount
of one or more underlying interests, or to make a cash settlement in lieu thereof;
or
(ii) That has a price, performance, value, or cash flow based primarily upon
the actual or expected price, level, performance, value, or cash flow of one or more
underlying interests.
Derivative instruments include options, warrants used in a hedging transaction
and not attached to another financial instrument, caps, floors, collars, swaps,
forwards, futures, and any other agreements, options, or instruments substantially
similar thereto or any series or combination thereof and any agreements, options,
or instruments permitted under rules adopted by the commissioner under
subsection (3) of this section;
(f) "Derivative transaction" means a transaction involving the use of one or
more derivative instruments;
(g) "Floor" means an agreement obligating the seller to make payments to the
buyer in which each payment is based on the amount by which a predetermined
number, sometimes called the floor rate or price, exceeds a reference price, level,
performance, or value of one or more underlying interests;
(h) "Future" means an agreement, traded on a qualified exchange or qualified
foreign exchange, to make or take delivery of, or effect a cash settlement based on
the actual or expected price, level, performance, or value of, one or more
underlying interests;
(i) "Hedging transaction" means a derivative transaction which is entered into
and maintained to reduce:
(i) The risk of a change in the value, yield, price, cash flow, or quantity of
assets or liabilities which the insurer has acquired or incurred or anticipates
acquiring or incurring; or
(ii)The currency exchange rate risk or the degree of exposure as to assets or
liabilities which an insurer has acquired or incurred or anticipates acquiring or
incurring;
(j) "Option" means an agreement giving the buyer the right to buy or receive
(a "call option"), sell or deliver (a "put option"), enter into, extend, or terminate or
effect a cash settlement based on the actual or expected price, level, performance,
or value of one or more underlying interests;
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(k) "Swap" means an agreement to exchange or to net payments at one or
more times based on the actual or expected price, level, performance, or value of
one or more underlying interests;
(I) "Underlying interest" means the assets, liabilities, other interests, or a
combination thereof underlying a derivative instrument, such as any one or more
securities, currencies, rates, indices, commodities, or derivative instruments; and
(m) "Warrant" means an instrument that gives the holder the right to purchase
an underlying financial instrument at a given price and time or at a series of prices
and times outlined in the warrant agreement. Warrants may be issued alone or in
connection with the sale of other securities, for example, as part of a merger or
recapitalization agreement, or to facilitate divestiture of the securities of another
business entity.
(3)The insurance commissioner may adopt rules implementing the provisions
of this section,
Passed the House March 15, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 18, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 12, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 12, 1997.

CHAPTER 318
[Engrossed Substitute House Bill 2128]
CONTRACTS OR GRANTS RECEIVED BY STATE OFFICERS OR EMPLOYEESCOMPLIANCE WITH ETHICS CODE
AN ACT Relating to ethics in public service; and amending RCW 42.52.120.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 42.52.120 and 1996 c 213 s 6 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) No state officer or state employee may receive any thing of economic
value under any contract or grant outside of his or her official duties. The
prohibition in this subsection does not apply where the state officer or state
employee has complied with RCW 42.52.030(2) or each of the following
conditions are met:
(a) The contract or grant is bona fide and actually performed;
(b)The performance or administration of the contract or grant is not within the
course of the officer's or employee's official duties, or is not under the officer's or
employee's official supervision;
(c) The performance of the contract or grant is not prohibited by RCW
42.52.040 or by applicable laws or rules governing outside employment for the
officer or employee;
(d) The contract or grant is neither performed for nor compensated by any
person from whom such officer or employee would be prohibited by RCW
42.52.150(4) from receiving a gift;
117881
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(e) The contract or grant is not one expressly created or authorized by the
officer or employee in his or her official capacity ((or by hig or hcr agcn y));
(f) The contract or grant would not require unauthorized disclosure of
confidential information.
(2)In addition to satisfying the requirements of subsection (1) of this section,
a state officer or state employee may have a beneficial interest in a grant or contract
or a series of substantially identical contracts or grants with a state agency only if:
(a) The contract or grant is awarded or issued as a result of an open and
competitive bidding process in which more than one bid or grant application was
received; or
(b) The contract or grant is awarded or issued as a result of an open and
competitive bidding or selection process in which the officer's or employee's bid
or proposal was the only bid or proposal received and the officer or employee has
been advised by the appropriate ethics board, before execution of the contract or
grant, that the contract or grant would not be in conflict with the proper discharge
of the officer's or employee's official duties; or
(c) The process for awarding the contract or issuing the grant is not open and
competitive, but the officer or employee has been advised by the appropriate ethics
board that the contract or grant would not be in conflict with the proper discharge
of the officer's or employee's official duties.
(3) A state officer or state employee awarded a contract or issued a grant in
compliance with subsection (2) of this section shall file the contract or grant with
the appropriate ethics board within thirty days after the date of execution; however,
if proprietary formulae, designs, drawings, or research are included in the contract
or grant, the proprietary formulae, designs, drawings, or research may be deleted
from the contract or grant filed with the appropriate ethics board.
(4) This section does not prevent a state officer or state employee from
receiving compensation contributed from the treasury of the United States, another
state, county, or municipality if the compensation is received pursuant to
arrangements entered into between such state, county, municipality, or the United
States and the officer's or employee's agency. This section does not prohibit a state
officer or state employee from serving or performing any duties under an
employment contract with a governmental entity.
(5) As used in this section, "officer" and "employee" do not include officers
and employees who, in accordance with the terms of their employment or
appointment, are serving without compensation from the state of Washington or
are receiving from the state only reimbursement of expenses incurred or a
predetermined allowance for such expenses.
Passed the House April 21, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 15, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 12, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 12, 1997.
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CHAPTER 319
[Engrossed Substitute House Bill 2276]
CIVIL LEGAL SERVICES FOR INDIGENT PERSONS
AN ACT Relating to civil legal services; amending RCW 43.08.260; adding a new section to
chapter 43.08 RCW; and creating a new section.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. It is the intent of the legislature to promote the
provision of civil legal services to indigent persons, subject to available funds. To
the extent that funds are appropriated for civil legal services for the indigent, the
legislature intends that civil legal services be offered within an oversight
framework that ensures accountability.
Sec. 2. RCW 43.08.260 and 1995 c 399 s 62 are each amended to read as
follows:
()(a) The legislature recognizes the ethical obligation of attorneys to
represent clients without interference by third parties in the discharge of
professional obligations to clients. However, to ensure the most beneficial use of
state resources, the legislature finds that it is within the authority of the legislature
to specify the categories of legal cases in which qualified legal aid programs may
provide civil representation with state moneys. Accordingly. moneys appropriated
for civil legal representation pursuant to this section shall not be used for legal
representation that is either outside the scope of this section or prohibited by this
section.
(b)Nothing in this section is intended to limit the authority of existing entities,
includina but not limited to the Washington state bar association, the public
disclosure commission, the state auditor, and the federal legal services corporation
to resolve issues within their respective jurisdictions,
(2) Any money appropriated by the legislature from the public safety and
education account pursuant to RCW 43.08.250 or from any other state fund or
account for civil representation of indigent persons shall be used solely for the
purpose of contracting with qualified legal aid programs for legal representation
of indigent persons in matters relating to: (a) Domestic relations and family law
matters, (b) public assistance((;)) and health care, ((and en itleffi t progra ,)) (c)
((publ4e)) housing and utilities, ((aml)) (d) ((uncmploymcrt cmpcnsation)) social
security. (e) mortgage foreclosures, (t) home protection bankruptcies, (g) consumer
fraud and unfair sales practices. (h) rights of residents of long-term care facilities.
(i) wills, estates, and living wills, (j) elder abuse, and (k guardianship.
3. For purposes of this section, a "qualified legal aid program" means a notfor-profit corporation incorporated and operating exclusively in Washington which
has received basic field funding for the provision of civil legal services to indigents
((under Publi Law 101 515)) from the federal legal services corporation or that
has received funding for civil legal services for indigents under this section before
July 1. 1997.
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(((2) Funds d epributed to
qualified lgal aid program under this seotien
shel
be distributed on a basis prportiormu to the numbe of individuals with inconos
below !he official federal poverty inoeve guidelines who reside
within the eunties
in,the geographie seryie ttres efsuch programs. 11w departrncntofcmMunity,
distribution as is uscd by the legal services
prporation
in
ulloeatirg
futds for b.si
field scrviees in the state of Aashirngton.
(3)a))) (4) The department of community, trade. and economic development
shall establish a distribution formula based on the distribution by county of
individuals with incomes below the official federal poverty level gzuidelines, When
entering into acontract with a qualified legal services provider under this section.
the department shall require the provider to provide legal services in a manner that
maximizes geographic access in accordance with the formula established in this
subsection (4).
. Funds distributed to qualified legal aid programs under this section may
not be used directly or indirectly for (('"lobby ... in ...ast" . .....
si, F"these fund; are subject to all limitaions trnd cornditiorns imposed on use of f--Is
1974 (P~b. 3 3559 P.L. 95 222) as currently in effeet or hcrettftcr amcadcd.)%
(((b-))) (a)Lobbying,
(i) For purposes of this section, "lobbying" means any personal service,
advertisement, telegram, telephone communication, letter, printed or written
matter, or other device directly or indirectly intended to influence any member of
congress or any other federal, state, or local nonjudicial official, whether elected
or appointed:
(A) In connection with any act, bill, resolution, or similar legislation by the
congress of the United States or by any state or local legislative body, or any
administrative rule, rule-making activity standard, rate, or other enactment by any
federal, state, or local administrative agency;
(B) In connection with any referendum, initiative, constitutional amendment,
or any similar procedure of the congress, any state legislature, any local council,
or any similar governing body acting in a legislative capacity; or
(C) In connection with inclusion of any provision in a legislative measure
appropriating funds to, or defining or limiting the functions or authority of, the
recipient of funds ((pursuant to hapter 54, Laws of 1992)) under this section.
(ii) "Lobbying" does not include the response of an employee of a legal aid
program to a written request from a governmental agency, an elected or appointed
official, or committee on a specific matter. This exception does not authorize
communication with anyone other than the requesting party, or agent or employee
of such agency, official, or committee.
(b)Grass roots lobbying. For purposes of this section, "grass roots lobbying"
means preparation. production. or dissemination of information the purpose of
which is to encourage the public at large. or any definable segment thereof, to
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contact legislators or their staff in support of or in opposition to pending or
proposed legislation: or contribute to or participate in a demonstration, march.
rally, lobbying campaign. or letter writing or telephone campaign for the purpose
of influencing the course of pending or proposed legislation.
(c)Class action lawsuits.
(d) Participating in or identifying the program with prohibited political
activities, For purposes of this section. "prohibited political activities" means (i)
any activity directed toward the success or failure of a political party, a candidate
for partisan or nonpartisan office, a partisan political group, or a ballot measure:
(ii) advertising or contributing or soliciting financial support for or against any
candidate, political group, or ballot measure: or (iii) voter registration or
transportation activities.
(e)Representation in fee-generating cases. For purposes of this section. "feegenerating" means acase that might reasonably be expected to result in a fee for
legal services if undertaken by a private attorney. The chargin! of a fee pursuant
to subsection (6) of this section does not establish the fee-generating nature of a
case.
A fee generating case may be accepted when: (i) The case has been rejected
by the local lawyer referral services or by two private attorneys: (ii) neither the
referral service nor two private attorneys will consider the case without payent
of a consultation fee: (iii) after consultation with the appropriate representatives of
the private bar. the program has detennined that the type of case isone that private
attorneys do not ordinarily accept, or do not accept without prepayment of a fee:
or (iv) the director of the program or the director's designee has determined that
referral of the case to the private bar is not possible because documented attempts
to refer similar cases in the past have been futile, or because emergency
circumstances compel immediate action before referral can be made. but the client
is advised that. if appropriate and consistent with professional responsibility.
referral will be attempted at a later time.
(f) Organizing any association. union, or federation, or representing a labor
union, However, nothing in this subsection (5)(f) prohibits the provision of legal
services to clients as otherwise permitted by this section.
(g) Representation of undocumented aliens.
(h) Picketing. demonstrations, strikes, or boycotts.
(i) Engaging in inappropriate solicitation, For purposes of this section.
"inappropriate solicitation" means promoting the assertion of specific legal claims
among persons who know of their rights to make a claim and who decline to do so.
Nothing in this subsection precludes a legal services program or its employees
from providing information regarding legal rights and responsibilities or Providing
information regarding the program's services and intake procedures through
community legal education activities, responding to an individual's specific
question about whether the individual should consult with an attorney or take legal
action, or responding to an individual's specific request for information about the
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individual's legal rights or request for as3istance in connection with a specific legal
problem.
(i) Conducting training programs that: (i) Advocate particular public policies:
(ii)encourage or facilitate Volitical activities, labor or antilabor activities, boycotts.
picketing, strikes, or demonstrations: or (iii) attempt to influence legislation or rule
making, Nothing in this subsection (5)(i) precludes representation of clients as
otherwise permitted by this section.
(6) The department may establish requirements for client participation in the
provision of civil legal services under this section, including but not limited to
copayments and sliding fee scales
(7)(a) Contracts entered into by the department of community, trade. and
economic development with qualified legal services programs under this section
must specify that the program's expenditures of moneys distributed under this
section:
(i) Must be audited annually by an indelendent outside auditor. These audit
results must be provided to the department of community, trade, and economic
development: and
(ii)Are subject to audit by the state auditor.
(b)(i) Any entity auditing a1legal services program under this section shall
have access to all records of the legal services program to the full extent necessaiy
to determine compliance with this section. with the exception of confidential
information protected by the United States Constitution. the state Constitution. the
attorney-client privilege, and appljiable rules of attorney conduct.
(ii) The legal services progr shall have a system allowing for production of
case-specific information. including client eligibility and case type. to demonstrate
compliance with this section, with the exception of confidential information
protected by the United States Constitution. the state Constitution. the attorneyclient privilege, and appl'cable rules of attorney conduct. Such information shall
be available to any entity that audits the program.
(8) The department of community. trade, and economic development must
recover or withhold amounts determined by an audit to have been used in violation
of this section.
(9) The department of community. trade. and economic development may
adopt rules to implement this section.
NEW SECTON. Sec. 3. A new section is added to chapter 43.08 RCW to
read as follows:
The joint legislative civil legal services oversight committee is established.
(I) The committee's members are one member from each of the minority and
majority caucuses of the house of representatives, who are appointed by the
speaker of the house of represcntatives, and one member from each of the minority
and majority caucuses of the senate, who are appointed by the president of the
senate.
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(2)(a) The committee shall oversee the provision of civil legal services funded
through RCW 43.08.260 and shall act as a forum for discussion of issues related
to state-funded civil legal services,
(b)By December 1, 1997, and by December 1st of each year thereafter, the
committee must report to the appropriate standing policy and fiscal committees of
the legislature on the provision of legal services under RCW 43.08.260.
(3)The committee chairman is selected by the members and shall serve aoneyear term, The chairman position rotates between the house and senate members
and the political parties.
(4)The committee shall meet at least four times during each fiscal year. The
committee shall accept public testimony at a minimum of two of these meetings.
Passed the House April 10, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 18, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 12, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 12, 1997.

CHAPTER 320
[Substitute Senate Bill 5149)
MAILINGS BY LEGISLATORS-RESTRICTIONS
AN ACT Relating to mailings by legislators; amending RCW 42.17.132; adding a new section
to chapter 42.52 RCW; and recodifying RCW 42.17.132.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 42.17.132 and 1995 c 397 s 5 are each amended to read as
follows:
L1 During the twelve-month period ((preedirg the lest day for
.. rtifi.ti.
of the elzeeiz results for a state lgial .zr's l..i..
n to fficc)) beginningQn
December I st of the year before a general election for a state legislator's election
to office and continuing through November 30th immediately after the general
eleion, the legislator may not mail. either by regular mail or electronic mail, to
a constituent at public expense a letter, newsletter, brochure, or other piece of
literature, except as ((p..i- in this.. eii )) follows:
(.The legislator may mail ((one)) two mailings of newsletters to constituents.
All newsletters within each mailing of newsletters must be identical as to their
content but not as to the constituent name or address. One such mailing may be
adikd no later than thirty days after the start of a regular legislative session ((and
ene)). except that a legislator appointed during a regular legislative session to fill
a vacant seat may have up to thirty days from the date of appointment to send out
the first mailing. The other mailing may be mailed no later than sixty days after
the end of a regular legislative session ((of id^tieta- newsletters to
.enstituenia).
(iUThe legislator may mail an individual letter to M an individual constituent
who (((-))) has contacted the legislator regarding the subject matter of the letter
during the legislator's current term of office; ((fr-())) (ii) an individual constituent
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who holds a governmental office with jurisdiction over the subject matter of the
letter: or (iii) an individual constituent who has received an award or honor of
eatraordinary distinction of a type that is sufficiently infrequent to be noteworthy
to a reasonable person, including, but not limited to: (A) An international or
national award such as the Nobel prize or the Pulitzer prize: (B) a state award such
as Washington scholar: (C) an Eagle Scout award: and (D) a Medal of Honor.
(2) For purposes of subsection (1) of this section. "legislator" means a
legislator who is a "candidate." as defined by RCW 42,17.020, for any public
office.
(MA violation of this section constitutes use of the facilities of a public office
for the purpose of assisting a campaign under RCW 42.52.180.
(4) The house of representatives and senate shall specifically limit
expenditures per member for the total cost of mailings((, iluding)), Those costs
includ. but are not limited to, production costs, printing costs, and postage cots
The limits imposed under this subsection apply only to the total expenditures on
mailings per member and not to any categorical cost within the total,
(5) For purposes of this section, persons residing outside the legislative district
represented by the legislator are not considered to be constituents, but students.
military personnel, or others temporarily employed outside of the district who
normally reside in the district are considered to be constituents.
NEW SECTON. Sec. 2. RCW 42.17.132, as amended by this act, is
recodified as a new section in chapter 42.52 RCW, to be placed between RCW
42.52.180 and 42.52.190.
Passed the Senate April 24, 1997.
Passed the House April 22, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 12, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 12, 1997.

CHAPTER 321
[Substitute Senate Bill 5173]
LIQUOR LICENSING-RESTRUCTURE
AN ACT Relating to improving the liquor license schematic of the state of Washington;
amending RCW 66.24.010, 66.24.150, 66.24.170, 66.24.185. 66.24.200, 66.24.206, 66.24.210,
66.24.230, 66.24.240, 66.24.250, 66.24.270, 66.24.290, 66.24.310, 66.24.320, 66.24.330, 66.24.350,
66,24.360, 66,.24.380, 66.24.395, 66.24.400, 66.24.420, 66.24.425, 66.24.440, 66,24.450, 66.24.455,
66,24.495,66.24.540, 66.24.550.66.24.570,66.04.010,66.28.200,66.24.210, 15.88.030, 19.126.020,
66.16.100, 66.20.300, 66.28.030, 66.28.040, 66.28.050, 66.28.170, 66.28.180, 66.28.190, 66.44.310,
66,98.060, 82.08.150, 66.08.180, 66.16.100, 66.20.300,66.24.375, and 66.44.190; amending 1973 1st
ex.s. c 204 s 3 (uncodilied); reenacting and amending RCW 66.20.010, 66.20.310, 66.28.010, and
66.20.310; adding new sections to chapter 66.24 RCW; creating a new section; repealing RCW
66.24.204, 66.24.260, 66.24.340, 66.24.370, 66.24.490, 66.24.500, 66.24.510, and 66.24.560;
prescribing penalties; and providing an effective date.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 66.24.010 and 1995 c 232 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
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(1) Every license shall be issued in the name of the applicant, and the hoIder
thereof shall not allow any other person to use the license.
(2) For the purpose of considering any application for a license, the board may
cause an inspection of the premises to be made, and may inquire into all matters
in connection with the construction and operation of the premises. For the purpose
of reviewing any application for a license and for considering the denial,
suspension or revocation of any license, the liquor control board may consider any
prior criminal conduct of the applicant and the provisions of RCW 9.95.240 and
of chapter 9.96A RCW shall not apply to such cases. The board may, in its
discretion, grant or refuse the license applied for. Authority to approve an
uncontested or unopposed license may be granted by the board to any staff member
the board designates in writing. Conditions for granting such authority shall be
adopted by rule. No retail license of any kind may be issued to:
(a) A person who has not resided in the state for at least one month prior to
making application, except in cases of licenses issued to dining places on railroads,
boats, or aircraft;
(b)A copartnership, unless all of the members thereof are qualified to obtain
a license, as provided in this section;
(c) A person whose place of business is conducted by a manager or agent,
unless such manager or agent possesses the same qualifications required of the
licensee;
(d) A corporation or a limited liability company, unless it was created under
the laws of the state of Washington or holds a certificate of authority to transact
business in the state of Washington.
(3) The board may, in its discretion, subject to the provisions of RCW
66.08.150, suspend or cancel any license; and all rights of the licensee to keep or
sell liquor thereunder shall be suspended or terminated, as the case may be. The
board may request the appointment of administrative law judges under chapter
34.12 RCW who shall have power to administer oaths, issue subpoenas for the
attendance of witnesses and the production of papers, books, accounts, documents,
and testimony, examine witnesses, and to receive testimony in any inquiry,
investigation, hearing, or proceeding in any part of the state, under such rules and
regulations as the board may adopt.
Witnesses shall be allowed fees and mileage each way to and from any such
inquiry, investigation, hearing, or proceeding at the rate authorized by RCW
34.05.446, as now or hereafter amended. Fees need not be paid in advance of
appearance of witnesses to testify or to produce books, records, or other legal
evidence.
In case of disobedience of any person to comply with the order of the board
or a subpoena issued by the board, or any of its members, or administrative law
judges, or on the refusal of a witness to testify to any matter regarding which he or
she may be lawfully interrogated, the judge of the superior court of the county in
which the person resides, on application of any member of the board or
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administrative law judge, shall compel obedience by contempt proceedings, as in
the case of disobedience of the requirements of a subpoena issued from said court
or a refusal to testify therein.
(4) Upon receipt of notice of the suspension or cancellation of a license, the
licensee shall forthwith deliver up the license to the board. Where the license has
been suspended only, the board shall return the license to the licensee at the
expiration or termination of the period of suspension. The board shall notify all
vendors in the city or place where the licensee has its premises of the suspension
or cancellation of the license; and no employee may allow or cause any liquor to
be delivered to or for any person at the premises of that licensee.
(5)(a) At the time of the original issuance of a ((ettss-1)) full service
restaurant license, the board shall prorate the license fee charged to the new
licensee according to the number of calendar quarters, or portion thereof,
remaining until the first renewal of that license is required.
(b) Unless sooner canceled, every license issued by the board shall expire at
midnight of the thirtieth day of June of the fiscal year for which it was issued.
However, if the board deems it feasible and desirable to do so, it may establish, by
rule pursuant to chapter 34.05 RCW, a system for staggering the annual renewal
dates for any and all licenses authorized by this chapter. If such a system of
staggered annual renewal dates is established by the board, the license fees
provided by this chapter shall be appropriately prorated during the first year that
the system is in effect.
(6) Every license issued under this section shall be subject to all conditions
and restrictions imposed by this title or by the regulations in force from time to
time. All conditions and restrictions imposed by the board in the issuance of an
individual license shall be listed on the face of the individual license along with the
trade name, address, and expiration date.
(7) Every licensee shall post and keep posted its license, or licenses, in a
conspicuous place on the premises.
(8) Before the board shall issue a license to an applicant it shall give notice of
such application to the chief executive officer of the incorporated city or town, if
the application be for a license within an incorporated city or town, or to the county
legislative authority, if the application be for a license outside the boundaries of
incorporated cities or towns; and such incorporated city or town, through the
official or employee selected by it, or the county legislative authority or the official
or employee selected by it, shall have the right to file with the board within twenty
days after date of transmittal of such notice, written objections against the applicant
or against the premises for which the license is asked, and shall include with such
objections a statement of all facts upon which such objections are based, and in
case written objections are filed, may request and the liquor control board may in
its discretion hold a formal hearing subject to the applicable provisions of Title 34
RCW. Upon the granting of a license under this title the board shall send a
duplicate of the license or written notification to the chief executive officer of the
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incorporated city or town in which the license is granted, or to the county
legislative authority if the license is granted outside the boundaries of incorporated
cities or towns.
(9) Before the board issues any license to any applicant, it shall give (a) due
consideration to the location of the business to be conducted under such license
with respect to the proximity of churches, schools, and public institutions and (b)
written notice by certified mail of the application to churches, schools, and public
institutions within five hundred feet of the premises to be licensed. The board shall
issue no beer retailer license ((elass A, B, E, r )) for either on-premises or offpremises consumption or wine retailer license ((elass- Gor F)) for either onpremises or off-premises consumption or ((eMas-H)) full service restaurant license
covering any premises not now licensed, if such premises are within five hundred
feet of the premises of any tax-supported public elementary or secondary school
measured along the most direct route over or across established public walks,
streets, or other public passageway from the outer property line of the school
grounds to the nearest public entrance of the premises proposed for license, and if,
after receipt by the school or public institution of the notice as provided in this
subsection, the board receives written notice, within twenty days after posting such
notice, from an official representative or representatives of the school within five
hundred feet of said proposed licensed premises, indicating to the board that there
is an objection to the issuance of such license because of proximity to a school.
For the purpose of this section, church shall mean a building erected for and used
exclusively for religious worship and schooling or other activity in connection
therewith. No liquor license may be issued or reissued by the board to any motor
sports facility or licensee operating within the motor sports facility unless the
motor sports facility enforces a program reasonably calculated to prevent alcohol
or alcoholic beverages not purchased within the facility from entering the facility
and such program is approved by local law enforcement agencies. It is the intent
under this subsection that a retail license shall not be issued by the board where
doing so would, in the judgment of the board, adversely affect a private school
meeting the requirements for private schools under Title 28A RCW, which school
is within five hundred feet of the proposed licensee. The board shall fully consider
and give substantial weight to objections filed by private schools. If a license is
issued despite the proximity of a private school, the board shall state in a letter
addressed to the private school the board's reasons for issuing the license.
(10) The restrictions set forth in subsection (9) of this section shall not prohibit
the board from authorizing the assumption of existing licenses now located within
the restricted area by other persons or licenses or relocations of existing licensed
premises within the restricted area. In no case may the licensed premises be moved
closer to a church or school than it was before the assumption or relocation.
(I1) Nothing in this section prohibits the board, in its discretion, from issuing
a temporary retail or ((whomesale)) distributor license to an applicant assuming an
existing retail or ((wholestler)) distributor license to continue the operation of the
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retail or ((wheette )) distributor premises during the period the application for the
license is pending and when the following conditions exist:
(a) The licensed premises has been operated under a retail or ((w.lele.l))
distributor license within ninety days of the date of filing the application for a
temporary license;
(b) The retail or ((wholestler)) distributor license for the premises has been
surrendered pursuant to issuance of a temporary operating license;
(c) The applicant for the temporary license has filed with the board an
application to assume the retail or ((wh lesale )) distributor license at such
premises to himself or herself; and
(d) The application for a temporary license is accompanied by a temporary
license fee established by the board by rule.
A temporary license issued by the board under this section shall be for a
period not to exceed sixty days. A temporary license may be extended at the
discretion of the board for an additional sixty-day period upon payment of an
additional fee and upon compliance with all conditions required in this section.
Refusal by the board to issue or extend a temporary license shall not entitle the
applicant to request ahearing, A temporary license may be canceled or suspended
summarily at any time if the board determines that good cause for cancellation or
suspension exists. RCW 66.08.130 and chapter 34.05 RCW shall apply to
temporary licenses.
Application for a temporary license shall be on such form as the board shall
prescribe. If an application for a temporary license iswithdrawn before issuance
or is refused by the board, the fee which accompanied such application shall be
refunded in full.
Sec. 2. RCW 66.24.150 and 1981 1st ex.s. c 5 s 29 are each amended to read
as follows:
There shall be a license to manufacturers of liquor, including all kinds of
manufacturers except those licensed as distillers, domstic brewers,
microbreweries. wineries, and domestic wineries, authorizing such licensees to
manufacture, import, sell, and export liquor from the state; fee five hundred dollars
per annum.
Sec. 3. RCW 66.24.170 and 1991 c 192 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) There shall be a license ((to)) for domestic wineries; fee to be computed
only on the liters manufactured: ((ene hundred)) Less than two hundred fifty

thousand liters ((or-less)) per year, one hundred dollars per year; ((over-one
hundred)) and two hundred fifty thousand liters ((Ioa
see..hundred fifty thousand
+iters)) or more per year, four hundred dollars per year((; andover seyen hundred
fifty thousand liters per year, egh! hundred dollars per year)).
(2) ((Any applietin. for dom .i winery lieense shall, at the time of filing

applietitior for lieense, tteeompany sueh application with a liccnse fee based upor
atreasonable est~mut of the amount of wine hicrs to be manufacetured by sueh
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applicant. Persons holding -dornstiewinezry liconsos shall report aninually at the

end of etteh fiseal year, at such time and in sueh manner as the boarid maty
preseribe, the aniount of wine mnufaetured by themn during ihe fiseal year. if the
total amount of wine manufa.turd during the year.....

d th.. a...ount permitted

annualily by the iieense fee already paid !he board, the lieensee shall pay sueh
additional ieenje fee as may be unpaid in tkeeordanee with the seheduic provided
ia
nithisseeie,)) The license allows for the manufacture of wine in Washington
state from grapes or other agricultural products.
(3) Any domestic winery licensed under this section ((ahftR)) May also ((be
,onsiderd as holding, for the purposes of selling or importing wine)) act as a
distributor and/or retailer of wine of its own production((, a currnt wine
whollr s license under RCV.' 66.24.200, a wine importer's liens. undeor RW
66.24.204, and a wine. ...ti r's lieense, clas; F,under RGV, 66.24,370 without
further app.i.tio or fcc)). Any winery operating as a ((wholesaler, importr, or))
distributor and/or retailer under this subsection shall comply with the applicable
laws and rules relating to ((wh.....l.. ;mporters, aad)) distributors and/or
retailers.
(4) Wine produced in Washington state by adomestic winery licensee may be
shipped out-of-state for the purpose of making it into sparkling wine and then
returned to such licensee for resale. Such wine shall be deemed wine manufactured
in the state of Washington for the purposes of RCW 66.24.206, and shall not
require a special license.
Sec. 4. RCW 66.24.185 and 1984 c 19 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) There shall be alicense for bonded wine warehouses which shall authorize
the storage of bottled wine only. Under this license a licensee may maintain a
warehouse for the storage of wine off the premises of a winery.
(2) The board shall adopt similar qualifications for a bonded wine warehouse
license as required for obtaining a domestic winery license as specified in RCW
66.24.010 and 66.24.170. A licensee must be a sole proprietor, a partnership, a
limited liability company, or acorporation. One or more domestic wineries may
operate as apartnership, corporation, business co-op, or agricultural co-op for the
purposes of obtaining a bonded wine warehouse license.
(3) All bottled wine shipped to a bonded wine warehouse from a winery or
another bonded wine warehouse shall remain under bond and no tax imposed under
RCW 66.24.210 shall be due, unless the wine is removed from bond and shipped
to a licensed Washington wine ((wholesaler)) distributor. Wine may be removed
from a bonded wine warehouse only for the purpose of being (a)exported from the
state, (b)shipped to a licensed Washington wine ((wholeseler)) distributor, or (c)
returned to a winery or bonded wine warehouse.
(4) Warehousing of wine by any person other than (a) a licensed domestic
winery or a bonded wine warehouse licensed under the provisions of this section,
(b) a licensed Washington wine ((wholesatler)) distributor, (c) a licensed
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Washington wine importer, ((or)) (d) a wine certificate of approval holder (W7).
or (e) the liquor control board, is prohibited.
(5)A license applicant shall hold a federal permit for a bonded wine cellar and
post a continuing wine tax bond in the amount of five thousand dollars in a form
prescribed by the board prior to the issuance of a bonded wine warehouse license.
The fee for this license shall be one hundred dollars per annum.
(6) The board shall adopt rules requiring a bonded wine warehouse to be
physically secure, zoned for the intended use and physically separated from any
other use.
(7)Every licensee shall submit to the board a monthly report of movement of
bottled wines to and from a bonded wine warehouse in a form prescribed by the
board. The board may adopt other necessary procedures by which bonded wine
warehouses are licensed and regulated.
Sec. 5. RCW 66.24.200 and 1981 1st ex.s. c 5 s 32 are each amended to read
as follows:
There shall be a license ((to)) for wine ((whoeestalers)) distributors to sell wine,
((marnuftured within, or without the state, to lieensed wholesalers and/or toholders of wine r".til.r's liccns)) purchased from licensed Washington wineries.
wine certificate of approval holders (W7). licensed wine importers. or suppliers of
foreign wine located outside the state of Washington. to licensed wine retailers and
other wine distributors and to export the same from the state; fee ((Five)) six
dollars per ((mmtmt)) year for each distributing unit.
hundred s
NEW SECTION. Sec. 6. A new section is added to chapter 66.24 RCW to
read as follows:
There shall be a license for wine importers that authorizes the licensee to
import wine manufactured within the United States by certificate of approval
holders (W7) into the state of Washington. The licensee may also import wine
manufactured outside the United States.
(i) Wine so imported may be sold to licensed wine distributors or exported
from the state.
(2) Every person, firm, or corporation licensed as a wine importer shall
establish and maintain a principal office within the state at which shall be kept
proper records of all wine imported into the state under this license.
(3)No wine importer's license shall be granted to a nonresident of the state nor
to a corporation whose principal place of business is outside the state until such
applicant has established a principal office and agent within the state upon which
service can be made.
(4) As a requirement for license approval, a wine importer shall enter into a
written agreement with the board to furnish on or before the twentieth day of each
month, a report under oath, detailing the quantity of wine sold or delivered to each
licensed wine distributor. Failure to file such reports may result in the suspension
or cancellation of this license.
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(5)Wine imported under this license must conform to the provisions of RCW
66.28.110 and have received label approval from the board. The board shall not
certify wines labeled with names that may be confused with other nonalcoholic
beverages whether manufactured or produced from a domestic winery or imported
nor wines that fail to meet quality standards established by the board.
(6) The license fee shall be one hundred sixty dollars per year.
Sec. 7. RCW 66.24.206 and 1981 1st ex.s. c 5 s 34 are each amended to read
as follows:
((No win. wholesaler nor win.'-'por r shall purhas any wine not
manufaetured within !he stato of Washington by akwinery holding a lieonso as a
manuifftturer of wine from !he state of Washington., and/or trarmsport or etauso the
.
for rsl
same to be ra.sport d into !he state -1fWA -- gto
V,' "

t

. i

et, ...

r

...

win
t...:h

,

the
I. liene

.

im

ore

h rein, unls !he
wiepo

,4 u

osid th Initcd Stes, has obtaincd from the Wn'shington state liquor eenrel
board a.rto
f ppr.l, as h.rirafr providd.)) A United States winery
or manufacturer of wine. located outside the state of Washington. must hold a
certificate of approval (W7) to allow sales and shipment of the certificate of
approval holder's wine to licensed Washington wine distributors or importers. The
certificate of approval ((hereinprovided )) shall not be granted unless and until
mpor"r
.ns.d of wine produ.d oui
such winery((;)) ojr manufacturer((, or l.
thc Unitcd Statos,)) of wine shall have made a written agreement with the board to
furnish to the board, on or before the twentieth day of each month, a report under
oath, on a form to be prescribed by the board, showing the quantity of wine sold
or delivered to each licensed wine (mporter, or imported by the li...sd importcr
of wine produ.d outside the United States)) distributor or importer, during the
preceding month, and shall further have agreed with the board, that such
wineries((;)) or manufacturers, ((or li.nsod import.rs of win.. producod usid
th. Un..d States.,)) and all general sales corporations or agencies maintained by
them, and all of their trade representatives ((and agenis)), shall and will faithfully
comply with all laws of the state of Washington pertaining to the sale of
intoxicating liquors and all rules and regulations of the Washington state liquor
control board. ((If any such winery, manuf. turr, or li.ns.d mporter of .i.
sumilse

report,

or

Unitd States, shall, after obtaining su h eertifiatc, falil to
if

wiey

maufwr,
lsllh

or
lensdiprrOFwe

produ.d outside !he United St. s, or general sies corporations or a,ncies
'RIormth1
ma mtained by them, or their trade representatives or agen~ts, Shl ioat
of such agreermont, the board shall, in its diseretior,, suspen~d or revoko such
IIrtifiaIte, PROVIDED,
II

VER, Thit sulhee rtfitileto of approalIshall only

authorize !he holder thereof to ship or import into the state of Washing"o
specificalily namoed designated and identified types of wine which conform to the
provisions of RCW 66.28. 110 and for which !he liquor eontrol board has issued at
eoflificato of label approval. The Washington state liquor control board shall not
eertify wines labeled with nameos which may be confused with eflhor nonaleoholie
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bevzrages, whether rnanufaetured or produeed from a domestie winecry or
itandards established by the board))
i/ td, o wines whieh fail to met! quality
A violation of the terms of this agreement will cause the board to take action to
suspend or revoke such certificate.
The fee for the certificate of approval, issued pursuant to the provisions of this
title, shall be one hundred dollars per ((amui)) y, which sum shall accompany
the application for such certificate.
Sec. 8. RCW 66.24.210 and 1996 c 118 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)There is hereby imposed upon all wines except cider sold to wine
((whelestes)) distributors and the Washington state liquor control board, within
the state a tax at the rate of twenty and one-fourth cents per liter ((e.d))_...There is
hereby imposed on all cider sold to wine ((wholesaers)) distributors and the
Washington state liquor control board within the state a tax at the rate of three and
fifty-nine one-hundredths cents per liter: PROVIDED, HOWEVER, That wine
sold or shipped in bulk from one winery to another winery shall not be subject to
such tax. The tax provided for in this section shall be collected by direct payments
based on wine purchased by wine ((whtelesaters)) distributors. Every person
purchasing wine under the provisions of this section shall on or before the
twentieth day of each month report to the board all purchases during the preceding
calendar month in such manner and upon such forms as may be prescribed by the
board, and with such report shall pay the tax due from the purchases covered by
such report unless the same has previously been paid. Any such purchaser of wine
whose applicable tax payment is not postmarked by the twentieth day following the
month of purchase will be assessed a penalty at the rate of two percent a month or
fraction thereof. The board may require that every such person shall execute to and
file with the board a bond to be approved by the board, in such amount as the board
may fix, securing the payment of the tax. If any such person fails to pay the tax
when due, the board may forthwith suspend or cancel the license until all taxes are
paid.
(2) An additional tax is imposed equal to the rate specified in RCW 82.02.030
multiplied by the tax payable under subsection (1) of this section. All revenues
collected during any month from this additional tax shall be transferred to the state
general fund by the twenty-fifth day of the following month.
(3) An additional tax is imposed on wines subject to tax under subsection (I)
of this section, at the rate of one-fourth of one cent per liter for wine sold after June
30, 1987. After June 30, 1996, such additional tax does not apply to cider. An
additional tax of five one-hundredths of one cent per liter is imposed on cider sold
after June 30, 1996. The additional taxes imposed by this subsection (3) shall
cease to be imposed on July 1, 2001. All revenues collected under this subsection
(3) shall be disbursed quarterly to the Washington wine commission for use in
carrying out the purposes of chapter 15.88 RCW.
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(4) An additional tax is imposed on all wine subject to tax under subsection
(I) of this section. The additional tax is equal to twenty-three and forty-four onehundredths cents per liter on fortified wine as defined in RCW 66.04.010(((f4)))
(37M
when bottled or packaged by the manufacturer, one cent per liter on all other
wine except cider, and eighteen one-hundredths of one cent per liter on cider. All
revenues collected during any month from this additional tax shall be deposited in
the violence reduction and drug enforcement account under RCW 69.50.520 by the
twenty-fifth day of the following month.
(5)(a) An additional tax is imposed on all cider subject to tax under subsection
(1) of this section. The additional tax is equal to two and four one-hundredths
cents per liter of cider sold after June 30, 1996, and before July 1, 1997, and is
equal to four and seven one-hundredths cents per liter of cider sold after June 30,
1997.
(b) All revenues collected from the additional tax imposed under this
subsection (5) shall be deposited in the health services account under RCW
43.72.900.
(6) For the purposes of this section, "cider" means table wine that contains not
less than one-half of one percent of alcohol by volume and not more than seven
percent of alcohol by volume and is made from the normal alcoholic fermentation
of the juice of sound, ripe apples or pears. "Cider" includes, but is not limited to,
flavored, sparkling, or carbonated cider and cider made from condensed apple or
pear must.
Sec. 9. 1973 Ist ex.s. c 204 s 3 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
There is hereby imposed upon every licensed wine ((whoeser)) distributor
who possesses wine for resale upon which the tax has not been paid under section
2 ((oF-this)), chapter 204. Laws of 1973 ((amendftm 'yaet)), a floor stocks tax of
sixty-five cents per wine gallon on wine in his or her possession or under his or her
control on June 30, 1973. Each such ((wholesaler)) distributor shall within twenty
days after June 30, 1973, file a report with the Washington state liquor control
board in such form as the board may prescribe, showing the wine products on hand
July 1, 1973, converted to gallons thereof and the amount of tax due thereon. The
tax imposed by this section shall be due and payable within twenty days after July
I, 1973, and thereafter bear interest at the rate of one percent per month.
Sec. 10. RCW 66.24.230 and 1969 ex.s. c 21 s 4 are each amended to read as
follows:
Every winery ((and)), wine importer, and wine distributor licensed under this
title shall make monthly reports to the board pursuant to the regulations. Such
winery ((amd)), wine importer, and wine distributor shall make no sales of wine
within the state of Washington except to the board, or as otherwise provided in this
title.
Sec. 11. RCW 66.24.240 and 1985 c 226 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
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(1) There shall be a license ((, brewers to manufatur, malt liurs,)) for
domestic breweries: fee ((per annum)) to be ((btsd an .urr.t fistal year
prduta.

at the rate of fifty dollars per thousand barrels, with

:aximum fcc of

two thousand dollars, sueh liecase fee to be calleeted and paid under sueh rulesa~
r.gulations as the board shall prsrib)) two thousand dollars for production of
sixty thousand barrels or more of malt liquor per year.
(2)Any domestic brewery licensed under this section ((shal4)) May also ((be
eansidered its holding, for the purposes of selling nalt liquor of its awn produciin,

abeerwholesttler'sliccase uader RCW 66.24.25, abeer reitailr's lieense, class B;
under RCW 66.24.330, and a beer rettaler's liccnse, elass H,under RCV. 66.24.36-0
without further applitio. or f.)) act as a distributor and/or retailer for beer of its
own production. Any domestic brewery operating as a ((wholesaler er)) distributor
and/or retailer under this subsection shall comply with the applicable laws and
rules relating to ((such wholcsalcrs and rctailcrs)) distributors and/or retailers.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 12. A new section is added to chapter 66.24 RCW to
read as follows:
(1)There shall be a license for microbreweries; fee to be one hundred dollars
for production of less than sixty thousand barrels of malt liquor per year.
(2)Any microbrewery license under this section may also act as a distributor
and/or retailer for beer of its own production. Any microbrewery operating as a
distributor and/or retailer under this subsection shall comply with the applicable
laws and rules relating to distributors and/or retailers.
(3) The board may issue an endorsement to this license allowing for onpremises consumption of beer, wine, or both of other manufacture if purchased
from a Washington state-licensed distributor. Each endorsement shall cost two
hundred dollars per year, or four hundred dollars per year allowing the sale and
service of both beer and wine.
(4) The microbrewer obtaining such endorsement must determine, at the time
the endorsement is issued, whether the licensed premises will be operated either as
a tavern with persons under twenty-one years of age not allowed as provided for
in RCW 66.24.330, or as a limited service restaurant as described in RCW
66.24.320.
Sec. 13. RCW 66.24.250 and 19811 st ex.s. c 5 s 14 are each amended to read
as follows:
There shall be a license ((to)) for beer ((who'e--e'r-)) distributors to sell
and/or
.. .holcsalers
to
beer((, maufatu.r..d within or without the state, to
fe Fi d
fraom the
holders of beer r..ail.r's licrss, and to export the sartn ptt;
hundred dollars per annum for ach distributing ui)), purchased from licensed
Washington breweries, beer certificate of approval holders (135). licensed beer
importers, or suppliers of foreign beer located outside the state of Washington. to
licensed beer retailers and other beer distributors and to export same from the state
of Washington: fee six hundred sixty dollars per year for each distributing unit.
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NEW SECTION. Sec. 14. A new section is added to chapter 66.24 RCW to
read as follows:
There shall be a license for beer importers that authorizes the licensee to
import beer manufactured within the United States by certificate of approval
holders (B5) into the state of Washington. The licensee may also import beer
manufactured outside the United States.
(I) Beer so imported may be sold to licensed beer distributors or exported
from the state.
(2) Every person, firm, or corporation licensed as a beer importer shall
establish and maintain a principal office within the state at which shall be kept
proper records of all beer imported into the state under this license.
(3) No beer importer's license shall be granted to a nonresident of the state nor
to a corporation whose principal place of business is outside the state until such
applicant has established a principal office and agent within the state upon which
service can be made.
(4) As a requirement for license approval, a beer importer shall enter into a
written agreement with the board to furnish on or before the twentieth day of each
month, a report under oath, detailing the quantity of beer sold or delivered to each
licensed beer distributor. Failure to file such reports may result in the suspension
or cancellation of this license.
(5) Beer imported under this license must conform to the provisions of RCW
66.28.120 and have received label approval from the board. The board shall not
certify beer labeled with names which may be confused with other nonalcoholic
beverages whether manufactured or produced from a domestic brewery or
imported nor beer which fails to meet quality standards established by the board.
(6) The license fee shall be one hundred sixty dollars per year.
Sec. 15. RCW 66.24.270 and 1981 1st ex.s. c 5 s 35 are each amended to read
as follows:
(I) Every person, firm or corporation, holding a license to manufacture malt
liquors within the state of Washington, shall, on or before the twentieth day of each
month, furnish to the Washington state liquor control board, on a form to be
prescribed by the board, a statement showing the quantity of malt liquors sold for
resale during the preceding calendar month to each beer ((whlesaler)) distributor
within the state of Washington((-)%
(2) ((No beer
.l..
who'
r n,_or
h^c. p .. shall
.r,.r
pur.ho any. beer ni
manufatewred within the 9!atc

gliongt
by

brewer holding a l~, .I IIa

manuf-fiturer o f alt liquors Fromn !he simet of Washrngton, aad/cr transport zr
eause !he stime to be irar.spo-i d into the statc of W~ashingtzr, for resale !herein,
unless the brewer or nianufacturer oF sueh beer or the liccrsd importer 4f beer
prdued ouiside he United
,itiath
Uit obitan cd from the !.VaIIIII{1 lig cr

eonr4botidt eertfictc &fappro;al, as hzrc Aaf r-d-J)) A United States
brewery or manufacturer of beer. located outside the state of Washington. must
hold acertificate of approval (B5) to allow sales and shipment of the certificate ol
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approval holder's beer to licensed Washington beer distributors or importers. The
certificate of approval ((herein-provided- f)) shall not be granted unless and until
such brewer or manufacturer of ((mal liquor or h lieensed
.
impr.r .F beer
pr.u.d
.idthe Uned
)) beer shall have made a written agreement with
the board to furnish to the board, on or before the twentieth day of each month, a
report under oath, on a form to be prescribed by the board, showing the quantity
of beer sold or delivered to each licensed beer ((mporter or imporied by the
, ..... d •p.r.r F bercprdue d outmode !he Uni_d Sta..s)) distributor or
importe during the preceding month, and shall further have agreed with the board,
that such brewer or manufacturer of ((mat urzr c ,,,-,,iensd
importer oF bee.
prdued ousid !he U--"d Sta..)) beer and all general sales corporations or
agencies maintained by ((.uh brewers or mn,.ufa r or importers)) them, and
all ofthei trade representatives ((or agets
,Fsuehbreweroratnfne.w,,rerF-m
s,, gener-,'al )), corporations, and agencies, shall and will faithfully comply
with all laws of the state of Washington pertaining to the sale of intoxicating
liquors and all rules and regulations of the Washington state liquor control board.
((If tiny .uh br r .
. -. .urerFm lt liquors or the l_ . .d impr , . t
beer produed outside the, Ul ked StIlcl shal, aftllirio

rg suI
I h c6feIat, fail
ier

lie
t... .mporo f be .. r. .
d outsid... ..
-. ..... . f...r general sales
eorporation or agcrncy maimained by sueh brewers or martuf-aeturers or irnperiers,
or~yrcrcanta
tiny rUieig
I
tihiriii, hall violmt the terms of such agreemrt
the bosard shall, in ita diseretio,"au
nd or rek such eertifiatift. )) A violation

of the terms of this aplreement will cause the board to take action to suspend or
revoke such certificate,
(3) The fee for the certificate of approval, issued pursuant to the provisions of
this title, shall be one hundred dollars per ((tttnum)) ygar, which sum shall
accompany the application for such certificate.
Sec. 16. RCW 66.24.290 and 1995 c 232 s 4 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) Any ((brewer)) microbrewer or domestic brewery or beer ((wholesaler))
distributor licensed under this title may sell atid deliver beer to holders of
authorized licenses direct, but to no other person, other than the board; and every
such ((brewe)) brew or beer ((wh.lesialer)) distributor shall report all sales to
the board monthly, pursuant to the regulations, and shall pay to the board as an
added tax for the privilege of manufacturing and selling the beer within the state
a tax of two dollars and sixty cents per barrel of thirty-one gallons on sales to
licensees within the state and on sales to licensees within the state of bottled and
canned beer shall pay a tax computed in gallons at the rate of two dollars and sixty
cents per barrel of thirty-one gallons. Any ((brewer)) brewery or beer
((wholesaler)) distributor whose applicable tax payment is not postmarked by the
twentieth day following the month of sale will be assessed a penalty at the rate of
[1807
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two percent per month or fraction thereof. Beer shall be sold by ((brewers))
breweries and ((whlecttlers)) distributors in sealed barrels or packages.
(2)An additional tax is imposed equal to seven percent multiplied by the tax
payable under subsection (1) of this section. All revenues collected during any
month from this additional tax shall be transferred to the state general fund by the
twenty-fifth day of the following month.
(3)An additional tax is imposed on all beer subject to tax under subsection (1)
of this section. The additional tax is equal to two dollars per barrel of thirty-one
gallons. All revenues collected during any month from this additional tax shall be
deposited in the violence reduction and drug enforcement account under RCW
69.50.520 by the twenty-fifth day of the following month.
(4)(a) An additional tax is imposed on all beer subject to tax under subsection
(1) of this section. The additional tax is equal to ninety-six cents per barrel of
thirty-one gallons through June 30, 1995, two dollars and thirty-nine cents per
barrel of thirty-one gallons for the period July I, 1995, through June 30, 1997, and
four dollars and seventy-eight cents per barrel of thirty-one gallons thereafter.
(b)The additional tax imposed under this subsection does not apply to the sale
of the first sixty thousand barrels of beer each year by breweries that are entitled
to a reduced rate of tax under 26 U.S.C. Sec. 5051, as existing on July 1, 1993, or
such subsequent date as may be provided by the board by rule consistent with the
purposes of this exemption.
(c) All revenues collected from the additional tax imposed under this
subsection (4) shall be deposited in the health services account under RCW
43.72.900.
(5) The tax imposed under this section shall not apply to "strong beer" as
defined in this title.
Sec. 17. RCW 66.24.310 and 1981 1st ex.s. c 5 s 36 are each amended to read
as follows:
(I) No person shall canvass for, solicit, receive, or take orders for the purchase
or sale of liquor, nor contact any licensees of the board in goodwill activities,
unless such person shall be the accredited representative of a person, firm, or
corporation holding a certificate of approval issued pursuant to RCW 66.24.270 or
66.24.206, a beer ((whelesaler's)) distributor's license, a microbrewer's license, a
domestic brewer's license, a beer importer's license, a domestic winery license, a
wine importer's license, or a wine ((whelesaler's)) distributor's license within the
state of Washington, or the accredited representative of a distiller, manufacturer,
importer, or distributor of spirituous liquor, or foreign produced beer or wine, and
shall have applied for and received ((att agent's)) a representative's license:
PROVIDED, HOWEVER, That the provisions of this section shall not apply to
drivers who deliver beer or wine;
(2) Every ((agent)) representative's license issued under this title shall be
subject to all conditions and restrictions imposed by this title or by the rules and
regulations of the board; the board, for the purpose of maintaining an orderly
I11808
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market, may limit the number of ((agentl)) representative's licenses issued for
representation of specific classes of eligible employers;
(3) Every application for ((an agent')) a representative's license must be
approved by a holder of a certificate of approval issued pursuant to RCW
66.24.270 or 66.24.206, a licensed beer ((wolesfe,)
distributor, a licensed
domestic brewer, a licensed beer importer, a licensed microbrewer, a licensed
domestic winery, a licensed wine importer, a licensed wine ((wholesaler))
distributor, or by a distiller, manufacturer, importer, or distributor of spirituous
liquor, or foreign produced beer or wine, as the rules and regulations of the board
shall require;
(4) The fee for ((an agent's)) a representative's license shall be twenty-five
dollars per ((annum)) ygr;

(5) An accredited representative of a distiller, manufacturer, importer, or
distributor of spirituous liquor may, after he orshe has applied for and received
((an agent's)) a representative's license, contact retail licensees of the board only
in goodwill activities pertaining to spirituous liquor products.
Sec. 18. RCW 66.24.320 and 1995 c 232 s 6 are each amended to read as
follows:
There shall be a ((beer retailer's)) limited service restaurant license ((to-be
design.ated as a elass A licc )) to sell beer or wine, or both. at retail, for
consumption on the premises ((and to sell beer for
.
.nsumptinff ie premises.
Beer sold for consumption off !he premises must be On origial settled pitckagcs 31
the ftnufaeturer or bottler of not less than four gallons. Beer may be sold to a
purehaser in at sankiary eontainer brought to the premises by the purchaser tand
Aileod at the tap by the retailer at the time of sale. Such liecases maty be issued onl
to hetcls, restakurants, drug stores or soda fountains, dining pitacas an boats an~d
atirplanes, to clubs, and at sports arenas or racoe tracks during reeognic
professional athletic events. The atnnutal fee for sakid liccase, if issued in cities an~d
towns, shall be graduated according to !he population thereeF as follows:,
Citics and towns
Fecc
Less than 20,000
$ 205
20,00 or eyer
$ 355)). A natron of the licensee
may remove from the premises. recorked or recapped in its original container. any
portion of wine that was purchased for consumption with a meal,
LU The annual fee ((for sueh lieense, if issued outaide of ciiis and towns,)
shall be two hundred ((five)) dollars((. Rec annual lieense fee for such lieense, it
issued to dining placos on vcssels not exeeeding one thousand gross tons, plyring
on inland waters of !he statc of Washington on regulair sehedules, shall be two
hundred Fiye dolar)) for the beer license, two hundred dollars for the wine license.
or four hundred dollars for a combination beer and wine license.
(2) The board may issue a caterer's endorsement to this license to allow the
licensee to remove from the liQuor stocks at the licensed premises. only those types
of liquor that are authorized under the on-premises license privileges for sa~e and
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service at special occasion locations at a specified date and place not currently
licensed by the board. The privilege of selling and serving liquor under the
endorsement is limited to members and guests of a society or organization as
defined in RCW 66.24.375, Cost of the endorsement is three hundred fifty dollars,
(a)
The holder of this license with catering endorsement shall, if reQuested by
the board, notify the board or its designee of the date, time, place. and location of
any catered event. Upon request, the licensee shall provide to the board all
necessary or requested information concerning the society or organization that will
be holding the function at which the endorsed license will be utilized,
(b)
If attendance at the function will be limited to memberjs id invited guests
of the sponsoring society or organization, the requiremerit that the society or
organization be within the definition of RCW 66,24,375 s waived.
Sec. 19. RCW 66.24.330 and 1995 c 232 s 7 are each amended to read as
follows:
There shall be a beer and wine retailer's license to be designated as a ((ei-m
R)) tavern license to sell beer or wine, or both. at retail, for consumption on the
premises ((and ta sell beer for eensumption off the premises. Beer sold for
een^umption off the premises must be in origial sealed pakag.s

F thee

manufaeturer or bettler of not less than four gallons. Beer mtky be sold to an
purehaser in aksanitary eentainer brought to the premises by !he purehascran
filled at the tap by the retailer at the time f .)).
Such licenses may be issued
only to a person operating a tavern that may be freguented only by persons twentyone years of age and olde . ((The annual fee for sa.id liens, if isu.d in .iti.s and
towns, shall be graduated
i

.rding

to the population th.r.f as follows:

Cities and town~s

Fee

Less then 20,000

$ 205

20,000 or eve
$ 355))
The annual fee for such license((, if issued outside
. " f itics and towns,)) shall
be two hundred ((five)) dollars for the beer license, two hundred dollars for the
wine license, or four hundred dollars for a combination beer and wine license.
Licensees who have a fee increase of more than one hundred dollars as a result ot
this change shall have their fees increased fifty percent of the amount the first
renewal year and the remaining amount beginning with the second renewal period,
New licensees obtaining a license after the effective date of this act shall pay the
full amount of four hundred dollars,
Sec. 20. RCW 66.24.350 and 1991 c 42 s 3 are each amended to read as
follows:
There shall be a beer retailer's license to be designated as ((f[tj- elas 19)) 1
snack ba license to sell beer by the opened bottle or can at retail, for consumption
upon the premises only, such license to be issued to ((hotels, rst.ur.nts, dining
plaees on b ts and acrplna.s, clubs, drug sore, or soda founiains, and suli
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etiet)) places where the sale of beer is not the principal business conducted; fee
one hundred twenty-five dollars per ((annum)) y=1.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 21. A new section is added to chapter 66.24 RCW to
read as follows:
There shall be a beer and wine retailer's license that may be combined only
with the on-premises licenses described in either RCW 66.24.320 or 66.24.330.
The combined license permits the sale of beer and wine for consumption off the
premises.
(I) Beer and wine sold for consumption off the premises must be in original
sealed packages of the manufacturer or bottler.
(2) Beer may be sold to a purchaser in a sanitary container brought to the
premises by the purchaser and filled at the tap by the retailer at the time of sale.
(3)Licensees holding this type of license also may sell malt liquor in kegs or
other containers that are capable of holding four gallons or more of liquid and are
registered in accordance with RCW 66.28.200.
(4)The board may impose conditions upon the issuance of this license to best
protect and preserve the health, safety, and welfare of the public.
(5) The annual fee for this license shall be one hundred twenty dollars.
Sec. 22. RCW 66.24.360 and 1993 c 21 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
There shall be a beer and/or wine retailer's license to be designated as a ((ekma
E)) grocery store license to sell beer and/or wine at retail in bottles, cans. and
original ((paekages)) containers, not to be consumed upon the premises where sold,
at any store other than the state liquor stores.
Mi) Licensees ((holding .,an E lccnasc)) obtaining a written endorsement
from the board may also sell malt liquor in kegs or other containers capable of
holding less than five and one-half gallons of liquid.
(2 The annual fee for the grocery store license is ((sevci'.y-five)) one hundred
fifty dollars for each store((: PRO.VIDED, Rat a holder of a e.a. A or a .las. B
aitense~ shall be entitled to !he priyileges permitted in this scctoen by Paiying an
annual fee of twenty fiye dollars for each store. :iecnsees under this seetion
whs business is primarily !he side of beer a/or wine at retail may previdc,frec
or foar akehakgc, single scryirng samples of two ouncas or !Lasto customers for !he
purpose of sales promotion. Samplin~g nectieis of liecnsees un~der this scctien
shall be subject to RCW 66.28.010 ad 66.28.040 and the cost of sampling inc
this seeiion may not be borne, dircotly or indireeily, by any ivinufatrcr, importer,
or wholesaler of liquor.
For !he purpose of this scction, "beer" iac ludes, in addition to !he usual and

eusto',ar meaing bottle eendiioned beerwhieh has been fermented

partiallyor

eompleiely in die eonttiner in whiel is sold to !he retail customer and which may
cantato residual netiye yeast. The m:les and original paekages in which such
boittk eondifiened beer may be so,,d under this seetion shell met emed n
h~undred seyeayn co ifleitv)).
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(3) The board shall issue a restricted grocery store license authorizing the
licensee to sell beer and only table wine, if the board finds upon issuance or
renewal of the license that the sale of fortified wine would be against the public
interest. In determining the public interest, the board shall consider at least the
following factors:
(a)The likelihood that the applicant will sell fortified wine to persons who are
intoxicated:
(b)Law enforcement problems in the vicinity of the applicant's establishment
that may arise from persons purchasing fortified wine at the establishment: and
(c)Whether the sale of fortified wine would be detrimental to or inconsistent
with agovernment-operated or funded alcohol treatment or detoxification program
in the area,
If the board receives no evidence or objection that the sale of fortified wine
would be against the public interest, it shall issue or renew the license without
restriction, as applicable. The burden of establishing that the sale of fortified wine
by the licensee would be against the public interest ison those persons objecting,
(4)Licensees holding a grocery store license must maintain a minimum three
thousand dollar inventory of food products for human consumption, not including
pop. beer. or wine.
(5) Upon approval by the board. the grocery store licensee may also receive
an endorsement to permit the international export of beer and wine,
(a)Any beer or wine sold under this endorsement must have been purchased
from a licensed beer or wine distributor licensed to do business within the state of
Washington.
(b) Any beer and wine sold under this endorsement must be intended for
consumption outside the state of Washington and the United States and appropriate
records must be maintained by the licensee,
(c)A holder of this special endorsement to the grocery store license shall be
considered not in violation of RCW 66.28,010.
(d) Any beer or wine sold under this license must be sold at a price no less
than the acquisition price paid by the holder of the license,
(e) The annual cost of this endorsement is five hundred dollars and is in
addition to the license fees paid by the licensee for a grocery store license,
NEW SECTION, Sec. 23. A new section is added to chapter 66.24 RCW to
read as follows:
(1) There shall be a beer and/or wine retailer's license to be designated as a
beer and/or wine specialty shop license to sell beer and/or wine at retail in bottles,
cans, and original containers, not to be consumed upon the premises where sold,
at any store other than the state liquor stores. Licensees obtaining a written
endorsement from the board may also sell malt liquor in kegs or other containers
capable of holding less than five and one-half gallons of liquid. The annual fee for
the beer and/or wine specialty shop license is one hundred dollars for each store.
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(2) Licensees under this section may provide, free or for a charge, singleserving samples of two ounces or less to customers for the purpose of sales
promotion. Sampling activities of licensees under this section are subject to RCW
66.28.010 and 66.28.040 and the cost of sampling under this section may not be
borne, directly or indirectly, by any manufacturer, importer, or distributor of liquor.
(3)The board shall issue a restricted beer and/or wine specialty shop license,
authorizing the licensee to sell beer and only table wine, if the board finds upon
issuance or renewal of the license that the sale of fortified wine would be against
the public interest. In determining the public interest, the board shall consider at
least the following factors:
(a) The likeliho xl that the applicant will sell fortified wine to persons who are
intoxicated;
(b) Law enforcement problems in the vicinity of the applicant's establishment
that may arise from persons purchasing fortified wine at the establishment; and
(c) Whether the sale of fortified wine would be detrimental to or inconsistent
with a government-operated or funded alcohol treatment or detoxification program
in the area.
If the board receives no evidence or objection that the sale of fortified wine
would be against the public interest, it shall issue or renew the license without
restriction, as applicable. The burden of establishing that the sale of fortified wine
by the licensee would be against the public interest is on those persons objecting.
(4) Licensees holding a beer and/or wine specialty shop license must maintain
a minimum three thousand dollar wholesale inventory of beer and/or wine.
Sec. 24. RCW 66.24.380 and 1988 c 200 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
There shall be a ((beer)) retailer's license to be designated as ((eass-G,)) a
special occasi ,i license to be issued to a not-for-profit society or organization to
sell 5sirits beer. and wine by the individual serving for on-premises consumption
at a specified event, such as at picnics or other special occasions, at a specified date
and place; fee ((.hirty-,i'e)) 5ix dollars per day.
(i) The not-for-profit society or organization is limited to sales of no more
than twelve calendar days per year,
(2) The licensee may sell beer and/or wine in original, unopened containers
for off-premises consumption if permission is obtained from the board prior to the
event,
(3)Sale, service, and consumption of sit. beer, and wine is to be confined
to specified premises or designated areas only.
(4) Spirituous liquor sold under this special occasion license must be
purchased at a state liquor store or agency without discount at retail prices,
including all taxes,
(5) Any violation of this section is a class I civil infraction having a maximum
penalty of two hundred fifty dollars as provided for in chapter 7.80 RCW,
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Sec. 25. RCW 66.24.395 and 1981 1st ex.s. c 5 s 44 are each amended to read
as follows:
(I)(a) There shall be a license that may be issued to corporations, associations,
or persons operating as federally licensed commercial common passenger carriers
engaged in interstate commerce, in or over territorial limits of the state of
Washington on passenger trains, vessels, or airplanes. Such license shall permit
the sale of spirituous liquor, wine, and beer at retail for passenger consumption
within the state upon one such train passenger car, vessel, or airplane, while in or
over the territorial limits of the state. Such license shall include the privilege of
transporting into and storing within the state such liquor for subsequent retail sale
to passengers in passenger train cars, vessels or airplanes. The fees for such master
license shall be seven hundred fifty dollars per annum (class CCI-1): PROVIDED,
That ((where tho sale a...r sr
of alholie b..rag.s by su h Federally
li.nsd ommr. passenger earrir
.
does
.
t inlud spirituous liquor, the fcc shall

be two hundred fifty dollars per annum (class CCI 2): PROVIDED, FURTHEMR;
T4+)) upon payment of an additional sum of five dollars per annum per car, or
vessel, or airplane, the privileges authorized by such license classes shall extend
to additional cars, or vessels, or airplanes operated by the same licensee within the
state, and a duplicate license for each additional car, or vessel, or airplane shall be
issued: PROVIDED, FURTHER, That such licensee may make such sales and/or
service upon cars, or vessels, or airplanes in emergency for not more than five
consecutive days without such license: AND PROVIDED, FURTHER, That such
license shall be valid only while such cars, or vessels, or airplanes are actively
operated as common carriers for hire in interstate commerce and not while they are
out of such common carrier service.
(b) Alcoholic beverages sold and/or served for consumption by such interstate
common carriers while within or over the territorial limits of this state shall be
subject to such board markup and state liquor taxes in an amount to approximate
the revenue that would have been realized from such markup and taxes had the
alcoholic beverages been purchased in Washington: PROVIDED, That the board's
markup shall be applied on spirituous liquor only. Such common carriers shall
report such sales and/or service and pay such markup and taxes in accordance with
procedures prescribed by the board.

(2) ((Where such an interstate federally
""cns"
. d common
.ri

r does not sll

spirituous liquor, wine, or beer at rtakil for passeng r consumption while within or
o.. the territorial limits of this state, but the business opcratiin of !he interstate
liecnsc fee shall be rI1

.11 e-

per annum (class CCI 3)0 PROVIDED,

That where such transporting and/'or storage of aleoholie beycragcs by-such
.ommon ..

r does...

inlud spif.tuous liquor, the lice,,,

fcc shall bc one

hundred twenty Fi~e dollars per annum (class CCI 4).
-(3))) Alcoholic beverages sold and delivered in this state to interstate common
carriers for use under the provisions of this section shall be considered exported
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from the state, subject to the conditions provided in subsection (1)(b) of this
section. The storage facilities for liquor within the state by common carriers
licensed under this section shall be subject to written approval by the board.
Sec. 26. RCW 66.24.400 and 1987 c 196 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
There shall be a retailer's license, to be known and designated as ((eItss-1))
a full service restaurant license, to sell spirituous liquor by the individual glass,
beer, and wine, at retail, for consumption on the premises, including mixed drinks
and cocktails compounded or mixed on the premises only: PROVIDED, That a
hotel, or club licensed under chapter 70.62 RCW with overnight sleeping
accommodations, that is licensed under this section may sell liquor by the bottle
to registered guests of the hotel or club for consumption in guest rooms, hospitality
rooms, or at banquets in the hotel or club: PROVIDED FURTHER, That a patron
of a bona fide hotel, restaurant, or club licensed under this section may remove
from the premises recorked or recapped in its original container any portion of
wine which was purchased for consumption with a meal, and registered guests who
have purchased liquor from the hotel or club by the bottle may remove from the
premises any unused portion of such liquor in its original container. Such ((elas
14)) license may be issued only to bona fide restaurants, hotels and clubs, and to
dining, club and buffet cars on passenger trains, and to dining places on passenger
boats and airplanes, and to dining places at ((pulbliel owned)) civic centers with
facilities for sports, entertainment, and conventions, and to such other
establishments operated and maintained primarily for the benefit of tourists,
vacationers and travelers as the board shall determine are qualified to have, and in
the discretion of the board should have, a ((elass-11)) full service restaurant license
under the provisions and limitations of this title.
Sec. 27. RCW 66.24.420 and 1996 c 218 s 4 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) The ((eltass-1)) full service restaurant license shall be issued in accordance
with the following schedule of annual fees:
(a) ((The ann~ual fee for sald lieense, if issued to a elub, whether inside or
outside of iIcJrprmtcd ,tlie anId towns, shall be sev, n hun.dred dollars.
- (b))) The annual fee for ((said)) a full service restaurant license((, OFissud to
any other elass lieen i. in-orporit d ii. and town,)) shall be graduated
according to the ((p,,-,i,
.))
dedicated dining area and type of service
provided as follows:
((.neop.aed
Cities an~d towns~
Fees
Lcess then 20,000
$1,200
20,000 or over
$2,000))
Less than 50% dedicated dininig area
$00
50% or more dedicated dining area
$1.600
Service bar only
$L.000
118151
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(((e))) (b)The annual fee for said license when issued to any other ((erass--H))
full service restaurant licensee outside of incorporated cities and towns shall be((:
Two h.usand d.llar;. this fee. shall be)) prorated according to the calendar
quarters, or portion thereof, during which the licensee is open for business, except
in case of suspension or revocation of the license.
(((d))) (c)
Where the license shall be issued to any corporation, association or
person operating a bona fide restaurant in an airport terminal facility providing
service to transient passengers with more than one place where liquor is to be
dispensed and sold, such license shall be issued upon the payment of the annual
fee, which shall be a master license and shall permit such sale within and from one
such place. Such license may be extended to additional places on the premises at
the discretion of the board and a duplicate license may be issued for each such
additional place: PROVIDED, That the holder of a master license for a restaurant
in an airport terminal facility shall be required to maintain in a substantial manner
at least one place on the premises for preparing, cooking, and serving of complete
meals, and such food service shall be available on request in other licensed places
on the premises: PROVIDED, FURTHER, That an additional license fee of
twenty-five percent of the annual master license fee shall be required for such
duplicate licenses.
(((e-))) (dl Where the license shall be issued to any corporation, association,
or person operating dining places at a publicly or privately owned civic or
convention center with facilities for sports, entertainment, or conventions, or a
combination thereof, with more than one place where liquor is to be dispensed and
sold, such license shall be issued upon the payment of the annual fee, which shall
be a master license and shall permit such sale within and from one such place.
Such license may be extended to additional places on the premises at the discretion
of the board and a duplicate license may be issued for each such additional place:
PROVIDED, That the holder of a master license for a dining place at such a
publicly or privately owned civic or convention center shall be required to maintain
in a substantial manner at least one place on the premises for preparing, cooking,
and serving of complete meals, and food service shall be available on request in
other licensed places on the premises: PROVIDED FURTHER, That an additional
license fee of ten dollars shall be required for such duplicate licenses.
((69)) W Where the license shall be issued to any corporation, association or
person operating more than one building containing dining places at privately
owned facilities which are open to the public and where there is a continuity of
ownership of all adjacent prperty, such license shall be issued upon the payment
of an annual fee which shall be a master license and shall permit such sale within
and from one such place. Such license may be extended to the additional dining
places on the property or, in the case of a ((lass-H)) full service restaurant licensed
hotel, property owned or controlled by leasehold interest by that hotel for use as
a conference or convention center or banquet facility open to the general public for
special events in the same metropolitan area, at the discretion of the board and a
118161
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duplicate license may be issued for each additional place: PROVIDED, That the
holder of the master license for the dining place shall not offer alcoholic beverages
for sale, service, and consumption at the additional place unless food service is
available at both the location of the master license and the duplicate license:
PROVIDED FURTHER, That an additional license fee of twenty dollars shall be
required for such duplicate licenses.
(2) The board, so far as in its judgment is reasonably possible, shall confine
((elass-11)) full service restaurant licenses to the business districts of cities and
towns and other communities, and not grant such licenses in residential districts,
nor within the immediate vicinity of schools, wiftout being limited in the
administration of this subsection to any specific distance requirements.
(3) The board shall have discretion to issue ((elass-H)) full service restaurant
licenses outside of cities and towns in the state of Washington. The purpose of this
subsection is to enable the board, in its discretion, to license in areas outside of
cities and towns and other communities, establishments which are operated and
maintained primarily for the benefit of tourists, vacationers and travelers, and also
golf and country clubs, and common carriers operating dining, club and buffet cars,
or boats.
(4)The total number of ((elass--H)) full service restaurant licenses issued in the
state of Washington by the board, not including ((these -leas I)) full service
private club licenses ((ised toe.b)),
..
shall not in the aggregate at any time
exceed one license for each fifteen hundred of population in the state, determined
according to the yearly population determination developed by the office of
financial management pursuant to RCW 43.62.030.
(5)Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection (4) of this section, the board
shall refuse a ((elass--H)) full service restaurant license to any applicant if in the
opinion of the board the ((els-H)) full service restaurant licenses already granted
for the particular locality are adequate for the reasonable needs of the community.
(6)
The board may issue a caterer's endorsement to this license to allow the
licensee to remove the liquor stocks at the licensed premises, for use as liquor for
sale and service at special occasion locations at a specified date and place not
currently licensed by the board. The privilege of selling and serving liquor under
such endorsement is limited to members and guests of a society or organization as
defined in RCW 66.24.375. Cost of the endorsement is three hundred fifty dollars,
(a)
The holder of this license with catering endorsement shall, if requested by
the board, notify the board or its designee of the date. time. place. and location ot
any catered event. Upon request, the licensee shall provide to the board all
necessary or requested information concerning the society or organization that will
be holding the function at which the endorsed license will be utilized,
(b) If attendance at the function will be limited to members and invited guests
of the sponsoring society or organization, the requirement that the society or
or anization be within the definition of RCW 66,24,375 is waived,
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Sec. 28. RCW 66.24.425 and 1982 c 85 s 3 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) The board may, in its discretion, issue a ((elass-H)) full service restaurant
license to a business which qualifies as a "restaurant" as that term is defined in
RCW 66.24.410 in all respects except that the business does not serve the general
public but, through membership qualification, selectively restricts admission to the
business. For purposes of RCW 66.24.400 and 66.24.420, all licenses issued under
this section shall be considered ((elass-H)) full service restaurant licenses and shall
be subject to all requirements, fees, and qualifications in this title, or in rules
adopted by the board, as are applicable to ((elass-H)) full service restaurant licenses
generally except that no service to the general public may be required.
(2) No license shall be issued under this section to a business:
(a) Which shall not have been in continuous operation for at least one year
immediately prior to the date of its application; or
(b) Which denies membership or admission to any person because of race,
creed, color, national origin, sex, or the presence of any sensory, mental, or
physical handicap.
Sec. 29. RCW 66.24.440 and 1949 c 5 s 5 are each amended to read as
follows:
Each ((elass-H)) full service restaurant, full service private club, and sports
entertainment facility licensee shall be entitled to purchase any spirituous liquor
items salable under such ((elass-H)) license from the board at a discount of not less
than fifteen percent from the retail price fixed by the board, together with all taxes.
Sec. 30. RCW 66.24.450 and 1981 1 st ex.s. c 5 s 18 are each amended to read
as follows:
LD No c!ub shall be entitled to a ((elass-1)) full service private club license:
(((4))) () Unless such oRia club has been in continuous operation for at
least one year immediately prior to the date of its application for such license;
(((4))) (b) Unless the priv
club premises be constructed and equipped,
conducted, managed, and operated to the satisfaction of the board and in
accordance with this title and the regulations made thereunder;
(((3))) fg) Unless the board shall have determined pursuant to any regulations
made by it with respect to rivt clubs, that such pr[_ club is a bona fide rivat
club; it being the intent of this section that license shall not be granted to a club
which is, or has been, primarily formed or activated to obtain a license to sell
liquor, but solely to a bona fide pry= club, where the sale of liquor is incidental
to the main purposes of the pri= club, as defined in RCW 66.04.010(((-S))) MT.
(2) The annual fee for a full service private club license, whether inside or
outside of an incorporated city or town. is seven hundred twenty dollars per year.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 31. A new section is added to chapter 66.24 RCW to
read as follows:
(1) There shall be a beer and wine license to be issued to a private club for sale
of beer and wine for on-premises consumption.
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(2) Beer and wine sold by the licensee may be on tap or by open bottles or
cans.

(3) The fee for the private club beer and wine license is one hundred eighty
dollars per year.
Sec. 32. RCW 66.24.455 and 1994 c 201 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
Subject to approval by the board, holders of ((class A, B, C, P, .or I)) beer
and wine restaurant. tavern, snack bar. full service restaurant. full service private
club, or beer and wine private club licenses may extend their premises for the sale,
service, and consumption of liquor authorized under their respective licenses to the
concourse or lane areas in a bowling establishment where the concourse or lane
areas are adjacent to the food preparation service facility.
Sec. 33. RCW 66.24.495 and 1981 c 142 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) There shall be a ((retaiterl)) license to be designated as ((elass-)) A
nonprofit arts organization license. This shall be a special license to be issued to
any nonprofit arts organization which sponsors and presents productions or
performances of an artistic or cultural nature in a specific theater or other
appropriate designated indoor premises approved by the board. The license shall
permit the licensee to sell liquor to patrons of productions or performances for
consumption on the premises at these events. The fee for the license shall be two
hundred fifty dollars per annum.
(2) For the purposes of this section, the term "nonprofit arts organization"
means an organization which is organized and operated for the purpose of
providing artistic or cultural exhibitions, presentations, or performances or cultural
or art education programs, as defined in subsection (3) of this section, for viewing
or attendance by the general public. The organization must be a not-for-profit
corporation under chapter 24.03 RCW and managed by a governing board of not
less than eight individuals none of whom is a paid employee of the organization or
by acorporation sole under chapter 24.12 RCW. In addition, the corporation must
satisfy the following conditions:
(a) No part of its income may be paid directly or indirectly to its members,
stockholders, officers, directors, or trustees except in the form of services rendered
by the corporation in accordance with its purposes and bylaws;
(b)Salary or compensation paid to its officers and executives must be only for
actual services rendered, and at levels comparable to the salary or compensation
of like positions within the state;
(c)Assets of the corporation must be irrevocably dedicated to the activities for
which the license is granted and, on the liquidation, dissolution, or abandonment
by the corporation, may not inure directly or indirectly to the benefit of any
member or individual except a nonprofit organization, association, or corporation;
(d) The corporation must be duly licensed or certified when licensing or
certification is required by law or regulation;
[ 1819 1
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(e) The proceeds derived from sales of liquor, except for reasonable operating
costs, must be used in furtherance of the purposes of the organization;
(f) Services must be available regardless of race, color, national origin, or
ancestry; and
(g) The liquor control board shall have access to its books in order to
determine whether the corporation is entitled to a license.
(3)The term "artistic or cultural exhibitions, presentations, or performances
or cultural or art education programs" includes and is limited to:
(a) An exhibition or presentation of works of art or objects of cultural or
historical significance, such as those commonly displayed in art or history
museums,
(b) A musical or dramatic performance or series of performances; or
(c) An educational seminar or program, or series of such programs, offered by
the organization to the general public on an artistic, cultural, or historical subject.
Sec. 34. RCW 66.24.540 and 1993 c 511 s 1 are each amended to read as
follows:
There shall be a retailer's license to be designated as ((els M)) a motel
liens. The ((elass-M)) motel license may be issued to a motel that holds no other
class of license under this title. No license may be issued to a motel offering rooms
to its guests on an hourly basis. The license authorizes the licensee to sell, at retail,
in locked honor bars, spirits in individual bottles not to exceed fifty milliliters, beer
in individual cans or bottles not to exceed twelve ounces, and wine in individual
bottles not to exceed one hundred eighty-seven milliliters, to registered guests of
the motel for consumption in guest rooms. Each honor bar must also contain snack
foods. No more than one-half of the guest rooms may have honor bars. The board
shall charge a reasonable fee for this license. All spirits to be sold under the
license must be purchased from the board. The licensee shall require proof of age
from the guest renting a guest room and requesting the use of an honor bar. The
guest shall also execute an affidavit verifying that no one under twenty-one years
of age shall have access to the spirits, beer, and wine in the honor bar. "Motel" as
used in this section means a facility or place offering three or more self-contained
units designated by number, letter, or some other method of identification to
travelers and transient guests. As used in this section, "spirits," "beer," and "wine"
have the meanings defined in RCW 66.04.010.
Sec. 35. RCW 66.24.550 and 1989 c 149 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
There shall be a beand wine retailer's license to be designated as ((eless-P))
a beer and wine gift delivery license to solicit, take orders for, sell, and deliver bee
and&r wine in bottles and original packages to persons other than the person
placing the order. A ((elms-P)) beer and wine gift delivery license may be issued
only to a business solely engaged in the sale or sale and delivery of gifts at retail
which holds no other class of license under this title or to a person in the business
of selling flowers or floral arrangements at retail. No minimum beer and/or wine
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inventory requirement shall apply to holders of ((elass'P)) beer and wine gift
deliver licenses. The fee for this license is seventy-five dollars per year. Delivery
of beer and/o wine under ((a-elass-P)) a beer and wine gift delivery license shall
be made in accordance with all applicable provisions of this title and the rules of
the board, and no beer and/or wine so delivered shall be opened on any premises
licensed under this title. A ((elass-P)) beer and wine gift delivery license does not
authorize door-to-door solicitation of gift wine delivery orders. Deliveries of be
and/or wine under a ((efass P)) beer and wine gift delivery license shall be made
only in conjunction with gifts or flowers.
Sec. 36. RCW 66.24.570 and 1996 c 218 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) There is a license for sports entertainment facilities to be designated as a
((elass-R)) sports/entertainment facility license to sell beer, wine, and spirits at
retail, for consumption upon the premises only, the license to be issued to the entity
providing food and beverage service at a sports entertainment facility as defined
in this section. The cost of the license is two thousand five hundred dollars per
annum.
(2) For purposes of this section, a sports entertainment facility includes a
publicly or privately owned arena, coliseum, stadium, or facility where sporting
events are presented for a price of admission. The facility does not have to be
exclusively used for sporting events.
(3)The board may impose reasonable requirements upon a licensee under this
section, such as requirements for the availability of food and victuals including but
not limited to hamburgers, sandwiches, salads, or other snack food. The board may
also restrict the type of events at a sports entertainment facility at which beer, wine,
and spirits may be served. When imposing conditions for a licensee, the board
must consider the seating accommodations, eating facilities, and circulation
patterns in such a facility, and other amenities available at a sports entertainment
facility.
(4) The board may issue a caterer's endorsement to the license under this
section to allow the licensee to remove from the liquor stocks at the licensed
premises. for use as liquor for sale and service at special occasion locations at a
specified date and place not currently licensed by the board,. The privilege of
selling and serving liquor under the endorsement is limited to members and guests
of a society or organization as defined in RCW 66.24.375. Cost of the
endorsement is three hundred fifty dollars.
(a) The holder of this license with catering endorsement shall. if reQuested by
the board, notify the board or its designee of the date. time. place, and location of
any catered event. Upon request, the licensee shall provide to the board all
necessary or requested information concerning the society or organization that will
be holdin! the function at which the endorsed license will be utilized,
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(b)If attendance at the function will be limited to members and invited guests
of the sponsoring society or organization, the requirement that the society or
organization be within the definition of RCW 66.24.375 is waived.
Sec. 37. RCW 66,04.010 and 1991 c 192 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
In this title, unless the context otherwise requires:
(1) "Alcohol" is that substance known as ethyl alcohol, hydrated oxide of
ethyl, or spirit of wine, which is commonly produced by the fermentation or
distillation of grain, starch, molasses, or sugar, or other substances including all
dilutions and mixtures of this substance. The term "alcohol" does not include
alcohol in the possession of a manufacturer or distiller of alcohol fuel, as described
in RCW 66.12.130, which is intended to be denatured and used as a fuel for use in
motor vehicles, farm implements, and machines or implements of husbandry.
(2) "Beer" means any malt beverage or malt liquor as these terms are defined
in this chapter.
(3) 'Beer distributor" means a person who bays beer from a brewer or brewery
located either within or beyond the boundaries of the state, beer importers. or
foreign produced beer from a source outside the state of Washington, for the
purpose of selling the same pursuant to this title, or who represents such brewer or
brewery as agent,
(4) "Beer importer" means a person or business within Washington who
purchases beer from a United States brewery holding a certificate of approval (B)
or foreign produced beer from a source outside the state of Washington for the
purpose of selling the same pursuant to this title.
M_ "Brewer" means any person engaged in the business of manufacturing beer
and malt liquor.
(((4))) (6)
"Board" means the liquor control board, constituted under this title.
(((-S))) M "Club" means an organization of persons, incorporated or
u.incorporated, operated solely for fraternal, benevolent, educational, athletic or
social purposes, and not for pecuniary gain.
(((6))) (M"Consume" includes the putting of liquor to any use, whether by
drinking or otherwise.
(((-))) . "Dentist" means a practitioner of dentistry duly and regularly
licensed and engaged in the practice of his profession within the state pursuant to
chapter 18.32 RCW.
(((8))) (10) "Distiller" means a person engaged in the business of distilling
spirits.
(((9))) (11) "Domestic winery" means a place where wines are manufactured
or produced within the state of Washington,
(12) "Druggist" means any person who holds a valid certificate and is a
registered pharmacist and is duly and regularly engaged in carrying on the business
of pharmaceutical chemistry pursuant to chapter 18.64 RCW.
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(((-1O))) (13) "Drug store" means a place whose principal husiness is, the sale
of drugs, medicines and pharmaceutical preparations and maintains a regular
prescription department and employs a registered pharmacist during all hours the
drug store is open.
(((4))) (14) "Employee" means any person employed by the board, including
a vendor, as hereinafter in this section defined.
(((---))) (15 "Fund" means 'liquor revolving fund.'
(((-))) (16) "Hotel" means every building or other structure kept, used,
maintained, advertised or held out to the public to be a place where food is served
and sleeping accommodations are offered for pay to transient guests, in which
twenty or more rooms are used for the sleeping accommodation of such transient
guests and having one or more dining rooms where meals are served to such
transient guests, such sleeping accommodations and dining rooms being conducted
in the same building and buildings, in connection therewith, and such structure or
structures being provided, in the judgment of the board, with adequate and sanitary
kitchen and dining room equipment and capacity, for preparing, cooking and
serving suitable food for its guests: PROVIDED FURTHER, That in cities and
towns of less than five thousand population, the board shall have authority to waive
the provisions requiring twenty or more rooms.
(((44))) (17) "Importer" means a person who buys distilled spirits from a
distillery outside the state of Washington and imports such spirituous liquor into
the state for sale to the board or for export
(18) "Imprisonment" means confinement in the county jail.
(((-"-))) (19) "Liquor" includes the four varieties of liquor herein defined
(alcohol, spirits, wine and beer), and all fermented, spirituous, vinous, or malt
liquor, or combinations thereof, and mixed liquor, a part of which is fermented,
spirituous, vinous or malt liquor, or otherwise intoxicating; and every liquid or
solid or semisolid or other substance, patented or not, containing alcohol, spirits,
wine or beer, and all drinks or drinkable liquids and all preparations or mixtures
capable of human consumption, and any liquid, semisolid, solid, or other
substance, which contains more than one percent of alcohol by weight shall be
conclusively deemed to be intoxicating. Liquor does not include confections or
food products that contain one percent or less of alcohol by weight.
(((---6))) (20) "Manufacturer" means a person engaged in the preparation of
liquor for sale, in any form whatsoever.
(((--4))) (21) "Malt beverage" or "malt liquor" means any beverage such as
beer, ale, lager beer, stout, and porter obtained by the alcoholic fermentation of an
infusion or decoction of pure hops, or pure extract of hops and pure barley malt or
other wholesome grain or cereal in pure water containing not more than eight
percent of alcohol by weight, and not less than one-half of one percent of alcohol
by volume. For the purposes of this title, any such beverage containing more than
eight percent of alcohol by weight shall be referred to as "strong beer."
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(((8))) (22) "Package" means any container or receptacle used for holding
liquor.
(((49))) (23) "Permit" means a permit for the purchase of liquor under this
title.
(((20))) (24) "Person" means an individual, copartnership, association, or
corporation.
(((--))) (25) "Physician" means a medical practitioner duly and regularly
licensed and engaged in the practice of his profession within the state pursuant to
chapter 18.71 RCW.
((()))(26) "Prescription" means a memorandum signed by a physician and
given by him to a patient for the obtaining of liquor pursuant to this title for
medicinal purposes.
(((43-))) (27) "Public place" includes streets and alleys of incorporated cities
and towns; state or county or township highways or roads; buildings and grounds
used for school purposes; public dance halls and grounds adjacent thereto; those
parts of establishments where beer may be sold under this title, soft drink
establishments, public buildings, public meeting halls, lobbies, halls and dining
rooms of hotels, restaurants, theatres, stores, garages and filling stations which are
open to and are generally used by the public and to which the public is permitted
to have unrestricted access; railroad trains, stages, and other public conveyances
of all kinds and character, and the depots and waiting rooms used in conjunction
therewith which are open to unrestricted use and access by the public; publicly
owned bathing beaches, parks, and/or playgrounds; and all other places of like or
similar nature to which the general public has unrestricted right of access, and
which are generally used by the public.
(((-4))) (28) "Regulations" means regulations made by the board under the
powers conferred by this title.
(((-2-5))) (29) "Restaurant" means any establishment provided with special
space and accommodations where, in consideration of payment, food, without
lodgings, is habitually furnished to the public, not including drug stores and soda
fountains.
(((26))) (30) "Sale" and "sell" include exchange, barter, and traffic; and also
include the selling or supplying or distributing, by any means whatsoever, of
liquor, or of any liquid known or described as beer or by any name whatever
commonly used to describe malt or brewed liquor or of wine, by any person to any
person; and also include a sale or selling within the state to a foreign consignee or
his agent in the state. "Sale" and "sell" shall not include the giving, at no charge,
of a reasonable amount of liquor by a person not licensed by the board to a person
not licensed by the board, for personal use only. "Sale" and "sell" also does not
include a raffle authorized under RCW 9.46.03 15: PROVIDED, That the nonprofit
organization conducting the raffle has obtained the appropriate permit from the
board.
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(((274))) (31) "Soda fountain" means a place especially equipped with
apparatus for the purpose of dispensing soft drinks, whether mixed or otherwise.
(((8))) (32) "Spirits" means any beverage which contains alcohol obtained
by distillation, including wines exceeding twenty-four percent of alcohol by
volume.
(((-2))) (33) "Store" means a state liquor store established under this title.
(((3-))) (34) "Tavern" means any establishment with special space and
accommodation for sale by the glass and for consumption on the premises, of beer,
as herein defined.
(((3-))) (35) "Vendor" means a person employed by the board as a store
manager under this title.
(((3-2-))) (3M) "Winery" means a business conducted by any person for the
manufacture of wine for sale, other than a domestic winery.
(((33) "Dememtc winecry" mecans a plikee wher wicar
anufatuwred or
ef
Washinigton,.
withir,
!he
swt
produeed
-(34))) M "Wine" means any alcoholic beverage obtained by fermentation of
fruits (grapes, berries, apples, et cetera) or other agricultural product containing
sugar, to which any saccharine substances may have been added before, during or
after fermentation, and containing not more than twenty-four percent of alcohol by
volume, including sweet wines fortified with wine spirits, such as port, sherry,
muscatel and angelica, not exceeding twenty-four percent of alcohol by volume
and not less than one-half of one percent of alcohol by volume, For purposes of
this title, any beverage containing no more than fourteen percent of alcohol by
volume when bottled or packaged by the manufacturer shall be referred to as "table
wine," and any beverage containing alcohol in an amount more than fourteen
percent by volume when bottled or packaged by the manufacturer shall be referred
to as "fortified wine." However, "fortified wine" shall not include: (a) Wines that
are both sealed or capped by cork closure and aged two years or more; and (b)
wines that contain more than fourteen percent alcohol by volume solely as a result
of the natural fermentation process and that have not been produced with the
addition of wine spirits, brandy, or alcohol.
This subsection shall not be interpreted to require that any wine be labeled
with the designation "table wine" or "fortified wine."
(((35) "Beer wholesaler" eans a person who buys beer fm a brewer.
brewecry loceiteJ iither within or beyond the boundaries dF the state for the purpose
of sellinig the sarmz pursuan~t to this titlc, or who represen~ts sueh brewer or brewery
as-agent.
-(36))) (38) "Wine ((wholes le )) distributor" means a person who buys wine
from a vintner or winery located either within or beyond the boundaries of the state
for the purpose of selling the same not in violation of this title, or who represents
such vintner or winery as agent.
(39) "Wine importer" means a person or business within Washington who
purchases wine from a United States winery holding a certificate of approval (W7)
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or foreign produced wine from a source outside the state of Washington for the
purpose of selling the same pursuant to this title,
Sec. 38. RCW 66.28.200 and 1993 c 21 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
Licensees holding a ((eltass-A-r B)) limited service restaurant or a tavern
license in combination with ((ft-eass E)) an off-premises beer and wine retailer's
license may sell malt liquor in kegs or other containers capable of holding four
gallons or more of liquid. Under a spNecial endorsement from the board, a grocery
store licensee may sell malt liquor in containers no larger than five and one-half
gallons. The sale of any container holding four gallons or more must comply with
the provisions of this section and RCW 66,28.210 through 66,28,240, Any person
who sells or offers for sale the contents of kegs or other containers containing four
gallons or more of malt liquor, or leases kegs or other containers that will hold four
gallons of malt liquor, to consumers who are not licensed under chapter 66.24
RCW shall do the following for any transaction involving the container:
(i) Require the purchaser of the malt liquor to sign adeclaration and receipt
for the keg or other container or beverage in substantially the form provided in
RCW 66.28.220;
(2) Require the purchaser to provide one piece of identification pursuant to
RCW 66.16.040;
(3)Require the purchaser to sign a sworn statement, under penalty of perjury,
that:
(a)The purchaser is of legal age to purchase, possess, or use malt liquor;
(b)The purchaser will not allow any person under the age of twenty-one years
to consume the beverage except as provided by RCW 66.44.270;
(c) The purchaser will not remove, obliterate, or allow to be removed or
obliterated, the identification required under RCW 66.28.220 to be affixed to the
container;
(4) Require the purchaser to state the particular address where the malt liquor
will be consumed, or the particular address where the keg or other container will
be physically located; and
(5) Require the purchaser to maintain a copy of the declaration and receipt
next to or adjacent to the keg or other container, in no event adistance greater than
five feet, and visible without aphysical barrier from the keg, during the time that
the keg or other container is in the purchaser's possession or control.
*Sec. 39. RCW 66.24.210 and 1996 c 118 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) There is hereby imposed upon all wines except cider sold to wine
((whotesalefs)) distributors and the Washington state liquor control board,
within the state a tax at the rate of twenty and one-fourth cents per liter and
there is hereby imposed on all cidersold to wine ((wholesalers)) distributorsand
the Washington state liquor control board within the state a tax at the rate of
three andfifty-nine one-hundredthscents per liter: PROVIDED, HOWEVER,
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That wine sold or shipped in bulk from one winery to another winery shall not
be subject to such tax. The tax providedfor in this section shall be collected by
directpayments basedon wine purchasedby wine ((wholesalker)) distributors.
Every person purchasing wine under the provisions of this section shall on or
before the twentieth day of each month reportto the board allpurchasesduring
the preceding calendarmonth in such manner and upon suchforms as may be
prescribed by the board, and with such report shallpay the tax due from the
purchasescovered by such reportunless the same haspreviously been paid. Any
such purchaserof wine whose applicabletax payment is not postmarked by the
twentieth dayfollowing the month of purchase will be assessed a penalty at tile
rate of two percent a month orfraction thereof. The board may require that
every such person shallexecute to andfile with the board a bond to be approved
by the board,in such amount as the board may fix, securing the payment of the
tax. If any such person fails to pay the tax when due, the board may forthwith
suspend or cancel the license untilall taxes arepaid.
(2) An additional tax is imposed equal to the rate specified in RCW
82.02.030 multipliedby the tax payable under subsection (1) of this section. All
revenues collected during any month from this additional tax shall be
transferredto the state gi neralfund by the twenty-fifth day of the following
month.
(3) An additionaltax is imposed on wines subject to tax under subsection (1)
of this section, at the rate of one-fourth of one cent per literfor wine sold after
June 30, 1987. After June 30, 1996, such additionaltax does not apply to cider.
An additionaltax offive one-hundredthsof one cent per liter is imposed on cider
sold after June 30, 1996. The additionaltaxes imposed by this subsection (3)
shall cease to be imposed on July 1, 2001. All revenues collected under this
subsection (3) shall be disbursed quarterlyto the Washington wine commission
for use in carrying out the purposes of chapter 15.88 RCW.
(4)An additionaltax is imposed on all wine subject to tax undersubsection
(1) of this section. The additionaltax is equal to twenty-three andforty-four
one-hundredths cents per liter on fortified wine as defined in RCW
66.04.010((f34))) (37) when bottled orpackaged by the manufacturer,one cent
per liter on all other wine except cider, and eighteen one-hundredths of one cent
per liter on cider. All revenues collected duringany month from this additional
tax shall be deposited in the violence reduction and drug enforcement account
under RCW 69.50.520 by the twenty-fifth day of the following month.
(5)(a) An additional tax is imposed on all cider subject to tax under
subsection (1) of this section. The additionaltax is equal to two andfour onehundredths cents per liter of cider sold after June 30, 1996, and before July 1,
1997, and is equalto four andseven one-hundredthscents per liter of cider sold
afterJune 30, 1997.
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(b) All revenues collected from the additional tax imposed under this
subsection (5) shall be deposited in the health services account under RCW
43.72.900.
(6) For the purposes of this section, "cider" means table wine that contains
not less than one-half of one percent of alcoholby volume and not more than
seven percent of alcohol by volume and is madc from the normal alcoholic
fermentation of thejuice of sound, ripe apples or pears. "Cider" includes, but
is not limited to, flavored, sparkling, or carbonatedcider and cider madefrom
condensed apple orpear must.
*Sec. 39 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Sec. 40. RCW 15.88.030 and 1988 c 254 s 12 are each amended to read as
follows:
(]) There is created an agricultural commodity commission to be known and
designated as the Washington wine commission. Except as provided in RCW
15.88.100(2), the commission shall be composed of eleven voting members; five
voting members shall be growers, five voting members shall be wine producers,
and one voting member shall be a wine ((wholesaler)) distributor licensed under
RCW 66.24.200. Of the grower members, at least one shall be a person who does
not have over fifty acres of vinifera grapes in production, at least one shall be a
person who has over one hundred acres of vinifera grapes in production, and two
may be persons who produce and sell their own wine. Of the wine producer
members, at least one shall be a person producing not more than twenty-five
thousand gallons of wine annually, at least one shall be a person producing over
one million gallons of wine annually, and at least two shall be persons who
produce wine from their own grapes. In addition, at least one member shall be a
wine producer located in western Washington and at least two members shall be
wine producers located in eastern Washington.
(2) In addition to the voting members identified in subsection (1) of this
section, the commission shall have one nonvoting member who is a wine producer
in this state whose principal wine or wines are produced from fruit other than
vinifera grapes. The director of agriculture, or the director's designee, shall serve
as an ex officio, nonvoting member.
(3) Except as provided in RCW 15.88.100(2), seven voting members of the
commission constitute a quorum for the transaction of any business of the
commission.
(4)Each voting member of the commission shall be a citizen and resident of
this state and over the age of twenty-one years. Each voting member, except the
member holding position eleven, must be or must have been engaged in that phase
of the grower or wine producer industry that he or she is appointed to represent,
and must during his or her term of office derive a substantial portion of income
therefrom, or have a substantial investment in the growing of vinifera grapes or the
production of wine from vinifera grapes as an owner, lessee, partner, or a
stockholder owning at least ten percent of the voting stock in a corporation
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engaged in the growing of vinifera grapes or wine production from vinifera grapes;
or the manager or executive officer of such a corporation. These qualifications
apply throughout each member's term of office.
Sec. 41. RCW 19.126.020 and 1984 c 169 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
The definitions set forth in this section apply throughout this chapter unless
the context clearly requires otherwise.
(i) "Agreement of distributorship" means any contract, agreement,
commercial relationship, license, association, or any other arrangement, for a
definite or indefinite period, between a supplier and ((wholesale)) distributor.
(2) "((Wholesae)) Distributor" means any person, including but not limited
to a component of a supplier's distribution system constituted as an independent
business, importing or causing to be imported into this state, or purchasing or
causing to be purchased within this state, any malt beverage or wine for sale or
resale to retailers licensed under the laws of this state, regardless of whether the
business of such person is conducted under the terms of any agreement with a malt
beverage or wine manufacturer.
(1)"Supplier" means any malt beverage or wine manufacturer or importer who
enters into or is a party to any agreement of distributorship with a wholesale
distributor. "Supplier" does not include: (a) Any domestic winery licensed
pursuant to RCW 66.24.170; (b) any winery or manufacturer of wine producing
less than three hundred thousand gallons of wine annually and holding acertificate
of approval issued pursuant to RCW 66.24.206; (c) any domestic brewer or
microbrewer licenstd under RCW 66.24.240 and producing less than fifty
thousand barrels of malt liquor annually; or (d)any brewer or manufacturer of malt
liquor producing less than fifty thousand barrels of malt liquor annually and
holding a certificate of approval issued under RCW 66.24.270.
(4) "Malt beverage manufacturer" means every brewer, fermenter, processor,
bottler, or packager of malt beverages located within or outside this state, or any
other person, whether located within or outside this state, who enters into an
agreement of distributorship for the resale of malt beverages in this state with any
wholesale distributor doing business in the state of Washington.
(5) "Wine manufacturer" means every winery, processor, bottler, or packager
of wine located within or outside this state, or any other person, whether located
within or outside this state who enters into an agreement of distributorship for the
resale of wine in this state with any wine wholesale distributor doing business in
the state of Washington.
(6) "Importer" means any ((wholestle)) distributor importing beer or wine into
this state for sale to retailer accounts or for sale to other wholesalers designated as
"subjobbers" for resale.
(7) "Person" means any natural person, corporation, partnership, trust, agency,
or other entity, as well as any individual officers, directors, or other persons in
active control of the activities of such entity.
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Sec. 42. RCW 66.16.100 and 1987 c 386 s 5 are each amended to read as
follows:
No state liquor store in a county with a population over three hundred
thousand may sell fortified wine if the board finds that the sale would be against
the public interest based on the factors in RCW ((66.4.379)) 66,24.360. The
burden of establishing that the sale would be against the public interest is on those
persons objecting.
Sec. 43. RCW 66.20.010 and 1984 c 78 s 6 and 1984 c 45 s I are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
Upon application in the prescribed form being made to any employee
authorized by the board to issue permits, accompanied by payment of the
prescribed fee, and upon the employee being satisfied that the applicant should be
granted a permit under this title, the employee shall issue to the applicant under
such regulations and at such fee as may be prescribed by the board a permit of the
class applied for, as follows:
(I) Where the application is for a special permit by a physician or dentist, or
by any person in charge of an institution regularly conducted as a hospital or
sanitorium for the care of persons in ill health, or as a home devoted exclusively
to the care of aged people, a special liquor purchase permit;
(2)Where the application is for a special permit by a person engaged within
the state in mechanical or manufacturing business or in scientific pursuits requiring
alcohol for use therein, or by any private individual, a special permit to purchase
alcohol for the purpose named in the permit;
(3) Where the application is for a special permit to consume liquor at a
banquet, at a specified date and place, a special permit to purchase liquor for
consumption at such banquet, to such applicants as may be fixed by the board;
(4) Where the application is for a special permit to consume liquor on the
premises of a business not licensed under this title, a special permit to purchase
liquor for consumption thereon for such periods of time and to such applicants as
may be fixed by the board;
(5)Where the application is for a special permit by a manufacturer to import
or purchase within the state alcohol, malt, and other materials containing alcohol
to be used in the manufacture of liquor, or other products, a special permit;
(6) Where the application is for a special permit by a person operating a drug
store to purchase liquor at retail prices only, to be thereafter sold by such person
on the prescription of a physician, a special liquor purchase permit;
(7) Where the application is for a special permit by an authorized
representative of a military installation operated by or for any of the armed forces
within the geographical boundaries of the state of Washington, a special permit to
purchase liquor for use on such military installation at prices to be fixed by the
board;
(8) Where the application is for a special permit by a manufacturer, importer,
((wholesaler)) or distributor, or ((fagent)) representative thereof, to serve liquor
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without charge to delegates and guests at a convention of a trade association
composed of licensees of the board, when the said liquor is served in a hospitality
room or from a booth in a board-approved suppliers' display room at the
convention, and when the liquor so served is for consumption in the said
hospitality room or display room during the convention, anything in Title 66 RCW
to the contrary notwithstanding. Any such spirituous liquor shall be purchased
from the board or a ((eles-11)) full service restaurant licensee and any such beer
and wine shall be subject to the taxes imposed by RCW 66.24.290 and 66.24.2 10;
(9) Where the application is for aspecial permit by a manufacturer, importer,
((whoesetle)) or distributor, or ((fatget)) representative thereof, to donate liquor
for a reception, breakfast, luncheon, or dinner for delegates and guests at a
convention of a trade association composed of licensees of the board, when the
liquor so donated is for consumption at the said reception, breakfast, luncheon, or
dinner during the convention, anything in Title 66 RCW to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any such spirituous liquor shall be purchased from the board or
aclass H licensee and any such beer and wine shall be subject to the taxes imposed
by RCW 66.24.290 and 66.24.2 10;
(10) Where the application is for a special permit by a manufacturer, importer,
((wholesaler)) or distributor, or ((figent)) representative thereof, to donate and/or
serve liquor without charge to delegates and guests at an international trade fair,
show, or exposition held under the auspices of a federal, state, or local
governmental entity or organized and promoted by a nonprofit organization,
anything in Title 66 RCW to the contrary notwithstanding. Any such spirituous
liquor shall be purchased from the board and any such beer or wine shall be subject
to the taxes imposed by RCW 66.24.290 and 66.24.2 10;
(1I) Where the application is for an annual special permit by a person
operating a bed and breakfast lodging facility to donate or serve wine or beer
without charge to overnight guests of the facility if the wine or beer is for
consumption on the premises of the facility. "Bed and breakfast lodging facility,"
as used in this subsection, means a hotel or similar facility offering from one to
eight lodging units and breakfast to travelers and guests.
Sec. 44. RCW 66.20.300 and 1996 c 218 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the definitions in this section
apply throughout RCW 66.20.3 10 through 66.20.350.
(i) "Alcohol" has the same meaning as "liquor" in RCW 66.04.010.
(2) "Alcohol server" means any person serving or selling alcohol, spirits,
wines, or beer for consumption at an on-premises retail licensed facility as a
regular requirement of his or her employment, and includes those persons eighteen
years of age or older permitted by the liquor laws of this state to serve alcoholic
beverages with meals.
(3) "Board" means the Washington state liquor control board.
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(4) "Training entity" means any liquor licensee associations, independent
contractors, private persons, and private or public schools, that have been certified
by the board.
(5) "Retail licensed premises" means any premises licensed to sell alcohol by
the glass or by the drink, or in original containers primarily for consumption on the
premises as authorized by RCW 66.24.320, 66.24.330, ((66.2449,)) 66.24.350,
66.24.400, 66.24.425, 66.24.450, and 66.24.570.
Sec, 45. RCW 66.20.310 and 1996 c 311 s 1 and 1996 c 218 s 3 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
(1)(a) There shall be an alcohol server permit, known as a class 12 permit, for
a manager or bartender selling or mixing alcohol, spirits, wines, or beer for
consumption at an on-premises licensed facility.
(b) There shall be an alcohol server permit, known as a class 13 permit, for a
person who only serves alcohol, spirits, wines, or beer for consumption at an onpremises licensed facility.
(c) As provided by rule by the board, a class 13 permit holder may be allowed
to act as a bartender without holding a class 12 permit.
(2)(a) Effective January 1, 1997, except as provided in (d) of this subsection,
every person employed, under contract or otherwise, by an annual retail liquor
licensee holding a license as authorized by RCW 66.24.320, 66.24.330,
((66.24340)) 66.24.350, 66.24.400, 66.24.425, 66.24.450, or 66.24.570, who as
part of his or her employment participates in any manner in the sale or service of
alcoholic beverages shall have issued to them a class 12 or class 13 permit.
(b) Every class 12 and class 13 permit issued shall be issued in the name of the
applicant and no other person may use the permit of another permit holder. The
holder shall present the permit upon request to inspection by a representative of the
board or a peace officer. The class 12 or class 13 permit shall be valid for
employment at any retail licensed premises described in (a) of this subsection.
(c) No licensee described in (a) of this subsection, except as provided in (d)
of this subsection, may employ or accept the services of any person without the
person first having a valid class 12 or class 13 permit.
(d) Within sixty days of initial employment, every person whose duties
include the compounding, sale, service, or handling of liquor shall have a class 12
or class 13 permit.
(e) No person may perform duties that include the sale or service of alcoholic
beverages on a retail licensed premises without possessing a valid alcohol server
permit.
(3) A permit issued by a training entity under this section is valid for
employment at any retail licensed premises described in subsection (2)(a) of this
section for a period of five years unless suspended by the board.
(4) The board may suspend or revoke an existing permit if any of the
following occur:
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(a) The applicant or permittee has been convicted of violating any of the state
or local intoxicating liquor laws of this state or has been convicted at any time of
a felony; or
(b) The permittee has performed or permitted any act that constitutes a
violation of this title or of any rule of the board.
(5) The suspension or revocation of a permit under this section does not
relieve a licensee from responsibility for any act of the employee or agent while
employed upon the retail licensed premises. The board may, as appropriate, revoke
or suspend either the permit of the employee who committed the violation or the
license of the licensee upon whose premises the violation occurred, or both the
permit and the license.
(6)(a) After January 1, 1997, it is a violation of this title for any retail licensee
or agent of a retail licensee as described in subsection (2)(a) of this section to
employ in the sale or service of alcoholic beverages, any person who does not have
a valid alcohol server permit or whose permit has been revoked, suspended, or
denied.
(b) It is a violation of this title for a person whose alcohol server permit has
been denied, suspended, or revoked to accept employment in the sale or service of
alcoholic beverages.
(7) ((Esiablihments)) Grocery stores licensed under RCW ((6624.-and
66.4.349)) 66,24,360, the primary commercial activity of which is the sale of
grocery products and for which the sale and service of beer and wine for onpremises consumption with food is incidental to the primary business, and
employees of such establishments, are exempt from RCW 66.20.300 through
66.20,350.
See. 46. RCW 66.28.010 and 1996 c 224 s 3 and 1996 c 106 s I are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
(1)(a) No manufacturer, importer, or ((wholestia r)) distributor, or person
financially interested, directly or indirectly, in such business; whether resident or
nonresident, shall have any financial interest, direct or indirect, in any licensed
retail business; nor shall any manufacturer, importer, or ((wholestIer)) distributor
own any of the property upon which such licensed persons conduct their business;
nor shall any such licensed person, under any arrangement whatsoever, conduct his
or her business upon property in which any manufacturer, importer, or
((whalesaler)) distributor has any interest unless title to that property is owned by
a corporation in which a manufacturer has no direct stock ownership and there are
no interlocking officers or directors, the retail license is held by an independent
concessionaire which is not owned directly or indirectly by the manufacturer or
property owner, the sales of liquor are incidental to the primary activity of
optrating the property as an amphitheater offering live musical and similar live
entertainment activities to the public, alcoholic beverages produced by the
manufacturer are not sold at the licensed premises, and the board reviews the
ownership and proposed method of operation of all involved entities and
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determines that there will not be an unacceptable level of control or undue
influence over the operation of the retail licensee. Except as provided in subsection
(3) of this section, no manufacturer, importer, or ((whalestez4r)) distributor shall
advance moneys or moneys' worth to a licensed person under an arrangement, nor
shall such licensed person receive, under an arrangement, an advance of moneys
or moneys' worth. "Person" as used in this section only shall not include those state
or federally chartered banks, state or federally chartered savings and loan
associations, state or federally chartered mutual savings banks, or institutional
investors which are not controlled directly or indirectly by a manufacturer,
importer, or ((whoesale r)) distributor as long as the bank, savings and loan
association, or institutional investor does not influence or attempt to influence the
purchasing practices of the retailer with respect to alcoholic beverages. No
manufacturer, importer, or ((wholesate )) distributor shall be eligible to receive or
hold a retail license under this title, nor shall such manufacturer, importer, or
((wholesatle)) distributor sell at retail any liquor as herein defined.
(b) Nothing in this section shall prohibit a licensed ((brewer)) domestic
brewery or microbrewery from being licensed as a retailer pursuant to chapter
66.24 RCW for the purpose of selling beer or wine at retail on the brewery
premises and nothing in this section shall prohibit a domestic winery from being
licensed as a retailer pursuant to chapter 66.24 RCW for the purpose of selling beer
or wine at retail on the winery premises. Such beer and wine so sold at retail shall
be subject to the taxes imposed by RCW 66.24.290 and 66.24.2 10 and to reporting
and bonding requirements as prescribed by regulations adopted by the board
pursuant to chapter 34.05 RCW, and beer and wine that is not produced by the
brewery or winery shall be purchased from a licensed beer or wine ((wholesaler))
distributor.
(c) Nothing in this section shall prohibit a licensed ((brewer or)) domestic
brewery, microbrewery, domestic winery, or a lessee of a licensed d
brewer, microbrewery, or domestic winery, from being licensed as a ((elass-H)) full
service restaurant pursuant to chapter 66.24 RCW for the purpose of selling liquor
at a ((elass-H)) full service restaurant premises on the property on which the
primary manufacturing facility of the licensed domestic brewer, microbrewer, or
domestic winery is located or on contiguous property owned by the licensed
dmeic brewer, microbrewery. or domestic winery as prescribed by
((regulations)) rules adopted by the board pursuant to chapter 34.05 RCW.
(2) Financial interest, direct or indirect, as used in this section, shall include
any interest, whether by stock ownership, mortgage, lien, or through interlocking
directors, or otherwise. Pursuant to rules promulgated by the board in accordance
with chapter 34.05 RCW manufacturers, ((wholesalers)) distributors, and importers
may perform, and retailers may accept the service of building, rotating and
restocking case displays and stock room inventories; rotating and rearranging can
and bottle displays of their own products; provide point of sale material and brand
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signs; price case goods of their own brands; and perform such similar normal
business services as the board may by regulation prescribe.
(3)(a) This section does not prohibit a manufacturer, importer, or
((wholesaIer)) distributor from providing services to a ((clas. G or J rc.aff)) V cia
occasion licensee for: (i) Installation of draft beer dispensing equipment or
advertising, (ii) advertising, pouring, or dispensing of beer or wine at a beer or
wine tasting exhibition or judging event, or (iii) a ((clas G or J reta l)) snecia
occasion licensee from receiving any such services as may be provided by a
manufacturer, importer, or ((wholesaler)) distributor. Nothing in this section shall
prohibit a retail licensee, or any person financially interested, directly or indirectly,
in such a retail licensee from having a financial interest, direct or indirect, in a
business which provides, for a compensation commensurate in value to the services
provided, bottling, canning or other services to a manufacturer, so long as the retail
licensee or person interested therein has no direct financial interest in or control of
said manufacturer.
(b) A person holding contractual rights to payment from selling a liquor
((whes
....
)) distributor's business and transferring the license shall not be
deemed to have a financial interest under this section if the person (i) lacks any
ownership in or control of the ((wholestiler)) distributor, (ii) is not employed by the
((whlesatlet)) distributor, and (iii) does not influence or attempt to influence liquor
purchases by retail liquor licensees from the ((whlesttler)) distributor.
(c) The board shall adopt such rules as are deemed necessary to carry out the
purposes and provisions of subsection (3)(a) of this section in accordance with the
administrative procedure act, chapter 34.05 RCW.
(4) A license issued under RCW 66.24.395 does not constitute a retail license
for the purposes of this section.
(5)A public house license issued under RCW 66.24.580 does not violate the
provisions of this section as to a retailer having an interest directly or indirectly in
a liquor-licensed manufacturer.
Sec. 47. RCW 66.28.030 and 1975 1st ex.s. c 173 s 8 are each amended to
read as follows:
Every licensed brewer, domestic brewer and microbrewer, domestic winery,
manufacturer holding a certificate of approval, licensed wine importer, and
licensed beer importer shall be responsible for the conduct of any licensed beer or
wine ((wholesaler)) distributor in selling, or contracting to sell, to retail licensees,
beer or wine manufactured by such brewer, domestic brewer and microbrewer,
domestic winery, manufacturer holding a certificate of approval, or imported by
such beer or wine importer. Where the board finds that any licensed beer or wine
((whelesaler)) distributor has violated any of the provisions of this title or of the
regulations of the board in selling or contracting to sell beer or wine to retail
licensees, the board may, in addition to any punishment inflicted or imposed upon
such ((wholesaler)) distributor, prohibit the sale of the brand or brands of beer or
wine involved in such violation to any or all retail licensees within the trade
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territory usually served by such ((wholesaler)) distributor for such period of time
as the board may fix, irrespective of whether the brewer manufacturing such beer
or the beer importer importing such beer or the domestic winery manufacturing
such wine or the wine importer importing such wine or the certificate of approval
holder manufacturing such beer or wine actually participated in such violation.
*Sec. 48. RCW 66.28.040 and 1987 c 452 s 15 are each amended to readas
follows:
Except as permitted by the board under RCW 66.20.010, no ((brewerwholesaer)) brewery, distributor,distiller, winery, importer,rectifier,or other
manufacturerof liquor shal4 within the state, L Lm.,, .is krk, s..ant.or
agent,)) give or allow any employee or representativeto give to any person any
liquor; but nothing in this section nor in RCW 66.28.010 shall prevent a
((brew wksalr)) brewery, distributor winery, or importerfrom furnishing
samples of beer or wine to authorizedlicensees for the purpose of negotiatinga
sale, in accordance with regulations adopted by the liquor control board,
providedthat the samples are subject to taxes imposed by RCW 66.24.290 and
66.24.210; nothing in this section shallprevent the furnishing of samples of
liquor to the boardfor the purpose of negotiatingthe sale of liquorto the state
liquorcontrol board; nothing in this section shallprevent a brewery, winery, or
((wholesaler)) distributor from furnishing beer ,ir wine for instructional
purposes under RCW 66.28.150; nothing in this section shallprevent a winery
or ((wholesaler))distributorfrom furnishing wine without chargeto a not-forprofit group organizedand operated solely for the purpose of enology or the
study of viticulture which has been in existencefor at least six months and any
wine sofurnished shall be used solely for such educationalpurposes,provided
that the winefurnishedshall be subject to the taxes imposed by RCW 66.24.210;
nothing in this section shall revent a brewerfrom serving beer without charge,
on the brewerypremises; nothing in this section shallprevent donations of wine
for the purposes of RCW 66.12.180; and nothing in this section shallprevent a
domestic winery from serving wine without charge, on the winery premises.
*Sec. 48 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Sec. 49. RCW 66.28.050 and 1982 c 85 s 11 are each amended to read as
follows:
No person shall canvass for, solicit, receive, or take orders for the purchase or
sale of any liquor, or act as ((fgent)) representative for the purchase or sale of
....... h
fte.. amende)) or
liquor except as authorized by RCW 66.24.310 (a noor
..
.ai..dshall apply t, agents
by RCW 66.24.550. ((Nthing in this s tion eo

dettling with !he beard or to the reeeipt or transmissior. of attelegramn or leito by
any telegra.ph agent or operator or post offlee employee in the ordinary eourse ot
or e ,o....y.e
... ))
as suh agent, or
his e
.ployme.nt
Sec. 50. RCW 66.28.170 and 1985 c 226 s 3 are each amended to read as
follows:
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It is unlawful for a manufacturer of wine or malt beverages holding a
certificate of approval issued under RCW 66.24.270 or 66.24.206, a ((brewer's))
brewery license, or a domestic winery license to discriminate in price in selling to
any purchaser for resale in the state.
Sec. 51. RCW 66.28.180 and 1995 , 232 s 10 are each amended to read as
follows:
It is unlawful for a person, firm, or corporation holding a certificate of
approval issued under RCW 66.24.270 or 66.24.206, a beer ((whieles ler's))
distributor's license, a domestic brewer's license, a microbrewer's license, a beer
importer's license, a beer distributor's license, a domestic winery license, a wine
importer's license, or a wine ((whalesater's)) distributor's license within the state
of Washington to modify any prices without prior notification to and approval of
the board.
(!) Intent. This section is enacted, pursuant to the authority of this state under
the twenty-first amendment to the United States Constitution, to promote the
public's interest in fostering the orderly and responsible distribution of malt
beverages and wine towards effective control of consumption; to promote the fair
and efficient three-tier system of distribution of such beverages; and to confirm
existing board rules as the clear expression of state policy to regulate the manner
of selling and pricing of wine and malt beverages by licensed suppliers and
((wholesalers)) distributors.
(2) Beer and wine ((whelesale)) distributor price posting.
(a) Every beer or wine ((whalesttle)) distributor shall tile with the board at its
office in Olympia a price posting showing the wholesale prices at which any and
all brands of beer and wine sold by such beer and/or wine ((wholesafle)) distributor
shall be sold to retailers within the state.
(b) Each price posting shall be made on a form prepared and furnished by the
board, or a reasonable facsimile thereof, and shall set forth:
(i) All brands, types, packages, and containers of beer offered for sale by such
beer and/or wine ((wholesaler)) distributor;
(ii) The wholesale prices thereof to retail licensees, including allowances, if
any, for returned empty containers.
(c) No beer and/or wine ((whelesttle,)) distributor may sell or offer to sell any
package or container of beer or wine to any retail licensee at a price differing from
the price for such package or container as shown in the price posting filed by the
beer and/or wine ((whoIesaler)) distributor and then in effect, according to rules
adopted by the board.
(d)Quantity discounts are prohibited. No price may be posted that is below
acquisition cost plus ten percent of acquisition cost. However, the board is
empowered to review periodically, as it may deem appropriate, the amount of the
percentage of acquisition cost as a minimum mark-up over cost and to modify such
percentage by rule of the board, except such percentage shall be not less than ten
percent.
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(e)((W olesale)) Distributor prices on a "close-out" item shall be accepted by
the board if the item to be discontinued has been listed on the state market for a
period of at least six months, and upon the further condition that the ((wholesaler))
distributor who posts such a close-out price shall not restock the item for a period
of one year following the first effective date of such close-out price.
(f) The board may reject any price posting that it deems to be in violation of
this section or any rule, or portion thereof, or that would tend to disrupt the orderly
sale and distribution of beer and wine. Whenever the board rejects any posting, the
licensee submitting the posting may be heard by the board and shall have the
burden of showing that the posting is not in violation of this section or a rule or
does not tend to disrupt the orderly sale and distribution of beer and wine. If the
posting is accepted, it shall become effective at the time fixed by the board. If the
posting is rejected, the last effective posting shall remain in effect until such time
as an amended posting isfiled and approved, in accordance with the provisions of
this section.
(g)All price postings filed as required by this section shall at all times be open
to inspection to all trade buyers within the state of Washington and shall not in any
sense be considered confidential.
(h) Any beer and/or wine ((wholesaer )) distributor or employee authorized
by the ((wholaesler)) distributor-employer may sell beer and/or wine at the
((whlestkler's)) distributor's posted prices to any ((elfs A, B, C, D,E, F, ,",
G, of
J)) annual or special occasion retail licensee upon presentation to the ((whle aile))
distributor or employee at the time of purchase of a special permit issued by the
board to such licensee.
(i) Every ((class A, B, C, D, E, F,II, Gr J)) annual or special occasion retail
licensee, upon purchasing any beer and/or wine from a ((whekea4er)) distributor,
shall immediately cause such beer or wine to be delivered to the licensed premises,
and the licensee shall not thereafter permit such beer to be disposed of in any
manner except as authorized by the license.
(ii) Beer and wine sold as provided in this section shall be delivered by the
((whlestiler)) distributor or an authorized employee either to the retailer's licensed
premises or directly to the retailer at the ((wheev^, ) distributor's licensed
premises. A ((wholes eter's)) distributor's prices to retail licensees shall be the same
at both such places of delivery.
(3) Beer and wine suppliers' price filings, contracts, and memoranda.
(a) Every brewery and winery offering beer and/or wine for sale within the
state shall file with the ',.
.ard at its office in Olympia a copy of every written
contract and a memorandum of every oral agreement which such brewery or
winery may have with any beer or wine ((wholesailer)) distributor, which contracts
or memoranda shall contain a schedule of prices charged to ((wheleslers ))
distributors for all items and all terms of sale, including all regular and special
discounts; all advertising, sales and trade allowances, and incentive programs; and
all commissions, bonuses or gifts, and any and all other discounts or allowances.
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Whenever changed or modified, such revised contracts or memoranda shall
forthwith be filed with the board as provided for by rule. The provisions of this
section also apply to certificate of approval holders, beer and/or wine importers,
and beer and/or wine ((whlesaletm)) distributors who sell to other beer and/or wine
((wheleale' s)) distributors.
Each price schedule shall be made on a form prepared and furnished by the
board, or a reasonable facsimile thereof, and shall set forth all brands, types,
packages, and containers of beer or wine offered for sale by such licensed brewery
or winery; all additional information required may be filed as a supplement to the
price schedule forms.
(b) Prices filed by a brewery or winery shall be uniform prices to all
((wholesalers)) distributors on a state-wide basis less bona fide allowances for
freight differentials. Quantity discounts are prohibited. No price shall be filed that
is below acquisition/production cost plus ten percent of that cost, except that
acquisition cost plus ten percent of acquisition cost does not apply to sales of beer
or wine between a beer or wine importer who sells beer or wine to another beer or
wine importer or to a beer or wine ((whelesaler)) distributor, or to a beer or wine
((whaeesaler)) distributor who sells beer or wine to another beer or wine
((whalesalei)) distributor. However, the board is empowered to review
periodically, as it may deem appropriate, the amount of the percentage of
acquisition/production cost as a minimum mark-up over cost and to modify such
percentage by rule of the board, except such percentage shall be not less than ten
percent.
(c) No brewery, winery, certificate of approval holder, beer or wine importer,
or beer or wine ((wholesaletr)) distributor may sell or offer to sell any beer or wine
to any persons whatsoever in this state until copies of such written contracts or
memoranda of such oral agreements are on file with the board.
(d) No brewery or winery may sell or offer to sell any package or container
of beer or wine to any ((wholesale )) distributor at a price differing from the price
for such package or container as shown in the schedule of prices filed by the
((brewer)) brewery or ((demestie)) winery and then in effect, according to rules
adopted by the board.
(e) The board may reject any supplier's price filing, contract, or memorandum
of oral agreement, or portion thereof that it deems to be in violation of this section
or any rule or that would tend to disrupt the orderly sale and distribution of beer or
wine. Whenever the board rejects any such price filing, contract, or memorandum,
the licensee submitting the price filing, contract, or memorandum may be heard by
the board and shall have the burden of showing that the price filing, contract, or
memorandum is not in violation of this section or a rule or does not tend to disrupt
the orderly sale and distribution of beer or wine. If the price filing, contract, or
memorandum is accepted, it shall become effective at a time fixed by the board.
If the price filing, contract, or memorandum, or portion thereof, is rejected, the last
effective price filing, contract, or memorandum shall remain in effect until such
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time as an amended price filing, contract, or memorandum is filed and approved,
in accordance with the provisions of this section.
(f)All prices, contracts, and memoranda filed as required by this section shall
at all times be open to inspection to all trade buyers within the state of Washington
and shall not in any sense be considered confidential.
Sec. 52. RCW 66.28.190 and 1988 c 50 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
RCW 66.28.0 10 notwithstanding, persons licensed under RCW 66.24.200 as
wine ((whol e lers)) distributors and persons licensed under RCW 66.24.250 as
beer ((wholesalers)) distributors may sell at wholesale nonliquor food products on
thirty-day credit terms to persons licensed as retailers under this title, but complete
and separate accounting records shall be maintained on all sales of nonliquor food
products to ensure that such persons are in compliance with RCW 66.28.010.
For the purpose of this section, "nonliquor food products" ((includecij))
includes all food products for human consumption as defined in RCW 82.08.0293
as it exists on July 1, 1987, except that for the purposes of this section bottled
water and carbonated beverages, whether liquid or frozen, shall be considered food
products.
Sec. 53. RCW 66.44.310 and 1994 c 201 s 8 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)Except as otherwise provided by RCW 66.44.316 and 66.44.350, it shall
be a misdemeanor:
(a)To serve or allow to remain in any area classified by the board as off-limits
to any person under the age of twenty-one years;
(b)For any person under the age of twenty-one years to enter or remain in any
area classified as off-limits to such a person, but persons under twenty-one years
of age may pass through a restricted area in a facility holding a ((elass-H)) rvte
club full service license;
(c) For any person under the age of twenty-one years to represent his or her
age as being twenty-one or more years for the purpose of purchasing liquor or
securing admission to, or remaining in any area classified by the board as off-limits
to such a person.
(2)The Washington state liquor control board shall have the power and it shall
be its duty to classify licensed premises or portions of licensed premises as offlimits to persons under the age of twenty-one years of age.
Sec. 54. RCW 66.98.060 and 1949 c 5 s 14 ate each amended to read as
follows:
Notwithstanding any provisions of chapter 62 ((ef-4e)), Laws of 1933((;
extrardiry session)) ex. sess., as last amended, or of any provisions of any other
law which may otherwise be applicable, it shall be lawful for the holder of a ((elas
14)) full service restaurant license to sell beer, wine, and spirituous liquor in this
state in accordance with the terms of ((this-ant)) chapter 5. Laws of 1949.
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Sec. 55. RCW 82.08.150 and 1994 sp.s. c 7 s 903 are each amended to read
as follows:
(1)There is levied and shall be collected a tax upon each retail sale of spirits,
or strong beer in the original package at the rate of fifteen percent of the selling
price. The tax imposed in this subsection shall apply to all such sales including
sales by the Washington state liquor stores and agencies, but excluding sales to
((elass1-H)) full service restaurant licensees.
(2) There is levied and shall be collected a tax upon each sale of spirits, or
strong beer in the original package at the rate of ten percent of the selling price on
sales by Washington state liquor stores and agencies to ((elass--1)) full service
restaurant licensees.
(3)There is levied and shall be collected an additional tax upon each retail sale
of spirits in the original package at the rate of one dollar and seventy-two cents per
liter. The additional tax imposed in this subsection shall apply to all such sales
including sales by Washington state liquor stores and agencies, and including sales
to ((erass-H)) full service restaurant licensees.
(4) An additional tax is imposed equal to fourteen percent multiplied by the
taxes payable under subsections (1), (2), and (3) of this section.
(5)An additional tax is imposed upon each retail sale of spirits in the original
package at the rate of seven cents per liter. The additional tax imposed in this
subsection shall apply to all such sales including sales by Washington state liquor
stores and agencies, and including sales to ((elass-H)) full service restaurant
licensees. All revenues collected during any month from this additional tax shall
be deposited in the violence reduction and drug enforcement account under RCW
69.50.520 by the twenty-fifth day of the following month.
(6)(a) An additional tax is imposed upon retail sale of spirits in the original
package at the rate of one and seven-tenths percent of the selling price through
June 30, 1995, two and six-tenths percent of the selling price for the period July 1,
1995, through June 30, 1997, and three and four-tenths of the selling price
thereafter. This additional tax applies to all such sales including sales by
Washington state liquor stores and agencies, but excluding sales to ((e-ass-H)) full
service restaurant licensees.
(b) An additional tax is imposed upon retail sale of spirits in the original
package at the rate of one and one-tenth percent of the selling price through June
30, 1995, one and seven-tenths percent of the selling price for the period July 1,
1995, through June 30, 1997, and two and three-tenths of the selling price
thereafter. This additional tax applies to all such sales to ((fe1ss-1)) full service
restaurant licensees.
(c) An additional tax is imposed upon each retail sale of spirits in the original
package at the rate of twenty cents per liter through June 30, 1995, thirty cents per
liter for the period July 1, 1995, through June 30, 1997, and forty-one cents per
liter thereafter. This additional tax applies to all such sales including sales by
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Washington state liquor stores and agencies, and including sales to ((ehass-1)) full
service restaurant licensees.
(d) All revenues collected during any month from additional taxes under this
subsection shall be deposited in the health services account created under RCW
43.72.900 by the twenty-fifth day of the following month.
(7) The tax imposed in RCW 82.08.020 shall not apply to sales of spirits or
strong beer in the original package.
(8)The taxes imposed in this section shall be paid by the buyer to the seller,
and each seller shall collect from the buyer the full amount of the tax payable in
respect to each taxable sale under this section. The taxes required by this section
to be collected by the seller shall be stated separately from the selling price and for
purposes of determining the tax due from the buyer to the seller, it shall be
conclusively presumed that the selling price quoted in any price list does not
include the taxes imposed by this section.
(9) As used in this section, the terms, "spirits," "strong beer," and "package"
shall have the meaning ascribed to them in chapter 66.04 RCW.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 56. The liquor control board may adopt appropriate
rules pursuant to chapter 34.05 RCW for the purpose of carrying out the provisions
of this act.
Sec. 57. RCW 66.08.180 and 1995 c 398 s 16 are each amended to read as
follows:
Moneys in the liquor revolving fund shall be distributed by the board at least
once every three months in accordance with RCW 66.08.190, 66.08.200 and
66.08.210: PROVIDED, That the board shall reserve from distribution such
amount not exceeding five hundred thousand dollars as may be necessary for the
proper administration of this title.
(1)All license fees, penalties and forfeitures derived under this act from class
H licenses or class H licensees shall every three months be disbursed by the board
as follows:
(a) Three hundred thousand dollars per biennium, to the University of
Washington for the forensic investigations council to conduct the state
toxicological laboratory pursuant to RCW 68.50.107; and
(b) Of the remaining funds:
(i) 6.06 percent to the University of Washlngton and 4.04 percent to
Washington State University for alcoholism and drug abuse research and for the
dissemination of such research; and
(ii) 89.9 percent to the general fund to be used by the department of social and
health services solely to carry out the purposes of RCW 70.96A.050;
(2) The first fifty-five dollars per license fee provided in RCW 66.24.320 and
66.24.330 up to a maximum of one hundred fifty thousand dollars annually shall
be disbursed every three months by the board to the general fund to be used for
juvenile alcohol and drug prevention programs for kindergarten through third grade
to be administered by the superintendent of public instruction;
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(3) Twenty percent of the remaining total amount derived from license fees
pursuant to RCW 66.24.320, 66.24.330, ((66.2440)) 66.24.350, and 66.24.360,
((an,d 66.24.379,)) shall be transferred to the general fund to be used by the
department of social and health services solely to carry out the purposes of RCW
70.96A.050; and
(4) One-fourth cent per liter of the tax imposed by RCW 66.24.210 shall every
three months be disbursed by the board to Washington State University solely for
wine and wine grape research, extension programs related to wine and wine grape
rcsearch, and resident instruction in both wine grape production and the processing
aspects of the wine industry in accordance with RCW 28B.30.068. The director
of financial management shall prescribe suitable accounting procedures to ensure
that the funds transferred to the general fund to be used by the department of social
and health services and appropriated are separately accounted for.
*Sec. 58. RCW 66.16.100 and 1987 c 386 s 5 are each amended to readas
follows:

No state liquor store in a county with a population over three hundred
thousand may sellforified wine if the boardfinds thatthe sale would be against
the public interest based on the factors in RCW ((66.4.470)) 66,24,360. The
burden of establishing that the sale would be against the public interestis on
those persons objecting.
*Sec. 58 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*Sec. 59. RCW 66.20.300 and 1996 c 218 s 2 are each amended to readas
follows:
Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the definitions in this section
apply throughout RCW 66.20.310 through 66.20.350.
(1) "Alcohol" has the same meaning as "liquor" in RCW 66.04.010.
(2) "Alcohol server" means any person serving or selling alcohol, spirits,
wines, or beer for consumption at an on-premises retaillicensedfacility as a
regular requirement of his or her employment, and includes those persons
eighteen years of age or olderpermitted by the liquor laws of this state to serve
alcoholic beverages with meals.
(3) "Board" means the Washington state liquorcontrol board.
(4) "Training entity" means any liquorlicensee associations,independent
contractors,private persons, and private or public schools, that have been
certified by the board.
(5) "Retaillicensed premises" means any premises licensedto sell alcohol
by the glass or by the drink, or in originalcontainersprimarilyfor consumption
on the premises as authorized by RCW 66.24.320, 66.24.330, ((66444,))
66.24.350, 66.24.400, 66.24.425, 66.24.450, and 66.24.570.
*Sec. 59 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*Sec. 60. RCW 66.20.310 and 1996 c 311 s 1 and 1996 c 218 s 3 are each
reenacted and amended to readasfollows:
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(])(a) There shall bean alcohol serverpermit,known as a class 12 permit,
for a manager or bartender selling or mixing alcohol,spirits, wines, or beerfor
consumption at an on-premiseslicensedfacility.
(b) There shall be an alcoholserverpermit, known as a class 13 permit,for
a person who only serves alcohol,spirits, wines, or beerfor consumption at an
on-premises licensedfacility.
(c) As provided by rule by the board, a class 13 permit holder may be
allowed to act as a bartender without holding a class 12 permit.
(2)(a) Effective January1, 1997, except asprovided in (d) of this subsection,
every person employed, under contract or otherwise,by an annualretailliquor
licensee holding a license as authorized by RCW 66.24.320, 66.24.330,
((6 6 4 4 34 40 ,)) 66.24.350, 66.24.400, 66.24.425, 66.24.450, or 66.24.570, who as
part of his or her employment participatesin any manner in the sale or service
of alcoholicbeverages shallhave issued to them a class 12 or class 13 permit.
(b) Every class 12 and class 13 permit issued shallbe issued in the name of
the applicantand no otherperson may use the permit of anotherpermit holder.
The holder shall present the permit upon request to inspection by a
representativeof the board or a peace officer. The class 12 or class 13 permit
shall be validfor employment t any retaillicensedpremises described in (a) of
this subsection.
(c) No licensee describedin (a) of this subsection, except as provided in (d)
of this subsection, may employ or accept the services of any person without the
person first having a valid class 12 or class 13 permit.
(d) Within sixty days of initial employment, every person whose duties
include the compounding,sale, service, or handling of liquor shallhave a class
12 or class 13 permit.
(e) No person may perform duties that include the sale or service of
alcoholic beverages on a retail licensed premises without possessing a valid
alcohol serverpermit.
(3) A permit issued by a training entity under this section is valid for
employment at any retaillicensedpremises described in sabsection (2)(a) of this
sectionfor aperiod offive years unless suspended by the board.
(4) The board may suspend or revoke an existing permit if any of the
following occur:
(a) The applicant or permittee has been convicted of violating any of the
state or local intoxicating liquor laws of this state or has been convictedat any
time of a felony; or
(b) The permittee has performed or permitted any act that constitutes a
violation of this title or of any rule of the board.
(5) The suspension or revocation of a permit under this section does not
relieve a licensee from responsibilityfor any act of the employee oragent while
employed upon the retaillicensed premises. The board may, as appropriate,
revoke or suspend either the permit of the employee who committed the violation
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or the license of the licensee upon whose premises the violation occurred, or
both the permit and the license.
(6)(a) After January 1, 1997, it is a violation of this title for any retail
licensee or agent of a retail licensee as described in subsection (2)(a) of this
section to employ in the sale or service of alcoholic beverages, any person who
does not have a valid alcohol serverpermit or whose permit has been revoked,
suspended, or denied.
(b) It is a violation of this title for aperson whose alcohol serverpermit has
been denied, suspended, or revoked to accept employment in the sale or service
of alcoholic beverages.
(7) Establishments licensed under RCW 66.24.320 ((atd-66.24340)), the
primary commercial activity of which is the sale of grocery products andfor
which the sale and service of beer and wine is incidentalto the primary business,
andemployees of such establishments, are exempt from RCW 66.20.300 through
66.20.350.
*See.60 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Sec. 61. RCW 66.24.375 and 1981 c 287 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
"Society or organization" as used in RCW 66.24.380 ((and 66.24.590
'.n.pri!.... ai.,." a used in RW 66.24,5-9.)) means a not-for-profit group
organized and operated solely for charitable, religious, social, political,
educational, civic, fraternal, athletic, or benevolent purposes. No portion of the
profits from events sponsored by a not-for-profit group may be paid directly or
indirectly to members, officers, directors, or trustees except for services performed
for the organization. Any compensation paid to its officers and executives must
be only for actual services and at levels comparable to the compensation for like
positions within the state. A society or organization which is registered with the
secretary of state or the federal internal revenue service as a nonprofit organization
may submit such registration as proof that it is a not-for-profit group.
Sec. 62. RCW 66.44.190 and 1979 ex.s. c 104 s I are each amended to read
as follows:
Except at the faculty center as so designated by the university board of regents
to the Washington state liquor control board who may issue a class H club license
therefor, it shall be unlawful to sell any intoxicating liquors, with or without a
license on the grounds of the University of Washington, otherwise known and
described as follows: Fractional section 16, township 25 north, range 4 east of
Willamette Meridian except to the extent allowed under banquet permits issued
pursuant to RCW ((66.24.49)) 66,24,481.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 63. The following acts or parts of acts are each
repealed:
(1) RCW 66.24.204 and 1981 1st ex.s. c 5 s33 & 1969 ex.s. c 21 s 9;
(2) RCW 66.24.260 and 1981 1st ex.s. c 5 s 15 & 1937 c 217s I;
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(3) RCW 66.24.340 and 1981 1st ex.s. c 5 s 39, 1981 c 94 s 1,1977 ex.s. c 9
s3, 1967 ex.s. c 75 s4,1941 c 220s 3,& 1937 c 217 s 1;

(4)
RCW 66.24.370 and 1992 c 42 s 1,1987 c 386 s4,1981 1st ex.s. c 5 s42,
1981 c 182s 1,1973 1st ex.s. c 209 s 16, 1967 ex.s. c 75 s7,& 1937 c 217 s 1;
(5)
RCW 66.24.490 and 1995 c 232 s9,1994 c 201 s3,1987 c 386 s6,1985
c 306 s 1,1981 1st ex.s. c 5 s 19, 1977 ex.s. c9 s 5,1969 ex.s. c 178 s7,& 1967
c55s 1;
(6)
RCW 66.24.500 and 1988 c 200 s 3 & 1982 c 85 s6;
(7)RCW 66.24.510 and 1984 c 71 s 1,1981 1st ex.s. c 5 s47, & 1975 1st
ex.s. c 173 s 12; and
(8)
RCW 66.24.560 and 1994 c 201 s 4.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 64. This act takes effect July 1, 1998.
Passed the Senate April 21, 1997.
Passed the House April 9, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 12, 1997, with the exception of certain items
that were vetoed.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 12, 1997.
Note: Governor's explanation of partial veto is as follows:
"Iam returning herewith, without my approval as to sections 39, 48, 58, 59, and 60,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5173 entitled:
"AN ACT Relating to improving the liquor license schematic of the state of
Washington;"
This bill consolidates and simplifies the structure of the liquor licensing system in
Washington as provided in the state liquor code.
Sections 39, 58, 59, and 60 of this bill duplicate other sections of the bill. Section 48
would create a double amendment of RCW 66.28.040 as aresult of the earlier enactment
this year of Senate Bill No. 5338 (Chapter 39, Laws of 1997).
Several technical corrections to this legislation appear to be necessary. However, I
am signing this bill because it is a major positive step forward in clarifying the law, and
should be put into place this year. Also, I will ask the Liquor Control Board to develop a
bill to make necessary technical corrections for introduction inthe 1998 legislative session.
For these reasons, I have vetoed sections 39, 48, 58, 59, and 60 of Substitute Senate
Bill No. 5173.
With the exception of sections 39,48, 58, 59, and 60, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5173
is approved."

CHAPTER 322
[Substitute Senate Bill 5267]
REAL ESTATE BROKERS AND SALESPERSONS-ADMINISTRATION AND TECHNICAL
CHANGES
AN ACT Relating to real estate brokers and salespersons; amending RCW 18.85.010, 18.85.030,
18.85.060, 18.85.085, 18.85.095, 18.85.100, 18.85.110, 18.85.120, 18.85.130, 18.85.140, 18.85.150,
18.85.155, 18.85 165, 18.85.170, 18.85,180, 18.85.210, 18.85.230, 18.85.281, 18.85.317, 18.85.330,
18.85.340, 18.85.343, 18.85.345, 18.85.350, and 18.85.360; and repealing RCW 18.85.290 and
18.85.300.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
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Sec. 1. RCW 18.85.010 and 1987 c 332 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
In this chapter words and phrases have the following meanings unless
otherwise apparent from the context:
(1) "Real estate broker," or "broker," means aperson, while acting for another
for commissions or other compensation or the promise thereof, or a licensee under
this chapter while acting in his or her own behalf, who:
(a)Sells or offers for sale, lists or offers to list, buys or offers to buy real estate
or business opportunities, or any interest therein, for others;
(b)Negotiates or offers to negotiate, either dirrctly or indirectly, the purchase,
sale, exchange, lease, or rental of real estate or business opportunities, or any
interest therein, for others;
(c)Negotiates or offers to negotiate, either directly or indirectly, the purchase,
sale, or exchange of a used mobile home in conjunction with the purchase, sale,
exchange, rental, or lease of the land upon which the used mobile home is located;
(d) Advertises or holds himself or herself out to the public by any oral or
printed solicitation or representation that he or she is so engaged; or
(e) Engages, directs, or assists in procuring prospects or in negotiating or
closing any transaction which results or iscalculated to result in any of these acts;
(2) "Real estate salesperson" or "salesperson" means any natural person
employed, either directly or indirectly, by a real estate broker, or any person who
represents a real estate broker in the performance of any of the acts specified in
subsection (I) of this section;
(3) An "associate real estate broker" is aperson who has qualified as a "real
estate broker" who works with a broker and whose license states that he or she is
associated with a broker;
(4) The word "person" as used in this chapter shall be construed to mean and
include a corporation. limited liability company, limited liability partnership, or
((eapartw ership)) partnership, except where otherwise restricted;
(5) "Business opportunity" shall mean and include business, business
opportunity and good will of an existing business or any one or combination
thereof;
(6) "Commission" means the real estate commission of the state of
Washington;
(7) "Director" means the director of licensing;
(8) "Real estate multiple listing association" means any association of real
estate brokers:
(a) Whose members circulate listings of the members among themselves so
that the properties described in the listings may be sold by any member for an
agreed portion of the commission to be paid; and
(b)Which require in a real estate listing agreement between the seller and the
broker, that the members of the real estate multiple listing association shall have
the same rights as if each had exeuted aseparate agreement with the seller;
[ 1847 1
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(9) "Clock hours of instruction" means actual hours spent in classroom
instruction in any tax supported, public ((..ati.al t-hnil i.stit.tion)) technical
college, community college, or any other institution of higher learning or a
correspondence course from any of the aforementioned institutions certified by
such institution as the equivalent of the required number of clock hours, and the
real estate commission may certify courses of instruction other than in the
aforementioned institutions; and
(10) "Incapacitated" means the physical or mental inability to perform the
duties of broker prescribed by this chapter.
Sec. 2. RCW 18.85.030 and 1972 ex.s. c 139 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
The director shall appoint an adequate staff to assist him or her.
Sec. 3. RCW 18.85.060 and 1972 ex.s. c 139 s 5 are each amended to read as
follows:
The director shall adopt a seal with the words real estate director, state of
Washington, and such other device as ((he)) the director may approve engraved
thereon, by which he or she shall authenticate the proceedings of ((his)) h office.
Copies of all records and papers in the office of the director certified to be a true
copy under the hand and seal of the director shall be received in evidence in all
cases equally and with like effect as the originals. The director may deputize one
or more ((ef-hit)) assistants to certify records and papers.
Sec. 4. RCW 18.85.085 and 1977 ex.s. c 24 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
The commission shall have authority to hold educational conferences for the
benefit of the industry, and shall conduct examinations of applicants for licenses
under this chapter. ((It shall be ,hargd
with the prcpi-ittir of su.h .xamin.ati..
and shall admirnisi-.

them at Ieast ... a m.th, with not eas tha- six

examination~s per year in,eaeh of the following six areas of the state, Northwest
Wahigton., southwes.t Washingtonr, northeast Washin~gton., seuthzast Washifigtoit,
north

.ntral
Washington, and suth een.tral Washington.)) The commission shall

ensure that examinations are prepared and administered at examination centers
throughout the state,
Sec. 5. RCW 18.85.095 and 1994 c 291 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)The minimum requirements for an individual to receive a salesperson's
license are that the individual:
(a) Is eighteen years of age or older;
(b) Except as provided in RCW ((! 8.85.08)) 18.85.097, has furnished proof,
as the director may require, that the applicant has successfully completed a sixty
clock-hour course, approved by the d-rector, in real estate fundamentals. The
applicant must pass a course examination approved by the director. This course
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must be completed within five years prior to applying for the salesperson's license
examination; and
(c) Has passed a salesperson's license examination.
(2)The minimum requirements for a salesperson to be issued the first renewal
of a license are that the salesperson:
(a) Has furnished proof, as the director may require, that the salesperson has
successfully completed a thirty clock-hour course, from a prescribed curriculum
approved by the director, in real estate practices. The salesperson must pass a
course examination approved by the director. This course shall be commenced
after issuance of a first license; and
(b)Has furnished proof, as the director may require, that the salesperson has
completed an additional thirty clock hours of continuing education in compliance
with RCW 18.85.165. Courses for continuing education clock-hour credit shall be
commenced after issuance of a first license.
(3)Nothing in this section applies to persons who are licensed as salespersons
under any real estate law in Washington which exists prior to this law's enactment,
but only if their license has not been subsequently canceled or revoked.
Sec. 6. RCW 18.85.100 and 1972 ex.s. c 139 s 9 are each amended to read as
follows:
It shall be unlawful for any person to act as a real estate broker, associate real
estate broker, or real estate ((salestnan)) salesperson without first obtaining a
license therefor, and otherwise complying with the provisions of this chapter.
No suit or action shall be brought for the collection of compensation as a real
estate broker, associate real estate broker, or real estate ((salesfflan)) salesperson,
without alleging and proving that the plaintiff was a duly licensed real estate
broker, associate real estate broker, or real estate ((selesitmn)) salesperson prior to
the time of offering to perform any such act or service or procuring any promise
or contract for the payment of compensation for any such contemplated act or
service.
Sec. 7. RCW 18.85.110 and 1989 c 161 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
This chapter shall not apply to (1) any person who purchases property and/or
a business opportunity for his orher own account, or that of a group of which he
or she is a member, or who, as the owner or part owner of property, and/or a
business opportunity, in any way disposes of the same; nor, (2) any duly authorized
attorney in fact acting without compensation, or an attorney at law in the
performance of his or her duties; nor, (3) any receiver, trustee in bankruptcy,
executor, administrator, guardian, or any person acting under the order of any
court, or selling under a deed of trust; nor, (4) any secretary, bookkeeper,
accountant, or other office personnel who does not engage in any conduct or
activity specified in any of the definitions under RCW 18.85.010; nor, (5) any
owner of rental or lease property, members of the owner's family whether or not
residing on such property, or a resident manager of a complex of residential
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dwelling units wherein such manager resides; nor, (6) any person who manages
residential dwelling units on an incidental basis and not as his other principal
source of income so long as that person does not advertise or hold ((himsel) out
to the public by any oral or printed solicitation or representation that he orshe is
so engaged; nor, (7) only with respect to the rental or lease of individual storage
space, any person who owns or manages a self-service storage facility as defined
under chapter 19.150 RCW.
Sec. 8. RCW 18.85.120 and 1987 c 332 s 4 are each amended to read as
follows:
Any person desiring to be a real estate broker, associate real estate broker, or
real estate salesperson, must pass an examination as provided in this chapter. Such
person shall make application for an examination and for a license on a form
prescribed by the director. Concurrently, the applicant shall:
(i) Pay an examination fee as prescribed by the director by rule.
(2) If the applicant is a corporation, furnish a certified copy of its articles of
incorporation, and a list of its officers and directors and their addresses. If the
applicant is a foreign corporation, the applicant shall furnish a certified copy of
certificate of authority to conduct business in the state of Washington, a list of its
officers and directors and their addresses, and evidence of current registration with
the secretary of state. If the applicant is a limited liability company, the applicant
shall furnish a list of the members and managers of the company and their
addresses, If the applicant is a ((eptrnerrhlip)) limited liability partnership or
partnership, the applicant shall furnish a list of the ((members)) partners thereof
and their addresses.
(3) Furnish such other proof as the director may require concerning the
honesty, truthfulness, and good reputation, as well as the identity, which may
include fingerprints, of any applicants for a license, or of the officers of a
corporation, or limited liability company, or the partners of a limited liability
partnership or partnership, making the application.
Sec. 9. RCW 18.85.130 and 1972 ex.s. c 139 s I I are each amended to read
as follows:
The director shall provide each original applicant for ((i--lieense)) M
examination with a manual containing a sample list of questions and answers
pertaining to real estate law and the operation of the business and may provide the
same at cost to any licensee or to other members of the public. The director shall
ascertain by written examination, that each applicant, and in case of a corporation,
limited liability company, limited liability partnership, or ((eepartfr&p))
partnership, that each officer, agent, or ((member)) partner thereof whom it
proposes to act as licensee, has:
(1) Appropriate knowledge of the English language, including reading,
writing, spelling, and arithmetic;
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(2)An understanding of the principles of real estate conveyancing, the general
purposes and legal effect of deeds, mortgages, land contracts of sale, exchanges,
rental and option agreements, and leases;
(3) An understanding of the principles of land economics and appraisals;
(4) An understanding of the obligations between principal and agent;
(5) An understanding of the principles of real estate practice and the canons
of business ethics pertaining thereto; and,
(6) An understanding of the provisions of this chapter.
The examination for real estate brokers shall be more exacting than that for
real estate ((stlec,,en)) salespersons.
All moneys received for the sale of the manual to licensees and members of
the public shall be placed in the real estate commission fund to be returned to the
current biennium operating budget.
Sec. 10. RCW 18.85.140 and 1991 c 225 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
Before receiving his or her license every real estate broker, every associate
real estate broker, and every real estate salesperson must pay a license fee as
prescribed by the director by rule. Every license issued under the provisions of this
chapter expires on the applicant's second birthday following issuance of the
license. Licenses issued to partnerships, limited liability partnerships, limited
liability companies, and corporations expire on a date prescribed by the director by
rule((. L,,,nss issue to rpratio
t,-, .
x,-,,
date prsribed by !he dir,.or
by-tle)), except that if the ((eerperatim)) registration or certificate of authority
filed with the secretary of state expires, the real estate broker's license issued ((to
the eerpe,raie)) shall expire on that date. Licenses must be renewed every two
years on or before the date established under this section and a biennial renewal
license fee as prescribed by the director by rule must be paid.
If the application for a renewal license is not received by the director on or
before the renewal date, a penalty fee as prescribed by the director by rule shall be
paid. Acceptance by the director of an application for renewal after the renewal
date shall not be a waiver of the delinquency.
The license of any person whose license renewal fee is not received within one
year from the date of expiration shall be canceled. This person may obtain a new
license by satisfying the procedures and requirements as prescribed by the director
by rule.
The director shall issue to each active licensee a license and a pocket
identification card in such form and size as he or she shall prescribe.
Sec. 11. RCW 18.85.150 and 1979 c 25 s 3 are each amended to read as
follows:
A temporary broker's permit may, in the discretion of the director, be issued
to the legally accredited representative of a deceased or incapacitated broker, the
senior qualified ((selesman)) salesperson in that office or other qualified
representative of the deceased or incapacitated broker, which shall be valid for a
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period not exceeding four months and in the case of a partnership. a limited
liability partnership, a limited liability company. or a corporation, the same rule
shall prevail in the selection of a person to whom a temporary broker's permit may
be issued.
Sec. 12. RCW 18.85.155 and 1977 exs. c 370 s 6 are each amended to read
as follows:
Responsibility for any ((salesmnan)) salesperson, associate broker or branch
manager in conduct covered by this chapter shall rest with the broker to which such
licensees shall be licensed.
In addition to the broker, t, branch manager shall bear responsibility for
((salesmen)) salespersons and associate brokers operating under the branch
manager at a branch office.
Sec. 13. RCW 18.85.165 and 1991 c 225 s 1 are each amended to read as
follows:
All real estate brokers. associate brokers, and salespersons shall furnish proof
as the director may require that they have successfully completed a total of thirty
clock hours of instruction every two years in real estate courses approved by the
director in order to renew their licenses. Up to fifteen clock hours of instruction
beyond the thirty hours in two years may be carried forward for credit in a
subsequent two-year period. To count towards this requirement, a course shall be
commenced within thirty-six months before the proof date for renewal.
Examinations shall not be required to fulfill any part of the education requirement
in this section. This section shall apply to renewal dates after January 1, 1991.
Sec. 14. RCW 18.85.170 and 1972 ex.s. c 139 s 16 are each amended to read
as follows:
No license issued under the provisions of this chapter shall authorize any
person other than the person to whom it is issued to do any act by virtue thereof nor
to operate in any other manner than under his or her own name except:
(1)When a license is issued to a corporation it shall entitle one officer thereof,
to be named by the corporation in its application, who shall qualify the same as any
other ((agent)) brokr, to act as a real estate broker on behalf of said corporation,
without the payment of additional fees;
(2)When a license is issued to a limited liability company it shall entitle one
manager or member of the company. to be named by the limited liability company
in its application, who shall qualify the same as any broker. to act as a real estate
broker on behalf of the limited liability company. without the payment ot
additional fees:
M When a license is issued to a ((eepartnership)) limited liability partnership
or partnership it shall entitle one ((member)) parte thereof to be named in the
application, who shall qualify to act as a real estate broker on behalf of the
((eeparnership)) limited liability partnership or partnership, without the payment
of additional license fees;
[18521
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(((3))) (4) A licensed broker, associate broker, or ((solesman)) salesperson
may operate and/or advertise under a name other than the one under which the
license is issued by obtaining the written consent of the director to do so;
(((4))) (M A broker may establish one or more branch offices under a name
or names different from that of the main office if the name or names are approved
by the director, so long as each branch office is clearly identified as a branch or
division of the main office. No broker may establish branch offices under more
than three names. Both the name of the branch office and of the main office must
clearly appear on the sign identifying the office, if any, and in any advertisement
or on any letterhead of any stationery or any forms, or signs used by the real estate
firm on which either the name of the main or branch offices appears.
Sec. 15. RCW 18.85.180 and 1957 c 52 s 41 are each amended to read as
follows:
Every licensed real estate broker must have and maintain an office in this state
accessible to the public which shall serve as ((hi)) the office for the transaction of
business. Any office so established must comply with the zoning requirements of
city or county ordinances and the broker's license must be prominently displayed
therein.
Sec. 16. RCW 18.85.210 and 1972 ex.s. c 139 s 18 are each amended to read
as follows:
.ddresses
of brc,...
The director may publish ((a.nually a list Cf ,'ancaes and
and sa .... lie-. e......d u. r the .............. f, t......r ith))a copy of this
chapter and such information relative to the enforcement of ((the provis cna hcrcf
a he may deem F in.t.st to the public; )) this chapte and ((he)) may mail ((one))
a copy ((thetea ) of this chapter and the information to each licensed broker.
Sec. 17. RCW 18.85.230 and 1996 c 179 s 18 are each amended to read as
follows:
The director may, upon his or her own motion, and shall upon verified
complaint in writing by any person, investigate the actions of any person engaged
in the business or acting in the capacity of a real estate broker, associate real estate
broker, or real estate salesperson, regardless of whether the transaction was for his
or her own account or in his or her capacity as broker, associate real estate broker,
or real estate salesperson, and may impose any one or more of the following
sanctions: Suspend or revoke, levy a fine not to exceed one thousand dollars for
each offense, require the completion of a course in a selected area of real estate
practice relevant to the section of this chapter or rule violated, or deny the license
of any holder or applicant who is guilty of:
(I) Obtaining a license by means of fraud, misrepresentation, concealment, or
through the mistake or inadvertence of the director;
(2) Violating any of the provisions of this chapter or any lawful rules or
regulations made by the director pursuant thereto or violating a provision of
chapter 64.36, 19.105, or 58.19 RCW or RCW 18.86.030 or the rules adopted
under those chapters or section;
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(3) Being convicted in a court of competent jurisdiction of this or any other
state, or federal court, of forgery, embezzlement, obtaining money under false
pretenses, bribery, larceny, extortion, conspiracy to defraud, or any similar offense
or offenses: PROVIDED, That for the purposes of this section being convicted
shall include all instances in which a plea of guilty or nolo contendere is the basis
for the conviction, and all proceedings in which the sentence has been deferred or
suspended;
(4) Making, printing, publishing, distributing, or causing, authorizing, or
knowingly permitting the making, printing, publication or distribution of false
statements, descriptions or promises of such character as to reasonably induce any
person to act thereon, if the statements, descriptions or promises purport to be
made or to be performed by either the licensee or his or her principal and the
licensee then knew or, by the exercise of reasonable care and inquiry, could have
known, of the falsity of the statements, descriptions or promises;
(5) Knowingly committing, or being a party to, any material fraud,
misrepresentation, concealment, conspiracy, collusion, trick, scheme or device
whereby any other person lawfully relies upon the word, representation or conduct
of the licensee;
(6) Accepting the services of, or continuing in a representative capacity, any
associate broker or salesperson who has not been granted a license, or after his or
her license has been revoked or during a suspension thereof;
(7) Conversion of any money, contract, deed, note, mortgage, or abstract or
other evidence of title, to his or her own use or to the use of his or her principal or
of any other person, when delivered to him or her in trust or on condition, in
violation of the trust or before the happening of the condition; and failure to return
any money or contract, deed, note, mortgage, abstract or other evidence of title
within thirty days after the owner thereof is entitled thereto, and makes demand
therefor, shall be prima facie evidence of such conversion;
(8) Failing, upon demand, to disclose any information within his or her
knowledge to, or to produce any document, book or record in his or her possession
for inspection of the director or his or her authorized representatives acting by
authority of law;
(9) Continuing to sell any real estate, or operating according to a plan of
selling, whereby the interests of the public are endangered, after the director has,
by order in writing, stated objections thereto;
(10) Committing any act of fraudulent or dishonest dealing or a crime
involving moral turpitude, and a certified copy of the final holding of any court of
competent jurisdiction in such matter shall be conclusive evidence in any hearing
under this chapter;
(!1) Advertising in any manner without affixing the broker's name as licensed,
and in the case of a salesperson or associate broker, without affixing the name of
the broker as licensed for whom or under whom the salesperson or associate broker
operates, to the advertisement; except, that a real estate broker, associate real estate
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broker, or real estate salesperson advertising their personally owned real property
must only disclose that they hold a real estate license;
(12) Accepting other than cash or its equivalent as earnest money unless that
fact is communicated to the owner prior to his or her acceptance of the offer to
purchase, and such fact is shown in the earnest money receipt;
(13) Charging or accepting compensation from more than one party in any one
transaction without first making full disclosure in writing of all the facts to all the
parties interested in the transaction;
(14) Accepting, taking or charging any undisclosed commission, rebate or
direct profit on expenditures made for the principal;
(15) Accepting employment or compensation for appraisal of real property
contingent upon reporting a predetermined value;
(16) Issuing an appraisal report on any real property in which the broker,
associate broker, or salesperson has an interest unless his or her interest is clearly
stated in the appraisal report;
(17) Misrepresentation of his or her membership in any state or national real
estate association;
(18) Discrimination against any person in hiring or in sales activity, on the
basis of ((.
r ntional origi o.
.ilaft.g))
any of the provisions
of any state or federal antidiscrimination law;
(19) Failing to keep an escrow or trustee account of funds deposited with him
or her relating to a real estate transaction, for a period of three years, showing to
whom paid, and such other pertinent information as the director may require, such
records to be available to the director, or his or her representatives, on demand, or
upon written notice given to the bank;
(20) Failing to preserve for three years following its consummation records
relating to any real estate transaction;
(21) Failing to furnish a copy of any listing, sale, lease or other contract
relevant to a real estate transaction to all signatories thereof at the time of
execution;
(22) Acceptance by a branch manager, associate broker, or salesperson of a
commission or any valuable consideration for the performance of any acts
specified in this chapter, from any person, except the licensed real estate broker
with whom he or she is licensed;
(23) To direct any transaction involving his or her principal, to any lending
institution for financing or to any escrow company, in expectation of receiving a
kickback or rebate therefrom, without first disclosing such expectation to his or her
principal;
(24) Buying, selling, or leasing directly, or through a third party, any interest
in real property without disclosing in writing that he or she holds a real estate
license;
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(25) In the case of a broker licensee, failing to exercise adequate supervision
over the activities of his or her licensed associate brokers and salespersons within
the scope of this chapter;
(26) Any conduct in a real estate transaction which demonstrates bad faith,
dishonesty, untrustworthiness or incompetency;
(27) Acting as a ((mbil home
, and rae.l trai )) vehicle dealer ((or
..
.esper.n)),
as defined in RCW 46.70.011 ((a ,ow or hereafter ame..nded)),
without having a license to do so;
(28) Failing to assure that the title is transferred under chapter 46.12 RCW
when engaging in a transaction involving a mobile home as a broker, associate
broker, or salesperson; or
(29) Violation of an order to cease and desist which is issued by the director
under this chapter.
Sec. 18. RCW 18.85.281 and 1951 1 222 s 26 are each amended to read as
follows:
((Te filing of suh .oti
and bond shall supersede the order of the dir.tr
unt*l the Final d.,,m:nation of suh tappeal.)) The director shall prepare at
appellant's expense and shall certify a transcript of the whole record ((to-the
die.t.r's offie.)) of all matters involved in the appeal, which shall be thereupon
delivered by the director to the court in which the appeal is pending. The appellant
shall be notified of the filing of the transcript and the cost thereof and shall within
fifteen days thereafter pay the cost of said transcript. If the cost is not paid in full
within fifteen days the appeal shall be dismissed.
Sec. 19. RCW 18.85.317 and 1993 c 50 s 4 are each amended to read as
follows:
The real estate education account is created in the custody of the state
treasurer. All moneys received for credit to this account pursuant to RCW
18.85.315 and all moneys derived from fines imposed under this chapter shall be
deposited into the account. ((Any fund bala c ..... in the. real stat
c.. . . ac.unt
!io attributable to moncys ei-J uno-,, ,85.3, and
moneIys d riyd from fines imposed under this ehapter as of Jly 1,1993, shall be

tran.sferred to the real,.
estate du..
tion a...
out)) Expenditures from the account
may be made only upon the authorization of the director or a duly authorized
representative of the director, and may be used only for the purposes of carrying
out the director's programs for education of real estate licensees and others in the
real estate industry as described in RCW 18.85.040(4). All expenses and costs
relating to the implementation or administration of, or payment of contract fees or
charges for, the director's real estate education programs may be paid from this
account. The account is subject to appropriation under chapter 43.88 RCW.
Sec. 20. RCW 18.85.330 and 1953 c 235 s 15 are each amended to read as
follows:
f. It shall be unlawful for any licensed broker to pay any part of his or her
commission or other compensation to any person who is not a licensed real estate
118561
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broker in any state of the United States or its possessions or any province of the

Dominion of Canada((;)) or any foreign jurisdiction with a real estate regulatory
program.
(2) It shall be unlawful for any licensed broker to pay any part of his or her
commission or other compensation to a real estate ((salesman)) salesperson not
licensed to do business for such broker((,-or)),
(3) It shall be unlawful for any licensed ((sfie.man )) salesprson to pay any
part of his orher commission or other compensation to any person, whether
licensed or not, except through his other broker.
Sec. 21. RCW 18.85.340 and 1951 c 222 s 20 are each amended to read as
follows:
Any person acting as a real estate broker, associate real estate broker, or real
estate ((salesman)) salesperson, without a license, or violating any of the provisions
of this chapter, shall be guilty of a gross misdemeanor.
Sec. 22. RCW 18.85.343 and 1989 c 175 s 67 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)The director may issue a cease and desist order to a person after notice and
hearing and upon a determination that the person has violated a provision of this
chapter or a lawful order or rule of the director.
(2) If the director makes a written finding of fact that the public interest will
be irreparably harmed by delay in issuing an order, he orshe may issue a
temporary cease and desist order. Before issuing the temporary cease and desist
order, whenever possible the director shall give notice by telephone or otherwise
of the proposal to issue a temporary cease and desist order to the person. Every
temporary cease and desist order shall include a provision that a hearing will be
held upon request to determine whether or not the order will become permanent.
At the time the temporary cease and desist order is served, the licensee shall
be notified that he or she is entitled to request a hearing for the sole purpose of
determining whether or not the public interest imperatively requires that the
temporary cease and desist order be continued or modified pending the outcome
of the hearing to determine whether or not the order will become permanent. The
hearing shall be held within thirty days after the department receives the request
for hearing, unless the licensee requests a later hearing. A licensee may secure
review of any decision rendered at a temporary cease and desist order review
hearing in the same manner as an adjudicative proceeding.
Sec. 23. RCW 18.85.345 and 1941 c 252 s 9 are each amended to read as
follows:

The attorney general shall render to the director opinions upon all questions
of law relating to the construction or interpretation of this chapter, or arising in the
administration thereof, that may be submitted to ((him-by)) the director, and shall
act as attorney for the director in all actions and proceedings brought by or against
him orher under or pursuant to any provisions of this chapter.
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Sec. 24. RCW 18.85.350 and 1967 c 22 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
The director may prefer a complaint for violation of any section of this chapter
before any court of competent jurisdiction.
The prosecuting attorney of each county shall prosecute any violation of the
provisions of this chapter which occurs in his orher county, and if the prosecuting
attorney fails to act, the director may request the attorney general to take action in
lieu of the prosecuting attorney.
Process issued by the director shall extend to all parts of the state, and may be
served by any person authorized to serve process of courts of record, or may be
mailed by registered mail to the licensee's last business address of record in the
office of the director.
Whenever the director believes from evidence satisfactory to him other that
any person has violated any of the provisions of this chapter, or any order, license,
decision, demand or requirement, or any part or provision thereof, he orshe may
bring an action, in the superior court in the county wherein such person resides,
against such person to enjoin any such person from continuing such violation or
engaging therein or doing any act or acts in furtherance thereof. In this action an
order or judgment may be entered awarding such preliminary or final injunction
as may be proper.
The director may petition the superior court in any county in this state for the
immediate appointment of a receiver to take over, operate or close any real estate
office in this state which is found, upon inspection of its books and records to be
operating in violation of the provisions of this chapter, pending a hearing as herein
provided.
Sec. 25. RCW 18.85.360 and 1957 c 52 s 49 are each amended to read as
follows:
The director may administer oaths; certify to all official acts; subpoena and
bring before him other any person in this state as a witness; compel the production
of books and papers; and take the testimony of any person by deposition in the
manner prescribed for procedure of the superior courts in civil cases, in any
hearing in any part of the state.
Each witness, who appears by order of the director, shall receive for his orshe
attendance the fees and mileage allowed to a witness in civil cases in the superior
court. Witness fees shall be paid by the party at whose request the witness is
subpoenaed.
If a witness, who has not been required to attend at the request of any party,
is subpoenaed by the director, his orher fees and mileage shall be paid from funds
appropriated for the use of the real estate department in the same manner as other
expenses of the department are paid.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 26. The following acts or parts of acts are each
repealed:
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(l) RCW 18.85.290 and 1972 ex.s. c 139 s 21, 1971 c 81 s 62, 1957 c 52 s 46,
& 1951 c 222 s 17; and
(2) RCW 18.85.300 and 1951 c 222 s 18, 1943 c 118 s 3, & 1941 c 252 s 17.
Passed the Senate April 22, 1997.
Passed the House April 15, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 12, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 12, 1997.

CHAPTER 323
[Senate Bill 5361]
CHARTER USE OF STATE FERRIES FOR TRANSPORTING HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
AN ACT Relating to the charter use of Washington state ferries for transporting hazardous
materials; adding a new section to chapter 47.60 RCW; and creating a new section.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. The legislature finds that when established route
operations and normal user requirements are not disrupted Washington state ferries
may be used for the transportation of hazardous materials under the chartering
procedures and rates described in section 2 of this act.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. A new section is added to chapter 47.60 RCW to
read as follows:
(1) The charter use of Washington State Ferry vessels when established route
operations and normal user requirements are not disrupted is permissible.
(2) Consistent with the policy as established in subsection (1) of this section,
the general manager of the Washington State Ferries may approve agreements for
the chartering of Washington State Ferry vessels to groups or individuals,
including hazardous material transporters, in accordance with the following:
(a) Vessels may be committed to charter only when established route
operation and normal user requirements are not disrupted or inconvenienced. If a
vessel is engaged in the transport of hazardous materials, the transporter shall pay
for all legs necessary to complete the charter, even if the vessel is simultaneously
engaged in an operational voyage on behalf of Washington state ferries.
(b) Charter rates for vessels must be established at actual vessel operating
costs plus fifty percent of such actual costs rounded to the nearest fifty dollars.
Actual vessel operating costs include, but are not limited to, all labor, fuel, and
vessel maintenance costs incurred due to the charter agreement, including
deadheading and standby.
(c) Recognizing the need for stabilized charter rates in order to encourage use
of vessels, rates must be established and revised July 1st of each year and must
remain fixed for a one-year period unless actual vessel operating costs increase five
percent or more within that year, in which case the charter rates must be revised in
accordance with (b) of this subsection.
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(d)All charter agreements must be in writing and substantially in the form of
(e) of this subsection and available, with calculations, for inspection by the
legislature and the public.
(e) Parties chartering Washington State Ferry vessels shall comply with all
applicable laws, rules, and regulations during the charter voyage, and failure to so
comply is cause for immediate termination of the charter voyage.
"CHARTER CRUISE AGREEMENT
On this ....day of .......... Washington State Ferries (WSF) and ......

hereinafter called Lessee, enter into this agreement for rental of a ferry vessel for
the purpose of a charter voyage to be held on ...... the parties agree as follows:
1.WSF agrees to supply the vessel ..... (subject to change) for the use of the
Lessee from the period from ..... to ..... on ..... (date).
2. The maximum number of passengers; or in the case of hazardous materials
transports, trucks and trailers; that will be accommodated on the assigned vessel
is ...... This number MAY NOT be exceeded.
3. The voyage will originate at ...... and the route of travel during the voyage
will be as follows:
4. The charge for the above voyage is ..... dollars ($...) plus a property
damage deposit of $350 for a total price of $. . . ., to be paid by cashier's check
three working days before the date of the voyage at the offices of the WSF at
Seattle Ferry Terminal, Pier 52, Seattle, Washington, 98104. The Lessee remains
responsible for property damage in excess of $350.
5. WSF is responsible only for the navigational operation of the chartered
ferry and in no way is responsible for directing voyage activities, providing
equipment, or any food service.
6. Other than for hazardous materials transport, the voyage activities must be
conducted exclusively on the passenger decks of the assigned ferry, Voyage
patrons will not be permitted to enter the pilot house or the engine room, nor shall
the vehicle decks be used for any purpose other than loading or unloading of
voyage patrons or hazardous materials.
7. If the Lessee or any of the voyage patrons will possess or consume
alcoholic beverages aboard the vessel, the Lessee must obtain the appropriate
licenses or permits from the Washington State Liquor Control Board, The Lessee
must furnish copies of any necessary licenses or permits to WSF at the same time
payment for the voyage is made. Failure to comply with applicable laws, rules,
and regulations of appropriate State and Federal agencies is cause for immediate
termination of the voyage, and WSF shall retain all payments made as liquidated
damages.
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8. WSF is not obligated to provide shoreside parking for the vehicles
belonging to voyage patrons.
9.The Lessee recognizes that the primary function of the WSF is for the crossSound transportation of the public and the maintaining of the existing schedule.
The Lessee recognizes therefore the right of WSF to cancel a voyage commitment
without liability to the Lessee due to unforeseen circumstances or events that
require the use of the chartered vessel on its scheduled route operations. In the
event of such a cancellation, WSF agrees to refund the entire amount of the charter
fee to the Lessee.
10. The Lessee agrees to hold WSF harmless from, and shall process and
defend at its own expense, all claims, demands, or suits at law or equity, of
whatever nature brought against WSF arising in whole or in part from the
performance of provisions of this agreement. This indemnity provision does not
require the Lessee to defend or indemnify WSF against any action based solely on
the alleged negligence of WSF.
I1.
This writing is the full agreement between the parties.
............. WASHINGTON STATE FERRIES
Lessee
By: ..........
B y: ............
General Manager"
Passed the Senate April 19, 1997.
Passed the House April 9, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 12, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 12, 1997.

CHAPTER 324
(Senate Bill 55701
TAX EVASION BY EMPLOYERS-PENALTIES
AN ACT Relating totax evasion; amending RCW 51.48.020; repealing RCW 51.48.015; and
prescribing penalties.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 51.48.020 and 1995 c 160 s 4 are each amended to read as
follows:
(l)(a Any employer, who knowingly misrepresents to the department the
amount of his or her payroll or employee hours upon which the premium under this
title is based, shall be liable to the state ((in)) for upt ten times the amount of the
difference in premiums paid and the amount the employer should have paid and for
the reasonable expenses of auditing his or her books and collecting such sums,
Such liability may be enforced in the name of the department.
(b) An employer is guiltv of aclass C felony, if ((sueh)):
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(i) The employer, with intent to evade determination and payment of the
correct amount of the premiums, knowingly makes misrepresentations ((are-made
knowi.gly, an employer she all hbe guilty of a felony, or gross r.isdem.n..
.
in
aeeordncc with the theft and antieipatMr provisions of Titl 9A RCW)) regarding
payroll or employee hours: or
(ii) The employer engages in employment covered under this title and. with
intent to evade determination and payment of the correct amount of the premiums.
knowingly fails to secure payment of compensation under this title or knowingly
fails to report the payroll or employee hours related to that employment.
(c) Upon conviction under (b) of this subsection. the employer shall be
ordered by the court to pay the premium due and owing, a penalty in the amount
of one hundred percent of the premium due and owing, and interest on the
premium and penalty from the time the premium was due until the date of payment.
The court shall:
(A) Collect the premium and interest and transmit it to the department of labor
and industries: and
(B) Collect the penalty and disburse it pro rata as follows: One-third to the
investigative agencies involved: one-third to the prosecuting authority: and onethird to the general fund of the county in which the matter was prosecuted,
Payments collected under this subsection must be applied until satisfaction of
the obligation in the following order: Premium payments: penalty: and interest.
(2)Any person claiming benefits under this title, who knowingly gives false
information required in any claim or application under this title shall be guilty of
a felony, or gross misdemeanor in accordance with the theft and anticipatory
provisions of Title 9A RCW.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. RCW 51.48.015 and 1971 ex.s. c 289 s 62 are each
repealed.
Passed the Senate April 21, 1997.
Passed the House April 9, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 12, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 12, 1997.

CHAPTER 325
[Senate Bill 55711
REPORTING OF UNEMPLOYMENT CONTRIBUTIONS AND INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE
PREMIUMS AND ASSESSMENTS
AN ACT Relating to reporting payments under unemployment insurance and industrial
insurance; amending RCW 51.04.030, 51.32.110, 50.29.070, 51.32.140, and 51.08.050; and creating
anew section.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. (1) The legislature finds that failure to report and
underreporting of industrial insurance premiums and unemployment insurance
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contributions creates, among other problems, a serious economic disadvantage for
those employers who comply with the law. Based on the recommendations of a
legislative task force that reviewed these issues, the legislature finds that some
employers who comply with one of these laws, but fail to comply with the other,
may be more likely to comply with both laws if employers were required to file
their reports on a unified form. In addition, the agencies may be better able to
coordinate efforts to enforce the reporting requirements if reporting information is
provided to both agencies.
(2) By January 1, 1998, the department of labor and industries and the
employment security department shall jointly develop a plan, and report the plan
to the appropriate committees of the legislature, for implementing a unified form
for reporting industrial insurance premiums under Title 51 RCW and unemployment insurance contributions under Title 50 RCW beginning with reports due in
calendar year 1999. The implementation plan must address at least the following:
(a) The use of separate pages or separate sections on the form for each
agency's report. The agencies may review but are not required to change coverage
or reporting requirements in developing a unified form;
(b) Procedures for employers to mail or electronically transmit the report to
a central location with distribution to the agencies or other distribution alternative
that provides the agencies with notice of the employers' filings; and
(c) Methods to permit employers to make payment to both agencies in a single
payment.
(3) By January 1, 1998, the department of labor and industries and the
employment security department shall report to the appropriate committees of the
legislature the results of a study that cross-matches the names or the unified
business identifier numbers, or both, of employers who file reports under Title 50
RCW or Title 51 RCW, or both. At a minimum, the report must include the
number of employers who file a report under only one title and the results of the
agency's investigating the failure to file a report under both titles.
Sec. 2. RCW 51.04.030 and 1994 c 164 s 25 are each amended to read as
follows:
I1The director shall supervise the providing of prompt and efficient care and
treatment, including care provided by physician assistants governed by the
provisions of chapters 18.57A and 18.71A RCW, acting under a supervising
physician, and including chiropractic care, to workers injured during the course of
their employment at the least cost consistent with promptness and efficiency,
without discrimination or favoritism, and with as great uniformity as the various
and diverse surrounding circumstances and locations of industries will permit and
to that end shall, from time to time, establish and adopt and supervise the
administration of printed forms, rules, regulations, and practices for the furnishing
of such care and treatment: PROVIDED, That, the department may recommend
to an injured worker particular health care services and providers where specialized
treatment is indicated or where cost effective payment levels or rates are obtained
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by the department: AND PROVIDED FURTHER, That the department may enter
into contracts for goods and services including, but not limited to, durable medical
equipment so long as state-wide access to quality service is maintained for injured
workers.
(2) The director shall, in consultation with interested persons, establish and,
in his or her discretion, periodically change as may be necessary, and make
available a fee schedule of the maximum charges to be made by any physician,
surgeon, chiropractor, hospital, druggist, physicians' assistants as defined in
chapters 18.57A and 18.71A RCW, acting under a supervising physician or other
agency or person rendering services to injured workers. The department shall
coordinate with other state purchasers of health care services to establish as much
consistency and uniformity in billing and coding practices as possible, taking into
account the unique requirements and differences between programs. No service
covered under this title. including services provided to injured workers, whether
aliens or other iniured workers, who are not residing in the United States at the
time of receiving the services, shall be charged or paid at a rate or rates exceeding
those specified in such fee schedule, and no contract providing for greater fees
shall be valid as to the excess. The establishment of such a schedule, exclusive of
conversion factors, does not constitute "agency action" as used in RCW
34.05.010(3), nor does such a fee schedule constitute a "rule" as used in RCW
34.05.010(15).
3) The director or self-insurer, as the case may be, shall make a record of the
commencement of every disability and the termination thereof and, when bills are
rendered for the care and treatment of injured workers, shall approve and pay those
which conform to the adopted rules, regulations, established fee schedules, and
practices of the director and may reject any bill or item thereof incurred in violation
of the principles laid down in this section or the rules, regulations, or the.
established fee schedules and rules and regulations adopted under it.
Sec. 3. RCW 51.32.110 and 1993 c 375 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) Any worker entitled to receive any benefits or claiming such under this
title shall, if requested by the department or self-insurer, submit himself or herself
for medical examination, at a time and from time to time, at a place reasonably
convenient for the worker and as may be provided by the rules of the department.
An iniured worker. whether an alien or other injured worker, who is not residing
in the United States at the time that a medical examination is requested may be
required to submit to an examination at any location in the United States
determined by the department or self-insurer,
(2) If the worker refuses to submit to medical examination, or obstructs the
same, or, if any injured worker shall persist in unsanitary or injurious practices
which tend to imperil or retard his or her recovery, or shall refuse to submit to such
medical or surgical treatment as is reasonably essential to his or her recovery or
refuse or obstruct evaluation or examination for the purpose of vocational
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rehabilitation or does not cooperate in reasonable efforts at such rehabilitation, the
department or the self-insurer upon approval by tie department, with notice to the
worker may suspend any further action on anyclaim of such worker so long as
such refusal, obstruction, noncooperation, or practice continues and reduce,
suspend, or deny any compensation for such period: PROVIDED, That the
department or the self-insurer shall not suspend any further action on any claim of
a worker or reduce, suspend, or deny any compensation if a worker has good cause
for refusing to submit to or to obstruct any examination, evaluation, treatment or
practice requested by the department or required under this section.
(3) If the worker necessarily incurs traveling expenses in attending the
examination pursuant to the request of the department, such traveling expenses
shall be repaid to him or her out of the accident fund upon proper voucher and
audit or shall be repaid by the self-insurer, as the case may be.
(4)(a) If the medical examination required by this section causes the worker
to be absent from his or her work without pay:
(i) In the case of a worker insured by the department, the worker shall be paid
compensation out of the accident fund in an amount equal to his or her usual wages
for the time lost from work while attending the medical examination; or
(ii) In the case of a worker of a self-insurer, the self-insurer shall pay the
worker an amount equal to his or her usual wages for the time lost from work while
attending the medical examination.
(b)This subsection (4) shall apply prospectively to all claims regardless of the
date of injury.
*Sec. 4. RCW 50.29.070 and 1990 c 245 s 8 are each amended to read as
follows:
LU Within a reasonabletime after the computation date each employer shall
be notified of the employer's rate of contribution as determined for the
succeeding rate year andfactors used in the calculation. The commissioner
shall include on the notice sent to each employer in 1997 and 1998 the following
information for the rate year immediately preceding the computationdate:
(a) The taxable wages reportedby the employer:
(b) The employer's contributionrate:
(c) The contributionspaid by the emplover:
(d)(i) The benefits charredto the emplover's experience ratingaccount: and
(ii) The benefits not charedto the employer's experience rating account
under RCW 50,29.020(2)(e): and
(e) The dollaramount that represents the difference between (c) and (d) of
this subsection, to be termed "shareof emplover's contributionthat is socialized
cost." The notice must include an explanation in glain laneuaee of socialized
cost and the relationship of the employer's contribution to the support of
socialized cost,
(21 Any employer dissatisfied with the benefit charges made to the
employer's account for the twelve-month period immediately preceding the
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computation date or with his or her determinedrate may file a requestfor review
and redeterminationwith the commissioner within thirty days of the mailing of
the notice to the employer, showing the reasonfor such request. Should such
requestfor review and redetermination be denied, the employer may, within
thirty days of the mailing of such notice of denial,file with the appeal tribunal
a petitionfor hearingwhich shall be heard in the same manner as a petitionfor
denial of refund. The appellateprocedureprescribedby this title for further
appeal shall apply to all denials of review and redetermination under this
section.
*Sec. 4 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Sec. 5. RCW 51.32.140 and 1971 ex.s. c 289 s 45 are each amended to read
as follows:
Except as otherwise provided by treaty or this title, whenever compensation
is payable to a beneficiary who is an alien not residing in the United States, ((there
shall be ptid fifty pcrccrt of)) the department or self-insurer, as the case may be,
shall pay the compensation ((hecr. otherwisc providcd)) to ((stch)) which a
resident beneficiary is entitled under this title. But if a nonresident alien
beneficiary is a citizen of a government having a compensation law which excludes
citizens of the United States, either resident or nonresident, from partaking of the
benefit of such law in as favorable a degree as herein extended to nonresident
aliens, he or she shall receive no compensation. No payment shall be made to any
beneficiary residing in any country with which the United States does not maintain
diplomatic relations when such payment is due.
Sec. 6. RCW 51.08.050 and 1977 ex.s. c 350 s 11 are each amended to read
as follows:
"Dependent" means any of the following named relatives of a worker whose
death results from any injury and who leaves surviving no widow, widower, or
child, viz: father, mother, grandfather, grandmother, stepfather, stepmother,
grandson, granddaughter, brother, sister, half-sister, half-brother, niece, nephew,
who at the time of the accident are actually and necessarily dependent in whole or
in part for their support upon the earnings of the worker((: PRO,IDED,- Tht

unes othrwiseproided by trcat,, alin .,th.r than Father or mother, no! residing
within !he Uneid States at the ti6m of the cciidet, are not ircltiudd)).
Passed the Senate April 22, 1997.
Passed the House April 17, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 12, 1997, with the exception of certain items
that were vetoed.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 12, 1997.
Note: Governor's explanation of partial veto is as follows:
"lam returning herewith, without my approval as to section 4, Senate Bill No. 5571
entitled:
"AN ACT Relating to reporting payments under unemployment insurance and
industrial insurance;"
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This bill requires the Department of Labor and Industries and the Employment
Security Department to jointly develop a plan for implementing a unified form for
reporting both industrial insurance premiums and unemployment insurance contributions
by January I, 1998, and to report that plan to the legislature.
Section 4 of SB 5571 would require the Employment Security Department to add new

information to employer notification forms. This addition is not related to the primary
intent of this bill, which is to address non-compliance with reporting requirements. There
are many complicated issues regarding the unemployment tax structure. Rather than deal
with unemployment insurance on a piecemeal basis, those issues should be considered
separately, and properly dealt with in the context of the entire unemployment tax structure.
For the reason stated above, I have vetoed section 4 of Senate Bill No. 557 1.
With the exception of section 4, Senate Bill No. 5571 is approved."

CHAPTER 326
[Substitute Senate Bill 5749]
MEDICAL GAS PIPING INSTALLERS
AN ACT Relating to regulation of plumbers; amending RCW 18.106.010, 18.106.020,
18.106.030, 18.106.050, and 18.106.070; adding a new section to chapter 18.106 RCW; and providing
an effective date.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. A new section is added to chapter 18.106 RCW to
read as follows:
The department shall adopt requirements that qualify a journeyman plumber
to be issued a medical gas piping installer endorsement.
Sec. 2. RCW 18.106.010 and 1995 c 282 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
Unless a different meaning is plainly required by the context, the following
words and phrases as hereinafter used in this chapter shall have the following
meaning:
(1) "Advisory board" means the state advisory board of plumbers;
(2) "Department" means the department of labor and industries;
(3) "Director" means the director of department of labor and industries;
(4) "Journeyman plumber" means any person who has been issued a certificate
of competency by the department of labor and industries as provided in this
chapter;
(5) "Medical gas piping" means oxygen, nitrous oxide, high pressure nitrogen,
medical compressed air, and medical vacuum systems;
(6) (("Spcitlty plumber" means anyone
.ia.ywho has bee. issued ais.
cerf.i:eme-

of"

.....

te

I!limite

t

ins-*-tallation
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a--d repair.
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plumbing of single family dwellin~gs, duplexes, and apartmen~t buildin~gs whieh de
not ..
d three storie, )) "Medical gas piping installer" means a journeyman
plumber who has been issued a medical gas piping installer endorsement,
(7) "Plumbing" means that craft involved in installing, altering, repairing and
renovating potable water systems, liquid waste systems, and medical gas piping
systems within a building((: PRO.VIDED, That)). Installation in a water system
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of water softening or water treatment equipment ((fhf4)) s not ((be)) within the
meaning of plumbing as used in this chapter;
(8) "Specialty plumber" means anyone who has been issued a specialty
certificate of competency limited to installation. maintenance, and repair of the
plumbing of single-family dwellings, duplexes. and apartment buildings that do not
exceed three stories.
Sec. 3. RCW 18.106.020 and 1994 c 174 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) No person may engage in or offer to engage in the trade of plumbing
without having a journeyman certificate, specialty certificate, ((or)) temporary
permit, or ((without-being)) trainee certificate A trainee musLbe supervised by a
person who has a journeyman certificate, specialty certificate, or temporary permit,
as specified in RCW 18,106,070. No contractor may employ a person to engage
in or offer to engage in the trade of plumbing unless the person employed has a
journeyman certificate, specialty certificate, ((or)) temporary permit, or ((6
superyised by a person. who has a journe~yman eertifleate, speeialty eertifleate, 3r
temporry pemi )) trainee certificate. For the purposes of this section, "contractor"
means any person or body of persons, corporate or otherwise, engaged in any work
covered by the provisions of this chapter, chapter 18.27 RCW, or chapter 19.28
RCW, by way of trade or business. However, in no case shall this section apply
to a contractor who is contracting for work on his or her own residence.
(2) No person may engage in or offer to engage in medical gas piping
installation without having a certificate of competency as a iourneyman plumber
and a medical gas piping installer endorsement. A trainee may engage in medical
gas piping installation if he or she has a training certificate and is supervised by a
person with a medical gas piping installer endorsement, No contractor may
employ a person to engage in or offer to engage in medical gas piping installation
unless the person employed has a certificate of competency as a journeyman
plumber and a medical gas piping installer endorsement.
(MViolation of subsection (1)or (2) of this section is an infraction. Each day
in which a person engages in the trade of plumbing in violation of subsection (1)
or (2) of this section or employs a person in violation of subsection (1) or (2) of
this section is a separate infraction. Each worksite at which a person engages in
the trade of plumbing in violation of subsection (1) orl(2) of this section or at
which a person is employed in violation of subsection (1)or (2) of this section is
a separate infraction.
(((-3))) (4 Notices of infractions for violations of subsection (1) or(2) of this
section may be issued to:
(a) The person engaging in or offering to engage in the trade of plumbing in
violation of subsection (1)or(2) of this section;
(b)The contractor in violation of subsection (1) or(2) of this section; and
(c) The contractor's employee who authorized the work assignment of the
person employed in violation of subsection (1) or (2) of this section.
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Sec. 4. RCW 18.106.030 and 1977 ex.s. c 149 s3 are each amended to read
as follows:
Any person desiring to be issued a certificate of competency as provided in
this chapter shall deliver evidence in a form prescribed by the department affirming
that said person has had sufficient experience in as well as demonstrated general
competency in the trade of plumbing or specialty plumbing so as to qualify him to
make an application for a certificate of competency as ajourneyman plumber or
specialty plumber((: PR' )V'IDE, Thnt)),. Completion of a course of study in the
plumbing trade in the armed services of the United States or at a school accredited
by the ((eoerdinating.u.il

.

o..upati

al ..edu

.tion))work force training and

education coordinating board shall constitute sufficient evidence of experience and
competency to enable such person to make application for a certificate of
competency.
Any person desiring to be issued a medical gas piping installer endorsement
shall deliver evidence in a form prescribed by the department affirming that the
person has met the requirements established by the department for a medical gas
piping installer endorsement.

In addition to supplying the evidence as prescribed in this section, each
applicant for a certificate of competency shall submit an application for such
certificate on such form and in such manner as shall be prescribed by the director
of the department.
Sec. 5. RCW 18.106.050 and 1983 c 124 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
I.The department, with the advice of the advisory board, shall prepare a
written examination to be administered to applicants for certificates of competency
for journeyman plumber and specialty plumber. The examination shall be
constructed to determine:
(((--))) (a)
Whether the applicant possesses varied general knowledge of the
technical information and practical procedures that are identified with the trade of
journeyman plumber or specialty plumber; and
(((-2-))) (b)
Whether the applicant is familiar with the applicable plumbing
codes and the administrative rules of the department pertaining to plumbing and
plumbers.
The department shall administer the examination to eligible persons. All
applicants shall, before taking the examination, pay to the department a fee.
(2) For purposes of the medical gas piping installer endorsement. the
department may enter into acontract with a nationally recognized testing agency
to develop, administer, and score medical gas piping installer examinations, All
applicants shall, before taking an examination for a medical gas piping installer
endorsement, pay the required examination fee, The department shall set the
examination fee by contract with a nationally recognized testing agency, The fee
shall cover but not exceed the costs of preparing and administering the examination
and the materials necessary to conduct the practical elements of the examination.
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The department shall approve training courses and set the fees for training courses
for the medical gas piping installer endorsement.
The department shall certify the results of the examination, and shall notify the
applicant in writing whether he or she has passed or failed. Any applicant who has
failed the examination may retake the examination, upon the terms and after a
period of time that the director shall set by rule. The director may not limit the
number of times that a person may take the examination.
Sec. 6. RCW 18.106.070 and 1985 c 465 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) The department shall issue a certificate of competency to all applicants
who have passed the examination and have paid the fee for the certificate. The
certificate shall bear the date of issuance, and shall expire on the birthdate of the
holder immediately following the date of issuance. The certificate shall be
renewable every other year, upon application, on or before the birthdate of the
holder. A renewal fee shall be assessed for each certificate. If a person fails to
renew the certificate by the renewal date, he or she must pay a doubled fee. If the
person does not renew the certificate within ninety days of the renewal date, he or
she must retake the examination and pay the examination fee.
The journeyman plumber and specialty plumber certificatel of competency,
the medical pas piping installer endorsement, and the temporary permit provided
for in this chapter grant the holder the right to engage in the work of plumbing as
ajourneyman plumber ((or%) specialty plumber, or medical gas piping installer, in
accordance with their provisions throughout the state and within any of its political
subdivisions on any job or any employment without additional proof of
competency or any other license or permit or fee to engage in the work. This
section does not preclude employees from adhering to a union security clause in
any employment where such a requirement exists.
(2)A person who is indentured in an apprenticeship program approved under
chapter 49.04 RCW for the plumbing construction trade or who is learning the
plumbing construction trade may work in the plumbing construction trade if
supervised by acertified journeyman plumber or a certified specialty plumber in
that plumber's specialty. All apprentices and individuals learning the plumbing
construction trade shall obtain a plumbing training certificate from the department.
The certificate shall authorize the holder to learn the plumbing construction trade
while under the direct supervision of ajouneyman plumber or a specialty plumber
working in his or her specialty. The holder of the plumbing training certificate
shall renew the certificate annually. At the time of renewal, the holder shall
provide the department with an accurate list of the holder's employers in the
plumbing construction industry for the previous year and the number of hours
worked for each employer. An annual fee shall be charged for the issuance or
renewal of the certificate. The department shall set the fee by rule. The fee shall
cover but not exceed the cost of administering and enforcing the trainee
certification and supervision requirements of this chapter. Apprentices and
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individuals learning the plumbing construction trade shall have their plumbing
training certificates in their possession at all times that they are performing
plumbing work. They shall show their certificates to an authorized representative
of the department at the representative's request.
(3) Any person who has been issued aplumbing training certificate under this
chapter may work if that person is under supervision. Supervision shall consist of
a person being on the same job site and under the control of either ajourneyman
plumber or an appropriate specialty plumber who has an applicable certificate of
competency issued under this chapter. Either a journeyman plumber or an
appropriate specialty plumber shall be on the same job site as the noncertified
individual for a minimum of seventy-five percent of each working day unless
otherwise provided in this chapter. The ratio of noncertified individuals to certified
journeymen or specialty plumbers working on ajob site shall be: (a)From July 28,
1985, through June 30, 1988, not more than three noncertified plumbers working
on any one job site for every certified journeyman or specialty plumber; (b)
effective July 1, 1988, not more than two noncertified plumbers working on any
one job site for every certified specialty plumber or journeyman plumber working
as a specialty plumber; and (c) effective July 1, 1988, not more than one
noncertified plumber working on any one job site for every certified journeyman
plumber working as ajourneyman plumber.
An individual who has acurrent training certificate and who has successfully
completed or is currently enrolled in an approved apprenticeship program or in a
technical school program in the plumbing construction trade in a school approved
by the ((commissonr, for vcatonal cducation)) work force training and education
coordinating board, may work without direct on-site supervision during the last six
months of meeting the practical experience requirements of this chapter.
(4) An individual who has a current training certificate and who has
successfully completed or is currently enrolled in a medical gas piping installer
training course approved by the department may work on medical gas piping
systems if the individual is under the direct supervision of a certified medical gas
piping installer who holds a medical gas piping installer endorsement one hundred
percent of a working day on aone-to-one ratio,
NEW SECTION. Sec. 7. This act takes effect July 1, 1998.
Passed the Senate April 22, 1997.
Passed the House April 18, 1997.
Approved by the lovernor May 12, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 12, 1997.
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[Substitute Senate Bill 5965]
INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE-INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE PREMIUM ACCOUNT
ADMINISTRATION-AGENCY RATINGS
AN ACT Relating to agency ratings for industrial insurance; amending RCW 51.44.170; and
amending 1990 c 204 s I (uncodified).

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 51.44.170 and 1991 sp.s. c 13 s 29 are each amended to read as
follows:
The industrial insurance premium refund account is created in the custody of
the state((Iretsury)) treasurer. All industrial insurance refunds earned by state
agencies or institutions of higher education under the state fund retrospective rating
program shall be deposited into the account. ((Manzy in the oeount mty be spent
o.ly after appropriation)) The account is subject to the allotment procedures under
chapter 43.88 RCW. but no appropriation is required for expenditures from the
account, Only the executive head of the agency or institution of higher education.
or designee, may authorize expenditures from the account. No agency or
institution of higher education may ((rcccivz an aPprpriation)) make an
expenditure from the account for an amount greater than the refund earned by the
agency. If the agency or institution of higher education has staff dedicated to
workers' compensation claims management, expenditures from the account must
be used to pay for that staff, but additional expenditure from the account may be
used for any program within an agency or institution of higher education((,-bttt
prferene
shall be giyev,to programs)) that promotes or provides incentives for
employee workplace safety and health and early, appropriate return-to-work for
injured employees.
Sec. 2. 1990 c 204 s 1 (uncodified) isamended to read as follows:
The legislature finds that workplace safety in state employment is of
paramount importance in maintaining aproductive and committed state work force.
The legislature also finds that recognition in state agencies and institutions of
higher education of industrial insurance programs that provide safe working
environments and promote early return-to-work for injured employees will
encourage agencies and institutions of higher education to develop these programs.
A purpose of this act isto provide incentives for agencies and institutions of higher
education to participate in industrial insurance safety programs and return-to-work
programs by authorizing use of the industrial insurance premium refunds earned
by agencies or institutions of higher education participating in industrial insurance
retrospective rating programs. Since agency and institution of higher education
retrospective rating refunds are generated from safety performance and cannot be
set at predictable levels determined by the budget process. the incentive awards
should not impact an agency's or institution of higher education's legislatively
approved budget,
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Passed the Senate April 21, 1997.
Passed the House April 10, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 12, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 12, 1997.
CHAPTER 328
[Senate Bill 5968]
ELECTRIC-ASSISTED BICYCLES
AN ACT Relating to electric-assisted bicycles; amending RCW 46.16.010,46.20.500,46.37.530,
and 46.61.710; and adding a new section to chapter 46.04 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. A new section is added to chapter 46.04 RCW to
read as follows:
"Electric-assisted bicycle" means a bicycle with two or three wheels, a saddle,
fully operative pedals for human propulsion, and an electric motor. The electricassisted bicycle's electric motor must have a power output of no more than one
thousand watts, be incapable of propelling the device at a speed of more than
twenty miles per hour on level ground, and be incapable of further increasing the
speed of the device when human power alone is used to propel the device beyond
twenty miles per hour.
Sec. 2. RCW 46.16.010 and 1996 c 184 s 1 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)It is unlawful for a person to operate any vehicle over and along a public
highway of this state without first having obtained and having in full force and
effect a current and proper vehicle license and display vehicle license number
plates therefor as by this chapter provided. Failure to make initial registration
before operation on the highways of this state is a misdemeanor, and any person
convicted thereof shall be punished by a fine of no less than three hundred thirty
dollars, no part of which may be suspended or deferred. Failure to renew an
expired registration before operation on the highways of this state is a traffic
infraction.
(2) The licensing of a vehicle in another state by a resident of this state, as
defined in RCW 46.16.028, evading the payment of any tax or license fee imposed
in connection with registration, is a gross misdemeanor punishable as follows:
(a) For a first offense, up to one year in the county jail and a fine equal to
twice the amount of delinquent taxes and fees, no part of which may be suspended
or deferred;
(b)For a second or subsequent offense, up to one year in the county jail and
a fine equal to four times the amount of delinquent taxes and fees, no part of which
may be suspended or deferred;
(c) For fines levied under (b) of this subsection, an amount equal to the
avoided taxes and fees owed shall be deposited in the vehicle licensing fraud
account created in the state treasury;
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(d)The avoided taxes and fees shall be deposited and distributed in the same
manner as if the taxes and fees were properly paid in a timely fashion.
(3) These provisions shall not apply to the following vehicles:
(a) Electric-assisted bicycles:
(Ufarm vehicles ((-defined i, RW 46.94, 181)) if operated within a radius
of fifteen miles of the farm where principally used or garaged, farm tractors and
farm implements including trailers designed as cook or bunk houses used
exclusively for animal herding temporarily operating or drawn upon the public
highways, and trailers used exclusively to transport farm implements from one
farm to another during the daylight hours or at night when such equipment has
lights that comply with the law((. PROVIDED F R, ER, That thzs previ;r,
(LcSEpray or fertilizer applicator rigs designed and used exclusively for
spraying or fertilization in the conduct of agricultural operations and not primarily
for the purpose of transportation, and nurse rigs or equipment auxiliary to the use
of and designed or modified for the fueling, repairing, or loading of spray and
fertilizer applicator rigs and not used, designed, or modified primarily for the
purpose of transportation(( PROVIDED FUR4"ER, Rat thc, pro-visios shall

....
,..y
))~

(d)fork lifts operated during daylight hours on public highways adjacent to
and within five hundred feet of the warehouses which they serve((!-PiEPRE)ED
FUR . ER, That these prvsion shall not apply to equipm.ent
fir.cd
..

follows%
._)"Special highway construction equipment" ((is)) defined as follows: Any
vehicle which is designed and used primarily for grading of highways, paving of
highways, earth moving, and other construction work on highways and which is
not designed or used primarily for the transportation of persons or property on a
public highway and which is only incidentally operated or moved over the
highway. It includes, but is not limited to, road construction and maintenance
machinery so designed and used such as portable air compressors, air drills, asphalt
spreaders, bituminous mixers, bucket loaders, track laying tractors, ditchers,
leveling graders, finishing machines, motor graders, paving mixers, road rollers,
scarifiers, earth moving scrapers and carryalls, lighting plants, welders, pumps,
power shovels and draglines, self-propelled and tractor-drawn earth moving
equipment and machinery, including dump trucks and tractor-dump trailer
combinations which either (((+))) (Mare in excess of the legal width, or (((-2))) (itm
which, because of their length, height, or unladen weight, may not be moved on a
public highway without the permit specified in RCW 46.44.090 and which are not
operated laden except within the boundaries of the project limits as defined by the
contract, and other similar types of construction equipment, or (((3))) Mi which
are driven or moved upon a public highway only for the purpose of crossing such
highway from one property to another, provided such movement does not exceed
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five hundred feet and the vehicle is equipped with wheels or pads which will not
damage the roadway surface.
Exclusions:
"Special highway construction equipment" does not include any of the
following:
Dump trucks originally designed to comply with the legal size and weight
provisions of this code notwithstanding any subsequent modification which would
require a permit, as specified in RCW 46.44.090, to operate such vehicles on a
public highway, including trailers, truck-mounted transit mixers, cranes and
shovels, or other vehicles designed for the transportation of persons or property to
which machinery has been attached.
(4) The following vehicles, whether operated solo or in combination, are
exempt from license registration and displaying license plates as required by this
chapter:
(a)A converter gear used to convert a semitrailer into atrailer or a two-axle
truck or tractor into a three or more axle truck or tractor or used in any other
manner to increase the number of axles of a vehicle. Converter gear includes an
auxiliary axle, booster axle, dolly, and jeep axle.
(b)A tow dolly that is used for towing a motor vehicle behind another motor
vehicle. The front or rear wheels of the towed vehicle are secured to and rest on
the tow dolly that is attached to the towing vehicle by a tow bar.
Sec. 3. RCW 46.20.500 and 1982 c 77 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
No person may drive a motorcycle or a motor-driven cycle unless such person
has a valid driver's license specially endorsed by the director to enable the holder
to drive such vehicles, nor may a person drive a motorcycle of a larger engine
displacement than that authorized by such special endorsement or by an instruction
permit for such category((:. PROVIDED, Tht ary)). However. a person sixteen
years of age or older, holding a valid driver's license of any class issued by the state
of the person's residence, may operate a moped without taking any special
examination for the operation of a moped. No driver's license is required for
operation of an electric-assisted bicycle if the operator is at lea5t sixteen years of
aae. Persons under sixteen years of age may not operate an electric-assisted
bicycle.
Sec. 4. RCW 46.37.530 and 1990 c 270 s 7 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) It is unlawful:
(a)For any person to operate a motorcycle or motor-driven cycle not equipped
with mirrors on the left and right sides of the motorcycle which shall be so located
as to give the driver a complete view of the highway for a distance of at least two
hundred feet to the rear of the motorcycle or motor-driven cycle: PROVIDED,
That mirrors shall not be required on any motorcycle or motor-driven cycle over
twenty-five years old originally manufactured without mirrors and which has been
11875 1
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restored to its original condition and which is being ridden to or from or otherwise
in conjunction with an antique or classic motorcycle contest, show, or other such
assemblage: PROVIDED FURTHER, That no mirror is required on any
motorcycle manufactured prior to January 1, 1931;
(b)For any person to operate a motorcycle or motor-driven cycle which does
not have a windshield unless wearing glasses, goggles, or a face shield of a type
conforming to rules adopted by the state patrol;
(c) For any person to operate or ride upon a motorcycle, motor-driven cycle,
or moped on a state highway, county road, or city street unless wearing upon his
or her head a protective helmet of a type conforming to rules adopted by the state
patrol except when the vehicle is an antique motor-driven cycle or automobile that
is licensed as a motorcycle or when the vehicle is equipped with seat belts and roll
bars approved by the state patrol. The helmet must be equipped with either a neck
or chin strap which shall be fastened securely while the motorcycle or motor-driven
cycle is in motion. Persons operating electric-assisted bicycles shall comply with
all laws and regulations related to the use of bicycle helmets;
(d) For any person to transport a child under the age of five on a motorcycle
or motor-driven cycle;
(e) For any person to sell or offer for sale a motorcycle helmet which does not
meet the requirements established by the state patrol.
(2) The state patrol is hereby authorized and empowered to adopt and amend
rules, pursuant to the Administrative Procedure Act, concerning the standards and
procedures for conformance of rules adopted for glasses, goggles, face shields, and
protective helmets.
Sec. 5. RCW 46.61.7 10 and 1979 ex.s. c 213 s 8 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) No person shall operate a moped upon the highways of this state unless the
moped has been assigned a moped registration number and displays a moped
permit in accordance with the provisions of RCW 46.16.630.
(2) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, a moped may not be operated
on a bicycle path or trail, bikeway, equestrian trail, or hiking or recreational trail.
(3) Operation of a moped or an electric-assisted bicycle on a fully controlled
limited access highway or on a sidewalk is unlawful.
(4) Removal of any muffling device or pollution control device from a moped
is unlawful.
(5) Subsections (1'). (2). and (4)of this section do not apply to electric-assisted
bicycles. Electric-assisted bicycles may have access to highways of the state to the
same extent as bicycles. Electric-assisted bicycles may be operated on a
multipurpose trail or bicycle lane, but local Jurisdictions may restrict or otherwise
limit the access of electric-assisted bicycles.
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Passed the Senate April 22, 1997.
Passed the House April 10, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 12, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 12, 1997.

CHAPTER 329
[Senate Bill 5991]

WASHINGTON QUALITY AWARDS COUNCIL-RESTRUCTURE
AN ACT Relating to quality awards; amending RCW 43.330.140; adding new sections to chapter

43.07 RCW; and recodifying RCW 43.330. 1,0.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 43.330.140 and 1994 c 306 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
L(. The Washington quality award council shall be organized as a ((pffit-ef
the)) private, nonprofit corporation ((quality for Washngto.n. sta t foundation, with
!he.m siancc of. l depatrtmen.)), in accordance with chapter 24.03 RCW and this
section, with limited staff assistance by the secretary of state as provided by section
2 of this act.
(((-1-))) (2) The council shall oversee the governor's Washington state quality
achievement award program. The purpose of the program is to improve the overall
competitiveness of the state's economy by stimulating Washington state industries,
business, and organizations to bring about measurable success through setting
standards of organizational excellence, encouraging organizational self-assessment,
identifying successful organizations as role models, and providing a valuable
mechanism for promoting and strengthening a commitment to continuous quality
improvement in all sectors of the state's economy. The program shall annually
recognize organizations that improve the quality of their products and services and
are noteworthy examples of high-performing work organizations.
(((-2))) (3 The council shall consist of the governor and the ((direeter))
secretary of state. or their designees, as chair and vice-chair, respectively, ((ad))
the director of the department of community, trade. and economic development, or
his or her designee, and twenty-seven members appointed by the governor. Those
twenty-seven council members must be selected from recognized professionals
who shall have backgrounds in or experience with effective quality improvement
techniques, employee involvement quality of work life initiatives, ((and))
development of innovative labor-management relations, and other recognized
leaders in state and local government and private business. The ((irtti?))
membership of the board beyond the chair and vice-chair shall be appointed by the
governor ((from a list of nominees submitted by the qual y for Washington state
fou-dati,. The list of nominees shall ineludIrepreseraties from !he governor's
small businecss improvemen~t eouneil, !he Washington state effieieney comnmission,
the Washington siate praduetivify board, the W~ashington. state seryiee quality
nectwork, the asseeiation for quality and participation, the Ameriear, seciety fer
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quality c Ir.Il, busines and labor asseeiat*oios,
l
dulational
i

stitutions, eleeltc

offleials, and represcrntatives From former reeipients of imntnatenal, ntionl,
...
... )) for terms of three years.
..... quity
(((-3-))) (4 The council shall establish a board of examiners, a recognition
committee, and such other subcouncil groups as it deems appropriate to carry out
its responsibilities. Subcouncil groups established by the council may be
composed of noncouncilmembers.
supper! and operational
(((4) The.ounl shall" rc i." its administrati..
expenses from the quality for Washington stato foudation,))

(5) The council shall((, in conjunction with the quality for Washington stat
f..m...in)) compile a list of resources available for organizations interested in
productivity improvement, quality techniques, effective methods of work
organization, and upgrading work force skills as a part of the quality for
Washington state foundation's ongoing educational programs. The council shall
make the list of resources available to the general public((, :iel"in -labo

business, nonprofit and publie agencics, and the dcpartmcnt)).
(6) The council((, in ,,njunin with the quality for Washington ta
founda io,)) may conduct such public information, research, education, and
assistance programs as it deems appropriate to further quality improvement in
organizations operating in the state of Washington.
(7) The council shall:
(a) Approve and announce achievement award recipients;
(b) Approve guidelines to examine applicant organizations;
(c) Approve appointment of judges and examiners;
(d) Arrange appropriate annual awards and recognition for recipients, in
conjunction with the quality for Washington state foundation;
(e) Formulate recommendations for change in the nomination form or award
categories, in cooperation with the quality for Washington state foundation; and
(f) Review an. related education, training, technology transfer, and research
initiatives proposed ((by the quality for Washington state fundation)) to it. nd
that it determines merits such a review.
(8) By January Ist of each even-numbered year, the council shall report to the
governor and the appropriate committees of the legislature on its activities in the
proceeding two years and on any recommendations in state policies or programs
that could encourage quality improvement and the development of highperformance work organizations.
(9) The council shall cease to exist on July 1, ((204)) 1999, unless otherwise
extended by law.
NEW $ECTION. Sec. 2. A new section is added to chapter 43.07 RCW to
read as follows:
(1) The secretary of state shall provide administrative assistance and support
to the Washington quality award council only to the extent that the legislature
appropriates funds specifically designated for this purpose. The secretary of state
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has no duty to provide assistance or support except to the extent specifically
provided by appropriation.
(2) The Washington quality award council may develop private sources of
funding, including the establishment of a private foundation. Except as provided
in subsection (1)of this section, the council shall receive all administrative support
and expenses through private sources of funding and arrangements with a private
foundation. Public funds shall not be used to purchase awards, be distributed as
awards, or be utilized for any expenses of the board of examiners, recognition
committee, and such other subcouncil groups as the council may establish. Public
funds shall not be used to pay overtime or travel expenses of secretary of state
staff, for purposes related to the council, unless funded by specific appropriation.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 3. RCW 43.330.140 is recodified as a section in
chapter 43.07 RCW.
Passed the Senate April 22, 1997.
Passed the House April 14, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 12, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 12, 1997.

CHAPTER 330
[Substitute Senate Bill 6030]
WORKERS' COMPENSATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE AUDIT AND REVIEW
AN ACT Relating to establishing aperformance audit and operations review of the state workers'
compensation system; and creating new sections.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. The legislature recognizes the importance of the
state workers' compensation program in providing medical and financial services
and benefits to workers who are injured on the job, and to their families, and in
facilitating the injured workers' return to employment and a productive life. In
addition, the legislature considers periodic performance audits to be of assistance
in determining the impact of state programs and in developing findings and
recommendations that ensure the most effective use of worker, employer, state
agency, and public time and resources.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 2. The joint legislative audit and review committee,
in consultation with members of the senate and house of representatives commerce
and labor committees and the workers' compensation advisory committee
established under RCW 51.04.110, shall conduct a performance audit of the state
workers' compensation system.
The performance audit shall review the following issues:
(i)(a) The organizational structure of the workers' compensation system and
its effectiveness;
(b)The management principles, program process, and ongoing practices of the
workers' compensation system;
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(2)(a) The program's taxation system, including the method of collection and
the manner in which funds are prioritized and distributed;
(b)The use of all revenues generated from reserve surpluses and all other fund
sources;

(3)The types of services and programs within the system;
(4) The level of cooperation and continuity between program and services;
(5)(a) The effectiveness of the system in providing sure and certain relief to
injured workers as mandated by Title 51 RCW;
(b)The effectiveness of the workers' compensation system in returning injured
workers to work and meeting other system goals;
(6) The level of customer satisfaction of workers and employers participating
in the system;
(7) The current method by which the department internally reviews and
determines the workers' compensation program effectiveness and performance and
its process for responding to its findings or recommendations;
(8) The manner in which the workers' compensation system coordinates its
activities with other programs or activities within the department or other state
agencies, including: the WISHA program, the board of industrial insurance
appeals, the employment security department, the department of revenue, the
department of health, and the work force training and education coordinating
board;
(9)The cost-effectiveness and efficiency of the state workers' compensation
system as compared with other private and public sector delivery systems;
(10) Claims administration practices of the state fund, self-insured employers,
and third-party administrators, and the effectiveness of department sanctions in
promoting best practices in claims administration; and
(11) Any other item considered necessary by the joint legislative audit and
review committee.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. The joint legislative audit and review committee is
directed to contract with a private entity that is not affiliated with an insurance
company, brokerage, or agency, consistent with the provisions of chapter 39.29
RCW. The committee shall consult with the workers' compensation advisory
committee in the design of the request for proposals from potential contractors and
in the choice of a performance audit contractor. The committee shall provide an
interim report on its findings and recommendations to the appropriate house of
representatives and senate standing committees by December 31, 1997, and a final
report by August 1, 1998.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 4. The department of labor and industries shall
actively cooperate with the joint legislative audit and review committee in the
course of the performance audit and provide information and assistance as
necessary. Funding for the performance audit in the amount, as determined by the
joint legislative audit and review committee, is provided from the nonappropriated
medical aid fund within the department of labor and industries. The department
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will transfer the funds necessary to implement this act to the joint legislative audit
and review committee through an interagency agreement.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5. If any provision of this act or its application to any
person or circumstance is held invalid, the remainder of the act or the application
of the provision to other persons or circumstances is not affected.
Passed the Senate April 22, 1997.
Passed the House April 10, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 12, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 12, 1997.

CHAPTER 331
[Second Substitute Senate Bill 51271
TRAUMA CARE SERVICE FUNDING

AN ACT Relating to funding trauma care services; amending RCW 70.168.040, 46.63.110,
3.62.090, 63.14.010, and 63.14.130; adding a new section to chapter 70.168 RCW; adding a new
section to chapter 46.12 RCW; creating new sections; prescribing penalties; and providing an effective
date.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. A new section is added to chapter 70.168 RCW to
read as follows:
The department shall establish by rule a grant program for designated trauma
care services. The grants shall be made from the emergency medical services and
trauma care system trust account and shall require regional matching funds. The
trust account funds and regional match shall be in a seventy-five to twenty-five
percent ratio.
Sec. 2. RCW 70.168.040 and 1990 c 269 s 17 are each amended to read as
follows:
The emergency medical services and trauma care system trust account is
hereby created in the state treasury. Moneys shall be transferred to the emergency
medical services and trauma care system trust account from the public safety
education account or other sources as appropriated, and as collected under RCW
46,63.1 10(6) and section 5 of this act. Disbursements shall be made by the
department subject to legislative appropriation. Expenditures may be made only
for the purposes of the state trauma care system under this chapter, including
emergency medical services, trauma care services, rehabilitative services, and the
planning and development of related services under this chapter and for
reimbursement by the department of social and health services for trauma care
services provided by designated trauma centers,
Sec. 3. RCW 46.63.110 and 1993 c 501 s 1I are each amended to read as
follows:
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(i) A person found to have committed a traffic infraction shall be assessed a
monetary penalty. No penalty may exceed two hundred and fifty dollars for each
offense unless authorized by this chapter or title.
(2)The supreme court shall prescribe by rule a schedule of monetary penalties
for designated traffic infractions. This rule shall also specify the conditions under
which local courts may exercise discretion in assessing fines and penalties for
traffic infractions. The legislature respectfully requests the supreme court to adjust
this schedule every two years for inflation.
(3) There shall be a penalty of twenty-five dollars for failure to respond to a
notice of traffic infraction except where the infraction relates to parking as defined
by local law, ordinance, regulation, or resolution or failure to pay a monetary
penalty imposed pursuant to this chapter. A local legislative body may set a
monetary penalty not to exceed twenty-five dollars for failure to respond to a
notice of traffic infraction relating to parking as defined by local law, ordinance,
regulation, or resolution. The local court, whether a municipal, police, or district
court, shall impose the monetary penalty set by the local legislative body.
(4) Monetary penalties provided for in chapter 46.70 RCW which are civil in
nature and penalties which may be assessed for violations of chapter 46.44 RCW
relating to size, weight, and load of motor vehicles are not subject to the limitation
on the amount of monetary penalties which may be imposed pursuant to this
chapter.
(5) Whenever a monetary penalty is imposed by a court under this chapter it
is immediately payable. If the person is unable to pay at that time the court may,
in its discretion, grant an extension of the period in which the penalty may be paid.
If the penalty is not paid on or before the time established for payment the court
shall notify the department of the failure to pay the penalty, and the department
shall suspend the person's driver's license or driving privilege until the penalty has
been paid and the penalty provided in subsection (3)of this section has been paid.
(6) In addition to any other penalties imposed under this section and not
subject to the limitation of subsection (1) of this section. a person found to have
committed a traffic infraction shall be assessed a fee of five dollars per infraction,
Under no circumstances shall this fee be reduced or waived, Revenue from this fee
shall be forwarded to the state treasurer for deposit in the emergency medical
services and trauma care system trust account under RCW 70,168.040,
Sec. 4. RCW 3.62.090 and 1995 c 332 s 7 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) There shall be assessed and collected in addition to any fines, forfeitures,
or penalties assessed, other than for parking infractions, by all courts organized
under Title 3 or 35 RCW a public safety and education assessment equal to sixty
percent of such fines, forfeitures, or penalties, which shall be remitted as provided
in chapters 3.46, 3.50, 3.62, and 35.20 RCW. The assessment required by this
section shall not be suspended or waived by the court.
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(2)There shall be assessed and collected in addition to any fines, forfeitures,
or penalties assessed, other than for parking infractions and for fines levied under
RCW 46.61.5055, and in addition to the public safety and education assessment
required under subsection (1)of this section, by all courts organized under Title 3
or 35 RCW, an additional public safety and education assessment equal to fifty
percent of the public safety and education assessment required under subsection
(1) of this section, which shall be remitted to the state treasurer and deposited as
provided in RCW 43.08.250. The additional assessment required by this
subsection shall not be suspended or waived by the court.
(3)This section does not apply to the fee imposed under RCW 43.63.110(6).
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5. A new section is added to chapter 46.12 RCW to
read as follows:
(1) Upon the retail sale or lease of any new or used motor vehicle by a vehicle
dealer, the dealer shall collect from the consumer an emergency medical services
fee of six dollars and fifty cents, two dollars and fifty cents of which shall be an
administrative fee to be retained by the vehicle dealer. The remainder of the fee
shall be forwarded with the required title application and all other fees to the
department of licensing, or any of its authorized agents. The four-dollar fee
collected in this section shall be deposited in the emergency medical services and
trauma care system trust account created in RCW 70.168.040. The administrative
fee charged by adealer shall not be considered a violation of RCW 46.70.180(2).
(2) If afee isnot imposed under subsection (1)of this section, there is hereby
imposed a fee of six dollars and fifty cents at the time of application for (a) an
original title or transfer of title issued on any motor vehicle pursuant to this chapter
or chapter 46.09 RCW, or (b) an original transaction or transfer of ownership
transaction of a vehicle under chapter 46.10 RCW. The department of licensing
or any of its authorized agents shall collect the fee when processing these
transactions. The fee shall be transmitted to the emergency medical services and
trauma care system trust account created in RCW 70.168.040.
(3) This section does not apply to a motor vehicle that has been declared a
total loss by an insurer or self-insurer unless an application for certificate of
ownership or license registration is made to the department of licensing after the
declaration of total loss.
Sec. 6. RCW 63.14.010 and 1993 sp.s. c 5 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
In this chapter, unless the context otherwise requires:
(1) "Goods" means all chattels personal when purchased primarily for
personal, family, or household use and not for commercial or business use, but not
including money or, except as provided in the next sentence, things in action. The
term includes but is not limited to merchandise certificates or coupons, issued by
a retail seller, to be used in their face amount in lieu of cash in exchange for goods
or services sold by such a seller and goods which, at the time of sale or
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subsequently, are to be so affixed to real property as to become a part thereof,
whether or not severable therefrom;
(2) "Lender credit card" means a card or device under a lender credit card
agreement pursuant to which the issuer gives to a cardholder residing in this state
the privilege of obtaining credit from the issuer or other persons in purchasing or
leasing property or services, obtaining loans, or otherwise, and the issuer of which
isnot: (a) Principally engaged in the business of selling goods; or (b)a financial
institution;
(3) "Lender credit card agreement" means an agreement entered into or
performed in this state prescribing the terms of retail installment transactions
pursuant to which the issuer may, with the buyer's consent, purchase or acquire one
or more retail sellers' indebtedness of the buyer under asales slip or memorandum
evidencing the purchase, lease, loan, or otherwise to be paid in accordance with the
agreement. The issuer of a lender credit card agreement shall not be principally
engaged in the business of selling goods or be a financial institution;
(4) "Financial institution" means any bank or trust company, mutual savings
bank, credit union, or savings and loan association organized pursuant to the laws
of any one of the United States of America or the United States of America, or the
laws of a foreign country if also qualified to conduct business in any one of the
United States of America or pursuant to the laws of the United States of America;
(5) "Services" means work, labor, or services of any kind when purchased
primarily for personal, family, or household use and not for commercial or
business use whether or not furnished in connection with the delivery, installation,
servicing, repair, or improvement of goods and includes repairs, alterations, or
improvements upon or in connection with real property, but does not include
services for which the price charged is required by law to be determined or
approved by or to be filed, subject to approval or disapproval, with the United
States or any state, or any department, division, agency, officer, or official of either
as in the case of transportation services;
(6) "Retail buyer" or "buyer" means aperson who buys or agrees to buy goods
or obtain services or agrees to have services rendered or furnished, from a retail
seller;
(7) "Retail seller" or "seller" means aperson engaged in the business of selling
goods or services to retail buyers;
(8) "Retail installment transaction" means any transaction in which a retail
buyer purchases goods or services from a retail seller pursuant to a retail
installment contract, a retail charge agreement, or a lender credit card agreement,
as defined in this section, which provides for aservice charge, as defined in this
section, and under which the buyer agrees to pay the unpaid balance in one or more
installments or which provides for no service charge and under which the buyer
agrees to pay the unpaid balance in more than four installments;
(9) "Retail installment contract" or "contract" means a contract, other than a
retail charge agreement, a lender credit card agreement, or an instrument reflecting
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a sale made pursuant thereto, entered into or performed in this state for a retail
installment transaction. The term "retail installment contract" may include a chattel
mortgage, a conditional sale contract, and a contract in the form of a bailment or
a lease if the bailee or lessee contracts to pay as compensation for their use a sum
substantially equivalent to or in excess of the value of the goods sold and if it is
agreed that the bailee or lessee is bound to become, or for no other or a merely
nominal consideration, has the option of becoming the owner of the goods upon
full compliance with the provisions of the bailment or lease. The term "retail
installment contract" does not include: (a) A "consumer lease," heretofore or
hereafter entered into, as defined in RCW 63.10.020; (b) a lease which would
constitute such "consumer lease" but for the fact that: (i) It was entered into before
April 29, 1983; (ii) the lessee was not a natural person; (iii) the lease was not
primarily for personal, family, or household purposes; or (iv) the total contractual
obligations exceeded twenty-five thousand dollars; or (c) a lease-purchase
agreement under chapter 63.19 RCW;
(10) "Retail charge agreement," "revolving charge agreement," or "charge
agreement" means an agreement between a retail buyer and a retail seller that is
entered into or performed in this state and that prescribes the terms of retail
installment transactions with one or more sellers which may be made thereunder
from time to time and under the terms of which a service charge, as defined in this
section, is to be computed in relation to the buyer's unpaid balance from time to
time;
(11) "Service charge" however denominated or expressed, means the amount
which is paid or payable for the privilege of purchasing goods or services to be
paid for by the buyer in installments over a period of time. It does not include the
amount, if any, charged for insurance premiums, delinquency charges, attorneys'
fees, court costs, any vehicle dealer administrative fee under section 5 of this act.
or official fees;
(12) "Sale price" means the price for which the seller would have sold or
furnished to the buyer, and the buyer would have bought or obtained from the
seller, the goods or services which are the subject matter of a retail installment
transaction. The sale price may include any taxes, registration and license fees, ay
vehicle dealer administrative fee. and charges for transferring vehicle titles,
delivery, installation, servicing, repairs, alterations, or improvements;
(13) "Official fees" means the amount of the fees prescribed by law and
payable to the state, county, or other governmental agency for filing, recording, or
otherwise perfecting, and releasing or satisfying, a retained title, lien, or other
security interest created by a retail installment transaction;
(14) "Time balance" means the principal balance plus the service charge;
(15) "Principal balance" means the sale price of the goods or services which
are the subject matter of a retail installment contract less the amount of the buyer's
down payment in money or goods or both, plus the amounts, if any, included
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therein, if a separate identified charge is made therefor and stated in the contract,
for insurance, any vehicle dealer administrative fee. and official fees;
(16) "Person" means an individual, partnership, joint venture, corporation,
association, or any other group, however organized;
(17) "Rate" means the percentage which, when multiplied times the
outstanding balance for each month or other installment period, yields the amount
of the service charge for such month or period.
Sec. 7. RCW 63.14.130 and 1992 c 193 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
The service charge shall be inclusive of all charges incident to investigating
and making the retail installment contract or charge agreement and for the privilege
of making the installment payments thereunder and no other fee, expense or charge
whatsoever shall be taken, received, reserved or contracted therefor from the buyer,
except for any vehicle dealer administrative fee under section 5 of this act.
(I) The service charge, in a retail installment contract, shall not exceed the
dollar amount or rate agreed to by contract and disclosed under RCW
63.14.040(1)(7)(g).
(2) The service charge in a retail charge agreement, revolving charge
agreement, lender credit card agreement, or charge agreement, shall not exceed the
schedule or rate agreed to by contract and disclosed under RCW 63.14.120(1). If
the service charge so computed is less than one dollar for any month, then one
dollar may be charged.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 8. The legislature finds as follows:
Emergency medical services and trauma care are provided to all residents of
the state regardless of a person's ability to pay. Historically, hospitals and health
care providers have been able to recover some of their financial losses incurred in
caring for an uninsured or underinsured person by charging persons able to pay
more. In recent years, the health care industry has undergone substantial changes.
With the advent of managed health care programs and the adoption of new cost
control measures, some hospitals and health care providers assert that it is difficult
to shift costs for uninsured and underinsured patients onto insured patients.
In 1990 the legislature established a coordinated trauma care system. Part of
the 1990 legislation included funding for a study to determine the extent to which
trauma care is uncompensated and undercompensated. This study focused
exclusively on trauma care. The legislature finds that, as a prerequisite to
determining the amount of state aid that may be necessary to assist health care
providers and facilities, it is necessary to examine trauma care losses within the
context of a health care provider or facility's total financial operations.
*NEW SECTION, Sec. 9. The committees on finance and health care of
the house of representatives and the committee on health and long-term care of
the senate shall jointly review the rules implementing the grant program
established pursuant to section I of this act. The committees shall additionally
conduct joint work sessions and hearings during 1997 to verify that public funds
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are being used in afiscally accountableand effwient fashion that maximizes the
availability of quality trauma care services. Representatives of verified
ambulance services, designated trauma services, physicians who are active

members of a trauma care service team at a designated facility, and the
department of health shallpresentfinancialinformation associatedwith trauma
care and administrativecosts of the traumasystem at these hearings.
*Sec. 9 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION, Sec. 10. The department of health, in cooperation with the
department of social and health services, shall monitor the adequacy of the funding
mechanisms created in this act. The department of health shall report to the
legislature by December 1998 the extent to which these funds covered the cost of

uncompensated care in designated trauma care services in the state.
NEW SETION.Sec. 11. Sections 1 through 8 of this act take effect January
1, 1998.

Passed the Senate April 27, 1997.
Passed the House April 27, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 13, 1997, with the exception of certain items
that were vetoed.

Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 13, 1997.
Note: Governors explanation of partial veto is as follows:
" am returning herewith, without my approval as to section 9, Second Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5127 entitled:
"AN ACT Relating to funding trauma care services;"
Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5127 establishes a grant program for designated
trauma services under the Department of Health. Section 9 of the bill would direct
legislative committees to review executive agency rules and to conduct work sessions and
hearings outside of the regular legislative sessions to verify that funds are being used
properly and efficiently. This is an inappropriate use of legislative committees. Reviews
such as this, if necessary, should be done by the Joint Legislative Audit and Review
Committee.
For these reasons, I have vetoed section 9 of Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5127.
With the exception of section 9, I am approving Second Substitute Senate Bill No.
5127."

CHAPTER 332
[Substitute Senate Bill 5227]
NONPROFIT HOSPITAL SALES
AN ACT Relating to nonprofit hospital sales; amending RCW 70.44.007, 70.44.240, and
70.44.300; adding a new section to chapter 70.44 RCW; adding a new chapter to Title 70 RCW; and
declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:

NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. The health of the people of our state is a most
important public concern. The state has an interest in assuring the continued
existence of accessible, affordable health care facilities that are responsive to the
needs of the communities in which they exist. The state also has a responsibility
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to protect the public interest in nonprofit hospitals and to clarify the responsibilities
of local public hospital district boards with respect to public hospital district assets
by making certain that the charitable and public assets of those hospitals are
managed prudently and safeguarded consistent with their mission under the laws
governing nonprofit and municipal corporations.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 2. The definitions in this section apply throughout this
chapter unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
(1) "Department" means the Washington state department of health.
(2) "Hospital" means any entity that is: (a) Defined as a hospital in RCW
70.41.020 and is required to obtain a license under RCW 70.41.090; or (b) a
psychiatric hospital required to obtain a license under chapter 71.12 RCW.
(3) "Acquisition" means an acquisition by a person of an interest in a nonprofit
hospital, whether by purchase, merger, lease, gift, joint venture, or otherwise, that
results in a change of ownership or control of twenty percent or more of the assets
of the hospital, or that results in the acquiring person holding or controlling fifty
percent or more of the assets of the hospital, but acquisition does not include an
acquisition if the acquiring person: (a) Is a nonprofit corporation having a
substantially similar charitable health care purpose as the nonprofit corporation
from whom the hospital is being acquired, or is a government entity; (b) is exempt
from federal income tax under section 501(c)(3) of the internal revenue code or as
a government entity; and (c) will maintain representation from the affected
community on the local board of the hospital.
(4) "Nonprofit hospital" means a hospital owned by a nonprofit corporation
organized under Title 24 RCW.
(5) "Person" means an individual, a trust or estate, a partnership, a corporation
including associations, limited liability companies, joint stock companies, and
insurance companies.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 3. (1) A person may not engage in the acquisition of
a nonprofit hospital without first having applied for and received the approval of
the department under this chapter.
(2)An application must be submitted to the department on forms provided by
the department, and at a minimum must include: The name of the hospital being
acquired, the name of the acquiring person or other parties to the acquisition, the
acquisition price, a copy of the acquisition agreement, a financial and economic
analysis and report from an independent expert or consultant of the effect of the
acquisition under the criteria in section 7 of this act, and all other related
documents. The applications and all related documents are considered public
records for purposes of chapter 42.17 RCW.
(3) The department shall charge an applicant fees sufficient to cover the costs
of implementing this chapter. The fees must include the cost of the attorney
general's opinion under section 6 of this act. The department shall transfer this
portion of the fee, upon receipt, to the attorney general.
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NEW SECTION, Sec. 4. (1) The department, in consultation with the
attorney general, shall determine if the application is complete for the purposes of
review. The department may find that an application is incomplete if a question
on the application form has not been answered in whole or in part, or has been
answered in a manner that does not fairly meet the question addressed, or if the
application does not include attachments of supporting documents as required by
section 3 of this act. If the department determines that an application is
incomplete, it shall notify the applicant within fifteen working days after the date
the application was received stating the reasons for its determination of
incompleteness, with reference to the particular questions for which a deficiency
is noted.
(2) Within five working days after receipt of a completed application, the
department shall publish notice of the application in a newspaper of general
circulation in the county or counties where the hospital is located and shall notify
by first class United States mail, electronic mail, or facsimile transmission, any
person who has requested notice of the filing of such applications. The notice must
state that an application has been received, state the names of the parties to the
agreement, describe the contents of the application, and state the date by which a
person may submit written comments about the application to the department.

N W SECTION, Sec. 5. During the course of review under this chapter, the
department shall conduct one or more public hearings, at least one of which must
be in the county where the hospital to be acquired is located. At the hearings,
anyone may file written comments and exhibits or appear and make a statement.
The department may subpoena additional information or witnesses, require and
administer oaths, require sworn statements, take depositions, and use related
discovery procedures for purposes of the hearing and at any time prior to making
a decision on the application.
A hearing must be held not later than forty-five days after receipt of a
completed application. At least ten days' public notice must be given before the
holding of a hearing.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 6. (1) The department shall provide the attorney
general with a copy of a completed application upon receiving it. The attorney
general shall review the completed application, and within forty-five days of the
first public hearing held under section 5 of this act shall provide a written opinion
to the department as to whether or not the acquisition meets the requirements for
approval in section 7 of this act.
(2) The department shall review the completed application to determine
whether or not the acquisition meets the requirements for approval in sections 7
and 8 of this act. Within thirty days after receiving the written opinion of the
attorney general under subsection (1) of this section, the department shall:
(a) Approve the acquisition, with or without any specific modifications or
conditions; or
(b) Disapprove the acquisition.
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(3) The department may not make its decision subject to any condition not
directly related to requirements in section 7 or 8 of this act, and any condition or
modification must bear a direct and rational relationship to the application under
review.
(4) A person engaged in an acquisition and affected by a final decision of the
department has the right to an adjudicative proceeding under chapter 34.05 RCW.
The opinion of the attorney general provided under subsection (1)of this section
may not constitute a final decision for purposes of review.
(5)The department or the attorney general may extend, by not more than thirty
days, any deadline established under this chapter one time during consideration of
any application, for good cause.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 7. The department shall only approve an application
if the parties to the acquisition have taken the proper steps to safeguard the value
of charitable assets and ensure that any proceeds from the acquisition are used for
appropriate charitable health purposes. To this end, the department may not
approve an application unless, at a minimum, it determines that:
(1) The acquisition is permitted under chapter 24.03 RCW, the Washington
nonprofit corporation act, and other laws governing nonprofit entities, trusts, or
charities;
(2) The nonprofit corporation that owns the hospital being acquired has
exercised due diligence in authorizing the acquisition, selecting the acquiring
person, and negotiating the terms and conditions of the acquisition;
(3)The procedures used by the nonprofit corporation's board of trustees and
officers in making its decision fulfilled their fiduciary duties, that the board and
officers were sufficiently informed about the proposed acquisition and possible
alternatives, and that they used appropriate expert assistance;
(4) No conflict of interest exists related to the acquisition, including, but not
limited to, conflicts of interest related to board members of, executives of, and
experts retained by the nonprofit corporation, acquiring person, or other parties to
the acquisition;
(5) The nonprofit corporation will receive fair market value for its assets. The
attorney general or the department may employ, at the expense of the acquiring
person, reasonably necessary expert assistance in making this determination. This
expense must be in addition to the fees charged under section 3 of this act;
(6) Charitable funds will not be placed at unreasonable risk, if the acquisition
is financed in part by the nonprofit corporation;
(7) Any management contract under the acquisition will be for fair market
value;
(8) The proceeds from the acquisition will be controlled as charitable funds
independently of the acquiring person or parties to the acquisition, and will be used
for charitable health purposes consistent with the nonprofit corporation's original
purpose, including providing health care to the disadvantaged, the uninsured, and
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the underinsured and providing benefits to promote improved health in the affected
community;
(9) Any charitable entity established to hold the proceeds of the acquisition
will be broadly based in and representative of the community where the hospital
to be acquired is located, taking into consideration the structure and governance of
such entity; and
(10) A right of first refusal to repurchase the assets by a successor nonprofit
corporation or foundation has been retained if the hospital is subsequently sold to,
acquired by, or merged with another entity.
NEW SECTON. Sec. 8. The department shall only approve an application
if the acquisition in question will not detrimentally affect the continued existence
of accessible, affordable health care that is responsive to the needs of the
community in which the hospital to be acquired is located. To this end, the
department shall not approve an application unless, at a minimum, it determines
that:
(1) Sufficient safeguards are included to assure the affected community
continued access to affordable care, and that alternative sources of care are
available in the community should the acquisition result in a reduction or
elimination of particular health services;
(2) The acquisition will not result in the revocation of hospital privileges;
(3) Sufficient safeguards are included to maintain appropriate capacity for
health science research and health care provider education;
(4) The acquiring person and parties to the acquisition are committed to
providing health care to the disadvantaged, the uninsured, and the underinsured and
to providing benefits to promote improved health in the affected community.
Activities and funding provided under section 7(8) of this act may be considered
in evaluating compliance with this commitment; and
(5) Sufficient safeguards are included to avoid conflict of interest in patient
referral.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 9. (1)The secretary of state may not accept any forms
or documents in connection with any acquisition of a nonprofit hospital until the
acquisition has been approved by the department under this chapter.
(2)The attorney general may seek an injunction to prevent any acquisition not
approved by the department under this chapter.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 10. The department shall require periodic reports from
the nonprofit corporation or its successor nonprofit corporation or foundation and
from the acquiring person or other parties to the acquisition to ensure compliance
with commitments made. The department may subpoena information and
documents and may conduct onsite compliance audits at the acquiring person's
expense.
If the department receives information indicating that the acquiring person is
not fulfilling commitments to the affected community under section 8 of this act,
the department shall hold a hearing upon ten days' notice to the affected parties.
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If after the hearing the department determines that the information is true, it may
revoke or suspend the hospital license issued to the acquiring person pursuant to
the procedure established under RCW 70.41.130, refer the matter to the attorney
general for appropriate action, or both. The attorney general may seek a court
order compelling the acquiring person to fulfill its commitments under section 8
of this act.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 11. The attorney general has the authority to ensure
compliance with commitments that inure to the public interest.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 12. An acquisition of a hospital completed before the
effective date of this act and an acquisition in which an application for a certificate
of need under chapter 70.38 RCW has been granted by the department before the
effective date of this act is not subject to this chapter.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 13. No provision of this chapter derogates from the
common law or statutory authority of the attorney general.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 14. The department may adopt rules necessary to
implement this chapter and may contract with and provide reasonable reimbursement to qualified persons to assist in determining whether the requirements of
sections 7 and 8 have been met.
See. 15. RCW 70.44.007 and 1982 c 84 s 12 are each amended to read as
follows:
As used in this chapter, the following words ((shl4)) have the meanings
indicated:
(1)
((The words)) "Qther health care facilities" ((shaR)) means nursing home,
extended care, long-term care, outpatient and rehabilitative facilities, ambulances,
and such other facilities as are appropriate to the health needs of the population
served.
(2) ((Rhe words)) "Qther health care services" ((shaR)) meana nursing home,
extended care, long-term care, outpatient, rehabilitative, health maintenance, and
ambulance services and such other services as are appropriate to the health needs
of the population served.
(3) "Public hospital district" or "district" means public health care service
disrict,
Sec. 16. RCW 70.44.240 and 1982 c 84 s 19 are each amended to read as
follows:
Any public hospital district may contract or join with any other public hospital
district, any publicly owned hospital, any nonprofit hospital, any corporation, mly
,..
f...ilities)).own.
other legal entity, or individual to acquire ((or providc ..
operate. manage. or provide any hospital or other health care facilities or hospital
services or other health care services to be used by individuals, districts, hospitals,
or others, including the providing of health maintenance services. If a public
hospital district chooses to contract or join with another party or parties pursuant
to the provisions of this chapter, it may do so through the establishment of a
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nonprofit corporation, partnership, limited liability company, or other legal entity
of its choosing in which the public hospital district and the other party or parties
participate, The governing body of such legal entity shall include representatives
of the public hospital district. including members of the public hospital district's
board of commissioners. A public hospital district contracting or ioining with
another party pursuant to the provisions of this chapter may appropriate funds and
may sell, lease, or otherwise provide property, personnel, and services to the legal
entity established to carry out the contract or ioint activity.
Sec. 17. RCW 70.44.300 and 1984 c 103 s 4 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) The board of commissioners of any public hospital district may sell and
convey at public or private sale real property of the district ((whieh)) if the board
((has dee,',nined)) determines by resolution that the property is no longer required
for public hospital district purposes or determines by resolution that the sale of the
property will further the purposes of the public hospital district. ((Sueh
,seand
..v.yan. may be by deed or real estate enrat.))
(2) Any sale of district real property authorized pursuant to this section shall
be preceded, not more than one year prior to the date of sale, by market value
appraisals by three licensed real estate brokers or professionally designated real
estate appraisers as defined in RCW 74.46.020 or three independent experts in
valuing health care property, selected by the board of commissioners, and no sale
shall take place if the sale price would be less than ninety percent of the average
of such appraisals.
(3) When the board of commissioners of any public hospital district proposes
a sale of district real property pursuant to this section and the value of the property
exceeds one hundred thousand dollars, the board shall publish a notice of its
intention to sell the property. The notice shall be published at least once each week
during two consecutive weeks in a legal newspaper of general circulation within
the public hospital district. The notice shall describe the property to be sold and
designate the place where and the day and hour when a hearing will be held. The
board shall hold a public hearing upon the proposal to dispose of the public
hospital district property at the place and the day and hour fixed in the notice and
consider evidence offered for and against the propriety and advisability of the
proposed sale.
(4) If in the judgment of the board of commissioners of any district the sale of
any district real property not needed for public hospital district purposes would be
facilitated and greater value realized through use of the services of licensed real
estate brokers, a contract for such services may be negotiated and concluded. The
fee or commissions charged for any broker service shall not exceed seven percent
of the resulting sale price for a single parcel. No licensed real estate broker or
professionally designated real estate appraisers as defined in RCW 74.46.020 or
independent expert in valuing health care property selected by the board to appraise
the market value of a parcel of property to be sold may be a party to any contract
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with the public hospital district to sell such property for a period of three years
after the appraisal.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 18. A new section is added to chapter 70.44 RCW to
read as follows:
(1) When evaluating a potential acquisition, the commissioners shall
determine their compliance with the following requirements:
(a)That the acquisition isauthorized under chapter 70.44 RCW and other laws
governing public hospital districts;
(b)That the procedures used in the decision-making process allowed district
officials to thoroughly fulfill their due diligence responsibilities as municipal
officers, including those covered under chapter 42.23 RCW governing conflicts of
interest and chapter 42.20 RCW prohibiting malfeasance of public officials;
(c)That the acquisition will not result in the revocation of hospital privileges;
(d)That sufficient safeguards are included to maintain appropriate capacity for
health science research and health care provider education;
(e)That the acquisition is allowed under Article VIII, section 7 of the state
Constitution, which prohibits gifts of public funds or lending of credit and Article
X1, section 14, prohibiting private use of public funds;
(f) That the public hospital district will retain control over district functions
as required under chapter 70.44 RCW and other laws governing hospital districts;
(g)That the activities related to the acquisition process complied with chapters
42.17 and 42.32 RCW, governing disclosure of public records, and chapter 42.30
RCW, governing public meetings;
(h) That the acquisition complies with the requirements of RCW 70.44.300
relating to fair market value; and
(i) Other state laws affecting the proposed acquisition.
(2)The commissioners shall also determine whether the public hospital district
should retain a right of first refusal to repurchase the assets by the public hospital
district if the hospital is subsequently sold to, acquired by, or merged with another
entity.
(3)(a) Prior to approving the acquisition of a district hospital, the board of
commissioners of the hospital district shall obtain a written opinion from a
qualified independent expert or the Washington state department of health as to
whether or not the acquisition meets the standards set forth in section 8 of this act.
(b) Upon request, the hospital district and the person seeking to acquire its
hospital shall provide the department or independent expert with any needed
information and documents. The department shall charge the hospital district for
any costs the department incurs in preparing an opinion under this section. The
hospital district may recover from the acquiring person any costs it incurs in
obtaining the opinion from either the department or the independent expert. The
opinion shall be delivered to the board of commissioners no later than ninety days
after it is requested.
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(c) Within ten working days after it receives the opinion, the board of
commissioners shall publish notice of the opinion in at least one newspaper of
general circulation within the hospital district, stating how a person may obtain a
copy, and giving the time and location of the hearing required under (d) of this
subsection. It shall make a copy of the report and the opinion available to anyone
upon request.
(d)Within thirty days after it received the opinion, the board of commissioners
shall hold a public hearing regarding the proposed acquisition. The board of
commissioners may vote to approve the acquisition no sooner than thirty days
following the public hearing.
(4)(a) For purposes of this section, "acquisition" means an acquisition by a
person of any interest in a hospital owned by a public hospital district, whether by
purchase, merger, lease, or otherwise, that results in a change of ownership or
control of twenty percent or more of the assets of a hospital currently licensed and
operating under RCW 70.41.090. Acquisition does not include an acquisition
where the other party or parties to the acquisition are nonprofit corporations having
a substantially similar charitable health care purpose, organizations exempt from
federal income tax under section 501(c)(3) of the internal revenue code, or
governmental entities. Acquisition does not include an acquisition where the other
party is an organization that is a limited liability corporation, a partnership, or any
other legal entity and the members, partners, or otherwise designated controlling
parties of the organization are all nonprofit corporations having a charitable health
care purpose, organizations exempt from federal income tax under section
501(c)(3) of the internal revenue code, or governmental entities. Acquisition does
not include activities between two or more governmental organizations, including
organizations acting pursuant to chapter 39.34 RCW, regardless of the type of
organizational structure used by the governmental entities.
(b) For purposes of this subsection (4), "person" means an individual, a trust
or estate, a partnership, a corporation including associations, a limited liability
company, a joint stock company, or an insurance company.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 19. If any provision of this act or its application to any
person or circumstance is held invalid, the remainder of the act or the application
of the provision to other persons or circumstances is not affected.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 20. Sections 1 through 14 of this act constitute a new
chapter in Title 70 RCW.
*NEW SECTION, Sec. 21. This act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of the state
government and its existing public institutions, and takes effect immediately.
*Sec. 21 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.
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Passed the Senate April 27, 1997.
Passed the House April 27, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 13, 1997, with the exception of certain items
that were vetoed.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 13, 1997.
Note: Governor's explanation of partial veto is as follows:
"Iam returning herewith, without my approval as to section 21, Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5227 entitled:
"AN ACT Relating to nonprofit hospital sales;"
Section 21 of SSB 5227 is an emergency clause requiring the immediate
implementation of the bill. Although this legislation is important, it is not a matter
necessary for the immediate preservation of the public peace, health or safety, or support
of the state government and its existing public institutions. Without section 21, the bill
will be effective July 27, 1997.
For this reason, I have vetoed section 21 of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5227.
With the exception of section 21, l am approving Substitute Senate Bill No. 5227."

CHAPTER 333
[House Bill 1420]
LOCAL PUBLIC HEALTH FINANCING-MODIFICATIONS
AN ACT Relating to local public health financing; amending RCW 70.05.125 and 82.14.200;
providing an effective date; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 70.05.125 and 1995 1st sp.s. c 15 s I are each amended to read
as follows:
(1) The county public health account is created in the state treasury. Funds
deposited in the county public health account shall be distributed by the state
treasurer to each local public health jurisdiction based upon amounts certified to
it by the department of community, trade, and economic development in
consultation with the Washington state association of counties. The account shall
include funds distributed under RCW 82.44.110 and 82.14.200(8) and such funds
as are appropriated to the account from the health services account under RCW
43.72.900, the public health services account under RCW 43.72.902, and such
other funds as the legislature may appropriate to it.
(2)(a) The director of the department of community, trade, and economic
development shall certify the amounts to be distributed to each local public health
jurisdiction using 1995 as the base year of actual city contributions to local public
health,
(b) Only if funds are available and in an amount no greater than available
funds under RCW 82.14.200(8). the department of community. trade, and
economic development shall adiust the amount certified under (a) of this
subsection to compensate for any city that became newly incorporated as a result
of an election during calendar year 1994 or 1995. The amount to be adjusted shall
be equal to the amount which otherwise would have been lost to the health
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jurisdiction due to the incorporation as calculated using the iurisdiction's 1995
funding formula.
W.The county treasurer shall certify the actual 1995 city contribution to the
department. Funds in excess of the base shall be distributed proportionately among
the health jurisdictions based on incorporated population figures as last determined
by the office of financial management.
(3) Moneys distributed under this section shall be expended exclusively for
local public health purposes.
Sec. 2. RCW 82.14.200 and 1991 sp.s. c 13 s 15 are each amended to read as
follows:
There is created in the state treasury a special account to be known as the
"county sales and use tax equalization account." Into this account shall be placed
a portion of all motor vehicle excise tax receipts as provided in RCW
82.44.1 10(l)(f). Funds in this account shall be allocated by the state treasurer
according to the following procedure:
(I) Prior to April 1st of each year the director of revenue shall inform the state
treasurer of the total and the per capita levels of revenues for the unincorporated
area of each county and the state-wide weighted average per capita level of
revenues for the unincorporated areas of all counties imposing the sales and use tax
authorized under RCW 82.14.030(1) for the previous calendar year.
(2) At such times as distributions are made under RCW 82.44.150, as now or
hereafter amended, the state treasurer shall apportion to each county imposing the
sales and use tax under RCW 82.14.030(1) at the maximum rate and receiving less
than one hundred fifty thousand dollars from the tax for the previous calendar year,
an amount from the county sales and use tax equalization account sufficient, when
added to the amount of revenues received the previous calendar year by the county,
to equal one hundred fifty thousand dollars.
The department of revenue shall establish a governmental price index as
provided in this subsection. The base year for the index shall be the end of the
third quarter of 1982. Prior to November 1, 1983, and prior to each November 1st
thereafter, the department of revenue shall establish another index figure for the
third quarter of that year. The department of revenue may use the implicit price
deflators for state and local government purchases of goods and services calculated
by the United States department of commerce to establish the governmental price
index. Beginning on January 1, 1984, and each January 1st thereafter, the one
hundred fifty thousand dollar base figure in this subsection shall be adjusted in
direct proportion to the percentage change in the governmental price index from
1982 until the year before the adjustment. Distributions made under this
subsection for 1984 and thereafter shall use this adjusted base amount figure.
(3)Subsequent to the distributions under subsection (2) of this section and at
such times as distributions are made under RCW 82.44.150, as now or hereafter
amended, the state treasurer shall apportion to each county imposing the sales and
use tax under RCW 82.14.030(1) at the maximum rate and receiving less than
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seventy percent of the state-wide weighted average per capita level of revenues for
the unincorporated areas of all counties as determined by the department of
revenue under subsection (1)of this section, an amount from the county sales and
use tax equalization account sufficient, when added to the per capita level of
revenues for the unincorporated area received the previous calendar year by the
county, to equal seventy percent of the state-wide weighted average per capita level
of revenues for the unincorporated areas of all counties determined under
subsection (1)of this section, subject to reduction under subsections (6) and (7) of
this section. When computing distributions under this section, any distribution
under subsection (2) of this section shall be considered revenues received from the
tax imposed under RCW 82.14.030(1) for the previous calendar year.
(4) Subsequent to the distributions under subsection (3)of this section and at
such times as distributions are made under RCW 82.44.150, as now or hereafter
amended, the state treasurer shall apportion to each county imposing the sales and
use tax under RCW 82.14.030(2) at the maximum rate and receiving a distribution
under subsection (2)of this section, a third distribution from the county sales and
use tax equalization account. The distribution to each qualifying county shall be
equal to the distribution to the county under subsection (2) of this section, subject
to the reduction under subsections (6) and (7) of this section. To qualify for the
total distribution under this subsection, the county must impose the tax under RCW
82.14.030(2) for the entire calendar year. Counties imposing the tax for less than
the full year shall qualify for prorated allocations under this subsection
proportionate to the number of months of the year during which the tax is imposed.
(5) Subsequent to the distributions under subsection (4) of this section and at
such times as distributions are made under RCW 82.44.150, as now or hereafter
amended, the state treasurer shall apportion to each county imposing the sales and
use tax under RCW 82.14.030(2) at the maximum rate and receiving a distribution
under subsection (3)of this section, a fourth distribution from the county sales and
use tax equalization account. The distribution to each qualifying county shall be
equal to the distribution to the county under subsection (3) of this section, subject
to the reduction under subsections (6) and (7) of this section. To qualify for the
distributions under this subsection, the county must impose the tax under RCW
82.14.030(2) for the entire calendar year. Counties imposing the tax for less than
the full year shall qualify for prorated allocations under this subsection
proportionate to the number of months of the year during which the tax is imposed.
(6) Revenues distributed under subsections (2) through (5) of this section in
any calendar year shall not exceed an amount equal to seventy percent of the statewide weighted average per capita level of revenues for the unincorporated areas of
all counties during the previous calendar year. If distributions under subsections
(3) through (5) of this section cannot be made because of this limitation, then
distributions under subsections (3) through (5) of this section shall be reduced
ratably among the qualifying counties.
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(7) If inadequate revenues exist in the county sales and use tax equalization
account to make the distributions under subsections (3) through (5) of this section,
then the distributions under subsections (3) through (5) of this section shall be
reduced ratably among the qualifying counties. At such time during the year as
additional funds accrue to the county sales and use tax equalization account,
additional distributions shall be made under subsections (3) through (5) of this
section to the counties.
(8)If the level of revenues in the county sales and use tax equalization account
exceeds the amount necessary to make the distributions under subsections (2)
through (5) of this section, at such times as distributions are made under RCW
82,44,150, the state treasurer shall apportion an amount to the county public health
account created in RCW 70,05,125 equal to the adjustment under RCW
70.05.125(2)(b).
(D If the level of revenues in the county sales and use tax equalization account
exceeds the amount necessary to make the distributions under subsections (2)
through (5) and (8) of this section, then the additional revenues shall be credited
and transferred to the state general fund.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 3. This act is necessary for the immediate preservation
of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of the state government and its
existing public institutions, and takes effect July 1, 1997.
Passed the House April 14, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 18, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 13, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 13, 1997.

CHAPTER 334
[Substitute House Bill 1536]
RESPIRATORY CARE PRACTITIONERS-LICENSURE
AN ACT Relating to respiratory care; amending RCW 18.89.010, 18.89.020, 18.89.040,
18.89.050, 18.89.060, 18.89.080, 18.89.090, 18.89.110, 18.89.120, 18.89.140, and 18.120.020;
reenacting and amending RCW 18.130.040; adding new sections to chapter 18.89 RCW; repealing
RCW 18.89.130 and 18.89.900; providing effective dates; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 18.89.010 and 1987 c 415 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
The legislature finds that ((it is n.... to regulate the pratie of rpir.
.a.r of.tc ifieaion))
... in order to ((protet the publi health nd fety))
the l...
safeguard life. health. and to promote public welfare, a person practicing or
offering to practice respiratory care as a respiratory care practitioner in this state
shall be required to submit evidence that he or she is qualified to practice, and shall
be licensed as provided. The settings for these services may include, health
facilities licensed in this state, clinics, home care, home health agencies, physicians'
offices, and public or community health services. Nothing in this chapter shall be
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construed to require that individual or group policies or contracts of an insurance
carrier, health care service contractor, or health maintenance organization provide
benefits or coverage for services and supplies provided by a person certified under
this chapter.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. A new section is added to chapter 18.89 RCW to
read as follows:
After the effective date of this act, it shall be unlawful for a person to practice
or to offer to practice as a respiratory care practitioner in this state or to use a title,
sign, or device to indicate that such a person is practicing as a respiratory care
practitioner unless the person has been duly licensed and registered under the
provisions of this chapter.
Sec. 3. RCW 18.89.020 and 1994 sp.s. c 9 s 511 are each amended to read as
follows:
Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the definitions in this section
apply throughout this chapter.
(1) "Department" means the department of health.
(2) "Secretary" means the secretary of health or the secretary's designee.
(3) "Respiratory care practitioner" means an individual ((eertified)) licnsed
under this chapter.
(4) "Physician" means an individual licensed under chapter 18,57 or 18.71
RCW.
(((5) "Rural hspitl" means ft h.spitl l
d anywhere
..... in th state.. pt.
(a) Th e.ntire
... ..
o tk of Snohomis. (ineluding aamaacislaad), King,
Kitsap, Pieree, 4thurstan, Clark, an~d Spokane-,
(b) Areas within at twenty mile radius of an urbankr with it population
.x..ding
ihirty th.usand person.s; and
(e) These eiic er eity clusters locatad in ruratl couintics but whieh for fl!
prt

i purposes tire urban. These areas are Bellingham, Aberdee.n TTequiam,

L=ong-view Kelso, Wencatehee, Yakimna, Sunnyside, Richland Kennewick Patsco,
and 'WYalla
--

fla-1))

Sec. 4. RCW 18.89.040 and 1994 sp.s. c 9 s 716 are each amended to read as
follows:
1W
A respiratory care practitioner ((eertified)) licnsd under this chapter is
employed in the treatment, management, diagnostic testing, rehabilitation, and care
of patients with deficiencies and abnormalities which affect the cardiopulmonary
system and associated aspects of other systems, and is under the direct order and
under the qualified medical direction of a physician. The practice of respiratory
care includes((, but is no! liritee
t,)):
(((-H-))) L.l The use and administration of prescribed medical gases, exclusive
of general anesthesia;
(((-2))) 021 The use of air and oxygen administering apparatus;
(((3))) Lcl The use of humidification and aerosols;
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(((4))) (d) The administration, to the extent of training. as determined by the
secretary. of prescribed pharmacologic agents related to respiratory care;
(f(6))) We.The use of mechanical ((or)) ventilatorv. hyperbaric, and
physiological (('eilaery)) support:
(((6))) f.1 Postural drainage, chest percussion, and vibration;
(((6))) (g) Bronchopulmonary hygiene;
(((8))) fM:Cardiopulmonary resuscitation as it pertains to ((establishing
r..l ardia. cprcsie.n)) advanced cardiac life support or
..d
airways an.
pediatric advanced life support guidelines;
(((9))) fl The maintenance of natural and artificial airways and insertion,
without cutting tissues, of artificial airways, as ((ordered)) prescribed by ((the
attending)) a physician;
(((-0))) MjDiagnostic and monitoring techniques such as the collection and
measurement of cardiorespiratory specimens, volumes, pressures, and flows; ((end
(II) The drawing and air--lytir-- 3)) (k) The insertion of devices to draw.

analyze, infuse, or monitor pressure in arterial, capillary, ((and mixed)) 2E venous
blood ((speeiimen)) as ((ordered)) prescribed by ((!heatening.. )) A physician or
an advanced registered nurse practitioner as authorized by the nursing care quality
assurance commission under chapter 18.79 RCW: and
(1) Diagnostic monitoring of and therapeutic interventions for desaturation.
ventilatory patterns, and related sleep abnormalities to aid the physician in
diagnosis.
(2) Nothing in this chapter prohibits or restricts:
(a) The practice of a profession by individuals who are licensed under other
laws of this state who are performing services within their authorized scope of
practice, that may overlap the services provided by respiratory care practitioners:
(b) The practice of respiratory care by an individual employed by the
government of the United States while the individual is engaged in the performance
of duties prescribed for him or her by the laws and rules of the United States:
(c) The practice of respiratory care by a person pursuing a supervised course
of study leading to a degree or certificate in respiratory care as a part of an
accredited and approved educational program, if the person is designated by a title
that clearly indicates his or her status as a student or trainee and limited to the
extent of demonstrated proficiency of completed curriculum, and under direct
supervision:
(d) The use of the title "respiratory care practitioner" by registered nurses
authorized under chapter 18.79 RCW: or
(e) The practice without compensation of respiratory care of a family member.
Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to require that individual or group
policies or contracts of an insurance carrier, health care service contractor, or
health maintenance organization provide benefits or coverage for services and
supplies provided by a person licensed under this chapter.
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Sec. 5. RCW 18.89.050 and 1994 sp.s. c 9 s 512 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) In addition to any other authority provided by law, the secretary may:
(a) Adopt rules, in accordance with chapter 34.05 RCW, necessary to
implement this chapter;
(b) Set all ((eertifiemi i,)) license, examination, and renewal fees in
accordance with RCW 43.70.250;
(c)Establish forms and procedures necessary to administer this chapter;
(d)Issue a ((eertifiette)) license to any applicant who has met the education,
training, and examination requirements for ((eertifieatien)) lic..nl.r;
(e)Hire clerical, administrative, and investigative staff as needed to implement
this chapter and hire individuals ((eertified)) licnd under this chapter to serve
as examiners for any practical examinations;
(f) Approve those schools from which graduation will be accepted as proof of
an applicant's eligibility to take the ((eetri~eaa.ier)) licensure examination,
specifically requiring that applicants must have completed programs with two-year
curriculum;
(g)Prepare, grade, and administer, or determine the nature of, and supervise
the grading and administration of, examinations for applicants for ((eer.ifieetien))
licensure;
(h)Determine whether alternative methods of training are equivalent to formal
education and establish forms, procedures, and criteria for evaluation of an
applicant's alternative training to determine the applicant's eligibility to take the
examination;
(i) Determine which states have legal credentialing requirements equivalent
to those of this state and issue ((eertifleatec)) licenses to individuals legally
credentialed in those states without examination;
(j) Define and approve any experience requirement for ((eertifleeoien))
licensurg; and
(k)Appoint members of the profession to serve in an ad hoc advisory capacity
to the secretary in carrying out this chapter. The members will serve for designated
times and provide advice on matters specifically identified and requested by the
secretary. The members shall be compensated in accordance with RCW 43.03.220
and reimbursed for travel expenses under RCW 43.03.040 and 43.03.060.
(2) The provisions of chapter 18.130 RCW shall govern the issuance and
denial of ((cctiflcatci, u..cctficd)) licenses, unlicensed practice, and the
disciplining of persons ((eertfied)) license under this chapter. The secretary shall
be the disciplining authority under this chapter.
Sec. 6. RCW 18.89.060 and 1991 c 3 s 229 are each amended to read as
follows:
The secretary shall keep an official record of all proceedings, a part of which
record shall consist of a register of all applicants for ((eertif eatie )) licensure
under this chapter, with the result of each application.
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Sec. 7. RCW 18.89.080 and 1994 sp.s. c 9 s 513 are each amended to read as
follows:
The secretary, ad hoc committee members, or individuals acting on their
behalf are immune from suit in any civil action based on any ((eertificatin))
licensure or disciplinary proceedings, or other official acts performed in the course
of their duties.
Sec. 8. RCW 18.89.090 and 1991 c 3 s 232 are each amended to read as
follows:
LI.) The secretary shall issue a ((eertifieate)) lEnse to any applicant who
demonstrates to the secretary's satisfaction that the following requirements have
been met:
(((-I-))) () Graduation from a school approved by the secretary or successful
completion of alternate training which meets the criteria established by the
secretary;
(((2))) () Successful completion of an examination administered or approved
by the secretary;
(((3))) ) Successful completion of any experience requirement established
by the secretary;
(((4))) (d)Good moral character.
In addition, applicants shall be subject to the grounds for denial or issuance
of a conditional ((eet'ileate)) Jign_ under chapter 18.130 RCW.
2) A person who meets the qualifications to be admitted to the examination
for ((eertifieatiet,)) Iicnsur as a respiratory care practitioner may practice as a
respiratory care practitioner under the supervision of a respiratory care practitioner
((eerfiied)) license under this chapter between the date of filing an application for
((eer.fiesion)) licnsr and the announcement of the results of the next
succeeding examination for ((ee tifietiona)) linsur if that person applies for and
takes the first examination for which he or she is eligible.
(3) A person certified as a respiratory care practitioner in good standing on the
effective date of this act. who applies within one year of the effective date of this
act. may be licensed without having completed the two-year curriculum set forth
in RCW 18.89.050(l)(f). and without having to retake an examination under
subsection (1)(b) of this section,
(4.1 The secretary shall establish by rule what constitutes adequate proof of
meeting the criteria.
Sec. 9. RCW 18.89.110 and 1996 c 191 s 76 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) The date and location of the examination shall be established by the
secretary. Applicants who have been found by the secretary to meet the other
requirements for ((eertifietion)) licensure shall be scheduled for the next
examination following the filing of the application. However, the applicant shall
not be scheduled for any examination taking place sooner than sixty days after the
application is filed.
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(2) The secretary shall examine each applicant, by means determined most
effective, on subjects appropriate to the scope of practice. Such examinations shall
be limited to the purpose of determining whether the applicant possesses the
minimum skill and knowledge necessary to practice competently, and shall meet
generally accepted standards of fairness and validity for ((eeirifiefliion)) jjnsjr
examinations.
(3) All examinations shall be conducted by the secretary, and all grading of
the examinations shall be under fair and wholly impartial methods.
(4) Any applicant who fails to make the required grade in the first examination
is entitled to take up to three subsequent examinations, upon compliance with
administrative procedures, administrative requirements, and fees determined by the
secretary under RCW 43.70.250 and 43.70.280 and such remedial education as is
deemed necessary.
(5) The secretary may approve an examination prepared and administered by
a private testing agency or association of credentialing boards for use by an
applicant in meeting the ((ecrtifieffieier)) licensure requirement.
Sec. 10. RCW 18.89.120 and 1996 c 191 s 77 are each amended to read as
follows:
Applications for ((eerifieatietn)) licensure shall be submitted on forms
provided by the secretary. The secretary may require any information and
documentation which reasonably relates to the need to determine whether the
applicant meets the criteria for ((eertifiet.tn)) licensure provided in this chapter
and chapter 18.130 RCW. All applicants shall comply with administrative
procedures, administrative requirements, and fees determined by the secretary
under RCW 43.70.250 and 43.70.280.
Sec. 11. RCW 18.89.140 and 1996 c 191 s 78 are each amended to read as
follows:
((.erii.eae)) Licenses shall be renewed according to administrative
procedures, administrative requirements, continuing education requirements. and
fees determined by the secretary under RCW 43.70.250 and 43.70.280.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 12. A new section is added to chapter 18.89 RCW to
read as follows:
An applicant holding a license in another state may be licensed to practice in
this state without examination if the secretary determines that the other state's
licensing standards are substantially equivalent to the standards in this state.
Sec. 13. RCW 18.120.020 and 1996 c 178 s 9 are each amended to read as
follows:
The definitions contained in this section shall apply throughout this chapter
unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
(1) "Applicant group" includes any health professional group or organization,
any individual, or any other interested party which proposes that any health
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professional group not presently regulated be regulated or which proposes to
substantially increase the scope of practice of the profession.
(2) "Certificate" and "certification" mean a voluntary process by which a
statutory regulatory entity grants recognition to an individual who (a) has met
certain prerequisite qualifications specified by that regulatory entity, and (b) may
assume or use "certified" in the title or designation to perform prescribed health
professional tasks.
(3) "Grandfather clause" means a provision in a regulatory statute applicable
to practitioners actively engaged in the regulated health profession prior to the
effective date of the regulatory statute which exempts the practitioners from
meeting the prerequisite qualifications set forth in the regulatory statute to perform
prescribed occupational tasks.
(4) "Health professions" means and includes the following health and healthrelated licensed or regulated professions and occupations: Podiatric medicine and
surgery under chapter 18.22 RCW; chiropractic under chapter 18.25 RCW; dental
hygiene under chapter 18.29 RCW; dentistry under chapter 18.32 RCW; denturism
under chapter 18.30 RCW; dispensing opticians under chapter 18.34 RCW; hearing
((aids)) instruments under chapter 18.35 RCW; naturopaths under chapter 18.36A
RCW; embalming and funeral directing under chapter 18.39 RCW; midwifery
under chapter 18.50 RCW; nursing home administration under chapter 18.52
RCW; optometry under chapters 18.53 and 18.54 RCW; ocularists under chapter
18.55 RCW; osteopathic medicine and surgery under chapters 18.57 and 18.57A
RCW; pharmacy under chapters 18.64 and 18.64A RCW; medicine under chapters
18.71 and 18.71A RCW; emergency medicine under chapter 18.73 RCW; physical
therapy under chapter 18.74 RCW; practical nurses under chapter 18.79 RCW;
psychologists under chapter 18.83 RCW; registered nurses under chapter 18.79
RCW; occupational therapists licensed under chapter 18.59 RCW; respiratory care
practitioners ((eertified)) licensed under chapter 18.89 RCW; veterinarians and
animal technicians under chapter 18.92 RCW; health care assistants under chapter
18.135 RCW; massage practitioners under chapter 18.108 RCW; acupuncturists
licensed under chapter 18.06 RCW; persons registered or certified under chapter
18.19 RCW; dietitians and nutritionists certified by chapter 18.138 RCW;
radiologic technicians under chapter 18.84 RCW; and nursing assistants registered
or certified under chapter 18.88A RCW.
(5) "Inspection" means the periodic examination of practitioners by a state
agency in order to ascertain whether the practitioners' occupation is being carried
out in a fashion consistent with the public health, safety, and welfare.
(6) "Legislative committees of reference" means the standing legislative
committees designated by the respective rules committees of the senate and house
of representatives to consider proposed legislation to regulate health professions
not previously regulated.
(7) "License," "licensing," and "licensure" mean permission to engage in a
health profession which would otherwise be unlawful in the state in the absence of
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the permission. A license is granted to those individuals who meet prerequisite
qualifications to perform prescribed health professional tasks and for the use of a
particular title.
(8) "Professional license" means an individual, nontransferable authorization
to carry on a health activity based on qualifications which include: (a) Graduation
from an accredited or approved program, and (b) acceptable performance on a
qualifying examination or series of examinations.
(9) "Practitioner" means an individual who (a) has achieved knowledge and
skill by practice, and (b) is actively engaged in a specified health profession.
(10) "Public member" means an individual who is not, and never was, a
member of the health profession being regulated or the spouse of a member, or an
individual who does not have and never has had a material financial interest in
either the rendering of the health professional service being regulated or an activity
directly related to the profession being regulated.
(II) "Registration" means the formal notification which, prior to rendering
services, a practitioner shall submit to a state agency setting forth the name and
address of the practitioner; the location, nature and operation of the health activity
to be practiced; and, if required by the regulatory entity, a description of the service
to be provided.
(12) "Regulatory entity" means any board, commission, agency, division, or
other unit or subunit of state government which regulates one or more professions,
occupations, industries, businesses, or other endeavors in this state.
(13) "State agency" includes every state office, department, board,
commission, regulatory entity, and agency of the state, and, where provided by
law, programs and activities involving less than the full responsibility of a state
agency.
Sec. 14. RCW 18.130.040 and 1996 c 200 s 32 and 1996 c 81 s 5 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
(1)This chapter applies only to the secretary and the boards and commissions
having jurisdiction in relation to the professions licensed under the chapters
specified in this section. This chapter does not apply to any business or profession
not licensed under the chapters specified in this section.
(2)(a) The secretary has authority under this chapter in relation to the
following professions:
(i) Dispensing opticians licensed under chapter 18.34 RCW;
(ii) Naturopaths licensed under chapter 18.36A RCW;
(iii) Midwives licensed under chapter 18.50 RCW;
(iv)Ocularists licensed under chapter 18.55 RCW;
(v) Massage operators and businesses licensed under chapter 18.108 RCW;
(vi) Dental hygienists licensed under chapter 18.29 RCW;
(vii) Acupuncturists licensed under chapter 18.06 RCW;
(viii) Radiologic technologists certified and X-ray technicians registered under
chapter 18.84 RCW;
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(ix) Respiratory care practitioners ((eertifi-d)) licensed under chapter 18.89
RCW;
(x) Persons registered or certified under chapter 18.19 RCW;
(xi) Persons registered as nursing pool operators under chapter 18.52C RCW;
(xii) Nursing assistants registered or certified under chapter 18.79 RCW;
(xiii) Health care assistants certified under chapter 18.135 RCW;
(xiv) Dietitians and nutritionists certified under chapter 18.138 RCW;
(xv) Sex offender treatment providers certified under chapter 18.155 RCW;
(xvi) Persons licensed and certified under chapter 18.73 RCW or RCW
18.71.205;
(xvii) Persons registered as adult family home providers and resident
managers under RCW 18.48.020; and
(xviii) Denturists licensed under chapter 18.30 RCW.
(b) The boards and commissions having authority under this chapter are as
follows:
(i) The podiatric medical board as established in chapter 18.22 RCW;
(ii) The chiropractic quality assurance commission as established in chapter
18.25 RCW;
(iii) The dental quality assurance commission as established in chapter 18.32
RCW;
(iv) The board of hearing and speech as established in chapter 18.35 RCW;
(v) The board of examiners for nursing home administrators as established in
chapter 18.52 RCW;
(vi) The optometry board as established in chapter 18.54 RCW governing
licenses issued under chapter 18.53 RCW;
(vii) The board of osteopathic medicine and surgery as established in chapter
18.57 RCW governing licenses issued under chapters 18.57 and 18.57A RCW;
(viii) The board of pharmacy as established in chapter 18.64 RCW governing
licenses issued under chapters 18.64 and 18.64A RCW;
(ix) The medical quality assurance commission as established in chapter 18.71
RCW governing licenses and registrations issued under chapters 18.71 and 18.71A
RCW;
(x) The board of physical therapy as established in chapter 18.74 RCW;
(xi) The board of occupational therapy practice as established in chapter 18.59
RCW;
(xii) The nursing care quality assurance commission as established in chapter
18.79 RCW governing licenses issued under that chapter;
(xiii) The examining board of psychology and its disciplinary committee as
established in chapter 18.83 RCW; and
(xiv) The veterinary board of governors as established in chapter 18.92 RCW.
(3) In addition to the authority to discipline license holders, the disciplining
authorit ,las the authority to grant or deny licenses based on the conditions and
criteria .,1 blished in this chapter and the chapters specified in subsection (2) of
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this section. This chapter also governs any investigation, hearing, or proceeding relating to denial of licensure or issuance of a license conditioned on the
applicant's compliance with an order entered pursuant to RCW 18.130.160 by the
disciplining authority.
(4) All disciplining authorities shall adopt procedures to ensure substantially
consistent application of this chapter, the Uniform Disciplinary Act, among the
disciplining authorities listed in subsection (2) of this section.
NEW SECTION. See. 15. The following acts or parts of acts are each
repealed:
(1)
RCW 18.89.130 and 1991 c 3 s 236 & 1987 c 415 s 14; and
(2) RCW 18.89.900 and 1987 c 415 s 20.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 16. (1)Sections 5, 9, and 10 of this act are necessary
for the immediate preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of
the state government and its existing public institutions, and take effect July 1,
1997.
(2)Sections Ithrough 4, 6 through 8, and 11 through 15 of this act take effect
July 1, 1998.
Passed the House April 19, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 10, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 13, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 13, 1997.
CHAPTER 335
[House Bill 19821
BASIC HEALTH PLAN ELIGIBILITY FOR PERSONS IN INSTITUTIONS
AN ACT Relating to defining basic health plan eligibility for persons in institutions; and
reenacting and amending RCW 70.47.020 and 70.47.060.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 70.47.020 and 1995 c 266 s 2 and 1995 c 2 s 3 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
As used in this chapter:
(I) "Washington basic health plan" or "plan" means the system of enrollment
and payment on a prepaid capitated basis for basic health care services,
administered by the plan administrator through participating managed health care
systems, created by this chapter.
(2) "Administrator" means the Washington basic health plan administrator,
who also holds the position of administrator of the Washington state health care
authority.
(3) "Managed health care system" means any health care org.nization,
including health care providers, insurers, health care service contractors, health
maintenance organizations, or any combination thereof, that provides directly or
by contract basic health care services, as defined by the administrator and rendered
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by duly licensed providers, on a prepaid capitated basis to a defined patient
population enrolled in the plan and in the managed health care system.
(4) "Subsidized enrollee" means an individual, or an individual plus the
individual's spouse or dependent children((;)): (a)Who is not eligible for
medicare((;)): (b) who is not confined or residing in a government-operated
institution, unless he or she meets eligibility criteria adopted by the administrator:
(c)who resides in an area of the state served by a managed health care system
participating in the plan((;))L.(d. whose gross family income at the time of
enrollment does not exceed twice the federal poverty level as adjusted for family
size and determined annually by the federal department of health and human
services((;)); and (e)who chooses to obtain basic health care coverage from a
particular managed health care system in return for periodic payments to the plan.
(5) "Nonsubsidized enrollee" means an individual, or an individual plus the
individual's spouse or dependent children((;)): (a)Who is not eligible for
medicare((-)): (b) who is not confined or residing in a government-operated
institution, unless he or she meets eligibility criteria adopted by the administrator:
(c)who resides in an area of the state served by a managed health care system
participating in the plan((,--n ))_ d who chooses to obtain basic health care
coverage from a particular managed health care system(()); and (e who pays or
on whose behalf is paid the full costs for participation in the plan, without any
subsidy from the plan.
(6) "Subsidy" means the difference between the amount of periodic payment
the administrator makes to a managed health care system on behalf of a subsidized
enrollee plus the administrative cost to the plan of providing the plan to that
subsidized enrollee, and the amount determined to be the subsidized enrollee's
responsibility under RCW 70.47.060(2).
(7) "Premium" means a periodic payment, based upon gross family income
which an individual, their employer or another financial sponsor makes to the plan
as consideration for enrollment in the plan as a subsidized enrollee or a
nonsubsidized enrollee.
(8) "Rate" means the per capita amount, negotiated by the administrator with
and paid to a participating managed health care system, that is based upon the
enrollment of subsidized and nonsubsidized enrollees in the plan and in that
system.
Sec. 2. RCW 70.47.060 and 1995 c 266 s I and 1995 c 2 s 4 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
The administrator has the following powers and duties:
(I) To design and from time to time revise a schedule of covered basic health
care services, including physician services, inpatient and outpatient hospital
services, prescription drugs and medications, and other services that may be
necessary for basic health care. In addition, the administrator may offer as basic
health plan services chemical dependency services, mental health services and
organ transplant services; however, no one service or any combination of these
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three services shall increase the actuarial value of the basic health plan benefits by
more than five percent excluding inflation, as determined by the office of financial
management. All subsidized and nonsubsidized enrollees in any participating
managed health care system under the Washington basic health plan shall be
entitled to receive covered services in return for premium payments to the plan.
The schedule of services shall emphasize proven preventive and primary health
care and shall include all services necessary for prenatal, postnatal, and well-child
care. However, with respect to coverage for groups of subsidized enrollees who
are eligible to receive prenatal and postnatal services through the medical
assistance program under chapter 74.09 RCW, the administrator shall not contract
for such services except to the extent that such services are necessary over not
more than a one-month period in order to maintain continuity of care after
diagnosis of pregnancy by the managed care provider. The schedule of services
shall also include a separate schedule of basic health care services for children,
eighteen years of age and younger, for those subsidized or nonsubsidized enrollees
who choose to secure basic coverage through the plan only for their dependent
children. In designing and revising the schedule of services, the administrator shall
consider the guidelines for assessing health services under the mandated benefits
act of 1984, RCW 48.42.080, and such other factors as the administrator deems
appropriate.
However, with respect to coverage for subsidized enrollees who are eligible
to receive prenatal and postnatal services through the medical assistance program
under chapter 74.09 RCW, the administrator shall not contract for such services
except to the extent that the services are necessary over not more than a one-month
period in order to maintain continuity of care after diagnosis of pregnancy by the
managed care provider.
(2)(a) To design and implement a structure of periodic premiums due the
administrator from subsidized enrollees that is based upon gross family income,
giving appropriate consideration to family size and the ages of all family members.
The enrollment of children shall not require the enrollment of their parent or
parents who are eligible for the plan. The structure of periodic premiums shall be
applied to subsidized enrollees entering the plan as individuals pursuant to
subsection (9) of this section and to the share of the cost of the plan due from
subsidized enrollees entering the plan as employees pursuant to subsection (10) of
this section.
(b) To determine the periodic premiums due the administrator from
nonsubsidized enrollees. Premiums due from nonsubsidized enrollees shall be in
an amount equal to the cost charged by the managed health care system provider
to the state for the plan plus the administrative cost of providing the plan to those
enrollees and the premium tax under RCW 48.14.0201.
(c)An employer or other financial sponsor may, with the prior approval of the
administrator, pay the premium, rate, or any other amount on behalf of a subsidized
or nonsubsidized enrollee, by arrangement with the enrollee and through a
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mechanism acceptable to the administrator, but in no case shall the payment made
on behalf of the enrollee exceed the total premiums due from the enrollee.
(d) To develop, as an offering by all health carriers providing coverage
identical to the basic health plan, a model plan benefits package with uniformity
in enrollee cost-sharing requirements.
(3) To design and implement a structure of enrollee cost sharing due a
managed health care system from subsidized and nonsubsidized enrollees. The
structure shall discourage inappropriate enrollee utilization of health care services,
and may utilize copayments, deductibles, and other cost-sharing mechanisms, but
shall not be so costly to enrollees as to constitute a barrier to appropriate utilization
of necessary health care services.
(4) To limit enrollment of persons who qualify for subsidies so as to prevent
an overexpenditure of appropriations for such purposes. Whenever the
administrator finds that there is danger of such an overexpenditure, the
administrator shall close enrollment until the administrator finds the danger no
longer exists.
(5) To limit the payment of subsidies to subsidized enrollees, as defined in
RCW 70.47.020. The level of subsidy provided to persons who qualify may be
based on the lowest cost plans, as defined by the administrator.
(6)To adopt a schedule for the orderly development of the delivery of services
and availability of the plan to residents of the state, subject to the limitations
contained in RCW 70.47.080 or any act appropriating funds for the plan.
(7) To solicit and accept applications from managed health care systems, as
defined in this chapter, for inclusion as eligible basic health care providers under
the plan. The administrator shall endeavor to assure that covered basic health care
services are available to any enrollee of the plan from among a selection of two or
more participating managed health care systems. In adopting any rules or
procedures applicable to managed health care systems and in its dealings with such
systems, the administrator shall consider and make suitable allowance for the need
for health care services and the differences in local availability of health care
resources, along with other resources, within and among the several areas of the
state. Contracts with participating managed health care systems shall ensure that
basic health plan enrollees who become eligible for medical assistance may, at their
option, continue to receive services from their existing providers within the
managed health care system if such providers have entered into provider
agreements with the department of social and health services.
(8) To receive periodic premiums from or on behalf of subsidized and
nonsubsidized enrollees, deposit them in the basic health plan operating account,
keep records of enrollee status, and authorize periodic payments to managed health
care systems on the basis of the number of enrollees participating in the respective
managed health care systems.
(9) To accept applications from individuals residing in areas served by the
plan, on behalf of themselves and their spouses and dependent children, for
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enrollment in the Washington basic health plan as subsidized or nonsubsidized
enrollees, to establish appropriate minimum-enrollment periods for enrollees as
may be necessary, and to determine, upon application and on areasonable schedule
defined by the authority, or at the request of any enrollee, eligibility due to current
gross family income for sliding scale premiums. No subsidy may be paid with
respect to any enrollee whose current gross family income exceeds twice the
federal poverty level or, subject to RCW 70.47.110, who is a recipient of medical
assistance or medical care services under chapter 74.09 RCW. If, as aresult of an
eligibility review, the administrator determines that a subsidized enrollee's income
exceeds twice the federal poverty level and that the enrollee knowingly failed to
inform the plan of such increase in income, the administrator may bill the enrollee
for the subsidy paid on the enrollee's behalf during the period of time that the
enrollee's income exceeded twice the federal poverty level. If a number of
enrollees drop their enrollment for no apparent good cause, the administrator may
establish appropriate rules or requirements that are applicable to such individuals
before they will be allowed to reenroll in the plan.
(10) To accept applications from business owners on behalf of themselves and
their employees, spouses, and dependent children, as subsidized or nonsubsidized
enrollees, who reside in an area served by the plan. The administrator may require
all or the substantial majority of the eligible employees of such businesses to enroll
in the plan and establish those procedures necessary to facilitate the orderly
enrollment of groups in the plan and into a managed health care system. The
administrator may require that a business owner pay at least an amount equal to
what the employee pays after the state pays its portion of the subsidized premium
cost of the plan on behalf of each employee enrolled in the plan. Enrollment is
limited to those not eligible for medicare who wish to enroll in the plan and choose
to obtain the basic health care coverage and services from a managed care system
participating in the plan. The administrator shall adjust the amount determined to
be due on behalf of or from all such enrollees whenever the amount negotiated by
the administrator with the participating managed health care system or systems is
modified or the administrative cost of providing the plan to such enrollees changes.
(I1) To determine the rate to be paid to each participating managed health care
system in return for the provision of covered basic health care services to enrollees
in the system. Although the schedule of covered basic health care services will be
the same for similar enrollees, the rates negotiated with participating managed
health care systems may vary among the systems. In negotiating rates with
participating systems, the administrator shall consider the characteristics of the
populations served by the respective systems, economic circumstances of the local
area, the need to conserve the resources of the basic health plan trust account, and
other factors the administrator finds relevant.
(12) To monitor the provision of covered services to enrollees by participating
managed health care systems in order to assure enrollee access to good quality
basic health care, to require periodic data reports concerning the utilization of
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health care services rendered to enrollees in order to provide adequate information
for evaluation, and to inspect the books and records of participating managed
health care systems to assure compliance with the purposes of this chapter. In
requiring reports from participating managed health care systems, including data
on services rendered enrollees, the administrator shall endeavor to minimize costs,
both to the managed health care systems and to the plan. The administrator shall
coordinate any such reporting requirements with other state agencies, such as the
insurance commissioner and the department of health, to minimize duplication of
effort.
(13) To evaluate the effects this chapter has on private employer-based health
care coverage and to take appropriate measures consistent with state and federal
statutes that will discourage the reduction of such coverage in the state.
(14) To develop a program of proven preventive health measures and to
integrate it into the plan wherever possible and consistent with this chapter.
(15) To provide, consistent with available funding, assistance for rural
residents, underserved populations, and persons of color.
(16) In consultation with appropriate state and local government agencies. to
establish criteria defining eligibility for persons confined or residing in
government-operated institutions.
Passed the House April 22, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 18, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 13, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 13, 1997.

CHAPTER 336
[Substitute House Bill 2227]
HEALTH SERVICES PROVIDERS UNDER INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE-REQUIREMENTS
AN ACT Relating to health services providers under industrial insurance; amending RCW
51.48.280; adding a new section to chapter 51.36 RCW; and prescribing penalties.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 51.48.280 and 1986 c 200 s 6 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)Any person, firm, corporation, partnership, association, agency, institution,
or other legal entity, that solicits or receives any remuneration (including any
kickback, bribe, or rebate) directly or indirectly, overtly or covertly, in cash or in
kind:
(a) In return for referring an individual to a person for the furniohing or
arranging for the furnishing of any item or service for which payment may be made
in whole or in part under this chapter; or
(b) In return for purchasing, leasing, ordering, or arranging for or
recommending purchasing, leasing, or ordering any goods, facility, service, or item
for which payment may be made in whole or in part under this chapter;
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shall be guilty of a class C felony((, PREOVIDED,"a)). However, the fine, if
imposed, shall not be in an amount more than twenty-five thousand dollars, except
as authorized by RCW 9A.20.030.
(2) Any person, firm, corporation, partnership, association, agency, institution,
or other legal entity, that offers or pays any remuneration (including any kickback,
bribe, or rebate) directly or indirectly, overtly or covertly, in cash or in kind to any
person to induce such person:
(a) To refer an individual to a person for the furnishing or arranging for the
furnishing of any item or service for which payment may be made, in whole or in
part, under this chapter; or
(b) To purchase, lease, order, or arrange for or recommend purchasing,
leasing, or ordering any goods, facility, service, or item for which payment may be
made in whole or in part under this chapter;
shall be guilty of a class C felony((: PRO,,IDED, hat)). However, the fine, if
imposed, shall not be in an amount more than twenty-five thousand dollars, except
as authorized by RCW 9A.20.030.
(3) A health services provider who (a) provides a health care service to a
claimant, while acting as the claimant's representative for the purpose of obtaining
authorization for the services, and (b) charges a percentage of the claimant's
benefits or other fee for acting as the claimant's representative under this title shall
be guilty of a gross misdemeanor, However, the fine, if imposed, shall not be in
an amount more than twenty-five thousand dollars, except as authorized by RCW
9A.20,030,
(4 Subsections (1)and (2)of this section shall not apply to:
(a) A discount or other reduction in price obtained by a provider of services
or other entity under this chapter if the reduction in price is properly disclosed and
appropriately reflected in the costs claimed or charges made by the provider or
entity under this chapter; and
(b) Any amount paid by an employer to an employee (who has a bona fide
employment relationship with such employer) for employment in the provision of
covered items or services.
(((4))) (5 Subsections (1)
and (2) of this section, if applicable to the conduct
involved, shall supersede the criminal provisions of chapter 19.68 RCW, but shall
not preclude administrative proceedings authorized by chapter 19.68 RCW.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 2. A new section is added to chapter 51.36 RCW to
read as follows:
In addition to other authority granted under this chapter, the department may
deny applications of health care providers to participate as a provider of services
to injured workers under this title, or terminate or suspend providers' eligibility to
participate, if the provider uses or causes or promotes the use of, advertising
matter, promotional materials, or other representation, however disseminated or
published, that is false, misleading, or deceptive with respect to the industrial
insurance system or benefits for injured workers under this title.
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CHAPTER 337
[Substitute House Bill 2279]
BASIC HEALTH PLAN-REVISIONS
AN ACT Relating to the basic health plan; amending RCW 70.47.015, 48.43.025, 48.43.035,
48.41.060,48.41.030,70.47.120, and 70.47.130; reenacting and amending RCW 70.47.060; providing
an effective date; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 70.47.015 and 1995 c 265 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) The legislature finds that the basic health plan has been an effective
program in providing health coverage for uninsured residents. Further, since 1993,
substantial amounts of public funds have been allocated for subsidized basic health
plan enrollment.
(2) It is the intent of the legislature that the basic health plan enrollment be
expanded expeditiously, consistent with funds available in the health services
account, with the goal of two hundred thousand adult subsidized basic health plan
enrollees and one hundred thirty thousand children covered through expanded
medical assistance services by June 30, 1997, with the priority of providing needed
health services to children in conjunction with other public programs.
(3)Effective January 1,1996, basic health plan enrollees whose income is less
than one hundred twenty-five percent of the federal poverty level shall pay at least
a ten-dollar premium share.
(4) No later than July 1,1996, the administrator shall implement procedures
whereby hospitals licensed under chapters 70.41 and 71.12 RCW, health carrier,
rural health care facilities regulated under chapter 70.175 RCW, and community
and migrant health centers funded under RCW 41.05.220, may expeditiously assist
patients and their families in applying for basic health plan or medical assistance
coverage, and in submitting such applications directly to the health care authority
or the department of social and health services. The health care authority and the
department of social and health services shall make every effort to simplify and
expedite the application and enrollment process.
(5) No later than July 1, 1996, the administrator shall implement procedures
whereby health insurance agents and brokers, licensed under chapter 48.17 RCW,
may expeditiously assist patients and their famili,!s in applying for basic health
plan or medical assistance coverage, and in submitting such applications directly
to the health care authority or the department of social and health services. Brokers
and agents ((shalI be entitled-t))Mg receive a commission for each individual
sale of the basic health plan to anyone not ((at ar,ytim prc;
vualy)) signed up
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within the previous five years and a commission for each group sale of the basic
health plan..if..0ing for this turpose is provided in a specific appropriation to the
health care authority. No commission shall be provided upon a renewal.
Commissions shall be determined based on the estimated annual cost of the basic
health plan, however, commissions shall not result in a reduction in the premium
amount paid to health carriers. For purposes of this section "health carrier" is as
defined in RCW 48.43.005. The administrator may establish: (a) Minimum
educational requirements that must be completed by the agents or brokers: (b) an
apointment process for agents or brokers marketing the basic health plan: or (c)
standards for revocation of the appointment of an agent or broker to submit
applications for cause, including untrustworthy or incompetent conduct or harm to
the public, The health care authority and the department of social and health
services shall make every effort to simplify and expedite the application and
enrollment process.
Sec. 2. RCW 70.47.060 and 1995 c 266 s 1 and 1995 c 2 s 4 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
The administrator has the following powers and duties:
(1)To design and from time to time revise a schedule of covered basic health
care services, including physician services, inpatient and outpatient hospital
services, prescription drugs and medications, and other services that may be
necessary for basic health care. In addition, the administrator may. to the extent
that funds are available, offer as basic health plan services chemical dependency
services, mental health services and organ transplant services; however, no one
service or any combination of these three services shall increase the actuarial value
of the basic health plan benefits by more than five percent excluding inflation, as
determined by the office of financial management. All subsidized and
nonsubsidized enrollees in any participating managed health care system under the
Washington basic health plan shall be entitled to receive (([cavcred basic health
cam sersieej)) covered basic health care services in return for premium payments
to the plan. The schedule of services shall emphasize proven preventive and
primary health care and shall include all services necessary ior prenatal, postnatal,
and well-child care. However, with respect to coverage for groups of subsidized
enrollees who are eligible to receive prenatal and postnatal services through the
medical assistance program under chapter 74.09 RCW, the administrator shall not
contract for such services except to the extent that such services are necessary over
not more than a one-month period in order to maintain continuity of care after
diagnosis of pregnancy by the managed care provider. The schedule of services
shall also include a separate schedule of basic health care services for children,
eighteen years of age and younger, for those subsidized or nonsubsidized enrollees
who choose to secure basic coverage through the plan only for their dependent
children. In designing and revising the schedule of services, the administrator shall
consider the guidelines for assessing health services under the mandated benefits
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act of 1984, RCW 48.42.080, and such other factors as the administrator deems
appropriate.
However, with respect to coverage for subsidized enrollees who are eligible
to receive prenatal and postnatal services through the medical assistance program
under chapter 74.09 RCW, the administrator shall not contract for such services
except to the extent that the services are necessary over not more than a one-month
period in order to maintain continuity of care after diagnosis of pregnancy by the
managed care provider.
(2)(a) To design and implement a structure of periodic premiums due the
administrator from subsidized enrollees that is based upon gross family income,
giving appropriate consideration to family size and the ages of all family members.
The enrollment of children shall not require the enrollment of their parent or
parents who are eligible for the plan. The structure of periodic premiums shall be
applied to subsidized enrollees entering the plan as individuals pursuant to
subsection (9) of this section and to the share of the cost of the plan due from
subsidized enrollees entering the plan as employees pursuant to subsection (10) of
this section.
(b) To determine the periodic premiums due the administrator from
nonsubsidized enrollees. Premiums due from nonsubsidized enrollees shall be in
an amount equal to the cost charged by the managed health care system provider
to the state for the plan plus the administrative cost of providing the plan to those
enrollees and the premium tax under RCW 48.14.0201.
(c) An employer or other financial sponsor may, with the prior approval of the
administrator, pay the premium, rate, or any other amount on behalf of a subsidized
or nonsubsidized enrollee, by arrangement with the enrollee and through a
mechanism acceptable to the administrator((, bt in... ea shall the payment mad
on behalf oF the erolle
1

t- ita!premiums due

n tfromhe enrollee)).

(d) To develop, as an offering by all health carriers providing coverage
identical to the basic health plan, a model plan benefits package with uniformity
in enrollee cost-sharing requirements.
(3) To design and implement a structure of enrollee cost sharing due a
managed health care system from subsidized and nonsubsidized enrollees. The
structure shall discourage inappropriate enrollee utilization of health care services,
and may utilize copayments, deductibles, and other cost-sharing mechanisms, but
shall not be so costly to enrollees as to constitute a barrier to appropriate utilization
of necessary health care services.
(4) To limit enrollment of persons who qualify for subsidies so as to prevent
an overexpenditure of appropriations for such purposes. Whenever the
administrator finds that there is danger of such an overexpenditure, the
administrator shall close enrollment until the administrator finds the danger no
longer exists.
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(5) To limit the payment of subsidies to subsidized enrollees, as defined in
RCW 70.47.020. The level of subsidy provided to persons who qualify may be
based on the lowest cost plans, as defined by the administrator.
(6)To adopt aschedule for the orderly development of the delivery of services
and availability of the plan to residents of the state, subject to the limitations
contained in RCW 70.47.080 or any act appropriating funds for the plan.
(7) To solicit and accept applications from managed health care systems, as
defined in this chapter, for inclusion as eligible basic health care providers under
the plan. The administrator shall endeavor to assure that covered basic health care
services are available to any enrollee of the plan from among a selection of two or
more participating managed health care systems. In adopting any rules or
procedures applicable to managed health care systems and in its dealings with such
systems, the administrator shall consider and make suitable allowance for the need
for health care services and the differences in local availability of health care
resources, along with other resources, within and among the several areas of the
state. Contracts with participating managed health care systems shall ensure that
basic health plan enrollees who become eligible for medical assistance may, at their
option, continue to receive services from their existing providers within the
managed health care system if such providers have entered into provider
agreements with the department of social and health services.
(8) To receive periodic premiums from or on behalf of subsidized and
nonsubsidized enrollees, deposit them in the basic health plan operating account,
keep records of enrollee status, and authorize periodic payments to managed health
care systems on the basis of the number of enrollees participating in the respective
managed health care systems.
(9) To accept applications from individuals residing in areas served by the
plan, on behalf of themselves and their spouses and dependent children, for
enrollment in the Washington basic health plan as subsidized or nonsubsidized
enrollees, to establish appropriate minimum-enrollment periods for enrollees as
may be necessary, and to determine, upon application and on a reasonable schedule
defined by the authority, or at the request of any enrollee, eligibility due to current
gross family income for sliding scale premiums. No subsidy may be paid with
respect to any enrollee whose current gross family income exceeds twice the
federal poverty level or, subject to RCW 70.47.110, who is a recipient of medical
assistance or medical care services under chapter 74.09 RCW. If, as a result of an
eligibility review, the administrator determines that a subsidized enrollee's income
exceeds twice the federal poverty level and that the enrollee knowingly failed to
inform the plan of such increase in income, the administrator may bill the enrollee
for the subsidy paid on the enrollee's behalf during the period of time that the
enrollee's income exceeded twice the federal poverty level. If a number of
enrollees drop their enrollment for no apparent good cause, the administrator may
establish appropriate rules or requirements that are applicable to such individuals
before they will be allowed to reenroll in the plan.
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(10) To accept applications from business owners on behalf of themselves and
their employees, spouses, and dependent children, as subsidized or nonsubsidized
enrollees, who reside in an area served by the plan. The administrator may require
all or the substantial majority of the eligible employees of such businesses to enroll
in the plan and establish those procedures necessary to facilitate the orderly
enrollment of groups in the plan and into a managed health care system. The
administrator may require that a business owner pay at least an amount equal to
what the employee pays after the state pays its portion of the subsidized premium
cost of the plan on behalf of each employee enrolled in the plan. Enrollment is
limited to those not eligible for medicare who wish to enroll in the plan and choose
to obtain the basic health care coverage and services from a managed care system
participating in the plan. The administrator shall adjust the amount determined to
be due on behalf of or from all such enrollees whenever the amount negotiated by
the administrator with the participating managed health care system or systems is
modified or the administrative cost of providing the plan to such enrollees changes.
(1I) To determine the rate to be paid to each participating managed health care
system in return for the provision of covered basic health care services to enrollees
in the system. Although the schedule of covered basic health care services will be
the same for similar enrollees, the rates negotiated with participating managed
health care systems may vary among the systems. In negotiating rates with
participating systems, the administrator shall consider the characteristics of the
populations served by the respective systems, economic circumstances of the local
area, the need to conserve the resources of the basic health plan trust account, and
other factors the administrator finds relevant.
(12) To monitor the provision of covered services to enrollees by participating
managed health care systems in order to assure enrollee access to good quality
basic health care, to require periodic data reports concerning the utilization of
health care services rendered to enrollees in order to provide adequate information
for evaluation, and to inspect the books and records of participating managed
health care systems to assure compliance with the purposes of this chapter. In
requiring reports from participating managed health care systems, including data
on services rendered enrollees, the administrator shall endeavor to minimize costs,
both to the managed health care systems and to the plan. The administrator shall
coordinate any such reporting requirements with other state agencies, such as the
insurance commissioner and the department of health, to minimize duplication of
effort.
(13) To evaluate the effects this chapter has on private employer-based health
care coverage and to take appropriate measures consistent with state and federal
statutes that will discourage the reduction of such coverage in the state.
(14) To develop a program of proven preventive health measures and to
integrate it into the plan wherever possible and consistent with this chapter.
(15) To provide, consistent with available funding, assistance for rural
residents, underserved populations, and persons of color.
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*Sec. 3. RCW 48.43.025 and 1997 c... s 203 (EngrossedSubstitute House
Bill No. 2018) are each amended to read asfollows:
(1) Except as permitted in RCW 48.43,035 or otherwise specified in this
section ((aid.i RC,"1t.43.J35)):
(a)No carriermay reject an individualforhealth plan coverage based upon
preexisting conditions of the individual.
(b) No carrier may deny, exclude, or otherwise limit coverage for an
individual'spreexisting health conditions;except that a carriermay impose a
three-month benefit waitingperiodforpreexisting conditionsfor which medical
advice was given, or for which a health careproviderrecommended orprovided
treatment within three months before the effective date of coverage.
(c) Every health carrier offering any individual health plan to any
individual must allow open enrollment to eligible applicantsinto all individual
health plans offered by the carrierduringthe full months of July andAugust of
each year. The individual health plans exempt from guaranteed continuity
under RCW 48.43.035(4) are exempt from this requirement. All applicationsfor
open enrollment coveragemust be complete andpostmarked to or received by the
carrier in the months of July or August in any year following July 27, 1997.
Coveragefor these applicantsmust begin thefirst day of the next month subject
to receipt of timely payment consistentwith the terms of the policies.
(d) At any time other than the open enrollmentperiodspecified in (c) of this
subsection, a carriermay eitherdecline to acceptan applicantfor enrollment or
apply to such applicant'scoveragea preexisting condition benefit waiting period
not to exceed the amount of time remaining until the next open enrollment
period,or three months, whichever is greater,provided that in either case all of
the following conditions are met:
(i) The applicant has not maintainedcoverage as requiredin (f) of this
subsection;
(ii) The applicantis not applying as a newly eligible dependent meeting the
requirements of(g) of this subsection; and
(iii) The carrier uses uniform health evaluation criteria and practices
among all individualhealthplans it offers.
(e) If a carrierexercises the options specified in (d)of this subsection it must
advise the applicantin writing within ten business days of such decision. Notice
of the availability of Washington state health insurancepool coverage and a
brochure outlining the benefits and exclusions of the Washington state health
insurancepool policy or policies must be provided in accordance with RCW
48.41.180 to any person rejectedfor individualhealthplan coverage, who has
had any health condition limited or excluded through health underwritingor
who otherwise meets requirementsfor notice in chapter 48.41 RCW. Provided
timely and complete applicationis received by the pool, eligible individuals shall
be enrolled in the Washington state health insurance pool in an expeditious
manner as determinedby the boardof directors of the pool.
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(f) A carriermay not refuse enrollment at any time based upon health
evaluation criteria to otherwise eligible applicants who have been coveredfor
any partof the three-month periodimmediatelypreceding the date of application
for the new individual health plan under a comparable group or individual
health benefit plan with substantially similar benefits. For purposes of this
subsection, in addition to provisions in RCW 48.43.015, the following publicly
administeredcoverage shallbe consideredcomparablehealth benefit plans: The
basic health plan established by chapter 70.47 RCW; the medical assistance
program establishedby chapter 74.09 RCW; and the Washington state health
insurance pool, established by chapter 48.41 RCW, as long as the person is
continuously enrolled in the pool until the next open enrollmentperiod. If the
person is enrolled in the pool for less than three months, she or he will be
creditedfor that periodup to three months.
(g) A carriermust acceptfor enrollment all newly eligible dependents of an
enrolleefor enrollment onto the enrollee's individualhealth plan at any time of
the year, provided applicationis made within sixty.three days of eligibility, or
such longer time as providedby law or contract.
(h) At no time are carriersrequiredto acceptfor enrollment any individual
residing outside the state of Washington, exceptfor qualifying dependents who
reside outside the carrierservice area.
(2) No carrier may avoid the requirements of this section through the
creation of a new rate classification or the modification of an existing rate
classification. A new or changedrate classificationwill be deemed an attempt
to avoid the provisions of this section if the new or changed classificationwould
substantiallydiscourage applicationsfor coveragefrom in,'viduas or groups
who are higherthan average health risks. The provisions oJ'thissection apply
only to individuals who are Washington residents.
*Sec. 3 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*Sec. 4. RCW 48.43.035 and 1997 c... s 204 (EngrossedSubstitute House
Bill No. 2018) are each amended to readas follows:
(1) Except as permitted in RCW 48.43.025 or otherwise specified in this
section ((a.nd in RC,,.u
43.025)), every health carrier shall accept for
enrollment any state resident within the carrier'sservice area and provide or
assure the provision of all covered services regardless of age, sex, family
structure, ethnicity, race, health condition, geographic location, employment
status, socioeconomic status, other condition or situation, or the provisions of
RCW 49.60.174(2). The insurance commissioner may grant a temporary
exemption from this subsection, if, upon application by a health carrierthe
commissionerfinds that the clinical,financial, or administrative capacity to
serve existing enrollees will be impaired if a health carrier is required to
continue enrollment of additionaleligible individuals.
(2) Except as providedin subsection (6) of this section, all healthplans shall
contain or incorporateby endorsement aguaranteeof the continuity of coverage
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of the plan. For the purposes of this section, a plan is "renewed" when it is
continued beyond the earliestdate upon which, at the carrier'ssole option, the
plan could have been terminatedfor other than nonpayment of premium. In the
case of groupplans, the carriermay consider the group's anniversarydateas the
renewal date for purposes of complying with the provisions of this section.
(3) The guaranteeof continuity of coverage requiredin health plans shall
not prevent a carrierfrom canceling or nonrenewing a health planfor:
(a) Nonpayment of premium;
(b) Violation of publishedpolicies of the carrierapproved by the insurance
commissioner;
(c) Covered persons entitled to become eligible for medicare benefits by
reason of age who fail to apply for a medicare supplement plan or medicare cost,
risk, or other plan offered by the carrier pursuant to federal laws and
regulations;
(d) Coveredpersons who fail to pay any deductible or copayment amount
owed to the carrierand not the providerof health care services;
(e) Coveredpersons committingfraudulentacts as to the carrier;
(1) Coveredpersons who materially breach the health plan;
(g) Changeor implementation offederal or state laws that no longerpermit
the continued offering of such coverage; or
(h) Cessation of a plan in accordance with subsection (5) or (7) of this
section.
(4) The provisions of this section do not apply in thefollowing cases:
(a)A carrierhas zero enrollment on a product;
(b) A carrierreplaces a product and the replacementproduct is provided to
all covered persons within that class or line of business, includes all of the
services covered under the replacedproduct, and does not significantly limit
access to the kind of services covered inder the replacedproduct. The health
plan may also allow unrestrictedconversion to afully comparableproduct; or
(c) A carrieris withdrawingfrom a service area orfrom a segment of its
service area because the carrierhas demonstrated to the insurance commissioner that the carrier'sclinical,financial,or administrativecapacity to serve
enrollees would be exceeded.
(5) A health carriermay discontinue or materially modify a particular
healthplan, only if.
(a) The health carrierprovides notice to each covered person or group
provided coverage of this type of such discontinuationor modification at least
ninety days priorto the date of the discontinuationor modification of coverage;
(b) The health carrieroffers to each covered person or group provided
coverage of this type the option to purchase any other health plan currently
being offered by the health carrierto similar covered persons in the market
category and geographicarea;and
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(c) In exercisingthe option to discontinueor modify a particularhealthplan
and in offering the option of coverage under (b) of this subsection, the health
carrieracts uniformly without regard to any health-status relatedfactor of
coveredpersons or persons who may become eligiblefor coverage.
(6) The provisions of this section do not apply to healthplans deemed by the
insurancecommissioner to be unique or limited or have a short-termpurpose,
after a written requestfor such classification by the carrierand subsequent
written approval by the insurancecommissioner.
(7) A health carriermay discontinue allhealth plan coveragein one or more
of the following lines of business:
(a)(i) Individual;or
(ii)(A) Small group (1-50 eligible employees); and
(B) Large group (51+ eligible employees);
(b) Only if.
(i) The health carrier provides notice to the office of the insurance
commissioner and to each person covered by a plan within the line of business
of such discontinuationat least one hundred eighty days priorto the expiration
of coverage; and
(ii) All plans issued or delivered in the state by the health carrierin such
line of business are discontinued,and coverage under such plans in such line
of business is not renewed; and
(iii) The health carriermay not issue any health plan coverage in the line
of business and state involved duringthefive-year period beginning on the date
of the discontinuationof the last healthplan not so renewed.
(8) The portabilityprovisions of RCW 48.43.015 continue to apply to all
enrollees whose health insurance coverage is modified or discontinuedpursuant
to this section.
(9) Nothing in this section modifies a health carrier'sresponsibility to offer
the basic health plan model plan as requiredby RCW 70.47.060(2)(d).
*Sec. 4 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Sec. 5. RCW 48.41.060 and 1997 c... s 211 (Engrossed Substitute House
Bill No. 2018) are each amended to read as follows:
The board shall have the general powers and authority granted under the laws
of this state to insurance companies, health care service contractors, and health
maintenance organizations, licensed or registered to offer or provide the kinds of
health coverage defined under this title. In addition thereto, the board may:
(1) Enter into contracts as are necessary or proper to carry out the provisions
and purposes of this chapter including the authority, with the approval of the
commissioner, to enter into contracts with similar pools of other states for the joint
performance of common administrative functions, or with persons or other
organizations for the performance of administrative functions;
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(2) Sue or be sued, including taking any legal action as necessary to avoid the
payment of improper claims against the pool or the coverage provided by or
through the pool;
(3) Establish appropriate rates, rate schedules, rate adjustments, expense
allowances, agent referral fees, claim reserve formulas and any other actuarial
functions appropriate to the operation of the pool. Rates shall not be unreasonable
in relation to the coverage provided, the risk experience, and expenses of providing
the coverage. Rates and rate schedules may be adjusted for appropriate risk factors
such as age and area variation in claim costs and shall take into consideration
appropriate risk factors in accordance with established actuarial underwriting
practices consistent with Washington state small group plan rating requirements
under RCW ((48.29.928, 48.44.22, a. 48.46.064 )) 48.44.023 and 48.46.066;
(4) Assess members of the pool in accordance with the provisions of this
chapter, and make advance interim assessments as may be reasonable and
necessary for the organizational or interim operating expenses. Any interim
assessments will be credited as offsets against any regular assessments due
following the close of the year;
(5) Issue policies of health coverage in accordance with the requirements of
this chapter;
(6) Appoint appropriate legal, actuarial and other committees as necessary to
provide technical assistance in the operation of the pool, policy, and other contract
design, and any other function within the authority of the pool; and
(7) Conduct periodic audits to assure the general accuracy of the financial data
submitted to the pool, and the board shall cause the pool to have an annual audit
of its operations by an independent certified public accountant.
Sec. 6. RCW 48.41.030 and 1997 c ... (Engrossed Substitute House Bill No.
2018) s 210 are each amended to read as follows:
HEALTH INSURANCE POOL-DEFINITIONS. As used in this chapter, the
following terms have the meaning indicated, unless the context requires otherwise:
(1) "Accounting year" means a twelve-month period determined by the board
for purposes of record-keeping and accounting. The first accounting year may be
more or less than twelve months and, from time to time in subsequent years, the
board may order an accounting year of other than twelve months as may be
required for orderly management and accounting of the pool.
(2) "Administrator" means the entity chosen by the board to administer the
pool under RCW 48.41.080.
(3) "Board" means the board of directors of the pool.
(4) "Commissioner" means the insurance commissioner.
(5) "Covered Person" means any individual resident of this state who is
elijaible to receive benefits from any member, or other health plan,
M6 "Health care facility" has the same meaning as in RCW 70.38.025.
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(((6))) (7) "Health care provider" means any physician, facility, or health care
professional, who is licensed in Washington state and entitled to reimbursement for
health care services.
(((4))) (8)"Health care services" means services for the purpose of preventing,
alleviating, curing, or healing human illness or injury.
(((8))) (9M "Health coverage" means any group or individual disability
insurance policy, health care service contract, and health maintenance agreement,
except those contracts entered into for the provision of health care services
pursuant to Title XVIII of the Social Security Act, 42 U.S.C. Sec. 1395 et seq. The
term does not include short-term care, long-term care, dental, vision, accident,
fixed indemnity, disability income contracts, civilian health and medical program
for the uniform services (CHAMPUS), 10 U.S.C. 55, limited benefit or credit
insurance, coverage issued as a supplement to liability insurance, insurance arising
out of the worker's compensation or similar law, automobile medical payment
insurance, or insurance under which benefits are payable with or without regard to
fault and which is statutorily required to be contained in any liability insurance
policy or equivalent self-insurance.
(((-9))) (10) "Health plan" means any arrangement by which persons, including
dependents or spouses, covered or making application to be covered under this
pool, have access to hospital and medical benefits or reimbursement including any
group or individual disability insurance policy; health care service contract; health
maintenance .greement; uninsured arrangements of group or group-type contracts
including employer self-insured, cost-plus, or other benefit methodologies not
involving insurance or not governed by Title 48 RCW; coverage under group-type
contracts which are not available to the general public and can be obtained only
because of connection with a particular organization or group; and coverage by
medicare or other governmental benefits. This term includes coverage through
"health coverage" as defined under this section, and specifically excludes those
types of programs excluded under the definition of "health coverage" in subsection
(((8))) (2M of this section.
(((40))) (11) "Medical assistance" means coverage under Title XIX of the
federal Social Security Act (42 U.S.C., Sec. 1396 et seq.) and chapter 74.09 RCW.
(((4))) (12) "Medicare" means coverage under Title XVIII of the Social
Security Act, (42 U.S.C. Sec. 1395 et seq., as amended).
(((--1-2))) (3 "Member" means any commercial insurer which provides
disability insurance, any health care service contractor, and any health maintenance
organization licensed under Title 48 RCW. "Member" shall also mean, as soon as
authorized by federal law, employers and other entities, including a self-funding
entity and employee welfare benefit plans that provide health plan benefits in this
state on or after May 18, 1987. "Member" does not include any insurer, health care
service contractor, or health maintenance organization whose products are
exclusively dental products or those products excluded from the definition of
"health coverage" set forth in subsection (((-8))) (9 of this section.
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(((-3))) (14) "Network provider" means a health care provider who has
contracted in writing with the pool administrator to accept payment from and to
look solely to the pool according to the terms of the pool health plans.
(((4))) (M "Plan of operation" means the pool, including articles, by-laws,
and operating rules, adopted by the board pursuant to RCW 48.41.050.
(((--6))) (16) "Point of service plan" means a benefit plan offered by the pool
under which a covered person may elect to receive covered services from network
providers, or nonnetwork providers at a reduced rate of benefits.
(((--~())) lI.7.. "Pool" means the Washington state health insurance pool as
created in RCW 48.41.040.
(((--7))) (18) "Substantially equivalent health plan" means a "health plan" as
defined in subsection (((9))) (10) of this section which, in the judgment of the
board or the administrator, offers persons including dependents or spouses covered
or making application to be covered by this pool an overall level of benefits
deemed approximately equivalent to the minimum benefits available under this
pool.
Sec. 7. RCW 70.47.120 and 1987 1st ex.s. c 5 s 14 are each amended to read
as follows:
In addition to the powers and duties specified in RCW 70.47.040 and
70.47.060, the administrator has the power to enter into contracts for the following
functions and services:
(1) With public or private agencies, to assist the administrator in her or his
duties to design or revise the schedule of covered basic health care services, and/or
to monitor or evaluate the performance of participating managed health care
systems.
(2) With public or private agencies, to provide technical or professional
assistance to health care providers, particularly public or private nonprofit
organizations and providers serving rural areas, who show serious intent and
apparent capability to participate in the plan as managed health care systems.
(3) With public or private agencies, including health care service contractors
registered under RCW 48.44.015, and doing business in the state, for marketing
and administrative services in connection with participation of managed health care
systems, enrollment of enrollees, billing and collection services to the
administrator, and other administrative functions ordinarily performed by health
care service contractors, other than insurance. Any activities of a health care
service contractor pursuant to a contract with the administrator under this section
shall be exempt from the provisions and requirements of Title 48 RCW except that
persons appointed or authorized to solicit applications for enrollment in the basic
health plan shall comply with chapter 48.17 RCW.
Sec. 8. RCW 70.47.130 and 1994 c 309 s 6 are each amended to read as
follows:
M1The activities and operations of the Washington basic health plan under
this chapter, including those of managed health care systems to the extent of their
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participation in the plan, are exempt from the provisions and requirements of Title
48 RCW((, exeept w prvided in RCW 70.47.070 and that the premium and
prepaymen~t tax imposed under RGW 48.14.0201 shall apply to amnist paid to
mttnaged health care systm by the basie health plar. for pmlieipating in the basie
h4alth plan ind prvding health ,,r
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(a) Benefits as provided in RCW 70.47,070:
(b)Persons apointed or authorized to solicit applications for enrollment in the
basic health plan. including employees of the health pare authority, must comply
with chapter 48.17 RCW. For purposes of this subsection (1)(b), "solicit" does not
include distributing information and applications for the basic health plan and
responding to questions: and
(c) Amounts paid to a managed health care system by the basic health plan for
participating in the basic health plan and providing health care services for
nonsubsidized enrollees in the basic health plan must comply with RCW
48.14,0201.
(2) The purpose of the 1994 amendatory language to this section in chapter
309, Laws of 1994 is to clarify the intent of the legislature that premiums paid on
behalf of nonsubsidized enrollees in the basic health plan are subject to the
premium and prepayment tax. The legislature does not consider this clarifying
language to either raise existing taxes nor to impose a tax that did not exist
previously.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 9. Sections 1 and 2 of this act are necessary for the
immediate preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of the state
government and its existing public institutions, and take effect July 1, 1997.
Passed the House April 27, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 27, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 13, 1997, with the exception of certain items
that were vetoed.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 13, 1997.
Note: Governor's explanation of partial veto is as follows:
"Iam returning herewith, without my approval as to sections 3 and 4, Substitute
House Bill No. 2279 entitled:
"AN ACT Relating to the basic health plan;"
I have vetoed sections 3 and 4 of SHB 2279 because they amend sections of ESHB
2018 that I have already vetoed. Section 3 makes reference to Section 203 of ESHB 2018
which would have limited the open enrollment period for health insurance to two months
per year. This section represerts a significant change to current policy and could require
individuals to wait as long as 13 months for regular health insurance coverage.
Section 4 of SHB 2279 makes reference to section 204 of ESHB 2108 which would
have allowed health carriers the option to discontinue or modify a particular plan with
ninety days' notice to enrollees, with no requirement that comparable benefits be offered
in another plan. Again, this a significant change to current law which requires that carriers
may not discontinue a plan unless the carrier offers acomparable product as an alternative.
For these reasons, I have vetoed sections 3 and 4 of Substitute House Bill No. 2279.
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With the exception of sections 3 and 4. I am approving Substitute House Bill No.
2279."

CHAPTER 338
(Engrossed Third Substitute House Bill 3900]
JUVENILE OFFENDERS
AN ACT Relating to offenders; amending RCW 5.60.060, 9.94A.040, 13.04.011, 13.40.010,
13.40.0357, 13.40.0357, 13.40.040, 13.40.045, 13.40.050, 13.40.060,13.40.070, 13.40.077, 13.40.100,
13.40.110, 13.40.130, 13.40.135, 13.40.150, 13.40.160, 13,40.190, 13.40.193, 13.40.200, 13.40.210,
13.40.230, 13.40.250,13.40.265, 13.40.320, 13,50.010, 13,50.050, 72.01.410, 72.09.460, 9A.36.045,
9A.36.050, 9,41,010,9.41.040, 9.94A. 103, 9.94A. 105, 9.94A.310,10.99.020,10.99.040,10.99.050,
82.44.110, 69.50.520, and 13.40.080; reenacting and amending RCW 9.94A.030, 9.94A.120,
9.94A.360, 13.04.030, 13.40.020, 13.40.020, 9.94A.320, and 9A.46.060; adding new sections to
chapter 13.40 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 70.96A RCW; adding a new section to chapter
72,01 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 43.121 RCW; creating new sections; repealing RCW
9.94A.045, 13.40.025, 13.40.075, 13.40.125, and 13.40.0354; prescribing penalties; providing
effective dates; providing expiration dates; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 5.60.060 and 1996 c 156 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) A husband shall not be examined for or against his wife, without the
consent of the wife, nor a wife for or against her husband without the consent of
the husband; nor can either during marriage or afterward, be without the consent
of the other, examined as to any communication made by one to the other during
marriage, But this exception shall not apply to a civil action or proceeding by one
against the other, nor to a criminal action or proceeding for a crime committed by
one against the other, nor to a criminal action or proceeding against a spouse if the
marriage occurred subsequent to the filing of formal charges against the defendant,
nor to a criminal action or proceeding for a crime committed by said husband or
wife against any child of whom said husband or wife is the parent or guardian, nor
to a proceeding under chapter 70.96A or 71.05 RCW: PROVIDED, That the
spouse of a person sought to be detained under chapter 70.96A or 71.05 RCW may
not be compelled to testify and shall be so informed by the court prior to being
called as a witness.
(2)W. An attorney or counselor shall not, without the consent of his or her
client, be examined as.to any communication made by the client to him or her, or
his or her advice given thereon in the course of professional employment.
(b) A parent or guardian of a minor child arrested on a criminal charge may
not be examined as to a communication between the child and his or her attorney
if the communication was made in the presence of the parent or guardian, This
privilege does not extend to communications made prior to the arrest,
(3) A member of the clergy or a priest shall not, without the consent of a
person making the confession, be examined as to any confession made to him or
her in his or her professional character, in the course of discipline enjoined by the
church to which he or she belongs.
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(4) Subject to the limitations under RCW 70.96A.140 or 71.05.250, a
physician or surgeon or osteopathic physician or surgeon shall not, without the
consent of his or her patient, be examined in a civil action as to any information
acquired in attending such patient, which was necessary to enable him or her to
prescribe or act for the patient, except as follows:
(a) In any judicial proceedings regarding a child's injury, neglect, or sexual
abuse or the cause thereof; and
(b) Ninety days after filing an action for personal injuries or wrongful death,
the claimant shall be deemed to waive the physician-patient privilege. Waiver of
the physician-patient privilege for any one physician or condition constitutes a
waiver of the privilege as to all physicians or conditions, subject to such limitations
as a court may impose pursuant to court rules.
(5) A public officer shall not be examined as a witness as to communications
made to him or her in official confidence, when the public interest would suffer by
the disclosure.
(6)(a) A peer support group counselor shall not, without consent of the law
enforcement officer making the communication, be compelled to testify about any
communication made to the counselor by the officer while receiving counseling.
The counselor must be designated as such by the sheriff, police chief, or chief of
the Washington state patrol, prior to the incident that results in counseling. The
privilege only applies when the communication was made to the counselor while
acting in his or her capacity as a peer support group counselor. The privilege does
not apply if the counselor was an initial responding officer, a witness, or a party to
the incident which prompted the delivery of peer support group counseling services
to the law enforcement officer.
(b) For purposes of this section, "peer support group counselor" means a:
(i) Law enforcement officer, or civilian employee of a law enforcement
agency, who has received training to provide emotional and moral support and
counseling to an officer who needs those services as a result of an incident in
which the officer was involved while acting in his or her official capacity; or
(ii) Nonemployee counselor who has been designated by the sheriff, police
chief, or chief of the Washington state patrol to provide emotional and moral
support and counseling to an officer who needs those services as a result of an
incident in which the officer was involved while acting in his or her official
capacity.
(7) A sexual assault advocate may not, without the consent of the victim, be
examined as to any communication made by the victim to the sexual assault
advocate.
(a) For purposes of this section, "sexual assault advocate" means the employee
or volunteer from a rape crisis center, victim assistance unit, program, or
association, that provides information, medical or legal advocacy, counseling, or
support to victims of sexual assault, who is designated by the victim to accompany
the victim to the hospital or other health care facility and to proceedings concerning
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the alleged assault, including police and prosecution interviews and court
proceedings.
(b) A sexual assault advocate may disclose a confidential communication
without the consent of the victim if failure to disclose is likely to result in a clear,
imminent risk of serious physical injury or death of the victim or another person.
Any sexual assault advocate participating in good faith in the disclosing of records
and communications under this section shall have immunity from any liability,
civil, criminal, or otherwise, that might result from the action. In any proceeding,
civil or criminal, arising out of a disclosure under this section, the good faith of the
sexual assault advocate who disclosed the confidential communication shall be
presumed.
Sec. 2. RCW 9.94A.030 and 1996 c 289 s I and 1996 c 275 s 5 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the definitions in this section
apply throughout this chapter.
(1) "Collect," or any derivative thereof, "collect and remit," or "collect and
deliver," when used with reference to the department of corrections, means that the
department is responsible for monitoring and enforcing the offender's sentence
with regard to the legal financial obligation, receiving payment thereof from the
offender, and, consistent with current law, delivering daily the entire payment to
the superior court clerk without depositing it in a departmental account.
(2) "Commission" means the sentencing guidelines commission.
(3) "Community corrections officer" means an employee of the department
who is responsible for carrying out specific duties in supervision of sentenced
offenders and monitoring of sentence conditions.
(4) "Community custody" means that portion of an inmate's sentence of
confinement in lieu of earned early release time or imposed pursuant to RCW
9.94A. 120 (6), (8), or (10) served in the community subject to controls placed on
the inmate's movement and activities by the department of corrections.
(5) "Community placement" means that period during which the offender is
subject to the conditions of community custody and/or postrelease supervision,
which begins either upon completion of the term of confinement (postrelease
supervision) or at such time as the offender is transferred to community custody
in lieu of earned early release. Community placement may consist of entirely
community custody, entirely postrelease supervision, or a combination of the two.
(6) "Community service" means compulsory service, without compensation,
performed for the benefit of the community by the offender.
(7) "Community supervision" means a period of time during which a
convicted offender is subject to crime-related prohibitions and other sentence
conditions imposed by a court pursuant to this chapter or RCW 16.52.200(6) or
46.61.524. For first-time offenders, the supervision may include crime-related
prohibitions and other conditions imposed pursuant to RCW 9.94A.120(5). For
purposes of the interstate compact for out-of-state supervision of parolees and
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probationers, RCW 9.95.270, community supervision is the functional equivalent
of probation and should be considered the same as probation by other states.
(8) "Confinement" means total or partial confinement as defined in this
section.
(9) "Conviction" means an adjudication of guilt pursuant to Titles 10 or 13
RCW and includes a verdict of guilty, a finding of guilty, and acceptance of a plea
of guilty.
(10) "Court-ordered legal financial obligation" means a sum of money that is
ordered by a superior court of the state of Washington for legal financial
obligations which may include restitution to the victim, statutorily imposed crime
victims' compensation fees as assessed pursuant to RCW 7.68.035, court costs,
county or interlocal drug funds, court-appointed attorneys' fees, and costs of
defense, fines, and any other financial obligation that is assessed to the offender as
a result of a felony conviction. Upon conviction for vehicular assault while under
the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug, RCW 46.61.522(1 )(b), or vehicular
homicide while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug, RCW
46.61.520(1)(a), legal financial obligations may also include payment to a public
agency of the expense of an emergency response to the incident resulting in the
conviction, subject to the provisions in RCW 38.52.430.
(I1) "Crime-related prohibition" means an order of a court prohibiting conduct
that directly relates to the circumstances of the crime for which the offender has
been convicted, and shall not be construed to mean orders directing an offender
affirmatively to participate in rehabilitative programs or to otherwise perform
affirmative conduct.
(I2)(((a))) "Criminal history" means the list of a defendant's prior convictions
and juvenile adjudications, whether in this state, in federal court, or elsewhere.
The history shall include, where known, for each conviction (((i))) (a whether the
defendant has been placed on probation and the length and terms thereof; and
(((H-))) (hl whether the defendant has been incarcerated and the length of
incarceration.
M(b) "Criminal history" shall always inelude juvonile conmictions for gem
offenses and serious Yiolent offenses and shall also inelude a defen~dant's other
prior convictions in juven~ile curt if: (i) The conviction was for a _ffn
R . eqol
whiWeh
ia felon~y or a serious traffic offense and is criminal history as definedi n RCW
13.49.020(9);16i) the defe dant was FiFteeIyears of age or older t !heh
time th

offense was cornmittcd; and (iii) with respect to prior juvcnile class BandC
felonies or serious traffie offenses, the defendant wats less itan twenty three years
of age at !he time the offense for which he or she is being senteneed was
eemmud))
(13) "Day fine" means a fine imposed by the sentencing judge that equals the
difference between the offender's net daily income and the reasonable obligations
that the offender has for the support of the offender and any dependents.
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(14) "Day reporting" means a program of enhanced supervision designed to
monitor the defendant's daily activities and compliance with sentence conditions,
and in which the defendant is required to report daily to a specific location
designated by the department or the sentencing judge.
(15) "Department" means the department of corrections.
(16) "Determinate sentence" means a sentence that states with exactitude the
number of actual years, months, or days of total confinement, of partial
confinement, of community supervision, the number of actual hours or days of
community service work, or dollars or terms of a legal financial obligation. The
fact that an offender through "earned early release" can reduce the actual period of
confinement shall not affect the classification of the sentence as a determinate
sentence.
(17) "Disposable earnings" means that part of the earnings of an individual
remaining after the deduction from those earnings of any amount required by law
to be withheld. For the purposes of this definition, "earnings" means compensation
paid or payable for personal services, whether denominated as wages, salary,
commission, bonuses, or otherwise, and, notwithstanding any other provision of
law making the payments exempt from garnishment, attachment, or other process
to satisfy a court-ordered legal financial obligation, specifically includes periodic
payments pursuant to pension or retirement programs, or insurance policies of any
type, but does not include payments made under Title 50 RCW, except as provided
in RCW 50.40.020 and 50.40.050, or Title 74 RCW.
(1 8) "Drug offense" means:
(a) Any felony violation of chapter 69.50 RCW except possession of a
controlled substance (RCW 69.50.401(d)) or forged prescription for a controlled
substance (RCW 69.50.403);
(b) Any offense defined as a felony under federal law that relates to the
possession, manufacture, distribution, or transpurtation of a controlled substance;
or
(c) Any out-of-state conviction for an offense that under the laws of this state
would be a felony classified as a drug offense under (a) of this subsection.
(19) "Escape" means:
(a)Escape in the first degree (RCW 9A.76.1 10), escape in the second degree
(RCW 9A.76.120), willful failure to return from furlough (RCW 72.66.060),
willful failure to return from work release (RCW 72.65.070), or willful failure to
be available for supervision by the department while in community custody (RCW
72.09.310); or
(b) Any federal or out-of-state conviction for an offense that under the laws
of this state would be a felony classified as an escape under (a) of this subsection.
(20) "Felony traffic offense" means:
(a) Vehicular homicide (RCW 46.61.520), vehicular assault (RCW
46.61.522), eluding a police officer (RCW 46.61.024), or felony hit-and-run injuryaccident (RCW 46.52.020(4)); or
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(b)Any federal or out-of-state conviction for an offense that under the laws
of this state would be a felony classified as a felony traffic offense under (a) of this
subsection.
(21) "Fines" means the requirement that the offender pay a specific sum of
money over a specific period of time to the court.
(22)(((f))) "First-time offender" means any person who is convicted of a
felony (((4))) (aW not classified as a violent offense or a sex offense under this
chapter, or (((ii))) (b) that is not the manufacture, delivery, or possession with
intent to manufacture or deliver a controlled substance classified in schedule I or
II that is a narcotic drug, nor the manufacture, delivery, or possession with intent
to deliver methamphetamine, its salts, isomers, and salts of its isomers as defined
in RCW 69.50.206(d)(2), nor the selling for profit of any controlled substance or
counterfeit substance classified in schedule I, RCW 69.50.204, except leaves and
flowering tops of marihuana, ((and x p as provided in (b) of this subs.. ti..))
who previously has never been convicted of a felony in this state, federal court, or
another state, and who has never participated in a program of deferred prosecution
for a felony offense.
(((b) For purposcs of (a),f this subs tio., a junil ajudiatio f.r an
offense eommittcd before the age of fiftcr
ofsis~
a preyieus felony
envition e.ept for adjudiatt

Oian
f

s..,.-.lff.e.Mls.sand serious vielent offenses.))

(23) "Most serious offense" means any of the following felonies or a felony
attempt to commit any of the following felonies, as now existing or hereafter
amended:
(a) Any felony defined under any law as a class A felony or criminal
solicitation of or criminal conspiracy to commit a class A felony;
(b) Assault in the second degree;
(c) Assault of a child in the second degree;
(d) Child molestation in the second degree;
(e) Controlled substance homicide;
(f) Extortion in the first degree;
(g) Incest when committed against a child under age fourteen;
(h) Indecent liberties;
(i) Kidnapping in the second degree;
(j) Leading organized crime;
(k) Manslaughter in the first degree;
(I) Manslaughter in the second degree;
(m) Promoting prostitution in the first degree;
(n) Rape in the third degree;
(o) Robbery in the second degree;
(p) Sexual exploitation;
(q) Vehicular assault;
(r) Vehicular homicide, when proximately caused by the driving of any
vehicle by any person while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug
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as defined by RCW 46.61.502, or by the operation of any vehicle in a reckless
manner;
(s) Any other class B felony offense with a finding of sexual motivation, as
"sexual motivation" is defined under this section;
(t) Any other felony with a deadly weapon verdict under RCW 9.94A.125;
(u) Any felony offense in effect at any time prior to December 2, 1993, that
iscomparable to amost serious offense under this subsection, or any federal or outof-state conviction for an offense that under the laws of this state would be afelony
classified as a most serious offense under this subsection.
(24) "Nonviolent offense" means an offense which is not a violent offense.
(25) "Offender" means a person who has committed a felony established by
state law and is eighteen years of age or older or is less than eighteen years of age
but whose case is under superior court jurisdiction under RCW 13.04,030 or has
been transferred by the appropriate juvenile court to a criminal court pursuant to
RCW 13.40.110. Throughout this chapter, the terms "offender" and "defendant"
are used interchangeably.
(26) "Partial confinement" means confinement for no more than one year in
a facility or institution operated or utilized under contract by the state or any other
unit of government, or, if home detention or work crew has been ordered by the
court, in an approved residence, for a substantial portion of each day with the
balance of the day spent in the community. Partial confinement includes work
release, home detention, work crew, and a combination of work crew and home
detention as defined in this section.
(27) "Persistent offender" is an offender who:
(a)(i) Has been convicted in this state of any felony considered a most serious
offense; and
(ii) Has, before the commission of the offense under (a) of this subsection,
been convicted as an offender on at least two separate occasions, whether in this
state or elsewhere, of felonies that under the laws of this state would be considered
most serious offenses and would be included in the offender score under RCW
9.94A.360; provided that of the two or more previous convictions, at least one
conviction must have occurred before the commission of any of the other most
serious offenses for which the offender was previously convicted; or
(b)(i) Has been convicted of (A) rape in the first degree, rape in the second
degree, or indecent liberties by forcible compulsion; (B) murder in the first degree,
murder in the second degree, kidnapping in the first degree, kidnapping in the
second degree, assault in the first degree, assault ia the second degree, or burglary
in the first degree, with a finding of sexual motivation; or (C)an attempt to commit
any crime listed in this subsection (27)(b)(i); and
(ii) Has, before the commission of the offense under (b)(i) of this subsection,
been convicted as an offender on at least one occasion, whether in this state or
elsewhere, of an offense listed in (b)(i) of this subsection.
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(28) "Postrelease supervision" is that portion of an offender's community
placement that is not community custody.
(29) "Restitution" means the requirement that the offender pay a specific sum
of money over a specific period of time to the court as payment of damages. The
sum may include both public and private costs. The imposition of a restitution
order does not preclude civil redress.
(30) "Serious traffic offense" means:
(a) Driving while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug (RCW
46.61.502), actual physical control while under the influence of intoxicating liquor
or any drug (RCW 46.61.504), reckless driving (RCW 46.61.500), or hit-and-run
an attended vehicle (RCW 46.52.020(5)); or
(b) Any federal, out-of-state, county, or municipal conviction for an offense
that under the laws of this state would be classified as a serious traffic offense
under (a) of this subsection.
(31) "Serious violent offense" is a subcategory of violent offense and means:
(a) Murder in the first degree, homicide by abuse, murder in the second
degree, assault in the first degree, kidnapping in the first degree, or rape in the first
degree, assault of a child in the first degree, or an attempt, criminal solicitation, or
criminal conspiracy to commit one of these felonies; or
(b) Any federal or out-of-state conviction for an offense that under the laws
of this state would be a felony classified as a serious violent offense under (a) of
this subsection.
(32) "Sentence range" means the sentencing court's discretionary range in
imposing a nonappealable sentence.
(33) "Sex offense" means:
(a) A felony that is a violation of chapter 9A.44 RCW or RCW 9A.64.020 or
9.68A.090 or a felony that is, under chapter 9A.28 RCW, a criminal attempt,
criminal solicitation, or criminal conspiracy to commit such crimes;
(b) A felony with a finding of sexual motivation under RCW 9.94A.127 or
13.40.135; or
(c) Any federal or out-of-state conviction for an offense that under the laws
of this state would be a felony classified as a sex offense under (a) of this
subsection.
(34) "Sexual motivation" means that one of the purposes for which the
defendant committed the crime was for the purpose of his or her sexual
gratification.
(35) "Total confinement" means confinement inside the physical boundaries
of a facility or institution operated or utilized under contract by the state or any
other unit of government for twenty-four hours a day, or pursuant to RCW
72.64.050 and 72.64.060.
(36) "Transition training" means written and verbal instructions and assistance
provided by the department to the offender during the two weeks prior to the
offender's successful completion of the work ethic camp program. The transition
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training shall include instructions in the offender's requirements and obligations
during the offender's period of community custody.
(37) "Victim" means any person who has sustained emotional, psychological,
physical, or financial injury to person or property as a direct result of the crime
charged.
(38) "Violent offense" means:
(a) Any of the following felonies, as now existing or hereafter amended: Any
felony defined under any law as a class A felony or an attempt to commit a class
A felony, criminal solicitation of or criminal conspiracy to commit a class A
felony, manslaughter in the first degree, manslaughter in the second degree,
indecent liberties if committed by forcible compulsion, kidnapping in the second
degree, arson in the second degree, assault in the second degree, assault of a child
in the second degree, extortion in the first degree, robbery in the second degree,
drive-by shooting. vehicular assault, and vehicular homicide, when proximately
caused by the driving of any vehicle by any person while under the influence of
intoxicating liquor or any drug as defined by RCW 46.61.502, or by the operation
of any vehicle in a reckless manner;
(b) Any conviction for a felony offense in effect at any time prior to July 1,
1976, that is comparable to a felony classified as a violent offense in (a) of this
subsection; and
(c) Any federal or out-of-state conviction for an offense that under the laws
of this state would be a felony classified as a violent offense under (a) or (b) of this
subsection.
(39) "Work crew" means a program of partial confinement consisting of civic
improvement tasks for the benefit of the community of not less than thirty-five
hours per week that complies with RCW 9.94A. 135. The civic improvement tasks
shall have minimal negative impact on existing private industries or the labor force
in the county where the service or labor is performed. The civic improvement
tasks shall not affect employment opportunities for people with developmental
disabilities contracted through sheltered workshops as defined in RCW 82.04.385.
Only those offenders sentenced to a facility operated or utilized under contract by
a county or the state are eligible to participate on a work crew. Offenders
sentenced for a sex offense as defined in subsection (33) of this section are not
eligible for the work crew program.
(40) "Work ethic camp" means an alternative incarceration program designed
to reduce recidivism and lower the cost of corrections by requiring offenders to
complete a comprehensive array of real-world job and vocational experiences,
character-building work ethics training, life management skills development,
substance abuse rehabilitation, counseling, literacy training, and basic adult
education.
(41) "Work release" means a program of partial confinement available to
offenders who are employed or engaged as a student in a regular course of study
at school. Participation in work release shall be conditioned upon the offender
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attending work or school at regularly defined hours and abiding by the rules of the
work release facility.
(42) "Home detention" means a program of partial confinement available to
offenders wherein the offender is confined in a private residence subject to
electronic surveillance.
Sec. 3. RCW 9.94A.040 and 1996 c 232 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) A sentencing guidelines commission is established as an agency of state
government.
(2)The legislature finds that the commission, having accomplished its original
statutory directive to implement this chapter, and having expertise in sentencing
practice and policies, shall:
(a) Evaluate state sentencing policy, to include whether the sentencing ranges
and standards are consistent with and further:
(i) The purposes of this chapter as defined in RCW 9.94A.010; and
(ii) The intent of the legislature to emphasize confinement for the violent
offender and alternatives to confinement for the nonviolent offender.
The commission shall provide the governor and the legislature with its
evaluation and recommendations under this subsection not later than December 1,
1996, and every two years thereafter;
(b) Recommend to the legislature revisions or modifications to the standard
sentence ranges, state sentencing policy, prosecuting standards, and other
standards. If implementation of the revisions or modifications would result in
exceeding the capacity of correctional facilities, then the commission shall
accompany its recommendation with an additional list of standard sentence ranges
which are consistent with correction capacity;
(c)Study the existing criminal code and from time to time make recommendations to the legislature for modification;
(d)(i) Serve as a clearinghouse and information center for the collection,
preparation, analysis, and dissemination of information on state and local adult and
juvenile sentencing practices; (ii) develop and maintain a computerized adult and
juvenile sentencing information system by individual superior court judge
consisting of offender, offense, history, and sentence information entered from
judgment and sentence forms for all adult felons; and (iii) conduct ongoing
research regarding adult and juvenile sentencing guidelines, use of total
confinement and alternatives to total confinement, plea bargaining, and other
matters relating to the improvement of the adult criminal justice system and the
juvenile justice system;
(e) Assume the powers and duties of the juvenile disposition standards
commission after June 30, 1996;
(f) Evaluate the effectiveness of existing disposition standards and related
statutes in implementing policies set forth in RCW 13.40.010 generally,
specifically review the guidelines relating to the confinement of minor and first
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offenders as well as the use of diversion, and review the application of current and
proposed juvenile sentencing standards and guidelines for potential adverse
impacts on the sentencing outcomes of racial and ethnic minority youth;
(g) Solicit the comments and suggestions of the juvenile justice community
concerning disposition standards, and make recommendations to the legislature
regarding revisions or modifications of the standards ((in .c.d.n.....th RCW
9.94A.945)). The evaluations shall be submitted to the legislature on December
I of each odd-numbered year. The department of social and health services shall
provide the commission with available data concerning the implementation of the
disposition standards and related statutes and their effect on the performance of the
department's responsibilities relating to juvenile offenders, and with
recommendations for modification of the disposition standards. The office of the
administrator for the courts shall provide the commission with available data on
diversion and dispositions of juvenile offenders under chapter 13.40 RCW; and
(h)Not later than December 1, 1997, and at least every two years thereafter,
based on available information, report to the governor and the legislature on:
(i) Racial disproportionality in juvenile and adult sentencing;
(ii) The capacity of state and local juvenile and adult facilities and resources;
and
(iii) Recidivism information on adult and juvenile offenders.
(3) Each of the commission's recommended standard sentence ranges shall
include one or more of the following: Total confinement, partial confinement,
community supervision, community service, and afine.
(4) The standard sentence ranges of total and partial confinement under this
chapter are subject to the following limitations:
(a)If the maximum term in the range is one year or less, the minimum term
in the range shall be no less than one-third of the maximum term in the range,
except that if the maximum term in the range is ninety days or less, the minimum
term may be less than one-third of the maximum;
(b) If the maximum term in the range is greater than one year, the minimum
term in the range shall be no less than seventy-five percent of the maximum term
in the range; and
(c)The maximum term of confinement in arange may not exceed the statutory
maximum for the crime v provided in RCW 9A.20.021.
(5)The commission shall exercise its duties under this section in conformity
with chapter 34.05 RCW.
Sec. 4. RCW 9.94A.120 and 1996 c 275 s2, 1996 c 215 s5, 1996 c 199 s 1,
and 1996 c 93 s I are each reenacted and amended to read as follows:
When a person isconvicted of afelony, the court shall impose punishment as
provided in this section.
(I) Except as authorized in subsections (2), (4), (5), (6), and (8) of this section,
the court shall impose a sentence within the sentence range for the offense.
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(2) The court may impose a sentence outside the standard sentence range for
that offense if it finds, considering the purpose of this chapter, that there are
substantial and compelling reasons justifying an exceptional sentence.
(3)Whenever a sentence outside the standard range is imposed, the court shall
set forth the reasors for its decision in written findings of fact and conclusions of
law. A sentence outside the standard range shall be a determinate sentence.
(4)A persistent offender shall be sentenced to a term of total confinement for
life without the possibility of parole or, when authorized by RCW 10.95.030 for
the crime of aggravated murder in the first degree, sentenced to death,
notwithstanding the maximum sentence under any other law. An offender
convicted of the crime of marder in the first degree shall be sentenced to a term of
total confinement not less than twenty years. An offender convicted of the crime
of assault in the first degree or assault of a child in the first degree where the
offender used force or means likely to result in death or intended to kill the victim
shall be sentenced to a term of total confinement not less than five years. An
offender convicted of the crime of rape in the first degree shall be sentenced to a
term of total confinement not less than five years. The foregoing minimum terms
of total confinement are mandatory and shall not be varied or modified as provided
in subsection (2) of this section. In addition, all offenders subject to the provisions
of this subsection shall not be eligible for community custody, earned early release
time, furlough, home detention, partial confinement, work crew, work release, or
any other form of early release as defined under RCW 9.94A. 150 (1), (2), (3), (5),
(7), or (8), or any other form of authorized leave of absence from the correctional
facility while not in the direct custody of a corrections officer or officers during
such minimum terms of total confinement except in the case of an offender in need
of emergency medical treatment or for the purpose of commitment to an inpatient
treatment facility in the case of an offender convicted of the crime of rape in the
first degree.
(5)In sentencing a first-time offender the court may waive the imposition of
a sentence within the sentence range and impose a sentence which may include up
to ninety days of confinement in a facility operated or utilized under contract by the
county and a requirement that the offender refrain from committing new offenses.
The sentence may also include up to two years of community supervision, which,
in addition to crime-related prohibitions, may include requirements that the
offender perform any one or more of the following:
(a) Devote time to a specific employment or occupation;
(b) Undergo available outpatient treatment for up to two years, or inpatient
treatment not to exceed the standard range of confinement for that offense;
(c) Pursue a prescribed, secular course of study or vocational training;
(d) Remain within prescribed geographical boundaries and notify the court or
the community corrections officer prior to any change in the offender's address or
employment;
(e) Report as directed to the court and a community corrections officer; or
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(f) Pay all court-ordered legal financial obligations as provided in RCW
9.94A.030 and/or perform community service work.
(6)(a) An offender is eligible for the special drug offender sentencing
alternative if:
(i) The offender is convicted of the manufacture, delivery, or possession with
intent to manufacture or deliver a controlled substance classified in Schedule I or
II that is a narcotic drug or a felony that is, under chapter 9A.28 RCW or RCW
69.50.407, a criminal attempt, criminal solicitation, or criminal conspiracy to
commit such crimes, and the violation does not involve a sentence enhancement
under RCW 9.94A.310 (3) or (4);
(ii) The offender has no prior convictions for a felony in this state, another
state, or the United States; and
(iii) The offense involved only a small quantity of the particular controlled
substance as determined by the judge upon consideration of such factors as the
weight, purity, packaging, sale price, and street value of the controlled substance.
(b) If the midpoint of the standard range is greater than one year and the
sentencing judge determines that the offender is eligible for this option and that the
offender and the community will benefit from the use of the special drug offender
sentencing alternative, the judge may waive, imposition of a sentence within the
standard range and impose a sentence that must include a period of total
confinement in a state facility for one-half of the midpoint of the standard range.
During incarceration in the state facility, offenders sentenced under this subsection
shall undergo a comprehensive substance abuse assessment and receive, within
available resources, treatment services appropriate for the offender. The treatment
services shall be designed by the division of alcohol and substance abuse of the
department of social and health services, in cooperation with the department of
corrections. If the midpoint of the standard range is twenty-four months or less,
no more than three months of the sentence may be served in a work release status
The court shall also impose one year of concurrent community custody and
community supervision that must include appropriate outpatient substance abuse
treatment, crime-related prohibitions including a condition not to use illc.gal
controlled substances, and a requirement to submit to urinalysis or other testing to
monitor that status. The court may require that the monitoring for controlled
substances be conducted by the department or by a treatment alternatives to street
crime program or a comparable court or agency-referred program. The offender
may be required to pay thirty dollars per month while on community custody to
offset the cost of monitoring. In addition, the court shall impose three or more of
the following conditions:
(i) Devote time to a specific employment or training;
(ii)Remain within prescribed geographical boundaries and notify the court or
the community corrections officer before any change in the offender's address or
employment;
(iii) Report as directed to a community corrections officer;
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(iv)Pay all court-ordered legal financial obligations;
(v) Perform community service work;
(vi) Stay out of areas designated by the sentencing judge.
(c) If the offender violates any of the sentence conditions in (b) of this
subsection, the department shall impose sanctions administratively, with notice to
the prosecuting attorney and the sentencing court. Upon motion of the court or the
prosecuting attorney, a violation hearing shall be held by the court. If the court
finds that conditions have been willfully violated, the court may impose
confinement consisting of up to the remaining one-half of the midpoint of the
standard range. All total confinement served during the period of community
custody shall be credited to the offender, regardless of whether the total
confinement is served as a result of the original sentence, as a result of a sanction
imposed by the department, or as a result of a violation found by the court. The
term of community supervision shall be tolled by any period of time served in total
confinement as a result of a violation found by the court.
(d)The department shall determine the rules for calculating the value of a day
fine based on the offender's income and reasonable obligations which the offender
has for the support of the offender and any dependents. These rules shall be
developed in consultation with the administrator for the courts, the office of
financial management, and the commission.
(7)If a sentence range has not been established for the defendant's crime, the
court shall impose a determinate sentence which may include not more than one
year of confinement, community service work, a term of community supervision
not to exceed one year, and/or other legal financial obligations. The court may
impose a sentence which provides more than one year of confinement if the court
finds, considering the purpose of this chapter, that there are substantial and
compelling reasons justifying an exceptional sentence.
(8)(a)(i) When an offender is convicted of a sex offense other than a violation
of RCW 9A.44.050 or a sex offense that is also a serious violent offense and has
no prior convictions for a sex offense or any other felony sex offenses in this or
any other state, the sentencing court, on its own motion or the motion of the state
or the defendant, may order an examination to determine whether the defendant is
amenable to treatment.
The report of the examination shall include at a minimum the following: The
defendant's version of the facts and the official version of the facts, the defendant's
offense history, an assessment of problems in addition to alleged deviant behaviors,
the offender's social and employment situation, and other evaluation measures
used. The report shall set forth the sources of the evaluator's information.
The examiner shall assess and report regarding the defendant's amenability to
treatment and relative risk to the community. A proposed treatment plan shall be
provided and shall include, at a minimum:
(A) Frequency and type of contact between offender and therapist;
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(B) Specific issues to be addressed in the treatment and description of planned
treatment modalities;
(C)Monitoring plans, including any requirements regarding living conditions,
lifestyle requirements, and monitoring by family members and others;
(D) Anticipated length of treatment; and
(E)Recommended crime-related prohibitions.
The court on its own motion may order, or on amotion by the state shall order,
a second examination regarding the offender's amenability to treatment. The
evaluator shall be selected by the party making the motion. The defendant shall
pay the cost of any second examination ordered unless the court finds the
defendant to be indigent in which case the state shall pay the cost.
(ii) After receipt of the reports, the court shall consider whether the offender
and the community will benefit from use of this special sexual offender sentencing
alternative and consider the victim's opinion whether the offender should receive
a treatment disposition under this subsection. If the court determines that this
special sex offender sentencing alternative is appropriate, the court shall then
impose a sentence within the sentence range. If this sentence is less than eight
years of confinement, the court may suspend the execution of the sentence and
impose the following conditions of suspension:
(A) The court shall place the defendant on community custody for the length
of the suspended sentence or three years, whichever is greater, and require the
offender to comply with any conditions imposed by the department of corrections
under subsection (14) of this section; and
(B) The court shall order treatment for any period up to three years in
duration. The court in its discretion shall order outpatient sex offender treatment
or inpatient sex offender treatment, if available. A community mental health center
may not be used for such treatment unless it has an appropriate program designed
for sex offender treatment. The offender shall not change sex offender treatment
providers or treatment conditions without first notifying the prosecutor, the
community corrections officer, and the court, and shall not change providers
without court approval after a hearing if the prosecutor or community corrections
officer object to the change. In addition, as conditions of the suspended sentence,
the court may impose other sentence conditions including up to six months of
confinement, not to exceed the sentence range of confinement for that offense,
crime-related prohibitions, and requirements that the offender perform any one or
more of the following:
(I) Devote time to a specific employment or occupation;
(II) Remain within prescribed geographical boundaries and notify the court or
the community corrections officer prior to any change in the offender's address or
employment;
(III) Report as directed to the court and acommunity corrections officer;
(IV) Pay all court-ordered legal financial obligations as provided in RCW
9.94A.030, perform community service work, or any combination thereof; or
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(V)Make recoupment to the victim for the cost of any counseling required as
a result of the offender's crime.
(iii) The sex offender therapist shall submit quarterly reports on the
defendant's progress in treatment to the court and the parties. The report shall
reference the treatment plan and include at a minimum the following: Dates of
attendance, defendant's compliance with requirements, treatment activities, the
defendant's relative progress in treatment, and any other material as specified by
the court at sentencing.
(iv) At the time of sentencing, the court shall set a treatment termination
hearing for three months prior to the anticipated date for completion of treatment.
Prior to the treatment termination hearing, the treatment professicnal and
community corrections officer shall submit written reports to the court ard parties
regarding the defendant's compliance with treatment and monitoring requirements,
and recommendations regarding termination from treatment, including proposed
community supervision conditions. Either party may request and the court may
order another evaluation regarding the advisability of termination from treatment.
The defendant shall pay the cost of any additional evaluation ordered unless the
court finds the defendant to be indigent in which case the state shall pay the cost.
At the treatment termination hearing the court may: (A) Modify conditions of
community custody, and either (B) terminate treatment, or (C) extend treatment for
up to the remaining period of community custody.
(v) If a violation of conditions occurs during community custody, the
department shall either impose sanctions as provided for in RCW 9.94A.205(2)(a)
or refer the violation to the court and recommend revocation of the suspended
sentence as provided for in (a)(vi) of this subsection.
(vi) The court may revoke the suspended sentence at any time during the
period of community custody and order execution of the sentence if: (A) The
defendant violates the conditions of the suspended sentence, or (B) the court finds
that the defendant is failing to make satisfactory progress in treatment. All
confinement time served during the period of community custody shall be credited
to the offender if the suspended sentence is revoked.
(vii) Except as provided in (a) (viii) of this subsection, after July 1, 1991,
examinations and treatment ordered pursuant to this subsection shall only be
conducted by sex offender treatment providers certified by the department of health
pursuant to chapter 18.155 RCW.
(viii) A sex offender therapist who examines or treats a sex offender pursuant
to this subsection (8) does not have to be certified by the department of health
pursuant to chapter 18.155 RCW if the court finds that: (A) The offender has
already moved to another state or plans to move to another state for reasons other
than circumventing the certification requirements; (B) no certified providers are
available for treatment within a reasonable geographical distance of the offender's
home; and (C) the evaluation and treatment plan comply with this subsection (8)
and the rules adopted by the department of health.
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(ix) For purposes of this subsection (8), "victim" means any person who has
sustained emotional, psychological, physical, or financial injury to person or
property as a result of the crime charged. "Victim" also means a parent or guardian
of a victim who is a minor child unless the parent or guardian is the perpetrator of
the offense.
(x)If the defendant was less than eighteen years of age when the charge was
filed, the state shall pay for the cost of initial evaluation and treatment.
(b)When an offender commits any felony sex offense on or after July 1, 1987,
and is sentenced to a term of confinement of more than one year but less than six
years, the sentencing court may, on its own motion or on the motion of the offender
or the state, request the department of corrections to evaluate whether the offender
is amenable to treatment and the department may place the offender in a treatment
program within a correctional facility operated by the department.
Except for an offender who has been convicted of a violation of RCW
9A.44.040 or 9A.44.050, if the offender completes the treatment program before
the expiration of his or her term of confinement, the department of corrections may
request the court to convert the balance of confinement to community supervision
and to place conditions on the offender including crime-related prohibitions and
requirements that the offender perform any one or more of the following:
(i) Devote time to a specific employment or occupation;
(ii) Remain within prescribed geographical boundaries and notify the court or
the community corrections officer prior to any change in the offender's address or
employment;
(iii) Report as directed to the court and a community corrections officer;
(iv) Undergo available outpatient treatment.
If the offender violates any of the terms of his or her community supervision,
the court may order the offender to serve out the balance of his or her community
supervision term in confinement in the custody of the department of corrections.
Nothing in this subsection (8)(b) shall confer eligibility for such programs for
offenders convicted and sentenced for a sex offense committed prior to July 1,
1987. This subsection (8)(b) does not apply to any crime committed after July 1,
1990.
(c) Offenders convicted and sentenced for a sex offense committed prior to
July 1, 1987, may, subject to available funds, request an evaluation by the
department of corrections to determine whether they are amenable to treatment.
If the offender is determined to be amenable to treatment, the offender may request
placement in a treatment program within a correctional facility operated by the
department. Placement in such treatment program is subject to available funds.
(9)(a) When a court sentences a person to a term of total confinement to the
custody of the department of corrections for an offense categorized as a sex offense
or a serious violent offense committed after July 1, 1988, but before July 1, 1990,
assault in the second degree, assault of a child in the second degree, any crime
against a person where it is determined in accordance with RCW 9.94A.125 that
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the defendant or an accomplice was armed with a deadly weapon at the time of
commission, or any felony offense under chapter 69.50 or 69.52 RCW not
sentenced under subsection (6) of this section, committed on or after July 1,1988,
the court shall in addition to the other terms of the sentence, sentence the offender
to aone-year term of community placement beginning either upon completion of
the term of confinement or at such time as the offender is transferred to community
custody in lieu of earned early release in accordance with RCW 9.94A.150 (1) and
(2). When the court sentences an offender under this subsection to the statutory
maximum period of confinement then the community placement portion of the
sentence shall consist entirely of such community custody to which the offender
may become eligible, in accordance with RCW 9.94A. 150 (I) and (2). Any period
of community custody actually served shall be credited against the community
placement portion of the sentence.
(b) When a court sentences a person to a term of total confinement to the
custody of the department of corrections for an offense categorized as asex offense
committed on or after July 1, 1990, but before June 6, 1996, a serious violent
offense, vehicular homicide, or vehicular assault, committed on or after July 1,
1990, the court shall in addition to other terms of the sentence, sentence the
offender to community placement for two years or up to the period of earned early
release awarded pursuant to RCW 9.94A. 150 (1) and (2), whichever islonger. The
community placement shall begin either upon completion of the term of
confinement or at such time as the offender is transferred to community custody
in lieu of earned early release in accordance with RCW 9.94A.150 (1) and (2).
When the court sentences an offender under this subsection to the statutory
maximum period of confinement then the community placement portion of the
sentence shall consist entirely of the community custody to which the offender may
become eligible, in accordance with RCW 9.94A. 150 (1) and (2). Any period of
community custody actually served shall be credited against the community
placement portion of the sentence. Unless a condition is waived by the court, the
terms of community placement for offenders sentenced pursuant to this section
shall include the following conditions:
(i) The offender shall report to and be available for contact with the assigned
community corrections officer as directed;
(ii) The offender shall work at department of corrections-approved education,
employment, and/or community service;
(iii) The offender shall not consume controlled substances except pursuant to
lawfully issued prescriptions;
(iv)An offender in community custody shall not unlawfully possess controlled
substances;
(v) The offender shall pay supervision fees as determined by the department
of corrections; and
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(vi) The residence location and living arrangements are subject to the prior
approval of the department of corrections during the period of community
placement.
(c) As a part of any sentence imposed under (a) or (b) of this subsection, the
court may also order any of the following special conditions:
(i) The offender shall remain within, or outside of, a specified geographical
boundary;
(ii) The offender shall not have direct or indirect contact with the victim of the
crime or a specified class of individuals;
(iii) The offender shall participate in crime-related treatment or counseling
services;
(iv)The offender shall not consume alcohol;
(v) The offender shall comply with any crime-related prohibitions; or
(vi) For an offender convicted of a felony sex offense against a minor victim
after June 6, 1996, the offender shall comply with any terms and conditions of
community placement imposed by the department of corrections relating to contact
between the sex offender and a minor victim or a child of similar age or
circumstance as a previous victim.
(d) Prior to transfer to, or during, community placement, any conditions of
community placement may be removed or modified so as not to be more restrictive
by the sentencing court, upon recommendation of the department of corrections.
(I0)(a) When a court sentences a person to the custody of the department of
corrections for an offense categorized as a sex offense committed on or after June
6, 1996, the court shall, in addition to other terms of the sentence, sentence the
offender to community custody for three years or up to the period of earned early
release awarded pursuant to RCW 9.94A.150 (1)and (2), whichever is longer. The
community custody shall begin either upon completion of the term of confinement
or at such time as the offender is transferred to community custody in lieu of
earned early release in accordance with RCW 9.94A.150 (1) and (2).
(b)Unless a condition is waived by the court, the terms of community custody
shall be the same as those provided for in subsection (9)(b) of this section and may
include those provided for in subsection (9)(c) of this section. As part of any
sentence that includes a term of community custody imposed under this subsection,
the court shall also require the offender to comply with any conditions imposed by
the department of corrections under subsection (14) of this section.
(c) At any time prior to the completion of a sex offender's term of community
custody, if the court finds that public safety would be enhanced, the court may
impose and enforce an order extending any or all of the conditions imposed
pursuant to this section for a period up to the maximum allowable sentence for the
crime as it is classified in chapter 9A.20 RCW, regardless of the expiration of the
offender's term of community custody. If a violation of a condition extended under
this subsection occurs after the expiration of the offender's term of community
custody, it shall be deemed a violation of the sentence for the purposes of RCW
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9.94A. 195 and may be punishable as contempt of court as provided for in RCW
7.21.040.
(II) If the court imposes a sentence requiring confinement of thirty days or
less, the court may, in its discretion, specify that the sentence be served on
consecutive or intermittent days. A sentence requiring more than thirty days of
confinement shall be served on consecutive days. Local jail administrators may
schedule court-ordered intermittent sentences as space permits.
(12) If a sentence imposed includes payment of a legal financial obligation,
the sentence shall specify the total amount of the legal financial obligation owed,
and shall require the offender to pay a specified monthly sum toward that legal
financial obligation. Restitution to victims shall be paid prior to any other
payments of monetary obligations. Any legal financial obligation that is imposed
by the court may be collected by the department, which shall deliver the amount
paid to the county clerk for credit. The offender's compliance with payment of
legal financial obligations shall be supervised by the department. All monetary
payments ordered shall be paid no later than ten years after the last date of release
from confinement pursuant to a felony conviction or the date the sentence was
entered. Independent of the department, the party or entity to whom the legal
financial obligation is owed shall have the authority to utilize any other remedies
available to the party or entity to collect the legal financial obligation. Nothing in
this section makes the department, the state, or any of its employees, agents, or
other persons acting on their behalf liable under any circumstances for the payment
of these legal financial obligations. If an order includes restitution as one of the
monetary assessments, the county clerk shall make disbursements to victims named
in the order.
(13) Except as provided under RCW 9.94A. 140(1) and 9.94A. 142(1), a court
may not impose a sentence providing for a term of confinement or community
supervision or community placement which exceeds the statutory maximum for the
crime as provided in chapter 9A.20 RCW.
(14) All offenders sentenced to terms involving community supervision,
community service, community placement, or legal financial obligation shall be
under the supervision of the department of corrections and shall follow explicitly
the instructions and conditions of the department of corrections.
(a) The instructions shall include, at a minimum, reporting as directed to a
community corrections officer, remaining within prescribed geographical
boundaries, notifying the community corrections officer of any change in the
offender's address or employment, and paying the supervision fee assessment.
(b) For sex offenders sentenced to terms involving community custody for
crimes committed on or after June 6, 1996, the department may include, in addition
to the instructions in (a) of this subsection, any appropriate conditions of
supervision, including but not limited to, prohibiting the offender from having
contact with any other specified individuals or specific class of individuals. The
conditions authorized under this subsection (14)(b) may be imposed by the
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department prior to or during a sex offender's community custody term. If a
violation of conditions imposed by the court or the department pursuant to
subsection (10) of this section occurs during community custody, it shall be
deemed a violation of community placement for the purposes of RCW 9.94A.207
and shall authorize the department to transfer an offender to a more restrictive
confinement status as provided in RCW 9.94A.205. At any time prior to the
completion of a sex offender's term of community custody, the department may
recommend to the court that any or all of the conditions imposed by the court or
the department pursuant to subsection (10) of this section be continued beyond the
expiration of the offender's term of community custody as authorized in subsection
(10)(c) of this section.
The department may require offenders to pay for special services rendered on
or after July 25, 1993, including electronic monitoring, day reporting, and
telephone reporting, dependent upon the offender's ability to pay. The department
may pay for these services for offenders who are not able to pay.
(15) All offenders sentenced to terms involving community supervision,
community service, or community placement under the supervision of the
department of corrections shall not own, use, or possess firearms or ammunition.
Offenders who own, use, or are found to be in actual or constructive possession of
firearms or ammunition shall be subject to the appropriate violation process and
sanctions. "Constructive possession" as used in this subsection means the power
and intent to control the firearm or ammunition. "Firearm" as used in this
subsection means a weapon or device from which a projectile may be fired by an
explosive such as gunpowder.
(16) The sentencing court shall give the offender credit for all confinement
time served before the sentencing if that confinement was solely in regard to the
offense for which the offender is being sentenced.
(17) A departure from the standards in RCW 9.94A.400 (i) and (2) governing
whether sentences are to be served consecutively or concurrently is an exceptional
sentence subject to the limitations in subsections (2) and (3) of this section, and
may be appealed by the defendant or the state as set forth in RCW 9.94A.210 (2)
through (6).
(18) The court shall order restitution whenever the offender is convicted of a
felony that results in injury to any person or damage to or loss of property, whether
the offender is sentenced to confinement or placed under community supervision,
unless extraordinary circumstances exist that make restitution inappropriate in the
court's judgment. The court shall set forth the extraordinary circumstances in the
record if it does not order restitution.
(19) As a part of any sentence, the court may impose and enforce an order that
relates directly to the circumstances of the crime for which the offender has been
convicted, prohibiting the offender from having any contact with other specified
individuals or a specific class of individuals for a period not to exceed the
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maximum allowable sentence for the crime, regardless of the expiration of the
offender's term of community supervision or community placement.
(20) In any sentence of partial confinement, the court may require the
defendant to serve the partial confinement in work release, in aprogram of home
detention, on work crew, or in a combined program of work crew and home
detention.
(21) All court-ordered legal financial obligations collected by the department
and remitted to the county clerk shall be credited and paid where restitution is
ordered. Restitution shall be paid prior to any other payments of monetary
obligations.
See. 5. RCW 9.94A.360 and 1995 c 316 s 1 and 1995 c 101 s 1 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
The offender score is measured on the horizontal axis of the sentencing grid.
The offender score rules are as follows:
The offender score is the sum of points accrued under this section rounded
down to the nearest whole number.
(1)A prior conviction is a conviction which exists before the date of
sentencing for the offense for which the offender score is being computed.
Convictions entered or sentenced on the same date as the conviction for which the
offender score isbeing computed shall be deemed "other current offenses" within
the meaning of RCW 9.94A.400.
(2) ((Exept po.vided in sub .tior, (4) of this sin,
)) Class A and sex
prior felony convictions shall always be included in the offender score. Class B
prior felony convictions other than sex offenses shall not be included in the
offender score, if since the last date of release from confinement (including fulltime residential treatment) pursuant to a felony conviction, if any, or entry of
judgment and sentence, the offender had spent ten consecutive years in the
community without committing any crime that subsequently results in aconviction.
Class C prior felony convictions other than sex offenses shall not be included in the
offender score if, since the last date of release from confinement (including fulltime residential treatment) pursuant to a felony conviction, if any, or entry of
judgment and sentence, the offender had spent five consecutive years in the
community without committing any crime that subsequently results in aconviction.
Serious traffic convictions shall not be included in the offender score if, since the
last date of release from confinement (including full-time residential treatment)
pursuant to a felony conviction, if any, or entry of judgment and sentence, the
offender spent five years in the community without committing any crime that
subsequently results in a conviction. This subsection applies to both adult and
juvenile prior convictions.
(3) Out-of-state convictions for offenses shall be classified according to the
comparable offense definitions and sentences provided by Washington law.
Federal convictions for offenses shall be classified according to the comparable
offense definitions and sentences provided by Washington law. If there is no
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clearly comparable offense under Washington law or the offense is one that is
usually considered subject to exclusive federal jurisdiction, the offense shall be
scored as aclass C felony equivalent if it was a felony under the relevant federal
statute.
.,..i.ns f sex offcnses and serious viln
i lud juvenile•
(4)((A, .
offenses. inelude other elass A juyenilc felonies only if !he offender was 15 or
older at the time thjuivenile offense was commitcd. include other elams B and C
juvcaile felon~y eonvietiorns on~ly if the eoffcrc wats 15 or older at the timeo the
juvenile offensec was eormkfeJ and !he effender was less than 23 akt the time th-e
offen~se for whieh he or she is being sentoneod was commt.
(56))) Score prior convictions for felony anticipatory offenses (attempts,
criminal solicitations, and criminal conspiracies) the same as if they were
convictions for completed offenses.
(((6))) M.(a) In the case of multiple prior convictions, for the purpose of
computing the offender score, count all convictions separately, except:
(i) Prior ((adtt4)) offenses which were found, under RCW 9.94A,400(l)(a),
to encompass the same criminal conduct, shall be counted as one offense, the
offense that yields the highest offender score. The current sentencing court shall
determine with respect to other prior adult offenses for which sentences were
served concurrently or prior Juvenile offenses for which sentences were served
consecutively, whether those offenses shall be counted as one offense or as
separate offenses using the "same criminal conduct" analysis found in RCW
9.94A.400(lI)(a), and if the court finds that they shall be counted as one offense,
then the offense that yields the highest offender score shall be used. The current
sentencing court may presume that such other prior ((adttlf)) offenses were not the
same criminal conduct from sentences imposed on separate dates, or in separate
counties or jurisdictions, or in separate complaints, indictments, or informations;
(ii) ((Juvonile prior eonyietions entored or soatoncod on the same date shall
eount ea one offense, !he offense thtat yields the highest offender score, exccpt foar
juyenile prior convictiens For Yielont offenses with separate vYiiis, which shall
con sseptkrto ffonses;, and
-(iii))) In the case of multiple prior convictions for offenses committed before
July 1, 1986, for the purpose of computing the offender score, count all adult
convictions served concurrently as one offense, and count all juvenile convictions
entered on the same date as one offense. Use the conviction for the offense that
yields the highest offender score.
(b) As used in this subsection (((6))) M.., "served concurrently" means that:
(i)The latter sentence was imposed with specific reference to the former; (ii) the
concurrent relationship of the sentences was judicially imposed; and (iii) the
concurrent timing of the sentences was not the result of a probation or parole
revocation on the former offense.
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(((7))) (M If the present conviction is one of the anticipatory offenses of
criminal attempt, solicitation, or conspiracy, count each prior conviction as if the
present conviction were for a completed offense.
(((8))) (7)
If the present conviction is for a nonviolent offense and not covered
by subsection (((U-))) (1 or (((1-3))) LM of this section, count one point for each
adult prior felony conviction and one point for each juvenile prior violent felony
conviction and 1/2 point for each juvenile prior nonviolent felony conviction.
(((9))) 8MI
If the present conviction is for a violent offense and not covered in
subsection (((10), (11), (12), or (13))) (9). (10). (11). or (12) of this section, count
two points for each prior adult and juvenile violent felony conviction, one point for
each prior adult nonviolent felony conviction, and V2 point for each prior juvenile
nonviolent felony conviction.
(((--0))) (MIf the present conviction is for Murder I or 2, Assault 1,Assault
of a Child 1,Kidnapping 1,Homicide by Abuse, or Rape 1, count three points for
prior adult and juvenile convictions for crimes in these categories, two points for
each prior adult and juvenile violent conviction (not already counted), one point for
each prior adult nonviolent felony conviction, and 2point for each prior juvenile
nonviolent felony conviction.
(((14))) (10) If the present conviction is for Burglary 1,count prior convictions
as in subsection (((9))) (n of this section; however count two points for each prior
adult Burglary 2 or residential burglary conviction, and one point for each prior
juvenile Burglary 2 or residential burglary conviction.
(((-I-2))) (11) If the present conviction is for a felony traffic offense count two
points for each adult or juvenile prior conviction for Vehicular Homicide or
Vehicular Assault; for each felony offense or serious traffic offense, count one
point for each adult and '/2 point for each juvenile prior conviction.
(((3))) (12) If the present conviction is for a drug offense count three points
for each adult prior felony drug offense conviction and two points for each juvenile
drug offense. All other adult and juvenile felonies are scored as in subsection
(((9))) (8of this section if the current drug offense is violent, or as in subsection
(((8-))) (7)
of this section if the current drug offense is nonviolent.
(((-4-))) (13 If the present conviction is for Willful Failure to Return from
Furlough, RCW 72.66.060, Willful Failure to Return from Work Release, RCW
72.65.070, or Escape from Community Custody, RCW 72.09.310, count only prior
escape convictions in the offender score. Count adult prior escape convictions as
one point and juvenile prior escape convictions as / point.
(((-t-5-)) (14) If the present conviction is for Escape 1, RCW 9A.76.1 10, or
Escape 2, RCW 9A.76.120, count adult prior convictions as one point and juvenile
prior convictions as 1/2 point.
(((46))) (15) If the present conviction is for Burglary 2 or residential burglary,
count priors as in subsection (((-8))) (7D of this section; however, count two points
for each adult and juvenile prior Burglary I conviction, two points for each adult
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prior Burglary 2 or residential burglary conviction, and one point for each juvenile
prior Burglary 2 or residential burglary conviction.
(((--))) (16) If the present conviction is for a sex offense, count priors as in
subsections (((8))) (7 through (((-1-6))) (15Lof this section; however count three
points for each adult and juvenile prior sex offense conviction.
(((I8))) LM If the present conviction is for an offense committed while the
offender was under community placement, add one point.
Sec. 6. RCW 13.04.011 and 1992 c 205 s 119 are each amended to read as
follows:
For purposes of this title:
(I) "Adiudication" has the same meaning as "conviction" in RCW 9.94A.030,
and the terms must be construed identically and used interchangeably:
(2)Except as specifically provided in RCW 13.40.020 and chapter 13.24
RCW, ((as ncw or he.af..
r an.
. .,)) "juvenile," "youth," and "child" mean any
individual who is under the chronological age of eighteen years;
(((R))) (3)"Juvenile offender" and "juvenile offense" have the meaning
ascribed in RCW 13.40.020;
(((4))) (41 "Court" when used without further qualification means the juvenile
court judge(s) or commissioner(s);
(((4))) (5M "Parent" or "parents," except as used in chapter 13.34 RCW, ((as
nolw or hereafter amended,)) means that parent or parents who have the right of
legal custody of the child. "Parent" or "parents" as used in chapter 13.34 RCW,
means the biological or adoptive parents of a child unless the legal rights of that
person have been terminated by judicial proceedings;
(((-5))) (6 "Custodian" means that person who has the legal right to custody
of the child.
Sec. 7. RCW 13.04.030 and 1995 c 312 s 39 and 1995 c 311 s 15 are each
reenacted and am-ended to read as follows:
(1)
Except ts provided in ((stibseetien (2)
e4)) this section, the juvenile courts
in((- .... ra ie-o) this state((;)) shall have exclusive original jurisdiction
over all proceedings:
(a) Under the interstate compact on placement of children as provided in
chapter 26.34 RCW;
(b) Relating to children alleged or found to be dependent as provided in
chapter 26.44 RCW and in RCW 13.34.030 through 13.34.170;
(c)Relating to the termination of a parent and child relationship as provided
in RCW 13.34.180 through 13.34.2 10;
(d) To approve or disapprove out-of-home placement as provided in RCW
13.32A. 170;
(e)Relating to juveniles alleged or found to have committed offenses, traffic
or civil infractions, or violations as provided in RCW 13.40.020 through
13.40.230, unless:
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(i) The juvenile court transfers jurisdiction of a particular juvenile to adult
criminal court pursuant to RCW 13.40.110; or
(ii) The statute of limitations applicable to adult prosecution for the offense,
traffic or civil infraction, or violation has expired; or
(iii) The alleged offense or infraction is a traffic, fish, boating, or game
offense, or traffic orjciil infraction committed by ajuvenile sixteen years of age
or older and would, if committed by an adult, be tried or heard in a court of limited
jurisdiction, in which instance the appropriate court of limited jurisdiction shall
have jurisdiction over the alleged offense or infraction, and no guardian ad litem
is required in any such proceeding due to the iuvenile's age: PROVIDED, That if
such an alleged offense or infraction and an alleged offense or infraction subject
to juvenile court jurisdiction arise out of the same event or incident, the juvenile
court may have jurisdiction of both matters: PROVIDED FURTHER, That the
jurisdiction under this subsection does not constitute "transfer" or a "decline" for
purposes of RCW 13.40.110(1) or (e)(i) of this subsection: PROVIDED
FURTHER, That courts of limited jurisdiction which confine juveniles for an
alleged offense or infraction may place juveniles in juvenile detention facilities
under an agreement with the officials responsible for the administration of the
juvenile detention facility in RCW 13.04.035 and 13.20.060; or
(iv)The juvenile is sixteen or seventeen years old and the alleged offense is:
(A)A serious violent offense as defined in RCW 9.94A.030 ((ee.iiied o
or nfter j... 13, 1994; e%)):

(B) A violent offense as defined in RCW 9.94A.030 ((..m.ittd ..or after
june-3,-994;)) and the juvenile has a criminal history consisting of: (I) One or
more prior serious violent offenses; (II) two or more prior violent offenses; or (III)
three or more of any combination of the following offenses: Any class A felony,
any class B felony, vehicular assault, or manslaughter in the second degree, all of
which must have been committed after the juvenile's thirteenth birthday and

prosecuted separately;
(C)Robbery in the first degree. rape of a child in the first degree. or drive-by
shooting, committed on or after the effective date of this section:
(D Burglary in the first degee committed on or after the effective date of this
section, and the juvenile has a criminal history consisting of one or more prior
felony or misdemeanor offenses: or
(E Any violent offense as defined in RCW 9.94A.030 committed on or after
the effective date of this section, and the juvenile is alleged to have been armed
with a firearm.
In such a case the adult criminal court shall have exclusive original
jurisdiction.
If the juvenile challenges the state's determination of the juvenile's criminal
history under (e)(iv) of this subsection, the state may establish the offender's
criminal history by a preponderance of the evidence. If the criminal history
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consists of adjudications entered upon a plea of guilty, the state shall not bear a
burden of establishing the knowing and voluntariness of the plea;
(f) Under the interstate compact on juveniles as provided in chapter 13.24
RCW;
(g) Relating to termination of a diversion agreement under RCW 13.40.080,
including a proceeding in which the divertee has attained eighteen years of age;
(h) Relating to court validation of a voluntary consent to an out-of-home
placement under chapter 13.34 RCW, by the parent or Indian custodian of an
Indian child, except if the parent or Indian custodian and child are residents of or
domiciled within the boundaries of a federally recognized Indian reservation over
which the tribe exercises exclusive jurisdiction; and
(i) Relating to petitions to compel disclosure of information filed by the
department of social and health services pursuant to RCW 74.13.042.
(2) The family court shall have concurrent original jurisdiction with the
juvenile court over all proceedings under this section if the superior court judges
of a county authorize concurrent jurisdiction as provided in RCW 26.12.010.
(3) A juvenile subject to adult superior court jurisdiction under subsection
(1)(e)(i) through (iv)of this section, who is detained pending trial, may be detained
in a ((eounty)) detention facility as defined in RCW 13.40.020 pending sentencing
or a dismissal.
Sec. 8. RCW 13.40.010 and 1992 c 205 s 101 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)This chapter shall be known and cited as the Juvenile Justice Act of 1977.
(2) It is the intent of the legislature that a system capable of having primary
responsibility for, being accountable for, and responding to the needs of youthful
offenders, as defined by this chapter, be established. It is the further intent of the
legislature that youth, in turn, be held accountable for their offenses and that
((both)) communities. families, and the juvenile courts carry out their functions
consistent with this intent. To effectuate these policies, the legislature declares the
following to be equally important purposes of this chapter:
(a) Protect the citizenry from criminal behavior;
(b) Provide for determining whether accused juveniles have committed
offenses as defined by this chapter;
(c) Make the juvenile offender accountable for his or her criminal behavior;
(d) Provide for punishment commensurate with the age, crime, and criminal
history of the juvenile offender;
(e) Provide due process for juveniles alleged to have committed an offense;
(f) Provide necessary treatment, supervision, and custody for juvenile
offenders;
(g) Provide for the handling of juvenile offenders by communities whenever
consistent with public safety;
(h) Provide for restitution to victims of crime;
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(i) Develop effective standards and goals for the operation, funding, and
evaluation of all components of the juvenile justice system and related services at
the state and local levels; ((mid))
0) Provide for a clear policy to determine what types of offenders shall receive
punishment, treatment, or both, and to determine the jurisdictional limitations of
the courts, institutions, and community services;and
(k) Encourage the parents. guardian, or custodian of the juvenile to actively
participate in the juvenile justice process.
Sec. 9. RCW 13.40.020 and 1995 c 395 s 2 and 1995 c 134 s I are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
For the purposes of this chapter:
(1) "Serious offender" means a person fifteen years of age or older who has
committed an offense which if committed by an adult would be:
(a) A class A felony, or an attempt to commit a class A felony;
(b) Manslaughter in the first degree; or
(c) Assault in the second degree, extortion in the first degree, child molestation
in the second degree, kidnapping in the second degree, robbery in the second
degree, residential burglary, or burglary in the second degree, where such offenses
include the infliction of bodily harm upon another or where during the commission
of or immediate withdrawal from such an offense the perpetrator is armed with a
deadly weapon;
(2) "Community service" means compulsory service, without compensation,
performed for the benefit of the community by the offender as punishment for
committing an offense. Community service may be performed through public or
private organizations or through work crews;
(3) "Community supervision" means an order of disposition by the court of an
adjudicated youth not committed to the department or an order granting a deferred
((,djudiii.... pura.nt to RCW 13.40.125)) disposition. A community
supervision order for a single offense may be for a period of up to two years for a
sex offense as defined by RCW 9.94A.030 and up to one year for other offenses.
As a mandatory condition of any term of community supervision, the court shall
order the juvenile to refrain from committing new offenses. As a mandatory
condition of community supervision, the court shall order the juvenile to comply
with the mandatory school attendance provisions of chapter 28A.225 RCW and to
inform the school of the existence of this requirement. Community supervision is
an individualized program comprised of one or more of the following:
(a)Community-based sanctions;
(b) Community-based rehabilitation;
(c) Monitoring and reporting requirements;
(d) Posting of a probation bond i.p.s. purun to RCW 13.40.0354));
(4) Community-based sanctions may include one or more of the following:
(a) A fine, not to exceed one hundred dollars;
(b) Community service not to exceed one hundred fifty hours of service;
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(5) "Community-based rehabilitation" means one or more of the following:
Employment:-attendance of information classes; literacy classes: counseling,
outpatient substance abuse treatment programs, outpatient mental health programs,
anger management classes, education or outpatient treatment programs to prevent
animal cruelty, or other services; or attendance at school or other educational
programs appropriate for the juvenile as determined by the school district.
Placement in community-based rehabilitation programs is subject to available
funds;
(6) "Monitoring and reporting requirements" means one or more of the
following: Curfews; requirements to remain at home, school, work, or courtordered treatment programs during specified hours; restrictions from leaving or
entering specified geographical areas; requirements to report to the probation
officer as directed and to remain under the probation officer's supervision; and
other conditions or limitations as the court may require which may not include
confinement;
(7) "Confinement" means physical custody by the department of social and
health services in a facility operated by or pursuant to a contract with the state, or
physical custody in a detention facility operated by or pursuant to a contract with
any county. The county may operate or contract with vendors to operate county
detention facilities. The department may operate or contract to operate detention
facilities for juveniles committed to the department. Pretrial confinement or
confinement of less than thirty-one days imposed as part of a disposition or
modification order may be served consecutively or intermittently, in the discretion
of the court;
(8) "Court."((;)) when used without further qualification, means the juvenile
court judge(s) or commissioner(s);
(9) "Criminal history" includes all criminal complaints against the respondent
for which, prior to the commission of a current offense:
(a) The allegations were found correct by a court. If a respondent is convicted
of two or more charges arising out of the same course of conduct, only the highest
charge from among these shall count as an offense for the purposes of this chapter;
or
(b) The criminal complaint was diverted by a prosecutor pursuant to the
provisions of this chapter on agreement of the respondent and after an advisement
to the respondent that the criminal complaint would be considered as part of the
respondent's criminal history. A successfully completed deferred adjudication that
was entered before the effective date of this section or a deferred disposition shall
not be considered part of the respondent's criminal history;
(10) "Department" means the department of social and health services;
(11) "Detention facility" means a county facility, paid for by the county, for
the physical confinement of a juvenile alleged to have committed an offense or an
adjudicated offender subject to a disposition or modification order. "Detention
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facility" includes county group homes, inpatient substance abuse programs,
juvenile basic training camps, and electronic monitoring;
(12) "Diversion unit" means any probation counselor who enters into a
diversion agreement with an alleged youthful offender, or any other person,
community accountability board, or other entity except a law enforcement official
or entity, with whom the juvenile court administrator has contracted to arrange and
supervise such agreements pursuant to RCW 13.40.080, or any person, community
accountability board, or other entity specially funded by the legislature to arrange
and supervise diversion agreements in accordance with the requirements of this
chapter. For purposes of this subsection, "community accountability board" means
a board comprised of members of the local community in which the juvenile
offender resides. The superior court shall appoint the members. The boards shall
consist of at least three and not more than seven members. If possible, the board
should include a variety of representatives from the community, such as a law
enforcement officer, teacher or school administrator, high school student, parent,
and business owner, and should represent the cultural diversity of the local
community;
(13) "Institution" means a juvenile facility established pursuant to chapters
72.05 and 72.16 through 72.20 RCW;
(14) "Intensive supervision program" means a parole program that requires
intensive supervision and monitoring. offers an array of individualized treatment
and transitional services, and emphasizes community involvement and support in
order to reduce the likelihood a juvenile offender will commit further offenses:
(1M "Juvenile," "youth," and "child" mean any individual who is under the
chronological age of eighteen years and who has not been previously transferred
to adult court pursuant to RCW 13.40.110 or who is otherwise under adult court
jurisdiction;
(((-))(M) "Juvenile offender" means any juvenile who has been found by
the juvenile court to have committed an offense, including a person eighteen years
of age or older over whom jurisdiction has been extended under RCW 13.40.300;
(((-6))) (17) "Manifest injustice" means a disposition that would either impose
an excessive penalty on the juvenile or would impose a serious, and clear danger
to society in light of the purposes of this chapter;
(((44))) LM "Middle offender" means a person who has committed an offense
and who is neither a minor or first offender nor a serious offender;
((-8))) (121 "Minor or first offender" means a person whose current
offense(s) and criminal history fall entirely within one of the following categories:
(a) Four misdemeanors;
(b) Two misdemeanors and one gross misdemeanor;
(c) One misdemeanor and two gross misdemeanors; and
(d) Three gross misdemeanors.
For purposes of this definition, current violations shall be counted as
misdemeanors;
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(((49))) (20) "Offense" means an act designated a violation or a crime if
committed by an adult under the law of this state, under any ordinance of any city
or county of this state, under any federal law, or under the law of another state if
the act occurred in that state;
(((-2))) (21) "Respondent" means a juvenile who is alleged or proven to have
committed an offense;
(((--))) (22) "Restitution" means financial reimbursement by the offender to
the victim, and shall be limited to easily ascertainable damages for injury to or loss
of property, actual expenses incurred for medical treatment for physical injury to
persons, lost wages resulting from physical injury, and costs of the victim's
counseling reasonably related to the offense if the offense is a sex offense.
Restitution shall not include reimbursement for damages for mental anguish, pain
and suffering, or other intangible losses. Nothing in this chapter shall limit or
replace civil remedies or defenses available to the victim or offender;
(((2))) (23) "Secretary" means the secretary of the department of social and
health services. "Assistant secretary" means the assistant secretary for juvenile
rehabilitation for the department;
(((43))) (24) "Services" means services which provide alternatives to
incarceration for those juveniles who have pleaded or been adjudicated guilty of
an offense or have signed a diversion agreement pursuant to this chapter;
(((24))) (2) "Sex offense" means an offense defined as a sex offense in RCW
9.94A.030;
(((-))) (26 "Sexual motivation" means that one of the purposes for which the
respondent committed the offense was for the purpose of his or her sexual
gratification;
(((26))) (27) "Foster care" means temporary physical care in a foster family
home or group care facility as defined in RCW 74.15.020 and licensed by the
department, or other legally authorized care;
(((-2))) (2M) "Violation" means an act or omission, which if committed by an
adult, must be proven beyond a reasonable doubt, and is punishable by sanctions
which do not include incarceration;
((()))(29) "Violent offense" means a violent offense as defined in RCW
9.94A.030;
(((29))) (30) "Probation bond" means a bond, posted with sufficient security
by a surety justified and approved by the court, to secure the offender's appearance
at required court proceedings and compliance with court-ordered community
supervision or conditions of release ordered pursuant to RCW 13.40.040 or
13.40.050. It also means a deposit of cash or posting of other collateral in lieu of
a bond if approved by the court;
(((30))) (Q1) "Surety" means an entity licensed under state insurance laws or
by the state department of licensing, to write corporate, property, or probation
bonds within the state, and justified and approved by the superior court of the
county having jurisdiction of the case.
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This section expires July 1. 1998.
Sec. 10, RCW 13.40.020 and 1995 c 395 s 2 and 1995 c 134 s I are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
For the purposes of this chapter:
(I) (("Serius offender"
. an.s a prcsn fifteen years
.. fage or older who has
c,.mittid an offense which if coamimitd by an adult would ,
(a)A class A flony or aknattc
tmp toea
zm ttelass A felay.
(b)Marnsltaughter in !he first degree,-or
(e)Assault in the scczrnd degree, extortion in the first degree, child moalestation
in !he seccad degree, kidnapping in- the seeot-d degree, rbbery in the gecand
degree, residcittl burglIM, or burgla it-n the satd degree, where such offenses
inelude the it-flieticr. of bodily hwra upon i nzther or where during !he eom issia
e-r immediat withdrawal f...
.. u- akn offense tha prptrater is armed with a4
deadly weapn-,
- (2))) "Community service" means compulsory service, without compensation,
performed for the benefit of the community by the offender as punishment for
committing an offense. Community service may be performed through public or
private organizations or through work crews;
(((-3))) (Z "Community supervision" means an order of disposition by the
court of an adjudicated youth not committed to the department or an order granting
adeferred ((adjudiatin pursuant to RCW 13.40.125)) disposition. A community
supervision order for a single offense may be for a period of up to two years for a
sex offense as defined by RCW 9.94A.030 and up to one year for other offenses.
As a mandatory condition of any term of community supervision, the court shall
order the juvenile to refrain from committing new offenses. As a mandatory
condition of community supervision, the court shall order the juvenile to comply
with the mandatory school attendance provisions of chapter 28A.225 RCW and to
inform the school of the existence of this requirement. Community supervision is
an individualized program comprised of one or more of the following:
(a)Community-based sanctions;
(b)Community-based rehabilitation;
(c)Monitoring and reporting requirements;
(d)Posting of a probation bond ((imposed pursuant to RCW 13.40.035
(((4))) L.L Community-based sanctions may include one or more of the
following:
(a)A fine, not to exceed ((one)) five hundred dollars;
(b) Community service not to exceed one hundred fifty hours of service;
(((5))) (4 "Community-based rehabilitation" means one or more of the
following: Employment: attendance of information classes; literacy classes:
counseling, outpatient substance abuse treatment programs, outpatient mental
health programs, anger management classes, education or outpatient treatment
programs to prevent animal cruelty, or other services; or attendance at school or
other educational programs appropriate for the juvenile as determined by the
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school district. Placement in community-based rehabilitation programs is subject
to available funds;
(((6))) (5M "Monitoring and reporting requirements" means one or more of the
following: Curfews; requirements to remain at home, school, work, or courtordered treatment programs during specified hours; restrictions from leaving or
entering specified geographical areas; requirements to report to the probation
officer as directed and to remain under the probation officer's supervision; and
other conditions or limitations as the court may require which may not include
confinement;
((( ))) M "Confinement" means physical custody by the department of social
and health services in a facility operated by or pursuant to a contract with the state,
or physical custody in a detention facility operated by or pursuant to a contract with
any county. The county may operate or contract with vendors to operate county
detention facilities. The department may operate or contract to operate detention
facilities for juveniles committed to the department. Pretrial confinement or
confinement of less than thirty-one days imposed as part of a disposition or
modification order may be served consecutively or intermittently, in the discretion
of the court;
(((8))) fD "Court."((;)) when used without further qualification, means the
juvenile court judge(s) or commissioner(s);
(((-9))) (8 "Criminal history" includes all criminal complaints against the
respondent for which, prior to the commission of a current offense:
(a) The allegations were found correct by a court. If a respondent is convicted
of two or more charges arising out of the same course of conduct, only the highest
charge from among these shall count as an offense for the purposes of this chapter;
or
(b) The criminal complaint was diverted by a prosecutor pursuant to the
provisions of this chapter on agreement of the respondent and after an advisement
to the respondent that the criminal complaint would be considered as part of the
respondent's criminal history. A successfully completed deferred adjudication that
was entered before the effective date of this section or a deferred disposition shall
not be considered part of the respondent's criminal history;
(((4))) M "Department" means the department of social and health services;
(((-H-))) LUO "Detention facility" means a county facility, paid for by the
county, for the physical confinement of a juvenile alleged to have committed an
offense or an adjudicated offender subject to a disposition or modification order.
"Detention facility" includes county group homes, inpatient substance abuse
programs, juvenile basic training camps, and electronic monitoring;
(((--2))) N 1)"Diversion unit" means any probation counselor who enters into
a diversion agreement with an alleged youthful offender, or any other person,
community accountability board, or other entity except a law enforcement official
or entity, with whom the juvenile court administrator has contracted to arrange and
supervise such agreements pursuant to RCW 13.40.080, or any person, community
[ 1960 ]
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accountability board, or other entity specially funded by the legislature to arrange
and supervise diversion agreements in accordance with the requirements of this
chapter. For purposes of this subsection, "community accountability board" means
a board comprised of members of the local community in which the juvenile
offender resides. The superior court shall appoint the members. The boards shall
consist of at least three and not more than seven members. If possible, the board
should include a variety of representatives from the community, such as a law
enforcement officer, teacher or school administrator, high school student, parent,
and business owner, and should represent the cultural diversity of the local
community;
(((-1-3))) (12) "Institution" means a juvenile facility established pursuant to
chapters 72.05 and 72.16 through 72.20 RCW;
(((--4))) (13) "Intensive supervision program" means a parole program that
requires intensive supervision and monitoring, offers an array of individualized
treatment and transitional services, and emphasizes community involvement and
support in order to reduce the likelihood a juvenile offender will commit further
offenses:
(14) "Juvenile," "youth," and "child" mean any individual who is under the
chronological age of eighteen years and who has not been previously transferred
to adult court pursuant to RCW 13.40.110 or who is otherwise under adult court
jurisdiction;
(15) "Juvenile offender" means any juvenile who has been found by the
juvenile court to have committed an offense, including a person eighteen years of
age or older over whom jurisdiction has been extended under RCW 13.40.300;
(16) "Local sanctions" means one or more of the following: (a) 0-30 days of
confinement: (b) 0-12 months of community supervision: (c) 0-150 hours of
community service: or (d) $0-$500 fine:
(((-1-6))) (17) "Manifest injustice" means a disposition that would either impose
an excessive penalty on the juvenile or would impose a serious, and clear danger
to society in light of the purposes of this chapter;
(((17) "Middle off.nder" means itprson who has. .mittd an-fns
and
who is neither a minor or first offaender nor a serious offender;,
(18) "Minor or first offender" mas ft person whose eurrent offense(s) and
eriminal rhisfory fall entirely withinr onec at the !!lowing ctatgaries:
(a) Four irtisdemeaners-,
(b)Two nisdeantarrs and one gross misdemeanor,,
(e) Qac misdemeanor nd two gross ntsdemenrs-, ad
(d)Three gross misdemeanersFor purposes of this definition., eurrarnt violations shall be eounted as
misderetners..

-(19))) (1 "Offense" means an act designated a violation or a crime if
committed by an adult under the law of this state, under any ordinance of any city
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or county of this state, under any federal law, or under the law of another state if
the act occurred in that state;
(((0))) (19) "Respondent" means a juvenile who is alleged or proven to have
committed an offense;
(((--))) (20) "Restitution" means financial reimbursement by the offender to
the victim, and shall be limited to easily ascertainable damages for injury to or loss
of property, actual expenses incurred for medical treatment for physical injury to
persons, lost wages resulting from physical injury, and costs of the victim's
counseling reasonably related to the offense if the offense is a sex offense.
Restitution shall not include reimbursement for damages for mental anguish, pain
and suffering, or other intangible losses. Nothing in this chapter shall limit or
replace civil remedies or defenses available to the victim or offender;
(((21))) ( "Secretary" means the secretary of the department of social and
health services. "Assistant secretary" means the assistant secretary for juvenile
rehabilitation for the department;
(((2-3))) (22 "Services" means services which provide alternatives to
incarceration for those juveniles who have pleaded or been adjudicated guilty of
an offense or have signed a diversion agreement pursuant to this chapter;
(((Q4))) (23) "Sex offense" means an offense defined as a sex offense in RCW
9.94A.030;
(((45))) (24) "Sexual motivation" means that one of the purposes for which the
respondent committed the offense was for the purpose of his or her sexual
gratification;
(((26))) (25 "Foster care" means temporary physical care in a foster family
home or group care facility as defined in RCW 74.15.020 and licensed by the
department, or other legally authorized care;
(((24))) (26) "Violation" means an act or omission, which if committed by an
adult, must be proven beyond a reasonable doubt, and is punishable by sanctions
which do not include incarceration;
(((8))) (27) "Violent offense" means a violent offense as defined in RCW
9.94A.030;
(((29))) (28M "Probation bond" means a bond, posted with sufficient security
by a surety justified and approved by the court, to secure the offender's appearance
at required court proceedings and compliance with court-ordered community
supervision or conditions of release ordered pursuant to RCW 13.40.040 or
13.40.050. It also means a deposit of cash or posting of other collateral in lieu of
a bond if approved by the court;
(((30))) (29) "Surety" means an entity licensed under state insurance laws or
by the state department of licensing, to write corporate, property, or probation
bonds within the state, and justified and approved by the superior court of the
county having jurisdiction of the case.
Sec. 11. RCW 13.40.0357 and 1996 c 205 s 6 are each amended to read as
follows:
[1962 1
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SCHEDULE A
DESCRIPTION AND OFFENSE CATEGORY
JUVENILE
DISPOSITION
OFFENSE
CATEGORY

A
B
C
D
B
C
D
E
A

A
B+
C+
D+
B+
D+
C+
D+
C+
B+
B
B
D
D

JUVENILE DISPOSITION
CATEGORY FOR ATTEMPT,
BAILUUMP, CONSPIRACY,
DESCRIPTION (RCW CITATION)

OR SOLICITATION

Arson and Malicious Mischief
Arson I (9A.48.020)
Arson 2 (9A.48.030)
Reckless Burning 1 (9A.48.040)
Reckless Burning 2 (9A.48.050)
Malicious Mischief I (9A.48.070)
Malicious Mischief 2 (9A.48.080)
Malicious Mischief 3 (<$50 is
E class) (9A.48.090)
Tampering with Fire Alarm
Apparatus (9.40.100)
Possession of Incendiary Device
(9.40.120)
Assault and Other Crimes
Involving Physical Harm
Assault 1 (9A.36.01 1)
Assault 2 (9A.36.021)
Assault 3 (9A.36.031)
Assault 4 (9A.36.041)
Drive-By Shooting
(9A.36,045)

Reckless Endangerment
(9A.36.050)
Promoting Suicide Attempt
(9A.36.060)
Coercion (9A.36.070)
Custodial Assault (9A.36.100)
Burglary and Trespass
Burglary I (9A.52.020)
Residential Burglary
(9A.52.025)
Burglary 2 (9A.52.030)
Burglary Tools (Possession of)
(9A.52.060)
Criminal Trespass I (9A.52.070)
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B+
C
D
E
C
D
E
E
B+

B+
C+
D+
E
C..+

E
D+
E
D+
C+
C
E
E
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E
C
D
E
C
C+
E
B+
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Criminal Trespass 2 (9A.52.080)
Vehicle Prowling I (9A.52.095)
Vehicle Prowling 2 (9A.52.100)
Drugs
Possession/Consumption of Alcohol
(66.44.270)
Illegally Obtaining Legend Drug
(69.41.020)
Sale, Delivery, Possession of Legend
Drug with Intent to Sell
(69.41.030)
Possession of Legend Drug
(69.41.030)
Violation of Uniform Controlled

E
D
E

E
D
D+
E

Substances Act - Narcotic or

C

Methamphetamine Sale
(69.50.401(a)(l)(i) or (ii))
Violation of Uniform Controlled

B+

Substances Act - Nonnarcotic Sale

E
B

(69.50.401 (a)(1)(iii))
Possession of Marihuana <40 grams
(69.50.401(e))
Fraudulently Obtaining Controlled
Substance (69.50.403)
Sale of Controlled Substance
for Profit (69.50.410)
Unlawful Inhalation (9.47A.020)
Violation of Uniform Controlled

C

Methamphetamine
Counterfeit Substances
(69.50.401(b)(1)(i) or (ii))
Violation of Uniform Controlled

E
C
C+

C
E
C
C+
E

Substances Act - Narcotic or

B

Substances Act - Nonnarcotic

C

Counterfeit Substances
(69.50.401(b)(1) (iii), (iv),
(v))
Violation of Uniform Controlled

C

Substances Act - Possession of a

C

Controlled Substance
(69.50.401(d))
Violation of Uniform Controlled
Substances Act - Possession of a
[ 19641
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B
B
E
C
D+
D

A+
A+
B+
C+
B+
A
B+
C+

((E))
D
E
B
C
E
B+
B+

C+

Controlled Substance
(69.50.401(c))
Firearms and Weapons
Theft of Firearm (9A.56.300)
Possession of Stolen Firearm
(9A.56.310)
Carrying Loaded Pistol Without
Permit (9.41.050)
Possession of Firearms by Minor (<18)
(9.41.040(l) (b)(("i))) filID
Possession of Dangerous Weapon
(9.41.250)
Intimidating Another Person by use
of Weapon (9.41.270)
Homicide
Murder I (9A.32.030)
Murder 2 (9A.32.050)
Manslaughter I (9A.32.060)
Manslaughter 2 (9A.32.070)
Vehicular Homicide (46.61.520)
Kidnapping
Kidnap I (9A.40.020)
Kidnap 2 (9A.40.030)
Unlawful Imprisonment
(9A.40.040)
Obstructing Governmental Operation
Obstructing a Law Enforcement
Officer (9A.76.020)
Resisting Arrest (9A.76.040)
Introducing Contraband I
(9A.76.140)
Introducing Contraband 2
(9A.76.150)
Introducing Contraband 3
(9A.76.160)
Intimidating a Public Servant
(9A.76.180)
Intimidating a Witness
(9A.72.1 10)
Public Disturbance
Riot with Weapon (9A.84.010)
[1965 1
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C

2
E
C
E
E
A
B+
C+
D+
C+
B+
C+
D+

E
E
C
D
E
C+
C+
D+
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D+
E
E
A
AC+
AB+
B
C
D+
E
B+
C+
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Riot Without Weapon
(9A.84.010)
Failure to Disperse (9A.84.020)
Disorderly Conduct (9A.84.030)
Sex Crimes
Rape 1 (9A.44.040)
Rape 2 (9A.44.050)
Rape 3 (9A.44.060)
Rape of a Child 1 (9A.44.073)
Rape of a Child 2 (9A.44.076)
Incest I (9A.64.020(1))
Incest 2 (9A.64.020(2))
Indecent Exposure
(Victim <14) (9A.88.010)
Indecent Exposure
(Victim 14 or over) (9A.88.010)
Promoting Prostitution 1
(9A.88.070)
Promoting Prostitution 2
(9A.88.080)
0 & A (Prostitution) (9A.88.030)
Indecent Liberties (9A.44. 100)

E
E
E
B+
B+
D+
B+
C+
C
D
E
E
C+

E
B+
((B+))
AChild Molestation 1 (9A.44.083)

D+
E
C+
((C+))
B+

B

C±

((-+))

B
C
D
B
C
A
B+
B+
C+
B
C
D

Child Molestation 2 (9A.44.086)
Theft, Robbery, Extortion, and Forgery
Theft I (9A.56.030)
Theft 2 (9A.56.040)
Theft 3 (9A.56.050)
Theft of Livestock (9A.56.080)
Forgery (9A.60.020)
Robbery I (9A.56.200)
Robbery 2 (9A.56.210)
Extortion 1 (9A.56.120)
Extortion 2 (9A.56.130)
Possession of Stolen Property I
(9A.56. 150)
Possession of Stolen Property 2
(9A.56.160)
Possession of Stolen Property 3
(9A.56.170)
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C
D
E
C
D
B+
C+
C+
D+
C
D
E
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Taking Motor Vehicle Without

Owner's Permission (9A.56.070)
Motor Vehicle Related Crimes
Driving Without a License
(46.20.021)

D

E

Hit and Run - Injury

D
(46.52.020(4))
Hit and Run-Attended
D
E
(46.52.020(5))
E
Hit and Run-Unattended
E
(46.52.010)
D
Vehicular Assault (46.61.522)
C
Attempting to Elude Pursuing
C
D
Police Vehicle (46.61.024)
E
Reckless Driving (46.61.500)
E
Driving While Under the Influence
D
E
(46.61.502 and 46.61.504)
(9A.52.10)
.,-hi,
Prowlin.g
((D
Taking Motor Vehiele Withzt
C
D))
Owncr's Pe-- miio (9A.56.04 9)
Other
C
Bomb Threat (9.61.160)
B
C
Escape 11(9A.76.110)
C
C
Escape 21 (9A.76.120)
C
E
Escape 3 (9A.76.130)
D
Obscene, Harassing, Etc.,
E
E
Phone Calls (9.61.230)
Other Offense Equivalent to an
A
B+
Adult Class A Felony
Other Offense Equivalent to an
B
C
Adult Class B Felony
Other Offense Equivalent to an
C
D
Adult Class C Felony
Other Offense Equivalent to an
D
E
Adult Gross Misdemeanor
Other Offense Equivalent to an
E
E
Adult Misdemeanor
Violation of Order of Restitution,
V
Community Supervision, or
V
Confinement (13.40.200)2
'Escape I and 2 and Attempted Escape 1 and 2 are classed as C offenses and the
standard range is established as follows:
11967 ]
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1st escape or attempted escape during 12-month period - 4 weeks confinement
2nd escape or attempted escape during 12-month period - 8 weeks
confinement
3rd and subsequent escape or attempted escape during 12-month period - 12
weeks confinement
2if the court finds that a respondent has violated
terms of an order, it may impose
a penalty of up to 30 days of confinement.
SCHEDULE B
PRIOR OFFENSE INCREASE FACTOR
For use with all CURRENT OFFENSES occurring on or after July 1, 1989.
TIME SPAN
OFFENSE
0-12
13-24
25 Months
or More
Months
Months
CATEGORY
A+
.9
.9
.9
A
.9
.8
.6
A.9
.8
.5
B+
.9
.7
.4
B
.9
.6
.3
C+
.6
.3
.2
C
.5
.2
.2
D+
.3
.2
.1
D
.2
.1
.1
E
.1
.1
.1
Prior history - Any offense in which a diversion agreement or counsel and release
form was signed, or any offense which has been adjudicated by court to be correct
prior to the commission of the current offense(s).
SCHEDULE C
CURRENT OFFENSE POINTS
For use with all CURRENT OFFENSES occurring on or after July 1, 1989.
AGE
OFFENSE
CATEGORY
A+
A
AB+
B
C+

12 &
Under

13

14

15

16

17

STANDARD RANGE 180-224 WEEKS
250
300
350
375
150
150
150
200
110
110
120
130
45
45
50
50
44
44
49
49

375
200
140
57
55

375
200
150
57
55

(1968]
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C
D+
D
E

40
16
14
4

40
18
16
4

45
20
18
4

45
22
20
6

50
24
22
8

50
26
24
10

JUVENILE SENTENCING STANDARDS
SCHEDULE D-1
This schedule may only be used for minor/first offenders. After the determination
is made tnat a youth is a minor/first offender, the court has the discretion to select
sentencing option A, B, or C.
MINOR/FIRST OFFENDER
OPTION A
STANDARD RANGE

Points
...-

Community
Community
Service
Supervision
Hours
m ns......andor..
. ..
08..

1-9
10-19
20-29

0-3 months
0-3 months
0-3 months

and/or 0-8
and/or 0-8
and/or 0- 16

and/or 0-$10
and/or 0-$10
and/or 0-$ 10

30-39
40-49
50-59
60-69
70-79
80-89
90-109

0-3 months
3-6 months
3-6 months
6-9 months
6-9 months
9-12 months
9-12 months

znd/or
and/or
and/or
and/or
and/or
and/or
and/or

and/or 0-$25
and/or 0-$25
and/or 0-$25
and/or 0-$50
and/or 0-$50
and/or 10-$100
and/or 10-$100

8-24
16-32
24-40
32-48
40-56
48-64
56-72

Fine
.a..n.or.....
I...
o -....
10

OR
OPTION B
STATUTORY OPTION
0-12 Months Community Supervision
0-150 Hours Community Service
0-100 Fine
Posting of a Probation Bond
A term of community supervision with a maximum of 150 hours, $100.00 fine, and
12 months supervision.
OR
OPTION C
MANIFEST INJUSTICE
When a term of community supervision would effectuate a manifest injustice,
another disposition may be imposed. When a judge imposes a sentence of
[ 19691
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confinement exceeding 30 days, the court shall sentence the juvenile to a maximum
term and the provisions of RCW 13.40.030(2) shall be used to determine the range.
JUVENILE SENTENCING STANDARDS
SCHEDULE D-2
This schedule may only be used for middle offenders. After the determination is
made that a youth is a middle offender, the court has the discretion to select
sentencing option A, B, or C.
MIDDLE OFFENDER
OPTION A
STANDARD RANGE
Points
.
.
1-9
20-19
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-69
70-79
80-89
90-109
110-129

Community
Community
Service
Supervision
Hours
0-3
.................
months
.
o .8
0-3 months
and/or 0-8
0-3 months
and/or 0-8
0-3 months
and/or 0-16
0-3 months
and/or 8-24
3-6 months
and/or 16-32
3-6 months
and/or 24-40
6-9 months
and/or 32-48
6-9 months
and/or 40-56
9-12 months
and/or 48-64
9-122 months
and/or 56-72

Fine
a........o
r
, .,., .
and/or 0-$ 10
and/or 0-$ 10
and/or 0-$20
and/or 0425
and/or 0-$25
and/or 0-$25
and/or 0-$50
and/or 0-$50
and/or 0-$100
and/or 0-$2100

Confinement
Days Weeks
.......
and/or 0
and/or 0
and/or 0
and/or 2-4
and/or 2-4
and/or 5-10
and/or 5-20
and/or 10-20
and/or 10-20
and/or 15-30
8-12

130-149

13-16

150-199
200-249
250-299
300-374
375+

21-28
30-40
52-65
80-100
103-129

Middle offenders with 110 points or more do not have to be committed. They may
be assigned community supervision under option B.
All A+ offenses 180-224 weeks
OR
OPTION B
STATUTORY OPTION
0-12 Months Community Supervision
0-150 Hours Community Service
0- 100 Fine
Posting of a Probation Bond
If the offender has less than 110 points, the court may impose a determinate
disposition of community supervision and/or up to 30 days confinement; in which
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case, if confinement has been imposed, the court shall state either aggravating or
mitigating factors as set forth in RCW 13.40.150.
If the middle offender has 110 points or more, the court may impose a
disposition under option A and may suspend the disposition on the condition that
the offender serve up to thirty days of confinement and follow all conditions of
community supervision. If the offender fails to comply with the terms of
community supervision, the court may impose sanctions pursuant to RCW
13.40.200 or may revoke the suspended disposition and order execution of the
disposition. If the court imposes confinement for offenders with 110 points or
more, the court shall state either aggravating or mitigating factors set forth in RCW
13.40.150.
OR
OPTION C
MANIFEST INJUSTICE
If the court determines that a disposition under Qaku A or B would effectuate a
manifest injustice, the court shall sentence the juvenile to a maximum term and the
provisions of RCW 13.40.030(2) shall be used to determine the range.
JUVENILE SENTENCING STANDARDS
SCHEDULE D-3
This schedule may only be used for serious offenders. After the determination is
made that a youth is a serious offender, the court has the discretion to select
sentencing option A or B.
SERIOUS OFFENDER
OPTION A
STANDARD RANGE
Institution Time
Points
29 .. ...
0...
..

0-129

130-149

150-199
200-249
250-299
300-374
375+
All A+ Offenses

.. ...

.. . . . . . ..
2 wee..ks..

............

8-12 weeks

13-16 weeks

21-28 weeks
30-40 weeks
52-65 weeks
80-100 weeks
103-129 weeks
180-224 weeks
OR
OPTION B
MANIFEST INJUSTICE

A disposition outside the standard range shall be determined and shall be

comprised of confinement or community supervision including posting a probation
[119711
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bond or a combination thereof. When a judge finds a manifest injustice and
imposes a sentence of confinement exceeding 30 days, the court shall sentence the
juvenile to a maximum term, and the provisions of RCW 13.40.030(2) shall be
used to determine the range.
This section expires July 1. 1998,
Sec. 12. RCW 13.40.0357 and 1996 c 205 s 6 are each amended to read as
follows:
((8GHEDULE A))
DESCRIPTION AND OFFENSE CATEGORY
JUVENILE
DISPOSITION
OFFENSE
CATEGORY

A
B
C
D
B
C
D
E
A

A
B+
C+
D+
B+
D+
C+
D+
C+

JUVENILE DISPOSITION
CATEGORY FOR ATrEMPT,
BAIUUMP, CONSPIRACY,
OR SOLICITATION

DESCRIPTION (RCW CITATION)

Arson and Malicious Mischief
Arson I (9A.48.020)
Arson 2 (9A.48.030)
Reckless Burning I (9A.48.040)
Reckless Burning 2 (9A.48.050)
Malicious Mischief I (9A.48.070)
Malicious Mischief 2 (9A.48.080)
Malicious Mischief 3 (<$50 is
E class) (9A.48.090)
Tampering with Fire Alarm
Apparatus (9.40.100)
Possession of Incendiary Device
(9.40.120)
Assault and Other Crimes
Involving Physical Harm
Assault 1 (9A.36.01 1)
Assault 2 (9A.36.021)
Assault 3 (9A.36.031)
Assault 4 (9A.36.041)
Drive-By Shooting
(9A.36.045)
Reckless Endangerment
(9A.36.050)
Promoting Suicide Attempt
(9A.36.060)
Coercion (9A.36.070)
Custodial Assault (9A.36.100)
Burglary and Trespass
(19721

B+
C
D
E
C
D
E
E
B+

B+
C+
D+
E

E
D+
E
D+
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B+
B
B
D
D
E
Q
D
E
C
C+
E
B+

Burglary I (9A.52.020)
Residential Burglary
(9A.52.025)
Burglary 2 (9A.52.030)
Burglary Tools (Possession of)
(9A.52.060)
Criminal Trespass I (9A.52.070)
Criminal Trespass 2 (9A.52.080)
Vehicle Prowling I (9A.52.095)
Vehicle Prowling 2 (9A.52.100)
Drugs
Possession/Consumption of Alcohol
(66.44.270)
Illegally Obtaining Legend Drug
(69.41.020)
Sale, Delivery, Possession of Legend
Drug with Intent to Sell
(69.41.030)
Possession of Legend Drug
(69.41.030)
Violation of Uniform Controlled

Ch. 338

C+
C
C
E
E
E
D
E

E
D
D+
E

Substances Act - Narcotic or

C

Methamphetamine Sale
(69.50.401 (a)(l)(i) or (ii))
Violation of Uniform Controlled

B+

Substances Act - Nonnarcotic Sale

E
C
C+
E
B

(69.50.401 (a)(I)(iii))
Possession of Marihuana <40 grams
(69.50.401(e))
Fraudulently Obtaining Controlled
Substance (69.50.403)
Sale of Controlled Substance
for Profit (69.50.410)
Unlawful Inhalation (9.47A.020)
Violation of Uniform Controlled

C
E
C
C+
E

Substances Act - Narcotic or

C

Methamphetamine
Counterfeit Substances
(69.50.401 (b)(1)(i) or (ii))
Violation of Uniform Controlled
Substances Act - Nonnarcotic

[1973 ]
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Counterfeit Substances
(69.50.401(b)(1) (iii), (iv),
(v))
Violation of Uniform Controlled

C

Substances Act - Possession of a

C

Controlled Substance
(69.50.401(d))
Violation of Uniform Controlled

C

Substances Act - Possession of a

B
B
E
C
D+
D

A+
A+
B+
C+
B+
A
B+
C+

(())
D
E
B

Controlled Substance
(69.50.401 (c))
Firearms and Weapons
Theft of Firearm (9A.56.300)
Possession of Stolen Firearm
(9A.56.3 10)
Carrying Loaded Pistol Without
Permit (9.41.050)
Possession of Firearms by Minor (<18)
(9.41.040(1) (b)(((iv))) f(ii
Possession of Dangerous Weapon
(9.41.250)
Intimidating Another Person by use
of Weapon (9.41.270)
Homicide
Murder I (9A.32.030)
Murder 2 (9A.32.050)
Manslaughter I (9A.32.060)
Manslaughter 2 (9A.32.070)
Vehicular Homicide (46.61.520)
Kidnapping
Kidnap I (9A.40.020)
Kidnap 2 (9A.40.030)
Unlawful Imprisonment
(9A.40.040)
Obstructing Governmental Operation
Obstructing a Law Enforcement
Officer (9A.76.020)
Resisting Arrest (9A.76.040)
Introducing Contraband I
(9A.76.140)

[ 1974 1

C
C
C
E
C
E
E
A
B+
C+
D+
C+
B+
C+
D+

E
E
C
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C
E
B+
B+

C+
D+
E
E
A
AC+
AB+
B
C
D+
E
B+
C+

Introducing Contraband 2
(9A.76.150)
Introducing Contraband 3
(9A.76.160)
Intimidating a Public Servant
(9A.76.180)
Intimidating a Witness
(9A.72.1 10)
Public Disturbance
Riot with Weapon (9A.84.010)
Riot Without Weapon
(9A.84.010)
Failure to Disperse (9A.84.020)
Disorderly Conduct (9A.84.030)
Sex Crimes
Rape I (9A.44.040)
Rape 2 (9A.44.050)
Rape 3 (9A.44.060)
Rape of a Child I (9A.44.073)
Rape of a Child 2 (9A.44.076)
Incest I (9A.64.020(l))
Incest 2 (9A.64.020(2))
Indecent Exposure
(Victim <14) (9A.88.010)
Indecent Exposure
(Victim 14 or over) (9A.88.010)
Promoting Prostitution 1
(9A.88.070)
Promoting Prostitution 2
(9A.88.080)
0 & A (Prostitution) (9A.88.030)
Indecent Liberties (9A.44.100)

E
B+
((B+))
AChild Molestation I (9A.44.083)
B
B
C
D
B
C
A

Child Molestation 2 (9A.44.086)
Theft, Robbery, Extortion, and Forgery
Theft I (9A.56.030)
Theft 2 (9A.56.040)
Theft 3 (9A.56.050)
Theft of Livestock (9A.56.080)
Forgery (9A.60.020)
Robbery I (9A.56.200)
[1975 ]
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D
E
C+
C+
D+
E
E
E
B+
B+
D+
B+
C+
C
D
E
E
C+
D+
E
C+
((-+))
B+
C+
C
D
E
C
D
B+
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Robbery 2 (9A.56.210)
Extortion I (9A.56.120)
Extortion 2 (9A.56.130)
Possession of Stolen Property 1
(9A.56.150)
Possession of Stolen Property 2
(9A.56.160)
Possession of Stolen Property 3
(9A.56.170)
Taking Motor Vehicle Without
Owner's Permission (9A.56.070)

E

Motor Vehicle Related Crimes
Driving Without a License
(46.20.021)

C

Hit and Run - Injury

D
E
C
C
E
D
((l)
C

B
C
C
D
E
A
B
C

(46.52.020(4))
Hit and Run-Attended
(46.52.020(5))
Hit and Run-Unattended
(46.52,010)
Vehicular Assault (46.61.522)
Attempting to Elude Pursuing
Police Vehicle (46.61.024)
Reckless Driving (46.61.500)
Driving While Under the Influence
(46.61.502 and 46.61.504)
\'hiele Prowling (9A.52.100)F
Taking Motor Ve'hiele Withot
O~wnicr' Permisgiin (9A.56.079)
Other
Bomb Threat (9.61.160)
Escape 11 (9A.76.110)
Escape 2' (9A.76.120)
Escape 3 (9A.76.130)
Obscene, Harassing, Etc.,
Phone Calls (9.61.230)
Other Offense Equivalent to an
Adult Class A Felony
Other Offense Equivalent to an
Adult Class B Felony
Other Offense Equivalent to an
Adult Class C Felony

[ 1976 1

C
cDC
D
E
D

E
D
E
E
D
D
E
E
D
C
C
C
E
E
BC
D
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Other Offense Equivalent to an
E
Adult Gross Misdemeanor
E
Other Offense Equivalent to an
E
Adult Misdemeanor
V
Violation of Order of Restitution,
Community Supervision, or
V
Confinement (13.40.200)2
'Escape 1 and 2 and Attempted Escape I and 2 are classed as C offenses and the
standard range is established as follows:
1st escape or attempted escape during 12-month period - 4 weeks confinement
2nd escape or attempted escape during 12-month period - 8 weeks
confinement
3rd and subsequent escape or attempted escape during 12-month period - 12
weeks confinement
2if the court finds that a respondent has violated terms of an order, it may impose
a penalty of up to 30 days of confinement.
((SG11EDULE6 B
D

PRIOR OFFENSE ICREASE FACTO

For use with all CURRENT OFFENSES oeeurrirng an or after July 1, 1989.
TIME SPAN
0 12
Menths

13 24
Mon~ths

25 Mon~ths
or More

.9

.9

.9

A
A

.9
.9

.8.6
.8

.5

B+
B
C
C
Dt

.9
.9
.6
.5
.3

.7
.6
.3
.2

.4
.3
.2
.2

OFFENSE
CATEGORY
h

.

.

.1

D.2

.1

.1

E.1

.1

.1

Prior history Any offense in whieh a diversion agreement r eou.s. and release

form was signed, or ainy offense which has been adjudicated by caurt to be carreet
priertaethe. eemmisX,,.of th errent offcnscfs).
SCHEDULErC
CURRENT OFFENSE POINTS
For use with all CURRENT GFFNSES oecurring on or after July 1, 1989.
Ar 1
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OFFENS8E
ATEGORY

12 &
Under

13

14

15

17

16

STNDARD) RANGE 180 224 WEEKS
375
375
375
350
250
300
200
200
200
5
150
150
A
140
!50
130
110H 120
10
BA
57
5?
50
50
45
45
B
49
55
55
44
44
49
C+
50
so
45
45
10
40
G
26
-24
20
22
18
16
P+
22
24
14
16
18
20
D
10))
6
8
4
4
4
E
JUVENILE SENTENCING STANDARDS
((SGHEDUb D ))
This schedule ((my ,nly)) must be used for ((min,' ,irt)) juvenile offenders.
The court
rfi.t -ffe""cr,,)
((After the determintion.is mad; that a youth isa --..
((has thc di..ti...te)) Mgy select sentencing option A,B,or C.
A

A

((MINRFIIST OFFENDER
OPTION A
STANDARD RANCEi
P,.
. ..l

l. .

. .. .. . . . ..

Fin;~l

I/zua

tlllllpl"i.,n
.....

. .....

~ . .ll..
. . . .. . . . . . .. ..

. . .. . . .. . . . . . .

4-9

0 3 mnths

anwJ.r 0 8

mrd'er 0 $10

10 19
20 29

0 3 menh
0 m nths3

0 8
arn^
^
-n,.r 0 16

ndm.rl 0 $10
ane_ 0 $10

30 39
40 49
50 59
60 69
70 79
80 89

0 3 menths
3 6 mon~ths
3 6 months
6 9 mnths
6 9 mnihs
9 12 .,.nths

ttnd'zr 8 24
anfd,'r 16 32
armd/r 24 40
aerz 3-2-48
arnf.'r 40 56
an;r '48 61

and';r 0 $2
atnd/zr 0 $25
zind.'r 0 $25
and/or 0 $50
atnd/zr 0 $50
and/or~ 10 $10

9 12rmnhs

ander 56 72

andIr 10 $100

90 19

-

.- ulmvlll.

U II*&/
I lu

*UI~*[/

OPTION B
STATUTORY OMlON
0 12 Months Czmmurnity Sulci~if
0 150 1!ours Gamnity Serc
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91O-90Fine
Postin~g of a prebation Bond
A ter facommunity superision with a maximumn of 150 houra, $100.00 finec, an~d
12 months supzr~in
OR
OPTION GO
MANIFEST INJUSTICE
When a term of eemmunity apr;io.ould effcctuate t manifest irustiee,
anoih"r dispoain may be m '

t"1,
judge imposes a sertce

cornfinemcrnt emcccdirng 30 Jaya, tho eourt shall acrntcncc thejttyenile to amaximu~m
ter-m and the provisions of RCW 13.49.030(2) shall be used to detcrmirnc the range.
JUVENIL6E SENTENCINC STANDARD
SCUEDULE D-2
This sehedule may only be used for middle offen~ders. After the dotcrmirnatin
made !hat it youth is a middle offoender, the eourt has the discretion to select
sentcrncirg option A, B, or C.
MIDDLE OFFENDER
3039

20 .'9

1.1 .3.

.. 0

..

509
i059
20 79
3099
949
5..9

l .

.

.

.....

03 manihst
9 3 menhs
693m
m8..,
. tas "ihs
.
33-66 2manIhs
m

-li.:I' ....

....

OPTION
AL, 5I16
.' ..
8-21

4'Al.0 . 0
#k -- - I~..'

. .........

.

anJk.. 20
an/o
8
tk1dr 1,
0 56
51
and
1.672
..........
4......

Ho0 R29
139 149
gSo !99
200 219301
250 299
309371
3?5,

...

...

....

..........

a.'.0
$25
tkn'.0G$10
...an~
all.... 0
0 $50
$100
$n/o
an 'r
' r 0$
9-$255

.

... l .....

..

21

..d.. ...

an.d'51
on,'
,.an'
1 020
2
1. ......
........
51

8 ig2
13 16
2 8
525
8010
103-R29

Middle offenders with 110 points or moere do not have to be eommnitod. Reoy may
be asil eiJ eomnn.uily supe.riat )n under option 13.
All1 A ,

fRup~~

18 224 week-))
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OPTION A
JUVENILE OFFENDER SENTENCING GRID
STANDARD RANGE
A±

ISOWEEKS TO AGE 21 YEARS

A

103 WEEKS TO 129 WEEKS

1S5a
=5-S

t

.m

1103-129

WEEKS

IWEEKS

WEEKS

IWEEKS

1

LI.

L
L.

L
i

YEAR OLDS

L

l-

t.

l

A-

Cufn

it+

Offeni
B

C±

c

1-i1

=s-a s is.
il.

WEEKS

IWEEKS

LOCAL SANCTIONS LS

I-

IWEEKS

1i03.129
IWEEKS
I5-u

1536EK

IWEEKS
L
115

La

S-6EEKS
Ili36WPFK2
1.

Ua

LoclSancilonc
Qt

L

0 to 12 Months Community Sunervision
0 to 150 Hours Community Service

Q

L

$0 oi$300ine

E

La
2

44ormore

PRIOR ADJUDICATIONS

NOTE: References in the grid to days or weeks mean periods of confinement.
(1) The vertical axis of the grid is the current offense category. The current
offense category is determined by the offense of adjudication.
(2) The horizontal axis of the grid is the number of prior adjudications
included in the juvenile's criminal history. Each pior felony adjudication shall
count as one point. Each prior violation. misdemeanor. and gross misdemeanor
adjudication shall count as 1/4 point. Fractional points shall be rounded down.
(3) The standard range disposition for each offense is determined by the
intersection of the column defined by the prior adjudications and the row defined
by the current offense category.
(4) RCW 13.40.180 applies if the offender is being sentenced for more than
one offense.
[ 1980]
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(5) A current offense that is a violation is eauivalent to an offense category of
E. However. a disposition for a violation shall not include confinement.
OR
OPTION B
((STATUTORY OPTION))
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY DISPOSITION ALTERNATIVE

((9 12 Months Community suprsz
0 150 Il!urs Caamuity gervie,

0 109 Fin~e
Posting of atpffiatiar. Bzr~d
if the offender hats less thatn 110 points, !he eourt mafy impose atdirnim
dispesiia oafninmurnity superyisian artd.'zr up to 30 datys eenfineni; in whieh
ecase, if czrnfincmntn hats been. imposed, the eourl shall sitL eihe aggtating
mnitgating feetars as set forth in RCW 13.40.150.))
If the ((nde)) iuvenil offender ((has 110 points or mera)) is subject to a
standard range disposition of local sanctions or 15 to 36 weeks of confinement and
has not committed an A- or B+ offense, the court may impose a disposition under
((eptar. A and may suspend the disposition on the eenditiar, that the offendarsae
up to thirty dakys of eonfincaan!t and follow all eenditions of eowdnunity
suparviian
f the offaender fails to eemply with the tarms of eeffmuftity
reykethesupeneddisposition and order axacution of the disposition. I h
eourti mposes eonfinement for offenders with 110 points or more, the eourt shall
state either aggravating or mitigating fatirs set forth in RCW 13.40.159)) RCW
13.40.160(5) and section 26 of this act.
OR
OPTION C
MANIFEST INJUSTICE
If the court determines that a disposition under option A or B would effectuate a
manifest injustice, the court shall ((sentanee the juyenile !a a maximum termn and
the provisions of RCW 13J.49.939(2) shalil be used to determine the range)) imo~se
a disp~osition outside the standard range under RCW 13,40,16002.
((JUVENIL6E SENTENCINC STANDARDS
SCIIEDULE D 3
This seheduke may only be used for serious offenders. After the determinaien is
made that a youth is it serious offender, the eourt has the dise.etion to selact
sentaneing eptian A or B.

[ 19811
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Points

SERIOUS OFFENDER
OPTION A
STANDARD RANGE
isit

t

imelta

0-129
130 149

8
.weks
1 3 16 weeks

10 199

21 28 weeks

30 40 weeks
52 65 weeks
80 100 weeks
103 129 weeks
180 224 weeks
OR
OPTION R
MANIFEST INJUSTICE
A disposition. outside the starndard ran~ge shall be determned an~d shall be
eemprised of confinecment or e~mmurnity siperiiizr ineluding pest it probaicr
200 249
250 299
300 374
3751
All A& E)ffenses

bondor
a embinatin thereof. Thhn
a. udge finds a manifest ijusti and
iposes
-e..
a seenr ef rfinremcrt emedi-.g 30 days, the ourt shall sen1tence !he
juven.ile to a maximun term, and the provisions of RGW 13.40.030(2) shall be

used ta deitarmine the range.))
Sec. 13. RCW 13.40.040 and 1995 c 395 s 4 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) A juvenile may be taken into custody:
(a) Pursuant to a court order if a complaint is filed with the court alleging, and
the court finds probable cause to believe, that the juvenile has committed an
offense or has violated terms of a disposition order or release order; or
(b) Without a court order, by a law enforcement officer if grounds exist for the
arrest of an adult in identical circumstances. Admission to, and continued custody
in, a court detention facility shall be governed by subsection (2) of this section; or
(c) Pursuant to a court order that the juvenile be held as a material witness; or
(d) Where the secretary or the secretary's designee has suspended the parole
of a juvenile offender.
(2) Ajuvenile may not be held in detention unless there is probable cause to
believe that:
(a) The juvenile has committed an offense or has violated the terms of a
disposition order; and
(i) The juvenile will likely fail to appear for further proceedings; or

(ii) Detention is required to protect the juvenile from himself or herself; or
(iii) The juvenile is a threat to community safety; or

[ 1982 ]
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(iv) The juvenile will intimidate witnesses or otherwise unlawfully interfere
with the administration of justice; or
(v)The juvenile has committed a crime while another case was pending; or
(b)The juvenile is a fugitive from justice; or
(c) The juvenile's parole has been suspended or modified; or
(d) The juvenile is a material witness.
(3) Upon a finding that members of the community have threatened the health
of a juvenile taken into custody, at the juvenile's request the court may order
continued detention pending further order of the court.
(4) A juvenile detained under this section may be released upon posting a
probation bond set by the court. The juvenile's parent or guardian may sign for the
probation bond. A court authorizing such a release shall issue an order containing
a statement of conditions imposed upon the juvenile and shall set the date of his or
her next court appearance. The court shall advise the juvenile of any conditions
specified in the order and may at any time amend such an order in order to impose
additional or different conditions of release upon the juvenile or to return the
juvenile to custody for failing to conform to the conditions imposed. In addition
to requiring the juvenile to appear at the next court date, the court may condition
the probation bond on the juvenile's compliance with conditions of release. The
juvenile's parent or guardian may notify the court that the juvenile has failed to
conform to the conditions of release or the provisions in the probation bond. If the
parent notifies the court of the juvenile's failure to comply with the probation bond,
the court shall notify the surety. As provided in the terms of the bond, the surety
shall provide notice to the court of the offender's noncompliance. A juvenile may
be released only to a responsible adult or the department of social and health
services. Failure to appear on the date scheduled by the court pursuant to this
section shall constitute the crime of bail jumping.
Sec. 14. RCW 13.40.045 and 1994 sp.s. c 7 s 518 are each amended to read
as follows:
The secretary, assistant secretary, or the secretary's designee shall issue arrest
warrants for juveniles who escape from department residential custody. The
secretary. assistant secretary, or the secretary's designee may issue arrest warrants
for iuveniles who abscond from parole supervision or fail to meet conditions of
paol These arrest warrants shall authorize any law enforcement, probation and
parole, or peace officer of this state, or any other state where the juvenile is located,
to arrest the juvenile and to place the juvenile in physical custody pending the
juvenile's return to confinement in a state juvenile rehabilitation facility.
Sec. 15. RCW 13.40.050 and 1995 c 395 s 5 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) When a juvenile taken into custody is held in detention:
(a) An information, a community supervision modification or termination of
diversion petition, or a parole modification petition shall be filed within seventy-

1 1983 ]
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two hours, Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays excluded, or the juvenile shall be
released; and
(b)A detention hearing, a community supervision modification or termination
of diversion petition, or aparole modification petition shall be held within seventytwo hours, Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays excluded, from the time of filing the
information or petition, to determine whether continued detention is necessary
under RCW 13.40.040.
(2) Notice of the detention hearing, stating the time, place, and purpose of the
hearing, ((ftnd)) stating the right to counsel, and reuiring attendance shall be given
to the parent, guardian, or custodian if such person can be found and shall also be
given to the juvenile if over twelve years of age.
(3) At the commencement of the detention hearing, the court shall advise the
parties of their rights under this chapter and shall appoint counsel as specified in
this chapter.
(4)The court shall, based upon the allegations in the information, determine
whether the case is properly before it or whether the case should be treated as a
diversion case under RCW 13.40.080. If the case is not properly before the court
the juvenile shall be ordered released.
(5)Notwithstanding a determination that the case is properly before the court
and that probable cause exists, ajuvenile shall at the detention hearing be ordered
released on the juvenile's personal recognizance pending further hearing unless the
court finds detention is necessary under RCW 13.40.040 ((as now or hereafter
amen~ded)).
(6)If detention is not necessary under RCW 13.40.040, ((as nw er here
emende-,)) the court shall impose the most appropriate of the following conditions
or, if necessary, any combination of the following conditions:
(a) Place the juvenile in the custody of a designated person agreeing to
supervise such juvenile;
(b)Place restrictions on the travel of the juvenile during the period of release;
(c)Require the juvenile to report regularly to and remain under the supervision
of the juvenile court;
(d)Impose any condition other than detention deemed reasonably necessary
to assure appearance as required;
(e)Require that the juvenile return to detention during specified hours; or
(f) Require the juvenile to post a probation bond set by the court under terms
and conditions as provided in RCW 13.40.040(4).
(7)A juvenile may be released only to a responsible adult or the department,
M If the parent, guardian, or custodian of the juvenile in detention is
available, the court shall consult with them prior to a determination to further
detain or release the juvenile or treat the case as a diversion case under RCW
13.40.080.
(9)A person notified under this section who fails without reasonable cause to
appear and abide by the order of the court may be proceeded against as for
[ 1984
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contempt of court. In determining whether a parent. guardian, or custodian had
reasonable cause not to appear, the court may consider all factors relevant to the
person's ability to apgnar as summoned.
Sec. 16. RCW 13.40.060 and 1989 c 71 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)
All actions under this chapter shall be commenced and tried in the county
where any element of the offense was committed except as otherwise specially
provided by statute. In cases in which diversion isprovided by statute, venue is in
the county in which the juvenile resides or in the county in which any element of
the offense was committed.
(2) ((The c and copies of all
legal and social documents pertaining thereto
may inthe discretion of thecourt be transferred tothe cuty whcre the juvenile
resides for a disposition hearing. All eosts and arranIgements for eare an-d
t'rnsportation eF the juvenl in ~ustedy sall be the responsibility of !he re Iiin
eournty as oF the ditie ef the transfer of the Juven~ile io sueh eounty, unless the

-(3))) The case and copies of all legal and social documents pertaining thereto
may in the discretion of the court be transferred to the county in which the juvenile
resides for supervision and enforcement of the disposition order. The court of the
receiving county has jurisdiction to modify and enforce the disposition order.
(((4))) M3 The court upon motion of any party or upon its own motion may,
at any time, transfer a proceeding to another juvenile court when there is reason to
believe that an impartial proceeding cannot be held in the county in which the
proceeding was begun.
Sec. 17. RCW 13.40.070 and 1994 sp.s. c 7 s 543 are each amended to read
as follows:
(I) Complaints referred to the juvenile court alleging the commission of an
offense shall be referred directly to the prosecutor. The prosecutor, upon receipt of
acomplaint, shall screen the complaint to determine whether:
(a)The alleged facts bring the case within the jurisdiction of the court; and
(b)On a basis of available evidence there is probable cause to believe that the
juvenile did commit the offense.
(2)If the identical alleged acts constitute an offense under both the law of this
state and an ordinance of any city or county of this state, state law shall govern the
prosecutor's screening and charging decision for both filed and diverted cases.
(3)If the requirements of subsections (1)(a) and (b)of this section are met, the
prosecutor shall either file an information in juvenile court or divert the case, as set
forth in subsections (5), (6), and (7)of this section. If the prosecutor finds that the
requirements of subsection (1)(a) and (b)of this section are not met, the prosecutor
shall maintain a record, for one year, of such decision and the reasons therefor. In
lieu of filing an information or diverting an offense a prosecutor may file a motion
to modify community supervision where such offense constitutes a violation of
community supervision.
[ 198s]
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(4) An information shall be a plain, concise, and definite written statement of
the essential facts constituting the offense charged. It shall be signed by the
prosecuting attorney and conform to chapter 10.37 RCW.
(5) Where a case is legally sufficient, the prosecutor shall file an information
with the juvenile court if:
(a) An alleged offender is accused of a class A felony, a class B felony, an
attempt to commit a class B felony, a class C felony listed in RCW 9.94A.440(2)
as a crime against persons or listed in RCW 9A.46.060 as a crime of harassment,
or a class C felony that is a violation of RCW 9.41.080 or ((9.41.040(1)(;), or any
other offense litad in RG,' 13.40.029(i) (b) or (e))) 9.41040(lt(b(iii); or
(b) An alleged offender is accused of a felony and has a criminal history of
felony,
or at least two gross misdemeanors, or at least two misdemeanors; or
any
(c) An alleged offender has previously been committed to the department; or
(d) An alleged offender has been referred by a diversion unit for prosecution
or desires prosecution instead of diversion; or
(e) An alleged offender has two or more diversion contracts on the alleged
offender's criminal history; or
(f) A special allegation has been filed that the offender or an accomplice was
armed with a firearm when the offense was committed.
(6) Where a case is legally sufficient the prosecutor shall divert the case if the
alleged offense is a misdemeanor or gross misdemeanor or violation and the
alleged offense is the offender's first offense or violation. If the alleged offender
is charged with a related offense that must or may be filed under subsections (5)
and (7) of this section, a case under this subsection may also be filed.
(7) Where a case is legally sufficient and falls into neither subsection (5) nor
(6) of this section, it may be filed or diverted. In deciding whether to file or divert
an offense under this section the prosecutor shall be guided only by the length,
seriousness, and recency of the alleged offender's criminal history and the
circumstances surrounding the commission of the alleged offense.
(8)Whenever a juvenile is placed in custody or, where not placed in custody,
referred to a ((diversionary)) diversion interview, the parent or legal guardian of
the juvenile shall be notified as soon as possible concerning the allegation made
against the juvenile and the current status of the juvenile. Where a case involves
victims of crimes against persons or victims whose property has not been
recovered at the time a juvenile is referred to a ((diversen a'y)) diversion unit, the
victim shall be notified of the referral and informed how to contact the unit.
(9)The responsibilities of the prosecutor under subsections (1) through (8)of
this section may be performed by a juvenile court probation counselor for any
complaint referred to the court alleging the commission of an offense which would
not be a felony if committed by an adult, if the prosecutor has given sufficient
written notice to the juvenile court that the prosecutor will not review such
complaints.
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(10) The prosecutor, juvenile court probation counselor, or diversion unit may,
in exercising their authority under this section or RCW 13.40.080, refer juveniles
to mediation or victim offender reconciliation programs. Such mediation or victim
offender reconciliation programs shall be voluntary for victims.
Sec. 18. RCW 13.40.077 and 1996 c 9 s 1 are each amended to read as
follows:
RECOMMENDED PROSECUTING STANDARDS
FOR CHARGING AND PLEA DISPOSITIONS
INTRODUCTION: These standards are intended solely for the guidance of
prosecutors in the state of Washington. They are not intended to, do not, and may
not be relied upon to create a right or benefit, substantive or procedural,
enforceable at law by a party in litigation with the state.
Evidentiary sufficiency.
(1) Decision not to prosecute.
STANDARD: A prosecuting attorney may decline to prosecute, even though
technically sufficient evidence to prosecute exists, in situations where prosecution
would serve no public purpose, would defeat the underlying purpose of the law in
question, or would result in decreased respect for the law. The decision not to
prosecute or divert shall not be influenced by the race, gender, religion, or creed
of the sispect.
GUIDELINES/COMMENTARY:
Examples
The following are examples of reasons not to prosecute which could satisfy
the standard.
(a) Contrary to Legislative Intent - It may be proper to decline to charge where
the application of criminal sanctions would be clearly contrary to the intent of the
legislature in enacting the particular statute.
(b) Antiquated Statute - It may be proper to decline to charge where the statute
in question is antiquated in that:
(i) It has not been enforced for many years;
(ii) Most members of society act as if it were no longer in existence;
(iii) It serves no deterrent or protective purpose in today's society; and
(iv) The statute has not been recently reconsidered by the legislature.
This reason is not to be construed as the basis for declining cases because the
law in question is unpopular or because it is difficult to enforce.
(c) De Minimis Violation - It may be proper to decline to charge where the
violation of law is only technical or insubstantial and where no public interest or
deterrent purpose would be served by prosecution.
(d) Confinement on Other Charges - It may be proper to decline to charge
because the accused has been sentenced on another charge to a lengthy period of
confinement; and
(i) Conviction of the new offense would not merit any additional direct or
collateral punishment;
[ 1987 1
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(ii) The new offense is either a misdemeanor or a felony which is not
particularly aggravated; and
(iii) Conviction of the new offense would not surve any significant deterrent
purpose.
(e) Pending Conviction on Another Charge - It may be proper to decline to
charge because the accused is facing a pending prosecution in the same or another
county; and
(i) Conviction of the new offense would not merit any additional direct or
collateral punishment;
(ii) Conviction in the pending prosecution is imminent;
(iii) The new offense is either a misdemeanor or a felony which is not
particularly aggravated; and
(iv)Conviction of the new offense would not serve any significant deterrent
purpose.
(f) High Disproportionate Cost of Prosecution - It may be proper to decline to
charge where the cost of locating or transporting, or the burden on, prosecution
witnesses is highly disproportionate to the importance of prosecuting the offense
in question. The reason should be limited to minor cases and should not be relied
upon in serious cases.
(g) Improper Motives of Complainant - It may be proper to decline charges
because the motives of the complainant are improper and prosecution would serve
no public purpose, would defeat the underlying purpose of the law in question, or
would result in decreased respect for the law.
(h)Immunity - It may be proper to decline to charge where immunity is to be
given to an accused in order to prosecute another where the accused information
or testimony will reasonably lead to the conviction of others who are responsible
for more serious criminal conduct or who represent a greater danger to the public
interest.
(i) Victim Request - It may be proper to decline to charge because the victim
requests that no criminal charges be filed and the case involves the following
crimes or situations:
(i) Assault cases where the victim has suffered little or no injury;
(ii) Crimes against property, not involving violence, where no major loss was
suffered;
(iii) Where doing so would not jeopardize the safety of society.
Care should be taken to insure that the victim's request is freely made and is
not the product of ihreats or pressure by the accused.
The presence of these factors may also justify the decision to dismiss a
prosecution which has been commenced.
Notification
The prosecutor is encouraged to notify the victim, when practical, and the law
enforcement personnel, of the decision not to prosecute.
(2) Decision to prosecute.
(1988 1
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STANDARD:
Crimes against persons will be filed if sufficient admissible evidence exists,
which, when considered with the most plausible, reasonably foreseeable defense
that could be raised under the evidence, would justify conviction by a reasonable
and objective fact-finder. With regard to offenses prohibited by RCW 9A.44.040,
9A.44.050, 9A.44.073, 9A.44.076, 9A.44.079, 9A.44.083, 9A.44.086, 9A.44.089,
and 9A.64.020 the prosecutor should avoid prefiling agreements or diversions
intended to place the accused in a program of treatment or counseling, so that
treatment, if determined to be beneficial, can be proved under RCW
13,40.160(((-S-))) (4).
Crimes against property/other crimes will be filed if the admissible evidence
is of such convincing force as to make it probable that a reasonable and objective
fact-finder would convict after hearing all the admissible evidence and the most
plausible defense that could be raised.
The categorization of crimes for these charging standards shall be the same as
found in RCW 9.94A.440(2).
The decision to prosecute or use diversion shall not be influenced by the race,
gender, religion, or creed of the respondent.
(3) Selection of Charges/Degree of Charge
(a) The prosecutor should file charges which adequately describe the nature
of the respondent's conduct. Other offenses may be charged only if they are
necessary to ensure that the charges:
(i) Will significantly enhance the strength of the state's case at trial; or
(ii) Will result in restitution to all victims.
(b) The prosecutor should not overcharge to obtain a guilty plea.
Overcharging includes:
(i) Charging a higher degree;
(ii) Charging additional counts.
This standard is intended to direct prosecutors to charge those crimes which
demonstrate the nature and seriousness of a respondent's criminal conduct, but to
decline to charge crimes which are not necessary to such an indication. Crimes
which do not merge as a matter of law, but which arise from the same course of
conduct, do not all have to be charged.
(4) Police Investigation
A prosecuting attorney is dependent upon law enforcement agencies to
conduct the necessary factual investigation which must precede the decision to
prosecute. The prosecuting attorney shall ensure that a thorough factual
investigation has been conducted before a decision to prosecute is made. In
ordinary circumstances the investigation should include the following:
(a) The interviewing of all material witnesses, together with the obtaining of
written statements whenever possible;
(b)The completion of necessary laboratory tests; and
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(c) The obtaining, in accordance with constitutional requirements, of the
suspect's version of the events.
If the initial investigation is incomplete, a prosecuting attorney should insist
upon further investigation before a decision to prosecute is made, and specify what
the investigation needs to include.
(5) Exceptions
In certain situations, a prosecuting attorney may authorize filing of a criminal
complaint before the investigation is complete if:
(a) Probable cause exists to believe the suspect is guilty; and
(b) The suspect presents a danger to the community or is likely to flee if not
apprehended; or
(c) The arrest of the suspect is necessary to complete the investigation of the
crime.
In the event that the exception ((tht--[fe)) o the standard is applied, the
prosecuting attorney shall obtain a commitment from the law enforcement agency
involved to complete the investigation in a timely manner. If the subsequent
investigation does not produce sufficient evidence to meet the normal charging
standard, the complaint should be dismissed.
(6) Investigation Techniques
The prosecutor should be fully advised of the investigatory techniques that
were used in the case investigation including:
(a) Polygraph testing;
(b) Hypnosis;
(c) Electronic surveillance;
(d) Use of informants.
(7) Prefiling Discussions with Defendant
Discussions with the defendant or his or her representative regarding the
selection or disposition of charges may occur prior to the filing of charges, and
potential agreements can be reached,
(8) Plea dispositions:
STANDARD
(a) Except as provided in subsection (2) of this section, a respondent will
normally be expected to plead guilty to the charge or charges which adequately
describe the nature of his or her criminal conduct or go to trial.
(b)In certain circumstances, a plea agreement with a respondent in exchange
for a plea of guilty to a charge or charges that may not fully describe the nature of
his or her criminal conduct may be necessary and in the public interest. Such
situations may include the following:
(i) Evidentiary problems which make conviction of the original charges
doubtful;
(ii) The respondent's willingness to cooperate in the investigation or
prosecution of others whose criminal conduct is more serious or represents a
greater public threat;
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(iii) A request by the victim when it is not the result of pressure from the
respondent;
(iv)The discovery of facts which mitigate the seriousness of the respondent's
conduct;
(v) The correction of errors in the initial charging decision;
(vi) The respondent's history with respect to criminal activity;
(vii) The nature and seriousness of the offense or offenses charged;
(viii) The probable effect of witnesses.
(c) No plea agreement shall be influenced by the race, gender, religion, or
creed of the respondent. This includes but is not limited to the prosecutor's
decision to utilize such disposition alternatives as (("Option B,")) the Special Sex
Offender Disposition Alternative, the Chemical Dependency Disposition
Alternative, and manifest injustice.
(9) Disposition recommendations:
STANDARD
The prosecutor may reach an agreement regarding disposition
recommendations.
The prosecutor shall not agree to withhold relevant information from the court
concerning the plea agreement.
Sec. 19. RCW 13.40.100 and 1979 c 155 s 62 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) Upon the filing of an information the alleged offender shall be notified by
summons, warrant, or other method approved by the court of the next required
court appearance.
(2) If notice is by summons, the clerk of the court shall issue a summons
directed to the juvenile, if the juvenile is twelve or more years of age, and another
to the parents, guardian, or custodian, and such other persons as appear to the court
to be proper or necessary parties to the proceedings, requiring them to appear
personally before the court at the time fixed to hear the petition. Where the
custodian is summoned, the parent or guardian or both shall also be served with a
summons.
(3) A copy of the information shall be attached to each summons.
(4) The summons shall advise the parties of the right to counsel.
(5)The judge may endorse upon the summons an order directing the parents,
guardian, or custodian having the custody or control of the juvenile to bring the
juvenile to the hearing.
(6) If it appears from affidavit or sworn statement presented to the judge that
there is probable cause for the issuance of a warrant of arrest or that the juvenile
needs to be taken into custody pursuant to RCW 13.34.050((, as now or h reafter
emended)), the judge may endorse upon the summons an order that an officer
serving the summons shall at once take the juvenile into custody and take the
juvenile to the place of detention or shelter designated by the court.
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(7) Service of summons may be made under the direction of the court by any
law enforcement officer or probation counselor.
(8) If the person summoned as herein provided fails without reasonable cause
to appear and abide the order of the court, the person may be proceeded against as
for contempt of court. In determining whether a parent, guardian, or custodian had
reasonable cause not to appear, the court may consider all factors relevant to the
person's ability to appear as summoned,
Sec. 20. RCW 13.40.110 and 1990 c 3 s 303 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) The prosecutor, respondent, or the court on its own motion may, before a
hearing on the information on its merits, file a motion requesting the court to
transfer the respondent for adult criminal prosecution and the matter shall be set for
a hearing on the question of declining jurisdiction. Unless waived by the court, the
parties, and their counsel, a decline hearing shall be held ((where)) when:
(a) The respondent is fifteen, sixteen, or seventeen years of age and the
information alleges a class A felony or an attempt, solicitation, or conspiracy to
commit a class A felony; ((or))
(b) The respondent is seventeen years of age and the information alleges
assault in the second degree, extortion in the first degree, indecent liberties, child
molestation in the second degree, kidnapping in the second degree, or robbery in
the second degree.or
(c) The information alleges an escape by the respondent and the respondent
is serving a minimum juvenile sentence to age twenty-one.
(2)The court after a decline hearing may order the case transferred for adult
criminal prosecution upon a finding that the declination would be in the best
interest of the juvenile or the public. The court shall consider the relevant reports,
facts, opinions, and arguments presented by the parties and their counsel.
(3) When the respondent is transferred for criminal prosecution or retained for
prosecution in juvenile court, the court shall set forth in writing its finding which
shall be supported by relevant facts and opinions produced at the hearing.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 21. A new section is added to chapter 13.40 RCW to
read as follows:
(1) Ajuvenile is eligible for deferred disposition unless he or she:
(a) Is charged with a sex or violent offense;
(b) Has a criminal history which includes any felony;
(c) Has a prior deferred disposition or deferred adjudication; or
(d) Has two or more diversions.
(2) The juvenile court may, upon motion at least fourteen days before
commencement of trial and, after consulting the juvenile's custodial parent or
parents or guardian and with the consent of the juvenile, continue the case for
disposition for a period not to exceed one year from the date the juvenile is found
guilty. The court shall consider whether the offender and the community will
benefit from a deferred disposition before deferring the disposition.
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(3) Any juvenile who agrees to a deferral of disposition shall:
(a) Stipulate to the admissibility of the facts contained in the written police
report;
(b)Acknowledge that the report will be entered and used to support a finding
of guilt and to impose a disposition if the juvenile fails to comply with terms of
supervision; and
(c) Waive the following rights to: (i) A speedy disposition; and (ii) call and
confront witnesses.
The adjudicatory hearing shall be limited to a reading of the court's record.
(4) Following the stipulation, acknowledgment, waiver, and entry of a finding
or plea of guilt, the court shall defer entry of an order of disposition of the juvenile,
(5) Any juvenile granted adeferral of disposition under this section shall be
placed under community supervision. The court may impose any conditions of
supervision that it deems appropriate including posting aprobation bond. Payment
of restitution under RCW 13.40.190 shall be acondition of community supervision
under this section.
(6) A parent who signed for a probation bond has the right to notify the
counselor if the juvenile fails to comply with the bond or conditions of supervision.
The counselor shall notify the court and surety of any failure to comply. A surety
shall notify the court of the juvenile's failure to comply with the probation bond.
The state shall bear the burden to prove, by a preponderance of the evidence, that
the juvenile has failed to comply with the terms of community supervision.
(7) A juvenile's lack of compliance shall be determined by the judge upon
written motion by the prosecutor or the juvenile's juvenile court community
supervision counselor. If ajuvenile fails to comply with terms of supervision, the
court shall enter an order of disposition.
(8) At any time following deferral of disposition the court may, following a
hearing, continue the case for an additional one-year period for good cause.
(9) At the conclusion of the period set forth in the order of deferral and upon
a finding by the court of full compliance with conditions of supervision and
payment of full restitution, the respondent's conviction shall be vacated and the
court shall dismiss the case with prejudice.
Sec. 22. RCW 13.40.130 and 1981 c 299 s 10 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)The respondent shall be advised of the allegations in the information and
shall be required to plead guilty or not guilty to the allegation(s). The state or the
respondent may make preliminary motions up to the time of the plea.
(2)If the respondent pleads guilty, the court may proceed with disposition or
may continue the case for a dispositional hearing. If the respondent denies guilt,
an adjudicatory hearing date shall be set. The court shall notify the parent,
guardian, or custodian who has custody of a juvenile described in the charging
document of the dispositional or adjudicatory hearing and shall require attendance,
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(3) At the adjudicatory hearing it shall be the burden of the prosecution to
prove the allegations of the information beyond a reasonable doubt.
(4) The court shall record its findings of fact and shall enter its decision upon
the record. Such findings shall set forth the evidence relied upon by the court in
reaching its decision.
(5) If the respondent is found not guilty he or she shall be released from
detention.
(6) If the respondent is found guilty the court may immediately proceed to
disposition or may continue the case for a dispositional hearing. Notice of the time
and place of the continued hearing may be given in open court. If notice is not
given in open court to a party, the party and the parent, guardian. or custodian who
has custody of the juvenile shall be notified by mail of the time and place of the
continued hearing.
(7) The court following an adjudicatory hearing may request that a
predisposition study be prepared to aid the court in its evaluation of the matters
relevant to disposition of the case.
(8) The disposition hearing shall be held within fourteen days after the
adjudicatory hearing or plea of guilty unless good cause is shown for further delay,
or within twenty-one days if the juvenile is not held in a detention facility, unless
good cause is shown for further delay,
(9)In sentencing an offender, the court shall use the disposition standards in
effect on the date of the offense.
(10) A person notified under this section who fails without reasonable cause
to appear and abide by the order of the court may be proceeded against as for
contempt of court. In determining whether a parent. guardian, or custodian had
reasonable cause not to appear, the court may consider all factors relevant to the
person's ability to appear as summoned,
Sec. 23. RCW 13.40.135 and 1990 c 3 s 604 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)The prosecuting attorney shall file a special allegation of sexual motivation
in every juvenile offense other than sex offenses as defined in RCW
9.94A.030((( 9))) (33) (a) or (c) when sufficient admissible evidence exists, which,
when considered with the most plausible, reasonably consistent defense that could
be raised under the evidence, would justify a finding of sexual motivation by a
reasonable and objective fact-finder.
(2) In a juvenile case wherein there has been a special allegation the state shall
prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the juvenile committed the offense with a
sexual motivation. The court shall make a finding of fact of whether or not the
sexual motivation was present at the time of the commission of the offense. This
finding shall not be applied to sex offenses as defined in RCW 9.94A.030(((29)))
33 (a) or (c).
(3) The prosecuting attorney shall not withdraw the special allegation of
"sexual motivation" without approval of the court through an order of dismissal.
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The court shall not dismiss the special allegation unless it finds that such an order
is necessary to correct an error in the initial charging decision or unless there are
evidentiary problems which make proving the special allegation doubtful.
Sec. 24. RCW 13.40.150 and 1995 c 268 s 5 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) In disposition hearings all relevant and material evidence, including oral
and written reports, may be received by the court and may be relied upon to the
extent of its probative value, even though such evidence may not be admissible in
a hearing on the information. The youth or the youth's counsel and the prosecuting
attorney shall be afforded an opportunity to examine and controvert written reports
so received and to cross-examine individuals making reports when such individuals
are reasonably available, but sources of confidential information need not be
disclosed. The prosecutor and counsel for the juvenile may submit
recommendations for disposition.
(2)For purposes of disposition:
(a) Violations which are current offenses count as misdemeanors;
(b) Violations may not count as part of the offender's criminal history;
(c) In no event may a disposition for a violation include confinement.
(3) Before entering a dispositional order as to a respondent found to have
committed an offense, the court shall hold a disposition hearing, at which the court
shall:
(a) Consider the facts supporting the allegations of criminal conduct by the
respondent;
(b)Consider information and arguments offered by parties and their counsel;
(c) Consider any predisposition reports;
(d) Consult with the respondent's parent, guardian, or custodian on the
appropriateness of dispositional options under consideration and afford the
respondent and the respondent's parent, guardian, or custodian an opportunity to
speak in the respondent's behalf;
(e) Allow the victim or a representative of the victim and an investigative law
enforcement officer to speak;
(f) Determine the amount of restitution owing to the victim, if any. or set a
hearing for a later date to determine the amount;
(g) Determine ((whether the resp.
-dent
is a srious offender, it nidd-e
offn.der, or a f.in or first afc..r)) the respondent's offender score;
(h) Consider whether or not any of the following mitigating factors exist:
(i) The respondent's conduct neither caused nor threatened serious bodily
injury or the respondent did not contemplate that his or her conduct would cause
or threaten serious bodily injury;
(ii) The respondent acted under strong and immediate provocation;
(iii) The respondent was suffering from a mental or physical condition that
significantly reduced his or her culpability for the offense though failing to
establish a defense;
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(iv)Prior to his or her detection, the respondent compensated or made a good
faith attempt to compensate the victim for the injury or loss sustained; and
(v)There has been at least one year between the respondent's current offense
and any prior criminal offense;
(i) Consider whether or not any of the following aggravating factors exist:
(i) In the commission of the offense, or in flight therefrom, the respondent
inflicted or attempted to inflict serious bodily injury to another;
(ii) The offense was committed in an especially heinous, cruel, or depraved
manner;
(iii) The victim or victims were particularly vulnerable;
(iv)The respondent has a recent criminal history or has failed to comply with
conditions of a recent dispositional order or diversion agreement;
(v) The current offense included a finding of sexual motivation pursuant to
RCW 13.40.135;
(vi) The respondent was the leader of a criminal enterprise involving several
persons; ((atrd))
(vii) There are other complaints which have resulted in diversion or a finding
or plea of guilty but which are not included as criminal history. and
(viii) The standard range disposition is clearly too lenient considering the
seriousness of the juvenile's prior adjudications.
(4) The following factors may not be considered in determining the
punishment to be imposed:
(a) The sex of the respondent;
(b)The race or color of the respondent or the respondent's family;
(c) The creed or religion of the respondent or the respondent's family;
(d) The economic or social class of the respondent or the respondent's family;
and
(e) Factors indicating that the respondent may be or is a dependent child
within the meaning of this chapter.
(5) A court may not commit a juvenile to a state institution solely because of
the lack of facilities, including treatment facilities, existing in the community.
Sec. 25. RCW 13.40.160 and 1995 c 395 s 7 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) ((Whe. !he resp.de.t is found to be et serious offender, the eurt shall
commit the offe-.der to t h dpam et f- the 9tn

d r-a.g.e. of dispoitio..

fr th-e

off .se, as ind....d in, option A of sehedutl D 3, RW 13.40.0357
,.
pt as
provided i. subsetio.. s (5) an.d (6) of his sccticn.) The standard range
disposition for a juvenile adjudicated of an offense is determined according to
RCW 13,40,0357,
(a) When the court sentences an offender to a local sanction as provided in
RCW 13.40.0357 option A. the court shall impose a determinate disposition within
the standard ranges, except as provided in subsections (2). (4). and (5) of this
section. The disposition may be comprised of one or more local sanctions
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(b) When the court sentences an offender to a standard range as provided in
RCW 13,40.0357 option A that includes a term of confinement exceeding thirty
days, commitment shall be to the department for the standard range of
confinement. except as provided in subsections (2). (41,. and (5) of this section,
M If the court concludes, and enters reasons for its conclusion, that
disposition within the standard range would effectuate a manifest injustice the
court shall impose a disposition outside the standard range, as indicated in option
((B)) C of ((sehedtle D-3,)) RCW 13.40.0357. The court's finding of manifest
injustice shall be supported by clear and convincing evidence.
A disposition outside the standard range shall be determinate and shall be
comprised of confinement or community supervision, or a combination thereof.
When a judge finds a manifest injustice and imposes a sentence of confinement
exceeding thirty days, the court shall sentence the juvenile to a maximum term, and
the provisions of RCW 13.40.030(2) shall be used to determine the range. A
disposition outside the standard range is appealable under RCW 13.40.230 by the
state or the respondent. A disposition within the standard range is not appealable
under RCW 13.40.230.
(((2) Where the respondent is found to be a minor or first offc-ndr, the.out
shall order that the responden~t serye a...ter ofmmunkty super-vision ats irndicac
inoption A or option-B of sihedul D 1, RGW 13.40.0357 .x.ptas provided in
subiceiit
s (5)and (6) of this section. If the court determines thtt idispositoon of
eommu nity supcmysion would effcctuatc a manifest injustiee the court may impos
another disposition under option Gof schedulc D 1,RCW 13.40.0357. Emeept its
provided in subscction (5) of this soction, a disposition other than a comminunty
supavisin my be imposed only after the court enters reason~s upon whieh it bas
its
-ion
cocu
hat irnpe ition of community superyision would effcctuate a
manifest injustiee. When ejudge finds at manifest iajustic and imposes a sentoac
of eonfineme.,t emeedng thirty days, the couirt shall sentonee the juyenile tomaxi iumn tcrm, and the proyisions of RCW 13.40.030(2) shAll be usee to
determine the range. The cowlts finding of manifest injustiee shall be supported
by eloar and conyiacing eyidenco.
Emeept for disposition of comnmunity suo9 sino disposition imposed
pursuant to subsoction (5) of this scctiin, disposition maty be appealed as proyided
in RCW 13.40.230 by the state or the respondent. A disposition of community
.uovsoor a disposition imposed pursuant to subsection (5) of this section may"
,
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"
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(3) Where a respondent is found to have committed an offense for which the
respondent declined to enter into a diversion agreement, the court shall impose a
term of community supervision limited to the conditions allowed in a diversion
agreement as provided in RCW 13.40.080(2).
(4) ((If a respondent is found to be i middle off-ndor:

(a) The court shall impose a dotormintot disposition within the staaar
range(s) for sueh offense, aks indiotod in option A of sehedule E)2, RGW
11997 1
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13.49.0357 cxccp! fas proyided in subseetiorns (S) an~d (6) of this sectior,. if th-e
shall be to !he dpartme. for the standard r..g of e-nfinca t .r
(b) ilF th middle offndr has less than 110 ponJts, !he court shall impose a
diaaitc dispositi
of1 communiy
l
sup risio. aneer up to thirty days

eonfinemcrnt, ats irdicatcd in,epio B of sehedule D 2, RGW 13.40.0357 in which
ease, ieirnlim, t has been. imposed, the ourt shall statae khr
t
aggraatir or
mitigating faitors as set forth in RGW 1 .40. 150. ifthe middle offen-der h 110
poits o.mor, the eourt ma, i
disposition.l unIder option A and my
suspend the dispsition a tilshc coithoalhatthe offender soerv up to hirly Ays
of
-onfin r.t and fonllow
... l .. nditio. of .
.mmu.ity
suprisio.. if the
offender violitos tiany
ndition oF th diUposition includingoenditions of a
probation bond, the court may impose stuitions pursiunt !o RGW 13.40.200 or

may rcvoko thc supnia

d order cxccution of the dispeoition. The court shall

give erdit for
..............
iay
tm.. ....
..
dif that
the offense for which the suspension is being rcok.d.

nfi eme...t w

for

-(e) O)nly if the eeurt neudes,
I
an~d cntcrs reasons for its conclusions, that
diqposition as provided in subseetion (4) (a)or (b) of this section would effeetuato
at nmanifcst iajustiee, the court shalil seatcnco the juvonile to akmaxitum term, and
!he provisions of RCW 13.49.030(2) shatll bo used to determine the range. The
courts finding of manifest idustico shall be supported by eloar and conVi

eywdenee.
(d) A disposition. pursuant to subscction (4)(e) of this seetior, is appefalablc
un~der RGW 13.40,230 by !be state or the respon~dent. A disposition. pursuatnt to
subsection (4) (at) or (b) of this sectior. is not appetalable under RCW 13.40.20
-()))
When a ((serious, middle, or minor first)) juvenile offender is found to
have committed a sex offense, other than a sex offense that is also a serious violent
offense as defined by RCW 9.94A.030, and has no history of a prior sex offense,
the court, on its own motion or the motion of the state or the respondent, may order

an examination to determine whether the respondent is amenable to treatment.
The report of the examination shall include at a minimum the following: The

respondent's version of the facts and the official version of the facts, the
respondent's offense history, an assessment of problems in addition to alleged

deviant behaviors, the respondent's social, educational, and employment situation,
and other evaluation measures used. The report shall set forth the sources of the
evaluator's information.
The examiner shall assess and report regarding the respondent's amenability
to treatment and relative risk to the community. A proposed treatment plan shall
be provided and shall include, at a minimum:
(a)(i) Frequency and type of contact between the offender and therapist;
(ii) Specific issues to be addressed in the treatment and description of planned

treatment modalities;
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(iii) Monitoring plans, including any requirements regarding living conditions,
lifestyle requirements, and monitoring by family members, legal guardians, or
others;
(iv) Anticipated length of treatment; and
(v) Recommended crime-related prohibitions.
The court on its own motion may order, or on a motion by the state shall order,
a second examination regarding the offender's amenability to treatment. The
evaluator shall be selected by the party making the motion. The defendant shall
pay the cost of any second examination ordered unless the court finds the
defendant to be indigent in which case the state shall pay the cost.
After receipt of reports of the examination, the court shall then consider
whether the offender and the community will benefit from use of this special sex
offender disposition alternative and consider the victim's opinion whether the
offender should receive a treatment disposition under this section. If the court
determines that this special sex offender disposition alternative is appropriate, then
the court shall impose a determinate disposition within the standard range for the
offense, or if the court concludes, and enters reasons for its conclusions, that such
disposition would cause a manifest injustice, the court shall impose a disposition
under option C. and the court may suspend the execution of the disposition and
place the offender on community supervision for ((p-)) at least two years. As
acondition of the suspended disposition, the court may impose the conditions of
community supervision and other conditions, including up to thirty days of
confinement and requirements that the offender do any one or more of the
following:
(b)(i) Devote time to a specific education, employment, or occupation;
(ii) Undergo available outpatient sex offender treatment for up to two years,
or inpatient sex offender treatment not to exceed the standard range of confinement
for that offense. A community mental health center may not be used for such
treatment unless it has an appropriate program designed for sex offender treatment.
The respondent shall not change sex offender treatment providers or treatment
conditions without first notifying the prosecutor, the probation counselor, and the
court, and shall not change providers without court approval after a hearing if the
prosecutor or probation counselor object to the change;
(iii) Remain within prescribed geographical boundaries and notify the court
or the probation counselor prior to any change in the offender's address,
educational program, or employment;
(iv) Report to the prosecutor and the probation counselor prior to any change
in a sex offender treatment provider. This change shall have prior approval by the
court;
(v) Report as directed to the court and a probation counselor;
(vi) Pay all court-ordered legal financial obligations, perform community
service, or any combination thereof;
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(vii) Make restitution to the victim for the cost of any counseling reasonably
related to the offense; or
(viii) Comply with the conditions of any court-ordered probation bond.
The sex offender treatment provider shall submit quarterly reports on the
respondent's progress in treatment to the court and the parties. The reports shall
reference the treatment plan and include at a minimum the following: Dates of
attendance, respondent's compliance with requirements, treatment activities, the
respondent's relative progress in treatment, and any other material specified by the
court at the time of the disposition.
At the time of the disposition, the court may set treatment review hearings as
the court considers appropriate.
Except as provided in this subsection (((-5))) (41, after July 1, 1991,
examinations and treatment ordered pursuant to this subsection shall only be
conducted by sex offender treatment providers certified by the department of health
pursuant to chapter 18.155 RCW. A sex offender therapist who examines or treats
ajuvenile sex offender pursuant to this subsection does not have to be certified by
the department of health pursuant to chapter 18.155 RCW if the court finds that:
(A) The offender has already moved to another state or plans to move to another
state for reasons other than circumventing the certification requirements; (B) no
certified providers are available for treatment within a reasonable geographical
distance of the offender's home; and (C)the evaluation and treatment plan comply
with this subsection (((-S))) (4) and the rules adopted by the department of health.
If the offender violates any condition of the disposition or the court finds that
the respondent is failing to make satisfactory progress in treatment, the court may
revoke the suspension and order execution of the disposition or the court may
impose a penalty of up to thirty days' confinement for violating conditions of the
disposition. The court may order both execution of the disposition and up to thirty
days' confinement for the violation of the conditions of the disposition. The court
shall give credit for any confinement time previously served if that confinement
was for the offense for which the suspension isbeing revoked.
For purposes of this section, "victim" means any person who has sustained
emotional, psychological, physical, or financial injury to person or property as a
direct result of the crime charged. "Victim" may also include a known parent or
guardian of a victim who is a minor child unless the parent or guardian is the
perpetrator of the offense.
(((6))) A disposition entered under this subsection (4) is not appealable under
RCW 13.40.230.
(5)If the juvenile offender is subject to a standard range disposition of local
sanctions or 15 to 36 weeks of confinement and has not committed an A- or B+
offense, the court may impose the disposition alternative under section 26 of this
act.
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(6 RCW 13.40.193 shall govern the disposition of any juvenile adjudicated
of possessing a firearm in violation of RCW 9.41.040(1)(((e))) (bi or any crime
in which a special finding is entered that the juvenile was armed with a firearm.
(7) Whenever a juvenile offender is entitled to credit for time spent in
detention prior to a dispositional order, the dispositional order shall specifically
state the number of days of credit for time served.
(8) Except as provided ((fe-iin)) under subsection (4)(((b))) or (5) of this
section or ((RW340.-1514 )) section 21 of this act, the court shall not suspend or
defer the imposition or the execution of the disposition.
(9) In no case shall the term of confinement imposed by the court at
disposition exceed that to which an adult could be subjected for the same offense.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 26. A new section is added to chapter 13.40 RCW to
read as follows:
(1)When ajuvenile offender is subject to a standard range disposition of local
sanctions or 15 to 36 weeks of confinement and has not committed an A- or B+
offense, the court, on its own motion or the motion of the state or the respondent
if the evidence shows that the offender may be chemically dependent, may order
an examination by a chemical dependency counselor from a chemical dependency
treatment facility approved under chapter 70.96A RCW to determine if the youth
is chemically dependent and amenable to treatment.
(2) The report of the examination shall include at a minimum the following:
The respondent's version of the facts and the official version of the facts, the
respondent's offense history, an assessment of drug-alcohol problems and previous
treatment attempts, the respondent's social, educational, and employment situation,
and other evaluation measures used. The report shall set forth the sources of the
examiner's information.
(3) The examiner shall assess and report regarding the respondent's
amenability to treatment and relative risk to the community. A proposed treatment
plan shall be provided and shall include, at a minimum:
(a) Whether inpatient and/or outpatient treatment is recommended;
(b) Availability of appropriate treatment;
(c) Monitoring plans, including any requirements regarding living conditions,
lifestyle requirements, and monitoring by family members, legal guardians, or
others;
(d) Anticipated length of treatment;
(e) Recommended crime-related prohibitions; and
(f) Whether the respondent is amenable to treatment.
(4) The court on its own motion may order, or on a motion by the state shall
order, a second examination regarding the offender's amenability to treatment. The
evaluator shall be selected by the party making the motion. The defendant shall
pay the cost of any examination ordered under this subsection (4) or subsection (1)
of this section unless the court finds that the offender is indigent and no third party
insurance coverage is available, in which case the state shall pay the cost.
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(5)(a) After receipt of reports of the examination, the court shall then consider
whether the offender and the community will benefit from use of this chemical
dependency disposition alternative and consider the victim's opinion whether the
offender should receive a treatment disposition under this section.
(b) If the court determines that this chemical dependency disposition
alternative is appropriate, then the court shall impose the standard range for the
offense, suspend execution of the disposition, and place the offender on community
supervision for up to one year. As a condition of the suspended disposition, the
court shall require the offender to undergo available outpatient drug/alcohol
treatment and/or inpatient drug/alcohol treatment. For purposes of this section, the
sum of confinement time and inpatient treatment may not exceed ninety days. As
a condition of the suspended disposition, the court may impose conditions of
community supervision and other sanctions, including up to thirty days of
confinement, one hundred fifty hours of community service, and payment of legal
financial obligations and restitution.
(6)The drug/alcohol treatment provider shall submit monthly reports on the
respondent's progress in treatment to the court and the parties. The reports shall
reference the treatment plan and include at a minimum the following: Dates of
attendance, respondent's compliance with requirements, treatment activities, the
respondent's relative progress in treatment, and any other material specified by the
court at the time of the disposition.
At the time of the disposition, the court may set treatment review hearings as
the court considers appropriate.
If the offender violates any condition of the disposition or the court finds that
the respondent is failing to make satisfactory progress in treatment, the court may
revoke the suspension and order execution of the disposition. The court shall give
credit for any confinement time previously served if that confinement was for the
offense for which the suspension is being revoked.
(7)For purposes of this section, "victim" means any person who has sustained
emotional, psychological, physical, or financial injury to person or property as a
direct result of the offense charged.
(8) Whenever a juvenile offender is entitled to credit for time spent in
detention prior to a dispositional order, the dispositional order shall specifically
state the number of days of credit for time served.
(9) In no case shall the term of confinement imposed by the court at
disposition exceed that to which an adult could be subjected for the same offense.
(10) A disposition under this section is not appealable under RCW 13.40.230.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 27. The University of Washington shall develop
standards for measuring effectiveness of treatment programs established under
section 26 of this act. The standards shall be developed and presented to the
governor and legislature not later than January 1, 1998. The standards shall
include methods for measuring success factors following treatment. Success
factors shall include, but need not be limited to, continued use of alcohol or
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controlled substances, arrests, violations of terms of community supervision, and
convictions for subsequent offenses.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 28. A new section is added to chapter 70.96A RCW
to read as follows:
The department shall prioritize expenditures for treatment provided under
section 26 of this act. The department shall provide funds for inpatient and
outpatient treatment providers that are the most successful, using the standards
developed by the University of Washington under section 27, chapter.... Laws of
1997 (section 27 of this act). The department may consider variations between the
nature of the programs provided and clients served but must provide funds first for
those programs that demonstrate the greatest success in treatment within categories
of treatment and the nature of the persons receiving treatment.
The department shall, not later than January 1st of each year, provide a report
to the governor and the legislature on the success rates of programs funded under
this section.
Sec. 29. RCW 13.40.190 and 1996 c 124 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) In its dispositional order, the court shall require the respondent to make
restitution to any persons who have suffered loss or damage as a result of the
offense committed by the respondent. In addition, restitution may be ordered for
loss or damage if the offender pleads guilty to a lesser offense or fewer offenses
and agrees with the prosecutor's recommendation that the offender be required to
pay restitution to a victim of an offense or offenses which, pursuant to a plea
agreement, are not prosecuted. The payment of restitution shall be in addition to
any punishment which is imposed pursuant to the other provisions of this chapter.
The court may determine the amount, terms, and conditions of the restitution
including a payment plan extending up to ten years if the court determines that the
respondent does not have the means to make full restitution over a shorter period.
Restitution may include the costs of counseling reasonably related to the offense.
If the respondent participated in the crime with another person or other persons, all
such participants shall be jointly and severally responsible for the payment of
restitution. For the purposes of this section, ie respondent shall remain under the
court's jurisdiction for a maximum term of ten years after the respondent's
eighteenth birthday. ((The court may not require the respondent to pay full er
piitl fcetitution if the respondent remornably atisfies the eourt that he or she does
not have the means to make full or partial restiio. a d ,uld not
,easonabl
acquiire the mans to pay sueh roatitutior, ever a ton year peried.))
(2) Regardless of the provisions of subsection (1) of this section, the court
shall order restitution in all cases where the victim is entitled to benefits under the
crime victims' compensation act, chapter 7.68 RCW. If the court does not order
restitution and the victim of the 'me has been determined to be entitled to benefits
under the crime victims' compei .ion act, the department of labor and industries,
as administrator of the crime victims' compensation program, may petition the
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court within one year of entry of the disposition order for entry of a restitution
order. Upon receipt of a petition from the department of labor and industries, the
court shall hold a restitution hearing and shall enter a restitution order.
(3) If an order includes restitution as one of the monetary assessments, the
county clerk shall make disbursements to victims named in the order. The
restitution to victims named in the order shall be paid prior to any payment for
other penalties or monetary assessments.
(4)A respondent under obligation to pay restitution may petition the court for
modification of the restitution order.
Sec. 30. RCW 13.40.193 and 1994 sp.s. c 7 s 525 are each amended to read
as follows:
(1)If a respondent is found to have been in possession of a firearm in violation
of RCW 9.41.040(1)(((e))) JU(jj, the court shall impose a ((deterntimft))
minimum disposition of ten days of confinement ((and up to twl', months o
cmn-,unity supervision)). If the offender's standard range of disposition for the
offense as indicated in RCW 13.40.0357 is more than thirty days of confinement,
the court shall commit the offender to the department for the standard range
disposition. The offender shall not be released until the offender has served a
minimum of ten days in confinement.
(2) If the court finds that the respondent or an accomplice was armed with a
firearm, the court shall determine the standard range disposition for the offense
pursuant to RCW 13.40.160. ((Ninty days of nfinement shall b addd -t--h
ntire standa-d range disposition. of confinem nt)) If the offender or an accomplice
was armed with a firearm when the offender committed((: (a) Any .i.l.t offense;
or (b) .s.p in the first degree-; burglary i. the second degree,, theft of li.st

k

in the first or sccond degree; or any fclory drug offense. IFthe effender or tkn
aatieipatery foony offoanse un~der ehaptcr 9A.28 RCW to eommit one of th-e
offenses,+

lited

in/
thIUi,

subeien~.*,

nS&inety

daysl

shll

be

adde
IO

tllhe

en

tieI
stJi

df.[l

rangc dispositioa of canfiic' ,t)) any felony other than possession of a machine
gun. possession of a stolen firearm. drive-by shooting. theft of a firearm, unlawful
possession of a firearm in the first and second degree, or use of a machine gun in
a felony, the following _eriods of total confinement must be added to the sentence:
For a class A felony, six months: for a class B felony, four months: and for a class
C felony, two months. The ((niniety days)) additional time shall be imposed
regardless of the offense's juvenile disposition offense category as designated in
RCW 13.40.0357. ((Thc dcpartmcnt shall not release the ffcndr until the
offender has servcd a minimum of ninety days in eenfiinenteniunl4ess the juvenile
is eormitted to and sueeessfully eomplctes the juvcnile offender basie training
.amp disposition option.))
(3) ((Opti

A

-c.h-Ilc

D 2, RGW 13.40.0357, shall not be availabf

middle offenders w...
o.... a d.s.osion under this stion.')) When a
disposition under this section would effectuate a manifest injustice, the court may
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impose another disposition. When ajudge finds a manifest injustice and imposes
a disposition of confinement exceeding thirty days, the court shall commit the
juvenile to a maximum term, and the provisions of RCW 13.40.030(2) shall be
used to determine the range. When ajudge finds amanifest injustice and imposes
a disposition of confinement less than thirty days, the disposition shall be
comprised of confinement or community supervision or both.
(4) Any term of confinement ordered pursuant to this section ((may)) shall run
((eenetrely)) consecutively to any term of confinement imposed in the same
disposition for other offenses.
Sec. 31. RCW 13.40.200 and 1995 c 395 s 8 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) Whei arespondent fails to comply with an order of restitution, community
supervision, penalty assessments, or confinement of less than thirty days, the court
upon motion of the prosecutor or its own motion, may modify the order after a
hearing on the violation.
(2) The hearing shall afford the respondent the same due process of law as
would be afforded an adult probationer. The court may issue a summons or a
warrant to compel the respondent's appearance. The state shall have the burden of
proving by a preponderance of the evidence the fact of the violation. The
respondent shall have the burden of showing that the violation was not a willful
refusal to comply with the terms of the order. If a respondent has failed to pay a
fine, penalty assessments, or restitution or to perform community service hours, as
required by the court, it shall be the respondent's burden to show that he or she did
not have the means and could not reasonably have acquired the means to pay the
fine, penalty assessments, or restitution or perform community service.
(3)((())) If the court finds that a respondent has willfully violated the terms
of an order pursuant to subsections (1) and (2) of this section, it may impose a
penalty of up to thirty days' confinement. Penalties for multiple violations
occurring prior to the hearing shall not be aggregated to exceed thirty days'
confinement. Regardless of the number of times a respondent is brought to court
for violations of the terms of a single disposition order, the combined total number
of days spent by the respondent in detention shall never exceed the maximum term
to which an adult could be sentenced for the underlying offense.
(((b) If the violation. of the terms of the rder under (a) of this sulbsetir, is

failure to pay finezs, pernaly assessments, eemplete eemnity seryiee, erinake
restitution,, !he term of ccrnfinemcrt imposed under (a) of this subseetion shalb
amsessed at t rta of one day of cornfirncment for eaeh 1wenty fiva dollars e. eight1
(4) If arespondent has been ordered to pay a fine or monetary penalty and due
to achange of circumstance cannot reasonably comply with the order, the court,
upon motion of the respondent, may order that the unpaid fine or monetary penalty
be converted to community service. The number of hours of community service
in lieu of a monetary penalty or fine shall be converted at the rate of the prevailing
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state minimum wage per hour. The monetary penalties or fines collected shall be
deposited in the county general fund. A failure to comply with an order under this
subsection shall be deemed a failure to comply with an order of community
supervision and may be proceeded against as provided in this section.
(5) When a respondent has willfully violated the terms of a probation bond,
the court may modify, revoke, or retain the probation bond as provided in RCW
13.40.054.
Sec. 32. RCW 13.40.210 and 1994 sp.s. c 77 s 527 are each amended to read
as follows:
(!) The secretary shall, except in the case of ajuvenile committed by acourt
to aterm of confinement in a state institution outside the appropriate standard range
for the offense(s) for which the juvenile was found to be guilty established
pursuant to RCW 13.40.030, set a release or discharge dale for each juvenile
committed to its custody. The release or discharge date shall be within the
prescribed range to which ajuvenile has been committed except as provided in
RCW 13.40.320 concerning offenders the department determines are eligible for
the juvenile offender basic training camp program. Such dates shall be determined
prior to the expiration of sixty percent of a juvenile's minimum term of
confinement included within the prescribed range to which the juvenile has been
committed. The secretary shall release any juvenile committed to the custody of
the department within four calendar days prior to the juvenile's release date or on
the release date set under this chapter. Days spent in the custody of the department
shall be tolled by any period of time during which ajuvenile has absented himself
or herself from the department's supervision without the prior approval of the
secretary or the secretary's designee.
(2) The secretary shall monitor the average daily population of the state's
juvenile residential facilities. When the secretary concludes that in-residence
population of residential facilities exceeds one hundred five percent of the rated
bed capacity specified in statute, or in absence of such specification, as specified
by the department in rule, the secretary may recommend reductions to the
governor. On certification by the governor that the recommended reductions are
necessary, the secretary has authority to administratively release a sufficient
number of offenders to reduce in-residence population to one hundred percent of
rated bed capacity. The secretary shall release those offenders who have served the
greatest proportion of their sentence. However, the secretary may deny release in
a particular case at the request of an offender, or if the secretary finds that there is
no responsible custodian, as determined by the department, to whom to release the
offender, or if the release of the offender would pose a clear danger to society. The
department shall notify the committing court of the release at the time of release
if any such early releases have occurred as a result of excessive in-residence
population. In no event shall an offender adjudicated of a violent offense be
granted release under the provisions of this subsection.
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(3)(aW Following the juvenile's release under subsection (1)of this section, the
secretary may require the juvenile to comply with a program of parole to be
administered by the department in his or her community which shall last no longer
than eighteen months, except that in the case of a juvenile sentenced for rape in the
first or second degree, rape of a child in the first or second degree, child
molestation in the first degree, or indecent liberties with forcible compulsion, the
period of parole shall be twenty-four months and. in the discretion of the secretary.
may be up to thirty-six months when the secretary finds that an additional period
of parole is necessary and appropriate in the interests of public safety or to meet the
ongoing needs of the Juvenile. A parole program is mandatory for offenders
released under subsection (2) of this section. The decision to place an offender on
parole shall be based on an assessment by the department of the offender's risk for
reoffending upon release. The department shall prioritize available parole
resources to provide supervision and services to offenders at moderate to high risk
for reoffending,
M The secretary shall, for the period of parole, facilitate the juvenile's
reintegration into his or her community and to further this goal shall require the
juvenile to refrain from possessing a firearm or using a deadly weapon and refrain
from committing new offenses and may require the juvenile to: (((fa))) i Undergo
available medical ((or)), psychiatric ((treatmei)). drug and alcohol, sex offender.
mental health, and other offense-related treatment services; (((b))) Ji report as
directed to a parole officer and/or designee; (((e))) (i) pursue a course of study
((or)), vocational training, or employment; ((and -())) (iv) notify the parole officer
of the current address where he or she resides- v) be present at a particular address
during specified hours: (vi) remain within prescribed geographical boundaries
((and noiify the dep..rtmn of ay hang in,his o.r her addrs. )): (vii) submit to
electronic monitoring: (viii) refrain from using illegal drugs and alcohol, and
submit to random urinalysis when requested by the assigned parole officer: (ix)
refrain from contact with specific individuals or a specified class of individuals: x)
meet other conditions determined by the parole officer to further enhance the
iuvenile's reintegration into the community: (xi) pay any court-ordered fines or
restitution: and (xii) perform community service, Community service for the
purpose of this section means compulsory service, without compensation.
performed for the benefit of the community by the offender, Community service
may be performed through public or private organizations or through work crews.
c) The secretary may further reuire up to twenty-five percent of the highest
risk juvenile offenders who are placed on parole to participate in an intensive
supervision program. Offenders participating in an intensive supervision program
shall be required to comply with all terms and conditions listed in (b) of this
subsection and shall also be required to comply with the following additional terms
and conditions: (i) Obey all laws and refrain from any conduct that threatens
public safety: (ii) report at least once a week to an assigned community case
manager: and (iii) meet all other requirements imposed by the community case
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manager related to participating in the intensive supervision program. As a part of
the intensive supervision program. the secretary may require day reporting
(d After termination of the parole period, the juvenile shall be discharged
from the department's supervision.
(4)(a) The department may also modify parole for violation thereof. If, after
affording a juvenile all of the due process rights to which he or she would be
entitled if the juvenile were an adult, the secretary finds that a juvenile has violated
a condition of his or her parole, the secretary shall order one of the following
which is reasonably likely to effectuate the purpose of the parole and to protect the
public: (i) Continued supervision under the same conditions previously imposed;
(ii) intensified supervision with increased reporting requirements; (iii) additional
conditions of supervision authorized by this chapter; (iv) except as provided in
(a)(v) of this subsection, imposition of a period of confinement not to exceed thirty
days in a facility operated by or pursuant to a contract with the state of Washington
or any city or county for a portion of each day or for a certain number of days each
week with the balance of the days or weeks spent under supervision; and (v) the
secretary may order any of the conditions or may return the offender to
confinement ((in an institution.)) for the remainder of the sentence range if the
offense for which the offender was sentenced is rape in the first or second degree,
rape of a child in the first or second degree, child molestation in the first degree,
indecent liberties with forcible compulsion, or a sex offense that is also a serious
violent offense as defined by RCW 9.94A.030.
(b) If the department finds that any juvenile in a program of parole has
possessed a firearm or used a deadly weapon during the program of parole, the
department shall modify the parole under (a) of this subsection and confine the
juvenile for at least thirty days. Confinement shall be in a facility operated by or
pursuant to a contract with the state or any county.
(5) A parole officer of the department of social and health services shall have
the power to arrest a juvenile under his or her supervision on the same grounds as
a law enforcement officer would be authorized to arrest the person.
(6) If so requested and approved under chapter 13.06 RCW, the secretary shall
permit a county or group of counties to perform functions under subsections (3)
through (5) of this section.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 33. The legislature finds the present system of
transitioning youths from residential status to parole status to discharge is
insufficient to provide adequate rehabilitation and public safety in many instances,
particularly in cases of offenders at highest risk of reoffending. The legislature
further finds that an intensive supervision program based on the following
principles holds much promise for positively impacting recidivism rates for
juvenile offenders: (1) Progressive increase in responsibility and freedom in the
community; (2) facilitation of youths' interaction and involvement with their
communities; (3) involvement of both the youth and targeted community support
systems such as family, peers, schools, and employers, on the qualities needed for
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constructive interaction and successful adjustment with the community; (4)
development of new resources, supports, and opportunities where necessary; and
(5)ongoing monitoring and testing of youth on their ability to abide by community
rules and standards.
The legislature intends for the department to create an intensive supervision
program based on the principles stated in this section that will be available to the
highest risk juvenile offenders placed on parole.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 34. A new section is added to chapter 13.40 RCW to
read as follows:
(1) The department shall, no later than January 1, 1999, implement an
intensive supervision program as a part of its parole services that includes, at a
minimum, the following program elements:
(a) A process of case management involving coordinated and comprehensive
planning, information exchange, continuity and consistency, service provision and
referral, and monitoring. The components of the case management system shall
include assessment, classification, and selection criteria; individual case planning
that incorporates a family and community perspective; a mixture of intensive
surveillance and services; a balance of incentives and graduated consequences
coupled with the imposition of realistic, enforceable conditions; and service
brokerage with community resources and linkage with social networks;
(b) Administration of transition services that transcend traditional agency
boundaries and professional interests and include courts, institutions, aftercare,
education, social and mental health services, substance abuse treatment, and
employment and vocational training; and
(c) A plan for information management and program evaluation that maintains
close oversight over implementation and quality control, and determines the
effectiveness of both the processes and outcomes of the program.
(2) The department shall report annually to the legislature, beginning
December 1, 1999, on the department's progress in meeting the intensive
supervision program evaluation goals required under subsection (1)(c) of this
section.
Sec. 35. RCW 13.40.230 and 1981 c 299 s 16 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) Dispositions reviewed pursuant to RCW 13.40.160((, a .ow or hereafter
amened,)) shall be reviewed in the appropriate division of the court of appeals.
An appeal under this section shall be heard solely upon the record that was
before the disposition court. No written briefs may be required, and the appeal
shall be heard within thirty days following the date of sentencing and a decision
rendered within fifteen days following the argument. The supreme court shall
promulgate any necessary rules to effectuate the purposes of this section.
(2) To uphold a disposition outside the standard range, ((or wieh ,,impe
.nfi.n.mn. for a miner or first off.nder, ) the court of appeals must find (a) that
the reasons supplied by the disposition judge are supported by the record which
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was before the judge and that those reasons clearly and convincingly support the
conclusion that a disposition within the range((, or n...nfin.."t f a minor...
firs-effender,)) would constitute a manifest injustice, and (b)that the sentence
imposed was neither clearly excessive nor clearly too lenient.
(3) If the court does not find subsection (2)(a) of this section it shall remand
the case for disposition within the standard range ((or for community sup rision
(4)If the court finds subsection (2)(a) but not subsection (2)(b) of this section
it shall remand the case with instructions for further proceedings consistent with
the provisions of this chapter.
(5) ((Pending appeal, i respo.ne.nt may not be
.mmitd
or -'tai-d for"
period of time in emeess of the standard range for the offense(s) eemmitd ar sixty
d ys, whih
..
is longer.))
.r
The disposition court may impose conditions on
release pending appeal as provided in RCW 13.40.040(4) and 13.40.050(6).
((Upo ith expiration of the period ofc..n.it.nt o detention, sp..ifid in i.
subsc eitn, th . zr t may alsoimpose such
inej eendietins an the respondent's rlc

pending spzsitio of the appeal.))
(6) Appeal of a disposition under this section does not affect the finality or
appeal of the underlying adjudication of guilt.
Sec. 36. RCW 13.40.250 and 1980 c 128 s 16 are each amended to read as
follows:
A traffic orcii infraction case involving ajuvenile under the age of sixteen
may be diverted in accordance with the provisions of this chapter or filed in
juvenile court.
(1) If a notice of g traffic or civil infraction is filed in juvenile court, the
juvenile named in the notice shall be afforded the same due process afforded to
adult defendants in traffic infraction cases.
(2) A monetary penalty imposed upon ajuvenile under the age of sixteen who
isfound to have committed a traffic or civil infraction may not exceed one hundred
dollars. At the juvenile's request, the court may order performance of a number of
hours of community service in lieu of a monetary penalty, at the rate of the
prevailing state minimum wage per hour.
(3)A diversion agreement entered into by ajuvenile referred pursuant to this
section shall be limited to thirty hours of community service, or educational or
informational sessions.
(4)If acase involving the commission of a traffic orscivl infraction or offense
by ajuvenile under the age of sixteen has been referred to a diversion unit, an
abstract of the action taken by the diversion unit may be forwarded to the
department of licensing in the manner provided for in RCW 46.20.270(2).
Sec. 37. RCW 13.40.265 and 1994 sp.s. c 7 s 435 are each amended to read
as follows:
(I)(a) If ajuvenile thirteen years of age or older is found by juvenile court to
have committed an offense while armed with a firearm or an offense that is a
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violation of RCW 9.41.040(l)(((e))) Lb(iii or chapter 66.44, 69.41, 69.50, or
69.52 RCW, the court shall notify the department of licensing within twenty-four
hours after entry of the judgment.
(b) Except as otherwise provided in (c) of this subsection, upon petition of a
juvenile who has been found by the court to have committed an offense that is a
violation of chapter 66.44, 69.41, 69.50, or 69.52 RCW, the court may at any time
the court deems appropriate notify the department of licensing that the juvenile's
driving privileges should be reinstated.
(c)If the offense is the juvenile's first violation of chapter 66.44, 69.41, 69.50,
or 69.52 RCW, the juvenile may not petition the court for reinstatement of the
juvenile's privilege to drive revoked pursuant to RCW 46.20.265 until ninety days
after the date the juvenile turns sixteen or ninety days after the judgment was
entered, whichever is later. If the offense is the juvenile's second or subsequent
violation of chapter 66.44, 69.41, 69.50, or 69.52 RCW, the juvenile may not
petition the court for reinstatement of the juvenile's privilege to drive revoked
pursuant to RCW 46.20.265 until the date the juvenile turns seventeen or one year
after the date judgment was entered, whichever is later.
(2)(a) If a juvenile enters into a diversion agreement with a diversion unit
pursuant to RCW 13.40.080 concerning an offense that is a violation of chapter
66.44, 69.41, 69.50, or 69.52 RCW, the diversion unit shall notify the department
of licensing within twenty-four hours after the diversion agreement is signed.
(b) If a diversion unit has notified the department pursuant to (a) of this
subsection, the diversion unit shall notify the department of licensing when the
juvenile has completed the agreement.
Sec. 38. RCW 13.40.320 and 1995 c 40 s 1 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)The department of social and health services shall establish and operate a
medium security juvenile offender basic training camp program. The department
shall site a juvenile offender basic training camp facility in the most cost-effective
facility possible and shall review the possibility of using an existing abandoned
and/or available state, federally, or military-owned site or facility.
(2) The department may contract under this chapter with private companies,
the national guard, or other federal, state, or local agencies to operate the juvenile
offender basic training camp, notwithstanding the provisions of RCW 41.06.380.
Requests for proposals from possible contractors shall not call for payment on a per
diem basis.
(3) The juvenile offender basic training camp shall accommodate at least
seventy offenders. The beds shall count as additions to, and not be used as
replacements for, existing bed capacity at existing department of social and health
services juvenile facilities.
(4) The juvenile offender basic training camp shall be a structured and
regimented model lasting one hundred twenty days emphasizing the building up
of an offender's self-esteem, confidence, and discipline. The juvenile offender
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basic training camp program shall provide participants with basic education,
prevocational training, work-based learning, live work, work ethic skills, conflict
resolution counseling, substance abuse intervention, anger management counseling,
and structured intensive physical training. The juvenile offender basic training
camp program shall have a curriculum training and work schedule that incorporates
a balanced assignment of these or other rehabilitation and training components for
no less than sixteen hours per day, six days a week.
The department shall adopt rules for the safe and effective operation of the
juvenile offender basic training camp program, standards for an offender's
successful program completion, and rules for the continued after-care supervision
of offenders who have successfully completed the program.
(5) Offenders eligible for the juvenile offender basic training camp option
shall be those with a disposition of not more than ((se'enty-eight)) sixty-five
weeks. Violent and sex offenders shall not be eligible for the juvenile offender
basic training camp program.
(6) If the court determines that the offender is eligible for the juvenile offender
basic training camp option, the court may recommend that the department place the
offender in the program. The department shall evaluate the offender and may place
the offender in the program. The evaluation shall include, at a minimum, a risk
assessment developed by the department and designed to determine the offender's
suitability for the program. No juvenile who is assessed as a high risk offender or
suffers from any mental or physical problems that could endanger his or her health
or drastically affect his or her performance in the program shall be admitted to or
retained in the juvenile offender basic training camp program.
(7)All juvenile offenders eligible for the juvenile offender basic training camp
sentencing option shall spend one hundred twenty days of their disposition in a
juvenile offender basic training camp. If the juvenile offender's activities while in
the juvenile offender basic training camp are so disruptive to the juvenile offender
basic training camp program, as determined by the secretary according to rules
adopted by the department, as to result in the removal of the juvenile offender from
the juvenile offender basic training camp program, or if the offender cannot
complete the juvenile offender basic training camp program due to medical
problems, the secretary shall require that the offender be committed to a juvenile
institution to serve the entire remainder of his or her disposition, less the amount
of time already served in the juvenile offender basic training camp program.
(8) All offenders who successfully graduate from the one hundred twenty day
juvenile offender basic training camp program shall spend the remainder of their
disposition on parole in a division of juvenile rehabilitation intensive aftercare
program in the local community. The program shall provide for the needs of the
offender based on his or her progress in the aftercare program as indicated by
ongoing assessment of those needs and progress. The intensive aftercare program
shall monitor postprogram juvenile offenders and assist them to successfully
reintegrate into the community. In addition, the program shall develop a process
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for closely monitoring and assessing public safety risks. The intensive aftercare
program shall be designed and funded by the department of social and health
services.
(9) The department shall also develop and maintain a data base to measure
recidivism rates specific to this incarceration program. The data base shall
maintain data on all juvenile offenders who complete the juvenile offender basic
training camp program for a period of two years after they have completed the
program. The data base shall also maintain data on the criminal activity,
educational progress, and employment activities of all juvenile offenders who
participated in the program. ((Thc dp wi .t shall prdu an. ut..
aluation
..
report on. the progress of thecjuvenile offen~der basic train~ing camp programn to the
apprpi.

.mr.ittees
of the legislature noz later than Dccmber 12, 1996-))

Sec. 39. RCW 13.50.010 and 1996 c 232 s 6 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) For purposes of this chapter:
(a) "Juvenile justice or care agency" means any of the following: Police,
diversion units, court, prosecuting attorney, defense attorney, detention center,
attorney general, the department of social and health services and its contracting
agencies, schools; and, in addition, persons or public or private agencies having
children committed to their custody;
(b) "Official juvenile court file" means the legal file of the juvenile court
containing the petition or information, motions, memorandums, briefs, findings of
the court, and court orders;
(c) "Social file" means the juvenile court file containing the records and
reports of the probation counselor;
(d) "Records" means the official juvenile court file, the social file, and records
of any other juvenile justice or care agency in the case.
(2) Each petition or information filed with the court may include only one
juvenile and each petition or information shall be filed under a separate docket
number. The social file shall be filed separately from the official juvenile court
file.
(3) It is the duty of any juvenile justice or care agency to maintain accurate
records. To this end:
(a) The agency may never knowingly record inaccurate information. Any
information in records maintained by the department of social and health services
relating to a petition filed pursuant to chapter 13.34 RCW that is found by the
court, upon proof presented, to be false or inaccurate shall be corrected or
expunged from such records by the agency;
(b) An agency shall take reasonable steps to assure the security of its records
and prevent tampering with them; and
(c)An agency shall make reasonable efforts to insure the completeness of its
records, including action taken by other agencies with respect to matters in its files.
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(4)Each juvenile justice or care agency shall implement procedures consistent
with the provisions of this chapter to facilitate inquiries concerning records.
(5)Any person who has reasonable cause to believe information concerning
that person is included in the records of a juvenile justice or care agency and who
has been denied access to those records by the agency may make a motion to the
court for an order authorizing that person to inspect the juvenile justice or care
agency record concerning that person. The court shall grant the motion to examine
records unless it finds that in the interests of justice or in the best interests of the
juvenile the records or parts of them should remain confidential.
(6) A juvenile, or his or her parents, or any person who has reasonable cause
to believe information concerning that person is included in the records of a
juvenile justice or care agency may make a motion to the court challenging the
accuracy of any information concerning the moving party in the record or
challenging the continued possession of the record by the agency. If the court
grants the motion, it shall order the record or information to be corrected or
destroyed.
(7) The person making a motion under subsection (5) or (6) of this section
shall give reasonable notice of the motion to all parties to the original action and
to any agency whose records will be affected by the motion.
(8)The court may permit inspection of records by, or release of information
to, any clinic, hospi:al, or agency which has the subject person under care or
treatment. The court may also permit inspection by or release to individuals or
agencies, including juvenile justice advisory committees of county law and justice
councils, engaged in legitimate research for educational, scientific, or public
purposes. The court may also permit inspection of, or release of information from,
records which have been sealed pursuant to RCW 13.50.050(11). The court shall
release to the sentencing guidelines commission records needed for its research and
data-gathering functions under RCW 9.94A.040 and other statutes. Access to
records or information for research purposes shall be permitted only if the
anonymity of all persons mentioned in the records or information will be
preserved. Each person granted permission to inspect juvenile justice or care
agency records for research purposes shall present a notarized statement to the
court stating that the names of juveniles and parents will remain confidential.
(9) Juvenile detention facilities shall release records to the sentencing
guidelines commission under RCW ((1340.02wan)) 9.94A.040 upon request.
The commission shall not disclose the names of any juveniles or parents mentioned
in the records without the named individual's written permission.
Sec. 40. RCW 13.50.050 and 1992 c 188 s 7 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) This section governs records relating to the commission of juvenile
offenses, including records relating to diversions.
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(2)The official juvenile court file of any alleged or proven juvenile offender
shall be open to public inspection, unless sealed pursuant to subsection (11) of this
section.
(3) All records other than the official juvenile court file are confidential and
may be released only as provided in this section, RCW 13.50.010, 13.40.215, and
4.24.550.
(4) Except as otherwise provided in this section and RCW 13.50.010, records
retained or produced by any juvenile justice or care agency may be released to
other participants in the juvenile justice or care system only when an investigation
or case involving the juvenile in question is being pursued by the other participant
or when that other participant is assigned the responsibility for supervising the
juvenile.
(5) Except as provided in RCW 4.24.550, information not in an official
juvenile court file concerning a juvenile or a juvenile's family may be released to
the public only when that information could not reasonably be expected to identify
the juvenile or the juvenile's family.
(6) Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, the release, to the
juvenile or his or her attorney, of law enforcement and prosecuting attorneys'
records pertaining to investigation, diversion, and prosecution of juvenile offenses
shall be governed by the rules of discovery and other rules of law applicable in
adult criminal investigations and prosecutions.
(7) The juvenile court and the prosecutor may set up and maintain a central
record-keeping system which may receive information on all alleged juvenile
offenders against whom a complaint has been filed pursuant to RCW 13.40.070
whether or not their cases are currently pending before the court. The central
record-keeping system may be computerized. If a complaint has been referred to
a diversion unit, the diversion unit shall promptly report to the juvenile court or the
prosecuting attorney when the juvenile has agreed to diversion. An offense shall
not be reported as criminal history in any central record-keeping system without
notification by the diversion unit of the date on which the offender agreed to
diversion.
(8)Upon request of the victim of a crime or the victim's immediate family, the
identity of an alleged or proven juvenile offender alleged or found to have
committed a crime against the victim and the identity of the alleged or proven
juvenile offender's parent, guardian, or custodian and the circumstance of the
alleged or proven crime shall be released to the victim of the crime or the victim's
immediate family.
(9) Subject to the rules of discovery applicable in adult criminal prosecutions,
the juvenile offense records of an adult criminal defendant or witness in an adult
criminal proceeding shall be released upon request to prosecution and defense
counsel after a charge has actually been filed. Thejuvenile offense records of any
adult convicted of a crime and placed under the supervision of the adult corrections
system shall be released upon request to the adult corrections system.
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(10) In any case in which an information has been filed pursuant to RCW
13.40.100 or a complaint has been filed with the prosecutor and referred for
diversion pursuant to RCW 13.40.070, the person the subject of the information or
complaint may file a motion with the court to have the court vacate its order and
findings, if any, and, subject to subsection (((4))) (22) of this section, order the
sealing of the official juvenile court file, the social file, and records of the court and
of any other agency in the case.
(11) The court shall grant the motion to seal records made pursuant to
subsection (10) of this section if it finds that:
(a) ((Two years hivc elapsed from the later z: (.)
Final! dis.hargzof the
p

cronfrom the supervi.i..
.

of t.ny agr:-y h"trged with

juvcnilc
tuprvising

offenders-, or 0i) from the en~try of a eourt order relatin~g to the ccrnmission-ozf
jur..ile .
c.ff.-... .Mal..
offens-e)) For class B offenses other than sex
offenses, since the last date of release from confinement, including full-time
residential treatment, if any, or entry of disposition, the person has spent ten
consecutive years in the community without committing any offense or crime that
subsequently results in conviction. For class C offenses other than sex offenses.
since the last date of release from confinement, includina full-time residential
treatment, if any. or entry of disposition, the person has spent five consecutive
years in the community without committing any offense or crime that subsequently
results in conviction;
(b) No proceeding is pending against the moving party seeking the conviction
of a juvenile offense or a criminal offense; ((ftn4))
(c) No proceeding is pending seeking the formation of a diversion agreement
with that person;
(d)
The person has not been convicted of a class A or sex offense: and
(e) Full restitution has been paid.
(12) The person making a motion pursuant to subsection (10) of this section
shall give reasonable notice of the motion to the prosecution and to any person or
agency whose files are sought to be sealed.
(13) If the court grants the motion to seal made pursuant to subsection (10) of
this section, it shall, subject to subsection (((2,4))) (22) of this section, order sealed
the official juvenile court file, the social file, and other records relating to the case
as are named in the order. Thereafter, the proceedings in the case shall be treated
as if they never occurred, and the subject of the records may reply accordingly to
any inquiry about the events, records of which are sealed. Any agency shall reply
to any inquiry concerning confidential or sealed records that records are
confidential, and no information can be given about the existence or nonexistence
of records concerning an individual.
(14) Inspection of the files and records included in the order to seal may
thereafter be permitted only by order of the court upon motion made by the person
who is the subject of the information or complaint, except as otherwise provided
in RCW 13.50.010(8) and subsection (((-24))) (22) of this section.
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(15) Any adjudication of a juvenile offense or a crime subsequent to sealing
)) charging
has the effect of nullifying the sealing order. Any ((een;'eienftor
of an adult felony subsequent to the sealing has the effect of nullifying the sealing
order for the purposes of chapter 9.94A RCW ((fr any ju;cnile adjudicatio, ef
guilt for a class A offen~se or a sex afftnsa as defined in RCW 9.94A.930)).
(16) ((Ir. ny ease in. whieh an. information. has been. filed pursuant to RCW
13.40.100 ,
or a omplaint has been filed with !he proseetm.r and referred fer
diyvrsion pursuant to RCW 13.4.070, tha person whois the su-j-,t of the
infermation or eomplairnt maky file akmotion with the eaurt to htkya the eeurt Yaeate
, subjeet to subseetion (24) of this sactian, era
its order and Fiadas_f a-y_
the deswtrio;n
of the atlial juvcaile
eourt file, the seeial file, and
zre 31t
he...
.............
....
J.

PA,
anl

4 other
ftt

aon
oF

inl

th

ease£

l

(17) The eourt may grant the motion to destroy rccards made pursuant to
subscatian (16) of this sactiin if it finds!
- (a) The person mnaking the motion is akt least twenty three yars of age,
(b) Rea person has not subsequently been. eanvieted of itfaelony;
(e) No preeeading is pending against that person. seeking the eonvietior. ofa
criminal offcnse-, and
(d) The person. has navar been found guilty of at serious offense.
(18))) A person eighteen years of age or older whose criminal history consists
of only one referr al for diversion may request that the court order the records in
that case destroyed. The request shall be granted, subject to subsection (((24))
(22) of this section, if the court finds that two years have elapsed since completion
of the diversion agreement.
(("19)) N7) If the court grants the motion to destroy records made pursuant
to subsection (16) f(et'-(18))) of this section, it shall, subject to subsection (((24)))
(22) of this section, order the official juvenile court file, the social file, and any
other records named in the order to be destroyed.
(((-2%)) (18) The person making the motion pursuant to subsection (16) ((or'
(-18))) of this section shall give reasonable notice of the motion to the prosecuting
attorney and to any agency whose records are sought to be destroyed.
(("--)) 019) Any juvenile to whom the provisions of this section may apply
shall be given written notice of his or her rights under this section at the time of his
or her disposition hearing or during the diversion process.
((f2))) (20) Nothing in this section may be construed to prevent a crime
victim or a member of the victim's family from divulging the identity of the alleged
or proven juvenile offender or his or her family when necessary in a civil
proceeding.
((~))(21) Any juvenilejustice or care agency may, subject to the limitations
in subsection ((f24))) (22) of this section and ((suprg pi)) (a) and (b) of this
subsection, develop procedures for the routine destruction of records relating to
juvenile offenses and diversions.
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(a) Records may be routinely destroyed only when the person the subject of
the information or complaint has attained twenty-three years of age or older, or is
eighteen years of age or older and his or her criminal history consists entirely of
one diversion agreement and two years have passed since completion of the
agreement.
(b) The court may not routinely destroy the official juvenile court file or
recordings or transcripts of any proceedings.
(((24))) (22) No identifying information held by the Washington state patrol
in accordance with chapter 43.43 RCW is subject to destruction or sealing under
this section. For the purposes of this subsection, identifying information includes
photographs, fingerprints, palmprints, soleprints, toeprints and any other data that
identifies a person by physical characteristics, name, birthdate or address, but does
not include information regarding criminal activity, arrest, charging, diversion,
conviction or other information about a person's treatment by the criminal justice
system or about the person's behavior.
(((-))) (23 Information identifying child victims under age eighteen who are
victims of sexual assaults by juvenile offenders is confidential and not subject to
release to the press or public without the permission of the child victim or the
child's legal guardian. Identifying information includes the child victim's name,
addresses, location, photographs, and in cases in which the child victim is a relative
of the alleged perpetrator, identification of the relationship between the child and
the alleged perpetrator. Information identifying a child victim of sexual assault
may be released to law enforcement, prosecutors, judges, defense attorneys, or
private or governmental agencies that provide services to the child victim of sexual
assault.
Sec. 41. RCW 72.01.410 and 1994 c 220 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)Whenever any child under the age of eighteen is convicted in the courts of
this state of a crime amounting to a felony, and is committed for a term of
confinement in a correctional institution wherein adults are confined, the secretary
of corrections, after making an independent assessment and evaluation of the child
and determining that the needs and correctional goals for the child could better be
met by the programs and housing environment provided by the juvenile
correctional institution, with the consent of the secretary of social and health
services, may transfer such child to a juvenile correctional institution, or to such
other institution as is now, or may hereafter be authorized by law to receive such
child, until such time as the child arrives at the age of twenty-one years, whereupon
the child shall be returned to the institution of original commitment. Retention
within a juvenile detention facility or return to an adult correctional facility shall
regularly be reviewed by the secretary of corrections and the secretary of social and
health services with a determination made based on the level of maturity and
sophistication of the individual, the behavior and progress while within the juvenile
detention facility, security needs, and the program/treatment alternatives which
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would best prepare the individual for a successful return to the community. Notice
of such transfers shall be given to the clerk of the committing court and the parents,
guardian, or next of kin of such child, if known.
(2)(a) Except as provided in (b) of this subsection. an offender under the age
of eighteen who is convicted in adult criminal court and who is committed to a
term of confinement at the department of corrections must be placed in a housing
unit, or a portion of a housing unit. that is separated from offenders eighteen years
of age oir older. until the offender reaches the age of eighteen.
(b) An offender under the age of eighteen may be housed in an intensive
management unit or administrative segregation unit containing offenders eighteen
years of age or older if it is necessary for the safety or security of the offender or
staff. In these cases, the offender shall be kept physically separate from other
offenders at all times.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 42. A new section is added to chapter 72.01 RCW to
read as follows:
An offender under the age of eighteen who is convicted in adult criminal court
of a crime and who is committed for a term of confinement in a jail as defined in
RCW 70.48.020, must be housed in a jail cell that does not contain adult offenders,
until the offender reaches the age of eighteen.
Sec. 43. RCW 72.09.460 and 1995 1st sp.s. c 19 s 5 are each amended to read
as follows:
(1) The legislature intends that all inmates be required to participate in
department-approved education programs, work programs, or both, unless
exempted under subsection (((3))) (4) of this section. Eligible inmates who refuse
to participate in available education or work programs available at no charge to the
inmates shall lose privileges according to the system established under RCW
72.09.130. Eligible inmates who are required to contribute financially to an
education or work program and refuse to contribute shall be placed in another work
program. Refusal to contribute shall not result in a loss of privileges. The
legislature recognizes more inmates may agree to participate in education and work
programs than are available. The department must make every effort to achieve
maximum public benefit by placing inmates in available and appropriate education
and work programs.
(2) The department shall provide a program of education to all offenders who
are under the age of eighteen and who have not met high school graduation or
general equivalency diploma requiremnents, The program of education established
by the department for offendeis under the age of eighteen must provide eicli
offender a choice of curricuhm that will assist the inmate in achieving a high
school diploma or general equivalency diploma,
() The department shall, to the extent possible and considering all available
funds, prioritize its resources to meet the following goals for inmates in the order
listed:
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(a) Achievement of basic academic skills through obtaining a high school
diploma or its equivalent and achievement of vocational skills necessary for
purposes of work programs and for an inmate to qualify for work upon release;
(b) Additional work and education programs based on assessments and
placements under subsection (((4))) (5 of this section; and
(c) Other work and education programs as appropriate.
(((-3))) (4) The department shall establish, by rule, objective medical standards
to determine when an inmate is physically or mentally unable to participate in
available education or work programs, When the department determines an inmate
is permanently unable to participate in any available education or work program
due to a medical condition, the inmate is exempt from the requirement under
subsection (1) of this section. When the department determines an inmate is
temporarily unable to participate in an education or work program due to a medical
condition, the inmate is exempt from the requirement of subsection (1) of this
section for the period of time he or she is temporarily disabled. The department
shall peridically review the medical condition of all temporarily disabled inmates
to ensure the earliest possible entry or reentry by inmates into available
programming.
(((4))) M The department shall establish, by rule, standards for participation
in department-approved education and work programs. The standards shall address
the following areas:
(a) Assessment. The department shall assess all inmates for their basic
academic skill levels using a professionally accepted method of scoring reading,
math, and language skills as grade level equivalents. The department shall
determine an inmate's education history, work history, and vocational or work
skills. The initial assessment shall be conducted, whenever possible, within the
first thirty days of an inmate's entry into the correctional system, except that initial
assessments are not required for inmates who are sentenced to life without the
possibility of release, assigned to an intensive management unit within the first
thirty days after entry into the correctional system, are returning to the correctional
system within one year of a prior release, or whose physical or mental condition
renders them unable to complete the assessment process. The department shall
track and record changes in the basic academic skill levels of all inmates reflected
in any testing or assessment performed as part of their education programming;
(b) Placement. The department shall follow the policies set forth in subsection
(1)of this section in establishing criteria for placing inmates in education and work
programs. The department shall, to the extent possible, place all inmates whose
composite grade level score for basic academic skills is below the eighth grade
level in a combined education and work program. The placement criteria shall
include at least the following factors:
(i) An inmate's release date and custody level, except an inmate shall not be
precluded from participating in an education or work program solely on the basis
of his or her release date;
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(ii) An inmate's education history and basic academic skills;
(iii) An inmate's work history and vocational or work skills;
(iv) An inmate's economic circumstances, including but not limited to an
inmate's family support obligations; and
(v)Where applicable, an inmate's prior performance in department-approved
education or work programs;
(c)Performance and goals. The department shall establish, and periodically
review, inmate behavior standards and program goals for all education and work
programs. Inmates shall be notified of applicable behavior standards and program
goals prior to placement in an education or work program and shall be removed
from the education or work program if they consistently fail to meet the standards
or goals;
(d) Financial responsibility. (i) The department shall establish a formula by
which inmates, based on their ability to pay, shall pay all or a portion of the costs
or tuition of certain programs. Inmates shall, based on the formula, pay a portion
of the costs or tuition of participation in:
(A) Second and subsequent vocational programs associated with an inmate's
work programs; and
(B) An associate of arts or baccalaureate degree program when placement in
a degree program is the result of aplacement made under this subsection;
(ii) Inmates shall pay all costs and tuition for participation in:
(A) Any postsecondary academic degree program which is entered
independently of aplacement decision made under this subsection; and
(B) Second and subsequent vocational programs not associated with an
inmate's work program.
Enrollri.cnt in any program specified in (d)(ii) of this subsection shall only be
allowed by correspondence or if there is an opening in an education or work
program at the institution where an inmate is incarcerated and no other inmate who
is placed in aprogram under this subsection will be displaced; and
(e)Notwithstanding any other provision in this section, an inmate sentenced
to life without the possibility of release:
(i) Shall not be required to participate in education programming; and
(ii) May receive not more than one postsecondary academic degree in a
program offered by the department or its contracted providers.
If an inmate sentenced to life without the possibility of release requires
prevocational or vocational training for a work program, he or she may participate
in the training subject to this section.
(((-)))
The department shall coordinate education and work programs
among its institutions, to the greatest extent possible, to facilitate continuity of
programming among inmates transferred between institutions. Before transferring
an inmate enrolled in a program, the department shall consider the effect the
transfer will have on the inmate's ability to continue or complete a program. This
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subsection shall not be used to delay or prohibit a transfer necessary for legitimate
safety or security concerns.
(((6))) (L7 Before construction of a new correctional institution or expansion
of an existing correctional institution, the department shall adopt a plan
demonstrating how cable, closed-circuit, and satellite television will be used for
education and training purposes in the institution. The plan shall specify how the
use of television in the education and training programs will improve inmates'
preparedness for available work programs and job opportunities for which inmates
may qualify upon release.
(((7))) M The department shall adopt aplan to reduce the per-pupil cost of
instruction by, among other methods, increasing the use of volunteer instructors
and implementing technological efficiencies. The plan shall be adopted by
December 1996 and shall be transmitted to the legislature upon adoption. The
department shall, in adoption of the plan, consider distance learning, satellite
instruction, video tape usage, computer-aided instruction, and flexible scheduling
of offender instruction.
(((-8))) M_.Following completion of the review required by section 27(3),
chapter 19, Laws of 1995 1st sp. sess. the department shall take all necessary steps
to assure the vocation and education programs are relevant to work programs and
skills necessary to enhance the employability of inmates upon release.
Sec. 44. RCW 9A.36.045 and 1995 c 129 s 8 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) A person isguilty of ((reeks endangerment in the first cgr)) drive-by
shootinc when he or she recklessly discharges a firearm as defined in RCW
9.41.010 in a manner which creates a substantial risk of death or serious physical
injury to another pcrson and the discharge is either from a motor vehicle or from
the immediate area of amotor vehicle that was used to transport the shooter or the
firearm, or both, to the scene of the discharge.
(2) A person who unlawfully discharges a firearm from a moving motor
vehicle may be inferred to have engaged in reckless conduct, unless the discharge
is shown by evidence satisfactory to the trier of fact to have been made without
such recklessness.
(3)((Rkls en.dangermn.t in the first degree)) Drive-by shooting is a class
B felony.
Sec. 45. RCW 9A.36.050 and 1989 c 271 s 110 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) A person is guilty of reckless endangerment((in ihe...... "" ..,)) when
he or she recklessly engages in conduct not amounting to ((rcckless endangerment
in the fir! dcgrcc but which)) drive-by shooting but that creates a substantial risk
of death or serious physical injury to another person.
(2)Reckless endangerment ((n the s..nd degree)) is a gross misdemeanor.
Sec. 46. RCW 9.41.010 and 1996 c 295 s 1 are each amended to read as
follows:
[ 20221
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Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the definitions in this section
apply throughout this chapter.
(1) "Firearm" means a weapon or device from which a projectile or projectiles
may be fired by an explosive such as gunpowder.
(2) "Pistol" means any firearm with a barrel less than sixteen inches in length,
or is designed to be held and fired by the use of a single hand.
(3) "Rifle" means a weapon designed or redesigned, made or remade, and
intended to be fired from the shoulder and designed or redesigned, made or
remade, and intended to use the energy of the explosive in a fixed metallic
cartridge to fire only a single projectile through a rifled bore for each single pull
of the trigger.
(4) "Short-barreled rifle" means a rifle having one or more barrels less than
sixteen inches in length and any weapon made from a rifle by any means of
modification if such modified weapon has an overall length of less than twenty-six
inches.
(5) "Shotgun" means a weapon with one or more barrels, designed or
redesigned, made or remade, and intended to be fired from the shoulder and
designed or redesigned, made or remade, and intended to use the energy of the
explosive in a fixed shotgun shell to fire through a smooth bore either a number of
ball shot or a single projectile for each single pull of the trigger.
(6) "Short-barreled shotgun" means a shotgun having one or more barrels less
than eighteen inches in length and any weapon made from a shotgun by any means
of modification if such modified weapon has an overall length of less than twentysix inches.
(7) "Machine gun" means any firearm known as a machine gun, mechanical
rifle, submachine gun, or any other mechanism or instrument not requiring that the
trigger be pressed for each shot and having a reservoir clip, disc, drum, belt, or
other separable mechanical device for storing, carrying, or supplying ammunition
which can be loaded into the firearm, mechanism, or instrument, and fired
therefrom at the rate of five or more shots per second.
(8) "Antique firearm" means a firearm or replica of a firearm not designed or
redesigned for using rim fire or conventional center fire ignition with fixed
ammunition and manufactured in or before 1898, including any matchlock,
flintlock, percussion cap, or similar type of ignition system and also any firearm
using fixed ammunition manufactured in or before 1898, for which ammunition is
no longer manufactured in the United States and is not readily available in the
ordinary channels of commercial trade.
(9) "Loaded" means:
(a) There is a cartridge in the chamber of the firearm;
(b)Cartridges are in a clip that is locked in place in the firearm;
(c) There is a cartridge in the cylinder of the firearm, if the firearm is a
revolver;
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(d)There is a cartridge in the tube or magazine that is inserted in the action;
or
(e) There is a ball in the barrel and the firearm is capped or primed if the
firearm is a muzzle loader.
(10) "Dealer" means a person engaged in the business of selling firearms at
wholesale or retail who has, or is required to have, a federal firearms license under
18 U.S.C. Sec. 923(a). A person who does not have, and is not required to have,
a federal firearms license under 18 U.S.C. Sec. 923(a), is not a dealer if that person
makes only occasional sales, exchanges, or purchases of firearms for the
enhancement of a personal collection or for a hobby, or sells all or part of his or her
personal collection of firearms.
(11) "Crime of violence" means:
(a) Any of the following felonies, as now existing or hereafter amended: Any
felony defined under any law as a class A felony or an attempt to commit a class
A felony, criminal solicitation of or criminal conspiracy to commit a class A
felony, manslaughter in the first degree, manslaughter in the second degree,
indecent liberties if committed by forcible compulsion, kidnapping in the second
degree, arson in the second degree, assault in the second degree, assault of a child
in the second degree, extortion in the first degree, burglary in the second degree,
residential burglary, and robbery in the second degree;
(b) Any conviction for a felony offense in effect at any time prior to June 6,
1996, which is comparable to a felony classified as a crime of violence in (a) of
this subsection; and
(c) Any federal or out-of-state conviction for an offense comparable to a
felony classified as a crime of violence under (a) or (b) of this subsection.
(12) "Serious offense" means any of the following felonies or a felony attempt
to commit any of the following felonies, as now existing or hereafter amended:
(a) Any crime of violence;
(b) Any felony violation of the uniform controlled substances act, chapter
69.50 RCW, that is classified as a class B felony or that has a maximum term of
imprisonment of at least ten years;
(c) Child molestation in the second degree;
(d) Incest when committed against a child under age fourteen;
(e) Indecent liberties;
(f) Leading organized crime;
(g) Promoting prostitution in the first degree;
(h) Rape in the third degree;
(i) ((Reekless endii.g.rment in the first degree)) Drive-by shooting;
(j) Sexual exploitation;
(k) Vehicular assault;
(1)
Vehicular homicide, when proximately caused by the driving of any vehicle
by any person while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug as
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defined by RCW 46.61.502, or by the operation of any vehicle in a reckless
manner;
(m)Any other class B felony offense with a finding of sexual motivation, as
"sexual motivation" isdefined under RCW 9.94A.030;
(n) Any other felony with a deadly weapon verdict under RCW 9.94A. 125; or
(o) Any felony offense in effect at any time prior to June 6, 1996, that is
comparable to a serious offense, or any federal or out-of-state conviction for an
offense that under the laws of this state would be a felony classified as a serious
offense.
(13) "Law enforcement officer" includes ageneral authority Washington peace
officer as defined in RCW 10.93.020, or a specially commissioned Washington
peace officer as defined in RCW 10.93.020. "Law enforcement officer" also
includes a limited authority Washington peace officer as defined in RCW
10.93.020 if such officer is duly authorized by his or her employer to carry a
concealed pistol.
(14) "Felony" means any felony offense under the laws of this state or any
federal or out-of-state offense comparable to afelony offense under the laws of this
state.
(15) "Sell" refers to the actual approval of the delivery of a firearm in
consideration of payment or promise of payment of a certain price in money.
(16) "Barrel length" means the distance from the bolt face of aclosed action
down the length of the axis of the bore to the crown of the muzzle, or in the case
of a barrel with attachments to the end of any legal device permanently attached to
the end of the muzzle.
(17) "Family or household member" means "family" or "household member"
as used in RCW 10.99.020.
Sec. 47. RCW 9.41.040 and 1996 c 295 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)(a) A person, whether an adult or juvenile, isguilty of the crime of unlawful
possession of a firearm in the first degree, if the person owns, has in his or her
possession, or has in his or her control any firearm after having previously been
convicted in this state or elsewhere of any serious offense as defined in this
chapter.
(b)A person, whether an adult or juvenile, is guilty of the crime of unlawful
possession of afirearm in the second degree, if the person does not qualify under
(a)of this subsection for the crime of unlawful possession of a firearm in the first
degree and the person owns, has in his or her possession, or has in his or her
control any firearm:
(i) After having previously been convicted in this state or elsewhere of any
felony not specifically listed as prohibiting firearm possession under (a) of this
subsection, or any of the following crimes when committed by one family or
household member against another, committed on or after July 1, 1993: Assault
in the fourth degree, coercion, stalking, reckless endangerment ((in the.- eee,d
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degree)), criminal trespass in the first degree, or violation of the provisions of a
protection order or no-contact order restraining the person or excluding the person
from a residence (RCW 26,50.060, 26.50.070, 26.50.130, or 10.99.040);
(ii) After having previously been involuntarily committed for mental health
treatment under RCW 71.05.320, 71.34.090, chapter 10.77 RCW, or equivalent
statutes of another jurisdiction, unless his or her right to possess a firearm has been
restored as provided in RCW 9.41.047;
(iii) If the person is under eighteen years of age, except as provided in RCW
9.41.042; and/or
(iv) If the person is free on bond or personal recognizance pending trial,
appeal, or sentencing for a serious offense as defined in RCW 9.41.010,
(2)(a) Unlawful possession of a firearm in the first degree is a class B felony,
punishable under chapter 9A.20 RCW.
(b)Unlawful possession of a firearm in the second degree is a class C felony,
punishable under chapter 9A.20 RCW.
(3)Notwithstanding RCW 9.41.047 or any other provisions of law, as used in
this chapter, a person has been "convicted", whether in an adult court or
adjudicated in a juvenile court, at such time as a plea of guilty has been accepted,
or a verdict of guilty has been filed, notwithstanding the pendency of any future
proceedings including but not limited to sentencing or disposition, post-trial or
post-factfinding motions, and appeals. Conviction includes a dismissal entered
after a period of probation, suspension or deferral of sentence, and also includes
equivalent dispositions by courts in jurisdictions other than Washington state. A
person shall not be precluded from possession of a firearm if the conviction has
been the subject of a pardon, annulment, certificate of rehabilitation, or other
equivalent procedure based on a finding of the rehabilitation of the person
convicted or the conviction or disposition has been the subject of a pardon,
annulment, or other equivalent procedure based on a finding of innocence. Where
no record of the court's disposition of the charges can be found, there shall be a
rebuttable presumption that the person was not convicted of the charge.
(4) Notwithstanding subsection (1) of this section, a person convicted of an
offense prohibiting the possession of a firearm under this section other than
murder, manslaughter, robbery, rape, indecent liberties, arson, assault, kidnapping,
extortion, burglary, or violations with respect to controlled substances under RCW
69.50.401(a) and 69.50.410, who received a probationary sentence under RCW
9.95.200, and who received a dismissal of the charge under RCW 9.95.240, shall
not be precluded from possession of a firearm as a result of the conviction.
Notwithstanding any other provisions of this section, if a person is prohibited from
possession of a firearm under subsection (1)of this section and has not previously
been convicted of a sex offense prohibiting firearm ownership under subsection (1)
of this section and/or any felony defined under any law as a class A felony or with
a maximum sentence of at least twenty years, or both, the individual may petition
a court of record to have his or her right to possess a firearm restored:
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(a) Under RCW 9.41.047; and/or
(b)(i) If the conviction was for a felony offense, after five or more consecutive
years in the community without being convicted or currently charged with any
felony, gross misdemeanor, or misdemeanor crimes, if the individual has no prior
felony convictions that prohibit the possession of a firearm counted as part of the
offender score under RCW 9.94A.360; or
(ii) If the conviction was for a nonfelony offense, after three or more
consecutive years in the community without being convicted or currently charged
with any felony, gross misdemeanor, or misdemeanor crimes, if the individual has
no prior felony convictions that prohibit the possession of a firearm counted as part
of the offender score under RCW 9.94A.360 and the individual has completed all
conditions of the sentence.
(5) In addition to any other penalty provided for by law, if a person under the
age of eighteen years is found by a court to have possessed a firearm in a vehicle
in violation of subsection (1)of this section or to have committed an offense while
armed with a firearm during which offense a motor vehicle served an integral
function, the court shall notify the department of licensing within twenty-four
hours and the person's privilege to drive shall be revoked under RCW 46.20.265.
(6) Nothing in chapter 129, Laws of 1995 shall ever be construed or
interpreted as preventing an offender from being charged and subsequently
convicted for the separate felony crimes of theft of a firearm or possession of a
stolen firearm, or both, in addition to being charged and subsequently convicted
under this section for unlawful possession of a firearm in the first or second degree.
Notwithstanding any other law, if the offender is convicted under this section for
unlawful possession of a firearm in the first or second degree and for the felony
crimes of theft of a firearm or possession of a stolen firearm, or both, then the
offender shall serve consecutive sentences for each of the felony crimes of
conviction listed in this subsection.
(7) Each firearm unlawfully possessed under this section shall be a separate
offense.
Sec. 48. RCW 9.94A. 103 and 1995 c 129 s 5 are each amended to read as
follows:
Any and all recommended sentencing agreements or plea agreements and the
sentences for any and all felony crimes shall be made and retained as public
records if the felony crime involves:
(I) Any violent offense as defined in this chapter;
(2) Any most serious offense as defined in this chapter;
(3) Any felony with a deadly weapon special verdict under RCW 9.94A.125;
(4) Any felony with any deadly weapon enhancements under RCW 9.94A.310
(3) or (4), or both; and/or
(5) The felony crimes of possession of a machine gun, possessing a stolen
firearm, ((reekesendanger....n the.. first degree)) drive-by shooting, theft of a
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firearm, unlawful possession of a firearm in the first or second degree, and/or use
of a machine gun in a felony.
Sec. 49. RCW 9.94A.105 and 1995 c 129 s 6 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) A current, newly created or reworked judgment and sentence document for
each felony sentencing shall record any and all recommended sentencing
agreements or plea agreements and the sentences for any and all felony crimes kept
as public records under RCW 9.94A. 103 shall contain the clearly printed name and
legal signature of the sentencing judge. The judgment and sentence document as
defined in this section shall also provide additional space for the sentencing judge's
reasons for going either above or below the presumptive sentence range for any
and all felony crimes covered as public records under RCW 9.94A. 103. Both the
sentencing judge and the prosecuting attorney's office shall each retain or receive
a completed copy of each sentencing document as defined in this section for their
own records.
(2) The sentencing guidelines commission shall be sent a completed copy of
the judgment and sentence document upon conviction for each felony sentencing
under subsection (1) of this section and shall compile a yearly and cumulative
judicial record of each sentencing judge in regards to his or her sentencing
practices for any and all felony crimes involving:
(a) Any violent offense as defined in this chapter;
(b) Any most serious offense as defined in this chapter;
(c) Any felony with any deadly weapon special verdict under RCW
9.94A. 125;
(d) Any felony with any deadly weapon enhancements under RCW 9.94A.3 10
(3) or (4), or both; and/or
(e) The felony crimes of possession of a machin, gun, possessing a stolen
firearm, ((r.kl.ss enda.germent in the first degree)) drive-by shooting, theft of a
firearm, unlawful possession of a firearm in the first or second degree, and/or use
of a machine gun in a felony.
(3) The sentencing guidelines commission shall compare each individual
judge's sentencing practices to the standard or presumptive sentence range for any
and all felony crimes listed in subsection (2) of this section for the appropriate
offense level as defined in RCW 9.94A.320, offender score as defined in RCW
9.94A.360, and any applicable deadly weapon enhancements as defined in RCW
9.94A.310 (3) or (4), or both. These comparative records shall be retained and
made available to the public for review in a current, newly created or reworked
official published document by the sentencing guidelines commission.
(4) Any and all felony sentences which are either above or below the standard
or presumptive sentence range in subsection (3) of this section shall also mark
whether the prosecuting attorney in the case also recommended a similar sentence,
if any, which was either above or below the presumptive sentence range and shall
also indicate if the sentence was in conjunction with an approved alternative
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sentencing option including a first-time offender waiver, sex offender sentencing
alternative, or other prescribed sentencing option.
(5) If any completed judgment and sentence document as defined in
subsection (1) of this section is not sent to the sentencing guidelines commission
as required in subsection (2) of this section, the sentencing guidelines commission
shall have the authority and shall undertake reasonable and necessary steps to
assure that all past, current, and future sentencing documents as defined in
subsection (I) of this section are received by the sentencing guidelines
commission.
Sec. 50. RCW 9.94A.3 10 and 1996 c 205 s 5 are each amended to read as
follows:
TABLE I

(1)

Sentencing Grid
SERIOUSNESS
SCORE
0

OFFENDER SCORE
I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

more

XV

Life Sentence without Parole/Death Penalty

XIV

23y4m
240320

24y4m
250333

25y4m
261347

26y4m
271361

27y4m
281374

28y4m
291388

30y4m
312416

32y10m 36y
338370493
450

40y
411548

XIII

12y
123164

3y
134178

14y
144192

15y
154205

16y
165219

17y
175233

19y
195260

21y
216288

25y
257342

29y
298397

XII

9y
93123

9yllm
102136

IOy9m
III147

IlySm
120160

12y6m
129171

13y5m
138184

15y9m
162216

17y3m
178236

20y3m
209277

23y3m
240318

XI

7y6m
78102

8y4m
86114

9y2m
95125

9yllm
102136

10y9m
III147

Ily7m
120158

14y2m
146194

15y5m
159211

17yllm 20ySm
210185245
280

X

5y
5168

5y6m
5775

6y
6282

6y6m
6789

7y
7296

7y6m
77102

9y6m
98130

I0y6m
108144

12y6m
129171

14y6m
149198

IX

3y
3141

3y6m
3648

4y
4154

4y6m
4661

5y
5168

5y6m
5775

7y6m
77102

8y6m
87116

10y6m
108144

12y6m
129171

VIII

2y
2127

2y6m
2634

3y
3141

3y6m
3648

4y
4154

4y6m
4661

6y6m
6789

7y6m
77102

8y6m
87116

I0y6m
108144

VII

18m
1520

2y
2127

2y6m
2634

3y
3141

3y6m
3648

4y
4154

5y6m
5775

6y6nn
6789

7y6m
77102

8y6m
87116
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VI

13m
12+14

18m
1520

2y
2127

2y6m
2634

3y
3141

3y6m
3648

4y6m
4661

5y6m
5775

6y6m
6789

7y6m
77102

V

9m
612

13m
12+14

15m
1317

18m
1520

2y2m
2229

3y2m
3343

4y
41.
54

5y
5168

6y
6282

7y
72.
96

IV

6m
39

9m
612

13m
12+14

15m
1317

18m
1520

2y2m
2229

3y2m
3343

4y2m
4357

5y2m
5370

6y2m
6384

II1

2m
I3

5m
38

8m
412

1rM
9.
12

14m
12+16

20m
1722

2y2m
2229

3y2m
3343

4y2m
4357

Sy
5168

0.90
Days

4m
26

6m
39

8m
412

13m
12+14

16m
1418

20m
17.
22

2y2m
2229

3y2m
3343

4y2m
4357

3m

4m

5m

8m

13m

16m

20m

2y2m

0-60
Days

0-90
Days

25

26

38

412

12+14

1418

1722

2229

II

I

NOTE: Numbers in the first horizontal row of each seriousness category represent
sentencing midpoints in years(y) and months(m). Numbers in the second and third
rows represent presumptive sentencing ranges in months, or in days if so
designated. 12+ equals one year and one day.
(2) For persons convicted of the anticipatory offenses of criminal attempt,
solicitation, or conspiracy under chapter 9A.28 RCW, the presumptive sentence is
determined by locating the sentencing grid sentence range defined by the
appropriate offender score and the seriousness level of the completed crime, and
multiplying the range by 75 percent.
(3) The following additional times shall be added to the presumptive sentence
for felony crimes committed after July 23, 1995, if the offender or an accomplice
was armed with a firearm as defined in RCW 9.41.010 and the offender is being
sentenced for one of the crimes listed in this subsection as eligible for any firearm
enhancements based on the classification of the completed felony crime. If the
offender or an accomplice was armed with a firearm as defined in RCW 9.41.010
and the offender is being sentenced for an anticipatory offense under chapter 9A.28
RCW to commit one of the crimes listed in this subsection as eligible for any
firearm enhancements, the following additional times shall be added to the
presumptive sentence determined under subsection (2) of this section based on the
felony crime of conviction as classified under RCW 9A.28.020:
(a) Five years for any felony defined under any law as a class A felony or with
a maximum sentence of at least twenty years, or both, and not covered under (f) of
this subsection.
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(b) Three years for any felony defined under any law as a class B felony or
with a maximum sentence of ten years, or both, and not covered under (f) of this
subsection.
(c) Eighteen months for any felony defined under any law as a class C felony
or with a maximum sentence of five years, or both, and not covered under (f) of
this subsection.
(d) If the offender is being sentenced for any firearm enhancements under (a),
(b), and/or (c) of this subsection and the offender has previously been sentenced
for any deadly weapon enhancements after July 23, 1995, under (a), (b), and/or (c)
of this subsection or subsection (4)(a), (b), and/or (c) of this section, or both, any
and all firearm enhancements under this subsection shall be twice the amount of
the enhancement listed.
(e) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any and all firearm
enhancements under this section are mandatory, shall be served in total
confinement, and shall not run concurrently with any other sentencing provisions.
(f) The firearm enhancements in this section shall apply to all felony crimes
except the following: Possession of a machine gun, possessing a stolen firearm,
(( kles ..endanger.ent in the first dcgrce)) drive-by shooting, theft of a firearm,
unlawful possession of a firearm in the first and second degree, and use of a
machine gun in a felony.
(g) If the presumptive sentence under this section exceeds the statutory
maximum for the offense, the statutory maximum sentence shall be the
presumptive sentence unless the offender is a persistent offender as defined in
RCW 9.94A.030.
(4) The following additional times shall be added to the presumptive sentence
for felony crimes committed after July 23, 1995, if the offender or an accomplice
was armed with a deadly weapon as defined in this chapter other than a firearm as
defined in RCW 9.41.010 and the offender is being sentenced for one of the crimes
listed in this subsection as eligible for any deadly weapon enhancements based on
the classification of the completed felony crime. If the offender or an accomplice
was armed with a deadly weapon other than a firearm as defined in RCW 9.41.010
and the offender is being sentenced for an anticipatory offense under chapter 9A.28
RCW to commit one of the crimes listed in this subsection as eligible for any
deadly weapon enhancements, the following additional times shall be added to the
presumptive sentence determined under subsection (2) of this section based on the
felony crime of conviction as classified under RCW 9A.28.020:
(a)Two years for any felony defined under any law as a class A felony or with
a maximum sentence of at least twenty years, or both, and not covered under (f) of
this subsection.
(b) One year for any felony defined under any law as a class B felony or with
a maximum sentence of ten years, or both, and not covered under (f) of this
subsection.
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(c) Six months for any felony defined under any law as a class C felony or
with a maximum sentence of five years, or both, and not covered under (I) of this
subsection.
(d) If the offender is being sentenced under (a), (b), and/or (c) of this
subsection for any deadly weapon enhancements and the offender has previously
been sentenced for any deadly weapon enhancements after July 23, 1995, under
(a), (b), and/or (c) of this subsection or subsection (3)(a), (b), and/or (c) of this
section, or both, any and all deadly weapon enhancements under this subsection
shall be twice the amount of the enhancement listed.
(e) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any and all deadly weapon
enhancements under this section are mandatory, shall be served in total
confinement, and shall not run concurrently with any other sentencing provisions.
(f) The deadly weapon enhancements in this section shall apply to all felony
crimes except the following: Possession of a machine gun, possessing a stolen
firearm, ((ekls..dan...er.ntinthe first degree)) drive-by shooting, theft of a

firearm, unlawful possession of a firearm in the first and second degree, and use
of a machine gun in a felony.
(g) If the presumptive sentence under this section exceeds the statutory
maximum for the offense, the statutory maximum sentence shall be the
presumptive sentence unless the offender is a persistent offender as defined in
RCW 9.94A.030.
(5) The following additional times shall be added to the presumptive sentence
if the offender or an accomplice committed the offense while in a county jail or
state correctional facility as that term is defined in this chapter and the offender is
being sentenced for one of the crimes listed in this subsection. If the offender or
an accomplice committed one of the crimes listed in this subsection while in a
county jail or state correctional facility as that term is defined in this chapter, and
the offender is being sentenced for an anticipatory offense under chapter 9A.28
RCW to commit one of the crimes listed in this subsection, the following additional
times shall be added to the presumptive sentence determined under subsection (2)
of this section:
(a) Eighteen months for offenses committed under RCW 69.50.401(a)(1) (i)
or (ii) or 69.50.410;
(b) Fifteen months for offenses committed under RCW 69.50.401(a)(1) (iii),
(iv), and (v);
(c) Twelve months for offenses committed under RCW 69.50.401(d).
For the purposes of this subsection, all of the real property of a state
correctional facility or county jail shall be deemed to be part of that facility or
county jail.
(6) An additional twenty-four months shall be added to the presumptive
sentence for any ranked offense involving a violation of chapter 69.50 RCW if the
offense was also a violation of RCW 69.50.435.
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Sec. 51. RCW 9.94A.320 and 1996 c 302 s 6, 1996 c 205 s 3, and 1996 c 36
s 2 are each reenacted and amended to read as follows:
TABLE 2
CRIMES INCLUDED WITHIN EACH SERIOUSNESS LEVEL
Aggravated Murder 1 (RCW 10.95.020)
XV
XIV
Murder I (RCW 9A.32.030)
Homicide by abuse (RCW 9A.32.055)
XIII
Murder 2 (RCW 9A.32.050)
Assault I (RCW 9A.36.01 1)
XII
Assault of a Child I (RCW 9A.36.120)
Rape I (RCW 9A.44.040)
XI
Rape of a Child I (RCW 9A.44.073)
Kidnapping I (RCW 9A.40.020)
X
Rape 2 (RCW 9A.44.050)
Rape of a Child 2 (RCW 9A.44.076)
Child Molestation 1 (RCW 9A.44.083)
Damaging building, etc., by explosion with
threat to human being (RCW
70.74.280(1))
Over 18 and deliver heroin or narcotic from
Schedule I or II to someone under 18
(RCW 69.50.406)
(RCW
Crime
Organized
Leading
9A.82.060(l)(a))
Assault of a Child 2 (RCW 9A.36.130)
IX
Robbery I (RCW 9A.56.200)
Manslaughter I (RCW 9A.32.060)
Explosive devices prohibited (RCW 70.74.180)
Indecent Liberties (with forcible compulsion)
(RCW 9A.44.100(1 )(a))
Endangering life and property by explosives
with threat to human being (RCW
70.74.270)
Over 18 and deliver narcotic from Schedule III,
IV, or V or a nonnarcotic from Schedule
I-V to someone under 18 and 3 years
junior (RCW 69.50.406)
Controlled Substance Homicide (RCW
69.50.415)
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Sexual Exploitation (RCW 9.68A.040)
Inciting
Criminal
Profiteering (RCW
9A.82.060(I)(b))
Vehicular Homicide, by being under the
influence of intoxicating liquor or any
drug (RCW 46.61.520)
Arson I (RCW 9A.48.020)
Promoting Prostitution I (RCW 9A.88.070)
Selling for profit (controlled or counterfeit) any
controlled substance (RCW 69.50.410)
Manufacture, deliver, or possess with intent to
deliver heroin or cocaine (RCW
69.50.401 (a)(1)(i))
Manufacture, deliver, or possess with intent to
deliver
methamphetamine
(RCW
69.50.401 (a)(1)(ii))
Possession of ephedrine or pseudoephedrine
with
intent
to
manufacture
methamphetamine (RCW 69.50.440)
Vehicular Homicide, by the operation of any
vehicle in a reckless manner (RCW
46.61.520)
Burglary I (RCW 9A.52.020)
Vehicular Homicide, by disregard for the safety
of others (RCW 46.61.520)
Introducing Contraband I (RCW 9A.76.140)
Indecent
(without
Liberties
forcible
compulsion) (RCW 9A.44.100(1) (b) and
(c))
Child Molestation 2 (RCW 9A,44.086)
Dealing in depictions of minor engaged in
sexually explicit conduct (RCW
9.68A.050)
Sending, bringing into state depictions of minor
engaged in sexually explicit conduct
(RCW 9.68A.060)
Involving a minor in drug dealing (RCW
69.50.401 (f))
((R..kles Endan.grme.
.
I)) Drive-by
Shooting (RCW 9A.36.045)
Unlawful Possession of a Firearm in the first
degree (RCW 9.41.040(l)(a))
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V

Bribery (RCW 9A.68.010)
Manslaughter 2 (RCW 9A.32.070)
Rape of a Child 3 (RCW 9A.44.079)
Intimidating a Juror/Witness (RCW 9A.72.1 10,
9A.72.130)
Damaging building, etc., by explosion with no
threat to human being (RCW
70.74.280(2))
Endangering life and property by explosives
with no threat to human being (RCW
70.74.270)
Incest I (RCW 9A.64.020(1))
Manufacture, deliver, or possess with intent to
deliver narcotics from Schedule I or II
(except heroin or cocaine) (RCW
69.50.401 (a)(1)(i))
Intimidating a Judge (RCW 9A.72.160)
Bail Jumping with Murder 1 (RCW
9A.76.170(2)(a))
Theft of a Firearm (RCW 9A.56.300)
Persistent prison misbehavior (RCW 9.94.070)
Criminal Mistreatment I (RCW 9A.42.020)
Abandonment of dependent person I (RCW
9A.42.060)
Rape 3 (RCW 9A.44.060)
Sexual Misconduct with a Minor 1 (RCW
9A.44.093)
Child Molestation 3 (RCW 9A.44.089)
Kidnapping 2 (RCW 9A.40.030)
Extortion 1 (RCW 9A.56.120)
Incest 2 (RCW 9A.64.020(2))
Perjury I (RCW 9A.72.020)
Extortionate Extension of Credit (RCW
9A.82.020)
Advancing money or property for extortionate
extension of credit (RCW 9A.82.030)
Extortionate Means to Collect Extensions of
Credit (RCW 9A.82.040)
Rendering Criminal Assistance I (RCW
9A.76.070)
Bail Jumping with class A Felony (RCW
9A.76.170(2)(b))
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Sexually Violating Human Remains (RCW
9A.44.105)
Delivery of imitation controlled substance by
person eighteen or over to person under
eighteen (RCW 69.52.030(2))
Possession of a Stolen Firearm (RCW
9A.56.310)
Residential Burglary (RCW 9A.52.025)
Theft of Livestock I (RCW 9A.56.080)
Robbery 2 (RCW 9A.56.210)
Assault 2 (RCW 9A.36.021)
Escape I (RCW 9A.76.1 10)
Arson 2 (RCW 9A.48.030)
Commercial Bribery (RCW 9A.68.060)
Bribing a Witness/Bribe Received by Witness
(RCW 9A.72.090, 9A.72.100)
Malicious Harassment (RCW 9A.36.080)
Threats to Bomb (RCW 9.61.160)
Willful Failure to Return from Furlough (RCW
72.66.060)
Hit and Run -

III

Injury Accident (RCW

46.52.020(4))
Hit and Run with Vessel - Injury Accident
(RCW 88.12.155(3))
Vehicular Assault (RCW 46.61.522)
Manufacture, deliver, or possess with intent to
deliver narcotics from Schedule III, IV, or
V or nonnarcotics from Schedule I-V
(except marijuana or methamphetamines)
(RCW 69.50.401(a)(1) (iii) through (v))
Influencing Outcome of Sporting Event (RCW
9A.82.070)
Use of Proceeds of Criminal Profiteering (RCW
9A.82.080 (1) and (2))
Knowingly Trafficking in Stolen Property
(RCW 9A.82.050(2))
Criminal Mistreatment 2 (RCW 9A.42.030)
Abandonment of dependent person 2 (RCW
9A.42.070)
Extortion 2 (RCW 9A.56.130)
Unlawful Imprisonment (RCW 9A.40.040)
Assault 3 (RCW 9A.36.031)
Assault of a Child 3 (RCW 9A.36.140)
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Custodial Assault (RCW 9A.36.100)
Unlawful possession of firearm in the second
degree (RCW 9.41.040(1)(b))
Harassment (RCW 9A.46.020)
Promoting Prostitution 2 (RCW 9A.88.080)
Willful Failure to Return from Work Release
(RCW 72.65.070)
Burglary 2 (RCW 9A.52.030)
Introducing Contraband 2 (RCW 9A.76.150)
Communication with a Minor for Immoral
Purposes (RCW 9.68A.090)
Patronizing a Juvenile Prostitute (RCW
9.68A. 100)
Escape 2 (RCW 9A.76.120)
Perjury 2 (RCW 9A.72.030)
Bail Jumping with class B or C Felony (RCW
9A.76.170(2)(c))
Intimidating a Public Servant (RCW
9A.76.180)
Tampering with a Witness (RCW 9A.72.120)
Manufacture, deliver, or possess with intent to
deliver marijuana (RCW 69.50.401
(a)(l)(iii))
Delivery of a material in lieu of a controlled
substance (RCW 69.50.401(c))
Manufacture, distribute, or possess with intent
to distribute an imitation controlled
substance (RCW 69.52.030(1))
Recklessly Trafficking in Stolen Property
(RCW 9A.82.050(1))
Theft of livestock 2 (RCW 9A.56.080)
Securities Act violation (RCW 21.20.400)
Unlawful Practice of Law (RCW 2.48.180)
Malicious Mischief 1 (RCW 9A.48.070)
Possession of Stolen Property 1 (RCW
9A.56.150)
Theft I (RCW 9A.56.030)
Trafficking in Insurance Claims (RCW
48.30A.015)
Unlicensed Practice of a Profession or Business
(RCW 18.130.190(7))
Health Care False Claims (RCW 48.80.030)
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Possession of controlled substance that is either
heroin or narcotics from Schedule I or II
(RCW 69.50.401(d))
Possession of phencyclidine (PCP) (RCW
69.50.401 (d))
Create, deliver, or possess a counterfeit
controlled substance (RCW 69.50,401(b))
Computer Trespass I (RCW 9A.52. 110)
Escape from Community Custody (RCW
72.09.J10)
Theft 2 (RCW 9A.56.040)
I
Possession of Stolen Property 2 (RCW
9A.56. 160)
Forgery (RCW 9A.60.020)
Taking Motor Vehicle Without Permission
(RCW 9A.56.070)
Vehicle Prowl I (RCW 9A.52.095)
Attempting to Elude a Pursuing Police Vehicle
(RCW 46.61.024)
Malicious Mischief 2 (RCW 9A.48.080)
Reckless Burning I (RCW 9A.48.040)
Unlawful Issuance of Checks or Drafts (RCW
9A.56.060)
Unlawful Use of Food Stamps (RCW 9.91.140
(2) and (3))
False Verification for Welfare (RCW
74.08.055)
Forged Prescription (RCW 69.41.020)
Forged Prescription for a Controlled Substance
(RCW 69.50.403)
Possess Controlled Substance that is a Narcotic
from Schedule III, IV, or V or Nonnarcotic from Schedule I-V (except
phencyclidine) (RCW 69.50,401(d))
Sec. 52. RCW 9A.46.060 and 1994 c 271 s 802 and 1994 c 121 s 2 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
As used in this chapter, "harassment" may include but is not limited to any of
the following crimes:
(1) Harassment (RCW 9A.46,020);
(2) Malicious harassment (RCW 9A.36.080);
(3) Telephone harassment (RCW 9.61.230);
(4) Assault in the first degree (RCW 9A.36.01 1);
(5) Assault of a child in the first degree (RCW 9A.36.120);
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(6) Assault in the second degree (RCW 9A.36.021);
(7) Assault of a child in the second degree (RCW 9A.36.130);
(8) Assault in the fourth degree (RCW 9A.36.041);
d degree)) (RCW 9A.36.050);
(9) Reckless endangerment ((in !he.....
9A.56.120);
(RCW
degree
(10) Extortion in the first
(1I) Extortion in the second degree (RCW 9A.56.130);
(12) Coercion (RCW 9A.36.070);
(13) Burglary in the first degree (RCW 9A.52.020);
(14) Burglary in the second degree (RCW 9A.52.030);
(15) Criminal trespass in the first degree (RCW 9A.52.070);
(16) Criminal trespass in the second degree (RCW 9A.52.080);
(17) Malicious mischief in the first degree (RCW 9A.48.070);
(18) Malicious mischief in the second degree (RCW 9A.48.080);
(19) Malicious mischief in the third degree (RCW 9A.48.090);
(20) Kidnapping in the first degree (RCW 9A.40.020);
(21) Kidnapping in the second degree (RCW 9A.40.030);
(22) Unlawful imprisonment (RCW 9A.40.040);
(23) Rape in the first degree (RCW 9A.44.040);
(24) Rape in the second degree (RCW 9A.44.050);
(25) Rape in the third degree (RCW 9A.44.060);
(26) Indecent liberties (RCW 9A.44.100);
(27) Rape of a child in the first degree (RCW 9A.44.073);
(28) Rape of a child in the second degree (RCW 9A.44.076);
(29) Rape of a child in the third degree (RCW 9A.44.079);
(30) Child molestation in the first degree (RCW 9A.44.083);
(31) Child molestation in the second degree (RCW 9A.44.086);
(32) Child molestation in the third degree (RCW 9A.44.089);
(33) Stalking (RCW 9A.46.1 10);
(34) Residential burglary (RCW 9A.52.025); and
(35) Violation of a temporary or permanent protective order issued pursuant
to chapter 9A.46, 10.14, 10.99, 26.09, or 26.50 RCW.
Sec. 53. RCW 10.99.020 and 1996 c 248 s 5 are each amended to read as
follows:
Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the definitions in this section
apply throughout this chapter.
(I) "Family or household members" means spouses, former spouses, persons
who have a child in common regardless of whether they have been married or have
lived together at any time, adult persons related by blood or marriage, adult persons
who are presently residing together or who have resided together in the past,
persons sixteen years of age or older who are presently residing together or who
have resided together in the past and who have or have had a dating relationship,
persons sixteen years of age or older with whom a person sixteen years of age or
older has or has had a dating relationship, and persons who have a biological or
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legal parent-child relationship, including stepparents and stepchildren and
grandparents and grandchildren.
(2) "Dating relationship" has the same meaning as in RCW 26.50.010.
(3) "Domestic violence" includes but is not limited to any of the following
crimes when committed by one family or household member against another:
(a) Assault in the first degree (RCW 9A.36.01 1);
(b) Assault in the second degree (RCW 9A.36.021);
(c)Assault in the third degree (RCW 9A.36.031);
(d) Assault in the fourth degree (RCW 9A.36.041);
(e) ((R.kl
, -endan.germent
in the first degree)) Drive-by shooting (RCW
9A.36.045);
(f) Reckless endangerment ((in-the seeend degree)) (RCW 9A.36.050);
(g) Coercion (RCW 9A.36.070);
(h) Burglary in the first degree (RCW 9A.52.020);
(i) Burglary in the second degree (RCW 9A.52.030);
(j)
Criminal trespass in the first degree (RCW 9A.52.070);
(k) Criminal trespass in the second degree (RCW 9A.52.080);
(I) Malicious mischief in the first degree (RCW 9A.48.070);
(m)Malicious mischief in the second degree (RCW 9A.48.080);
(n) Malicious mischief in the third degree (RCW 9A.48.090);
(o) Kidnapping in the first degree (RCW 9A.40.020);
(p) Kidnapping in the second degree (RCW 9A.40.030);
(q) Unlawful imprisonment (RCW 9A.40.040);
(r)Violation of the provisions of a restraining order restraining the person or
restraining the person from going onto the grounds of or entering a residence,
workplace, school, or day care (RCW 26.09.300, 26.10.220, or 26.26.138);
(s) Violation of the provisions of a protection order or no-contact order
restraining the person or restraining the person from going onto the grounds of or
entering a residence, workplace, school, or day care (RCW 26.50.060, 26.50.070,
26.50.130, 10.99.040, or 10.99.050);
(t) Rape in the first degree (RCW 9A.44.040);
(u) Rape in the second degree (RCW 9A.44.050);
(v) Residential burglary (RCW 9A.52.025);
(w) Stalking (RCW 9A.46.1 10); and
(x) Interference with the reporting of domestic violence (RCW 9A.36.150).
(4) "Victim" means a family or household member who has been subjected to
domestic violence.
Sec. 54. RCW 10.99.040 and 1996 c 248 s 7 are each amended to read as
follows:
(i) Because of the serious nature of domestic violence, the court in domestic
violence actions:
(a) Shall not dismiss any charge or delay disposition because of concurrent
dissolution or other civil proceedings;
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(b)Shall not require proof that either party is seeking a dissolution of marriage
prior to instigation of criminal proceedings;
(c) Shall waive any requirement that the victim's location be disclosed to any
person, other than the attorney of a criminal defendant, upon a showing that there
is a possibility of further violence: PROVIDED, That the court may order a
criminal defense attorney not to disclose to his or her client the victim's location;
and
(d) Shall identify by any reasonable means on docket sheets those criminal
actions arising from acts of domestic violence.
(2)Because of the likelihood of repeated violence directed at those who have
been victims of domestic violence in the past, when any person charged with or
arrested for a crime involving domestic violence is released from custody before
arraignment or trial on bail or personal recognizance, the court authorizing the
release may prohibit that person from having any contact with the victim. The
jurisdiction authorizing the release shall determine whether that person should be
prohibited from having any contact with the victim. If there is no outstanding
restraining or protective order prohibiting that person from having contact with th.
victim, the court authorizing release may issue, by telephone, a no-contact order
prohibiting the person charged or arrested from having contact with the victim. In
issuing the order, the court shall consider the provisions of RCW 9.41.800. The
no-contact order shall also be issued in writing as soon as possible.
(3) At the time of arraignment the court shall determine whether a no-contact
order shall be issued or extended. If a no-contact order is issued or extended, the
court may also include in the conditions of release a requirement that the defendant
submit to electronic monitoring. If electronic monitoring is ordered, the court shall
specify who shall provide the monitoring services, and the terms under which the
monitoring shall be performed. Upon conviction, the court may require as a
condition of the sentence that the defendant reimburse the providing agency for the
costs of the electronic monitoring.
(4)(a) Willful violation of a court order issued under subsection (2) or (3) of
this section is a gross misdemeanor except as provided in (b) and (c) of this
subsection (4). Upon conviction and in addition to other penalties provided by law,
the court may require that the defendant submit to electronic monitoring. The court
shall specify who shall provide the electronic monitoring services and the terms
under which the monitoring must be performed. The court also may include a
requirement that the defendant pay the costs of the monitoring. The court shall
consider the ability of the convicted person to pay for electronic monitoring.
(b) Any assault that is a violation of an order issued under this section and that
does not amount to assault in the first or second degree under RCW 9A.36.01 I or
9A.36.021 is a class C felony punishable under chapter 9A.20 RCW, and any
conduct in violation of a protective order issued under this section that is reckless
and creates a substantial risk of death or serious physical injury to another person
is a class C felony punishable under chapter 9A.20 RCW.
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(c) A w. llful violation of a court order issued under this section is a class C
felony if the offender has at least two previous convictions for violating the
provisions of a no-contact order issued under this chapter, a domestic violence
protection order issued under chapter 26.09, 26.10, 26.26, or 26.50 RCW, or any
federal or out-of-state order that is comparable to a no-contact order or protection
order issued under Washington law. The previous convictions may involve the
same victim or other victims specifically protected by the no-contact orders or
protection orders the offender violated.
(d)The written order releasing the person charged or arrested shall contain the
court's directives and shall bear the legend: "Violation of this order is a criminal
offense under chapter 10.99 RCW and will subject a violator to arrest; any assault,
drive-by shooting. or reckless endangerment that is a violation of this order is a
felony. You can be arrested even if any person protected by the order invites or
allows you to violate the order's prohibitions. You have the sole responsibility to
avoid or refrain from violating the order's provisions. Only the court can change
the order." A certified copy of the order shall be provided to the victim. If a nocontact order has been issued prior to charging, that order shall expire at
arraignment or within seventy-two hours if charges are not filed. Such orders need
not be entered into the computer-based criminal intelligence information system
in this state which is used by law enforcement agencies to list outstanding
warrants.
(5)Whenever an order prohibiting contact is issued, modified, or terminated
under subsection (2) or (3) of this section, the clerk of the court shall forward a
copy of the order on or before the next judicial day to the appropriate law
enforcement agency specified in the order. Upon receipt of the copy of the order
the law enforcement agency shall forthwith enter the order for one year or until the
expiration date specified on the order into any computer-based criminal
intelligence information system available in this state used by law enforcement
agencies to list outstanding warrants. Entry into the law enforcement information
system constitutes notice to all law enforcement agencies of the existence of the
order. The order is fully enforceable in any jurisdiction in the state.
Sec. 55. RCW 10.99.050 and 1996 c 248 s 8 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) When a defendant is found guilty of a crime and a condition of the
sentence restricts the defendant's ability to have contact with the victim, such
condition shall be recorded and a written certified copy of that order shall be
provided to the victim.
(2) Willful violation of a court order issued under this section is a gross
misdemeanor. Any assault that is a violation of an order issued under this section
and that does not amount to assault in the first or second degree under RCW
9A.36.011 or 9A.36.021 is a class C felony, and any conduct in violation of a
protective order issued under this section that is reckless and creates a substantial
risk of death or serious physical injury to another person is a class C felony. A
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willful violation of a court order issued under this section is also a class C felony
if the offender has at least two previous convictions for violating the provisions of
a no-contact order issued under this chapter, or a domestic violence protection
order issued under chapter 26.09, 26.10, 26.26, or 26.50 RCW, or any federal or
out-of-state order that is comparable to a no-contact order or protection order that
is issued under Washington law. The previous convictions may involve the same
victim or other victims specifically protected by the no-contact orders or protection
orders the offender violated.
The written order shall contain the court's directives and shall bear the legend:
Violation of this order is a criminal offense under chapter 10.99 RCW and will
subject a violator to arrest; any assault, drive-by shooting.
or reckless
endangerment that is a violation of this order is a felony.
(3) Whenever an order prohibiting contact is issued pursuant to this section,
the clerk of the court shall forward a copy of the order on or before the next
judicial day to the appropriate law enforcement agency specified in the order.
Upon receipt of the copy of the order the law enforcement agency shall forthwith
enter the order for one year into any computer-based criminal intelligence
information system available in this state used by law enforcement agencies to list
outstanding warrants. Entry into the law enforcement information system
constitutes notice to all law enforcement agencies of the existence of the order.
The order is fully enforceable in any jurisdiction in the state.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 56. A new section is added to chapter 43.121 RCW
to read as follows:
The legislature of the state of Washington finds that community deterioration
and family disintegration are increasing problems in our state. One clear indicator
of this damage is juvenile crime and violence. The legislature further finds that
prevention is one of the best methods of fighting juvenile crime. Building more
facilities to house juvenile offenders can be at best only one part of any solution.
Any increased spending on confining juvenile offenders must be closely linked to
existing efforts to prevent juvenile crime.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 57. The sentencing guidelines commission shall
review conviction data for the past ten years. The commission shall submit a
proposed bill to the legislature for introduction in the 1998 legislative session that
appropriately ranks all unranked felony offenses for which there have been
convictions for the period studied.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 58. The legislature finds that it is necessary to
improve the analysis, evaluation, and forecasting of sentencing and treatment
alternatives for adult and juvenile offenders.
In order to establish a universally accepted measuring tool for use in making
informed corrections and public safety policy decisions in the adult and juvenile
corrections systems, the Washington state institute for public policy shall develop
a proposed definition of recidivism. The institute's definition shall provide the
legislature and the governor with an objective, outcome-based standard for
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measuring the success of programs in increasing public safety and reducing
subsequent offenses by convicted persons.
The definition shall be reported to the governor and the legislature by
December 31, 1997.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 59. The legislature finds it critical to evaluate the
effectiveness of the revisions made in this act to juvenile sentencing for purposes
of measuring improvements in public safety and reduction of recidivism.
To accomplish this evaluation, the Washington state institute for public policy
shall conduct a study of the sentencing revisions. The study shall: (1) Be
conducted starting January 1, 2001; (2) examine whether the revisions have
affected the rate of initial offense commission and recidivism; (3) determine the
impacts of the revisions by age, race, and gender impacts of the revisions; (4)
compare the utilization and effectiveness of sentencing alternatives and manifest
injustice determinations before and after the revisions; and (5) examine the impact
and effectiveness of changes made in the exclusive original jurisdiction of juvenile
court over juvenile offenders.
The institute shall report the results of the study to the governor and legislature
not later than July 1,2002.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 60. The legislature finds that meaningful community
involvement is vital to the juvenile justice system's ability to respond to the serious
problem of juvenile crime. Citizens and crime victims need to be active partners
in responding to crime, in the management of resources, and in the disposition
decisions regarding juvenile offenders in their community. Involvement of citizens
and crime victims increase offender accountability and build healthier
communities, which will reduce recidivism and crime rates in Washington state.
The legislature also finds that local governments are in the best position to
develop, coordinate, and manage local community prevention, intervention, and
corrections programs for juvenile offenders, and to determine local resource
priorities. Local community management will build upon local values and increase
local control of resources, encourage the use of a comprehensive range of
community-based intervention strategies.
The primary purpose of sections 60 through 64 of this act, the community
juvenile accountability act, is to provide a continuum of community-based
programs that emphasize the juvenile offender's accountability for his or her
actions while assisting him or her in the development of skills necessary to
function effectively and positively in the community in a manner consistent with
public safety.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 61. (1) In order to receive funds under sections 60
through 64 of this act, local governments may, through their respective agencies
that administer funding for consolidated juvenile services, submit proposals that
establish community juvenile accountability programs within their communities.
These proposals must be submitted to the juvenile rehabilitation administration of
the department of social and health services for certification.
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(2) The proposals must:
(a) Demonstrate that the proposals were developed with the input of the
community public health and safety networks established under RCW 70.190.060,
and the local law and justice councils established under RCW 72.09.300;
(b) Describe how local community groups or members are involved in the
implementation of the programs funded under sections 60 through 64 of this act;
(c) Include a description of how the grant funds will contribute to the expected
outcomes of the program and the reduction of youth violence and juvenile crime
in their community. Data approaches are not required to be replicated if the
networks have information that addresses risks in the community for juvenile
offenders.
(3)A local government receiving a grant under this section shall agree that any
funds received must be used efficiently to encourage the use of community-based
programs that reduce the reliance on secure confinement as the sole means of
holding juvenile offenders accountable for their crimes. The local government
shall also agree to account for the expenditure of all funds received under the grant
and to submit to audits for compliance with the grant criteria developed under
section 62 of this act.
(4) The juvenile rehabilitation administration, in consultation with the
Washington association of juvenile court administrators, the state law and justice
advisory council, and the family policy council, shall establish guidelines for
programs that may be funded under sections 60 through 64 of this act. The
guidelines must:
(a) Target diverted and adjudicated juvenile offenders;
(b) Include assessment methods to determine services, programs, and
intervention strategies most likely to change behaviors and norms of juvenile
offenders;
(c) Provide maximum structured supervision in the community. Programs
should use natural surveillance and community guardians such as employers,
relatives, teachers, clergy, and community mentors to the greatest extent possible;
(d)Promote good work ethic values and educational skills and competencies
necessary for the juvenile offender to function effectively and positively in the
community;
(e) Maximize the efficient delivery of treatment services aimed at reducing
risk factors associated with the commission of juvenile offenses;
(f) Maximize the reintegration of the juvenile offender into the community
upon release from confinement;
(g) Maximize the juvenile offender's opportunities to make full restitution to
the victims and amends to the community;
(h) Support and encourage increased court discretion in imposing communitybased intervention strategies;
(i) Be compatible with research that shows which prevention and early
intervention strategies work with juvenile offenders;
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(j) Be outcome-based in that it describes what outcomes will be achieved or
what outcomes have already been achieved;
(k) Include an evaluation component; and
(!) Recognize the diversity of local needs.
(5)The state law and justice advisory council, with the assistance of the family
policy council and the governor's juvenile justice advisory committee, may provide
support and technical assistance to local governments for training and education
regarding community-based prevention and intervention strategies.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 62. (1) The state may make grants to local
governments for the provision of community-based programs for juvenile
offenders. The grants must be made under a grant formula developed by the
juvenile rehabilitation administration, in consultation with the Washington
association of juvenile court administrators.
(2) Upon certification by the juvenile rehabilitation administration that a
proposal satisfies the application and selection criteria, grant funds will be
distributed to the local government agency that administers funding for
consolidated juvenile services.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 63. The legislature recognizes the importance of
evaluation and outcome measurements of programs serving juvenile offenders in
order to ensure cost-effective use of public funds.
The Washington state institute for public policy shall develop standards for
measuring the effectiveness of juvenile accountability programs established and
approved under section 61 of this act. The standards must be developed and
presented to the governor and legislature not later than January 1, 1998. The
standards must include methods for measuring success factors following
intervention. Success factors include, but are not limited to, continued use of
alcohol or controlled substances, arrests, violations of terms of community
supervision, convictions for subsequent offenses, and restitution to victims.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 64. (1) Each community juvenile accountability
program approved and funded under sections 60 through 64 of this act shall
comply with the information collection requirements in subsection (2) of this
section and the reporting requirements in subsection (3) of this section.
(2) The information collected by each community juvenile accountability
program must include, at aminimum for each juvenile participant: (a)The name,
date of birth, gender, social security number, and, when available, the juvenile
information system (JUVIS) control number; (b)an initial intake assessment of
each juvenile participating in the program; (c)a list of all juveniles who completed
the program; and (d) an assessment upon completion or termination of each
juvenile, including outcomes and, where applicable, reasons for termination.
(3)The juvenile rehabilitation administration shall annually compile the data
and report to the legislature on: (a) The programs funded under sections 60
through 64 of this act; (b) the total cost for each funded program and cost per
juvenile; and (c)the essential elements of the program.
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NEW SECTION, Sec. 65. The Washington state institute for public policy
shall evaluate the costs and benefits of the programs funded in sections 60 through
64 of this act. The evaluation must measure whether the programs cost-effectively
reduce recidivism and crime rates in Washington state. The institute shall submit
reports to the governor and the legislature by December 1, 1998, and December 1,
2000.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 66. Sections 60 through 64 of this act may be known
as the community juvenile accountability act.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 67. Sections 60 through 64 and 66 of this act are
added to chapter 13.40 RCW.
Sec. 68. RCW 82.44.110 and 1997 c 149 s 911 (SSB 6062) are each amended
to read as follows:
The county auditor shall regularly, when remitting license fee receipts, pay
over and account to the director of licensing for the excise taxes collected under the
provisions of this chapter. The director shall forthwith transmit the excise taxes to
the state treasurer.
(1) The state treasurer shall deposit the excise taxes collected under RCW
82.44.020(1) as follows:
(a) 1.60 percent into the motor vehicle fund to defray administrative and other
expenses incurred by the department in the collection of the excise tax.
(b)8.15 percent into the Puget Sound capital construction account in the motor
vehicle fund.
(c) 4.07 percent into the Puget Sound ferry operations account in the motor
vehicle fund.
(d)5.88 percent into the general fund to be distributed under RCW 82.44.155.
(e) 4.75 percent into the municipal sales and use tax equalization account in
the general fund created in RCW 82.14.210.
(f) 1.60 percent into the county sales and use tax equalization account in the
general fund created in RCW 82.14.200.
(g) 62.6440 percent into the general fund through June 30, 1995, and 57.6440
percent into the general fund beginning July 1, 1995.
(h) 5 percent into the transportation fund created in RCW 82.44.180 beginning
July 1, 1995.
(i) 5.9686 percent into the county criminal justice assistance account created
in RCW 82.14.310.
0) 1.1937 percent into the municipal criminal justice assistance account for
distribution under RCW 82.14.320.
(k) 1.1937 percent into the municipal criminal justice assistance account for
distribution under RCW 82.14.330.
(1) 2.95 percent into the county public health account created in RCW
70.05.125.
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Notwithstanding (i) through (k) of this subsection, no more than sixty million
dollars shall be deposited into the accounts specified in (i) through (k) of this
subsection for the period January 1, 1994, through June 30, 1995. Not more than
five percent of the funds deposited to these accounts shall be available for
appropriations for enhancements to the state patrol crime laboratory system and the
continuing costs related to these enhancements. Motor vehicle excise tax funds
appropriated for such enhancements shall not supplant existing funds from the state
general fund. For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1998, and for each fiscal year
thereafter, the amounts deposited into the accounts specified in (i) through (k) of
this subsection shall not increase by more than the amounts deposited into those
accounts in the previous fiscal year increased by the implicit price deflator for the
previous fiscal year. Any revenues in excess of this amount shall be deposited into
the violence reduction and drug enforcement account ((during th c 199 99 fisal

........... )).

(2) The state treasurer shall deposit the excise taxes collected under RCW

82.44.020(2) into the transportation fund.
(3) The state treasurer shall deposit the excise tax imposed by RCW
82.44.020(3) into the air pollution control account created by RCW 70.94.015.
Sec. 69. RCW 69.50.520 and 1997 c 149 s 912 (SSB 6062) are each amended
to read as follows:
The violence reduction and drug enforcement account is created in the state
treasury. All designated receipts from RCW 9.41.110(7), 66.24.210(4),
66.24.290(3), 69.50.505(h)(1), 82.08.150(5), 82.24.020(2), 82.64.020, and section
420, chapter 271, Laws of 1989 shall be deposited into the account. Expenditures
from the account may be used only for funding services and programs under
chapter 271, Laws of 1989 and chapter 7, Laws of 1994 sp. sess., including state
incarceration costs. Funds from the account may also be appropriated to reimburse
local governments for costs associated with implementing criminal justice
legislation including cha;ter. ... Laws of 1997 (this act). During the 1997-1999
biennium, funds from the account may also be used ((t, implemnt Eng.rssed
Third Substitutc IIoue ill Ne. 3909 6uvenie. ee.d
isi..)ios, ieiluding l3ct1l
govern ent c.sts, and)) for costs associated with conducting a feasibility study of
the department of corrections' offender-based tracking system. After July 1, 1999,
at least seven and one-half percent of expenditures from the account shall be used
for providing grants to community networks under chapter 70.190 RCW by the
family policy council.
Sec. 70. RCW 13.40.080 and 1997 c 121 s 8 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) A diversion agreement shall be a contract between a juvenile accused of
an offense and a diversionary unit whereby the juvenile vgrees to fulfill certain
conditions in lieu of prosecution. Such agreements may be entered into only after
the prosecutor, or probation counselor pursuant to this chapter, has determined that
probable cause exists to believe that a crime has been committed and that the
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juvenile committed it. Such agreements shall be entered into as expeditiously as
possible.
(2) A diversion agreement shall be limited to one or more of the following:
(a) Community service not to exceed one hundred fifty hours, not to be
performed during school hours if the juvenile is attending school;
(b) Restitution limited to the amount of actual loss incurred by the victim;
(c) Attendance at up to ten hours of counseling and/or up to twenty hours of
educational or informational sessions at a community agency. The educational or
informational sessions may include sessions relating to respect for self, others, and
authority; victim awareness; accountability; self-worth; responsibility; work ethics;
good citizenship; litray: and life skills. For purposes of this section, "community
agency" may also mean a community-based nonprofit organization, if approved by
the diversion unit. The state shall not be liable for costs resulting from the
diversionary unit exercising the option to permit diversion agreements to mandate
attendance at up to ten hours of counseling and/or up to twenty hours of
educational or informational sessions;
(d)A fine, not to exceed one hundred dollars. In determining the amount of
the fine, the diversion unit shall consider only the juvenile's financial resources and
whether the juvenile has the means to pay the fine. The diversion unit shall not
consider the financial resources of the juvenile's parents, guardian, or custodian in
determining the fine to be imposed; and
(e) Requirements to remain during specified hours at home, school, or work,
and restrictions on leaving or entering specified geographical areas.
(3)In assessing periods of community service to be performed and restitution
to be paid by a juvenile who has entered into a diversion agreement, the court
officer to whom this task is assigned shall consult with the juvenile's custodial
parent or parents or guardian and victims who have contacted the diversionary unit
and, to the extent possible, involve members of the community. Such members of
the community shall meet with the juvenile and advise the court officer as to the
terms of the diversion agreement and shall supervise the juvenile in carrying out
its terms.
(4)(a) A diversion agreement may not exceed a period of six months and may
include a period extending beyond the eighteenth birthday of the divertee.
(b)If additional time is necessary for the juvenile to complete restitution to the
victim, the time period limitations of this subsection may be extended by an
additional six months.
(c) If the juvenile has not paid the full amount of restitution by the end of the
additional six-month period, then the juvenile shall be referred to the juvenile court
for entry of an order establishing the amount of restitution still owed to the victim.
In this order, the court shall also determine the terms and conditions of the
restitution, including a payment plan extending up to ten years if the court
determines that the juvenile does not have the means to make full restitution over
a shorter period. For the purposes of this subsection (4)(c), the juvenile shall
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remain under the court's jurisdiction for a maximum term of ten years after the
juvenile's eighteenth birthday. Prior to the expiration of the initial ten-year period,
the juvenile court may extend the judgment for restitution an additional ten years.
The court may not require the juvenile to pay full or partial restitution if the
juvenile reasonably satisfies the court that he or she does not have the means to
make full or partial restitution and could not reasonably acquire the means to pay
the restitution over a ten-year period. The county clerk shall make disbursements
to victims named in the order. The restitution to victims named in the order shall
be paid prior to any payment for other penalties or monetary assessments. A
juvenile under obligation to pay restitution may petition the court for modification
of the restitution order.
(5) The juvenile shall retain the right to be referred to the court at any time
prior to the signing of the diversion agreement.
(6) Divertees and potential divertees shall be afforded due process in all
contacts with a diversionary unit regardless of whether the juveniles are accepted
for diversion or whether the diversion program is successfully completed. Such
due process shall include, but not be limited to, the following:
(a) A written diversion agreement shall be executed stating all conditions in
clearly understandable language;
(b) Violation of the terms of the agreement shall be the only grounds for
termination;
(c) No divertee may be terminated from a diversion program without being
given a court hearing, which hearing shall be preceded by:
(i) Written notice of alleged violations of the conditions of the diversion
program; and
(ii) Disclosure of all evidence to be offered against the divertee;
(d) The hearing shall be conducted by the juvenile court and shall include:
(i) Opportunity to be heard in person and to present evidence;
(ii) The right to confront and cross-examine all adverse witnesses;
(iii) A written statement by the court as to the evidence relied on and the
reasons for termination, should that be the decision; and
(iv) Demonstration by evidence that the divertee has substantially violated the
terms of his or her diversion agreement.
(e) The prosecutor may file an information on the offense for which the
divertee was diverted:
(i) In juvenile court if the divertee is under eighteen years of age; or
(ii) In superior court or the appropriate court of limited jurisdiction if the
divertee is eighteen years of age or older.
(7) The diversion unit shall, subject to available funds, be responsible for
providing interpreters when juveniles need interpreters to effectively communicate
during diversion unit hearings or negotiations.
(8)The diversion unit shall be responsible for advising a divertee of his or her
rights as provided in this chapter.
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(9)The diversion unit may refer a juvenile to community-based counseling or
treatment programs.
(10) The right to counsel shall inure prior to the initial interview for purposes
of advising the juvenile as to whether he or she desires to participate in the
diversion process or to appear in the juvenile court. The juvenile may be
represented by counsel at any critical stage of the diversion process, including
intake interviews and termination hearings. The juvenile shall be fully advised at
the intake of his or her right to an attorney and of the relevant services an attorney
can provide. For the purpose of this section, intake interviews mean all interviews
regarding the diversion agreement process.
The juvenile shall be advised that a diversion agreement shall constitute a part
of the juvenile's criminal history as defined by RCW 13.40.020(9). A signed
acknowledgment of such advisement shall be obtained from the juvenile, and the
document shall be maintained by the diversionary unit together with the diversion
agreement, and a copy of both documents shall be delivered to the prosecutor if
requested by the prosecutor. The supreme court shall promulgate rules setting
forth the content of such advisement in simple language.
(i1) When a juvenile enters into a diversion agreement, the juvenile court may
receive only the following information for dispositional purposes:
(a) The fact that a charge or charges were made;
(b) The fact that a diversion agreement was entered into;
(c) The juvenile's obligations under such agreement;
(d) Whether the alleged offender performed his or her obligations under such
agreement; and
(e) The facts of the alleged offense.
(12) A diversionary unit may refuse to enter into a diversion agreement with
a juvenile. When a diversionary unit refuses to enter a diversion agreement with
a juvenile, it shall immediately refer such juvenile to the court for action and shall
forward to the court the criminal complaint and a detailed statement of its reasons
for refusing to enter into a diversion agreement. The diversionary unit shall also
immediately refer the case to the prosecuting attorney for action if such juvenile
violates the terms of the diversion agreement.
(13) A diversionary unit may, in instances where it determines that the act or
omission of an act for which ajuvenile has been referred to it involved no victim,
or where it determines that the juvenile referred to it has no prior criminal history
and is alleged to have committed an illegal act involving no threat of or instance
of actual physical harm and involving not more than fifty dollars in property loss
or damage and that there is no loss outstanding to the person or firm suffering such
damage or loss, counsel and release or release such a juvenile without entering into
a diversion agreement. A diversion unit's authority to counsel and release a
juvenile under this subsection shall include the authority to refer the juvenile to
community-based counseling or treatment programs. Any juvenile released under
this subsection shall be advised that the act or omission of any act for which he or
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she had been referred shall constitute a part of the juvenile's criminal history as
defined by RCW 13.40.020(9). A signed acknowledgment of such advisement
shall be obtained from the juvenile, and the document shall be maintained by the
unit, and a copy of the document shall be delivered to the prosecutor if requested
by the prosecutor. The supreme court shall promulgate rules setting forth the
content of such advisement in simple language. A juvenile determined to be
eligible by a diversionary unit for release as provided in this subsection shall retain
the same right to counsel and right to have his or her case referred to the court for
formal action as any other juvenile referred to the unit.
(14) A diversion unit may supervise the fulfillment of a diversion agreement
entered into before the juvenile's eighteenth birthday and which includes a period
extending beyond the divertee's eighteenth birthday.
(15) If a fine required by a diversion agreement cannot reasonably be paid due
to a change of circumstance, the diversion agreement may be modified at the
request of the divertee and with the concurrence of the diversion unit to convert an
unpaid fine into community service. The modification of the diversion agreement
shall be in writing and signed by the divertee and the diversion unit. The number
of hours of community service in lieu of a monetary penalty shall be converted at
the rate of the prevailing state minimum wage per hour.
(16) Fines imposed under this section shall be collected and paid into the
county general fund in accordance with procedures established by the juvenile
court administrator under RCW 13.04.040 and may be used only for juvenile
services. In the expenditure of funds for juvenile services, there shall be a
maintenance of effort whereby counties exhaust existing resources before using
amounts collected under this section.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 71. The code reviser shall alphabetize the definitions
in RCW 13.40.020 and correct any references.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 72. The following acts or parts of acts are each
repealed:
(1) RCW 9.94A.045 and 1996 c 232 s 2;
(2) RCW 13.40.025 and 1996 c 232 s 4, 1995 c 269 s 302, 1986 c 288 s 8,
1984 c 287 s 11,& 1981 c 299 s 3;
(3) RCW 13.40.075 and 1994 sp.s. c 7 s 546; and
(4) RCW 13.40.125 and 1995 c 395 s 6 & 1994 sp.s. c 7 s 545.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 73. RCW 13.40.0354 and 1994 sp.s. c 7 s 521 & 1989
c 407 s 6 are each repealed effective July 1, 1998.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 74. If any provision of this act or its application to any
person or circumstance is held invalid, the remainder of the act or the application
of the provision to other persons or circumstances is not affected.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 75. This act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of the state
government and its existing public institutions, and takes effect July 1, 1997,
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except sections 10, 12, 18, 24 through 26, 30, 38, and 59 of this act which take
effect July 1, 1998.
Passed the House April 26, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 26, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 13, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 13, 1997.
CHAPTER 339
[Substitute House Bill 1176)
PERSISTENT OFFENDERS-RAPE OF A CHILD
AN ACT Relating to persistent offenders; and reenacting and amending RCW 9.94A.030.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 9.94A.030 and 1996 c 289 s I and 1996 c 275 s 5 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the definitions in this section
apply throughout this chapter.
(I) "Collect," or any derivative thereof, "collect and remit," or "collect and
deliver," when used with reference to the department of corrections, means that the
department is responsible for monitorivg and enforcing the offender's sentence
with regard to the legal financial obligation, receiving payment thereof from the
offender, and, consistent with current law, delivering daily the entire payment to
the superior court clerk without depositing it in a departmental account.
(2) "Commission" means the sentencing guidelines commission.
(3) "Community corrections officer" means an employee of the department
who is responsible for carrying out specific duties in supervision of sentenced
offenders and monitoring of sentence conditions.
(4) "Community custody" means that portion of an inmate's sentence of
confinement in lieu of earned early release time or imposed pursuant to RCW
9.94A. 120 (6), (8), or (10) served in the community subject to controls placed on
the inmate's movement and activities by the department of corrections.
(5) "Community placement" means that period during which the offender is
subject to the conditions of community custody and/or postrelease supervision,
which begins either upon completion of the term of confinement (postrelease
supervision) or at such time as the offender is transferred to community custody
in lieu of earned early release. Community placement may consist of entirely
community custody, entirely postrelease supervision, or a combination of the two.
(6) "Community service" means compulsory service, without compensation,
performed for the benefit of the community by the offender.
(7) "Community supervision" means a period of time during which a
convicted offender is subject to crime-related prohibitions and other sentence
conditions imposed by a court pursuant to this chapter or RCW 16.52.200(6) or
46.61.524. For first-time offenders, the supervision may include crime-related
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prohibitions and other conditions imposed pursuant to RCW 9.94A.120(5). For
purposes of the interstate compact for out-of-state supervision of parolees and
probationers, RCW 9.95.270, community supervision is the functional equivalent
of probation and should be considered the same as probation by other states.
(8) "Confinement" means total or partial confinement as defined in this
section.
(9) "Conviction" means an adjudication of guilt pursuant to Titles 10 or 13
RCW and includes a verdict of guilty, a finding of guilty, and acceptance of a plea
of guilty.
(10) "Court-ordered legal financial obligation" means a sum of money that is
ordered by a superior court of the state of Washington for legal financial
obligations which may include restitution to the victim, statutorily imposed crime
victims' compensation fees as assessed pursuant to RCW 7.68.035, court costs,
county or interlocal drug funds, court-appointed attorneys' fees, and costs of
defense, fines, and any other financial obligation that is assessed to the offender as
a result of a felony conviction. Upon conviction for vehicular assault while under
the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug, RCW 46.61.522(l)(b), or vehicular
homicide while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug, RCW
46.61.520(l)(a), legal financial obligations may also include payment to a public
agency of the expense of an emergency response to the incident resulting in the
conviction, subject to the provisions in RCW 38.52.430.
(11) "Crime-related prohibition" means an order of a court prohibiting conduct
that directly relates to the circumstances of the crime for which the offender has
been convicted, and shall not be construed to mean orders directing an offender
affirmatively to participate in rehabilitative programs or to otherwise perform
affirmative conduct.
(I 2)(a) "Criminal history" means the list of a defendant's prior convictions,
whether in this state, in federal court, or elsewhere. The history shall include,
where known, for each conviction (i) whether the defendant has been placed on
probation and the length and terms thereof, and (ii) whether the defendant has been
incarcerated and the length of incarceration.
(b) "Criminal history" shall always include juvenile convictions for sex
offenses and serious violent offenses and shall also include a defendant's other
prior convictions in juvenile court if: (i) The conviction was for an offense which
is a felony or a serious traffic offense and is criminal history as defined in RCW
13.40.020(9); (ii) the defendant was fifteen years of age or older at the time the
offense was committed; and (iii) with respect to prior juvenile class B and C
felonies or serious traffic offenses, the defendant was less than twenty-three years
of age at the time the offense for which he or she is being sentenced was
committed.
(13) "Day fine" means a fine imposed by the sentencing judge that equals the
difference between the offender's net daily income and the reasonable obligations
that the offender has for the support of the offender and any dependents.
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(14) "Day reporting" means a program of enhanced supervision designed to
monitor the defendant's daily activities and compliance with sentence conditions,
and in which the defendant is required to report daily to a specific location
designated by the department or the sentencing judge.
(15) "Department" means the department of corrections.
(16) "Determinate sentence" means a sentence that states with exactitude the
number of actual years, months, or days of total confinement, of partial
confinement, of community supervision, the number of actual hours or days of
community service work, or dollars or terms of a legal financial obligation. The
fact that an offender through "earned early release" can reduce the actual period of
confinement shall not affect the classification of the sentence as a determinate
sentence.
(17) "Disposable earnings" means that part of the earnings of an individual
remaining after the deduction from those earnings of any amount required by law
to be withheld. For the purposes of this definition, "earnings" means compensation
paid or payable for personal services, whether denominated as wages, salary,
commission, bonuses, or otherwise, and, notwithstanding any other provision of
law making the payments exempt from garnishment, attachment, or other process
to satisfy a court-ordered legal financial obligation, specifically includes periodic
payments pursuant to pension or retirement programs, or insurance policies of any
type, but does not include payments made under Title 50 RCW, except as provided
in RCW 50.40.020 and 50.40.050, or Title 74 RCW.
(18) "Drug offense" means:
(a) Any felony violation of chapter 69.50 RCW except possession of a
controlled substance (RCW 69.50.401(d)) or forged prescription for a controlled
substance (RCW 69.50.403);
(b) Any offense defined as a felony under federal law that relates to the
possession, manufacture, distribution, or transportation of a controlled substance;
or
(c) Any out-of-state conviction for an offense that under the laws of this state
would be a felony classified as a drug offense under (a) of this subsection.
(19) "Escape" means:
(a) Escape in the first degree (RCW 9A.76.1 10), escape in the second degree
(RCW 9A.76.120), willful failure to return from furlough (RCW 72.66.060),
willful failure to return from work release (RCW 72.65.070), or willful failure to
be available for supervision by the department while in community custody (RCW
72.09.3 10); or
(b) Any federal or out-of-state conviction for an offense that under the laws
of this state would be a felony classified as an escape under (a) of this subsection.
(20) "Felony traffic offense" means:
(a) Vehicular homicide (RCW 46.61.520), vehicular assault (RCW
46.61.522), eluding a police officer (RCW 46.61.024), or felony hit-and-run injuryaccident (RCW 46.52.020(4)); or
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(b) Any federal or out-of-state conviction for an offense that under the laws
of this state would be a felony classified as a felony traffic offense under (a) of this
subsection.
(21) "Fines" means the requirement that the offender pay a specific sum of
money over a specific period of time to the court.
(22)(a) "First-time offender" means any person who is convicted of a felony
(i) not classified as a violent offense or a sex offense under this chapter, or (ii) that
is not the manufacture, delivery, or possession with intent to manufacture or deliver
a controlled substance classified in schedule I or II that is a narcotic drug, nor the
manufacture, delivery, or possession with intent to deliver methamphetamine, its
salts, isomers, and salts of its isomers as defined in RCW 69.50.206(d)(2), nor the
selling for profit of any controlled substance or counterfeit substance classified in
schedule I, RCW 69.50.204, except leaves and flowering tops of marihuana, and
except as provided in (b) of this subsection, who previously has never been
convicted of a felony in this state, federal court, or another state, and who has never
participated in a program of deferred prosecution for a felony offense.
(b) For purposes of (a) of this subsection, a juvenile adjudication for an
offense committed before the age of fifteen years is not a previous felony
conviction except for adjudications of sex offenses and serious violent offenses.
(23) "Most serious offense" means any of the following felonies or a felony
attempt to commit any of the following felonies, as now existing or hereafter
amended:
(a) Any felony defined under any law as a class A felony or criminal
solicitation of or criminal conspiracy to commit a class A felony;
(b) Assault in the second degree;
(c) Assault of a child in the second degree;
(d) Child molestation in the second degree;
(e) Controlled substance homicide;
(f) Extortion in the first degree;
(g) Incest when committed against a child under age fourteen;
(h) Indecent liberties;
(i) Kidnapping in the second degree;
(j) Leading organized crime;
(k) Manslaughter in the first degree;
(I) Manslaughter in the second degree;
(m) Promoting prostitution in the first degree;
(n) Rape in the third degree;
(o) Robbery in the second degree;
(p) Sexual exploitation;
(q) Vehicular assault;
(r) Vehicular homicide, when proximately caused by the driving of any
vehicle by any person while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug
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as defined by RCW 46.61.502, or by the operation of any vehicle in a reckless
manner;
(s) Any other class B felony offense with a finding of sexual motivation, as
"sexual motivation" is defined under this section;
(t) Any other felony with a deadly weapon verdict under RCW 9.94A.125;
(u) Any felony offense in effect at any time prior to December 2, 1993, that
is comparable to a most serious offense under this subsection, or any federal or outof-state conviction for an offense that under the laws of this state would be a felony
classified as a most serious offense under this subsection.
(24) "Nonviolent offense" means an offense which is not a violent offense.
(25) "Offender" means a person who has committed a felony established by
state law and is eighteen years of age or older or is less than eighteen years of age
but whose case has been transferred by the appropriate juvenile court to a criminal
court pursuant to RCW 13.40.110. Throughout this chapter, the terms "offender"
and "defendant" are used interchangeably.
(26) "Partial confinement" means confinement for no more than one year in
a facility or institution operated or utilized under contract by the state or any other
unit of government, or, if home detention or work crew has been ordered by the
court, in an approved residence, for a substantial portion of each day with the
balance of the day spent in the community. Partial confinement includes work
release, home detention, work crew, and a combination of work crew and home
detention as defined in this section.
(27) "Persistent offender" is an offender who:
(a)(i) Has been convicted in this state of any felony considered a most serious
offense; and
(ii) Has, before the commission of the offense under (a) of this subsection,
been convicted as an offender on at least two separate occasions, whether in this
state or elsewhere, of felonies that under the laws of this state would be considered
most serious offenses and would be included in the offender score under RCW
9.94A.360; provided that of the two or more previous convictions, at least one
conviction must have occurred before the commission of any of the other most
serious offenses for which the offender was previously convicted; or
(b)(i) Has been convicted of (A) rape in the first degree, rape in the second
degree, rape of a child in the first degree. rane of a child in the second degree. or
indecent liberties by forcible compulsion; (B) murder in the first degree, murder
in the second degree, kidnapping in the first degree, kidnapping in the second
degree, assault in the first degree, assault in the second degree, or burglary in the
first degree, with a finding of sexual motivation; or (C) an attempt to commit any
crime listed in this subsection (27)(b)(i); and
(ii) Has, before the commission of the offense under (b)(i) of this subsection,
been convicted as an offender on at least one occasion, whether in this state or
elsewhere, of an offense listed in (b)(i) of this subsection. A conviction for rape
of a child in the first degree constitutes a conviction under subsection (27)(b)(i)
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only when the offender was sixteen years of age or older when the offender
committed the offense, A conviction for rape of a child in the second degree
constitutes a conviction under subsection (27)(b)(i) only when the offender was
eighteen years of age or older when the offender committed the offense,
(28) "Postrelease supervision" is that portion of an offender's community
placement that is not community custody.
(29) "Restitution" means the requirement that the offender pay a specific sum
of money over a specific period of time to the court as payment of damages. The
sum may include both public and private costs. The imposition of a restitution
order does not preclude civil redress.
(30) "Serious traffic offense" means:
(a) Driving while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug (RCW
46.61.502), actual physical control while under the influence of intoxicating liquor
or any drug (RCW 46.61.504), reckless driving (RCW 46.61.500), or hit-and-run
an attended vehicle (RCW 46.52.020(5)); or
(b)Any federal, out-of-state, county, or municipal conviction for an offense
that under the laws of this state would be classified as a serious traffic offense
under (a) of this subsection.
(31) "Serious violent offense" is a subcategory of violent offense and means:
(a) Murder in the first degree, homicide by abuse, murder in the second
degree, assault in the first degree, kidnapping in the first degree, or rape in the first
degree, assault of a child in the first degree, or an attempt, criminal solicitation, or
criminal conspiracy to commit one of these felonies; or
(b) Any federal or out-of-state conviction for an offense that under the laws
of this state would be a felony classified as a serious violent offense under (a) of
this subsection.
(32) "Sentence range" means the sentencing court's discretionary range in
imposing a nonappealable sentence.
(33) "Sex offense" means:
(a) A felony that is a violation of chapter 9A.44 RCW or RCW 9A.64.020 or
9.68A.090 or a felony that is, under chapter 9A.28 RCW, a criminal attempt,
criminal solicitation, or criminal conspiracy to commit such crimes;
(b) A felony with a finding of sexual motivation under RCW 9.94A.127 or
13.40.135; or
(c) Any federal or out-of-state conviction for an offense that under the laws
of this state would be a felony classified as a sex offense under (a) of this
subsection.
(34) "Sexual motivation" means that one of the purposes for which the
defendant committed the crime was for the purpose of his or her sexual
gratification.
(35) "Total confinement" means confinement inside the physical boundaries
of a facility or institution operated or utilized under contract by the state or any
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other unit of government for twenty-four hours a day, or pursuant to RCW
72.64.050 and 72.64.060.
(36) "Transition training" means written and verbal instructions and assistance
provided by the department to the offender during the two weeks prior to the
offender's successful completion of the work ethic camp program. The transition
training shall include instructions in the offender's requirements and obligations
during the offender's period of community custody.
(37) "Victim" means any person who has sustained emotional, psychological,
physical, or financial injury to person or property as a direct result of the crime
charged.
(38) "Violent offense" means:
(a) Any of the following felonies, as now existing or hereafter amended: Any
felony defined under any law as a class A felony or an attempt to commit a class
A felony, criminal solicitation of or criminal conspiracy to commit a class A
felony, manslaughter in the first degree, manslaughter in the second degree,
indecent liberties if committed by forcible compulsion, kidnapping in the second
degree, arson in the second degree, assault in the second degree, assault of a child
in the second degree, extortion in the first degree, robbery in the second degree,
vehicular assault, and vehicular homicide, when proximately caused by the driving
of any vehicle by any person while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any
drug as defined by RCW 46.61.502, or by the operation of any vehicle in a reckless
manner;
(b) Any conviction for a felony offense in effect at any time prior to July 1,
1976, that is comparable to a felony classified as a violent offense in (a) of this
subsection; and
(c) Any federal or out-of-state conviction for an offense that under the laws
of this state would be a felony classified as a violent offense under (a) or (b) of this
subsection.
(39) "Work crew" means a program of partial confinement consisting of civic
improvement tasks for the benefit of the community of not less than thirty-five
hours per week that complies with RCW 9.94A. 135. The civic improvement tasks
shall have minimal negatihe impact on existing private industries or the labor force
in the county where the service or labor is performed. The civic improvement
tasks shall not affect employment opportunities for people with developmental
disabilities contracted through sheltered workshops as defined in RCW 82.04.385.
Only those offenders sentenced to a facility operated or utilized under contract by
a county or the state are eligible to participate on a work crew. Offenders
sentenced for a sex offense as defined in subsection (33) of this section are not
eligible for the work crew program.
(40) "Work ethic camp" means an alternative incarceration program designed
to reduce recidivism and lower the cost of corrections by requiring offenders to
complete a comprehensive array of real-world job and vocational experiences,
character-building work ethics training, life management skills development,
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substance abuse rehabilitation, counseling, literacy training, and basic adult
education.
(41) "Work release" means a program of partial confinement available to
offenders who are employed or engaged as a student in a regular course of study
at school. Participation in work release shall be conditioned upon the offender
attending work or school at regularly defined hours and abiding by the rules of the
work release facility.
(42) "Home detention" means a program of partial confinement available to
offenders wherein the offender is confined in a private residence subject to
electronic surveillance.
Passed the House March 13, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 18, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 13, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 13, 1997.

CHAPTER 340
[House Bill 1924]
SEX OFFENSES-SENTENCING
AN ACT Relating to sex offenses; amending RCW 9A.44.130; reenacting and amending RCW
9,94A.320, 9.94A.120, and 9.94A.030; and prescribing penalties.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 9.94A.320 and 1996 c 302 s 6,1996 c 205 s 3, and 1996 c 36
s 2 are each reenacted and amended to read as follows:
TABLE 2
CRIMES INCLUDED WITHIN EACH SERIOUSNESS LEVEL
XV
Aggravated Murder 1 (RCW 10.95.020)
XIV
Murder 1 (RCW 9A.32,030)
Homicide by abuse (RCW 9A.32.055)
XIII
Murder 2 (RCW 9A.32.050)
XII
Assault I (RCW 9A.36.01 1)
Assault of a Child 1 (RCW 9A.36.120)
Rage I (RCW 9A.44,040)
Rape of a Child I (RCW 9A.44,073)
XI
((Rape 1 (R,'" 9A.44.049)
Rape of a ChildI (RCW 9A.44.073)))

X

Rape 2 (RCW 9A.44.050)
Rape of a Child 2 (RCW 9A,44.076)
Kidnapping I (RCW 9A.40.020)
((Rape 2 (RCW 9A.41.050)

Rape of a Child 2 (RCW 9A.44.076)))
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IX

VIII

Child Molestation I (RCW 9A.44.083)
Damaging building, etc., by explosion with
threat to human being (RCW
70.74.280(1))
Over 18 and deliver heroin or narcotic from
Schedule I or II to someone under 18
(RCW 69.50.406)
Leading
Organized
Crime
(RCW
9A.82.060(l)(a))
Indecent Liberties (with forcible compulsion)
(RCW 9A.44,100( )(a))
Assault of a Child 2 (RCW 9A.36.130)
Robbery 1 (RCW 9A.56.200)
Manslaughter I (RCW 9A.32.060)
Explosive devices prohibited (RCW 70.74.180)
((Irdeeent Lbertie (with f.r.ibl. eempulsizr)
(R 9A.44. 100(1 )(a))))
Endangering life and property by explosives
with threat to human being (RCW
70.74.270)
Over 18 and deliver narcotic from Schedule III,
IV, or V or a nonnarcotic from Schedule
I-V to someone under 18 and 3 years
junior (RCW 69.50.406)
Controlled Substance Homicide (RCW
69.50.415)
Sexual Exploitation (RCW 9.68A.040)
Inciting Criminal
Profiteering
(RCW
9A.82.060(l)(b))
Vehicular Homicide, by being under the
influence of intoxicating liquor or any
drug (RCW 46.61.520)
Arson I (RCW 9A.48.020)
Promoting Prostitution I (RCW 9A.88.070)
Selling for profit (controlled or counterfeit) any
controlled substance (RCW 69.50.410)
Manufacture, deliver, or possess with intent to
deliver heroin or cocaine (RCW
69.50.401(a)(1)(i))
Manufacture, deliver, or possess with intent to
deliver
methamphetamine
(RCW
69.50.401 (a)(1)(ii))
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Possession of ephedrine or pseudoephedrine
with
intent
to
manufacture
methamphetamine (RCW 69.50.440)
Vehicular Homicide, by the operation of any
vehicle in a reckless manner (RCW
46.61.520)
Burglary I (RCW 9A.52,020)
Vehicular Homicide, by disregard for the safety
of others (RCW 46.61.520)
Introducing Contraband I (RCW 9A.76.140)
Indecent
Liberties
(without
forcible
compulsion) (RCW 9A.44.100(l) (b) and
(c))
Child Molestation 2 (RCW 9A.44.086)
Dealing in depictions of minor engaged in
sexually explicit conduct (RCW
9.68A.050)
Sending, bringing into state depictions of minor
engaged in sexually explicit conduct
(RCW 9.68A.060)
Involving a minor in drug dealing (RCW
69.50.401(f))
Reckless Endangerment I (RCW 9A.36.045)
Unlawful Possession of a Firearm in the first
degree (RCW 9.41.040(1)(a))
Bribery (RCW 9A.68.010)
Manslaughter 2 (RCW 9A.32.070)
Rape of a Child 3 (RCW 9A.44.079)
Intimidating a Juror/Witness (RCW 9A.72.1 10,
9A.72.130)
Damaging building, etc., by explosion with no
threat to human being (RCW
70.74.280(2))
Endangering life and property by explosives
with no threat to human being (RCW
70.74.270)
Incest I (RCW 9A.64.020(l))
Manufacture, deliver, or possess with intent to
deliver narcotics from Schedule I or II
(except heroin or cocaine) (RCW
69.50.401 (a)( 1)(i))
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Intimidating a Judge (RCW 9A.72.160)
Bail Jumping with Murder I (RCW
9A.76.170(2)(a))
Theft of a Firearm (RCW 9A.56.300)
V

IV

Persistent prison misbehavior (RCW 9.94.070)
Criminal Mistreatment I (RCW 9A.42.020)
Abandonment of dependent person I (RCW
9A.42.060)
Rape 3 (RCW 9A.44.060)
Sexual Misconduct with a Minor I (RCW
9A.44.093)
Child Molestation 3 (RCW 9A.44.089)
Kidnapping 2 (RCW 9A.40.030)
Extortion I (RCW 9A.56.120)
Incest 2 (RCW 9A.64.020(2))
Perjury I (RCW 9A.72.020)
Extortionate Extension of Credit (RCW
9A.82.020)
Advancing money or property for extortionate
extension of credit (RCW 9A.82.030)
Extortionate Means to Collect Extensions of
Credit (RCW 9A.82.040)
Rendering Criminal Assistance 1 (RCW
9A.76.070)
Bail Jumping with class A Felony (RCW
9A.76.170(2)(b))
Sexually Violating Human Remains (RCW
9A.44.105)
Delivery of imitation controlled substance by
person eighteen or over to person under
eighteen (RCW 69.52.030(2))
Possession of a Stolen Firearm (RCW
9A.56.3 10)
Residential Burglary (RCW 9A.52.025)
Theft of Livestock 1 (RCW 9A.56.080)
Robbery 2 (RCW 9A.56.210)
Assault 2 (RCW 9A.36.021)
Escape I (RCW 9A.76.1 10)
Arson 2 (RCW 9A.48.030)
Commercial Bribery (RCW 9A.68.060)
Bribing a Witness/Bribe Received by Witness
(RCW 9A.72.090, 9A.72.100)
Malicious Harassment (RCW 9A.36.080)
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Threats to Bomb (RCW 9.61.160)
Willful Failure to Return from Furlough (RCW
72.66.060)
Hit and Run -

III

Injury Accident (RCW

46.52.020(4))
Hit and Run with Vessel - Injury Accident
(RCW 88.12.155(3))
Vehicular Assault (RCW 46.61.522)
Manufacture, deliver, or possess with intent to
deliver narcotics from Schedule III, IV, or
V or nonnarcotics from Schedule I-V
(except marijuana or methamphetamines)
(RCW 69.50.401(a)(1) (iii) through (v))
Influencing Outcome of Sporting Event (RCW
9A.82.070)
Use of Proceeds of Criminal Profiteering (RCW
9A.82.080 (1) and (2))
Knowingly Trafficking in Stolen Property
(RCW 9A.82.050(2))
Criminal Mistreatment 2 (RCW 9A.42.030)
Abandonment of dependent person 2 (RCW
9A.42.070)
Extortion 2 (RCW 9A.56.130)
Unlawful Imprisonment (RCW 9A.40.040)
Assault 3 (RCW 9A.36.03 1)
Assault of a Child 3 (RCW 9A.36.140)
Custodial Assault (RCW 9A.36.100)
Unlawful possession of firearm in the second
degree (RCW 9.41.040(1)(b))
Harassment (RCW 9A.46.020)
Promoting Prostitution 2 (RCW 9A.88.080)
Willful Failure to Return from Work Release
(RCW 72.65.070)
Burglary 2 (RCW 9A.52.030)
Introducing Contraband 2 (RCW 9A.76.150)
Communication with a Minor for Immoral
Purposes (RCW 9.68A.090)
Patronizing a Juvenile Prostitute (RCW
9.68A. 100)
Escape 2 (RCW 9A.76.120)
Perjury 2 (RCW 9A.72.030)
Bail Jumping with class B or C Felony (RCW
9A.76.170(2)(c))
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Intimidating a Public Servant (RCW
9A.76.180)
Tampering with a Witness (RCW 9A.72.120)
Manufacture, deliver, or possess with intent to
deliver marijuana (RCW 69.50.401
(a)(l)(iii))
Delivery of a material in lieu of a controlled
substance (RCW 69.50.401(c))
Manufacture, distribute, or possess with intent
to distribute an imitation controlled
substance (RCW 69.52.030(1))
Recklessly Trafficking in Stolen Property
(RCW 9A.82.050(l))
Theft of livestock 2 (RCW 9A.56.080)
Securities Act violation (RCW 21.20.400)
Unlawful Practice of Law (RCW 2.48.180)
Malicious Mischief 1 (RCW 9A.48.070)
Possession of Stolen Property I (RCW
9A.56.150)
Theft 1 (RCW 9A.56.030)
Trafficking in Insurance Claims (RCW
48.30A.0 15)
Unlicensed Practice of a Profession or Business
(RCW 18.130.190(7))
Health Care False Claims (RCW 48.80.030)
Possession of controlled substance that is either
heroin or narcotics from Schedule I or II
(RCW 69.50.401 (d))
Possession of phencyclidine (PCP) (RCW
69.50.401(d))
Create, deliver, or possess a counterfeit
controlled substance (RCW 69.50.401(b))
Computer Trespass I (RCW 9A.52. 110)
Escape from Community Custody (RCW
72.09.310)
Theft 2 (RCW 9A.56.040)
Possession of Stolen Property 2 (RCW
9A.56.160)
Forgery (RCW 9A.60.020)
Taking Motor Vehicle Without Permission
(RCW 9A.56.070)
Vehicle Prowl I (RCW 9A.52.095)
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Attempting to Elude a Pursuing Police Vehicle
(RCW 46.61.024)
Malicious Mischief 2 (RCW 9A.48.080)
Reckless Burning I (RCW 9A.48.040)
Unlawful Issuance of Checks or Drafts (RCW
9A.56.060)
Unlawful Use of Food Stamps (RCW 9.91.140
(2) and (3))
False Verification for Welfare (RCW
74.08.055)
Forged Prescription (RCW 69.41.020)
Forged Prescription for a Controlled Substance
(RCW 69.50.403)
Possess Controlled Substance that is a Narcotic
from Schedule III, IV, or V or Nonnarcotic from Schedule I-V (except
phencyclidine) (RCW 69.50.401(d))
Sec. 2. RCW 9.94A.120 and 1996 c 275 s 2, 1996 c 215 s 5, 1996 c 199 s 1,
and 1996 c 93 s I are each reenacted and amended to read as follows:
When a person is convicted of a felony, the court shall impose punishment as
provided in this section.
(i) Except as authorized in subsections (2), (4), (5), (6), and (8)of this section,
the court shall impose a sentence within the sentence range for the offense.
(2) The court may impose a sentence outside the standard sentence range for
that offense if it finds, considering the purpose of this chapter, that there are
substantial and compelling reasons justifying an exceptional sentence.
(3)Whenever a sentence outside the standard range is imposed, the court shall
set forth the reasons for its decision in written findings of fact and conclusions of
law. A sentence outside the standard range shall be a determinate sentence.
(4) A persistent offender shall be sentenced to a term of total confinement for
life without the possibility of parole or, when authorized by RCW 10.95.030 for
the crime of aggravated murder in the first degree, sentenced to death,
notwithstanding the maximum sentence under any other law. An offender
convicted of the crime of murder in the first degree shall be sentenced to a term of
total confinement not less than twenty years. An offender convicted of the crime
of assault in the first degree or assault of a child in the first degree where the
offender used force or means likely to result in death or intended to kill the victim
shall be sentenced to a term of total confinement not less than five years. An
offender convicted of the crime of rape in the first degree shall be sentenced to a
term of total confinement not less than five years. The foregoing minimum terms
of total confinement are mandatory and shall not be varied or modified as provided
in subsection (2)of this section. In addition, all offenders subject to the provisions
of this subsection shall not be eligible for community custody, earned early release
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time, furlough, home detention, partial confinement, work crew, work release, or
any other form of early release as defined under RCW 9.94A. 150 (1), (2), (3), (5),
(7), or (8), or any other form of authorized leave of absence from the correctional
facility while not in the direct custody of a corrections officer or officers during
such minimum terms of total confinement except in the case of an offender in need
of emergency medical treatment or for the purpose of commitment to an inpatient
treatment facility in the case of an offender convicted of the crime of rape in the
first degree.
(5) In sentencing a first-time offender the court may waive the imposition of
a sentence within the sentence range and impose asentence which may include up
to ninety days of confinement in a facility operated or utilized under contract by the
county and a requirement that the offender refrain from committing new offenses.
The sentence may also include up to two years of community supervision, which,
in addition to crime-related prohibitions, may include requirements that the
offender perform any one or more of the following:
(a) Devote time to a specific employment or occupation;
(b) Undergo available outpatient treatment for up to two years, or inpatient
treatment not to exceed the standard range of confinement for that offense;
(c) Pursue a prescribed, secular course of study or vocational training;
(d)Remain within prescribed geographical boundaries and notify the court or
the community corrections officer prior to any change in the offender's address or
employment;
(e) Report as directed to the court and a community corrections officer; or
(f) Pay all court-ordered legal financial obligations as provided in RCW
9.94A.030 and/or perform community service work.
(6)(a) An offender is eligible for the special drug offender sentencing
alternative if:
(i) The offender is convicted of the manufacture, delivery, or possession with
intent to manufacture or deliver a controlled substance classified in Schedule I or
I1 that is a narcotic drug or a felony that is,under chapter 9A.28 RCW or RCW
69.50.407, a criminal attempt, criminal solicitation, or criminal conspiracy to
commit such crimes, and the violation does not involve a sentence enhancement
under RCW 9.94A.310 (3) or (4);
(ii) The offender has no prior convictions for a felony in this state, another
state, or the United States; and
(iii) The offense involved only a small quantity of the particular controlled
substance as determined by the judge upon consideration of such factors as the
weight, purity, packaging, sale price, and street value of the controlled substance.
(b) If the midpoint of the standard range is greater than one year and the
sentencing judge determines that the offender iseligible for this option and that the
offender and the community will benefit from the use of the special drug offender
sentencing alternative, the judge may waive imposition of a sentence within the
standard range and impose a sentence that must include a period of total
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confinement in a state facility for one-half of the midpoint of the standard range.
During incarceration in the state facility, offenders sentenced under this subsection
shall undergo a comprehensive substance abuse assessment and receive, within
available resources, treatment services appropriate for the offender. The treatment
services shall be designed by the division of alcohol and substance abuse of the
department of social and health services, in cooperation with the department of
corrections. If the midpoint of the standard range is twenty-four months or less,
no more than three months of the sentence may be served in a work release status.
The court shall also impose one year of concurrent community custody and
community supervision that must include appropriate outpatient substance abuse
treatment, crime-related prohibitions including a condition not to use illegal
controlled substances, and a requirement to submit to urinalysis or other testing to
monitor that status. The court may require that the monitoring for controlled
substances be conducted by the department or by a treatment alternatives to street
crime program or a comparable court or agency-referred program. The offender
may be required to pay thirty dollars per month while on community custody to
offset the cost of monitoring. In addition, the court shall impose three or more of
the following conditions:
(i) Devote time to a specific employment or training;
(ii) Remain within prescribed geographical boundaries and notify the court or
the community corrections officer before any change in the offender's address or
employment;
(iii) Report as directed to a community corrections officer;
(iv) Pay all court-ordered legal financial obligations;
(v) Perform community service work;
(vi) Stay out of areas designated by the sentencing judge.
(c) If the offender violates any of the sentence conditions in (b) of this
subsection, the department shall impose sanctions administratively, with notice to
the prosecuting attorney and the sentencing court. Upon motion of the court or the
prosecuting attorney, a violation hearing shall be held by the court. If the court
finds that conditions have been willfully violated, the court may impose
confinement consisting of up to the remaining one-half of the midpoint of the
standard range. All total confinement served during the period of community
custody shall be credited to the offender, regardless of whether the total
confinement is served as a result of the original sentence, as a result of a sanction
imposed by the department, or as a result of a violation found by the court. The
term of community supervision shall be tolled by any period of time served in total
confinement as a result of a violation found by the court.
(d)The department shall determine the rules for calculating the value of a day
fine based on the offender's income and reasonable obligations which the offender
has for the support of the offender and any dependents. These rules shall be
developed in consultation with the administrator for the courts, the office of
financial management, and the commission.
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(7) If a sentence range has not been established for the defendant's crime, the
court shall impose a determinate sentence which may include not more than one
year of confinement, community service work, a term of community supervision
not to exceed one year, and/or other legal financial obligations. The court may
impose a sentence which provides more than one year of confinement if the court
finds, considering the purpose of this chapter, that there are substantial and
compelling reasons justifying an exceptional sentence.
(8)(a)(i) When an offender is convicted of a sex offense other than a violation
of RCW 9A.44.050 or a sex offense that is also a serious violent offense and has
no prior convictions for a sex offense or any other felony sex offenses in this or
any other state, the sentencing court, on its own motion or the motion of the state
or the defendant, may order an examination to determine whether the defendant is
amenable to treatment.
The report of the examination shall include at a minimum the following: The
defendant's version of the facts and the official version of the facts, the defendant's
offense history, an assessment of problems in addition to alleged deviant behaviors,
the offender's social and employment situation, and other evaluation measures
used. The report shall set forth the sources of the evaluator's information.
The examiner shall assess and report regarding the defendant's amenability to
treatment and relative risk to the community. A proposed treatment plan shall be
provided and shall include, at a minimum:
(A) Frequency and type of contact between offender and therapist;
(B) Specific issues to be addressed in the treatment and description of planned
treatment modalities;
(C) Monitoring plans, including any requirements regarding living conditions,
lifestyle requirements, and monitoring by family members and others;
(D) Anticipated length of treatment; and
(E) Recommended crime-related prohibitions.
The court on its own motion may order, or on a motion by the state shall order,
a second examination regarding the offender's amenability to treatment. The
evaluator shall be selected by the party making the motion. The defendant shall
pay the cost of any second examination ordered unless the court finds the
defendant to be indigent in which case the state shall pay the cost.
(ii) After receipt of the reports, the court shall consider whether the offender
and the community will benefit from use of this special sexual offender sentencing
alternative and consider the victim's opinion whether the offender should receive
a treatment disposition under this subsection. If the court determines that this
special sex offender sentencing alternative is appropriate, the court shall then
impose a sentence within the sentence range. If this sentence is less than ((eigM))
r-leven years of confinement, the court may suspend the execution of the sentence
and impose the following conditions of suspension:
(A) The court shall place the defendant on community custody for the length
of the suspended sentence or three years, whichever is greater, and require the
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offender to comply with any conditions imposed by the department of corrections
under subsection (14) of this section; and
(B) The court shall order treatment for any period up to three years in
duration. The court in its discretion shall order outpatient sex offender treatment
or inpatient sex offender treatment, if available. A community mental health center
may not be used for such treatment unless it has an appropriate program designed
for sex offender treatment. The offender shall not change sex offender treatment
providers or treatment conditions without first notifying the prosecutor, the
community corrections officer, and the court, and shall not change providers
without court approval after a hearing if the prosecutor or community corrections
officer object to the change. In addition, as conditions of the suspended sentence,
the court may impose other sentence conditions including up to six months of
confinement, not to exceed the sentence range of confinement for that offense,
crime-related prohibitions, and requirements that the offender perform any one or
more of the following:
(I) Devote time to a specific employment or occupation;
(II) Remain within prescribed geographical boundaries and notify the court or
the community corrections officer prior to any change in the offender's address or
employment;
(III) Report as directed to the court and a community corrections officer;
(IV) Pay all court-ordered legal financial obligations as provided in RCW
9.94A.030, perform community service work, or any combination thereof; or
(V) Make recoupment to the victim for the cost of any counseling required as
a result of the offender's crime.
(iii) The sex offender therapist shall submit quarterly reports on the
defendant's progress in treatment to the court and the parties. The report shall
reference the treatment plan and include at a minimum the following: Dates of
attendance, defendant's compliance with requirements, treatment activities, the
defendant's relative progress in treatment, and any other material as specified by
the court at sentencing.
(iv) At the time of sentencing, the court shall set a treatment termination
hearing for three months prior to the anticipated date for completion of treatment.
Prior to the treatment termination hearing, the treatment professional and
community corrections officer shall submit written reports to the court and parties
regarding the defendant's compliance with treatment and monitoring requirements,
and recommendations regarding termination from treatment, including proposed
community supervision conditions. Either party may request and the court may
order another evaluation regarding the advisability of termination from treatment.
The defendant shall pay the cost of any additional evaluation ordered unless the
court finds the defendant to be indigent in which case the state shall pay the cost.
At the treatment termination hearing the court may: (A) Modify conditions of
community custody, and either (B) terminate treatment, or (C) extend treatment for
up to the remaining period of community custody.
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(v) If a violation of conditions occurs during community custody, the
department shall either impose sanctions as provided for in RCW 9.94A.205(2)(a)
or refer the violation to the court and recommend revocation of the suspended
sentence as provided for in (a)(vi) of this subsection.
(vi) The court may revoke the suspended sentence at any time during the
period of community custody and order execution of the sentence if: (A) The
defendant violates the conditions of the suspended sentence, or (B) the court finds
that the defendant is failing to make satisfactory progress in treatment. All
confinement time served during the period of community custody shall be credited
to the offender if the suspended sentence is revoked.
(vii) Except as provided in (a) (viii) of this subsection, after July 1, 1991,
examinations and treatment ordered pursuant to this subsection shall only be
conducted by sex offender treatment providers certified by the department of health
pursuant to chapter 18.155 RCW.
(viii) A sex offender therapist who examines or treats a sex offender pursuant
to this subsection (8) does not have to be certified by the department of health
pursuant to chapter 18.155 RCW if the court finds that: (A) The offender has
already moved to another state or plans to move to another state for reasons other
than circumventing the certification requirements; (B) no certified providers are
available for treatment within a reasonable geographical distance of the offender's
home; and (C) the evaluation and treatment plan comply with this subsection (8)
and the rules adopted by the department of health.
For purposes of this subsection, "victim" means any person who has sustained
emotional, psychological, physical, or financial injury to person or property as a
result of the crime charged. "Victim" also means a parent or guardian of a victim
who is a minor child unless the parent or guardian is the perpetrator of the offense.
(b) When an offender commits any felony sex offense on or after July 1, 1987,
and is sentenced to a term of confinement of more than one year but less than six
years, the sentencing court may, on its own motion or on the motion of the offender
or the state, request the department of corrections to evaluate whether the offender
is amenable to treatment and the department may place the offender in a treatment
program within a correctional facility operated by the department.
Except for an offender who has been convicted of a violation of RCW
9A.44.040 or 9A.44.050, if the offender completes the treatment program before
the expiration of his or her term of confinement, the department of corrections may
request the court to convert the balance of confinement to community supervision
and to place conditions on the offender including crime-related prohibitions and
requirements that the offender perform any one or more of the following:
(i) Devote time to a specific employment or occupation;
(ii) Remain within prescribed geographical boundaries and notify the court or
the community corrections officer prior to any change in the offender's address or
employment;
(iii) Report as directed to the court and a community corrections officer;
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(iv) Undergo available outpatient treatment.
If the offender violates any of the terms of his or her community supervision,
the court may order the offender to serve out the balance of his or her community
supervision term in confinement in the custody of the department of corrections.
Nothing in this subsection (8)(b) shall confer eligibility for such programs for
offenders convicted and sentenced for a sex offense committed prior to July 1,
1987. This subsection (8)(b) does not apply to any crime committed after July 1,
1990.
(c) Offenders convicted and sentenced for a sex offense committed prior to
July 1, 1987, may, subject to available funds, request an evaluation by the
department of corrections to determine whether they are amenable to treatment.
If the offender is determined to be amenable to treatment, the offender may request
placement in a treatment program within a correctional facility operated by the
department. Placement in such treatment program is subject to available funds.
(9)(a) When a court sentences a person to a term of total confinement to the
custody of the department of corrections for an offense categorized as a sex offense
or a serious violent offense committed after July 1, 1988, but before July 1, 1990,
assault in the second degree, assault of a child in the second degree, any crime
against a person where it is determined in accordance with RCW 9.94A.125 that
the defendant or an accomplice was armed with a deadly weapon at the time of
commission, or any felony offense under chapter 69.50 or 69.52 RCW not
sentenced under subsection (6) of this section, committed on or after July 1, 1988,
the court shall in addition to the other terms of the sentence, sentence the offender
to a one-year term of community placement beginning either upon completion of
the term of confinement or at such time as the offender is transferred to community
custody in lieu of earned early release in accordance with RCW 9.94A.150 (1) and
(2). When the court sentences an offender under this subsection to the statutory
maximum period of confinement then the community placement portion of the
sentence shall consist entirely of such community custody to which the offender
may become eligible, in accordance with RCW 9.94A. 150 (I) and (2). Any period
of community custody actually served shall be credited against the community
placement portion of the sentence.
(b) When a court sentences a person to a term of total confinement to the
custody of the department of corrections for an offense categorized as a sex offense
committed on or after July 1, 1990, but before June 6, 1996, a serious violent
offense, vehicular homicide, or vehicular assault, committed on or after July 1,
1990, the court shall in addition to other terms of the sentence, sentence the
offender to community placement for two years or up to the period of earned early
release awarded pursuant to RCW 9.94A. 150 (1)and (2), whichever is longer. The
community placement shall begin either upon completion of the term of
confinement or at such time as the offender is transferred to community custody
in lieu of earned early release in accordance with RCW 9.94A.150 (1) and (2).
When the court sentences an offender under this subsection to the statutory
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maximum period of confinement then the community placement portion of the
sentence shall consist entirely of the community custody to which the offender may
become eligible, in accordance with RCW 9.94A.150 (1) and (2). Any period of
community custody actually served shall be credited against the community
placement portion of the sentence. Unless a condition is waived by the court, the
terms of community placement for offenders sentenced pursuant to this section
shall include the following conditions:
(i) The offender shall report to and be available for contact with the assigned
community corrections officer as directed;
(ii) The offender shall work at department of corrections-approved education,
employment, and/or community service;
(iii) The offender shall not consume controlled substances except pursuant to
lawfully issued prescriptions;
(iv) An offender in community custody shall not unlawfully possess controlled
substances;
(v) The offender shall pay supervision fees as determined by the department
of corrections; and
(vi) The residence location and living arrangements are subject to the prior
approval of the department of corrections during the period of community
placement.
(c) As a part of any sentence imposed under (a) or (b) of this subsection, the
court may also order any of the following special conditions:
(i) The offender shall remain within, or outside of, a specified geographical
boundary;
(ii) The offender shall not have direct or indirect contact with the victim of the
crime or a specified class of individuals;
(iii) The offender shall participate in crime-related treatment or counseling
services;
(iv) The offender shall not consume alcohol;
(v) The offender shall comply with any crime-related prohibitions; or
(vi) For an offender convicted of a felony sex offense against a minor victim
after June 6, 1996, the offender shall comply with any terms and conditions of
community placement imposed by the department of corrections relating to contact
between the sex offender and a minor victim or a child of similar age or
circumstance as a previous victim.

(d) Prior to transfer to, or during, community placement, any conditions of
community placement may be removed or modified so as not to be more restrictive
by the sentencing court, upon recommendation of the department of corrections.
(I O)(a) When a court sentences a person to the custody of the department of
corrections for an offense categorized as a sex offense committed on or after June
6, 1996, the court shall, in addition to other terms of the sentence, sentence the
offender to community custody for three years or up to the period of earned early
release awarded pursuant to RCW 9.94A. 150 (1) and (2), whichever is longer. The
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community custody shall begin either upon completion of the term of confinement
or at such time as the offender is transferred to community custody in lieu of
earned early release in accordance with RCW 9.94A.150 (1) and (2).
(b) Unless a condition is waived by the court, the terms of community custody
shall be the same as those provided for in subsection (9)(b) of this section and may
include those provided for in subsection (9)(c) of this section. As part of any
sentence that includes a term of community custody imposed under this subsection,
the court shall also require the offender to comply with any conditions imposed by
the department of corrections under subsection (14) of this section.
(c) At any time prior to the completion of a sex offender's term of community
custody, if the court finds that public safety would be enhanced, the court may
impose and enforce an order extending any or all of the conditions imposed
pursuant to this section for a period up to the maximum allowable sentence for the
crime as it is classified in chapter 9A.20 RCW, regardless of the expiration of the
offender's term of community custody. If a violation of a condition extended under
this subsection occurs after the expiration of the offender's term of community
custody, it shall be deemed a violation of the sentence for the purposes of RCW
9.94A. 195 and may be punishable as contempt of court as provided for in RCW
7.21.040.
(II) If the court imposes a sentence requiring confinement of thirty days or
less, the court may, in its discretion, specify that the sentence be served on
consecutive or intermittent days. A sentence requiring more than thirty days of
confinement shall be served on consecutive days. Local jail administrators may
schedule court-ordered intermittent sentences as space permits.
(12) If a sentence imposed includes payment of a legal financial obligation,
the sentence shall specify the total amount of the legal financial obligation owed,
and shall require the offender to pay a specified monthly sum toward that legal
financial obligation. Restitution to victims shall be paid prior to any other
payments of monetary obligations. Any legal financial obligation that is imposed
by the court may be collected by the department, which shall deliver the amount
paid to the county clerk for credit. The offender's compliance with payment of
legal financial obligations shall be supervised by the department. All monetary
payments ordered shall be paid no later than ten years after the last date of release
from confinement pursuant to a felony conviction or the date the sentence was
entered. Independent of the department, the party or entity to whom the legal
financial obligation is owed shall have the authority to utilize any other remedies
available to the party or entity to collect the legal financial obligation. Nothing in
this section makes the department, the state, or any of its employees, agents, or
other persons acting on their behalf liable under any circumstances for the payment
of these legal financial obligations. If an order includes restitution as one of the
monetary assessments, the county clerk shall make disbursements to victims named
in the order.
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(13) Except as provided under RCW 9.94A. 140(1) and 9.94A. 142(1), a court
may not impose a sentence providing for a term of confinement or community
supervision or community placement which exceeds the statutory maximum for the
crime as provided in chapter 9A.20 RCW.
(14) All offenders sentenced to terms involving community supervision,
community service, community placement, or legal financial obligation shall be
under the supervision of the department of corrections and shall follow explicitly
the instructions and conditions of the department of corrections.
(a) The instructions shall include, at a minimum, reporting as directed to a
community corrections officer, remaining within prescribed geographical
boundaries, notifying the community corrections officer of any change in the
offender's address or employment, and paying the supervision fee assessment.
(b) For sex offenders sentenced to terms involving community custody for
crimes committed on or after June 6, 1996, the department may include, in addition
to the instructions in (a) of this subsection, any appropriate conditions of
supervision, including but not limited to, prohibiting the offender from having
contact with any other specified individuals or specific class of individuals. The
conditions authorized under this subsection (14)(b) may be imposed by the
department prior to or during a sex offender's community custody term. If a
violation of conditions imposed by the court or the department pursuant to
subsection (10) of this section occurs during community custody, it shall be
deemed a violation of community placement for the purposes of RCW 9.94A.207
and shall authorize the department to transfer an offender to a more restrictive
confinement status as provided in RCW 9.94A.205. At any time prior to the
completion of a sex offender's term of community custody, the department may
recommend to the court that any or all of the conditions imposed by the court or
the department pursuant to subsection (10) of this section be continued beyond the
expiration of the offender's term of community custody as authorized in subsection
(10)(c) of this section.
The department may require offenders to pay for special services rendered on
or after July 25, 1993, including electronic monitoring, day reporting, and
telephone reporting, dependent upon the offender's ability to pay. The department
may pay for these services for offenders who are not able to pay.
(15) All offenders sentenced to terms involving community supervision,
community service, or community placement under the supervision of the
department of corrections shall not own, use, or possess firearms or ammunition.
Offenders who own, use, or are found to be in actual or constructive possession of
firearms or ammunition shall be subject to the appropriate violation process and
sanctions. "Constructive possession" as used in this subsection means the power
and intent to control the firearm or ammunition. "Firearm" as used in this
subsection means a weapon or device from which a projectile may be fired by an
explosive such as gunpowder.
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(16) The sentencing court shall give the offender credit for all confinement
time served before the sentencing if that confinement was solely in regard to the
offense for which the offender is being sentenced.
(17) A departure from the standards in RCW 9.94A.400 (1) and (2) governing
whether sentences are to be served consecutively or concurrently is an exceptional
sentence subject to the limitations in subsections (2) and (3) of this section, and
may be appealed by the defendant or the state as set forth in RCW 9.94A.210 (2)
through (6).
(18) The court shall order restitution whenever the offender is convicted of a
felony that results in injury to any person or damage to or loss of property, whether
the offender is sentenced to confinement or placed under community supervision,
unless extraordinary circumstances exist that make restitution inappropriate in the
court's judgment. The court shall set forth the extraordinary circumstances in the
record if it does not order restitution.
(19) As a part of any sentence, the court may impose and enforce an order that
relates directly to the circumstances of the crime for which the offender has been
convicted, prohibiting the offender from having any contact with other specified
individuals or a specific class of individuals for a period not to exceed the
maximum allowable sentence for the crime, regardless of the expiration of the
offender's term of community supervision or community placement.
(20) In any sentence of partial confinement, the court may require the
defendant to serve the partial confinement in work release, in a program of home
detention, on work crew, or in a combined program of work crew and home
detention.
(21) All court-ordered legal financial obligations collected by the department
and remitted to the county clerk shall be credited and paid where restitution is
ordered. Restitution shall be paid prior to any other payments of monetary
obligations.
Sec. 3. RCW 9A.44.130 and 1996 c 275 s 11 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) Any adult or juvenile residing in this state who has been found to have
committed or has been convicted of any sex offense, or who has been found not
guilty by reason of insanity under chapter 10.77 RCW of committing any sex
offense, shall register with the county sheriff for the county of the person's
residence.
(2) The person shall provide the county sheriff with the following information
when registering: (a) Name; (b) address; (c) date and place of birth; (d) place of
employment; (e) crime for which convicted; (f) date and place of conviction; (g)
aliases used; and (h) social security number.
(3)(a) Sex offenders shall register within the following deadlines. For
purposes of this section the term "conviction" refers to adult convictions and
juvenile adjudications for sex offenses:
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(i) SEX OFFENDERS IN CUSTODY. Sex offenders who committed a sex
offense on, before, or after February 28, 1990, and who, on or after July 28, 1991,
are in custody, as a result of that offense, of the state department of corrections, the
state department of social and health services, a local division of youth services,
or a local jail or juvenile detention facility, must register within twenty-four hours
from the time of release with the county sheriff for the county of the person's
residence. The agency that has jurisdiction over the offender shall provide notice
to the sex offender of the duty to register. Failure to register within twenty-four
hours of release constitutes a violation of this section and is punishable as provided
in subsection (7) of this section.
(ii) SEX OFFENDERS NOT IN CUSTODY BUT UNDER STATE OR
LOCAL JURISDICTION. Sex offenders, who, on July 28, 1991, are not in
custody but are under the jurisdiction of the indeterminate sentence review board
or under the department of correction's active supervision, as defined by the
department of corrections, the state department of social and health services, or a
local division of youth services, for sex offenses committed before, on, or after
February 28, 1990, must register within ten days of July 28, 1991. A change in
supervision status of a sex offender who was required to register under this
subsection (3)(a)(ii) as of July 28, 1991, shall not relieve the offender of the duty
to register or to reregister following a change in residence. The obligation to
register shall only cease pursuant to RCW 9A.44.140.
(iii) SEX OFFENDERS UNDER FEDERAL JURISDICTION. Sex offenders
who, on or after July 23, 1995, as a result of that offense are in the custody of the
United States bureau of prisons or other federal or military correctional agency for
sex offenses committed before, on, or after February 28, 1990, must register within
twenty-four hours from the time of release with the county sheriff for the county
of the person's residence. Sex offenders who, on July 23, 1995, are not in custody
but are under the jurisdiction of the United States bureau of prisons, United States
courts, United States parole commission, or military parole board for sex offenses
committed before, on, or after February 28, 1990, must register within ten days of
July 23, 1995. A change in supervision status of a sex offender who was required
to register under this subsection (3)(a)(iii) as of July 23, 1995, shall not relieve the
offender of the duty to register or to reregister following a change in residence.
The obligation to register shall only cease pursuant to RCW 9A.44.140.
(iv)SEX OFFENDERS WHO ARE CONVICTED BUT NOT CONFINED.
Sex offenders who are convicted of a sex offense on or after July 28, 1991, for a
sex offense that was committed on or after February 28, 1990, but who are not
sentenced to serve a term of confinement immediately upon sentencing, shall report
to the county sheriff to register immediately upon completion of being sentenced.
(v) SEX OFFENDERS WHO ARE NEW RESIDENTS OR RETURNING
WASHINGTON RESIDENTS. Sex offenders who move to Washington state
from another state or a foreign country that are not under the jurisdiction of the
state department of corrections, the indeterminate sentence review board, or the
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state department of social and health services at the time of moving to Washington,
must register within thirty days of establishing residence or reestablishing
residence if the person is a former Washington resident. The duty to register under
this subsection applies to sex offenders convicted under the laws of another state
or a foreign country, federal or military statutes, or Washington state for offenses
committed on or after February 28, 1990. Sex offenders from other states or a
foreign country who, when they move to Washington, are under the jurisdiction of
the department of corrections, the indeterminate sentence review board, or the
department of social and health services must register within twenty-four hours of
moving to Washington. The agency that has jurisdiction over the offender shall
notify the offender of the registration requirements before the offender moves to
Washington.
(vi) SEX OFFENDERS FOUND NOT GUILTY BY REASON OF
INSANITY. Any adult or juvenile who has been found not guilty by reason of
insanity under chapter 10.77 RCW of committing a sex offense on, before, or after
February 28, 1990, and who, on or after July 23, 1995, is in custody, as a result of
that finding, of the state department of social and health services, must register
within twenty-four hours from the time of release with the county sheriff for the
county of the person's residence. The state department of social and health services
shall provide notice to the adult or juvenile in its custody of the duty to register.
Any adult or juvenile who has been found not guilty by reason of insanity of
committing a sex offense on, before, or after February 28, 1990, but who was
released prior to July 23, 1995, shall be required to register within twenty-four
hours of receiving notice of this registration requirement. The state department of
social and health services shall make reasonable attempts within available
resources to notify offenders who were released prior to July 23, 1995. Failure to
register within twenty-four hours of release, or of receiving notice, constitutes a
violation of this section and is punishable as provided in subsection (7) of this
section.
(b) Failure to register within the time required under this section constitutes
a per se violation of this section and is punishable as provided in subsection (7) of
this section. The county sheriff shall not be required to determine whether the
person is living within the county.
(c) An arrest on charges of failure to register, service of an information, or a
complaint for a violation of this section, or arraignment on charges for a violation
of this section, constitutes actual notice of the duty to register. Any person charged
with the crime of failure to register under this section who asserts as a defense the
lack of notice of the duty to register shall register immediately following actual
notice of the duty through arrest, service, or arraignment. Failure to register as
required under this subsection (c) constitutes grounds for filing another charge of
failing to register. Registering following arrest, service, or arraignment on charges
shall not relieve the offender from criminal liability for failure to register prior to
the filing of the original charge.
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(d)The deadlines for the duty to register under this section do not relieve any
sex offender of the duty to register under this section as it existed prior to July 28,
1991.
(4)(a) If any person required to register pursuant to this section changes his or
her residence address within the same county, the person must send written notice
of the change of address to the county sheriff at least fourteen days before moving.
If any person required to register pursuant to this section moves to a new county,
the person must send written notice of the change of address at least fourteen days
before moving to the county sheriff in the new county of residence and must
register with that county sheriff within twenty-four hours of moving. The person
must also send written notice within ten days of the change of address in the new
county to the county sheriff with whom the person last registered. If any person
required to register pursuant to this section moves out of Washington state, the
person must also send written notice within ten days of moving to the new state or
a foreign country to the county sheriff with whom the person last registered in
Washington state.
(b) It is an affirmative defense to a charge that the person failed to send a
notice at least fourteen days in advance of moving as required under (a) of this
subsection that the person did not know the location of his or her new residence at
least fourteen days before moving. The defendant must establish the defense by
a preponderance of the evidence and, to prevail on the defense, must also prove by
a preponderance that the defendant sent the required notice within twenty-four
hours of determining the new address.
(5) The county sheriff shall obtain a photograph of the individual and shall
obtain a copy of the individual's fingerprints.
(6) "Sex offense" for the purpose of RCW 9A.44.130, 10.01.200, 43.43.540,
70.48.470, and 72.09.330 means any offense defined as a sex offense by RCW
9.94A.030 and any violation of RCW 9.68A.090 or 9A.44.096 as well as any gross
misdemeanor that is, under chapter 9A.28 RCW, a criminal attempt, criminal
solicitation, or criminal conspiracy to commit an offense that is classified as a sex
offense under RCW 9.94A.030.
(7) A person who knowingly fails to register or who moves without notifying
the county sheriff as required by this section is guilty of a class C felony if the
crime for which the individual was convicted was a((elfas-A)) felony or a federal
or out-of-state conviction for an offense that under the laws of this state would be
a ((etass-A)) felony. If the crime was other than a ((elass-A)) felony or a federal
or out-of-state conviction for an offense that under the laws of this state would be
other than a((ee s-A)) felony, violation of this section is agross misdemeanor.
Sec. 4. RCW 9.94A.030 and 1996 c 289 s 1 are each amended to read as
follows:
Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the definitions in this section
apply throughout this chapter.
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(1) "Collect," or any derivative thereof, "collect and remit," or "collect and
deliver," when used with reference to the department of corrections, means that the
department is responsible for monitoring and enforcing the offender's sentence
with regard to the legal financial obligation, receiving payment thereof from the
offender, and, consistent with current law, delivering daily the entire payment to
the superior court clerk without depositing it in a departmental account.
(2) "Commission" means the sentencing guidelines commission.
(3) "Community corrections officer" means an employee of the department
who is responsible for carrying out specific duties in supervision of sentenced
offenders and monitoring of sentence conditions.
(4) "Community custody" means that portion of an inmate's sentence of
confinement in lieu of earned early release time or imposed pursuant to RCW
9.94A. 120 (6), (8), or (10) served in the community subject to controls placed on
the inmate's movement and activities by the department of corrections.
(5) "Community placement" means that period during which the offender is
subject to the conditions of community custody and/or postrelease supervision,
which begins either upon completion of the term of confinement (postrelease
supervision) or at such time as the offender is transferred to community custody
in lieu of earned early release. Community placement may consist of entirely
community custody, entirely postrelease supervision, or a combination of the two.
(6) "Community service" means compulsory service, without compensation,
performed for the benefit of the community by the offender.
(7) "Community supervision" means a period of time during which a
convicted offender is subject to crime-related prohibitions and other sentence
conditions imposed by a court pursuant to this chapter or RCW 16.52.200(6) or
46.61.524. For first-time offenders, the supervision may include crime-related
prohibitions and other conditions imposed pursuant to RCW 9.94A.120(5). For
purposes of the interstate compact for out-of-state supervision of parolees and
probationers, RCW 9.95.270, community supervision is the functional equivalent
of probation and should be considered the same as probation by other states.
(8) "Confinement" means total or partial confinement as defined in this
section.
(9) "Conviction" means an adjudication of guilt pursuant to Titles 10 or 13
RCW and includes a verdict of guilty, a finding of guilty, and acceptance of a plea
of guilty.
(10) "Court-ordered legal financial obligation" means a sum of money that is
ordered by a superior court of the state of Washington for legal financial
obligations which may include restitution to the victim, statutorily imposed crime
victims' compensation fees as assessed pursuant to RCW 7.68.035, court costs,
county or interlocal drug funds, court-appointed attorneys' fees, and costs of
defense, fines, and any other financial obligation that is assessed to the offender as
a result of a felony conviction. Upon conviction for vehicular assault while under
the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug, RCW 46.61.522(i)(b), or vehicular
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homicide while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug, RCW
46.61.520(l)(a), legal financial obligations may also include payment to a public
agency of the expense of an emergency response to the incident resulting in the
conviction, subject to the provisions in RCW 38.52.430.
(11) "Crime-related prohibition" means an order of a court prohibiting conduct
that directly relates to the circumstances of the crime for which the offender has
been convicted, and shall not be construed to mean orders directing an offender
affirmatively to participate in rehabilitative programs or to otherwise perform
affirmative conduct.
(I2)(a) "Criminal history" means the list of a defendant's prior convictions,
whether in this state, in federal court, or elsewhere. The history shall include,
where known, for each conviction (i) whether the defendant has been placed on
probation and the length and terms thereof; and (ii) whether the defendant has been
incarcerated and the length of incarceration.

(b) "Criminal history" shall always include juvenile convictions for sex
offenses and serious violent offenses and shall also include a defendant's other
prior convictions injuvenile court if: (i) The conviction was for an offense which
is a felony or a serious traffic offense and is criminal history as defined in RCW
13.40.020(9); (ii) the defendant was fifteen years of age or older at the time the
offense was committed; and (iii) with respect to prior juvenile class B and C
felonies or serious traffic offenses, the defendant was less than twenty-three years
of age at the time the offense for which he or she is being sentenced was
committed.
(13) "Day fine" means a fine imposed by the sentencing judge that equals the
difference between the offender's net daily income and the reasonable obligations
that the offender has for the support of the offender and any dependents.
(14) "Day reporting" means a program of enhanced supervision designed to
monitor the defendant's daily activities and compliance with sentence conditions,
and in which the defendant is required to report daily to a specific location
designated by the department or the sentencing judge.
(15) "Department" means the department of corrections.
(16) "Determinate sentence" means a sentence that states with exactitude the
number of actual years, months, or days of total confinement, of partial
confinement, of community supervision, the number of actual hours or days of
community service work, or dollars or terms of a legal financial obligation. The
fact that an offender through "earned early release" can reduce the actual period of
confinement shall not affect the classification of the sentence as a determinate
sentence.
(17) "Disposable earnings" means that part of the earnings of an individual
remaining after the deduction from those earnings of any amount required by law
to be withheld. For the purposes of this definition, "earnings" means compensation
paid or payable for personal services, whether denominated as wages, salary,
commission, bonuses, or otherwise, and, notwithstanding any other provision of
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law making the payments exempt from garnishment, attachment, or other process
to satisfy a court-ordered legal financial obligation, specifically includes periodic
payments pursuant to pension or retirement programs, or insurance policies of any
type, but does not include payments made under Title 50 RCW, except as provided
in RCW 50.40.020 and 50.40.050, or Title 74 RCW.
(18) "Drug offense" means:
(a) Any felony violation of chapter 69.50 RCW except possession of a
controlled substance (RCW 69.50.401(d)) or forged prescription for a controlled
substance (RCW 69.50.403);
(b) Any offense defined as a felony under federal law that relates to the
possession, manufacture, distribution, or transportation of a controlled substance;
or
(c) Any out-of-state conviction for an offense that under the laws of this state
would be a felony classified as a drug offense under (a) of this subsection.
(19) "Escape" means:
(a) Escape in the first degree (RCW 9A.76.1 10), escape in the second degree
(RCW 9A.76.120), willful failure to return from furlough (RCW 72.66.060),
willful failure to return from work release (RCW 72.65.070), or willful failure to
be available for supervision by the department while in community custody (RCW
72.09.3 10); or
(b) Any federal or out-of-state conviction for an offense that under the laws
of this state would be a felony classified as an escape under (a) of this subsection.
(20) "Felony traffic offense" means:
(a) Vehicular homicide (RCW 46.61.520), vehicular assault (RCW
46.61.522), eluding a police officer (RCW 46.61.024), or felony hit-and-run injuryaccident (RCW 46.52.020(4)); or
(b) Any federal or out-of-state conviction for an offense that under the laws
of this state would be a felony classified as a felony traffic offense under (a) of this
subsection.
(21) "Fines" means the requirement that the offender pay a specific sum of
money over a specific period of time to the court.
(22)(a) "First-time offender" means any person who is convicted of a felony
(i) not classified as a violent offense or a sex offense under this chapter, or (ii) that
is not the manufacture, delivery, or possession with intent to manufacture or deliver
a controlled substance classified in schedule I or II that is a narcotic drug, nor the
manufacture, delivery, or possession with intent to deliver methamphetamine, its
salts, isomers, and salts of its isomers as defined in RCW 69.50.206(d)(2), nor the
selling for profit of any controlled substance or counterfeit substance classified in
schedule I, RCW 69.50.204, except leaves and flowering tops of marihuana, and
except as provided in (b) of this subsection, who previously has never been
convicted of a felony in this state, federal court, or another state, and who has never
participated in a program of deferred prosecution for a felony offense.
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(b) For purposes of (a) of this subsection, a juvenile adjudication for an
offense committed before the age of fifteen years is not a previous felony
conviction except for adjudications of sex offenses and serious violent offenses.
(23) "Most serious offense" means any of the following felonies or a felony
attempt to commit any of the following felonies, as now existing or hereafter
amended:
(a) Any felony defined under any law as a class A felony or criminal
solicitation of or criminal conspiracy to commit a class A felony;
(b) Assault in the second degree;
(c) Assault of a child in the second degree;
(d) Child molestation in the second degree;
(e) Controlled substance homicide;
(f) Extortion in the first degree;
(g) Incest when committed against a child under age fourteen;
(h) Indecent liberties;
(i) Kidnapping in the second degree;
(j) Leading organized crime;
(k) Manslaughter in the first degree;
(I)Manslaughter in the second degree;
(m) Promoting prostitution in the first degree;
(n) Rape in the third degree;
(o) Robbery in the second degree;
(p) Sexual exploitation;
(q) Vehicular assault;
(r) Vehicular homicide, when proximately caused by the driving of any
vehicle by any person while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug
as defined by RCW 46.61.502, or by the operation of any vehicle in a reckless
manner;
(s) Any other class B felony offense with a finding of sexual motivation, as
"sexual motivation" is defined under this section;
(t) Any other felony with a deadly weapon verdict under RCW 9.94A. 125;
(u) Any felony offense in effect at any time prior to December 2, 1993, that
is comparable to a most serious offense under this subsection, or any federal or outof-state conviction for an offense that under the laws of this state would be a felony
classified as a most serious offense under this subsection;
(v)(i) A prior conviction for indecent liberties under RCW 9A.88,100(1) (a).
(b). and (c). chapter 260. Laws of 1975 1st ex. sess. as it existed until July 1. 1979,
RCW 9A.44.100(1) (a). (b). and (c) as it existed from July 1. 1979. until June 11.
1986. and RCW 9A.44.100(l) (a). (b). and (d) as it existed from June 11. 1986,
until July 1. 1988o
(ii) A prior conviction for indecent liberties under RCW 9A.44.100(l)(c) as
it existed from June 11. 1986. until July 1. 1988, if: (A) The crime was committed
a2ainst a child under the age of fourteen: or (B) the relationship between the victim
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and perpetrator is included in the definition of indecent liberties under RCW
9A.44,!00(l)(c) as it existed from July 1. 1988. through the effective date of this
section or RCW 9A.44.100(l) (d) or (e) as it existed from July 25. 1993. through
the effective-date of this section.
(24) "Nonviolent offense" means an offense which is not a violent offense.
(25) "Offender" means a person who has committed a felony established by
state law and is eighteen years of age or older or is less than eighteen years of age
but whose case has been transferred by the appropriate juvenile court to a criminal
court pursuant to RCW 13.40.110. Throughout this chapter, the terms "offender"
and "defendant" are used interchangeably.
(26) "Partial confinement" means confinement for no more than one year in
a facility or institution operated or utilized under contract by the state or any other
unit of government, or, if home detention or work crew has been ordered by the
court, in an approved residence, for a substantial portion of each day with the
balance of the day spent in the community. Partial confinement includes work
release, home detention, work crew, and a combination of work crew and home
detention as defined in this section.
(27) "Persistent offender" is an offender who:
(a)(i) Has been convicted in this state of any felony considered a most serious
offense; and
(ii) Has, before the commission of the offense under (a) of this subsection,
been convicted as an offender on at least two separate occasions, whether in this
state or elsewhere, of felonies that under the laws of this state would be considered
most serious offenses and would be included in the offender score under RCW
9.94A.360; provided that of the two or more previous convictions, at least one
conviction must have occurred before the commission of any of the other most
serious offenses for which the offender was previously convicted; or
(b)(i) Has been convicted of (A) rape in the first degree, rape in the second
degree, or indecent liberties by forcible compulsion; (B) murder in the first degree,
murder in the second degree, kidnapping in the first degree, kidnapping in the
second degree, assault in the first degree, assault in the second degree, or burglary
in the first degree, with a finding of sexual motivation; or (C) an attempt to commit
any crime listed in this subsection (27)(b)(i); and
(ii) Has, before the commission of the offense under (b)(i) of this subsection,
been convicted as an offender on at least one occasion, whether in this state or
elsewhere, of an offense listed in (b)(i) of this subsection.
(28) "Postrelease supervision" is that portion of an offender's community
placement that is not community custody.
(29) "Restitution" means the requirement that the offender pay a specific sum
of money over a specific period of time to the court as payment of damages. The
sum may include both public and private costs. The imposition of a restitution
order does not preclude civil redress.
(30) "Serious traffic offense" means:
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(a)Driving while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug (RCW
46.61.502), actual physical control while under the influence of intoxicating liquor
or any drug (RCW 46.61.504), reckless driving (RCW 46.61.500), or hit-and-run
an attended vehicle (RCW 46.52.020(5)); or
(b) Any federal, out-of-state, county, or municipal conviction for an offense
that under the laws of this state would be classified as a serious traffic offense
under (a) of this subsection.
(31) "Serious violent offense" is a subcategory of violent offense and means:
(a) Murder in the first degree, homicide by abuse, murder in the second
degree, assault in the first degree, kidnapping in the first degree, or rape in the first
degree, assault of a child in the first degree, or an attempt, criminal solicitation, or
criminal conspiracy to commit one of these felonies; or
(b) Any federal or out-of-state conviction for an offense that under the laws
of this state would be a felony classified as a serious violent offense under (a) of
this subsection.
(32) "Sentence range" means the sentencing court's discretionary range in
imposing a nonappealable sentence.
(33) "Sex offense" means:
(a) A felony that is aviolation of chapter 9A.44 RCW or RCW 9A.64.020 or
9.68A.090 or a felony that is, under chapter 9A.28 RCW, a criminal attempt,
criminal solicitation, or criminal conspiracy to commit such crimes;
(b) A felony with a finding of sexual motivation under RCW 9.94A. 127 or
13.40.135; or
(c) Any federal or out-of-state conviction for an offense that under the laws
of this state would be a felony classified as a sex offense under (a) of this
subsection.
(34) "Sexual motivation" means that one of the purposes for which the
defendant committed the crime was for the purpose of his or her sexual
gratification.
(35) "Total confinement" means confinement inside the physical boundaries
of a facility or institution operated or utilized under contract by the state or any
other unit of government for twenty-four hours a day, or pursuant to RCW
72.64.050 and 72.64.060.
(36) "Transition training" means written and verbal instructions and assistance
provided by the department to the offender during the two weeks prior to the
offender's successful completion of the work ethic camp program. The transition
training shall include instructions in the offender's requirements and obligations
during the offender's period of community custody.
(37) "Victim" means any person who has sustained emotional, psychological,
physical, or financial injury to person or property as a direct result of the crime
charged.
(38) "Violent offense" means:
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(a) Any of the following felonies, as now existing or hereafter amended: Any
felony defined under any law as a class A felony or an attempt to commit a class
A felony, criminal solicitation of or criminal conspiracy to commit a class A
felony, manslaughter in the first degree, manslaughter in the second degree,
indecent liberties if committed by forcible compulsion, kidnapping in the second
degree, arson in the second degree, assault in the second degree, assault of a child
in the second degree, extortion in the first degree, robbery in the second degree,
vehicular assault, and vehicular homicide, when proximately caused by the driving
of any vehicle by any person while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any
drug as defined by RCW 46.61.502, or by the operation of any vehicle in a reckless
manner;
(b) Any conviction for a felony offense in effect at any time prior to July 1,
1976, that is comparable to a felony classified as a violent offense in (a) of this
subsection; and
(c) Any federal or out-of-state conviction for an offense that under the laws
of this state would be a felony classified as a violent offense under (a) or (b) of this
subsection.
(39) "Work crew" means a program of partial confinement consisting of civic
improvement tasks for the benefit of the community of not less than thirty-five
hours per week that complies with RCW 9.94A. 135. The civic improvement tasks
shall have minimal negative impact on existing private industries or the labor force
in the county where the service or labor is performed. The civic improvement
tasks shall not affect employment opportunities for people with developmental
disabilities contracted through sheltered workshops as defined in RCW 82.04.385.
Only those offenders sentenced to a facility operated or utilized under contract by
a county or the state are eligible to participate on a work crew. Offenders
sentenced for a sex offense as defined in subsection (33) of this section are not
eligible for the work crew program.
(40) "Work ethic camp" means an alternative incarceration program designed
to reduce recidivism and lower the cost of corrections by requiring offenders to
complete a comprehensive array of real-world job and vocational experiences,
character-building work ethics training, life management skills development,
substance abuse rehabilitation, counseling, literacy training, and basic adult
education.
(41) "Work release" means a program of partial confinement available to
offenders who are employed or engaged as a student in a regular course of study
at school. Participation in work release shall be conditioned upon the offender
attending work or school at regularly defined hours and abiding by the rules of the
work release facility.
(42) "Home detention" means a program of partial confinement available to
offenders wherein the offender is confined in a private residence subject to
electronic surveillance.
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Passed the House April 23, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 17, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 13, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 13, 1997.

CHAPTER 341
[House Bill 19221
JURISDICTION OF COURTS OF LIMITED JURISDICTION OVER JUVENILE OFFENSES
AN ACT Relating to granting courts of limited jurisdiction concurrent jurisdiction over certain

juvenile offenses; reenacting and amending RCW 13.04.030; adding a new section to chapter 13.04
RCW; and creating a new section.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. The legislature finds that a swift and certain
response to a juvenile who begins engaging in acts of delinquency may prevent the
offender from becoming a chronic or more serious offender. However, given
pressing demands to address serious offenders, the system does not always respond
to minor offenders expeditiously and effectively. Consequently, this act is adopted
to implement an experiment to determine whether granting courts of limited
jurisdiction concurrent jurisdiction over certain juvenile offenses will improve the
system's effectiveness in curbing delinquency. The legislature may ascertain
whether this approach might be successful on a larger scale by conducting an
experiment with local governments, which are the laboratories of democracy.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 2. A new section is added to chapter 13.04 RCW to
read as follows:
(1) Any county with a population of at least two hundred thousand but less
than three hundred fifty thousand that is located east of the crest of the Cascades
may authorize a pilot project to allow courts of limited jurisdiction within the
county to exercise concurrent jurisdiction with the juvenile court under certain
circumstances. District and municipal courts of limited jurisdiction at the local
option of the county or any city or town located within the county may exercise
concurrent original jurisdiction with the juvenile court over traffic or civil
infractions, violations of compulsory school attendance provisions under chapter
28A.225 RCW, and misdemeanors, when those offenses are allegedly committed
by juveniles and:
(a)(i) The offense, if it were committed by an adult, would be punishable by
sanctions that do not include incarceration; or
(ii) The offender's standard range disposition does not include a term of
confinement as defined in RCW 13.40.020;
(b)(i) The court of limited jurisdiction has a computer system that is linked to
the state-wide criminal history information data system used by juvenile courts to
track and record juvenile offenders' criminal history; and
(ii) All information, including but not limited to filing charges, truancy
petitions, and court dispositions, pertaining to offenses over which district and
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municipal courts of limited jurisdiction are exercising concurrent jurisdiction shall
be transmitted without delay to juvenile court for entry into the appropriate court
information system;
(c) The county legislative authority of the county has authorized creation of
concurrent jurisdiction between the court of limited jurisdiction and the juvenile
court; and
(d) The court of limited jurisdiction has an agreement with officials
responsible for administering the county juvenile detention facility under RCW
13.04.035 and 13.20.060 that the court may order juveniles into the detention
facility for an offense in cases in which the court finds that a disposition without
confinement would be a manifest injustice.
(2) The juvenile court shall retain jurisdiction over the offense if the juvenile
is charged with another offense arising out of the same incident and the juvenile
court has jurisdiction over the other offense.
(3) Jurisdiction under this section does not constitute a decline or transfer of
juvenile court jurisdiction under RCW .13.40.110.
(4) The procedural and disposition provisions of chapter 13.40 RCW apply to
offenses prosecuted under this section.
(5) All diversions and adjudications entered by a court of limited jurisdiction
must be included in an offender's criminal history as provided in chapter 13.40
RCW.
(6) This section is to be implemented as a pilot project in the county and the
pilot project, together with the authority to exercise concurrent jurisdiction with the
juvenile court, expires June 30, 2002.
Sec. 3. RCW 13.04.030 and 1995 c 312 s 39 and 1995 c 311 s 15 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
(1)Except as provided in subsection (2) of this section, the juvenile courts in
the several counties of this state, shall have exclusive original jurisdiction over all
proceedings:
(a) Under the interstate compact on placement of children as provided in
chapter 26.34 RCW;
(b) Relating to children alleged or found to be dependent as provided in
chapter 26.44 RCW and in RCW 13.34.030 through 13.34.170;
(c) Relating to the termination of a parent and child relationship as provided
in RCW 13.34.180 through 13.34.210;
(d) To approve or disapprove out-of-home placement as provided in RCW
13.32A. 170;
(e) Relating to juveniles alleged or found to have committed offenses, traffic
infractions, or violations as provided in RCW 13.40.020 through 13.40.230, unless:
(i) The juvenile court transfers jurisdiction of a particular juvenile to adult
criminal court pursuant to RCW 13.40.110; ((or))
(ii) The statute of limitations applicable to adult prosecution for the offense,
traffic infraction, or violation has expired; ((or))
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(iii) The alleged offense or infraction is a traffic, fish, boating, or game offense
or traffic infraction committed by a juvenile sixteen years of age or older and
would, if committed by an adult, be tried or heard in a court of limited jurisdiction,
in which instance the appropriate court of limited jurisdiction shall have
jurisdiction over the alleged offense or infraction: PROVIDED, That if such an
alleged offense or infraction and an alleged offense or infraction subject to juvenile
court jurisdiction arise out of the same event or incident, the juvenile court may
have jurisdiction of both matters: PROVIDED FURTHER, That the jurisdiction
under this subsection does not constitute "transfer" or a "decline" for purposes of
RCW 13.40.110(1) or (e)(i) of this subsection: PROVIDED FURTHER, That
courts of limited jurisdiction which confine juveniles for an alleged offense or
infraction may place juveniles in juvenile detention facilities under an agreement
with the officials responsible for the administration of the juvenile detention
facility in RCW 13.04.035 and 13.20.060; ((or))
(iv) The alleged offense is a traffic or civil infraction, a violation of
compulsory school attendance provisions under chapter 28A.225 RCW. or a
misdemeanor. and a court of limited jurisdiction has assumed concurrent
jurisdiction over those offenses as provided in section 2 of this act: or
M The juvenile is sixteen or seventeen years old and the alleged offense is:
(A) A serious violent offense as defined in RCW 9.94A.030 committed on or after
June 13, 1994; or (B) a violent offense as defined in RCW 9.94A.030 committed
on or after June 13, 1994, and the juvenile has a criminal history consisting of: (I)
One or more prior serious violent offenses; (II)two or more prior violent offenses;
or (III) three or more of any combination of the following offenses: Any class A
felony, any class B felony, vehicular assault, or manslaughter in the second degree,
all of which must have been committed after the juvenile's thirteenth birthday and
prosecuted separately. In such a case the adult criminal court shall have exclusive
original jurisdiction.
If the juvenile challenges the state's determination of the juvenile's criminal
history, the state may establish the offender's criminal history by a preponderance
of the evidence. If the criminal history consists of adjudications entered upon a
plea of guilty, the state shall not bear a burden of establishing the knowing and
voluntariness of the plea;
(f) Under the interstate compact on juveniles as provided in chapter 13.24
RCW;
(g) Relating to termination of a diversion agreement under RCW 13.40.080,
including a proceeding in which the divertee has attained eighteen years of age;
(h) Relating to court validation of a voluntary consent to an out-of-home
placement under chapter 13.34 RCW, by the parent or Indian custodian of an
Indian child, except if the parent or Indian custodian and child are residents of or
domiciled within the boundaries of a federally recognized Indian reservation over
which the tribe exercises exclusive jurisdiction; and
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(i) Relating to petitions to compel disclosure of information filed by the
department of social and health services pursuant to RCW 74.13.042.
(2) The family court shall have concurrent original jurisdiction with the
juvenile court over all proceedings under this section if the superior court judges
of a county authorize concurrent jurisdiction as provided in RCW 26.12.010.
(3) A juvenile subject to adult superior court jurisdiction under subsection
(l)(e)(i) through (((iv))) (v of this section, who is detained pending trial, may be
detained in a county detention facility as defined in RCW 13.40.020 pending
sentencing or a dismissal.
Passed the House April 21, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 15, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 13, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 13, 1997.

CHAPTER 342
[Second Substitute Senate Bill 60021
SUPERVISION OF MENTALLY ILL OFFENDERS-PILOT PROGRAM
AN ACT Relating to supervision of mentally ill offenders; adding new sections to chapter 71.24
RCW; and creating new sections.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. (1) Many acute and chronically mentally ill
offenders are delayed in their release from Washington correctional facilities due
to their inability to access reasonable treatment and living accommodations prior
to the maximum expiration of their sentences. Often the offender reaches the end
of his or her sentence and is released without any follow-up care, funds, or
housing. These delays are costly to the state, often lead to psychiatric relapse, and
result in unnecessary risk to the public.
These offenders rarely possess the skills or emotional stability to maintain
employment or even complete applications to receive entitlement funding. Nationwide only five percent of diagnosed schizophrenics are able to maintain part-time
or full-time employment. Housing and appropriate treatment are difficult to obtain.
This lack of resources, funding, treatment, and housing creates additional
stress for the mentally ill offender, impairing self-control and judgment. When the
mental illness is instrumental in the offender's patterns of crime, such stresses may
lead to a worsening of his or her illness, reoffending, and a threat to public safety.
(2) It is the intent of the legislature to create a pilot program to provide for
postrelease mental health care and housing for a select group of mentally ill
offenders entering community living, in order to reduce incarceration costs,
increase public safety, and enhance the offender's quality of life.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 2. A new section is added to chapter 71.24 RCW to
read as follows:
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(1)The secretary shall select and contract with a regional support network or
private provider to provide specialized access and services to mentally ill offenders
upon release from total confinement within the department of corrections who have
been identified by the department of corrections and selected by the regional
support network or private provider as high-priority clients for services and who
meet service program entrance criteria. The program shall enroll no more than
twenty-five offenders at any one time, or a number of offenders that can be
accommodated within the appropriated funding level, and shall seek to fill any
vacancies that occur.
(2) Criteria shall include a determination by department of corrections staff
that:
(a) The offender suffers from a major mental illness and needs continued
mental health treatment;
(b) The offender's previous crime or crimes have been determined by either
the court or department of corrections staff to have been substantially influenced
by the offender's mental illness;
(c) It is believed the offender will be less likely to commit further criminal acts
if provided ongoing mental health care;
(d)The offender is unable or unlikely to obtain housing and/or treatment from
other sources for any reason; and
(e) The offender has at least one year remaining before his or her sentence
expires but is within six months of release to community housing and is currently
housed within a work release facility or any department of corrections' division of
prisons facility.
(3)The regional support network or private provider shall provide specialized
access and services to the selected offenders. The services shall be aimed at
lowering the risk of recidivism. An oversight committee composed of a
representative of the department, a representative of the selected regional support
network or private provider, and a representative of the department of corrections
shall develop policies to guide the pilot program, provide dispute resolution
including making determinations as to when entrance criteria or required services
may be waived in individual cases, advise the department of corrections and the
regional support network or private provider on the selection of eligible offenders,
and set minimum requirements for service contracts. The selected regional support
network or private provider shall implement the policies and service contracts. The
following services shall be provided:
(a) Intensive case management to include a full range of intensive community
support and treatment in client-to-staff ratios of not more than ten offenders per
case manager including: (i) A minimum of weekly group and weekly individual
counseling; (ii) home visits by the program manager at least two times per month;
and (iii) counseling focusing on relapse prevention and past, current, or future
behavior of the offender.
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(b)The case manager shall attempt to locate and procure housing appropriate
to the living and clinical needs of the offender and as needed to maintain the
psychiatric stability of the offender. The entire range of emergency, transitional,
and permanent housing and involuntary hospitalization must be considered as
available housing options. A housing subsidy may be provided to offenders to
defray housing costs up to a maximum of six thousand six hundred dollars per
offender per year and be administered by the case manager. Additional funding
sources may be used to offset these costs when available.
(c) The case manager shall collaborate with the assigned prison, work release,
or community corrections staff during release planning, prior to discharge, and in
ongoing supervision of the offender while under the authority of the department of
corrections.
(d) Medications including the full range of psychotropic medications including
atypical antipsychotic medications may be required as a condition of the program.
Medication prescription, medication monitoring, and counseling to support
offender understanding, acceptance, and compliance with prescribed medication
regimens must be included.
(e)A systematic effort to engage offenders to continuously involve themselves
in current and long-term treatment and appropriate habilitative activities shall be
made.
(f) Classes appropriate to the clinical and living needs of the offender and
appropriate to his or her level of understanding.
(g) The case manager shall assist the offender in the application and
qualification for entitlement funding, including medicaid, state assistance, and
other available government and private assistance at any point that the offender is
qualified and resources are available.
(h) The offender shall be provided access to daily activities such as drop-in
centers, prevocational and vocational training and jobs, and volunteer activities.
(4) Once an offender has been selected into the pilot program, the offender
shall remain in the program until the end of his or her sentence or unless the
offender is released from the pilot program earlier by the department of
corrections.
(5)Specialized training in the management and supervision of high-crime risk
mentally ill offenders shall be provided to all participating mental health providers
by the department and the department of corrections prior to their participation in
the program and as requested thereafter.
(6) The pilot program provided for in this section must be providing services
by July 1, 1998.
*NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. The department shall indemnify and hold
harmless the regionalsupportnetwork, privateprovider, and any mental health
center, housingfaciity, or other mental health provider from all claims or suits
arisingin any mannerfrom any acts committed by an enrolled offender during
his or herperiod of enrollment.
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*Sec. 3 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION, Sec. 4. A new section is added to chapter 71.24 RCW to
read as follows:
The department, in collaboration with the department of corrections and the
oversight committee created in section 2 of this act, shall track outcomes and
submit to the legislature a report of services and outcomes by December 1, 1998,
and annually thereafter as may be necessary. The reports shall include the
(1) A statistical analysis regarding the reoffense and
following:
reinstitutionalization rate by the enrollees in the program set forth in section 2 of
this act; (2) a quantitative description of the services provided in the program set
forth in section 2 of this act; and (3) recommendations for any needed
modifications in the services and funding levels to increase the effectiveness of the
program set forth in section 2 of this act. By December 1, 2003, the department
shall certify the reoffense rate for enrollees in the program authorized by section
2 of this act to the office of financial management and the appropriate legislative
committees. If the reoffense rate exceeds fifteen percent, the authorization for the
department to conduct the program under section 2 of this act is terminated on
January 1, 2004.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 5. If specific funding for the purposes of this act,
referencing this act by bill or chapter number, is not provided by June 30, 1997, in
the omnibus appropriations act, this act is null and void.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 6. If any provision of this act or its application to any
person or circumstance is held invalid, the remainder of the act or the application
of the provision to other persons or circumstances is not affected.
Passed the Senate April 22, 1997.
Passed the House April 14, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 13, 1997, with the exception of certain items
that were vetoed.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 13, 1997.
Note: Governor's explanation of partial veto is as follows:
"I am returning herewith, without my approval as to section 3, Second Substitute
Senate Bill No. 6002 entitled:
"AN ACT Relating to supervision of mentally ill offenders;"
This legislation establishes a pilot program to provide specialized access and follow
up care to mentally ill offenders after they are released from confinement. Under this
program, the offenders will get help finding employment, housing and treatment services.
I believe this type of program will serve the public well by insuring that mentally ill
offenders get the help they need to successfully reintegrate into the community.
Section 3 would require that the state "shall indemnify and hold harmless the regional
support network, private provider, and any mental health provider, housing facility or other
mental health provider from all claims or suits arising in any manner from acts committed
by an enrolled offender during his or her period of enrollment." As drafted, section 3
would expose the state to an undue risk of liability. To address concerns that program
enrollees may present special liability risks for service providers, the Department of Social
and Health Services shall consider all reasonable and appropriate means to help limit
service provider exposure to liability.
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For this reason, I have vetoed section 3 of Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 6002.
With the exception of section 3,I am approving Second Substitute Senate Bill No.
6002."

CHAPTER 343
(House Bill 1589]
PRESENCE OF CRIME VICTIM ADVOCATES AT JUDICIAL PROCEEDINGS
AN ACT Relating to crime victim rights; and amending RCW 7.69.030.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 7.69.030 and 1993 c 350 s 6 are each amended to read as
follows:
There shall be a reasonable effort made to ensure that victims, survivors of
victims, and witnesses of crimes have the following rights:
(I) With respect to victims of violent or sex crimes, to receive, at the time of
reporting the crime to law enforcement officials, a written statement of the rights
of crime victims as provided in this chapter. The written statement shall include
the name, address, and telephone number of a county or local crime victim/witness
program, if such a crime victim/witness program exists in the county;
(2) To be informed by local law enforcement agencies or the prosecuting
attorney of the final disposition of the case in which the victim, survivor, or
witness is involved;
(3) To be notified by the party who issued the subpoena that a court
proceeding to which they have been subpoenaed will not occur as scheduled, in
order to save the person an unnecessary trip to court;
(4) To receive protection from harm and threats of harm arising out of
cooperation with law enforcement and prosecution efforts, and to be provided with
information as to the level of protection available;
(5) To be informed of the procedure to be followed to apply for and receive
any witness fees to which they are entitled;
(6) To be provided, whenever practical, a secure waiting area during court
proceedings that does not require them to be in close proximity to defendants and
families or friends of defendants;
(7) To have any stolen or other personal property expeditiously returned by
law enforcement agencies or the superior court when no longer needed as evidence.
When feasible, all such property, except weapons, currency, contraband, property
subject to evidentiary analysis, and property of which ownership is disputed, shall
be photographed and returned to the owner within ten days of being taken;
(8) To be provided with appropriate employer intercession services to ensure
that employers of victims, survivors of victims, and witnesses of crime will
cooperate with the criminal justice process in order to minimize an employee's loss
of pay and other benefits resulting from court appearance;
(9) To access to immediate medical assistance and not to be detained for an
unreasonable length of time by a law enforcement agency before having such
1 2094 1
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assistance administered. However, an employee of the law enforcement agency
may, if necessary, accompany the person to a medical facility to question the
person about the criminal incident if the questioning does not hinder the
administration of medical assistance;
(10) With respect to victims of violent and sex crimes, to have a crime victim
advocate from a crime victim/witness program present at any prosecutorial or
defense interviews with the victim, and at any iudicial proceedings related to
criminal acts committed against the victim. This subsection applies if practical and
if the presence of the crime victim advocate does not cause any unnecessary delay
in the investigation or prosecution of the case. The role of the crime victim
advocate is to provide emotional support to the crime victim;
(II) With respect to victims and survivors of victims, to be physically present
in court during trial, or if subpoenaed to testify, to be scheduled as early as
practical in the proceedings in order to be physically present during trial after
testifying and not to be excluded solely because they have testified;
(12) With respect to victims and survivors of victims, to be informed by the
prosecuting attorney of the date, time, and place of the trial and of the sentencing
hearing for felony convictions upon request by a victim or survivor;
(13) To submit a victim impact statement or report to the court, with the
assistance of the prosecuting attorney if requested, which shall be included in all
presentence reports and permanently included in the files and records accompanying the offender committed to the custody of a state agency or institution;
(14) With respect to victims and survivors of victims, to present a statement
personally or by representation, at the sentencing hearing for felony convictions;
and
(15) With respect to victims and survivors of victims, to entry of an order of
restitution by the court in all felony cases, even when the offender is sentenced to
confinement, unless extraordinary circumstances exist which make restitution
inappropriate in the court's judgment.
Passed the House April 19, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 10, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 13, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 13, 1997.
CHAPTER 344
[Substitute Senate Bill 55121
CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT TREATMENT-PROHIBITING ADMISSION OFGUILT FOR
ACCESS
AN ACT Relating to admittance of guilt in child abuse and neglect; and amending RCW
26.44.140.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 26.44,140 and 1991 c 301 s 15 are each amended to read as
follows:
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The court shall require that an individual who, while acting in a parental role,
has physically or sexually abused a child and has been removed from the home
pursuant to a court order issued in aproceeding under chapter 13.34 RCW, prior
to being permitted to reside in the home where the child resides, complete the
treatment and education requirements necessary to protect the child from future
abuse. The court may require the individual to continue treatment as a condition
for remaining in the home where the child resides. Unless a parent. custodian, or
guardian has been convicted of the crime for the acts of abuse determined in afactfinding hearing under chapter 13.34 RCW. such person shall not be required to
admit guilt in order to begin to fulfill any necessary treatment and education
requirements under this section.
The department of social and health services or supervising agency shall be
responsible for advising the court as to appropriate treatment and education
requirements, providing referrals to the individual, monitoring and assessing the
individual's progress, informing the court of such progress, and providing
recommendations to the court.
The person removed from the home shall pay for these services unless the
person is otherwise eligible to receive financial assistance in paying for such
services. Nothing in this section shall be construed to create in any person an
entitlement to services or financial assistance in paying for services.
Passed the Senate April 21, 1997.
Passed the House April 9, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 13, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 13, 1997.
CHAPTER 345
[Substitute House Bill 1605]
DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION CONCERNING DISEASES OF OFFENDERS AND
DETAINEES
AN ACT Relating to disclosure of information concerning diseases; amending RCW 70.24.105
and 70.24.340; adding a new section to chapter 72.09 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 70.48
RCW; and creating new sections.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. (1) The legislature finds that department of
corrections staff and jail staff perform essential public functions that are vital to our
communities. The health and safety of these workers is often placed in jeopardy
while they perform the responsibilities of their jobs. Therefore, the legislature
intends that the results of any HIV tests conducted on an offender or detainee
pursuant to RCW 70.24.340(1), 70.24.360, or 70.24.370 shall be disclosed to the
health care administrator or infection control coordinator of the department of
corrections facility or the local jail that houses the offender or detainee. The
legislature intends that these test results also be disclosed to any corrections or jail
staff who have been substantially exposed to the bodily fluids of the offender or
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detainee when the disclosure is provided by a licensed health care provider in
accordance with Washington Administrative Code rules governing employees'
occupational exposure to bloodborne pathogens.
(2) The legislature further finds that, through the efforts of health care
professionals and corrections staff, offenders in department of corrections facilities
and people detained in local jails are being encouraged to take responsibility for
their health by requesting voluntary and anonymous pretest counseling, HIV
testing, posttest counseling, and AIDS counseling. The legislature does not intend,
through this act, to mandate disclosure of the results of voluntary and anonymous
tests. The legislature intends to continue to protect the confidential exchange of
medical information related to voluntary and anonymous pretest counseling, HIV
testing, posttest counseling, and AIDS counseling as provided by chapter 70.24
RCW.
Sec. 2. RCW 70.24.105 and 1994 c 72 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) No person may disclose or be compelled to disclose the identity of any
person who has investigated, considered, or requested a test or treatment for a
sexually transmitted disease, except as authorized by this chapter.
(2) No person may disclose or be compelled to disclose the identity of any
person upon whom an HIV antibody test is performed, or the results of such a test,
nor may the result of a test for any other sexually transmitted disease when it is
positive be disclosed. This protection against disclosure of test subject, diagnosis,
or treatment also applies to any information relating to diagnosis of or treatment
for HIV infection and for any other confirmed sexually transmitted disease. The
following persons, however, may receive such information:
(a) The subject of the test or the subject's legal representative for health care
decisions in accordance with RCW 7.70.065, with the exception of such a
representative of a minor child over fourteen years of age and otherwise competent;
(b) Any person who secures a specific release of test results or information
relating to HIV or confirmed diagnosis of or treatment for any other sexually
transmitted disease executed by the subject or the subject's legal representative for
health care decisions in accordance with RCW 7.70.065, with the exception of such
a representative of a minor child over fourteen years of age and otherwise
competent;
(c) The state public health officer, a local public health officer, or the centers
for disease control of the United States public health service in accordance with
reporting requirements for a diagnosed case of a sexually transmitted disease;
(d) A health facility or health care provider that procures, processes,
distributes, or uses: (i) A human body part, tissue, or blood from a deceased
person with respect to medical information regarding that person; (ii) semen,
including that provided prior to March 23, 1988, for the purpose of artificial
insemination; or (iii) blood specimens;
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(e) Any state or local public health officer conducting an investigation
pursuant to RCW 70.24.024, provided that such record was obtained by means of
court ordered HIV testing pursuant to RCW 70.24.340 or 70.24.024;
(f) A person allowed access to the record by a court order granted after
application showing good cause therefor. In assessing good cause, the court shall
weigh the public interest and the need for disclosure against the injury to the
patient, to the physician-patient relationship, and to the treatment services. Upon
the granting of the order, the court, in determining the extent to which any
disclosure of all or any part of the record of any such test is necessary, shall impose
appropriate safeguards against unauthorized disclosure. An order authorizing
disclosure shall: (i) Limit disclosure to those parts of the patient's record deemed
essential to fulfill the objective for which the order was granted; (ii) limit
disclosure to those persons whose need for information is the basis for the order;
and (iii) include any other appropriate measures to keep disclosure to a minimum
for the protection of the patient, the physician-patient relationship, and the
treatment services, including but not limited to the written statement set forth in
subsection (5)of this section;
(g) Persons who, because of their behavioral interaction with the infected
individual, have been placed at risk for acquisition of a sey.ually transmitted
disease, as provided in RCW 70.24.022, if the health officer or authorized
representative believes that the exposed person was unaware that a risk of disease
exposure existed and that the disclosure of the identity of the infected person is
necessary;
(h) A law enforcement officer, fire fighter, health care provider, health care
facility staff person, department of correction's staff person. jail staff person, or
other persons as defined by the board in rule pursuant to RCW 70.24.340(4), who
has requested a test of a person whose bodily fluids he or she has been
substantially exposed to, pursuant to RCW 70.24.340(4), if a state or local public
health officer performs the test;
(i) Claims management personnel employed by or associated with an insurer,
health care service contractor, health maintenance organization, self-funded health
plan, state-administered health care claims payer, or any other payer of health care
claims where such disclosure is to be used solely for the prompt and accurate
evaluation and payment of medical or related claims. Information released under
this subsection shall be confidential and shall not be released or available to
persons who are not involved in handling or determining medical claims payment;
and
(j)A department of social and health services worker, a child placing agency
worker, or a guardian ad litem who is responsible for making or reviewing
placement or case-planning decisions or recommendations to the court regarding
a child, who is less than fourteen years of age, has a sexually transmitted disease,
and is in the custody of the department of social and health services or a licensed
child placing agency; this information may also be received by a person
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responsible for providing residential care for such a child when the department of
social and health services or a licensed child placing agency determines that it is
necessary for the provision of child care services.
(3) No person to whom the results of a test for a sexually transmitted disease
have been disclosed pursuant to subsection (2) of this section may disclose the test
results to another person except as authorized by that subsection.
(4) The release of sexually transmitted disease information regarding an
offender or detained person, except as provided in subsection (2)(e) of this section,
shall be governed as follows:
(a) The sexually transmitted disease status of a department of corrections
offender who has had a mandatory test conducted pursuant to RCW 70.24.340(1),
70.24.360, or 70.24.370 shall be made available by department of corrections
health care providers and local public health officers to ((a)) the department of
at
neee~aiy)) health care
corrections ((supcrintcndcnt or admin:rat.r
administrator or infection control coordinator of the facility in which the offender
is housed. The information made available to the health care administrator or the
infection control coordinator under this subsection (4)(a) shall be used only for
disease prevention or control and for protection of the safety and security of the
staff, offenders, and the public. The information may be submitted to transporting
officers and receiving facilities, including facilities that are not under the
department of ((efferreetios)) corrections' jurisdiction according to the provisions
of (d) and (e) of this subsection.
(b) The sexually transmitted disease status of a person detained in a jail who
has had a mandatary test conducted pursuant to RCW 70.24.340(1). 70.24.360, or
70.24.370 shall be made available by the local public health officer to a jail
((amiisrato as.. ccasry)) health care administrator or infection control
coordinator. The information made available to a health care administrator under
this subsection (4)(b) shall be used only for disease prevention or control and for
protection of the safety and security of the staff, offenders, detainees, and the
public. The information may be submitted to transporting officers and receiving
facilities according to the provisions of (d) and (e) of this subsection.
the
tios
.-.
3f....))
(c) Information regarding ((a dp u trie.t of e.
sexually transm!ted disease status of an offender or detained person is confidential
and may be disclosed by a correctional ((stipefirtenden t-r)) health care
administrator or infection control coordinator or local jail health care administrator
or infection control coordinator only as necessary for disease prevention or control
and for protection of the safety and security of the staff, offenders, and the public.
Unauthorized disclosure of this information to any person may result in
disciplinary action, in addition to the penalties prescribed in RCW 70.24.080 or
any other penalties as may be prescribed by law.
(d) Notwithstanding the limitations on disclosure contained in (a). (b). and (c)
of this subsection, whenever any member of a iail staff or department of
corrections staff has been substantially exposed to the bodily fluids of an offender
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or detained person, then the results of any tests conducted pursuant to RCW
70.24,340(!), 70.24.360, or 70,24,370. shall be immediately disclosed to the staff
person in accordance with the Washington Administrative Code rules governing
employees' occupational exposure to bloodborne pathogens, Disclosure must be
accompanied by appropriate counseling for the staff member. including
information regarding follow-up testing and treatment. Disclosure shall also
include notice that subsequent disclosure of the information in violation of this
chapter or use of the information to harass or discriminate against the offender or
detainee may result in disciplinary action, in addition to the penalties prescribed in
RCW 70,24.080, and imposition of other penalties prescribed by law.
(e)The staff member shall also be informed whether the offender or detained
person had any other communicable disease, as defined in section 4(3) of this act.
when the staff person was substantially exposed to the offender's or detainee's
bodily fluids.
(f) The test results of voluntary and anonymous HIV testing or HIV-related
condition may not be disclosed to a staff person except as provided in subsection
(2)(h) of this section and RCW 70,24.340(4). A health care administrator or
infection control coordinator may provide the staff member with information about
how to obtain the offender's or detainee's test results u.1der subsection (2)(h) of this
section and RCW 70.24.340(4).
(5) Whenever disclosure is made pursuant to this section, except for
subsections (2)(a) and (6) of this section, it shall be accompanied by a statement
in writing which includes the following or substantially similar language: "This
information has been disclosed to you from records whose confidentiality is
protected by state law. State law prohibits you from making any further disclosure
of it without the specific written consent of the person to whom it pertains, or as
otherwise permitted by state law. A general authorization for the release of
medical or other information is NOT sufficient for this purpose." An oral
disclosure shall be accompanied or followed by such a notice within ten days.
(6)The requirements of this section shall not apply to the customary methods
utilized for the exchange of medical information among health care providers in
order to provide health care services to the patient, nor shall they apply within
health care facilities where there is a need for access to confidential medical
information to fulfill professional duties.
(7)Upon request of the victim, disclosure of test results under this section to
victims of sexual offenses under chapter 9A.44 RCW shall be made if the result is
negative or positive. The county prosecuting attorney shall notify the victim of the
right to such disclosure. Such disclosure shall be accompanied by appropriate
counseling, including information regarding follow-up testing.
Sec. 3. RCW 70.24.340 and 1988 c 206 s 703 are each amended to read as
follows:
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(1) Local health departments authorized under this chapter shall conduct or
cause to be conducted pretest counseling, HIV testing, and posttest counseling of
all persons:
(a) Convicted of a sexual offense under chapter 9A.44 RCW;
(b)Convicted of prostitution or offenses relating to prostitution under chapter
9A.88 RCW; or
(c) Convicted of drug offenses under chapter 69.50 RCW if the court
determines at the time of conviction that the related drug offense is one associated
with the use of hypodermic needles.
(2) Such testing shall be conducted as soon as possible after sentencing and
shall be so ordered by the sentencing judge.
(3) This section applies only to offenses committed after March 23, 1988.
(4) A law enforcement officer, fire fighter, health care provider, health care
facility staff person, department of corrections' staff person, Jail staff person, or
other categories of employment determined by the board in rule to be at risk of
substantial exposure to HIV, who has experienced a substantial exposure to another
person's bodily fluids in the course of his or her employment, may request a state
or local public health officer to order pretest counseling, HIV testing, and posttest
counseling for the person whose bodily fluids he or she has been exposed to. Iffth
state or local public health officer refuses to order counseling and testing under this
subsection, the person who made the request may oetition the superior court for a
hearing to determine whether an order shall be issued. The hearing on the petition
shall be held within seventy-two hours of filing the petition, exclusive of
Saturdays. Sundays, and holidays, The standard of review to determine whether
the public health officer shall be required to issue the order is whether substantial
exposure occurred and whether that exposure presents a possible risk ot
transmission of the HIV virus as defined by the board by rule. Upon conclusion
of the hearing, the court shall issue the appropriate order,
The person who is subject to the state or local public health officer's order o
receive counseling and testing shall be given written notice of the order promptly,
personally, and confidentially, stating the grounds and provisions of the order,
including the factual basis therefor. If the person who is subject to the order
refuses to comply, the state or local public health officer may petition the superior
court for a hearing. The hearing on the petition shall be held within seventy-two
hours of filing the petition. exclusive of Saturdays. Sundays. and holidays. The
standard of review for the order is whether substantial exposure occurred and
whether that exposure presents a possible risk of transmission of the HIV virus as
defined by the board by rule. Upon conclusion of the hearing, the court shall issue
the appropriate order.
The state or local public health officer shall perform counseling and testing
under this subsection if he or she finds that the exposure was substantial and
presents a possible risk as defined by the board of health by rule or if he or she is
ordered to do so by a court,
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The counseling and testing required under this subsection shall be completed
as soon as possible after the substantial exposure or after an order is issued by a
court, but shall begin not later than seventy-two hours after the substantial
exposure or an order is issued by the court.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 4. A new section is added to chapter 72.09 RCW to
read as follows:
(1)The department shall develop and implement policies and procedures for
the uniform distribution of communicable disease prevention guidelines to all
corrections staff who, in the course of their regularly assigned job responsibilities,
may come within close physical proximity to offenders with communicable
diseases.
(2) The guidelines shall identify special precautions necessary to reduce the
risk of transmission of communicable diseases.
(3)For the purposes of this section, "communicable disease" means sexually
transmitted diseases, as defined in RCW 70.24.017, diseases caused by bloodborne
pathogens, or any other illness caused by an infectious agent that can be
transmitted from one person, animal, or object to another person by direct or
indirect means including transmission via an intermediate host or vector, food,
water, or air.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 5. A new section is added to chapter 70.48 RCW to
read as follows:
(I) Local jail administrators shall develop and implement policies and
procedures for the uniform distribution of communicable disease prevention
guidelines to all jail staff who, in the course of their regularly assigned job
responsibilities, may come within close physical proximity to offenders or
detainees with communicable diseases.
(2)The guidelines shall identify special precautions necessary to reduce the
risk of transmission of communicable diseases.
(3)For the purposes of this section, "communicable disease" means a sexually
transmitted disease, as defined in RCW 70.24.017, diseases caused by bloodborne
pathogens, or any other illness caused by an infectious agent that can be
transmitted from one person, animal, or object to another person by direct or
indirect means including transmission via an intermediate host or vector, food,
water, or air.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 6. The department of health and the department of
corrections shall each adopt rules to implement this act. The department of health
and the department of corrections shall also report to the legislature by January 1,
1998, on the following: (1) Changes made in rules and department of corrections
and local jail policies and procedures to implement this act; and (2) a summary of
the number of times and the circumstances under which individual corrections staff
and jail staff members were informed that a particular offender or detainee had a
sexually transmitted disease or other communicable disease. The department of
health and the department of corrections shall cooperate with local jail
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administrators to obtain the information from local jail administrators that is
necessary to comply with this section.
Passed the House April 26, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 24, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 13, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 13, 1997.
CHAPTER 346
[Substitute House Bill 2059]

THEFT OF RENTAL, LEASED, OR LEASE-PURCHASED PROPERTY
AN ACT Relating to theft of rental property; amending RCW 9A.56.010; reenacting and
amending RCW 9.94A.320; adding a new section to ch.pter 9A.56 RCW; repealing RCW 9.45.062
and 9A.56.095; and prescribing penalties.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. A new section is added to chapter 9A.56 RCW to
read as follows:
(1) A person who, with intent to deprive the owner or owner's agent,
wrongfully obtains, or exerts unauthorized control over, or by color or aid of
deception gains control of personal property that is rented or leased to the person,
is guilty of theft of rental, leased, or lease-purchased property.
(2) The finder of fact may presume intent to deprive if the finder of fact finds
either of the following:
(a) That the person who rented or leased the property failed to return or make
arrangements acceptable to the owner of the property or the owner's agent to return
the property to the owner or the owner's agent within seventy-two hours after
receipt of proper notice following the due date of the rental, lease, or leasepurchase agreement; or
(b) That the renter or lessee presented identification to the owner or the
owner's agent that was materially false, fictitious, or not current with respect to
name, address, place of employment, or other appropriate items.
(3) As used in subsection (2) of this section, "proper notice" consists of a
written demand by the owner or the owner's agent made after the due date of the
rental, lease, or lease-purchase period, mailed by certified or registered mail to the
renter or lessee at: (a) The address the renter or lessee gave when the contract was
made; or (b) the renter or lessee's last known address if later furnished in writing
by the renter, lessee, or the agent of the renter or lessee.
(4) The replacement value of the property obtained must be utilized in
determining the amount involved in the theft of rental, leased, or lease-purchased
property. Theft of rental, leased, or lease-purchased property is a: Class B felony
if the rental, leased, or lease-purchased property is valued at one thousand five
hundred dollars or more; class C felony if the rental, leased, or lease-purchased
property is valued at two hundred fifty dollars or more but less than one thousand
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five hundred dollars; and gross misdemeanor if the rental, leased, or leasepurchased property is valued at less than two hundred fifty dollars.
(5)This section applies to rental agreements that provide that the renter may
return the property any time within the rental period and pay only for the time the
renter actually retained the property, in addition to any minimum rental fee, to lease
agreements, and to lease-purchase agreements as defined under RCW 63.19.010.
This section does not apply to rental or leasing of real property under the
residential landlord-tenant act, chapter 59.18 RCW.
Sec. 2. RCW 9A.56.010 and 1995 c 92 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
The following definitions are applicable in this chapter unless the context
otherwise requires:
(i) "Appropriate lost or misdelivered property or services" means obtaining
or exerting control over the property or services of another which the actor knows
to have been lost or mislaid, or to have been delivered under a mistake as to
identity of the recipient or as to the nature or amount of the property;
(2)"By color or aid of deception" means that the deception operated to bring
about the obtaining of the property or services; it is not necessary that deception
be the sole means of obtaining the property or services;
(3) "Access device" means any card, plate, code, account number, or other
means of account access that can be used alone or in conjunction with another
access device to obtain money, goods, services, or anything else of value, or that
can be used to initiate atransfer of funds, other than atransfer originated solely by
paper instrument;
(4) "Deception" occurs when an actor knowingly:
(a) Creates or confirms another's false impression which the actor knows to
be false; or
(b)Fails to correct another's impression which the actor previously has created
or confirmed; or
(c)Prevents another from acquiring information material to the disposition of
the property involved; or
(d)Transfers or encumbers property without disclosing a lien, adverse claim,
or other legal impediment to the enjoyment of the property, whether that
impediment is or is not valid, or is or is not a matter of official record; or
(e)Promises performance which the actor does not intend to perform or knows
will not be performed.
(5) "Deprive" in addition to its common meaning means to make unauthorized
use or an unauthorized copy of records, information, data, trade secrets, or
computer programs;
(6) "Obtain control over" in addition to its common meaning, means:
(a)In relation to property, to bring about a transfer or purported transfer to the
obtainer or another of a legally recognized interest in the property; or
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(b) In relation to labor or service, to secure performance thereof for the
benefits of the obtainer or another;
(7) "Wrongfully obtains" or "exerts unauthorized control" means:
(a) To take the property or services of another;
(b) Having any property or services in one's possession, custody or control as
bailee, factor, lesse, pledgee, renter. servant, attorney, agent, employee, trustee,
executor, administrator, guardian, or officer of any person, estate, association, or
corporation, or as a public officer, or person authorized by agreement or competent
authority to take or hold such possession, custody, or control, to secrete, withhold,
or appropriate the same to his or her own use or to the use of any person other than
the true owner or person entitled thereto; or
(c) Having any property or services in one's possession, custody, or control as
partner, to secrete, withhold, or appropriate the same to his or her use or to the use
of any person other than the true owner or person entitled thereto, where such use
is unauthorized by the partnership agreement;
(8) "Owner" means a person, other than the actor, who has possession of or
any other interest in the property or services involved, and without whose consent
the actor has no authority to exert control over the property or services;
(9) "Receive" includes, but is not limited to, acquiring title, possession,
control, or a security interest, or any other interest in the property;
(10) "Services" includes, but is not limited to, labor, professional services,
transportation services, electronic computer services, the supplying of hotel
accommodations, restaurant services, entertainment, the supplying of equipment
for use, and the supplying of commodities of a public utility nature such as gas,
electricity, steam, and water;
(11) "Stolen" means obtained by theft, robbery, or extortion;
(12) "Subscription television service" means cable or encrypted video and
related audio and data services intended for viewing on a home television by
authorized members of the public only, who have agreed to pay a fee for the
service. Subscription services include but are not limited to those video services
presently delivered by coaxial cable, fiber optic cable, terrestrial microwave,
television broadcast, and satellite transmission;
(13) "Telecommunication device" means (a) any type of instrument, device,
machine, or equipment that is capable of transmitting or receiving telephonic or
electronic communications; or (b) any part of such an instrument, device, machine,
or equipment, or any computer circuit, computer chip, electronic mechanism, or
other component, that is capable of facilitating the transmission or reception of
telephonic or electronic communications;
(14) "Telecommunication service" includes any service other than subscription
television service provided for a charge or compensation to facilitate the
transmission, transfer, or reception of a telephonic communication or an electronic
communication;
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(15) Value. (a) "Value" means the market value of the property or services at
the time and in the approximate area of the criminal act.
(b) Whether or not they have been issued or delivered, written instruments,
except those having a readily ascertained market value, shall be evaluated as
follows:
(i) The value of an instrument constituting an evidence of debt, such as a
check, draft, or promissory note, shall be deemed the amount due or collectible
thereon or thereby, that figure ordinarily being the face amount of the indebtedness
less any portion thereof which has been satisfied;
(ii) The value of a ticket or equivalent instrument which evidences a right to
receive transportation, entertainment, or other service shall be deemed the price
stated thereon, if any; and if no price is stated thereon, the value shall be deemed
the price of such ticket or equivalent instrument which the issuer charged the
general public;
(iii) The value of any other instrument that creates, releases, discharges, or
otherwise affects any valuable legal right, privilege, or obligation shall be deemed
the greatest amount of economic loss which the owner of the instrument might
reasonably suffer by virtue of the loss of the instrument.
(c) Whenever any series of transactions which constitute theft, would, when
considered separately, constitute theft in the third degree because of value, and said
series of transactions are a part of a common scheme or plan, then the transactions
may be aggregated in one count and the sum of the value of all said transactions
shall be the value considered in determining the degree of theft involved.
(d) Whenever any person is charged with possessing stolen property and such
person has unlawfully in his possession at the same time the stolen property of
more than one person, then the stolen property possessed may be aggregated in one
count and the sum of the value of all said stolen property shall be the value
considered in determining the degree of theft involved.
(e) Property or services having value that cannot be ascertained pursuant to the
standards set forth above shall be deemed to be of a value not exceeding two
hundred and fifty dollars;
(16) "Shopping cart" means a basket mounted on wheels or similar container
generally used in a retail establishment by a customer for the purpose of
transporting goods of any kind;
(17) "Parking area" means a parking lot or other property provided by retailers
for use by a customer for parking an automobile or other vehicle.
Sec. 3. RCW 9.94A.320 and 1996 c 302 s 6, 1996 c 205 s 3, and 1996 c 36
s 2 are each reenacted and amended to read as follows:
TABLE 2
CRIMES INCLUDED WITHIN EACH SERIOUSNESS LEVEL
XV
Aggravated Murder 1 (RCW 10.95.020)
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XIV
XIII
XII
XI
X

IX

Murder I (RCW 9A.32.030)
Homicide by abuse (RCW 9A.32.055)
Murder 2 (RCW 9A.32.050)
Assault I (RCW 9A.36.01 1)
Assault of a Child I (RCW 9A.36.120)
Rape I (RCW 9A.44.040)
Rape of a Child I (RCW 9A.44.073)
Kidnapping I (RCW 9A.40.020)
Rape 2 (RCW 9A.44.050)
Rape of a Child 2 (RCW 9A.44.076)
Child Molestation I (RCW 9A.44.083)
Damaging building, etc., by explosion with
threat to human being (RCW
70.74.280(1))
Over 18 and deliver heroin or narcotic from
Schedule I or II to someone under 18
(RCW 69.50.406)
Leading
Organized
Crime
(RCW
9A.82.060(I)(a))
Assault of a Child 2 (RCW 9A.36.130)
Robbery I (RCW 9A.56.200)
Manslaughter I (RCW 9A.32.060)
Explosive devices prohibited (RCW 70.74.180)
Indecent Liberties (with forcible compulsion)
(RCW 9A.44. 100(1 )(a))
Endangering life and property by explosives
with threat to human being (RCW
70.74.270)
Over 18 and deliver narcotic from Schedule III,
IV, or V or a nonnarcotic from Schedule
I-V to someone under 18 and 3 years
junior (RCW 69.50.406)
Controlled Substance Homicide (RCW
69.50.415)
Sexual Exploitation (RCW 9.68A.040)
Inciting Criminal
Profiteering
(RCW
9A.82.060(1)(b))
Vehicular Homicide, by being under the
influence of intoxicating liquor or any
drug (RCW 46.61.520)
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Arson I (RCW 9A.48.020)
Promoting Prostitution 1 (RCW 9A.88.070)
Selling for profit (controlled or counterfeit) any
controlled substance (RCW 69.50.410)
Manufacture, deliver, or possess with intent to
deliver heroin or cocaine (RCW
69.50.401 (a)( 1)(i))
Manufacture, deliver, or possess with intent to
deliver
methamphetamine
(RCW
69.50.401 (a)(1)(ii))
Possession of ephedrine or pseudoephedrine
with
intent
to
manufacture
methamphetamine (RCW 69.50.440)
Vehicular Homicide, by the operation of any
vehicle in a reckless manner (RCW
46.61.520)
Burglary I (RCW 9A.52.020)
Vehicular Homicide, by disregard for the safety
of others (RCW 46.61.520)
Introducing Contraband I (RCW 9A.76.140)
Indecent
Liberties
(without
forcible
compulsion) (RCW 9A.44.100(1) (b) and
(c))
Child Molestation 2 (RCW 9A.44.086)
Dealing in depictions of minor engaged in
sexually explicit conduct (RCW
9.68A.050)
Sending, bringing into state depictions of minor
engaged in sexually explicit conduct
(RCW 9.68A.060)
Involving a minor in drug dealing (RCW
69.50.401 (f))
Reckless Endangerment I (RCW 9A.36.045)
Unlawful Possession of a Firearm in the first
degree (RCW 9.41.040(1)(a))
Bribery (RCW 9A.68.010)
Manslaughter 2 (RCW 9A.32.070)
Rape of a Child 3 (RCW 9A.44.079)
Intimidating a Juror/Witness (RCW 9A.72.1 10,
9A.72.130)
Damaging building, etc., by explosion with no
threat to human being (RCW
70.74.280(2))
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V

Endangering life and property by explosives
with no threat to human being (RCW
70.74.270)
Incest I (RCW 9A.64.020(1))
Manufacture, deliver, or possess with intent to
deliver narcotics from Schedule I or II
(except heroin or cocaine) (RCW
69.50.401 (a)(i)(i))
Intimidating a Judge (RCW 9A.72.160)
Bail Jumping with Murder I (RCW
9A.76.170(2)(a))
Theft of a Firearm (RCW 9A.56.300)
Persistent prison misbehavior (RCW 9.94.070)
Criminal Mistreatment I (RCW 9A.42.020)
Abandonment of dependent person I (RCW
9A.42.060)
Rape 3 (RCW 9A.44.060)
Sexual Misconduct with a Minor I (RCW
9A.44.093)
Child Molestation 3 (RCW 9A.44.089)
Kidnapping 2 (RCW 9A.40.030)
Extortion 1 (RCW 9A.56.120)
Incest 2 (RCW 9A.64.020(2))
Perjury I (RCW 9A.72.020)
Extortionate Extension of Credit (RCW
9A.82.020)
Advancing money or property for extortionate
extension of credit (RCW 9A.82.030)
Extortionate Means to Collect Extensions of
Credit (RCW 9A.82.040)
Rendering Criminal Assistance I (RCW
9A.76.070)
Bail Jumping with class A Felony (RCW
9A,76.170(2)(b))
Sexually Violating Human Remains (RCW
9A.44. 105)
Delivery of imitation controlled substance by
person eighteen or over to person under
eighteen (RCW 69.52.030(2))
Possession of a Stolen Firearm (RCW
9A.56.3 10)
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Residential Burglary (RCW 9A.52.025)
Theft of Livestock I (RCW 9A.56.080)
Robbery 2 (RCW 9A.56.210)
Assault 2 (RCW 9A.36.021)
Escape I (RCW 9A.76.1 10)
Arson 2 (RCW 9A.48.030)
Commercial Bribery (RCW 9A.68.060)
Bribing a Witness/Bribe Received by Witness
(RCW 9A.72.090, 9A.72.100)
Malicious Harassment (RCW 9A.36.080)
Threats to Bomb (RCW 9.61.160)
Willful Failure to Return from Furlough (RCW
72.66.060)
Hit and Run -

III

Injury Accident (RCW

46.52.020(4))
Hit and Run with Vessel - Injury Accident
(RCW 88.12.155(3))
Vehicular Assault (RCW 46.61.522)
Manufacture, deliver, or possess with intent to
deliver narcotics from Schedule IlI, IV, or
V or nonnarcotics from Schedule I-V
(except marijuana or methamphetamines)
(RCW 69.50.401(a)(1) (iii) through (v))
Influencing Outcome of Sporting Event (RCW
9A.82.070)
Use of Proceeds of Criminal Profiteering (RCW
9A.82.080 (1) and (2))
Knowingly Trafficking in Stolen Property
(RCW 9A.82.050(2))
Criminal Mistreatment 2 (RCW 9A.42.030)
Abandonment of dependent person 2 (RCW
9A.42.070)
Extortion 2 (RCW 9A.56.130)
Unlawful Imprisonment (RCW 9A.40.040)
Assault 3 (RCW 9A.36.031)
Assault of a Child 3 (RCW 9A.36.140)
Custodial Assault (RCW 9A.36.100)
Unlawful possession of firearm in the second
degree (RCW 9.41.040(1)(b))
Harassment (RCW 9A.46.020)
Promoting Prostitution 2 (RCW 9A.88.080)
Willful Failure to Return from Work Release
(RCW 72.65.070)
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Burglary 2 (RCW 9A.52.030)
Introducing Contraband 2 (RCW 9A.76.150)
Communication with a Minor for Immoral
Purposes (RCW 9.68A.090)
Patronizing a Juvenile Prostitute (RCW
9.68A.100)
Escape 2 (RCW 9A.76.120)
Perjury 2 (RCW 9A.72.030)
Bail Jumping with class B or C Felony (RCW
9A.76.170(2)(c))
Intimidating a Public Servant (RCW
9A.76.180)
Tampering with a Witness (RCW 9A.72.120)
Manufacture, deliver, or possess with intent to
deliver marijuana (RCW 69.50.401
(a)(l)(iii))
Delivery of a material in lieu of a controlled
substance (RCW 69.50.401(c))
Manufacture, distribute, or possess with intent
to distribute an imitation controlled
substance (RCW 69.52.030(1))
Recklessly Trafficking in Stolen Property
(RCW 9A.82.050(l))
Theft of livestock 2 (RCW 9A.56.080)
Securities Act violation (RCW 21.20.400)
Unlawful Practice of Law (RCW 2.48.180)
Malicious Mischief I (RCW 9A.48.070)
Possession of Stolen Property 1 (RCW
9A.56.150)
Theft I (RCW 9A.56.030)
Class B Felony Theft of Rental, Leased, or
Lease-purchased Projerty (section 1(4) of
this act)
Trafficking in Insurance Claims (RCW
48.30A.015)
Unlicensed Practice of a Profession or Business
(RCW 18.130.190(7))
Health Care False Claims (RCW 48.80.030)
Possession of controlled substance that is either
heroin or narcotics from Schedule I or II
(RCW 69.50.401 (d))
Possession of phencyclidine (PCP) (RCW
69.50.401(d))
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Create, deliver, or possess a counterfeit
controlled substance (RCW 69.50.401(b))
Computer Trespass I (RCW 9A.52. 110)
Escape from Community Custody (RCW
72.09.310)
I
Theft 2 (RCW 9A.56.040)
Class C Felony Theft of Rental. Leased, or
Lease-purchased Property (section 1(4) of
this act)
Possession of Stolen Property 2 (RCW
9A.56.160)
Forgery (RCW 9A.60.020)
Taking Motor Vehicle Without Permission
(RCW 9A.56.070)
Vehicle Prowl 1 (RCW 9A.52.095)
Attempting to Elude a Pursuing Police Vehicle
(RCW 46.61.024)
Malicious Mischief 2 (RCW 9A.48.080)
Reckless Burning I (RCW 9A.48.040)
Unlawful Issuance of Checks or Drafts (RCW
9A.56.060)
Unlawful Use of Food Stamps (RCW 9.91.140
(2) and (3))
False Verification for Welfare (RCW
74.08.055)
Forged Prescription (RCW 69.41.020)
Forged Prescription for a Controlled Substance
(RCW 69.50.403)
Possess Controlled Substance that is a Narcotic
from Schedule III, IV, or V or Nonnarcotic from Schedule I-V (except
phencyclidine) (RCW 69.50.401(d))
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. The following acts or parts of acts are each
repealed:
(1) RCW 9.45.062 and 1971 c 61 s 2; and
(2) RCW 9A.56.095 and 1977 ex.s. c 236 s 1.
Passed the House April 21, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 14, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 13, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 13, 1997.
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CHAPTER 347
[House Bill 1398]
SNOHOMISH COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT-ADDITIONAL JUDGES AUTHORIZED
AN ACT Relating to superior court judges; amending RCW 2.08.064 and 2.08.061; and creating
new sections.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 2.08.064 and 1993 sp.s. c 14 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
There shall be in the counties of Benton and Franklin jointly, five judges of
the superior court; in the county of Clallam, two judges of the superior court; in the
county of Jefferson, one judge of the superior court; in the county of Snohomish,
((thirteen)) fiftIjudges of the superior court; in the counties of Asotin, Columbia
and Garfield jointly, one judge of the superior court; in the county of Cowlitz, four
judges of the superior court; in the counties of Klickitat and Skamania jointly, one
judge of the superior court.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 2. The additional judicial positions created for the
county of Snohomish under section 1 of this act are effective January 1, 1998, but
the actual starting dates for these positions may be established by the Snohomish
county council upon request of the superior court and by the recommendation of
the Snohomish county executive.
Sec. 3. RCW 2.08.061 and 1996 c 208 s 3 are each amended to read as
follows:
There shall be in the county of King no more than fifty-eight judges of the
superior court; in the county of Spokane ((eleven)) thirteen judges of the superior
court; and in the county of Pierce ((nineteen)) twenty-four judges of the superior
court.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. (1) The additional judicial positions created by
section 3 of this act for the county of Spokane take effect upon the effective date
of this act, but the actual starting dates for these positions may be established by
the Spokane county commissioners upon the request of the superior court.
(2) The additional positions created by section 3 of this act for the county of
Pierce, take effect as follows: One additional judicial position is effective January
1, 1998; two positions are effective January 1, 1999; and two positions are
effective January 1,2000. The actual starting dates for these positions may be
established by the Pierce county council upon request of the superior court and by
recommendation of the Pierce county executive.
Passed the House April 19, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 17, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 13, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 13, 1997.
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CHAPTER 348
(House Bill 1388]
WORK RELEASE PROGRAM SITING

AN ACT Relating to siting of work release programs; and amending RCW 72.65.220.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 72.65.220 and 1994 c 271 s 1001 are each amended to read as
follows:

(1) The department or a private or public entity under contract with the
department may establish or relocate for the operation of awork release or other
rnmminitv-hned facilitv nnl

after nublipe nntifirntinns nnd in.nl nihlir.m etino

have been completed consistent with this section,
(2)The department and other state agencies ((that hav.e rsp.nsibility))
responsible for siting ((,ne deparment'a)) department-owned, operated, or
contracted facilities shall establish a process for early and continuous public
participation in establishing or relocating work release or other community-based
facilities. This process shall include public meetings in the local communities
affected, opportunities for written and oral comments, and wide dissemination of
proposals and alternatives((-(2) The deptartment may establish or reloeate it work release or eiher
eemmurnity based Feeility only after holding local publie meeiings and proiding
publi n
.tifica.tion
to lo.al .ommuniti
s ensistnt with this hapte.
-- 3))), including at least the followig.
Ua When the department or a private or public entity under contract with the
department has selected three or fewer sites for final consideration ((for-site
seleetion)) of a department-owned, operated, or contracted work release or other
community-based facility, the department or contracting organization shall make
pulblic notification ((sli-e-gien)) and conduct public hearings ((sha-e-hel-))
in the (final thre or fcwcr)) local communities ((whcr th...
i". prpod
,)) of
the final three or fewer proposed sites. ((A,,itiona-noif aio and at)) An
additional public hearing after public notification shall also be conducted in the
local community selected as the final proposed site((, prior to .mpltion of the
siting preeess. All hearings and notifleations shall be consistent with this
ehapte )).
(((4) T
.hroughout
this pr..s. the department shall provide ntif aton-).
t) (b)
Notifications required under this section shall be provided to the following,
(i) All newspapers of general circulation in the local area and all local radio
stations, television stations, and cable networks((-));
(((5) Noticz shall also be providod to)) (i).Appropriate school districts, private
schools, kindergartens, city and county libraries, and all other local government
offices within a one-half mile radius of the proposed ((faeility.)) site or sites,
(((6) in addition, the department shall also provide ntie to)) (ifI The local
chamber of commerce, local economic development agencies, and any other local
organizations that request such notification from the department((-)). and
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(((7) Ntifi.tien. in wri.ing shall be
,rov:dcdt,)) (iv) In writing to all
residents and/or property owners within a one-half mile radius of the proposed site
or sites.
(3) When the department contracts for the operation of a work release or other
community-based facility that is not owned or operated by the department, the
department shall require as part of its contract that the contracting entity complv
with all the public notification and public hearing requirements as provided in this
section for each located and relocated work release or other community-based
facility.
Passed the House April 26, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 24, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 13, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 13, 1997.

CHAPTER 349
[Substitute House Bill 14331
EASTERN STATE HOSPITAL-LEASES WITH CONSORTIUMS OF COUNTIES FORMED TO
ACQUIRE FACILITIES
AN ACT Relating to leases with consortiums of counties formed to acquire correctional facilities;
amending RCW 43.17.360; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 43.17.360 and 1996 c 261 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)The department of social and health services and other state agencies may
lease real property and improvements thereon to a consortium of three or more
counties in order for the counties to construct or otherwise acquire correctional
facilities for juveniles or adults.
(2) A lease governed by subsection (1) of this section shall not charge more
than one dollar per year for the land value and facilities value, during "he initial
term of the lease, but the lease may include provisions for payment of any
reasonable o),eration and maintenance expenses incurred by the state.
The initial term of a lease governed by subsection (1) of this section shall not
exceed twenty years, except as provided in subsection (4) of this section. A lease
renewed under subsection (1) of this section after the initial term shall charge the
fair rental value for the land and ((faeilities- nd-nmy)) improvements other than
those improvements paid for by a contracting consortium. The renewed lease may
also include provisions for payment of any reasonable operation and maintenance
expenses incurred by the state. For the purposes of this subsection, fair rental
value shall be determined by the commissioner of public lands in consultation with
the department and shall not include the value of any improvements paid for by a
contracting consortium.
(3) The net proceeds generated from any lease entered or renewed under
subsection (1) of this section involving land and facilities on the grounds of eastern
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state hospital shall be used solely for the benefit of eastern state hospital programs
for the long-term care needs of patients with mental disorders. These proceeds
shall not supplarnt or replace funding from traditional sources for the normal
operations and maintenance or capital budget projects. It is the intent of this
subsection to ensure that eastern state hospital receives the full benefit intended by
this section, and that such effect will not be diminished by budget adjustments
inconsistent with this intent.
(4) The initial term of a lease under subsection (1) of this section entered into
after January 1. 1996. and involving the grounds of Eastern State hospital, shall not
exceed fifty years, This subsection applies retroactively, and the department shall
modify any existing leases to comply with the terms of this subsection. No other
terms of a lease modified by this subsection may be modified unless both parties
NEW ,ECTION. Sec. 2. If any provision of this act or its application to any
person or circumstance is held invalid, the remainder of the act or the application
of the provision to other persons or circumstances is not affected.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 3. This act is necessary for the immediate preservation
of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of the state government and its
existing public institutions, and takes effect immediately.
Passed the House April 19, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 7, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 13, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 13, 1997.

CHAPTER 350
[House Bill 1646]
INDETERMINATE SENTENCE REVIEW BOARD-MODIFICATIONS AND EXTENSION
AN ACT Relating to the indeterminate sentence review board; and amending RCW 9.95.0011
and 9.95.003.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 9.95.0011 and 1989 c 259 s 4 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) The indeterminate ((senteneirig)) sentence review board shall cease to exist
on June 30, ((-998)) 208. Prior to June 30, ((-998)) 2008, the board shall review
each inmate convicted of crimes committed before July 1, 1984, and prepare a
report. This report shall include a recommendation regarding the offender's
suitability for parole, appropriate parole conditions, and, for those persons
committed under a mandatory life sentence, duration of confinement.
(2) The governor, through the office of financial management, shall
recommend to the legislature alternatives for carrying out the duties of the board.
In developing recommendations, the office of financial management shall consult
with the indeterminate sentence review board, Washington association of
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prosecuting attorneys, Washington defender association, department of corrections,
and administrator for the courts. Recommendations shall include a detailed fiscal
analysis and recommended formulas and procedures for the reimbursement of costs
to local governments if necessary. Recommendations shall be presented to the
((+99-7)) 2007 legislature.
Sec. 2. RCW 9.95.003 and 1986 c 224 s 3 are each amended to read as
follows:
The board shall consist of a chairman and ((sit)) two other members, each of
whom shall be appointed by the governor with the consent of the senate. Each
member shall hold office for a term of five years, and until his or her successor is
appointed and qualified. The terms shall expire on April 15th of the expiration
year. Vacancies in the membership of the board shall be filled by appointment by
the governor with the consent of the senate. In the event of the inability of any
member to act, the governor shall appoint some competent person to act in his
stead during the continuance of such inability. The members shall not be
removable during their respective terms except for cause determined by the
superior court of Thurston county. The governor in appointing the members shall
designate one of them to serve as chairman at the governor's pleasure.
The members of the board and its officers and employees shall not engage in
any other business or profession or hold any other public office without the prior
approval of the executive ethics board indicating compliance with RCW 42.52.020.
42.52,030, 42,52,040 and 42,52,120; nor shall they, at the time of appointment or
employment or during their incumbency, serve as the representative of any political
party on an executive committee or other governing body thereof, or as an
executive officer or employee of any political committee or association. The
members of thu board shall each severally receive salaries fixed by the governor
in accordance with the provisions of RCW 43.03.040, and in addition shall receive
travel expenses incurred in the discharge of their official duties in accordance with
RCW 43.03.050 and 43.03.060.
The board may employ, and fix, with the approval of the governor, the
compensation of and prescribe the duties of a secretary and such officers,
employees, and assistants as may be necessary, and provide necessary quarters,
supplies, and equipment.
Passed the House April 19, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 10, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 13, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 13, 1997.
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CHAPTER 351
[Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill 1423]
CRIMINAL JUSTICE TRAINING

AN ACT Relating to criminal justice training; amending RCW 43.101.030; reenacting and
amending RCW 43.101.200; adding new sections to chapter 43.101 RCW; and declaring an
emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
*Sec. 1. RCW 43.101.030 and 1981 c 132 s 3 are each amended to readas
follows:
The commission shall consist of ((tweh,e)) sixteen members, who shall be
selected as follows:
(1) The governor shall appoint two incumbent sheriffs and two incumbent
chiefs ofpolice.
(2) The governor shall appoint one person employed in a county
correctional system and one person employed in the state correctional system.
(3)The governor shall appoint one incumbent county prosecuting attorney
or municipal attorney.
(4) The governor shall appoint one elected official of a local government.
(5) The governor shall appoint one private citizen.
(6) The covernor shall anointfour peace offiers with (he rank of sergeani
or below and are currently servine as a training officer.
(7) The three remaining members shall be:
(a) The attorney general;
(b)The special agent in charge of the Seattle office of the federal bureau of
investigation; and
(c) The chief of the state patrol.
*Sec. 1 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. A new section is added to chapter 43.101 RCW to
read as follows:
(I) Two separate training standards and education boards are created and
established, to be known and designated as (a) the board on law enforcement
training standards and education and (b) the board on correctional training
standards and education.
(2) The purpose of the board on law enforcement training standards and
education is to review and recommend to the commission programs and standards
for the training and education of law enforcement personnel.
(3)The purpose of the board on correctional training standards and education
is to review and recommend to the commission programs and standards for the
training and education of correctional personnel.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. A new section is added to chapter 43.101 RCW to
read as follows:
(I) The board on law enforcement training standards and education consists
of thirteen members, appointed by the executive director and subject to approval
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by the commission. Members must be selected as follows: (a) Three must
represent county law enforcement agencies, at least two of whom must be
incumbent sheriffs; (b) three must represent city police agencies, at least two of
whom must be incumbent police chiefs, one of whom shall be from a city under
five thousand; (c) one must represent community colleges; (d) one must represent
the four-year colleges and universities; (e) four must represent the council of police
officers, two of whom must be training officers; and (f) one must represent tribal
law enforcement in Washington. The six officers under (a) and (b) of this
subsection may be appointed by the executive director only after the Washington
association of sheriffs and police chiefs provides the director with the names of
qualified officers. The four officers under (e) of this subsection may be appointed
by the executive director only after the council of police officers provides the
director with the names of qualified officers.
(2) The board on correctional training standards and education consists of
fourteen members, appointed by the executive director and subject to approval by
the commission. Members must be selected as follows: (a) Three must be
employed in the state correctional system; (b) three must be employed in county
correctional systems; (c) two must be employed in juvenile corrections or
probation, one at the local level and the other at the state level; (d) two must be
employed in community corrections; (e) one must represent community colleges;
(f) one must represent four-year colleges and universities; and (g) two must be
additional persons with experience and interest in correctional training standards
and education. At least one of the members appointed under (a) of this subsection
and at least one of the members appointed under (b) of this subsection must be
currently employed as front line correctional officers.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. A new section is added to chapter 43.101 RCW to
read as follows:
All members of each of the training standards and education boards must be
appointed for terms of six years, commencing on July 1st, and expiring on June
30th. However, of the members first appointed three will serve for terms of two
years, four will serve for terms of four years, and four will serve for terms of six
years. A member chosen to fill a vacancy that has been created other than by
expiration of a term must be appointed for the unexpired term of the member to be
succeeded. A member may be reappointed for additional terms.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5. A new section is added to chapter 43.101 RCW to
read as follows:
A member of either board appointed under section 3 of this act as an
incumbent official or because of employment status, ceases to be a member of the
board immediately upon the termination of the holding of the qualifying office or
employment.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 6. A new section is added to chapter 43.101 RCW to
read as follows:
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Each training standards and education board shall elect a chair and vice-chair
from among its members. A simple majority of the members of a training
standards and education board constitutes a quorum. The commission shall
summon each of the training standards and education boards to its first meeting.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 7. A new section is added to chapter 43.101 RCW to
read as follows:
Members of the training standards and education boards may be paid their
travel expenses in accordance with RCW 43.03.050 and 43.03.060.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 8. A new section is added to chapter 43.101 RCW to
read as follows:
The training standards and education boards have the following powers:
(1) To meet at such times and places as they may deem proper;
(2)To adopt bylaws for the conduct of their business as deemed necessary by
each board;
(3)To cooperate with and secure the cooperation of any department, agency,
or instrumentality in state, county, or city government, and commissions affected
by or concerned with the business of the commission;
(4) To do any and all things necessary or convenient to enable them fully and
adequately to perform their duties and to exercise the powers granted to them;
(5) To advise the commission of the training and education needs of criminal
justice personnel within their specific purview;
(6) To recommend to the commission standards for the training and education
of criminal justice personnel within their specific purview;
(7)To recommend to the commission minimum curriculum standards for all
training and education programs conducted for criminal justice personnel within
their specific purview;
(8)To recommend to the commission standards for instructors of training and
education programs for criminal justice personnel within their specific purview;
(9) To recommend to the commission alternative, innovative, and
interdisciplinary training and education techniques for criminal justice personnel
within their specific purview;
(10) To review and recommend to the commission the approval of training and
education programs for criminal justice personnel within their specific purview;
(11) To monitor and evaluate training and education programs for criminal
justice personnel with their specific purview.
Each training standards and education board shall report to the commission at
the end of each fiscal year on the effectiveness of training and education programs
for criminal justice personnel within its specific purview.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 9. A new section is added to chapter 43.101 RCW to
read as follows:
For the purpose of raising the level of competence of criminal justice
personnel, the commission shall review the recommendations of training standards
and education boards made under section 8 of this act.
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NEW SECTION. Sec. 10. A new section is added to chapter 43.101 RCW
to read as follows:
(1) All law enforcement personnel initially hired to, transferred to, or
promoted to a supervisory or management position on or after January 1, 1999,
shall, within the first six months of entry into the position, successfully complete
the core training requirements prescribed by rule of the commission for the
position, or obtain a waiver or extension of the core training requirements from the
commission.
(2) Within one year after completion of the core training requirements of this
section, all law enforcement personnel shall successfully complete all remaining
requirements for career level certification prescribed by rule of the commission
applicable to their position or rank, or obtain a waiver or extension of the career
level training requirements from the commission.
(3)The commission shall provide the training required in this section, together
with facilities, supplies, materials, and the room and board for attendees who do
not live within fifty miles of the training center. The training shall be delivered in
the least disruptive manner to local law enforcement agencies, and will include but
not be limited to regional on-site training, interactive training, and credit for
training given by the home department.
(4) Nothing in this section affects or impairs the employment status of an
employee whose employer does not provide the opportunity to engage in the
required training.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 11. A new section is added to chapter 43.101 RCW
to read as follows:
By January Ist of every odd-numbered year, the commission shall provide a
written report to the Itgislature addressing the following items: (1) Status and
satisfaction of service to its clients; (2) detailed analysis of how it will maintain and
update adequate state-of-the-art training models and their delivery in the most
cost-effective and efficient manner; and (3) fiscal data projecting its current and
future funding requirements.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 12. A new section is added to chapter 43.101 RCW
to read as follows:
Each year the criminal justice training commission shall offer an intensive
training session on investigation of child abuse and neglect. The training shall
focus on the investigative duties of law enforcement established under chapter
26.44 RCW with particular emphasis placed on child interview techniques to
increase the accuracy of statements taken from children and decrease the need for
additional interviews.
Sec. 13. RCW 43.101.200 and 1993 sp.s. c 24 s 920 and 1993 sp.s. c 21 s 5
are each reenacted and amended to read as follows:
(1) All law enforcement personnel, except volunteers, and reserve officers
whether paid or unpaid, initially employed on or after January 1, 1978, shall
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engage in basic law enforcement training which complies with standards adopted
by the commission pursuant to RCW 43.101.080. For personnel initially employed
before January 1, 1990, such training shall be successfully completed during the
first fifteen months of employment of such personnel unless otherwise extended
or waived by the commission and shall be requisite to the continuation of such
employment. Personnel initially employed on or after January 1, 1990, shall
commence basic training during the first six months of employment unless the
basic training requirement is otherwise waived or extended by the commission.
Successful completion of basic training is requisite to the continuation of
employment of such personnel initially employed on or after January 1, 1990.
(2)Except as otherwise provided in this chapter. the commission shall provide
the aforementioned training together with necessary facilities, supplies, materials,
and the board and room of noncommuting attendees for seven days per week.
Additionally, to the extent funds are provided for this purpose, the commission
shall reimburse to participating law enforcement agencies with ten or less full-time
commissioned patrol officers the cost of temporary replacement of each officer
who is enrolled in basic law enforcement training: PROVIDED, That such
reimbursement shall include only the actual cost of temporary replacement not to
exceed the total amount of salary and benefits received by the replaced officer
during his or her training period.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 14. If any provision of this act or its application to any
person or circumstance is held invalid, the remainder of the act or the application
of the provision to other persons or circumstances is not affected.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 15. This act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of the state
government and its existing public institutions, and takes effect immediately.
Passed the House April 19, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 15, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 13, 1997, with the exception of certain items
that were vetoed.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 13, 1997.
Note: Governor's explanation of partial veto is as follows:
"Iam returning herewith, without my approval as to section 1, Engrossed Second
Substitute House Bill No. 1423 entitled:
"AN ACT Relating to criminal justice training;"
The creation of training standards and education boards for law enforcement and
corrections will give the Criminal Justice Training Commission a valuable new tool to
develop and evaluate training programs for these important public employees. Providing
for training and certification of supervisory and management personnel will ultimately
result inbetter law enforcement and greater public safety. I am particularly pleased with
the provisions of 2SHB 1423 that require intensive training for investigating cases of child
abuse and neglect.
Section I of the bill would expand the Training Commission from twelve to sixteen
members by the addition of four "rank and file" law enforcement officers. The commission
has abroad mission, providing training to corrections and jail personnel, county detention
personnel, prosecutors and public defenders, in addition to law enforcement officers. I
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strongly support the presence of line officers on the Training Commission, however, four
is too many.
Currently, four of the 16 members of the Training Commission are from law
enforcement, two sheriffs and two police chiefs. Four additional law enforcement
representatives would upset the balance of the Training Commission.
For these reasons, I have vetoed section I of Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill
No. 1423.
With the exception of section I. 1am approving Engrossed Second Substitute House
Bill No. 1423."

CHAPTER 352
[Substitute Senate Bill 5295]
DISTRICT COURTS-TRIAL DATES-SMALL CLAIMS REVISIONS
AN ACT Relating to district court proceedings; amending RCW 12.40.030, 12.40.040,
12.40.080, 12.40.120, 4.14.010, 12.36.010, 12.36.020, 12.36.030, 12.36.050, 12.36.080, 12.36.090,
and 2.24.040; adding a new section to chapter 12.40 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 12.36
RCW; and repealing RCW 12.36.040 and 12.36.070.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1.RCW 12.40.030 and 1984 c 258 s 60 are each amended to read as
follows:

Upon filing of a claim, the court shall set a time for hearing ((e4)) on the
matter ((and cause to be issud)). The court shall issue a notice of the claim which
shall be served upon the defendant to notify the defendant of the hearing date. A
trial need not be held on this first appearance. if dispute resolution services are
offered instead of trial, or local practice rules provide that trials will be held on
different days.
Sec. 2. RCW 12.40.040 and 1984 c 258 s 61 are each amended to read as
follows:
The notice of claim can be served either as provided for the service of
summons or complaint and notice in civil actions or by registered or certified mail
if a return receipt with the signature of the party being served is filed with the
court. No other ((paper)) legal document or process is to be served with the notice
of claim. Information from the court regarding the small claims department, local
small claims procedure, dispute resolution services, or other matters related to
litigation in the small claims department may be included with the notice of claim
when served,
The notice of claim shall be served promptly after filing the claim. Service
must be complete at least ten days prior to the first hearing.
The ((offieer)) p .ron
serving the notice of claim shall be entitled to receive
from the plaintiff, besides mileage, the fee specified in RCW 36.18.040 for such
service; which sum, together with the filing fee ((n.amed in RCW 12.40.030)) W
forth in RCW 12.40.020, shall be added to any judgment given for plaintiff. •
Sec. 3. RCW 12.40.080 and 1991 c 71 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
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(LU No attorney at law, legal paraprofessional, nor any person other than the
plaintiff and defendant, shall ((cccra himself or hcrsclf o n aay ia, r.cr
interfere)) appear or participate with the prosecution or defense of litigation in the
small claims department without the consent of the (,udge of !he disriet cc, ))
iudicial officer hearing the case. A corporation ((paInfiff)) may not be represented
by an attorney at law((;)) or legal paraprofessional except as set forth in RCW
12.40,025.
(2) In the small claims department it shall not be necessary to summon
witnesses, but the plaintiff and defendant in any claim shall have the privilege of
offering evidence in their behalf by witnesses appearing at ((sueh heaming, af))
01 _he judge may informally consult witnesses or otherwise investigate the
controversy between the parties((;)) and give judgment or make such orders as the
judge may deem to be right, just, and equitable for the disposition of the
controversy.
Sec. 4. RCW 12.40.120 and 1988 c 85 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
No appeal shall be permitted from a judgment of the small claims department
of the district court where the amount claimed was less than ((one)) two hundred
fifty dollars. No appeal shall be permitted by a party who requested the exercise
of jurisdiction by the small claims department where the amount claimed by-that
pa was less than one thousand dollars. A party in default may seek to have the
default iudgment set aside according to the court rules applicable to setting aside
Judgments in district court.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 5. A new section is added to chapter 12.40 RCW to
read as follows:
RCW 4.14.010 regarding removal of actions to superior court shall not apply
to cases originally filed in small claims court, or transferred to the small claims
court pursuant to RCW 12.40.025. No defendant or third party defendant may
remove a small claims case from small claims court as a matter of right by merely
filing a claim or counterclaim or other request for relief that is beyond the
jurisdiction of the small claims court. Claims, counterclaims, or other requests for
relief filed by a defendant or third party defendant in excess of the jurisdiction of
small claims court may be maintained simultaneously in superior court as a
separate action brought by such defendant or third party defendant. Such a
superior court action does not affect the jurisdiction of the small claims court to
hear the original small claims case. The decision of the small claims court shall
have no preclusive effect on a superior court action brought pursuant to this
section. If the small claims case is appealed, it shall be automatically joined with
any superior court case filed pursuant to this section, and the procedures set forth
in section 11 of this act shall not apply.
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Nothing in this section may be construed to limit the small claims court from
transferring a small claims case to district court or superior court after notice and
hearing.
Sec. 6. RCW 4.14.010 and 1967 ex.s. c 46 s 4 are each amended to read as
follows:
Whenever the removal of such action to superior court is required in order to
acquire jurisdiction over a third party defendant, who is or may be liable to the
defendant for all or part of the judgment and resides outside the county wherein the
action was commenced, any civil action which could have been brought in superior
court may, if commenced in ((justiee)) disi court, be removed by the defendant
or defendants to the superior court for the county where such action is pending if
the district court determines that there are reasonable grounds to believe that a third
party may be liable to the plaintiff and issues an order so stating.
Whenever a separate or independent claim or cause of action which would be
removable if sued upon alone isjoined with one or more otherwise nonremovable
claims or causes of action, the entire case may be removed and the superior court
may determine all issues therein, or, in its discretion, may remand all matters not
otherwise within its original jurisdiction.
This section does not apply to cases originally filed in the small claims
department of a district court. or transferred to the small claims department
pursuant to RCW 12.40.025, except as set forth in section 5 of this act,
Sec. 7. RCW 12.36.010 and 1979 ex.s. c 136 s 21 are each amended to read
as follows:
Any person ((c...idring hmelF aggrievcd by th)) wishing to appeal a
judgment or decision ((e4)) in a ((utie of the petac ina.i.il)) small claims
action may, in person or by his or her agent ((rat,' ney)), appeal ((the e'rom)) to
the superior court of the county where the judgment was rendered or decision
made: PROVIDED, There shall be no appeal allowed unless the amount in
controversy, exclusive of costs, ((sall em,..d the sum of tw.nty)) exceeds two
hundred fifty dollars: PROVIDED FURTHER, That an appeal from the court's
determination or order on a traffic infraction proceeding may be taken only in
accordance with RCW 46.63.090(5).
Sec. 8. RCW 12.36.020 and 1929 c 58 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
((Suh appeal shall
-'k- be
b, ....
s
. a py of -- ':- of appeal on thadvarac pwly or his attorney, and filing such notiec ef appeal with the justiea, an,+
unless suh appeal be by ..it

unty, ...
iy, town

s.hcl distrit, filing a bond ar

undertaking, as herein prvidd, within twanty). (1) To appeal a iudgment or
decision in a small claims action. an appellant shall file a notice of appeal in the
district court, pay the statutory superior court filing fee. and serve a copy of the
notice of appeal on all parties of record within thirty days after the judgment is
rendered or decision made.
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(2) No appeal((, exeept when .., appal,i bya .. ty, ity,
. !w.n. or h ,
disirie-iih..)) may be allowed ((in any ease)), nor proceedings on the iudgment
or decision stayed. unless a bond or undertaking shall be executed on the part of
the appellant and filed with and approved by the ((,jutice, with one or more
.urti, ,, the sm.of one hundrad dallars, e. ditioed that the app.llan willnay
aill eos that may be awarded again~st him on. appeal; or if a mtay of preccadings
belfore the justiee be eit.,,J, exe by a urty, city, town or sehaal distriet,a
boad or ur,derakig,)) district court. The bond or undertaking shall be executed
with two or more personal sureties, or a surety company as surety, to be approved
by the ((jt*iee)) district court, in a sum equal to twice the amount of the judgment
and costs, or twice the amount in controversy, whichever is greater, conditioned
that the appellant will pay ((sueh)) My judgment, including costs, as may be
rendered ((against him)) on appeal((, be so e ut.d and
.. filed)). No bond is
required if the appellant is a county, city, town, or school district,
(3) When an appellant has filed a notice of appeal, paid the statutory filing fee.
and posted bond as required. the clerk of the district court shall immediately file
a copy of the notice of appeal with the superior court.
Sec. 9. RCW 12.36.030 and 1929 c 58 s 3 are each amended to read as
follows:

((Upon an appeal being tk .. nd at bond filed to stay all pr

:dings, !he

jusiie shall allaw !he same and make an entry of 3uh allowakn in hios .eketrii
all f
iither
pr
.edings an th judgment before the justi shall thereupon hl
s..e.dc and if in the. ant.nt.•
..
.. ution shall hav be.e issued, !he justi-e
shall give the appellant
111a tifiat that suh appeal has been allowed.)) WLhen an
appeal and any necessary bond are properly filed in the district court, and the
appeal filed in superior court pursuant to RCW 12.36,010. the appellant may move
to stay all further proceedings in the district court, If the stay is granted. the district
court shall order that all further proceedings on the judgment be suspended. If
proceedings have commenced on motion of the appellant the district court may
order the proceedings halted and such process recalled,
If any property is held pursuant to such proceedings at the time the stay is
granted and the process recalled, such property shall be returned immediately to the
party entitled to such property,
Sec. 10. RCW 12.36.050 and 1929 c 58 s 5 are each amended to read as
follows:
.1. Within ((et)) fourteen days after ((the)) a small claims appeal has been
((Ifiken)) filed in ((a ci'il .tiin or..
dig)) superior court by the clerk of the
district court, the appellant shall file with the clerk of the ((superior)) district court,
and serve on all parties, a designation of that portion of the complete record which
the appellant wishes to have transmitted to superior court, The designation may
be supplemented by any party within fourteen days of such filing,
(2) The complete record shall consist of a transcript of all entries made in the
((jusiiees)) district court docket relating to the case, together with all the process
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and other papers relating to the case filed with the ((jttiee whieh)) district court
and any contemporaneous recording made of the proceeding.
(3)
The record as designated shall be made and certified by ((suehjusiee)) the
clerk of the district court to be correct ((upon th... pay
of !he Fees a.llo..d by
h. therefor, ti.d upon the filing o su. h traasr ipt,)). The clerk shall notifY all
parties designating portions of the record that the designated record is complete.
and the amount to be paid for preparation of that portion of the record requested by
each party, Payment of such costs by each party for preparation of that portion ot
the record they designate must be made within ten days of such notice from the
clerk. Upon payment of such costs, the designated record shall be transmitted to
the superior court, By such transmittal the superior court shall become possessed
of the cause((, -adshall pr..d in the same manner, is near as may be, as in
originally
itte1ns
eommenmc
pro

ll.
id.

The,isu

before

.

d in that e
the jusie

lurt,
ceiit

n sh.l
all be-iried

,hror new pleadings, un.less
. th.
,wise "-di.

as in this
in

!he

d b, !h,

ihapter
otheisc

suero

.....

wlii

k

)...,

NEW SECTION, Sec. 11. A new section is added to chapter 12.36 RCW to
read as follows:
(1)The appeal from a small claims judgment or decision shall be a trial de
novo in superior court. A trial de novo pursuant to this chapter shall be tried as
nearly as possible in the manner of the original small claims trial. No jury may be
allowed, or attorney or legal paraprofessional involved, without written order of
the superior court, unless allowed in the original trial. No new pleadings other than
the notice of appeal may be allowed without written permission of the superior
court. Each party shall be allowed equal time, but no more than thirty minutes each
without permission of the superior court. No new or other evidence, nor new or
other testimony may be presented other than at the trial in small claims court,
without permission of the superior court.
(2)Any cases heard in superior court pursuant to this section may be heard by
a duly appointed commissioner. As used in this chapter "judge" includes any duly
appointed commissioner.
Sec. 12. RCW 12.36.080 and 1929 c 58 s 7 are each amended to read as
follows:
No appeal ((allowed by a just. of thc pcac)) under this chapter shall be
dismissed on account of any defect in the bond on appeal, if,
within ten days of
notice to appellant of such defet. the appellant((, before the motion is determined,
shaf)) executes and files in the ((superior)) disi court such bond as ((he)) should
have been executed at the time of taking the appeal, and pay all costs that may have
accrued by reason of such defect.
Sec. 13. RCW 12.36.090 and 1929 c 58 s 8 are each amended to read as
follows:
In all cases of appeal to the superior court un drthibar,
if ((ot,therial
ancw in such court,)) the judgment ((be)) isagainst the appellant, in whole or in
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part, such judgment shall be rendered against ((ltim)) the appellant and his or her
sureties on the bond on appeal.
Sec. 14. RCW 2.24.040 and 1991 c 33 s 6 are each amended to read as
follows:
Such court commissioner shall have power, authority, and jurisdiction,
concurrent with the superior court and the judge thereof, in the following
particulars:
(i) To hear and determine all matters in probate, to make and issue all proper
orders therein, and to issue citations in all cases where same are authorized by the
probate statutes of this state.
(2)To grant and enter defaults and enter judgment thereon.
(3) To issue temporary restraining orders and temporary injunctions, and to
fix and approve bonds thereon.
(4) To act as referee in all matters and actions referred to him or her by the
superior court as such, with all the powers now conferred upon referees by law.
(5)To hear and determine all proceedings supplemental to execution, with all
the powers conferred upon the judge of the superior court in such matters.
(6)To hear and determine all petitions for the adoption of children((-[afndj))
And for the dissolution of incorporations.
(7)To hear and determine all applications for the commitment of any person
to the hospital for the insane, with all the powers of the superior court in such
matters: PROVIDED, That in cases where a jury is demanded, same shall be
referred to the superior court for trial.
(8)To hear and determine all complaints for the commitments of minors with
all powers conferred upon the superior court in such matters.
(9)To hear and determine ex parte and uncontested civil matters of any nature.
(10) To grant adjournments, administer oaths, preserve order, compel
attendance of witnesses, and to punish for contempts in the refusal to obey or the
neglect of the court commissioner's lawful orders made in any matter before the
court commissioner as fully as the judge of the superior court.
(11) To take acknowledgments and proofs of deeds, mortgages and all other
instruments requiring acknowledgment under the laws of this state, and to take
affidavits and depositions in all cases.
(12) To provide an official seal, upon which shall be engraved the words
"Court Commissioner," and the name of the county for which he or she may be
appointed, and to authenticate his official acts therewith in all cases where same is
necessary.
(13) To charge and collect, for his or her own use, the same fees for the
official performance of official acts mentioned in subsections (4) and (11) of this
section as are provided by law for referees and notaries public.
(14) To hear and determine small claims appeals as provided in chapter 12.36
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NEW SECTION, Sec. 15. The following acts or parts of acts are each
repealed:
RCW 12.36.040 and 1929 c 58 s 4; and
(1)
(2) RCW 12.36.070 and 1929 c 58 s 6.
Passed the Senate April 19, 1997.
Passed the House April 10, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 13, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 13, 1997.
CHAPTER 353
[Substitute House Bill 1464]
NOXIOUS WEED CONTROL
AN ACT Relating to noxious weeds; amending RCW 17.10.905, 17.10.010, 17.10.020,
17.10.030, 17.10.040, 17.10.050,17.10.060, 17.10.070, 17.10.074, 17.10.080, 17.10.090,17.10.100,
17.10.110, 17.10.120, 17.10.130, 17.10.134, 17.10.140, 17.10.145, 17.10.154, 17.10.160, 17.10.170,
17.10.180, 17.10.190, 17.10.205, 17.10.210. 17.10.235, 17.10.240, 17.10.250, 17.10.300, 17.10.310,
17.10.350, 17.10.890, and 17.10.900; adding new sections to chapter 17.10 RCW; recodifying RCW
17.10.905; repealing RCW 17.10.005, 17.10.150,17.10.200, 17.10.320, 17.10.330, and 17.10.340; and
prescribing penalties.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1.RCW 17.10.905 and 1975 1st ex.s. c 13 s 17 are each amended to read
as follows:

The purpose of this chapter is to limit economic loss ((due te the prse...and
spread of noxious weeds on or near agriultural land)) and adverse effects to
Washington's agricultural, natural, and human resources due to the presence and
spread of noxious weeds on all terrestrial and aquatic areas in the state.
The intent of the legislature is that this chapter be liberally construed, and that
the jurisdiction, powers, and duties granted to the county noxious weed control
boards by this chapter are limited only by specific provisions of this chapter or
other state and federal law.
Sec. 2. RCW 17.10.010 and 1995 c 255 s 6 are each amended to read as
follows:
((Un~less at different meaning is plainly required by !he eentext, the following
in this haptar shall have !he fellowi.g
words and phrases as hereinafter used -

meanings)) The definitions in this section apply throughout this chapter unless the
context clearly requires otherwise:
(1)
"Noxious weed" means ((amy)) A plant ((wieh)) tba when established is
highly destructive, competitive, or difficult to control by cultural or chemical
practices.
(2) "State noxious weed list" means a list of noxious weeds adopted by the
state noxious weed control board ((whieh))..'bh list is divided into three classes:
(a) Class A ((shol)) consist of those noxious weeds not native to the state that
are of limited distribution or are unrecorded in the state and that pose a serious
threat to the state;
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(b)Class B ((shall)) consists of those noxious weeds not native to the state that
are of limited distribution or are unrecorded in a region of the state and that pose
a serious threat to that region;
(c) Class C ((sha.l)) consists of any other noxious weeds.
(3) "Person" means any individual, partnership, corporation, firm, the state or
any department, agency, or subdivision thereof, or any other entity.
(4) "Owner" means the person in actual control of property, or his other
agent, whether ((steh)) the control is based on legal or equitable title or on any
other interest entitling the holder to possession and, for purposes of liability,
pursuant to RCW 17.10.170 or 17.10.210, means the possessor of legal or
equitable title or the possessor of an easement: PROVIDED, That when the
possessor of an easement has the right to control or limit the growth of vegetation
within the boundaries of an easement, only the possessor of ((stueh)) the easement
((shall-be)) s deemed, for the purpose of this chapter, an "owner" of the property
within the boundaries of ((suth)) the easement.
(5) As pertains to the duty of an owner, the words "control", "contain",
"eradicate", and the term "prevent the spread of noxious weeds" ((shall)) means
conforming to the standards of noxious weed control or prevention in this chapter
or as adopted by rule ((r'egurtulafion)) in chapter 16-750 WAC by the state noxious
weed control board and an activated county noxious weed control board.
(6) "Agent" means any occupant or any other person acting for the owner and
working or in charge of the land.
(7) "Agricultural purposes" are those ((whieh)) tha are intended to provide for
the growth and harvest of food and fiber.
(8) "Director" means the director of the department of agriculture or the
director's appointed representative.
(9) "Weed district" means a weed district as defined in chapters 17.04 and
17.06 RCW.
(10) "Aquatic noxious weed" means an aquatic plant species that is listed on
the state weed list under RCW 17.10.080.
(11) "Screenings" means a mixture of mill or elevator run mixture or a
combination of varying amounts of materials obtained in the process of cleaning
either grain or seeds, or both. such as light or broken grain or seed. weed seeds.
hulls, chaff, ioints, straw, elevator dust. floor sweepings, sand, and dirt.
Sec. 3. RCW 17.10.020 and 1969 ex.s. c 113 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) In each county of the state there is ((hereby)) created a noxious weed
control board, ((whieh-shall)) bearing the name of the county within which it is
located. The jurisdictional boundaries of each board ((shall be ccxtcnsive with))
are the boundaries of the county within which it is located.
(2) Each noxious weed control board ((shall-be)) is inactive until activated
pursuant to the provisions of RCW 17.10.040.
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Sec. 4. RCW 17.10.030 and 1987 c 438 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
There is ((hereby)) created a state noxious weed control board ((wie shall
be)) comprised of nine voting members and three nonvoting members. Four of the
wGLAig members shall be elected by the members of the various activated county
noxious weed control boards, and shall be residents of a county in which a county
noxious weed control board has been activated and a member of said board, and
those qualifications shall continue through their term of office. Two ((sieh)) of
these members shall be elected from the west side of the state, the crest of the
Cascades being the dividing line, and two from the east side of the state. The
director of agriculture ((shalbe)) s a voin member of the board. One voQbt
member shall be elected by the directors of the various active weed districts formed
under chapter 17.04 or 17.06 RCW. The Washington state association of counties
((shaR)) appoints one voting member who shall be a member of a county
• g e.. r...
_s
legislative authority. ((Thc dre t.r shall appoint three. n,.. tin.
repr.esenting seint.fi d.siplins r.elatn.g to w...e...d ..ntr.)) The director shall
((else)) appoint two voting members to represent the public interest, one from the
west side and one from the east side of the state. The director shall also appoint
three nonvoting members representing scientific disciplines relating to weed
control. The term of office for all members of the board ((shall-be)) s three years
from the date of election or appointment.
The board, by rule, shall establish a position number for each elected position
of the board and shall designate which county noxious weed control board
members are eligible to vote for each elected position. The elected members
((shft4)) serve staggered terms. Elections for the elected members of the board
shall be held thirty days prior to the expiration date of their respective terms.
Nominations and elections shall be by mail and conducted by the board.
The board shall conduct its first meeting within thirty days after all its
members have been elected. The board shall elect from its members a ((ehairmin))
chair and ((steh)) other officers as may be necessary. A majority of the voting
members of the board ((sholl)) constitutes a quorum for the transaction of business
and ((shbel-be)) i necessary for any action taken by the board. The members of the
board ((shaR)) serve without salary, but shall be reimbursed for travel expenses
incurred in the performance of their duties under this chapter in accordance with
RCW 43.03.050 and 43.03.060 ((as now eisting or hereafter amndd.)).
Sec. 5. RCW 17.10.040 and 1987 c 438 s 3 are each amended to read as
follows:
An inactive county noxious weed control board may be activated by any one
of the following methods:
(I) Either within sixty days after a petition is filed by one hundred registered
voters within the county or, on its own motion, the county legislative authority
shall hold a hearing to determine whether there is a need, due to a damaging
infestation of noxious weeds, to activate the county noxious weed control board.
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If such a need is found to exist, then the county legislative authority shall, in the
manner provided by RCW 17.10.050, appoint five persons to ((hold-seats-on)) the
county's noxious weed control board.
(2) If the county's noxious weed control board is not activated within one year
following a hearing by the county legislative authority to determine the need for
activation, then upon the filing with the state noxious weed control board of a
petition comprised either of the signatures of at least two hundred registered voters
within the county, or of the signatures of a majority of an adjacent county's noxious
weed control board, the state board shall, within six months of the date of ((sueh))
the filing, hold a hearing in the county to determine the need for activation. If a
need for activation is found to exist, then the state board shall order the county
legislative authority to activate the county's noxious weed control board and to
appoint members to ((sueh)) the board in the manner provided by RCW 17.10.050.
(3) The director, ((with- netee- t)) upon request of the state noxious weed
control board, ((may)) shall order a county legislative authority to activate the
noxious weed control board immediately if an infestation of a class A noxious
weed or class B noxious wced designated for control ((withi, the regio, wherein,
the .... y lies . defined in R. .0.89))
on the state noxious weed list is
confirmed in that county. The county legislative authority may, as an alternative
to activating the noxious weed board, combat the class A noxious weed or class B
noxious weed with county resources and personnel operating with the authorities
and responsibilities imposed by this chapter on a county noxious weed control
board. No county may continue without a noxious weed control board for asecond
consecutive year if the class A noxious weed or class B noxious weed ((designated
fr .trl within; the region whei.
.u..
the
y lies)) has not been eradicated.
Sec. 6. RCW 17.10.050 and 1987 c 438 s 4 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) Each activated county noxious weed control board ((shop)) consists of five
voting members ((who shal be )) appointed by the county legislative authority. In
appointing ((sneh)) the voting members, the county legislative authority shall
divide the county into five ((stin, n.o. of whi h hall, rlp .. d -a
whih shall be fc
fth sae approximatc arca)) geogranthical areas that best
represent the county's interests, and ((shaill)) appoint a voting member from each
((seetien)) geographical area. At least four of the voting members shall be engaged
in the primary production of agricultural products. There ((shall-be)) is one
nonvoting member on ((sueh)) the board who ((shell-be)) ja the ((ehief)) chair of
the county extension ((ftgent)) office or an extension agent appointed by the
((ehief)) chair of the county extension ((gent)) office. Each voting member of the
board ((shal)) serves a term of four years, except that the county legislative
authority shall, when a board is first activated under this chapter, designate two
voting members to serve terms of two years. The board members shall not receive
asalary but shall be compensated for actual and necessary expenses incurred in the
performance of their official duties.
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(2) The voting members of the board ((shall rcprcca' the sa,'c
me .teidesignated by ihe eounty legilatiye authority in appoirnting members to the zr
at ii i....pi and
.. shall)) serve until their replacements are appointed. New
members of the board shall be appointed at least thirty days prior to the expiration
of any board member's term of office.
Notice of expiration of a term of office shall be published at least twice in a
weekly or daily newspaper of general circulation in ((s-aid)) the section with last
publication occurring at least ten days prior to the nomination. All persons
interested in appointment to the board and residing in the ((seetfiaf)) geographical
area with a pending nomination shall make a written application that includes the
signatures of at least ten registered voters residing in the ((see-ien)) geographical
area supporting the nomination to the county noxious weed control board. After
nominations close, the county noxious weed control board shall, after a hearing,
send the applications to the county legislative authority recommending the names
of the most qualified candidates, and ((shtt)) post the names of those nominees in
the county courthouse and ((in three pla... in the cc.sin)) publish in at least one
newspaper of general circulation in the county. The county legislative authority,
within ten days of receiving the list of nominees, shall appoint one of those
nominees to the county noxious weed control board to represent that ((seetion))
geographical area during that term of office.
(3) Within thirty days after all the members have been appointed, the board
shall conduct its first meeting. A majority of the voting members of the board
((shel)) constitutes a quorum for the transaction of business and ((Shall-be)) is
necessary for any action taken by the board. The board shall elect from its
members a ((eh eirpersen)) ghair and ((stieh)) other officers as may be necessary.
(4) In case of a vacancy occurring in any voting position on a county noxious
weed control board, the county legislative authority of the county in which ((suelt))
the board is located shall appoint a qualified person to fill the vacancy for the
unexpired term.
Sec. 7. RCW 17.10.060 and 1987 c 438 s 5 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) Each activated county noxious weed control board ((may)) shall employ
or otherwise provide a weed coordinator whose duties ((shall-be)) re fixed by the
board but which shall include inspecting land to determine the presence of noxious
weeds, offering technical assistance and education. and developing a program to
achieve compliance with the weed law, The weed coordinator may be employed
full time, part time, or seasonally by the county noxious weed control board.
County weed board employment practices shall comply with county personnel
policies. Within sixty days from initial employment the weed coordinator shall
obtain a pest control consultant license, a pesticide operator license, and the
necessary endorsements on the licenses as required by law. Each board may
purchase, rent, or lease ((sucth)) equipment, facilities, or products and may hire
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((ste)) additional persons as it deems necessary for the administration of the
county's noxious weed control program.
(2) Each activated county noxious weed control board ((shall have)) has the
power to adopt ((steh)) rules and regulations, subject to notice and hearing as
provided in chapters 42.30 and 42.32 RCW ((as w or hereafter a,,me'ded)), as are
necessary for an effective county weed control or eradication program.
(3) Each activated county noxious weed control board shall meet with a
quorum at least quartery.
"ec. 8. RCW 17.10.070 and 1987 c 438 s 6 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) In addition to the powers conferred on the state noxious weed control
board under other provisions of this chapter, it ((shall have)) has the power to:
(a) Employ a state noxious weed control board executive secretary ((who
shaM)), and additional persons as it deems necessary, to disseminate information
relating to noxious weeds to county noxious weed control boards and weed
districts ((&ad wh shtl wrk)), to coordinate the educational and weed control
efforts of the various county and regional noxious weed control boards and weed
districts, and to assist the board in carrying out its responsibilities;
(b) Adopt, amend, ((elnge)) or repeal ((smteh)) rules, pursuant to the
administrative procedure act, chapter 34.05 RCW, as may be necessary to carry out
the duties and authorities assigned to the board by this chapter.
(2)The state noxious weed control board shall provide a written report before
January I of each odd-numbered year to the governor, the legislature, the county
noxious weed control boards, and the weed districts showing the ((fun dib.rsed
by the d...t.r.n... t
no.xious
-h
weed .nr..l beard o. d
'
t-)) ependiture of
state funds on noxious weed control: specifically how the funds were spent((;)) the
status of the state, county, and district programs: and recommendations for the
continued best use of state funds for noxious weed control. The report shall
include recommendations as to the long-term needs regarding weed control.
Sec. 9. RCW 17.10.074 and 1987 c 438 s 7 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) In addition to the powers conferred on the director under other provisions
of this chapter, the director ((shaH)), with the advice of the state noxious weed
control board, ((have)) has power to:
(a)Require the county legislative authority or the noxious weed control board
of any county or any weed district to report to it concerning the presence, absence,
or estimated amount of noxious weeds and measures, if any, taken or planned for
the control thereof;
(b) Employ ((ffeh)) staff as may be necessary in the administration of this
chapter;
(c) Adopt, amend, ((ehftMe)) or repeal ((stdeh)) rules, pursuant to the
administrative procedure act, chapter 34.05 RCW, as may be necessary to carry out
this chapter;
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(d)Do such things as may be necessary and incidental to the administration
of its functions pursuant to this chapter including but not limited to surveying for
and detecting noxious weed infestations;
(e) Upon receipt of a complaint signed by a majority of the members of an
adjacent county noxious weed control board or weed district, or by one hundred
registered voters that are land owners within the county, require the county
legislative authority or noxious weed control board of the county or weed district
that is the subject of the complaint to respond to the complaint within forty-five
days with a plan for the control of the noxious weeds cited in the complaint;
(f) If the complaint in ((subeetief,)) (e) of this subsection involves aclass A
or class B noxious weed, order the county legislative authority, noxious weed
control board, or weed district to take immediate action to eradicate or control the
noxious weed infestation. If the county or the weed district does not take action
to control the noxious weed infestation in accordance with the order, the director
may control it or cause it to be controlled. The county or weed district ((sha!-be))
isliable for payment of the expense of the control work including necessary costs
and expenses for attorneys' fees incurred by the director in securing payment from
the county or weed district. The director may bring a civil action in a court of
competent jurisdiction to collect the expenses of the control work. costs. and
attorneys' fees;
(g)In counties ((whieh hav not aetiyt..d their)) without an activated noxious
weed control board, enter upon any property as provided for in RCW 17.10.160,
issue or cause to be issued notices and citations and take the necessary action to
control noxious weeds as provided in RCW 17.10.170, hold hearings on any
charge or cost of control action taken as provided for in RCW 17.10.180, issue a
notice of civil infraction as provided for in RCW 17.10.230((T)) and 17.10.310
through 17.10.350, and place a lien on any property pursuant to RCW 17.10.280,
17.10.290, and 17.10.300 with the same authorities and responsibilities imposed
by these sections on county noxious weed control boards;
(h) Adopt a list of noxious weed seeds and toxic weeds which shall be
controlled in designated articles, products, or feed stuffs as provided for in RCW
17.10.235.
(2)The moneys appropriated for noxious weed control to the department shall
be used for administration of the state noxious weed control board ((ft'
. "oF'-hing..n)),
wee-d in- h statc
.xious
ni- i.p. tof no
deitefi i--the .....
the administration of the director's powers under this chapter. the purchase of
materials for controlling, containing, or eradicating noxious weeds, the purchase
or collection of biological control agents for controlling noxious weeds, and the
contracting for services to carry out the purposes of this chapter. In a county with
an activated noxious weed control board, the director shall make every effort to
contract with that board for the needed services.
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(3) If the director determines the need to reallocate funds previously
designated for county use, the director shall convene a meeting of the state noxious
weed control board to seek its advice concerning any reallocation.
Sec. 10. RCW 17.10.080 and 1989 c 175 s 57 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) The state noxious weed control board shall each year or more often,
following a hearing, adopt astate noxious weed list.
(2) ((A!the hearin)) Any person may request during a comment period
established by the state weed board the inclusion, deletion. or designation change
of any plant to the ((lists to be dp..d by the state
.noxious weed
.
ntrl board.
Any heaing held pursuant to this s.t.on shall onform to the Aministrativ

Preeedure Act, ehaptcr 34.05 RCW- PRO)VIDED, Rhat adding a weed to or
deleting ft weed from the list shall eenstitut a substan~tial change as proyided for
n RCW 34.053)) stale noxious weed list.

(3 The state noxious weed control board shall send a copy of the list((9)) to
each activated county noxious weed control board, ((to -a-h regional .oxous weed
e...el.beard,)) to each weed district, and to the county legislative authority of
each county with an inactive noxious weed control board.
(4)j The record of ((hearingshll)) rule king must include the written
findings of the board for the inclusion of each plant on the list. ((&ueh)) he
findings shall be made available upon request to any interested person.
Sec. 11. RCW 17.10.090 and 1987 c 438 s 9 are each amended to read as
follows:
Each county noxious weed control board shall, within ((thh't)) Dinm days
of the ((Peeeipt)) adoption of the state noxious weed list from the state noxious
weed control board and following ahearing, select those weeds from the class C
list and those weeds from the class B list not designated for control in the noxious
weed control region in which the county lies ((whieh)) that it finds necessary to be
controlled in the county. The weeds thus selected and all class A weeds and those
class B weeds that have been designated for control in the noxious weed control
region in which the county lies shall be classified within that county as noxious
weeds, and those weeds ((shafl)) comprise the county noxious weed list.
Sec. 12. RCW 17.10.100 and 1987 c 438 s 10 are each amended to read as
follows:
Where any of the following occur, the state noxious weed control board may,
following a hearing, order any county noxious weed control board or weed district
to include a noxious weed from the state board's list in the county's noxious weed
list:
(1) Where the state noxious weed control board receives a petition from at
least one hundred registered voters within the county requesting that the weed be
listed.
(2)Where the state noxious weed control board receives a request for ((sueh))
inclusion from an adjacent county's noxious weed control board or weed district,
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which the adjacent board or district has included that weed in ((the)) ts county list,
and ((whieh)) the adjacent board or weed district alleges that its noxious weed
control program is being hampered by the failure to include the weed on the
county's noxious weed list.
Sec. 13. RCW 17.10.110 and 1987 c 438 s 11 are each amended to read as
follows:
A regional noxious weed control board comprising the area of two or more
counties may be created as follows:
Eilhe the county legislative authority ((mdlo )). or the noxious weed control
board, or both. of two or more counties may, upon adetermination that the purpose
of this chapter will be served by the creation of a regional noxious weed control
board, adopt a resolution providing for a limited merger of the functions of their
respective counties noxious weed control boards. ((Sth)) The resolution ((shall))
becomes effective only when asimilar resolution isadopted by the other county or
counties comprising the proposed regional board.
Sec. 14. RCW 17.10.120 and 1987 c 438 s 12 are each amended to read as
follows:
In any case where a regional noxious weed control board is created, the county
noxious weed control boards comprising the regional board shall still remain in
existence and shall retain all powers and duties provided for ((sueh)) the boards
under this chapter.
The regional noxious weed control board ((shall-be)) js comprised of the
voting members and the nonvoting members of the component counties noxious
weed control boards or county legislative authorities who shall, respectively, be the
voting and nonvoting members of the regional board: PROVIDED, That each
county shall have an equal number of voting members. The board may appoint
other nonvoting members as deemed necessary. A majority of the voting members
of the board ((shll)) constitutes a quorum for the transaction of business and
((shall-be)) s necessary for any action taken by the board. The board shall elect
a ((ehairpersea)) chair from its members and ((stteh)) other officers as may be
necessary. Members of the regional board ((shall)) serve without salary but shall
be compensated for actual and necessary expenses incurred in the performance of
their official duties.
Sec. 15. RCW 17.10.130 and 1987 c 438 s 13 are each amended to read as
follows:
The powers and duties of a regional noxious weed control board are as
follows:
(1) The regional board shall, within ((thirty)) nineix days of the ((reeeipt))
adoption of the state noxious weed list from the state noxious weed control board
and following ahearing, select those weeds from the state list ((whieh)) that it finds
necessary to be controlled on a regional basis. The weeds thus selected shall also
be contained in the county noxious weed list of each county in the region.
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(2) The regional board shall take ((stteh)) action as may be necessary to
coordinate the noxious weed control programs of the region and ((shaff)) adopt a
regional plan for the control of noxious weeds.
Sec. 16. RCW 17.10.134 and 1987 c 438 s 14 are each amended to read as
follows:
Obligations or liabilities incurred by any county or regional noxious weed
control board or any claims against a county or regional noxious weed control
board ((shall-be)) are governed by chapter 4.96 RCW or RCW 4.08.120:
PROVIDED, That individual members or employees of a county noxious weed
control board ((shal-be)) are personally immune from civil liability for damages
arising from actions performed within the scope of their official duties or
employment.
Sec. 17. RCW 17.10.140 and 1969 ex.s. c 113 s 14 are each amended to read
as follows:
(I) Except as is provided under ((RCW 17.10.150)) subsection (2) of this
section, every owner shall perform((;)) or cause to be performed ((sueh)) those acts
as may be necessary to ((eento- dt.pre.. -thespread of noxious weeds From
his)):.
(a) Eradicate all class A noxious weeds:
(b)Control and prevent the spread of all class B noxious weeds designated for
control in that region within and from the owner's property: and
(c) Control and prevent the spread of all class B and class C noxious weeds
listed on the county weed list as locally mandated control priorities within and
from the owner's property.
(2)Forest lands classified under RCW 17.10.240(2). or meeting the definition
of forest lands contained in RCW 17.10,240, are subject to the requirements of
subsection 1)(a) and (b) of this section at all times. Forest lands are subiect to the
requirements of subsection (1)(c) of this section only within a one thousand foot
buffer strip of adjacent land uses, In addition, forest lands are subject to subsection
(11(c) of this section for a single five-year period following the harvesting of trees
for lumber.
Sec. 18. RCW 17.10.145 and 1995 c 374 s 75 are each amended to read as
follows:
All state agencies shall control noxious weeds on lands they own, lease, or
otherwise control through integrated pest management practices. Agencies shall
develop plans in cooperation with county noxious weed control boards to control
noxious weeds in accordance with standards in this chapter. All state agencies'
lands must comply with this chapter, regardless of noxious weed control efforts on
adjacent lands. ((County n.oxious
....
orol boards shall assist landowners to
meet and ....
...
-tandards
on sate lands.))
Sec. 19. RCW 17.10.154 and 1987 c 438 s 16 are each amended to read as
follows:
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It is recognized that the prevention, control, and eradication of noxious weeds
presents a problem for immediate as well as for future action. It is further
recognized that immediate prevention, control, and eradication is practicable on
some lands and that prevention, control, and eradication on other lands should be
extended over a period of time. Therefore, it is the intent of this chapter that
county noxious weed control boards may use their discretion and, by agreement
with the owners of land, may propose and accept plans for prevention, control, and
eradication ((whieh)) that may be extended over a period of years. The county
noxious weed control board may make an agreement with the owner of any parcel
of land by contract between the landowner and the respective county noxious weed
control board, and the board shall enforce the terms of any agreement. The county
noxious weed control board may make any terms ((whieh)) tba will best serve the
interests of the owners of the parcel of land and the common welfare ((whieh)) thI
comply with this chapter ((anrd the rules adopted th.run )). Agrmnts md
under this section must include at least a one thousand foot buffer for all adiacent
agricultural land uses, Noxious weed control in this buffer must comply with
RCW 17,10.140().
Sec. 20. RCW 17.10.160 and 1987 c 438 s 17 are each amended to read as
follows:
Any authorized agent or employee of the county noxious weed control board
or of the state noxious weed control board or of the department of agriculture
where not otherwise proscribed by law may enter upon any property for the
purpose of administering this chapter and any power exercisable pursuant thereto,
including the taking of specimens of weeds ((or other matzrala)), general
inspection, and the performance of eradication or control work. Prior to carrying
out the purpose((s)) for which the entry is made, the official making such entry or
someone in his or her behalf, shall ((have irst -made))make a reasonable attempt
to notify the owner of the property as to the purpose and need for the entry.
(1)When there is probable cause to believe that there is property within this
state not otherwise exempt from process or execution upon which noxious weeds
are standing or growing and the owner ((theree)) refuses permission to inspect the
property, a judge of the superior court or district court in the county in which
((stteh)) the property is located may, upon the request of the county noxious weed
control board or its agent, issue a warrant directed to ((sueh)) the board or agent
authorizing the ((scarch for the noxious weeds. deseribe. in the request for the
ww,,an!)) taking of specimens of weeds or other materials, general inspection. and
the erformance of eradication or control work.
(2) Application for issuance and execution and return of the warrant
authorized by this section shall be in accordance with the applicable rules of the
superior court or the district courts.
(3) Nothing in this section requires the application for and issuance of any
warrant not otherwise required by law: PROVIDED, That civil liability for
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negligence shall lie in any case in which entry and any of the activities connected
therewith are not undertaken with reasonable care.
(4) Any person who improperly prevents or threatens to prevent entry upon
land as authorized in this section or any person who interferes with the carrying out
of this chapter shall be upon conviction guilty of a misdemeanor.
Sec. 21. RCW 17.10.170 and 1987 c 438 s 18 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) Whenever the county noxious weed control board finds that noxious weeds
are present on any parcel of land, and that the owner ((thereeo)) is not taking
prompt and sufficient action to control the ((same)) noxious weeds, pursuant to the
provisions of RCW 17.10.140 ((ttnd 17.19.15)), it shall notify the owner that a
violation of this chapter exists. The notice shall be in writing and sent by certified
mail, and shall identify the noxious weeds found to be present, order prompt
control action, and specify the time, of at least ten days from issuance of the notice,
within which the prescribed action must be taken. Upon deposit of the certified
letter of notice, the noxious weed control authority shall make an affidavit of
mailing ((whieh shall-be)) that is prima facie evidence that proper notice was given.
If seed ((dispersion)) or other propagule dispersion is imminent, immediate control
action may be taken forty-eight hours following the time that notification is
reasonably expected to have been received by the owner or agent by certified mail
or personal service, instead of ten days. If a landowner received a notice of
violation from the county noxious weed control board in a prior growing season.
removal or destruction of all above ground plant parts may be required at the most
effective point in the growing season, as determined by the county weed board.
which may be before or after propagule dispersion,
(2) The county noxious weed control board or its authorized agents may issue
a notice of civil infraction as provided for in RCW 17.10.230 ((tofd)) 17.10.310
((through)). and 17.10.350 to owners who do not take action to control noxious
weeds in accordance with the notice.
(3) If the owner does not take action to control the noxious weeds in
accordance with the notice, the county board may control them, or cause their
being controlled, at the expense of the owner. The amount of ((sueh)) the expense
((shal)) constitutes a lien against the property and may be enforced by proceedings
on ((stteh)) the lien except as provided for by RCW 79.44.060. The owner ((sholl
be)) is liable for payment of the expense, and nothing in this chapter shall be
construed to prevent collection of any judgment on account thereof by any means
available pursuant to law, in substitution for enforcement of the lien. Necessary
costs and expenses including reasonable attorneys' fees incurred by the county
noxious weed control board in carrying out this section may be recovered at the
same time as a part of the action filed under this section. Funds received in
payment for the expense of controlling noxious weeds shall be transferred to the
county noxious weed control board to be expended as required to carry out the
purposes of this chapter.
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(4)The county auditor shall record in his or her office any lien created under
this chapter, and any ((suth)) lien shall bear interest at the rate of twelve percent
per annum from the date on which the county noxious weed control board approves
the amount expended in controlling ((steh)) the weeds.
(5)As an alternative to the enforcement of any lien created under subsection
(3) of this section, the county legislative authority may by resolution or ordinance
require that each ((steh)) lien created ((siat14)) be collected by the treasurer in the
same manner as adelinquent real property tax, if within thirty days from the date
the owner is sent notice of the lien, including the amount thereof, the lien remains
unpaid and an appeal has not been made pursuant to RCW 17.10.180. Liens
treated as delinquent taxes ((shal4)) bear interest at the rate of twelve percent per
annum and ((stteh)) the interest ((sha)) accrues as of the date notice of the lien is
sent to the owner: PROVIDED, That any collections for ((stueh)) th lien shall not
be considered as tax.
Sec. 22. RCW 17.10.180 and 1987 c 438 s 19 are each amended to read as
follows:
Any owner, upon request pursuant to the rules and regulation of the county
noxious weed control board, ((shall-be)) s entitled to a hearing before the board
on any charge or cost for which the owner is alleged to be liable pursuant to RCW
17.10.170 or 17.10.210, The board shall send notice by certified mail within thirty
days, to each owner at the owner's last known address, as to any ((sueh)) charge
or cost and as to his or her right of a hearing. The hearing shall be scheduled
within forty-five days of notification. Any determination or final action by the
board ((shall-be)) is subject to judicial review by aproceeding in the superior court
in the county in which the property islocated, and ((stehr)) the court ((sh ll ha, ))
has original jurisdiction to determine any suit brought by the owner to recover
damages allegedly suffered on account of control work negligently performed:
PROVIDED, That no stay or injunction shall lie to delay any ((steh)) control work
subsequent to notice given pursuant to RCW 17.10.160 or pursuant to an order
under RCW 17.10.210.
Sec. 23. RCW 17.10.190 and 1987 c 438 s 20 are each amended to read as
follows:
Each activated county noxious weed control board ((sh..l ctzfusz to
published)) must publish annually, and at ((steh)) other times as may be
appropriate, in at least one newspaper of general circulation within its area, a
general notice. The notice shall direct attention to the need for noxious weed
control and ((shal)) give ((steh)) other information ((with rcspcct thrcr.))
concerning noxious weed control requirements as may be appropriate, or ((shal)
indicate where such information may be secured. In addition to the general notice
required ((hereby)), the county noxious weed control board may use any
appropriate media for the dissemination of information to the public as may be
calculated to bring the need for noxious weed control to the attention of owners.
The board may consult with individual owners concerning their problems of
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noxious weed control and may provide them with information and advice,
including giving specific instructions and methods when and how certain named
weeds are to be controlled. ((Su-h)) The methods may include ((defiite ,syse
ems
of tillage, era.... .m...,t,
or uscfivetek)) some combination ot
physical, mechanical, cultural. chemical., and/or biological methods, including
livestock. Publication of a notice as required by this section ((sit4)) js not ((be))
acondition precedent to the enforcement of this chapter.
Sec. 24. RCW 17.10.205 and 1975 1st ex.s. c 13 s 16 are each amended to
read as follows:
Open areas subject to the spread of noxious weeds, ((cthcr th n crcp land,))
including but not limited to subdivisions, school grounds, playgrounds, parks, and
rights of way shall be subject to regulation by activated county noxious weed
control boards in the same manner and to the same extent as is provided for
((s.gie.ttltwl. n&)) all terrestrial and aquatic lands of the state.
Sec. 25. RCW 17.10.210 and 1987 c 438 s 22 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) Whenever the director ((or)), the county noxious weed control board, or
a weed district finds that aparcel of land is so seriously infested with class A or
class B noxious weeds that control measures cannot be undertaken thereon without
quarantining the land and restricting or denying access thereto or use thereof, the
director ((or)), the county noxious weed control board, or weed district, with the
approval of the director of the department of agriculture, may issue an order for
((sueh)) the quarantine and restriction or denial of access or use. Upon issuance
of the order, the director ((or)), the county noxious weed control board, or the weed
district shall commence necessary control measures and ((.hll prcccuct...
with due diligenee)) may institute legal action for the collection of costs for control
work, which may include attorneys' fees and the costs of other appropriate actions.
(2) An order of quarantine shall be served, by any method sufficient for the
service of civil process, on all persons known to qualify as owners of the land
within the meaning of this chapter.
(3)The director shall, with the advice of the state noxious weed control board,
determine how the expense of control work undertaken pursuant to this section,
and the cost of any quarantine in connection therewith, ((shall-be)) s apportioned.
Sec. 26. RCW 17.10.235 and 1987 c 438 s 30 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)((Any person who knowinl.y r n.egligently sells a prdut, iel, ar feed
mtuff designatd under

"ubse"tior
(2) of this
' s tio.

e

ntai

-

nius,,

-,d
seeds

or texic weeds design~ated for eontr! under subscotion (2) of this section and in an
amount greater tham- the amount established by the direeter for the seed or weed
under subseetior. (2) of this seetior. is guilty of itmisdcmetanor.
-()))
The director of agriculture shall adopt, with the advice of the state
noxious weed control board, rules designating noxious weed seeds ((the ptresettee
ef)) which shall be controlled in products. screenings. or articles to prevent the
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spread of noxious weeds. The rules shall identify the products, screenings, and
articles in which ((.teh)) the seeds must be controlled and the maximum amount
of ((seh)) the seed to be permitted in the product, screenings, or article to avoid
a hazard of spreading the noxious weed by seed from the product. screenings. or
article. The director shall also adopt, with the advice of the state board, rules
designating toxic weeds ((the presenee- o,) which shall be controlled in feed stuffs
and screenings to prevent injury to the animal that consumes the feed. The rules
shall identify the feed stuffs and screenings in which the toxic weeds must be
controlled and the maximum amount of the toxic weed to be permitted in ((sueh))
the feed. Rules developed under this section shall identify ways that products.
screenings, articles, or feed stuffs containing noxious weed seeds or toxic weeds
can be made available for beneficial uses,
(2)Any person who knowingly or negligently sells or otherwise distributes a
product, article, screenings, or feed stuff designated by rule containing noxious
weed seeds or toxic weeds designated for control by rule and in an amount greater
than the amount established by the director for the seed or weed by rule is guilty
of a misdemeanor.
(3) The department of agriculture shall, upon request of the buyer, inspect
products, screenings, articles, or feed stuffs designated ((Under subsetion, (2) o.
this seetiot,)) by ruLe and charge fees, in accordance with chapter 22.09 RCW, to
determine the presence of designated noxious weed seeds or toxic weeds.
Sec. 27. RCW 17.10.240 and 1995 c 374 s 77 are each amended to read as
follows:
() The activated county noxious weed control board of each county shall
annually submit a budget to the county legislative authority for the operating cost
of the county's weed program for the ensuing fiscal year: PROVIDED, That if the
board finds the budget approved by the legislative authority is insufficient for an
effective county noxious weed control program it shall petition the county
legislative authority to hold a hearing as provided in RCW 17.10.890. Control of
weeds isa ((speeial)) benefit to the lands within any such section. Funding for the
budget ((shall be)) is derived from any or all of the following:
(((-1-))) (a) The county legislative authority may, in lieu of a tax, levy an
assessment against the land for this purpose. Prior to the levying of an assessment
the county noxious weed control board shall hold a public hearing at which it
((shaf1)) will gather information to serve as a basis for classification and ((shall))
then classify the lands into suitable classifications, including but not limited to dry
lands, range lands, irrigated lands, nonuse lands, forest lands, or federal lands. The
board shall develop and forward to the county legislative authority, as a proposed
level of assessment for each class, ((sueh)) an amount as ((shall.)) seems just. The
assessment rate shall be either uniform per acre in its respective class or a flat rate
per parcel rate plus a uniform rate per acre: PROVIDED, That if no ((speelW))
benefits ((should-be)) are found to accrue to aclass of land, a zero assessment may
be levied. The county legislative authority, upon receipt of the proposed levels of
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assessment from the board, after a hearing, shall accept((-)) or modify by
resolution, or refer back to the board for its reconsideration all or any portion of the
proposed levels of assessment. ((The fi.dings b, the
. uty lgislat. auh.
of sue speeial benezfits, when, so deelared by resolution and spread upon, the
mnutes

f said authrity shall be en a

.lusi..
as totl ....

.w. A

.the
st

.. stituts a speial benefit to the land.. thin the s.cctr,.)) The amount of
((sfteh)) the assessment ((shtl)) constitutes a lien against the property. The county
legislative authority may by resolution or ordinance require that notice of the lien
be sent to each owner of property for which the assessment has not been paid by
the date it was due and that each ((stueh)) lien created ((shl4)) be collected by the
treasurer in the same manner as delinquent real property tax, if within thirty days
from the date the owner is sent notice of the lien, including the amount thereof, the
lien remains unpaid and an appeal has not been made pursuant to RCW 17.10.180.
Liens treated as delinquent taxes ((sMmf)) bear interest at the rate of twelve percent
per annum and ((stueh)) th interest ((shall)) accrues as of the date notice of the lien
is sent to the owner: PROVIDED FURTHER, That any collections for ((sueh)) the
lien shall not be considered as tax; or
(((4))) fh) The county legislative authority may appropriate money from the
county general fund necessary for the administration of the county noxious weed
control program. In addition the county legislative authority may make emergency
appropriations as it deems necessary for the implementation of this chapter.
(((-3,))) (2) Forest lands used solely for the planting, growing, or harvesting of
trees and which are typified, except during a single period of five years following
clear-cut logging, by canopies so dense as to prohibit growth of an understory may
be subject to an annual noxious weed assessment levied by a county legislative
authority that ((st4)) does not exceed one-tenth of the weighted average per acre
noxious weed assessment levied on all other lands in unincorporated areas within
the county !hat are subject to the weed assessment. This assessment shall be
computed in accordance with the formula in subsection (((4))) M of this section.
(((4))) 3. The calculation of the "weighted average per acre noxious weed
assessment" ((shall-be)) is a ratio expressed as follows:
(a) The numerator ((shall-be)) s the total amount of funds estimated to be
collected from the per acre assessment on all lands except (i) forest lands as
identified in subsection (((-3))) (2 of this section, (ii) lands exempt from the
noxious weed assessment, and (iii) lands located in an incorporated area.
(b)The denominator ((shall-be)) is the total acreage from which funds in (a)
of this subsection are collected. For lands of less than one acre in size, the
denominator calculation may be based on the following assumptions: (i)
Unimproved lands ((shall-be)) are calculated as being one-half acre in size on the
average, and (ii) improved lands ((shall-be)) are calculated as being one-third acre
in size on the average. The county legislative authority may choose to calculate the
denominator for lands of less than one acre in size using other assumptions about
average parcel size based on local information.
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(((5))) J4) For those counties that levy a per parcel assessment to help fund
noxious weed control programs, the per parcel assessment on forest lands as
defined in subsection (((-3-))) f2 of this section shall not exceed one-tenth of the per
parcel assessment on nonforest lands.
Sec. 28. RCW 17.10.250 and 1987 c 438 s 32 are each amended to read as
follows:
The legislative authority of any county with an activated noxious weed control
board or the board of any weed district may apply to the director for noxious weed
control funds when informed by the director that funds are available. Any ((sueh))
applicant must employ adequate administrative personnel to supervise an effective
weed control program as determined by the director with advice from the state
noxious weed control board. The director with advice from the state noxious weed
control board shall adopt rules on the distribution and use of noxious weed control
account funds.
Sec. 29. RCW 17.10.300 and 1975 1st ex.s. c 13 s 15 are each amended to
read as follows:
No lien created by RCW 17.10.280 ((shfl.)) exists, and no action to enforce
the same shall be maintained, unless within ninety days from the date of cessation
of the performance of ((stteh)) the labor, furnishing of materials, or the supplying
of ((s"eh)) equipment, a claim for ((stteh)) te lien ((shall-be)) s filed for record
as ((hetrenaffte)) provided in this section, in the office of the county auditor of the
county in which the property, or some part ((thereof)) of the property to be affected
((thereby)) by the claim for a lien, is situated. ((&ueh)) The claim shall state, as
nearly as may be, the time of the commencement and cessation of performing the
labor, furnishing the material, or supplying the equipment, the name of the county
noxious weed control board ((whieh)) Lha performed the labor or caused the labor
to be performed, furnished the material, or supplied the equipment, a description
of the property to be charged with the lien sufficient for identification, the name of
the owner, or reputed owner if known, or his or her agent, and if the owner is not
known, that fact shall be mentioned, the amount for which the lien is claimed, and
shall be signed by the county noxious weed control board, and be verified by the
oath of the county noxious weed control board, to the effect that the affiant
believes that claim to be just; and ((sueh)) the claim of lien may be amended in
case of action brought to foreclose the same, by order of the court, as pleadings
may be, insofar as the interest of third parties shall not be affected by such an
amendment. ((A laim or lien substatially in the sat, f..rm provided by RW
60.04.060 a d not in.
.onfli t with this setior. shall be suffieie*i))
Sec. 30. RCW 17.10.310 and 1987 c 438 s 24 are each amended to read as
follows:
The county noxious weed control board may issue a notice of civil infraction
if after investigation it has reasonable cause to believe an infraction has been
committed. flt shall be a misdmt...r for any person.to refuse to idetify hims l
or herself properly for the purpose of issua.... of a -. tie of ifretio.. Any
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fr..t)) A civil infraction may be issued pursuant to RCW 7,80,005,
7,80,070 through 7,80,110. 7.80,120 (3) and (4). and 7.80.130 through 7,80,900,

Sec. 31. RCW 17.10.350 and 1987 c 438 s 28 are each amended to read as
follows:
Any person found to have committed a civil infraction under this chapter shall
be assessed a monetary penalty((. No man-tary penalty so assessed may)) ntto
exceed one thousand dollars. The state noxious weed control board shall adopt a
schedule of monetary penalties for each violation of this chapter classified as a civil
infraction and ((shal4)) submit the schedule to the appropriate court. If a monetary
penalty is imposed by the court, the penalty is immediately due and payable. The
court may, at its discretion, grant an extension of time, not to exceed thirty days,
in which the penalty must be paid. Failure to pay any monetary penalties imposed
under this chapter ((shall-be)) ispunishable as a misdemeanor.
Sec. 32. RCW 17.10.890 and 1987 c 438 s 37 are each amended to read as
follows:
The following procedures shall be followed to deactivate a county noxious
weed control board:
(1)The county legislative authority ((shall)) holds a hearing to determine
whether there continues to be a need for an activated county noxious weed control
board if:
(a) A petition is filed by one hundred registered voters within the county;
(b) A petition is filed by a county noxious weed control board as provided in
RCW 17.10.240; or
(c) The county legislative authority passes a motion to hold such a hearing.
(2) Except as provided in subsection (4) of this section, the hearing shall be
held within sixty days of final action taken under subsection (1) of this section.
(3) If, after g hearing, the county legislative authority determines that no need
exists for a county noxious weed control board, due to the absence of class A or
class B noxious weeds designated for control in the region. the county legislative
authority shall deactivate the board.
(4) The county legislative authority shall not convene a hearing as provided
for in subsection (1) of this section more frequently than once a year.
Sec. 33. RCW 17.10.900 and 1987 c 438 s 38 are each amended to read as
follows:
Any weed district formed under chapter 17.04 or 17.06 RCW prior to the
enactment of this chapter, ((shall)) continues to operate under the provisions of the
chapter under which it was formed: PROVIDED, That if ten percent of the
landowners subject to any such weed district, and the county noxious weed control
board upon its own motion, petition the county legislative authority for a
dissolution of the weed district, the county legislative authority shall provide for
an election to be conducted in the same manner as required for the election of
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directors under the provisions of chapter 17.04 RCW, to determine by majority
vote of those casting votes, if ((steh)) the weed district ((shell)) will continue to
operate under the ((set)) chaIm it was formed. The land area of any dissolved
weed district ((shttll forthwith)) becomel subject to the provisions of this chapter.
Any district assessment funds may be transferred after the dissolution election
under contract to the county noxious weed control board to fund the noxious weed
control program.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 34. A new section is added to chapter 17.10 RCW to
read as follows:
(1) The state noxious weed control board shall:
(a) Work with the various federal and tribal land management agencies to
coordinate state and federal noxious weed control;
(b) Encourage the various federal and tribal land management agencies to
devote more time and resources to noxious weed control; and
(c) Assist the various federal and tribal land management agencies by seeking
adequate funding for noxious weed control.
(2) County noxious weed control boards and weed districts shall work with
the various federal and tribal land management agencies in each county in order to:
(a) Identify new noxious weed infestations;
(b) Outline and plan necessary noxious weed control actions;
(c) Develop coordinated noxious weed control programs; and
(d) Notify local federal and tribal agency land managers of noxious weed
infestations.
(3) The department of agriculture, county noxious weed control boards, and
weed districts are authorized to enter federal lands, with the approval of the
appropriate federal agency, to survey for and control noxious weeds where control
measures of a type and extent required under this chapter have not been taken.
(4) The department of agriculture, county noxious weed control boards, and
weed districts may bill the federal land management agency that manages the land
for all costs of the noxious weed control performed on federal land. If not paid by
the federal agency that manages the land, the cost of the noxious weed control on
federal land may be paid from any funds available to the county noxious weed
control board or weed district that performed the noxious weed control.
Alternatively, the costs of noxious weed control on federal land may be paid from
any funds specifically appropriated to the department of agriculture for that
purpose.
(5) The department of agriculture, county noxious weed control boards, and
weed districts are authorized to enter into any reasonable agreement with the
appropriate authorities for the control of noxious weeds on federal or tribal lands.
(6) The department of agriculture, county noxious weed control boards, and
weed districts shall consult with state agencies managing federal land concerning
noxious weed infestation and control programs.
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NEW SECTION. Sec. 35. RCW 17.10.905 is recodified as a section between
RCW 17.10.005 and 17.10.010.

NEW SECT1ON. Sec. 36. The following acts or parts of acts are each
repealed:
(1) RCW 17.10.005 and 1995 c 374 s 72;
(2) RCW 17.10.150 and 1987 c 438 s 15, 1975 1st ex.s. c 13 s 7, 1974 ex.s.
c 143 s 2, & 1969 ex.s. c 113 s 15;
(3)RCW 17.10.200 and 1987 c 438 s 21, 1979 c 118 s 3, & 1969 ex.s. c 113
s 20;

(4) RCW 17.10.320 and 1987 c 438 s 25;
(5) RCW 17.10.330 and 1987 c 438 s 26; and
(6) RCW 17.10.340 and 1987 c 438 s 27.
Passed the House April 19, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 14, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 14, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 14, 1997.
CHAPTER 354
[Substitute House Bill 17291
IRRIGATION DISTRICT ADMINISTRATION
AN ACT Relating to the administration of irrigation districts; amending RCW 87.03.051,

87.03.435, and 87.03.560; and adding a new section to chapter 87.03 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 87.03.051 and 1985 c 66 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
In districts with less than two hundred thousand acres, a person eighteen years
old, being a citizen of the United States and a resident of the state and who holds
title or evidence of title to assessable land in the district or proposed district shall
be entitled to vote therein, and to be recognized as an elector. A ((deimestie))
corporation. general partnership. limited partnership. limited liability company, or
other legal entity formed pursuant to the laws of the state of Washington or
qualified to do business in the state of Washington owning land in the district shall
be recognized as an elector. As used in this section. "entity" means a corporation.
general partnership. limited partnership, limited liability company, or other legal
entity formed pursuant to the laws of the state of Washington or qualified to do
business in the state of Washinagton "Ownership" shall mean the aggregate of all
assessable acres owned by an elector, individually or jointly, within one district.
Voting rights shall be allocated as follows: Two votes for each five acres of
assessable land or fraction thereof. No one ownership may accumulate more than
forty-nine percent of the votes in one district. If assessments are on the basis of
shares instead of acres, an elector shall be entitled to two votes for each five shares
or fraction thereof. The ballots cast for each ownership of land or shares shall be
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exercised by common agreement between electors or when land is held as
community property, the accumulated votes may be divided equally between
husband and wife. Except for community property ownership, in the absence of
the submission of the common agreement to the secretary of the district at least
twenty-four hours before the opening of the polls, the election board shall
recognize the first elector to appear on election day as the elector having the
authority to cast the ballots for that parcel of land for which there is more than one
ownership interest. A majority of the directors shall be residents of the county or
counties in which the district is situated and all shall be electors of the district, If
more than one elector residing outside the county or counties is voted for as
director, only that one who receives the highest number of votes shall be
considered in ascertaining the result of the election. An agent of ((a de,,leie
erpratin)) a.nity owning land in the district, duly authorized in writing, may
vote on behalf of the ((erpratin)) gnib by filing with the election officers his
or her instrument of authority. An elector resident in the district shall vote in the
precinct in which he orshe resides, all others shall vote in the precinct nearest their
residence. No director shall be qualified to take or retain office unless ((he)) the
director holds title or evidence of title to land within the district.
NEW SECfON, Sec, 2. A new section is added to chapter 87.03 RCW to
read as follows:
No irrigation district, its directors, officers, employees, or agents operating and
maintaining irrigation works for any purpose authorized by law, including the
production of food for human consumption and other agricultural and domestic
purposes, is liable for damages to persons or property arising from the disposal of
sewage and waste discharged by others into the irrigation works pursuant to federal
or state statutes, rules, or regulations permitting the discharge,
Sec. 3. RCW 87.03.435 and 1990 c 39 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) ((Any pcrscr to,, . a . .ntr.a y ha,,,v.,b, n,..
awarded For th
eer,..u.,.n cf a anl Cr any of the works fthe district, or any pCrtiCn th ref,
or for the furnishing of labor or
maierial,
shall enrt r intat bond with good and
sufflie~n! sureties, to be approvzd by the board of direeters, payable to the distriet

for its use, for at least twent, yev perccn! of !he affiount of the eentraet ricc,
eenditioned fzi th ithful'.p~mianee of said eontract, and with sueh 41-rher
eonditions as may be required by lawi !the~
eme eF etramt for public work, and
as-maey be required by resolution of the board. All works shall be done underth
!he-bem4)) Except as provided in subsections (2)and (3)of this section and RCW
87.03.436, whenever in the construction of the district canal or canals, or other
works, or the furnishing of materials therefor, the board of directors shall
determine to let acontract or contracts for the doing of the work or the furnishing
of the materials, a notice calling for sealed proposals shall be published. The
notice shall be published in a newspaper in the county in which the office of the
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board is situated, and in any other newspaper which may be designated by the
board, and for such length of time, not less than once each week for two weeks, as
may be fixed by the board. At the time and place appointed in the notice for the
opening of bids, the sealed proposals shall be opened in public, and as soon as
convenient thereafter, the board shall let the work or the contract for the purchase
of materials, either in portions or as a whole, to the lowest responsible bidder, or
the board may reject any or all bids and readvertise, or may proceed to construct
the work under its own superintendence. All work shall be done under the
direction and to the satisfaction of the engineer of the district, and be approved by
the board, The board of directors may require bidders submitting bids for the
construction or maintenance for any of the works of the district, or for the
furnishing of labor or material, to accompany their bids by a deposit in cash.
certified check, cashier's check, or surety bond in an amount equal to five percent
of the amount of the bid and a bid shall not be considered unless the deposit is
enclosed with it. If the contract is let. then all the bid deposits shall be returned to
the unsuccessful bidders. The bid deposit of the successful bidder shall be retained
until a contract is entered into for the purchase of the materials or doing of such
work. and a bond given to the district in accordance with chapter 39.08 RCW for
the performance of the contract. The performance bond shall be conditioned as
may be required by law and as may be required by resolution of the board. with
good and sufficient sureties satisfactory to the board, payable to the district for its
use. for at least twenty-five percent of the contract price. If the successful bidder
fails to enter into a contract and furnish the necessary bond within twenty days
from the award. exclusive of the day of the award. the bid deposit shall be forfeited
to the district and the contract may then be awarded to the second lowest bidder.
(2)The provisions of this section in regard to public bidding shall not apply
in cases where the board is authorized to exchange bonds of the district in payment
for labor and material.
(3) The provisions of this section do not apply:
(a) In the case of any contract between the district and the United States;
(b) In the case of an emergency when the public interest or property of the
district would suffer material injury or damage by delay, upon resolution of the
board of directors or proclamation of an official designated by the board to act for
the board during such emergencies. The resolution or proclamation shall declare
the existence of the emergency and recite the facts constituting the emergency; or
(c)To purchases which are clearly and legitimately limited to a single source
of supply or to purchases involving special facilities, services, or market
conditions, in which instances the purchase price may be best established by direct
negotiation.
*Sec. 4. RCW 87.03.560 and 1889-90 p 694 s 48 are each amended to read
as follows:
The holder or holders of title, or evidence of title, representing one-half or
more of any body of lands (adjacen to ., . .dary. , n ig_.
ds:_,.:,
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may file with the board of directorsof ((said)) an irrigationdistrict a petition in
writing, praying that the boundariesof ((said)) the districtmay be so changedas
to include ((therein-said)) W& lands. The petition shall describe the boundaries
of ((said)) the parcel or tractof land, and shall also describe the boundariesof
the severalparcels owned by the petitioners, if the petitioners be the owners
respectively of distinctparcels,but such descriptionsneed not be more particular
than they are requiredto be when such lands areentered by the county assessor
in the assessment book. Such petition must contain the assent of the petitioners
to the inclusion within ((said)) he district of the parcels or tracts of land
described in the petition, and of which ((said)) the petition alleges they are
respectively the owners; and it must be acknowledged in the same mannerthat
conveyances of land arerequiredto be acknowledged.
*Sec. 4 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Passed the House March 11, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 24, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 14, 1997, with the exception of certain items
that were vetoed.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 14, 1997.
Note: Governor's explanation of partial veto is as follows:

"I am returning herewith, without my approval as to section 4, Substitute House Bill
No. 1729 entitled:
"AN ACT Relating to the administration of irrigation districts;"
Substitute House Bill No. 1729 makes several technical amendments and up-dates to
the laws governing irrigation districts. Section 4 of the bill, however would be a
substantial change in state water policy. That section would allow irrigation districts to
add lands that are not contiguous with the district's boundaries, Such a change could allow

irrigation districts to pipe water to isolated parcels of land substantial distances from their
primary locations, and could result in "water spreading" and unanticipated expansion of
the districts' water rights. Changes such as this should not be dealt with in a piecemeal

fashion, but in context with the numerous other factors that must be considered in
allocating the state's limited water supply.

For these reasons, I have vetoed section 4 of Substitute House Bill No. 1729.
With the exception of section 4,1 am approving Substitute House Bill No. 1729."

CHAPTER 355
[Second Substitute House Bill 18171
RECLAIMED WATER DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS
AN ACT Relating to a reclaimed water demonstration program; amending RCW 90.46.005; and
adding a new section to chapter 90.46 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 90.46.005 and 1995 c 342 s 1 are each amended to read as
follows:
The legislature finds that by encouraging the use of reclaimed water while
assuring the health and safety of all Washington citizens and the protection of its
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environment, the state of Washington will continue to use water in the best
interests of present and future generations.
To facilitate the use of reclaimed water as soon as ispracticable, the legislature
encourages the cooperative efforts of the public and private sectors and the use of
pilot projects to effectuate the goals of this chapter. The legislature further directs
the department of health and the department of ecology to coordinate efforts
towards developing an efficient and streamlined process for creating and
implementing processes for the use of reclaimed water.
It ishereby declared that the people of the state of Washington have aprimary
interest in the development of facilities to provide reclaimed water to replace
potable water in nonpotable applications, to supplement existing surface and
ground water supplies, and to assist in meeting the future water requirements of the
state.
The legislature further finds and declares that the utilization of reclaimed
water by local communities for domestic, agricultural, industrial, recreational, and
fish and wildlife habitat creation and enhancement purposes, including wetland
enhancement, will contribute to the peace, health, safety, and welfare of the people
of the state of Washington. To the extent reclaimed water is appropriate for
beneficial uses, it should be so used to preserve potable water for drinking
purposes. Use of reclaimed water constitutes the development of new basic water
supplies needed for future generations.
The legislature further finds and declares that the use of reclaimed water is not
inconsistent with the policy of antidegradation of state waters announced in other
state statutes, including the water pollution control act, chapter 90.48 RCW and the
water resources act, chapter 90.54 RCW.
The legislature finds that other states, including California, Florida, and
Arizona, have successfully used reclaimed water to supplement existing water
supplies without threatening existing resources or public health.
It is the intent of the legislature that the department of ecology and the
department of health undertake the necessary steps to encourage the development
of water reclamation facilities so that reclaimed water may be made available to
help meet the growing water requirements of the state.
The legislature further finds and declares that reclaimed water facilities are
water pollution control facilities as defined in chapter 70.146 RCW and are eligible
for financial assistance as provided in chapter 70.146 RCW. The legislature finds
that funding demonstration proiects will ensure the future use of reclaimed water,
The demonstration proiects in section 2 of this act are varied in nature and will
provide the experience necessary to test different facets of the standards and refine
a variety of technologies so that water purveyors can begin to use reclaimed water
technology in a more cost-effective manner, This is especially critical in smaller
cities and communities where the feasibility for such projects is great, but there are
scarce resources to develop the necessary facilities,
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NEW SECI1N. Sec. 2. A new section is added to chapter 90.46 RCW to
read as follows:
(1)The department of ecology shall establish and administer a reclaimed water
demonstration program for the purposes of funding and monitoring the progress
of five demonstration projects. The department shall work in cooperation with the
department of health.
(2)The five demonstration projects will be:
(a) The city of Ephrata, to use class A reclaimed water for surface spreading
that will recharge the groundwater and reduce the nitrate concentrations that
currently exceed drinking water standards in domestic wells;
(b) Lincoln county, for a study of the use of reclaimed water to transport
twenty-two million gallons a day from Spokane to water sources that will rehydrate
and restore long depleted streambeds;
(c) The city of Royal City to replace an interim emergency sprayfield by using
one hundred percent of its discharge as class A reclaimed water to enhance local
wetlands and lakes in the winter, and potentially irrigate a golf course;
(d)The city of Sequim to implement a tertiary treatment system and reuse one
hundred percent of the city's wastewater to reopen an existing shellfish closure area
to benefit state and tribal resources, improve streamflows in the Dungeness river,
and provide a sustainable water supply for irrigation purposes;
(e) The city of Yelm to use one hundred percent of its wastewater to provide
alternative water supply for irrigation and industrial uses in order to offset
increased demand for water supply, to protect the Nisqually river chum salmon
runs, and to develop experimental artificial wetlands to test low cost treatment
options.
(3)By September 30, 1997, the department of ecology shall enter into a grant
agreement with the demonstration project jurisdictions that includes reporting
requirements, timelines, and a fund disbursement schedule based on the agreed
project milestones.
(4) Upon completion of the projects, the department of ecology shall report to
the appropriate committees of the legislature on the results of the program.
(5) Demonstration projects which will discharge or otherwise deliver
reclaimed water to federal reclamation project facilities or irrigation district
facilities shall meet the requirements of the facilities' operating entity for such
discharges or deliveries.
(6) No irrigation district, its directors, officers, employees, or agents operating
and maintaining irrigation works for any purpose authorized by law, including the
production of food for human consumption and other agricultural and domestic
purposes, is liable for damages to persons or property arising from the
implementation of the demonstration projects in this section.
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Passed the House April 21, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 14, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 14, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 14, 1997.

CHAPTER 356
[Substitute House Bill 2089]
LIVESTOCK IDENTIFICATION-FEES
AN ACT Relating to identification of livestock; amending RCW 16.57.015, 16.57.220,

16.57.220, 16.58.050. 16.58.050, 16.58.130, 16.58.130, 16.65.037, 16.65.037, 16,65.090, and
16.65.090; providing effective dates; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
*Sec. 1. RCW 16.57.015 and 1993 c 354 s 10 are each amended to read as

follows:
(1) The directorshall establish a livestock identification advisory board.
The board shall be composed of six members appointed by the director. One
member shall representeach of the following groups: Beefproducers,public
livestock market operators,horse owners, dairyfarmers, cattlefeeders, and meat
processors. In making appointments, the directorshall solicit nominationsfrom
organizationsrepresenting these groups state-wide.
(2) The purpose of the board is to provide oversight of tie livestock
identification programs and advice to the director regarding livestock
identificationprograms administeredunder this chapterand regardingbrand
inspectionfees and related licensingfees. The board shall meet at least once
every two months to receive a proeram status briefine from the department,
including a financial update and any other financialinformationrequested by
the board,in orderto provide euidance to the department on the operation of the
programs. The director shall consult the board before hiring or dismissing
supervisory personnel, adopting, amending, or repealing a rule under this
chapter or altering a fee under RCW 16.58.050, 16.58.130, 16.65.030, or
16.65.090. If the directorpublishes in the state registera proposed rule to be
adopted under the authorityof this chapter ora proposedrule setting afee under
RCW 16.58.050, 16.58.130, 16.65.030, or 16.65.090 and the rule has not received
the approvalof the advisory board,the directorshallfile with the board a written
statement settingforth the director's reasonsfor proposing the rule without the
board's approval
(3) The members of the advisory boardserve three-yearterms. However, the
directorshall by ruleprovide shorterinitialterms for some of the members of the
board to staggerthe expirationof the initialterms. The members serve without
compensation. The director may authorize the expenses of a member to be
reimbursedif the member is selected to attend a regionalor nationalconference
or meeting regardinglivestock identification. Any such reimbursementshall be
in accordance with RCW 43.03.050 and 43.03.060.
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*Sec. 1 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Sec. 2. RCW 16.57.220 and 1995 c 374 s 49 are each amended to read as
follows:
The director shall cause a charge to be made for all brand inspection of cattle
and horses required under this chapter and rules adopted hereunder. Such charges
shall be paid to the department by the owner or person in possession unless
requested by the purchaser and then such brand inspection shall be paid by the
purchaser requesting such brand inspection. Except as provided by rule, such
inspection charges shall be due and payable at the time brand inspection is
performed and shall be paid upon billing by the department and if not shall
constitute a prior lien on the cattle or cattle hides or horses or horse hides brand
inspected until such charge is paid. The director in order to best utilize the services
of the department in performing brand inspection may establish schedules by days
and hours when a brand inspector will be on duty to perform brand inspection at
established inspection points. The fees for brand inspection performed at
inspection points according to schedules established by the director shall be
((aimy)) seventy-five cents per head for cattle and not more than ((two)) three
dollars ((and forty eeni.)) per head for horses as prescribed by the director
subsequent to a hearing under chapter 34.05 RCW and in conformance with RCW
16.57.015. Fees for brand inspection of cattle and horses at points other than those
designated by the director or not in accord with the schedules established by the
director shall be based on a fee schedule not to exceed actual net cost to the
department of performing the brand inspection service. For the purpose of this
section, actual costs shall mean fifteen dollars per hour and the current mileage rate
set by the office of financial management.
Sec. 3. RCW 16.57.220 and 1997 c... s 2 (section 2 of this act) are each
amended to read as follows:
The director shall cause a charge to be made for all brand inspection of cattle
and horses required under this chapter and rules adopted hereunder. Such charges
shall be paid to the department by the owner or person in possession unless
requested by the purchaser and then such brand inspection shall be paid by the
purchaser requesting such brand inspection. Except as provided by rule, such
inspection charges shall be due and payable at the time brand inspection is
performed and shall be paid upon billing by the department and if not shall
constitute a prior lien on the cattle or cattle hides or horses or horse hides brand
inspected until such charge is paid. The director in order to best utilize the services
of the department in performing brand inspection may establish schedules by days
and hours when a brand inspector will be on duty to perform brand inspection at
established inspection points. The fees for brand inspection performed at
inspection points according to schedules established by the director shall be
((sevenyeiv)) sixty cents per head for cattle and not more than ((three)) two
dollars and forty cents per head for horses as prescribed by the director subsequent
to a hearing under chapter 34.05 RCW and in conformance with RCW 16.57.015.
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Fees for brand inspection of cattle and horses at points other than those designated
by the director or not in accord with the schedules established by the director shall
be based on a fee schedule not to exceed actual net cost to the department of
performing the brand inspection service. For the purpose of this section, actual
costs shall mean fifteen dollars per hour and the current mileage rate set by the
office of financial management.
Sec. 4. RCW 16.58.050 and 1994 c 46 s 23 are each amended to read as
follows:
The application for an annual license to engage in the business of operating
one or more certified feed lots shall be accompanied by a license fee of ((sit))
seven hundred fifty dollars. Upon approval of the application by the director and
compliance with the provisions of this chapter and rules adopted hereunder, the
applicant shall be issued a license or a renewal thereof.
Sec. 5. RCW 16.58.050 and 1997 c... s 4 (section 4 of this act) are each
amended to read as follows:
The application for an annual license to engage in the business of operating
one or more certified feed lots shall be accompanied by a license fee of ((seven))
six hundred ((fifty)) dollars. Upon approval of the application by the director and
compliance with the provisions of this chapter and rules adopted hereunder, the
applicant shall be issued a license or a renewal thereof.
Sec. 6. RCW 16.58.130 and 1994 c 46 s 24 are each amended to read as
follows:
Each licensee shall pay to the director a fee of ((twevee)) fifteen cents for each
head of cattle handled through the licensee's feed lot. Payment of such fee shall be
made by the licensee on a monthly basis. Failure to pay as required shall be
grounds for suspension or revocation of a certified feed lot license. Further, the
director shall not renew a certified feed lot license if a licensee has failed to make
prompt and timely payments.
Sec. 7. RCW 16.58.130 and 1997 c... s 6 (section 6 of this act) are each
amended to read as follows:
Each licensee shall pay to the director a fee of ((fifteen)) twelve cents for each
head of cattle handled through the licensee's feed lot. Payment of such fee shall be
made by the licensee on a monthly basis. Failure to pay as required shall be
grounds for suspension or revocation of a certified feed lot license. Further, the
director shall not renew a certified feed lot license if a licensee has failed to make
prompt and timely payments.
Sec. 8. RCW 16.65.037 and 1995 c 374 s 57 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) Upon the approval of the application by the director and compliance with
the provisions of this chapter, the applicant shall be issued a license or renewal
thereof. Any license issued under the provisions of this chapter shall only be valid
at location and for the sales day or days for which the license was issued.
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(2) he license fee shall be based on the average gross sales volume per
official sales day of that market:
(a) Markets with an average gross sales volume up to and including ten
thousand dollars, a one hundred ((twenty)) fift dollar fee;
(b) Markets with an average gross sales volume over ten thousand dollars and
up to and including fifty thousand dollars, a ((two)) three hundred ((ferty)) fifty
dollar fee; and
(c) Markets with an avermge gross sales volume over fifty thousand dollars,
a ((three)) four hundred ((si-tty)) fy dollar fee.
The fees for public market licenses shall be set by the director by rule
subsequent to a hearing under chapter 34.05 RCW and in conformance with RCW
16.57.015.
(3) Any applicant operating more than one public livestock market shall make
a separate application for a license to operate each such public livestock market,
and each such application shall be accompanied by the appropriate application fee.
Sec. 9. RCW 16.65.037 and 1997 c... s 8 (section 8 of this act) are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) Upon the approval of the application by the director and compliance with
the provisions of this chapter, the applicant shall be issued a license or renewal
thereof. Any license issued under the provisions of this chapter shall only be valid
at location and for the sales day or days for which the license was issued.
(2) The license fee shall be based on the average gross sales volume per
official sales day of that market:
(a) Markets with an average gross sales volume up to and including ten
thousand dollars, a one hundred ((fifty)) twent dollar fee;
(b)Markets with an average gross sales volume over ten thousand dollars and
up to and including fifty thousand dollars, a ((three)) two hundred ((fifty)) f.wM
dollar fee; and
(c) Markets with an average gross sales volume over fifty thousand dollars,
a ((fotn)) three hundred ((fifty)) a
dollar fee.
The fees for public market licenses shall be set by the director by rule
subsequent to a hearing under chapter 34.05 RCW and in conformance with RCW
16.57.015.
(3) Any applicant operating more than one public livestock market shall make
a separate application for a license to operate each such public livestock market,
and each such application shall be accompanied by the appropriate application fee.
Sec. 10. RCW 16.65.090 and 1994 c 46 s 22 are each amended to read as
follows:
The director shall provide for brand inspection. When such brand inspection
is required the licensee shall collect from the consignor and pay to *he department,
as provided by law, a fee for brand inspection for each animal consigned to the
public livestock market or special open consignment horse sale((-PROVIDE,
That)), However if in any one sale day the total fees collected for brand inspection
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do not exceed ((seventy-two)) ninet

dollars, then such licensee shall pay

((seyenty-two)) nineLy dollars for such brand inspection or as much thereof as the

director may prescribe.
Sec. 11. RCW 16.65.090 and 1997 c ...
s 10 (section 10 of this act) are each
amended to read as follows:

The director shall provide for brand inspection. When such brand inspection
is required the licensee shall collect from the consignor and pay to the department,
as provided by law, a fee for brand inspection for each animal consigned to the
public livestock market or special open consignment horse sale. However, if in
any one sale day the total fees collected for brand inspection do not exceed
((ninety)) seventy-two dollars, then such licensee shall pay ((ninety)) seventy-two
dollars for such brand inspection or as much thereof as the director may prescribe.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 12. (1) Sections 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 of this act are
necessary for the immediate preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or
support of the state government and its existing public institutions, and take effect
July 1, 1997.
(2) Sections 3, 5, 7, 9, and II of this act take effect July 1, 1998.
Passed the House April 21, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 16, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 14, 1997, with the exception of certain items
that were vetoed.

Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 14, 1997.
Note: Governor's explanation of partial veto is as follows:
"l am returning herewith, without my approval as to section I, Substitute House Bill
No. 2089 entitled:
"AN ACT Relating to identification of livestock;"
Substitute House Bill No. 2089 evolved from an ongoing effort among the
Washington State Department of Agriculture ("WSDA") and various sectors of the
livestock industry to agree on a combination of fees and responsibilities for operating the
Livestock Identification Program.
SHB 2089 maintains fees charged by the Livestock Identification Advisory Board at
their current level until July 1. 1998. This will allow the parties to continue efforts to
resolve their differences and bring aconstructive proposal to the 1998 Legislature.
Section I of this bill would amend the responsibilities of the Advisory Board. While
I agree with most of the proposed changes, one change is not appropriate. That change is
the requirement that the WSDA director consult the Advisory Board before hiring or
dismissing supervisory personnel. Personnel actions are the purview of agency managers
who are legally responsible for the decisions they make, and who must defend any
challeriges to those decisions. It isan unwarranted and inappropriate intrusion into agency
operations for acitizen advisory board to have a statutory role in such decisions.
For this reason, I have vetoed section I of Substitute House Bill 2089.
With the exception of section I, l am approving Substitute House Bill No. 2089."
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CHAPTER 357
[Substitute Senate Bill 5077]
INTEGRATED PEST MANAGEMENT
AN ACT Relating to integrated pest management; and adding a new chapter to Title 17 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. The legislature declares that it is the policy of the
state of Washington to require all state agencies that have pest control
responsibilities to follow the principles of integrated pest management.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. The definitions in this section apply throughout this
chapter unless the context clearly requires otherwise:
(1) "Integrated pest management" means a coordinated decision-making and
action process that uses the most appropriate pest control methods and strategy in
an environmentally and economically sound manner to meet agency programmatic
pest management objectives. The elements of integrated pest management include:
(a) Preventing pest problems;
(b) Monitoring for the presence of pests and pest damage;
(c) Establishing the density of the pest population, that may be set at zero, that
can be tolerated or correlated with a damage level sufficient to warrant treatment
of the problem based on health, public safety, economic, or aesthetic thresholds;
(d) Treating pest problems to reduce populations below those levels
established by damage thresholds using strategies that may include biological,
cultural, mechanical, and chemical control methods and that must consider human
health, ecological impact, feasibility, and cost-effectiveness; and
(e) Evaluating the effects and efficacy of pest treatments.
(2) "Pest" means, but is not limited to, any insect, rodent, nematode, snail,
slug, weed, and any form of plant or animal life or virus, except virus, bacteria, or
other microorganisms on or in a living person or other animal or in or on processed
food or beverages or pharmaceuticals, which is normally considered to be a pest,
or which the director of the department of agriculture may declare to be a pest.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. Each of the following state agencies or institutions
shall implement integrated pest management practices when carrying out the
agency's or institution's duties related to pest control:
(I) The department of agriculture;
(2) The state noxious weed control board;
(3) The department of ecology;
(4) The department of fish and wildlife;
(5) The department of transportation;
(6) The parks and recreation commission;
(7) The department of natural resources;
(8) The department of corrections;
(9) The department of general administration; and
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(10) Each state institution of higher education, for the institution's own
building and grounds maintenance.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 4. (1) A state agency or institution listed in section 3
of this act shall provide integrated pest management training for employees
responsible for pest management. The training programs shall be developed in
cooperation with the interagency integrated pest management coordinating
committee created under section 5 of this act.
(2) A state agency or institution listed in section 3 of this act shall designate
an integrated pest management coordinator and the department of labor and
industries and the office of the superintendent of public instruction shall each
designate one representative to serve on the committee established in section 5 of
this act.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5. (1) The interagency integrated pest management
coordinating committee is created. The committee is composed of the integrated
pest management coordinator from each agency or institution listed under section
3 of this act and the representatives designated under section 4 of this act. The
coordinator from the department of agriculture shall serve as chair of the
committee.
(2) The interagency integrated pest management coordinating committee shall
share information among the state agencies and institutions and facilitate
interagency coordination.
(3)The interagency integrated pest management coordinating committee shall
meet at least two times a year. All meetings of the committee must be open to the
public. The committee shall give public notice of each meeting.
(4) By November 30th of each odd-numbered year up to and including
November 30th, 2001, the department of agriculture, with the advice of the
interagency integrated pest management coordinating committee, shall prepare a
report on the progress of integrated pest management programs. The report is to
be made available through the state library and placed on the legislative alert list.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 6. If specific funding for the purposes of sections 3,
4, and 5 of this act, referencing this act by bill or chapter number, is not provided
by June 30, 1997, in the omnibus appropriations act, sections 3, 4, and 5 of this act
are null and void.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 7. Sections I through 5 of this act constitute a new
chapter in Title 17 RCW.
Passed the Senate April 21, 1997.
Passed the House April 9, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 14, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 14, 1997.
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CHAPTER 358
[Substitute Senate Bill 5144]
ADMINISTRATION OF COUNTY CLERKS' OFFICES-MODIFICATIONS
AN ACT Relating to the administration of county clerks' offices; amending RCW 6.36.035,
7.68.290,4.56.100, 4.64.030, 4.64.060, and 5.44.010; reenacting and amending RCW 4.64.120; and
repealing RCW 4.64.070.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 6.36.035 and 1994 c 185 s 7 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)
At the time of the filing of the foreign judgment, the judgment creditor or
the judgment creditor's lawyer shall make and file with the clerk of court an
affidavit setting forth the name and last known post office address of the judgment
debtor, and the judgment creditor.
(2) Promptly upon the filing of the foreign judgment and the affidavit, the
((elerk)) judgment creditor shall mail notice of the filing of the foreign judgment
to the judgment debtor at the address given ((and shall make ant of the maiing
in..he deeket)). The notice shall include the name and post office address of the
judgment creditor and the judgment creditor's lawyer if any in this state. In
addition, the judgment creditor ((m y mail a rotie. of the filing of the judgmnt t.
the judgment debtor and may)) shall file proof of mailing with the clerk. ((Lae
f n--.otie of filing b, the el.rk shall not effeet the
of mailing by ejudgmo.t reditor has bon-Ffil

.nf.rc .nt. ..
,t))

dig-s
-re
- if pr.

(3)(a) No execution or other process for enforcement of a foreign judgment
filed in the office of the clerk of a superior court shall ((issuc until t.n days after
th date the judgment is filed, r)) be allowed until ten days after ((mk iing the
noti of filing, whether mailed by the l.k or)) the proof of mailing has been filed
with the clerk by the judgment creditor((, whieh r is ator)).
(b) No execution or other process for enforcement of a foreign judgment filed
in the office of the clerk of a district court shall ((issue until fourteen days after th.
date the judgment is filed, or)) be allowed until fourteen days after ((tnaili, the
neti- of filing, whether m.ailed by !he -l--k or)) the proof of mailing has been filed
with the clerk by the judgment creditor((, whih..., .... i lt..)).
Sec. 2. RCW 4.64.120 and 1987 c 442 s 1111 and 1987 c 202 s 119 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
It shall be the duty of the county clerk to enter in the execution docket any
duly certified transcript of a judgment of a district court of this state and any duly
certified abstract of any judgment of any court mentioned in RCW 4.56.200, filed
in the county clerk's office, and to index the same in the same manner as judgments
originally rendered in the superior court for the county of which he or she is clerk.
Jurisdiction over the judgment, including modification to or vacation of the orginal
judgment, transfers to the superior court. The superior court may. in its discretibn.
remand the cause to district court for determination of any motion to vacate or
modify the original iudgment,
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Sec. 3. RCW 7.68.290 and 1987 c 281 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
If a defendant has paid restitution pursuant to court order under RCW
9.92.060, 9,94A. 140. 9.94A. 142. 9.95.210, or 9A.20.030 and the victim entitled
to restitution cannot be found or has died, the clerk of the court shall deposit with
the county treasurer the amount of restitution unable to be paid to the victim. The
county treasurer shall monthly transmit the money to the state treasurer for deposit
as provided in RCW 43.08.250. Moneys deposited under this section shall be used
to compensate victims of crimes through the crime victims compensation fund.
Sec. 4. RCW 4.56.100 and 1994 c 185 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) When any judgment for the payment of money only shall have been paid
or satisfied, the clerk of the court in which such judgment was rendered shall note
upon the record in the execution docket satisfaction thereof giving the date of such
satisfaction upon either the payment to such clerk of the amount of such judgment,
costs and interest and any accrued costs by reason of the issuance of any execution,
or the filing with such clerk of a satisfaction entitled in such action and identifying
the same executed by the judgment creditor or his orher attorney of record in such
action or his orher assignee acknowledged as deeds are acknowledged. The clerk
has the authority to note the satisfaction of iudgments for criminal and juvenile
legal financial obligations when the clerk's record indicates payment in full or as
directed by the court. Every satisfaction of judgment and every partial satisfaction
of judgment which provides for the payment of money shall clearly designate the
judgment creditor and his or her attorney if any, the judgment debtor, the amount
or type of satisfaction, whether the satisfaction is full or partial, the cause number,
and the date of entry of the judgment. A certificate by such clerk of the entry of
such satisfaction by him orher may be filed in the office of the clerk of any county
in which an abstract of such judgment has been filed. When so satisfied by the
clerk or the filing of such certificate the lien of such judgment shall be discharged.
(2) The department of social and health services shall file a satisfaction of
judgment for welfare fraud conviction if a person does not pay money through the
clerk as required under subsection (1)of this section.
(3) The department of corrections shall file a satisfaction of judgment if a
person does not pay money through the clerk's office as required under subsection
(1)of this section.
Sec. 5. RCW 4.64.030 and 1995 c 149 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
The clerk shall enter all judgments in the execution docket, subject to the
direction of the court and shall specify clearly the amount to be recovered, the
relief granted, or other determination of the action.
On the first page of each judgment which provides for the payment of money,
including judgments in rem, mandates of judgments, and judgments on
garnishments, the following shall be succinctly summarized: The judgment
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creditor and the name of his or her attorney, the judgment debtor, the amount of the
judgment, the interest owed to the date of the judgment, and the total of the taxable
costs and attorney fees, if known at the time of the entry of the judgment. If the
attorney fees and costs are not included in the judgment, they shall be summarized
in the cost bill when filed. (( i information is in.l.d.d in .ejudgmn to i..ist
te ouny l.rk in his or hcr r... keepin.g futizr,.)) The clerk may not ((sign
e Rie)) enter ajudgment, and ajudgment does not take effect, until the judgment
has a summary in compliance with this section. The clerk is not liable for an
incorrect summary.
Sec. 6.RCW 4.64.060 and 1987 c 442 s 1105 are each amended to read as
follows:
Every county clerk shall keep in the clerk's office a record, to be called the
execution docket, which shall be a public record and open during the usual
business hours to all persons desirous of inspecting it. The record must be indexed
both directly and inversely, and include all judgments, abstracts. and transcripts of
eiudgments in the clerk's office. The index must refer to each party against whom
the judgment is rendered or whose property is affected by the judgment.
Sec. 7, RCW 5.44.010 and Code 1881 s 430 are each amended to read as
follows:
The records and proceedings of any court of the United States, or any state or
territory, shall be admissible in evidence in all cases in this state when duly
((tuahentieied)) certified by the attestation of the clerk, prothonotary or other

officer having charge of the records of such court, with the seal of such court
annexed.
NEW SECTION. See. 8.RCW 4.64.070 and 1987 c 442 s 1106,1935 c 22
s l, & 1929 c 60 s5 are each repealed.
Passed the Senate April 19, 1997.
Passed the House April 14, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 14, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 14, 1997.
CHAPTER 359
[Substitute Senate Bill 5270]
STATE INVESTMENT BOARD-FORMATION OF CORPORATIONS, LIMITED LIABILITY
COMPANIES, AND LIMITED PARTNERSHIPS TO HANDLE INVESTMENTS
AN ACT Relating to the operation of the state investment board; and adding new sections to
chapter 43.33A RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. A new section is added to chapter 43.33A RCW to
read as follows:
(1) The board is authorized to create corporations under Title 23B RCW,
limited liability companies under chapter 25.15 RCW, and limited partnerships
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under chapter 25.10 RCW, of which it may or may not be the general partner, for
the purposes of transferring, acquiring, holding, overseeing, operating, or disposing
of real estate or other investment assets that are not publicly traded on a daily basis
or on an organized exchange. The liability of each entity created by the board is
limited to the assets or properties of that entity. No creditor or other person has
any right of action against the board, its members or employees, or the state of
Washington on account of any debts, obligations, or liabilities of the entity.
Entities created under this section may be authorized by the board to make any
investment that the board may make, including but not limited to the acquisition
of: Equity interests in operating companies, the indebtedness of operating
companies, and real estate.
(2) Directors, officers, and other principals of entities created under this
section must be board members, board staff, or principals or employees of an
advisor or manager engaged by contract by the board or the entity to manage real
estate or other investment assets of the entity. Directors of entities created under
this section must be appointed by the board. Officers and other principals of
entities created under this section are appointed by the directors.
(3) A public corporation, limited liability company, or limited partnership
created under this section has the same immunity or exemption from taxation as
that of the state. The entity shall pay an amount equal to the amounts that would
be paid for taxes otherwise levied upon real property and personal property to the
public official charged with the collection of such real property and personal
property taxes as if the property were in private ownership. The proceeds of such
payments must be allocated as though the property were in private ownership.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. A new section is added to chapter 43.33A RCW to
read as follows:
Rent and other income from real estate or other investment assets that are not
publicly traded on a daily basis or on an organized exchange that are acquired and
being held for investment by the board or by an entity created under section 1 of
this act by the board, and being managed by an external advisor or other property
manager under contract, shall not be deemed income or state funds for the purposes
of chapter 39.58 RCW and this title, until distributions are made to the board of
such income from the advisor or manager. Bank and other accounts established by
the advisor or property manager for the purpose of 'the management of such
investment assets shall not be deemed accounts established by the state for the
purpose of chapter 39.58 RCW and this title.
Passed the Senate April 26, 1997.
Passed the House April 25, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 14, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 14, 1997.
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CHAPTER 360
[Substitute Senate Bill 5276]
WATER WITHDRAWALS AND DIVERSIONS-ALTERNATIVE MANAGEMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES
AN ACT Relating to water withdrawals and diversions; amending RCW 90.03.255 and
90.44.055; adding a new section to chapter 90.03 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 90.44 RCW;
and creating a new section.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, See. 1. The legislature finds that in many basins in the state
there is water available on a seasonal basis that is in excess of the needs of either
existing water right holders or instream resources. The legislature finds that excess
waters often result in significant flooding and damage to public and private
resources. Further, it is in the public interest to encourage the impoundment of
excess water and other measures that can be used to offset the impact of
withdrawals and diversions on existing rights and instream resources. Further, in
some areas of the state additional supplies of water are needed to meet the needs
of a growing economy and population. The legislature finds there is a range of
alternatives that offset the impacts that should be encouraged including the
creation, restoration, enhancement, or enlargement of ponds, wetlands, and
reservoirs and the artificial recharge of aquifers.
The purpose of this act is to foster the improvement in the water supplies
available to meet the needs of the state. It is the goal of this act to strengthen the
state's economy while maintaining and improving the overall quality of the state's
environment.
Sec. 2. RCW 90.03.255 and 1996 c 306 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
The department shall, when evaluating an application for a water right,
transfer, or change filed pursuant to RCW 90.03.250 or 90.03.380 that includes
provision for any water impoundment or other resource management technique,
take into consideration the benefits and costs, including environmental effects, of
((the)) My water impoundment or other resource management technique that is
included as a component of the application. The department's consideration shall
extend to any increased water supply that results from the impoundment or other
resource management technique, including((;)) but not limited to((;)) any recharge
of ground water that may occur, as a means of making water available or otherwise
offsetting the impact of the diversion of surface water proposed in the application
for the water right, transfer, or change. Provision for an impoundment or other
resource management technique in an application shall be made solely at the
discretion of the applicant and shall not otherwise be made by the department as
a condition for approving an application that does not include such provision (ffor
impo undment,)).
This section does not lessen, enlarge, or modify the rights of any riparian
owner, or any existing water right acquired by appropriation or otherwise.
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Sec. 3. RCW 90.44.055 and 1996 c 306 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
The department shall, when evaluating an application for a water right or an
amendment filed pursuant to RCW 90.44.050 or 90.44.100 that includes provision
for any water impoundment or other resource management technique, take into
consideration the benefits and costs. including environmental effects, of ((the)) aU
water impoundment or other resource management technique that is included as a
component of the application. The department's consideration shall extend to any
increased water supply that results from the impoundment or other resource
management technique, including((;)) but not limited to((;)) any recharge of ground
water that may occur, as a means of making water available or otherwise offsetting
the impact of the withdrawal of ground water proposed in the application for the
water right or amendment in the same water resource inventory area. Provision for
an impoundment or other resource management technique in an application shall
be made solely at the discretion of the applicant and shall not be made by the
department p a condition for approving an application that does not include such
provision ((for .....nd e )).
This section does not lessen, enlarge, or modify the rights of any riparian
owner, or any existing water right acquired by appropriation or otherwise.
*NEW SECTION, Sec. 4. A new section is addedto chapter 90.03 RCW to
read as follows:
Upon the request of the applicant,the departmentshal4 when evaluatingan
application for a water right, transfer, or change filed pursuant to RCW
90.03.250 or 90.03.380, take into account the recharge of ground waterfrom
septic tanks or other on-site wastewater treatmentfacilities in an amount not to
exceed the proposed use of waterfor indoorpurposes. The departmentshall,
based upon hydrogeologicdatafor the area in which the applicationis located,
determine the amount of rechargeto the aquifer that is likely to occur andfactor
that amount into the decision it makes on the application. Any water right
permit, transfer, or change that is authorized under this section shall be
conditioned to state that the water rightpermit, transfer,or change shall remain
in effect only so long as the water use, includingthe dischargeof water usedfor
indoor purposes through a septic tank or other wastewater treatmentfacility,
remains unchangedfrom that proposedin the originalapplication.
*Sec. 4 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*NEW SECTION, Sec. 5. A new section is added to chapter90.44 RCW to
read as follows:
Upon the request of the applicant,the departmentshall when evaluatingan
applicationfor a water right or an amendment to a water right or permitfiled
pursuant to RCW 90.44.050 or 90.44.100, take into account the recharge of
ground waterfrom septic tanks or other on-site wastewater treatmentfacilities
in an amount not to exceed the proposed use of waterfor indoorpurposes. The
department shall, based upon hydrogeologic data for the area in which the
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application is located, determine the amount of rechargeto the aquifer that is
likely to occur and factor that amount into the decision it makes on the
application. Any water rightpermit or amendment that is authorized under this

section shall be conditionedto state that the water rightpermit or amendment
shall renmin in effect only so long as the water use, including the dischargeof

water used for indoor purposes through a septic tank or other wastewater
treatment facility, remains unchanged from that proposed in the original
application.
*See. 5 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Passed the Senate April 23, 1997.
Passed the House April 16, 1997.

Approved by the Governor May 14, 1997, with the exception of certain items
that were vetoed.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 14, 1997.
Note: Governor's explanation of partial veto is as follows:
"Iam returning herewith, without my approval as to sections 4 and 5, Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5276 entitled:
"AN ACT Relating to water withdrawals and diversions;"
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5276 provides mitigation policy direction for the state as
it relates to water rights, transfers, changes and amendments. Sections 1 through 3of the
bill provide innovative mitigation policy direction to help the state address increased
demand on our finite water resources while protecting the environment, and I support those
sections.
Sections 4 and 5 of SSB 5276 contain provisions that would require the termination
of water rights if the right holder were to stop using a septic system or other wastewater
treatment facility that was recharging the water supply. It would create an impractical
expectation that the water right would be terminated if sewers eventually replace the septic
systems or other wastewater treatment facilities involved. These sections also create a
disincentive to convert from septic systems to sewers, contrary to state policy.
For these reasons, I have vetoed sections 4 and 5 of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5276.
With the exception of sections 4 and 5, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5276 is approved."

CHAPTER 361
[Substitute Senate Bill 5336]
CITIES AND TOWNS-CLARIFICATION AND HARMONIZATION OF PROVISIONS
AN ACT Relating to clarifying and harmonizing provisions affecting cities and towns; amending
RCW 19.16.500, 39.30.010, 35.27.070, 35.07.040, 9.41.050, 35A.12.010, 35.27.080, 35.01.020,
35.01.040, 35.02.130, 35.22.010, 35.23.051, 35.33.020, 35.34.020, 35.86.010, 35A.06.020, 35.13.005,
35A.14.005, 35.13.180, and 36.70A.I 10;adding a new section to chapter 35.23 RCW; recodifying
RCW 35.21.620; repealing RCW 35.07.030, 35.17.160, 35.23.390, 35.23.400, 35.21.600, 35.21.610,
and 35A.61.010; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:

*Sec. 1. RCW 19.16.500 and 1982 c 65 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)Agencies, departments, taxing districts,politicalsubdivisions of the state,
counties, and incorporated cities may retain, by written contract, collection
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agencies licensed under this chapterfor the purpose of collecting public debts
owed by any person.
(2) No debt may be assignedto a collection agency unless (a)there has been
an attempt to advise the debtor (i) of the existence of the debt and (ii) that the
debt may be assignedto a collection agencyfor collection if the debt is not paid,
and (b) at least thirty days have elapsedfrom the time the notice was sent.
(3) Collection agencies assigneddebts under this section shall have only
those remedies and powers which would be available to them as assignees of
private creditors.
(4) For purposes of this section, the term debt shall include fines,fes.
penalties,reasonablecosts, assessments, and other debts.
(5) The reasonablecosts involved in the collection of the debts through the
use of a collection agency are reasonable costs that may be added to and
included in the debt to be paid by the debtor,
*Sec. I was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Sec. 2. RCW 39.30.010 and 1970 ex.s. c 42 s 26 are each amended to read as
follows:
Any city or town or metropolitan park district or county or library district may
execute an executory conditional sales contract with a county or counties, the state
or any of its political subdivisions, the government of the United States, or any
private party for the purchase of any real or personal property, or property rights
in connection with the exercise of any powers or duties which they now or
hereafter are authorized to exercise, if the entire amount of the purchase price
specified in such contract does not result in a total indebtedness in excess of threefourths of one percent of the value of the taxable property in such ((eiy or to,wn or
metropolitan park districtr eetcunty or)) library district((: PROVIDED, That)) 2r
the maximum amount of nonvoter-approved indebtedness authorized in such
county, city, town, or metropolitan park district, If such a proposed contract would
result in a total indebtedness in excess of ((three fourths of on.e prn of the value
of the table property of such
or town or mtropolitan
-ity
park district or county
or l rary d.str.,,, s the ease may bc)) this amount, a proposition in regard to
whether or not such a contract may be executed shall be submitted to the voters for
approval or rejection in the same manner that bond issues for capital purposes are
submitted to the voters((: PRO.VIDED FURTHER, R at))._Any city or town or
metropolitan park district or county or library district may jointly execute contracts
authorized by this section, if the entire amount of the purchase price does not result
in a joint total indebtedness in excess of ((three fourths of one per..nt of the alue
of the taxable propety in such)) the nonvoter-approved indebtedness limitation of
an city ((or%)) town ((or)), metropolitan park district ((or)), county, or library
district that participates in the Jointly executed contract. The term "value of the
taxable property" shall have the meaning set forth in RCW 39.36.015.
Sec. 3. RCW 35.27.070 and 1993 c 47 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
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The government of a town shall be vested in a mayor and a council consisting
of five members and a treasurer, all elective; the mayor shall appoint a clerk and
a marshal; and may appoint a town attorney, pound master, street superintendent,
a civil engineer, and such police and other subordinate officers and employees as
may be provided for by ordinance. All appointive officers and employees shall
hold office at the pleasure of the mayor, subject to any applicable law. rule. or
regulation relating to civil service, and shall not be subject to confirmation by the
town council.
Sec. 4. RCW 35.07.040 and 1965 c 7 s 35.07.040 are each amended to read
as follows:
((If the applieable ccnaus shows a pxpulation ef les thar fcur thtutsamd,)) The
council shall cause an election to be called upon the proposition of
disincorporation. If the city or town has any indebtedness or outstanding liabilities,
it shall order the election of a receiver at the same time.
*Sec. 5. RCW 9.41.050 and 1996 c 295 s 4 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)(a) Except in the person's place of abode orfixed place of business, a
person shallnot carrya pistol concealed on his or herperson without a license
to carry a concealedpistol.
(b) Every licensee shall have his or her concealedpistol license in his or her
immediate possession at all times that he or she is requiredby this section to
have a concealedpistol license andshall display the same upon demand to any
police officer or to any other person when and if requiredby law to do so. Any
violation of this subsection (1)(b) shall be a class I civil infraction under chapter
((7-84)) 7.80 RCW and shall be punished accordingly pursuant to chapter
((784)) 7.80 RCW and the infraction rules for courts of limitedjurisdiction.
(2) A person shall not carry orplace a loadedpistolin any vehicle unless the
person has a license to carry a concealedpistol and: (a) The pistol is on the
licensee'sperson, (b) the licensee is within the vehicle at all times that the pistol
is there, or (c) the licensee is away from the vehicle and the pistol is locked
within the vehicle and concealedfrom view from outside the vehicle.
(3) A person at least eighteen years of age who is in possession of an
unloaded pistol shall not leave the unloaded pistol in a vehicle unless the
unloaded pistol is locked within the vehicle and concealed from view from
outside the vehicle.
(4) Except as otherwiseprovided in this chapter, no person may carry a
firearm unless it is unloaded andenclosed in an opaque case or secure wrapper
or the person is:
(a) Licensed under RCW 9.41.070 to carry a concealedpistol;
(b) In attendance at a hunter'ssafety course or a firearms safety course;
(c) Engaging in practice in the use of a firearm or target shooting at an
establishedrange authorizedby the governing body of thejurisdiction in which
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such range is located or any other area where the discharge of a firearm is not
prohibited;
(d) Engagingin an organizedcompetition involving the use of a firearm,or
participatingin orpracticingfora performance by an organized group that uses
firearms as a part of the performance;
(e) Engaging in a lawful outdoor recreationalactivity such as hunting,
fishing, camping, hiking, or horseback riding, only if, considering all of the
attendantcircumstances, including but not limited to whether the person has a
valid hunting orfishing license, it is reasonableto conclude that the person is
participatingin lawful outdoor activities or is traveling to orfrom a legitimate
outdoor recreationarea;
(/) In an area where the discharge of a firearm is permitted, and is not
trespassing;
(g) Traveling with any unloadedfirearm in the person's possession to or
from any activity described in (b), (c), (d), (e), or (/) of this subsection, except as
provided in (h) of this subsection;
(h) Traveling in a motor vehicle with a firearm, other than apistol, thatis
unloadedand locked in the trunk or other compartmentof the vehicle, placed in
a gun rack, or otherwise secured in place in a vehicle, provided that this
subsection (4)(h) does not apply to motor homes if the firearms are not within
the driver's compartment of the motor home while the vehicle is in operation.
Notwithstanding (a) of this subsection, and subject to federal and state park
regulations regardingfirearm possession therein, a motor home shall be
considered a residence when parked at a recreationalpark, campground, or
other temporary residential setting for the purposes of enforcement of this
chapter;
(i) On real property under the control of the person or a relative of the
person;
(j) At his or her residence;
(k) Is a member of the armedforces of the United States, nationalguard,or
organized reserves, when on duty;
(l) Is a law enforcement officer;
(m) Carrying a firearm from or to a vehicle for the purpose of taking or
removing thefirearm to orfrom a place of businessfor repair;or
(n) An armedprivatesecurity guardor armedprivate detective licensed by
the department of licensing, while on duty or enroute to andfrom employment.
(5) Violation of any of the prohibitionsof subsections (2) through (4)of this
section is a misdemeanor.
(6) Nothing in this section permits the possession of firearms illegal to
possess under state orfederal law.
(7) Any city, town, or county may enact an ordinance to exempt itselffrom
the prohibitionof subsection (4) of this section.
*Sec. 5 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.
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Sec. 6. RCW 35A.12.010 and 1994 c 223 s 30 are each amended to read as
follows:
The government of any noncharter code city or charter code city electing to
adopt the mayor-council plan of government authorized by this chapter shall be
vested in an elected mayor and an elected council. The council of a noncharter
code city having less than twenty-five hundred inhabitants shall consist of five
members; when there are twenty-five hundred or more inhabitants, the council
shall consist of seven members((: PROVIDED, That)). A city with a population
of less than twenty-five hundred at the time of reclassification as an optional
municipal code city may choose to maintain a seven-member council. The
decision concerning the number of councilmembers shall be made by the council
and be incorporated as a section of the ordinance adopting for the city the
classification of noncharter code city, If the population of a city after having
become a code city decreases from twenty-five hundred or more to less than
twenty-five hundred, it shall continue to have a seven member council. If, after a
city has become a mayor-council code city, its population increases to twenty-five
hundred or more inhabitants, the number of councilmanic offices in such city may
increase from five to seven members upon the affirmative vote of a majority of the
existing council to increase the number of councilmanic offices in the city. When
the population of a mayor-council code city having five councilmanic offices
increases to five thousand or more inhabitants, the number of councilmanic offices
in the city shall increase from five to seven members. In the event of an increase
in the number of councilmanic offices, the city council shall, by majority vote,
pursuant to RCW 35A. 12.050, appoint two persons to serve in these offices until
the next municipal general election, at which election one person shall be elected
for a two-year term and one person shall be elected for a four-year term. The
number of inhabitants shall be determined by the most recent official state or
federal census or determination by the state office of financial management. A
charter adopted under the provisions of this title, incorporating the mayor-council
plan of government set forth in this chapter, may provide for an uneven number of
councilmembers not exceeding eleven.
A noncharter code city of less than five thousand inhabitants which has elected
the mayor-council plan of government and which has seven councilmanic offices
may establish a five-member council in accordance with the following procedure.
At least six months prior to a municipal general election, the city council shall
adopt an ordinance providing for reduction in the number of councilmanic offices
to five. The ordinance shall specify which two councilmanic offices, the terms of
which expire at the next general election, are to be terminated. The ordinance shall
provide for the renumbering of council positions and shall also provide for a twoyear extension of the term of office of a retained councilmanic office, if necessary,
in order to comply with RCW 35A.12.040.
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However, a noncharter code city that has retained its old mayor-council plan
of government, as provided in RCW 35A.02.130, is subject to the laws applicable
to that old plan of government.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 7. A new section is added to chapter 35.23 RCW to
read as follows:
No person is eligible to hold an elective office in a second class city unless the
person is a resident and registered voter in the city.
Sec. 8. RCW 35.27.080 and 1965 c 7 s 35.27.080 are each amended to read
as follows:
No person shall be eligible to or hold an elective office in a town unless he or
she is a resident and ((eleet therein))
. registered voter in the town,
Sec. 9. RCW 35.01.020 and 1994 c 81 s 4 are each amended to read as
follows:
A second class city is a city with a population of ((more than)) fifteen hundred
or more at the time of its organization or reorganization that does not have a charter
adopted under Article XI, section 10, of the state Constitution, and does not operate
under Title 35A RCW.
Sec. 10. RCW 35.01.040 and 1994 c 81 s 5 are each amended to read as
follows:
A town has a population of less than fifteen hundred ((or-less)) at the time of
its organization and does not operate under Title 35A RCW.
Sec. 11. RCW 35.02.130 and 1994 c 154 s 308 are each amended to read as
follows:
The city or town officially shall become incorporated at a date from one
hundred eighty days to three hundred sixty days after the date of the election on the
question of incorporation. An interim period shall exist between the time the
newly elected officials have been elected and qualified and this official date of
incorporation. During this interim period, the newly elected officials are
authorized to adopt ordinances and resolutions which shall become effective on or
after the official date of incorporation, and to enter into contracts and agreements
to facilitate the transition to becoming a city or town and to ensure a continuation
of governmental services after the official date of incorporation. Periods of time
that would be required to elapse between the enactment and effective date of such
ordinances, including but not limited to times for publication or for filing
referendums, shall commence upon the date of such enactment as though the city
or town were officially incorporated.
During this interim period, the city or town governing body may adopt rules
establishing policies and procedures under the state environmental policy act,
chapter 43.21C RCW, and may use these rules and procedures in making
determinations under the state environmental policy act, chapter 43.21C RCW.
During this interim period, the newly formed city or town and its governing
body shall be subject to the following as though the city or town were officially
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incorporated: RCW 4.24.470 relating to immunity; chapter 42.17 RCW relating
to open government; chapter 40.14 RCW relating to the preservation and
disposition of public records; chapters 42.20 and 42.23 RCW relating to ethics and
conflicts of interest; chapters 42.30 and 42.32 RCW relating to open public
meetings and minutes; RCW 35.22.288, ((35.23.319, 35.24.220)) 35,23.221,
35.27.300, 35A. 12.160, as appropriate, and chapter 35A.65 RCW relating to the
publication of notices and ordinances; RCW 35.21.875 and 35A.21.230 relating to
the designation of an official newspaper; RCW 36.16.138 relating to liability
insurance; RCW 35.22.620, 35.23.352, and 35A.40.210, as appropriate, and
statutes referenced therein relating to public contracts and bidding; and chapter
39.34 RCW relating to interlocal cooperation. Tax anticipation or revenue
anticipation notes or warrants and other short-term obligations may be issued and
funds may be borrowed on the security of these instruments during this interim
period, as provided in chapter 39.50 RCW, Funds also may be borrowed from
federal, state, and other governmental agencies in the same manner as if the city or
town were officially incorporated.
RCW 84.52.020 and 84.52.070 shall apply to the extent that they may be
applicable, and the governing body of such city or town may take appropriate
action by ordinance during the interim period to adopt the property tax levy for its
first full calendar year following the interim period.
The governing body of the new city or town may acquire needed facilities,
supplies, equipment, insurance, and staff during this interim period as if the city or
town were in existence. An interim city manager or administrator, who shall have
such administrative powers and duties as are delegated by the governing body, may
be appointed to serve only until the official date of incorporation. After the official
date of incorporation the governing body of such a new city organized under the
council manager form of government may extend the appointment of such an
interim manager or administrator with such limited powers as the governing body
determines, for up to ninety days. This governing body may submit ballot
propositions to the voters of the city or town to authorize taxes to be collected on
or after the official date of incorporation, or authorize an annexation of the city or
town by a fire protection district or library district to be effective immediately upon
the effective date of the incorporation as a city or town.
The boundaries of a newly incorporated city or town shall be deemed to be
established for purposes of RCW 84.09.030 on the date that the results of the initial
election on the question of incorporation are certified or the first day of January
following the date of this election if the newly incorporated city or town does not
impose property taxes in the same year that the voters approve the incorporation.
The newly elected officials shall take office immediately upon thcir election
and qualification with limited powers during this interim period as provided in this
section. They shall acquire their full powers as of the official date of incorporation
and shall continue in office until their successors are elected and qualified at the
next general municipal election after the official date of incorporation:
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PROVIDED, That if the date of the next general municipal election is less than
twelve months after the date of the first election of councilmembers, those initially
elected councilmembers shall serve until their successors are elected and qualified
at the next following general municipal election as provided in RCW 29.04.170.
For purposes of this section, the general municipal election shall be the date on
which city and town general elections are held throughout the state of Washington,
pursuant to RCW 29.13.020.
In any newly incorporated city that has adopted the council-manager form of
government. the term of office of the mayor. during the interim period only, shall
be set by the council, and thereafter shall be as provided by law.
The official date of incorporation shall be on a date from one hundred eighty
to three hundred sixty days after the date of the election on the question of
incorporation, as specified in a resolution adopted by the governing body during
this interim period. A copy of the resolution shall be filed with the county
legislative authority of the county in which all or the major portion of the newly
incorporated city or town is located. If the governing body fails to adopt such a
resolution, the official date of incorporation shall be three hundred sixty days after
the date of the election on the question of incorporation. The county legislative
authority of the county in which all or the major portion of the newly incorporated
city or town is located shall file a notice with the county assessor that the city or
town has been authorized to be incorporated immediately after the favorable results
of the election on the question of incorporation have been certified. The county
legislative authority shall file a notice with the secretary of state that the city or
town is incorporated as of the official date of incorporation.
Sec. 12. RCW 35.22.010 and 1965 c 7 s 35.22.010 are each amended to read
as follows:
Cities of the first class shall be organized and governed according to the law
providing for the government of cities having a population of ((twenty)) ten
thousand or more inhabitants that have adopted a charter in accordance with Article
((4+)) XI, section 10 of the state Constitution.
Sec. 13. RCW 35.23.051 and 1995 c 134 s 8 are each amended to read as
follows:
General municipal elections in second class cities ((rot. operatirg under thc
,mmision
form of government)) shall be held biennially in the odd-numbered
years and shall be subject to general election law.
The terms of office of the mayor, city attorney, clerk, and treasurer shall be
four years and until their successors are elected and qualified and assume office in
accordance with RCW 29.04.170: PROVIDED, That if the offices of city attorney,
clerk, and treasurer are made appointive, the city attorney, clerk, and treasurer shall
not be appointed for a definite term: PROVIDED FURTHER, That the term of the
elected treasurer shall not commence in the same biennium in which the term of the
mayor commences, nor in which the terms of the city attorney and clerk commence
if they are elected.
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Council positions shall be numbered in each second class city so that council
position seven has a two-year term of office and council positions one through six
shall each have four-year terms of office. Each councilmember shall remain in
office until a successor is elected and qualified and assumes office in accordance
with RCW 29.04.170.
In its discretion the council of a second class city may divide the city by
ordinance, into a convenient number of wards, not exceeding six, fix the
boundaries of the wards, and change the ward boundaries from time to time and as
provided in RCW 29.70.100. No change in the boundaries of any ward shall be
made within one hundred twenty days next before the date of a general municipal
election, nor within twenty months after the wards have been established or altered.
However, if a boundary change results in one ward being represented by more
councilmembers than the number to which it is entitled, those having the shortest
unexpired terms shall be assigned by the council to wards where there is a vacancy,
and the councilmembers so assigned shall be deemed to be residents of the wards
to which they are assigned for purposes of determining whether those positions are
vacant.
Whenever such city is so divided into wards, the city council shall designate
by ordinance the number of councilmembers to be elected from each ward,
apportioning the same in proportion to the population of the wards. Thereafter the
councilmembers so designated shall be elected by the voters resident in such ward,
or by general vote of the whole city as may be designated in such ordinance.
Council position seven shall not be associated with a ward and the person elected
to that position may reside anywhere in the city and voters throughout the city may
vote at a primary to nominate candidates for position seven, when a primary is
necessary, and at a general election to elect the person to council position seven.
((When)) Additional territory that is added to the city ((i*-may)) shall. by act of the
council, be annexed to contiguous wards without affecting the right to redistrict at
the expiration of twenty months after last previous division. The removal of a
councilmember from the ward for which he or she was elected shall create a
vacancy in such office.
Wards shall be redrawn as provided in chapter 29.70 RCW. Wards shall be
used as follows: (1) Only a resident of the ward may be a candidate for, or hold
office as, a councilmember of the ward; and (2) only voters of the ward may vote
at a primary to nominate candidates for a councilmember of the ward. Voters of
the entire city may vote at the general election to elect a councilmember of a ward,
unless the city had prior to January 1, 1994, limited the voting in the general
election for any or all council positions to only voters residing within the ward
associated with the council positions. If a city had so limited the voting in the
general election to only voters residing within the ward, then the city shall be
authorized to continue to do so. The elections for the remaining council position
or council positions that are not associated with a ward shall be conducted as if the
wards did not exist.
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Sec. 14. RCW 35.33.020 and 1985 c 175 s 4 are each amended to read as
follows:
The provisions of this chapter apply to all cities of the first class ((whieh)) tJa
have a population of less than three hundred thousand, to all cities of the second
((a,-d third clasz)) class, and to all towns, except those cities and towns ((wlieh))
that have adopted an ordinance under RCW 35.34.040 providing for a biennial
budget.
Sec. 15. RCW 35.34.020 and 1985 c 175 s 5 are each amended to read as
follows:
This chapter applies to all cities of the first((-)) and second((, and third))
classes and to all towns ((whiel)). that have by ordinance adopted this chapter
authorizing the adoption of a fiscal biennium budget.
Sec. 16. RCW 35.86.010 and 1975 1st ex.s. c 221 s I are each amended to
read as follows:
Cities of the first((;)) and second((, and-third)) classes are authorized to
provide off-street parking space and facilities located on land dedicated for park
or civic center purposes, or on other municipally-owned land where the primary
purpose of such off-street parking facility is to provide parking for persons who
use such park or civic center facilities. In addition a city may own other off-street
parking facilities and operate them in accordance with RCW 35.86A. 120.
Sec. 17. RCW 35A.06.020 and 1995 c 134 s 11 are each amended to read as
follows:
The classifications of municipalities ((whieh exited prior to th ti !his title
g .i-....eeffe-)) M first class cities, second class cities, unclassified cities, and
towns((-)), and the restrictions, limitations, duties, and obligations specifically
imposed by law upon such classes of cities and towns, shall have no application to
noncharter code cities, but every noncharter code city, by adopting such
classification, has elected to be governed by the provisions of this title, with the
powers granted hereby. However, any code city that retains its old plan of
government is subject to the laws applicable to that old plan of government until
the city abandons its old plan of government and reorganizes and adopts a plan of
government under chapter 35A. 12 or 35A. 13 RCW.
*Sec. 18. RCW 35.13.005 and 1990 1st ex.s. c 17 s30 are each amended to
readas follows:
((No)) A city or town may not annex territorylocated in a county in which
urbangrowth areashave been designatedunder RCW 36.70A.110 ((may-amme
terrktMy)) that is located beyond an urban growth area unless the territory is
annexed under RCW 35.13.180.
*Sec. 18 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*Sec. 19. RCW 35A.14.005 and 1990 Ist ex.s. c 17 s 31 are each amended
to read asfollows:
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((No)) A code city May not annex territory located in a county in which
urban growth areas have been designated under RCW 36.70A.110 ((my-tnmet
territoy)) that is locate beyond an urban growth area unless the territory is
annexed undr RCW 35A.14.300.
*Sec. 19 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*Sec. 20. RCW35.13.180 and 1994 c 81 s 11 are each amended to read as
follows:
may by a
City and town councils ((,f s nd c .l;citis and t))
majority vote annex new unincorporated territory outside the city or town limits,
whether contiguous or noncontiguous for park, cemetery, or other municipal
M .f.e.....
-(or
purposes when such territory is owned by the city or town

of th.e ra,..

in.t .. ito
.py

g...
.. heir .....e ....

to.th,

n.... a...)).

*Sec. 20 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*Sec. 21. RCW 36. 70A.110 and 1995 c 400 s 2 are each amended to read
as follows:
(1) Each county that is required or chooses to plan under RCW 36. 70A.040
shall designate an urban growth area or areas within which urban growth shall
be encouraged and outside of which growth can occur only if it is not urban in
nature. Each city that is located in such a county shall be included within an
urban growth area. except that an area owned by a city or town that was
annexed to the city or town under RCW 35.13.180 or 35A.14.300 may be located
outside of an urban rowth area. An urban growth area may include more than
a single city. An urban growth area may include territory that is located outside
of a city only ifsuch territory already is characterized by urban growth whether
or not the urban growth area includes a city, or is adjacent to territory already
characterized by urban growth, or is a designated new fully contained
community as defined by RCW 36. 70A.350.
(2) Based upon the growth management population projection made for the
county by the office offinancial management, the urban growth areas in the
county shall include areas and densities sufficient to permit the urban growth
that is projected to occur in the county for the succeeding twenty-year period.
Each urban growth area shall permit urban densities and shall include greenbelt
and open space areas. An urban growth area determination may include a
reasonable land market supply factor and shallpermit a range of urban densities
and uses. In determining this market factor, cities and counties may consider
local circumstances. Cities and counties have discretion in their comprehensive
plans to make many choices about accommodating growth.
Within one year of July 1, 1990, each county that as of June 1, 1991, was
required or chose to plan under RCW 36.70A.040, shall begin consulting with
each city located within its boundaries and each city shall propose the location
of an urban growth area. Within sixty days of the date the county legislative
authority of a county adopts its resolution of intention or ofcertification by the
office offinancial management, all other counties that are required or choose
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to plan under RCW 36.70A.040 shall begin this consultation with each city
located within its boundaries. The county shall attempt to reachagreement with
each city on the location of an urban growth area within which the city is
located. If such an agreement is not reachedwith each city located within the
urban growth area, the county shalljustfy in writing why It so designated the
areaan urban growth area. A city may objectformally with the departmentover
the designation of the urban growth area within which it is located. Where
appropriate,the departmentshallattempt to resolve the conflicts, including the
use of mediation services.
(3) Urbangrowth should be locatedfirst in areas already characterizedby
urban growth that have adequate existing publicfacility and service capacities
to serve such development, second in areas already characterized by urban
growth that will be served adequately by a combination of both existing public
facilities and services and any additionalneeded publicfacilities and services
that are provided by eitherpublic orprivate sources, and third in the remaining
portions of the urban growth areas. Urban growth may also be located in
designatednew fully containedcommunities as defined by RCW 36.70A.350.
(4)In general,cities are the units of local government most appropriateto
provide urban governmental services. In general, it is not appropriate that
urban governmental services be extended to or expanded in ruralareas except
in those limited circumstances shown to be necessary to protect basic public
health and safety and the environment and when such services arefinancially
supportableat ruraldensities and do not permit urban development.
(5) On or before October 1, 1993, each county that was initially requiredto
plan under RCW 36. 70A.040(1) shalladoptdevelopment regulationsdesignating
interim urban growth areas under this chapter. Within three years and three
months of the date the county legislative authority of a county adopts its
resolutionof intention or of certificationby the office offinancialmanagement,
all other counties that are requiredor choose to plan under RCW 36.70A.040
shall adopt development regulations designating interim urban growth areas
under this chapter. Adoption of the interim urbangrowth areas may only occur
afterpublic notice;public hearing;and compliance with the state environmental
policy act, chapter 43.21C RCW, and RCW 36.70A.11O. Such action may be
appealed to the appropriategrowth management hearings board under RCW
36.70A.280. Final urban growth areas shall be adopted at the time of
comprehensive plan adoption underthis chapter.
(6) Each county shall include designations of urban growth areas in its
comprehensive plan.
*Sec. 21 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION, Sec. 22. RCW 35.21.620 shall be recodified as a section
in chapter 35.22 RCW.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 23. The following acts or parts of acts are each
repealed:
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(i) RCW 35.07.030 and 1965 c 7 s 35.07.030;
(2) RCW 35.17.160 and 1965 c 7 s 35.17.160;
(3) RCW 35.23.390 and 1965 c 7 s 35.23.390;
(4) RCW 35.23.400 and 1965 c 7 s 35.23.400;
(5) RCW 35.21.600 and 1979 c 151 s 27, 1965 ex.s. c 47 s 6, & 1965 c 7 s
35.21.600;
(6) RCW 35.21.610 and 1965 ex.s. c 47 s 1; and
(7) RCW 35A.61.010 and 1967 ex.s. c 119 s 35A.61.010.
*NEW SECTION, Sec. 24. This act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of the state
government and its existing public institutions, and takes effect immediately.
*Sec. 24 was vetoed. See message at end or chapter.

Passed the Senate April 26, 1997.
Passed the House April 25, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 14, 1997, with the exception of certain items
that were vetoed.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 14, 1997.
Note: Governor's explanation of partial veto is as follows:
"Iam returning herewith, without my approval as to sections i, 5, 18, 19, 20, 21, and
24, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5336 entitled:
"AN ACT Relating to clarifying and harmonizing provisions affecting cities and
towns;"
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5336 is primarily a technical bill relating to the internal
operations of cities and towns. It deletes some archaic statutes and references, aligns some
other statutes to current practice, and makes others more usable.
Section I of this bill would provide that the reasonable costs involved in the
collection of debts through the use of a collection agency by a governmental entity are
reasonable costs that may be added to, and included in the debt to be paid by the debtor.
I support this concept, however, I find the language in Substitute Senate Bill 5827, dealing
with this same subject, preferable because it offers more precision regarding what can be
considered reasonable costs.
Section 5 would correct a reference regarding civil infractions for violation of
concealed weapons laws. This reference was also corrected in Senate Bill No. 5326 which
I have already signed into law, therefore this section is duplicative.
Sections !E through 21 of this bill would allow cities, code cities, and towns to
unilaterally annex territory located in a county, beyond the urban growth area, if the area
to be annexed is owned by the city or town and the annexation is for a municipal purpose.
The authority that would be granted by these sections goes well beyond the changes to
annexation laws recommended by the Land Use Study Commission.
These sections could create a very large loophole in our growth management laws.
"Municipal purpose." is not clearly defined in the bill. Without a definition of "municipal
purpose", the annexation authority could be exercised much too broadly. Nothing in the
bill requires a city to maintain a use of the annexed property that would be appropriate
outside of an urban growth area, after an annexation is completed. Also, over-broad
annexation authority would erode the financial base of some of our counties.
Section 24 is an emergency clause. Although this bill is important, it is not a matter
for the immediate preservation of the public peace, health or safety, or support of the state
government and its existing public institutions.
For these reasons, I have vetoed sections 1, 5, 18, 19, 20, 21 and 24 of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5336.
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With the exception ofsections 1, 5, 18, 19, 20, 21 and 24, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5336 is approved."

CHAPTER 362
[Senate Bill 5530]
DEFINING AGRICULTURE FOR WASHINGTON INDUSTRIAL SAFETY AND HEALTH ACT
PURPOSES
AN ACT Relating to defining agriculture; amending RCW 49.17.020; and creating a new
section.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. The legislature finds that the state's farms are
diverse in their nature and the owners, managers, and their employees continually
find new ways to plant, raise, harvest, process, store, market, and distribute their
products. The legislature further finds that the department of labor and industries
needs guidance in determining when activities related to agricultural products are
to be regulated as agricultural activities and when they should be regulated as other
activities. It isthe intent of the legislature that activities performed by a farmer as
incident to or in conjunction with his or her farming activities be regulated as
agricultural activities. For this purpose, an agricultural activity is to be interpreted
broadly, based on the definition of "agriculture" in RCW 49.17.020.
Sec. 2. RCW 49.17.020 and 1973 c 80 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
For the purposes of this chapter:
(1)The term "agriculture" mpeans farming and includes, but is not limited to:
(a)The cultivation and tillage of the soil:
(b)Dairying:
(c)The production, cultivation, growing, and harvesting of any agricultural or
horticultural commodity:
(d)The raising of livestock, bees. fur-bearing animals, or poultry: and
(e) Any practices performed by a farmer or on a farm. incident to or in
connection with such farming operations. including but not limited to preparation
for market and delivery to:
(i) Storage:
(ii) Market: or
(iii) Carriers for transportation to market,
The term "agriculture" does not mean a farmer's processing for sale or
handling for sale a commodity or product grown or produced by a person other
than the farmer or the farmer's employees,
(21 The term "director" means the director of the department of labor and
industries, or his designated representative.
(((-2))) (3) The term "department" means the department of labor and
industries.
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(((4))) (4) The term "employer" means any person, firm, corporation,
partnership, business trust, legal representative, or other business entity which
engages in any business, industry, profession, or activity in this state and employs
one or more employees or who contracts with one or more persons, the essence of
which is the personal labor of such person or persons and includes the state,
counties, cities, and all municipal corporations, public corporations, political
subdivisions of the state, and charitable organizations: PROVIDED, That any
person, partnership, or business entity not having employees, and who is covered
by the industrial insurance act shall be considered both an employer and an
employee.
(((4))) (. The term "employee" means an employee of an employer who is
employed in the business of his employer whether by way of manual labor or
otherwise and every person in this state who is engaged in the employment of or
who is working under an independent contract the essence of which is his personal
labor for an employer under this chapter whether by way of manual labor or
otherwise.
((())) ~(6) The term "person" means one or more individuals, partnerships,
associations, corporations, business trusts, legal representatives, or any organized
group of persons.
(((6-))) (M)The term "safety and health standard" means a standard which
requires the adoption or use of one or more practices, means, methods, operations,
or processes reasonably necessary or appropriate to provide safe or healthful
employment and places of employment.
(((7))) (8) The term "work place" means any plant, yard, premises, room, or
other place where an employee or employees are employed for the performance of
labor or service over which the employer has the right of access or control, and
includes, but is not limited to, all work places covered by industrial insurance
under Title 51 RCW, as now or hereafter amended.
(((8))) 9M)The term "working day" means a calendar day, except Saturdays,
Sundays, and all legal holidays as set forth in RCW 1.16.050, as now or hereafter
amended, and for the purposes of the computation of time within which an act is
to be done under the provisions of this chapter, shall be computed by excluding the
first working day and including the last working day.
Passed the Senate April 21, 1997.
Passed the House April 8, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 14, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 14, 1997.
CHAPTER 363
[Senate Bill 5659]
WASHINGTON STATE BEEF COMMISSION-MEMBERSHIP AND PROCEDURES
AN ACT Relating to the beef commission; and amending RCW 16.67.040 and 16.67.051.
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Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 16.67.040 and 1993 c 40 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
There is hereby created a Washington state beef commission to be thus known
and designated. The commission shall be composed of ((one)) two beef producers,
((one)) two dairy (beef) producers, ((ofe)) = feeders, one livestock salesyard
operator, and one meat packer. If an otherwise voting member is elected as the
chair of the commission, the member may. during the member's term as chair of
the commission, cast a vote as a member of the commission only to break a tie
vote, In addition there will be one ex officio member without the right to vote
from the department of agriculture to be designated by the director thereof.
A majority of voting members shall constitute aquorum for the transaction of
any business.
All appointed members as stated in RCW 16.67.060 shall be citizens and
residents of this state, over the age of twenty-five years, each of whom is and has
been actually engaged in that phase of the cattle industry he or she represents for
a period of five years, and has during that period derived a substantial portion of
his or her income therefrom, or have asubstantial investment in cattle as an owner,
lessee, partner, or a stockholder owning at least ten percent of the voting stock in
acorporation engaged in the production of cattle or dressed beef, or a manager or
executive officer of such corporation. Producer members of the commission shall
not be directly engaged in the business of being a meat packer, or as a feeder,
feeding cattle other than their own. Said qualifications must continue throughout
each member's term of office.
Sec. 2. RCW 16.67.051 and 1993 c 40 s 3 are each amended to read as
follows:
Commencing on July 1, 1993, the appointive positions on the commission
shall be designated as follows: The beef producers shall be designated position one
and position six; the dairy (beef) producers shall be designated position two and
position seven; the feeders shall be designated position three and position eight; the
livestock salesyard operator shall be designated position four; and the meat packer
shall be designated position five.
The initial terms of positions one and four shall terminate July 1, 1994;
positions two and five shall terminate July 1, 1995; and position three shall
terminate July 1, 1996. The initial terms of position six shall terminate July 1.
1998: position seven shall terminate July 1. 1999: and position eight shall terminate
July 1.2000, The regular term of office of subsequent appointees shall be three
years from the date of appointment and until their successors are appointed.
Passed the Senate April 21, 1997.
Passed the House April 8, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 14, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 14, 1997.
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CHAPTER 364
[Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill 5759]
SEX OFFENDERS-RISK LEVEL CLASSIFICATION-PUBLIC NOTICE PROCEDURES
AN ACT Relating to sex offender risk level classification and public notification procedures;
amending RCW 4.24.550, 13.40.217, 70.48.470, and 9.95.145; adding a new section to chapter 72.09
RCW; and creating new sections.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 4.24.550 and 1996 c 215 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) Public agencies are authorized to release ((-lev.n an.d ncccary))
information to the public regarding sex offenders ((to the publi when the release
of thecinf.rmati. is....s. for publi pretl..in)) when the agency determines
that disclosure of the information is relevant and necessary to protect the public
and counteract the danger created by the particular offender. This authorization
applies to information regarding: (a)Any pgrson adjudicated or convicted of asex
offense as defined in RCW 9.94A.030: (b)any person under the jurisdiction of the
indeterminate sentence review board as the result of a sex offense: (c)any person
committed as asexually violent predator under chapter 71.09 RCW or as a sexual
psychopath under chapter 71.06 RCW: (d) any person found not guilty of a sex
offense by reason of insanity under chapter 10.77 RCW: and (e) any person found
incompetent to stand trial for a sex offense and subsequently committed under
chapter 71.05 or 71.34 RCW.
(2)The extent of the public disclosure of relevant and necessary information
shall be rationally related to: (a) The level of risk posed by the offender to the
community: (b)the locations where the offender resides, expects to reside, or is
regularly found: and (c) the needs of the affected community members for
information to enhance their individual and collective safety,
(3) Local law enforcement agencies shall consider the following guidelines in
determining the extent of a public disclosure made under this section, (a) For
offenders classified as risk level 1.the agency shall share information with other
appropriate law enforcement agencies and may disclose, upon request, relevant.
necessary. and accurate information to any victim or witness to the offense and to
any individual community member who lives near the residence where the offender
resides, expects to reside, or is regularly found: (b)for offenders classified as risk
level II. the agency may also disclose relevant, necessary, and accurate information
to public and private schools, child day care centers. family day care providers,
businesses and organizations that serve primarily children. women, or vulnerable
adults, and neighbors and community groups near the residence where the offender
resides, expects to reside. or is regularly found: and (c)for offenders classified as
risk level III. the agency may also disclose relevant. necessary. and accurate
information to the public at large,
(4) Local law enforcement agencies ((atnd ,ff,,ials who deid,rclcac)) that
disseminate information pursuant to this section shall: (a)Review available risk
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level classifications made by the department of corrections, the department of
social and health services, and the indeterminate sentence review board: (b assign
risk level classifications to all sex offenders about whom information will be
disseminated: and (c)
make a good faith effort to notify the public and residents at
least fourteen days before the sex offender is released from confinement or. where
an offender moves from another jurisdiction, as soon as possible after the agency
learns of the offender's move, except that in no case may this notification provision
be construed to require an extension of an offender's release date. ((If a ehange
oeurs in.the release plan,i th notifi tion proisior. will not require an. ension
of the release date. The departnent of
.rtion..sa.dte.
dpi..nt of social and
hcatl, seryicca shall provide loeal low cnforeemInt offliials with all rlelvant
information on.sex offenders abot! to be released or plaeed into the eeommunity ir
a timcly manner. '.Y. asex offender under ounty jurisdition will be released
from jail and will reside in tt county other than !he eou1ty of incarcration, thee
ehicf la
men
I ....
offIar
A of !h. jail, . his or h
gareI...llnot-i-fy
1t..he
sheriff i thcounty where the offender will reside of the offender's release as
proyided in RGW 70.48.440.
(3))0 An appointed or elected public official, public employee, or public
agency as defined in RCW 4.24.470 is immune from civil liability for damages for
any discretionary ((deeision to relcasc)) risk level classification decisions ((anid
the)) or release of relevant and necessary information, unless it is shown that the
official, employee, or agency acted with gross negligence or in bad faith. The
((authoriztioen and)) immunity in this section applies to risk level classification
decisions and the release of relevant and necessar information regarding((- (a)A
person eonyicted of, orjuyenilc found to hae eemmitcd, aksex offense as dcfinc
by RCW 9.94A.030;- (b)a person found not guilty of tasex offcnse by refs~n
instiniy under chaptar 10.77 RCW;- (e)a parson found incompetent to standva
for a sex offenga and subsequently eommitd under ehapter 71.05 or 71.34 RCW;
(d)akperson commRntd as at sexual psychopath under ahaptar 71.06 RCW;, or (a)
a person eommittad as a sexually Yiolant pradater under ehaptar 71.09 RCW)) my
individual for whom disclosure is authorized, The decision of a local law
enforcement agency or official to classify a sex offender to a risk level other than
the one assigned by the department of corrections. the department of social and
health services, or the indeterminate sentence review board. or the release of any
relevant and necessar information based on that different classification shall not.
by itself. be considered gross negligence or bad faith. The immunity provided
under this section applies to the release of relevant and necessary information to
other public officials. public employees ((or'-effleile), or public agencies. and to
the general public.
(((4))) (. Except as May otherwise be provided by ((statutelaw
)
, nothing in
this section shall impose any liability upon a public official, public employee, or
public agency for failing to release information ((as proyided in subseetions (2)ad
(3)-eo)f authorized under this section.
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(((-S))) (7M Nothing in this section implies that information regarding persons
designated in subsection((( (2-)wd(3))) (1U of this section is confidential except
as mU otherwise I&provided by ((statute)) law.
(8) When a local law enforcement agency or official classifies a sex offender
differently than the offender is classified by the department of corrections. the
department of social and health services, or the indeterminate sentence review
board. the law enforcement agency or official shall notify the appropriate
department or the board and submit its reasons supporting the change in
classification
Sec. 2. RCW 13.40.217 and 1990 c 3 s 102 are each amended to read as
follows:
L1 In addition to any other information required to be released under this
chapter, the department is authorized, pursuant to RCW 4.24.550, to release
relevant information that is necessary to protect the public concerning juveniles
adjudicated of sex offenses.
(2)In order for public agencies to have the information necessary for notifying
the public about sex offenders as authorized in RCW 4,24,550. the secretary shall
issue to appropriate law enforcement agencies narrative notices regarding the
Vending release of sex offenders from the department's juvenile rehabilitation
facilities, The narrative notices shall, at a minimum, describe the identity and
criminal history behavior of the offender and shall include the department's risk
level classification for the offender. For sex offenders classified as either risk level
I or III. the narrative notices shall also include the reasons underlying the
classification.
(3) For the purposes of this section, the department shall classify as risk level
I those offenders whose risk assessments indicate a low risk of reoffense within the
community at large. The department shall classify as risk level II those offenders
whose risk assessments indicate a moderate risk of reoffense within the community
at large. The department shall classify as risk level III those offenders whose risk
assessments indicate a high risk of reoffense within the community at large,
Sec. 3. RCW 70.48.470 and 1996 c 215 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)
A person having charge of ajail shall notify in writing any confined person
who is in the custody of the jail for a conviction of a ((sexul []sexj)) sex offense
as defined in RCW 9.94A.030 of the registration requirements of RCW 9A.44.130
at the time of the inmate's release from confinement, and shall obtain written
acknowledgment of such notification. The person shall also obtain from the inmate
the county of the inmate's residence upon release from jail and. where applicable,
the city.
(2) ((If an inmate e...ie..d of a s. offens.e will reside n aeuny ehe.
than !he eounty zoF inettreeratiorn upon rlcaac, tha hic laenfcreement offleer;
or her
iso design.e, shall otify !hesheriff
af the cirty where the inmate will
reside of h.inrnat.'. imprnding r.l...
c. Noti.
.
a.ll be pride at lcast fourtccn
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days prior to tbe in~mate's release, or if the release dato is not known Mt least
fourteen d.ys prior to release, otiee shall be provided not laitr than the day after

the inat's rela. )) When a sex offender under local government jurisdiction will
reside in a county other than the county of conviction upon discharge or release.
the chief law enforcement officer of the jail or his or her designee shall give notice
of the inmate's discharge or release to the sheriff of the county and. where
applicable, to the police chief of the city where the offender will reside.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. A new section is added to chapter 72.09 RCW to
read as follows:
(1) In addition to any other information required to be released under this
chapter, the department is authorized, pursuant to RCW 4.24.550, to release
relevant information that is necessary to protect the public concerning offenders
convicted of sex offenses.
(2) In order for public agencies to have the information necessary to notify the
public as authorized in RCW 4.24.550, the secretary shall establish and administer
an end-of-sentence review committee for the purposes of assigning risk levels,
reviewing available release plans, and making appropriate referrals for sex
offenders. The committee shall assess, on a case-by-case basis, the public risk
posed by sex offenders who are: (a) Preparing for their release from confinement
for sex offenses committed on or after July 1, 1984; and (b) accepted from another
state under a reciprocal agreement under the interstate compact authorized in
chapter 72.74 RCW.
(3) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the committee shall have
access to all relevant records and information in the possession of public agencies
relating to the offenders under review, including police reports; prosecutors'
statements of probable cause; presentence investigations and reports; complete
judgments and sentences; current classification referrals; criminal history
summaries; violation and disciplinary reports; all psychological evaluations and
psychiatric hospital reports; sex offender treatment program reports; and juvenile
records. Records and information obtained under this subsection shall not be
disclosed outside the committee unless otherwise authorized by law.
(4) The committee shall review each sex offender under its authority before
the offender's release from confinement or start of the offender's term of
community placement or community custody in order to: (a) Classify the offender
into a risk level for the purposes of public notification under RCW 4.24.550; (b)
where available, review the offender's proposed release plan in accordance with the
requirements of RCW 72.09.340; and (c) make appropriate referrals.
(5)The committee shall classify as risk level I those sex offenders whose risk
assessments indicate a low risk of reoffense within the community at large. The
committee shall classify as risk level II those offenders whose risk assessments
indicate a moderate risk of reoffense within the community at large. The
committee shall classify as risk level III those offenders whose risk assessments
indicate a high risk of reoffense within the community at large.
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(6) The committee shall issue to appropriate law enforcement agencies, for
their use in making public notifications under RCW 4.24.550, narrative notices
regarding the pending release of sex offenders from the department's facilities. The
narrative notices shall, at a minimum, describe the identity and criminal history
behavior of the offender and shall include the department's risk level classification
for the offender. For sex offenders classified as either risk level II or III, the
narrative notices shall also include the reasons underlying the classification.
Sec. 5. RCW 9.95.145 and 1990 c 3 s 127 are each amended to read as
follows:
l. In addition to any other information required to be released under this
chapter, the indeterminate sentence review board may, pursuant to RCW 4.24.550,
release information concerning inmates under the jurisdiction of the indeterminate
sentence review board who are convicted of sex offenses as defined in RCW
9.94A.030.
(2) In order for public agencies to have the information necessary for notifying
the public about sex offenders as authorized in RCW 4.24.550. the board shall
issue to appropriate law enforcement agencies narrative notices regarding the
pending release from confinement of sex offenders under the board's iurisdiction,
The narrative notices shall, at a minimum, describe the identity and criminal
history behavior of the offender. For sex offenders being discharged from custody
on serving the maximum punishment provided by law or fixed by the court. the
narrative notices shall also include the board's risk level classification for the
offender and the reasons underlying the classification,
(3) For the purposes of this section, the board shall classify as risk level I
those offenders whose risk assessments indicate a low risk of reoffense within the
community at large, The board shall classify as risk level II those offenders whose
risk assessments indicate a moderate risk of reoffense within the community at
large, The board shall classify as risk level III those offenders whose risk
assessments indicate a high risk of reoffense within the community at large,
NEW SECTION. Sec. 6. (1) By December 1, 1997, the Washington
association of sheriffs and police chiefs shall develop a model policy for law
enforcement agencies to follow when they disclose information about sex
offenders to the public under RCW 4.24.550. The model policy shall be designed
to further the objectives of providing adequate notice to the community concerning
sex offenders who are or will be residing in the community and of assisting
community members in developing constructive plans to prepare themselves and
their children for residing near released sex offenders.
(2) In developing the policy, the association shall consult with representatives
of the following agencies and professions: (a) The department of corrections; (b)
the department of social and health services; (c) the indeterminate sentence review
board; (d) the Washington state council of police officers; (e) local correctional
agencies; (f) the Washington association of prosecuting attorneys; (g) the
Washington public defender association; (h) the Washington association for the
treatment of sexual abusers; and (i) victim advocates.
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(3) The model policy shall, at a minimum, include recommendations to
address the following issues: (a) Procedures for local agencies or officials to
accomplish the notifications required under RCW 4.24.550(8); (b) contents and
form of community notification documents, including procedures for ensuring the
accuracy of factual information contained in the notification documents, and ways
of protecting the privacy of victims of the offenders' crimes; (c) methods of
distributing community notification documents; (d) methods of providing followup notifications to community residents at specified intervals and of disclosing
information about offenders to law enforcement agencies in other jurisdictions if
necessary to protect the public; (e) methods of educating community residents at
public meetings on how they can use the information in the notification document
in a reasonable manner to enhance their individual and collective safety; (f)
procedures for educating community members regarding the right of sex offenders
not to be the subject of harassment or criminal acts as a result of the notification
process; and (g) other matters the Washington association of sheriffs and police
chiefs deems necessary to ensure the effective and fair administration of RCW
4.24.550.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 7. (1) The department of corrections, the department
of social and health services, and the indeterminate sentence review board shall
jointly develop, by September 1, 1997, a consistent approach to risk assessment for
the purposes of implementing this act, including consistent standards for
classifying sex offenders into risk levels I, II, and III.
(2) The department of social and health services, the department of
corrections, and the indeterminate sentence review board shall each prepare and
deliver to the legislature, by December 1, 1998, a report indicating the number of
sex offenders released after the effective date of this section and classified in each
level of risk category. The reports shall also include information on the number,
jurisdictions, and circumstances where the risk level classification made by a local
law enforcement agency or official for specific sex offenders differed from the risk
level classification made by the department or the indeterminate sentence review
board for the same offender.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 8. If specific funding for the purposes of this act,
referencing this act by bill or chapter number, is not provided by June 30, 1997, in
the omnibus appropriations act, this act is null and void.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 9. If any provision of this act or its application to any
person or circumstance is held invalid, the remainder of the act or the application
of the provision to other persons or circumstances is not affected.
Passed the Senate April 22, 1997.
Passed the House April 10, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 14, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 14, 1997.
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CHAPTER 365
[Senate Bill 5938]
SENTENCING-MANSLAUGHTER, MURDER IN THE SECOND DEGREE REVISIONS
AN ACT Relating to sentencing; amending RCW 9.94A.040, 9.94A.310, 9A.32.060, and
9A.32.070; reenacting and amending RCW 9.94A.030 and 9.94A.320; and prescribing penalties.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 9.94A.030 and 1996 c 289 s I and 1996 c 275 s 5 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the definitions in this section
apply throughout this chapter.
(i) "Collect," or any derivative thereof, "collect and remit," or "collect and
deliver," when used with reference to the department of corrections, means that the
department is responsible for monitoring and enforcing the offender's sentence
with regard to the legal financial obligation, receiving payment thereof from the
offender, and, consistent with current law, delivering daily the entire payment to
the superior court clerk without depositing it in adepartmental account.
(2) "Commission" means the sentencing guidelines commission.
(3) "Community corrections officer" means an employee of the department
who is responsible for carrying out specific duties in supervision of sentenced
offenders and monitoring of sentence conditions.
(4) "Community custody" means that portion of an inmate's sentence of
confinement in lieu of earned early release time or imposed pursuant to RCW
9.94A.120 (6), (8), or (10) served in the community subject to controls placed on
the inmate's movement and activities by the department of corrections.
(5) "Community placement" means that period during which the offender is
subject to the conditions of community custody and/or postrelease supervision,
which begins either upon completion of the term of confinement (postrelease
supervision) or at such time as the offender is transferred to community custody
in lieu of earned early release. Community placement may consist of entirely
community custody, entirely postrelease supervision, or a combination of the two.
(6)"Community service" means compulsory service, without compensation,
performed for the benefit of the community by the offender,
(7) "Community supervision" means a period of time during which a
convicted offender is subject to crime-related prohibitions and other sentence
conditions imposed by a court pursuant to this chapter or RCW 16.52.200(6) or
46.61.524. For first-time offenders, the supervision may include crime-related
prohibitions and other conditions imposed pursuant to RCW 9.94A.120(5). For
purposes of the interstate compact for out-of-state supervision of parolees and
probationers, RCW 9.95.270, community supervision is the functional equivalent
of probation and should be considered the same as probation by other states.
(8) "Confinement" means total or partial confinement as defined in this
section.
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(9) "Conviction" means an adjudication of guilt pursuant to Titles 10 or 13
RCW and includes a verdict of guilty, a finding of guilty, and acceptance of a plea
of guilty.
(10) "Court-ordered legal financial obligation" means a sum of money that is
ordered by a superior court of the state of Washington for legal financial
obligations which may include restitution to the victim, statutorily imposed crime
victims' compensation fees as assessed pursuant to RCW 7.68.035, court costs,
county or interlocal drug funds, court-appointed attorneys' fees, and costs of
defense, fines, and any other financial obligation that is assessed to the offender as
a result of a felony conviction. Upon conviction for vehicular assault while under
the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug, RCW 46.61.522(l)(b), or vehicular
homicide while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug, RCW
46.61.520(l)(a), legal financial obligations may also include payment to a public
agency of the expense of an emergency response to the incident resulting in the
conviction, subject to the provisions in RCW 38.52.430.
(1i) "Crime-related prohibition" means an order of a court prohibiting conduct
that directly relates to the circumstances of the crime for which the offender has
been convicted, and shall not be construed to mean orders directing an offender
affirmatively to participate in rehabilitative programs or to otherwise perform
affirmative conduct.
(12)(a) "Criminal history" means the list of a defendant's prior convictions,
whether in this state, in federal court, or elsewhere. The history shall include,
where known, for each conviction (i) whether the defendant has been placed on
probation and the length and terms thereof, and (ii) whether the defendant has been
incarcerated and the length of incarceration.
(b) "Criminal history" shall always include juvenile convictions for sex
offenses and serious violent offenses and shall also include a defendant's other
prior convictions in juvenile court if: (i) The conviction was for an offense which
is a felony or a serious traffic offense and is criminal history as defined in RCW
13.40.020(9); (ii) the defendant was fifteen years of age or older at the time the
offense was committed; and (iii) with respect to prior juvenile class B and C
felonies or serious traffic offenses, the defendant was less than twenty-three years
of age at the time the offense for which he or she is being sentenced was
committed.
(13) "Day fine" means a fine imposed by the sentencing judge that equals the
difference between the offender's net daily income and the reasonable obligations
that the offender has for the support of the offender and any dependents.
(14) "Day reporting" means a program of enhanced supervision designed to
monitor the defendant's daily activities and compliance with sentence conditions,
and in which the defendant is required to report daily to a specific location
designated by the department or the sentencing judge.
(15) "Department" means the department of corrections.
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(16) "Determinate sentence" means a sentence that states with exactitude the
number of actual years, months, or days of total confinement, of partial
confinement, of community supervision, the number of actual hours or days of
community service work, or dollars or terms of a legal financial obligation. The
fact that an offender through "earned early release" can reduce the actual period of
confinement shall not affect the classification of the sentence as a determinate
sentence.
(17) "Disposable earnings" means that part of the earnings of an individual
remaining after the deduction from those earnings of any amount required by law
to be withheld. For the purposes of this definition, "earnings" means compensation
paid or payable for personal services, whether denominated as wages, salary,
commission, bonuses, or otherwise, and, notwithstanding any other provision of
law making the payments exempt from garnishment, attachment, or other process

to satisfy a court-ordered legal financial obligation, specifically includes periodic
payments pursuant to pension or retirement programs, or insurance policies of any
type, but does not include payments made under Title 50 RCW, except as provided
in RCW 50.40.020 and 50.40.050, or Title 74 RCW.
(18) "Drug offense" means:
(a) Any felony violation of chapter 69.50 RCW except possession of a
controlled substance (RCW 69.50.401(d)) or forged prescription for a controlled
substance (RCW 69.50.403);
(b) Any offense defined as a felony under federal law that relates to the
possession, manufacture, distribution, or transportation of a controlled substance;
or
(c) Any out-of-state conviction for an offense that under the laws of this state
would be a felony classified as a drug offense under (a) of this subsection.
(19) "Escape" means:
(a) Escape in the first degree (RCW 9A.76. 110), escape in the second degree
(RCW 9A.76.120), willful failure to return from furlough (RCW 72.66.060),
willful failure to return from work release (RCW 72.65.070), or willful failure to
be available for supervision by the department while in community custody (RCW
72.09.310); or
(b) Any federal or out-of-state conviction for an offense that under the laws
of this state would be a felony classified as an escape under (a) of this subsection.
(20) "Felony traffic offense" means:
(a) Vehicular homicide (RCW 46.61.520), vehicular assault (RCW
46.61.522), eluding a police officer (RCW 46.61.024), or felony hit-and-run injuryaccident (RCW 46.52.020(4)); or
(b) Any federal or out-of-state conviction for an offense that under the laws
of this state would be a felony classified as a felony traffic offense under (a) of this
subsection.
(21) "Fines" means the requirement that the offender pay a specific sum of
money over a specific period of time to the court.
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(22)(a) "First-time offender" means any person who is convicted of a felony
(i) not classified as a violent offense or a sex offense under this chapter, or (ii) that
is not the manufacture, delivery, or possession with intent to manufacture or deliver
a controlled substance classified in schedule I or II that is a narcotic drug, nor the
manufacture, delivery, or possession with intent to deliver methamphetamine, its
salts, isomers, and salts of its isomers as defined in RCW 69.50.206(d)(2), nor the
selling for profit of any controlled substance or counterfeit substance classified in
schedule 1,RCW 69.50.204, except leaves and flowering tops of marihuana, and
except as provided in (b) of this subsection, who previously has never been
convicted of a felony in this state, federal court, or another state, and who has never
participated in a program of deferred prosecution for a felony offense.
(b) For purposes of (a) of this subsection, a juvenile adjudication for an
offense committed before the age of fifteen years is not a previous felony
conviction except for adjudications of sex offenses and serious violent offenses.
(23) "Most serious offense" means any of the following felonies or a felony
attempt to commit any of the following felonies, as now existing or hereafter
amended:
(a) Any felony defined under any law as a class A felony or criminal
solicitation of or criminal conspiracy to commit a class A felony;
(b) Assault in the second degree;
(c) Assault of a child in the second degree;
(d) Child molestation in the second degree;
(e) Controlled substance homicide;
(f) Extortion in the first degree;
(g)Incest when committed against a child under age fourteen;
(h) Indecent liberties;
(i) Kidnapping in the second degree;
(j) Leading organized crime;
(k) Manslaughter in the first degree;
(I) Manslaughter in the second degree;
(m) Promoting prostitution in the first degree;
(n) Rape in the third degree;
(o) Robbery in the second degree;
(p) Sexual exploitation;
(q) Vehicular assault;
(r) Vehicular homicide, when proximately caused by the driving of any
vehicle by any person while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug
as defined by RCW 46.61.502, or by the operation of any vehicle in a reckless
manner;
(s) Any other class B felony offense with a finding of sexual motivation, as
"sexual motivation" is defined under this section;
(t) Any other felony with a deadly weapon verdict under RCW 9.94A.125;
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(u) Any felony offense in effect at any time prior to December 2, 1993, that
iscomparable to a most serious offense under this subsection, or any federal or outof-state conviction for an offense that under the laws of this state would be a felony
classified as a most serious offense under this subsection.
(24) "Nonviolent offense" means an offense which is not a violent offense.
(25) "Offender" means a person who has committed a felony established by
state law and iseighteen years of age or older or is less than eighteen years of age
but whose case has been transferred by the appropriate juvenile court to a criminal
court pursuant to RCW 13.40.110. Throughout this chapter, the terms "offender"
and "defendant" are used interchangeably.
(26) "Partial confinement" means confinement for no more than one year in
a facility or institution operated or utilized under contract by the state or any other
unit of government, or, if home detention or work crew has been ordered by the
court, in an approved residence, for a substantial portion of each day with the
balance of the day spent in the community. Partial confinement includes work
release, home detention, work crew, and a combination of work crew and home
detention as defined in this section.
(27) "Persistent offender" is an offender who:
(a)(i) Has been convicted in this state of any felony considered a most serious
offense; and
(ii) Has, before the commission of the offense under (a) of this subsection,
been convicted as an offender on at least two separate occasions, whether in this
state or elsewhere, of felonies that under the laws of this state would be considered
most serious offenses and would be included in the offender score under RCW
9.94A.360; provided that of the two or more previous convictions, at least one
conviction must have occurred before the commission of any of the other most
serious offenses for which the offender was previously convicted; or
(b)(i) Has been convicted of (A) rape in the first degree, rape in the second
degree, or indecent liberties by forcible compulsion; (B) murder in the first degree,
murder in the second degree, kidnapping in the first degree, kidnapping in the
second degree, assault in the first degree, assault in the second degree, or burglary
in the first degree, with a finding of sexual motivation; or (C)an attempt to commit
any crime listed in this subsection (27)(b)(i); and
(ii) Has, before the commission of the offense under (b)(i) of this subsection,
been convicted as an offender on at least one occasion, whether in this state or
elsewhere, of an offense listed in (b)(i) of this subsection.
(28) "Postrelease supervision" is that portion of an offender's community
placement that is not community custody.
(29) "Restitution" means the requirement that the offender pay a specific sum
of money over a specific period of time to the court as payment of damages. The
sum may include both public and private costs. The imposition of a restitution
order does not preclude civil redress.
(30) "Serious traffic offense" means:
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(a)Driving while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug (RCW
46.61.502), actual physical control while under the influence of intoxicating liquor
or any drug (RCW 46.61.504), reckless driving (RCW 46.61.500), or hit-and-run
an attended vehicle (RCW 46.52.020(5)); or
(b) Any federal, out-of-state, county, or municipal conviction for an offense
that under the laws of this state would be classified as a serious traffic offense
under (a) of this subsection.
(31) "Serious violent offense" is asubcategory of violent offense and means:
(a) Murder in the first degree, homicide by abuse, murder in the second
degree, manslaughter in the first degree, assault in the first degree, kidnapping in
the first degree, or rape in the first degree, assault of a child in the first degree, or
an attempt, criminal solicitation, or criminal conspiracy to commit one of these
felonies; or
(b) Any federal or out-of-state conviction for an offense that under the laws
of this state would be a felony classified as a serious violent offense under (a) of
this subsection.
(32) "Sentence range" means the sentencing court's discretionary range in
imposing a nonappealable sentence.
(33) "Sex offense" means:
(a) A felony that is a violation of chapter 9A.44 RCW or RCW 9A.64.020 or
9.68A.090 or a felony that is, under chapter 9A.28 RCW, a criminal attempt,
criminal solicitation, or criminal conspiracy to commit such crimes;
(b) A felony with a finding of sexual motivation under RCW 9.94A. 127 or
13.40.135; or
(c) Any federal or out-of-state conviction for an offense that under the laws
of this state would be a felony classified as a sex offense under (a) of this
subsection.
(34) "Sexual motivation" means that one of the purposes for which the
defendant committed the crime was for the purpose of his or her sexual
gratification.
(35) "Total confinement" means confinement inside the physical boundaries
of a facility or institution operated or utilized under contract by the state or any
other unit of government for twenty-four hours a day, or pursuant to RCW
72.64.050 and 72.64.060.
(36) "Transition training" means written and verbal instructions and assistance
provided by the department to the offender during the two weeks prior to the
offender's successful completion of the work ethic camp program. The transition
training shall include instructions in the offender's requirements and obligations
during the offender's period of community custody.
(37) "Victim" means any person who has sustained emotional, psychological,
physical, or financial injury to person or property as a direct result of the crime
charged.
(38) "Violent offense" means:
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(a) Any of the following felonies, as now existing or hereafter amended: Any
felony defined under any law as a class A felony or an attempt to commit a class
A felony, criminal solicitation of or criminal conspiracy to commit a class A
felony, manslaughter in the first degree, manslaughter in the second degree,
indecent liberties if committed by forcible compulsion, kidnapping in the second
degree, arson in the second degree, assault in the second degree, assault of a child
in the second degree, extortion in the first degree, robbery in the second degree,
vehicular assault, and vehicular homicide, when proximately caused by the driving
of any vehicle by any person while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any
drug as defined by RCW 46.61.502, or by the operation of any vehicle in a reckless
manner;
(b) Any conviction for a felony offense in effect at any time prior to July 1,
1976, that is comparable to a felony clarsified as a violent offense in (a) of this
subsection; and
(c) Any federal or out-of-state conviction for an offense that under the laws
of this state would be a felony classified as a violent offense under (a)or (b)of this
subsection.
(39) "Work crew" means a program of partial confinement consisting of civic
improvement tasks for the benefit of the community of not less than thirty-five
hours per week that complies with RCW 9.94A. 135. The civic improvement tasks
shall have minimal negative impact on existing private industries or the labor force
in the county where the service or labor is performed. The civic improvement
tasks shall not affect employment opportunities for people with developmental
disabilities contracted through sheltered workshops as defined in RCW 82.04.385.
Only those offenders sentenced to a facility operated or utilized under contract by
a county or the state are eligible to participate on a work crew. Offenders
sentenced for a sex offense as defined in subsection (33) of this section are not
eligible for the work crew program.
(40) "Work ethic camp" means an alternative incarceration program designed
to reduce recidivism and lower the cost of corrections by requiring offenders to
complete a comprehensive array of real-world job and vocational experiences,
character-building work ethics training, life management skills development,
substance abuse rehabilitiuion, counseling, literacy training, and basic adult
education.
(41) "Work release" means a program of partial confinement available to
offenders who are employed or engaged as a student in a regular course of study
at school. Participation in work release shall be conditioned upon the offender
attending work or school at regularly defined hours and abiding by the rules of the
work release facility.
(42) "Home detention" means aprogram of partial confineincnt available to
offender wherein the offender is confined in a private residence subject to
electronic ,rveillance.
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Sec. 2. RCW 9.94A.040 and 1996 c 232 s 1 are each amended to read as
follows:
(i) A sentencing guidelines commission is established as an agency of state
government.
(2) The legislature finds that the commission, having accomplished its original
statutory directive to implement this chapter, and having expertise in sentencing
practice and policies, shall:
(a) Evaluate state sentencing policy, to include whether the sentencing ranges
and standards are consistent with and further:
(i) The purposes of this chapter as defined in RCW 9.94A.010; and
(ii) The intent of the legislature to emphasize confinement for the violent
offender and alternatives to confinement for the nonviolent offender.
The commission shall provide the governor and the legislature with its
evaluation and recommendations under this subsection not later than December 1,
1996, and every two years thereafter;
(b) Recommend to the legislature revisions or modifications to the standard
sentence ranges, state sentencing policy, prosecuting standards, and other
standards. If implementation of the revisions or modifications would result in
exceeding the capacity of correctional facilities, then the commission shall
accompany its recommendation with an additional list of standard sentence ranges
which are consistent with correction capacity;
(c) Study the existing criminal code and from time to time make recommendations to the legislature for modification;
(d)(i) Serve as a clearinghouse and information center for the collection,
preparation, analysis, and dissemination of information on state and local adult and
juvenile sentencing practices; (ii) develop and maintain a computerized adult and
juvenile sentencing information system by individual superior court judge
consisting of offender, offense, history, and sentence information entered from
judgment and sentence forms for all adult felons; and (iii) conduct ongoing
research regarding adult and juvenile sentencing guidelines, use of total
confinement and alternatives to total confinement, plea bargaining, and other
matters relating to the improvement of the adult criminal justice system and the
juvenile justice system;
(e) Assume the powers and duties of the juvenile disposition standards
commission after June 30, 1996;
(f) Evaluate the effectiveness of existing disposition standards and related
statutes in implementing policies set forth in RCW 13.40,010 generally,
specifically review the guidelines relating to the confinement of minor and first
offenders as well as the use of diversion, and review the application of current and
proposed juvenile sentencing standards and guidelines for potential adverse
impacts on the sentencing outcomes of racial and ethnic minority youth;
(g) Solicit the comments and suggestions of the juvenile justice community
concerning disposition standards, and make recommendations to the legislature
[21961
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regarding revisions or modifications of the standards in accordance with RCW
9.94A.045. The evaluations shall be submitted to the legislature on December 1
of each odd-numbered year. The department of social and health services shall
provide the commission with available data concerning the implementation of the
disposition standards and related statutes and their effect on the performance of the
department's responsibilities relating to juvenile offenders, and with
recommendations for modification of the disposition standards. The office of the
administrator for the courts shall provide the commission with available data on
diversion and dispositions of juvenile offenders under chapter 13.40 RCW; and
(h) Not later than December 1, 1997, and at least every two years thereafter,
based on available information, report to the governor and the legislature on:
(i) Racial disproportionality in juvenile and adult sentencing;
(ii) The capacity of state and local juvenile and adult facilities and resources;
and
(iii) Recidivism information on adult and juvenile offenders.
(3) Each of the commission's recommended standard sentence ranges shall
include one or more of the following: Total confinement, partial confinement,
community supervision, community service, and a fine.
(4) The standard sentence ranges of total and partial confinement under this
chapter are subject to the following limitations:
(a) If the maximum term in the range is one year or less, the minimum term
in the range shall be no less than one-third of the maximum term in the range,
except that if the maximum term in the range is ninety days or less, the minimum
term may be less than one-third of the maximum;
(b) If the maximum term in the range is greater than one year, the minimum
term in the range shall be no less than seventy-five percent of the maximum term
in the range, except that for murder in the second degree in seriousness category
XIII under RCW 9,94A.3 10. the minimum term in the range shall be no less than
fifty percent of the maximum term in the range; and
(c) The maximum term of confinement in a range may not exceed the statutory
maximum for the crime as provided in RCW 9A.20.021.
(5) The commission shall exercise its duties under this section in conformity
with chapter 34.05 RCW.
Sec. 3. RCW 9.94A.310 and 1996 c 205 s 5 are each amended to read as
follows:
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TABLE I

Sentencing Grid
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NOTE: Numbers in the first horizontal row of each seriousness category represent
sentencing midpoints in years(y) and months(m). Numbers in the second and third
rows represent presumptive sentencing ranges in months, or in days if so
designated. 12+ equals one year and one day.
(2) For persons convicted of the anticipatory offenses of criminal attempt,
solicitation, or conspiracy under chapter 9A.28 RCW, the presumptive sentence is
determined by locating the sentencing grid sentence range defined by the
appropriate offender score and the seriousness level of the completed crime, and
multiplying the range by 75 percent.
(3) The following additional times shall be added to the presumptive sentence
for felony crimes committed after July 23, 1995, if the offender or an accomplice
was armed with a firearm as defined in RCW 9.41.010 and the offender is being
sentenced for one of the crimes listed in this subsection as eligible for any firearm
enhancements based on the classification of the completed felony crime. If the
offender or an accomplice was armed with a firearm as defined in RCW 9.41.010
and the offender is being sentenced for an anticipatory offense under chapter 9A.28
RCW to commit one of the crimes listed in this subsection as eligible for any
firearm enhancements, the following additional times shall be added to the
presumptive sentence determined under subsection (2) of this section based on the
felony crime of conviction as classified under RCW 9A.28.020:
(a) Five years for any felony defined under any law as a class A felony or with
a maximum sentence of at least twenty years, or both, and not covered under (f) of
this subsection.
(b) Three years for any felony defined under any law as a class B felony or
with a maximum sentence of ten years, or both, and not covered under (f) of this
subsection.
(c) Eighteen months for any felony defined under any law as a class C felony
or with a maximum sentence of five years, or both, and not covered under (f) of
this subsection.
(d) If the offender is being sentenced for any firearm enhancements under (a),
(b), and/or (c) of this subsection and the offender has previously been sentenced
for any deadly weapon enhancements after July 23, 1995, under (a), (b), and/or (c)
of this subsection or subsection (4) (a), (b), and/or (c) of this section, or both, any
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and all firearm enhancements under this subsection shall be twice the amount of
the enhancement listed.
(e) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any and all firearm
enhancements under this section are mandatory, shall be served in total
confinement, and shall not run concurrently with any other sentencing provisions.
(f) The firearm enhancements in this section shall apply to all felony crimes
except the following: Possession of a machine gun, possessing a stolen firearm,
reckless endangerment in the first degree, theft of a firearm, unlawful possession
of a firearm in the first and second degree, and use of a machine gun in a felony.
(g) If the presumptive sentence under this section exceeds the statutory
maximum for the offense, the statutory maximum sentence shall be the
presumptive sentence unless the offender is a persistent offender as defined in
RCW 9.94A.030.
(4)The following additional times shall be added to the presumptive sentence
for felony crimes committed after July 23, 1995, if the offender or an accomplice
was armed with adeadly weapon as defined in this chapter other than a firearm as
defined in RCW 9.41.010 and the offender is being sentenced for one of the crimes
listed in this subsection as eligible for any deadly weapon enhancements based on
the classification of the completed felony crime. If the offender or an accomplice
was armed with adeadly weapon other than a firearm as defined in RCW 9.41.010
and the offender isbeing sentenced for an anticipatory offense under chapter 9A.28
RCW to commit one of the crimes listed in this subsection as eligible for any
deadly weapon enhancements, the following additional times shall be added to the
presumptive sentence determined under subsection (2) of this section based on the
felony crime of conviction as classified under RCW 9A.28.020:
(a)Two years for any felony defined under any law as aclass A felony or with
amaximum sentence of at least twenty years, or both, and not covered under (f)of
this subsection.
(b) One year for any felony defined under any law as a class B felony or with
a maximum sentence of ten years, or both, and not covered under (f) of this
subsection.
(c) Six months for any felony defined under any law as a class C felony or
with a maximum sentence of five years, or both, and not covered under (f) of this
subsection.
(d) If the offender is being sentenced under (a), (b), ard/or (c) of this
subsection for aily deadly weapon enhancements and the offender has previously
been sentenced for any deadly weapon enhancements after July 23, 1995, under
(a), (b), and/or (c)of this subsection or subsection (3) (a), (b), and/or (c)of this
section, or both, any and all deadly weapon enhancements under this subsection
shall be twice the amount of the enhancement listed.
(e) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any and all deadly weapon
enhancements under this section are mandatory, shall be served in total
confinement, and shall not run concurrently with any other sentencing provisions.
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(f) The deadly weapon enhancements in this section shall apply to all felony
crimes except the following: Possession of a machine gun, possessing a stolen
firearm, reckless endangerment in the first degree, theft of a firearm, unlawful
possession of a firearm in the first and second degree, and use of a machine gun in
a felony.
(g) If the presumptive sentence under this section exceeds the statutory
maximum for the offense, the statutory maximum sentence shall be the
presumptive sentence unless the offender is a persistent offender as defined in
RCW 9.94A.030.
(5)The following additional times shall be added to the presumptive sentence
if the offender or an accomplice committed the offense while in a county jail or
state correctional facility as that term is defined in this chapter and the offender is
being sentenced for one of the crimes listed in this subsection. If the offender or
an accomplice committed one of the crimes listed in this subsection while in a
county jail or state correctional facility as that term is defined in this chapter, and
the offender is being sentenced for an anticipatory offense under chapter 9A.28
RCW to commit one of the crimes listed in this subsection, the following additional
times shall be added to the presumptive sentence determined under subsection (2)
of this section:
(a) Eighteen months for offenses committed under RCW 69.50.401(a)(1) (i)
or (ii) or 69.50.4 10;
(b) Fifteen months for offenses committed under RCW 69.50.401(a)(1) (iii),
(iv), and (v);
(c) Twelve months for offenses committed under RCW 69.50.401(d).
For the purposes of this subsection, all of the real property of a state
correctional facility or county jail shall be deemed to be part of that facility or
county jail.
(6) An additional twenty-four months shall be added to the presumptive
sentence for any ranked offense involving a violation of chapter 69.50 RCW if the
offense was also a violation of RCW 69.50.435.
Sec. 4. RCW 9.94A.320 and 1996 c 302 s 6, 1996 c 205 s 3, and 1996 c 36
s 2 are each reenacted and amended to read as follows:
TABLE 2
CRIMES INCLUDED WITHIN EACH SERIOUSNESS LEVEL
XV
Aggravated Murder I (RCW 10.95.020)
XIV
Murder I (RCW 9A.32.030)
Homicide by abuse (RCW 9A.32.055)
XIII
Murder 2 (RCW 9A,32.050)
XII
Assault I (RCW 9A.36.01 1)
Assault of a Child I (RCW 9A.36.120)
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Rape 1 (RCW 9A.44.040)
Rape of a Child I (RCW 9A.44.073)
Manslaughter I (RCW 9A.32.060)
Kidnapping I (RCW 9A.40.020)
Rape 2 (RCW 9A.44.050)
Rape of a Child 2 (RCW 9A.44.076)
Child Molestation I (RCW 9A.44.083)
Damaging building, etc., by explosion with
threat to human being (RCW 70,74.280
())
Over 18 and deliver heroin or narcotic from
Schedule I or II to someone under 18
(RCW 69.50.406)
Leading Organized Crime (RCW 9A.82.060
(1)(a))
Assault of a Child 2 (RCW 9A.36.130)
Robbery I (RCW 9A.56.200)
((Mn.laughier (RCW 9A.32.06%))
Explosive devices prohibited (RCW 70.74.180)
Indecent Liberties (with forcible compulsion)
(RCW 9A.44. 100(l)(a))
Endangering life and property by explosives
with threat to human being (RCW
70.74.270)
Over 18 and deliver narcotic from Schedule III,
IV, or V or a nonnarcotic from Schedule
I-V to someone under 18 and 3 years
junior (RCW 69.50.406)
Controlled Substance Homicide (RCW
69.50.415)
Sexual Exploitation (RCW 9.68A.040)
(RCW
Profiteering
Inciting Criminal
9A.82.060(I)(b))
Vehicular Homicide, by being under the
influence of intoxicating liquor or any
drug (RCW 46.61.520)
Arson I (RCW 9A.48.020)
Promoting Prostitution I (RCW 9A.88.070)
Selling for profit (controlled or counterfeit) any
controlled substance (RCW 69.50.410)
Manufacture, deliver, or possess with intent to
deliver heroin or cocaine (RCW
69.50.401 (a)(1)(i))
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VII

VI

Manufacture, deliver, or possess with intent to
(RCW
methamphetamine
deliver
69.50.401 (a)(1)(ii))
Possession of ephedrine or pseudoephedrine
to
manufacture
intent
with
methamphetamine (RCW 69.50.440)
Vehicular Homicide, by the operation of any
vehicle in a reckless manner (RCW
46.61.520)
Manslaughter 2 (RCW 9A.32.070)
Burglary 1 (RCW 9A.52.020)
Vehicular Homicide, by disregard for the safety
of others (RCW 46.61.520)
Introducing Contraband I (RCW 9A.76.140)
forcible
(without
Liberties
Indecent
compulsion) (RCW 9A.44.I00(l) (b) and
(c))
Child Molestation 2 (RCW 9A.44.086)
Dealing in depictions of minor engaged in
sexually explicit conduct (RCW
9.68A.050)
Sending, bringing into state depictions of minor
engaged in sexually explicit conduct
(RCW 9.68A.060)
Involving a minor in drug dealing (RCW
69.50.401(f))
Reckless Endangerment I (RCW 9A.36.045)
Unlawful Possession of a Fireann in the first
degree (RCW 9.41.040(1)(a))
Bribery (RCW 9A.68.010)
((.anslaughir 2 (RCW 9A.32.4)))
Rape of a Child 3 (RCW 9A.44.079)
Intimidating a Juror/Witness (RCW 9A.72. 110,
9A.72.130)
Damaging building, etc., by explosion with no
threat to human being (RCW 70.74.280
(2))
Endangering life and property by explosives
with no threat to human being (RCW
70.74.270)
Incest I (RCW 9A.64.020(I))
Manufacture, deliver, or possess with intent to
deliver narcotics from Schedule I or II
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(except heroin or cocaine) (RCW
69.50.401(a)(1)(i))
Intimidating a Judge (RCW 9A.72.160)
Bail Jumping with Murder 1 (RCW
9A.76.170(2)(a))
Theft of a Firearm (RCW 9A.56.300)
Persistent prison misbehavior (RCW 9.94.070)
Criminal Mistreatment I (RCW 9A.42.020)
Abandonment of dependent person I (RCW
9A.42.060)
Rape 3 (RCW 9A.44.060)
Sexual Misconduct with a Minor 1 (RCW
9A.44.093)
Child Molestation 3 (RCW 9A.44.089)
Kidnapping 2 (RCW 9A.40.030)
Extortion I (RCW 9A.56.120)
Incest 2 (RCW 9A.64.020(2))
Perjury I (RCW 9A.72.020)
Extortionate Extension of Credit (RCW
9A.82.020)
Advancing money or property for extortionate
extension of credit (RCW 9A.82.030)
Extortionate Means to Collect Extensions of
Credit (RCW 9A.82.040)
Rendering Criminal Assistance I (RCW
9A.76.070)
Bail Jumping with class A Felony (RCW
9A.76.170(2)(b))
Sexually Violating Human Remains (RCW
9A.44.105)
Delivery of imitation controlled substance by
person eighteen or over to person under
eighteen (RCW 69.52.030(2))
Possession of a Stolen Firearm (RCW
9A.56.3 10)
Residential Burglary (RCW 9A.52.025)
Theft of Livestock I (RCW 9A.56.080)
Robbery 2 (RCW 9A.56.210)
Assault 2 (RCW 9A.36.021)
Escape I (RCW 9A.76.1 10)
Arson 2 (RCW 9A.48.030)
Commercial Bribery (RCW 9A.68.060)
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Bribing a Witness/Bribe Received by Witness
(RCW 9A.72.090, 9A.72.100)
Malicious Harassment (RCW 9A.36.080)
Threats to Bomb (RCW 9.61.160)
Willful Failure to Return from Furlough (RCW
72.66.060)
Hit and Run -

II1

Injury Accident (RCW

46.52.020(4))
Hit and Run with Vessel - Injury Accident
(RCW 88.12.155(3))
Vehicular Assault (RCW 46.61.522)
Manufacture, deliver, or possess with intent to
deliver narcotics from Schedule III, IV, or
V or nonnarcotics from Schedule I-V
(except marijuana or methamphetamines)
(RCW 69.50.401(a)(1) (iii) through (v))
Influencing Outcome of Sporting Event (RCW
9A.82.070)
Use of Proceeds of Criminal Profiteering (RCW
9A.82.080 (1) and (2))
Knowingly Trafficking in Stolen Property
(RCW 9A.82.050(2))
Criminal Mistreatment 2 (RCW 9A.42.030)
Abandonment of dependent person 2 (RCW
9A.42.070)
Extortion 2 (RCW 9A.56.130)
Unlawful Imprisonment (RCW 9A.40.040)
Assault 3 (RCW 9A.36.031)
Assault of a Child 3 (RCW 9A.36.140)
Custodial Assault (RCW 9A.36.100)
Unlawful possession of firearm in the second
degree (RCW 9.41.040(1)(b))
Harassment (RCW 9A.46.020)'
Promoting Prostitution 2 (RCW 9A.88.080)
Willful Failure to Return from Work Release
(RCW 72.65.070)
Burglary 2 (RCW 9A.52.030)
Introducing Contraband 2 (RCW 9A.76.150)
Communication with a Minor for Immoral
Purposes (RCW 9.68A.090)
Patronizing a Juvenile Prostitute (RCW
9.68A. 100)
Escape 2 (RCW 9A.76.120)
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Perjury 2 (RCW 9A.72.030)
Bail Jumping with class B or C Felony (RCW
9A.76.170(2)(c))
Intimidating a Public Servant (RCW
9A.76.180)
Tampering with a Witness (RCW 9A.72.120)
Manufacture, deliver, or possess with intent to
deliver marijuana (RCW 69.50.401
(a)(1)(iii))
Delivery of a material in lieu of a controlled
substance (RCW 69.50.401(c))
Manufacture, distribute, or possess with intent
to distribute an imitation controlled
substance (RCW 69.52.030(1))
Recklessly Trafficking in Stolen Property
(RCW 9A.82.050(1 ))
Theft of livestock 2 (RCW 9A.56.080)
Securities Act violation (RCW 21.20.400)
Unlawful Practice of Law (RCW 2.48.180)
Malicious Mischief I (RCW 9A.48.070)
Possession of Stolen Property I (RCW
9A.56.150)
Theft I (RCW 9A.56.030)
Trafficking in Insurance -Claims (RCW
48.30A.015)
Unlicensed Practice of a Profession or Business
(RCW 18.130.190(7))
Health Care False Claims (RCW 48.80.030)
Possession of controlled substance that is either
heroin or narcotics from Schedule I or II
(RCW 69.50.401 (d))
Possession of phencyclidine (PCP) (RCW
69.50.401(d))
Create, deliver, or possess a counterfeit
controlled substance (RCW 69.50.401(b))
Computer Trespass I (RCW 9A.52. 110)
Escape from Community Custody (RCW
72.09.310)
Theft 2 (RCW 9A.56.040)
Possession of Stolen Property 2 (RCW
9A.56.160)
Forgery (RCW 9A.60.020)
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Taking Motor Vehicle Without Permission
(RCW 9A.56.070)
Vehicle Prowl I (RCW 9A.52.095)
Attempting to Elude a Pursuing Police Vehicle
(RCW 46.61.024)
Malicious Mischief 2 (RCW 9A.48.080)
Reckless Burning I (RCW 9A.48.040)
Unlawful Issuance of Checks or Drafts (RCW
9A.56.060)
Unlawful Use of Food Stamps (RCW 9.91.140
(2) and (3))
False Verification for Welfare (RCW
74.08.055)
Forged Prescription (RCW 69.41.020)
Forged Prescription for a Controlled Substance
(RCW 69.50.403)
Possess Controlled Substance that is a Narcotic
from Schedule III, IV, or V or Nonnarcotic from Schedule I-V (except
phencyclidine) (RCW 69.50.401(d))
Sec. 5. RCW 9A.32.060 and 1975 1st ex.s. c 260 s 9A.32.060 are each
amended to read as follows:
(i) A person is guilty of manslaughter in the first degree when:
(a) He recklessly causes the death of another person; or
(b) He intentionally and unlawfully kills an unborn quick child by inflicting
any injury upon the mother of such child.
(2) Manslaughter in the first degree is a class (())A felony.
Sec. 6. RCW 9A.32.070 and 1975 1st ex.s. c 260 s 9A.32.070 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) A person is guilty of manslaughter in the second degree when, with
criminal negligence, he causes the death of another person.
(2) Manslaughter in the second degree is a class ((G)) B felony.
Passed the Senate March 17, 1997.
Passed the House April 18, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 14, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 14, 1997.
CHAPTER 366
[Second Substitute Senate Bill 5740]
ASSISTANCE FOR RURAL DISTRESSED AREAS
AN ACT Relating to the rural area marketing plan; amending RCW 82.62.010 and 82.62.030;
adding a new section to chapter 82.14 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 43.63A RCW; creating
new sections; and repealing RCW 82.62.040.
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Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
PART I
LEGISLATIVE INTENT
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. LEGISLATIVE RECOGNITION AND INTENT.
The legislature recognizes the economic hardship that rural distressed areas
throughout the state have undergone in recent years. Numerous rural distressed
areas across the state have encountered serious economic downturns resulting in
significant job loss and business failure. In 1991 the legislature enacted two major
pieces of legislation to promote economic development and job creation, with
particular emphasis on worker training, income, and emergency services support,
along with community revitalization through planning services and infrastructure
assistance. However even though these programs have been of assistance, rural
distressed areas still face serious economic problems including: Above-average
unemployment rates from job losses and below-average employment growth; low
rate of business start-ups; and persistent erosion of vitally important resourcedriven industries.
The legislature also recognizes that rural distressed areas in Washington have
an abiding ability and consistent will to overcome these economic obstacles by
building upon their historic foundations of business enterprise, local leadership,
and outstanding work ethic.
The legislature intends to assist rural distressed areas in their ongoing efforts
to address these difficult economic problems by providing a comprehensive and
significant array of economic tools, necessary to harness the persistent and
undaunted spirit of enterprise that resides in the citizens of rural distressed areas
throughout the state.
The further intent of this act is to provide:
(1)A strategically designed plan of assistance, emphasizing state, local, and
private sector leadership and partnership;
(2) A comprehensive and significant array of business assistance, services, and
tax incentives that are accountable and performance driven;
(3) An array of community assistance including infrastructure development
and business retention, attraction, and expansion programs that will provide a
competitive advantage to rural distressed areas throughout Washington; and
(4) Regulatory relief to reduce and streamline zoning, permitting, and
regulatory requirements in order to enhance the capability of businesses to grow
and prosper in rural distressed areas.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 2. GOALS. The primary goals of chapter.... Laws
of 1997 (this act) are to:
(1) Promote the ongoing operation of business in rural distressed areas;
(2) Promote the expansion of existing businesses in rural distressed areas;
(3) Attract new businesses to rural distressed areas;
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(4) Assist in the development of new businesses from within rural distressed
areas;
(5) Provide family wage jobs to the citizens of rural distressed areas; and
(6) Promote the development of communities of excellence in rural distressed
areas.
PART II
TAX INCENTIVES
NEW SECTION, Sec. 3. A new section is added to chapter 82.14 RCW to
read as follows:
(I) The legislative authority of a distressed county may impose a sales and use
tax in accordance with the terms of this chapter. The tax is in addition to other
taxes authorized by law and shall be collected from those persons who are taxable
by the state under chapters 82.08 and 82.12 RCW upon the occurrence of any
taxable event within the county. The rate of tax shall not exceed 0.04 percent of
the selling price in the case of a sales tax or value of the article used in the case of
a use tax.
(2) The tax imposed under subsection (I) of this section shall be deducted
from the amount of tax otherwise required to be collected or paid over to the
department of revenue under chapter 82.08 or 82.12 RCW. The department of
revenue shall perform the collection of such taxes on behalf of the county at no
cost to the county.
(3) Moneys collected under this section shall only be used for the purpose of
financing public facilities in rural counties.
(4) No tax may be collected under this section before July 1, (998. No tax
may be collected under this section by a county more than twenty-five years after
the date that a tax is first imposed under this section.
(5) For purposes of this section, "distressed county" means a county in which
the average level of unemployment for the three years before the year in which a
tax is first imposed under this section exceeds the average state employment for
those years by twenty percent.
*Sec. 4. RCW 82.62.010 and 1996 c 290 s 5 are each amended to readas
follows:
Unless the context clearly requiresotherwise, the definitions in this section
apply throughoutthis chapter.
(1) "Applicant" means a person applyingfora tax credit underthis chapter.
(2) "Department" means the departmentof revenue.
(3) "Eligible area" means: (a) A county in which the average level of
unemployment for the three years before the year in which an applicationisfiled
under this chapter exceeds the average state unemploymentfor those years by
twenty percent; (b) a county that has a median household income that is less
than seventy-five percentof the state median household incomefor the previous
threeyears; (c) a metropolitan statisticalarea,as defined by the office offederal
statisticalpolicy andstandards, United States departmentof commerce, in which
[2209 1
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the average level of unemployment for the calendar year immediatelypreceding
the year in which an applicationis filed under this chapterexceeds the average
state unemploymentfor such calendaryear by twenty percent; (d) a designated
community empowerment zone approved under RCW 43.63A.700; or (e)
subcounty areas in those counties that are not covered under (a) of this
subsection that are timber impact areasas defined in RCW 43.31.601.
(4)(a) "Eligible business project" means manufacturing or researchand
development activities which are conducted by an applicantin an eligible area
at a specific facility, provided the applicant's average full-time qualified
employment positions at the specific facility will be ((ait
lastfeef-pee,
,- t))
greater in the yearfor which the credit is being sought than the applicant's
average full-time qualified employment positions at the same facility in the
immedtely precedingyear.
(b) "Eligible businessproject" does not include any portion of a business
project undertaken by a light and power business as defined in RCW
82.16.010(5) or that portion of a business project creating qualifiedfull-time
employment positions outside an eligible area or those recipients of a sales tax
deferral under chapter 82.61 RCW.
(5) "Manufacturing" means all activities of a commercial or industrial
nature wherein labor or skill is applied,by hand or machinery, to materials so
that as a result thereofa new, different, or useful substance or articleof tangible
personalproperty is producedfor sale orcommercial or industrialuse and shall
include the production orfabricationof specially made or custom made articles.
"Manufacturing" also includes computer programming, the production of
computer software, and other computer-related services, and the activities
performed by research and development laboratoriesand commercial testing
laboratories.
(6) "Person" has the meaning given in RCW 82.04.030.
(7) "Qualifiedemploymentposition" means a permanentfull-time employee
employed in the eligible businessproject during the entire tax year.
(8) "Tax year" means the calendaryear in which taxes are due.
(9) "Recipient" means a person receiving tax credits under this chapter.
(10) "Research and development" means the development, refinement,
testing, marketing, and commercialization of a product, service, or process
before commercialsales have begun. As used in this subsection, "commercial
sales" excludes sales of prototypes or salesfor market testing if the total gross
receiptsfrom such sales of the product, service, or process do not exceed one
million dollars.
*Sec. 4 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

See. 5. RCW 82.62.030 and 1996 c I s 3 are each amended to read as follows:
(I) A person shall be allowed a credit against the tax due under chapter 82.04
RCW as provided in this section. For an application approved before January 1,
1996, the credit shall equal one thousand dollars for each qualified employment
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position directly created in an eligible business project. For an application
approved on or after January 1, 1996, the credit shall equal two thousand dollars
for each qualified employment position directly created in an eligible business
project. For an application approved on or after July 1. 1997. the credit shall equal
four thousand dollars for each qualified employment position with wages and
benefits greater than forty thousand dollars annually that is directly created in an
eligible business, For an application approved on or after July 1. 1997. the credit
shall equal two thousand dollars for each qualified employment position with
wages and benefits less than or eaual to forty thousand dollars annually that is
directly created in an eligible business.
(2) The department shall keep a running total of all credits granted under this
chapter during each fiscal ((biennium)) y.x. The department shall not allow any
credits which would cause the tabulation ((forta biennium)) to exceed ((fifteen))

five million five hundred thousand dollars in fiscal year 1998 or 1999 or seven
million five hundred thousand dollars in any fiscal year thereafter. If all or part of
an application for credit is disallowed under this subsection, the disallowed portion
shall be carried over for approval the next ((biennium)) fiscal year. However, the
applicant's carryover into the next ((bieniun)) fiscal year is only permitted if the
tabulation for the next ((biennitum)) fiscal year does not exceed ((fifteen million
dollars)) the cap for that fiscal year as of the date on which the department has
disallowed the application.
(3) ((No rcipicnt is eligible for tax r.dits in .... s c three
.F hun.dred
thousan.J dGllars.
- (4))) No recipient may use the tax credits to decertify a union or to displace
existing jobs in any community in the state.
(((5))) (4) No recipient may receive a tax credit on taxes which have not been
paid during the taxable year.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 6. RCW 82.62.040 and 1993 sp.s. c 25 s 411, 1988 c
41 s 4, & 1986 c 116 s 22 are each repealed.
PART III
BUSINESS ASSISTANCE
*NEW SECTION. Sec. 7. BUSINESS ASSISTANCE AND RECRUITMENT FOR RURAL DISTRESSED AREAS. The departmentof community,

trade, and economic development is directedto emphasize business assistance
and recruitmentfor ruraldistressedareaswithin its trade and economic sectors,
and localdevelopment assistance. The primarygoalof the ruralinitiative is to

coordinate and administer a comprehensive and effective set of business
assistanceprograms and services including:
(I) Business recruitment. The department of community, trade, and
economic development shall: Provide a comprehensiveand aggressiveprogram
to attract viable businesses to rural distressed areas; work with local
communities to identify select industrysectors that have a competitive advantage
in specific ruraldistressedareas; collaborate with state and local officials to
[ 2211]
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modify their infrastructureplans andprioritiesto facilitatebusiness growth; and
assist ruraldistressedareas in developing strategic business recruitmentplans.
(2) Business permitting and zoning one-stop shop. The department of
community, trade,and economic development shall: Provide a streamlinedand
customer driven sitingservice to businesses in orderto promote their attraction
and expansion in ruraldistressedareas;providepreliminarypermit application
and zoning information and servicesfor businesses in order to attractfirms and
facilitate business growth in ruraldistressedareas.
(3) Business regulatory assistance and ombudsman services. The
department of community, trade, and economic development shall: Provide
comprehensive business regulatory services to assist businesses in addressing
and respondingto local, state, andfederalregulations;andprovide recommendations on streamliningand modifying government regulations.
(a) The department of community, trade, and economic development is
authorized to review state zoning, permitting, or regulatory requirements that
pose difficultyfor businesses wishing or likely to site in a ruralenterprisearea.
In situations where the department of community, trade, and economic
development considers the zoning, permitting,or regulatoryrequirementsplaced
on a business in a ruralenterpriseareaunfairly burdensome the directormay
petition the regulatoryagency or agenciesfor regulatoryrelief. In addition the
director may petition the agency or agencies for relief under the regulatory
fairnessact, chapter 19.85 RCW.
(b) In situations where a business or entity in a ruralenterprisearea is
encountering regulatory oversightfrom more than one state agency and is
experiencing conflictingdirection or confusing process, the business or entity
may petition the director to intercede. The director upon review of the
circumstances involved is authorized to designate a lead agency to collaborate
with other state agencies in order to streamline and reduce the regulatory
difficulties.
(c) Businesses or entities in a ruralenterprisezone may petition the director
for an acceleratedzoning, permitting,or regulatoryprocess. The directorupon
reviewing the petition and the circumstances involved may make a finding of
regulatory unfairnessand may direct the state agency or agencies to process the
business or entities application in an expeditious manner with a maximum
timeline of six months from the director'sreceiptof the petition.
The directorshall establish a pilotprocess in cooperationwith other state
agencies to implement this subsection (3) during 1997 and 1998 and report
annually to the legislatureon the impact of the program.
(4) "Brown Fields" Program. The department of community, trade, and
economic development shall develop with the department of ecology and
recommend to the legislature a streamlined and cost-effective process to
redevelop hazardousindustrialsites in orderto promote business growth in rural
distressedareas.
[ 22121
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(5) Rural enterprise zone development and foreign trade zone. The
department of community, trade, and economic development is authorized to
provide technical assistance to local governments in rural distressed areas to
establish ruralenterprise zones andforeign trade zones. The departmentof
community, trade,and economic development shall targetruralenterprisezones
andforeign trade zones in the delivery of its services in order to maximize the
impact of its economic development assistanceto businesses and ruraldistressed
areas.
*Sec. 7 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*NEW SECTION, Sec. 8. RURAL INITIATIVE ADMINISTRATION.
The ruralinitiativeshall be administeredby a directorappointedby the director
of community, trade,and economic development, in consultation with the rural
distressed areas economic recovery coordinationboard. The rural initiative
directorshallcoordinateactivities with the ruralcommunity assistanceteam and
reporton the activities and performanceof the ruralinitiativeto the legislature
on a quarterlybasis.
*Sec. 8 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

PART IV
RURAL ENTERPRISE ZONES
NEW SECTION, Sec. 9. A new section is added to chapter 43.63A RCW to
read as follows:
RURAL ENTERPRISE ZONES. The legislature recognizes the unique
difficulties encountered by communities in rural distressed areas wishing to
promote business development, increase employment opportunities, and provide
a high quality of life for its citizens. In response the legislature authorizes the
establishment of rural enterprise zones that will allow the targeting of state services
and resources in the form of business, industry recruitment, regulatory relief, and
infrastructure development. It is the intent of the legislature to provide the critical
level of resources and services to businesses and entities located in these rural
enterprise zones that they will be the catalyst for economic prosperity and diversity
throughout rural distressed areas in Washington.
(I) The department in cooperation with the department of revenue and other
state agencies shall approve applications submitted by local governments in rural
distressed areas. The application shall be in the form and manner and contain the
necessary information designated by the department. The application shall:
(a) Be submitted on behalf of the local government by the chief elected official
or, if none, by the governing body of the local government;
(b)Outline the purpose for the economic development enterprise zone and the
process in which the application was developed;
(c) Demonstrate the level of government and community support for the
enterprise zone;
(d) Outline the manner in which the enterprise zone will be governed and
report its activities to the local government and the department; and
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(e) Designate the geographic area in which the rural enterprise zone will exist.
(2) Rural enterprise zones are authorized to:
(a) Hire a director or designate an individual to oversee operations;
(b) Seek federal, state, and local government support in its efforts to target,
develop, and attract viable businesses;
(c) Work with the office of business assistance and recruitment for rural
distressed areas in the pursuit of its economic development activities;
(d) Provide a local one-stop shop for businesses intending to locate, retain,
expand, or start their businesses within its zone; and
(e) Provide comprehensive permitting, zoning, and regulatory assistance to
businesses or entities within the zone.
(3) Rural enterprise zones axe authorized to receive the services and funding
resources as provided under the rural area marketing plan and other resources
assisting rural distressed areas.
(4) Rural enterprise zones may be established in conjunction with a foreign
trade zone.
PART V
EVALUATION
NEW SECTION, Sec. 10. REVIEW AND EVALUATION. The joint
legislative audit and review committee shall design an evaluation mechanism for
economically distressed counties under this act and undertake an evaluation of the
act's effectiveness by November 1,1999. The agencies implementing the programs
under this act shall assist the joint legislative audit and review committee
evaluation.
PART VI
MISCELLANEOUS
NEW SECTION. Sec. 11. If any provision of this act or its application to any
person or circumstance is held invalid, the remainder of the act or the application
of the provision to other persons or circumstances is not affected.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 12. Section captions and part headings used in this act
are not any part of the law.
Passed the Senate April 27, 1997.
Passed the House April 26, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 15, 1997, with the exception of certain items
that were vetoed.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 15, 1997.
Note: Governor's explanation of partial veto is as follows:
"I am returning herewith, without my approval as to sections 4, 7 and 8, Second
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5740 entitled:
"AN ACT Relating to the rural area marketing plan;"
I strongly support of the goal of increasing employment in distressed areas of our
state. However, I am not convinced that the mechanisms provided in sections 4, 7 and 8
are the best ways to achieve that goal.
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Section 4 of the bill would delete the fifteen percent increase in average employment
threshold required to qualify for the distressed areas B&O tax credit. As written in section
4,each additional position added by an employer would qualify for the tax credit. While
each new job in a distressed area has value, many businesses would reap awindfall from
this provision when they add employees that they would have added without the tax
incentive. Some threshold that limits the tax benefit to significant expansions is necessary
to make this kind of exemption fair.
Section 7 of the bill would give the director of the Department of Community, Trade,
and Economic Development the authority to intervene in the day-to-day business of other
state agencies. As apractical matter this approach would inevitably lead to conflict and
confusion. A successful regulatory reform effort targeted in distressed areas of the state
will require amore thoughtful and coordinated approach. My administration is committed
to this type of reform and will work with the businesses of our state to improve this
process.
Section 8 of the bill would require the creation of another state management position
to oversee the implementation of this act. I have vetoed this section because I believe the
Coordinator of the Govemor's Rural Community Assistance Team should be the focal
point for economic development initiatives in rural areas of the state. Section 8would only
serve to increase bureaucracy and reduce accountability.
For these reasons, I have vetoed sections 4, 7 and 8 of Second Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5740.
With the exception of sections 4, 7 and 8, Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5740 is
approved."

CHAPTER 367
[Second Substitute House Bill 1201]
ASSISTANCE TO AREAS IMPACTED BY NATURAL RESOURCES HARVEST VARIATION
AN ACT Relating to economic and employment impact of natural resources harvest variation
in rural communities; amending RCW 43.31.601, 43.31.611, 43.31.621, 43.63A.021, 43.31.641,
43.63A.440, 43.160.020, 43.160.076, 28B.50.030, 28B.80.570, 28B.80.580, 50.12.270, 43.131.385,
and 43.131.386; amending 1995 c 226 s 7 (uncodifled); amending 1995 c 226 s 8 (uncodified);
amending 1995 c 226 s 9 (uncodified); reenacting and amending RCW 50.22.090 rnd 43.20A.750;
creating a new section; repealing RCW 43.31.651; providing an effective date; providing expiration
dates; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 43.31.601 and 1995 c 226 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
For the purposes of RCW 43.31.601 through ((4344-.66+)) 43.31,641:
(1) "Timber impact area" means a county having a population of less than five
hundred thousand, or a city or town located within a county having a population
of less than five hundred thousand, and meeting two of the following three criteria,
as determined by the employment security department, for the most recent year
such data is available: (a) A hnmber and wood products employment location
quotient at or above the state average; (b) projected or actual direct lumber and
wood products job losses of one hundred positions or more, except counties having
a population greater than two hundred thousand but less than five hundred
thousand must have direct lumber and wood products job losses of one thousand
positions or more; or (c) an annual unemployment rate twenty percent or more
above the state average.
[22151
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(2)(a) "Rural natural resources impact area" means:
(i) A nonmetropolitan county, as defined by the 1990 decennial census, that
meets ((two)) three of the five criteria set forth in (b) of this subsection; ((or))
(ii) A nonmetropolitan county with a population of less than forty thousand
in the 1990 decennial census, that meets two of the five criteria as set forth in (b)
of this subsection: or
Ji) A nonurbanized area, as defined by the 1990 decennial census, that is
located in a metropolitan county that meets ((two)) three of the five criteria set
forth in (b) of this subsection.
(b) For the purposes of designating rural natural resources impact areas, the
following criteria shall be considered:
(i) A lumber and wood products employment location quotient at or above the
state average;
(ii) A commercial salmon fishing employment location quotient at or above
the state average;
(iii) Projected or actual direct lumber and wood products job losses of one
hundred positions or more;
(iv) Projected or actual direct commercial salmon fishing job losses of one
hundred positions or more; and
(v) An unemployment rate twenty percent or more above the state average.
The counties that meet these criteria shall be determined by the employment
security department for the most recent year for which data is available. For the
purposes of administration of programs under this chapter, the United States post
office five-digit zip code delivery areas will be used to determine residence status
for eligibility purposes. For the purpose of this definition, a zip code delivery area
((thatt is loeated wholly or partially in an urbanized aren or within. two)) of which
any part isten miles ((o)) or more from an urbanized area is considered
nonurbanized. A zip code totally surrounded by zip codes qualifying as
nonurbanized under this definition is also considered nonurbanized, The office of
financial management shall make available a zip code listing of the areas to all
agencies and organizations providing services under this chapter.
Sec. 2. RCW 43.31.611 and 1995 c 226 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)
The governor shall appoint a rural community assistance coordinator. The
coordinator shall coordinate the state and federal economic and social programs
targeted to rural natural resources impact areas.
(2) The coordinator's responsibilities shall include but not be limited to:
(a) Chairing the agency rural community assistance task force and directing
staff associated with the task force.
(b) Coordinating and maximizing the impact of state and federal assistance to
rural natural resources impact areas.
(c) Coordinating and expediting programs to assist rural natural resources
impact areas.
[ 22161
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(d) Providing the legislature with a status and impact report on the rural
community assistance program in January ((+996)) 1998.
(3) To assist in carrying out the duties set out under this section, the
coordinator shall consult with the Washington state rural development council and
may appoint an advisory body that has representation from local governments and
natural resources interest groups representing impacted rural communities.
(4) This section shall expire June 30, ((4994)) 2000.
Sec. 3. RCW 43.31.621 and 1996 c 186 s 508 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)There is established the agency rural community assistance task force. The
task force shall be chaired by the rural community assistance coordinator. It shall
be the responsibility of the coordinator that all directives of chapter 314, Laws of
1991. and chapter 226, Laws of 1995 are carried out expeditiously by the agencies
represented in the task force. The task force shall consist of the directors, or
representatives of the directors, of the following agencies: The department of
community, trade, and economic development, employment security department,
department of social and health services, state board for community and technical
colleges, work force training and education coordinating board, department of
natural resources, department of transportation, department of fish and wildlife,
University of Washington center for international trade in forest products,
department of agriculture, and department of ecology. The task force shall solicit
and consider input from the rural development council in coordinating agency
programs targeted to rural natural resources impacted communities. The task force
may consult and enlist the assistance of the following: The higher education
coordinating board, University of Washington college of forest resources,
University of Washington school of fisheries, Washington State University school
of forestry, Northwest policy center, state superintendent of public instruction,
Washington state labor council, the Evergreen partnership, Washington state
association of counties, and others as needed.
(2)((The task for., in . juntin with the rural development ounil, shall
un dertatke a study to determine whether additional eammunities and industries are
*mpaeted, or are likely to be irnpatied, by salmon preservation and reeavery
efforts. RTh task fore shall eensider possible impaits in !he following industries

Barge transportation, irrigation dependent
and assoeiated eommunities:
agrieulture, food proeessing, aluminum, ehartor reereatienal! fishing, boambttilding
and other seetors suggested by !he task foree. The task foree shall report its
findings and reeommendations to the legislature by January 1996)) Recognizing
that some rural natural resources areas have sireater economic distress than others.
the task force will consider the severity of the impact as a significant proiect
selection criteria, both at the county and subcountv level.
(3) This section shall expire June 30, ((49W~)) 2000.
See. 4. RCW 50.22.090 and 1995 c 226 s 5 and 1995 c 57 s 2 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
[ 2217 1
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(1) An additional benefit period is established for rural natural resources
impact areas, defined in ((RCW 43.31.601)) this section, and determined by the
office of financial management and the employment security department. Benefits
shall be paid as provided in subsection (3) of this section to exhaustees eligible
under subsection (4) of this section.
(2) The additional benefit period for a county may end no sooner than fiftytwo weeks after the additional benefit period begins.
(3) Additional benefits shall be paid as follows:
(a) No new claims for additional benefits shall be accepted for weeks
beginning after July 1, ((+997)) 1999, but for claims established on or before July
1, ((99-7)) 1999, weeks of unemployment occurring after July 1, ((+99)) 1999,
shall be compensated as provided in this section.
(b) The total additional benefit amount shall be one hundred four times the
individual's weekly benefit amount, reduced by the total amount of regular benefits
and extended benefits paid, or deemed paid, with respect to the benefit year.
Additional benefits shall not be payable for weeks more than two years beyond the
end of the benefit year of the regular claim for an individual whose benefit year
ends on or after July 27, 1991, and shall not be payable for weeks ending on or
after two years after March 26, 1992, for individuals who become eligible as a
result of chapter 47, Laws of 1992.
(c) Notwithstanding the provisions of (b) of this subsection, individuals will
be entitled to up to five additional weeks of benefits following the completion or
termination of training.
(d) Notwithstanding the provisions of (b) of this subsection, individuals
enrolled in prerequisite remedial education for a training program expected to last
at least one year will be entitled to up to thirteen additional weeks of benefits which
shall not count toward the total in (b) of this subsection.
(e) The weekly benefit amount shall be calculated as specified in RCW
50.22.040.
(f) Benefits paid under this section shall be paid under the same terms and
conditions as regular benefits. The additional benefit period shall be suspended
with the start of an extended benefit period, or any totally federally funded benefit
program, with eligibility criteria and benefits comparable to the program
established by this section, and shall resume the first week following the end of the
federal program.
(g)The amendments in chapter 316, Laws of 1993 affecting subsection (3)(b)
and (c) of this section shall apply in the case of all individuals determined to be
monetarily eligible under this section without regard to the date eligibility was
determined.
(4) An additional benefit eligibility period is established for any exhaustee
who:
(a)(i) At the time of last separation from employment((, resided in or
employed in f rural natural res1ur*Is impe t ara dJfined in RC
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deierfminizd by !he offiee of fintceil mtngecrnt and the emjpIoymen!sticrity
depart et)) resides in a county with an unemployment rate for 1996 at least
twenty percent or more above the state average and at least fifteen percent above
their own county unemployment rate in 1988 a' d the county meets one of the
following two criteria:
(A) It is a county with a lumber and woods products employment quotient at
least three times the state average and has experienced actual job losses in these
industries since 1988 of one hundred jobs or more or fifty or more jobs in a county
with a population of forty thousand or less: or
(B) It is a county with a commercial salmon fishing employment quotient at
least three times the state average and has experienced actual iob losses in this
indusay since 1988 of one hundred jobs or more or fifty or more jobs in a county
with a population of forty thousand or less: and
(I) The exhaustee has during his or her base year earned wages of at least one
thousand hours- and
(I1) The exhaustee is determined by the employment security department in
consultation with its labor market and economic analysis division to be a displaced
worker; or
(ii) During his or her base year, earned wages in at least ((six -ndred eighty))
one thousand hours in either the forest products industry, which shall be
determined by the department but shall include the industries assigned the major
group standard industrial classification codes "24" and "26" and the industries
involved in the harvesting and management of logs, transportation of logs and
wood products, processing of wood products, and the manufacturing and
distribution of wood processing and logging equipment or the fishing industry
assigned the standard industrial classification code "0912". The commissioner may
adopt rules further interpreting the industries covered under this subsection. For
the purposes of this subsection, "standard industrial classification code" means the
code identified in RCW 50.29.025(6)(c); and
(b)(i) Has received notice of termination or layoff; and
(ii) Is unlikely, in the determination of the employment security department
in consultation with its labor market and economic analysis division, to return to
employment in his or her principal occupation or previous industry because of a
diminishing demand within his or her labor market for his or her skills in the
occupation or industry; and
(c)(i) Is notified by the department of the requirements of this section and
develops an individual training program that is submitted to the commissioner for
approval not later than sixty days after the individual is notified of the requirements
of this section, and enters the approved training program not later than ninety days
after the date of the individual's termination or layoff, or ninety days after July 1,
1991, whichever is later, unless the department determines that the training is not
available during the ninety-day period, in which case the individual shall enter
training as soon as it is available; or
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(ii) Is enrolled in training approved under this section on a full-time basis and
maintains satisfactory progress in the training. By April 1. 1998, the employment
security department must redetermine a new list of eligible and ineligible counties
based on a comparison of 1988 and 1997 employment rates, Any changed
eligibility status will apply only to new claims for regular unemployment insurance
effective after April 1. 1998.
(5) For the purposes of this section:
(a) "Training program" means:
(i) A remedial education program determined to be necessary after counseling
at the educational institution in which the individual enrolls pursuant to his or her
approved training program; or
(ii) A vocational training program at an educational institution that:
(A) Is training for a labor demand occupation; and
(B) Is likely to facilitate a substantial enhancement of the individual's
marketable skills and earning power.
(b) "Educational institution" means an institution of higher education as
defined in RCW 28B.10.016 or an educational institution as defined in RCW
28C.04.410(3).
(c) "Training allowance or stipend" means discretionary use, cash-in-hand
payments available to the individual to be used as the individual sees fit, but does
not mean direct or indirect compensation for training costs, such as tuition or books
and supplies.
(6) The commissioner shall adopt rules as necessary to implement this section.
(7) The provisions of RCW 50.22.010(10) shall not apply to anyone who
establishes eligibility for additional benefits under this section and whose benefit
year ends after January 1, 1994. These individuals will have the option of
remaining on the original claim or filing a new claim.
Sec. 5. RCW 43.63A.021 and 1995 c 226 s I I are each amended to read as
follows:
Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the definitions in this section
apply throughout this chapter.
(1)"Dislocated forest products worker" means a forest products worker who:
(a)(i) Has been terminated or received notice of termination from employment and
is unlikely to return to employment in the individual's principal occupation or
previous industry because of a diminishing demand for his or her skills in that
occupation or industry; or (ii) is self-employed and has been displaced from his or
her business because of the diminishing demand for the business's services or
goods; and (b) at the time of last separation from employment, resided in or was
employed in a rural natural resources impact area.
(2) "Forest products worker" means a worker in the forest products industries
affected by the reduction of forest fiber enhancement, transportation, or production.
The workers included within this definition shall be determined by the employment
security department, but shall include workers employed in the industries assigned
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the major group standard industrial classification codes "24" and "26" and the
industries involved in the harvesting and management of logs, transportation of
logs and wood products, processing of wood products, and the manufacturing and
distribution of wood processing and logging equipment. The commissioner may
adopt rules further interpreting these definitions. For the purposes of this
subsection, "standard industrial classification code" means the code identified in
RCW 50.29.025(6)(c).
(3) "Dislocated salmon fishing worker" means a ((sfilmet)) flUfish products
worker who: (a)(i) Has been terminated or received notice of termination from
employment and is unlikely to return to employment in the individual's principal
occupation or previous industry because of a diminishing demand for his or her
skills in that occupation or industry; or (ii) is self-employed and has been displaced
from his or her business because of the diminishing demand for the business's
services or goods; and (b) at the time of last separation from employment, resided
in or was employed in a rural natural resources impact area.
(4) "Salmon fishing worker" means a worker in the ((saolmen)) finfish industry
affected by 1994 or future salmon disasters. The workers included within this
definition shall be determined by the employment security department, but shall
include workers employed in the industries involved in the commercial and
recreational harvesting of ((st1l on)) flns including buying and processing
((stiion)) finfish. The commissioner may adopt rules further interpreting these
definitions.
Sec. 6. RCW 43.31.641 and 1995 c 226 s 4 are each amended to read as
follows:
The department of community, trade, and economic development, as a
member of the agency rural community assistance task force, shall:
(1) ((Impemet
expanded
-n .alu.added forest p. du s d .lopm nt.
industrial cxtzn program. The department shall prid- tchnial assistan
to small and mdiu ..... zdf
Ir..s!pradues

mpanies ta inelu

(a) Seeendary manufaeturing preduet devcloprncnt;
(b)Plant and equipment maintentinee;
(e) identificatian and devclopment ef damestie market opportunities;
(d)Buildin~g produets expert devclopment assistanee;
(e)At risk business devclopment assistanee;
(f)Business network devclopmnent and
(g)Timber impacet area industrial divcrsifietition.
(2) Provide leecal eentracts for small and medium sized forest preduct
eoffipanies, start ups, and busns organiza ions for business feasibility, market
deeopet and bus iness network contracts that will benefit vatlue added
production efforts in !he industry.
(3) Conitact with local business organitations in timber impact areas far
devclopment of programs to promote industrial diversifictiin. The department
shaill provide local capaceity building grants to locatl gevcrnments and community
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bttsed ortiiztions in timber inipeet aretts, whieh niay irnclude long range
plann~ing andJ ned asssmets.
For the 1991-93 bietinium, the depfatmiet of eomrnunity, trade, an~d eeornmi
devckopment shall use funds atppropriatcd for this seeticr. for eonitacts and for no
more than two additional staff Position-s)) Administer available federal erant funds
to support strategic diversification needs and opportunities of timber-dependent

communities, value-added forest products firms, and the value-added forest
products industry in Washington state,
(2) Provide value-added wood products companies with building products
export development assistance.
Sec. 7. RCW 43.63A.440 and 1995 c 226 s 13 are each amended to read as
follows:
The department of community, trade, and economic development shall provide
technical and financial assistance to communities adversely impacted by reductions
in timber harvested from federal, state, and private lands and reduction of salmon
fishing caused by efforts to maintain the long-term viability of salmon stocks.
((This assistan shall inlud the fornt..on and implementation, of omniy
eeonetnie d ecloprncnt plans. Rea department of conmmunity, trade, and ccre mi
development shall utilize existing state tachnieal and finaneial assistanee programvs,
and
shall aid thi
eommuities
in seeking Frivata and federal fiancial assistanee for the
.i .... I ... ~
.,t I .i
.. Th*--riic^
mi
~~r~
--.
I .... *~1^1 'iirrit *'-........
~'.----**
tinder this szio )) The department shall use existing technical and financial
assistance resources to aid communities in planning, implementing. and assembling
financing for high priority community economic development projects.
Sec. 8. RCW 43.160.020 and 1996 c 51 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the definitions in this section
apply throughout this chapter.
(1) "Board" means the community economic revitalization board.
(2) "Bond" means any bond, note, debenture, interim certificate, or other
evidence of financial indebtedness issued by the board pursuant to this chapter.
(3) "Department" means the department of community, trade, and economic
development.
(4) "Financial institution" means any bank, savings and loan association, credit
union, development credit corporation, insurance company, investment company,
trust company, savings institution, or other financial institution approved by the
board and maintaining an office in the state.
(5) "Industrial development facilities" means "industrial development
facilities" as defined in RCW 39.84.020.
(6) "Industrial development revenue bonds" means tax-exempt revenue bonds
used to fund industrial development facilities.
(7) "Local government" or "political subdivision" means any port district,
county, city, town, special purpose district, and any other municipal corporations
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or quasi-municipal corporations in the state providing for public facilities under
this chapter.
(8) "Sponsor" means any of the following entities which customarily provide
service or otherwise aid in industrial or other financing and are approved as a
sponsor by the board: A bank, trust company, savings bank, investment bank,
national banking association, savings and loan association, building and loan
association, credit union, insurance company, or any other financial institution,
governmental agency, or holding company of any entity specified in this
subsection.
(9) "Umbrella bonds" means industrial development revenue bonds from
which the proceeds are loaned, transferred, or otherwise made available to two or
more users under this chapter.
(10) "User" means one or more persons acting as lessee, purchaser, mortgagor,
or borrower under a financing document and receiving or applying to receive
revenues from bonds issued under this chapter.
(II) "Public facilities" means bridges, roads, domestic and industrial water,
sanitary sewer, storm sewer, railroad, electricity, natural gas, buildings or
structures, and port facilities.
(12) "Rural natural resources impact area" means:
(a) A nonmetropolitan county, as defined by the 1990 decennial census, that
meets ((two)) three of the five criteria set forth in subsection (13) of this section;
((o))

(b) A nonmetropolitan county with a population of less than forty thousand in
the 1990 decennial census, that meets two of the five criteria as set forth in
subsection (13) of this section: or
c(. A nonurbanized area, as defined by the 1990 decennial census, that is
located in a metropolitan county that meets ((two)) three of the five criteria set
forth in subsection (1 3) of this section.
(13) For the purposes of designating rural natural resources impact areas, the
following criteria shall be considered:
(a) A lumber and wood products employment location quotient at or above the
state average;
(b) A commercial salmon fishing employment location quotient at or above
the state average;
(c) Projected or actual direct lumber and wood products job losses of one
hundred positions or more;
(d) Projected or actual direct commercial salmon fishing job losses of one
hundred positions or more; and
(e) An unemployment rate twenty percent or more above the state average.
The counties that meet these criteria shall be determined by the employment
security department for the most recent year for which data is available. For the
purposes of administration of programs under this chapter, the United States post
office five-digit zip code delivery areas will be used to determine residence status
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for eligibility purposes. For the purpose of this definition, a zip code delivery area
((that is loetzd wholy or p.artially in an. rbaized are or w thin two)) of which
any part is ten miles ((c4)) or more from an urbanized area is considered
nonurbanized. A zip code totally surrounded by zip codes qualifying as
nonurbanized under this definition is also considered nonurbanized, The office of
financial management shall make available a zip code listing of the areas to all
agencies and organizations providing services under this chapter.
Sec. 9. RCW 43.160.076 and 1996 c 51 s 7 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) Except as authorized to the contrary under subsection (2) of this section,
from all funds available to the board for financial assistance in a biennium, the
board shall spend at least ((ftfy)) seventy-five percent for financial assistance for
projects in distressed counties or rural natural resources impact areas. For purposes
of this section, the term "distressed counties" includes any county, in which the
average level of unemployment for the three years before the year in which an
application for financial assistance is filed, exceeds the average state employment
for those years by twenty percent.
(2)If at any time during the last six months of a biennium the board finds that
the actual and anticipated applications for qualified projects in distressed counties
or rural natural resources impact areas are clearly insufficient to use up the ((fifty))
seventy-five percent allocation, then the board shall estimate the amount of the
insufficiency and during the remainder of the biennium may use that amount of the
allocation for financial assistance to projects not located in distressed counties or
rural natural resources impact areas.
Sec. 10. 1995 c 226 s 7 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
RCW 43.160.076 and 1991 c 314 s 24 & 1985 c 446 s 6 are each repealed
effective June 30, ((+997)) 2000.
Sec. 11. 1995 c 226 s 8 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
RCW 43.160.200 expires June 30, ((+99-7)) 2000.
Sec. 12. 1995 c 226 s 9 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
RCW 43.160.210 shall take effect June 30, ((49W)) 2000.
Sec. 13. RCW 28B.50.030 and 1995 c 226 s 17 are each amended to read as
follows:
As used in this chapter, unless the context requires otherwise, the term:
(1)"System" shall mean the state system of coamunity and technical colleges,
which shall be a system of higher education.
(2) "Board" shall mean the work force training and education coordinating
board.
(3) "College board" shall mean the state board for community and technical
colleges created by this chapter.
(4) "Director" shall mean the administrative dihe -tor for the state system of
community and technical colleges.
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(5) "District" shall mean any one of the community and technical college
districts created by this chapter.
(6) "Board of trustees" shall mean the local community and technical college
board of trustees established for each college district within the state.
(7) "Occupational education" shall mean that education or training that will
prepare a student for employment that does not require a baccalaureate degree.
(8) "K-12 system" shall mean the public school program including
kindergarten through the twelfth grade.
(9) "Common school board" shall mean a public school district board of
directors.
(10) "Community college" shall include those higher education institutions
that conduct education programs under RCW 28B.50.020.
(Ii) "Technical college" shall include those higher education institutions with
the sole mission of conducting occupational education, basic skills, literacy
programs, and offering on short notice, when appropriate, programs that meet
specific industry needs. The programs of technical colleges shall include, but not
be limited to, continuous enrollment, competency-based instruction, industryexperienced faculty, curriculum integrating vocational and basic skills education,
and curriculum approved by representatives of employers and labor. For purposes
of this chapter, technical colleges shall include Lake Washington VocationalTechnical Institute, Renton Vocational-Technical Institute, Bates VocationalTechnical Institute, Clover Park Vocational Institute, and Bellingham VocationalTechnical Institute.
(12) "Adult education" shall mean all education or instruction, including
academic, vocational education or training, basic skills and literacy training, and
"occupational education" provided by public educational institutions, including
common school districts for persons who are eighteen years of age and over or who
hold a high school diploma or certificate. However, "adult education" shall not
include academic education or instruction for persons under twenty-one years of
age who do not hold a high school degree or diploma and who are attending a
public high school for the sole purpose of obtaining a high school diploma or
certificate, nor shall "adult education" include education or instruction provided by
any four year public institution of higher education.
(13) "Dislocated forest product worker" shall mean a forest products worker
who: (a)(i) Has been terminated or received notice of termination from
employment and is unlikely to return to employment in the individual's principal
occupation or previous industry because of a diminishing demand for his or her
skills in that occupation or industry; or (ii) isself-employed and has been displaced
from his or her business because of the diminishing demand for the business's
services or goods; and (b) at the time of last separation from employment, resided
in or was employed in a rural natural resources impact area.
(14) "Forest products worker" shall mean a worker in the forest products
industries affected by the reduction of forest fiber enhancement, transportation, or
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production. The workers included within this definition shall be determined by the
employment security department, but shall include workers employed in the
industries assigned the major group standard industrial classification codes "24"
and "26" and the industries involved in the harvesting and management of logs,
transportation of logs and wood products, processing of wood products, and the
manufacturing and distribution of wood processing and logging equipment. The
commissioner may adopt rules further interpreting these definitions. For the
purposes of this subsection, "standard industrial classification code" means the
code identified in RCW 50.29.025(6)(c).
(15) "Dislocated salmon fishing worker" means a ((sahon)) finflsh products
worker who: (a)(i) Has been terminated or received notice of termination from
employment and is unlikely to return to employment in the individual's principal
occupation or previous industry because of a diminishing demand for his or her
skills in that occupation or industry; or (ii) is self-employed and has been displaced
from his or her business because of the diminishing demand for the business's
services or goods; and (b)at the time of last separation from employment, resided
in or was employed in a rural natural resources impact area.
(16) "Salmon fishing worker" means a worker in the ((salmon)) finfish
industry affected by 1994 or future salmon disasters. The workers included within
this definition shall be determined by the employment security department, but
shall include workers employed in the industries involved in the commercial and
recreational harvesting of ((salmon)) flfilh including buying and processing
((salmion)) finfish. The commissioner may adopt rules further interpreting these

definitions.
(17) "Rural natural resources impact area" means:
(a)A nonmetropolitan county, as defined by the 1990 decennial census, that
meets ((two)) three of the five criteria set forth in subsection (18) of this section;
((0))
(b) A nonmetropolitan county with a population of less than forty thousand in
the 1990 decennial census, that meets two of the five criteria as set forth in
subsection (18) of this section: or
cl A nonurbanized area, as defined by the 1990 decennial census, that is
located in a metropolitan county that meets ((two)) three of the five criteria set
forth in subsection (18) of this section.
(18) For the purposes of designating rural natural resources impact areas, the
following criteria shall be considered:
(a) A lumber and wood products employment location quotient at or above the
state average;
(b) A commercial salmon fishing employment location quotient at or above
the state average;
(c) Projected or actual direct lumber and wood products job losses of one
hundred positions or more;
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(d) Projected or actual direct commercial salmon fishing job losses of one
hundred positions or more; and
(e) An unemployment rate twenty percent or more above the state average.
The counties that meet these criteria shall be determined by the employment
securiy department for the most receilt year for which data is available. For the
purposes of administration of programs under this chapter, the United States post
office five-digit zip code delivery areas will be used to determine residence status
for eligibility purposes. For the purpose of this definition, a zip code delivery area
((hki is ee ,ed
wholly or partially in an. urbn.ized area or within two)) of which
any part is ten miles ((of)) or more from an urbanized area is considered
nonurbanized. A zip code totally surrounded by zip codes qualifying as
nonurbanized under this definition is also considered nonurbanized. The office of
financial management shall make available a zip code listing of the areas to all
agencies and organizations providing services under this chapter.
Sec. 14. RCW 26B.80.570 and 1995 c 226 s 20 are each amended to read as
follows:
Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the definitions in this section
apply throughout RCW 28B.80.575 through 28B.80.585.
(i) "Board" means the higher education coordinating board.
(2) "Dislocated forest products worker" means a forest products worker who:
(a)(i) Has been terminated or received notice of termination from employment and
is unlikely to return to employment in the individual's principal occupation or
previous industry because of a diminishing demand for his or her skills in that
occupation or industry; or (ii) is self-employed and has been displaced from his or
her business because of the diminishing demand for the business's services or
goods; and (b) at the time of last separation from employment, resided in or was
employed in a rural natural resources impact area.
(3) "Forest products worker" means a worker in the forest products industries
affected by the reduction of forest fiber enhancement, transportation, or production.
The workers included within this definition shall be determined by the employment
security department, but shall include workers employed in the industries assigned
the major group standard industrial classification codes "24" and "26" and the
industries involved in the harvesting and management of logs, transportation of
logs and wood products, processing of wood products, and the manufacturing and
distribution of wood processing and logging equipment. The commissioner may
adopt rules further interpreting these definitions. For the purposes of this
subsection, "standard industrial classification code" means the code identified in
RCW 50.29.025(6)(c).
(4) "Dislocated salmon fishing worker" means a ((salmon)) finfish products
worker who: (a)(i) Has been terminated or received notice of termination from
employment and is unlikely to return to employment in the individual's principal
occupation or previous industry because of a diminishing demand for his or her
skills in that occupation or industry; or (ii) is self-employed and has been displaced
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from his or her business because of the diminishing demand for the business's
services or goods; and (b) at the time of last separation from employment, resided
in or was employed in a rural natural resources impact area.
(5) "Salmon fishing worker" means aworker in the ((salmon)) finfish industry
affected by 1994 or future salmon disasters. The workers included within this
definition shall be determined by the employment security department, but shall
include workers employed in the in',stries involved in the commercial and
recreational harvesting of ((salnon)) finfish including buying and processing
((salnioi)) finfish. The commissioner may adopt rules further interpreting these
definitions.
(6) "Rural natural resources impact area" means:
(a)A nonmetropolitan county, as defined by the 1990 decennial census, that
meets ((two)) three of the five criteria set forth in subsection (7) of this section;
((or))
(b)A nonmetropolitan county with a population of less than forty thousand in
the 1990 decennial census, that meets two of the five criteria as set forth in
subsection (7) of this section: or
(c)A nonurbanized area, as defined by the 1990 decennial census, that is
located in a metropolitan county that meets ((two)) thre of the five criteria set
forth in subsection (7) of this section.
(7) For the purposes of designating rural natural resources impact areas, the
following criteria shall be considered:
(a)A lumber and wood products employment location quotient at or above the
state average;
(b) A commercial salmon fishing employment location quotient at or above
the state average;
(c) Projected or actual direct lumber and wood products job losses of one
hundred positions or more;
(d) Projected or actual direct commercial salmon fishing job losses of one
hundred positions or more; and
(e) An unemployment rate twenty percent or more above the state average.
The counties that meet these criteria shall be determined by the employment
security department for the most recent year for which data is available. For the
purposes of administration of programs under this chapter, the United States post
office five-digit zip code delivery areas will be used to determine residence status
for eligibility purposes. For the purpose of this definition, a zip code delivery area
((that is lotcd
.wh.
. ly or partially in an urbanized area or within two)) of which
any part is ten miles ((o)) or more from an urbanized area is considered
nonurbanized. A zip code totally surrounded by zip codes qualifying as
nonurbanized under this definition isalso considered nonurbanized, The office of
financial management shall make available a zip code listing of the areas to all
agencies and organizations providing services under this chapter.
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Sec. 15. RCW 28B.80.580 and 1995 c 226 s 22 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) The board shall contract with institutions of higher education to provide
upper division classes to serve additional placebound students in the rural natural
resources impact areas meeting the following criteria, as determined by the
employment security department: (a) A lumber and wood products employment
location quotient at or above the state average; (b) a commercial salmon fishing
employment location quotient at or above the state average; (c) a direct lumber and
wood products job loss of one hundred positions or more; (d) projected or actual
direct commercial salmon fishing job losses of one hundred positions or more; and
(e) an annual unemployment rate twenty percent above the state average; and
which are not served by an existing state-funded upper division degree program.
The number of full-time equivalent students served in this manner shall be
determined by the applicable omnibus appropriations act. The board may direct
that all the full-time equivalent enrollments be served in one of the eligible rural
natural resources impact areas if it should determine that this would be the most
viable manner of establishing the program and using available resources. The
institutions shall utilize telecommunication technology, if available, to carry out the
purposes of this section. Subject to the limitations of RCW 28B.15.910, the
institutions providing the service may waive all or a portion of the tuition, and
service and activities fees for dislocated forest products workers and dislocated
salmon fishing workers or their unemployed spouses enrolled as one of the fulltime equivalent students allocated to the college under this section.
(2) Unemployed spouses of eligible dislocated forest products workers And
dislocated salmon fishing workers may participate in the program, but tuition and
fees may be waived under the program only for the worker or the spouse and not
both.
(3) Subject to the limitations of RCW 28B. 15.910, for any eligible participant,
all or a portion of tuition may be waived for a maximum of ((four semesters or
quarters within a two ycar time period)) ninety quarter credit hours or sixty
semester credit hours earned within four years. The participant must be enrolled
for a minimum of ((te crdit per scm ster or quarter)) five credit hours per
quarter or three credit hours per semester.
Sec. 16. RCW 43.20A.750 and 1995 c 269 s 1901 and 1995 c 226 s 25 are
each reenacted and amended to read as follows:
(I) The department of social and health services shall help families and
workers in rural natural resources impact areas make the transition through
economic difficulties and shall provide services to assist workers to gain
marketable skills. The department, as a member of the agency rural community
assistance task force and, where appropriate, under an interagency agreement with
the department of community, trade, and economic development, shall provide
grants through the office of the secretary for services to the unemployed in rural
natural resources impact areas and to dislocated salmon fishing workers as defined
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in RCW 43.63A,021 who live in urban areas of qualifying rural natural resource
impact counties, including providing direct or referral services, establishing and
operating service delivery programs, and coordinating delivery programs and
delivery of services. These grants may be awarded for family support centers,
reemployment centers, or other local service agencies.
(2) The services provided through the grants may include, but need not be
limited to: Credit counseling; social services including marital counseling;
psychotherapy or psychological counseling; mortgage foreclosures and utilities
problems counseling; drug and alcohol abuse services; medical services; and
residential heating and food acquisition.
(3) Funding for these services shall be coordinated through the agency rural
community assistance task force which will establish a fund to provide child care
assistance, mortgage assistance, and counseling which cannot be met through
current programs. No funds shall be used for additional full-time equivalents for
administering this section.
(4)(a) Grants for family support centers are intended to provide support to
families by responding to needs identified by the families and communities served
by the centers. Services provided by family support centers may include parenting
education, child development assessments, health and nutrition education,
counseling, and information and referral services. Such services may be provided
directly by the center or through referral to other agencies participating in the
interagency team.
(b) The department shall consult with the council on child abuse or neglect
regarding grants for family support centers.
(5) "Rural natural resources impact area" means:
(a) A nonmetropolitan county, as defined by the 1990 decennial census, that
meets ((two)) three of the five criteria set forth in subsection (6) of this section;
((or))
(b) A nonmetropolitan county with a population of less than forty thousand in
the 1990 decennial census, that meets two of the five criteria as set forth in
subsection (6) of this section: or
(cQ A nonurbanized area, as defined by the 1990 decennial census, that is
located in a metropolitan county that meets ((two)) thre of the five criteria set
forth in subsection (6) of this section.
(6) For the purposes of designating rural natural resources impact areas, the
following criteria shall be considered:
(a) A lumber and wood products employment location quotient at or above the
state average;
(b) A commercial salmon fishing employment location quotient at or above
the state average;
(c) Projected or actual direct lumber and wood products job losses of one
hundred positions or more;
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(d) Projected or actual direct commercial salmon fishing job losses of one
hundred positions or more; and
(e) An unemployment rate twenty percent or more above the state average.
The counties that meet these criteria shall be determined by the employment
security department for the most recent year for which data is available. For the
purposes of administration of programs under this chapter, the United States post
office five-digit zip code delivery areas will be used to determine residence status
for eligibility purposes. For the purpose of this definition, a zip code delivery area
((that is l...t..d wholly or parially ina. urbmizd arca, or withi two)) of which
any part is ten miles ((e4)) or more from an urbanized area is considered

nonurbanized. A zip code totally surrounded by zip codes qualifying as
nonurbanized under this definition isalso considered nonurbanized. The office of
financial management shall make available a zip code listing of the areas to all
agencies and organizations providing services under this chapter.
Sec. 17. RCW 50.12.270 and 1995 c 226 s 30 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) Subject to the availability of state or federal funds, the employment
security department, as a member of the agency rural community assistance task
force, shall consult with and may subcontract with local educational institutions,
local businesses, local labor organizations, local associate development
organizations, local private industry councils, local social service organizations,
and local governments in carrying out aprogram of training and services, including
training through the entrepreneurial training program, for dislocated workers in
rural natural resources impact areas.
(2) The department shall conduct a survey to determine the actual future
employment needs and jobs skills in rural natural resources impact areas.
(3)The department shall coordinate the services provided in this section with
all other services provided by the department and with the other economic recovery
efforts undertaken by state and local government agencies on behalf of the rural
natural resources impact areas.
(4)The department shall make every effort to procure additional federal and
other moneys for the efforts enumerated in this section.
(5) For the purposes of this section, "rural natural resources impact area"
means:
(a)A nonmetropolitan county, as defined by the 1990 decennial census, that
meets ((two)) thre of the five criteria set forth in subsection (6) of this section;
(())

(b)A nonmetropolitan county with a population of less than forty thousand in
the 1990 decennial census, that meets two of the five criteria as set forth in
subsection (6) of this section: or
(WA nonurbanized area, as defined by the 1990 decennial census, that is
located in a metropolitan county that meets ((two)) three of the five criteria set
forth in subsection (6) of this section.
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(6) For the purposes of designating rural natural resources impact areas, the
following criteria shall be considered:
(a)A lumber and wood products employment location quotient at or above the
state average;
(b) A commercial salmon fishing employment location quotient at or above
the state average;
(c) Projected or actual direct lumber and wood products job losses of one
hundred positions or more;
(d) Projected or actual direct commercial salmon fishing job losses of one
hundred positions or more; and
(e) An unemployment rate twenty percent or more above the state average.
The counties that meet these criteria shall be determined by the employment
security department for the most recent year for which data is available. For the
purposes of administration of programs under this chapter, the United States post
office five-digit zip code delivery areas will be used to determine residence status
for eligibility purposes. For the purpose of this definition, a zip code delivery area
((thnt is l..at.d wholly or partially in an urbanized arc or within two)) of which
any part is ten miles ((of)) or more from an urbanized area is considered
nonurbanized. A zip code totally surrounded by zip codes gualifying as
nonurbanized under this definition is also considered nonurbanized, The office of
financial management shall make available a zip code listing of the areas to all
agencies and organizations providing services under this chapter.
Sec. 18. RCW 43.131.385 and 1995 c 226 s 34 are each amended to read as
follows:
The rural natural resources impact area programs shall be terminated on June
30, ((4998)) 2000, as provided in RCW 43.131.386.
Sec. 19. RCW 43.131.386 and 1996 c 168 s 5 are each amended to read as
follows:
The following acts or parts of acts are each repealed, effective June 30,
((+999)) 2001:
(1) RCW 43.31.601 and 1995 c 226 s 1, 1992 c 21 s 2, & 1991 c 314 s 2;
(2) RCW 43.31.641 and 1995 c 226 s 4, 1993 c 280 s 50,& 1991 c 314 s 7;
(3) RCW 50.22.090 and 1995 c 226 s 5, 1993 c 316 s 10, 1992 c 47 s 2, &
1991 c315s4;
(4) RCW 43.160.212 and 1996 c 168 s 4, 1995 c 226 s 6, & 1993 c 316 s 5;
(5)((RCW43.3,651 and 1995 e226 10, 1993280 51, & 1991 -314s
-(6))) RCW 43.63A.021 and 1995 c 226 s 11;
(((-7)))(6) RCW 43.63A.600 and 1995 c 226s 12, 1994 c 114 s 1, 1993 c 280
s 77, & 1991 c 315 s 23;
(((-8))) (7) RCW 43.63A.440 and 1995 c 226 s 13, 1993 c 280 s 74, & 1989
c 424 s 7;
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(((9))) U8 RCW 43.160.200 and 1995 c 226 s 16, 1993 c 320 s 7, 1993 c 316
s4,& 1991 c 314s 23;
(((t))) (9) RCW 28B.50.258 and 1995 c 226s 18 & 1991 c 315 s 16;
((4-))) (10) RCW 28B.50.262 and 1995 c 226 s 19 & 1994 c 282 s 3;
(((-1-1))) (ll) RCW 28B.80.570 and 1995 c 226 s 20, 1992 c 21 s 6, & 1991 c
315 s 18;
(((3-))) (12) RCW 28B.80.575 and 1995 c 226 s 21 & 1991 c 315 s 19;
(((44))) LM RCW 28B.80.580 and 1995 c 226 s 22,1993 sp.s. c 18 s 34,1992
c 231 s 31,& 1991 c 315 s 20;
(((-5(14) RCW 28.80.585 and 1995 c 226 s 23 & 1991 c 315 s 21;
(((46))) (15) RCW 43.17.065 and 1995 c 226 s 24, 1993 c 280 s 37, 1991 c
314 s 28, & 1990 lstex.s. c 17 s77;
((1--)))(l6) RCW 43.20A.750 and 1995 c 226 s 25, 1993 c 280 s 38, 1992 c
21 s4,& 1991 c 153 s 28;
(("-8)) (17) RCW 43.168.140 and 1995 c 226 s 28 & 1991 c 314 s 20;
(((419))) (18) RCW 50.12.270 and 1995 c 226 s 30 & 1991 c 315 s 3;
50.70.010 and 1995 c 226 s 31, 1992 c 21 s 1, & 1991 c
(((
(9RCW
19)))
315 s 5; and
((-l-))) (20) RCW 50.70.020 and 1995 c 226 s 32 & 1991 c 315 s 6.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 20. RCW 43.31.651 and 1995 c 226 s 10, 1993 c 280
s 51, & 1991 c 314 s 9 are each repealed.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 21. If any provision of this act or its application to any
person or circumstance is held invalid, the remainder of the act or the application
of the provision to other persons or circumstances is not affected.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 22. If any part of this act is found to be in conflict
with federal requirements that are a prescribed condition to the allocation of federal
funds to the state, the conflicting part of this act is inoperative solely to the extent
of the conflict and with respect to the agencies directly affected, and this finding
does not affect the operation of the remainder of this act in its application to the
agencies concerned. The rules under this act shall meet federal requirements that
are a necessary condition to the receipt of federal funds by the state.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 23. This act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of the state
government and its existing public institutions, and takes effect July 1, 1997.
Passed the House April 27, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 18, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 15, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 15, 1997.
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CHAPTER 368
(Substitute House Bill 1257]
COAL-FIRED THERMAL ELECTRICAL GENERATION FACILITIES-ASSISTANCE FOR
POLLUTION CONTROL AND ABATEMENT
AN ACT Relating to the taxation of coal-fired thermal electric generating facilities placed in
operation before July I. 1975; amending RCW 43.79A.040 and 80.04.130; adding new sections to
chapter 82.08 RCW; adding new sections to chapter 82.12 RCW; adding new sections to chapter 82.32
RCW; adding a new section to chapter 70.94 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 84.36 RCW;
adding a new section to chapter 50.12 RCW; creating new sections; providing an expiration date; and
declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. (1) The legislature finds that:
(a) Thermal electric generation facilities play an important role in providing
jobs for residents of the communities where such plants are located; and
(b)Taxes paid by thermal electric generation facilities help to support schools
and local and state government operations.
(2) It is the intent of the legislature to assist thermal electric generation
facilities placed in operation after December 31, 1969, and before July 1, 1975, to
update their air pollution control equipment and abate pollution by extending
certain tax exemptions and credits so that such plants may continue to play a longterm vital economic role in the communities where they are located.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 2. A new section is added to chapter 82.08 RCW to
read as follows:
(i) For the purposes of this section, "air pollution control facilities" mean any
treatment works, control devices and disposal systems, machinery, equipment,
structures, property, property improvements, and accessories, that are installed or
acquired for the primary purpose of reducing, controlling, or disposing of industrial
waste that, if released to the outdoor atmosphere, could cause air pollution, or that
are required to meet regulatory requirements applicable to their construction,
installation, or operation.
(2) The tax levied by RCW 82.08.020 does not apply to:
(a) Sales of tangible personal property to a light and power business, as
defined in RCW 82.16.010, for construction or installation of air pollution control
facilities at a thermal electric generation facility; or
(b) Sales of, cost of, or charges made for labor and services performed in
respect to the construction or installation of air pollution control facilities.
(3) The exemption provided under this section applies only to sales, costs, or
charges:
(a) Incurred for air pollution control facilities constructed or installed after the
effective date of this act and used in a thermal electric generation facility placed in
operation after December 31, 1969, and before July 1, 1975;
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(b) If the air pollution control facilities are constructed or installed to meet
applicable regulatory requirements established under state or federal law, including
the Washington clean air act, chapter 70.94 RCW; and
(c) For which the purchaser provides the seller with an exemption certificate,
signed by the purchaser or purchaser's agent, that includes a description of items
or services for which payment is made, the amount of the payment, and such
additional information as the department reasonably may require.
(4) This section does not apply to sales of tangible personal property
purchased or to sales of, costs of, or charges made for labor and services used for
maintenance or repairs of pollution control equipment.
(5) If production of electricity at a thermal electric generation facility for any
calendar year after 2002 and before 2023 falls below a twenty percent annual
capacity factor for the generation facility, all or a portion of the tax previously
exempted under this section in respect to construction or installation of air
pollution control facilities at the generation facility shall be due as follows:
Portion of previously
exempted tax due
Year event occurs
100%
2003
95%
2004
90%
2005
85%
2006
80%
2007
75%
2008
70%
2009
2010
65%
2011
60%
2012
55%
50%
2013
45%
2014
40%
2015
2016
35%
30%
2017
25%
2018
20%
2019
15%
2020
10%
2021
2022
5%
0%
2023
(6) Section 12 of this act applies to this section.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 3. A new section is added to chapter 82.12 RCW to
read as follows:
(I) For the purposes of this section, "air pollution control facilities" mean any
treatment works, control devices and disposal systems, machinery, equipment,
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structures, property, property improvements, and accessories, that are installed or
acquired for the primary purpose of reducing, controlling, or disposing of industrial
waste that, if released to the outdoor atmosphere, could cause air pollution, or that
are required to meet regulatory requirements applicable to their construction,
installation, or operation.
(2) The provisions of this chapter do not apply in respect to the use of air
pollution control facilities installed and used by a light and power business, as
defined in RCW 82.16.010, in generating electric power.
(3) The exemption provided under this section applies only to air pollution
control facilities that are:
(a) Constructed or installed after the effective date of this act and used in a
thermal electric generation facility placed in operation after December 31, 1969,
and before July 1, 1975; and
(b) Constructed or installed to meet applicable regulatory requirements
established under state or federal law, including the Washington clean air act,
chapter 70.94 RCW.
(4) This section does not apply to the use of tangible personal property for
maintenance or repairs of the pollution control equipment.
(5) If production of electricity at a thermal electric generation facility for any
calendar year after 2002 and before 2023 falls below a twenty percent annual
capacity factor for the generation facility, all or a portion of the tax previously
exempted under this section in respect to construction or installation of air
pollution control facilities at the generation facility shall be due according to the
schedule provided in section 2(5) of this act.
(6) Section 12 of this act applies to this section.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 4. A new section is added to chapter 82.08 RCW to
read as follows:
(I) For the purposes of this section:
(a) "Air pollution control facilities" means any treatment works, control
devices and disposal systems, machinery, equipment, structure, property, property
improvements, and accessories, that are installed or acquired for the primary
purpose of reducing, controlling, or disposing of industrial waste that, if released
to the outdoor atmosphere, could cause air pollution, or that are required to meet
regulatory requirements applicable to their construction, installation, or operation;
and
(b) "Generation facility" means a coal-fired thermal electric generation facility
placed in operation after December 3, 1969, and before July 1, 1975.
(2) Beginning January 1, 1999, the tax levied by RCW 82.08.020 does not
apply to sales of coal used to generate electric power at a generation facility
operated by a business if the following conditions are met:
(a) The owners must make an application to the department of revenue for a
tax exemption;
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(b)The owners must make a demonstration to the department of ecology that
the owners have made reasonable initial progress to install air pollution control
facilities to meet applicable regulatory requirements established under state or
federal law, including the Washington clean air act, chapter 70.94 RCW;
(c) Continued progress must be made on the development of air pollution
control facilities to meet the requirements of the permit; and
(d) The generation facility must emit no more than ten thousand tons of sulfur
dioxide during a previous consecutive twelve-month period.
(3) During a consecutive twelve-month period, if the generation facility is
found to be in violation of excessive sulfur dioxide emissions from a regional air
pollution control authority or the department of ecology, the department of ecology
shall notify the department of revenue and the owners of the generation facility
shall lose their tax exemption under this section. The owners of a generation
facility may reapply for the tax exemption when they have once again met the
conditions of subsection (2)(d) of this section.
(4) Section 12 of this act applies to this section.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5. A new section is added to chapter 82.08 RCW to
read as follows:
Any business that has received a tax exemption under section 4 of this act
forfeits the exemption if, except for reasons or factors beyond the control of the
owners or operator of the thermal electric generation facility, less than seventy
percent of the coal consumed at the thermal electric generation facility during the
previous calendar year was produced by a mine located in the same county as the
facility or in a county contiguous to the county. The department of revenue may
reinstate the exemption under section 4 of this act when the owners provide
documentation that the seventy-percent requirement has been met during a
subsequent calendar year. The definitions in section 4 of this act apply to this
section.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 6. A new section is added to chapter 82.12 RCW to
read as follows:
(I) For the purposes of this section:
(a) "Air pollution control facilities" means any treatment works, control
devices and disposal systems, machinery, equipment, structure, property, property
improvements, and accessories, that are installed or acquired for the primary
purpose of reducing, controlling, or disposing of industrial waste that, if released
to the outdoor atmosphere, could cause air pollution, or that are required to meet
regulatory requirements applicable to their construction, installation, or operation;
and
(b) "Generation facility" means a coal-fired thermal electric generation facility
placed in operation after December 3, 1969, and before July 1, 1975.
(2) Beginning January 1, 1999, the provisions of this chapter do not apply in
respect to the use of coal to generate electric power at a generation facility operated
by a business if the following conditions are met:
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(a) The owners must make an application to the department of revenue for a
tax exemption;
(b)The owners must make a demonstration to the department of ecology that
the owners have made reasonable initial progress to install air pollution control
facilities to meet applicable regulatory requirements established under state or
federal law, including the Washington clean air act, chapter 70.94 RCW;
(c) Continued progress must be made on the development of air pollution
control facilities to meet the requirements of the permit; and
(d)The generation facility must emit no more than ten thousand tons of sulfur
dioxide during a previous consecutive twelve-month period.
(3) During a consecutive twelve-month period, if the generation facility is
found to be in violation of excessive sulfur dioxide emissions from a regional air
pollution control authority or the department of ecology, the department of ecology
shall notify the department of revenue and the owners of the generation facility
shall lose their tax exemption under this section. The owners of a generation
facility may reapply for the tax exemption when they have once again met the
conditions of subsection (2)(d) of this section.
(4) Section 12 of this act applies to this section.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 7. A new section is added to chapter 82.12 RCW to
read as follows:
Any business that has received a tax exemption under section 6 of this act
forfeits the exemption if, except for reasons or factors beyond the control of the
owners or operator of the thermal electric generation facility, less than seventy
percent of the coal consumed at the thermal electric generation facility during the
previous calendar year was produced by a mine located in the same-county as the
facility or in a county contiguous to the county. The department of revenue may
reinstate the exemption under section 6 of this act when the owners provide
documentation that the seventy-percent requirement has been met during a
subsequent calendar year. The definitions in section 6 of this act apply to this
section.
Sec. 8. RCW 43.79A.040 and 1996 c 253 s 409 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) Money in the treasurer's trust fund may be deposited, invested and
reinvested by the state treasurer in accordance with RCW 43.84.080 in the same
manner and to the same extent as if the money were in the state treasury.
(2) All income received from investment of the treasurer's trust fund shall be
set aside in an account in the treasury trust fund to be known as the investment
income account.
(3) The investment income account may be utilized for the payment of
purchased banking services on behalf of treasurer's trust funds including, but not
limited to, depository, safekeeping, and disbursement functions for the state
treasurer or affected state agencies. The investment income account is subject in
all respects to chapter 43.88 RCW, but no appropriation is required for payments
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to financial institutions. Payments shall occur prior to distribution of earnings set
forth in subsection (4) of this section.
(4)(a) Monthly, the state treasurer shall distribute the earnings credited to the
investment income account to the state general fund except under (b) and (c) of this
subsection.
(b) The following accounts and funds shall receive their proportionate share
of earnings based upon each account's or fund's average daily balance for the
period: The agricultural local fund, the American Indian scholarship endowment
fund, the Washington international exchange scholarship endowment fund, the
energy account, the fair fund, the game farm alternative account, the grain
inspection revolving fund, the rural rehabilitation account, ((aed)) the selfinsurance revolving fund, and the sulfur dioxide abatement account. However, the
earnings to be distributed shall first be reduced by the allocation to the state
treasurer's service fund pursuant to RCW 43.08.190.
(c) The following accounts and funds shall receive eighty percent of their
proportionate share of earnings based upon each account's or fund's average daily
balance for the period: The advanced right of way revolving fund, the federal
narcotics asset forfeitures account, the high occupancy vehicle account, and the
local rail service assistance account.
(5) In conformance with Article II, section 37 of the state Constitution, no
trust accounts or funds shall be allocated earnings without the specific affirmative
directive of this section.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 9. A new section is added to chapter 82.32 RCW to
read as follows:
An amount equal to all sales and use taxes paid under chapters 82.08, 82.12,
and 82.14 RCW, that were obtained from the sales of coal to, or use of coal by, a
business for use at a generation facility, and that meet the requirements of section
10 of this act, shall be deposited in the sulfur dioxide abatement account under
section 10 of this act.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 10. A new section is added to chapter 70.94 RCW to
read as follows:
(I) The sulfur dioxide abatement account is created. All receipts from
subsection (2) of this section must be deposited in the account. Expenditures in the
account may be used only for the purposes of subsection (3) of this section. Only
the director of revenue or the director's designee may authorize expenditures from
the account. The account is subject to allotment procedures under chapter 43.88
RCW, but an appropriation is not required for expenditures.
(2) Upon application by the owners of a generation facility, the department of
ecology shall make a determination of whether the owners are making initial
progress in the construction of air pollution control facilities. Evidence of initial
progress may include, but is not limited to, engineering work, agreements to
proceed with construction, contracts to purchase, or contracts for construction of
air pollution control facilities. However, if the owners' progress is impeded due to
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actions caused by regulatory delays or by defensive litigation, certification of initial
progress may not be withheld.
Upon certification of initial progress by the department of ecology and after
January 1, 1999, an amount equal to all sales and use taxes paid under chapters
82.08, 82.12, and 82.14 RCW, that were obtained from the sales of coal to, or use
of coal by, a business for use at a generation facility shall be deposited in the
account under section 9 of this act.
By June 1st of each year during construction of the air pollution control
facilities and during the verification period required in sections 4(2)(d) and 6(2)(d)
of this act, the department of ecology shall make an assessment regarding the
continued progress of the pollution control facilities. Evidence of continued
progress may include, but is not limited to, acquisition of construction material,
visible progress on construction, or other actions that have occurred that would
verify progress under general construction time tables. The treasurer shall continue
to deposit an amount equal to the tax revenues to the sulfur dioxide abatement
account unless the department of ecology fails to certify that reasonable progress
has been made during the previous year. The operator of ageneration facility shall
file documentation accompanying its combined monthly excise tax return that
identifies all sales and use tax payments made by the owners for coal used at the
generation facility during the reporting period.
(3)When a generation facility emits no more than ten thousand tons of sulfur
dioxide during a consecutive twelve-month period, the department of ecology shall
certify this to the department of revenue and the state treasurer by the end of the
following month. Within thirty days of receipt of certification under this
subsection, the department of revenue shall approve the tax exemption application
and the director or the director's designee shall authorize the release of any moneys
in the sulfur dioxide abatement account to the operator of the generation facility.
The operator shall disburse the payment among the owners of record according to
the terms of their contractual agreement.
(4)(a) If the department of revenue has not approved a tax exemption under
sections 4 and 6 of this act by March 1, 2005, any moneys in the sulfur dioxide
abatement account shall be transferred to the general fund and the appropriate local
governments in accordance with chapter 82.14 RCW, and the sulfur dioxide
abatement account shall cease to exist after March 1,2005.
(b) The dates in (a) of this subsection must be extended if the owners of a
generation facility have experienced difficulties in complying with this section, or
sections 4 through 7 and 9 of this act, due to actions caused by regulatory delays
or by defensive litigation.
(5) For the purposes of this section:
(a) "Air pollution control facilities" means any treatment works, control
devices and disposal systems, machinery, equipment, structure, property, property
improvements and accessories, that are installed or acquired for the primary
purpose of reducing, controlling, or disposing of industrial waste that, if released
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to the outdoor atmosphere, could cause air pollution, or that are required to meet
regulatory requirements applicable to their construction, installation, or operation;
and
(b) "Generation facility" means acoal-fired thermal electric generation facility
placed in operation after December 3, 1969, and before July 1, 1975.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 11. A new section is added to chapter 84.36 RCW to
read as follows:
(1)Air pollution control equipment constructed or installed after the effective
date of this act, by businesses engaged in the generation of electric energy at
thermal electric generation facilities first placed in operation after December 31,
1969, and before July 1, 1975, shall be exempt from property taxation. The owners
shall maintain the records in such a manner that the annual beginning and ending
asset balance of the pollution control facilities and depreciation method can be
identified.
(2) For the purposes of this section, "air pollution control equipment" means
any treatment works, control devices and disposal systems, machinery, equipment,
structures, property, property improvements, and accessories, that are installed or
acquired for the primary purpose of reducing, controlling, or disposing of industrial
waste that, if released to the outdoor atmosphere, could cause air pollution, or that
are required to meet regulatory requirements applicable to their construction,
installation, or operation.
(3) Section 12 of this act applies to this section.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 12. A new section is added to chapter 82.32 RCW to
read as follows:
If a business is allowed an exemption under section 2,3, 4, 6, or I1 of this act,
and the business ceases operation of the facility for which the exemption is
allowed, the business shall deposit into the displaced workers account established
in section 13 of this act an amount equal to the fair market value of one-quarter of
the total sulfur dioxide allowances authorized by federal law available to the
facility at the time of cessation of operation of the generation facility as if the
allowances were sold for a period of ten years following the time of cessation of
operation of the generation facility. This section expires December 31, 2015.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 13. A new section is added to chapter 50.12 RCW to
read as follows:
The displaced workers account is established. All moneys from section 12 of
this act must be deposited into the account. Moneys in the account may be spent
only after appropriation. Expenditures from the account may be used only to
provide for compensation and retraining of displaced workers of the thermal
electric generation facility and of the coal mine that supplied coal to the facility.
The benefits from the account are in addition to all other compensation and
retraining benefits to which the displaced workers are entitled under existing state
law. The employment security department shall administer the distribution of
moneys from the account.
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Sec. 14. RCW 80.04.130 and 1993 c 311 s 1 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)Whenever any public service company shall file with the commission any
schedule, classification, rule or regulation, the effect of which is to change any rate,
charge, rental or toll theretofore charged, the commission shall have power, either
upon its own motion or upon complaint, upon notice, to enter upon a hearing
concerning such proposed change and the reasonableness and justness thereof, and
pending such hearing and the decision thereon the commission may suspend the
operation of such rate, charge, rental or toll for a period not exceeding ten months
from the time the same would otherwise go into effect, and after a full hearing the
commission may make such order in reference thereto as would be provided in a
hearing initiated after the same had become effective. The commission shall not
suspend a tariff that makes a decrease in a rate, charge, rental, or toll filed by a
telecommunications company pending investigation of the fairness, justness, and
reasonableness of the decrease when the filing does not contain any offsetting
increase to another rate, charge, rental, or toll and the filing company agrees to not
file for an increase to any rate, charge, rental, or toll to recover the revenue deficit
that results from the decrease for a period of one year. The filing company shall
file with any decrease sufficient information as the commission by rule may require
to demonstrate the decreased rate, charge, rental, or toll is above the long run
incremental cost of the service. A tariff decrease that results in a rate that is below
long run incremental cost, or is contrary to commission rule or order, or the
requirements of this chapter, shall be rejected for filing and returned to the
company. The commission may prescribe a different rate to be effective on the
prospective date stated in its final order after its investigation, if it concludes based
on the record that the originally filed and effective rate is unjust, unfair, or
unreasonable.
For the purposes of this section, tariffs for the following telecommunications
services, that temporarily waive or reduce charges for existing or new subscribers
for a period not to exceed sixty days in order to promote the use of the services
shall be considered tariffs that decrease rates, charges, rentals, or tolls:
(a) Custom calling service;
(b) Second access lines; or
(c) Other services the commission specifies by rule.
The commission may suspend any promotional tariff other than those listed
in (a) through (c) of this subsection.
The commission may suspend the initial tariff filing of any water company
removed from and later subject to commission jurisdiction because of the number
of customers or the average annual gross revenue per customer provisions of RCW
80.04.010. The commission may allow temporary rates during the suspension
period. These rates shall not exceed the rates charged when the company was last
regulated. Upon a showing of good cause by the company, the commission may
establish a different level of temporary rates.
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(2) At any hearing involving any change in any schedule, classification, rule
or regulation the effect of which is to increase any rate, charge, rental or toll
theretofore charged, the burden of proof to show that such increase is just and
reasonable shall be upon the public service company.
(3) The implementation of mandatory local measured telecommunications
service is a major policy change in available telecommunications service. The
commission shall not accept for filing or approve, prior to June 1, 1998, a tariff
filed by a telecommunications company which imposes mandatory local measured
service on any customer or class of customers, except that, upon finding that it is
in the public interest, the commission may accept for filing and approve a tariff that
imposes mandatory measured service for a telecommunications company's
extended area service or foreign exchange service. This subsection does not apply
to land, air, or marine mobile service, or to pay telephone service, or to any service
which has been traditionally offered on a measured service basis.
(4) The implementation of Washington telephone assistance program service
is a major policy change in available telecommunications service. The
implementation of Washington telephone assistance program service will aid in
achieving the stated goal of universal telephone service.
(5) If a utility claims a sales or use tax exemption on the pollution control
equipment for an electrical generation facility and abandons the generation facility
before the pollution control equipment is fully depreciated, any tariff filing for a
rate increase to recover abandonment costs for the pollution control eQuipment
shall be considered uniust and unreasonable for the purposes of this section.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 15. The department of revenue and the department of
ecology may adopt rules to implement this act.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 16. If any provision of this act or its application to any
person or circumstance is held invalid, the remainder of the act or the application
of the provision to other persons or circumstances is not affected.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 17. This act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of the state
government and its existing public institutions, and takes effect immediately.
Passed the House April 19, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 11, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 15, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 15, 1997.

CHAPTER 369
[Engrossed Substitute House Bill 2170]
EXPEDITING DEVELOPMENT OF INDUSTRIAL INVESTMENTS AND PROJECTS OF
STATE-WIDE SIGNIFICANCE
AN ACT Relating to industrial investmenls and projects of state-wide significance; amending
RCW 28C. 18.080, 43.21 A.350, 90.58.100, 47.06.030, 28A.525.166, and 28B.80.330; and adding a
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new chapter to Title 43 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. The legislature declares that certain industrial
investments merit special designation and treatment by governmental bodies when
they are proposed. Such investments bolster the economies of their locale and
impact the economy of the state as a whole. It is the intention of the legislature to
recognize industrial projects of state-wide significance and to encourage local
governments and state agencies to expedite their completion.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 2. (1) For purposes of this chapter and RCW
28A.525.166, 28B.80.330, 28C.18.080, 43.21A.350, 47.06.030, and 90.58.100 and
industrial project of state-wide significance is a border crossing project that
involves both private and public investments carried out in conjunction with
adjacent states or provinces or a private industrial development with private capital
investment in manufacturing or research and development. To qualify as an
industrial project of state-wide significance, the project must be completed after
January 1, 1997, and have:
(a) In counties with a population of less than or equal to twenty thousand, a
capital investment of twenty million dollars;
(b)In counties with a population of greater than twenty thousand but no more
than fifty thousand, a capital investment of fifty million dollars;
(c) In counties with a population of greater than fifty thousand but no more
than one hundred thousand, a capital investment of one hundred million dollars;
(d)In counties with a population of greater than one hundred thousand but no
more than two hundred thousand, a capital investment of two hundred million
dollars;
(e)In counties with a population of greater than two hundred thousand but no
more than four hundred thousand, a capital investment of four hundred million
dollars;
(f) In counties with apopulation of greater than four hundred thousand but no
more than one million, acapital investment of six hundred million dollars;
(g) In counties with a population of greater than one million, a capital
investment of one billion dollars; or
(h) Been designated by the director of community, trade, and economic
development as an industrial project of state-wide significance either: (i) Because
the county in which the project is to be located is a distressed county and the
economic circumstances of the county merit the additional assistance such
designation will bring; or (ii) because the impact on a region due to the size and
complexity of the project merits such designation.
(2) The term manufacturing shall have the meaning assigned it in RCW
82.61.010.
(3)The term research and development shall have the meaning assigned it in
RCW 82.61.010.
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NEW SECTION, Sec. 3. Counties and cities planning under the planning
enabling act, chapter 36.70 RCW, or the requirements of the growth management
act, chapter 36.70A RCW, shall include a process, to be followed at their discretion
for any specific project, for expediting the completion of industrial projects of
state-wide significance.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 4. The department of community, trade, and economic
development shall assign an ombudsman to each industrial project of state-wide
significance. The ombudsman shall be responsible for assembling a team of state
and local government and private officials to help meet the planning and
development needs of each project. The ombudsman shall strive to include in the
teams those responsible for planning, permitting and licensing, infrastructure
development, work force development services including higher education,
transportation services, and the provision of utilities. The ombudsman shall
encourage each team member to expedite their actions in furtherance of the project.
Sec. 5. RCW 28C. 18.080 and 1995 c 130 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) The state comprehensive plan for work force training and education shall
be updated every two years and presented to the governor and the appropriate
legislative policy committees. Following public hearings, the legislature shall, by
concurrent resolution, approve or recommend changes to the initial plan and the
updates. The plan shall then become the state's work force training policy unless
legislation is enacted to alter the policies set forth in the plan.
(2)The comprehensive plan shall include work force training role and mission
statements for the work force development programs of operating agencies
represented on the board and sufficient specificity regarding expected actions by
the operating agencies to allow them to carry out actions consistent with the
comprehensive plan.
(3) Operating agencies represented on the board shall have operating plans for
their work force development efforts that are consistent with the comprehensive
plan and that provide detail on implementation steps they will take to carry out
their responsibilities under the plan. Each operating agency represented on the
board shall provide an annual progress report to the board.
(4) The comprehensive plan shall include recommendations to the legislature
and the governor on the modification, consolidation, initiation, or elimination of
work force training and education programs in the state.
(5) The comprehensive plan shall address how the state's work force
development system will meet the needs of employers hiring for industrial proiects
of state-wide significance,
(6) The board shall report to the appropriate legislative policy committees by
December 1of each year on its progress in implementing the comprehensive plan
and on the progress of the operating agencies in meeting their obligations under the
plan.
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Sec. 6. RCW 43,21A.350 and 1987 c 109 s 29 are each amended to read as
follows:
The department of ecology shall prepare and perfect from time to time a state
master plan for flood control, state public reservations, financed in whole or in part
from moneys collected by the state, sites for state public buildings and for the
orderly development of the natural and agricultural resources of the state. The plan
shall address how the department will expedite the completion of industrial
projects of state-wide significance, The plan shall be a guide in making
recommendations to the officers, boards, commissions, and departments of the
state.
Whenever an improvement is proposed to be established by the state, the state
agency having charge of the establishment thereof shall request of the director a
report thereon, which shall be furnished within a reasonable time thereafter. In
case an improvement is not established in conformity with the report, the state
agency having charge of the establishment thereof shall file in its office and with
the department a statement setting forth its reasons for rejecting or varying from
such report which shall be open to public inspection.
The department shall insofar as possible secure the cooperation of adjacent
states, and of counties and municipalities within the state in the coordination of
their proposed improvements with such master plan.
Sec. 7. RCW 90.58.100 and 1995 c 347 s 307 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) The master programs provided for in this chapter, when adopted or
approved by the department shall constitute use regulations for the various
shorelines of the state. In preparing the master programs, and any amendments
thereto, the department and local governments shall to the extent feasible:
(a) Utilize a systematic interdisciplinary approach which will insure the
integrated use of the natural and social sciences and the environmental design arts;
(b) Consult with and obtain the comments of any federal, state, regional, or
local agency having any special expertise with respect to any environmental
impact;
(c) Consider all plans, studies, surveys, inventories, and systems of
classification made or being made by federal, state, regional, or local agencies, by
private individuals, or by organizations dealing with pertinent shorelines of the
state;
(d) Conduct or support such further research, studies, surveys, and interviews
as are deemed necessary;
(e) Utilize all available information regarding hydrology, geography,
topography, ecology, economics, and other pertinent data;
(f) Employ, when feasible, all appropriate, modern scientific data processing
and computer techniques to store, index, analyze, and manage the information
gathered.
(2) The master programs shall include, when appropriate, the following:
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(a) An economic development element for the location and design of
industries, industrial projects of state-wide significance, transportation facilities,
port facilities, tourist facilities, commerce and other developments that are
particularly dependent on their location on or use of the shorelines of the state;
(b) A public access element making provision for public access to publicly
owned areas;
(c) A recreational element for the preservation and enlargement of recreational
opportunities, including but not limited to parks, tidelands, beaches, and
recreational areas;
(d) A circulation element consisting of the general location and extent of
existing and proposed major thoroughfares, transportation routes, terminals, and
other public utilities and facilities, all correlated with the shoreline use element;
(e) A use element which considers the proposed general distribution and
general location and extent of the use on shorelines and adjacent land areas for
housing, business, industry, transportation, agriculture, natural resources,
recreation, education, public buildings and grounds, and other categories of public
and private uses of the land;
(I) A conservation element for the preservation of natural resources, including
but not limited to scenic vistas, aesthetics, and vital estuarine areas for fisheries and
wildlife protection;
(g) An historic, cultural, scientific, and educational element for the protection
and restoration of buildings, sites, and areas having historic, cultural, scientific, or
educational values;
(h) An element that gives consideration to the state-wide interest in the
prevention and minimization of flood damages; and
(i) Any other element deemed appropriate or necessary to effectuate the policy
of this chapter.
(3) The master programs shall include such map or maps, descriptive text,
diagrams and charts, or other descriptive material as are necessary to provide for
ease of understanding.
(4) Master programs will reflect that state-owned shorelines of the state are
particularly adapted to providing wilderness beaches, ecological study areas, and
other recreational activities for the public and will give appropriate special
consideration to same.
(5) Each master program shall contain provisions to allow for the varying of
the application of use regulations of the program, including provisions for permits
for conditional uses and variances, to insure that strict implementation of a
program will not create unnecessary hardships or thwart the policy enumerated in
RCW 90.58.020. Any such varying shall be allowed only if extraordinary
circumstances are shown and the public interest suffers no substantial detrimental
effect. The concept of this subsection shall be incorporated in the rules adopted by
the department relating to the establishment of a permit system as provided in
RCW 90.58.140(3).
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(6) Each master program shall contain standards governing the protection of
single family residences and appurtenant structures against damage or loss due to
shoreline erosion. The standards shall govern the issuance of substantial
development permits for shoreline protection, including structural methods such
as construction of bulkheads, and nonstructural methods of protection. The
standards shall provide for methods which achieve effective and timely protection
against loss or damage to single family residences and appurtenant structures due
to shoreline erosion. The standards shall provide a preference for permit issuance
for measures to protect single family residences occupied prior to January 1, 1992,
where the proposed measure is designed to minimize harm to the shoreline natural
environment.
Sec. 8. RCW 47.06.030 and 1993 c 446 s 3 are each amended to read as
follows:
The commission shall develop a state transportation policy plan that (1)
establishes a vision and goals for the development of the state-wide transportation
system consistent with the state's growth management goals, (2) identifies
significant state-wide transportation policy issues, and (3) recommends state-wide
transportation policies and strategies to the legislature to fulfill the requirements
of RCW 47.01.071(1). The state transportation policy plan shall be the product of
an ongoing process that involves representatives of significant transportation
interests and the general public from across the state. The plan shall address how
the department of transportation will meet the transportation needs and expedite the
completion of industrial projects of state-wide significance,
Sec. 9. RCW 28A.525.166 and 1990 c 33 s 457 are each amended to read as
follows:
Allocations to school districts of state funds provided by RCW 28A.525.160
through 28A.525.182 shall be made by the state board of education and the amount
of state assistance to a school district in financing a school plant project shall be
determined in the following manner:
(I) The boards of directors of the districts shall determine the total cost of the
proposed project, which cost may include the cost of acquiring and preparing the
site, the cost of constructing the building or of acquiring a building and preparing
the same for school use, the cost of necessary equipment, taxes chargeable to the
project, necessary architects' fees, and a reasonable amount for contingencies and
for other necessary incidental expenses: PROVIDED, That the total cost of the
project shall be subject to review and approval by the state board of education.
(2) The state matching percentage for a school district shall be computed by
the following formula:
The ratio of the school district's adjusted valuation per pupil divided by the
ratio of the total state adjusted valuation per pupil shall be subtracted from three,
and then the result of the foregoing shall be divided by three plus (the ratio of the
school district's adjusted valuation per pupil divided by the ratio of the total state
adjusted valuation per pupil).
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District adjusted
Total state ad3-valuation per
+ justed valuation
State
per pupil
Computed
pupil
State = --------------------------------= -%AssistRatio
District adjusted
Total state adance
3+valuation per
+ justed valuation
pupil
per pupil
PROVIDED, That in the event the percentage of state assistance to any school
district based on the above formula is less than twenty percent and such school
district is otherwise eligible for state assistance under RCW 28A.525.160 through
28A.525.182, the state board of education may establish for such district a
percentage of state assistance not in excess of twenty percent of the approved cost
of the project, if the state board finds that such additional assistance is necessary
to provide minimum facilities for housing the pupils of the district.
(3) In addition to the computed percent of state assistance developed in (2)
above, a school district shall be entitled to additional percentage points determined
by the average percentage of growth for the past three years. One percent shall be
added to the computed percent of state assistance for each percent of growth, with
a maximum of twenty percent.
(4) The approved cost of the project determined in the manner herein
prescribed times the percentage of state assistance derived as provided for herein
shall be the amount of state assistance to the district for the financing of the project:
PROVIDED, That need therefor has been established to the satisfaction of the state
board of education: PROVIDED, FURTHER, That additional state assistance may
be allowed if it is found by the state board of education that such assistance is
necessary in order to meet (a) a school housing emergency resulting from the
destruction of a school building by fire, the condemnation of a school building by
properly constituted authorities, a sudden excessive and clearly foreseeable future
increase in school population, or other conditions similarly emergent in nature; or
(b) a special school housing burden resulting from industrial projects of state-wide
significance or imposed by virtue of the admission of nonresident students into
educational programs established, maintained and operated in conformity with the
requirements of law; or (c) a deficiency in the capital funds of the district resulting
from financing, subsequent to April 1, 1969, and without benefit of the state
assistance provided by prior state assistance programs, the construction of a needed
school building project or projects approved in conformity with the requirements
of such programs, after having first applied for and been denied state assistance
because of the inadequacy of state funds available for the purpose, or (d) a
condition created by the fact that an excessive number of students live in state
owned housing, or (e) a need for the construction of a school building to provide
for improved school district organization or racial balance, or (f)conditions similar
to those defined under (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) hereinabove, creating a like
emergency.
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Sec. 10. RCW 28B.80.330 and 1996 c 174 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
The board shall perform the following planning duties in consultation with the
four-year institutions, the community and technical college system, and when
appropriate the work force training and education coordinating board, the
superintendent of public instruction, and the independent higher educational
institutions:
(1)Develop and establish role and mission statements for each of the four-year
institutions and for the community and technical college system;
(2) Identify the state's higher education goals, objectives, and priorities;
(3) Prepare a comprehensive master plan which includes but is not limited to:
(a) Assessments of the state's higher education needs. These assessments may
include, but are not limited to: The basic and continuing needs of various age
groups; business and industrial needs for a skilled work force; analyses of
demographic, social, and economic trends; consideration of the changing ethnic
composition of the population and the special needs arising from such trends;
college attendance, retention, and dropout rates, and the needs of recent high
school graduates and placebound adults. The board should consider the needs of
residents of all geographic regions, but its initial priorities should be applied to
heavily populated areas underserved by public institutions;
(b) Recommendations on enrollment and other policies and actions to meet
those needs;
(c) Guidelines for continuing education, adult education, public service, and
other higher education programs;
(d) Mechanisms throu2h which the state's higher education system can meet
the needs of employers hiring for industrial proiects of state-wide significance.
The initial plan shall be submitted to the governor and the legislature by
December 1, 1987. Comments on the plan from the board's advisory committees
and the institutions shall be submitted with the plan.
The plan shall be updated every four years, and presented to the governor and
the appropriate legislative policy committees. Following public hearings, the
legislature shall, by concurrent resolution, approve or recommend changes to the
initial plan, and the updates. The plan shall then become state higher education
policy unless legislation is enacted to alter the policies set forth in the plan;
(4) Review, evaluate, and make recommendations on operating and capital
budget requests from four-year institutions and the community and technical
college system, based on the elements outlined in subsections (1), (2), and (3) of
this section, and on guidelines which outline the board's fiscal priorities. These
guidelines shall be distributed to the institutions and the community college board
by December of each odd-numbered year. The institutions and the community
college board shall submit an outline of their proposed budgets, identifying major
components, to the board no later than August 1 of each even-numbered year. The
board shall submit recommendations on the proposed budgets and on the board's
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budget priorities to the office of financial management before November Ist of
each even-numbered year, and to the legislature by January I of each oddnumbered year;
(5) Institutions and the state board for community and technical colleges shall
submit any supplemental budget requests and revisions to the board at the same
time they are submitted to the office of financial management. The board shall
submit recommendations on the proposed supplemental budget requests to the
office of financial management by November 1st and to the legislature by January
Ist;
(6) Recommend legislation affecting higher education;
(7) Recommend tuition and fees policies and levels based on comparisons
with peer institutions;
(8) Establish priorities and develop recommendations on financial aid based
on comparisons with peer institutions;
(9) Prepare recommendations on merging or closing institutions; and
(10) Develop criteria for identifying the need for new baccalaureate
institutions.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 11. Sections 1 through 4 of this act constitute a new
chapter in Title 43 RCW.
Passed the House April 21, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 8, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 15, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 15, 1997.
CHAPTER 370
[House Bill 1945]
EXPENDITURES OF REVENUES GENERATED BY FOREST BOARD LANDS BY COUNTIES
WITH POPULATIONS OF LESS THAN SIXTEEN THOUSAND
AN ACT Relating to county expenditures of revenues generated by forest board lands; and

amending RCW 76.12.030.

Be it e".acted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1.RCW 76.12.030 and 1991 c 363 s 151 are each amended to read as
follows:
If any land acquired by a county through foreclosure of tax liens, or otherwise,
comes within the classification of land described in RCW 76.12.020 and can be
used as state forest land and if the department deems such land necessary for the
purposes of this chapter, the county shall, upon demand by the department, deed
such land to the department and the land shall become a part of the state forest
lands.
Such land shall be held in trust and administered and protected by the
department as other state forest lands. Any moneys derived from the lease of such
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land or from the sale of forest products, oils, gases, coal, minerals, or fossils
therefrom, shall be distributed as follows:
(1) The expense incurred by the state for administration, reforestation, and
protection, not to exceed twenty-five percent, which rate of percentage shall be
determined by the board of natural resources, shall be returned to the forest
development account in the state general fund.
(2) Any balance remaining shall be paid to the county in which the land is
located to be paid, distributed, and prorated, except as hereinafter provided, to the
various funds in the same manner as general taxes are paid and distributed during
the year of payment: PROVIDED, That any such balance remaining paid to a
county with a population of less than ((nine)) sixteen thousand shall first be applied
to the reduction of any indebtedness existing in the current expense fund of such
county during the year of payment.
Passed the House March 11, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 8, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 15, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 15, 1997.

CHAPTER 371
[Engrossed Substitute House Bill 1056]
ELK RIVER NATURAL AREA PRESERVE-MANAGEMENT
AN ACT Relating to natural area preserves; and adding a new section to chapter 79.71 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. A new section is added to chapter 79.71 RCW to
read as follows:
The property currently designated as the Elk river natural area preserve is
transferred from management under chapter 79.70 RCW as a natural area preserve
to management under chapter 79.71 RCW as a natural resources conservation area.
The legislature finds that hunting is asuitable low-impact public use within the Elk
river natural resources conservation area. The department of natural resources
shall incorporate this legislative direction into the management plan developed for
the Elk river natural resources conservation area. The department shall work with
the department of fish and wildlife to identify hunting opportunities compatible
with the area's conservation purposes.
Passed the House April 21, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 14, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 15, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 15, 1997.
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CHAPTER 372
[Substitute House Bill 1190]
PERFORMANCE AUDITS OF AGENCIES BY THE JOINT LEGISLATIVE AUDIT AND
REVIEW COMMITTEE-COMPLIANCE WITH FINDINGS
AN ACT Relating to performance audits; and amending RCW 43.88.090 and 44.28.091.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 43.88.090 and 1996 c 317 s 10 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) For purposes of developing budget proposals to the legislature, the
governor shall have the power, and it shall be the governor's duty, to require from
proper agency officials such detailed estimates and other information in such form
and at such times as the governor shall direct. The estimates for the legislature and
the judiciary shall be transmitted to the governor and shall be included in the
budget without revision. The estimates for state pension contributions shall be
based on the rates provided in chapter 41.45 RCW. Copies of all such estimates
shall be transmitted to the standing committees on ways and means of the house
and senate at the same time as they are filed with the governor and the office of
financial management.
The estimates shall include statements or tables which indicate, by agency, the
state funds which are required for the receipt of federal matching revenues. The
estimates shall be revised as necessary to reflect legislative enactments and adopted
appropriations and shall be included with the initial biennial allotment submitted
under RCW 43.88.110. The estimates must reflect that the agency considered any
alternatives to reduce costs or improve service delivery identified in the findings
of a performance audit of the agency by the joint legislative audit and review
committee. Nothing in this subsection requires performance audit findings to be
published as part of the budget,
(2) Each state agency shall define its mission and establish measurable goals
for achieving desirable results for those who receive its services and the taxpayers
who pay for those services. Each agency shall also develop clear strategies and
timelines to achieve its goals. This section does not require an agency to develop
a new mission or goals in place of identifiable missions or goals that meet the
intent of this section. The mission and goals of each agency must conform to
statutory direction and limitations.
(3) For the purpose of assessing program performance, each state agency shall
establish program objectives for each major program in its budget. The objectives
must be consistent with the missions and goals developed under this section. The
objectives must be expressed to the extent practicable in outcome-based, objective,
and measurable form unless an exception to adopt a different standard is granted
by the office of financial management and approved by the legislative committee
on performance review. The office of financial management shall provide
necessary professional and technical assistance to assist state agencies in the
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development of strategic plans that include the mission of the agency and its
programs, measurable goals, strategies, and performance measurement systems.
(4) Each state agency shall adopt procedures for continuous self-assessment
of each program and activity, using the mission, goals, objectives, and
measurements required under subsections (2)and (3) of this section.
(5)It is the policy of the legislature that each agency's budget proposals must
be directly linked to the agency's stated mission and program goals and objectives.
Consistent with this policy, agency budget proposals must include integration of
performance measures that allow objective determination of a program's success
in achieving its goals. The office of financial management shall develop a plan to
merge the budget development process with agency performance assessment
procedures. The plan must include a schedule to integrate agency strategic plans
and performance measures into agency budget requests and the governor's budget
proposal over three fiscal biennia. The plan must identify those agencies that will
implement the revised budget process in the 1997-1999 biennium, the 1999-2001
biennium, and the 2001-2003 biennium. In consultation with the legislative fiscal
committees, the office of financial management shall recommend statutory and
procedural modifications to the state's budget, accounting, and reporting systems
to facilitate the performance assessment procedures and the merger of those
procedures with the state budget process. The plan and recommended statutory
and procedural modifications must be submitted to the legislative fiscal committees
by September 30, 1996.
(6) In the year of the gubernatorial election, the governor shall invite the
governor-elect or the governor-elect's designee to attend all hearings provided in
RCW 43.88.100; and the governor shall furnish the governor-elect or the governorelect's designee with such information as will enable the governor-elect or the
governor-elect's designee to gain an understanding of the state's budget
requirements. The governor-elect or the governor-elect's designee may ask such
questions during the hearings and require such information as the governor-elect
or the governor-elect's designee deems necessary and may make recommendations
in connection with any item of the budget which, with the governor-elect's reasons
therefor, shall be presented to the legislature in writing with the budget document.
Copies of all such estimates and other required information shall also be submitted
to the standing committees on ways and means of the house and senate.
*Sec. 2. RCW 44.28.091 and 1996 c 288 s 14 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) No later than nine months after the finalperformance audit has been
transmittedby thejoint committee to the appropriate standing committees of the
house of representatives and the senate, the ((U:ii c..it in ,o, ti,;.
witl the sta..i.g co...mi "--ay)) agency or local government shall produce
t'.)) its
or local ga-.rnm..
s
a preliminary compliance report on ((the agen.y.
compliance with the final performance audit recommendations and submit it to
nts
the oint committee. ((.heagen..y or loeal.gove ment.ayattah its co
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At the request of the ioint committee, the agencv or local government shall
periodicallyprovide updates to the preliminary compliancereport until the ioint
committee determines that the agency or local government has complied with the
finalperformanceaudit recommendations to the joint committee's satisfaction,
(2) ((RWi,'n ,re .nts aft-r th.e isunce f tMe pr..
.ninary e:omp n,.
repot,)) Ihe joint committee may hold ((a*-easet--)) public hearing! and
receive public testimony .. g.rding
.conete
M findings and
n ;o

contained in the prei1 ;iairy eonT~a,;c rqj't Th joint comm ittee Iywav
Me; jubic hern reqirent tf the~ prelminary copliace repMr
detostatst.'a. Me-agency or localgovrnm... i
....
pan...ith the adit
recommendatim)) if the agency or local government is not makin? satisfactory
progress in achieving compliance. The joint committee shall issue any final
compliance report (("wit'"i four wks after tihp,--,hearing or...
O)
after an agency or local eovernment has satisfactorilycomplied with the final
audit recommendations. The legislative auditor shall transmit the final
compliance report in the same manner as a final performance audit is
transmitted under RCW 44.28.088.
*Sec. 2 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Passed the House April 19, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 17, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 15, 1997, with the exception of certain items
that were vetoed.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 15, 1997.
Note: Governor's explanation of partial veto is as follows:
"Iam returning herewith, without my approval as to section 2, Substitute House Bill
No. 1190 entitled:
"AN ACT Relating to performance audits;"
Section I of this bill requires state agencies to provide in their biennial budget
submittals information about the disposition of performance audit findings. This
information is valuable to the budgeting process; including it with the budget
documentation provided by agencies will help strengthen the linkage between performance
auditing and budgeting.
Section 2, however, would place an open-ended obligation on all state agencies and
local governments to provide periodic reports on their compliance with performance audit
findings. Current law and practices of th, Joint Legislative Audit and Review Committee
already provide adequately for tracking and reporting on state agency and local
government responses to significant audit recommendations. I, therefore, see no need to
place additional reporting requirements on agencies and local governments.
For this reason, I have vetoed section 2 of Substitute House Bill No. 1190.
With the exception of section 2, Substitute House Bill No. 1190 is approved."

CHAPTER 373
[Substitute House Bill 12351
OWNERSHIP OF DATA DEVELOPED UNDER AGENCY PERSONAL SERVICE CONTRACTS
AN ACT Relating to personal service contracts; and adding a new section to chapter 39.29 RCW.
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Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. A new section is added to chapter 39.29 RCW to
read as follows:
A state agency may not enter into a personal services contract with a
consultant under which the consultant could charge additional costs to the agency,
the joint legislative audit and review committee, or the state auditor for access to
data generated under the contract. A consultant under such contract shall provide
access to data generated under the contract to the contracting agency, the joint
legislative audit and review committee, and the state auditor. For purposes of this
section, "data" includes all information that supports the findings, conclusions, and
recommendations of the consultant's reports, including computer models and the
methodology for those models.
Passed the House April 19, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 8, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 15, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 15, 1997.

CHAPTER 374
[Substitute House Bill 13251
DEVELOPMENT OF CAPITAL PROJECTS FOR SOCIAL SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS
AN ACT Relating to capital projects for social service organizations; adding anew section to
chapter 43.63A RCW; adding a new section to chapter 43.88 RCW; and creating a new section.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. The legislature finds that nonprofit organizations
provide a variety of social services that serve the needs of the citizens of
Washington, including many services implemented under contract with state
agencies. The legislature also finds that the efficiency and quality of these services
may be enhanced by the provision of safe, reliable, and sound facilities, and that,
in certain cases, it may be appropriate for the state to assist in the development of
these facilities.
NEW SECTION Sec. 2. A new section isadded to chapter 43.63A RCW to
read as follows:
If the legislature provides an appropriation to assist nonprofit organizations
in acquiring, constructing, or rehabilitating facilities used for the delivery of
nonresidential social services, the legislature may direct the department of
community, trade, and economic development to establish acompetitive process
to prioritize applications for the assistance as follows:
(i) The department shall conduct a state-wide solicitation of project
applications from local governments, nonprofit organizations, and other entities,
as determined by the department. The department shall evaluate and rank
applications in consultation with a citizen advisory committee using objective
criteria. At a minimum, applicants must demonstrate that the requested assistance
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will increase the efficiency or quality of the social services it provides to citizens.
The evaluation and ranking process shall also include an examination of existing
assets that applicants may apply to projects. Grant assistance under this section
shall not exceed twenty-five percent of the total cost of the project. The nonstate
portion of the total project cost may include, but is not limited to, land, facilities,
and in-kind contributions.
(2) The department shall submit a prioritized list of recommended projects to
the legislature by November 1st following the effective date of the appropriation.
The list shall include a description of each project, the amount of recommended
state funding, and documentation of nonstate funds to be used for the project. The
department shall not sign contracts or otherwise financially obligate funds under
this section until the legislature has approved a specific list of projects.
(3) In contracts for grants authorized under this section the department shall
include provisions which require that capital improvements shall be held by the
grantee for a specified period of time appropriate to the amount of the grant and
that facilities shall be used for the express purpose of the grant. If the grantee is
found to be out of compliance with provisions of the contract, the grantee shall
repay to the state general fund the principal amount of the grant plus interest
calculated at the rate of interest on state of Washington general obligation bonds
issued most closely to the date of authorization of the grant.
(4) The department shall develop model contract provisions for compliance
with subsection (3) of this section and shall distribute its recommendations to the
appropriate legislative committees, the office of financial management, and to all
state agencies which provide capital grants to nonstate entities.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 3. A new section is added to chapter 43.88 RCW to
read as follows:
(I) Each state agency shall submit a report to the office of the state auditor
listing each nongovernment entity that received over three hundred thousand
dollars in state moneys during the previous fiscal year under contract with the
agency for purposes related to the provision of social services. The report must be
submitted by September I each year, and must be in a form prescribed by the office
of the state auditor.
(2) The office of the state auditor shall select two groups of entities from the
reports for audit as follows:
(a) The first group shall be selected at random using a procedure prescribed
by the office of the state auditor. The office of the state auditor shall ensure that
the number of entities selected under this subsection (2)(a) each year is sufficient
to ensure a statistically representative sample of all reported entities.
(b) The second group shall be selected based on a risk assessment of entities
conducted by the office of the state auditor in consultation with state agencies. The
office of the state auditor shall consider, at a minimum, the following factors when
conducting risk assessments: Findings from previous audits; decentralization of
decision making and controls; turnover in officials and key personnel; changes in
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management structure or operations; and the presence of new programs,
technologies, or funding sources.
(3) Each entity selected under subsection (2) of this section shall be required
to complete a comprehensive entity-wide audit in accordance with generally
accepted government auditing standards. The audit shall determine, at a minimum,
whether:
(a) The financial statements of the entity are presented fairly in all material
respects in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles;
(b) The schedule of expenditures of state moneys is presented fairly in all
material respects in relation to the financial statements taken as a whole;
(c) Internal accounting controls exist and are effective; and
(d) The entity has complied with laws, regulations, and contract and grant
provisions that have a direct and material effect on performance of the contract and
the expenditure of state moneys.
(4) The office of the state auditor shall prescribe policies and procedures for
the conduct of audits under this section. The office of the state auditor shall deem
single audits completed in compliance with federal requirements to be in
fulfillment of the requirements of this section if the audit meets the requirements
of subsection (3)(a) through (d) of this section.
(5) Completed audits must be delivered to the office of the state auditor and
the state agency by April 1 in the year following the selection of the entity for
audit. Entities must resolve any findings contained in the audit within six months
of the delivery of the audit. Entities may not enter into new contracts with state
agencies until all major audit findings are resolved.
(6) Nothing in this section limits the authority of the state auditor to carry out
statutorily and contractually prescribed powers and duties.
Passed the House April 19, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 15, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 15, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 15, 1997.

CHAPTER 375
[Engrossed Substitute House Bill 1360]
PRIVATE EMPLOYMENT OF WASHINGTON STATE PATROL OFFICERS
AN ACT Relating to private employment for Washington state patrol officers; adding a new
section to chapter 43.43 RCW; and adding a new section to chapter 4.92 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. A new section is added to chapter 43.43 RCW to
read as follows:
Washington state patrol officers may engage in private law enforcement offduty employment in uniform for private benefit, subject to guidelines adopted by
the chief of the Washington state patrol. These guidelines must ensure that the
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integrity and professionalism of the Washington state patrol is preserved. Use of
Washington state patrol officer's uniforms shall be considered de minimis use of
state property.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 2. A new section is added to chapter 4.92 RCW to
read as follows:
(I) The state of Washington is not liable for tortious conduct by Washington
state patrol officers that occurs while such officers are engaged in private law
enforcement off-duty employment.
(2) Upon petition of the state any suit, for which immunity is granted to the
state under subsection (1)of this section, shall be dismissed.
(3)Washington state patrol officers engaged in private law enforcement offduty employment shall notify, in writing, prior to such employment, anyone who
employs Washington state patrol officers in private off-duty employment of the
specific provisions of subsections (i) and (2) of this section.
Passed the House April 17, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 8, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 15, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 15, 1997.
CHAPTER 376
[Substitute House Bill 14251
ALTERNATIVE PUBLIC WORKS CONTRACTING PROCEDURES
AN ACT Relating to alternative public works contracting procedures; amending RCW
39.10.020, 39.10.030, 39.10.050, 39.10.060, 39.10.110, 39.10.120, and 39.10.902; adding a new
section to chapter 39. 10 RCW; repealing 1996 c 18 s 17 (uncodified); providing an effective date; and
declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 39.10.020 and 1994 c 132 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the definitions in this section
apply throughout this chapter.
(1) "Alternative public works contracting procedure" means the design-build
and the general contractor/construction manager contracting procedures authorized
in RCW 39.10.050 and 39.10.060, respectively.
(2) "Public body" means the state department of general administration; the
University of Washington; Washington State University; every city with a
population greater than one hundred fifty thousand; every city authorized to use the
design-build procedure for a water system demonstration proiect under section 5(3)
of this act: every county with a population greater than four hundred fifty thousand;
and every port district with a population greater than five hundred thousand.
(3) "Public works project" means any work for a public body within the
definition of the term public work in RCW 39.04.010.
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Sec. 2. RCW 39.10.030 and 1994 c 132 s 3 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) An alternative public works contracting procedure authorized under this
chapter may be used for a specific public works project only after a public body
determines that use of the alternative procedure will serve the public interest by
providing a substantial fiscal benefit, or that use of the traditional method of
awarding contracts in lump sum to the low responsive bidder is not practical for
meeting desired quality standards or delivery schedules.
(2) Whenever a public body determines to use one of the alternative public
works contracting procedures authorized under this chapter for a public works
project, it shall first ensure adequate public notification and opportunity for public
review and comment ((as-fcows:)) by implementing the public hearing procedure
under (a)of this subsection or the written public comment procedure under (b) of
this subsection,
(a) Public hearing procedure:
(UThe public body shall conduct a public hearing to receive public comment
on its preliminary determination to use the alternative public works contracting
procedure. At least twenty days before the public hearing, the public body shall
cause notice of such hearing to be published at least once in a legal newspaper of
general circulation published in or as near as possible to that part of the county in
which the public work will be done. The notice shall clearly describe the proposed
project and the preliminary determination to use the alternative public works
contracting procedure. The notice shall also indicate when, where, and how
persons may present their comments on the preliminary determination, and where
persons may obtain additional written information describing the project.
(((N-)) (ii) The public body shall summarize in a written statement its reasons
for using the alternative public works contracting procedure. This statement, along
with other relevant information describing the project, shall be made available
upon request to interested parties at least twenty days before the public hearing.
(((-e))) (iii The public body shall receive and record both written and oral
comments concerning the preliminary determination at the public hearing.
(b) Written public comment procedure:
(i) The public body shall establish a thirty-day public comment period to
receive public comment on its preliminary determination to use the alternative
public works contracting procedure, At least seven days before the beginning of
the public comment period, the public body shall cause notice of the public
comment period to be published at least once in a legal newspaper of general
circulation published in or as near as possible to that part of the county in which
the public work will be done, The notice shall clearly describe the proposed
project and the preliminary determination to use the alternative public works
contracting procedure. The notice shall also indicate when, where, and how
persons may submit their written comments on the preliminary determination,
where perscns may obtain C.iditional written information describing the proiect,
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and the date, time, and location of the public hearing that shall be conducted under
(b)(iv) of this subsection if significant adverse written comments are received by
the public body.
(ii) The public body shall summarize in a written statement its reasons for
usin2 the alternative public works contracting procedure. This statement, along
with other relevant information describing the project, shall be made available
upon request to interested parties at least seven days before the beginning of the
public comment period.
(iii) The public body shall receive written comr lents concerning the
preliminary determination during the public comment period.
(iv) If the public body finds that it has received significant adverse comments
relating to the use of the alternative public works contracting procedure, the public
body shall conduct apublic hearing to receive additional oral and written public
comments on its preliminary determination to use the alternative public works
contracting procedure. The public hearing shall be held on the date and at the time
and location specified in the public notice published under (b)(i) of this subsection,
At least seven days before the public hearing, the public body shall provide notice
of the hearing to each person who has submitted written comments, and cause a
notice of the hearing to be published at least once in a legal newspaper of general
circulation published in or as near as possible to that part of the county in which
the public work will be done,
(v) The public body shall receive and record written and oral comments
concerning the preliminary determination at the public hearing.
(3) Final determinations to use an alternative public works contracting
procedure may be made only by the legislative or governing authority of the public
body, or, in the case of state agencies, by the agency director or chief
administrative officer. Final determinations shall be accompanied by a concise
statement of the principal reasons for overruling any considerations urged against
the determination. Final determinations are subject to appeal to superior court
within thirty days of the determination, provided that notice of such appeal shall
be provided to the public body within seven days of the determination. The court
may award reasonable attorneys' fees to the prevailing party.
(4) Following completion of a public works project using one of the
alternative public works contracting procedures under this chapter, a report shall
be submitted to the legislative or governing authority of the public body reviewing
the utilization and performance of the alternative public works contracting
procedure. Such report shall be made available to the public.
Sec. 3. RCW 39.10.050 and 1994 c 132 s 5 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, and after complying with
RCW 39.10.030, the following public bodies may utilize the design-build
procedure of public works contracting for public works projects authorized under
this section: The state department nf general administration; the University of
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Washington; Washington State University; every city with a population greater
than one hundred fifty thousand; ((arnd)) every county with a population greater
than four hundred fifty thousand: and every port district with a population greater
than five hundred thousand. The authority granted to port districts in this section
is in addition to and does not affect existing contracting authority under RCW
53.08.120 and 53.08.130. For the purposes of this section, "design-build
procedure" means a contract between a public body and another party in which the
party agrees to both design and build the ((struetur,)) facility, portion of the
facility, or other item specified in the contract.
(2) Public bodies authorized under this section may utilize the design-build
procedure for public works projects valued over ten million dollars where:
(a)The construction activities or technologies to be used are highly specialized
and a design-build approach is critical in developing the construction methodology
or implementing the proposed technology;
(b) The project design is repetitive in nature and is an incidental part of the
installation or construction; or
(c) ((Rec progr'arn elemcrnts oF the projeet design.are simple and do not invelvc
e.p.e.
.f.netiona... ne..elt.iens.i.
. i)) Regular interaction with and feedback from
facilities users and operators during design is not critical to an effective facility
desig..
(3) ((ffh ....
d.p.m.t 3 general dmiiistratin m.y use the design. build
pr .dur authrizd insubs tin (2)(e) Fthis seetir.. for one. projcct)) Public
bodies authorized under this section may also use the design-build procedure for
the following proiects that meet the criteria in subsection (2)(b) and (c) of this
section.'
(a) The construction or erection of preengineered metal buildings or
prefabricated modular buildings, regardless of cost: or
(b)The construction of new student housing proiects valued over five million
dollars.
(4) Contracts for design-build services shall be awarded through a competitive
process utilizing public solicitation of proposals for design-build services. The
public body shall publish at least once in a legal newspaper of general circulation
published in or as near as possible to that part of the county in which the public
work will be done, a notice of its request for proposals for design-build services
and the availability and location of the request for proposal documents. The
request for proposal documents shall include:
(a) A detailed description of the project including programmatic, performance,
and technical requirements and specifications, functional and operational elements,
((ad)) minimum and maximum net and gross areas of any building, and. at the
discretion of the public body, preliminary engineering and architectural drawings;
(b) The reasons for using the design-build procedure;
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(c)A description of the qualifications((,-if-an,)) to be required of the proposer
including, but not limited to. submission of the proposer's accident prevention
program;
(d) A description of the process the public body will use to evaluate
qualifications and proposals, including evaluation factors and the relative weight
of factors. Evaluation factors shall include, but not be limited to: Proposal price;
ability of professional personnel; past performance on similar projects; ability to
meet time and budget requirements; ability to provide a performance and payment
bond for the project; recent, current, and projected work loads of the firm; location:
and the concept of the proposal;
(e)The form of the contract to be awarded;
(f) The maximum allowable construction cost and minority and women
enterprise total project goals;
(g)The amount to be paid to finalists submitting best and final proposals who
are not awarded a design-build contract; and
(h) Other information relevant to the project.
(5) The public body shall establish a committee to evaluate the proposals
based on the factors, weighting, and process identified in the request for proposals.
Based on its evaluation, the public body shall select not fewer than three nor more
than five finalists to submit best and final proposals. The public body may. in its
sole discretion, reiect all proposals. Design-build contracts shall be awarded using
the procedures in (a) or (b) of this subsection,
(a Best and final proposals shall be evaluated and scored based on the factors,
weighting, and process identified in the initial request for proposals. The public
body may score the proposals using a system that measures the quality and
technical merits of the proposal on aunit price basis, Final proposals may not be
considered if the proposal cost isgreater than the maximum allowable construction
cost identified in the initial request for proposals. (((6))) The public body shall
initiate negotiations with the firm submitting the.highest scored best and final
proposal. If the public body is unable to execute a contract with ((hW)) the firm
submitting the highest scored best and final proposal, negotiations with that firm
may be suspended or terminated and the public body may proceed to negotiate with
the next highest scored firm. Public bodies shall continue in accordance with this
procedure until a contract agreement is reached or the selection process is
terminated. ((Th, publi body may, in. sole disrtio. , j... all, p.p.s.
. ))
(b) If the public body determines that all finalists are capable of producing
plans and specifications that adequately meet project rLquirements, the public body
may award the contract to the firm that submits the responsive best and final
proposal with the lowest price,
(~ The ((finalist)) firm awarded the contract shall provide a performance and
payment bond for the contracted amount. The public body shall provide
appropriate honorarium payments to finalists submitting best and final proposals
who are not awarded a design-build contract. Honorarium payments shall be
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sufficient to generate meaningful competition among potential proposers on
design-build projects.
Sec. 4. RCW 39.10.060 and 1996 c 18 s 6 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, and after complying with
RCW 39.10.030, the following public bodies may utilize the general contractor/
construction manager procedure of public works contracting for public works
projects authorized under subsection (2) of this section: The state department of
general administration; the University of Washington; Washington State
University; every city with a population greater than one hundred fifty thousand;
every county with a population greater than four hundred fifty thousand; and every
port district with a population greater than five hundred thousand. For the
purposes of this section, "general contractor/construction manager" means a firm
with which a public body has selected and negotiated a maximum allowable
construction cost to be guaranteed by the firm, after competitive selection through
formal advertisement and competitive bids, to provide services during the design
phase that may include life-cycle cost design considerations, value engineering,
scheduling, cost estimating, constructability, alternative construction options for
cost savings, and sequencing of work, and to act as the construction manager and
general contractor during the construction phase.
(2) Public bodies authorized under this section may utilize the general
contractor/construction manager procedure for public works projects valued over
ten million dollars where:
(a) Implementation of the project involves complex scheduling requirements;
(b) The project involves construction at an existing facility which must
continue to operate during construction; or
(c) The involvement of the general contractor/construction manager during the
design stage is critical to the success of the project.
(3) Public bodies should select general contractor/construction managers early
in the life of public works projects, and in most situations no later than the
completion of schematic design,
(4 Contracts for the services of a general contractor/construction manager
under this section shall be awarded through a competitive process requiring the
public solicitation of proposals for general contractor/construction manager
services. ((Minertky and wom business eicprisc toal proj,.t g als shall be
specified in)) The public solicitation of proposals shall include: A description of
the project, including programmatic, performance, and technical requirements and
specifications when available: the reasons for using the general contractor/
construction manager procedure: a description of the qualifications to be required
of the proposer, including submission of the proposer's accident prevention
program: a description of the process the public body will use to evaluate
qualifications and proposals, including evaluation factors and the relative weiht
of factors: the form of the contract to be awarded: the estimated maximum
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allowable construction cost: minority and women business enterprise total Droject
goals, where applicable: and the bid instructions to be used by the general
contractor/construction manager finalists. ((A publi bo y is uth-rizd to i-"ludtin ineentivc elause in any eentract awardcd under this scctiien for sayings of either
time or cost or both from that originally negetiated. No ineentives granid she!ll

cxecdfRye pereent @F the maximum tillowable cnstruction cost.)) Evaluation
factors shall include, but not be limited to: Ability of professional personnel. past
performance in negotiated and complex proiects, and ability to meet time and
budget requirements: location: recent, current, and projected work loads of the
firm: and the concept of their proposal. A public body shall establish a committee
to evaluate the proposals ((onsid-ring such fators tks: Ability of professional
personnel;- past performanee in negotiated and complex prejeets;, ability to mo
tifne and budget rcguircmmcts, loeation: rcnat, eurrent, and projeted work lads

oF the A.rm- and !he eenc.pt of their proposal)). After the committee has selected
the most qualified finalists, these finalists shall submit final proposals, including
sealed bids for the percent fee, which isthe percentage amount to be earned by the
general contractor/construction manager as overhead and profit, on the estimated
maximum allowable construction cost and the fixed amount for the detailed
specified general conditions work. The public body shall select the firm submitting
the highest scored final proposal using the evaluation factors and the relative
weight of factors published in the public solicitation of proposals.
M)The maximum allowable construction cost may be negotiated between the
public body and the selected firm after the scope of the project is adequately
determined to establish aguaranteed contract cost for which the general contractor/
construction manager will provide a performance and payment bond. The
guaranteed contract cost includes the fixed amount for the detailed specified
general conditions work, the negotiated maximum allowable construction cost, the
percent fee on the negotiated maximum allowable construction cost, and sales tax.
If the public body is unable to negotiate a satisfactory maximum allowable
construction cost with the firm selected that the public body determines to be fair,
reasonable, and within the available funds, negotiations with that firm shall be
formally terminated and the public body shall negotiate with the next ((low
bidder)) highest scored firm and continue until an agreement is reached or the
process is terminated. If the maximum allowable construction cost varies more
than fifteen percent from the bid estimated maximum allowable construction cost
due to requested and approved changes in the scope by the public body, the percent
fee shall be renegotiated.
(6)
All subcontract work shall be competitively bid with public bid openings.
((Speeifie contract requirements for women and minority enterprise partieipeto
shall be specificd in cach stibcontract bid pikckagc that emcoods ten pereent of the
public body's .stimto.d projct cost.)) Subcontract work shall not be issued for bid
until the public body has approved, in consultation with the office of minority and
women's business enterprises or the equivalent local agency. aplan prepared by the
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general contractor/construction manager for attaining applicable minority and
women business enterprise total proiect goals that equitably spreads women and
minority enterprise opportunities to as many firms in as many bid packages as is
practicable, When critical to the successful completion of a subcontractor bid
package the owner and general contractor/construction manager may evaluate for
bidding eligibility a subcontractor's ability, time. budget, and specification
rcguirements based on the subcontractor's performance of those items on previous
projects. Subcontract bid packages shall be awarded to the responsible bidder
submitting the low responsive bid, The requirements of RCW 39.30.060 apply to
each subcontract bid package, All subcontractors who bid work over ((two)) three
hundred thousand dollars shall post a bid bond and all subcontractors who are
awarded a contract over ((two)) three hundred thousand dollars shall provide a
performance and payment bond for their contract amount. All other subcontractors
shall provide a performance and payment bond if required by the general
contractor/construction manager, A low bidder who claims error and fails to enter
into a contract is prohibited from bidding on the same project if a second or
subsequent call for bids is made for the project. ((All other sub,trit r shtill
prayide a efrae
and payment bon~d if required by the genecral eentraetenr
c, struic r m.niagc.)) Except as provided for under subsection (7)of this section.
bidding on subcontract work by the general contractor/construction manager or its
subsidiaries is prohibited. The general contractor/construction manager may
negotiate with the low-responsive bidder in accordance with RCW 39.10.080 or,
if unsuccessful in such negotiations, rebid.
(((4))) (7) The general contractor/construction manager. or its subsidiaries,
may bid on subcontract work on projects valued over twenty million dollars if:
(a) The work within the subcontract bid package is customarily performed by
the general contractor/construction manager
(b)The bid opening is managed by the public body: and
(c) Notification of the general contractor/construction manager's intention to
bid is included in the public solicitation of bids for the bid package,
In no event may the value of subcontract work performed by the general
contractor/construction manager exceed twenty percent of the negotiated maximum
allowable construction cost.
(8) A public body may include an incentive clause in any contract awarded
under this section for savings of either time or cost or both from that originally
negotiated. No incentives granted may exceed five percent of the maximum
allowable construction cost. If the project is completed for less than the agreed
upon maximum allowable construction cost, any savings not otherwise negotiated
as part of an incentive clause shall accrue to the public body. If the project is
completed for more than the agreed upon maximum allowable construction cost,
excepting increases due to any contract change orders approved by the public body,
the additional cost shall be the responsibility of the general contractor/construction
manager.
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NEW SECTION. Sec. 5. A new section is added to chapter 39.10 RCW to
read as follows:
(1) In addition to the projects authorized in RCW 39.10.050 and 39.10.060,
public bodies may use the general contractor/construction manager or design-build
procedure for demonstration projects valued between three million dollars and ten
million dollars as follows:
(a) Three demonstration projects by the department of general administration;
and
(b) One demonstration project by each of the public bodies authorized in RCW
39.10.020(2) other than the department of general administration.
(2) Public bodies shall give weight to proposers' experience working on
projects valued between three million dollars and ten million dollars in the
evaluation process for the selection of a general contractor/construction manager
or design-build firm for demonstration projects authorized in subsection (1) of this
section.
(3) Cities which supply water to over three hundred fifty thousand people may
use the design-build procedure for one water system demonstration project valued
over ten million dollars. Use of the design-build procedure shall be deemed to
effect compliance with the requirement for competitive bids under RCW
43.155.060.
(4) All contracts authorized under this section must be entered into before July
1, 1999.
(5) In the event that a public body determines not to perform a demonstration
project using its authority under this section, it may transfer its authority to another
public body.
Sec. 6. RCW 39.10.110 and 1994 c 132 s II are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) There is established a temporary independent oversight committee to
review the utilization of the alternative public vorks contracting procedures
authorized under this chapter ((and)), to evaluate potential future utilization of
other alternative contracting procedures, including, but not limited to, contractor
prequalification. and, if desired by the committee, to review traditional public
works contracting procedures used by state agencies and municipalities. The
committee shall also pursue the development of a mentoring program for
expansion of the authorities in this chapter to other public bodies. The membership
of the committee shall include: Two members of the house of representatives, one
from each major caucus, appointed by the speaker of the house of representatives;
two members of the senate, one from each major caucus, appointed by the
president of the senate; representatives from the appropriate segments of the
construction, contracting, subcontracting. and design industries, appointed by the
governor; representatives from appropriate labor organizations, appointed by the
governor; representatives from public bodies authorized to use the alternative
public works contracting procedures under this chapter, appointed by the governor;
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a representative from the office of minority and women's business enterprises
appointed by the governor: and a representative from the office of financial
management, appointed by the governor. The governor shall maintain a balance
between representatives from public agencies and the private sector when
appointing members to the committee. and shall consider the recommendations of
the established organizations representing the construction, contracting.
subcontracting, and design industries and organized labor in making the industry
and labor appointments ((to thc committcc)).
(2)The committee shall meet ((quafrterly)) beginning after July 1, 1994. ((At
the first meeti g f- ccmmiitic,)) A chair or cochairs shall be selected from
among the committee's membership. Staff support for the committee shall be
provided by the agencies and organizations represented on the committee,
(3) Public bodies utilizing the alternative contracting procedures authorized
under this chapter shall provide any requested information concerning
implementation of projects under this chapter to the committee in a timely manner,
excepting any trade secrets or proprietary information.
(4)The committee shall report to the appropriate standing committees of the
legislature by December 10, ((4996)) 2000, concerning its findings and
recommendations.
Sec. 7. RCW 39.10.120 and 1995 3rd sp.s. c I s 305 are each amended to read
as follows:
(i) Except as provided in subsection (2) of this section, the alternative public
works contracting procedures authorized under this chapter are limited to public
works contracts signed before July 1,((499)) 2001. Methods of public works
contracting authorized by RCW 39.10.050 and 39.10.060 shall remain in full force
and effect until completion of contracts signed before July 1,((4997)) 200..
(2)For the purposes of abaseball stadium as defined in RCW 82.14.0485, the
design-build contracting procedures under RCW 39.10.050 shall remain in full
force and effect until completion of contracts signed before December 31, 1997.
Sec. 8. RCW 39.10.902 and 1995 3rd sp.s. c Is 306 are each amended to read
as follows:
The following acts or parts of acts, as now existing or hereafter amended, are
each repealed, effective July 1,((+99-7)) 2001:
(1)
RCW 39.10.010 and 1994 c 132 s I;
(2) RCW 39.10.020 and 1994 c 132 s 2;
(3) RCW 39.10.030 and 1994 c 132 s 3;
(4) RCW 39.10.040 and 1994 c 132 s4;
(5) RCW 39.10.050 and 1994 c 132 s 5;
(6) RCW 39.10.060 and 1994 c 132 s 6;
(7) RCW 39,10.--- and 1997 c... s 5 (section 5 of this act):
(8)
RCW 39.10.070 and 1994 c 132 s 7;
(((W)) (9 RCW 39.10.080 and 1994 c 132 s 8;
(((9))) (10) RCW 39.10.090 and 1994 c 132 s 9;
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(((40))) (11) RCW 39.10.100 and 1994 c 132 s 10;
(((-14))) (12) RCW 39.10.110 and 1994 c 132 s 11;
(((-1--))) (i13 RCW 39.10.900 and 1994 c 132 s 13;
(((4 3))) (14) RCW 39.10.901 and 1994 c 132 s 14; and
(((-4)) (15) RCW 39.10.902 and 1994 c 132 s 15.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 9. 1996 c 18 s 17 (uncodified) is repealed.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 10. This act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of the state
government and its existing public institutions, and takes effect July 1, 1997.
Passed the House April 22, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 10, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 15, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 15, 1997.
CHAPTER 377
[Substitute House Bill 1499]
WASHINGTON STATE RURAL DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL
AN ACT Relating to arural development council; adding new sections to chapter 43.31 RCW;
and providing an expiration date.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. A new section is added to chapter 43.31 RCW to
read as follows:
(1) The Washington state rural development council is established and
governed by an executive committee consisting of eleven members, appointed by
the governor. The members will include representatives from the following
categories: Business; natural resources; agriculture; environment; economic
development; education; health; human services; counties; cities; and tribal
governments.
(2) New members of the executive committee are appointed for terms of three
years from the current membership list of the rural development council, as much
as possible. Committee members should be people who either live, work, or
provide direct services in rural areas. Committee membership must consist of no
less than ninety percent of the members living in a rural area. As a transition
strategy for the council, four representatives (business, counties, health,
agriculture) will be appointed in 1997, four (human services, natural resources,
cities, environment) in 1998, and three (economic development, tribal government,
education) in 1999. The new council will be fully formed in 1999.
(3) The governor may make appointments from a list of candidates generated
by the executive committee. The executive committee shall generate a list of at
least three but not more than six candidates from recommendations from state-wide
associations. The list of candidates for the county representative shall be generated
by the Washington state association of counties. The list of candidates for the city
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representative shall be generated by the association of Washington cities. In
making appointments, the governor shall consider an equitable geographic
distribution.
(4) Members of the Washington state rural development council shall receive
no compensation for their services, but shall be eligible to receive reimbursement
for travel expenses as provided in RCW 43.03.050 and 43.03.060.
(5) The department of community, trade, and economic development may
provide staff support, administrative assistance, and office space to the council as
available.
(6) The Washington state rural development council executive committee is
authorized to establish operating procedures, policies, and bylaws, and appoint
committees. In addition, the executive committee is responsible for hiring,
evaluating, and if necessary, firing the execute director according to state policies
and rules.
(7) The Washington state rural development council is directed to: Inform
legislators, the governor's office, state agencies, and federal agencies about the
rural perspective on community development issues; identify and in some cases
develop recommended improvements to existing resource delivery systems; and
serve as a liaison or intermediary between rural communities and public and
private resource providers. The council's mission is to improve the delivery and
accessibility of public and private resources to meet the needs of rural
communities.
NEW SECTION. Sec, 2. A new section is added to chapter 43.31 RCW to
read as follows:
The legislature encourages state agencies to contribute financially to the rural
development council. In addition to the United States department of agriculture
and the state department of community, trade, and economic development, all state
agencies, federal agencies, and state-wide associations that make a significant
financial contribution to the rural development council shall be ex officio members.
In particular, state agencies serving rural areas, including the departments of
agriculture, fish and wildlife, ecology, employment security, health, natural
resources, social and health services, and transportation, and the utilities and
transportation commission, are encouraged to contribute financially. Financial
contributions from state agencies along with those from the private sector and
state-wide associations will enable the rural development council to leverage
federal funds at a three-to-one ratio annually.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 3. Sections I and 2 of this act expire June 30, 2003.
Passed the House April 19, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 15, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 15, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 15, 1997.
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CHAPTER 378
(Substitute House Bill 1632]
STATE INVESTIGATORS-STUDY TO DEVELOP TRAINING, POLICIES, AND
PROCEDURES
AN ACT Relating to training for state investigators; creating a new section; and providing an
expiration date.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, See. 1. (1) The legislature finds that there is a need for
more coordinated and uniform training and protocols for state investigators. State
investigators are employed by numerous state agencies and separately elected
offices. Currently there is minimal training on policies and procedures for
investigations, enforcement, and scope of duties and responsibilities. It is the
intent of the legislature to commission a study group to develop mandatory
training, policies, and procedures for state investigators.
(2) The study group shall focus on state investigators in the following
agencies: Attorney general's office; auditor's office; department of corrections;
department of health; department of ecology; department of fish and wildlife;
department of labor and industries; department of licensing; department of revenue;
liquor control board; public disclosure commission; department of social and health
services; and Washington state patrol.
(3) The study group shall consist of: The attorney general; chief of the state
patrol; state auditor; one legislator from each caucus of the senate and house of
representatives, as appointed by leaders of the caucuses; a representative from the
governor's office; two representatives of state agencies appointed by the governor;
a representative appointed by the Washington association of prosecuting attorneys;
a representative appointed by the Washington association of sheriffs and police
chiefs; and a representative appointed by the criminal justice program at
Washington State University. The study group shall be cochaired by the attorney
general and the chief of the state patrol.
(4) The study group shall:
(a) Develop minimum ongoing training requirements for state investigators.
Training must include education in civil investigations and recognition of crimes
for transfer to appropriate law enforcement agencies;
(b) Evaluate current training requirements, policies, and procedures for state
investigators;
(c) Recommend who will provide training, how it will be done, and minimal
training requirements;
(d) Recommend basic policies and procedures for state investigators;
(e) Develop cost estimates for mandatory training;
(f) Make recommendations on the scope of duties and responsibilities for state
investigators; and
(g) Include other issues related to state investigators, as desired by the study
group.
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(5) The office of the attorney general shall provide staff and administrative
support for the study group.
(6) The study group shall deliver its recommendations to the legislature by
December 1, 1997.
(7)This section shall expire June 1, 1998.
Passed the House April 19, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 11, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 15, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 15, 1997.

CHAPTER 379
[Substitute House Bill 1693]
CREDITS FOR REINSURED CEDED RISKS
AN ACT Relating to credit for reinsured ceded risks; amending RCW 48.12.160; adding new
sections to chapter 48.12 RCW; creating anew section; and repealing RCW 48.05.300.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. (1)The purpose of this act is to protect the interest
of insureds, claimants, ceding insurers, assuming insurers, and the public generally.
(2)It is the intent of the legislature to ensure adequate regulation of insurers
and reinsurers and adequate protection for those to whom they owe obligations.
(3)It is also the intent of the legislature to declare that the matters contained
in this act are fundamental to the business of insurance and to exercise its powers
and privileges under 15 U.S.C. Secs. 1011 and 1012.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 2. For purposes of this act, a "qualified United States
financial institution" means an institution that complies with all of the following:
(1) Is organized or, in the case of a United States office of a foreign banking
organization, licensed under the laws of the United States or any state thereof;
(2) Is regulated, supervised, and examined by United States federal or state
authorities having regulatory authority over banks and trust companies;
(3) Has been determined by the commissioner, or, in the discretion of the
commissioner, the securities valuation office of the national association of
insurance commissioners, to meet such standards of financial condition and
standing as are considered necessary and appropriate to regulate the quality of
financial institutions whose letters of credit will be acceptable to the commissioner;
and
(4) Is not affiliated with the assuming company.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. Upon insolvency of a non-United States insurer or
reinsurer that provides security to fund its United States obligations in accordance
with this act, the assets representing the security must be maintained in the United
States and claims must be filed with and valued by the state insurance
commissioner with regulatory oversight, and the assets distributed, in accordance
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with the insurance laws of the state in which the trust is domiciled that are
applicable to the liquidation of domestic United States insurance companies.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 4. (1)Credit for reinsurance in a reinsurance contract
entered into after December 31, 1996, is allowed a domestic ceding insurer as
either an asset or a deduction from liability in accordance with RCW 48.12.160
only if the reinsurance contract contains provisions that provide, in substance, as
follows:
(a)The reinsurer shall indemnify the ceding insurer against all or a portion of
the risk it assumed according to the terms and conditions contained in the
reinsurance contract.
(b)In the event of insolvency and the appointment of a conservator, liquidator,
or statutory successor of the ceding company, the portion of risk or obligation
assumed by the reinsurer is payable to the conservator, liquidator, or statutory
successor on the basis of claims allowed against the insolvent company by a court
of competent jurisdiction or by aconservator, liquidator, or statutory successor of
the company having authority to allow such claims, without diminution because
of that insolvency, or because the conservator, liquidator, or statutory successor
failed to pay all or a portion of any claims. Payments by the reinsurer as provided
in this subsection are made directly to the ceding insurer or to its conservator,
liquidator, or statutory successor, except where the contract of insurance,
reinsurance, or other written agreement specifically provides another payee of such
reinsurance in the event of the insolvency of the ceding insurer.
(2) Payment under a reinsurance contract must be made within areasonable
time with reasonable provision for verification in accordance with the terms of the
reinsurance agreement. However, in no event shall the payments be beyond the
period required by the national association of insurance commissioners accounting
practices and procedures manual.
(3) The original insured or policyholder may not have any rights against the
reinsurer that are not specifically set forth in the contract of reinsurance, or in a
specific agreement between the reinsurer and the original insured or policyholder.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 5. Credit for reinsurance, as either an asset or a
deduction, is prohibited in an accounting or financial statement of the ceding
insurer in respect to the reinsurance contract unless, in such contract, the reinsurer
undertakes to indemnify the ceding insurer against all or a part of the loss or
liability arising out of the original insurance. This section only applies to those
reinsurance contracts entered into after December 31, 1996.
Sec. 6. RCW 48.12.160 and 1996 c 297 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) Any insurance company organized under the laws of this state may take
credit as an asset or as a deduction from loss or claim, unearned premium, or life
policy or contract reserves on risks ceded to a reinsurer to the extent reinsured by
an insurer or insurers holding a certificate of authority to transact that kind of
business in this state, unless the assuming insurer is the subject of a regulatorv
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order or regulatory oversight by a state in which it is licensed based upon a
commissioner's determination that the assuming insurer is in a hazardous financial
condition. The credit on ceded risks reinsured by any insurer which is not
authorized to transact business in this state may be taken:
(a)Where the reinsurer isa group including incorporated and unincorporated
underwriters, and the group maintains a trust fund in a ((United States bank that is
determinecd by the national asseeiation eF insurnc
ieiners
4om ta meet eredit,
standards for issuing lattrs of eredit in eonnoctiien with reinsuranee,)) qualified
United States financial institution which trust fund must be in an amount equal to
((the group's liabilii
's atributable to buine. s written in the Unitd S,,..
, fad))!
(i) For reinsurance ceded under reinsurance agreements with an inception.
amendment, or renewal date on or after August 1.1995. funds in trust in an amount
not less than the group's several liabilities attributable to business ceded by United
States domiciled insurers to any member of the group: or
(ii)For reinsurance ceded under reinsurance ageements with an inception date
on or before July 31. 1995. and not amended or renewed after that date.
notwithstanding the other provisions of this act, funds in trust in an amount not less
than the group's several insurance and reinsurance liabilities attributable to business
written in the United States.
In addition, the group shall maintain a trusteed surplus of which one hundred
million dollars shall be held jointly and exclusively for the benefit of United States
ceding insurers of any member of the group((-)),
The incorporated members of the group shall not be engaged in any business
other than underwriting as a member of the group and shall be subject to the same
level of solvency regulation and control by the group's domiciliary regulator as are
the unincorporated members; and the group shall make available to the
commissioner an annual certification of the solvency of each underwriter by the
group's domiciliary regulator and its independent public accountants;
(b)Where the reinsurer does not meet the definition of (a)of this subsection,
the single assuming alien reinsurer that. as of the date of the ceding insurer's
statutory financial statement, maintains a trust fund in a ((United States bank that
isdetarmined by the nationtal msociation of isucc cm.Misnrs ta meet eredit
standards for issuing letters of redit in eenneetion with reinsurtnc)) qvualifed

United States financial institution, which trust fund must be in an amount ((e4a.
to)) not less than the assuming alien reinsurer's liabilities attributable to reinsurance
ceded by United States domiciled insurers, and in addition, the assuming insurer
shall maintain a trusteed surplus of not less than twenty million dollars ,and the
assuming alien reinsurer maintaining the trust fund must .have received a
registration from the commissioner under sction 7 of this act, The assuming alien
reinsurer shall report on or before February 28th to the commissioner substantially
the same information as that required to be reported on the national association of
insurance commissioners annual statement form by licensed insurers. to enable the
commissioner to determine the sufficiency of the trust fund- ((or))
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(c) In an amount not exceeding:
(i) The amount of deposits by and funds withheld from the assuming insurer
pursuant to express provision therefor in the reinsurance contract, as security for
the payment of the obligations thereunder, if the deposits or funds are assets of the
types and amounts that are authorized under chapter 48.13 RCW and are held
subject to withdrawal by and under the control of the ceding insurer or if the
deposits or funds are placed in trust for these purposes in a bank which is a
member of the federal reserve system and withdrawals from the trust cannot be
made without the consent of the ceding company; or
(ii) The amount of a clean, irrevocable, and unconditional letter of credit
issued by a United States bank that is determined by the national association of
insurance commissioners to meet credit standards for issuing letters of credit in
connection with reinsurance, and issued for a term of at least one year with
provisions that it must be renewed unless the bank gives notice of nonrenewal at
least thirty days before the expiration issued under arrangements satisfactory to the
commissioner of insurance as constituting security to the ceding insurer
substantially equal to that of a deposit under (c)(i) of this subsection.
(2) Credit for reinsurance may not be granted under subsection (1)(a). (b). and
(c)(i) of this section unless:
(a) The form of the trust and amendments to the trust have been approved by
the insurance commissioner of the state where the trust is located, or the insurance
commissioner of another state who. pursuant to the terms of the trust agreement.
has accepted principal regulatory oversight of the trust:
(b) The trust and trust amendments are filed with the commissioner of every
state in which the ceding insurer beneficiaries of the trust are domiciled:
(c) The trust instrument provides that contested claims are valid, enforceable.
and payable out of funds in trust to the extent remaining unsatisfied thirty days
after entry of the final order of a court of competent jurisdiction in the United
States:,
(d) The trust vests legal title to its assets in the trustees of the trust for the
benefit of the grantor's United States ceding insurers, their assigns, and successors
in interest:
(e) The trust and the assuming insurer are subject to examination as
determined by the commissioner:
(1) The trust shall remain in effect for as long as the assuming insurer.
member, or former member of a grpup of insurers has outstanding obligations due
under the reinsurance agreements subject to the trust: and
(g)No later then February 28th of each year. the trustees of the trust report to
the commissioner in writing setting forth the balance of the trust and listing the
trust's investments at the preceding year end. In addition, the trustees of the trust
shall certify the date of termination of the trust. if so planned. or certify that the
trust shall not expire within the next twelve months,
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(MAny reinsurance ceded by acompany organized under the laws of this state
or ceded by any company not organized under the laws of this state and transacting
business in this state must be payable by the assuming insurer on the basis of
liability of the ceding company under the contract or contracts reinsured without
diminution because of the insolvency of the ceding company, and any such
reinsurance agreement which may be canceled on less than ninety days notice must
provide for a run-off of the reinsurance in force at the date of cancellation.
(((3) A rei..surar..
agreement may provide that the)) (4) The domiciliary
conservator, liquidator ((or)), receiver, or statutory successor of an insolvent ceding
insurer shall give written notice to the assuming insurer of the pendency of a claim
against the insolvent ceding insurer on the policy or bond reinsured within a
reasonable time after such claim is filed in the insolvency proceeding and that
during the pendency of such claim any assuming insurer may investigate such
claim and interpose, at its own expense, in the proceeding where such claim is to
be adjudicated, any defense or defenses which it may deem available to the ceding
insurer or its liquidator or receiver or statutory successor.
The expense thus incurred by the assuming insurer shall be chargeable subject
to court approval against the insolvent ceding insurer as a part of the expense of
liquidation to the extent of a proportionate share of the benefit which may accrue
to the ceding insurer solely as a result of the defense undertaken by the assuming
insurer.
(((4))) (1 Where two or more assuming insurers are involved in the same
claim and amajority in interest elect to interpose to such claim, the expense shall
be apportioned in accordance with the terms of the reinsurance agreement as
though such expense had been incurred by the ceding insurer.
(6) The credit permitted by subsection (lb)of this section is prohibited
unless the assuming alien insurer agrees in the trust agreement, notwithstanding
other provisions in the trust instrument, if the trust fund is inadequate because it
contains an amount less than the amount required by subsection (1)(b) of this
section or if the grantor of the trust has been declared insolvent or placed into
receivership, rehabilitation. liquidation, or similar proceedings under the laws of
its state or countryof domicile:
(a) To comply with an order of the commissioner with regulatory oversight
over the trust or with an order of a court of competent jurisdiction directing the
trustee to transfer to the commissioner with regulatorv oversight all of the assets
of the trust fund:
(b) That assets be distributed by, and insurance claims of United States trust
beneficiaries be filed with and valued by, the commissioner with regulatory
oversight in accordance with the laws of the state in which the trust is domiciled
that are applicable to the liquidation of domestic insurance companies:
(c) That if the commissioner with regulatory oversight determines that the
assets of the trust fund or a part thereof are not necessary to satisfy the claims of
the United States ceding insurers, which are United States trust beneficiaries, the
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assets or part thereof shall be returned by the commissioner with regulatory
oversight to the trustee for distribution in accordance with the trust agreement: and
(d) That the grantor waives any right otherwise available to it under United
States law that is inconsistent with this provision.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 7. (1) The assuming alien reinsurer must register with
the commissioner and must:
(a) File with the commissioner evidence of its submission to this state's
jurisdiction and to this state's authority to examine its books and records under
chapter 48.03 RCW;
(b)Designate the commissioner as its lawful attorney upon whom service of
all papers may be made for an action, suit, or proceeding instituted by or on behalf
of the ceding insurer;
(c) File with the commissioner a certified copy of a letter or a certificate of
authority or a certificate of compliance issued by the assuming alien insurer's
domiciliary jurisdiction and the domiciliary jurisdiction of its United States
reinsurance trust;
(d) Submit a statement, signed and verified by an officer of the assuming alien
insurer to be true and correct, that discloses whether the assuming alien insurer or
an affiliated person who owns or has a controlling interest in the assuming alien
insurer is currently known to be the subject of one or more of the following:
(i) An order or proceeding regarding conservation, liquidation, or receivership;
(ii) An order or proceeding regarding the revocation or suspension of a license
or accreditation to transact insurance or reinsurance in any jurisdiction; or
(iii) An order or proceeding brought by an insurance regulator in any
jurisdiction seeking to restrict or stop the assuming alien insurer from transacting
insurance or reinsurance based upon a hazardous financial condition.
The assuming alien insurer shall provide the commissioner with copies of all
orders or other documents initiating proceedings subject to disclosure under this
subsection. The statement must affirm that no actions, proceedings, or orders
subject to this subsection are outstanding against the assuming alien insurer or an
affiliated person who owns or has a controlling interest in the assuming alien
insurer, except as disclosed in the statement;
(e) File other information, financial or otherwise, which the commissioner
reasonably requests.
(2) A registration continues in force until suspended, revoked, or not renewed.
A registration is subject to renewal annually on the first day of July upon
application of the assuming alien insurer and payment of the fee in the same
amount as an insurer pays for renewal of a certificate of authority.
(3) The commissioner shall give an assuming alien insurer notice of his or her
intention to revoke or refuse to renew its registration at least ten days before the
order of revocation or refusal is to become effective.
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(4)The commissioner shall, consistent with chapters 48.04 and 34.05 RCW,
deny or revoke an assuming alien insurer's registration if the assuming alien insurer
no longer qualifies or meets the requirements for registration.
(5)The commissioner may, consistent with chapters 48.04 and 34.05 RCW,
deny or revoke an assuming alien insurer's registration if the assuming alien
insurer:
(a) Fails to comply with a provision of this chapter or fails to comply with an
order or regulation of the commissioner;
(b) Is found by the commissioner to be in such a condition that its further
transaction of reinsurance would be hazardous to ceding insurers, policyholders,
or the people in this state;
(c) Refuses to remove or discharge a trustee, director, or officer who has been
convicted of a crime involving fraud, dishonesty, or moral turpitude;
(d) Usually compels policy-holding claimants either to accept less than the
amount due them or to bring suit against the assuming alien insurer to secure full
payment of the amount due;
(e) Refuses to be examined, or its trustees, directors, officers, employees, or
representatives refuse to submit to examination or to produce its accounts, records,
and files for examination by the commissioner when required, or refuse to perform
a legal obligation relative to the examination;
(f) Refuses to submit to the jurisdiction of the United States courts;
(g) Fails to pay a final judgment rendered against it:
(i) Within thirty days after the judgment became final;
(ii) Within thirty days after time for taking an appeal has expired; or
(iii) Within thirty days after dismissal of an appeal before final determination;
whichever date is later.
(h) Is found by the commissioner, after investigation or upon receipt of
reliable information:
(i) To be managed by persons, whether by its trustees, directors, officers, or
by other means, who are incompetent or untrustworthy or so lacking in insurance
company management experience as to make proposed operation hazardous to the
insurance-buying public; or
(ii) That there is good reason to believe it is affiliated directly or indirectly
through ownership, control, or business relations, with a person or persons whose
business operations are, or have been found to be, in violation of any law or rule,
to the detriment of policyholders, stockholders, investors, creditors, or of the
public, by bad faith or by manipulation of the assets, accounts, or reinsurance;
(i) Does business through reinsurance intermediaries or other representatives
in this state or in any other state, who are not properly licensed under applicable
laws and rules; or
(j) Fails to pay, by the date due, any amounts required by this code.
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(6) A domestic ceding insurer is not allowed credit with respect to reinsurance
ceded, if the assuming alien insurer's registration has been revoked by the
commissioner.
(7) The actual costs and expenses incurred by the commissioner for an
examination of a registered alien insurer must be charged to and collected from the
alien reinsurer.
(8)A registered alien reinsurer is included as a "class one" organization for the
purposes of RCW 48.02.190.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 8. (1) Unless credit for reinsurance or deduction from
liability is prohibited under section 5 of this act, a foreign ceding insurer is allowed
credit for reinsurance or deduction from liability to the extent credit has been
allowed by the ceding insurer's state of domicile if:
(a) The state of domicile is accredited by the national association of insurance
commissioners; or
(b) Credit or deduction from liability would be allowed under this act if the
foreign ceding insurer were domiciled in this state.
(2) Notwithstanding subsection (i) of this section, credit for reinsurance or
deduction from liability may be disallowed upon a finding by the commissioner
that either the condition of the reinsurer, or the collateral or other security provided
by the reinsurer, does not satisfy the credit for reinsurance requirements applicable
to ceding insurers domiciled in this state.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 9. The commissioner may adopt rules to implement
and administer this act.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 10. RCW 48.05.300 and 1993 c 91 s 1, 1977 ex.s. c
180 s 1,& 1947 c 79 s .05.30 are each repealed.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 11. Sections 2 through 5 and 7 through 9 of this act
are each added to chapter 48.12 RCW.
Passed the House April 16, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 11, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 15, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 15, 1997.

CHAPTER 380
[Substitute House Bill 1780]
SERVICE OF PROCESS-MODIFICATIONS
AN ACT Relating to service of process; and amending RCW 4.28.080.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 4.28,080 and 1996 c 223 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
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Service made in the modes provided in this section shall be taken and held to
be personal service. The summons shall be served by delivering a copy thereof,
as follows:
(1) If the action be against any county in this state, to the county auditor or,
during normal office hours, to the deputy auditor, or in the case of a charter county,
summons may be served upon the agent, if any, designated by the legislative
authority.
(2) If against any town or incorporated city in the state, to the mayor, city
manager, or, during normal office hours, to the mayor's or city manager's
designated agent or the city clerk thereof.
(3) If against a school or fire district, to the superintendent or commissioner
thereof or by leaving the same in his or her office with an assistant superintendent,
deputy commissioner, or business manager during normal business hours.
(4) If against a railroad corporation, to any station, freight, ticket or other
agent thereof within this state.
(5) If against a corporation owning or operating sleeping cars, or hotel cars,
to any person having charge of any of its cars or any agent found within the state.
(6) If against a domestic insurance company, to any agent authorized by such
company to solicit insurance within this state.
(7) If against a foreign or alien insurance company, as provided in chapter
48.05 RCW.
(8) If against a company or corporation doing any express business, to any
agent authorized by said company or corporation to receive and deliver express
matters and collect pay therefor within this state.
(9) If the suit be against a company or corporation other than those designated
in the preceding subdivisions of this section, to the president or other head of the
company or corporation, the registered agent, secretary, cashier or managing agent
thereof or to the secretary, stenographer or office assistant of the president or other
head of the company or corporation, registered agent, secretary, cashier or
managing agent.
(10) If the suit be against a foreign corporation or nonresident joint stock
company, partnership or association doing business within this state, to any agent,
cashier or secretary thereof.
(11) If against a minor under the age of fourteen years, to such minor
personally, and also to his or her father, mother, guardian, or if there be none
within this state, then to any person having the care or control of such minor, or
with whom he or she resides, or in whose service he or she is employed, if such
there be.
(12) If against any person for whom a guardian has been appointed for any
cause, then to such guardian.
(13) If against a foreign or alien steamship company or steamship charterer,
to any agent authorized by such company or charterer to solicit cargo or passengers
for transportation to or from ports in the state of Washington.
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(14) If against a self-insurance program regulated by chapter 48.62 RCW, as
provided in chapter 48.62 RCW.
(15) In all other cases, to the defendant personally, or by leaving a copy of the
summons at the house of his or her usual abode with some person of suitable age
and discretion then resident therein.
(16) In lieu of service under subsection (15) of this section, where the person
cannot with reasonable diligence be served as described, the summons may be
served as provided in this subsection, and shall be deemed complete on the tenth
day after the required mailing:
(((-a-))) By leaving a copy at his or her usual mailing address ((eher-than. a
United Slatcs postal .... post
vof,
-,,box)) with a person of suitable age and
discretion ((.h resident. therein or, if the address is p . of business,
...
with the
sccretM, offlc..

- I.

president, prsidcn, or

h.r hc..
d of tha eompany,

or with the seeretary or officc assistant to suc eeeay offlce arae r c
president, prsidc, or other head of the eompany, and by)) who is a resident,
proprietor, or agent thereof, and by thereafter mailing a copy by first class mail,
postage prepaid, to the person to be served at his or her usual mailing address
((other than a Ui-ed Sta s postal .....

post o

..,- r

(b) By letaving a copy at his or her plaee of employmecnt, during usual business
hours, with the sccretatry, offlcc maniager, v icc presidcnt, president, or other head
of the conmpany, or with the seerettary or offlca assistant to such sccrctitry, offic
manacr,
cc pcsMent, president, or other head of the company, and by thercaflc
mailing a copy by first class mail, postage prepaid, to the person to be sir.ed att his

or her plaee of empleyment)) For the purposes of this subsection, "usual mailing
address" shall not include a United States postal service post office box or the
person's place of employment.
Passed the House April 21, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 16, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 15, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 15, 1997.
CHAPTER 381
[Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill 18661
ENVIRONMENTAL EXCELLENCE PROGRAM AGREEMENTS
AN ACT Relating to the establishment of voluntary programs creating environmental excellence
program agreements; amending RCW 90.54.020; adding a new section to chapter 43.21 A RCW;
adding a new section to chapter 70.94 RCW; adding anew section to chapter 70.95 RCW; adding a
new section to chapter 70.105 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 70.1 19A RCW; adding anew
section to chapter 75.20 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 90.48 RCW; adding a new section to
chapter 90.52 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 90.58 RCW; adding a new section to chapter
90.64 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 90.71 RCW; adding a new chapter to Title 43 RCW; and
creating new sections.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
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NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. The purpose of this act is to create a voluntary
program authorizing environmental excellence program agreements with persons
regulated under the environmental laws of the state of Washington, and to direct
agencies of the state of Washington to solicit and support the development of
agreements that use innovative environmental measures or strategies to achieve
environmental results more effectively or efficiently.
Agencies shall encourage environmental excellence program agreements that
favor or promote pollution prevention, source reduction, or improvements in
practices that are transferable to other interested entities or that can achieve better
overall environmental results than required by otherwise applicable rules and
requirements.
In enacting this act it is not the intent of the legislature that state environmental
standards be applied in a manner that could result in these state standards being
waived under section 121 of the federal comprehensive environmental response,
compensation, and liability act (42 U.S.C. Sec. 9261).
NEW SECTION, Sec. 2. The definitions in this section apply throughout this
chapter unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
(1) "State, regional, or local agency" means an agency, board, department,
authority, or commission that administers environmental laws.
(2) "Coordinating agency" means the state, regional, or local agency with the
primary regulatory responsibility for the proposed environmental excellence
program agreement. If multiple agencies have jurisdiction to administer state
environmental laws affected by an environmental excellence agreement, the
department of ecology shall designate or act as the coordinating agency.
(3) "Director" means the individual or body of individuals in whom the
ultimate legal authority of an agency is vested by any provision of law. If the
agency head is a body of individuals, a majority of those individuals constitutes the
director.
(4) "Environmental laws" means chapters 43.21A, 70.94, 70.95, 70.105,
70.119A, 75.20, 90.48, 90.52, 90.58, 90.64, and 90.71 RCW, and RCW
90.54.020(3)(b) and rules adopted under those chapters and section. The term
environmental laws as used in this chapter does not include any provision of the
Revised Code of Washington, or of any municipal ordinance or enactment, that
regulates the selection of a location for a new facility.
(5) "Facility" means a site or activity that is regulated under any of the
provisions of the environmental laws.
(6) "Legal requirement" includes any provision of an environmental law, rule,
order, or permit.
(7) "Sponsor" means the owner or operator of a facility, including a municipal
corporation, subject to regulation under the environmental laws of the state of
Washington, or an authorized representative of the owner or operator, that submits
a proposal for an environmental excellence program agreement.
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(8) "Stakeholder" means a person who has a direct interest in the proposed
environmental excellence program agreement or who represents a public interest
in the proposed environmental excellence program agreement. Stakeholders may
include communities near the project, local or state governments, permittees,
businesses, environmental and other public interest groups, employees or employee
representatives, or other persons.
NEW SECTION, See. 3. An environmental excellence program agreement
entered into under this chapter must achieve more effective or efficient
environmental results than the results that would be otherwise achieved. The basis
for comparison shall be a reasonable estimate of the overall impact of the
participating facility on the environment in the absence of an environmental
excellence program agreement. More effective environmental results are results
that are better overall than those that would be achieved under the legal
requirements superseded or replaced by the agreement. More efficient
environmental results are results that are achieved at reduced cost but do not
decrease the overall environmental results achieved by the participating facility.
An environmental excellence program agreement may not authorize either (1)the
release of water pollutants that will cause to be exceeded, at points of compliance
in the ambient environment established pursuant to law, numeric surface water or
ground water quality criteria or numeric sediment quality criteria adopted as rules
under chapter 90.48 RCW; or (2) the emission of any air contaminants that will
cause to be exceeded any air quality standard as defined in RCW 70.94.030(3); or
(3) a decrease in the overall environmental results achieved by the participating
facility compared with results achieved over a representative period before the date
on which the agreement is proposed by the sponsor. However, an environmental
excellence program agreement may authorize reasonable increases in the release
of pollutants to permit increases in facility production or facility expansion and
modification.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 4. (1)The director of a state, regional, or local agency
may enter into an environmental excellence program agreement with any sponsor,
even if one or more of the terms of the environmental excellence program
agreement would be inconsistent with an otherwise applicable legal requirement.
An environmental excellence program agreement must meet the requirements of
section 3 of this act. Otherwise applicable legal requirements identified according
to section 7(1) of this act shall be superseded and replaced in accordance with
section 9 of this act.
(2) The director of a state, regional, or local agency may enter into an
environmental excellence program agreement only to the extent the state, regional,
or local agency has jurisdiction to administer state environmental laws either
directly or indirectly through the adoption of rules.
(3) Where a sponsor proposes an environmental excellence program
agreement that would affect legal requirements applicable to the covered facility
that are administered by more than one state, regional, or local agency, the
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coordinating agency shall take the lead in developing the environmental excellence
program agreement with the sponsor and other agencies administering legal
requirements applicable to the covered facility and affected by the agreement. The
environmental excellence program agreement does not become effective until the
agreement is approved by the director of each agency administering legal
requirements identified according to section 7(1) of this act.
(4) No director may enter into an environmental excellence program
agreement applicable to a remedial action conducted under the Washington model
toxics control act, chapter 70.105D RCW, or the federal comprehensive
environmental response, compensation and liability act (42 U.S.C. Sec. 9601 et
seq.). No action taken under this chapter shall be deemed a waiver of any
applicable, relevant, or appropriate requirements for any remedial action conducted
under the Washington model toxics control act or the federal comprehensive
environmental response, compensation and liability act.
(5) The directors of state, regional, or local agencies shall not enter into an
environmental excellence program agreement or a modification of an environmental excellence program agreement containing terms affecting legal
requirements adopted to comply with provisions of a federal regulatory program
and to which the responsible federal agency objects after notice under the terms of
section 8(4) of this act.
(6) The directors of regional or local governments may not enter into an
environmental excellence program agreement or a modification of an environmental excellence program agreement containing terms affecting legal
requirements that are subject to review or appeal by a state agency, including but
not limited to chapters 70,94, 70.95, and 90.58 RCW, and to which the responsible
state agency objects after notice is given under the terms of section 8(4) of this act.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 5. (1) A sponsor may propose an environmental
excellence program agreement. A trade association or other authorized
representative of a sponsor or sponsors may propose a programmatic environmental excellence program agreement for multiple facilities.
(2)A sponsor must submit, at a minimum, the following information and other
information that may be requested by the director or directors required to sign the
agreement:
(a) A statement that describes how the proposal is consistent with the purpose
of this chapter and the project approval criteria in section 3 of this act;
(b)(i) For a site-specific proposal, a comprehensive description of the
proposed environmental excellence project that includes the nature of the facility
and the operations that will be affected, how the facility or operations will achieve
results more effectively or efficiently, and the nature of the results anticipated; or
(ii)For a programmatic proposal, a comprehensive description of the proposed
environmental excellence project that identifies the facilities and the operations that
are expected to participate, how participating facilities or operations will achieve
environmental results more effectively or efficiently, the nature of the results
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anticipated, and the method to identify and document the commitments made by
individual participants;
(c) An environmental checklist, containing sufficient information to
reasonably inform the public of the nature of the proposed environmental
excellence program agreement and describing probable significant adverse
environmental impacts and environmental benefits expected from implementation
of the proposal;
(d) A draft environmental excellence program agreement;
(e) A description of the stakeholder process as provided in section 6 of this
act;
(f) A preliminary identification of the permit amendments or modifications
that may be necessary to implement the proposed environmental excellence
program agreement.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 6. (1)Stakeholder participation in and support for an
environmental excellence program agreement is vital to the integrity of the
environmental excellence program agreement and helps to inform the decision
whether an environmental excellence program agreement can be approved.
(2) A proposal for an environmental excellence program agreement shall
include the sponsor's plan to identify and contact stakeholders, to advise
stakeholders of the facts and nature of the project, and to request stakeholder
participation and review. Stakeholder participation and review shall occur during
the development, consideration, and implementation stages of the proposed
environmental excellence program agreement. The plan shall include notice to the
employees of the facility to be covered by the proposed environmental excellence
program agreement and public notice in the area of the covered facility.
(3) The coordinating agency shall extend an invitation to participate in the
development of the proposal to a broad and representative sector of the public
likely to be affected by the environmental excellence program agreement, including
representatives of local community, labor, environmental, and neighborhood
advocacy groups. The coordinating agency shall select participants to be included
in the stakeholder process that are representative of the diverse sectors of the public
that are interested in the agreement. The stakeholder process shall include the
opportunity for discussion and comment at multiple stages of the process and
access to the information relied upon by the directors in approving the agreement.
(4) The coordinating agency will identify any additional provisions for the
stakeholder process that the director of the coordinating agency, in the director's
sole discretion, considers appropriate to the success of the stakeholder process, and
provide for notice to the United States environmental protection agency or other
responsible federal agency of each proposed environmental excellence program
agreement that may affect legal requirements of any program administered by that
agency.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 7. An environmental excellence program agreement
must contain the following terms and conditions:
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(1) An identification of all legal requirements that are superseded or replaced
by the environmental excellence program agreement;
(2) A description of all legal requirements that are enforceable as provided in
section 13(1) of this act that are different from those legal requirements applicable
in the absence of the environmental excellence program agreement;
(3) A description of the voluntary goals that are or will be pursued by the
sponsor;
(4) A statement describing how the environmental excellence program
agreement will achieve the purposes of this chapter;
(5) A statement describing how the environmental excellence program
agreement will be implemented, including a list of steps and an implementation
schedule;
(6) A statement that the proposed environmental excellence program
agreement will not increase overall worker safety risks or cause an unjust or
disproportionate and inequitable distribution of environmental risks among diverse
economic and cultural communities;
(7) A summary of the stakeholder process that was followed in the
development of the environmental excellence program agreement;
(8) A statement describing how any participating facility shall measure and
demonstrate its compliance with the environmental excellence program agreement
including, without limitation, a description of the methods to be used to monitor
performance, criteria that represent acceptable performance, and the method of
reporting performance to the public and local communities. The facility's
compliance with the agreement must be independently verifiable;
(9) A description of and plan for public participation in the implementation of
the environmental excellence program agreement and for public access to
information needed to assess the benefits of the environmental excellence program
agreement and the sponsor's compliance with the environmental excellence
program agreement;
(10) A schedule of periodic performance review of the environmental
excellence program agreement by the directors that signed the agreement;
(!1) Provisions for voluntary and involuntary termination of the agreement;
(12) The duration of the environmental excellence program agreement and
provisions for renewal;
(13) Statements approving the environmental excellence program agreement
made by the sponsor and by or on behalf of directors of each state, regional, or
local agency administering legal requirements that are identified according to
section 7(1) of this act;
(14) Additional terms as requested by the directors signing the environmental
excellence program agreement and consistent with this chapter;
(15) Draft permits or permit modifications as needed to implement the
environmental excellence program agreement;
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(16) With respect to a programmatic environmental excellence program
agreement, a statement of the method with which to identify and document the
specific commitments to be made by individual participants.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 8. (1) The coordinating agency shall provide at least
thirty days after notice has been published in a newspaper under subsection (2) of
this section for public comment on a proposal to enter into or modify an
environmental excellence program agreement. The coordinating agency may
provide for an additional period of public comment if required by the complexity
of the proposed environmental excellence program agreement and the degree of
public interest. Before the start of the comment period, the coordinating agency
shall prepare a proposed agreement, a public notice and a fact sheet. The fact sheet
shall: (a) Briefly describe the principal facts and the significant factual, legal,
methodological and policy questions considered by the directors signing the
agreement, and the directors' proposed decisions; and (b) briefly describe how the
proposed action meets the requirements of section 3 of this act.
(2) The coordinating agency shall publish notice of the proposed agreement
in the Washington State Register and in a newspaper of general circulation in the
vicinity of the facility or facilities covered by the proposed environmental
excellence program agreement. The notice shall generally describe the agreement
or modification; the facilities to be covered; summarize the changes in legal
requirements that will result from the agreement; summarize the reasons for
approving the agreement or modifications; identify an agency person to contact for
additional information; state that the proposed agreement or modification and fact
sheet are available on request; and state that comments may be submitted to the
agency during the comment period. The coordinating agency shall order a public
informational meeting or a public hearing to receive oral comments if the written
comments during the comment period demonstrate considerable public interest in
the proposed agreement.
(3) The coordinating agency shall prepare and make available a responsiveness summary indicating the agencies' actions taken in response to comments and
the reasons for those actions.
(4) With respect to an environmental excellence program agreement that
affects legal requirements adopted to comply with provisions of a federal
regulatory program, the coordinating agency shall provide a copy of the
environmental excellence program agreement, and a copy of the notice required by
subsection (I) of this section, to the federal agency that is responsible for
administering that program at least thirty days before entering into or modifying
the environmental excellence program agreement, and shall afford the federal
agency the opportunity to object to those terms of the environmental excellence
program agreement or modification of an environmental excellence program
agreement affecting the legal requirements. The coordinating agency shall provide
similar notice to state agencies that have statutory review or appeal responsibilities
regarding provisions of the environmental excellence program agreement.
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NEW SECTION. Sec. 9. (1)Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any
legal requirement identified under section 7(1) of this act shall be superseded or
replaced in accordance with the terms of the environmental excellence program
agreement. Legal requirements contained in a permit that are affected by an
environmental excellence program agreement will continue to be enforceable until
such time as the permit isrevised in accordance with subsection (2) of this section.
With respect to any other legal requirements, the legal requirements contained in
the environmental excellence program agreement are effective as provided by the
environmental excellence program agreement, and the facility or facilities covered
by an environmental excellence program agreement shall comply with the terms
of the environmental excellence program agreement in lieu of the legal
requirements that are superseded and replaced by the approved environmental
excellence program agreement.
(2)Any permits affected by an environmental excellence program agreement
shall be revised to conform to the environmental excellence program agreement by
the agency with jurisdiction. The permit revisions will be completed within one
hundred twenty days of the effective date of the agreement in accordance with
otherwise applicable procedural requirements, including, where applicable, public
notice and the opportunity for comment, and the opportunity for review and
objection by federal agencies.
(3) Other than as superseded or replaced as provided in an approved
environmental excellence program agreement, any existing permit requirements
remain in effect and are enforceable.
(4) A programmatic environmental excellence program agreement shall
become applicable to an individual facility when all directors entering into the
programmatic agreement approve the owner or operator's commitment to comply
with the agreement. A programmatic agreement may not take effect, however,
until notice and an opportunity to comment for the individual facility has been
provided in accordance with the requirements of section 8 (1) through (3) of this
act.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 10. (1) A decision by the directors of state, regional,
or local agencies to approve a proposed environmental excellence program
agreement, or to terminate or modify an approved environmental excellence
program agreement, is subject to judicial review in superior court. For purposes
of judicial review, the court may grant relief from the decision to approve or
modify an environmental excellence program agreement only if it determines that
the action: (a) Violates constitutional provisions; (b) exceeds the statutory
authority of the agency; (c) was arbitrary and capricious; or (d) was taken without
compliance with the procedures provided by this chapter. However, the decision
of the director or directors shall be accorded substantial deference by the court. A
decision not to enter into or modify an environmental excellence program
agreement and a decision not to accept a commitment under section 9(4) of this act
to comply with the terms of a programmatic environmental excellence agreement
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are within the sole discretion of the directors of the state, regional, or local agencies
and are not subject to review.
(2) An appeal from a decision to approve or modify a facility specific or a
programmatic environmental excellence program agreement is not timely unless
filed with the superior court and served on the parties to the environmental
excellence program agreement within thirty days of the date on which the
agreement or modification is signed by the director. For an environmental
excellence program agreement or modification signed by more than one director,
there is only one appeal, and the time for appeal shall run from the last date on
which the agreement or modification is signed by adirector.
(3) A decision to accept the commitment of a specific facility to comply with
the terms of a programmatic environmental excellence program agreement, or to
modify the application of an agreement to a specific facility, issubject to judicial
review as described in subsection (1) of this section. An appeal is not timely
unless filed with the superior court and served on the directors signing the
agreement, the sponsor, and the owner or operator of the specific facility within
thirty days of the date the director or directors that signed the programmatic
agreement approve the owner or operator's commitment to comply with the
agreement. For aprogrammatic environmental excellence program agreement or
modification signed by more than one director, there shall be only one appeal and
the time for appeal shall run from the last date on which a director approves the
commitment.
(4) The issuance of permits and permit modifications is subject to review
under otherwise applicable law.
(5) An appeal of a decision by a director under section 11 of this act to
terminate in whole or in part a facility specific or programmatic environmental
excellence program agreement is not timely unless filed with the superior court and
served on the director within thirty days of the date on which notice of the
termination is issued under section 11(2) of this act.
*NEW SECTION, Sec. 11. (1) In addition to any terminationprovisions
contained in an environmental excellence program agreement,a directorof an
agency may terminatean environmentalexcellence programagreement in whole
or in partwith respect to a legal requirement administeredby that agency, if the
directorfinds: (a) That after notice and a reasonableopportunity to cure, the
covered facility is in violation of a materialrequirementof the agreement; (b)
that the facility has repeatedly violated any requirements of the agreement; (c)
that the operation of the facility under the agreement has caused endangerment
to public health orthe environment that cannot be remedied by modification of
the agreement; or (d) the facility has failed to make substantialprogress in
achieving the voluntary goals identifiedunder section 6(4) of this act, and these
goals are materialto the overallobjectives of the agreement.
(2) A director of an agency terminating an environmental excellence
program agreement in any respect shall provide each of the parties to the
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agreementwith a written notice of that action specifying the extent to which the
environmentalexcellence program agreementis to be terminated,thefactual and
legal basis for termination, and a description of the opportunity for judicial
review of the decision to terminate the environmental excellence program
agreement.
(3) If a directorterminates less than the entire environmental excellence
programagreement,the owner or operator of the covered facility may elect to
terminatethe entire agreement as it applies to thefacility.
(4)If a directordecides to terminatean environmental excellence program
agreement because the facility has not been able to meet the legal requirements
establishedunder the agreement, or because operation of thefacility underthe
agreement has caused endangermentto public health or the environment, as
provided in subsection (1)(c) of this section, the director may establish in the
notice of termination: (a) Practicalinterim requirementsfor thefacility that are
no less stringentthan the legal requirements that would apply to thefacility in
the absence of the agreement; and (b) a practicalschedule of compliancefor
meeting the interim requirements. The interim requirements and schedule of
compliance shall be subject to judicialreview under the provisions of section
10(5) of this act. The facility shall comply with the interim requirements
establishedunder this subsection after they arefinal and no longer subject to
judicialreview untilapplicablepermits or permit modifications have been issued
under section 12 of this act.
*Sec. II was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION, Sec. 12. After a termination under section II of this act is
final and no longer subject to judicial review, the sponsor has sixty days in which
to apply for any permit or approval affected by any terminated portion of the
environmental excellence program agreement. An application filed during the
sixty-day period shall be deemed a timely application for renewal of a permit under
the terms of any applicable law. Except as provided in section 11 (4) of this act, the
terms and conditions of the environmental excellence program agreement and of
permits issued will continue in effect until a final permit or approval is issued. If
the sponsor fails to submit a timely or complete application, any affected permit or
approval may be modified at any time that is consistent with applicable law.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 13. (1) The legal requirements contained in the
environmental excellence program agreement in accordance with section 7(2) of
this act are enforceable commitments of the facility covered by the agreement.
Any violation of.these legal requirements is subject to penalties and remedies to the
same extent as the legal requirements that they superseded or replaced.
(2) The voluntary goals stated in the environmental excellence program
agreement in accordance with section 7(3) of this act are voluntary commitments
of the facility covered by the agreement. If the facility fails to meet these goals, it
shall not be subject to any form of enforcement action, including penalties, orders,
or any form of injunctive relief. The failure to make substantial progress in
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meeting these goals may be a basis on which to terminate the environmental
excellence program agreement under section 11 of this act.
(3) Nothing in this chapter limits the authority of an agency, the attorney
general, or aprosecuting attorney to initiate an enforcement action for violation of
any applicable legal requirement. However, no civil, criminal, or administrative
action may be brought with respect to any legal requirement that is superseded or
replaced under the terms of an environmental excellence program agreement.
(4)This chapter does not create any new authority for citizen suits, and does
not alter or amend other statutory provisions authorizing citizen suits.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 14. An environmental excellence program agreement
may contain a reduced fee schedule with respect to a program applicable to the
covered facility or facilities.
*NEW SECTION, Sec. 15. A decision to approve an environmental
excellence program agreement is not subject to the requirements of the state
environmental policy act, chapter 43.21C RCW, including the requirement to
prepare an environmental impact statement under RCW 43.21C.031. However,
the consideration of a proposed environmental excellence program agreement
will integrate an assessment of environmental impacts.
*Sec. 15 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION, Sec. 16. Any state, regional, or local agency administering
programs under an environmental law may adopt rules or ordinances to implement
this chapter. However, it isnot necessary that an agency adopt rules or ordinances
in order to consider or enter into environmental excellence program agreements.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 17. The director of the department of ecology shall
appoint an advisory committee to review the effectiveness of the environmental
excellence program agreement program and to make a recommendation to the
legislature concerning the continuation, termination, or modification of the
program. The committee also may make recommendations it considers appropriate
for revision of any regulatory program that is affected by an environmental
excellence program agreement. The committee shall be composed of one
representative each from two etate agencies, two representatives of the regulated
community, and two representatives of environmental organizations or other public
interest groups. The committee must submit a report and its recommendation to
the legislature not later than October 31, 2001. The department of ecology shall
provide the advisory committee with such support as they may require.
NEW SECTION. See. 18. (1) Agencies authorized to enter into
environmental excellence program agreements may assess and collect a fee to
recover the costs of processing environmental excellence prograi agreement
proposals. The amount of the fee may not exceed the direct and indirect costs of
processing the er- ironmental excellence program agreement proposal. Processing
includes, but is r - limited to: Working with the sponsor to develop the agreement,
meeting with staKeholder groups, conducting public meetings and hearings,
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preparing a record of the decision to enter into or modify an agreement, and
defending any appeal from a decision to enter into or modify an agreement. Fees
also may include, to the extent specified by the agreement, the agencies' direct
costs of monitoring compliance with those specific terms of an agreement not
covered by permits issued to the participating facility.
(2) Agencies assessing fees may graduate the initial fees for processing an
environmental excellence program agreement proposal to account for the size of
the sponsor and to make the environmental excellence program agreement program
more available to small businesses. An agency may exercise its discretion to waive
all or any part of the fees.
(3) Sponsors may voluntarily contribute funds to the administration of an
agency's environmental excellence program agreement program.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 19. The authority of a director to enter into a new
environmental excellence program agreement program shall be terminated June 30,
2002. Environmental excellence program agreements entered into before June 30,
2002, shall remain in force and effect subject to the provisions of this chapter.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 20. A new section is added to chapter 43.21A RCW
to read as follows:
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any legal requirement under this
chapter, including any standard, limitation, rule, or order is superseded and
replaced in accordance with the terms and provisions of an environmental
excellence program agreement, entered into under chapter 43.-- RCW (sections 2
through 19 of this act).
NEW SECTION. Sec. 21. A new section is added to chapter 70.94 RCW to
read as follows:
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any legal requirement under this
chapter, including any standard, limitation, rule, or order is superseded and
replaced in accordance with the terms and provisions of an environmental
excellence program agreement, entered into under chapter 43.-- RCW (sections 2
through 19 of this act).
NEW SECTION. Sec. 22. A new section is added to chapter 70.95 RCW to
read as follows:
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any legal requirement under this
chapter, including any standard, limitation, rule, or order is superseded and
replaced in accordance with the terms and provisions of an environmental
excellence progr.m agreement, entered into under chapter 43.-- RCW (sections 2
through 19 of this act).
NEW SECTION. Sec. 23. A new section is added to chapter 70.105 RCW
to read as follows:
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any legal requirement under this
chapter, including any standard, limitation, rule, or order is superseded and
replaced in accordance with the terms and provisions of an environmental
i2292
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excellence program agreement, entered into under chapter 43.-- RCW (sections 2
through 19 of this act),
NEW SECTION, Sec. 24. A new section is added to chapter 70.119A RCW
to read as follows:
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any legal requirement under this
chapter, including any standard, limitation, rule, or order is superseded and
replaced in accordance with the terms and provisions of an environmental
excellence program agreement, entered into under chapter 43.-- RCW (sections 2
through 19 of this act).
NEW SECTION, See. 25. A new section is added to chapter 75.20 RCW to
read as follows:
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any legal requirement under this
chapter, including any standard, limitation, rule, or order is superseded and
replaced in accordance with the terms and provisions of an environmental
excellence program agreement, entered into under chapter 43.-- RCW (sections 2
through 19 of this act).
NEW SECTION. Sec. 26. A new section is added to chapter 90.48 RCW to
read as follows:
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any legal requirement under this
chapter, including any standard, limitation, rule, or order is superseded and
replaced in accordance with the terms and provisions of an environmental
excellence program agreement, entered into under chapter 43.-- RCW (sections 2
through 19 of this act).
NEW SECTION. Sec. 27. A new section is added to chapter 90.52 RCW to
read as follows:
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any legal requirement under this
chapter, including any standard, limitation, rule, or order is superseded and
replaced in accordance with the terms and provisions of an environmental
excellence program agreement, entered into under chapter 43.-- RCW (sections 2
through 19 of this act).
NEW SECTION, Sec. 28. A new section is added to chapter 90.58 RCW to
read as follows:
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any legal requirement under this
chapter, including any standard, limitation, rule, or order is superseded and
replaced in accordance with the terms and provisions of an environmental
excellence program agreement, entered into under chapter 43.-- RCW (sections 2
through 19 of this act).
NEW SECTION. Sec. 29. A new section is added to chapter 90.64 RCW to
read as follows:
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any legal requirement under this
chapter, including any standard, limitation, rule, or order is superseded and
replaced in accordance with the terms and provisions of an environmental
1 22931
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excellence program agreement, entered into under chapter 43.-- RCW (sections 2
through 19 of this act).
NEW SECTION. Sec. 30. A new section is added to chapter 90.71 RCW to
read as follows:
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any legal requirement under this
chapter, including any standard, limitation, rule, or order is superseded and
replaced in accordance with the terms and provisions of an environmental
excellence program agreement, entered into under chapter 43.-- RCW (sections 2
through 19 of this act).
*Sec. 31. RCW 90.54.020 and 1989 c 348 s I are each amended to readas
follows:
Utilization and management of the waters of the state shall be guidedby the
following generaldeclarationoffundamentals:
(1) Uses of water for domestic, stock watering, industrial,commercial,
agricultural,irrigation,hydroelectricpower production,mining,fish and wildlife
maintenance and enhancement, recreational,and thermalpower production
purposes, and preservation of environmental andaesthetic values, andall other
uses compatible with the enjoyment of the public waters of the state, aredeclared
to be beneficial.
(2) Allocation of waters among potential uses and users shall be based
generally on the securingof the maximum net benefitsfor the people of the state.
Maximum net benefits shall constitute total benefits less costs including
opportunitieslost.
(3) The quality of the naturalenvironment shall be protected and, where
possible, enhancedas follows:
(a) Perennialrivers and streams of the state shall be retained with base
flows necessary to providefor preservationof wildlife,fish, scenic, aesthetic and
other environmental values, and navigationalvalues. Lakes and ponds shall be
retained substantiallyin their naturalcondition. Withdrawals of water which
would conflict therewith shall be authorized only in those situations where it is
clear that overridingconsiderationsof the public interest will be served.
(b) Waters of the state shallbe of high quality. Regardless of the quality of
the waters of the state, all wastes and other materials and substancesproposed
for entry into said waters shall be provided with all known, available, and
reasonablemethods of treatmentpriorto entry. Notwithstandingthat standards
of quality establishedfor the waters of the state would not be violated, wastes and
other materialskand substances shall not be allowed to enter such waters which
will reduce the existing quality thereof,except in those situationswhere it is clear
that overridingconsiderationsof the public interest will be served. Technologybased effluent limitations or standardsfor discharges for municipal water
treatmentplants located on the Chehalis, Columbia, Cowlitz, Lewis, or Skagit
river shall be adjusted to reflect creditfor substances removed from the plant
intake water if.
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(i) The municipalitydemonstrates that the intake water is drawnfrom the
same body of water into which the discharge is made; and
(ii) The municipality demonstrates that no violation of receiving water
quality standardsor appreciableenvironmentaldegradationwill result.
(4)Adequate andsafe supplies of water shall be preserved andprotected in
potable condition to satisfy human domestic needs.
(5) Multiple-purpose impoundment structures are to be preferred over
single-purposestructures. Due regardshallbe given to means and methods for
protectionof fishery resources in the planningfor and construction of water
impoundment structures and other artificialobstructions.
(6) Federal,state, and localgovernments, individuals,corporations,groups
and other entities shallbe enrouragedto carry out practices of conservation as
they relate to the use of the waters of the state. In addition to traditional
development approaches,improved water use efficiency and conservation shall
be emphasized in the management of the state's water resources and in some
cases will be a potential new source of water with which to meet future needs
throughout the state.
(7) Development of water supply systems, whether publicly or privately
owned, which provide water to the public generally in regionalareaswithin the
state shall be encouraged. Development of water supply systems for multiple
domestic use which will not serve the public generally shall be discouraged
where water supplies are availablefrom water systems serving the public.
(8) Fullrecognitionshall be given in the administrationof water allocation
and use programs to the natural interrelationshipsof surface and ground
waters.
(9) Expressions of the public interest will be sought at all stages of water
planningand allocationdiscussions.
(10) Water management programs, including but not limited to, water
quality,flood control,drainage,erosion control and storm runoff are deemed to
be in the public interest.
(11) Notwithstanding any other provision Of law, any legal requirement
under subsection (3)(b) of this section is supersededandreplaced in accordance
with the terms and provisions of an environmental excellence Program
agreement, entered into under chapter 43,-- RCW (sections 2 through 19 of this
act).
*Sec. 31 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION, Sec. 32. The environmental excellence account is hereby
created in the state treasury. All fees and voluntary contributions collected by state
agencies under section 18 of this act shall be deposited into the account. Moneys
in the account may be spent only after appropriation. Expenditures from the
account may be used only for purposes consistent with the environmental
excellence program created under sections 2 through 19 of this act. Moneys in the
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account may be appropriated to each agency in an amount equal to the amount each
agency collects and deposits into the account.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 33. Sections 2 through 19 of this act constitute a new
chapter in Title 43 RCW.
Passed the House April 22, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 18, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 15, 1997, with the exception of certain items
that were vetoed.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 15, 1997.
Note: Governor's explanation of partial veto is as follows:
"I am returning herewith, without my approval as to sections II, 15, and 31,
Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill No. 1866 entitled:
"AN ACT Relating to the establishment of voluntary programs creating environmental excellence program agreements;"
Since I assumed office, I have emphasized the importance of effective and efficient
goernment. The two Executive Orders that I have signed dealt with improving
government service by working smarter and finding ways to reduce costs.
One element of better performance is awillingness to be innovative and creative in
the pursuit of objectives. Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill No. 1866 reflects just
such an approach. It promotes a more efficient and results-oriented regulatory system for
state, local and regional agencies that administer a host of environmental and resource
protection laws. The bill allows agencies - after careful consultation with all affected
stakeholders - to sign agreements with those they regulate that contain conditions different
from those that would be imposed under existing statutes.
I am well aware that there is concern about this legislation and that it is perceived to
hold the potential for our losing ground inour decades-long effort to protect Washington's
precious environment. However, I think there is substantial merit in this bill as adopted
by the 1997 Legislature. I am well aware of the tremendous effort that went into amending
it throughout the session to accommodate many of the concerns expressed about the early
versions.
At the same time as I act on this bill, I am charging the director of the Department of
Ecology with the difficult task of rebuilding some of the trust that may have been lost
during the course of the debate over House Bill No. 1866. I have tremendous confidence
in his ability to bring together parties with strongly felt opposing views, and seek common
ground. I have asked the Director and his staff to initiate a process of developing guidance
for implementation of the Environmental Excellence Program - guidance that can fill some
gaps in the legislation and help create confidence that the bill will not become a path
toward lower standards of resource protection.
While I have signed the majority of Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill No.
1866, there are three provisions that necessitate a veto. These are sections 11, 15, and 31.
Section I I addresses termination of Environmental Excellence Program Agreements.
It specifies that one of the bases for such termination decisions is that "the operation of the
facility under the agreement has caused endangerment to public health or the environment
that cannot be remedied by modification of the agreement...." It then goes on to state that
if an Agreement is terminated, the regulatory agency can impose interim requirements no
less stringent than those which would apply in the absence of an agreement. However, the
facility is not obligated to comply with these interim requirements until they have
exhausted all judicial review.
This is simply unacceptable. If the operation of a facility is endangering the public
health or our environment, it cannot be allowed to continue unchecked while an agency
tries to modify the agreement to remedy the problem, terminates the agreement and
responds to possibly years of legal challenges. A provision must be made for imposing
alternate regulatory requirements on a much shorter timetable than specified in section II.
122961
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This is one of the issues I have asked Director Fitzsimmons to explore in developing
guidance for this program.
Section 15 exempts Environmental Excellence Program Agreements from the State
Environmental Policy Act. SEPA allows the public and decision-makers to become aware
of the environmental consequences of their decisions and to look at alternate ways of
achieving the same objective. If Agreements under this statute are to achieve equal or
better environmental performance, nothing that would be revealed through the SEPA
process should hamper completion of an agreement. The added opportunity for public
consultation should assuage some of the fears expressed that agencies and project sponsors
will reach decisions without adequate consideration of the concerns of neighbors,
employees, or citizen groups.
Section 31 amends the 1971 Water Resources Act, For 26 years, Washington has had
one of the strongest laws in the nation to prevent degradation of our water quality. Under
this law, no discharges into state waters are allowed if they would reduce existing water
quality. This seems a minimal standard to impose on any waste discharger. But section
31 would allow an Environmental Excellence Program Agreement to supersede this
requirement. This is unacceptable and unnecessary in light of section 3 of the bill. Under
that section, every agreement to be signed must produce results equal to or better than what
would be produced under current standards and requirements Thus, no agreement could
ever arise that would result in adegradation of the state's water quality. For this reason,
I have vetoed section 31.
I have today sent a letter to the Director of the Department of Ecology spelling out
the issues and approach to be used in developing guidance for implementing Engrossed
Second Substitute House Bill No. 1866. This should address many of the concerns that
have been raised by opponents of the bill without undermining its objectives.
I emphasize to all those who have been involved with this legislation that it is a 5year trial. No new agreements can be made after July 2002 unless the Legislature extends
the program. Thus we have a window of opportunity to change the way we do business
and to demonstrate that new ways are not necessarily worse than the old ways. I urge those
on all sides to keep in mind a shared objective of environmental excellence for all of
Washington's citizens in a healthy economic climate where business and government
operate with the greatest possible efficiency.
For these reasons, I have vetoed sections II, 15, and 31 of Engrossed Second
Substitute House Bill No. 1866.
With the exception of sections II, 15, and 31, 1 am approving Engrossed Second
Substitute House Bill No. 1866,"

CHAPTER 382
[Substitute House Bill 2083]
MASTER PLANNED RESORTS-AUTHORIZATION OF EXISTING RESORTSALLOCATION OF POPULATION PROJECTIONS
AN ACT Relating to authorized uses for master planned resorts; and adding a new section to
chapter 36.70A RCW.
Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1.A new section is added to chapter 36.70A RCW to
read as follows:
Counties that are required or choose to plan under RCW 36.70A.040 may
include existing resorts as master planned resorts which may constitute urban

growth outside of urban growth areas as limited by this section. An existing resort
means a resort in existence on July 1, 1990, and developed, in whole or in part, as
a significantly self-contained and integrated development that includes short-term
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visitor accommodations associated with a range of indoor and outdoor recreational
facilities within the property boundaries in a setting of significant natural
amenities. An existing resort may include other permanent residential uses,
conference facilities, and commercial activities supporting the resort, but only if
these other uses are integrated into and consistent with the on-site recreational
nature of the resort.
An existing resort may be authorized by a county only if:
(I) The comprehensive plan specifically identifies policies to guide the
development of the existing resort;
(2)The comprehensive plan and development regulations include restrictions
that preclude new urban or suburban land uses in the vicinity of the existing resort,
except in areas otherwise designated for urban growth under RCW 36.70A.1 10 and
36.70A.360(I);
(3) The county includes a finding as a part of the approval process that the
land is better suited, and has more long-term importance, for the existing resort
than for the commercial harvesting of timber or agricultural production, if located
on land that otherwise would be designated as forest land or agricultural land under
RCW 36.70A. 170;
(4) The county finds that the resort plan is consistent with the development
regulations established for critical areas; and
(5) On-site and off-site infrastructure impacts are fully considered and
mitigated.
A county may allocate a portion of its twenty-year population projection,
prepared by the office of financial management, to the master planned resort
corresponding to the projected number of permanent residents within the master
planned resort.
Passed the House April 21, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 17, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 15, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 15, 1997.

CHAPTER 383
[Substitute House Bill 21891
LOW-INCOME SENIOR HOUSING DEVELOPMENT-STUDY
AN ACT Relating to financing needs for senior housing; creating new sections; and providing
an expiration date.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. The legislature finds that the availability of safe and
affordable housing is vital to low-income senior citizens and persons with
disabilities. The legislature further finds that the availability of low-cost financing
is necessary for the development or preservation of housing for seniors and persons
with disabilities. The legislature further finds that many existing housing
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developments for seniors and persons with disabilities are in need of renovation.
The legislature further finds that there is a need to explore alternative financing
techniques to cover the cost of development or renovation of housing for seniors
and persons with disabilities. It is the intent of the legislature to create the task
force on financing housing for seniors and persons with disabilities to explore
alternative financing techniques for the development and renovation of housing
developments in Washington for low-income seniors and persons with disabilities.
lEW
SECTION, Sec. 2. (1) There is created the task force on financing
senior housing and housing for persons with disabilities to consist of thirteen
members. The task force consists of the following members:
(a) The director of the department of community, trade, and economic
development or the director's designee, who serves as an ex officio member and as
chair;
(b) The executive director of the Washington state investment board or the
director's designee, who serves as an ex officio member;
(c) The executive director of the Washington state housing finance
commission or the director's designee, who serves as an ex officio member;
(d) Four representatives from organizations involved in the management of
senior housing developments, one of which must be from an organization involved
in the ownership of senior housing developments;
(e) Three representatives from financial institutions involved in financing
senior housing developments, one of which must be from an investment and
banking firm involved in financing federally insured senior housing developments;
(f) One representative from a mobile home owners association that represents
seniors;
(g) One representative from a mobile home park owners association; and
(h) One representative from a public housing authority.
(2) The director of the department of community, trade, and economic
development shall appoint all nonex officio members to the task force on financing
senior housing and housing for persons with disabilities. The vice-chair of the task
force is selected by majority vote of the task force members. The members of the
task force on financing senior housing and housing for persons with disabilities
serve without compensation.
(3) The department of community, trade, and economic development, the
Washington state investment board, and the Washington state housing finance
commission shall supply such information and assistance as is necessary for the
task force on financing senior housing and housing for persons with disabilities to
carry out its duties under section 3 of this act.
(4) The department of community, trade, and economic development, the
Washington state investment board, and the Washington state housing finance
commission shall provide administrative and clerical assistance to the task force
on financing senior housing and housing for persons with disabilities.
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NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. The task force on financing senior housing and
housing for persons with disabilities shall:
(I) Review financing needs for housing for low-income seniors and persons
with disabilities in the state of Washington;
(2) Review existing federal and state programs and incentives designed to
assist in the construction of new facilities or renovation of existing housing
facilities for seniors and persons with disabilities;
(3) Review programs and techniques designed to assist in the construction of
new facilities or renovation of existing housing facilities for seniors and persons
with disabilities in other states and countries;
(4) Make recommendations on possible financing techniques that could be
developed at the state level to assist in meeting financing needs for construction of
new facilities or renovation of existing housing facilities for seniors and persons
with disabilities;
(5) By December 15, 1997, prepare and submit to the house of representatives
committee on trade and economic development, and the senate committee on
financial institutions, insurance and housing, a report detailing its findings and
recommendations regarding financing techniques designed to assist in the
construction of new facilities or renovation of existing housing facilities for seniors
and persons with disabilities.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 4. This act expires February 1, 1998.
Passed the House April 21, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 10, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 15, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 15, 1997.

CHAPTER 384
ISubstitute Senate Bill 51751
CUBING OF HAY OR ALFALFA-BUSINESS AND OCCUPATION TAX REVISIONS
AN ACT Relating to business and occupation tax on the handling of hay, alfalfa, and seed;
amending RCW 82,04.120; reenacting and amending RCW 82.04.260; providing an effective date;
and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 82.04.120 and 1989 c 302 s 201 are each amended to read as
follows:
"To manufacture" embraces all activities of a commercial or industrial nature
wherein labor or skill is applied, by hand or machinery, to materials so that as a
result thereof a new, different or useful substance or article of tangible personal
property is produced for sale or commercial or industrial use, and shall include the
production or fabrication of special made or custom made articles.
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"To manufacture" shall not includeLConditioning of seed for use in planting;
cubing hay or alfalfa: or activities which consist of cutting, grading, or ice glazing
seafood which has been cooked, frozen, or canned outside this state.
*Sec. 2. RCW 82.04.260 and 1996 c 148 s 2 and 1996 c 115 s I are each
reenactedand amended to read as follows:
(1) Upon every person engaging within this state in the business of buying
wheat, oats, dry peas, dry beans, lentils, triticale,canola, corn, rye and barley,
but not includingany manufacturedor processedproducts thereof,and selling
the same at wholesale; the tax imposed shall be equal to the gross proceeds
derivedfrom such sales multiplied by the rateof 0.011 percent.
(2) Upon every person engaging within this state in the business of
manufacturingwheat intoflour, barley intopearl barley, soybeans into soybean
oil, canola into canolaoil, canola meal, or canolabyproducts, or sunflower seeds
into sunflower oil; as to such persons the amount of tax with respect to such
business shallbe equal to the value of the flour,pearlbarley, oil, canola meal,
or canola byproduct manufactured,multiplied by the rate of 0.138 percent.
(3) Upon every person engaging within this state in the business of splitting
or processingdriedpeas; as to such persons the amount of tax with respect to
such business shall be equalto the value of the peas split orprocessed, multiplied
by the rate of 0.275 percent.
(4) Upon every person engaging within this state in the business of
manufacturing seafood products which remain in a raw, raw frozen, or raw
salted state at the completion of the manufacturingby that person; as to such
persons the amount of tax with respect to such business shall be equal to the
value of the products manufactured,multiplied by the rate of 0.138 percent.
(5) Upon every person engaging within this state in the business of
manufacturing by canning, preserving,freezing, processing, or dehydrating
fresh fruits and vegetables, or selling at wholesale fresh fruits and vegetables
canned,preserved,frozen, processed,or dehydrated by the seller and sold to
purchaserswho transportin the ordinary course of business the goods out of
this state; as to such persons the amount of tax with respect to such business
shallbe equal to the value of the products canned,preserved,frozen, processed,
ordehydrated multipliedby the rate of 0.33 percent As proofof sale to a person
who transports in the ordinary course of business goods out of this state, the
seller shall annuallyprovidea statement in a form prescribedby the department
and retain the statement as a business record.
(6) Upon every nonprofit corporationand nonprofit associationengaging
within this state in research and development, as to such corporations and
associations,the amount of tax with respect to such activities shall be equal to
the gross income derived from such activities multiplied by the rate of 0.484
percent.
(7) Upon every person engaging within this state in the business of
slaughtering, breaking and/or processing perishable meat products and/or
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selling the same at wholesale only and not at retail; as to such persons the tax
imposed shall be equal to the gross proceeds derived from such sales multiplied
by the rate of 0.138 percent.
(8) Upon every person engaging within this state in the business of making
sales, at retail or wholesale, of nuclear fuel assemblies manufactured by that
person, as to such persons the amount of tax with respect to such business shall
be equal to the gross proceeds of sales of the assemblies multiplied by the rate of
0.275 percent.
(9) Upon every person engaging within this state in the business of
manufacturing nuclear fuel assemblies, as to such persons the amount of tax
with respect to such business shall be equal to the value of the products
manufactured multiplied by the rate of 0.275 percent.
(10) Upon every person engaging within this state in the business of acting
as a travel agent or tour operator; as to such persons the amount of the tax with
respect to such activities shall be equal to the gross income derived from such
activities multiplied by the rate of 0.275 percent.
(11) Upon every person engaging within this state in business as an
international steamship agent, international customs house broker, international
freightforwarder, vessel and/or cargo charter broker in foreign commerce, andi
or international air cargo agent; as to such persons the amount of the tax with
respect to only international activities shall be equal to the gross income derived
from such activities multiplied by the rate of 0.363 percent.
(12) Upon every person engaging within this state in the business of
stevedoring and associated activities pertinent to the movement of goods and
commodities in waterborne interstate or foreign commerce; as to such persons
the amount of tax with respect to such business shall be equal to the gross
proceeds derived from such activities multiplied by the rate of 0.363 percent.
Persons subject to taxation under this subsection shall be exempt from payment
of taxes imposed by chapter 82.16 RCWfor that portion of their business subject
to taxation under this subsection. Stevcdoring and associated activities pertinent
to the conduct of goods and commodities in waterborne interstate or foreign
commerce are defined as all activities of a labor, service or transportation nature
whereby cargo may be loaded or unloaded to or from vessels or barges, passing
over, onto or under a wharf,pier, or similar structure; cargo may be moved to
a warehouse or similar holding or storage yard or area to await further
movement in import or export or may move to a consolidation freight station and
be stuffed, unstuffed, containerized, separated or otherwise segregated or
aggregated for delivery or loaded on any mode of transportation for delivery to
its consignee. Specific activities included in this definition are: Wharfage,
handling, loading, unloading, moving of cargo to a convenient place ofdelivery
to the consignee or a convenient place for further movement to export mode;
documentation services in connection with the receipt, delivery, checking, care,
custody and control of cargo required in the transfer of cargo; imported
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automobile handling priorto delivery to consignee; termial stevedoriag and
incidental vessel services, includingbut not limited to plugging and unplugging
refrigerator service to containers, trailers, and other refrigerated cargo
receptacles,and securingship hatch covers.
(13) Upon every person engaging within this state in the business of
disposing of low-level waste, as defined in RCW 43.145.010; as to such persons
the amount of the tax with respect to such business shall be equal to the gross
income of the business, excluding any fees imposed under chapter43.200 RCW,
multiplied by the rateof 3.3 percent.
If the gross income of the taxpayer is attributableto activities both within
and without this state, the gross income attributable to this state shall be
determined in accordance with the methods of apportionmentrequiredunder
RCW 82.04.460.
(14) Upon every person engaging within this state as an insuranceagent,
insurancebroker, or insurancesolicitor licensedunder chapter48.17 RCW; as
to such persons, the amount of the tax with respect to such licensedactivities
shall be equal to the gross income of such business multiplied by the rateof 0.55
percent.
(15) Upon every person engaging within this state in business as a hospital,
as defined in chapter 70.41 RCW, that is operatedas a nonprofit corporationor
by the state or any of its politicalsubdivisions,as to such persons, the amount of
tax with respect to such activities shall be equal to the gross income of the
business multiplied by the rate of 0. 75 percent throughJune 30, 1995, and 1.5
percent thereafter. The moneys collected under this subsection shall be
depositedin the health services account created under RCW 43.72.900.
(16) Upon ever' verson enragingwithin this state in the business of making
sales at wholesale of seed conditionedfor use it: plantina: the tax imposed shall
be equal to the gross proceeds derived from such sale multialiedby the rate of
0.011 percent.
(17) Upon ever person enragingwithin this state in the business of making
sales at wholesale of cubed alfalfa or hay: as to such persons the amount of the
tax with respect to such business shallbe equal to the gross income derivedfrom
such sales multiplied by the rateof 0.011 percent.
*Sec. 2 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION, Sec. 3. This act is necessary for the immediate preservation
of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of the state government and its
existing public institutions, and takes effect July 1, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 8, 1997.
Passed the House April 22, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 15, 1997, with the exception of certain items
that were vetoed.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 15, 1997.
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Note: Govemor's explanation of partial veto is as follows:

"I am returning herewith, without my approval as to section 2, Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5175 entitled:
"AN ACT Relating to business and occupation tax on the handling of hay, alfalfa,
and seed;"
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5175 provides that cubing of hay or alfalfa is a processing
activity not a manufacturing activity for tax purposes, wherever it is performed. The bill
also lowers the business and occupations (B&O) tax rate to 0. 11% for hay and alfalfa
cubing and seed conditioning.
I have vetoed section 2 which pertains to the B&O tax rate reductions for the sales
of a broad variety of conditioned seeds, not for commercial use and for the in-state sales
of cubed hay and alfalfa. I support the lower tax rate on conditioned seeds for agricultural
use but not the expanded uses found in section 2. I also support the tax reduction for cubed
hay and alfalfa sold outside our state. By vetoing section 2, 1 have returned the bill to the
original intent of the Department of Revenue request legislation.
For these reasons, I have vetoed section 2 of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5175.
With the exception of section 2, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5175 is approved."

CHAPTER 385
[Second Substitute Senate Bill 5442]
EXPEDITING REPAIRS DURING FLOODING EMERGENCIES
AN ACT Relating to flood damage reduction; and amending RCW 75.20.100.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 75.20.100 and 1993 sp.s. c 2 s 30 are each amended to read as
follows:

0) In the event that any person or government agency desires to construct any
form of hydraulic project or perform other work that will use, divert, obstruct, or
change the natural flow or bed of any of the salt or fresh waters of the state, such
person or government agency shall, before commencing construction or work
thereon and to ensure the proper protection of fish life, secure the ((wittn))
approval of the department as to the adequacy of the means proposed for the
protection of fish life. This approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.
J2Xa Except as provided in RCW 75.20.1001 ((and 75.20.1092)), the
department shall grant or deny approval of a standard permit within forty-five
calendar days of the receipt of a complete application and notice of compliance
with any applicable requirements of the state environmental policy act, made in the
manner prescribed in this section.
b The applicant may document receipt of application by filing in person or
by registered mail. A complete application for approval shall contain general plans
for the overall project, complete plans and specifications of the proposed
construction or work within the mean higher high water line in salt water or within
the ordinary high water line in fresh water, and complete plans and specifications
for the proper protection of fish life.
c( The forty-five day requirement shall be suspended if (((-t))
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(i) After ten working days of receipt of the application, the applicant remains
unavailable or unable to arrange for a timely field evaluation of the proposed project;
(((R))) (ii) The site is physically inaccessible for inspection; or
(((-3))) ifi) The applicant requests delay. Immediately upon determination that
the forty-five day period is suspended, the department shall notify the applicant in
writing of the reasons for the delay.
(d) For purposes of this section. "standard permit" means a written permit
issued by the department when the conditions under subsections (3) and (6)(b) of
this section are not met.
(3)(a) The department may issue an expedited written permit in those instances
where normal permit processing would result in significant hardship for the
applicant or unacceptable damage to the environment. In cases of imminent
danger, the department shall issue an expedited written permit, upon request, for
work to repair existing structures, move obstructions, restore banks, protect
property, or protect fish resources, Expedited permit requests require a complete
written application as provided in subsection (2)(b) of this section and shall be
issued within fifteen calendar days of the receipt of a complete written application,
Approval of an expedited permit is valid for up to sixty days from the date of
issuance
(b)For the purposes of this subsection, "imminent danger" means a threat by
weather, water flow, or other natural conditions that is likely to occur within sixty
days of a request for a permit application.
(c)The department may not require the provisions of the state environmental
policy act, chapter 43.21C RCW. to be met as a condition of issuing a pe.mit under
this subsection.
(d) The department or the county legislative authority may determine if an
imminent danger exists, The county legislative authority shall notify the
department, in writing, if it determines that an imminent danger exists,
(4)Approval of a standard permit is valid for a period of up to five years from
date of issuance. The permittee must demonstrate substantial progress on
construction of that portion of the project relating to the approval within two years
of the date of issuance. If the department denies approval, the department shall
provide the applicant, in writing, a statement of the specific reasons why and how
the proposed project would adversely affect fish life. Protection of fish life shall
be the only ground upon which approval may be denied or conditioned. Chapter
34.05 RCW applies to any denial of project approval, conditional epproval, or
requirements for project modification upon which approval may be contingent.
(5) If any person or government agency commences construction on any
hydraulic works or projects subject to this section without first having obtained
((writ4en)) approval of the department as to the adequacy of the means proposed
for the protection of fish life, or if any person or government agency fails to follow
or carry out any of the requirements or conditions as are made a part of such
approval, the person or director of the agency is guilty of a gross misdemeanor.
123051
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If any such person or government agency is convicted of violating any of the
provisions of this section and continues construction on any such works or projects
without fully complying with the provisions hereof, such works or projects are
hereby declared a public nuisance and shall be subject to abatement as such.
((For !he purposes of this seefien
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(61) In case of an emergency arising from weather or stream flow conditions
or other natural conditions, the department, through its authorized representatives,
shall issue immediately, upon request, oral approval for removing any obstructions,
repairing existing structures, restoring stream banks, or to protect property
threatened by the stream or a change in the stream flow without the necessity of
obtaining a written approval prior to commencing work. Conditions of an oral
approval to protect fish life shall be established by the department and reduced to
writing within thirty days and complied with as provided for in this section. Oral
approval shall be granted immediately, upon request, for a stream crossing during
an emergency situation.
(b) For purposes of this section and RCW 75,20,103, "emergency" means an
immediate threat to life, the public. property, or of environmental degradation,
(c) The department or the county legis.,'ive authority may declare and
continue an emergency when one or more of the criteria under (b) of this
subsection are met, The county legislative authority shall immediately notify the
department if it declares an emergency under this subsection,
(7) The department shall, at the request of a county, develop five-year
maintenance approval agreements, consistent with comprehensive flood control
management plans adopted under the authority of RCW 86,12,200, or other
watershed plan approved by a county legislative authority,. to allow for work on
public and private property for bank stabilization, bridge repair, removal of sand
bars and debris, channel maintenance, and other flood damage repair and reduction
activity under agreed-upon conditions and times without obtaining permits for
specific projects,
(n This section shall not apply to the construction of any form of hydraulic
project or other work which diverts water for agricultural irrigation or stock
watering purposes authorized under or recognized as being valid by the state's
water codes, or when such hydraulic project or other work is associated with
streambank stabilization to protect farm and agricultural land as defined in RCW
123061
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84.34.020. These irrigation or stock watering diversion and streambank
stabilization projects shall be governed by RCW 75.20.103.
(9)For the purposes of this section and RCW 75.20.103. "bed" means the land
below the ordinary high water lines of state waters. This definition does not
include irrigation ditches, canals, storm water run-off devices, or other artificial
watercourses except where they exist in a natural watercourse that has been altered
by man,
(10) The phrase "to construct any form of hydraulic project or perform other
work" does not include the act of driving across an established ford, Driving
across streams or on wetted stream beds at areas other than established fords
requires approval. Work within the ordinary high water line of state waters to
construct or repair a ford or crossing requires approval,
Passed the Senate April 23, 1997.
Passed the House April 9, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 15, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 15, 1997.

CHAPTER 386
[Engrossed Second Substitute Senate Bill 5710]
JUVENILE CARE AND TREATMENT-REVISIONS
AN ACT Relating to reforn of social and health services; amending RCW 41.06.076, 13.34.030,
13.34.245, 13.50.010, 13.50.100, 26.44.015, 26.44.020, 26.44.030, 26.44.035, 26.44.040, 26.44.053,
26.44.060,70.124.040,70.129.030,74.13.031,74.15.030,74.34.050,74.34070, 13.34.090, 13.34.120,
43.43.700, 43.20A.050, 41.64.100, 26.44.020, 13.40.460, 82.08.02915, 82.12.02915, and 13.32A.080;
reenacting and amending RCW 13.34.130, 13.04.030, 13.34.180, and 43.43.840; adding a new section
to chapter 41.06 RCW; adding new sections to chapter 43.20A RCW; adding new sections to chapter
74.13 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 13.34 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 71A.10
RCW; adding a new section to chapter 26.44 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 13.40 RCW;
adding a new chapter to Title 74 RCW; adding a new chapter to Title 26 RCW; creating new sections;
repealing RCW 43.06A.040; providing effective dates; providing expiration dates; and declaring an
emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 41.06.076 and 1993 c 281 s 22 are each amended to read as
follows:
In addition to the exemptions set forth in RCW 41.06.070, the provisions of
this chapter shall not apply in the department of social and health services to the
secretary; the secretary's executive assistant, if any; not to exceed six assistant
secretaries, thirteen division directors, six regional directors; one confidential
secretary for each of the above-named officers; not to exceed six bureau chiefs; aI
social worker V positions: and all superintendents of institutions of which the
average daily population equals or exceeds one hundred residents: PROVIDED,
That each such confidential secretary must meet the minimum qualifications for the
class of secretary II as determined by the Washington personnel resources board.
This section expires June 30, 2005,
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*NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. A new section is added to chapter 41.06 RCW to
readas follows:
The salaryandfringe benefits of all socialworker V positions createdunder
RCW 41.06.076 shall be determined by the Washington personnel resources
board. In establishingthe salary andfringe benefits the boardshall consider:
(1) The consequences of extended travel and out of home living; (2) the
importanceto the departmentof caseloadreduction and increasedefficiencies;
(3) the requirements of and qualificationsinvolved in caseworker training;(4)
the complexity of the work requirements; and (5) the desirability of avoiding
employee turnover in these positions.
The salaryandfringe benefits shall exceed thatof the highestposition in the
social worker classification on the effective date of this section.
*Sec. 2 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. A new section is added to chapter43.20A RCW

to readas follows:
There is created in the department the classification of social worker V.
Employees who are appointedtofill the position shall have: (1) An employment
history that demonstratessignificant and successful experience in the efficient
investigationand resolution of high-risk or complex cases involving child abuse
and neglect, including child sex abuse cases; (2) advanced education and
training; (3) supervisory experience; (4) a demonstrated commitment to
professional improvement and advancement; and (5) capacity to successfully
provide support andmentoring to coworkers. Social worker Vpositions shall not
be included in the Washington management service. This classificationshall not
have more than twenty-one positions. The departmentshallperform the duties
assigned under sections 3 through 5 of this act and RCW 41.06.076 within
existing personnel resources.
*Sec. 3 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. A new section is added to chapter43.20A RCW
to readas follows:
The secretary shall establish the most cost-effective and efficient
administrativestructurefor use of the social worker V positions,consistent with
the requirements of this section. The social worker V employees shall be
assignedby the secretary to regions where the average childprotective services'
caseloads exceed the state-wide average, with considerationalso given to the
number of high-risk or complex cases in a region,for the purpose of assisting
in the reduction of the caseload,trainingand mentoringother caseworkers, and
providing hands-on trainingand assistancein high-risk, complex, or largecases.
The social worker V employees shall be assigned high-risk and complex cases
consistent with their qualificationsand the goal of caseload reduction. They
shall carry no more than one-third the average number of cases for social
workers in the region to which they are assigned.
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The social worker V employees shall be assignedto region as a task force
consisting of no less than seven employees. The assignmentshall be time-limited
and in no event shall exceed two years in duration in any one region. Upon
completion of the work in the region the task force members shallcontinue to
remain in contact with the coworkersfrom theprevious assignmentfor a period
of twelve months to perform additionalfollow-up and mentoring. The
department shallperform the duties assignedunder sections 3 through 5 of this
act and RCW 41.06.076 within existingpersonnelresources.
*Sec. 4 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION. Sec. 5. A new section is added to chapter 43.20A RCW to
read as follows:
The secretary shall develop a plan for implementation for the social worker V
employees. The implementation plan shall be submitted to the governor and the
legislature by December 1, 1997. The department shall begin implementation of
the plan beginning April 1, 1998. The department shall perform the duties
assigned under sections 3 through 5 of this act and RCW 41.06.076 within existing
personnel resources.
*NEW SECTION. Sec. 6. A new section is added to chapter 43.20A RCW
to read as follows:
Sections 2 through 5 of this act expire June 30, 2005.
*Sec. 6 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Sec. 7. RCW 13.34.030 and 1995 c 311 s 23 are each amended to read as
follows:
For purposes of this chapter:
(1) "Child" and "juvenile" means any individual under the age of eighteen
years.
(2) "Current placement episode" means the period of time that begins with the
most recent date that the child was removed from the home of the parent, guardian,
or legal custodian for purposes of placement in out-of-home care and continues
until the child returns home, an adoption decree or guardianship order is entered,
or the dependency is dismissed, whichever occurs soonest. If the most recent date
of removal occurred prior to the filing of a dependency petition under this chapter
or after filing but prior to entry of a disposition order, such time periods shall be
included when calculating the length of a child's current placement episode.
(3)"Dependency guardian" means the person, nonprofit corporation, or Indian
tribe appointed by the court pursuant to RCW 13.34.232 for the limited purpose of
assisting the court in the supervision of the dependency.
(4) "Dependent child" means any child:
(a) Who has been abandoned; that is, where the child's parent, guardian, or
other custodian has expressed either by statement or conduct, an intent to forego,
for an extended period, parental rights or parental responsibilities despite an ability
to do so. If the court finds that the petitioner has exercised due diligence in
attempting to locate the parent, no contact between the child and the child's parent,
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guardian, or other custodian for a period of three months creates a rebuttable
presumption of abandonment, even if there is no expressed intent to abandon;
(b) Who is abused or neglected as defined in chapter 26.44 RCW by a person
legally responsible for the care of the child; or
(c) Who has no parent, guardian, or custodian capable of adequately caring for
the child, such that the child is in circumstances which constitute a danger of
substantial damage to the child's psychological or physical development((,-or
(d) Who lift itdcvclopmcrntal disability, as defined in RCW ?lA. 19.020ad
whose parent, guardin, or legal eustodittn together with the depwitrnnt detcrminca
that acrvcc; apprCpriatc tz !he ehild's .d. .a

n.o! be pmvyided in the hente.

1lweyer, (a), (b), and (e) of this subseetion may still be applied if other rasns
for remeyal of the ehild ftem the home exist)).
(5) "Guardian" means the person or agency that: (a) Has been appointed as
the guardian of a child in a legal proceeding other than a proceeding under this
chapter; and (b) has the legal right to custody of the child pursuant to such
appointment. The term "guardian" shall not include a "dependency guardian"
appointed pursuant to a proceeding under this chapter.
(6) "Guardian ad litem" means a person, appointed by the court to represent
the best interest of a child in a proceeding under this chapter, or in any matter
which may be consolidated with a proceeding under this chapter. A "courtappointed special advocate" appointed by the court to be the guardian ad litem for
the child, or to perform substantially the same duties and functions as a guardian
ad litem, shall be deemed to be guardian ad litem for all purposes and uses of this
chapter.
(7)"Guardian ad litem program" means a court-authorized volunteer program,
which is or may be established by the superior court of the county in which such
proceeding is filed, to manage all aspects of volunteer guardian ad litem
representation for children alleged or found to be dependent. Such management
shall include but is not limited to: Recruitment, screening, training, supervision,
assignment, and discharge of volunteers.
(8) "Out-of-home care" means placement in a foster family home or group
care facility licensed pursuant to chapter 74.15 RCW or placement in a home, other
than that of the child's parent, guardian, or legal custodian, not required to be
licensed pursuant to chapter 74,15 RCW.
(9) "Preventive services" means preservation services, as defined in chapter
74.14C RCW, and other reasonably available services capable of preventing the
need for out-of-home placement while protecting the child.
*Sec. 8. RCW13.34.130and1995c 313s2,1995 c 311s 19, and 1995 c 53
s I are each reenactedand amended to read as follows:
If, after a fact-findinghearing pursuant to RCW 13.34.110, it has been
proven by a preponderance ofthe evidence that the child isdependent within the
meaning of RCW 13.34.030; after consideration of the predispositionreport
prepared pursuant to RCW 13.34.110 and after a dispositionhearing has been
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held pursuant to RCW 13.34.110, the court shall enter an order of disposition
pursuant to this section.
(1) The court shall order one of thefollowing dispositionsof the case:
(a) Order a disposition other than removal of the child from his or her
home, which shallprovide aprogram designed to alleviatethe immediate danger
to the child,to mitigate or cure any damage the child has already suffered, and
to aid the parents so that the child will not be endangered in the future. In
selecting a program,the courtshould choose those services that least interfere
with family autonomy, provided that the services are adequate to protect the
child.
(b) Orderthat the child be removedfrom his or her home and orderedinto
the custody, control, and care of a relative or the departmentof socialand health
services or a licensed childplacing agencyfor placementin afosterfamily home
orgroup carefaciliy licensedpursuantto chapter 74.15 RCW or in a home not
required to be licensed pursuant to chapter 74.15 RCW. Unless there is
reasonable cause to believe that the safety or welfare of the child would be
jeopardizedor that efforts to reunitethe parent and child will be hindered,such
child shallbe placed with a person who is relatedto the child as defined in RCW
74.15.020(4)(a) and with whom the child has a relationshipand is comfortable,
and who is willing and availableto carefor the child. Placement of the child
with a relative under this subsection shall be given preference by the court. An
order for out-of-home placement may be made only if the court finds that
reasonableeffort , have been made to prevent or eliminate the needfor removal
of the childfrom the child's home and to make it possiblefor the child to return
home, specifying the services that have been provided to the child and the child's
parent, guardian,or legal custodian, and that preventive services have been
offered or provided and have failed to prevent the need for out-of-home
placement, unless the health, safety, and welfare of the child cannot be protected
adequately in the home, and that:
(i) There is no parentor guardianavailableto carefor such child;
(ii) The parent,guardian,or legal custodian is not willing to take custody

of the child;
(iii)The court rinds. by clear and convincing evidence, a manifest danger
exists that the child will suffer serious abuse or neglect if the child is not
removedfrom the home and an order under RCW26.44.063 would not protect
the childfrom danger; or
(iv) The extent of the child'sdi.ability is such that the parent,guardian,or
legal custodian is unable to provide the necessary care for the child and the
parent,guardian,or legal custodian has determinedthat the child would benefit
from placement outside of the home.
(2) If the court has ordereda child removedfrom his or her home pursuant
to subsection (1)(b) of this section, the court may order that a petition seeking
termination of the parentand child relationship be filed if the courtfinds it is
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recommended by the supervising agency, that it is in the best interests of the
child and that it is not reasonable to provide further services to reunify the family
because the existence of aggravated circumstances make it unlikely that services
will effectuate the return of the child to the child's parents in the near future.
In determining whether aggravated circumstances exist, the court shall consider
one or more of the following:
(a) Conviction of the parent of rape of the child in the first,second, or third
degree as defined in RCW 9A.44.073, 9A.44.076, and 9A.44.079;
(b) Conviction of the parent of criminal mistreatment of the child in the first
or second degree as defined in RCW 9A.42.020 and 9A.42030;
(c) Conviction of the parent of one of the following assault crimes, when the
child is the victim: Assault in the first or second degree as defined in RCW
9A.36.011 and 9A.36.021 or assault of a child in the first or second degree as
defined in RCW 9A.36.120 or 9A.36.130;
(d)Conviction of the parent of murder, manslaughter, or homicide by abuse
of the child's other parent, sibling, or another child;
(e) A finding by a court that a parent is a sexually violent predator as
defined in RCW 71.09.020;
(/) Failure of the parent to complete available treatment ordered under this
chapter or the equivalent laws of another state, where such failure has resulted
in a prior termination of parental rights to another child and the parent has
failed to effect significant change in the interim.
(3) Whenever a child is ordered removedfrom the child's home, the agency
charged with his or her care shall provide the court with:
(a) A permanency plan of care that shall identify one of the following
outcomes as a primary goal and may identify additional outcomes as alternative
goals: Return of the child to the home of the child's parent, guardian, or legal
custodian; adoption; guardianship; or long-term relative orfoster care, until the
child is age eighteen, with a written agreement between the parties and the care
provider; and independent living, if appropriate and if the child is age sixteen or
older. Whenever a permanency plan identifies independent living as a goal, the
plan shall also specifically identify the services that will be provided to assist the
child to make a successful transition from foster care to independent living.
Before the court approves independent living as a permanency plan of care, the
court shall make a finding that the provision of services to assist the child in
making a transition from foster care to independent living will allow the child to
manage his or her financial affairs and to manage his or her personal, social,
educational, and nonfinancial affairs. The department shall not discharge a
child to an independent living situation before the child is eighteen years of age
unless the child becomes emancipated pursuant to chapter 13.64 RCW.
(b) Unless the court has ordered, pursuant to subsection (2) of this section,
that a termination petition be filed, a specific plan as to where the child will be
placed, what steps will be taken to return the child home, and what actions the
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agency will take to maintain parent-child ties. All aspects of the plan shall
include the goal of achieving permanence for the child.
(i) The agency plan shall specify what services the parents will be offered in
order to enable them to resume custody, what requirements the parents must
meet in order to resume custody, and a time limit for each service plan and
parental requirement.
(ii) The agency shall be required to encourage the maximum parent-child
contact possible, including regular visitation and participation by the parents in
the care of the child while the child is in placement. Visitation may be limited or
denied only if the court determines that such limitation or denial is necessary to
protect the child's health, safety, or welfare.
(iii) A child shall be placed as close to the child's home as possible,
preferably in the child's own neighborhood, unless the court finds that
placement at a greater distance is necessary to promote the child's or parents'
well-being.
(iv) The agency charged with supervising a child in placement shall provide
all reasonable services that are available within the agency, or within the
community, or those services which the department of social and health services
has existing contracts to purchase. It shall report to the court if it is unable to
provide such services.
(c) If the court has ordered, pursuant to subsection (2) of this section, that
a termination petition be filed, a specific plan as to where the child will be
placed, what steps will be taken to achieve permanency for the child, services to
be offered or provided to the child, and, if visitation would be in the best interests
of the child, a recommendation to the court regarding visitation between parent
and child pending a fact-finding hearing on the termination petition. The
agency shall not be required to develop a plan of services for the parents or
provide services to the parents.
(4) If there is insufficient information at the time of the disposition hearing
upon which to base a determination regarding the suitability of a proposed
placement with a relative, the child shall remain in foster care and the court
shall direct the supervising agency to conduct necessary background
investigations as provided in chapter 74.15 RCW and report the results of such
investigation to the court within thirty days. However, if such relative appears
otherwise suitable and competent to provide care and treatment, the criminal
history background check need not be completed before placement, but as soon
as possible after placement. Any placements with relatives, pursuant to this
section, shall be contingent upon cooperation by the relative with the agency
case plan and compliance with court orders related to the care and supervision
of the child including, but not limited to, court orders regarding parent-child
contacts and any other conditions imposed by the court. Noncompliance with
the case plan or court order shall be grounds for removal of the child from the
relative's home, subject to review by the court.
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(5) Except for children whose cases are reviewed by a citizen review board
underchapter 13.70 RCW, the status of all childrenfound to he dependent shall
be reviewed by the court at least every six months from the beginningdate of the
placement episode or the date dependency is established,whichever isfirst, at a
hearing in which it shall be determined whether court supervision should
continue. The review shall include findings regardingthe agency andparental
completion of disposition plan requirements, and if necessary, revised
permanency time limits.
(a)A child shall not be returnedhome at the review hearingunless the court
finds that a reasonfor removal as set forth in this section no longer exists. The
parents, guardian,or legal custodian shall report to the court the efforts they
have made to correctthe conditions which led to removal, If a child is returned,
casework supervision shallcontinue for a periodof six months, at which time
there shall be a hearing on the needfor continued intervention.
(b) If the child is not returnedhome, the court shall establishin writing:
(i) Whether reasonableservices have been provided to or offered to the
parties tofacilitatereunion, specifying the services provided or offered;
(ii) Whether the child has been placed in the least-restrictive setting
appropriateto the child's needs, including whether considerationand preference
has been given to placement with the child's relatives;
(iii) Whether there is a continuing need for placement and whether the
placement is appropriate;
(iv) Whether there has been compliance with the caseplan by the child, the
child'sparents,and the agency supervisingthe placement;
(v) Whether progress has been made toward correctingthe problems that
necessitatedthe child's placement in out-of-home care;
(vi) Whether the parents have visited the child and any reasons why
visitation has not occurredor has been infrequent;
(vii) Whether additionalservices are needed to facilitate the return of the
child to the child's parents;if so, the courtshall order that reasonableservices
be offered specifying such services;and
(viii) The projected date by which the child will be returnedhome or other
permanentplan of care will be implemented.
(c) The court at the review hearing may order that a petition seeking
termination of the parentand child relationshipbe filed.
*Sec. 8 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION, Sec. 9. As used in this chapter, "alternative response
system" means voluntary family-centered services that are: (1) Provided by an
entity with which the department contracts; and (2) intended to increase the
strengths and cohesiveness of families that the department determines present a
low risk of child abuse or neglect.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 10. (1) The department shall contract for delivery of
services for at least two but not more than three models of alternative response
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systems. The services shall be reasonably available throughout the state but need
not be sited in every county in the state, subject to such conditions and limitations
as may be specified in the omnibus appropriations act.
(2) The systems shall provide delivery G'services in the least intrusive manner
reasonably likely to achieve improved family cohesiveness, prevention of
rereferrals of the family for alleged abuse or neglect, and improvement in the
health and safety of children.
(3) The department shall identify and prioritize risk and protective factors
associated with the type of abuse or neglect referrals that are appropriate for
services delivered by alternative response systems. Contractors who provide
services through an alternative response system shall use the factors in determining
which services to deliver, consistent with the provisions of subsection (2) of this
section.
(4) Consistent with the provisions of chapter 26.44 RCW, the providers of
services under the alternative response system shall recognize the due process
rights of families that receive such services and recognize that these services are
not intended to be investigative for purposes of chapter 13.34 RCW.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 11. The department shall identify appropriate data to
determine and evaluate outcomes of the services delivered by the alternative
response systems. All contracts for delivery of alternative response system
services shall include provisions and funding for data collection.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 12. (1) The court may, upon the entry of an order
under this chapter, order the delivery of services through any appropriate public or
private provider.
(2) This section may not be construed as allowing the court to require the
department to pay for the cost of any services provided under this section.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 13. This chapter expires July 1, 2005.
*NEW SECTION. Sec. 14. The legislature intends to consolidate all
services provided to children with developmental disabilities through the
department of social and health services in the division of developmental
disabilities. The legislaturealso intends to provide a discrete,separateprocess
for children with developmentaldisabilitieswho requirehome-based or out-ofhome care that complies with the federal requirementsfor receipt of federal
funds for services under Title IV-B and Title IVE of the socialsecurity act. The
legislatureintends by this act to minimize the embarrassmentand inconvenience
of children with developmental disabilities and their families caused by
complying with thesefederal requirements.
*Sec, 14 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION, Sec. 15. A new section is added to chapter 74.13 RCW to
read as follows:
As used in this chapter, "developmentally disabled dependent child" is a child
who has a developmental disability as defined in RCW 71A.10.020 and whose
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parent, guardian, or legal custodian and with the department mutually agree that
services appropriate to the child's needs can not be provided in the home.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 16. A new section is added to chapter 74.13 RCW to
read as follows:
It is the intent of the legislature that parents are responsible for the care and
support of children with developmental disabilities. The legislature recognizes
that, because of the intense support required to care for a child with developmental
disabilities, the help of an out-of-home placement may be needed. It is the intent
of the legislature that, when the sole reason for the out-of-home placement is the
child's developmental disability, such services be offered by the department to
these children and their families through a voluntary placement agreement. In
these cases, the parents shall retain legal custody of the child.
As used in this section, "voluntary placement agreement" means a written
agreement between the department and a child's parent or legal guardian
authorizing the department to place the child in a licensed facility. Under the terms
of this agreement, the parent or legal guardian shall retain legal custody and the
department shall be responsible for the child's placement and care. The agreement
shall at a minimum specify the legal status of the child and the rights and
obligations of the parent or legal guardian, the child, and the department while the
child is in placement. The agreement must be signed by the child's parent or legal
guardian and the department to be in effect, except that an agreement regarding an
Indian child shall not be valid unless executed in writing before the court and filed
with the court as provided in RCW 13.34.245. Any party to a voluntary placement
agreement may terminate the agreement at any time. Upon termination of the
agreement, the child shall be returned to the care of the child's parent or legal
guardian unless the child has been taken into custody pursuant to RCW 13.34,050
or 26.44.050, placed in shelter care pursuant to RCW 13.34.060, or placed in foster
care pursuant to RCW 13.34.130.
As used in this section, "out-of-home placement" and "out-of-home care"
mean the placement of a child in a foster family home or group care facility
licensed under chapter 74.15 RCW.
Whenever the department places a child in out-of-home care under a voluntary
placement pursuant to this section, the department shall have the responsibility for
the child's placement and care. The department shall develop a permanency plan
of care for the child no later than sixty days from the date that the department
assumes responsibility for the child's placement and care. Within the first one
hundred eighty days of the placement, the department shall obtain a judicial
determination pursuant to RCW 13.04.030(1)(j) and section 19 of this act that the
placement is in the best interests of the child. The permanency planning hearings
shall review whether the child's best interests are served by continued out-of-home
placement and determine the future legal status of the child.
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The department shall provide for periodic administrative reviews as required
by federal law. A review may be called at any time by either the department, the
parent, or the legal guardian.
Nothing in this section shall prevent the department from filing a dependency
petition if there is reason to believe that the child is a dependent child as defined
in RCW 13.34.030.
The department shall adopt rules providing for the implementation of this act
and the transfer of responsibility for out-of-home placements from the dependency
process under chapter 13.34 RCW to the process under this chapter.
Sec. 17. RCW 13.04.030 and 1995 c 312 s 39 and 1995 c 311 s 15 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
(I) Except as provided in subsection (2)of this section, the juvenile courts in
the several counties of this state((;)) shall have exclusive original jurisdiction over
all proceedings:
(a) Under the interstate compact on placement of children as provided in
chapter 26.34 RCW;
(b) Relating to children alleged or found to be dependent as provided in
chapter 26.44 RCW and in RCW 13.34.030 through 13.34.170;
(c)Relating to the termination of a parent and child relationship as provided
in RCW 13.34.180 through 13.34.210;
(d) To approve or disapprove out-of-home placement as provided in RCW
13.32A. 170;
(e) Relating to juveniles alleged or found to have committed offenses, traffic
infractions, or violations as provided in RCW 13.40.020 through 13.40.230, unless:
(i) The juvenile court transfers jurisdiction of a particular juvenile to adult
criminal court pursuant to RCW 13.40.110; or
(ii) The statute of limitations applicable to adult prosecution for the offense,
traffic infraction, or violation has expired; or
(iii) The alleged offense or infraction is a traffic, fish, boating, or game offense
or traffic infraction committed by a juvenile sixteen years of age or older and
would, if committed by an adult, be tried or heard in a court of limited jurisdiction,
in which instance the appropriate court of limited jurisdiction shall have
jurisdiction over the alleged offense or infraction: PROVIDED, That if such an
alleged offense or infraction and an alleged offense or infraction subject to juvenile
court jurisdiction arise out of the same event or incident, the juvenile court may
have jurisdiction of both matters: PROVIDED FURTHER, That the jurisdiction
under this subsection does not constitute "transfer" or a "decline" for purposes of
RCW 13.40.1 10(1) or (e)(i) of this subsection: PROVIDED FURTHER, That
courts of limited jurisdiction which confine juveniles for an alleged offense or
infraction may place juveniles in juvenile detention facilities under an agreement
with the officials responsible for the administration of the juvenile detention
facility in RCW 13.04.035 and 13.20.060; or
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(iv) The juvenile is sixteen or seventeen years old and the alleged offense is:
(A) A serious violent offense as defined in RCW 9.94A.030 committed on or after
June 13, 1994; or (B) a violent offense as defined in RCW 9.94A.030 committed
on or after June 13, 1994, and the juvenile has a criminal history consisting of: (I)
One or more prior serious violent offenses; (II) two or more prior violent offenses;
or (III) three or more of any combination of the following offenses: Any class A
felony, any class B felony, vehicular assault, or manslaughter in the second degree,
all of which must have been committed after the juvenile's thirteenth birthday and
prosecuted separately. In such a case the adult criminal court shall have exclusive
original jurisdiction.
If the juvenile challenges the state's determination of the juvenile's criminal
history, the state may establish the offender's criminal history by a preponderance
of the evidence. If the criminal history consists of adjudications entered upon a
plea of guilty, the state shall not bear a burden of establishing the knowing and
voluntariness of the plea;
(t) Under the interstate compact on juveniles as provided in chapter 13.24
RCW;
(g)Relating to termination of adiversion agreement under RCW 13.40.080,
including a proceeding in which the divertee has attained eighteen years of age;
(h) Relating to court validation of a voluntary consent to an out-of-home
placement under chapter 13.34 RCW, by the parent or Indian custodian of an
Indian child, except if the parent or Indian custodian and child are residents of or
domiciled within the boundaries of a federally recognized Indian reservation over
which the tribe exercises exclusive jurisdiction; ((and))
(i) Relating to petitions to compel disclosure of information filed by the
department of social and health services pursuant to RCW 74.13.042. and
(i) Relating to iudicial determinations and permanency planning hearings
involving developmentally disabled children who have been placed in out-of-home
care pursuant to a voluntary placement agreement between the child's parent.
guardian, or legal custodian and the department of social and health services.
(2) The family court shall have concurrent original jurisdiction with the
juvenile court over all proceedings under this section if the superior court judges
of a county authorize concurrent jurisdiction as provided in RCW 26.12.010.
(3) A juvenile subject to adult superior court jurisdiction under subsection
(1)(e) (i) through (iv) of this section, who is detained pending trial, may be
detained in a county detention facility as defined in RCW 13.40.020 pending
sentencing or a dismissal.
Sec. 18. RCW 13.34.245 and 19'7 c 170 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) Where any parent or Indian custodian voluntarily consents to foster care
placement of an Indian child and a petition for dependency has not been filed
regarding the child, such consent shall not be valid unless executed in writing
before the court and filed with the court. The consent shall be accompanied by the
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written certification of the court that the terms and consequences of the consent
were fully explained in detail to the parent or Indian custodian during the court
proceeding and were fully understood by the parent or Indian custodian. The court
shall also certify in writing either that the parent or Indian custodian fully
understood the explanation in English or that it was interpreted into a language that
the parent or Indian custodian understood. Any consent given prior to, or within
ten days after, the birth of the Indian child shall not be valid.
(2)To obtain court validation of a voluntary consent to foster care placement,
any person may file a petition for validation alleging that there is located or
residing within the county an Indian child whose parent or Indian custodian wishes
to voluntarily consent to foster care placement of the child and requesting that the
court validate the consent as provided in this section. The petition shall contain the
name, date of birth, and residence of the child, the names and residences of the
consenting parent or Indian custodian, and the name and location of the Indian tribe
in which the child is a member or eligible for membership. The petition shall state
whether the placement preferences of 25 U.S.C. Sec. 1915 (b) or (c) will be
followed. Reasonable attempts shall be made by the petitioner to ascertain and set
forth in the petition the identity, location, and custodial status of any parent or
Indian custodian who has not consented to foster care placement and why that
parent or Indian custodian cannot assume custody of the child.
(3) Upon filing of the petition for validation, the clerk of the court shall
schedule the petition for a hearing on the court validation of the voluntary consent
no later than forty-eight hours after the petition has been filed, excluding
Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays. Notification of time, date, location, and purpose
of the validation hearing shall be provided as soon as possible to the consenting
parent or Indian custodian, the department or other child-placing agency which is
to assume ((euledy of heehiee)) responsibility for the child's placement and care
pursuant to the consent to foster care placement, and the Indian tribe in which the
child is enrolled or eligible for enrollment as a member. If the identity and location
of any nonconsenting parent or Indian custodian is known, reasonable attempts
shall be made to notify the parent or Indian custodian of the consent to placement
and the validation hearing. Notification under this subsection may be given by the
most expedient means, including, but not limited to, mail, personal service,
telephone, and telegraph.
(4) Any parent or Indian custodian may withdraw consent to a voluntary foster
care placement, made under this section, at any time. Unless the Indian child has
been taken in custody pursuant to RCW 13.34.050 or 26.44.050, placed in shelter
care pursuant to RCW 13.34.060, or placed in foster care pursuant to RCW
13.34.130, the Indian child shall be returned to the parent or Indian custodian upon
withdrawal of consent to foster care placement of the child.
(5) Upon termination of the voluntary foster care placement and return of the
child to the parent or Indian custodian, the department or other child:placing
agency which had assumed ((eusa dy of !th chiel)) responsibility for the child's
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placement and care pursuant to the consent to foster care placement shall file with
the court written notification of the child's return and shall also send such
notification to the Indian tribe in which the child is enrolled or eligible for
enrollment as a member and to any other party to the validation proceeding
including any noncustodial parent.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 19. A new section is added to chapter 13.34 RCW to
read as follows:
(I) Whenever the department of social and health services places a
developmentally disabled child in out-of-home care pursuant to section 16 of this
act, the department shall obtain a judicial determination within one hundred eighty
days of the placement that continued placement is in the best interests of the child.
(2) To obtain the judicial determination, the department shall file a petition
alleging that there is located or residing within the county a child who has a
developmental disability, as defined in RCW 71A.10.020, and that the child has
been placed in out-of-home care pursuant to section 16 of this act. The petition
shall request that the court review the child's placement, make a determination that
continued placement is in the best interests of the child, and take other necessary
action as provided in this section. The petition shall contain the name, date of
birth, and residence of the child and the names and residences of the child's parent
or legal guardian who has agreed to the child's placement in out-of-home care.
Reasonable attempts shall be made by the department to ascertain and set forth in
the petition the identity, location, and custodial status of any parent who is not a
party to the placement agreement and why that parent cannot assume custody of
the child.
(3)Upon filing of the petition, the clerk of the court shall schedule the petition
for a hearing to be held no later than fourteen calendar days after the petition has
been filed. The department shall provide notification of the time, date, and purpose
of the hearing to the parent or legal guardian who has agreed to the child's
placement in out-of-home care. The department shall also make reasonable
attempts to notify any parent who is not a party to the placement agreement, if the
parent's identity and location is known. Notification under this section may be
given by the most expedient means, including but not limited to, mail, personal
service, telephone, and telegraph.
(4) The court shall appoint a guardian ad litem for the child as provided in
RCW 13.34.100, unless the court for good cause finds the appointment
unnecessary.
(5) Permanency planning hearings shall be held as provided in this subsection.
At the hearing, the court shall review whether the child's best interests are served
by continued out-of-home placement and determine the future legal status of the
child.
(a) For children age ten and under, a permanency planning hearing shall be
held in all cases where the child has remained in out-of-home care for at least nine
months and an adoption decree or guardianship order has not previously been
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entered. The hearing shall take place no later than twelve months following
commencement of the child's current placement episode.
(b) For children over age ten, a permanency planning hearing shall be held in
all cases where the child has remained in out-of-home care for at least fifteen
months and an adoption decree or guardianship order has not previously been
entered. The hearing shall take place no later than eighteen months following
commencement of the current placement episode.
(c) No later than ten working days before the permanency planning hearing,
the department shall submit a written permanency plan to the court and shall mail
a copy of the plan to all parties. The plan shall be directed toward securing a safe,
stable, and permanent home for the child as soon as possible. The plan shall
identify one of the following outcomes as the primary goal and may also identify
additional outcomes as alternative goals: Return of the child to the home of the
child's parent or legal guardian; adoption; guardianship; or long-term out-of-home
care, until the child is age eighteen, with a written agreement between the parties
and the child's care provider.
(d) If a goal of long-term out-of-home care has been achieved before the
permanency planning hearing, the court shall review the child's status to determine
whether the placement and the plan for the child's care remains appropriate. In
cases where the primary permanency planning goal has not be achieved, the court
shall inquire regarding the reasons why the primary goal has not been achieved and
determine what needs to be done to make it possible to achieve the primary goal.
(e) Following the first permanency planning hearing, the court shall hold a
further permanency planning hearing in accordance with this section at least once
every twelve months until a permanency planning goal is achieved or the voluntary
placement agreement is terminated.
(6) Any party to the voluntary placement agreement may terminate the
agreement at any time. Upon termination of the agreement, the child shall be
returned to the care of the child's parent or legal guardian, unless the child has been
taken into custody pursuant to RCW 13.34.050 or 26.44.050, placed in shelter care
pursuant to RCW 13.34.060, or placed in foster care pursuant to RCW 13.34.130.
The department shall notify the court upon termination of the voluntary placement
agreement and return of the child to the care of the child's parent or legal guardian.
Whenever a voluntary placement agreement is terminated, an action under this
section shall be dismissed.
(7) This section does not prevent the department from filing a dependency
petition if there is reason to believe that the child is a dependent child as defined
in RCW 13.34.030. An action filed under this section shall be dismissed upon the
filing of a dependency petition regarding a child who is the subject of the action
under this section.
*NEW SECTION. Sec. 20. A new section is added to chapter 71A.10 RCW
to read as follows:
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The department shall consolidate all services provided through the
department to children with developmental disabilities in the division of
developmental disabilities. The departmentshall providefor an orderly transfer
of staff, equipment, and relatedresponsibilitiesfrom the division of children and
family services to the division of developmental disabilities. The division of
developmental disabilities shall assume responsibilities for children with
developmental disabilitiesunder this section no later than April 1, 1998. Any
disputes between the division of children andfamily services and the division of
developmental disabilities regardingthe transfer of responsibilitiesunder this
section shall be resolved by the secretary of the departmentof social and health
services.
*Sec. 20 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Sec. 21. RCW 13.50.010 and 1996 c 232 s 6 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) For purposes of this chapter:
(a) "Juvenile justice or care agency" means any of the following: Police,
diversion units, court, prosecuting attorney, defense attorney, detention center,
attorney general, the legislative children's oversight committee, the office of family
and children's ombudsman, the department of social and health services and its
contracting agencies, schools; and, in addition, persons or public or private
agencies having children committed to their custody;
(b) "Official juvenile court file" means the legal file of the juvenile court
containing the petition or information, motions, memorandums, briefs, findings of
the court, and court orders;
(c) "Social file" means the juvenile court file containing the records and
reports of the probation counselor;
(d)"Records" means the official juvenile court file, the social file, and records
of any other juvenile justice or care agency in the case.
(2) Each petition or information filed with the court may include only one
juvenile and each petition or information shall be filed under a separate docket
number. The social file shall be filed separately from the official juvenile court
file.
(3) It is the duty of any juvenile justice or care agency to maintain accurate
records. To this end:
(a) The agency may never knowingly record inaccurate information. Any
information in records maintained by the department of social and health services
relating to a petition filed pursuant to chapter 13.34 RCW that is found by the
court, upon proof presented, to be false or inaccurate shall be corrected or
expunged from such records by the agency;
(b)An agency shall take reasonable steps to assure the security of its records
and prevent tampering with them; and
(c) An agency shall make reasonable efforts to insure the completeness of its
records, including action taken by other agencies with respect to matters in its files.
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(4)Each juvenile justice or care agency shall implement procedures consistent
with the provisions of this chapter to facilitate inquiries concerning records.
(5)Any person who has reasonable cause to believe information concerning
that person is included in the records of a juvenile justice or care agency and who
has been denied access to thorp records by the agency may make a motion to the
court for an order authorizing that person to inspect the juvenile justice or care
agency record concerning that person. The court shall grant the motion to examine
records unless it finds that in the interests of justice or in the best interests of the
juvenile the records or parts of them should remain confidential.
(6) Ajuvenile, or his or her parents, or any person who has reasonable cause
to believe information concerning that person is included in the records of a
juvenile justice or care agency may make a motion to the court challenging the
accuracy of any information concerning the moving party in the record or
challenging the continued possession of the record by the agency. If the court
grants the motion, it shall order the record or information to be corrected or
destroyed.
(7) The person making a motion under subsection (5) or (6) of this section
shall give reasonable notice of the motion to all parties to the original action and
to any agency whose records will be affected by the motion.
(8)The court may permit inspection of records by, or release of information
to, any clinic, hospital, or agency which has the subject person under care or
treatment. The court may also permit inspection by or release to individuals or
agencies, including juvenile justice advisory committees of county law and justice
councils, engaged in legitimate research for educational, scientific, or public
purposes. The court may also permit inspection of, or release of information from,
records which have been sealed pursuant to RCW 13.50.050(11). The court shall
release to the sentencing guidelines commission records needed for its research and
data-gathering functions under RCW 9.94A.040 and other statutes. Access to
records or information for research purposes shall be permitted only if the
anonymity of all persons mentioned in the records or information will be
preserved. Each person granted permission to inspect juvenile justice or care
agency records for research purposes shall present a notarized statement to the
court stating that the names of juveniles and parents will remain confidential.
(9) Juvenile detention facilities shall release records to the sentencing
guidelines commission under RCW 13.40.025 and 9.94A.040 upon request. The
commission shall not disclose the names of any juveniles or parents mentioned in
the records without the named individual's written permission.
(10) Requirements in this chapter relating to the court's authority to compel
disclosure shall not apply to the legislative children's oversight committee or the
office of the family and children's ombudsman,
Sec. 22. RCW 13.50.100 and 1995 c 311 s 16 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) This section governs records not covered by RCW 13.50.050.
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(2) Records covered by this section shall be confidential and shall be released
only pursuant to this section and RCW 13.50.010.
(3) Records retained or produced by any juvenile justice or care agency may
be released to other participants in the juvenile justice or care system only when
an investigation or case involving the juvenile in question is being pursued by the
other participant or when that other participant is assigned the responsibility of
supervising the juvenile. Records covered under this section and maintained by the
juvenile courts which relate to the official actions of the agency may be entered in
the state-wide juvenile court information system.
(4) A juvenile, his or her parents, the juvenile's attorney and the juvenile's
parent's attorney, shall, upon request, be given access to all records and information
collected or retained by a juvenile justice or care agency which pertain to the
juvenile except:
(a) If it is determined by the agency that release of this information is likely
to cause severe psychological or physical harm to the juvenile or his or her parents
the agency may withhold the information subject to other order of the court:
PROVIDED, That if the court determines that limited release of the information
is appropriate, the court may specify terms and conditions for the release of the
information; or
(b)If the information or record has been obtained by a juvenile justice or care
agency in connection with the provision of counseling, psychological, psychiatric,
or medical services to the juvenile, when the services have been sought voluntarily
by the juvenile, and the juvenile has a legal right to receive those services without
the consent of any person or agency, then the information or record may not be
disclosed to the juvenile's parents without the informed consent of the juvenile
unless otherwise authorized by law; or
(c) That the department of social and health services may delete the name and
identifying information regarding persons or organizations who have reported
((suspeeted)) alleged child abuse or neglect.
(5) Ajuvenile or his or her parent denied access to any records following an
agency determination under subsection (4) of this section may file a motion in
juvenile court requesting access to the records. The court shall grant the motion
unless it finds access may not be permitted according to the standards found in
subsections (4) (a) and (b) of this section.
(6) The person making a motion under subsection (5) of this section shall give
reasonable notice of the motion to all parties to the original action and to any
agency whose records will be affected by the motion.
(7)Subject'to the rules of discovery in civil cases, any party to a proceeding
seeking a declaration of dependency or a termination of the parent-child
relationship and any party's counsel and the guardian ad litem of any party, shall
have access to the records of any natural or adoptive child of the parent, subject to
the limitations in subsection (4) of this section. A party denied access to records
may request judicial review of the denial, If the partyv orevails, he or she shall be
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awarded attorneys' fees, costs, and an amount not less than five dollars and not
more than one hundred dollars for each day the records were wrongfully denied.
Sec. 23. RCW 2t).44.015 and 1993 c 412 s I I are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) This chapter shall not be construed to authorize interference with childraising practices, including reasonable parental discipline, which are not injurious
to the child's health, welfare, and safety.
(2) Nothing in this chapter may be used to prohibit the reasonable use of
corporal punishment as a means of discipline.
(3) No parent or guardian may be deemed abusive or neglectful solely by
reason of the parent's or child's blindness, deafness, developmental disability, or
other handicap.
(4) A person reporting alecd injury, abuse, or neglect to an adult dependent
person shall not suffer negative consequences if the person reporting believes in
good faith that the adult dependent person has been found legally incompetent or
disabled.
Sec. 24. RCW 26.44.020 and 1996 c 178 s 10 are each amended to read as
follows:
For the purpose of and as used in this chapter:
(1) "Court" means the superior court of the state of Washington, juvenile
department.
(2) "Law enforcement agency" means the police department, the prosecuting
attorney, the state patrol, the director of public safety, or the office of the sheriff.
(3) "Practitioner of the healing arts" or "practitioner" means a person licensed
by this state to practice podiatric medicine and surgery, optometry, chiropractic,
nursing, dentistry, osteopathic medicine and surgery, or medicine and surgery or
to provide other health services. The term "practitioner" shall include a duly
accredited Christian Science practitioner: PROVIDED, HOWEVER, That a
person who is being furnished Christian Science treatment by a duly accredited
Christian Science practitioner shall not be considered, for that reason alone, a
neglected person for the purposes of this chapter.
(4) "Institution" means a private or public hospital or any other facility
providing medical diagnosis, treatment or care.
(5) "Department" means the state department of social and health services.
(6) "Child" or "children" means any person under the age of eighteen years of
age.
(7) "Professional school personnel" shall include, but not be limited to,
teachers, counselors, administrators, child care facility personnel, and school
nurses.
(8) "Social service counselor" shall mean anyone engaged in a professional
capacity during the regular course of employment in encouraging or promoting the
health, welfare, support or education of children, or providing social services to
adults or families, including mental health, drug and alcohol treatment, and
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domestic violence programs, whether in an individual capacity, or as an employee
or agent of any public or private organization or institution.
(9) "Psychologist" shall mean any person licensed to practice psychology
under chapter 18.83 RCW, whether acting in an individual capacity or as an
employee or agent of any public or private organization or institution.
(10) "Pharmacist" shall mean any registered pharmacist under the provisions
of chapter 18.64 RCW, whether acting in an individual capacity or as an employee
or agent of any public or private organization or institution.
(11) "Clergy" shall mean any regularly licensed or ordained minister, priest
or rabbi of any church or religious denomination, whether acting in an individual
capacity or as an employee or agent of any public or private organization or
institution.
(12) "Abuse or neglect" shall mean the injury, sexual abuse, sexual
exploitation, negligent treatment, or maltreatment of a child, adult dependent, or
developmentally disabled person by any person under circumstances which
indicate that the child's or adult's health, welfare, and safety is harmed, excluding
conduct permitted under RCW 9A.16.100. An abused child is a child who has
been subjected to child abuse or neglect as defined herein.
(13) "Child protective services section" shall mean the child protective
services section of the department.
(14) "Adult dependent persons" shall be defined as those persons over the age
of eighteen years who have been found to be legally incompetent or disabled
pursuant to chapter 11.88 RCW.
(15) "Sexual exploitation" includes: (a) Allowing, permitting, or encouraging
a child to engage in prostitution by any person; or (b) allowing, permitting,
encouraging, or engaging in the obscene or pornographic photographing, filming,
or depicting of a child by any person.
(16) "Negligent treatment or maltreatment" means an act or omission which
evidences a serious disregard of consequences of such magnitude as to constitute
a clear and present danger to the child's health, welfare, and safety.
(17) "Developmentally disabled person" means a person who has a disability
defined in RCW 71A.10.020.
(18) "Child protective services" means those services provided by the
department designed to protect children from child abuse and neglect and
safeguard the general welfare of such children and shall include investigations of
child abuse and neglect reports, including reports regarding child care centers and
family child care homes, and the development, management, and provision of or
referral to services to ameliorate conditions which endanger the welfare of
children, the coordination of necessary programs and services relevant to the
prevention, intervention, and treatment of child abuse and neglect, and services to
children to ensure that each child has a permanent home. In determining whether
protective services should be provided, the department shall not decline to provide
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such services solely because of the child's unwillingness or developmental inability
to describe the nature and severity of the abuse or neglect.
(19) "Malice" or "maliciously" means an evil intent, wish, or design to vex,
annoy, or injure another person. Such malice may be inferred from an act done in
wilful disregard of the rights of another, or an act wrongfully done without just
cause or excuse, or an act or omission of duty betraying a wilful disregard of social
duty.
(20) "Sexually aggressive youth" means a child who is defined in RCW
74.13.075(1)(b) as being a "sexually aggressive youth."
Sec. 25. RCW 26.44.030 and 1996 c 278 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
(i)(a) When any practitioner, county coroner or medical examiner, law
enforcement officer, professional school personnel, registered or licensed nurse,
social service counselor, psychologist, pharmacist, licensed or certified child care
providers or their employees, employee of the department, ((or)) juvenile probation
officer, or state family and children's ombudsman or any volunteer in the
ombudsman's office has reasonable cause to believe that a child or adult dependent
or developmentally disabled person, has suffered abuse or neglect, he or she shall
report such incident, or cause a report to be made, to the proper law enforcement
agency or to the department as provided in RCW 26.44.040.
(b) The reporting requirement shall also apply to department of corrections
personnel who, in the course of their employment, observe offenders or the
children with whom the offenders are in contact. If, as a result of observations or
information received in the course of his or her employment, any department of
corrections personnel has reasonable cause to believe that a child or adult
dependent or developmentally disabled person has suffered abuse or neglect, he or
she shall report the incident, or cause a report to be made, to the proper law
enforcement agency or to the department as provided in RCW 26.44.040.
(c)The reporting requirement shall also apply to any adult who has reasonable
cause to believe that a child or adult dependent or developmentally disabled person,
who resides with them, has suffered severe abuse, and isable or capable of making
a report. For the purposes of this subsection, "severe abuse" means any of the
following: Any single act of abuse that causes physical trauma of sufficient
severity that, if left untreated, could cause death; any single act of sexual abuse that
causes significant bleeding, deep bruising, or significant external or internal
swelling; or more than one act of physical abuse, each of which causes bleeding,
deep bruising, significant external or internal swelling, bone fracture, or
unconsciousness.
(d)The report shall be made at the first opportunity, but in no case longer than
forty-eight hours after there is reasonable cause to believe that the child or adult
has suffered abuse or neglect. The report shall include the identity of the accused
if known.
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(2)The reporting requirement of subsection (1) of this section does not apply
to the discovery of abuse or neglect that occurred during childhood if it is
discovered after the child has become an adult. However, if there is reasonable
cause to believe other children, dependent adults, or developmentally disabled
persons are or may be at risk of abuse or neglect by the accused, the reporting
requirement of subsection (1) of this section shall apply.
(3)Any other person who has reasonable cause to believe that a child or adult
dependent or developmentally disabled person has suffered abuse or neglect may
report such incident to the proper law enforcement agency or to the department of
social and health services as provided in RCW 26.44.040.
(4) The department, upon receiving a report of an incident of alleged abuse or
neglect pursuant to this chapter, involving a child or adult dependent or
developmentally disabled person who has died or has had physical injury or
injuries inflicted upon him or her other than by accidental means or who has been
subjected to alleged sexual abuse, shall report such incident to the proper law
enforcement agency. In emergency cases, where the child, adult dependent, or
developmentally disabled person's welfare is endangered, the department shall
notify the proper law enforcement agency within twenty-four hours after a report
is received by the department. In all other cases, the department shall notify the
law enforcement agency within seventy-two hours after a report is received by the
department. If the department makes an oral report, a written report shall also be
made to the proper law enforcement agency within five days thereafter.
(5)Any law enforcement agency receiving a report of an incident of alleged
abuse or neglect pursuant to this chapter, involving a child or adult dependent or
developmentally disabled person who has died or has had physical injury or
injuries inflicted upon him or her other than by accidental means, or who has been
subjected to allUed sexual abuse, shall report such incident in writing as provided
in RCW 26.44.040 to the proper county prosecutor or city attorney for appropriate
action whenever the law enforcement agency's investigation reveals that a crime
may have been committed. The law enforcement agency shall also notify the
department of all reports received and the law enforcement agency's disposition of
them. In emergency cases, where the child, adult dependent, or developmentally
disabled person's welfare is endangered, the law enforcement agency shall notify
the department within twenty-four hours. In all other cases, the law enforcement
agency shall notify the department within seventy-two hours after a report is
received by the law enforcement agency.
(6) Any county prosecutor or city attorney receiving a report under subsection
(5)of this section shall notify the victim, any persons the victim requests, and the
local office of the department, of the decision to charge or decline to charge 1
crime, within five days of making the decision.
(7)The department may conduct ongoing case planning and consultation with
those persons or agencies required to report under this section, with consultants
designated by the department, and with designated representatives of Washington
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Indian tribes if the client information exchanged is pertinent to cases currently
receiving child protective services or department case services for the
developmentally disabled. Upon request, the department shall conduct such
planning and consultation with those persons required to report under this section
if the department determines it is in the best interests of the child or
developmentally disabled person. Information considered privileged by statute and
not directly related to reports required by this section shall not be divulged without
a valid written waiver of the privilege.
(8) Any case referred to the department by a physician licensed under chapter
18.57 or 18.71 RCW on the basis of an expert medical opinion that child abuse,
neglect, or sexual assault has occurred and that the child's safety will be seriously
endangered if returned home, the department shall file a dependency petition unless
a second licensed physician of the parents' choice believes that such expert medical
opinion is incorrect. If the parents fail to designate a second physician, the
department may make the selection. If a physician finds that a child has suffered
abuse or neglect but that such abuse or neglect does not constitute imminent danger
to the child's health or safety, and the department agrees with the physician's
assessment, the child may be left in the parents' home while the department
proceeds with reasonable efforts to remedy parenting deficiencies.
(9) Persons or agencies exchanging information under subsection (7) of this
section shall not further disseminate or release the information except as authorized
by state or federal statute. Violation of this subsection is a misdemeanor.
(10) Upon receiving reports of alleged abuse or neglect, the department or law
enforcement agency may interview children. The interviews may be conducted on
school premises, at day-care facilities, at the child's home, or at other suitable
locations outside of the presence of parents. Parental notification of the interview
shall occur at the earliest possible point in the investigation that will not jeopardize
the safety or protection of the child or the course of the investigation. Prior to
commencing the interview the department or law enforcement agency shall
determine whether the child wishes a third party to be present for the interview
and, if so, shall make reasonable efforts to accommodate the child's wishes. Unless
the child objects, the department or law enforcement agency shall make reasonable
efforts to include a third party in any interview so long as the presence of the third
party will not jeopardize the course of the investigation.
(11) Upon receiving a report of alleged child abuse and neglect, the
department or investigating law enforcement agency shall have access to all
relevant records of the child in the possession of mandated reporters and their
employees.
(12) The department shall maintain investigation records and conduct timely
and periodic reviews of all cases constituting abuse and neglect. The department
shall maintain a log of screened-out nonabusive cases.
(13) The department shall use a risk assessment process when investigating
alleged child abuse and neglect referrals. The department shall present the risk
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factors at all hearings in which the placement of adependent child is an issue. The
department shall, within funds appropriated for this purpose, offer enhanced
community-based services to persons who are determined not to require further
state intervention.
The department shall provide annual reports to the legislature on the
effectiveness of the risk assessment process.
(14) Upon receipt of a report of aleged abuse or neglect the law enforcement
agency may arrange to interview the person making the report and any collateral
sources to determine if any malice is involved in the reporting.
(1,5) The department shall make reasonable efforts to learn the name. address.
and telephone number of each person making a report of abuse or neglect under
The department shall provide assurances of appropriate
this section,
confidentiality of the identification of persons reporting under this section. If the
department is unable to learn the information required under this subsection, the
department shall only investigate cases in which: (a) The department believes
there is a serious threat of substantial harm to the child: (b) the report indicates
conduct involving a criminal offense that has. or is about to occur, in which the
child isthe victim: or (c)the department has, after investigation, a report of abuse
or neglect that has been founded with regard to a member of the household within
three years of receipt of the referral,
Sec. 26. RCW 26.44.035 and 1985 c 259 s 3 are each amended to read as
follows:
If the department or a law enforcement agency responds to a complaint of
alle~d child abuse or neglect and discovers that another agency has also responded
to the complaint, the agency shall notify the other agency of their presence, and the
agencies shall coordinate the investigation and keep each other apprised of
progress.
The department, each law enforcement agency, each county prosecuting
attorney, each city attorney, and each court shall make as soon as practicable a
written record and shall maintain records of all incidents of suspected child abuse
reported to that person or agency. Records kept under this section shall be
identifiable by means of an agency code for child abuse.
Sec. 27. RCW 26.44.040 and 1993 c 412 s 14 are each amended to read as
follows:
An immediate oral report shall be made by telephone or otherwise to the
proper law enforcement agency or the department of social and health services and,
upon request, shall be followed by a report in writing. Such reports shall contain
the following information, if known:
(I) The name, address, and age of the child or adult dependent or
developmentally disabled person;
(2) The name and address of the child's parents, stepparents, guardians, or
other persons having custody of the child or the residence of the adult dependent
or developmentally disabled person;
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(3) The nature and extent of the alleged injury or injuries;
(4) The nature and extent of the alleged neglect;
(5) The nature and extent of the alleged sexual abuse;
(6)Any evidence of previous injuries, including their nature and extent; and
(7)Any other information which may be helpful in establishing the cause of
the child's or adult dependent or developmentally disabled person's death, injury,
or injuries and the identity of the alleged perpetrator or perpetrators.
Sec. 28. RCW 26.44.053 and 1996 c 249 s 16 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) In any judicial proceeding under this chapter or chapter 13.34 RCW in
which it is alleged that a child has been subjected to child abuse or neglect, the
court shall appoint a guardian ad litem for the child as provided in chapter 13.34
RCW. The requirement of a guardian ad litem may be deemed satisfied if the child
is represented by counsel in the proceedings.
(2) At any time prior to or during a hearing in such a case, the court may, on
its own motion, or the motion of the guardian ad litem, or other parties, order the
examination by a physician, psychologist, or psychiatrist, of any parent or child or
other person having custody of the child at the time of the alleged child abuse or
neglect, if the court finds such an examination is necessary to the proper
determination of the case. The hearing may be continued pending the completion
of such examination. The physician, psychologist, or psychiatrist conducting such
an examination may be required to testify concerning the results of such
examination and may be asked to give his or her opinion as to whether the
protection of the child requires that he or she not be returned to the custody of his
or her parents or other persons having custody of him or her at the time of the
alleged child abuse or neglect. Persons so testifying shall be subject to crossexamination as are other witnesses. No information given at any such examination
of the parent or any other person having custody of the child may be used against
such person in any subsequent criminal proceedings against such person or
custodian concerning the alleged abuse or neglect of the child.
(3) A parent or other person having legal custody of a child alleged to be
abused or neglected shall be a party to any proceeding that may impair or impede
such person's interest in and custody or control of the child.
Sec. 29. RCW 26.44.060 and 1988 c 142 s 3 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I)(a) Except as provided in (b)of this subsection, any person participating in
good faith in the making of a report pursuant to this chapter or testifying as to
alleged child abuse or neglect in ajudicial proceeding shall in so doing be immune
from any liability arising out of such reporting or testifying under any law of this
state or its political subdivisions.
(b) A person convicted of aviolation of subsection (4)of this section shall not
be immune from liability under (a) of this subsection.
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(2) An administrator of a hospital or similar institution or any physician
licensed pursuant to chapters 18.71 or 18.57 RCW taking a child into custody
pursuant to RCW 26.44.056 shall not be subject to criminal or civil liability for
such taking into custody.
(3) Conduct conforming with the reporting requirements of this chapter shall
not be deemed a violation of the confidential communication privilege of RCW
5.60.060 (3) and (4), 18.53.200 and 18.83.110. Nothing in this chapter shall be
construed as to supersede or abridge remedies provided in chapter 4.92 RCW.
(4) A person who, intentionally and in bad faith or maliciously, knowingly
makes a false report of all=d abuse or neglect shall be guilty of a misdemeanor
punishable in accordance with RCW 9A.20.021.
Sec. 30. RCW 70.124.040 and 1981 c 174 s 4 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) Where a report is deemed warranted under RCW 70.124.030, an
immediate oral report shall be made by telephone or otherwise to either a law
enforcement agency or to the department and, upon request, shall be followed by
a report in writing. The reports shall contain the following information, if known:
(a) The name and address of the person making the report;
(b) The name and address of the nursing home or state hospital patient;
(c) The name and address of the patient's relatives having responsibility for the
patient;
(d) The nature and extent of the alleged injury or injuries;
(e) The nature and extent of the alleged neglect;
(f) The nature and extent of the alleged sexual abuse;
(g) Any evidence of previous injuries, including their nature and extent; and
(h) Any other information which may be helpful in establishing the cause of
the patient's death, injury, or injuries, and the identity of the perpetrator or
perpetrators.
(2) Each law enforcement agency receiving such a report shall, in addition to
taking the action required by RCW 70.124.050, immediately relay the report to the
department and to other law enforcement agencies, as appropriate. For any report
it receives, the department shall likewise take the required action and in addition
relay the report to the appropriate law enforcement agency or agencies. The
appropriate law enforcement agency or agencies shall receive immediate
notification when the department, upon receipt of such report, has reasonable cause
to believe that a criminal act has been committed.
Sec. 31. RCW 70.129.030 and 1994 c 214 s 4 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) The facility must inform the resident both orally and in writing in a
language that the resident understands of his or her rights and all rules and
regulations governing resident conduct and responsibilities during the stay in the
facility. The notification must be made prior to or upon admission. Receipt of the
information must be acknowledged in writing.
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(2) The resident or his or her legal representative has the right:
(a) Upon an oral or written request, to access all records pertaining to himself
or herself including clinical records within twenty-four hours; and
(b)After receipt of his or her records for inspection, to purchase at a cost not
to exceed the community standard photocopies of the records or portions of them
upon request and two working days' advance notice to the facility.
(3)The facility must inform each resident in writing before, or at the time of
admission, and at least once every twenty-four months thereafter of: (a) Services
available in the facility; (b) charges for those services including charges for
services not covered by the facility's per diem rate or applicable public benefit
programs; and (c) the rules of operations required under RCW 70.129.140(2).
(4) The facility must furnish a written description of residents rights that
includes:
(a) A description of the manner of protecting personal funds, under RCW
70.129.040;
(b)A posting of names, addresses, and telephone numbers of the state survey
and certification agency, the state licensure office, the state ombudsmen program,
and the protection and advocacy systems; and
(c) A statement that the resident may file a complaint with the appropriate
state licensing agency concerning alleged resident abuse, neglect, and misappropriation of resident property in the facility.
(5)Notification of changes.
(a) A facility must immediately consult with the resident's physician, and if
known, make reasonable efforts to notify the resident's legal representative or an
interested family member when there is:
(i) An accident involving the resident which requires or has the potential for
requiring physician intervention;
(ii) A significant change in the resident's physical, mental, or psychosocial
status (i.e., a deterioration in health, mental, or psychosocial status in either lifethreatening conditions or clinical complications).
(b) The facility must promptly notify the resident or the resident's
representative shall make reasonable efforts to notify an interested family member,
if known, when there is:
(i) A change in room or roommate assignment; or
(ii) A decision to transfer or discharge the resident from the facility.
(c)The facility must record and update the address and phone number of the
resident's representative or interested family member, upon receipt of notice from
them.
Sec. 32. RCW 74.13.031 and 1995 c 191 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
The department shall have the duty to provide child welfare services as
defined in RCW 74.13.020, and shall:
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(I) Develop, administer, supervise, and monitor a coordinated and
comprehensive plan that establishes, aids, and strengthens services for the
protection and care of homeless, runaway, dependent, or neglected children.
(2)Develop a recruiting plan for recruiting an adequate number of prospective
adoptive and foster homes, both regular and specialized, i.e. homes for children of
ethnic minority, including Indian homes for Indian children, sibling groups,
handicapped and emotionally disturbed, and annually submit the plan for review
to the house and senate committees on social and health services. The plan shall
include a section entitled "Foster Home Turn-Over, Causes and
Recommendations."
(3) Investigate complaints of alleged neglect, abuse, or abandonment of
children, and on the basis of the findings of such investigation, offer child welfare
services in relation to the problem to such parents, legal custodians, or persons
serving in loco parentis, and/or bring the situation to the attention of an appropriate
court, or another community agency: PROVIDED, That an investigation is not
required of nonaccidental injuries which are clearly not the result of a lack of care
or supervision by the child's parents, legal custodians, or persons serving in loco
parentis. If the investigation reveals that a crime may have been committed, the
department shall notify the appropriate law enforcement agency.
(4) Offer, on a voluntary basis, family reconciliation services to families who
are in conflict.
(5) Monitor out-of-home placements, on a timely and routine basis, to assure
the safety, well-being, and quality of care being provided is within the scope of the
intent of the legislature as defined in RCW 74.13.010 and 74.15.010, and annually
submit a report delineating the results to the house and senate committees on social
and health services.
(6) Have authority to accept custody of children from parents and to accept
custody of children from juvenile courts, where authorized to do so under law, to
provide child welfare services including placement for adoption, and to provide for
the physical care of such children and make payment of maintenance costs if
needed. Except where required by Public Law 95-608 (25 U.S.C. Sec. 1915), no
private adoption agency which receives children for adoption from the department
shall discriminate on the basis of race, creed, or color when considering
applications in their placement for adoption.
(7) Have authority to provide temporary shelter to children who have run away
from home and who are admitted to crisis residential centers.
(8) Have authority to purchase care for children; and shall follow in general
the policy of using properly approved private agency services for the actual care
and supervision of such children insofar as they are available, paying for care of
such children as are accepted by the department as eligible for support at
reasonable rates established by the department.
(9) Establish a children's services advisory committee which shall assist the
secretary in the development of a partnership plan for utilizing resources of the
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public and private sectors, and advise on all matters pertaining to child welfare,
licensing of child care agencies, adoption, and services related thereto. At least one
member shall represent the adoption community.
(10) Have authority to provide continued foster care or group care for
individuals from eighteen through twenty years of age to enable them to complete
their high school or vocational school program.
(11) Have authority within funds appropriated for foster care services to
purchase care for Indian children who are in the custody of a federally recognized
Indian tribe or tribally licensed child-placing agency pursuant to parental consent,
tribal court order, or state juvenile court order; and the purchase of such care shall
be subject to the same eligibility standards and rates of support applicable to other
children for whom the department purchases care.
Notwithstanding any other provision of RCW 13.32A.170 through
13.32A.200 and 74.13.032 through 74.13.036, or of this section all services to be
provided by the department of social and health services under subsections (4), (6),
and (7) of this section, subject to the limitations of these subsections, may be
provided by any program offering such services funded pursuant to Titles II and
III of the federal juvenile justice and delinquency prevention act of 1974.
Sec. 33. RCW 74.15.030 and 1995 c 302 s 4 are each amended to read as
follows:
The secretary shall have the power and it shall be the secretary's duty:
(1) In consultation with the children's services advisory committee, and with
the advice and assistance of persons representative of the various type agencies to
be licensed, to designate categories of facilities for which separate or different
requirements shall be developed as may be appropriate whether because of
variations in the ages, sex and other characteristics of persons served, variations in
the purposes and services offered or size or structure of the agencies to be licensed
hereunder, or because of any other factor relevant thereto;
(2) In consultation with the children's services advisory committee, and with
the advice and assistance of persons representative of the various type agencies to
be licensed, to adopt and publish minimum requirements for licensing applicable
to each of the various categories of agencies to be licensed.
The minimum requirements shall be limited to:
(a)The size and suitability of a facility and the plan of operation for carrying
out the purpose for which an applicant seeks a license;
(b)The character, suitability and competence of an agency and other persons
associated with an agency directly responsible for the care and treatment of
children, expectant mothers or developmentally disabled persons. In consultation
with law enforcement personnel, the secretary shall investigate the conviction
record or pending charges and dependency record information under chapter 43.43
RCW of each agency and its staff seeking licensure or relicensure. In order to
determine the suitability of applicants for an agency license, licensees, their
employees, and other persons who have unsupervised access to children in care,
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and who have not resided in the state of Washington during the three-year period
before being authorized to care for children shall be fingerprinted. The fingerprints
shall be forwarded to the Washington state patrol and federal bureau of
investigation for acriminal history records check. The fingerprint criminal history
records checks will be at the expense of the licensee except that in the case of a
foster family home, if this expense would work a hardship on the licensee, the
department shall pay the expense. The licensee may not pass this cost on to the
employee or prospective employee, unless the employee is determined to be
unsuitable due to his or her criminal history record. The secretary shall use the
information solely for the purpose of determining eligibility for a license and for
determining the character, suitability, and competence of those persons or agencies,
excluding parents, not required to be licensed who are authorized to care for
children, expectant mothers, and developmentally disabled persons. Criminal
justice agencies shall provide the secretary such information as they may have and
that the secretary may require for such purpose;
(c) The number of qualified persons required to render the type of care and
treatment for which an agency seeks a license;
(d) The safety, cleanliness, and general adequacy of the premises to provide
for the comfort, care and well-being of children, expectant mothers or
developmentally disabled persons;
(e)The provision of necessary care, including food, clothing, supervision and
discipline; physical, mental and social well-being; and educational, recreational and
spiritual opportunities for those served;
(f) The financial ability of an agency to comply with minimum requirements
established pursuant to chapter 74.15 RCW and RCW 74.13.031; and
(g)The maintenance of records pertaining to the admission, progress, health
and discharge of persons served;
(3)To investigate any person, including relatives by blood or marriage except
for parents, for character, suitability, and competence in the care and treatment of
children, expectant mothers, and de'elopmentally disabled persons prior to
authorizing that person to care for children, expectant mothers, and
developmentally disabled persons. However, if a child is placed with a relative
under RCW 13.34.060 or 13.34.130, and if such relative appears otherwise suitable
and competent to provide care and treatment the criminal history background check
required by this section need not be completed before placement, but shall be
completed as soon as possible after placement;
(4) On reports of alleged child abuse and neglect, to investigate agencies in
accordance with chapter 26.44 RCW, including child day-care centers and family
day-care homes, to determine whether the alleUgd abuse or neglect has occurred,
and whether child protective services or referral to a law enforcement agency is
appropriate;
(5) To issue, revoke, or deny licenses to agencies pursuant to chapter 74.15
RCW and RCW 74.13.031. Licenses shall specify the category of care which an
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agency is authorized to render and the ages, sex and number of persons to be
served;
(6)To prescribe the procedures and the form and contents of reports necessary
for the administration of chapter 74.15 RCW and RCW 74.13.031 and to require
regular reports from each licensee;
(7) To inspect agencies periodically to determine whether or not there is
compliance with chapter 74.15 RCW and RCW 74.13.031 and the requirements
adopted hereunder;
(8) To review requirements adopted hereunder at least every two years and to
adopt appropriate changes after consultation with the child care coordinating
committee and other affected groups for child day-care requirements and with the
children's services advisory committee for requirements for other agencies; and
(9) To consult with public and private agencies in order to help them improve
their methods and facilities for the care of children, expectant mothers and
developmentally disabled persons.
See. 34. RCW 74.34.050 and 1986 c 187 s 3 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) A person participating in good faith in making a report under this chapter
or testifying about ((the)) alleged abuse, neglect, abandonment, or exploitation of
a vulnerable adult in a judicial proceeding under this chapter is immune from
liability resulting from the report or testimony. The making of permissive reports
as allowed in RCW 74.34.030 does not create any duty to report and no civil
liability shall attach for any failure to make a permissive report under RCW
74.34.030.
(2) Conduct conforming with the reporting and testifying provisions of this
chapter shall not be deemed a violation of any confidential communication
privilege. Nothing in this chapter shall be construed as superseding or abridging
remedies provided in chapter 4.92 RCW.
Sec. 35. RCW 74.34.070 and 1995 1st sp.s. c 18 s 87 are each amended to
read as follows:
In responding to reports of alleged abuse, exploitation, neglect, or
abandonment under this chapter, the department shall provide information to the
frail elder or vulnerable adult on protective services available to the person and
inform the person of the right to refuse such services. The department shall
develop cooperative agreements with community-based agencies servicing the
abused elderly and vulnerable adults. The agreements shall cover such subjects as
the appropriate roles and responsibilities of the department and community-based
agencies in identifying and responding to reports of alleged abuse, the provision
of case-management services, standardized data collection procedures, and related
coordination activities.
*Sec. 36. RCW 13.34.090 and 1990 c 246 s 4 are each amended to readas
follows:
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(1) Any party has a right to be representedby an attorney in allproceedings
under this chapter,to introduce evidence, to be heard in his or her own behalf,
to examine witnesses, to receive a decision based solely on the evidence adduced
at the hearing,and to an unbiasedfact-finder.
(2) At all stages of a proceedingin which a child is allegedto be dependent
pursuant to RCW 13.34.030(((-2))) (fi the child's parent, guardian,or legal
custodian has the right to be representedby counsel, and if indigent, to have
counselappointedfor him or her by the court. Unless waived in court, counsel
shall be provided to the child's parent, guardian, or legal custodian, if such
person (a) has appearedin the proceeding or requested the court to appoint
counsel and (b) is financially unable to obtain counsel because of indigency as
defined in chapter 10.101 RCW.
(3) If a party to an action underthis chapteris representedby counsel, no
order shall be provided to thatpartyfor his or her signaturewithout prior notice
andprovision of the order to counsel.
(4) Copies of department of socialand health services or supervisingagency
records to which parents have legalaccess pursuant to chapter13.50 RCW shall
be given to the child's parent, guardian,legal custodian, or his or her legal
counsel; within twenty days after the departmentor supervisingagency receives
a written requestfor such recordsfrom the parent,guardian,legalcustodian, or
his or her legal counsel These records shall be provided to the child'sparents,
guardian,legal custodian,or legal counselpriorto the shelter care hearing in
order to allow an opportunity to review the recordspriorto the hearing. These
records shall be legible and shall be provided at no expense to the parents,
guardian,legal custodian,or his or her counsel.
*Sec. 36 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*Sec. 37. RCW 13.34.120 and 1996 c 249 s 14 are each amended to read as

follows:
(1) To aidthe court in its decision on disposition,a social study, consisting
of a written evaluationof matters relevant to the disposition of the case, shallbe
made by the person or agency filing the petition. The study shall include all
socialrecordsand may also include facts relatingto the child's culturalheritage,
and shall be made available to the court. The court shall considerthe socialfile,
social study, guardian ad litem report, the court-appointedspecial advocate's
report,if any, and any reports filed by a party at the disposition hearing in
addition to evidence produced at thefact-finding hearing. At least ten working
days before the disposition hearing,the departmentshall mail to the parentand
his or her attorneya copy of the agency's socialstudy andproposedservice plan,
which shall be in writing or in a form understandable to the parents or
custodians. In addition, the departmentshallprovide an opportunityforparents
to review and comment on the plan at the community service office. If the
parents disagreewith the agency's plan or any part thereof, the parents shall
submit to the court at least twenty-four hours before the hearing,in writing, or
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signed oralstatement, an alternativeplan to correct the problems which led to
the finding of dependency. This section shall not interfere with the right of the
parents or custodians to submit oralarguments regardingthe dispositionplan
at the hearing.
(2) In addition to the requirements setforth in subsection (1) of this section,
a predispositionstudy to the court in cases of dependency allegedpursuantto
RCW 13.34.030(((4))) M6(b) or (c) shall contain the following information:
(a)A statement of the specific harm or harms to the child that intervention
is designed to alleviate;
(b) A descriptionof the specific programs,for both the parentsand child,
that are needed in order to prevent serious harm to the child; the reasons why
such programsare likely to be useful; the availabilityof any proposedservices;
and the agency's overallplanfor ensuring that the services will be delivered;
(c) If removal is recommended, a full description of the reasons why the
child cannotbe protectedadequately in the home, including a descriptionof any
previous efforts to work with the parents and the child in the home; the in-home
treatmentprograms which have been consideredand rejected; the preventive
services that have been offered or providedand have failed to prevent the need
for out-of-home placement, unless the health, safety, and welfare of the child
cannot be protected adequately in the home; and the parents' attitude toward
placement of the child;
(d) A statement of the likely harms the child will suffer as a result of
removal This section should includean exploration of the natureof the parentchildattachment and the meaning of separationand loss to both the parents and
the child;
(e) A description of the steps that will be taken to minimize harm to the child
that may result if separationoccurs; and
(1) Behavior that will be expected before determination that supervision of
thefamily or placement is no longer necessary.
*Sec. 37 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*Sec. 38. RCW 13.34.180 and 1993 c 412 s 2 and 1993 c 358 s 3 are each
reenactedandamended to read as follows:
A petition seeking termination of a parentand child relationshipmay be
filed in juvenile court by any party to the dependency proceedings concerning
that child. Such petition shallconform to the requirements of RCW 13.34.040,
shall be served upon the parties as provided in RCW 13.34.070(8), and shall
allege:
(1) That the child has been found to be a dependent child under RCW
13.34.030(((2-)) (Q; and
(2) That the court has entered a dispositional order pursuant to RCW
13.34.130; and
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(3) That the child has been removed or will at the time of the hearing,have
been removedfrom the custody of the parentfor a periodof at least six months
pursuantto a finding of dependency under RCW 13.34.030(((2))) M: and
(4) That the services ordered under RCW 13.34.130 have been offered or
provided and all necessary services, reasonablyavailable,capable of correcting
the parental deficiencies within the foreseeablefuture have been offered or
provided; and
(5) That there is little likelihood that conditions will be remedied so that the
child can be returnedto the parent in the nearfuture. In determiningwhether
the conditions will be remedied the court may consider, but is not limited to, the
following factors:
(a) Use of intoxicatingor controlledsubstances so as to render the parent
incapableof providingpropercarefor the childfor extended periods of time and
documented unwillingness of the parent to receive and complete treatment or
documented multiplefailed treatmentattempts; or
(b) Psychological incapacity or mental deficiency of the parentthat is so
severe andchronic as to renderthe parent incapableof providingpropercarefor
the child for extended periods of time, and documented unwillingness of the
parent to receive and complete treatment or documentation that there is no
treatment that can render the parent capable of providingproper carefor the
child in the nearfuture; and
(6) That continuationof the parentand child relationshipclearly diminishes
the child's prospectsfor early integrationinto a stable and permanenthome; or
(7) In lieu of the allegations in subsections (1) through (6) of this section,
the petition may allege that the child wasfound under such circumstances that
the whereabouts of the child's parent are unknown and no person has
acknowledgedpaternityor maternity and requested custody of the child within
two months after the child was found.
A parent'sfailure to substantially improve parental deficiencies within
twelve months following entry of the dispositionalorder shall give rise to a
rebuttable presumption that there is little likelihood that conditions will be
remedied so that the child can be returnedto the parentin the nearfuture. The
presumption shall not arise unless the petitioner makes a showing that all
necessary services reasonably capable of correcting the parentaldeficiencies
within theforeseeablefuture have been offered orprovided.
Notice of rights shall be served upon the parent, guardian, or legal
custodian with the petition and shallbe in substantiallythefollowingform:
"NOTICE
A petitionfor terminationof parentalrights has been filed againstyou.
You have importantlegal rightsandyou must take steps to protectyour
interests. This petition could result in permanent loss of your parental
rights.
1. You have the right to afact-finding hearingbefore ajudge.
[2340]
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2. You have the right to have a lawyer representyou at the
hearing. A lawyer can look at the files in your case, talk to the
department of socialand health services and other agencies, tell you
about the law, help you understand your rights, and help you at
hearings. If you cannot afford a lawyer, the court will appointone to
represent you. To get a court-appointed lawyer you must contact:
(explain local procedure)-,
3. At the hearing,you have the right to speak on your own
behalf, to introduce evidence, to examine witnesses, and to receive a
decision based solely on the evidence presented to thejudge.
You should be present at this hearing.
You may call (insert agencyl for more information about
your child. The agency's name and telephone number are (insert
name and telephone number) ."
*Sec. 38 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*Sec. 39. RCW 43.43.700 and 1989 c 334 s 6 are each amended to readas

follows:
There is hereby establishedwithin the Washington statepatrol a section on
identification, child abuse, vulnerable adult abuse, and criminal history
hereafter referredto as the section.
In order to aidthe administrationofjustice the section shall install systems
for the identification of individuals, including thefingerprintsystem and such
other systems as the chief deems necessary. The section shall keep a complete
recordand index of all informationreceived in convenientform for consultation
and comparison.
The section shall obtainfrom whatever source availableandfile for record
the fingerprints,palmprints,photographs,or such other identification data as
it deems necessary, of persons who have been or shall hereafter be lawfully
arrestedand charged with, or convicted of any criminaloffense. The section
may obtain like information concerning persons arrestedfor or convicted of
crimes under the laws of anotherstate or government.
The section shallalso containlike information concerningpersons, over the
age of eighteen years, who have been found, pursuant to a dependency
proceeding under RCW 13.34.030(((2))) (6)(b) to have physically abused or
sexually abused or exploited a child or, pursuantto a protection proceeding
under chapter 74.34 RCW, to have abused orfinancially exploited a vulnerable
adult.
*Sec, 39 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Sec. 40. RCW 43.43.840 and 1989 c 334 s 5 and 1989 c 90 s 5 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
(I) The supreme court shall by rule require the courts of the state to notify the
1334040,
state patrol of any dependency action under RCW (( 3.39()))
domestic relations action under Title 26 RCW, or protection action under chapter
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74.34 RCW, in which the court makes specific findings of physical abuse or sexual
abuse or exploitation of achild or abuse or financial exploitation of avulnerable
adult.
(2) The department of licensing shall notify the state patrol of any disciplinary
board final decision that includes specific findings of physical abuse or sexual
abuse or exploitation of a child or abuse or financial exploitation of a vulnerable
adult.
(3) When a business or an organization terminates, fires, dismisses, fails to
renew the contract, or permits the resignation of an employee because of crimes
against children or other persons or because of crimes relating to the financial
exploitation of a vulnerable adult, and if that employee is employed in a position
requiring a certificate or license issued by a licensing agency such as the state
board of education, the business or organization shall notify the licensing agency
of such termination of employment.
Sec. 41. RCW 43.20A.050 and 1979 c 141 s 63 are each amended to read as
follows:
It is the intent of the legislature wherever possible to place the internal affairs
of the department under the control of the secretary ((in ordcr that hc may)) to
institute ((therein)) the flexible, alert and intelligent management of its business
that changing contemporary circumstances require. Therefore, whenever ((his))
the secretary's authority is not specifically limited by law, he orshe shall have
complete charge and supervisory powers over the department. ((He)) The
secreta isauthorized to create such administrative structures as ((he may deem))
deemed appropriate, except as otherwise specified by law. The secretary shall have
the power to employ such assistants and personnel as may be necessary for the
general administration of the department(( PROVIDED, That,)). Except as
elsewhere specified, such employment ((i)) shall be in accordance with the rules
of the state civil service law, chapter 41.06 RCW.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 42. It is the intent of the legislature, in enacting the
chapter.... Laws of 1997 changes to RCW 41.64.100 (section 43 of this act), to
provide aprompt and efficient method of expediting employee appeals regarding
alleged misconduct that may have placed children at serious risk of harm. The
legislature recognizes that children are at risk of harm in cases of abuse or neglect
and intends to provide a method of reducing such risk as well as mitigating the
potential liability to the state associated with employee misconduct involving
children. The legislature does not intend to impair any existing rights of appeals
held by employees, nor does it intend to restrict consideration of any appropriate
evidence or facts by the personnel appeals board.
Sec. 43. RCW 41.64.100 and 1981 c 311 s 1I are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) In all appeals over which the board has jurisdiction involving reduction,
dismissal, suspension, or demotion, the board shall set the case for hearing, and the
final decision, including an appeal to the board from the hearing examiner, if any,
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shall be rendered within ninety days from the date the appeal was first received((:
PRO)IDED,
)),An extension may be permitted if agreed to by the employee
and the employing agency. The board shall furnish the agency with a copy of the
appeal in advance of the hearing.
(2) Notwithstanding subsection (1) of this section. in a case involving
misconduct that has placed a child at serious risk of harm as a result of actions
taken or not taken under chapter 13.32A. 13.34. 13.40. 26.44. 74.13. 74.14A.
74,14B. 74.14C. or 74.15 RCW. the board shall hear the case before all
unscheduled cases. The board shall issue its order within forty-five days of hearing
the case unless there are extraordinary circumstances, in which case, an additional
thirty days may elapse until the case is decided.
3. In all appeals made pursuant to RCW 41.06.170(((3))) (4, as now or
hereafter amended, the decision of the board is final and not appealable to court.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 44. Section 43 of this act shall not be construed to
alter an existing collective bargaining unit or the provisions of any existing
bargaining agreement in place on the effective date of this section before the
expiration of such agreement.
Sec. 45. RCW 26.44.020 and 1996 c 178 s 10 are each amended to read as
follows:
For the purpose of and as used in this chapter:
(I) "Court" means the superior court of the state of Washington, juvenile
department.
(2) "Law enforcement agency" means the police department, the prosecuting
attorney, the state patrol, the director of public safety, or the office of the sheriff.
(3) "Practitioner of the healing arts" or "practitioner" means a person licensed
by this state to practice podiatric medicine and surgery, optometry, chiropractic,
nursing, dentistry, osteopathic medicine and surgery, or medicine and surgery or
to provide other health services. The term "practitioner" shall include a duly
accredited Christian Science practitioner: PROVIDED, HOWEVER, That a
person who is being furnished Christian Science treatment by a duly accredited
Christian Science practitioner shall not be considered, for that reason alone, a
neglected person for the purposes of this chapter.
(4) "Institution" means a private or public hospital or any other facility
providing medical diagnosis, treatment or care.
(5) "Department" means the state department of social and health services.
(6) "Child" or "children" means any person under the age of eighteen years of
age.
(7) "Professional school personnel" shall include, but not be limited to,
teachers, counselors, administrators, child care facility personnel, and school
nurses.
(8) "Social service counselor" shall mean anyone engaged in a professional
capacity during the regular course of employment in encouraging or promoting the
health, welfare, support or education of children, or providing social services to
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adults or families, including mental health, drug and alcohol treatment, and
domestic violence programs, whether in an individual capacity, or as an employee
or agent of any public or private organization or institution.
(9) "Psychologist" shall mean any person licensed to practice psychology
under chapter 18.83 RCW, whether acting in an individual capacity or as an
employee or agent of any public or private organization or institution.
(10) "Pharmacist" shall mean any registered pharmacist under the provisions
of chapter 18.64 RCW, whether acting in an individual capacity or as an employee
or agent of any public or private organization or institution.
(I1) "Clergy" shall mean any regularly licensed or ordained minister, priest
or rabbi of any church or religious denomination, whether acting in an individual
capacity or as an employee or agent of any public or private organization or
institution.
(12) "Abuse or neglect" shall mean the injury, sexual abuse, sexual
exploitation, negligent treatment, or maltreatment of a child, adult dependent, or
developmentally disabled person by any person under circumstances which
indicate that the child's or adult's health, welfare, and safety is harmed. An abused
child isachild who has been subjected to child abuse or neglect as defined herein.
(13) "Child protective services section" shall mean the child protective
services section of the department.
(14) "Adult dependent persons" shall be defined as those persons over the age
of eighteen years who have been found to be legally incompetent or disabled
pursuant to chapter 11.88 RCW.
(15) "Sexual exploitation" includes: (a)Allowing, permitting, or encouraging
a child to engage in prostitution by any person; or (b) allowing, permitting,
encouraging, or engaging in the obscene or pornographic photographing, filming,
or depicting of a child by any person.
(16) "Negligent treatment or maltreatment" means an act or omission which
evidences a serious disregard of consequences of such magnitude as to constitute
aclear and present danger to the child's health, welfare, and safety.
(17) "Developmentally disabled person" means a person who has a disability
defined in RCW 71A.10.020.
(18) "Child protective services" means those services provided by the
department designed to protect children from child abuse and neglect and
safeguard ((the general wlfn o )) such children ((and shall inlu ) from future
abuse and neglect, and conduct investigations of child abuse and neglect reports((;
irnzludirg reports regwrdirng ehild eare eenters and family ehild ear homes, and the
ndprov
.... for)), Investigations may be conducted
develpment-, mmieme
regardless of the location of the alleged abuse or neglect. Child protective services
includes referral to services to ameliorate conditions which endanger the welfare
of children, the coordination of necessary programs and services relevant to the
prevention, intervention, and treatment of child abuse and neglect, and services to
children to ensure that each child has apermanent home. In determining whether
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protective services should be provided, the department shall not decline to provide
such services solely because of the child's unwillingness or developmental inability
to descibe the nature and severity of the abuse or neglect.
(19) "Malice" or "maliciously" means an evil intent, wish, or design to vex,
annoy, or injure another person. Such malice may be inferred from an act done in
wilful disregard of the rights of another, or an act wrongfully done without just
cause or excuse, or an act or omission of duty betraying a wilful disregard of social
duty.
(20) "Sexually aggressive youth" means a child who is defined in RCW
74.13.075(I)(b) as being a "sexually aggressive youth."
*NEW SECTION. Sec. 46. A new section is added to chapter43.20A RCW
to read as follows:
(1) Notwithstanding the provisions of RCW 26.44.020 and chapter 74.13
RCW, the secretary may exercise his or her discretion to permit employees of the
departmentto providechild protective services and child welfare services under
the following circumstances:
(a) The number of employees in an office or the location of an office makes
it administrativelyimpracticalto require a strict segregation between the delivery
of both types of services; or
(b) There are exceptional circumstances, including such things as a
disproportionatelylarge number of vacantpositions in an office; or
(2) The changes requiredto implement RCW 26.44.020 and this section
shall not be made until the expirationof any collective bargainingagreement in
effect on the effective date of this section, unless the parties to the agreement
determine such changes can be made before that time.
*Sec. 46 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION. Sec. 47. A new section is added to chapter 43.20A RCW
to read as follows:
The department shall prepare an annual quality assurance report that shall
include but is not limited to: (I) Performance outcomes regarding health and
safety of children in the children's services system; (2) children's length of stay in
out-of-home placement from each date of referral; (3) adherence to permanency
planning timelines; and (4) the response time on child protective services
investigations differentiated by risk level determined at intake. The report shall be
provided to the governor and legislature not later than July 1.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 48. A new section is added to chapter 26.44 RCW to
read as follows:
(I) When, as a result of a report of alleged child abuse or neglect, an
investigation is made that includes an in-person contact with the person who is
alleged to have committed the abuse or neglect, there shall be a determination of
whether it is probable that the use of alcohol or controlled substances is a
contributing factor to the alleged abuse or neglect.
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(2)The department shall provide appropriate training for persons who conduct
the investigations under subsection (1)of this section. The training shall include
methods of identifying indicators of abuse of alcohol or controlled substances.
(3) If a determination is made under subsection (1) of this section that there
is probable cause to believe abuse of alcohol or controlled substances has
contributed to the child abuse or neglect, the department shall, within available
funds, cause a comprehensive chemical dependency evaluation to be made of the
person or persons so identified. The evaluation shall be conducted by a physician
or persons certified under rules adopted by the department to make such
evaluation. The department shall perform the duties assigned under this section
within existing personnel resources.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 49. The legislature finds that the placement of children
and youth in state-operated or state-funded residential facilities must be done in
such a manner as to protect children who are vulnerable to sexual victimization
from youth who are sexually aggressive. To achieve this purpose, the legislature
intends the department of social and health services to develop a policy for
assessing sexual aggressiveness and vulnerability to sexual victimization of
children and youth who are placed in state-operated or state-funded residential
facilities.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 50. A new section is added to chapter 13.40 RCW to
read as follows:
(1)The department shall implement a policy for protecting youth committed
to state-operated or state-funded residential facilities under this chapter who are
vulnerable to sexual victimization by other youth committed to those facilities who
are sexually aggressive. The policy shall include, at a minimum, the following
elements:
(a) Development and use of an assessment process for identifying youth,
within thirty days of commitment to the department, who present a moderate or
high risk of sexually aggressive behavior for the purposes of this section. The
assessment process need not require that every youth who is adjudicated or
convicted of a sex offense as defined in RCW 9.94A.030 be determined to be
sexually aggressive, nor shall a sex offense adjudication or conviction be required
in order to determine a youth is sexually aggressive. Instead, the assessment
process shall consider the individual circumstances of the youth, including his or
her age, physical size, sexual abuse history, mental and emotional condition, and
other factors relevant to sexual aggressiveness. The definition of "sexually
aggressive youth" in RCW 74.13.075 does not apply to this section to the extent
that it conflicts with this section;
(b) Development and use of an assessment process for identifying youth,
within thirty days of commitment to the department, who may be vulnerable to
victimization by youth identified under (a) of this subsection as presenting a
moderate or high risk of sexually aggressive behavior. The assessment process
shall consider the individual circumstances of the youth, including his or her age,
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physical size, sexual abuse history, mental and emotional condition, and other
factors relevant to vulnerability;
(c)Development and use of placement criteria to avoid assigning youth who
present a moderate or high risk of sexually aggressive behavior to the same
sleeping quarters as youth assessed as vulnerable to sexual victimization, except
that they may be assigned to the same multiple-person sleeping quarters if those
sleeping quarters are regularly monitored by visual surveillance equipment or staff
checks;
(d) Development and use of procedures for minimizing, within available
funds, unsupervised contact in state-operated or state-funded residential facilities
between youth presenting moderate to high risk of sexually aggressive behavior
and youth assessed as vulnerable to sexual victimization. The procedures shall
include taking reasonable steps to prohibit any youth committed under this chapter
who present a moderate to high risk of sexually aggressive behavior from entering
any sleeping quarters other than the one to which they are assigned, unless
accompanied by an authorized adult.
(2) For the purposes of this section, the following terms have the following
meanings:
(a) "Sleeping quarters" means the bedrooms or other rooms within a
residential facility where youth are assigned to sleep.
(b) "Unsupervised contact" means contact occurring outside the sight or
hearing of a responsible adult for more than a reasonable period of time under the
circumstances.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 51. The department of social and health services shall
report to the legislature by December 1, 1997, on the following: (1) Development
of the assessment process for identifying youth who present a moderate to high risk
of sexually aggressive behavior for the purposes of sections 49 through 55 of this
act; (2)development of the assessment process for determining when ayouth may
be vulnerable to victimization by youth who present a moderate to high risk of
sexually aggressive behavior for the purposes of sections 49 through 55 of this act;
and (3) development of the placement criteria and procedures required under
section 50(1) (c)and (d) of this act.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 52. The policy developed under section 50 of this act
shall be implemented within the juvenile rehabilitation administration by January
1, 1998.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 53. The department of social and health services shall
provide an evaluation of the implementation of sections 49 through 55 of this act
to the legislature by December 1, 1998. The evaluation shall identify: (1) The
number of youth assessed as presenting a moderate to high risk of sexually
aggressive behavior; (2) the number of youth assessed as being vulnerable to
victimization; (3) the effectiveness of avoiding assigning youth who present a
moderate or high risk of sexually aggressive behavior to the same sleeping quarters
as youth assessed as being vulnerable to sexual victimization by utilizing the
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assessment and placement process set forth in section 50 of this act; (4) the
effectiveness of minimizing, within available funds, unsupervised contact between
youth who present a moderate or high risk of sexually aggressive behavior and
youth assessed as being vulnerable to sexual victimization utilizing the procedures
set forth in section 50 of this act; and (5) the number of youth identified as
moderate to high risk of sexually aggressive behavior who were placed in
department of social and health services community residential settings during their
period of parole with a youth who is not a juvenile offender and is found to be
dependent under chapter 13.34 RCW or an at-risk youth or child in need of
services under chapter 13.32A RCW. The department shall identify the resources
necessary to provide separate placements for youth identified in this subsection and
shall identify alternative administrative processes for managing the placement of
these youth.
Sec. 54. RCW 13.40.460 and 1994 sp.s. c 7 s 516 are each amended to read
as follows:
The secretary, assistant secretary, or the secretary's designee shall manage and
administer the department's juvenile rehabilitation responsibilities, including but
not limited to the operation of all state institutions or facilities used for juvenile
rehabilitation.
The secretary or assistant secretary shall:
(I) Prepare a biennial budget request sufficient to meet the confinement and
rehabilitative needs of the juvenile rehabilitation program, as forecast by the office
of financial management;
(2) Create by rule a formal system for inmate classification. This
classification system shall consider:
(a) Public safety;
(b) Internal security and staff safety; ((atnd))
(c) Rehabilitative resources both within and outside the department;
(d)An assessment of each offender's risk of sexually aggressive behavior as
provided in section 50 of this act: and
(e) An assessment of each offender's vulnerability to sexually ageressive
behavior as provided in section 50 of this act:
(3)Develop agreements with local jurisdictions to develop regional facilities
with a variety of custody levels;
(4) Adopt rules establishing effective disciplinary policies to maintain order
within institutions;
(5) Develop a comprehensive diagnostic evaluation process to be used at
intake, including but not limited to evaluation for substance addiction or abuse,
literacy, learning disabilities, fetal alcohol syndrome or effect, attention deficit
disorder, and mental health;
(6) Develop placement criteria:
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(a) To avoid assigning youth who present a moderate or high risk of sexually
aggressive behavior to the same sleeping quarters as youth assessed as vulnerable
to sexual victimization under section 50(l)(c) of this act: and
(b) To avoid placing a juvenile offender on parole status who has been
assessed as a moderate to high risk for sexually aggressive behavior in a
department community residential program with another child who is: -i)
Dependent under chapter 13,34 RCW, or an at-risk youth or child in need of
services under chapter 13,32A RCW and (ii) not also a juvenile offender on parole
(7) Develop a plan to implement, by July 1, 1995:
(a) Substance abuse treatment programs for all state juvenile rehabilitation
facilities and institutions;
(b) Vocational education and instruction programs at all state juvenile
rehabilitation facilities and institutions; and
(c) An educational program to establish self-worth and responsibility in
juvenile offenders. This educational program shall emphasize instruction in
character-building principles such as: Respect for self, others, and authority;
victim awareness; accountability; work ethics; good citizenship; and life skills; and
(((4))) (MStudy, in conjunction with the superintendent of public instruction,
educators, and superintendents of state facilities for juvenile offenders, the
feasibility and value of consolidating within a single entity the provision of
educational services to juvenile offenders committed to state facilities. The
assistant secretary shall report his or her findings to the legislature by December
1, 1995.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 55. The policy developed under RCW 13.40.460(6)(b)
shall be implemented within the juvenile rehabilitation administration and the
division of children and family services by July 1, 1998.
Sec. 56. RCW 82.08.02915 and 1995 c 346 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
The tax levied by RCW 82.08.020 shall not apply to sales to health or social
welfare organizations, as defined in RCW 82.04.431, of items necessary for new
construction of alternative housing for youth in crisis, so long as the facility will
be a licensed agency under chapter 74.15 RCW, upon completion. This section
shall expire July 1, ((499)) 1999.
Sec. 57. RCW 82.12.02915 and 1995 c 346 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
The provisions of this chapter shall not apply in respect to the use of any item
acquired by a health or social welfare organization, as defined in RCW 82.04.431,
of items necessary for new construction of alternative housing for youth in crisis,
so long as the facility will be a licensed agency under chapter 74.15 RCW, upon
completion. This section shall expire July 1, ((499)) 1999.
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*NEW SECTION, Sec. 58. It is the intent of section 59 of this act to protect
runaway children from predatory individuals, such as drug dealers, sexual
marauders,andpanderers. Since it is in the interests of these individuals to keep
children who have left home on the street and unlocated, this act punishes
predatoryindividuals who provide shelterto at-riskyouth as a means of preying
upon them. The legislaturealso recognizes that preventing at-riskyouth from
coming into contact with these individuals is equally important to their
protection. Since prevention and reconciliationcan only begin once a child is
located, section 59 of this act increasesthe incentivesfor individualsto reportthe
children's whereabouts.
*Sec. 58 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*Sec. 59. RCW 13.32A.080 and 1994 sp.s. c 7 s 507 are each amended to
read as follows:
(])(a) A person commits the crime of unlawful harboringof a minor if the
person provides shelter to a minor without the consent of a parent of the minor
andafter the person knows that the minor is away from the home of the parent,
without the parent'spermission, and if the person intentionally:
(i) Fails to release the minor to a law enforcement officer after being
requested to do so by the officer; or
(ii) Failsto disclose the location of the minor to a law enforcement offwer
after being requested to do so by the officer, if the person knows the location of
the minor and had either taken the minor to that location or had assisted the
minor in reachingthat location; or
(iii)Obstructs a law enforcement offiker from taking the minor into custody;
or
(iv) Assists the minor in avoiding or attemptingto avoid the custody of the
law enforcement officer:or
(v) Engagesthe child in a crime: or
(vi) Engages in a clear course of conduct that demonstrates an intent to
contributeto the delinquency of a minor or the involvement of a minor in a sex
offense as defined in RCW 9,94A.030.
(b) It is a defense to a prosecution under this section thatthe defendant had
custody of the minorpursuantto a court order.
(2) Harboringa minor is punishableas a gross misdemeanor.
(3) Any person who provides shelter to a child, absentfrom home, may
notify the department'slocal community service office of the child's presence.
(4) An adult responsible for involving a child in the commission of an
offense may be prosecuted under existing criminal statutes including, but not
limited to:
(a) Distributionof a controlledsubstance to a minor, as defined in RCW
69.50.406;
(b) Promotingprostitutionas defined in chapter9A.88 RCW; and
(c) Complicity of the adult in the crime of a minor, under RCW 9A.08.020.
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*Sec. 59 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION, Sec. 60. The legislature recognizes that Indian tribes are
sovereign nations and the relationship between the state and the tribe is sovereignto-sovereign.
The federal government acknowledged the importance of including Indian
tribes in child support systems established by the federal government and the
states. The personal responsibility and work opportunity reconciliation act of
1996, P.L. 104-193, provides Indian tribes the option of developing their own tribal
plan and tribal child support enforcement program to receive funds directly from
the federal government for their own Title IV-D program similar to that of other
states. The act also expressly authorizes the states and Indian tribe or tribal
organization to enter into cooperative agreements to provide for the delivery of
child support enforcement services.
It is the purpose of this chapter to encourage the department of social and
health services, division of child support, and the Indian tribes within the state's
borders to enter into cooperative agreements that will assist the state and tribal
governments in carrying out their respective responsibilities. The legislature
recognizes that the state and the tribes each possess resources that are sometimes
distinct to that government. The legislature intends that the state and the tribes
work together to make the most efficient and productive use of all resources and
authorities.
Cooperative agreements will enable the state and the tribes to better provide
child support services to Indian children and to establish and enforce child support
obligations, orders, and judgments. Under cooperative agreements, the state and
the tribes can work as partners to provide culturally relevant child support services,
consistent with state and federal laws, that are based on tribal laws and customs.
The legislature recognizes that the preferred method for handling cases where all
or some of the parties are enrolled tribal members living on the tribal reservation
is to develop an agreement so that appropriate cases are referred to the tribe to be
processed in the tribal court. The legislature recognizes that cooperative
agreements serve the best interests of the children.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 61. (1)The department of social and health services
may enter into an agreement with an Indian tribe or tribal organization, which is
within the state's borders and recognized by the federal government, for joint or
cooperative action on child support services and child support enforcement.
(2)In determining the scope and terms of the agreement, the department and
the tribe should consider, among other factors, whether the tribe has an established
tribal court system with the authority to establish, modify, or enforce support
orders, establish paternity, or enter support orders in accordance with child support
guidelines established by the tribe.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 62. An agreement established under this section may,
but is not required to, address the following:
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(1) Recognizing the state's and tribe's authority to address child support
matters with the development of a process designed to determine how tribal
member cases may be handled;
(2) The authority, procedures, and guidelines for all aspects of establishing,
entering, modifying, and enforcing child support orders in the tribal court and the
state court;
(3) The authority, procedures, and guidelines the department and tribe will
follow for the establishment of paternity;
(4) The establishment and agreement of culturally relevant factors that may
be considered in child support enforcement;
(5) The authority, procedures, and guidelines for the garnishing of wages of
tribal members or employees of a tribe, tribally owned enterprise, or an Indianowned business located on the reservation;
(6) The department's and tribe's responsibilities to each other;
(7) The ability for the department and the tribe to address the fiscal
responsibilities between each other;
(8) Requirements for alternative dispute resolution procedures;
(9) The necessary procedures for notice and the continual sharing of
information; and
(10) The duration of the agreement, under what circumstances the parties may
terminate the agreement, and the consequences of breaching the provisions in the
agreement.
NEW SECTION. See. 63. The department of social and health services may
adopt rules to implement this chapter.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 64. RCW 43.06A.040 and 1996 c 131 s 5 are each
repealed.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 65. Sections 9 through 13 of this act constitute a new
chapter in Title 74 RCW.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 66. Sections 60 through 63 of this act constitute a new
chapter in Title 26 RCW.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 67. Sections 8 through 14 and 17 through 34 of this
act apply only to incidents occurring on or after January 1, 1998.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 68. Sections 8 through 13 and 21 through 34 of this
act take effect January 1, 1998.
*NEW SECTION. Sec. 69. Sections 14 through 19 of this act take effect
April 1, 1998.
*Sec. 69 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*NEW SECTION. Sec. 70. Sections 7 and 20 of this act are necessaryfor
the immediate preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of
the state government and its existing public institutions,and take effect July 1,
1997.
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*Sec. 70 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION, Sec. 71. Sections 56 and 57 of this act are necessary for the
immediate preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of the state
government and its existing public institutions, and take effect July 1, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 26, 1997.
Passed the House April 26, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 15, 1997, with the exception of certain items
that were vetoed.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 15, 1997.
Note: Governor's explanation of partial veto is as follows:
"Iam returning herewith, without my approval as to sections 2. 3,4, 6, 8, 14, 20, 36
through 39, 46, 58, 59, 69 and 70, Engrossed Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5710
entitled:
"AN ACT Relating to reform of social and health services;"
This legislation addresses a number of issues related to services for children and
families. I support anumber of the proposed measures included in this bill, including the
further development of an alternative response system for families in which abuse and
neglect is a matter of concern, but not yet aserious danger to the health and safety of the
children.
Within the portions of E2SSB 5710 that I have signed, the bill provides the authority
to create the position of "Social Worker V" in the Division of Children and Family
Services ("DCFS"); further develops an alternative response system of services for families
where there has been an indication of child abuse or neglect, but where the risk of danger
to the children is regarded as low; provides for avoluntary placement agreement, instead
of a termination of parental rights, for families of developmentally disabled children
receiving intensive support services; requires the Department of Social and Health Services
("DSHS") to segregate sexually aggressive youth from other populations under the
authority of Juvenile Rehabilitation Administration and DCFS; and, extends a tax credit
for the construction of facilities for youth in crisis.
Sections 2. 3.4. and 6
I support giving DSHS the flexibility to create a Social Worker V position and to
undertake planning for the deployment of those workers. Sections 2, 3, 4 and 6 do not
allow for the flexibility to implement these positions within already scarce resources.
This section, relating to the placement of achild under the care of DCFS, was enacted
as part of ESSB 5491, which I have already signed.
Sections 14 and 20
l am vetoing sections 14 and 20 which require a transfer of certain developmentally
disabled children from DCFS to the Division of Developmental Disabilities ("DDD"). At
the same time, I am directing DSHS to begin planning now for the transfer. DSHS will
prepare for this transfer to take place as soon as April 1, 1998. When this transfer occurs,
the quality of services provided to the developmentally disabled youngsters through DDD
and to the child victims of abuse and neglect served by DCFS should both improve.
The transfer will require the provision of sufficient funds to permit DDD to develop
the expertise to handle complicated out-of-home placements, and the authority to transfer
funds between DSHS divisions to permit an adequate level of care for the children who
will be served by DDD. I request the legislature to clearly grant DSHS the necessary
budget transfer authority as soon as possible in the next legislative session, so that the
transfer may occur.
Sections 36 through 39
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These sections attempt to correct erroneous citations in our statutes. However, a
wrong citation is stated. It isbetter to leave in place the current interpretations than to add
to the confusion. A part of the necessary corrections were made in ESSB 5491.
This section requires child protective services and child welfare services to be
provided by different employees. I have vetoed section 46 because it does not allow DSHS
the flexibility to make use of a team approach to some of their cases and would also
present aproblem in small, rural areas where there are alimited number of staff to perform
these duties.
Sections 58 and 59
These sections relate to harboring and contributing to the delinquency of a minor.
They reiterate the existing law and make no meaningful changes.
Sections 69 and 70
These sections provide effective dates of April 1, 1998 for sections 14 through 19,
and July I, 1997 for sections 7 and 20. By vetoing sections 69 and 70, and with sections
14 and 20 vetoed, sections 7 and 15 through 19 will become effective 90 days after the
session. These sections are rendered unnecessary by the other section vetoes.
For these reasons I have vetoed sections 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 14, 20, 36 through 39, 46, 58,
59, 69 and 70 of Engrossed Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5710.
With the exception of sections 2, 3.4,6, 8, 14, 20, 36 through 39, 46, 58, 59, 69 and
70 Engrossed Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5710 is approved."

CHAPTER 387
[Substitute Senate Bill 5827]
COLLECTION OF GOVERNMENTAL DEBT BY COLLECTION AGENCIES-CRIME VICTIM
RESTITUTION-RECOVERY OF COSTS
AN ACT Relating to fees for judicial and nonjudicial collection of governmental debt by
collection agencies; and amending RCW 19.16.500.
Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 19.16.500 and 1982 c 65 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)(a) Agencies, departments, taxing districts, political subdivisions of the
state, counties, and ((inerportrted)) cities may retain, by written contract,

collection agencies licensed under this chapter for the purpose of collecting public
debts owed by any person, including any restitution that is being collected on
behalf of a crime victim,

(b) Any governmental entity as described in (a) of this subsection using a
collection agency may add a reasonable fee. payable by the debtor, to the
outstanding debt for the collection agency fee incurred or to be incurred. The

amount to be paid for collection services shall be left to the agreement of the
governmental entity and its collection agency or agencies, but a contingent fee of
up to fifty percent of the first one hundred thousand dollars of the unpaid debt per
account and up to thirty-five percent of the unpaid debt over one hundred thousand

dollars per account is reasonable, and a minimum fee of the full amount of the debt
up to one hundred dollars per account is reasonable, Any fee agreement entered
into by a governmental entity is presumotively reasonable.
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(2) No debt may be assigned to a collection agency unless (a)there has been
an attempt to advise the debtor (i) of the existence of the debt and (ii) that the debt
may be assigned to a collection agency for collection if the debt is not paid, and (b)
at least thirty days have elapsed from the time ((the)) notice was ((sent)) attempted.
(3) Collection agencies assigned debts under this section shall have only those
remedies and powers which would be available to them as assignees of private
creditors.
(4) For purposes of this section, the term debt shall include fines and other
debts, including the fee required under subsection (l)(b) of this section.
Passed the Senate April 22, 1997.
Passed the House April 10, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 15, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 15, 1997.
CHAPTER 388
[Senate Bill 5402]
TAX EXEMPTIONS FOR NONPROFIT CAMPS AND CONFERENCE CENTERS
AN ACT Relating to tax exemptions for nonprofit camps and nonprofit conference centers;
adding a new section to chapter 82.04 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 82.08 RCW; and
providing an effective date.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. A new section is added to chapter 82.04 RCW to
read as follows:
This chapter does not apply to amounts received by a nonprofit organization
from the sale or furnishing of the following items at a camp or conference center
conducted on property exempt from property tax under RCW 84.36.030 (1), (2),
or (3):
(I) Lodging, conference and meeting rooms, camping facilities, parking, and
similar licenses to use real property;
(2) Food and meals;
(3) Books, tapes, and other products that are available exclusively to the
participants at the camp, conference, or meeting and are not available to the public
at large.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 2. A new section is added to chapter 82.08 RCW to
read as follows:
The tax levied by RCW 82.08.020 shall not apply to a sale made at a camp or
conference center if the gross income from the sale is exempt under section I of
this act.
NEW SECTION1
Sec. 3. This act takes effect October 1, 1997.
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Passed the Senate April 11, 1997.
Passed the House April 18, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 15, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 15, 1997.

CHAPTER 389
[Second Substitute Senate Bill 58861
FISHERIES ENHANCEMENT AND HABITAT RESTORATION
AN ACT Relating to the regional fisheries enhancement program; amending RCW 75.50.080
and 75.50.160; adding new sections to chapter 75.50 RCW; and creating new sections.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. (1) The legislature finds that:
(a) Currently, many of the salmon stocks on the Washington coast and in
Puget Sound are severely depressed and may soon be listed under the federal
endangered species act.
(b) Immediate action is needed to reverse the severe decline of this resource
and ensure its very survival.
(c) The cooperation and participation of private landowners is crucial in efforts
to restore and enhance salmon populations.
(d) Regional fisheries enhancement groups have been exceptionally successful
in their efforts to work with private landowners to restore and enhance salmon
habitat on private lands.
(e) State funding for regional fisheries enhancement groups has been declining
and is a significant limitation to current fisheries enhancement and habitat
restoration efforts.
(f) Therefore, a stable funding source is essential to the success of the regional
enhancement groups and their efforts to work cooperatively with private
landowners to restore salmon resources.
(2) The legislature further finds that:
(a) The increasing population and continued development throughout the state,
and the transportation system needed to serve this growth, have exacerbated
problems associated with culverts, creating barriers to fish passage.
(b) These barriers obstruct habitat and have resulted in reduced production and
survival of anadromous and resident fish at a time when salmonid stocks continue
to decline.
(c) Current state laws do not appropriately direct resources for the correction
of fish passage obstructions related to transportation facilities.
(d) Current fish passage management efforts related to transportation projects
lack necessary coordination on a watershed, regional, and state-wide basis, have
inadequate funding, and fail to maximize use of available resources.
(e) Therefore, the legislature finds that the department of transportation and
the department of fish and wildlife should work with state, tribal, local
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government, and volunteer entities to develop a coordinated, watershed-based fish
passage barrier removal program.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 2. A new section is added to chapter 75.50 RCW to
read as follows:
The department may provide start-up funds to regional fisheries enhancement
groups for costs associated with any enhancement project. The regional fisheries
enhancement group advisory board and the department shall develop guidelines for
providing funds to the regional fisheries enhancement groups.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 3. A new section is added to chapter 75.50 RCW to
read as follows:
The regional fisheries enhancement salmonid recovery account is created in
the state treasury. All receipts from federal sources and moneys from state sources
specified by law must be deposited into the account, Moneys in the account may
be spent only after appropriation. Expenditures from the account may be used for
the sole purpose of fisheries enhancement and habitat restoration by regional
fisheries enhancement groups.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. The regional fisheries enhancement group advisory
board shall conduct a study of federal, state, and local Permitting requirements for
fisheries enhancement and habitat restoration projects. The study shall identify
redundant, conflicting, or duplicative permitting requirements and rules, and shall
make recommendations for streamlining and improving the permitting process.
The results of the study shall be reported to the senate natural resources and parks
committee and the house of representatives natural resources committee by
November 1, 1997.
Sec. 5. RCW 75.50.080 and 1993 sp.s. c 2 s 47 are each amended to read as
follows:
Regional fisheries enhancement groups, consistent with the long-term regional
policy statements developed under RCW 75.50.020, shall seek to:
(1) Enhance the salmon and steelhead resources of the state;
(2) Maximize volunteer efforts and private donations to improve the salmon
and steelhead resources for all citizens;
(3) Assist the department in achieving the goal to double the state-wide
salmon and steelhead catch by the year 2000 ((under chapter 214, Lawsof 198));
and
(4) Develop projects designed to supplement the fishery enhancement
capability of the department.
Sec. 6. RCW 75.50.160 and 1995 c 367 s 2 are each amended to read as
frllows:

The ((d.parmnt' habitat d-izr. shall work wih)) department and the
department of transportation shall convene a fish passage barrier removal task
force, The task force shall consist of one representative each from the department,
the department of transportation, the department of ecology, tribes, cities, counties,
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((and)) a business organization, an environmental organization. regional fisheries
enhancement groups, and other interested entities as deemed appropriate by the
cochairs, The persons representing the department and the department of
transportation shall serve as cochairs of the task force and shall appoint members
to the task force, The task force shall make recommendations to ((develep-a))
expand the program in RCW 75,50.170 to identify and expedite the removal of
human-made or caused impediments to anadromous fish passage in the most
efficient manner practical. Program recommendations shall include a funding
mechanism and other necessary mechanisms to coordinate and prioritize state,
tribal, local, and volunteer efforts within each water resource inventory area. A
priority shall be given to projects that immediately increase access to available and
improved spawning and rearing habitat for depressed, threatened, and endangered
stocks. The department or the department of transportation may contract with
cities and counties to assist in the identification and removal of impediments to
anadromous fish passage.
A report on the ((progress of impediment idntiflitio and rit.val and the
need--fo)) recommendations to develop a program to identify and remove fish
passage barriers and any additional legislative action needed to implement the
program shall be submitted to the ((senate and the house of representatives natral
resaurees)) appropriate standing committees of the legislature no later than
((January.,996)) December 1. 1997.
Passed the Senate April 26, 1997.
Passed the House April 25, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 15, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 15, 1997.
CHAPTER 390
[Substitute House Bill 16201
CORPORATE PRACTICE OF MEDICINE
AN ACT Relating to abrogating the corporate practice of medicine doctrine; amending RCW
18.100.040, 18.100.050, and 25.04.720; reenacting and amending RCW 25.15.045; creating new
sections; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
*NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. The legislaturefinds that the corporatepractice
of medicine doctrine,as most recently articulatedin the case of Morelli v. Ehsan,
is an impediment to innovativepracticearrangementsnecessaryfor the health
care reform process to move forward as to physicians licensed pursuant to
chapter 18.71 RCW and osteopathic physicians licensed pursuant to chapter
18.57 RCW, The doctrine restricts,at a minimum, who can employ physicians,
who can own a physician practice office, and who can derive profits from
physician practice. The legislatureintends to abrogatethe doctrine as to all
those elements andas to any other elements of the doctrine as recognized by the
courts in the past, currently, or in the future.
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*Sec. I was vetoed. See message at end or chapter.

*Sec. 2. RCW 18.100.040 and 1969 c 122 s 4 are each amended to readas

follows:
(1 This chaptershall not apply to any individuals or groups of individuals
within this state who prior to the passage of this chapter were permitted to
organize a corporationandperform personalservices to the public by means of
a corporation,and this chaptershall not apply to any corporationorganized by
such individual or group of individuals prior to the passage of this chapter:
PROVIDED, That any such individual or group of individuals or any such
corporationmay bring themselves and such corporationwithin the provisions
of this chapterby amending the articles of incorporationin such a manner so
as to be consistent with all the provisions of this chapter and by affirmatively
stating in the amended articles of incorporationthat the shareholders have
elected to bring the corporationwithin the provisions of this chapter.
(2) The corporatepracticeof medicine doctrine as it aplies to health care
practitioners,other than dentists and veterinarianslicensedpursuantto chapters
18,32 and 18,92 RCW respectively, is hereby abrogated in whole, although
nothing in this section is meant to affect the ethical obligations of health care
practitioners. This abrogationshall not be construed to authorize anyone to
require health care practitioners to violate federal, state or local law, In
construing this abrogation, courts shall not apply rules of legislative
interpretationthat result in narrowly construingthis abrogationbecause it is in
derogationof common law.
(3) Except for dentists and veterinarianslicensedpursuantto chapters 18.32
and 18.92 RCW respectively, any nerson, includinga health carepractitioner.
may use any otherwise lawful tpe of business organization to provide health
care professional services. Health care practitioners may elect to use the
professionalform of a business organization to provide professionalservices as
otherwisepermitted by law,
(4) A professional corporation,professional limited liability company. or
professionallimited liability partnershipmay convert to a business corporation,
limited liability company, or limited liability partnershipby so amending its
articles of incorporation,certificate of formation, or other basic business
oreanizationdocument as the case may be andfiling the amendment with the
state,
*Sec. 2 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Sec. 3. RCW 18.100.050 and 1996 c 22 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) An individual or group of individuals duly licensed or otherwise legally
authorized to render the same professional services within this state may organize
and become a shareholder or shareholders of a professional corporation for
pecuniary profit under the provisions of Title 23B RCW for the purpose of
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rendering professional service. One or more of the legally authorized individuals
shall be the incorporators of the professional corporation.
(2) Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, registered architects
and registered engineers may own stock in and render their individual professional
services through one professional service corporation.
(3) Licensed health care professionals, providing services to enrolled
participants either directly or through arrangements with a health maintenance
organization registered under chapter 48.46 RCW or federally qualified health
maintenance organization, may own stock in and render their individual
professional services through one professional service corporation.
(4) Professionals may organize a nonprofit nonstock corporation under this
chapter and chapter 24.03 RCW to provide professional services, and the
provisions of this chapter relating to stock and referring to Title 23B RCW shall
not apply to any such corporation.
(5)(a) Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, health care
professionals who are licensed or certified pursuant to chapters 18.06, 18.19,
18.22, 18.25, 18.29, 18.34, 18.35, 18.36A, 18.50, 18.53, 18.55, 18,57, 18.57A.
18.64, 18,71, 18.71A. 18.79, 18.83, 18.89, 18.108, and 18.138 RCW may own
stock in and render their individual professional services through one professional
service corporation and are to be considered, for the purpose of forming a
professional service corporation, as rendering the "same specific professional
services" or "same professional services" or similar terms.
(b) ((N.twhsan n g ny ah pr".
.sic. f this haptr,
..- health rprofessioals wo.are lieInsd pursuant toehpters 18.57 and 18.71 RGII
I may

own steek in.and render their individua! professional seryiees. through one
prefessionaal
' fiop
n~1 an~d are to be ccrnsidered, for the purpose of
forng a ProfcsQicRRn scrvoic earperation, as rende~rng the "stimc spcii
profession~al seryiees" or "same prefessional seryiees" or similaer taerms.
-(e)))Formation of a professional service corporation under this subsection
does not restrict the application of the uniform disciplinary act under chapter
18.130 RCW, or applicable health care professional statutes under Title 18 RCW,
including but not limited to restrictions on persons practicing a health profession
without being appropriately credentialed and persons practicing beyond the scope
of their credential.
Sec. 4. RCW 25.15.045 and 1996 c 231 s 7 and 1996 c 22 s 2 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
(1) A person or group of persons licensed or otherwise legally authorized to
render professional services within this state may organize and become amember
or members of aprofessional limited liability company under the provisions of this
chapter for the purposes of rendering professional service. A "professional limited
liability company" is subject to all the provisions of chapter 18.100 RCW that
apply to a professional corporation, and its managers, members, agents, and
employees shall be subject to all the provisions of chapter 18.100 RCW that apply
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to the directors, officers, shareholders, agents, or employees of a professional
corporation, except as provided otherwise in this section. Nothing in this section
prohibits a person duly licensed or otherwise legally authorized to render
professional services in any jurisdiction other than this state from becoming a
member of a professional limited liability company organized for the purpose of
rendering the same professional services. Nothing in this section prohibits a
professional limited liability company from rendering professional services outside
this state through individuals who are not duly licensed or otherwise legally
authorized to render such professional services within this state. Notwithstanding
RCW 18.100.065, persons engaged in a profession and otherwise meeting the
requirements of this chapter may operate under this chapter as a professional
limited liability company so long as each member personally engaged in the
practice of the profession in this state is duly licensed or otherwise legally
authorized to practice the profession in this state and:
(a) At least one manager of the company is duly licensed or otherwise legally
authorized to practice the profession in this state; or
(b) Each member in charge of an office of the company in this state is duly
licensed or otherwise legally authorized to practice the profession in this state.
(2) If the company's members are required to be licensed to practice such
profession, and the company fails to maintain for itself and for its members
practicing in this state a policy of professional liability insurance, bond, or other
evidence of financial responsibility of a kind designated by rule by the state
insurance commissioner and in the amount of at least one million dollars or a
greater amount as the state insurance commissioner may establish by rule for a
licensed profession or for any specialty within a profession, taking into account the
nature and size of the business, then the company's members are personally liable
to the extent that, had the insurance, bond, or other evidence of responsibility been
maintained, it would have covered the liability in question.
(3) For purposes of applying the provisions.of chapter 18.100 RCW to a
professional limited liability company, the terms "director" or "officer" means
manager, "shareholder" means member, "corporation" means professional limited
liability company, "articles of incorporation" means certificate of formation,
"shares" or "capital stock" means a limited liability company interest,
"incorporator" means the person who executes the certificate of formation, and
"bylaws" means the limited liability company agreement.
(4) The name of a professional limited liability company must contain either
the words "Professional Limited Liability Company," or the words "Professional
Limited Liability" and the abbreviation "Co.," or the abbreviation "P.L.L.C." or
"PLLC" provided that the name of a professional limited liability company
organized to render dental services shall contain the full names or surnames of all
members and no other word than "chartered" or the words "professional services"
or the abbreviation "P.L.L.C." or "PLLC."
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(5)Subject to the provisions in article VII of this chapter, the following may
be a member of a professional limited liability company and may be the transferee
of the interest of an ineligible person or deceased member of the professional
limited liability company:
(a) A professional corporation, if its shareholders, directors, and its officers
other than the secretary and the treasurer, are licensed or otherwise legally
authorized to render the same specific professional services as the professional
limited liability company; and
(b) Another professional limited liability company, if the managers and
members of both professional limited liability companies are licensed or otherwise
legally authorized to render the same specific professional services.
(6)(a) Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, health care
professionals who are licensed or certified pursuant to chapters 18.06, 18.19,
18.22, 18.25, 18.29, 18.34, 18.35, 18.36A, 18.50, 18.53, 18.55, 1857, 18.57A.
18.64, 18.71, 18,71A. 18.79, 18.83, 18.89, 18.108, and 18.138 RCW may own
membership interests in and render their individual professional services through
one limited liability company and are to be considered, for the purpose of forming
a limited liability company, as rendering the "same specific professional services"
or "same professional services" or similar terms.
(b) ((Notwithstanding any other provision of this haptr,
,.,
health r
professioals who are lieeased pursuant to ehapters 18.57 and 18.71 RCW"May
membership i.nerests in and render their indiidual professional se i
ow

through one limited li tility eompany and are to be eansid..,.J, for the purposeao
forminr-g at limited liability cornparny, its rendering the "same spcciFic prefessionali
seryiees" or "same professionali scryiees" or similar terms.
-(e))) Formation of a limited liability company under this subsection does not
restrict the application of the uniform disciplinary act under chapter 18.130 RCW,
or any applicable health care professional statutes under Title 18 RCW, including
but not limited to restrictions on persons practicing a health profession without
being appropriately credentialed and persons practicing beyond the scope of their
credential.
Sec. 5. RCW 25.04.720 and 1996 c 231 s 4 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) A person or group of persons licensed or otherwise legally authorized to
render professional services, as defined in RCW 18.100.030, within this state may
organize and become a member or members of a limited liability partnership under
the provisions of this chapter for the purposes of rendering professional service.
Nothing in this section prohibits a person duly licensed or otherwise legally
authorized to render professional services in any jurisdiction other than this state
from becoming a member of a limited liability partnership organized for the
purpose of rendering the same professional services. Nothing in this section
prohibits a limited liability partnership from rendering professional services outside
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this state through individuals who are not duly licensed or otherwise legally
authorized to render such professional services within this state.
(2)(a) Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, health care
professionals who are licensed or certified pursuant to chapters 18.06, 18.19,
18.22, 18.25, 18.29, 18.34, 18.35, 18.36A, 18.50, 18.53, 18.55, 18.57. 18.57A.
18.64, 18,71, 18.71A 18.79, 18.83, 18.89, 18.108, and 18.138 RCW may join and
render their individual professional services through one limited liability
partnership and are to be considered, for the purpose of forming a limited liability
partnership, as rendering the "same specific professional services" or "same
professional services" or similar terms.
(b) ((Netwithst.ding tiny other pr-visio.n of this hap.r, health .r
professionals who are liccrnsed pursuant to ehapters 18.57 and 18.71 RCW mtay
Jlir and renderI thei
l
dividual professioal servIcca through one lilitd liability
pa.-itllmhip and are ta be eansidered, for the purpose of fortiig a limited liability
partnership, as rendering !he "same speeifie professional serviees" or "saffia
professional serviees" or siiliar tcrms.
- (e))) Formation of alimited liability partnership under this subsection does not
restrict the application of the uniform disciplinary act under chapter 18.130 RCW,
or any applicable health care professional statutes under Title 18 RCW, including
but not limited to restrictions on persons practicing a health profession without
being appropriately credentialed and persons practicing beyond the scope of their
credential.
*NEW SECTION. Sec. 6. This act applies retroactively to January1, 1997.
*Sec. 6 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*NEW SECTION. Sec. 7. This act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of the state
government and its existing public institutions,and takes effect immediately.
*Sec. 7 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Passed the House April 19, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 15, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 15, 1997, with the exception of certain items
that were vetoed.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 15, 1997.
Note: Governor's explanation of partial veto is as follows:
"Iam returning herewith, without my approval as to sections I, 2, 6 and 7, Substitute
House Bill No. 1620 entitled:
"AN ACT Relating to abrogating the corporate practice of medicine doctrine;"
Sections I and 2 of Substitute House Bill No. 1620 would have abrogated the
corporate practice of medicine doctrine, as most recently articulated in Morelli v. Ehsan,
110 Wn.2d 555, 756 P.2d 129 (1988), on the basis that the doctrine is an impediment to
the development of health care reform.

The corporate practice of medicine doctrine states that acorporation cannot engage
in the practice of a learned profession through licensed employees unless legislatively

authorized. (Morelli at 561) In essence, the doctrine prevents non-doctors from being
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shareholders in corporations, partners in partnerships, or members of limited liability
companieq formed to practice medicine.
While I completely agree that the law should not inhibit the development of
corporations and other entities to enhance business opportunities in the medical field,
abrogation of the doctrine could have unintended consequences. Abrogation would make
it far easier for unscrupulous individuals to engage in insurance fraud, a growing problem
in this state and nationally.
I urge insurance companies and other interested parties work with the legislature to
develop legislation that would adequately address the problems the corporate practice of
medicine doctrine is designed to prevent, yet also make Washington law more
accommodating to modem forms of medical business entities.
Sections 6 and 7 would make the bill effective retroactively, to January 1, 1997.
Retroactive application of this bill is unnecessary.
For these reasons, I have vetoed sections 1,2, 6 and 7 of Substitute House Bill No.
1620.
With the exception of sections I,2, 6 and 7, Substitute House Bill No. 1620 is
approved."

CHAPTER 391
(Substitute Senate Bill 5483]
WHITEWATER RIVER OUTFITTERS-LICENSING
AN ACT Relating to licensing whitewater river outfitters; amending RCW 88.12.010, 88.12.235,
88.12,245, 88.12.255, 88.12.265, 88.12.275, and 19.02.050; adding new sections to chapter 88.12
RCW; prescribing penalties; and providing an effective date.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:

Sec. 1. RCW 88.12.010 and 1993 c 244 s 5 are each amended to read as
follows:
Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the definitions in this section

apply throughout this chapter.
(I) "Boat wastes" includes, but is not limited to, sewage, garbage, marine
debris, plastics, contaminated bilge water, cleaning solvents, paint scrapings, or
discarded pctroleum products associated with the use of vessels.
(2) "Boater" means any person on a vessel on waters of the state of
Washington.
(3) "Carrying passengers for hire" means carrying passengers in a vessel on
waters of the state for valuable consideration, whether given directly or indirectly
or received by the owner, agent, operator, or other person having an interest in the
vessel. This shall not include trips where expenses for food, transportation, or
incidentals are shared by participants on an even basis. Anyone receiving
compensation for skills or money for amortization of equipment and carrying
passengers shall be considered to be carrying passengers for hire on waters of the
state.
(4) "Commission" means the state parks and recreation commission.
(5) "Darkness" means that period between sunset and sunrise.
(6) "Environmentally sensitive area" means arestricted body of water where
discharge of untreated sewage from boats is especially detrimental because of
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limited flushing, shallow water, commercial or recreational shellfish, swimming
areas, diversity of species, the absence of other pollution sources, or other
characteristics.
(7) "Guide" means any individual, including but not limited to subcontractors
and indepgndent contractors, engaged for compensation or other consideration by
a whitewater river outfitter for the purpose of operating vessels. A person licensed
under RCW 77,32.211 or 75,28,780 and acting as a fishing guide is not considered
a guide for the purposes of this chapter,
L) "Marina" means a facility providing boat moorage space, fuel, or
commercial services. Commercial services include but are not limited to overnight
or live-aboard boating accommodations.
(((8))) (9 "Motor driven boats and vessels" means all boats and vessels which
are self propelled.
(((9))) (10) "Muffler" or "muffler system" means a sound suppression device
or system, including an underwater exhaust system, designed and installed to abate
the sound of exhaust gases emitted from an internal combustion engine and that
prevents excessive or unusual noise.
(((-1-0))) (11) "Operate" means to steer, direct, or otherwise have physical
control of a vessel that is underway.
(((--"))) (12) "Operator" means an individual who steers, directs, or otherwise
has physical control of a vessel that is underway or exercises actual authority to
control the person at the helm.
(((---))) (f1 "Observer" means the individual riding in a vessel who is
responsible for observing a water skier at all times.
(((-3))) (14) "Owner" means a person who has a lawful right to possession of
a vessel by purchase, exchange, gift, lease, inheritance, or legal action whether or
not the vessel is subject to a security interest.
(((-4))) (15) "Person" means any individual, sole proprietorship. partnership,
corporation, nonprofit corporation or organization, limited liability company, firm,
association, or other legal entity located within or outside this state,
(16) "Personal flotation device" means a buoyancy device, life preserver,
buoyant vest, ring buoy, or buoy cushion that is designed to float a person in the
water and that is approved by the commission.
(((--5))) (17) "Personal watercraft" means a vessel of less than sixteen feet that
uses a motor powering a water jet pump, as its primary source of motive power and
that is designed to be operated by a person sitting, standing, or kneeling on, or
being towed behind the vessel, rather than in the conventional manner of sitting or
standing inside the vessel.
(((+6))) (18) "Polluted area" means a body of water used by boaters that is
contaminated by boat wastes at unacceptable levels, based on applicable water
quality and shellfish standards.
(((--))) (19) "Public entities" means all elected or appointed bodies, including
tribal governments, responsible for collecting and spending public funds.
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(((--8)) (20) "Reckless" or "recklessly" means acting carelessly and heedlessly
in a willful and wanton disregard of the rights, safety, or property of another.
((-9-)) (21) "Sewage pumpout or dump unit" means:
(a) A receiving chamber or tank designed to receive vessel sewage from a
"porta-potty" or a portable container; and
(b) A stationary or portable mechanical device on land, a dock, pier, float,
barge, vessel, or other location convenient to boaters, designed to remove sewage
waste from holding tanks on vessels.
(((R0))) (22) "Underway" means that a vessel is not at anchor, or made fast to
the shore, or aground.
(((--)) (23) "Vessel" includes every description of watercraft on the water,
other than a seaplane, used or capable of being used as a means of transportation
on the water. However, it does not include inner tubes, air mattresses, and small
rafts or flotation devices or toys customarily used by swimmers.
((--))) (24) "Water skiing" means the physical act of being towed behind a
vessel on, but not limited to, any skis, aquaplane, kneeboard, tube, or any other
similar device.
(((-3))) (25) "Waters of the state" means any waters within the territorial
limits of Washington state.
(((24))) (26) "Whitewater river outfitter" means any person who is advertising
to carry or carries passengers for hire on any whitewater river of the state, but does
not include any person whose only service on a given trip is providing instruction
in canoeing or kayaking skills,
(27) "Whitewater rivers of the state" means those rivers and streams, or parts
thereof, within the boundaries of the state as listed in RCW 88.12.265 or as
designated by the commission under section 10 of this act.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 2. A new section is added to chapter 88.12 RCW to
read as follows:
(1) No person shall act in the capacity of a paid whitewater river outfitter, or
advertise in any newspaper or magazine or any other trade publication, or represent
himself or herself as a whitewater river outfitter in the state, without first obtaining
a whitewater river outfitter's license from the department of licensing in accordance
with RCW 88.12.275.
(2) Every whitewater river outfitter's license must, at all times, be
conspicuously placed on the premises set forth in the license.
Sec. 3. RCW 88.12.235 and 1993 c 244 s 27 are each amended to read as
follows:
Except as provided in RCW 88.12.275(((-3))), the commission of a prohibited
act or the omission of a required act under RCW ((88,12.250)) 88.12.245 through
88.12.275 constitutes a misdemeanor, punishable as provided under RCW
9.92.030.
Sec. 4. RCW 88.12.245 and 1993 c 244 s 30 are each amended to read as
follows:
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(1)
While carrying passengers for hire on whitewater rivers in this state, the
licensed whitewater river outfitter shall
comply with the following requirements at the beginning of every trip:
(a) If using inflatable vessels, use only vessels with three or more separate air
chambers;
(b)Ensure that all passengers ((and ,peraers)) are wearing a securely fastened
United States coast guard-approved type V personal flotation device of the proper
size. and that all guides are wearing a securely fastened United States coast guardapproved type III or type V personal flotation device;
(c) Ensure that ((each vcscl has acccssible)) a spare United States coast
guard-approved type III or type V personal flotation device in good repair is
accessible to all vessels on each tri;
(d) Ensure that each vessel has on it a bagged throwable line with a floating
line and bag;
(e) Ensure that each vessel has accessible an adequate first-aid kit;
(f)
Ensure that each vessel has a spare propelling device;
(g) Ensure that a repair kit and air pump are accessible to inflatable vessel;

((pceratir and
.))owncr oF the....

(("d))

(h) Ensure that equipment to prevent and treat hypothermia is accessible to all
vessels on a tripLand
(i) Ensure that each vessel is operated by a guide who has complied with the
requirements of subsection (2) of this section.
(2) No person may ((operatc on the whi..watr rivers of this state a -cvssel
.. ,zyin
ersfor hire unless thc
iprson)) act as a guide unless the individual
is at least eighteen years of age and has:
(_aSuccessfully completed a lifesaving training course meeting standards
adopted by the commissionj
(b)
Completed a program of guide training on whitewater rivers, conduct.d
by a guide instructor, which program must run for a minimum of fifty hours on a
whitewater river and must include at least the following elements:
(i) Equipment preparation and boat rigging:
(ii) Reading river characteristics including currents, eddies, rapids, and
hazards:
(iii) Methods of scouting and running rapids:
(iv) River rescue techniques. including emergency procedures and equipment
recovery: and
(v) Communications with clients, including paddling and safety instructionand
(c) Completed at least one trip on an entire section of whitewater river before
carrying passengers for hire in a vessel on any such section of whitewater river,
(3)
Aguide instructor must have traveled at least one thousand five hundred
river miles, seven hundred fifty of which must have been while acting as a guide.
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(4) Any person conducting guide training on whitewater rivers shall, upon
request of a guide trainee, issue proof of completion to the guide completing the
required training program.
Sec. 5. RCW 88.12.255 and 1993 c 244 s 31 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) ((Vcsscl opcrmatr; tnd pascngcrs)) Whitewater river outfitters and guides
on any trip carrying passengers for hire on whitewater rivers of the state shall not
allow the use of alcohol during the course of a trip on a whitewater river section
in this state.
(2)Any vessel carrying passengers for hire on any whitewater river section in
this state must be accompanied by at least one other vessel ((urdcr the.u...... .
of thc same opcrator or w,.r or)) being operated by a ((person registered u,,d,,
RW 88.12.24-5)) licensed whitewater river outfitter or ((an operater)) gide
under the direction or control of a ((persa. r.gis...d under RC'. 88. 12.275))
licensed whitewater river outfitter.
Sec. 6. RCW 88.12.265 and 1986 c 217 s 8 are each amended to read as
follows:
Whitewater river sections include but are not limited to:
(1)Green river above Flaming Geyser state park;
(2) Klickitat river above the confluence with Summit creek;
(3) Methow river below the town of Carlton;
(4) Sauk river above the town of Darrington;
(5) Skagit river above Bacon creek;
(6) Suiattle river;
(7) Tieton river below Rimrock dam;
(8) Skykomish river below Sunset Falls and above the Highway 2 bridge one
mile east of the town of Gold Bar;
(9)Wenatchee river above the Wenatchee county park at the town of Monitor;
(10) White Salmon river; and
(I1) Any other section of river designated a "whitewater river section" by the
((ircratgcncy ... mit... c outdoor r.. atio._. Suh river s.tios sll be cla
two or greater dffiulty under the interati al scale i.w.hitiwater
of
Jffieulty))
commission under section 10 of this act.
Sec. 7. RCW 88.12.275 and 1995 c 399 s 216 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)((Any pcrs cin
paa-rs for hire on whitwat r riy r s.cctions in
this state may gi -a .ith !he deptnmeni of lieenging. Each registraic
application shall be submittcd annually on tt fer provided by the department at
lieensing)) The department of licensing shall issue a whitewater river outfitter's
license to an applicant who submits a completed application, pays the required fee.
and complies with the requirements of this section,
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(2) An applicant for a whitewater river outfitter's license shall make
application upon a form provided by the department of licensing, The form must
be submitted annually and ((s*4H)) include the following information:
(a) The name, residence address, and residence telephone number, and the
business name, address, and telephone number of the ((registrant)) applicant;
(b)Certification that all employees, subcontractors, or independent contractors
hired as guides meet training standards under RCW 88.12.245(2) before carrying
any passengers for hire:
W.. Proof that the ((regimran!)) applicant has liability insurance for aminimum
of three hundred thousand dollars per claim for occurrences by the ((registrant))
applicant and the ((regisira'9)) applicant's employees that result in bodily injury
or property damage, All guides must be covered by the applicant's insurance

polic; ((and

--())(LU Certification that the ((regiswanf)) applicant will maintain the
insurance for a period of not less than one year from the date of ((registra'tion))
issuance of the license: and
(e)Certification by the applicant that for aperiod of not less than twenty-four
months immediately preceding the application the applicant:
(i) Has not had a license. permit. or certificate to carry passengers for hire on
a river revoked by another state or by an agency of the government of the United
States due to a conviction for a violation of safety or insurance coverage
requirements no more stringent than the requirements of this chapter@ and
(ii) Has not been denied the right to apply for a license, permit. or certificate
to carry passengers for hire on a river by another state.
(((-2))) LL The department of licensing shall charge a fee for each application,
to be set in accordance with RCW 43.24.086.
(((3))) (4) Any person advertising or representing ((themselves)) himself or
herself as ((ha;'ing r .gitrd
u der this scctic)) a whitewater river outfitter who
is not currently ((registered)) licensed is guilty of a gross misdemeanor.
(((4))) (L The department of licensing shall submit annually a list of
((regitered)) licensed persons and companies to the department of community,
trade, and economic development, tourism promotion division.
(((5))) () If an insurance company cancels or refuses to renew insurance for

a ((rg.tran. during the po d
.o.strati.))
licensee, the insurance company
shall notify the department of licensing in writing of the termination of coverage
and its effective date not less than thirty days before the effective date of
termination.
(a)Upon receipt of an iisurance company termination notice, the department
of licensing shall send written notice to the ((regstfrnt)) licnse that on the
effective date of termination the department of licensing will suspend the
((registraiior,)) fies unless proof of insurance as required by this section isfiled
with the department of licensing before the effective date of the termination.
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(b) If an insurance company fails to give notice of coverage termination, this
failure shall not have the effect of continuing the coverage.
(c) The department of licensing may suspend ((cr rcvoke rcgistration)) a
license inder this section if the ((registrant)) licens fails to maintain in full force
and effect the insurance required by this section.
(((6))) (7)
The state of Washington shall be immune from any civil action
arising from (( -re-is*tatien))the issuance of a license under this section.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 8. A new section is added to chapter 88.12 RCW to
read as follows:
Within five days after conviction for any of the provisions of RCW 88.12.245
through 88.12.275, the court shall forward a copy of the judgment to the
department of licensing. After receiving proof of conviction, the department of
licensing may suspend the license of any whitewater river outfitter for a period not
to exceed one year or until proof of compliance with all licensing requirements and
correction of the violation under which the whitewater river outfitter was
convicted.
NEW SECTION, See. 9. A new section is added to chapter 88.12 RCW to
read as follows:
The department of licensing may adopt and enforce such rules, including the
setting of fees, as may be consistent with and necessary to implement RCW
88.12.275. The fees must approximate the cost of administration. The fees must
be deposited in the master license account.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 10. A new section is added to chapter 88.12 RCW to
read as follows:
The commission shall adopt rules that designate as whitewater rivers all
sections of rivers with at least one class III rapid or greater, as described in the
American Whitewater Affiliation's whitewater safety code. The commission is
authorized to consider the imposition of a schedule of fines for minor violations.
Sec. 11. RCW 19.02.050 and 1994 c 264 s 8 are each amended to read as
follows:
(((--))) The legislature hereby directs the full participation by the following
agencies in the implementation of this chapter:
(((-a))) (Li Department of agriculture;
(((b))) (2 Secretary of state;
((())) (MDepartment of social and health services;
(((d))) (4 Department of revenue;
(((e))) (5 Department of fish and wildlife;
(((4))) (6/Department of employment security;
(((g))) £71Department of labor and industries;
(((-))) M. Department of community, trade, and economic development;
(((4))) 9M Liquor control board;
(((4-))) (10) Department of health;
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(((k))) (11 Department of licensing;
((())) (12) Parks and recreation commission:
(13 Utilities and transportation commission; and
(((m))) (14) Other agencies as determined by the governor.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 12. Sections 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 of this act take effect
January 1, 1998.
Passed the Senate April 21, 1997.
Passed the House April 9, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 16, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 16, 1997.

CHAPTER 392
[Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill 18501
LONG-TERM CARE REORGANIZATION AND STANDARDS OFCARE REFORM ACT
AN ACT Relating to the long-term care reorganization and standards of care reform act;

amending RCW 70.129.010, 70.129.030, 70.129.110, 70.129.150, 74.39A.030, 74.39A.040,
74.39A.050, 74.39A.060, 70.129.105, 74.42.030, 74.42.450, 43.20B.080, 74.34.010, 74.39A.170,
70.128.175, 9A.42.010, 9A.42.050, 9A.42.020, 9A.42.030, 9A.44.010, 9A.44.050, 9A.44.100,
18.130.200, 43.43.842, 70.124.020, 70.124.040, 70.124.070, 74.34.020, 43.43.832, 43.20A.710,

18.52C.010, 18.52C.020, and 18.52C.040; reenacting and amending RCW 18.130.040; adding a new
section to chapter 74.39A RCW; adding a new section to chapter 70.124 RCW; adding new sections
to chapter 74.34 RCW; adding new sections to chapter 18.20 RCW; adding a new section to chapter
43.20B RCW; adding a new section to chapter 43.70 RCW; adding anew section to chapter 18.51
RCW; adding new sections to chapter 9A.42 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 43.43 RCW;
creating new sections; repealing RCW 74.39.030, 74.39.040, 74.39A.005, and 74.39A.008; and
declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
PART I
NEW SECTION, Sec. 101. This act shall be known and may be cited as the
Clara act.
NEW SECTION. See. 102. FINDINGS AND INTENT. The legislature
finds and declares that the state's current fragmented categorical system for
administering services to persons with disabilities and the elderly is not client and
family-centered and has created significant organizational barriers to providing
high quality, safe, and effective care and support. The present fragmented system
results in uncoordinated enforcement of regulations designed to protect the health
and safety of disabled persons, lacks accountability due to the absence of
management information systems' client tracking data, and perpetuates difficulty
in matching client needs and services to multiple categorical funding sources.
The legislature further finds that Washington's chronically functionally
disabled population of all ages is growing at a rapid pace due to a population of the
very old and increased incidence of disability due in large measure to technological
improvements in acute care causing people to live longer. Further, to meet the
significant and growing long-term care needs into the near future, rapid,
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fundamental changes must take place in the way we finance, organize, and provide
long-term care services to the chronically functionally disabled.
The legislature further finds that the public demands that long-term care
services be safe, client and family-centered, and designed to encourage individual
dignity, autonomy, and development of the fullest human potential at home or in
other residential settings, whenever practicable.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 103. A new section is added to chapter 74.39A RCW
to read as follows:
DEFINITIONS. Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the definitions
in this section apply throughout this chapter.
(1) "Adult family home" means a home licensed under chapter 70.128 RCW.
(2) "Adult residential care" means services provided by aboarding home that
islicensed under chapter 18.20 RCW and that has a contract with the department
under RCW 74.39A.020.
(3) "Assisted living services" means services provided by a boarding home
that has a contract with the department under RCW 74.39A.010 and the resident
is housed in a private apartment-like unit.
(4) "Boarding home" means a facility licensed under chapter 18.20 RCW.
(5) "Cost-effective care" means care provided in a setting of an individual's
choice that isnecessary to promote the most appropriate level of physical, mental,
and psychosocial well-being consistent with client choice, in an environment that
is appropriate to the care and safety needs of the individual, and such care cannot
be provided at a lower cost in any other setting. But this in no way precludes an
individual from choosing a different residential setting to achieve his or her desired
quality of life.
(6) "Department" means the department of social and health services.
(7) "Enhanced adult residential care" means services provided by a boarding
home that is licensed under chapter 18.20 RCW and that has a contract with the
department under RCW 74.39A.010.
(8) "Functionally disabled person" is synonymous with chronic functionally
disabled and means a person who because of a recognized chronic physical or
mental condition or disease, including chemical dependency, is impaired to the
extent of being dependent upon others for direct care, support, supervision, or
monitoring to perform activities of daily living. "Activities of daily living", in this
context, means self-care abilities related to personal care such as bathing, eating,
using the toilet, dressing, and transfer. Instrumental activities of daily living may
also be used to assess aperson's functional abilities as they are related to the mental
capacity to perform activities in the home and the community such as cooking,
shopping, house cleaning, doing laundry, working, and managing personal
finances.
(9) "Home and community services" means adult family homes, in-home
services, and other services administered or provided by contract by the department
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directly or through contract with area agencies on aging or similar services
provided by facilities and agencies licensed by the department.
(10) "Long-term care" is synonymous with chronic care and means care and
supports delivered indefinitely, intermittently, or over a sustained time to persons
of any age disabled by chronic mental or physical illness, disease, chemical
dependency, or a medical condition that is permanent, not reversible or curable, or
is long-lasting and severely limits their mental or physical capacity for self-care.
The use of this definition is not intended to expand the scope of services, care, or
assistance by any individuals, groups, residential care settings, or professions
unless otherwise expressed by law.
(I1) "Nursing home" means a facility licensed under chapter 18.51 RCW.
(12) "Secretary" means the secretary of social and health services.
(13) "Tribally licensed boarding home" means a boarding home licensed by
a federally recognized Indian tribe which home provides services similar to
boarding homes licensed under chapter 18.20 RCW.
*NEW SECTION. Sec. 104. JOINT LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE ON
LONG-TERM CARE OVERSIGHT. (1) There is created a joint legislative
committee on long-term care oversight. The committee shall consist of: (a)
Four members of the senate appointed by the president of the senate, two of
whom shall be members of the majority party and two of whom shall be
members of the minority party; and (b) four members of the house of
representatives,two of whom shall be members of the majorityparty and two of
whom shall be members of the minorityparty.
(2) The committee shall elect a chair and vice-chair. The chairshall be a
member of the senate in even-numberedyears and a member of the house of
representativesin odd-numberedyears. The vice-chair shallbe a member of the
senate in odd-numberedyears and a member of the house of representativesin
even-numberedyears.
(3) The committee shall:
(a) Review the need for reorganization and reform of long-term care
administrationand service delivery;
(b) Review all quality standards developed, revised, and enforced by the
department;
(c) In cooperationwith the departmentof social andhealth services,develop
suggestions to simplify, reduce, or eliminateunnecessaryrules, procedures,and
burdensome paperwork that prove to be barriers to providing effective
coordinationor high quality direct services;
(d) Suggest methods of cost-efficiencies that can be used to reallocatefunds
to unmet needs in directservices;
(e) List all nonmeans tested programsand activitiesfunded by the federal
older Americans act and state funded senior citizens act or other such state
funded programsand recommend how to integrate such services into existing
long-term care programsfor the functionally disabled;
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(f) Suggest methods to establish a singlepoint of entryfor service eligibility
and deliveryforfunctionallydisabledpersons;
(g) Evaluatethe needfor long-term care trainingand review all long-term
care trainingand educationprograms conducted by the department and suggest
modifications to improve the trainingsystem;
(it) Describecurrentfacilitiesand services thatprovide long-term care to all
types of chronicallydisabled individuals in the state including Revised Code of
Washington requirements, Washington Administrative Code rules, allowable
occupancy, typical clientele, discharge practices, agency oversight, rates,
eligibility requirements, entry process, social and health services and other
servicesprovided, staffing standards,and physicalplant standards;
(i) Determine the extent to which the current long-term care system meets
the health and safety needs of the state's long-term care population and is
appropriatefor the specific and identified needs of the residentsin all settings;
(j) Assess the adequacy of the dischargeand referralprocess in protecting
the health and safety of long-term care clients;
(k) Determine the extent to which trainingand supervision of direct care
staff are adequate to ensure safety and appropriatecare;
(l) Identify opportunitiesfor consolidationbetween categoriesof care; and
(in) Determine if payment rates are adequate to cover the varying costs of
clients with different levels of need.
*Sec. 104 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

PART II
QUALITY STANDARDS AND COMPLAINT ENFORCEMENT
NEW SECTION. Sec. 201. A new section is added to chapter 70.124 RCW
to read as follows:
(1) An employee who is a whistleblower and who as a result of being a
whistleblower has been subjected to workplace reprisal or retaliatory action, has
the remedies provided under chapter 49.60 RCW. RCW 4.24.500 through
4.24.520, providing certain protection to persons who communicate to government
agencies, apply to complaints made under this section. The identity of a
whistleblower who complains, in good faith, to the department about suspected
abuse, neglect, financial exploitation, or abandonment by any person in a nursing
home, state hospital, or adult family home may remain confidential if requested.
The identity of the whistleblower shall subsequently remain confidential unless the
department determines that the complaint was not made in good faith.
(2)(a) An attempt to discharge a resident from a nursing home, state hospital,
adult family home, or any type of discriminatory treatment of a resident by whom,
or upon whose behalf, a complaint substantiated by the department has been
submitted to the department or any proceeding instituted under or related to this
chapter within one year of the filing of the complaint or the institution of the
action, raises a rebuttable presumption that the action was in retaliation for the
filing of the complaint.
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(b)The presumption is rebutted by credible evidence establishing the alleged
retaliatory action was initiated prior to the complaint.
(c)The presumption is rebutted by a functional assessment conducted by the
department that shows that the resident's needs cannot be met by the reasonable
accommodations of the facility due to the increased needs of the resident.
(3) For the purposes of this section:
(a) "Whistleblower" means a resident or employee of a nursing home, state
hospital, or adult family home, or any person licensed under Title 18 RCW, who
in good faith reports alleged abuse, neglect, exploitation, or abandonment to the
department or to a law enforcement agency;
(b) "Workplace reprisal or retaliatory action" means, but is not limited to:
Denial of adequate staff to perform duties; frequent staff changes; frequent and
undesirable office changes; refusal to assign meaningful work; unwarranted and
unsubstantiated report of misconduct under Title 18 RCW; letters of reprimand or
unsatisfactory performance evaluations; demotion; denial of employment; or a
supervisor or superior encouraging coworkers to behave in a hostile manner toward
the whistleblower; and
(c) "Reasonable accommodation" by a facility to the needs of a prospective or
current resident has the meaning given to this term under the federal Americans
with disabilities act of 1990, 42 U.S.C. Sec. 12101 et seq. and other applicable
federal or state antidiscrimination laws and regulations.
(4) This section does not prohibit a nursing home, state hospital, or adult
family home from exercising its authority to terminate, suspend, or discipline an
employee who engages in workplace reprisal or retaliatory action against a
whistleblower. The protections provided to whistleblowers under this chapter shall
not prevent a n-'rsing home, state hospital, or adult family home from: (a)
Terminating, suspending, or disciplining a whistleblower for other lawful purposes;
or (b) for facilities with six or fewer residents, reducing the hours of employment
or terminating employment as a result of the demonstrated inability to meet payroll
requirements. The department shall determine if the facility cannot meet payroll
in cases where a whistleblower has been terminated or had hours of employment
reduced due to the inability of a facility to meet payroll.
(5) The department shall adopt rules to implement procedures for filing,
investigation, and resolution of whistleblower complaints that are integrated with
complaint procedures under this chapter.
(6) No frail elder or vulnerable person who relies upon and is being provided
spiritual treatment in lieu of medical treatment in accordance with the tenets and
practices of a well-recognized religious denomination shall for that reason alone
be considered abandoned, abused, or neglected, nor shall anything in this chapter
be construed to authorize, permit, or require medical treatment contrary to the
stated or clearly implied objection of such a person.
(7) The department shall adopt rules designed to discourage whistleblower
complaints made in bad faith or for retaliatory purposes.
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NEW SECTION. Sec. 202. A new section isadded to chapter 74.34 RCW
to read as follows:
(I) An employee or contractor who is a whistleblower and who as a result of
being a whistleblower has been subjected to workplace reprisal or retaliatory
action, has the remedies provided under chapter 49.60 RCW. RCW 4.24.500
through 4.24.520, providing certain protection to persons who communicate to
government agencies, apply to complaints made under this section. The identity
of a whistleblower who complains, in good faith, to the department about
suspected abuse, neglect, exploitation, or abandonment by any person in aboarding
home licensed or required to be licensed pursuant to chapter 18.20 RCW or a
veterans' home pursuant to chapter 72.36 RCW or care provided in a boarding
home or a veterans' home by any person associated with a hospice, home care, or
home health agency licensed under chapter 70.127 RCW or other in-home provider
may remain confidential if requested. The identity of the whistleblower shall
subsequently remain confidential unless the department determines that the
complaint was not made in good faith.
(2)(a) An attempt to expel a resident from a boarding home or veterans' home,
or any type of discriminatory treatment of a resident who is aconsumer of hospice,
home health, home care services, or other in-home services by whom, or upon
whose behalf, a complaint substantiated by the department or the department of
health has been submitted to the department or any proceeding instituted under or
related to this chapter within one year of the filing of the complaint or the
institution of the action, raises a rebuttable presumption that the action was in
retaliation for the filing of the complaint.
(b)The presumption is rebutted by credible evidence establishing the alleged
retaliatory action was initiated prior to the complaint.
(c)The presumption is rebutted by a functional assessment conducted by the
department that shows that the resident or consumer's needs cannot be met by the
reasonable accommodations of the facility due to the increased needs of the
resident.
(3) For the purposes of this section:
(a) "Whistleblower" means a resident or a person with a mandatory duty to
report under this chapter, or any person licensed under Title 18 RCW, who in good
faith reports alleged abuse, neglect, exploitation, or abandonment to the
department, or the department of health, or to a law enforcement agency;
(b) "Workplace reprisal or retaliatory action" means, but is not limited to:
Denial of adequate staff to perform duties; frequent staff changes; frequent and
undesirable office changes; refusal to assign meaningful work; unwarranted and
unsubstantiated report of misconduct under Title 18 RCW; letters of reprimand or
unsatisfactory performance evaluations; demotion; denial of employment; or a
supervisor or superior encouraging coworkers to behave in ahostile manner toward
the whistleblower. The protections provided to whistleblowers under this chapter
shall not prevent a nursing home, state hospital, boarding home, or adult family
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Terminating, suspending, or disciplining a whistleblower for other
home from: (i)
lawful purposes; or (ii) for facilities licensed under chapter 70.128 RCW, reducing
the hours of employment or terminating employment as a result of the
demonstrated inability to meet payroll requirements. The department shall
determine if the facility cannot meet payroll in cases in which a whistleblower has
been terminated or had hours of employment reduced because of the inability of
a facility to meet payroll; and
(c) "Reasonable accommodation" by a facility to the needs of a prospective or
current resident has the meaning given to this term under the federal Americans
with disabilities act of 1990, 42 U.S.C. Sec. 12101 et seq. and other applicable
federal or state antidiscrimination laws and regulations.
(4) This section does not prohibit a boarding home or veterans' home from
exercising its authority to terminate, suspend, or discipline any employee who
engages in workplace reprisal or retaliatory action against a whistleblower.
(5) The department shall adopt rules to implement procedures for filing,
investigation, and resolution of whistleblower complaints that are integrated with
complaint procedures under this chapter.
(6) No frail elder or vulnerable person who relies upon and is being provided
spiritual treatment in lieu of medical treatment in accordance with the tenets and
practices of a well-recognized religious denomination shall for that reason alone
be considered abandoned, abused, or neglected, nor shall anything in this chapter
be construed to authorize, permit, or require medical treatment contrary to the
stated or clearly implied objection of such a person.
(7) The department, and the department of health for facilities, agencies, or
individuals it regulates, shall adopt rules designed to discourage whistleblower
complaints made in bad faith or for retaliatory purposes.
Sec. 203. RCW 70.129.010 and 1994 c 214 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the definitions in this section
apply throughout this chapter.
(1)
"Department" means the department of state government responsible for
licensing the provider in question.
(2) "Facility" means a long-term care facility.
(3) "Long-term care facility" means a facility that is licensed or required to be
licensed under chapter 18.20, 72.36, or 70.128 RCW.
(4) "Resident" means the individual receiving services in a long-term care
facility, that resident's attorney in fact, guardian, or other legal representative acting
within the scope of their authority.
(5) "Physical restraint" means a manual method, obstacle, or physical or
mechanical device, material, or equipment attached or adjacent to the resident's
body that restricts freedom of movement or access to his or her body((-;-)), is used
for discipline or convenience((H--)), and not required to treat the resident's medical
symptoms.
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(6) "Chemical restraint" means a psychopharmacologic drug that is used for
discipline or convenience and not required to treat the resident's medical
symptoms.
(7) "Representative" means a person appointed under RCW 7.70.065.
(8) "Reasonable accommodation" by a facility to the needs of a prospective
or current resident has the meaning given to this term under the federal Americans
with disabilities act of 1990. 42 U.S.C. Sec. 12101 et seq. and other applicable
federal or state antidiscrimination laws and regulations.
*Sec. 204. RCW 70.129.030 and 1994 c 214 s 4 are each amended to read
as follows:
(1) The facility must inform the resident both orally and in writing in a
language that the resident understands of his or her rights and all rules and
regulationsgoverningresident conduct andresponsibilitiesduring the stay in the
facility. The notification must be made prior to or upon admission. Receipt of
the information must be acknowledged in writing.
(2) The residentor his or her legal representativehas the right:
(a) Upon an oral or written request, to access all records pertaining to
himself or herself including clinicalrecords within twenty-four hours; and
(b) After receipt of his or her recordsfor inspection, to purchase at a cost
not to exceed the community standardphotocopies of the records or portions of
them upon request and two working days' advance notice to the facility.
(3) The facility shall only admit or retain individuals whose needs it can
safely and aproriatel'serve in the facility with aoropriateavailablestaff or
through the provision of reasonableaccommodations as required by state or
federal law, Except in cases of emergency, facilities shall not admit an
individualbefore obtaininga comtprehensiveassessment of the resident's needs
and preferences, unless unavailabledespite the best efforts of the facilit and
other interested parties. The assessment shall contain, within existing
departmentfunds, the following information: Recent medical history: necessar
and prohibited medications: a medical professional's diagnosis: significant
known behaviors or symptoms thatmay cause concern or requirespecial care:
mental illness except where protected h con fidentiality laws: level of personal
care needs: activities andservice preferences:and oreferences re=ardingissues
importantto the potentialresident,such as food and daily routine, The facility
must inform each resident in writing in a language the resident or his or her
representative understandsbefore((,-o; or-& Meie-f) admission, and at least
once every twenty-four months thereafter,of: (a) Services, items, and activities
customarily available in the facility or arrangedfor by the facilit; (b) charges
for those services, items, andactivities includingchargesfor services items and
activities not covered by thefacility's per diem rate or applicablepublic benefit
programs; and (c) the rules of faciti operations required under RCW
70.129.140(2). Each residentand his or her representativemust be informed in
writing in advance of changes in the availability or the charges for services,
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items, or activities, or of changes in the facilit's rules. Except in unusual
circumstances, thirty days' advance notice must be given prior to the change.
However, for facilities licensed for six or fewer residents, if there has been a
substantial and continuing change in the resident's condition necessitating
substantially 0reater or lesser services, items, or activities, then the charges for
those services, items. or activities may be changed upon fourteen days advance
written notice.
(4) The facility must furnish a written description of residents rights that
includes:
(a) A description of the manner ofprotecting personalfunds, under RCW
70.129.040;
(b) A posting of names, addresses, and telephone numbers of the state
survey and certification agency, the state licensure office, the state ombudsmen
program, and the protection and advocacy systems; and
(c) A statement that the resident may file a complaint with the appropriate
state licensing agency concerning resident abuse, neglect, and misappropriation
of resident property in the facility.
(5) Notification of changes.
(a) A facility must immediately consult with the resident's physician, and if
known, make reasonable efforts to notify the resident's legal representative or
an interested family member when there is:
(i) An accident involving the resident which requires or has the potentialfor
requiring physician intervention;
(ii) A significant change in the resident's physical, mental, or psychosocial
status (Le., a deterioration in health, mental, or psychosocial status in either lifethreatening conditions or clinical complications).
(b) The facility must promptly notify the resident or the resident's
representative shall make reasonable efforts to notify an interested family
member, if known, when there is:
(i) A change in room or roommate assignment; or
(ii) A decision to transfer or discharge the residentfrom the facility.
(c) The facility must record and update the address and phone number of
the resident's representative or interested family member, upon receipt of notice
from them.
(6) This section applies to lone-term care facilities covered under this

cha~ter.
*Sec. 204 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Sec. 205. RCW 70.129.110 and 1994 c 214 s 12 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) The facility must permit each resident to remain in the facility, and not
transfer or discharge the resident from the facility unless:
(a) The transfer or discharge is necessary for the resident's welfare and the
resident's needs cannot be met in the facility;
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(b)The safety of individuals in the facility is endangered;
(c)The health of individuals in the facility would otherwise be endangered;
(d) The resident has failed to make the required payment for his or her stay;
or
(e)The facility ceases to operate.
(2) All long-term care facilities shall fully disclose to potential residents or
their legal representative the service capabilities of the facility prior to admission
to the facility, If the care needs of the applicant who is medicaid eligible are in
excess of the facility's service capabilities, the department shall identify other care
settings or residential care options consistent with federal law,
M Before a long-term care facility transfers or discharges a resident, the
facility must:
(a)First attempt through reasonable accommodations to avoid the transfer or
discharge, unless agreed to by the resident:
(2 Notify the resident and representative and make a reasonable effort to
notify, if known, an interested family member of the transfer or discharge and the
reasons for the move in writing and in a language and manner they understand;
(((b))) W Record the reasons in the resident's record; and
(((e))) W1 Include in the notice the items described in subsection (((4))) M5of
this section.
(((-3))) L41(a) Except when specified in this subsection, the notice of transfer
((ef--He)) or discharge required under subsection (((-2))) (.Mof this section must be
made by the facility at least thirty days before the resident is transferred or
discharged.
(b) Notice may be made as soon as practicable before transfer or discharge
when:
(i) The safety of individuals in the facility would be endangered;
(ii) The health of individuals in the facility would be endangered;
(iii) An immediate transfer or discharge is required by the resident's urgent
medical needs; or
(iv) A resident has not resided in the facility for thirty days.
(((4))) .) The written notice specified in subsection (((-2))) ( of this section
must include the following:
(a)The reason for transfer or discharge;
(b) The effective date of transfer or discharge;
(c)The location to which the resident is transferred or discharged;
(d) The name, address, and telephone number of the state long-term care
ombudsman;
(e) For residents with developmental disabilities, the mailing address and
telephone number of the agency responsible for the protection and advocacy of
developmentally disabled individuals established under part C of the
developmental disabilities assistance and bill of rights act; and
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(f) For residents who are mentally ill, the mailing address and telephone
number of the agency responsible for the protection and advocacy of mentally ill
individuals established under the protection and advocacy for mentally ill
individuals act.
(((-5))) (6) A facility must provide sufficient preparation and orientation to
residents to ensure safe and orderly transfer or discharge from the facility.
(((6))) (7D A resident discharged in violation of this section has the right to be
readmitted immediately upon the first availability of a gender-appropriate bed in
the facility.
Sec. 206. RCW 70.129.150 and 1994 c 214 s 16 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)Prior to admission, all long-term care facilities or nursing facilities licensed
under chapter 18.51 RCW that require payment of an admissions fee, deposit, or
a minimum stay fee, by or on behalf of a person seeking ((admissions
fadmissioni)) admission to the long-term care facility or nursing facility, shall
provide the resident, or his or her representative, full disclosure in writing ((Of-the
long term eare fiaility or n~ursin-g feeility's sehedule of ehtkrges for items and
_.~a,....b, the f.ility and)) in a language the resident or his or her
representative understands, a statement of the amount of any admissions fees,

deposits, prepaid charges, or minimum stay fees. The facility shall also disclose
to the person, or his or her representative. the facility's advance notice or transfer
requirements, prior to admission. In addition, the long-term care facility or nursing
facility shall also fully disclose in writing prior to admission what portion of the
deposits, admissions fees, prepaid charges, or minimum stay fees will be refunded
to the resident or his or her representative if the resident leaves the long-term care
facility or nursing facility. Receipt of the disclosures required under this
subsection must be acknowledged in writing. If the facility does not provide these
disclosures, the deposits. admissions fees. prepaid charges, or minimum stay fees
may not be kent by the facility. If a resident((, during the first thirty days of
re.idenee)) dies or is hospitalized or is transferred to another facility for more
appropriate care and does not return to the originAl facility, the facility shall refund
any deposit or charges already paid less the facility's per diem rate for the days the
resident actually resided or reserved or retained a bed in the facility
notwithstanding any minimum stay policy or discharge notice requirements, except
that the facility may retain an additional amount to cover its reasonable. actual
expenses incurred as a result of a private-pay resident's move, not to exceed five
days' per diem charges, unless the resident has given advance notice in compliance
with the admission agreement. All long-term care facilities or nursing facilities
covered under this section are required to refund any and all refunds due the
resident or ((their)) his or her representative within thirty days from the resident's
date of discharge from the facility. Nothing in this section applies to provisions in
contracts negotiated between a nursing facility or long-term care facility and a
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certified health plan, health or disability insurer, health maintenance organization,
managed care organization, or similar entities.
(2)Where a long-term care facility or nursing facility requires the execution
of an admission contract by or on behalf of an individual seeking admission to the
facility, the terms of the contract shall be consistent with the requirements of this
section. and the terms of an admission contract by a long-term care facility shall
be consistent with the requirements of this chapter.
*Sec. 207. RCW 74.39A.030 and 1995 1st sp.s. c 18 s 2 are each amended
to readas follows:
(1) To the extent of availablefunding, the departmentshall expand costeffective optionsfor home and community servicesfor consumersfor whom the
state participatesin the cost of their care.
(2) In expanding home and community services, the departmentshall: (a)
Take full advantageoffederalfunding availableunder Title XVIII and Title XIX
of thefederal socialsecurity act, including home health, adultday care, waiver
options, and state plan services; and (b) be authorized to use funds available
under its community optionsprogramentry system waiver grantedunder section
1915(c) of the federalsocial security act to expand the availabilityof in-home,
adult residentialcare, adultfamily homes, enhanced adult residentialcare, and
assisted living services. By June 30, 1997, the departmentshall undertake to
reduce the nursinghome medicaidcensus by at least one thousand six hundred
by assistingindividualswho would otherwise require nursingfacility services to
obtain services of their choice, includingassistedliving services, enhancedadult
residentialcare,and other home andcommunity services. The dewartment shall
make reasonableefforts to contract for at least one hundred eiehtv state clients
who would otherwise be served in nursin' facilities or in assisted living to
instead be served in enhancedadult residentialcare settines by June 30. 1999.
If a resident,or his or her legal representative,objects to a discharge decision
initiatedby the department,the residentshall not be dischargedif the resident
has been assessed and determined to require nursing facility services. In
contracting with nursing homes and boarding homes for enhanced adult
residendalcareplacements, neither the departmentnor the deartment of health
shall ((nfe)) require, by contract or through other means, structural
modifications to existing building construction.
(3)(a) The departmentshall by rule establishpayment ratesfor home and
community services that support the provision of cost-effective care. Lit
contracting with licensed boardinghomes for providine additional enhanced
adult residentialcare services for up to one hundred eihty clients pursuantto
subsection (2)(b) of this section. the pavment rateshall be establishedat no less
than thirty-five and no greater than forty Dercent of the average state-wide
nursine facility medicaidpa-ment rate,
(b) The department may authorizean enhancedadult residentialcare rate
for nursing homes that temporarily orpermanentlyconvert their bed usefor the
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purpose ofprovidingenhanced adult residentialcare under chapter 70.38 RCW,
when the departmcnt determines that payment of an enhanced rate is cost.
effective and necessary to foster expansion of contracted enhanced adult
residential care services. As an incentivefor nursing homes to permanently
convert a portion of its nursing home bed capacityfor the purpose of providing
enhanced adult residentialcare, the department may authorize a supplemental
add-on to the enhanced adult residentialcare rate.
(c) The department may authorizea supplemental assistedliving services or
an enhancedadult residentialcareservices ratefor up tofour yearsfor facilities
that convertfrom nursing home use and do not retain rights to the converted
nursing home beds underchapter 70.38 RCW, (f the departmentdetermines that
payment of a supplemental rate is cost-effective and necessary to foster
expansion of contracted assisted living or enhanced adult residential care
services.
*Sec. 207 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*Sec. 208. RCW 74.39A.040 and 1995 Ist sp.s. c 18 s 6 are each amended
to read asfollows:
The department shall work in partnership with hospitals, who choose to
participate.in assistingpatients andtheirfamilies to find long-term care services
of their choice accordine to subsections (1) throueh (4) of this section. The
departmentshall not delay hospitaldischarges but shall assistand supportthe
activities of hospitaldischargeplanners. The departmentalso shallcoordinate
with home health and hospice agencies whenever appropriate. The role of the
department is to assist the hospital and to assistpatients and theirfamilies in
making informed choices by providing information regarding home and
community options to individuals who are hospitalizedand likely to need long.
term care.
(1) To the extent of availablefunds, the departmentshall assessindividuals
who:
(a)Are medicaidclients, medicaidapplicants,or eligiblefor both medicare
and medicaid; and
(b) Apply or are likely to applyfor admission to a nursingfacility.
(2) For individuals who are reasonably expected to become medicaid
recipients within one hundredeighty days of admission to a nursingfacility, the
department shall, to the extent of availablefunds, offer an assessment and
information regardingappropriatein-home and community services.
(3) When the departmentfinds, based on assessment, that the individual
prefers and could live appropriatelyandcost-effectively at home or in some other
community-based setting, the departmentshall:
(a) Advise the individual that an in-home or other community service is
appropriate;
(b) Develop, with the individual or the individual's representative, a
comprehensive community service plan;
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(c) Inform the individualregardingthe availability of services that could
meet the applicant'sneeds as set forth in the community service plan and explain
the cost to the applicant of the available in-home and community services
relative to nursingfacility care; and
(d) Discuss and evaluate the need for on-going involvement with the
individual or the individual's representative.
(4) When the departmentfinds, based on assessment, that the individual
prefers and needs nursingfacility care, the departmentshall:
(a)Advise the individual thatnursingfacUlity care is appropriateand inform
the individual of the availablenursingfacility vacancies;
(b) If appropriate,advise the individualthat the stay in the nursingfacility
may be short term; and
(c) Describethe role of the department in providing nursingfacility case
management.
(5) All hospitals who choose to not participate with the department
according to subsections (1) through (4) of this section shallprovide their own
hospital lone-term care discharge services for patients needing long-term care
information or services. The hospitalshall advise the individualregardingits
recommended dischargeplacement for individuals reauirineposthospitalcare
and shall, Consistent with the individual's expressed preferences and in
accordancewith his or her care needs, identfyf services, including known costs.
availablein the communit and shall deveLop with the individualand his or her
legal representative a comprehensive community service plan, if in-home or
other community service is appropriateand preferred,
*Sec. 208 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter,

Sec. 209. RCW 74.39A.050 and 1995 1st sp.s. c 18 s 12 are each amended
to read as follows:
The department's system of quality improvement for long-term care services
shall ((be gutided by)) use the following principles, consistent with applicable
federal laws and regulations:
(i) The system shall be ((eet sumte)) client-centered and promote privacy,
independence, dignity, choice, and a home or home-like environment for
consumers consistent with chapter .... Laws of 1997 (this act).
(2) The goal of the system is continuous quality improvement with the focus
on consumer satisfaction and outcomes for consumers. This includes that when
conductin2 licensing inspections, the department shall interview an appropriate
percentage of residents, family members, resident managers. and advocates in
addition to interviewing providers and staff,
(3) Providers should be supported in their efforts to improve quality and
address identified problems initially through training, consultation. technical
assistance, and case management.
(4) The emphasis should be on problem prevention both in monitoring and in
screening potential providers of service.
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(5) Monitoring should be outcome based and responsive to consumer
complaints and a clear set of health, quality of care, and safety standards that are
easily understandable and have been made available to providers.
(6) ((Po.. " ........
should be.aisted in addrisi. g identified prob ems
.iial.y through .nsultati n and te.hnial asitanee.)) Prompt and specific
enforcement remedies shall also be ((avilable)) implemented without delay.
pursuant to RCW 74.39A.080. RCW 70,128,160. chapter 18.51 RCW. or chapter
74.42 RCW, for providers found to have delivered care or failed to deliver care
resulting in problems that are serious, recurring, or ((thtat ,'e- been)) uncorrected,
or that create a hazard that is causing or likely to cause death or serious harm to
one or more residents. These enforcement remedies may also include, when
appropriate, reasonable conditions on a contract or license, In the selection of
remedies, the safety, health, and well-being of residents shall be of paramount
importance.
(7) To the extent funding is available, all long-term care staff directly
responsible for the care. supervision, or treatment of vulnerable persons should be
screened through background checks in a uniform and timely manner to ensure that
they do not have a criminal history that would disqualify them from working with
vulnerable persons. Whenever a state conviction record check is required by state
law, persons may be employed or engaged as volunteers or independent contractors
on a conditional basis according to law and rules adopted by the department,
(8) No provider or staff, or prospective provider or staff, with a stipulated
finding of fact, conclusion of law. an agreed order, or finding of fact. conclusion
of law. or final order issued by a disciplining authority, a court of law, or entered
into a state registry finding him or her guilty of abuse, neglect, exploitation, or
abandonment of a minor or a vulnerable adult as defined in chapter 74.34 RCW
shall be employed in the care of and have unsupervised access to vulnerable adults.
(9) Under existing funds the department shall establish internally a quality
improvement standards committee to monitor the development of standards and to
suggest modifications,
(10) Within existing funds, the department shall design, develop, and
implement a long-term care training program that is flexible, relevant, and qualifies
towards the requirements for a nursing assistant certificate as established under
chapter 18.88A RCW. This subsection does not require completion of the nursing
assistant certificate training program by providers or their staff, The long-term
care teaching curriculum must consist of a fundamental module, or modules, and
a range of other available relevant training modules that provide the careaiver with
appropriate options that assist in meeting the resident's care needs, Some of the
trainini! modules may include, but are not limited to. specific training on the special
care needs of persons with developmental disabilities, dementia, mental illness, and
the care needs of the elderly. No less than one training module must be dedicated
to workplace violence prevention. The nursing care quality assurance commission
shall work together with the department to develop the curriculum modules and
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accept some or all of the curriculum modules hour for hour towards meeting the
requirements for a nursing assistant certificate as defined in chapter 18,88A RCW.
The department may review whether facilities can develop their own related longterm care training proprams, The department may develop a review process for
determining what previous experience and training may be used to waive some or
all of the mandatory training,
Sec. 210. RCW 74.39A.060 and 1995 1st sp.s. c 18 s 13 are each amended
to read as follows:
(1) The aging and adult services administration of the department shall
establish and maintain a toll-free telephone number for receiving complaints
regarding a facility that the administration licenses or with which it contracts for
long-term care services.
(2) All facilities that are licensed by, or that contract with the aging and adult
services administration to provide chronic long-term care services shall post in a
place and manner clearly visible to residents and visitors the department's toll-free
complaint telephone number and the toll-free number and program description of
the long-term care ombudsman as provided by RCW 43.190.050.
(3) The aging and adult services administration shall investigate complaints
if the subject of the complaint is within its authority unless the departmeat
determines that: (a) The complaint is intended to willfully harass a licensee or
employee of the licensee; or (b) there is no reasonable basis for investigation; or
(c) corrective action has been taken as determined by the ombudsman or the
department.
(4) The aging and adult services administration shall refer complaints to
appropriate state agencies, law enforcement agencies, the attorney general, the
long-term care ombudsman, or other entities if the department lacks authority to
investigate or if its investigation reveals that a follow-up referral to one or more of
these entities is appropriate.
(5) The department shall adopt rules that include the following complaint
investigation protocols:
(a) Upon receipt of a complaint, the department shall make a preliminary
review of the complaint, assess the severity of the complaint, and assign an
appropriate response time. Complaints involving imminent danger to the health.
safety, or well-being of a resident must be responded to within two days, When
appropriate, the department shall make an on-site investigation within a reasonable
time after receipt of the complaint or otherwise ensure that complaints are
responded to,
(b) The cornplainant must be: Promptly contacted by the department, unless
anonymous or unavailable despite several attempts by the department. and
informed of the right to discuss the alleged violations with the inspector and to
provide other information the complainant believes will assist the inspector:
informed of the department's course of action: and informed of the right to receive
a written cony of the investigation report,
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(c) In conducting the investigation, the department shall interview the
complainant, unless anonymous, and shall use its best efforts to interview the
resident or residents allegedly harmed by the violations, and, in addition to facility
staff, any available independent sources of relevant information. including if
appropriate the family members of the resident.
(d) Substantiated complaints involving harm to a resident, if an applicable law
or regulation has been violated, shall be subject to one or more of the actions
provided in RCW 74,39A.080 or 70,128,160. Whenever appropriate, the
department shall also give consultation and technical assistance to the provider.
(e) In the best practices of total quality management and continuous quality
improvement, after a department finding of a violation that is serious. recurring, or
uncorrected following a previous citation, the department shall make an on-site
revisit of the facility to ensure correction of the violation, except for license or
contract suspensions or revocations,
(f)
Substantiated complaints of neglect, abuse, exploitation, or abandonment
of residents, or suspected criminal violations, shall also be referred by the
department to the appropriate law enforcement agencies, the attorney general, and
appropriate professional disciplining authority.
() The department may ((rit)) provide the substance of the complaint to the
licensee or contractor before the completion of the investigation by the department
unless such disclosure would reveal the identity of a complainant, witness, or
resident who chooses to remain anonymous. Neither the substance of the
complaint provided to the licensee or contractor nor any copy of the complaint or
related report published, released, or made otherwise available shall disclose, or
reasonably lead to the disclosure of. the name, title, or identity of any complainant,
or other person mentioned in the complaint, except that the name of the provider
and the name or names of any officer, employee, or agent of the department
conducting the investiiation shall be disclosed after the investigation has been
closed and the complaint has been substantiated, The department may disclose the
identity of the complainant if such disclosure is requested in writing by the
complainant. Nothing in this subsection shall be construed to interfere with the
obligation of the long-term care ombudsman program or department staff to
monitor the department's licensing, contract, and complaint investigation files for
long-term care facilities.
(((6))) (7) The resident has the right to be free of interference, coercion.
discrimination, and reprisal from a facility in exercising his or her rights, including
the right to voice grievances about treatment furnished or not furnished, A facility
that provides long-term care services shall not discriminate or retaliate in any
manner against a resident, employee, or any other person on the basis or for the
reason that such resident or any other person made a complaint to the department,
the attorney general, law enforcement agencies, or the long-term care ombudsman,
provided information, or otherwise cooperated w;'. the investigation of such a
complaint. Any attempt to discharge a resident agai . ;he resident's wishes, or any
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type of retaliatory treatment of a resident by whom or upon whose behalf a
complaint substantiated by the department has been made to the department, the
attorney general, law enforcement agencies. or the long-term care ombudsman.
within one year of the filing of the complaint, raises a rebuttable presumption that
such action was in retaliation for the filing of the complaint. "Retaliatory
treatment" means. but is not limited to. monitoring a resident's phone, mail, or
visits: involuntary seclusion or isolation: transferring a resident to a different room
unless requested or based upon legitimate management reasons: withholding or
threatening to withhold food or treatment unless authorized by a terminally ill
resident or his or her representative pursuant to law: or persistently delaying
responses to a resident's request for service or assistance, A facility that provides
long-term care services shall not willfully interfere with the performance of official
duties by a long-term care ombudsman, The department shall sanction and may
impose a civil penalty of not more than three thousand dollars for a violation of this
subsection ((andequirc the f.il y to mitigate arny damages ineurred by the
redent)).
Sec. 211. RCW 70.129.105 and 1994 c 214 s 17 are each amended to read as
follows:
No long-term care facility or nursing facility licensed under chapter 18.51
RCW shall require or request residents to sign waivers of potential liability for
losses of personal property or injury, or to sign waivers of residents' rights set forth
in this chapter or in the applicable licensing or certification laws.
See. 212. RCW 74.42.030 and 1979 ex.s. c 211 s 3 are each amended to read
as follows:
Each resident or guardian or legal representative, if any, shall be fully
informed and receive in writing, in a language the resident or his or her
representative understands, the following information:
(I) The resident's rights and responsibilities in the facility;
(2) Rules governing resident conduct;
(3) Services, items, and activities available in the facility; and
(4) Charges for services, items, and activities, including those not included in
the facility's basic daily rate or not paid by medicaid.
The facility shall provide this information before admission, or at the time of
admission in case of emergency, and as changes occur during the resident's stay.
The resident and his or her representative must be informed in writing in advance
of changes in the availability or charges for services, items, or activities, or of
changes in thefacility's rules, Except in unusual circumstances, thirty days'
advance notice must be given prior to the change. The resident or legal guardian
or representative shall acknowledge in writing receipt of this information ((ffm'4ny
.. anges in the inf.rmatii.)).

The written information provided by the facility pursuant to this section, and
the terms of any admission contract executed between the facility and an individual
seeking admission to the facility, must be consistent with the requirements of this
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chapter and chapter 18.51 RCW and, for facilities certified under medicaid or
medicare, with the applicable federal requirements,
NEW SECTION. Sec. 213. A new section is added to chapter 18.20 RCW
to read as follows:
The department's system of quality improvement for long-term care services
shall use the following principles, consistent with applicable federal laws and
regulations:
(I) The system shall be resident-centered and promote privacy, independence,
dignity, choice, and ahome or home-like environment for residents consistent with
chapter 70.129 RCW.
(2) The goal of the system is continuous quality improvement with the focus
on resident satisfaction aad outcomes for residents. This includes that when
conducting licensing inspections, the department shall interview an appropriate
percentage of residents, family members, and advocates in addition to interviewing
appropriate staff.
(3) Facilities should be supported in their efforts to improve quality and
address identified problems initially through training, consultation, and technical
assistance.
(4)The emphasis should be on problem prevention both in monitoring and in
screening potential providers of service.
(5) Monitoring should be outcome based and responsive to resident
complaints and a clear set of health, quality of care, and safety standards that are
easily understandable and have been made available to facilities.
(6) Prompt and specific enforcement remedies shall also be implemented
without delay, consistent with RCW 18.20.190, for facilities found to have
delivered care or failed to deliver care resulting in problems that are serious,
recurring, or uncorrected, or that create a hazard that iscausing or likely to cause
death or serious harm to one or more residents. These enforcement remedies may
also include, when appropriate, reasonable conditions on a license. In the selection
of remedies, the safety, health, and well-being of residents shall be of paramount
importance.
(7) To the extent funding is available, the licensee, administrator, and their
staff should be screened through background checks in a uniform and timely
manner to ensure that they do not have a criminal history that would disqualify
them from working with vulnerable adults. Employees may be provisionally hired
pending the results of the background check if they have been given three positive
references.
(8) The department shall promote the development of a training system that
is practical and relevant to the needs of residents and staff. To improve access to
training, especially for rural communities, the training system may include, but is
not limited to, the use of satellite technology distance learning that iscoordinated
through community colleges or other appropriate organizations.
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(9) No licensee, administrator, or staff, or prospective licensee, administrator,
or staff, with a stipulated finding of fact, conclusion of law, and agreed order, or
finding of fact, conclusion of law, or final order issued by a disciplining authority,
a court of law, or entered into the state registry finding him or her guilty of abuse,
neglect, exploitation, or abandonment of a minor or a vulnerable adult as defined
in chapter 74.34 RCW shall be employed in the care of and have unsupervised
access to vulnerable adults.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 214. A new section is added to chapter 18.20 RCW
to read as follows:
(1)The department shall establish and maintain a toll-free telephone number
for receiving complaints regarding a facility that the department licenses.
(2) All facilities that are licensed under this chapter shall post in a place and
manner clearly visible to residents and visitors the department's toll-free complaint
telephone number and the toll-free number and program description of the longterm care ombudsman as provided by RCW 43.190.050.
(3) The department shall investigate complaints if the subject of the complaint
is within its authority unless the department determines that: (a) The complaint is
intended to willfully harass a licensee or employee of the licensee; or (b) there is
no reasonable basis for investigation; or (c) corrective action has been taken as
determined by the ombudsman or the department.
(4) The department shall refer complaints to appropriate state agencies, law
enforcement agencies, the attorney general, the long-term care ombudsman, or
other entities if the department lacks authority to investigate or if its investigation
reveals that a follow-up referral to one or more of these entities is appropriate.
(5) The department shall adopt rules that include the following complaint
investigation protocols:
(a) Upon receipt of a complaint, the department shall make a preliminary
review of the complaint, assess the severity of the complaint, and assign an
appropriate response time. Complaints involving imminent danger to the health,
safety, or well-being of a resident must be responded to within two days. When
appropriate, the department shall make an on-site investigation within a reasonable
time after receipt of the complaint or otherwise ensure that complaints are
responded to.
(b)The complainant must be: Promptly contacted by the department, unless
anonymous or unavailable despite several attempts by the department, and
informed of the right to discuss alleged violations with the inspector and to provide
other information the complainant believes will assist the inspector; informed of
the department's course of action; and informed of the right to receive a written
copy of the investigation report.
(c) In conducting the investigation, the department shall interview the
complainant, unless anonymous, and shall use its best efforts to interview the
resident or residents allegedly harmed by the violations, and, in addition to facility
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staff, any available independent sources of relevant information, including if
appropriate the family members of the resident.
(d)Substantiated complaints involving harm to a resident, if an applicable law
or regulation has been violated, shall be subject to one or more of the actions
provided in RCW 18.20.190. Whenever appropriate, the department shall also give
consultation and technical assistance to the facility.
(e) In the best practices of total quality management and continuous quality
improvement, after a department finding of a violation that is serious, recurring, or
uncorrected following a previous citation, the department shall make an on-site
revisit of the facility to ensure correction of the violation. This subsection does not
prevent the department from enforcing license suspensions or revocations.
(f) Substantiated complaints of neglect, abuse, exploitation, or abandonment
of residents, or suspected criminal violations, shall also be referred by the
department to the appropriate law enforcement agencies, the attorney general, and
appropriate professional disciplining authority.
(6) The department may provide the substance of the complaint to the licensee
before the completion of the investigation by the department unless such disclosure
would reveal the identity of a complainant, witness, or resident who chooses to
remain anonymous. Neither the substance of the complaint provided to the
licensee or contractor nor any copy of the complaint or related report published,
released, or made otherwise available shall disclose, or reasonably lead to the
disclosure of, the name, title, or identity of any complainant, or other person
mentioned in the complaint, except that the name of the provider and the name or
names of any officer, employee, or agent of the department conducting the
investigation shall be disclosed after the investigation has been closed and the
complaint has been substantiated. The department may disclose the identity of the
complainant if such disclosure is requested in writing by the complainant. Nothing
in this subsection shall be construed to interfere with the obligation of the longterm care ombudsman program to monitor the department's licensing, contract, and
complaint investigation files for long-term care facilities.
(7) The resident has the right to be free of interference, coercion,
discrimination, and reprisal from a facility in exercising his or her rights, including
the right to voice grievances about treatment furnished or not furnished. A facility
licensed under this chapter shall not discriminate or retaliate in any manner against
a resident, employee, or any other person on the basis or for the reason that such
resident or any other person made a complaint to the department, the attorney
general, law enforcement agencies, or the long-term care ombudsman, provided
information, or otherwise cooperated with the investigation of such a complaint.
Any attempt to discharge a resident against the resident's wishes, or any type of
retaliatory treatment of a resident by whom or upon whose behalf a complaint
substantiated by the department has been made to the department, the attorney
general, law enforcement agencies, or the long-term care ombudsman, within one
year of the filing of the complaint, raises a rebuttable presumption that such action
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was in retaliation for the filing of the complaint. "Retaliatory treatment" means,
but is not limited to, monitoring a resident's phone, mail, or visits; involuntary
seclusion or isolation; transferring aresident to a different room unless requested
or based upon legitimate management reasons; withholding or threatening to
withhold food or treatment unless authorized by a terminally ill resident or his or
her representative pursuant to law; or persistently delaying responses to a resident's
request for service or assistance. A facility licensed under this chapter shall not
willfully interfere with the performance of official duties by a long-term care
ombudsman. The department shall sanction and may impose acivil penalty of not
more than three thousand dollars for a violation of this subsection.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 215. Within existing funds, the long-term care
ombudsman shall conduct a follow-up review of the department of health's
licensing inspections and complaint investigations of boarding homes and of the
department of social and health services' monitoring of boarding homes with
contracts under chapter 74.39A RCW. The review must include, but is not limited
to, an examination of the enforcement of resident rights and care standards in
boarding homes, the timeliness of complaint investigations, and compliance by the
departments with the standards set forth in this act. The long-term care
ombudsman shall consult with the departments of health and social and health
services, long-term care facility organizations, resident groups, and senior and
disabled citizen organizations and report to appropriate committees of the house
of representatives and the senate concerning its review of the departments'
enforcement activities and any applicable recommendations by January 5, 1998.
Sec. 216. RCW 74.42.450 and 1995 1st sp.s. c 18 s 64 are each amended to
read as follows:
(I) The facility shall admit as residents only those individuals whose needs
can be met by:
(a)The facility;
(b)The facility cooperating with community resources; or
(c) The facility cooperating with other providers of care affiliated or under
contract with the facility.
(2) The facility shall transfer a resident to a hospital or other appropriate
facility when a change occurs in the resident's physical or mental condition that
requires care or service that the facility cannot provide. The resident, the resident's
guardian, if any, the resident's next of kin, the attending physician, and the
department shall be consulted at least fifteen days before a transfer or discharge
unless the resident is transferred under emergency circumstances. The department
shall use casework services or other means to insure that adequate arrangements
are made to meet the resident's needs.
(3)A resident shall be transferred or discharged only for medical reasons, the
resident's welfare or request, the welfare of other residents, or nonpayment, A
resident may not be discharged for nonpayment if the discharge would be
prohibited by the medicaid program.
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(4) If a resident chooses to remain in the nursing facility, the department shall
respect that choice, provided that if the resident is a medicaid recipient, the resident
continues to require a nursing facility level of care.
(5) If the department determines that a resident no longer requires a nursing
facility level of care, the resident shall not be discharged from the nursing facility
until at least thirty days after written notice is given to the resident, the resident's
surrogate decision maker and, if appropriate, a family member or the resident's
representative. A form for requesting a hearing to appeal the discharge decision
shall be attached to the written notice. The written notice shall include at least the
following:
(a) The reason for the discharge;
(b) A statement that the resident has the right to appeal the discharge; and
(c) The name, address, and telephone number of the state long-term care
ombudsman.
(6) If the resident appeals a department discharge decision, the resident shall
not be discharged without the resident's consent until at least thirty days after a
final order is entered upholding the decision to discharge the resident.
(7)Before the facility transfers or discharges a resident, the facility must first
attempt through reasonable accommodations to avoid the transfer or discharge
unless the transfer or discharge is agreed to by the resident, The facility shall admit
or retain only individuals whose needs it can safely and appropriately serve in the
facility with available staff or through the provision of reasonable accommodations
required by state or federal law, "Reasonable accommodations" has the meaning
given to this term under the federal Americans with disabilities act of 1990. 42
U.S.C, Sec. 12101 et seg. and other applicable federal or state antidiscrimination
laws and regulations.
PART III
ESTATE RECOVERY CONSUMER DISCLOSURE
NEW SECTION, Sec. 301. A new section is added to chapter 43.20B RCW
to read as follows:
(I) It is the intent of the legislature to ensure that needy individuals have
access to basic long-term care without requiring them to sell their homes. In the
face of rising medical costs and limited funding for social welfare programs,
however, the state's medicaid and state-funded long-term care programs have
placed an increasing financial burden on the state. By balancing the interests of
individuals with immediate and future unmet medical care needs, surviving
spouses and dependent children, adult nondependent children, more distant heirs,
and the state, the estate recovery provisions of RCW 43.20B.080 and 74.39A. 170
provide an equitable and reasonable method of easing the state's financial burden
while ensuring the continued viability of the medicaid and state-funded long-term
care programs.
(2) It is further the intent of the legislature to confirm that chapter 21, Laws
of 1994, effective July I, 1994, repealed and substantially reenacted the state's
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medicaid estate recovery laws and did not eliminate the department's authority to
recover the cost of medical assistance paid prior to October 1, 1993, from the
estates of deceased recipients regardless of whether they received benefits before,
on, or after July 1, 1994.
Sec. 302. RCW 43.20B.080 and 1995 1st sp.s. c 18 s 67 are each amended to
read as follows:
(I) The department shall file liens, seek adjustment, or otherwise effect
recovery for medical assistance correctly paid on behalf of an individual ((ea
required by his hapter and)) consistent with 42 U.S.C. Sec. 1396p.
(2) Liens may be adjusted by foreclosure in accordance with chapter 61.12
RCW.
(3)In the case of an individual who was fifty-five years of age or older when
the individual received medical assistance, the department shall seek adjustment
or recovery from the individual's estate, and from nonprobate assets of the
individual as defined by RCW 11.02.005 ((cxccpt property pas.sing thrugh.
.omm;. t
y agrcc c t)), but only for medical assistance consisting of
nursing facility services, home and community-based services, other services that
the department determines to be appropriate, and related hospital and prescription
drug services. Recovery from the individual's estate, including foreclosure of liens
imposed under this section, shall be undertaken as soon as practicable, consistent
with ((the rcquircm nt a))
e. 42 U.S.C. Sec. 1396p.
(4)The department shall apply the medical assistance estate recovery law as
it existed on the date that benefits were received when calculating an estate's
liability to reimburse the department for those benefits,
(5M(a) The department shall establish procedures consistent with standards
established by the federal department of health and human services and pursuant
to 42 U.S.C. Sec. 1396p to waive recovery when such recovery would work an
undue hardship.
(b)Recovery of medical assistance from a recipient's estate shall not include
property made exempt from claims by federal law or treaty, including exemption
for tribal artifacts that may be held by individual Native Americans.
(((-S))) (6) A lien authorized under subsections (I) through (5) of this section
relates back to attach to any real property that the decedent had an ownership
interest in immediately before death and is effective as of that date,
(7)The department is authorized to adopt rules to effect recovery under this
section. The department may adopt by rule later enactments of the federal laws
referenced in this section.
(8)The office of financial management shall review the cost and feasibility of
the department of social and health services collecting the client copayment for
lon2-term care consistent with the terms and conditions of RCW 74,39A. 120, and
the cost impact to community providers under the current system for collecting the
client's copayment in addition to the amount charged to the client for estate
recovery, and report to the legislature by December 12, 1997.
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Sec. 303. RCW 74.34.010 and 1995 1st sp.s. c 18 s 82 are each amended to
read as follows:
The legislature finds that frail elders and vulnerable adults may be subjected
to abuse, neglect, exploitation, or abandonment. The legislature finds that there are
a number of adults sixty years of age or older who lack the ability to perform or
obtain those services necessary to maintain or establish their well-being. The
legislature finds that many frail elders and vulnerable adults have health problems
that place them in a dependent position. The legislature further finds that a
significant number of frail elders and vulnerable adults have mental and verbal
limitations that leave them vulnerable and incapable of asking for help and
protection.
It is the intent of the legislature to prevent or remedy the abuse, neglect,
exploitation, or abandonment of persons sixty years of age or older who have a
functional, mental, or physical inability to care for or protect themselves.
It is the intent of the legislature to assist frail elders and vulnerable adults by
providing these persons with the protection of the courts and with the leastrestrictive services, such as home care, and by preventing or reducing inappropriate
institutional care. The legislature finds that it is in the interests of the public health,
safety, and welfare of the people of the state to provide a procedure for identifying
these vulnerable persons and providing the services and remedies necessary for
their well-being.
It is further the intent of the legislature that the cost of protective services
rendered to a frail elder or vulnerable adult under this chapter that are paid with
state funds only not be subiect to recovery from the recipient or the recipient's
estate, whether by lien. adjustment, or any other means of recovery, regardless of
the income or assets of the recipient of the services. In making this exemption the
legislature recognizes that receipt of such services is voluntary and incentives to
decline services or delay permission must be kept to a minimum, There may be a
need to act or intervene quickly to protect the assets, health, or well-being of a frail
elder or vulnerable adult: to prevent or halt the exploitation, neglect. abandonment.
or abuse of the person or assets of a frail elder or vulnerable adult: or to prevent or
limit inappropriate placement or retention in an institution providing long-term
care. The delivery of such services is less likely to be impeded, and consent to
such services will be more readily obtained, if the cost of these services is not
subject to recovery. The legislature recognizes that there will be a cost in not
seeking financial recovery for such services, but that this cost may be offset by
preventing costly and inappropriate institutional placement,
NEW SECTION, Sec. 304. A new section is added to chapter 74.34 RCW
to read as follows:
The cost of benefits and services provided to a frail elder or vulnerable adult
under this chapter with state funds only does not constitute an obligation or lien
and is not recoverable from the recipient of the services or from the recipient's
estate, whether by lien, adjustment, or any other means of recovery.
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*Sec. 305. RCW 74.39A.170 and 1995 1st sp.s. c 18 s 56 are each amended
to readas follows:
(1) All payments made in state-funded long-term care shall be recoverable
as if they were medical assistancepayments subject to recovery under42 U.S.C.
Sec. 1396p and chapter43.20B RCW((,-bu*)) without regardto the recipient's
age, except the cost of state-funded adult protective services provided under
chapter 74.34 RCW to frail elders and vulnerable adults.
(2) In determining eligibility for state-funded long-term care services
programs,except for protective services provided to frail elders and vulnerable
adU. the departmentshall impose the same rules with respect to the transfer
of assetsfor less thanfair market value as are imposed under 42 U.S.C. 1396p
with respect to nursinghome and home and community services.
(3) It is the responsibility of the department to fully disclose in advance
verbally and in writing, in easy to understandlanguage, the terms andconditions
of estate recovery, The disclosure must include billing and recovery and
copayment procedures to all persons offered long-term care services subject to
recovery of payments.
(4) It is the intent of the legislaturethat the department collect. to the extent
possible, all costs associated with the individualproviderprogram including, but
not limited to, training taxes, andfringe benefits,
By November 15, 1997, the secretary shall identify and report to the
lenislature:
(a) The costs of identifyine or tracking directand indirectcosts associated
with the individualproviderproeram, includingany necessary chanes to the
department's information systems: and
(b) Any federal or state laws limitine the department's ability to recover
direct or indirectcosts of the individualproviderproeramfrom the estate,
(5) To the extent funds are availableand in compliance with federal law, the
department is responsiblefor also notifying the client, or his or her advocate,
quarterly of the types of services used, chargesfor services, credit amount of
copayment, and the difference (debt) that will be charged againstthe estate,
*Sec. 305 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

PART IV
ADULT FAMILY HOMES
Sec. 401. RCW 70.128.175 and 1995 1Ist sp.s. c 18 s 29 are each amended to
read as follows:
(I) Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, these definitions shall apply
throughout this section and RCW 35.63.140, 35A.63.149, 36.70.755, 35.22.680,
and 36.32.560:
(a) "Adult family home" means a regular family abode (((4)) in which a person
or persons ((preiMding)) provides personal care, special care, room, and board to
more than one but not more than six adults who are not related by blood or
marriage to the person or persons providing the services.
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(b)"Residential care facility" means a facility that cares for at least five, but
not more than fifteen functionally disabled persons, that is not licensed pursuant
to chapter 70.128 RCW.
(c) "Department" means the department of social and health services.
(2)An adult family home shall be considered a residential use of property for
zoning and public and private utility rate purposes. Adult family homes shall be
a permitted use in all areas zoned for residential or commercial purposes, including
areas zoned for single family dwellings.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 402. The department of social and health services
shall implement a limited moratorium on the authorization of adult family home
licenses until December 12, 1997, or until the secretary has determined that all
adult family home and group home safety and quality of care standards have been
reviewed by the department, determined by the secretary to reasonably protect the
life, safety, and health of residents, and has notified all adult family home and
-roup home operators of the standards of care or any modifications to the existing
standards. This limited moratorium shall in no way prevent a person eligible to
receive services from receiving the same or equivalent chronic long-term care
services. In the event of a need for such services, the department shall develop a
process for determining the availability of chronic long-term care residential
services on a case-by-case basis to determine if an adult family home license
should be granted to accommodate the needs of a particular geographical or ethnic
community. The department may review the cost and feasibility of creating an
adult family home advisory committee. The secretary shall make the final
determination on individual case licensure until December 12, 1997, or until the
moratorium has been removed and determine if an adult family home advisory
committee should be developed.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 403. The department of social and health services is
authorized to adopt rules, including emergency rules, for implementing the
provisions of section 402 of this act.
PART V
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
*NEW SECTION. Sec. 501. The department of health in cooperationwith
the department of social and health services may develop a plan for
implementing a pilot programfor accreditingboardinghomes licensed under
RCW 18.20.020 with a recognized national nongovernmental accreditation
organizationoran organizationwith experience in developing and implementing
accreditationprograms in at least two states. The pilot plan, iffunded, shall be
developed with the input of residents,provider representatives,and other vested
interest groups. If funded, the plan shall review the overall feasibility of
implementation, cost or savings to the departmentof health, impact on client
health and safety, andfinancialand other impacts to the boarding industry. If
funded, the pilot boarding home accreditationplan shall be presented to the
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appropriate committees of the house of representatives and the senate by
January 5, 1998.
*See. 501 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION. Sec. 502. The department of community, trade, and
economic development, in collaboration with the organizations designated by state
or federal law to provide protection and advocacy and ombuds services for older
Americans and people with disabilities using publicly funded long-term care
residential services, may conduct a study, make recommendations, and draft
legislation necessary to implement changes that will result in a single coordinating
umbrella for ombuds and advocacy services that maximizes efficiency, minimizes
duplication, and allows for specialization in target populations such as
developmental disabilities, older Americans, and mental illness, and assures that
the providers of ombuds services have sufficient expertise and experience with
target populations and the systems that serve them. The study, if funded, shall
include review of all relevant federal and state laws and regulations, including but
not limited to the older Americans act, 42 U.S.C. 3001 as amended, the
developmental disabilities assistance and bill of rights act as amended, 42 U.S.C.
6000, the protection and advocacy for persons with mental illness act as amended,
42 U.S.C. 10801, the rehabilitation act of 1973 as amended, 29 U.S.C. 701, the
long-term care ombudsman statute chapter 43.190 RCW, developmental
disabilities statute, Title 71A RCW, and the community mental health services
regulations, chapter 275-57 WAC. If funded, the study shall identify the gaps in
current ombuds and advocacy services, and develop a cost assessment for
implementation of a comprehensive umbrella of ombuds and advocacy services.
If funded, the department of community, trade, and economic deveJopment shall
report to the appropriate committees of the house of representatives and the senate
by January 10, 1998.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 503. The department of social and health services may
review the cost and feasibility of implementing developmental disabilities
certification standards for community residential alternatives to ensure that services
are adequate for the health, safety, care, treatment, and support of persons with
developmental disabilities. The community residential alternatives shall include,
but not be limited to, entities that contract or directly provide services with the
division of developmental disabilities such as group homes, agency alternative
living, intensive and other tenant support services, adult family homes, or boarding
homes. Certification standards shall review at a minimum the following areas.
Administrative and financial capabilities of the provider, health and safety
practices, the opportunities for the individuals served by the programs to have
power and choice in their lives, opportunities to develop friendships and
relationships, and opportunities to develop self-respect and to gain respect from
others, to participate in the community, and to gain independent living skills. If the
review is funded, the department shall also recommend whether adult family
homes that choose to provide services only to persons with developmental
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disabilities should receive special certification or licensure apart from or in place
of the existing adult family home license. The review may also recommend the
type and amount of provider training necessary to appropriately support persons
with developmental disabilities in community residential alternatives. The
department may include the assistance of other departments, vested interest groups,
and family members in the development of recommendations. If funded, the
department shall report to the appropriate committees of the house of
representatives and the senate by January 30, 1998.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 504. Any section or provision of this act that may be
susceptible to more than oie construction shall be interpreted in favor of the
construction most likely to comply with federal laws entitling this state to receive
federal funds for the various programs of the department of health or the
department of social and health services. If any section of this act is found to be
in conflict with federal requirements that are a prescribed condition of the
allocation of federal funds to the state, or to any departments or agencies thereof,
the conflicting part isdeclared to be inoperative solely to the extent of the conflict.
The rules issued under this act shall meet federal requirements that are a necessary
condition to the receipt of federal funds by the state.
*NEW SECTION. Sec. 505. A new section is added to chapter 43.70 RCW
to read as follows:
The department of health, and the discipliningauthoritiesas agents of the
department of social and health services for purposes of this section in
cooperation with the department of social and health services, shall implement
a nursing home resident protection program in accordance with guidelines
establishedby the federal health carefinancingadministration. The department
of socialand health services shall retainauthority to review and investigate all
allegations of nursing home resident neglect, abuse, and misappropriationof
resident property. If the department of social and health services makes a
preliminary determination,based upon credibleevidence and an investigation
by the department, that a licensed, certified, or registeredhealth careprovider
listed in RCW 18.130.040 and used by the nursing home to provide services to
a resident,except for a certified or registerednursingassistant,has neglected or
abused a resident or misappropriateda resident'sproperty, the departmentof
socialand health services shall immediately refer its determination regardingthe
individual to the appropriatediscipliningauthority, as defined in chapter 18.130
RCW. The discipliningauthority shallpursue administrativeadjudicatory or
disciplinaryproceedings accordingto federal timelines and requirements,and
consistent with the administrativeprocedure act, chapter 34.05 RCW. Meeting
federalrequirementsfor the residentprotectionprogram shallnot compromise
due processprotections when state discipliningauthoritiestake actions against
health professionals regulated under the uniform disciplinary act, chapter
18.130 RCW. The secretary of socialand health services shall have access to all
information concerning any complaint referred under the residentprotection
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program to the secretaryof health and the other discipliningauthorities. If the
department of social and health services determines that the disciplining
authority hasfailed to meet the applicablerequirements of federal law for the
residentprotectionprogram,jurisdictionon the individualcase shallrevert to the
secretary of socialand health servicesfor actions under the federal law, which
shall not interfere with the action under the uniform disciplinary act. The
secretaryof social andhealth services and the secretary of health shallenter into
an interagency agreementto implement the provisions of this section. A finding
of fact, stipulatedfinding of fact, agreed order, or final order issued by the
disciplining authority that finds the individual health care provider guilty of
neglect, abuse, or misappropriationof resident property shall be promptly
reportedto the departmentof socialand health services.
*Sec. 505 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*NEW SECTION, Sec. 506. A new section is added to chapter 18.51 RCW
to read asfollows:
The departmentof socialand health services shall retain authority to review
and investigate all allegations of nursing home resident neglect, abuse, and
misappropriationof residentproperty. The department of social and health
services in cooperation with the departmentof health and discipliningauthorities
shall implement a nursing home resident protection program according to
guidelines establishedby the federalhealth carefinancing administration. The
department of social and health services, as the federally responsible state
agency, shall conduct or coordinatethe conduct of the most appropriateand
timely review and investigation of all credible allegations of nursing home
resident neglect, abuse, and misappropriationof resident property. If the
department of social and health services makes a preliminary determination,
based upon credible evidence and an investigation by the department, that a
licensed, certified,or registeredhealth care providerlisted in RCW 18.130.040
and used by the nursing home to provide services to a resident, except for a
certified or registered nursing assistant,has neglected or abuseda residentor
misappropriateda resident's property, the department of social and health
services shall immediately refer its determination regardingthe individualto the
department of health or discipliningauthority, as defined in RCW 18.130.020.
The disciplining authority shall pursue administrative adjudicatory or
disciplinary proceedingsaccordingtofederal timelines and requirements, and
consistent with the administrativeprocedureact, chapter 34.05 RCW. When the
department of social and health services determines such proceeding does not
meet federal timelines and requirements,the department of socialand health
services shall have the authority to take federally required actions. Other
individuals used by a nursing home, includingcertified and registerednursing
assistants, with a preliminary determination of neglect, abuse, or
misappropriationof residentproperty shall receive notice and the right to an
administrativefair hearingfrom the departmentof social and health services
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according to federal timelines and requirements. An individual with afinding
of fact, stipulatedfinding of fact, agreed order, or final order issued by the
department of socialand health services or the discipliningauthority thatfinds
the individualguilty of neglect, abuse, or misappropriationof residentproperty
shall not be employed in the care of and have unsupervisedaccess to vulnerable
adults, as defined in chapter 74.34 RCW. Upon receiptfrom the disciplining
authority of a finding offact, stipulatedfinding offact, agreed order,or final
order thatfinds the individualhealth care providerguilty of neglect, abuse, or
misappropriation of resident property, the department of social and health
services shall report this information to the nursing home where the incident
occurred,the long-term carefacility where the individual works, ifdifferent, and
other entities serving vulnerableadults upon request by the entity.
*Sec. 506 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION, Sec. 507. A new section is added to chapter 9A.42 RCW
to read as follows:
The legislature finds that there is a significant need to protect children and
dependent persons, including frail elder and vulnerable adults, from abuse and
neglect by their parents, by persons entrusted with their physical custody, or by
persons employed to provide them with the basic necessities of life. The
legislature further finds that such abuse and neglect often takes the forms of either
withholding from them the basic necessities of life, including food, water, shelter,
clothing, and health care, or abandoning them, or both. Therefore, it is the intent
of the legislature that criminal penalties be imposed on those guilty of such abuse
or neglect. It is the intent of the legislature that a person who, in good faith, is
furnished Christian Science treatment by a duly accredited Christian Science
practitioner in lieu of medical care is not considered deprived of medically
necessary health care or abandoned. Prosecutions under this chapter shall be
consistent with the rules of evidence, including hearsay, under law.
Sec. 508. RCW 9A.42.010 and 1996 c 302 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
As used in this chapter:
(1) "Basic necessities of life" means food, water, shelter, clothing, and
medically necessary health care, including but not limited to health-related
treatment or activities, hygiene, oxygen, and medication.
(2)(a) "Bodily injury" means physical pain or injury, illness, or an impairment
of physical condition;
(b)"Substantial bodily harm" means bodily injury which involves a temporary
but substantial disfigurement, or which causes atemporary but substantial loss or
impairment of the function of any bodily part or organ, or which causes afracture
of any bodily part;
(c) "Great bodily harm" means bodily injury which creates a high probability
of death, or which causes serious permanent disfigurement, or which causes a
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permanent or protracted loss or impairment of the function of any bodily part or
organ.
(3) "Child" means a person under eighteen years of age.
(4) "Dependent person" means a person who, because of physical or mental
disability, or because of extreme advanced age, is dependent upon another person
to provide the basic necessities of life. A resident of a nursing home. as defined
in RCW 18.51.010. a resident of an adult family home. as defined in RCW
70,128,010. and a frail elder or vulnerable adult. as defined in RCW 74,34.020(8).
is presumed to be a dependent person for purposes of this chapter.
(5) "Employed" means hired by a dependent person, another person acting on
behalf of a dependent person, or by an organization or governmental entity, to
provide to a dependent person any of the basic necessities of life. A person may
be "employed" regardless of whethc. the person is paid for the services or, if paid,
regardless of who pays for the person's services.
(6) "Parent" has its ordinary meaning and also includes a guardian and the
authorized agent of a parent or guardian.
(7) "Abandons" means leaving a child or other dependent person without the
means or ability to obtain one or more of the basic necessities of life.
Sec. 509. RCW 9A.42.050 and 1986 c 250 s 5 are each amended to read as
follows:
In any prosecution for criminal mistreatment, it shall be a defense that the
withholding of the basic necessities of life is due to financial inability only if the
person charged has made a reasonable effort to obtain adequate assistance. This
defense is available to a person employed to provide the basic necessities of life
only when the agreed-upon payment has not been made,
See. 510. RCW 9A.42.020 and 1986 c 250 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) A parent of a child ((or)), the person entrusted with the physical custody
of a child or dependent person, or a person employed to provide to the child or
dependent person the basic necessities of life is guilty of criminal mistreatment in
the first degree if he or she recklessly, as defined in RCW 9A.08.010, causes greet
bodily harm to a child or dependent person by withholding any of the basic
necessities of life.
(2) Criminal mistreatment in the first degree is a class B felony.
Sec. 511. RCW 9A.42.030 and 1986 c 250 s 3 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) A parent of a child ((er)), the person entrusted with the physical custody
of a child or dependent person. or a person employed to provide to the child or
dependent person the basic necessities of life is guilty of criminal mistreatment in
the second degree if he or she recklessly, as defined in RCW 9A.08.0 10 either (a)
creates an imminent and substantial risk of death or great bodily harm, or (b)
causes substantial bodily harm by withholding any of the basic necessities of life.
(2) Criminal mistreatment in the second degree is a class C felony.
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NEW SECTION, Sec. 512. A new section is added to chapter 9A.42 RCW
to read as follows:
RCW 9A.42.020 and 9A.42.030 do not apply when a terminally ill person or
his or her designee requests palliative care and the person receives palliative care
from a licensed home health agency, hospice agency, nursing home, or hospital
who is providing care under the medical direction of a physician.
Sec. 513. RCW 9A.44.010 and 1994 c 271 s 302 are each amended to read
as follows:
As used in this chapter:
(I) "Sexual intercourse" (a) has its ordinary meaning and occurs upon any
penetration, however slight, and
(b) Also means any penetration of the vagina or anus however slight, by an
object, when committed on one person by another, whether such persons are of the
same or opposite sex, except when such penetration is accomplished for medically
recognized treatment or diagnostic purposes, and
(c) Also means any act of sexual contact between persons involving the sex
organs of one person and the mouth or anus of another whether such persons are
of the same or opposite sex.
(2) "Sexual contact" means any touching of the sexual or other intimate parts
of a person done for the purpose of gratifying sexual desire of either party or a
third party.
(3) "Married" means one who is legally married to another, but does not
include a person who is living separate and apart from his or her spouse and who
has filed in an appropriate court for legal separation or for dissolution of his or her
-.-r'iage.
(4) "Mental incapacity" is that condition existing at the time of the offense
which prevents a person from understanding the nature or consequences of the act
of sexual intercourse whether that condition is produced by illness, defect, the
influence of a substance or from some other cause.
(5) "Physically helpless" means a person who is unconscious or for any other
reason is physkially nable to communicate unwillingness to an act.
(6) "Forcible compulsion" means physical force which overcomes resistance,
or a threat, express or implied, that places a person in fear of death or physical
injury to herself or himself or another person, or in fear that she or he or another
person will be kidnapped.
(7) "Consent" means that at the time of the act of sexual intercourse or sexual
contact there are actual words or conduct indicating freely given agreement to have
sexual intercourse or sexual contact.
(8) "Significant relationship" means a situation in which the perpetrator is:
(a) A person who undertakes the responsibility, professionally or voluntarily,
to provide education, health, welfare, or oiganized recreational activities
principally for minors; ((or))
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(b) A person who in the course of his or her employment supervises minors;
or
(c) A person who pV'ovides welfare, health or residential assistance, personal
care, or organized recreational activities to frail elders or vulnerable adults,
including a provider, employee, temporary employee, volunteer, or independent
contractor who supplies services to long-term care facilities licensed or required
to be licensed under chapter 18.20, 18.51, 72,36, or 70,128 RCW. and home health,
hospice, or home care agencies licensed or required to be licensed under chapter
70.127 RCW. but not including a consensual sexual partner.
(9) "Abuse of a supervisory position" means a direct or indirect threat or
promise to use authority to the detriment or benefit of a minor.
(10) "Developmentally disabled," for purposes of RCW 9A.44.050(1)(c) and
9A.44.100(i)(c), means a person with a developmental disability as defined in
RCW 71A. 10.020.
(II) "Person with supervisory authority," for purposes of RCW 9A.44.050(1)
(c) or (e) and 9A.44.!00(1) (c) or (e), means any proprietor or employee of any
public or private care or treatment facility who directly supervises developmentally
disabled, mentally disordered, or chemically dependent persons at the facility.
(12) "Mentally disordered person" for the purposes of RCW 9A.44.050(l)(e)
and 9A.44.100(l)(e) means a person with a "mental disorder" as defined in RCW
71.05.020(2).
(13) "Chemically dependent person" for purposes of RCW 9A.44.050(l)(e)
and 9A.44. 100(l)(e) means a person who is "chemically dependent" as defined in
RCW 70.96A.020(4).
(14) "Health care provider" for purposes of RCW 9A.44.050 and 9A.44. 100
means a person who is, holds himself or herself out to be, or provides services as
if he or she were: (a) A member of a health care profession under chapter 18.130
RCW; or (b) registered or certified under chapter 18.19 RCW, regardless of
whether the health care provider is licensed, certified, or registered by the state.
(15) "Treatment" for purposes of RCW 9A.44.050 and 9A.44. 100 means the
active delivery of professional services by a health care provider which the health
care provider holds himself or herself out to be qualified to provide.
(16) "Frail elder or vulnerable adult" means a person sixty years of age or
older who has the functional, mental, or physical inability to care for himself or
herself, "Frail elder or vulnerable adult" also includes a person found incapacitated
under chapter 11.88 RCW, a person over eighteen years of age who has a
developmental disability under chapter 71A.10 RCW, a person admitted to a longterm care facility that is licensed or required to be licensed under chapter 18.20,
18,51,72.36, or 70.128 RCW, and a person receiving services from a home health.
hospice, or home care agency licensed or required to be licensed under chapter
70,127 RCW.
Sec. 514. RCW 9A.44.050 and 1993 c 477 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
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(1)A person is guilty of rape in the second degree when, under circumstances
not constituting rape in the first degree, the person engages in sexual intercourse
with another person:
(a) By forcible compulsion;
(b) When the victim is incapable of consent by reason of being physically
helpless or mentally incapacitated;
(c) When the victim is developmentally disabled and the perpetrator is a
person who is not married to the victim and who has supervisory authority over the
victim;
(d) When the perpetrator is a health care provider, the victim is a client or
patient, and the sexual intercourse occurs during a treatment session, consultation,
interview, or examination. It is an affirmative defense that the defendant must
prove by a preponderance of the evidence that the client or patient consented to the
sexual intercourse with the knowledge that the sexual intercourse was not for the
purpose of treatment; ((or))
(e) When the victim is a resident of a facility for mentally disordered or
chemically dependent persons and the perpetrator is a person who is not married
to the victim and has supervisory authority over the victim: or
(f) When the victim is a frail elder or vulnerable adult and the perpetrator is
a person who is not married to the victim and who has a significant relationship
with the victim.
(2)Rape in the second degree is a class A felony.
See. 515. RCW 9A.44.100 and 1993 c 477 s 3 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)A person is guilty of indecent liberties when he knowingly causes another
person who is not his bpouse to have sexual contact with him or another:
(a) By forcible compulsion; ((or))
(b) When the other person is incapable of consent by reason of being mentally
defective, mentally incapacitated, or physically helpless;
(c) When the victim is developmentally disabled and the perpetrator is a
person who is not married to the victim and who has supervisory authority over the
victim;
(d) When the perpetrator is a health care provider, the victim is a client or
patient, and the sexual contact occurs during a treatment session, consultation,
interview, or examination. It is an affirmative defense that the defendant must
prove by a preponderance of the evidence that the client or patient consented to the
sexual contact with the knowledge that the sexual contact was not for the purpose
of treatment; ((or))
(e) When the victim is a resident of a facility for mentally disordered or
chemically dependent persons and the perpetrator is a person who is not married
to the victim and has supervisory authority over the victim: or
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(f) When the victim is a frail elder or vulnerable adult and the perpetrator is
a person who is not married to the victim and who has a significant relationship
with the victim.
(2) Indecent liberties is a class B felony.
Sec. 516. RCW 18.130.040 and 1996 c 200 s 32 and 1996 c 81 s 5 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
(I) This chapter applies only to the secretary and the boards and commissions
having jurisdiction in relation to the professions licensed under the chapters
specified in this section. This chapter does not apply to any business or profession
not licensed under the chapters specified in this section.
(2)(a) The secretary has authority under this chapter in relation to the
following professions:
(i) Dispensing opticians licensed under chapter 18.34 RCW;
(ii) Naturopaths licensed under chapter 18.36A RCW;
(iii) Midwives licensed under chapter 18.50 RCW;
(iv) Ocularists licensed under chapter 18.55 RCW;
(v) Massage operators and businesses licensed under chapter 18.108 RCW;
(vi) Dental hygienists licensed under chapter 18.29 RCW;
(vii) Acupuncturists licensed under chapter 18.06 RCW;
(viii) Radiologic technologists certified and X-ray technicians registered under
chapter 18.84 RCW;
(ix)Respiratory care practitioners certified under chapter 18.89 RCW;
(x) Persons registered or certified under chapter 18.19 RCW;
(xi) Persons registered as nursing pool operators under chapter 18.52C RCW;
(xii) Nursing assistants registered or certified under chapter ((48-.49)) 18,88A
RCW;
(xiii) Health care assistants certified under chapter 18.135 RCW;
(xiv) Dietitians and nutritionists certified under chapter 18.138 RCW;
(xv) Sex offender treatment providers certified under chapter 18.155 RCW;
(xvi) Persons licensed and certified under chapter 18.73 RCW or RCW
18.71.205;
(xvii) Persons registered as adult family home providers and resident
managers under RCW 18.48.020; and
(xviii) Denturists licensed under chapter 18.30 RCW.
(b) The boards and commissions having authority under this chapter are as
follows:
(i) The podiatric medical board as established in chapter 18.22 RCW;
(ii) The chiropractic quality assurance commission as established in chapter
18.25 RCW;
(iii) The dental quality assurance commission as established in chapter 18.32
RCW;
(iv)The board of hearing and speech as established in chapter 18.35 RCW;
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(v)The board of examiners for nursing home administrators as established in
chapter 18.52 RCW;
(vi) The optometry board as established in chapter 18.54 RCW governing
licenses issued under chapter 18.53 RCW;
(vii) The board of osteopathic medicine and surgery as established in chapter
18.57 RCW governing licenses issued under chapters 18.57 and 18.57A RCW;
(viii) The board of pharmacy as established in chapter 18.64 RCW governing
licenses issued under chapters 18.64 and 18.64A RCW;
(ix)The medical quality assurance commission as established in chapter 18.71
RCW governing licenses and registrations issued under chapters 18.71 and 18.71A
RCW;
(x) The board of physical therapy as established in chapter 18.74 RCW;
(xi) The board of occupational therapy practice as established in chapter 18.59
RCW;
(xii) The nursing care quality assurance commission as established in chapter
18.79 RCW governing licenses issued under that chapter;
(xiii) The examining board of psychology and its disciplinary committee as
established in chapter 18.83 RCW; and
(xiv) The veterinary board of governors as established in chapter 18.92 RCW.
(3) In addition to the authority to discipline license holders, the disciplining
authority has the authority to grant or deny licenses based on the conditions and
criteria established in this chapter and the chapters specified in subsection (2) of
this section. This chapter also governs any investigation, hearing, or
proceeding relating to denial of licensure or issuance of a license conditioned on
the applicant's compliance with an order entered pursuant to RCW 18.130.160 by
the disciplining authority.
(4) All disciplining authorities shall adopt procedures to ensure substantially
consistent application of this chapter, the Uniform Disciplinary Act, among the
disciplining authorities listed in subsection (2) of this section.
Sec. 517. RCW 18.130.200 and 1986 c 259 s 12 are each amended to read as
follows:
A person who attempts to obtain ((or)), obtains, or attempts to maintain a
license by willful misrepresentation or fraudulent representation is guilty of a gros
misdemeanor.
Sec. 518. RCW 43.43.842 and 1992 c 104 s 1 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I)a The secretary of social and health services and the secretary of health
shall adopt additional requirements for the licensure or relicensure of agencies
((or)), facilities ((whieh)). and licensed individuals who provide care and treatment
to vulnerable adults, including nursing pools registered under chapter 18.52C
RCW. These additional requirements shall ensure that any person associated with
a licensed agency or facility having ((direet ,eemiet))
unsupervised access with a
vulnerable adult shall not have been: (((-a))) Qt Convicted of a crime against
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persons as defined in RCW 43.43.830, except as provided in this section; (((b)))
(ii) convicted of crimes relating to financial exploitation as defined in RCW
43.43.830, except as provided in this section; (((e))) (ijf found in any disciplinary
board final decision to have abused a vulnerable adult under RCW 43.43.830; or
(((d))) (iv)the subject in a protective proceeding under chapter 74.34 RCW.
(b) A person associated with a licensed agency or facility who has
unsupervised access with a vulnerable adult shall make the disclosures specified
in RCW 43.43.834(2). The person shall make the disclosures in writing. sign. and
swear to the contents under penalty of periur. The person shall, in the disclosures,
specify all crimes against children or other persons, and all crimes relating to
financial exploitation as defined in RCW 43.43.830. committed by the person.
(2)The rules adopted under this section shall permit the licensee to consider
the criminal history of an applicant for employment in a licensed facility when the
applicant has one or more convictions for a past offense and:
(a) The offense was simple assault, assault in the fourth degree, or the same
offense as it may be renamed, and three or more years have passed between the
most recent conviction and the date of application for employment;
(b) The offense was prostitution, or the same offense as it may be renamed,
and three or more years have passed between the most recent conviction and the
date of application for employment;
(c) The offense was theft in the third degree, or the same offense as it may be
renamed, and three or more years have passed between the most recent conviction
and the date of application for employment;
(d) The offense was theft in the second degree, or the same offense as it may
be renamed, and five or more years have passed between the most recent
conviction and the date of application for employment;
(e) The offense was forgery, or the same offense as it may be renamed, and
five or more years have passed between the most recent conviction and the date of
application for employment.
The offenses set forth in (a) through (e) of this subsection do not automatically
disqualify an applicant from employment by a licensee. Nothing in this section
may be construed to require the employment of any person against a licensee's
judgment.
(3)
In consultation with law enforcement personnel, the secretary of social and
health services and the secretary of health shall investigate, or cause to be
investigated, the conviction record and the protection proceeding record
information under this chapter ((43.43 R-W of ea h agy.. crFaility and its)) of
the staff of each agency or facility under their respective jurisdictions seeking
licensure or relicensure. An individual responding to a criminal background
inquiry request from his or her employer or potential employer shall disclose the
information about his or her criminal history under penalty of perjury, The
secretaries shall use the information solely for the purpose of determining
eligibility for licensure or relicensure. Criminal justice agencies shall provide the
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secretaries such information as they may have and that the secretaries may require
for such purpose.
Sec. 519. RCW 70.124.020 and 1996 c 178 s 24 are each amended to read as
follows:
Unless the context requires otherwise, the definitions in this section apply
throughout this chapter.
(I) "Court" means the superior court of the state of Washington.
(2) "Law enforcement agency" means the police department, the director of
public safety, or the office of the sheriff.
(3)"Practitioner of the healing arts" or "practitioner" means a person licensed
by this state to practice podiatric medicine and surgery, optometry, pharmacy,
physical therapy, chiropractic, nursing, dentistry, osteopathic medicine and
surgery, or medicine and surgery. The term "practi,.loner" shall include a nurses
aide, a nursing home administrator licensed under chapter 18.52 RCW, and a duly
accredited Christian Science practitioner: PROVIDED, HOWEVER, That a
nursing home patient who is being furnished Christian Science treatment by a duly
accredited Christian Science practitioner shall not be considered, for that reason
alone, a neglected patient for the purposes of this chapter.
(4) "Department" means the state department of social and health services.
(5) "Nursing home" has the meaning prescribed by RCW 18.51.010.
(6) "Social worker" means anyone engaged in a professional capacity during
the regular course of employment in encouraging or promoting the health, welfare,
support, or education of nursing home patients, or providing social services to
nursing home patients, whether in an individual capacity or as an employee or
agent of any public or private organization or institution.
(7) "Psychologist" means any person licensed to practice psychology under
chapter 18.83 RCW, whether acting in an individual capacity or as an employee or
agent of any public or private organization or institution.
(8)"Pharmacist" means any registered pharmacist under chapter 18.64 RCW,
whether acting in an individual capacity or as an employee or agent of any public
or private organization or institution.
(9)"Abuse or neglect" or "patient abuse or neglect" means the nonaccidental
physical injury or condition, sexual abuse, or negligent treatment of a nursing home
or state hospital patient under circumstances which indicate that the patient's
health, welfare, ((arid)) or safety is harmed thereby.
(10) "Negligent treatment" means an act or omission which evinces a serious
disregard of consequences of such magnitude as to constitute a clear and present
danger to the patient's health, welfare, ((and)) or safety.
(11)"State hospital" means any hospital operated and maintained by the state
for the care of the mentally ill under chapter 72.23 RCW.
Sec. 520. RCW 70.124.040 and 1981 c 174 s 4 are each amended to read as
follows:
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(I) Where a report is ((dcezJ wewtcd)) reguired under RCW 70.124.030,
an immediate oral report shall be made by telephone or otherwise to either a law
enforcement agency or to the department and, upon request, shall be followed by
a report in writing. The reports shall contain the following information, if known:
(a) The name and address of the person making the report;
(b) The name and address of the nursing home or state hospital patient;
(c) The name and address of the patient's relatives having responsibility for the
patient;
(d) The nature and extent of the injury or injuries;
(e) The nature and extent of the neglect;
(f) The nature and extent of the sexual abuse;
(g) Any evidence of previous injuries, including their nature and extent; and
(h) Any other information which may be helpful in establishing the cause of
the patient's death, injury, or injuries, and the identity of the perpetrator or
perpetrators.
(2)Each law enforcement agency receiving such a report shall, in addition to
taking the action required by RCW 70.124.050, immediately relay the report to the
department, and to other law enforcement agencies, including the medicaid fraud
control unit of the office of the attorney general, as appropriate. For any report it
receives, the department shall likewise take the required action and in addition
relay the report to the appropriate law enforcement agency or agencies. The
appropriate law enforcement agency or agencies shall receive immediate
notification when the department, upon receipt of such report, has reasonable cause
to believe that a criminal act has been committed.
Sec. 521. RCW 70.124.070 and 1979 ex.s. c 228 s 7 are each amended to read
as follows:
A person who is required to make or to cause to be made a report pursuant to
RCW 70.124.030 or 70.124.040 and who knowingly fails to make such report or
fails to cause such report to be made is guilty of a gross misdemeanor.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 522. A new section is added to chapter 74.34 RCW
to read as follows:
A person who is required to make or cause to be made a report under RCW
74.34.030 or 74.34.040 and who knowingly fails to make the report or fails to
cause the report to be made is guilty of a gross misdemeanor.
Sec. 523. RCW 74.34.020 and 1995 1st sp.s. c 18 s 84 are each amended to
read as follows:
Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the definitions in this section
apply throughout this chapter.
(1) "Abandonment" means action or inaction by a person or entity with a duty
of care for a frail elder or a vulnerable adult that leaves the vulnerable person
without the means or ability to obtain necessary food, clothing, shelter, or health
care.
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(2) "Abuse" means a nonaccidental act of physical or mental mistreatment or
injury, or sexual mistreatment, which harms a person through action or inaction by
another individual
(3) "Consent" means express written consent granted after the person has been
fully informed of the nature of the services to be offered and that the receipt of
services is voluntary.
(4) "Department" means the department of social and health services.
(5) "Exploitation" means the illegal or improper use of a frail elder or
vulnerable adult or that person's income or resources, including trust funds, for
another person's profit or advantage.
(6) "Neglect" means a pattern of conduct or inaction by a person or entity with
a duty of care for a frail elder or vulnerable adult that results in the deprivation of
care necessary to maintain the vulnerable person's physical or mental health.
(7) "Secretary" means the secretary of social and health services.
(8)"Frail elder or vulnerable adult" means a person sixty years of age or older
who has the functional, mental, or physical inability to care for himself or herself.
"Frail elder or vulnerable adult" shall include persons found incapacitated under
chapter 11.88 RCW, or a person who has a developmental disability under chapter
71A.10 RCW, and persons admitted to any long-term care facility that is licensed
or required to be licensed under chapter 18.20, 18.51, 72.36, or 70.128 RCW, or
persons receiving services from home health, hospice, or home care agencies
licensed or required to be licensed under chapter 70.127 RCW.
(9) No frail elder or vulnerable person who relies upon and is being provided
spiritual treatment in lieu of medical treatment in accordance with the tenets and
practices of a well-recognized religious denomination shall for that reason alone
be considered abandoned, abused, or neglected,
Sec. 524. RCW 43.43.832 and 1995 c 250 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) The legislature finds that businesses and organizations providing services
to children, developmentally disabled persons, and vulnerable adults need adequate
information to determine which employees or licensees to hire or engage. The
legislature further finds that many developmentally disabled individuals and
vulnerable adults desire to hire their own employees directly and also need
adequate information to determine which employees or licensees to hire or engage.
Therefore, the Washington state patrol criminal identification system ((niay)) shall
disclose, upon the request of a business or organization as defined in RCW
43.43.830, a developmentally disabled person, or a vulnerable adult as defined in
RCW 43.43.830 or his or her guardian, an applicant's record for convictions of
offenses against children or other persons, convictions for crimes relating to
financial exploitation, but only if the victim was a vulnerable adult, adjudications
of child abuse in a civil action, the issuance of a protection order against the
respondent under chapter 74.34 RCW, and disciplinary board final decisions and
any subsequent criminal charges associated with the conduct that is the subject of
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the disciplinary board final decision. ((When ,..ssary, pplicnts may be
employed on, ai enditional basis pendin~g eomrplcin of sueh a baekgrun
inv-estigti.ior,.))
(2) The legislature also finds that the state board of education may request of
the Washington state patrol criminal identification system information regarding
acertificate applicant's record for convictions under subsection (1) of this section.
(3) The legislature also finds that law enforcement agencies, the office of the
attorney general, prosecuting authorities, and the department of social and health
services may request this same information to aid in the investigation and
prosecution of child, developmentally disabled person, and vulnerable adult abuse
cases and to protect children and adults from further incidents of abuse.
(4) The legislature further finds that the department of social and health
services((;)) must consider the information listed in subsection (I)
of this section
in the following circumstance..'
(a)
When considering persons for state positions directly responsible for the
care, supervision, or treatment of children, developmentally disabled persons, or
vulnerable adults ((or))

(b)When licensing ((or authorizin.g such persons or)) agencies ((ptrsuant.
i .....
herity)) or facilities with individuals in positions directly responsible for the
care. supervision, or treatment of children, developmentally disabled persons, or
vulnerable adults, including but not limited to agencies or facilities licensed under
,hapter 74.15((;)) pr 18.51((, 18.20, or 72.23)) RCW((, or any litter natk,d staut
whieh purpose isto lieense or regulate it facility whieh han~dles Vulnerable adakt3,
must eensider the information listed in subseeti3r, (1) of this seetion));
(c)When contracting with individuals or businesses or organizations for the
care, supervision, or treatment of children, developmentally disabled persons, or
vulnerable adults. including but not limited to services contracted for under chapter
18,20, 18.48, 70.127, 70,128, 72,36, or 74,39A RCW or Title 71A RCW.
l.w.vr, when ncccssary))
(5)Whenever astate conviction record check is required by state law, persons
may be employed or engaged as volunteers or independent contractors on a
conditional basis pending completion of the state background investigation.
Whenever a national criminal record check through the federal bureau of
investigation is required by state law. a person may be employed or engaged as a
volunteer or independent contractor on a conditional basis pending completion of
the national check, The Washington personnel resources board shall adopt rules
to accomplish the purposes of this subsection as it applies to state employees.
(6)(a) For purposes of facilitating timely access to criminal background
information and to reasonably minimize the number of requests made under this
section, recognizing that certain health care providers change employment
frequently, health care facilities may, upon request from another health care
facility, share copies of completed criminal background inquiry information.
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(b)Completed criminal background inquiry information may be shared by a
willing health care facility only if the following conditions are satisfied: The
licensed health care facility sharing the criminal background inquiry information
is reasonably known to be the person's most recent employer, no more than twelve
months has elapsed from the date the person was last employed at alicensed health
care facility to the date of their current employment application, and the criminal
background information is no more than two years old.
(c) If criminal background inquiry information is shared, the health care
facility employing the subiect of the inquiry must require the applicant to sign a
disclosure statement indicating that there has been no conviction or finding as
described in RCW 43,43.842 since the completion date of the most recent criminal
background inquiry.
(d) Any health care facility that knows or has reason to believe that an
applicant has or may have a disqualifying conviction or finding as described in
RCW 43.43,842, subsequent to the completion date of their most recent criminal
background inquiry, shall be prohibited from relying on the applicant's previous
employer's criminal background inquiry information, A new criminal background
inquiry shall be requested pursuant to RCW 43,43,830 through 43.43,842,
(e)Health care facilities that share criminal background inquiry information
shall be immune from any claim of defamation, invasion of privacy, negligence.
or any other claim in connection with any dissemination of this information in
accordance with this subsection,
(f) Health care facilities shall transmit and receive the criminal background
inquiry information in a manner that reasonably protects the subject's rights to
privacy and confidentiality,
(g) For the purposes of this subsection. "health care facility" means a nursing
home licensed under chapter 18.51 RCW. aboarding home licensed under chapter
18.20 RCW, or an adult family home licensed under chapter 70,128 RCW.
Sec. 525. RCW 43.20A.710 and 1993 c 210 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
fU The secretary shall investigate the conviction records, pending charges or
disciplinary board final decisions of:
(((4))) (a) Persons being considered for state employment in positions directly
responsible for the supervision, care, or treatment of children or individuals with
mental illness or developmental disabilities; and (((4)))
(b) Individual providers who are paid by the state for in-home services and
hired by individuals with physical disabilities, developmental disabilities, mental
illness, or mental impairment, including but not limited to services provided under
chapter 74,39A RCW.
M The investigation may include an examination of state and national
criminal identification data ((and the
-nd hild
-, abuse .
gle,. register
..
ablish d
under h-apt- 26.44 RCW. The secretary shall pro•.d. the results of the state
bakgrund eh k on. individual pr--vid"s to th...idividuals with phyiclt
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hired the. ad t,hz^ legal guard , if ny. The secretary shall use the
information solely for the purpose of determining the character, suitability, and
competence of these applicants ((e...t that in the ease oF individuals with
phystl disabilities, dev.l.pmat-l disabilikis, menal illness,

r Menial

mpairmcat wh .mpl y individual proiders, the)),
.3).The secretary shall provide the results of the state background check on
individual providers to the individuals with physical disabilities, developmental
disabilities, mental illness. or mental impairment or to their legal guardians, if any.
for their determination of the character, suitability, and competence of the
applicants ((shall be made by the individual with a physical disability,
impirment)). If an individual
,....al disability, meial il.lness, o
,....
receiving notice from the
after
provider
individual
retain
an
hire
or
elects to
offense
that would disqualify
for
an
department that the applicant has a conviction
the applicant from employment with the department. then the secretary may deny
payment for any subsequent services rendered by the disqualified individual
provider.
(4 Criminal justice agencies shall provide the secretary such information as
they may have and that the secretary may require for such purpose. ((Ifneeessary,
persons may be emfployed on a eondion~al basis pending eompletion of the
bakgr.und investigation.))
Sec. 526. RCW 18.52C.010 and 1988 c 243 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
The legislature intends to protect the public's right to high quality health care
by assuring that nursing pools employ, procure or refer competent and qualified
((nursing)) health care or long-term care personnel, and that such ((nursing))
personnel are provided to health care facilities. agencies, or individuals in a way
to meet the needs of residents and patients.
Sec. 527. RCW 18.52C.020 and 1991 c 3 s 130 are each amended to read as
follows:
Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the definitions in this section
apply throughout this chapter.
(1) "Secretary" means the secretary of the department of health.
(2) "Health care facility" means a nursing home, hospital, hospice care facility,
home health care agency, hospice agency, boarding home, adult family home.
group home. or other entity for the delivery of health care or long-term care
services, including chore services provided under chapter 74.39A RCW.
(3) "Nursing home" means any nursing home facility licensed pursuant to
chapter 18.52 RCW.
(4) "Nursing pool" means any person engaged in the business of providing,
procuring, or referring health care or long-term care personnel for temporary
employment in health care facilities, such as licensed nurses or practical nurses,
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((and)) nursing assistants, and chore service providers. "Nursing pool" does not
include an individual who only engages in providing his or her own services.
(5) "Person" includes an individual, firm, corporation, partnership, or
association.
Sec. 528. RCW 18.52C.040 and 1991 c 3 s 132 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) The nursing pool shall document that each temporary employee or referred
independent contractor provided or referred to health care facilities currently meets
the applicable minimum state credentialing requirements.
(2) The nursing pool shall not require, as a condition of employment or
referral, that employees or independent contractors of the nursing pool recruit new
employees or independent contractors for the nursing pool from among the
permanent employees of the health care facility to which the nursing pool
employee or independent contractor has been assigned or referred.
(3) The nursing pool shall carry professional and general liability insurance
to insure against any loss or damage occurring, whether professional or otherwise,
as the result of the negligence of its employees, agents or independent contractors
for acts committed in the course of their employment with the nursing pool:
PROVIDED, That a nursing pool that only refers self-employed, independent
contractors to health care facilities shall carry professional and general liability
insurance to cover its own liability as a nursing pool which refers self-employed,
independent contractors to health care facilities: AND PROVIDED FURTHER,
That it shall require, as a condition of referral, that self-employed, independent
contractors carry professional and general liability insurance to insure against loss
or damage resulting from their own acts committed in the course of their own
employment by a health care facility.
(4) The uniform disciplinary act, chapter 18.130 RCW, shall govern the
issuance and denial of registration and the discipline of persons registered under
this chapter. The secretary shall be the disciplinary authority under this chapter.
(5) The nursing pool shall conduct a criminal background check on all
employees and independent contractors as required under RCW 43.43.842 prior to
employment or referral of the employee or independent contractor.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 529. A new section is added to chapter 43.43 RCW
to read as follows:
If information is released under this chapter by the state of Washington, the
state and its employees: (1) Make no representation that the subject of the inquiry
has no criminal record or adverse civil or administrative decisions; (2) make no
determination that the subject of the inquiry is suitable for involvement with a
business or organization; and (3) are not liable for defamation, invasion of privacy,
negligence, or any other claim in connection with any lawful dissemination of
information.
*NEW SECTION. Sec. 530. The following acts or parts of acts are each
repealed:
12415 1
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(1) RCW 74.39.030 and 1989 c 427 s 11;
(2) RCW 74.39.040 and 1989 c 427 s 13;
(3) RCW 74.39A.005 and 1993 c 508 s 1; and

(4) RCW 74.39A.008 and 1995 1st sp.s. c 18 s 1.
*Sec. 530 was partially vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION, Sec. 531. Part headings and captions used in this act are
not part of the law.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 532. Section 403 of this act is necessary for the

immediate preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of the state
government and its existing public institutions, and takes effect immediately.
Passed the House April 27, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 27, 1997.

Approved by the Governor May 16, 1997, with the exception of certain items
that were vetoed.

Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 16, 1997.
Note: Governor's explanation of partial veto is as follows:
"Iam returning herewith, without my approval as to sections 104, 204, 207, 208, 305,
501, 505, 506, 530(0) and 530(3), Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill No. 1850
entitled:
"AN ACF Relating to the long-term care reorganization and standards of care reform
act;"
Section 104
Section 104 creates a joint legislative committee on long-term care oversight with no
termination date. The legislature has always established joint committees by resolution,
not by statute. A resolution is the appropriate vehicle to create such a committee. For that
reason, I have vetoed section 104.
Section 2(4
Section 204 directs the Department of Social and Health Services ("DSHS") to
perform, within available funds, comprehensive assessments of the needs and preferences
(including all medical history information, level of personal care needs, and service
preferences) of all potential residents of long-term care facilities, whether funded by the
state or privately. I have vetoed section 204 because no funding was provided for DSHS
to perform assessments on privately funded clients.
Section 207
Section 207 would direct DSHS to make reasonable efforts to contract for at lkast 180
clients, who would otherwise be served in nursing or assisted living facilities, to instead
be served in enhanced adult residential care settings. The section would also tie the
payment rate for these enhanced adult residential care clients to a percentage of the
statewide average nursing home rate. The 1997-99 budget anticipates the Community
Options Program Entry System (COPES) adult residential care program will exceed 800
cases. All of these cases could arguably meet the definition of "enhanced adult residential
care", and would thus be eligible for the enhanced rate required under this section. The
budget does not provide funds to pay a rate equivalent of 35-40 percent of the nursing
home rate for this population.
Additionally, tying the payment rate of one community service to the Medicaid
nursing home payment rate would create a situation where one community option would
receive rate increases in excess of other equally important community services. For these
reasons I have vetoed section 207.
Section 208
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Section 208 would allow hospitals the choice not to participate with DSHS in
discharge planning. This section weakens the department's ability to comply with the
objectives contained in the 1997-99 budget to reduce the Medicaid nursing facility
caseload by 480 residents. In cooperating with all hospital discharge planners, department
staff are able to initiate financial eligibility determinations and expedite long-term care
service authorization and payment. The current partnership between DSHS and hospitals
has maximized consumer opportunity to choose the most appropriate long-term care
setting. For these reasons I have vetoed section 208.
Section 305
Section 305 would direct DSHS to report quarterly to all clients on the types of
services used, and charges for the services that would be charged against their estates. I
have vetoed this section because no funding was provided and it would not be fair to create
an expectation for clients that such reports would be issued.
Section 501
Section 501 would permit the Department of Health ("DOH") to develop a plan for
a pilot program for accrediting boarding homes through a nationally recognized private
accreditation organization. I know of no recognized accreditation organization that
provides accreditation for boarding homes, or intends to begin doing so. Since DOH
would be unable to develop the plan, I have vetoed this section.
Sections 505 and 506
Sections 505 and 506 deal with the nursing home Resident Protection Program
operated by DSHS that is part of the Medicaid and Medicare Survey and Certification
program. These provisions would require DSHS to refer complaints against licensed,
certified or registered health care providers to the appropriate disciplining authority, such
as the Nursing Commission or the Medical Quality Assurance Commission, to pursue
disciplinary proceedings according to federal timelines and requirements.
DSHS has been operating since September 1995 under acorrective action plan with
the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA") because of the failure of a previous
program that was much like the proposal in Sections 505 and 506. That previous program
was deemed out of compliance with federal requirements. HCFA would have to approve
the changes made to the program by this legislation and has indicated concern about
returning to the old system. These sections would not result in improved services to the
residents in nursing homes, would require inefficient and duplicative systems, and would
be more costly than current service delivery.
DSHS and DOH are working together to design a system that enhances the
opportunity for swift processing and fair adjudication of complaints of abuse, neglect and
misappropriation of resident property. I support this effort and believe it will bring about
a more coherent system. For the above reasons, I have vetoed sections 505 and 506.
Section 530
I have vetoed subsections one and three of Section 530, which are repealers.
Subsection I repeals the statutory authority for respite care, a valued community care
option Subsection 3 repeals the legislative policy framework that promotes expansion and
continuous improvement of home and community services. This is an important part of
the overall strategy to provide choices to clients needing long-term care services, and
should remain inplace.
For these reasons, I have vetoed sections 104, 204, 207, 208, 305, 501, 505, 506,
530(i) and 530(3) of Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill No. 1850.
Sections 213 and 214 of E2SHB 1850 provide for more vigorous inspection of
boarding homes and more stringent enforcement once violations are identified. I strongly
support these measures to protect the health and safety of boarding home residents. DOH
has been authorized in the budget to raise fees to implement this expanded program, and
there will need to be expanded appropriation authority in the supplemental budget. I am
directing DOH to submit an implementation plan no later than July I, 1997, outlining how
it will phase in the expanded program.
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With the exception of sections 104, 204, 207, 208, 305, 501, 505, 506, 530(1) and
530(3), Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill No. 1850 is approved."

CHAPTER 393
[Substitute Senate Bill 5028]
COUNTY TREASURY MANAGEMENT-MODIFICATIONS
AN ACT Relating to county treasury management; amending RCW 35.50.030, 35.50.040,
35.50.260, 36.29.020, 36.34.090, 36.36.045, 36.88.220, 36.88.230, 36.94.150, 53.36.050, 58.08.040,
84.38.020, 84.38.020, 84.56.240, 84.56.300, 84.56.340, 84.69.020, 36.29.190, and 84.55.005; adding
a new section to chapter 84.40 RCW; repealing RCW 36.29.150 and 36.33.180; providing effective
dates; providing an expiration date; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 35.50.030 and 1983 c 303 s 18 are each amended to read as
follows:
If on the first day of January in any year, two installments of any local
improvement assessment are delinquent, or if the final installment thereof has been
delinquent for more than one year, the city or town shall proceed with the
foreclosure of the delinquent assessment or delinquent installments thereof by
proceedings brought in its own name in the superior court of the county in which
the city or town is situate.
The proceedings shall be commenced on or before March Ist of that year or
on or before such other date in such year as may be fixed by general ordinance, but
not before the city or town treasurer has notified by certified mail the persons
whose names appear on the assessment roll as owners of the property charged with
the assessments or installments which are delinquent, at the address last known to
the treasurer, a notice thirty days before the commencement of the proceedings.
If the person whose name appears on the tax rolls of the county assessor as owner
of the property, or the address shown for the owner, differs from that appearing on
the city or town assessment roll, then the treasurer shall also mail a copy of the
notice to that person or that address.
The notice shall state the amount due. including foreclosure costs, upon each
separate lot, tract, or parcel of land and the date after which the proceedings will
be commenced. The city or town treasurer shall file with the clerk of the superior
court at the time of commencement of the foreclosure proceeding the affidavit of
the person who mailed the noices. This affidavit shall be conclusive proof of
compliance with the requirements of this section.
Sec. 2. RCW 35.50.040 and 1965 c 7 s 35.50.040 are each amended to read
as follows:
When the local improvement assessment is payable in installments, the
enforcement of the lien of any installment shall not prevent the enforcement of the
lien of any subsequent installment.
A city or town may by general ordinance provide that upon failure to pay any
installment due the entire assessment shall become due and payable and the
collection thereof enforced by foreclosure: PROVIDED, That the payment of all
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delinquent installments together with interest, penalty, and administrative costs at
any time before entry of judgment in foreclosure shall extend the time of payment
on the remainder of the assessments as if there had been no delinquency or
foreclosure. Where foreclosure of two installments of the same assessment on any
lot, tract, or parcel ;. sought, the city or town treasurer shall cause such lot, tract,
or parcel to be dismissed from the action, if the installment first delinquent together
with interest, penalty, administrative costs, and charges is paid at any time before
sale.
Sec. 3. RCW 35.50.260 and 1983 c 303 s 21 are each amended to read as
follows:
In foreclosing local improvement assessments the action shall be tried to the
court without a jury. If the parties interested in any particular lot, tract, or parcel
default, the court may enter judgment of foreclosure and sale as to such parties and
lots, tracts, or parcels and the action may proceed as to the remaining defendants
and lots, tracts, or parcels. Judganient and order of sale may be entered as to any
one or more separate lots, tracts, or parcels involved in the action and the court
shall retain jurisdiction to others.
The judgment shall specify separately the amount of the installments with
interest, penalty, and all reasonable administrative costs, including, but not limited
to. the title searches, chargeable to each lot, tract, or parcel. The judgment shall
have the effect of a separate judgment as to each lot, tract, or parcel described in
the judgment, and any appeal shall not invalidate or delay the judgment except as
to the property concerning which the appeal is taken. In the judgment the court
shall order the lots, tracts, or parcels therein described sold by the city or town
treasurer or by the county sheriff and an order of sale shall issue pursuant thereto
for the enforcement of the judgment.
In all other respects, the trial, judgment, and appeals to the supreme court or
the court of appeals shall be governed by the statutes governing the foreclosure of
mortgages on real property.
Prior to the sale of the property, if the property is shown on the property tax
rolls under unknown owner or if the property contains a residential structure
having an assessed value of two thousand dollars or more, the treasurer shall order
or conduct a title search of the property to determine the record title holders and all
persons claiming a mortgage, deed of trust, or mechanic's, laborer's, materialmen's,
or vendor's lien on the property.
At least thirty days prior to the sale of the property, a copy of the notice of sale
shall be mailed by certified and regular mail to all defendants in the foreclosure
action as to that parcel, lot, or tract and, if the owner is unknown or the property
contains a residential structure having an assessed value of two thousand dollars
or more, a copy of the notice of sale shall be mailed by regular and certified mail
to any additional record title holders and persons claiming a mortgage, deed of
trust, or mechanic's, laborer',;, materialmen's, or vendor's lien on the property.
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In all other respects the procedure for sale shall be conducted in the same
manner as property tax sales described in RCW 84.64.080.
Sec. 4. RCW 36.29.020 and 1991 c 245 s 5 are each amended to read as
follows:
The county treasurer shall keep all moneys belonging to the state, or to any
county, in his or her own possession until disbursed according to law. The county
treasurer shall not place the same in the possession of any person to be used for any
purpose; nor shall he or she loan or in any manner use or permit any person to use
the same; but it shall be lawful for a county treasurer to deposit any such moneys
in any regularly designated qualified public depositary. Any municipal corporation
may by action of its governing body authorize any of its funds which are not
required for immediate expenditure, and which are in the custody of the county
treasurer or other municipal corporation treasurer, to be invested by such treasurer.
The county treasurer may invest in savings or time accounts in designated qualified
public depositaries or in certificates, notes, or bonds of the United States, or other
obligations of the United States or its agencies, or of any corporation wholly
owned by the government of the United States; in bankers' acceptances purchased
on the secondary market, in federal home loan bank notes and bonds, federal land
bank bonds and federal national mortgage association notes, debentures and
guaranteed certificates of participation, or the obligations of any other government
sponsored corporation whose obligations are or may become eligible as collateral
for advances to member banks as determined by the board of governors of the
federal reserve system or deposit such funds or any portion thereof in investment
deposits as defined in RCW 39.58.010 secured by collateral in accordance with the
provisions of chapters 39.58 and 39.59 RCW: PROVIDED, Five percent of the
earnings, with an annual maximum of fifty dollars, on each transaction authorized
by the governing body shall be paid as an investment service fee to the office of the
county treasurer or other municipal corporation treasurer when the earnings
become available to the governing body: PROVIDED FURTHER, That if such
investment service fee amounts to five dollars or less the county treasurer or other
municipal corporation treasurer may waive such fee.
Whenever the funds of any municipal corporation which are not required for
immediate expenditure are in the custody or control of the county treasurer, and the
governing body of such municipal corporation has not taken any action pertaining
to the investment of any such funds, the county finance committee shall direct the
county treasurer, under the investment policy of the county finance committee, to
invest, to the maximum prudent extent, such funds or any portion thereof in
savings or time accounts in designated qualified public depositaries or in
certificates, notes, or bonds of the United States, or other obligations of the United
States or its agencies, or of any corporation wholly owned by the government of
the United States, in bankers' acceptances purchased on the secondary market, in
federal home loan bank notes and bonds, federal land bank bonds and federal
national mortgage association notes, debentures and guaranteed certificates of
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participation, or the obligations of any other government sponsored corporation
whose obligations are or may become eligible as collateral for advances to member
banks as determined by the board of governors of the federal reserve system or
deposit such funds or any portion thereof in investment deposits as defined in
RCW 39.58.010 secured by collateral in accordance with the provisions of chapters
39.58 and 39.59 RCW: PROVIDED, That the county treasurer shall have the
power to select the specific qualified financial institution in which the funds may
be invested. The interest or other earnings from such investments or deposits shall
be deposited in the current expense fund of the county and may be used for general
county purposes. The investment or deposit and disposition of the interest or other
earnings therefrom authorized by this paragraph shall not apply to such funds as
may be prohibited by the state Constitution from being so invested or deposited.
Sec. 5. RCW 36.34.090 and 1991 c 363 s 69 are each amended to read as
follows:
Whenever county property is to be sold at public auction, consignment
auction, or sealed bid, the county ((auditor)) treasurer or the county treasurer's
designee shall publish notice thereof once during each of two successive calendar
weeks in a newspaper of general circulation in the county. Notice thereof must
also be posted in a conspicuous place in the courthouse. The posting and date of
first publication must be at least tan days before the day fixed for the sale.
Sec. 6. RCW 36.36.045 and 1987 c 381 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
The county shall have a lien for any delinquent fees imposed for the
withdrawal of subterranean water or on-site sewage disposal, which shall attach to
the property to which the fees were imposed, if the following conditions are met:
(I) At least eighteen months have passed since the first billing for adelinquent
fee installment; and
(2) At least three billing notices and a letter have been mailed to the property
owner, within the period specified in subsection (1) of this section, explaining that
a lien may be imposed for any delinquent fee installment that has not been paid in
that period.
The lien shall otherwise be subject to the provisions of chapter 36.94 RCW
related to liens for delinquent charges. The county shall record liens for any
delinquent fees in the office of the county auditor. Failure on the part of the county
to record the lien does not affect the validity of the lien,
Sec. 7. RCW 36.88.220 and 1967 ex.s. c 145 s 63 are each amended to read
as follows:
All counties may establish a fund for the purpose of guaranteeing to the extent
of such fund and in the manner hereinafter provided, the payment of its road
improvement district bonds and warrants issued to pay for any road improvement
ordered under this chapter. If the ((board o~f our..t
....
)) county
legislative authority shall determine to establish such fund it shall be designated
"
. county road improvement guaranty fund" and from moneys available for
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road purposes such county shall deposit annually in said guaranty fund such sums
as may be necessary to establish and maintain a balance therein equal to at least
five percent of the outstanding obligations guaranteed thereby and to make
necessary provision in its annual budget therefor. The moneys held in the guaranty
fund may be invested in (( bigatn of the........
.f th.. Ur
State.r o
this-sitte)) accordance with the laws relating to county investments.
Sec. 8. RCW 36.88.230 and 1983 c 167 s 96 are each amended to read as
follows:
Whenever there shall be paid out of a guaranty fund any sum on account of
principal or interest of a road improvement district bond or warrant, the county, as
trustee for the fund, shall be subrogated to all the rights of the owner of the bond
or any interest coupon or warrant so paid, and the proceeds thereof, or of the
assessment underlying the same, shall become part of the guaranty fund. There
shall also be paid into each guaranty fund the interest received from ((bamk
dzepoit or gc'crncmnt sccuritic )) investment of the fund, as well as any surplus
remaining in any local improvement fund guaranteed hereunder after the payment
of all outstanding bonds or warrants payable primarily out of such road
improvement fund. Warrants drawing interest at a rate or rates not to exceed the
rate determined by the county legislative authority shall be issued, as other
warrants are issued by the county, against a guaranty fund to meet any liability
accruing against it, and at the time of making its annual budget and tax levy the
county shall provide from funds available for road purposes for the deposit in the
guaranty fund of a sum sufficient with other resources of such fund to pay warrants
so issued during the preceding fiscal year. As among the several issues of bonds
or warrants guaranteed by the fund no preference shall exist, but defaulted bonds,
interest payments, and warrants shall be purchased out of the fund in the order of
their presentation.
Every county establishing a guaranty fund for road improvement district bonds
or warrants shall prescribe by resolution appropriate rules and regulations for the
maintenance and operation of the guaranty fund not inconsistent herewith. So
much of the money of a guaranty fund as is necessary may be used to purchase
underlying bonds or warrants guaranteed by the fund, or to purchase certificates
of delinquency for general taxes on property subject to local improvement
assessments, or to purchase such property at tax foreclosures, for the purpose of
protecting the guaranty fund. Said fund shall be subrogated to the rights of the
county, and the county, acting on behalf of said fund, may foreclose the lien of
general tax certificates of delinquency and purchase the property at the foreclosure
sale for the account of said fund. Whenever the legislative authority of any county
shall so cause a lien of general tax certificates of delinquency to be foreclosed and
the property to be so purchased at a foreclosure sale, the court costs and costs of
publication and expenses for clerical work and/or other expense incidental thereto,
shall be chargeable to and payable from the guaranty fund. After so acquiring title
to real property, a county may lease or sell and convey the same at public or private
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sale for such price and on such terms as may be determined by resolution of the
county legislative body, and all proceeds resulting from such sales shall belong to
and be paid into the guaranty fund.
Sec. 9. RCW 36.94.150 and 1975 1st ex.s. c 188 s 3 are each amended to read
as follows:
All counties operating a system of sewerage and/or water shall have a lien for
delinquent connection charges and charges for the availability of sewerage and/or
water service, together with interest fixed by resolution at eight percent per annum
from the date due until paid. Penalties of not more than ten percent of the amount
due may be imposed in case of failure to pay the charges at times fixed by
resolution. The lien shall be for all charges, interest, and penalties and shall attach
to the premises to which the services were available. The lien shall be superior to
all other liens and encumbrances, except general taxes and local and special
assessments of the county.
The county department established in RCW 36.94.120 shall certify
periodically the delinquencies to the ((-reasuer)) auditor of the cnunty at which
time the lien shall attach.
Upon the expiration of sixty days after the attachment of the lien, the county
may bring suit in foreclosure by civil action in the superior court of the county
where the property is located. Costs associated with the foeclosure of the lien.
including but not limited to advertising, title report. and personnel costs, shall be
added to the lien upon filing of the foreclosure action, In addition to the costs and
disbursements provided by statute, the court may allow the county a reasonable
attorney's fee. The lien shall be foreclosed in the same manner as the foreclosure
of real property tax liens.
Sec. 10. RCW 53.36.050 and 1959 c 52 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
The county treasurer acting as port treasurer shall create a fund to be known
as the "Port of ...... Fund," into which shall be paid all money received by him
from the collection of taxes in behalf of such port district, and shall also maintain
such other special funds as may be created by the port commission into which shall
be placed such moneys as the port commission may by its resolution direct. All
such port funds shall be deposited with the county depositories under the same
restrictions, contracts and security as is provided by statute for county depositories
and all interest collected on such port funds shall belong to such port district and
shall be deposited to its credit in the proper port funds: PROVIDED, That any
portion of such port moneys determined by the port commission to be in excess of
the current needs of the port district may be invested ((in .. tiflat, n.otes, bondls,
or other obligationsa oF !he Uni~ted States of Ariea, or any agne
instrumentality ....
h e ) by the county treasurer in accordance with RCW

36.29.020, RCW 36.29,022, and chapter 39.59 RCW, and all interest collected
thereon shall likewise belong to such port district and shall be deposited to its
credit in the proper port funds.
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Sec. 11. RCW 58.08.040 and 1994 c 301 s 16 are each amended to read as
follows:
Prior to any person ((fiing)) recording a plat, replat, altered plat, or binding
site plan subsequent to May 31st in any year and prior to the date of the collection
of taxes in the ensuing year, the person shall deposit with the county treasurer a
sum equal to the product of the county assessor's latest valuation on the property
less improvements in such subdivision multiplied by the current year's dollar rate
increased by twenty-five percent on the property platted. The treasurer's receipt
shall be evidence of the payment. The treasurer shall appropriate so much of the
deposit as will pay the taxes and assessments on the property when the levy rates
are certified by the assessor using the value of the property at the time of filing a
plat, replat, altered plat, or binding site plan, and in case the sum deposited is in
excess of the amount necessary for the payment of the taxes and assessments, the
treasurer shall return, to the party depositing, the amount of excess.
*Sec. 12. RCW 84.38.020 and 1995 c 329 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
Unless a different meaning is plainly requiredby the context, the following
words and phrases as hereinafterused in this chaptershall have the following
meanings:
(1) "Claimant" means a person who eitherelects or is requiredunder RCW
84.64.050 to defer payment of the special assessments and/orrealproperty taxes
accruedon the claimant's residence by filing a declarationto defer as provided
by this chapter.
When two or more individuals of a household file or seek to file a
declarationto defer, they may determine between them as to who the claimant
shall be.
(2) "Department" means the state departmentof revenue.
(3) "Equity value" means the amount by which thefair market value of a
residenceas determinedfrom the records of the county assessorexceeds the total
amount of any liens or other obligationsagainstthe property.
(4) "Local government" means any city. town, county. water.sewerdistrict,
public utility district,port district,irrigationdistrict,flood control district, or any
other municipal corporation,quasi municipal corpration,or other political
subdivision authorized to levy specialassessments,
(& "Real property taxes" means ad valorem property taxes levied on a
residencein this state in the preceding calendaryear.
(((-))) (6&"Residence" has the meaning given in RCW 84.36.383, except
that a residence includes any additionalproperty up to a total of five acres that
comprises the residentialparcel if this largerparcelsize is reqmnired under land
use regulations.
(((6))) (Q1 "Specialassessment" means the charge or obligationimposed by
a ( , town, county, or h. municpal cr.rporation) local government upon
property specially benefited ((hy a local in,pro.enn.t, in luding assessment;
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RCW .aedan1 ~ekrelevirt cka#d-ptimer).
*Sec. 12 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*Sec. 13. RCW 84.38.020 and 1996 c 230 s 1614 are each amended to read
as follows:
Unless a different meaning is plainly requiredby the context, thefollowing
words and phrases as hereinafterused in this chaptershall have thefollowing
meanings:
(1) "Claimant" means a person who either elects or is requiredunder RCW
84.64.050 to defer payment of the specialassessments and/orrealproperty taxes
accruedon the claimant'sresidence by filing a declarationto defer as provided
by this chapter.
When two or more individuals of a household file or seek to file a
declarationto defer, they may determine between them as to who the claimant
shall be.
(2) "Department" means the state department of revenue.
(3) "Equity value" means the amount by which the fair market value of a
residence as determinedfrom the records of the county assessorexceeds the total
amount of any liens or other obligationsagainst the property.
(4) "Local eovernment" means any city, town. county. water-sewerdistrict,
public utility district,port district,irriation district,flood control district,or any
other municipal corporation, quasi municipal corporation. or other political
subdivision authorized to levy specialassessments.
(5) "Real property taxes" means ad valorem property taxes levied on a
residence in this state in the preceding calendaryear.
(((S))) (6) "Residence" has the meaning given in RCW 84.36.383, except
that a residence includes any additionalproperty up to a total offive acres that
comprises the residentialparcel if this largerparcel size is requiredunder land
use regulations.
(((6))) (7 "Special assessment" means the charge or obligationimposed by
a (y, town cou.t, or
m.her ,....pa ... r...)) local eovernment upon
property specially benefited ((-y a lca- irn o.....t, -- uding ssssate.
underchp
3
.94, 53.03, 541,, 5.6,
6 .09, and 37.03 R
-

and .....
other 'e
......
n
pt...r)).
*Sec. 13 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Sec. 14. RCW 84.56.240 and 1961 c 15 s 84.56.240 are each amended to read
as follows:
If the county treasurer is unable, for the want of goods or chattels whereupon
to levy, to collect by distress or otherwise, the taxes, or any part thereof, which
may have been assessed upon the personal property of any person or corporation,
or an executor or administrator, guardian, receiver, accounting officer, agent or
factor, ((ftteh)) the treasurer shall file with the county ((atuditer)) legislative
authority, on the first day of ((jmnumry)) February following, a list of such taxes,
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with an affidavit of ((himself)) the treasurer or of the deputy treasurer entrusted
with the collection of ((said)) the taxes, stating that ((he)) the treasurer had made
diligent search and inquiry for goods and chattels wherewith to make such taxes,
and was unable to make or collect the same. The county ((auditor shell d
suh list and
,fiday.it
to th boa d efeouity ernmissimrs !their first ssdc
thereafter,..nd they)) legislative authority shall cancel such taxes as ((they-are)) the
county legislative authority is satisfied cannot be collected.
Sec. 15. RCW 84.56.300 and 1973 1st ex.s. c 45 s I are each amended to read
as follows:
On the first Monday of ((Jatntry)) Februga of each year the county treasurer
shall balance up the tax rolls as of December 31 of the prior year in ((his)) the
treasurer's hands and with which ((he)) the treasurer stands charged on the roll
accounts of the county auditor. ((He)) The treasurer shall then report to the county
auditor in full the amount of taxes ((he-has)) collected and specify the amount
collected on each fund. ((He)) The treasurer shall also report the amount of taxes
that remain uncollected and delinquent upon the tax rolls, which, with ((hi))
collections and credits on account of errors and double assessments, should balance
((h6s)) the tax rolls ((aeeotmis)) as ((he)) the treasurer stands charged. ((He)) The
treasure shall then report the amount of collections on account of interest since the
taxes became delinquent, and as added ((by-mii)) to the original amounts when
making such collections, and with which ((he)) the treasurer is now to be charged
by the auditor, such reports to be duly verified by affidavit.
Sec. 16. RCW 84.56.340 and 1996 c 153 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
Any person desiring to pay taxes upon any part or parts of'real property
heretofore or hereafter assessed as one parcel, or tract, or upon such person's
undivided fractional interest in such a property, may do so by applying to the
county assessor, who must carefully investigate and ascertain the relative or
proportionate value said part or part interest bears to the whole tract assessed, on
which basis the assessment must be divided, and the assessor shall forthwith certify
such proportionate value to the county treasurer: PROVIDED, That excepting
when property is being acquired for public use, or where a person or financial
institution desires to pay the taxes and any penalties and interest on a mobile home
upon which they have a lien by mortgage or otherwise, no segregation of property
for tax purposes shall be made under this section unless all ((eurrent year and))
delinquent taxes and assessments on the entire tract have been paid in full. ((The

eournty assessor shall duly eertify ihe preport anate Yletie teaniy-refnrer.))
The county treasurer, upon receipt of certification, shall duly accept payment and
issue receipt on the apportionment certified by the county assessor. In cases where
protest is filed to said division appeal shall be made to the county legislative
authority at its next regular session for final division, and the county treasurer shall
accept and receipt for said taxes as determined and ordered by the county
legislative authority. Any person desiring to pay on an undivided interest in any
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real property may do so by paying to the county treasurer a sum equal to such
proportion of the entire taxes charged on the entire tract as interest paid on bears
to the whole.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 17. A new section is added to chapter 84.40 RCW to
read as follows:
(I) When real property is divided in accordance with chapter 58.17 RCW, the
assessor shall carefully investigate and ascertain the true and fair value of each lot
and assess each lot on that same basis, unless specifically provided otherwise by
law. For purposes of this section, "lot" has the same definition as in RCW
58.17.020.
(a) For each lot on which an advance tax deposit has been paid in accordance
with RCW 58.08.040, the assessor shall establish the true and fair value by October
30 of the year following the recording of the plat, replat, altered plat, or binding
site plan. The value established shall be the value of the lot as of January I of the
year the original parcel of real property was last revalued. An additional property
tax shall not be due on the land until the calendar year following the year for which
the advance tax deposit was paid if the deposit was sufficient to pay the full
amount of the taxes due on the property.
(b) For each lot on which an advance tax deposit has not been paid, the
assessor shall establish the true and fair value not later than the calendar year
following the recording of the plat, map, subdivision, or replat. For purposes of
this section, "subdivision" means a division of land into two or more lots.
(c)For each subdivision, all current year and delinquent taxes and assessments
on the entire tract must be paid in full in accordance with RCW 58.17.160 and
58.08.030. For purposes of this section, "current year taxes" means taxes that are
collectable under RCW 84.56.010 subsequent to February 14.
(2)When the assessor is required by law to segregate any part or parts of real
property, assessed before or after the effective date of this section as one parcel or
when the assessor is required by law to combine parcels of real property assessed
before or after the effective date of this section as two or more parcels, the assessor
shall carefully investigate and ascertain the true and fair value of each part or parts
of the real property and each combined parcel and assess each part or parts or each
combined parcel on that same basis.
Sec. 18. RCW 84.69.020 and 1996 c 296 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
On the order of the county treasurer, ad valorem taxes paid before or after
delinquency shall be refunded if they were:
(1) Paid more than once; or
(2) Paid as a result of manifest error in description; or
(3) Paid as a result of a clerical error in extending the tax rolls; or
(4) Paid as a result of other clerical errors in listing property; or
(5)Paid with respect to improvements which did not exist on assessment date;
or
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(6) Paid under levies or statutes adjudicated to be illegal or unconstitutional;
or
(7) Paid as a result of mistake, inadvertence, or lack of knowledge by any
person exempted from paying real property taxes or a portion thereof pursuant to
RCW 84.36.381 through 84.36.389, as now or hereafter amended; or
(8) Paid as a result of mistake, inadvertence, or lack of knowledge by either
a public official or employee or by any person with respect to real property in
which the person paying the same has no legal interest; or
(9) Paid on the basis of an assessed valuation which was appealed to the
county board of equalization and ordered reduced by the board; or
(10) Paid on the basis of an assessed valuation which was appealed to the state
board of tax appeals and ordered reduced by the board: PROVIDED, That the
amount refunded under subsections (9) and (10) of this section shall only be for the
difference between the tax paid on the basis of the appealed valuation and the tax
payable on the valuation adjusted in accordance with the board's order; or
( I I ) Paid as a state property tax levied upon property, the assessed value of
which has been established by the state board of tax appeals for the year of such
levy: PROVIDED, HOWEVER, That the amount refunded shall only be for the
difference between the state property tax paid and the amount of state property tax
which would, when added to all other property taxes within the one percent
limitation of Article VII, section 2 of the state Constitution equal one percent of the
assessed value established by the board;
(12) Paid on the basis of an assessed valuation which was adjudicated to be
unlawful or excessive: PROVIDED, That the amount refunded shall be for the
difference between the amount of tax which was paid on the basis of the valuation
adjudged unlawful or excessive and the amount of tax payable on the basis of the
assessed valuation determined as a result of the proceeding; or
(13) Paid on property acquired under RCW 84.60.050, and canceled under
RCW 84.60.050(2); or
(14) Paid on the basis of an assessed valuation that was reduced under RCW
84.48,065.
No refunds under the provisions of this section shall be made because of any
error in determining the valuation of property, except as authorized in subsections
(9), (10), (II), and (12) of this section nor may any refunds be made if a bona fide
purchaser has acquired rights that would preclude the assessment and collection of
the refunded tax from the property that should properly have been charged with the
tax. Any refunds made on delinquent taxes shall include the proportionate amount
of interest and penalties paid. The county treasurer may deduct from moneys
collected for the benefit of the state's levy, refunds of the state levy including
interest on the levy as provided by this section and chapter 84.68 RCW.
The county treasurer of each county shall make all refunds determined to be
authorized by this section, and by the first Monday in ((jmium'y)) Februar of each
year, report to the county legislative authority a list of all refunds made under this
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section during the previous year. The list is to include the name of the person
receiving the refund, the amount of the refund, and the reason for the refund.
Sec. 19. RCW 36.29.190 and 1996 c 153 s 3 are each amended to read as
follows:
County treasurers are authorized to accept credit cards, charge cards, debit
cards, smart cards, stored value cards, federal wire, and automatic clearinghouse
system transactions, or other electronic communication, for any payment of any
kind including, but not limited to, taxes, fines, interest, penalties, special
assessments, fees, rates, charges, or moneys due counties. A payer desiring to pay
by a credit card, charge card, debit card, smart card. stored value card. federal wire,
automatic clearinghouse system, or other electronic communication shall bear the
cost of processing the transaction in an amount determined by the treasurer unless
the county legislative authority finds that it is in the best interests of the county to
not charge transaction processing costs for all payment transactions made for a
specific category of nontax payments due the county, including, but not limited to,
fines, interest not associated with taxes, penalties not associated with taxes, special
assessments, fees, rates, and charges. ((&teh)) The treasurer's cost determination
shall be based upon costs incurred by the treasurer ((inluding handling, .llee-ing,
di
disbursi.ng,
.unt,
an.d tt
.unting
for !he transtif..n)) and may not, in any
event, exceed the additional direct costs incurred by the county to accept the
specific form of payment utilized by the payer.
Sec. 20. RCW 84.55.005 and 1994 c 301 s 49 are each amended to read as
follows:
As used in this chapter, the term "regular property taxes" has the meaning
given it in RCW 84.04.140((, and a i,,
clud-e...
s amounts
ived i. leu of"'
rular
propery itaec)).
NEW SECTION, Sec. 21. The following acts or parts of acts are each
repealed:
(1) RCW 36.29.150 and 1963 c 4 s36.29.150; and
(2) RCW 36.33.180 and 1963 c 4 s 36.33.180.
*NEW SECTION, Sec. 22. (1) Section 12 of this act is necessaryfor the
immediate preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of the
state government and its existing public institutions, and takes effect
immediately.
(2)Section 13 of this act is necessary for the immediate preservation of the
public peace, health, or safety, or support ofthe state government and its existing
public institutions, and takes effect July 1, 1997.
*Sec. 22 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*NEW SECTION. Sec. 23. Section 12 of this act expires July 1, 1997.
*Sec. 23 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.
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Passed the Senate April 21, 1997.
Passed the House April 8, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 16, 1997, with the exception of certain items
that were vetoed.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 16, 1997.
Note: Governor's explanation of partial veto is as follows:

"I am returning herewith, without my approval as to sections 12, 13, 22, and 23,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5028 entitled:
"AN ACT Relating to county treasury management;"
This legislation is atechnical bill that cleans up antiquated statutes, amends statutes
to reflect existing practices, and simplifies the administration of county treasurers' duties.
I fully support the intent and practice described in sections 12, 13, 22, and 23 of this
hill, however, they are duplicative of sections of Substitute House Bill No. 1003, which
I have already signed into law.

For these reasons, I have vetoed sections 12, 13, 22, and 23 Substitute Senate Bill No.
5028.
With the exception of sections 12, 13, 22, and 23, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5028 is
approved."

CHAPTER 394
[Senate Bill 50341
GAMBLING-MANAGEMENT AND OPERATION OF ACTIVITIES OF CHARITABLE AND
NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS-PUNCH BOARDS AND PULL-TABS
AN ACT Relating to gambling; and amending RCW 9.46.0209, 9.46.0205, 9.46.120, and

9.46.110.
Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
*Sec. 1. RCW 9.46.0209 and 1987 c 4 s 4 are each amended to read as
follows:
"Bona fide charitableor nonprofit organization," as used in this chapter,
means: (1) Any organization duly existing under the provisions of chapters
24.12, 24.20, or 24.28 RCW, any agriculturalfair authorized under the
provisions of chapters 15. 76 or 36.37 RCW, or any nonprofit corporationduly
existing under the provisions of chapter 24.03 RCW for charitable,benevolent,
eleemosynary, educational,civic, patriotic,political,social,fraternal,athletic or
agriculturalpurposes only, or any nonprofit organization,whether incorporated
or otherwise, when found by the commission to be organizedand operatingfor
one or more of the aforesaidpurposes only, all of which in the opinion of the
commission have been organizedand are operatedprimarilyfor purposes other
than the operation of gamblingactivities authorized under this chapter; or (2)
any corporation which has been incorporatedunder Title 36 U.S.C. and whose
principalpurposesare tofurnish volunteer aid to members of the armedforces
of the United States and also to carry on a system of nationaland international
reliefand to apply the same in mitigating the sufferings caused by pestilence,
famine, fire,floods, and other national calamities and to devise and carry on
measures for preventing the same. Such an organization must have been
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organized and continuously operating for at least twelve calendar months
immediatelypreceding making applicationfor any license to operate a gambling
activity, or the operation of any gambling activity authorizedby this chapterfor
which no license is required. It must have not less than ((fifteen)) seven bona
fide active members each with the right to an equal vote in the election of the
officers, or board members, if any, who determine the policies of the
organization in order to receive a gambling license. An organization must
demonstrate to the commission that it has made significantprogress toward the
accomplishment of the purposes of the organization during the twelve
consecutive month period preceding the date of applicationfor a license or
license renewal Thefact thatcontributionsto an organizationdo not qualify for
charitable contribution deduction purposes or that the organization is not
otherwise exempt from payment offederal income taxes pursuantto the internal
revenue code of 1954, as amended, shall constituteprimafacieevidence that the
organization is not a bona fide charitable or nonprofit organizationfor the
purposes of this section.
Any person, associationor organizationwhich pays its employees, including
members, compensation other than is reasonable therefor under the local
prevailing wage scale shall be deemed paying compensation based in part or
whole upon receipts relating to gambling activities authorizedunder this chapter
and shall not be a bona fide charitable or nonprofit organization for the
purposes of this chapter.
*Sec. I was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*Sec. 2. RCW 9.46.0205 and 1987 c 4 s 3 are each amended to read as

follows:
(1 "Bingo, "as used in this chapter,means a game ((condt only in Me
o.ty witlin w... tlhe ganita.i.n is prn
-- ' - ' F)) in which prizes are
awarded on the basis of designatednumbers or symbols on a card conforming
to numbers or symbols selected at random and in which no cards are sold except
at the time and place of ((said)) the game, ((when-said)) except as authorizedby
the commission for Joint bingo games.
(2) The game ((is)) shall be conducted ontI byL
(a) A bonafde charitableor nonprofitorganizationwhich does not conduct
or allow its premises to be used for conducting bingo on more than three
occasions per week and which does not conduct bingo in any location which is
usedfor conducting bingo on more than three occasionsper week(());, or ((f)
(b) An agriculturalfairauthorized under chapters15. 76 and 36.37 RCW,
which does not conduct bingo on more than twelve consecutive days in any
calendaryear((,-and)),
(3) Except in the case of any agriculturalfairas authorized under chapters
15.76 and36.37 RCW, no person other than a bonafade member oran employee
of ((said)) the organization ((takes)) may take any part in the management or
operation of ((said)) the game unless approved by the commission and no
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person who takes any partin the management or operation of ((suid)) the game
((lakes)) may take any part in the management or operation of any game
conducted by any other organization or any other branch of the same
organization((F))unless approved by the commission((,--and))L
(4l No part of the proceeds ((thereo) from a bineo game may inure to the
benefit of any person other than the organizationconducting ((said)) the game.
(5) A bingo game must be conducted only in the county where the
sponsoring organization is principally lvcated, except as authorized by the
commission for Joint bineo games. For the purposes of this section, the
organizationshall be deemed to be principally locatedin the county within which
it has its primary business offwe. If the organizationhas no business office, the
organizationshall be deemed to be located in the county of principalresidence
of its chief executive offwer((: PROVIDED, TW.).Any organizationwhich is
conducting any licensedand establishedbingo game in any locale as of January
1, 1981, shallbe exempt from the requirementthat such game be conducted in
the county in which the organizationis principallylocated.
(6) The commission may authorizeioint bingo games conducted by two or
more bona fde charitableor nonprofitoreanizationsif the prizes arepooled and
the games are conducted during each organization'snormalperiodof operation.
The commission may adopt rules for the operation, management,and location
of the games,
*Sec. 2 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Sec. 3. RCW 9.46.120 and 1987 c 4 s 40 are each amended to read as follows:
(1) Except in the case of an agricultural fair as authorized under chapters 15.76
and 36.37 RCW, no person other than a member of a bona fide charitable or
nonprofit organization (and their employees) or any other person, association or
organization (and their employees) approved by the commission, shall take any
part in the management o; operation of any gambling activity authorized under this
chapter((--and)) unless approved by the commission. No person who takes any part
in the management or operation of any such gambling activity shall take any part
in the management or operation of any gambling activity conducted by any other
organization or any other branch of the same organization((;)) unless approved by
the commission((,--n4)),. No part of the proceeds ((thereef)) of the activity shall
inure to the benefit of any person other than the organization conducting such
gambling activities or if such gambling activities be for the charitable benefit of
any specific persons designated in the application for a license, then only for such
specific persons as so designated.
(2) No bona fide charitable or nonprofit organization or any other person,
association or organization shall conduct any gambling activity authorized under
this chapter in any leased premises if rental for such premises is unreasonable or
to be paid, wholly or partly, on the basis of apercentage of the receipts or profits
derived from such gambling activity.
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Sec. 4. RCW 9.46.110 and 1994 c 301 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)The legislative authority of any county, city-county, city, or town, by local
law and ordinance, and in accordance with the provisions of this chapter and rules
((and ..... ".....
dhereunder)) adopted under this chapter, may provide
for the taxing of any gambling activity authorized by this chapter within its
jurisdiction, the tax receipts to go to the county, city-county, city, or town so taxing
the ((stamc: PROVIDED, Rhat)) activity, Any such tax imposed by a county alone
shall not apply to any gambling activity within a city or town located ((therein)) in
the county but the tax rate established by a county, if any, shall constitute the tax
rate throughout the unincorporated areas of such county((:- PROVIDED
FURTI ER, Tha (I) puneh beards and pull tabs, charcs on whi.h shall)),

(2) The operation of punch boards and pull-tabs are subiect to the following
conditions:
(a) Chances may only be sold to adults((, whi h shall have ,,
F,-i.
eent limi
ontksigle charncc !hereon, shall be itaxd on it basis whieh shall reflee! only-the
gross r "eiptsfrom suh pun h bard and pull tabs; and (2%)).
(b) The price of a single chance may not exceed one dollar(c) No punch board or pull-tab license may award as a prize upon a winning
number or symbol being drawn the opportunity of taking a chance upon any other
punch board or pull-tab; ((and-(3)))
(d) All prizes (for pun h boards and pull tabs)) available to be won must be
described on an information flare, All merchandise prizes must be on display
within the immediate area of the premises ((wherein)) in which any such punch
board or pull-tab is located ((mid)). Upon a winning number or symbol being
drawn, ((sueh)) a merchandise prize must be immediately removed ((therefrom))
from the display and awarded to the winner. All references to cash or merchandise
prizes, with a value over twenty dollars, must be removed immediately from the
information flare when won, or such omission shall be deemed a fraud for the
purposes of this chapter; and (((4)))
(e) When any person ((shll win ever twenty dollars i)in
money or
merchandise from any punch board or pull-tab over an amount determined by the
commission, every licensee ((hereunder)) shall keep a public record ((thereo) of
the award for at least ninety days ((thereafter)) containing such information as the
commission shall deem necessary((: AND PRO-VIDED FURT,ER, That)),
(3)(a) Taxation of bingo and raffles shall never be in an amount greater than
ten percent of the gross ((rc;'cnuc rccived thercfram)) receipts from a bingo [lame
or raffle less the amount ((paid-for-or)) awarded as cash or merchandise prizes.
(bTaxation of amusement games shall only be in an amount sufficient to pay
the actual costs of enforcement of the provisions of this chapter by the county, city
or town law enforcement agency and in no event shall such taxation exceed two
percent of the gross ((rcvcnuc thercfr-,")) receipts from the amusement game less
the amount ((paid-for)) awarded as prizes((: PRO"VIDED FUR1ER, T )),
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(LjNotax shall be imposed under the authority of this chapter on bingo or
amusement games when such activities or any combination thereof are conducted
by any bona fide charitable or nonprofit organization as defined in this chapter,
which organization has no paid operating or management personnel and has gross
((ineeme)) receipts from bingo or amusement games, or a combination thereof, not
exceeding five thousand dollars per year, less the amount ((paid-fe)) awarded as
cash or merchandise prizes.
(M_No tax shall be imposed on the first ten thousand dollars of ((fiet
proceeds)) gross receipts less the amount awarded as cash or merchandise prizes
from raffles conducted by any bona fide charitable or nonprofit organization as
defined in this chapter.
(e) Taxation of punch boards and pull-tabs for bona fide charitable or
nonprofit organizations is based on gross receipts from the operation of the games
less the amount awarded as cash or merchandise prizes, and shall not exceed
((Frye)) a rate of ten percent ((of gros rccipts, nor shall)). At the option of the
county, city-county, city, or town, the taxation of punch boards and pull-tabs for
commercial stimulant operators may be based on gross receipts from the operation
of the games. and may not exceed a rate of five percent. or may be based on gross
receipts from the operation of the games less the amount awarded as cash or
merchandise prizes, and may not exceed a rate of ten percent,
(LftTaxationof social card games may no exceed twenty percent of the gross
revenue from such games.
(41 Taxes imposed under this chapter become a lien upon personal and real
property used in the gambling activity in the same manner as provided for under
RCW 84.60.010. The lien shall attach on the date the tax becomes due and shall
relate back and have priority against real and personal property to the same extent
as ad valorem taxes.
Passed the Senate April 27, 1997.
Passed the House April 27, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 16, 1997, with the exception of certain items
that were vetoed.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 16, 1997.
Note: Governor's explanation of partial veto is as follows:
"Iam returning herewith, without my approval as to sections I and 2, Senate Bill No.
5034 entitled:
"AN ACT Relating to gambling;"
This legislation combines several provisions relating to authorized gambling activities
for bona ide nonprofit or charitable organizations and to authorized gambling activities
for commercial stimulant licensees.
Section I would reduce the minimum number of members that a charitable
organization must have in order to conduct authorized gambling activities from 15 to
seven. This limitation ison the number of active members in the organization and not on
the number of board members. I am concerned that if this change is made, it will
encourage small groups of people to form nonprofit organizations for the primary purpose
of engaging in charitable gaming activities, in violation of the gambling code.
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Section 2 would authorize charitable or nonprofit organizations to operate joint bingo
games in which the prizes are pooled during their normal days of operation. Despite
agreements that have been reached between the association representing charitable gaming
licensees and the Washington State Gambling Commission regarding limitations that could
be placed on joint bingo operations to ensure better control, I am concerned that this
change in the law would make high stakes gambling even more accessible to the public
than it already is. Although I sympathize with the difficulty sometimes encountered by
charitable organizations in raising funds for very important causes, this concern does not
justify an expansion of authorized gambling in this state.
For these reasons, I have vetoed sections I and 2 of Senate Bill No. 5034. With the
exception of sections I and 2, Senate Bill No. 5034 is approved."

CHAPTER 395
[Senate Bill 5253]
FISHING LICENSES FOR NONRESIDENTS UNDER FIFTEEN YEARS OF AGE
AN ACT Relating to nonresident juvenile fishing licenses; and amending RCW 77.32.101.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 77.32.101 and 1994 c 255 s I Iare each amended to read as
follows:
(I) A combination hunting and fishing license allows a resident holder to hunt,
and to fish for game fish throughout the state. The fee for this license is twentynine dollars.
(2) A hunting license allows the holder to hunt throughout the state. The fee
for this license is fifteen dollars for residents and one hundred fifty dollars for
nonresidents.
(3) A fishing license allows the holder to fish for game fish throughout the
state. The fee for this license is seventeen dollars for residents fifteen years of age
or older and under seventy years of age, three dollars for residents seventy years
of age or older, ((twcnty dollars for n.onresidents tinder Fiften years of age,)) and
forty-eight dollars for nonresidents fifteen years of age or older.
The license fee for a nonresident iuvenile under fifteen years of age is twenty
dollars unless the iuvenile is fishing with an adult who holds a current game fish
license, in which case there is no license fee,
(4) A steelhead fishing license allows the holder of a combination hunting and
fishing license or a fishing license issued under this section to fish for steelhead
throughout the state. The fee for this license is eighteen dollars.
(5)A juvenile steelhead license allows residents under fifteen years of age and
nonresidents under fifteen years of age who hold a fishing license to fish for
steelhead throughout the state. The fee for this license is six dollars and entitles the
holder to take up to five steelhead at which time another juvenile steelhead license
may be purchased. Any person who purchases a juvenile steelhead license is
prohibited from purclasing a steelhead license for the same calendar year.
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Passed the Senate April 26, 1997.
Passed the House April 26, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 16, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 16, 1997.

CHAPTER 396
[Substitute Senate Bill 5462]
LOCAL PROJECT REVIEW PERMIT TIMELINES-COMBINATION OF NOTICES
AN ACT Relating to local government permit timelines; and amending RCW 36.70B.I 10.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 36.70B.1 10 and 1995 c 347 s 415 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) Not later than April 1, 1996, a local government planning under RCW
36.70A.040 shall provide a notice of application to the public and the departments
and agencies with jurisdiction as provided in this section. If a local government
has made a threshold determination ((ofsigtifieattee)) under chapter 43.21C RCW
concurrently with the notice of application, the notice of application ((shaHf)) M
be combined with the threshold determination ((ef-si iieattee)) and the scoping
notice for a determination of significance. Nothing in this section prevents a
determination of significance and scoping notice from being issued prior to the
notice of application.
(2)The notice of application shall be provided within fourteen days after the
determination of completeness as provided in RCW 36.70B.070 and include the
following in whatever sequence or format the local government deems appropriate:
(a) The date of application, the date of the notice of completion for the
application, and the date of the notice of application;
(b) A description of the proposed project action and a list of the project
permits included in the application and, if applicable, a list of any studies requested
under RCW 36.70B.070 or 36.70B.090;
(c) The identification of other permits not included in the application to the
extent known by the local government;
(d) The identification of existing environmental documents that evaluate the
proposed project, and, if not otherwise stated on the document providing the notice
of application, such as a city land use bulletin, the location where the application
and any studies can be reviewed;
(e) A statement of the public comment period, which shall be not less than
fourteen nor more than thirty days following the date of notice of application, and
statements of the right of any person to comment on the application, receive notice
of and participate in any hearings, request a copy of the decision once made, and
any appeal rights. A local government may accept public comments at any time
prior to the closing of the record of an open record predecision hearing, if any, or,
if no open record predecision hearing is provided, prior to the decision on the
project permit;
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(f) 'The date, time, place, and type of hearing, if applicable and scheduled at
the date of notice of the application;
(g)A statement of the preliminary determination, if one has been made at the
time of notice, of those development regulations that will be used for project
mitigation and of consistency as provided in RCW 36.70B.040; and
(h) Any other information determined appropriate by the local government.
(3)If an open record predecision hearing isrequired for the requested project
permits, the notice of application shall be provided at least fifteen days prior to the
open record hearing.
(4) A local government shall use reasonable methods to give the notice of
application to the public and agencies with jurisdiction and may use its existing
notice procedures. A local government may use different types of notice for
different categories of project permits or types of project actions. If a local
government by resolution or ordinance does not specify its method of public
notice, the local government shall use the methods provided for in (a) and (b)of
this subsection. Examples of reasonable methods to inform the public are:
(a) Posting the property for site-specific proposals;
(b)Publishing notice, including at least the project location, description, type
of permit(s) required, comment period dates, and location where the complete
application may be reviewed, in the newspaper of general circulation in the general
area where the proposal is located or in a local land use newsletter published by the
local government;
(c) Notifying public or private groups with known interest in a certain
proposal or in the type of proposal being considered;
(d)Notifying the news media;
(e) Placing notices in appropriate regional or neighborhood newspapers or
trade journals;
(0 Publishing notice in agency newsletters or sending notice to agency
mailing lists, either general lists or lists for specific proposals or subject areas; and
(g)Mailing to neighboring property owners.
(5) A notice of application shall not be required for project permits that are
categorically exempt under chapter 43.21C RCW, unless apublic comment period
or an open record predecision hearing is required.
(6) A local government shall integrate the permit procedures in this section
with environmental review under chapter 43.21 C RCW as follows:
(a) Except for a threshod determination ((of sigifieene)), the local
government may not issue ((its -ihr, hld d
,rminatin,
or isu' )) a decision or a
recommendation on a project permit until the expiration of the public comment
period on the notice of application.
(b) If an open record predecision hearing is required and the local
government's threshold determination requires public notice under chapter 43.21 C
RCW, the local government shall issue its threshold determination at least fifteen
days prior to the open record predecision hearing.
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(c) Comments shall be as specific as possible.
(7) A local government may combine any hearing on a project permit with any
hearing that may be held by another local, state, regional, federal, or other agency
provided that the hearing is held within the geographic boundary of the local
government. Hearings shall be combined if requested by an applicant, as long as
the joint hearing can be held within the time periods specified in RCW 36.70B.090
or the applicant agrees to the schedule in the event that additional time is needed
in order to combine the hearings. All agencies of the state of Washington,
including municipal corporations and counties participating in a combined hearing,
are hereby authorized to issue joint hearing notices and develop a joint format,
select a mutually acceptable hearing body or officer, and take such other actions
as may be necessary to hold joint hearings consistent with each of their respective
statutory obligations.
(8) All state and local agencies shall cooperate to the fullest extent possible
with the local government in holding a joint hearing if requested to do so, as long
as:
(a) The agency is not expressly prohibited by statute from doing so;
(b) Sufficient notice of the hearing is given to meet each of the agencies'
adopted notice requirements as set forth in statute, ordinance, or rule; and
(c) The agency has received the necessary information about the proposed
project from the applicant to hold its hearing at the same time as the local
government hearing.
(9) A local government is not required to provide for administrative appeals.
If provided, an administrative appeal of the project decision, combined with any
environmental determinations, shall be filed within fourteen days after the notice
of the decision or after other notice that the decision has been made and is
appealable. The local government shall extend the appeal period for an additional
seven days, if state or local rules adopted pursuant to chapter 43.21C RCW allow
public comment on a determination of nonsignificance issued as part of the
appealable project permit decision.
(10) The applicant for a project permit is deemed to be a participant in any
comment period, open record hearing, or closed record appeal.
(11) Each local government planning under RCW 36.70A.04() shall adopt
procedures for administrative interpretation of its development regulations.
Passed the Senate March 11, 1997.
Passed the House April 23, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 16, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 16, 1997.
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CHAPTER 397
[Substitute Senate Bill 5563]
WASHINGTON STATE CREDIT UNION ACT--MODERNIZATION, CLARIFICATION, AND
SIMPLIFICATION
AN ACT Relating to modernizing, clarifying, and simplifying the Washington state credit union
act; amending RCW 31.12.025, 31.12.035, 31.12.075, 31.12.085, 31.12.105, 31.12.185, 31.12.225,
31.12.235, 31.12.246, 31.12.255, 31.12.265, 31.12.275, 31.12.285, 31.12.326, 31.12.345, 31.12.365,
31.12.306, 31.12.145, 31.12.155, 31.12.295, 31.12.485, 31.12.317, 31.12.445, 31.12.465, 31.12.705,
31.12.715, 31.12.725, 31.12.516, 31.12.545, 31.12.215, 31.12.575, 31.12.585, 31.12.595, 31.12.605,
31.12.625, 31.12.655,31.12.665,31.12.675,31.12.685, and 31.12.635; reenacting and amending RCW
31.12.005, 31.12.015, 31.12.055, 31.12.065, 31.12.115, 31.12.195, 31.12.335, 31.12.125, 31.12.136,
31.12.385, 31.12.406, 31.12.425, 31.12.435, 31.12.695, 31.12.526, 31,12.555, and 31.12.565; adding
new sections to chapter 31.12 RCW; creating a new section; recodifying RCW 31.12.005, 31.12.015,
31.12.025, 31.12.035,31.12.055, 31.12.065, 31.12.075, 31.12.085, 31.12.105, 31.12.115, 31.12.185,
31.12.195, 31.12.225, 31.12.235, 31.12.246, 31.12.255, 31.12.265, 31.12.275, 31.12.285, 31.12.326,
31.12.335, 31.12,345,31.12.365, 31.12.306, 31.12.045, 31.12.145, 31.12.155, 31.12.295, 31.12.125,
31.12.136, 31.12.037, 31.12.039, 31.12.385, 31,12.485, 31.12.406, 31.12.317, 31.12.425, 31.12.435,
31.12.445, 31,12,465, 31.12.695, 31.12.705, 31.12.715, 31.12.526, 31.12.725, 31.12.516, 31.12.545,
31.12.555, 31.12.565, 31.12.215, 31.12.575, 31.12.585, 31.12.595, 31.12.605, 31.12.615, 31.12.625,
31.12.655, 31.12.665, 31.12.675, 31.12.685, 31.12.720, 31.12.740, 31.12.735, 31.12.635, and
31.12.902; repealing RCW 31.12.095, 31.12.165, 31.12.206, 31.12.315, 31.12.355, 31.12.376,
31 '2.395, 31.12.415, 31.12.455, 31.12.475, 31.12.495, 31.12.506, 31.12.535, 31.12.645, 31.12.903,
31.12.904, 31.12.905, and 43.320.125; prescribing penalties; and providing effective dates.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. The legislature finds that credit unions provide
many valuable services to the consumers of this state and will be better prepared
to continue providing these setvices if the Washington state credit union act is
modernized, clarified, and reorganized.
Furthermore, the legislature finds that credit unions and credit union members
will benefit by enacting provisions clearly specifying the director of financial
institution's authority to enforce statutory provisions.
Revisions to this act reflect the legislature's intent to modernize, clarify, and
reorganize the existing act, and specify the director's enforcement authority. By
enacting the revisions to this act, it is not the intent of the legislature to affect the
scope of credit unions' field of membership or tax status, or impact federal parity
provisions.
See. 2. RCW 31.12.005 and 1994 c 256 s 68 and 1994 c 92 s 175 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, as used in this chapter:
(I) "Board" means the board of directors of a credit union.
(2) "Board officer" means an officer of the board elected under RCW
31,12,265(l) (as recodified by this act),
M "Branch" means any ((.ffl.., other than the :ri.ipal ple of busin.ess,
by a
union,,,,r-dit r together with other vdit unions, for tho
m
""intaied
purpose
.... of
ptirg deposits or maing loans to its members. ".B.aneh"does met
inelude a facil 4ty that is lirnitcd to an eieetronie funds transferring macehinoo
similar serviee failty t111oc
1 .ot involve the approval of loans.
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ehftpter.
(4) "Direetor" means the direeter of financial institutions.
(5) "Employees" mat.s the prineipal operating offi..r and other Op.r.".
ing
personnel of tt credit union.,
(6) "Federal eredit union" moeans a credit
raio 1no
and operatin~gunr
the laws of the United Statis.
(7)"O~ffieers" means the offlcors of the bard of ateredit union who are.elee
under RCW 3 1.12.265.
(8) "Shares" and "deposits" aesynnyou an ntrhngale hren
deposits of a credit union shall be subject to such terms and eon ions tt
established by the board of th' eredit union.
(9)"Supervisory committee" means akeommnitoc haying the powers and duties
set fiorh in RCW 31.12.326 through 31.12.345. Supervisory committees tere-the
statuory succossors of auditing committees.)) physical facility where shares and
deposits are taken, The term does not include an automated teller machine or a
machine permitting members to communicate with credit union employees who are
not located at the site of the machine, unless employees of the credit union at the
site of the machine take shares and deposits on a regular basis. A facility is not
deemed to be a branch of a credit union. regardless of any affiliation.
accommodation arrangement. or other relationship between the organization
owning or leasing the facility and the credit union. unless the facility is owned o
leased in whole or part. directly or indirectly, by the credit union,
(4) "Business loan" means a loan for business, investment commercial, or

agricultural purposes.
(5) "Capital" means a credit union's reserves, undivided earnings, and
allowances for loan loss.
(6) "ConsumLer loan" means a loan for consumer, family, or household

purposes.
(7) "Credit union" means a credit union orgzanized and operating under this
chapter,
(8) "Credit union seryice organization" means an organization that a credit
union has invested in pursuant to RCW 31.12.425(8) (as recodified by this act). or
acredit union service organization invested in by an out-of-state credit union or
federal credit union.
(9) "Director" means the director of financial institutions.
(10) "Federal credit union" means a credit union organized and operating
under the laws of the United States.
U 1) "Financial institution" means any commercial bank. trust company,
savings bank,. or savins and loan association. whether state or federally chartered.

and any credit union. out-of-state credit union. or federal credit union.
(12) "Foreian credit union" means a credit union organized and operating
under the laws of another country or other iurisdiction.
124401
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(13) "Insolvency" means:
(a) If. under generally accepted accounting principles, the recorded value of
the credit union's assets are less than its obligations to its share account holders.
depositors, creditors. and others: or
(b) If it is likely that the credit union will be unable to pay its obligations or
meet its share account holders' and depositors' demands in the normal course of
business,
(14) "Loan" means any loan, overdraft line of credit, extension of credit. or
lease. in whole or in part.
(15) "Material violation of law" means:
(a) If the credit union or person has violated a material provision of:
(i) Law:
(ii) Any cease and desist order issued by the director:
(iii) Any condition imposed in writing by the director in connection with the
approval of any application or other request of the credit union: or
(iv) Any written agreement entered into with the director:
(b) If the credit union or person has concealed any of the credit union's books,
papers, records, or assets, or refused to submit the credit union's books, papers,
records, or affairs for inspection to any examiner of the state or. as appropriate, to
any examiner of the national credit union administration: or
(c) If the person has breached his or her fiduciary duty to the credit union.
(16) "Membership share" means an initial share required to be purchased in
order to establish and maintain membership in a credit union,
(17) "Net capital" means a credit union's capital, less the allowance for loan
loss,
(18) "Operating officer" means an officer of a credit union designated under
RCW 31.12,265(2) (as recodified by this act).
(19) "Orizanization" means a corporation, partnership, association, limited
liability company, trust, or other organization or entity.
(20) "Out-of-state credit union" means a credit union organized and operating
under the laws of another state or United States territory.
(21) "Person" means an organization or a natural person includirng. but not
limited to, a sole proprietorship,
(22) "Principally" or "primarily" means more than one-half,
(23) "Unsafe or unsound condition" means, but is not limited to:
(a) If the credit union is insolvent:
(b) If the credit union has incurred or is likely to incur losses that will deplete
all or substantially all of its capital: or
(c) If the credit union is in imminent danger of losing its share and deposit
insurance or guarantee,
(24) "Unsafe or unsound practice" means any action, or lack of action, which
is contrary to generally accepted standards of prudent operation, the likely
consequences of which, if continued, would be abnormal risk of loss or danger to
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acredit union. its members, or an organization insuring or guaranteeing its shares
and deposits.
Sec. 3. RCW 31.12.015 and 1994 c 256 s69 and 1994 c 92 s 176 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
A credit union is a cooperative society organized under this chapter as a
nonprofit corporation for the purposes of promoting thrift among its members and
creating a source of credit for them at fair and reasonable rates of interest.
The director is the state's credit union regulatory authority whose purpose is
to protect ((the)) members' financial interests, the integrity of credit unions as
cooperative institutions, and the interests of the general public, and to ensure that
((sate-eharereed)) credit unions remain viable and competitive in this state,
Sec. 4. RCW 31.12.025 and 1994 c 256 s 70 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)
A credit union shall include ((in its name)) the words "credit ((uio.))
union" in its name
(2)No person((, pwnership, sse.....
:n"
n, eo.... or. thr rg:nizati.))
may ((tr)nsse)) conduct business or engage in any other activity under a name or
title containing the words "credit union". or represent itself as acredit union. unless
it is:
(a)A credit union, out-of-state credit union, or a foreign credit union;
(b) An organization ((.mprised f ccrp3ratins orr.ized under state
or
federl er di, uni".n laws)) whose membership or ownership is limited to credit
unions, out-of-state credit unions, federal credit unions, or their trade organization3
(c) A ((sole. pprietorship, p n
or eerpration)) person that is
,rtnshi,
primarily in the business of managing one or more credit unions. out-of-state credit
unions, or federal credit unions; or
(d) ((An organizatio. sp-ifi ly authorized
..
i.nde !h laws of this smt or
inder' feder' ....
w t s..
he words "r"dit unio.n" in its n
)) A credit union
service organization,
Sec. S. RCW 31.12.035 and 1994 c 92 s 177 are each amended to read as
follows:
Seven or more natural persons who reside in this state may apply to the
director for permission to organize a credit union. ((Tc "iretr shall approve ih.
pplitii'n if it is in

. with
.mpliane
' thi c

ptr. ))

The application must include

copies of the proposed articles of incorporation and bylaws. and such other
information as may be required by the director. The director shall approve or deny
a complete application within sixty days of receipt,
Sec. 6. RCW 31.12.055 and 1994 c 256 s71 and 1994 c 92 s 179 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
(1)Persons applying for the organization of a credit union shall execute
articles of incorporation stating:
[24421
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(a) The initial name and location of the ((proposed)) credit union ((and-its
leetfen));
(b)That the duration of the credit union is perpetual;
(c) That the purpose of the credit union is to engage in the business of a credit
union and any other lawful activities permitted to a credit union by applicable
law((s.,and' rue));
.
(d) The number of its directors, which ((shaf.)) must not be less than five
((nor)) or greater than fifteen, and the names((, occupatons, an'd addrzsscs)) of the
persons who are to serve as the initial directors;
(e) The names((, occupations, and addresses)) of the ((.ubsribrs toth
aftieles of ineorportition, and a statement of the number of shares whieh eaeh has
agreed to-tke)) incorporators;
(f) The initial par value, if any, of the shares of the credit union;
(g) ((Any proision the appli.a.ts l.t to so set forth whi h is permitted b,
RCW 23B.1?.030; and)) The extent, if any. to which personal liability of directors
islimited:
(h) The extent. if any. to which directors, supervisory committee members,
officers, employees, and others will be indemnified by the credit union: and
i.)Any other provision ((the appliants le f to so t f..t.)) which is not
inconsistent with this chapter.
(2) Applicants shall submit the articles of incorporation in triplicate to the
director.
Sec. 7. RCW 31.12.065 and 1994 c 256 s 72 and 1994 c 92 s 180 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
(1)
Persons applying for the organization of a credit union shall adopt bylaws
that ((arc . .nsist.nt
with this haptr and that)) prescribe the manner in which the
business of the credit union shall be conducted. The bylaws shall include:
(a) The name of the credit union;
(b) The ((purposes)) field of membership of the credit union;
(c) ((The)) Reasonable qualifications for membership in the credit union,
including, but not limited to. the minimum number of shares, and the payment of
a membership fee, i."
any, required for membership ((status)), and the ((standards
and)) procedures for expelling a member ((who has failed to m-aintain the minimum
number of shae. ));
(d) The number of directors and supervisory committee members, and the
length of terms they serve and the permissible term length of any interim director
or supervisory committee member;
(e) Any qualification for eligibility to serve on the credit union's board, or
supervisory committee:
(f)The number of credit union employees that may serve on the board, if any:
fM The frequency of regular meetings of the board and the supervisory
committee, and the manner in which members of the board or supervisory
committee are to be notified of meetings;
(24431
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(((4 )) (f The powers and duties of ((the)) board officers ((eleeted by-the

(f(g))) il The timing of the annual membership meeting ((ed)).
(j) The manner in which members may call a special membership meeting:
jk_..The manner in which members are to be notified of membership
meetings((, inludi.g speial m mbeshi,. meetings));
((tNh))) iUThe number of members constituting a quorum at a membership
meeting; ((mid
(i) Gther matiers eensderd appropriate by the applieatat to be ineluded in the
bylitwe))
(m) Provisions, if any, for the indemnification of directors, supervisory
committee members. officers. employees, and others by the credit union, if not
included in the articles of incorporation: and
(n) Any other provision which is not inconsistent with this chapter.
(2) Applicants shall submit the bylaws in duplicate to the director((--f
reqluestd)).
Sec. 8. RCW 31.12.075 and 1994 c 92 s 181 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) When the proposed articles of incorporation and bylaws complying with
the requirements of RCW 31.12.055 and 31.12.065 (as recodified by this act) have
been filed with the director, the director shall:
(a) Determine whether the articles of incorporation and bylaws are consistent
with ((the purpo ss and rquiramts- ef)) this chapter; and
(b) Determine the feasibility of the credit union, taking into account
surrounding facts and circumstances ((pelaining to a)) influencing the successful
operation of ((e)) the credit union.
((The diret.r may a..ablish by rule, as a prerequisite t approval of a
proposed eredit union, speii eritcria czrnsistaat with the purposes and polieies
of, ts
.ehapte.))
(2)If the director is satisfied with the determinations made under subsection
(1)(a) and (b) of this section, the director shall endorse each of the articles of
incorporation "approved" ((mnd)), indicate the date the approval ((is)) was granted,
and return two sets of articles and one set of bylaws to the applicants.
(3) If the director is not satisfied with the determinations made under
subsection (1)(a) and (b) of this section, the director shall endorse each of the
articles of incorporation "((reftsed)) denied," indicate the date of, and reasons for,
the ((refusal)) denial, and return two copies of the articles of incorporation with one
copy of the bylaws to the person from whom they were received. The director
shall at the time of returning the copies of the articles of incorporation and bylaws,
also provide notice to the applicant of the applicant's right to appeal the ((refusft))
denial under chapter 34.05 RCW. The ((refusit)) denial is conclusive unless the
applicant requests a hearing under chapter 34.05 RCW.
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within.
.ration
(((4) R-- dir or shall accpt or refuse the artiels of i...
sty days of r..ipt.))
Sec. 9. RCW 31.12.085 and 1994 c 92 s 182 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) Upon ((the)) approval ((ef-the-" e....

under RCW 31.12.075(2) (as

recodified by this act), the ((applietnts)) directo shall ((-fie)) delive a copy of the
articles of incorporation ((with)) o the secretary of state for filing. Upon receipt
of the approved articles of incorporation and a twenty dollar filing fee ((te-be))
provided by the applicants, the secretary of state shall file ((and reeord)) the articles
. promptly .otify the dir.t r of
. in
. writin.g
of incorporation. ( The appli . shall
the exact data of the filing.))
(2) Upon ((the)) filing ((n rd,,, -e4o)the approved articles of
incorporation ((with)) hy the secretary of state, the persons named in the articles
of incorporation and their successors may ((operate)) conduct business as a credit
), duties, and
union, ((whi h shall have)) having the powers ((and be subj.. t f
Ma
not conduct
((Sha!))
obligations ((o)) set forth in this chapter. A credit union
business until the articles have been ((reeorded)) filed by the secretary of state.
(3) A credit union shall organize and begin conducting business within six
months of the date that its articles of incorporation are filed ((and rcordcd with))
by the secretary of state or its charter (shall-beee)) isvoid((,-nLe))
However.the director ((fft-emtse)) Mapy grant((s)) an extension of the six-month
period. The director ((shftl)) Ma not grant a single extension exceeding three
months, but may grant as many extensions to a credit union as circumstances
require.
Sec. 10. RCW 31.12.105 and 1994 c 92 s 184 are each amended to read as
follows:
((The)) A credit union's articles of incorporation ((Of a crcdit union)) may be
amended((T)) by the board with the approval of the director((, by a resolution OF the
bamd. Amndllnts to the &mllilesof inIerp.ration shall be filed with the director

ai)). Complete applications for amendments to the articles must be approved or
denied by the director within sixty days of receipt. Upon approval, the director
shall promptly deliver the amendments, including any necessary filing fees paid by
the applicant, to the secretary of state for filing. Amendments to a credit union's
articles of incorporation must conform with RCW 31.12.055 (as recodified by this
act).
Sec. 11. RCW 31.12.115 and 1994 c 256 s73 and 1994 c 92 s 185 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
((Exeept to the extant appro-val of the direetor may be required by rule, the
bylaws-ef)) (1) A credit ((utniert)) union's field of membership bylaws may be
amended by the board ((of dircetors at any r gular meeting or at atspecil meeting
called for that purpose. An amendment of the bylaws requires the affirmative vote
of !w thirds of the total members of !he board. At Ieast seven days before a
meeting at whi h an amendme1nt to !he bylaws is to hI11./td upon, a eopy of the
[2445]
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proposed amn dmni, together with a written notiee eF the meeting a; provided in
the bylaws, shall be seryed upon eaeh member of the boatrd eithes personally or by
mail to the dre..r's last known. post offiee ad- ... )) with approval of the director.
All complete applications to amend a credit union's field of membership bylaws
must be approved or denied by the director within sixty days of receipt.
(2) Bylaw amendments, other than those requiring the approval of the director
under subsection (1) of this section. may be approved at any regular board meeting.
or any special board meeting called for the purpose of amending the credit union's
bylaws.
(3) Amendments to a credit union's bylaws must conform with RCW
31.12.065 (as recodified by this act).
Sec. 12. RCW 31.12.185 and 1987 c 338 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)((R
.. regu .. )) A credit union's annual membership meeting ((of a reedit
unien)) shall be held ((anntutl,)) at such time and place as the bylaws prescribe,
and shall be conducted according to the ((eu it ,ary)) rules of ((parl tntary))
procedure approved by the board.
(2) Notice of ((regulttr)) the annual membership meetings of a credit union
shall be given as provided in the bylaws of the credit union.
(((3) No member may haanmore than one Yew ragd c9ss of thaumbecro
shareas hald by !he membar. A fraternal organization, oluntar assoiation,
partnership, orcorporaior. haying a mee
mbership inerdit union may
ecast on
oi by its athoarizd agent, who shall be an offleer of the organization,
assoeiation,
p
of asnnhip,
or
Voting
torporatin.
by mail ballot may be a
-uthorized
by the board fs preseriberd in thebylaws.))
Sec. 13. RCW 31.12.195 and 1994 c256 s77 and 1994 c92 s188 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
(1) A special membership meeting of a credit union may be called by a
majority of the board, a majority vote of the supervisory committee, or upon
written application of at least ten percent or two thousand((, whiehevor is less, of
the-yofii)) of the members of a credit union. whichever is less.
21 A request for a special membership meeting of a credit union shall be in
writing and shall state specifically the purpose or purposes for which the meeting
is called. At this meeting, only those agenda items detailed in the written request
may be considered. If the special membership meeting is bing called for the
removal of ((f)) one or more directors, the ((netiee)) r
shall state the name
of the director or directors whose removal is sought.
(((2))) LL Upon receipt of a request for a special membership meeting, the
secretary of the credit union shall designate the time and place at which the special
membership meeting will be held. The designated place of the meeting ((st'reX))
must be a reasonable location within the county in which the principal ((effiee))
place of business of the credit union is located, unless provided otherwise by the
byLaw . The designated time of the membership meeting ((shell.)) must be no
[2446]1
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sooner than twenty ((ner))o
and n later than thirty days after the request is received
by the secretary.
The secretary shall give notice of the meeting within ten days of receipt of the
request ((.i
of ,,._ meeting,
.......
u g)) or within such other reasonable
time period as may be provided by the bylaws. The notice must include the
purpose or purposes for which the meeting is called, as provided in the bylaws.
((A wilul vielatiar. of this seetion caantikutes a vielittion ef this ehapter and
.unsiRtui., griuds suffiei.at fo th suapens.ion and rew

f the saeeeatay urdar

RCW 31.12.5. )) If the special membership meeting is being called for the
removal of one or more directors, the notice must state the name of the director or
directors whose removal is sought.
(((-3))) (4 Except as provided in this subsection, the ((ehair'a, or president))
chairperson of the board shall preside over special membership meetings. If the
purpose of the special meeting includes the proposed removal of the ((ehira, or
prside. from !he ber.d)) chairperson, the next highest ranking board officer ((of
the-bod)) whose removal is not sought shall preside over the special meeting. If
the removal of all ((of-the)) board officers ((of the board)) is sought, the
((ehaorman)) chairperson of the supervisory committee shall preside over the
special meeting. ((Af- e.ry sp,il meeting, !he eharma, of the suprisorj
eemrittee shall report to the direefor the results of the speeal meting an.d whether
the .p.ial meeting was a .dutdin a fair
i
danee with the bylaws

of the eredit un~ion and with eustomary rules of par!iiamntr-peedre)
(5) Special membership meetings shall be conducted according to the rules of
procedure approved by the board,
Sec. 14. RCW 31.12.225 and 1984 c 31 s 24 are each amended to read as
follows:
(M)The business and affairs of a credit union shall be managed by a board of
not less than five ((nor)) and not greater than fifteen directors.
(L The directors ((shaff)) must be elected at the credit union's annual
membership meeting((s)). ((The dira:. , as well as !he pri.il opeating ^ffler.
atnd eormmittee meambers ef the eredit union, shall be sworn. to the faithful
p.-forma. . of their duti s. R--e.dir.tors)) Dqy shall hold their offices((,unles
soner reme.d s provided in this e.haptr,)) until their successors are qualified
((under RW 31.12.235)) and elected or appointed.
01 Directors shall be elected to terms of between one and three years, as
provided in the bylaws. If the terms are longer than one year, the ((terms shall))
directors must be divided into classes, and an equal number of ((terms)) directors,
as near as possible, ((shntf-)) must be elected each year.
(4) Any vacancies on the board must be filled by interim directors appointed
by the board, unless the interim director would serve a term of fewer than ninety
days. Interim directors will serve out the unexpired term of the former director,
unless provided otherwise in the credit union's bylaws,
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(5) The board will meet as often as necessary, but not less frequently than
once each month,
Sec. 15. RCW 31.12.235 and 1994 c 256 s 78 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)
A director ((shall-be)) must be a natural person and a member of the credit
union. If adirector ceases to be a member of the credit union, the director shall no
longer serve as a director.
(2) Unless reasonably excused by the board, adirector shall no longer serve
as a director if the director is absent from more than thirty-three percent of the
regular board meetings in any twelve-month period ((is absa fr.om more than
thirty three pereent of the regular beard meetings required by this ehaptar)).
(3) ((Tc rcmaindcr of the term of a dir' e tor's
. offi. that b m vaar.t
undcr subsiio (I) or (2) of this s.in shall be served by an interim diret

appoint.d by the baud.)) A director must meet any qualification requirements set
forth in the credit union's bylaws, If adirector fails to meet these reuirements, the
director shall no longer serve as a director.
(4)The officers and employees of the credit union may serve as directors of
the credit union, but only as permitted by the credit union's bylaws,
Sec. 16. RCW 31.12.246 and 1984 c 31 s 26 are each amended to read as
follows:
The members of a credit union may remove a director of the credit union at
a special membership meeting held in accordance with RCW 31.12,195 (as
recodified by this act) and called for that purpose. If the members remove a
director, the members may at the same special membership meeting elect an
interim director to complete the remainder of the former director's term of office
or ((may eleet to)) authorize the board to appoint an interim director as provided
in RCW ((31.12.235)) 31,12.225 (as recodified by this act).
Sec. 17. RCW 31.12.255 and 1994 c 256 s 79 are each amended to read as
follows:
((Rec board shell have the general dire..i.n of the affairs of the rAdit union.

The board shall meet as often as neessary, but not lss than onee cach month.))
The business and affairs of a credit union shall be managed by the board of the
credit union. The duties of the board include, but are not limited to. the duties
enumerated in this section, The duties listed in subsection (1) of this section may
not be delegated by the credit union's board of directors. The duties listed in
subsection (2) of this section may be delegated to a committee, officer. or
employee, with appropriate reporting to the board,
(!)
The board shall:
(((l) A upon1tappliations for membership with the credit unict-;
(2) Expel members for cause as pro.idd in .this haptcr;,
(3) Borrow ad inyest money on bcllllF of the edit union as pro
d by this

ehapter,
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ma~y hold in the credit union;
(5) Dcclare dividen~ds on shares ad set the ratc oF interest on.deposits;
(6) Dete.rine the amount whieh maky be learned to ft fmmber and !he finanee
ehatrges, ineluding interest, to be chargcd on ihe loans,
(7) Preseribe !he conditiors and terms under whieh a loarn offieer or coi
commiI
ma ,,gppr
a,
ovelen s (8) Sct 1 mi imum nu rber oF shares, iff

.ny,required fra
e wive mebcr

-l(9) Fill vacnais
.
onIallcomittccscxccptthesuperisorycommitt,
(10) Set !he pa alu- of shttrs, if any, of the crcdit un...
.;

(11) Set the fees, if any, to be chiarged by thc crcdit union.to its memnbers for
the right to be a member of the ercdit union and for scrviecs rendered by the crcdit
.,,).-.rev the chttrgc off of credit uniion losses, or
(13) Pe. form. such other acts ar rcu.~ 1by this chaptcr. The board may
autherize a eemmkfeec, offlccr, or emnployee to take !he actions rcfcrcnecd in
subseetions (1), (3), (5), and (6) of this scctiafr.))
(a) Set the par value of shares. if any. of the credit union:
(b) Set the minimum number of shares. if any, required for membership;
(c) Establish the loan policies under which loans may be approved, including
policies on any automated loan approval programs:
(d)Establish the conditions under which a member may be exoelled for cause:
(e) Fill vacancies on all committees except the supervisory committee:
(f) Approve an annual operating budget or financial plan for the credit union:
(g) Designate those persons or positions authorized to execute or certify
documents or records on behalf of the credit union:,
(h) Review the supervisory committee's annual report: and
(i) Perform such other duties as the members may direct.
(2) In addition. the board shall:
(a) Act upon applications for membership in the credit union:,
(b) Determine the maximum amount of shares and deposits that a member
may hold in the credit union:
(c) Declare dividends on shares and set the rate of interest on deposits:
(d)Set the fees. if any. to be charged by the credit union to its members for the
right to be a member of the credit union and for services rendered by the credit
(e)Determine the amount which may be loaned to a member together with the
terms and conditions of loans:
(f)Establish policies under which the credit union may borrow and invest: and
(a)Approve the charge-off of credit union losses.
Sec. 18. RCW 31.12.265 and 1994 c 256 s 80 are each amended to read as
follows:
(24491
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LW The board at its first meeting after the annual membership meeting ((of-the
members)) shall elect ((-hama. or president, d on
.... ...
h..
hairc r. or
.i.e pr.s..
e.., ft seretary,
. a tr..
sur..
, and other offl_._
r that may be)) board
officers from among its members, as provided in the credit union's bylaws, The
board will elect as many board officers as it deems necessary for transacting the
business of the board of the credit union. The board officers ((of th_ bard of ,i_
eredit union)) shall hold office until their successors are qualified and elected ((and
qunlified)), unless sooner removed as provided ((by)) in this chapter. ((Theefflee
of srta.y and treasurer may be held byt!h am personz)) All board officers
((of the beard of it...dit union shall)) m=..be elected members of the board.
However, the office of board treasurer and ((the)) board secretary may b held by
the same person and need not be elected members of the board. ((The.beord eay
designata suc-. employees, ineluding ak prineipal operatirg offleer who shall not
shamc the title ehosen for the chairman or presiden~t of the bard and who need not
be a.
c...b of the b rd, m aire n...sar for the op.r.in OF the.. dit unen.))
(2) The board may designate as many operating officers as it deems necessary
for conducting the business of the credit union, including, but not limited to. a
principal operating officer. Individuals serving as operating officers may also
serve as board officers in accordance with subsection (1) of this section and subict;
to RCW 31.12.235(4) (as recodifi!ed by this act),
NEW SECTION, Sec. 19. A new section is added to chapter 31.12 RCW to
read as follows:
Directors and board officers are deemed to stand in a fiduciary relationship to
the credit union, and must discharge the duties of their respective positions:
(1)
In good faith;
(2) With the care an ordinarily prudent person in a like position would
exercise under similar circumstances; and
(3) In a manner the director or board officer reasonably believes to be in the
best interests of the credit union.
Sec. 20. RCW 31.12.275 and 1984 c 31 s 29 are each amended to read as
follows:
The board may, for cause, remove ((art)) aboard officer from office or a
committee member from a committee, other than the supervisory committee. For
the purpose of this section "cause" includes demonstrated financial irresponsibility,
a breach of fiduciary duty to the credit union, or activities which, in the judgment
of the board, are detrimental to the credit union.
Sec. 21. RCW 31.12.285 and 1984 c 31 s 30 are each amended to read as
follows:
The board may((, by a !we thirds vote,)) suspend for cause a member of the
board or a member of the supervisory committee until a membership meeting is
held. The membership meeting ((shal4)) must be held within thirty days after the
suspension. The members attending ((tht)) the meeting shall vote whether to
remove ((the)) p-suspended party. For purposes of this section. "cause" includes
[ 2450 1
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demonstrated financial irresponsibility, a breach of fiduciary duty to the credit
union. or activities which, in the judgment of the board. threaten the safety and
soundness of the credit union.
Sec. 22. RCW 31.12.326 and 1984 c 31 s 34 are each amended to read as
follows:
L A supervisory committee of at least three members ((shell)) must be
elected at the annual membership meeting of the credit union. ((A-member))
Members of the supervisory committee shall serve a term of three years, unless
sooner removed under this chapter or until ((a)) thei successors ((eofi,,enees-the
prfern..
of the membcr..
)) are qualified and elected or appointed. The
members of the supervisory committee shall be divided into classes so that as equal
a number as is possible is elected each year.
(2 If a member of the supervisory committee ceases to be a member of the
credit union, the member's office ((shell)) becomes vacant. ((Resu,pervisor
eommittee shall Fill yeetrneica in ita membe~rship un~til sueeeser aire eleeted,
eteept the)) Any vacancy on the committee must be filled by an interim member
appointed by the committee. unless the interim member would serve a term of
fewer than ninety days. Interim members may serve out the unexpired term of the
former member, unless provided otherwise by the credit union's bylaws. However.
if all positions on the committee are vacant at the same time, the board may ((fill
the-vaeaneies)) appoint interim members to serve until the next annual membership
meeting.
M. No o~r~atine officer or employee of a credit union may serve on the cit
union's supervisory committee ((of that rdit un.ion)). No more than one director
may be a member of the supervisory committee at the same time,unless provided
otherwise by the credit union's bylaws. No member of the supervisory committee
may serve on the credit committee or investment committee of the credit union
while serving on the supervisory committee.
Sec. 23, RCW 31.12.335 and 1994 c 256 s 82 and 1994 c 92 s 192 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
The supervisory committee of a credit union shall:
(1) Meet as often as necessary and at least quarterly;
(2) Keep fully informed as to the financial condition of the credit union and
the decisions of the credit union's board;
(3) ((Causc tc be _ ))Annually perform or arrange for a complete
((examinatin)) auit of ((the)) internal controls. loans, investments, cash, ((the
eredi- uion)) general ledger accounts, including, but not limited to. income and
expense, and the members' share and deposit accounts ((in ....
rdane. with rules
doptced by !he ir.tc. )); and
(4) Report its findings and recommendations to the board and make an annual
report to ((the)) members at ((the)) each annual membership meeting.
At least one supervisory committee member may attend each regular board
meetin .
12451 1
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Sec. 24. RCW 31.12.345 and 1984 c 31 s 36 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) The supervisory committee may. by unanimous vote ((the supervisory
of.....
.........
m
di
p. for............fi.r
f the eredit unior,)),
for cause. suspend a member of ((..ee.m.iee))
. the board, ((or a member
bomrd)) until a membership meeting is held. The jncmbership meeting ((shal))
must be held within thirty days after the suspension. The members attending that
meeting shall vote whether to remove the suspended party or parties, The
supervisory committee may, by unanimous vote, for cause, suspend members of
other committees until a membership meeting is held. The meeling must be held
within thirty days after the suspension. The members attending that meeting shall
vote whether to remove the suspended party or parties.
(2) For purposes of this section. "cause" includes demonstrated financial
irresponsibility, a breach of fiduciary duty to the credit union, or activities which.
in the Judgment of the supervisory committee, threaten the safety and soundness
of the credit union.
Sec. 25. RCW 31.12.365 and 1984 c 31 s 38 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)Directors and members of committees shall not receive compensation for
their service((s, cxcep t the extent that an ffle r serving as prinipal per ti
officar may rcciv, crn,,pcaaion)) as directors and committee members.
However, this subsection does not prohibit directors or committee members from
receiving incidental services available to employees generally, and gifts of minimal
value.
Wj)Directors and members of committees may receive reimbursement for
reasonable expenses incurred ((in the pfrma . of their d ")) on behalf of
themselves and their spouses in the performance of the directors' and committee
members' duties.
(3) Loans to directors and committee members ((shall)) may not be made
under ((no)) more favorable terms and conditions ((and-terms)) than those ((under
wheh loans to ge.nral)) made to members ((are-made)) generally.
Sec. 26. RCW 31.12.306 and 1994 c 92 s 191 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) Each director, officer, committee member, and employee of a credit union
((shtl)) must be bonded in an amount and ((wih surety and)) in accordance with
conditions established by the director.
(2)When the bond coverage under subsection (1)of this section is suspended
or terminated, the board of the affected credit union shall notify the director in
writing within five days of ((hayin-"reeeied)) receipt of the notice of ((the))
suspension or termination.
Sec. 27. RCW 31.12.145 and 1984 c 31 s 16 are each amended to read as
follows:
124521
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L A credit union may admit to membership those persons qualified for
membership as set forth in its bylaws ((upon !hc payment of it membership fee, if
one~ or movec shares, as proyided in~ the bylaws)). ((-A
ano the purehae @sF

(2)An organization((, partnership, or ,,rprati-. hai.ng usual. pla. of
busi ss in this sat and)) whose membershio, ownershio, or emplovees are
comprised principally of persons who are eligible for membership in the credit
union may become a member of the credit union.
Sec. 28. RCW 31.12.155 and 1994 c 256 s 76 are each amended to read as
follows:
((A mino.r under age eightee. does not ha. the right
-- .
t. as a mmber.))
(1) No member may have more than one vote regardless of the number of shares
held by the member, An organization having membership in a credit union may
cast one vote through its agent duly authorized in writing.
(2) Members may vote, as prescribed in the credit union's bylaws. by mail
ballot, absentee ballot, or other method, How 'ver. no member may vote by proxy,
(3)A member who is not at least eighteen years of age is not eligible to vote
as a member unless otherwise provided in the credit union's bylaws.
Sec. 29. RCW 31.12.295 and 1984 c 31 s 31 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) ((The board may, by a two thirds vi-- expel a member f .aus.
Th-e
board shall n.otify the me.br)) Members expelled from the credit union will be
notified of the expulsion and the reasons upon which it is based. The ((board
shalf)) credit union will, upon request of the expelled member, allow the member
to challenge the expulsion and seek reinstatement as a member.
(2) The amounts ((paid)) in ((n shares or deposited by a member who has
been ex.pelled-.)) an expelled member's share and deposit accounts must be
promptly paid to the ((metmber)) person following expulsion. and after deducting
amounts due from the member(s) to the credit union, including, but not limited to.
any applicable penalties for early withdrawal. Expulsion ((shall)) will not operate
to relieve ((t.me.bet )) the person from outstanding liabilities owed to the credit
union.
Sec. 30. RCW 3I.12.125 and 1994 c 256 s 74 and 1994 c 92 s 186 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
A credit union may:
(I) Issue shares to and receive deposits from its members ((as
,povided
-in4",
ehapte )) in accordance with RCW 31,12,385 (as recodified by this act);
(2) Make loans to its members ((as provided in this haptr )) in accordance
with RCW 31.12.317 and 31.12.406 (as recodified by this act);
(3) Pay dividends or interest to its members in accordance with RCW
31,12,485 (as recodified by this act);
(4) Impose reasonable charges for the services it provides to its members;
124531
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(5) Impose financing charges and reasonable late charges in the event of
default on loans, subject to applicable law, and recover reasonable costs and
expenses, including, but not limited to. collection costs, and reasonable attorneys'
fees incurred both before and after judgment, incurred in the collection of sums due
((it)) if provided for in the note or agreement signed by the borrower;
(6) Acquire, lease, hold, assign, pledge, ((hypotheeate,)) sell, or otherwise
dispose of ((a possessory)) interests in personal property and((, osbjeet- R W
3443-5)) in real property((, so long as the property is nccssary or i_.idf.t.l to
the operation.
.
of the.... " uneio)) in accordance with RCW 31.12.435 (as
recodified by this act);
(7) Deposit and invest funds ((in, .x.ss of !he amount appro..
.
for leans to
me-mbers as provided in. this hapte)) in accordance with RCW 31,12,425 (as
recodified by this act);
(8) Borrow money, up to a maximum of fifty percent of its ((paid-in- and
u
,nimpaired))
total shares, deposits, and net capital ((id sutplu));
(9) Discount or sell any of its assets, or purchase any or all of the assets of
another credit union, out-of-state credit union, or federal credit union. However.
11credit union may not discount or sell ((more thar. ter perccrt)) all, or
substantially all, of its assets without the ((prior written)) approval of the director;
(10) Accept deposits of dcferred compensation of its members ((under he
terms anl e.e.dions of RCW 28A.400.240 and 41.04.250(2)));

(1I) Act as fiscal agent for and receive payments on shares and deposits from
the federal government or this state, and any agency or political subdivision
thereof;
(12) Engage in activities and programs as requested by the federal
government, this state, and any agency or political subdivision thereof, when the
activities or programs are not inconsistent with this chapter;
(13) Hold membership in ((other)) credit unions ((organizcd unde-r this eh.ptr
or other laws)), out-of-state credit unions, or federal credit unions and in
((ananeintloan)) organizations controlled by or fostering the interests of credit
unions, including, but not limited to. a central liquidity facility organized under
state or federal law; ((and))
(14) Pay additional dividends or interest to members, or an interest rate refund
to borrowers:
(15) Enter into lease agreements, lease contracts, and lease-purchase
agreements with members:
(16) Procure for, or sell to its members group life, accident, health. and credit
life and disability insurance:
(17) Impose a reasonable service charge for the administration and processing
of accounts that remain dormant for a period of time specified by the board:
(18) Establish and operate on-premises or off-premises electronic facilities:
(19) Enter into formal or informal agreements with another credit union for
the purpose of fostering the development of the other credit union:
124541
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(20) Work with community leaders to develop and prioritize efforts to
improve the areas where their members reside by making investments in the
community through contributions to organizations that primarily serve either a
charitable, social, welfare. or educational purpose, or are exempt from taxation
pursuant to section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code:
(21) Limit the personal liability of its directors in accordance with provisions
of its articles of incorporation that conform with RCW 23B.08,320
(22) Indemnify its directors, supervisory committee members, officers.
employees, and others in accordance with provisions of its articles of incorporation
or bylaws that conform with RCW 23B,08,500 through 23B,08,600: and
(23) Exercise such incidental powers as are necessary or ((requisite))
convenient to enable it to ((eany on-effeetii'e)) conduct the business ((for whieh
it is nee.perat )) of a credit union.
Sec. 31. RCW 31.12.136 and 1994 c 256 s 75 and 1994 c 92 s 187 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
(1)Notwithstanding any other provision of law, a credit union may exercise
any of the powers and authorities conferred as of December 31, 1993, upon ((a))
federal credit unions ((doing business in this state)).
(2)Notwithstanding any other provision of law, and in addition to the powers
and authorities conferred under subsection (1) of this section, the director may, by
rule, authorize credit unions to exercise any of the powers and authorities conferred
at the time of the adoption of the rule upon ((a)) federal credit unions ((doing
businiesin h. s.ato)), if the director finds that the exercise of the power and
authority serves the convenience and advantage of ((depositors and borrowers))
members of ((siatc-ehari'ered)) credit unions, and maintains the fairness of
competition and parity between ((state-ehartrted)) credit unions and
federal((-ehariered)) credit unions.
(3) The restrictions, limitations, and requirements applicable to specific
powers or authorities of federal credit unions ((s-1all)) apply to credit unions
exercising those powers or authorities permitted under this section but only insofar
as the restrictions, limitations, and requirements relate to ((exereisiig)) the specific
exercise of the powers or authorities granted credit unions solely under this section.
(4) As used in this section, "powers and authorities" include without
limitation, powers and authorities in corporate governance matters.
Sec. 32. RCW 31.12.385 and 1994 c 256 s 83 and 1994 c 92 s 194 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
M Shares ((pure ased)) held and deposits made in a credit union by ((aa
ndividual)) a natural person are governed by chapter 30.22 RCW. ((A-member
maky purehase shares and make deposits in iteredit union in an arnount that does
not.x...d .uh arnount. as may be established by the board from time to time.))

(2) A credit union may require ((fm, a m.ember)) ninety days notice of ((the))
a member's intention to withdraw shares or deposits. The notice requirement may
be extended with the written consent of the director.
124551
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(3) A credit union will have a lien on all shares and deposits, including, but
not limited to, dividends, interest, and any other earnings and accumulations
thereon. of any share account holder or depositor, to the extent of any obligation

owed to the credit union by the share account holder or depositor,
Sec. 33. RCW 31.12,485 and 1984 c 31 s 50 are each amended to read as
follows:
(((1) At cach annutl, semiannual, quwtrly, or monthly period the beard my
deelare a dividend from net earnings. The dividends shall be paid on all ligible

shares eumsanding at !he time OF deelaraflon and may be paid to members an shares
withdrakwn during the period. Shares which becanie paid up during the dividend
peried shall be entitled only to a proportional part of !he diyidend in accordanee
with atformula adopted by the board.
-(2))) Dividends may be declared from the credit union's earnings which
remain after the deduction of expenses, interest on deposits, and the amounts
required for ((regular, liquidity, and special)) reserves, or the dividends may be

declared in whole or in part from the undivided earnings that remain from
preceding periods.
(((3) A-tember shall be givco the option to reive delared dividends eitho
by catsh patyment or by at credit to the member's account in either shares or
deposiiw))
Scc. 34. RCW 3 1.12.406 and 1994 c 256s 84 and 1994 c 92 s 195 are each

reenacted and amended to read as follows:
(1) A credit union may make secured and unsecured loans to its members
((with !he approval of a eredit committee or loan offleer)) under policies
established by the board, subject to the loans to one borrower limits provided for
in RCW 31.12.317 (as recodified by this act). ((All loans shell be doeumonted i
wriig. Loans maty be made for (ti) eonsumer, family, or household purposes,
eomreti or agricultural purposes which are)) Each loan must be evidenced by
records adequate to support enforcement or collection of the loan and review of the
loan by the director. Business loans must be in compliance with rules adopted by
the director.
(2) ((A crcdit union may make to members:
(a) Loans secured by the nato of the member or other adequate security,
including, but not litnitod to, equity interests in real estate, automobiles, boalts,
rnotorhames, and travol trailers+;
(b) Student loans under student loan programs of this state or the United
(e)6oans for the acquisitioo of ak
modular home or mobile home aw defi 'ed by
RCW 82.50.0 10, secured by a security interest in that modular home or mobile
home, owned by the member. A loakn under this subsoction and any prior
indebtedness 4ccured by the home 9hall ot eoteeed eighty fivo percont of the
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purehase priee or of the tippraised -value of the mod~ular hetmo er mobile heinc,
whl
eh

lcr
is ls

i

(d) Residen~tial rea! estat leans under RCW 31,12.415,
(e) Loars to its memtbers under tin aet of congress known ats ihe "FI ATil
1,Naienal Ilousirng Act of 1934," June 27, 1934 (12 U.S.C. See. 1701 !a 1750,

(F)Loans to eredi! union members in partieipation with other eredit unio,
eredit union organizations, or Finaneial organizations. The eredit union which
originacs at lean under this subsection shall reiain an interest of at least ten pereent
of !he Faca amnoumt of the loan unless the loan is a real esiate lefa in which ease
there is no reintion requiremc n)) A credit union may obligate itself to purchase
loans in accordance with RCW 31.12,42501) (as recodified by this act), if the credit
union's underwriting policies would have permitted it to originate the loans.
(3)Consumer loans ((shal4f)) must be given preference, and in the event there
are not sufficient funds available to satisfy all approved consumer loan
((ftppliemuits)) applicat ons, further preference ((s3ftff)) must~ be given to small
loans.
(((4) The direetor maty by rule establish guidelines addressing the issue o~
unsafe nd unsound eoneentrations of eredit and such other related safcty aad
soundness issues.))
Sec. 35. RCW 31.12.317 and 1994 c 256 s 92 are each amended to read as
follows:

(1) No loan may be made to any ((miember')) borrower if ((fteh)) the loan
would cause ((thti mnembe )) the borrower to be indebted to the credit union upon
consumer and business loans ((md to to!he membl) in an aggregated amount
exceeding ten thousand dollars or ((two and one-btihf)) twenty-five percent of the

((asse s)) capital of the credit union, whichever is greater, without the approval of
the director.
(2)The director by rule may establish limits on-business loans ((4o -busiess,
invsimnt, enemrwiti, or agriceultra purposie)) to one ((membe )) borrower.
Sec. 36. RCW 31.12.425 and 1994 c 256 s 86 and 1994c 92s 197 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
(((l) The capital or surlus funds iatoccss of the amount for whieh loans are
approyed may be deposited or invcstcd in atny of the following ways, so long as flio
(()stm h)ts aot bc n in d fault as to princeipal or i t st within five y to smal
to !h dait of puehase)) A credit union may invest its funds in excess of loans in
any of the following.as lon, as they are deemed prudent by the board:

(((a) Accounts in banks or !rust companies, including national banks loeatcd
inthis statc, or other stats, the accocunts of whieh are insured by the federal dcposit
insuancccorpraan. The deposits made by acrcdit union under this subseeiien
ma

c

insuranc limits

byls1abl.shd
the federal deposit insuri

erpefi.n,
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-(b))) (1) Loans held by credit unions, out-of-state credit unions, or federal
credit unions: loans to members held by other lenders: and loans to nonmembers
held by other lenders, with the approval of the director
(2 Bonds, securities, or other investments that are fully guaranteed as to
principal and interest by the United States government, and general obligations of
this state and its political subdivisions;
(((e))) (3) Obligations issued by corporations designated under ((Seein-911
ofTitle)) 31 U.S.C. Sec. 9101, or obligations, participations or other instruments
issued and guaranteed by the federal national mortgage association. federal home
loan mortaage corporation, government national mortgage association, or other
government-sponsored enterprise;
(((d))) (4) Participations or obligations which have been subjected by one or
more government agencies to a trust or trusts for which an executive department,
agency, or instrumentality of the United States has been named to act as trustee;
(((e))) () Share((9, share ccrificatcs,)) or ((shre)) deposit((s)) accounts of
other ((..di unions or sayings and loan assiatio. s organized or
..ah ri..
d to
do business under th laws of this stat, other stales, or !he United States)) financial

institutions, the accounts of which are federally insured or insured or guaranteed
by ((the federal sai.ngs ad loan insurac
... rpratio , th
,rdit
national
union.
adminisiration, the Washington eredi! union share guaran~ty asseeiation,-or))
another insurer or guarantor approved by the director, The shares and deposits
made by a credit union under this subsection may exceed the insurance or
guarantee limits established by the organization insuring or guaranteeing the
institution into which the shares or deposits are made;
(-M)) (6)
Common trust or mutual funds whose investment portfolios consist
of securities issued or guaranteed by the federal government or an agency of the
government;
(((g))) (7M Up to ((two)) five percent of ((a-eoeqratieo)) the capital of the
credit union, in debt or equity issued by an organizatioi owned by the Washington
credit union league;
((t))() Shares, stocks, loans, or other obligations of an organization ((of
Which !he membership or ownership is

nfincd primarily to crldit unions and

the)) whose primary purpose ((ef-whieh)) is to strengthen, advance, or provide
services to the credit union industry and credit union members. Other than
investment in an organization that is wholly owned by the credit union and whose
activities are limited exclusively to those ((deter..ined by !he di...or to be))
authorized by RCW 31.12.125 (((2) through (9) and (12) through (14))) (as
recodified by this act), an investment under this subsection (((l)(H) of this setion))
shall be limited to one percent of the ((totl paid in ,,-d
unimpaired -apital and
stphts)) assets of the credit union, but a credit union may, in addition to the
investment, lend to the organization an amount not exceeding an additional one
percent of the ((total paid ina nd unimpard cpitl and surplu)) assets of the
credit union;
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(((i))) (9 Loans to ((other)) credit unions ((organized or authorizd to do
busin. ss under the laws of thi..state, other states, or the United
s....))
out-ofstate credit unions, or federal credit unions. The aggregate of loans issued under
this subsection ((shall-be)) ji limited to twenty-five percent of the ((paid-in and
unimtpaired eepitea)) total shares and deposits of the lending credit union ((or
-- )) (10) Key person insurance policies. the proceeds of which inure
exclusively to the benefit of the credit union: or
0J) Other investments ((authorized i. .. o.dan. with rules adopt))
approved by the director ((coresisict with this ehap,,)) upon written anplication.
(((2) Re board may appoi.nt an invstm.ent
.omm.t
to make and man.ag
the investme.ts under this sotion.. An. inestment eommiuee shall remain subje .
to the super.visio of !he board.))

Sec. 37. RCW 31.12.435 and 1994 c 256 s 87 and 1994 c 92 s 198 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
(1) ..less other..ise app. od by the dire..r,)) A credit union may invest
((a reasonable a.ount of its funds)) in real property or leasehold interests primarily
for its own use in conducting business, including, but not limited to. structures and
fixtures attached to real property, subject to the following limitations:
(a) ((Thc aggrcgatc of Its regular rscr.. and its undiyided eari.ngs equals))
The credit union's net capital equals at least five percent of the total of its share and
deposit accounts;
(b) The board approves the investment ((in rcal property for its own usc in
endueinrg busin ss by a two thirds majority
,,

te of the total nlumber. oE

direeters)); and
(c) The ((ttl))agmregate of all such investments ((in the property)) does not
exceed seven and one-half percent of the ((aggregate)) total of its share and deposit
accounts,

(2) If the real property or leasehold interest is acquired for future expansion,
the credit union must satisfy the use requirement in subsection (1) of this section
within three years after the credit union makes the investment,
(3) The director may. upon written application, waive any of the limitations
listed in subsection (1) or (2) of this section.
Sec. 38, RCW 31.12.445 and 1994 c 92 s 199 are each amended to read as
follows:
This section applies to all nonfederally insured credit unions,
(1) At the end of each accounting period and before the payment of dividends
to members, a credit union shall set apart as a regular reserve an amount in
accordance with subsection (2) of this section.
(2)(a) If a credit union has been in operation for four or more years and has
assets of at least five hundred thousand dollars, it shall reserve ten percent of gross
income until the regular reserve together with the allowance for loan loss equals
four percent of outstanding loans and then shall reserve five percent of gross
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income until the regular reserve together with the allowance for loan loss equals
six percent of outstanding loans.
(b)If a credit union has been in operation for less than four years or has assets
of less than five hundred thousand dollars, it shall reserve ten percent of gross
income until the regular reserve together with the allowance for loan loss equals
seven and one-half percent of outstanding loans and then shall reserve five percent
of gross income until the regular reserve together with the allowance for loan loss
equals ten percent of outstanding loans.
(c) The director may authorize a credit union falling under subsection (2)(b)
of this section to follow the reserving requirements for credit unions falling under
subsection (2)(a) of this section.
(d) In computing outstanding loans for purposes of reserving, a credit union
may exclude loans secured by shares and loans insured or guaranteed by the federal
government or the government of this state to the extent of the security, insurance,
or guarantee.
(3)When the regular reserve falls below the percentage of outstanding loans
required under subsection (2) of this section, a credit union shall replenish the
regular reserve by again reserving a portion of gross income as set forth in
subsection (2) of this section.
(4) The regular reserve and the investment((s)) thereof ((sh4)) must be held
to meet contingencies or losses in the business of the credit union and ((shatf)) may
not be distributed to its members except in the case of ((dissolutio. )) liquidation
or with the permission of the director.
Sec. 39. RCW 31.12.465 and 1994 c 92 s 201 are each amended to read as
follows:
(l)The director may((, if dccmcd r csesary,)) require a credit union to
establish a liquidity reserve of up to five percent of ((unimpai. ._i,...))
total
,;hares, deposits, and capital. The liquidity reserve ((shlio1)) must be in cash or
investments with maturities of one year or less.
(2) The director may require a credit union to charge off or set up a special
reserve fund for delinquent loans or other assets,
Sec. 40. RCW 31.12.695 and 1994 c 256 s 91 and 1994 c 92 s 220 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
(i) For purposes of this section, the merging credit union is the credit union
whose charter ceases to exist upon ((merging)) merger with the continuing credit
union. The continuing credit union is the credit union whose charter continues
upon ((mer'ging)) merge with the merging credit union.
(2)A credit union may be merged with another credit union with the approval
of the director and in accordance with requirements the director may prescribe.
The merger ((shftl)) must be approved by _a
two-thirds majority vote of the board
of each credit union and a two-thirds majority vote of those members of the
merging credit union voting on the merger at a ((speea4)) membership meeting
((...ld by !he. merging r dit unin b..dor by mail ball)). The requirement of
1 2460 ]
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approval by the members of the merging credit union may be waived by the
directo if ((in t!hc dircter's cpinion)) the merging credit union is in imminent
danger of insolvency.
(3)The property, rights, and interests of the merging credit union transfer to
and vest in the continuing credit union without deed, endorsement, or instrument
of transfer, although instruments of transfer may be used if their use is deemed
appropriate. The debts and obligations of the merging credit union that are known
or reasonably should be known are assumed by the continuing credit union. The
continuing credit union shall cause to be published notice of merger once a week
for three consecutive weeks in a newspaper of general circulation in the county in
which the principal place of business of the merging credit union is located. The
notice of merger ((shft)) must also inform creditors of the merging credit union
how to make a claim on the continuing credit union, and that if a claim is not made
upon the continuing credit union within thirty days of the last date of publication,
creditors' claims that are not known by the continuing credit union may be barred.
Unless a claim is filed as requested by the notice, or unless the debt or obligation
is known or reasonably should be known by the continuing credit union, the debts
and obligations of the merging credit union are discharged. Upon merger, the
charter of the merging credit union ceases to exist.
Sec. 41. RCW 31.12.705 and 1994 c 92 s 221 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)A credit union ((.hrte. under
, the laws of this- statc)) may convert
((ifsel4)) into a federal credit union ((hte..d tinder the laws @f the United Stews))
as authorized by the federal credit union act. The conversion ((shall)) must be
approved by jtwo-thirds majority vote of ((the)) those members ((present)) votng
at ((any ,eguli.r or sp,,al)) a membership meeting --lled for tha purpose by !he
board. Re fneting shall be held within thirty days of being eall1d and the
...
ria shall notify the members nd !he dirlir of the meting and its purpose

as provided by the bylaws at least twcrnty days pro to the meeiing)).
(2) If the conversion is approved by the members, a copy of the resolution
certified by the board ((shall)) must be filed with the director within ten days of
approval. The board may effect the conversion (from
...ha.rtr
a t
eredit
union, to a federal hard ..d..uion)) upon terms agreed by the board and the
((proper)) federal ((authoriti3s m proidd by federal laws, rles, and regulations))
regulator.
(3) A certified copy of the federal credit union charter or authorization issued
((t, !hc crcdi uicn )) by the ((proper)) federal ((authoriy shall)) regulator must be
iled ((in)) with the ((di.....'. .ffie.))directo and thereupon the ((stateeharered)) credit union ceases to exist except for the purpose of winding up its
affairs and prosecuting or defending any litigation by or against the ((stateehartered)) credit union. For all other purposes, the credit union is converted into
a ((fcdeal ehartered)) federal credit union and the ((state-eha"ered)) credit union
may execute, acknowledge, and deliver to the successor federal credit union the
124611
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instruments of transfer, conveyance, and assignment that are necessary or desirable
to complete the conversion, and the property, tangible or intangible, and all rights,
titles, and interests that are agreed to by the board and the ((proper)) federal
.. .
(( ..
ti
ie)) regulator.

(4)Procedures, similar to those contained in subsections (1) through (3)of this
section, prescribed by the director ((shol)) must be followed when a credit union
(( .....
d und.er the laws of !hi statc)) merges ((with)) or converts ((to t--eredi"
unio.n ehar..d unde,r the laws f another state.)) into an out-of-state or foreign
credit union.
Sec. 42. RCW 31.12.715 and 1994 c 92 s 222 are each amended to read as
follows:
(i) A federal credit union located and conducting business in this state ((whieh
bcceencs inoperativ- beeause oF a eharnge ;in the laws under whieh i!is ehaitctred
or weh is authorized to dissoe or
ccnvcr !a a(state .harzie.dcredit uio n
,.rdan,
with federa,l law)..)may convert into a ((.tt .hartered)) credit union
organized and operating under this chapter.
(2)The board of the federal credit union shall tile with the director proposed
articles of incorporation and ((proposed)) bylaws, as provided by this chapter for
organizing a new ((stat-eeho'tered)) credit union. If approved by the director, the
((fcdcral chartcrcd)) federal credit union ((sla14)) becomes a ((state ehaftered))
credit union under the laws of this state, and the assets and liabilities of the federal
credit union will vest in and become the property of the successor
((state-ehttrtered)) credit union subject to all existing liabilities against the
((federal ha -er d)) federal credit union. ((Sharcholdcrs and)) Members of the
federal credit union may become ((shareholdersa
..
)) members of the successor
((stte -ehrtered)) credit union.
(3) Procedures, similar to those contained in subsections (1) and (2) of this
section, prescribed by the director ((shl4)) must be followed when ((o)) an out-ofstate or foreign credit union ((.hr. d under
..
!he laws oF an.other state)) wishes to
merge ((with)) or convert ((to)) into a credit union ((.hat.d un.der the laws o
this-stke)) organized and operating under this chapter.
Sec. 43, RCW 31.12.526 and 1994 c 256 s 88 and 1994 c 92 s 205 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
(1) ((A)) An out-of-state or foreign credit union (( rg.nizd
..
and qualified as
a......union,. .another tate .....
hh ha., n! had its a
to o-i
t.....
h

stata suspended or revokezd may opermtksaacredit union, under this ehapter if)
may not operate a branch in Washington unless:
(a) The director has approved ((an)) its application to do business in this state;
(b) A credit union ((,rganzcd u.ndr the laws of this st,.)) is permitted to do
business in the state or jurisdiction in which the ((eredi- union)) applicant is
organized;
(c) The interest rate charged by the ((eredit union)) applicant on loans made
to members residing in this state does not exceed the maximum interest rate
12462 1
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permitted in the state or jurisdiction in which the ((eriedi union)) applicant is
organized, or exceed the maximum interest rate ((whieh)) that a credit union
((orga.ize in thi .at)) organized and operating under this chapter is permitted
to charge on similar loans, whichever is lower;
(d) The ((eredi- union)) a plicant has secured surety bond and fidelity bond
coverages satisfactory to the director;
th)) applicant's share and deposit
(e) The ((e-edi" union, has secured

accounts ((of it members iur..

r

uret,
.h.r

.atisfa...y!@the

.ir..t )) are

insured under the federal share insurance program or an equivalent share insurance
program in compliance with RCW 31.12.039 (as recodified by this act);
(MThe ((eredit union)) applicant submits to the director an annual ((atudit- )
examination report of its most recently completed fiscal year; ((nd))
(g) The applicant has not had its authority to operate in another state or
Jurisdiction suspended or revoked:
(h) If the applicant is a foreign credit union:
(i) A treaty or agreement between the United States and the iurisdiction where
the applicant is organized requires the director to permit the applicant to operate
a branch in Washington: and
(ii) The director determines that the applicant has substantially the same
characteristics as a credit union organized and operating under this chapter: and
i) The ((eredit union)) applicant complies with all other ((applieeble))
provisions of this chapter and rules adopted by the director. except as otherwise
permitted by this section.
(2) The director shall ((disfppre;e)) dgny an application filed under this
section or, upon ((reasetnable)) notice and an opportunity for hearing, suspend or
revoke the approval of an application, if the director finds that the standards of
organization, operation, and regulation of the ((eredii union)) applicant do not
reasonably conform with the standards under this chapter ((o- "h- - .tt.st "
pereent of !he members of !he eredi!tiuriin are, or tire retsonably expeeted to be,

resid nt of !his sa'tc)). In considering the standards of organization, operation,
and regulation of the ((ereditnior,)) applicant, the director may consider the laws
((and regula.ien)) of the state or jurisdiction in which the ((eredi! union)) applicant
is organized. A decision under this subsection may be appealed under chapter
34.05 RCW.
(3) In implementing this section, the director may cooperate with ((the
adminisratcra
of th-e)) credit union ((taws)) regulators in other states or
jurisdictions and may share with the ((admini iaters)) regulators the information
received in the administration of this chapter.
(4) The director may enter into supervisory agreements with out-of-state and
foreign credit unions and their regulators to prescribe the applicable laws
governing the powers and authorities of Washington branches of the out-of-state
or foreign credit unions. The director may also enter into supervisory agreements
with the credit union regulators in other states or iurisdictions to orescribe the
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applicable laws governing the powers and authorities of out-of-state or foreign
branches and other facilities of credit unions,
The agreements may address, but are not limited to. corporate governance and
operational matters. The agreements may resolve any conflict of laws. and slecify
the manner in which the examination. sulervision. and application processes must
be coordinated with the regulators.
The director ((mhay)) m adopt rules for the periodic examination and
investigation of the affairs of an out-of-state or foreign credit union operating in
this state. The costs of examination and supervision ((shel4)) must be fully borne
by the out-of-state or foreign credit union,
Sec. 44. RCW 31.12.725 and 1994 c 92 s 223 are each amended to read as
follows:
(i) At a special board meeting ((speeitlly)) called for the purpose of
liquidation, nd upon the recommendation of at least two-thirds of the total
members of the board of acredit union, the members of acredit union may elec
to liquidate the credit union by a two-thirds majority vote of ((the)) those members
((presen!
.....
to liquidate !he erdit union)) voting.
(2)Upon avote to liquidate under subsection (1)of this section, a three-person
liquidating committee ((of three she!')) must be elected to liquidate the assets of the
credit union. The committee shall act ((under the dirc..)) in accordance with
any requirements of the director and may be reasonably compensated by the board
of the credit union. Each share ((of)) account holder and depositor at the credit
union ((shail-be)) js entitled to his. her. or its proportionate part of the assets in
liquidation after all shreL deposits, and debts have been paid. The proportionate
allocation shall be based on account balances as of adate determined by the board.
For the purposes of liquidation, shares and deposits are equivalent, The assets of
the liquidating credit union ((shall)) are not ((be)) subject to contingent liabilities.
Upon distribution of the assets, the credit union ((shelD) ceases to exist except for
the purpose of discharging existing liabilities and obligations.
(3) Funds representing unclaimed dividends in liquidation and remaining in
the hands of the liquidating committee for six months after the date of the final
dividend ((shtll)) must be deposited, together with all the books and papers of the
credit union, with the director. The director may, one year after receipt, destroy
such records, books, and papers as, in the director's judgment, are obsolete or
unnecessary for future reference. The funds may be deposited in one or more
((tr.t cmpaniei, ,utu, savi-.g ban'ks, sayings and loan
. mee;i-tions,
.-.. or na
or iate banks)) financial institutions to the credit of the director, in trust for the
members of the ((lquidsting)) credit union entitled to the funds. The director may
pay ((to)) a ((person entitled to it that prson'a)) portion of the funds to aperson
upon ((the)) receipt of satisfactory evidence that the person is entitled to ((a-perioo
of)) the funds. In case of doubt or ((of)) conflicting claims, the director may
require an order of the superior court of the county in which the principal place of
business of the credit union was located, authorizing and directing the payment of
[24641
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the funds. The director may apply the interest earned by the funds toward
defraying the expenses incurred in the holding and paying of the funds. Five years
after the receipt of the funds, the funds still remaining with the director ((shtl4))
must be ((esehefed)) remitted to the state as unclaimed property.
Sec. 45. RCW 31.12.516 and 1994 c 92 s 204 are each amended to read as
follows:
.l The powers of supervision anid examination of credit unions and other
persons subject to this chapter and chapters 31.12A and 31.13 RCW are vested in
the director. The director shall require each credit union to conduct business in
compliance with this chapter and other laws that apply to credit unions, and has the
power to commence and prosecute actions and proceedings, to enjoin violations,
and to collect sums due the state of Washington from a credit union ((at......ed
to e..du.t bu.i.
un.der thi capter)).
(2)The director may adopt such rules as are reasonable or necessary to carry
out the purposes of this chapter and chapters 31.12A and 31.13 RCW. Chapter
34.05 RCW will. whenever applicable. govern the rights, remedies, and procedures
respecting the administration of this chapter.
(3) The director shall have the power and broad administrative discretion to
administer and intemret the provisions of this chapter and chapters 31.12A and
31.13 RCW, to facilitate the delivery of financial services to the members of a
credit union.
(4)The director may charge fees to credit unions and other persons subiect to
this chapter and chapters 31.12A and 31.13 RCW. in order to cover the costs of the
operation of the division of credit unions, and to establish a reasonable reserve for
the division, The director may waive all or a portion of such fees,
Sec. 46. RCW 31.12.545 and 1994 c 92 s 207 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) The director shall make an examination and ((ffI4)) investigation into the
affairs of each credit union at least once every eighteen months, unless the director
determines with respect to a credit union, that a less frequent examination schedule
will satisfactorily protect the financial stability of the credit union and will
satisfactorily assure compliance with the provisions of this chapter. ((Re aet'.al
... t d ...x

inati .n and supervi. ion shall be paid by !he.redit

un.ion examin.ed.

The direetar may waive itll or at portion of the extmirnatier. cests paynable by th-e
eredit un~ion, in light oF, e~time and exeseo !heexamin~atio~ n tI ailit zF
.ani*naite- of a eedit u.io... wth i...
not be payable by tht.. dit u ti. .))

under two hun.dred thouan.d dlla. shall

(2)The director may accept in lieu of an examination under subsection (1) of
this section the report of an examincr authorized to examine ((a)) an out-of-state,
federal, or foreign credit union ((un-de !he la.ws eF th Un.ited Stales or atnother
ste)), or the report of an accountant, satisfactory to the director, who has made
and submitted a report of the condition of the affairs of a credit union ((and;-f
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appmree)). The director may accept such a report in lieu of part or all of an
examination. If accepted, the report ((shaehave)) has the same force and effect as
an examination under subsection (1)of this section.
(((3) Gommnietaties from the direetor to !he lxard of a eredit union
regtardng an extkminaiio. or report 9hall be retad before the board at its first
macig following the reeeipt of the eeamnrictiin nd the fitet that !he
cernmunicatior was reud before !he board shalil be notad in the minutcs of the
meetang. The beard shall promptly respond to the direeter either by stating-that
steps haye been taken. to eemply with the eemmunietktion or by stating that the
board objeets to the eemmuracation atnd stating the reasons for !he objeetion,))
Sec. 47. RCW 31.12.555 and 1994 c256 s89 and 1994 c92 s 208are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:

(L)The director may examine the affairs of 1

(a)LA credit union service organization in which a credit union has an
(b)Aperson ((or an-etky)) that is not a credit union, out-of-state credit union.
federal credit union, or foreign credit union. and that has an interest in a credit
union service organization in which a credit union has an interest ((is-deemedto
heye eensentad to the examination. For the purposes of this seetion and RGW
31.12.565, a sole proprietorship, partnership, or eorpertgen that is primarily in the
business-of tnagg
re
wn
arerdit unions shall be ansidered to be a erd~
uainorvcaorganization.))andfl
(c) A sole proprietorship or organization primarily in the business of manAging
one or more credit unions.
(2) Persons subject to examination under this section are deemed to have
consented to the examination.
(3) The director will establish the appropriate frequency of reular
examinations under this section. but no more freauentlv than once every eighteen
months. The cost of the examinations will be borne fully by the person examined,
Sec. 48. RCW 31.12.565 and 1994 c 256 s90 and 1994 c 92 s209 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
(1) The following are confidential and privileged and not uhbiect to public

disclosure under chapter 42.17 RCW:
(a)Examination reports and information obtained by the ((direeie'~s siaf)
director in conducting examinations ((of eredit unions and eredit ur io ric
organitns Etre
.

.nfidntIal
and privileg.d informaIkin and no! subjeet to public

diselesure under ehaptor 42.17 RCW)) and investigations under this chapter and
chapters 31. 12A and 31.13 RCW:
(b) Examination reports and related information from other financial
institution regulators obtained by the director: and
(c) Business plans and other nronrietary information obtained by the director
in connection with a credit union's application or notice to the director.
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(2) Notwithstanding subsection (1) of this section, the director may furnish
examination reports prepared by the ((d"reeier'sefflee)) director to:
(a) Federal agencies empowered to examine ((st..e-ehartered)) credit unions;
(b) Officials empowered to investigate criminal charges. The director may
furnish only that part of the report which is necessary and pertinent to the
investigation, and only after notifying the affected credit union and members of the
credit union who are named in that part of the examination report. or other person
examined, that the report is being furnished to the officials, unless the officials
requesting the report obtain a waiver of the notice requirement for good cause from
a court of competent jurisdiction;
(c) The examined credit union or other person examined, solely for its
confidential use;
(d)The attorney general in his or her role as legal advisor to the director;
(e) Prospective merger partners or conservators. receivers, or liquidating
agents of a distressed credit union;
(f) Credit union ((ad
..... rate's )) regulators in other states or jurisdictions
regarding an out-of-state ((ehartered)) or foreign credit union ((doing)) conducting
business in this state under this chapter, or regarding a credit union ((ehtrtered
unde, this ehaptr doing)) conducting business in ((another)) the other state Qr
iurisdiction;
(g) A person ((or organization)) officially connected with the credit union or
other person examined, as officer, director, supervisory committee member,
attorney, auditor, accountant, independent attorney, independent auditor, or
independent accountant;
(h) ((Gmpanie )) Organizations that have bonded the credit union to the
extent that information is relevant to the renewal of the bond coverage or to a claim
under the bond coverage;
(i) ((Cmparnis, i.3s, ciiiien,, or agnicaes)) Organizations insuring or
guaranteeing the shares of, or deposits in, the credit union; or
(j)Other persons ((or organizations)) as the director may determine necessary
to protect the public interest and confidence.
(3)Examination reports furnished under subsection (2)of this section remain
the property of the ((di..te.'. offle.)) director and no person((, ageney, or
attieiqty)) to whom reports are furnished or any officer, director, or employee
thereof may disclose or make public the reports or information contained in the
reports except in published statistical information that does not disclose the affairs
of ((t, in.ividual or crpration)) .apero, except that nothing prevents the use
in a criminal prosecution of reports furnished under subsection (2)(b) of this
section.
(4) In a civil action in which the reports or information are sought to be
discovered or used as evidence, a party upon notice to the director, may petition the
court for an in-camera review of the reports or information. The court may permit
discovery and introduction of only those portions of the report or information
[ 24671
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which are relevant and otherwise unobtainable by the requesting party. This
subsection does not apply to an action brought or defended by the director.
(5) This section does not apply to investigation reports prepared by the
director ((and th di...or..
staff)) concerning an application for a new credit union
or anotice of intent to establish or relocate a branch of a credit union, except that
the director may adopt rules making ((eofiden.ial)) portions of the reports
confidential, if in the director's opinion the public disclosure of that portion of the
report would impair the ability to obtain information the director considers
necessary to fully evaluate the application.
(6) Any person who knowingly violates aprovision of this section is guilty of
a gross misdemeanor.
NEW SECTION. See. 49. A new section is added to chapter 31.12 RCW to
read as follows:
A credit union shall make at least two regular reports each year to the director
showing the assets and liabilities of the credit union. Each report must be certified
by the principal operating officer of the credit union. The director shall designate
the form, the due dates of, and the period covered by the reports.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 50. A new section is added to chapter 31.12 RCW to
read as follows:
Credit unions will comply with the provisions of generally accepted
accounting principles as identified by rule of the director. In adopting rules to
implement this section, the director shall consider, among other relevant factors,
whether to transition small credit unions to generally accepted accounting
principles over a period of time.
Sec. 51. RCW 31.12.215 and 1994 c 92 s 190 are each amended to read as
follows:
A credit union desiring to establish a branch shall submit to the director a
notice of intent to establish a branch ((on a form provided by the d--r-")) at least
thirty days before conducting business at the branch.
Sec. 52. RCW 31.12.575 and 1994 c 92 s 210 are each amended to read as
follows:
a eredit unioni if, inthe opinion af the direeter, the direeter or prineipal operating
ofle

is

Tdins,.L

inleien

IIOt,

ieempetllt,

is.J wJ illfll

disei

ng.J.,L
ordersI.k/lthe of&li

direeter, or is in any way violating this ehapter or the bylaws of the eredit union.
The dircezter shall give prmp notiee of and the reasons~ foDr the suspension.to h
boatrd of the affeetcd eredit uni*n
(2) Unless the direeter speeifieally provides otherwise in the order af
.upnin
aa order of suspension shatll take effeet immediately. The suspended
po rsn shall be prohibited from all .spelts of the operation of the eredit union. The

suspended person shall be bm~ed from the eredit union premises and hl
surrender the possession of a property and reords of thecrdit union. A person
[24681
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who knowingly violates an, ord. oL
f suspen~sion. or who knowingly aidg ii. the
vitiart on an order of suspen~sion shall be guilty of a gross misdcrcre
r
(3) Upo.... pt Fthe ntice of suspcnsion, the board shall within twenty
days eall a meetin~g of its membe. 9 to eornside. the eauses of the suspen~sion. The
boad shall gi

at least se.n
.... day,..' ,.... ofth. tim. .nd

pla.

of the.

ting
-l

!he direetor's objeetion to be well foun~ded, the board shall rarnova the suspen~ded
person immediattely.
(4) If the board fatils to remoye !he suspen~ded person. m proyided in subseetion
(3)of !his seetion, the direetor nify remoye that person after reason~able notieea nd
an oppeftunity to be hcard under ehaptar 34.05 RGW. Rea suspension shall anar
in ffAt for twenty days after the..boa4rdt. metin,.g at .ons.d.r-.
hith h board

the

suspension., during whieh tirme !he direefor may call at hearin~g underti
subseetio.

the
if diretotr .alls a hearin.g, the suspension. shall
....... i. nin fft

until the time @f the hearin~g.)) The director may serve a credit union director.
supervisory committee member, officer. or employee with written notice of the
director's intent to remove the person from office or to prohibit the person from
participating in the conduct of the affairs of the credit union whenever. in the
opinion of the director:
(a) The person has committcd a material violation of law or an unsafe or
unsound practice:
(b)(i) The credit union has suffered or is likely to suffer substantial financial
loss or other damage: or
(ii) The interests of the credit union's share account holders and depositors
could be seriously prejudiced by reason of the violation or practice: and
(c) The violation or practice involves personal dishonesty. recklessness. or

incompetence.
(2)The notice must contain a statement of the facts constituting the alleged
violation or practice and must fix a time and place at which a hearing will be held
to determine whether a removal or prohibition order should be issued against the
person. The hearing must be set not earlier than ten days nor later than thirty days
after service of the notice. unless a later date is set by the director at the request o

any of the parties.
Unless the person appears at the hearing, the person will be deemed to have
consented to the issuance of the removal or prohibition order. In the event of this

consent, or if upon the record made at the hearing the director finds that any
violation or practice specified in the notice of intention has been established, the
director may issue and serve upon the person an order removing the person from
office at the credit union or an order prohibiting the person from participating in
the conduct of the affairs of the credit union.
(3)A removal order or prohibition order becomes effective at the expiration
of ten days after the service of the order upon the person. except that a removal
order or prohibition order issued upon consent becomes effective at- the time
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specified in the order, An order remains effective unless it is stayed, modified.
terminated, or set aside by action of the director or a reviewing court.
Sec. 53. RCW 31.12.585 and 1994 c 92 s 211 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) The director may issue and serve ((upon)) a credit union with a notice of
charges if,
in the opinion of the director, the credit union has committed or is about
to commit:
(a) ((Is engaging or hts engaged in. an unsafe or un.soun.d pr.tie_ in
..dut.g the business of thc dit uion)) A material violation of law: or
(b)((Is vlating or has Yielated at
i p i ion.f ay law., rule, or any
eondition imposed in writin~g by the direetor in eanneetion with the grating of any
ftppliefitio or other request by the eredit union or any written agreement ade with
(e) is about to do the acets prehibitad in (a) or (b) of this subseetion if thee
opinion that the threat exists is based upon rcasonab e eause)) An unsafe or
unsound practice.
(2) The notice (he))must contain a statement of the facts constituting the
alleged violation or the practice and ((sheU)) must fix a time and place at which a
hearing will be held to determine whether an order to cease and desist should issue
against the credit union. The hearing ((9WiI)) must be set not earlier than ten days
nor later than thirty days after service of the notice, unless a later date is set by the
director at the request of ((ihe-eredit-union~)) any of the parties.
Unless the credit union appears at the hearing by a duly authorized
representative, it shall be deemed to have consented to the issuance of the cease
and desist order. In the event of this consent, or if upon the record made at the
hearing the director finds that any violation or practice specified in the notice of
charges has been established, the director may issue and serve upon the credit
union an order to cease and desist from the violation or practice. The order may
require the credit union and its directors, supervisory committee members. officers,
employees, and agents to cease and desist from the violation or practice and may
require the credit union to take affirmative action to correct the conditions resulting
from the violation or practice.
(3)A cease and desist order ((shaRD) becomej effective at the expiration of ten
days after the service of the order upon the credit union ((eoeetned)), except that
a cease and desist order issued upon consent ((shagl)) becomes effective at the time
specified in the order ((and shl)) h order remainj effective ((as ptided
therein )) unless it is stayed, modified, terminated, or set aside by action of the
director or a reviewing court.
Sec. 54. RCW 3 1.12.595 and 1994 c 92 s 212 are each amended to read as
follows:
If the director determines that the ((aeo) violation or practice specified in
RCW 3 1.12.585 (as recodified by this act) is likely to cause ((Qnse4leney-or
substantial dissipation of assets or earnings of the eredit union or to oth ri [24701
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iterests ot
its .....
tts, memtb.., or sar. ..-c
)) an
unsafe or unsound condition at the credit union, the director may issue atemporary
order requiring the credit union to cease and desist from the violation or practice.
The order ((shall)) becomes effective upon service on the credit union and ((shell))
remains effective unless set aside, limited, or suspended by a court in proceedings
under RCW 31.12.605 (as recodified by this act) pending the completion of the
administrative proceedings under the notice, and until the director dismisses the
charges specified in the notice or until the effective date of acease and desist order
issued against the credit union under RCW 31.12.585 (as recodified by this act).
Sec. 55. RCW 31.12.605 and 1984 c 31 s 62 are each amended to read as
follows:
Within ten days after a credit union has been served with a temporary cease
and desist order, the credit union may apply to the superior court in the county of
its principal place of business for an injunction setting aside, limiting, or
suspending the order pending the completion of the administrative proceedings
under RCW 31.12.585 (as recodified by this act). The superior court ((shall have))
has jurisdiction to issue the injunction.
Sec. 56. RCW 31.12.625 and 1994 c 92 s 214 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) An administrative hearing provided for in RCW 31,12,575 or 31.12.585
((shH)) (as recodified by this act) may be held at such place as is designated by the
director and must be conducted in accordance with chapter 34.05 RCW. The
hearing shall be private unless the director determines that a public hearing is
necessary to protect the public interest after fully considering the views of the party
afforded the hearing.
(2) Within sixty days after the hearing, the director shall render a decision
which ((shall)) includes findings of fact upon which the decision is based ((and)),
The director shall issue and serve upon each party to the proceeding an order or
orders consistent with RCW 31,12.575 o 31.12.585 (as recodified by this act).
(3) Unless a oetition for review is timely filed in the superior court of the
county in which the principal place of business of the credit union is located, and
until the record in the proceeding has been filed as provided therein, the director
may at any time modify. terminate, or set aside any order upon such notice and in
such manner as the director may deem propfr. Upgn filing the record, the director
may modify. terminate, or set aside an order only with the permission of the court
or the party or parties to the proceeding.
The iudicial review provided in this section will be exclusive for orders issued
under RCW 31.12.575 and 31.12.585 (as recodified by this act),
(4) Any party to the proceeding. or any person subject to an order. temporary
order, or injunction issued under RCW 31.12.575. 31.12.585. 31.12,595. or
31.12.615 (as recodified by this act). may obtain a review of any order issued and
served under subsection (1) of this section. other than an order issued upon
consent. by filing a written Detition reuuestin, that the order be modified,
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terminated, or set aside, in the superior court of the county in which the principal
place of business of the affected credit union is located. The petition must be filed
within ten days after the date of service of the order. A copy of the petition must
be immediately served upon the director and the director must then file the record
of the proceeding in court. The court has jurisdiction, upon the filing of the
petition. to affirm, modify. terminate, or set aside, in whole or in part. the order ot
the director. The jurisdiction of the court becomes exclusive upon the filing of the
record, However, the director may modify, terminate, or set aside the order with
the permission of the court, The iudgment and decree of the court is final subject
to appellate review under the rules of the court.
(5) The commencement of proceedings for judicial review under subsection
(4) of this section may not operate as a stay of any order issued by the director
unless specifically ordered by the court,
(6) Service of any notice or order required to be served under RCW 31.12.575.
31,12,585. or 31,12.595 (as recodified by this act). must be accomplished in the
same manner as required for the service of process in civil actions in superior
courts of this state,
NEW SECTION, Sec. 57. A new section is added to chapter 31.12 RCW to
read as follows:
The director may apply to the superior court of the county in which the
principal place of business of the affected credit union is located for the
enforcement of any effective and outstanding order issued under RCW 31.12.575,
31.12.585, 31.12.595, and 31.12.615 (as recodified by this act), and the court has
jurisdiction to order compliance therewith. No court has jurisdiction to affect by
injunction or otherwise the issuance or enforcement of any such order, or to
review, modify, suspend, terminate, or set aside any such order, except as provided
in RCW 31.12.605, 31.12.615, and 31.12.625 (as recodified by this act),
Sec. 58. RCW 31.12.655 and 1994 c 92 s 216 are each amended to read as
follows:
The director may request a special meeting of the board of a credit union if the
director believes that a special meeting is necessary for the welfare of the credit
union or the purposes of this chapter. The director's request for a special board
meeting ((shll.)) must be made in writing to the secretary of the board and the
request ((shafl)) must be handled in the same manner as a call for a special meeting
under RCW 31.12.195 (as recodified by this act). The director may require the
attendance of all of the directors ((of-the board)) at the special board meeting, and
an absence ((of a d'ee )) unexcused by the director constitutes a violation of this
chapter.
Sec. 59. RCW 31.12.665 and 1994 c 92 s 217 are each amended to read as
follows:
((())) The director may attend a (()egulare'r,-eei)) meeting of the board of
a credit union if the director believes that attendance at the meeting is necessary for
the welfare of the credit union, or the purposes of this chapter, or if the board has
[24721
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requested the director's attendance. The director shall provide reasonable notice
to the board before attending a meeting.
(((2) A eemur.L1 .tion frn !he direeter to the beard sh all uponr the request
@F the direeier be read to the baud a its necxt mcctiing tand the faet thnat the
was rad shall be .. otd in !he minutas. ))
... m.n.iet~o.•
NEW SECTION. Sec. 60. A new section is added to chapter 31.12 RCW to
read as follows:
The director may place a credit union under supervisory direction in
accordance with sections 61 through 63 of this act, appoint a conservator for a
credit union in accordance with sections 64 through 67 of this act, appoint a
liquidating agent for a credit union in accordance with RCW 31.12.675 and
31.12.685 (as recodified by this act), or appoint a receiver for a credit union in
accordance with sections 70 through 86 of this act, if the credit union:
(1) Consents to the action;
(2) Has failed to comply with the requirements of the director while the credit
union is under supervisory direction;
(3) Has committed or is about to commit a material violation of law or an
unsafe or unsound practice, and such violation or practice has caused or is likely
to cause an unsafe or unsound condition at the credit union; or
(4) Is in an unsafe or unsound condition.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 61. A new section is added to chapter 31.12 RCW to
read as follows:
(1)As authorized by section 60 of this act, the director may determine to place
a credit union under supervisory direction. Upon such a determination, the director
shall notify the credit union in writing of:
(a) The director's determination; and
(b)Any requirements that must be satisfied before the director shall terminate
the supervisory direction.
(2) The credit union must comply with the requirements of the director as
provided in the notice. If the credit union fails to comply with the requirements,
the director may appoint a conservator, liquidating agent, or receiver for the credit
union, in accordance with this chapter. The director may appoint a representative
to supervise the credit union during the period of supervisory direction.
(3) All costs incident to supervisory direction will be a charge against the
assets of the credit union to be allowed and paid as the director may determine.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 62. A new section is added to chapter 31.12 RCW to
read as follows:
During the period of supervisory direction, the director may prohibit the credit
union from engaging in any of the following acts without prior approval:
(1) Disposing of, conveying, or encumbering any of its assets;
(2) Withdrawing any of its accounts at other financial institutions;
(3) Lending any of its funds;
(4) Investing any of its funds;
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(5) Transferring any of its property; or
(6) Incurring any debt, obligation, or liability.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 63. A new section is added to chapter 31.12 RCW to
read as follows:
During the period of supervisory direction, the credit union may request the
director to review an action taken or proposed to be taken by the representative,
specifying how the action is not in the best interests of the credit union. The
request stays the action, pending the director's review of the request.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 64. A new section is added to chapter 31.12 RCW to
read as follows:
(1)As authorized by section 60 of this act, the director may, upon due notice
and hearing, appoint a conservator for a credit union. The director may appoint
himself or herself or another qualified party as conservator of the credit union. The
conservator shall immediately take charge of the credit union and all of its
property, books, records, and effects.
(2) The conservator shall conduct the business of the credit union and take
such steps toward the removal of the causes and conditions that have necessitated
the appointment of a conservator, as the director may direct. The conservator is
authorized to, without limitation:
(a) Take all necessary measures to preserve, protect, and recover any assets
or property of the credit union, including any claim or cause of action belonging
to or which may be asserted by the credit union, and administer the same in his or
her own name as conservator; and
(b) File, prosecute, and defend any suit that has been filed or may be filed by
or against the credit union that is deemed by the conservator to be necessary to
protect all of the interested parties or a property affected thereby.
The conservator shall make such reports to the director from time to time as
may be required by the director.
(3)All costs incident to conservatorship will be a charge against the assets of
the credit union to be allowed and paid as the director may determine.
(4) If at any time the director determines that the credit union is not in
condition to continue business under the conservator in the interest of its share
account holders, depositors, or creditors, and grounds exist under section 60 of this
act, the director may proceed with appointment of a liquidating agent or receiver
in accordance with this chapter.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 65. A new section is added to chapter 31.12 RCW to
read as follows:
During the period of conservatorship, the credit union may request the director
to review an action taken or proposed to be taken by the conservator, specifying
how the action is not in the best interest of the credit union. The request stays the
action, pending the director's review of the request.
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NEW SECTION. Sec. 66. A new section is added to chapter 31.12 RCW to
read as follows:
Any suit filed against a credit union or its conservator, during the period of
conservatorship, must be brought in the superior court of Thurston county. A
conservator for a credit union may file suit in any superior court or other court of
competent jurisdiction against any person for the purpose of preserving, protecting,
or recovering any asset or property of the credit union, including, but not limited
to, any claims or causes of action belonging to or asserted by the credit union.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 67. A new section is added to chapter 31.12 RCW to
read as follows:
The conservator shall serve until the purposes of the conservatorship have
been accomplished. If rehabilitated, the credit union must be returned to
management or new management under such conditions as the director may
determine.
Sec. 68. RCW 31.12.675 and 1994 c 92 s 218 are each amended to read as
follows:
rmien of a e_,dit union may be suspended or
(1) ((The icks o i
in
in-voluntaiy liquid,tion, and a liquidating agent
ple.
reveokd, the er.dit union
appointad upon a finding by the direeter that the eredit union is insolvont.
,haptr,))
As authorized by section
- ......
w . .. id.d in this
(2) Expt..
60 of this act. the director may appoint a liquidating agent for a credit union.
Before appointing a liquidating agent. the director((, before suspending or r.king
the artieles of ine. retien of a eredit union and placeing the eredit unio ;n
liqu.idation)) shall issue and serve notice on the credit union ((.n.rnd of thand)) an order directing the credit union
revok, th...
intention to suspend or.i.ls
to show cause why its articles of incorporation should not be suspended or
revoked, in accordance with chapter 34.05 RCW.
(((3))) (2 If the ((dirccto, finds that th .rdit union is nselv^nt and th ))
credit union fails to adequately show cause, the ((artils of inorporation shall
suspended or revoked tknd the eredit union piacod in invluner liquidaktion. R c)
director shall serve ((ot)) the credit union with an order directing the suspension
or revocation ((and an order dir.ting th )) of the articles of incoMoration, Placing
), appointing a
the credit union in involuntary liquidation ((ad ,ppt,
liquidating agent under this section and RCW 31.12.685 (as recodified by this act),
and providing a statement of the findings on which the order is based.
(((4))) (M The suspension or revocation ((shaff)) must be immediate and
complete. Once the articles of incorporation are suspended or revoked, the credit
union shall cease conducting business. The credit union may not accept any
payment ((on)) IQshare((s)) or deposit((s)) accounts, may not grant or pay out any
new or previously approved loans, may not invest any of its assets, and may not
declare or pay out any previously declared dividends. The liquidating agent of a
credit union whose articles have been suspended or revoked may accept payments
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on loans previously paid out and may accept income from investments already
made.
Sec. 69. RCW 31.12.685 and 1994 c 92 s 219 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) ((The direeter sliftil designate the liquidatin~g aigent in-the order direetirng
the involuntar.y liquidat on oF the .dit union under RCW 31.12.645.)) On receipt
of the order placing the credit union in involuntary liquidation, the officers and
directors of the credit union ((eneerned)) shall deliver to the liquidating agent
possession and control of all books, records, assets, and property of the credit
union.
(2) The liquidating agent shall proceed to convert the assets to cash, collect all
debts due to the credit union and wind up its affairs in accordance with ((the)) My
instructions and procedures issued by the director. If a liquidating agent agrees to
absorb and serve the membership of ((t distressed)) the credit union, the director
may approve a pooling of assets and liabilities rather than a distribution of assets.
(3) Each share account holder and depositor at the credit union is entitled to
a proortionate allocation of the assets in liquidation after all shares, deposits, and
debts have been paid,
The proportionate allocation shall be based on account balances as of a date
determined by the board, For the purposes of liquidation, shares and deposits are
equivalent,
(4 The liquidating agent shall cause a notice of liquidation to be published
(nqu
,ie ...of ..)) once a week for three consecutive weeks in a newspaper
of general circulation in the county in which the principal place of business of the
((lqui t.ing)) credit union is located. The notice of liquidation ((Shfti+)) must
inform creditors of the ((,, .q..ttig))
credit union on how to make a claim upon
the liquidating agent, and that if a claim is not made upon the liquidating agent
within thirty days of the last date of publication, the creditor's claim ((shall-be)) s
barred. The liquidating agent shall provide personal notice of liquidation to the
creditors of record, informing them that if they fail to make a claim upon the
liquidating agent within thirty days of the service of the notice, the creditor's claim
((shtll-he)) is barred. If a creditor fails to make a claim upon the liquidating agent
within the times required to be specified in the notices of liquidation, the creditor's
claim ((shall be)) s barred. All contingent liabilities of the lq,idated)) credit
union ((shall-be)) are discharged upon the director's order to liquidate the credit
union. The liquidating agent shall, upon completion, certify to the director that the
distribution or pooling of assets of the credit union is complete.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 70. A new section is added to chapter 31.12 RCW to
read as follows:
As authorized by section 60 of this act, the director may without prior notice
appoint a receiver to take possession of a credit union. The director may appoint
the national credit union administration or other qualified party as receiver. Upon
appointment, the receiver is authorized to act without bond. Upon acceptance of
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the appointment, the receiver shall have and possess all the powers and privileges
provided by the laws of this state with respect to the receivership of a credit union,
and be subject to all the duties of and restrictions applicable to such a receiver,
except insofar as such powers, privileges, duties, or restrictions are in conflict with
any applicable provision of the federal credit union act.
Upon taking possession of the credit union, the receiver shall give written
notice to the directors of the credit union and to all persons having possession of
any assets of the credit union. No person with knowledge of the taking of
possession by the receiver shall have a lien or charge for any payment advanced,
clearance made, or liability incurred against any of the assets of the credit union,
after the receiver takes possession, unless approved by the receiver.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 71. A new section is added to chapter 31.12 RCW to
read as follows:
Within ten days after the receiver takes possession of a credit union's assets,
the credit union may serve notice upon the receiver to appear before the superior
court of the county in which the principal place of business of the credit union is
located and at a time to be fixed by the court, which may not be less than five or
more than fifteen days from the date of the service of the notice, to show cause
why the credit union should not be restored to the possession of its assets.
The court shall summarily hear and dismiss the complaint if it finds that the
receiver was appointed for cause. However, if the court finds that no cause existed
for appointment of the receiver, the court shall require the receiver to restore the
credit union to possession of its assets and enjoin the director from further
appointment of a receiver for the credit union without cause.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 72. A new section is added to chapter 31.12 RCW to
read as follows:
Upon taking possession of a credit union, the receiver shall proceed to collect
the assets of the credit union and preserve, administer, and liquidate its business
and assets.
With the approval of the Thurston county superior court or the superior court
of the county in which the principal place of business of the credit union is located,
the receiver may sell, compound, or compromise bad or doubtful debts, and upon
such terms as the court may direct, borrow, mortgage, pledge, or sell all or any part
of the real and personal property of the credit union. The receiver may deliver to
each purchaser or lender an appropriate deed, mortgage, agreement of pledge, or
other instrument of title or security. The receiver may employ an attorney or other
assistants to assist in carrying out the receivership, subject to such surety bond as
the director may require. The premium for any such bond must be paid out of the
assets of the credit union.
In carrying out the receivership, the receiver may without limitation arrange
for the merger or consolidation of the credit union in receivership with another
credit union, out-of-state credit union, or federal credit union, or may arrange for
the purchase of the credit union's assets and the assumption of its liabilities by such
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a credit union, in whole or in part, or may arrange for such a transaction with
another type of financial institution as may be otherwise permitted by law. The
receiver shall give preference to transactions with acredit union or a federal credit
union that has its principal place of business in this state.
NlEW SQCTION, Sec. 73. A new section is added to chapter 31.12 RCW to
read as follows:
The receiver shall publish once a week for four consecutive weeks in a
newspaper of general circulation in the county where the credit union's principal
place of business islocated, anotice requiring all persons having claims against the
credit union to file proof of claim not later than ninety days from the date of the
first publication of the notice. The receiver shall mail similar notices to all persons
whose names appear as creditors upon the books of the credit union. The assets
of the credit union are not subject to contingent claims.
After the expiration of the time fixed in the notice, the receiver has no power
to accept any claim except the claim of a depositor or share account holder, and all
other claims are barred. Claims of depositors or share account holders may be
presented after the expiration of the time fixed in the notice and may be approved
by the receiver. If such a claim is approved, the depositor or share account holder
is entitled to its proportion of prior liquidation dividends, if sufficient funds are
available for it, and will share in the distribution of the remaining assets.
The receiver may approve or reject any claim, but shall serve notice of
rejection upon the claimant by mail or personally. An affidavit of service of the
notice of rejection will serve as prima facie evidence that notice was given. No
action may be brought on any claim after three months from the date of service of
the notice of rejection.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 74. A new section is added to chapter 31.12 RCW to
read as follows:
Upon taking possession of the credit union, the receiver shall make an
inventory of the assets and file the list in the office of the county clerk. Upon the
expiration of the time fixed for the presentation of claims, the receiver shall make
alist of claims presented, segregating those approved and those rejected, to be filed
in the office of the county clerk. The ieceiver shall also make and file with the
office of the county clerk a supplemental list of claims at least fifteen days before
the declaration of any liquidation dividend, and in any event at least every six
months.
Objection may be made by any interested person to any claim approved by the
receiver. Objections to claims approved by the receiver will be resolved by the
court after providing notice to both the claimant and objector, as the court may
prescribe.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 75. A new section isadded to chapter 31.12 RCW to
read as follows:
All expenses incurred by the receiver in relation to the receivership of acredit
union, including, but not limited to, reasonable attorneys' fees, become a first
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charge upon the assets of the credit union. The charges shall be fixed and
determined by the receiver, subject to the approval of the court.
NEW SEION. Sec. 76. A new section is added to chapter 31.12 RCW to
read as follows:
At any time after the expiration of the date fixed for the presentation of claims,
the receiver, subject to the approval of the court, may declare one or more
liquidation dividends out of the funds remaining after the payment of expenses.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 77. A new section is added to chapter 31.12 RCW to
read as follows:
When all expenses of the receivership have been paid, as well as all proper
claims of share account holders, depositors, and other creditors, and proper
provision has been made for unclaimed or unpaid debts and liquidation dividends,
and assets of the credit union still remain, the receiver shall wind up the affairs of
the credit union and distribute its assets to those entitled to them. Each share
account holder and depositor at the credit union isentitled to a proportionate share
of the assets remaining. The proportionate allocation shall be based on account
balances as of a date determined by the board. For the purposes of liquidation,
shares and deposits are equivalent.
ElW SECTION, Sec. 78. A new section is added to chapter 31.12 RCW to
read as follows:
Any liquidation dividends to share account holders, depositors, or other
creditors of the credit union remaining uncalled for and unpaid in the hands of the
receiver for six months after the order of final distribution, must be deposited in a
financial institution to each share account holder's, depositor's, or creditor's credit.
The funds must be held in trust for the benefit of the persons entitled to the funds
and, subject to the supervision of the court, must be paid by the receiver to them
upon presentation of satisfactory evidence of their right to the funds.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 79. A new section isadded to chapter 31.12 RCW to
read as follows:
(1)The receiver shall inventory, package, and seal uncalled for and unclaimed
personal property left with the credit union, including, but not limited to, property
held in safe deposit boxes, and arrange for the packages to be held in safekeeping.
The credit union, its directors and officers, and the receiver, shall be relieved of
responsibility and liability for the property held in safekeeping. The receiver shall
promptly send to each person in whose name the property stood on the books of
the credit union, at the person's last known address, a registered letter notifying the
person that the property will be held in the person's name for a period of not less
than two years.
(2) After the expiration of two years from the date of mailing the notice, the
receiver shall promptly send to each person in whose name the property stood on
the books of the credit union, at the person's last known address, a registered letter
providing notice of sale. The letter must indicate that the receiver will sell the
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property set out in the notice, at a public auction at a specified time and place, not
less than thirty days after the date of mailing the letter. The receiver may sell the
property unless the person, prior to the sale, presents satisfactory evidence of the
person's right to the property. A notice of the time arid place of the sale must be
published once within ten days prior to the sale in a newspaper of general
circulation in the county where the sale is to be held.
(3)Any property, for which the address of the owner or owners is not known,
may be sold at public auction after it has been held by the receiver for two years.
A notice of the time and place of the sale must be published once within ten days
prior to the sale in a newspaper of general circulation in the county where the sale
is to be held.
(4) Whenever the personal property left with the credit union consists either
wholly or in part, of documents, letters, or other papers of a private nature, the
documents, letters, or papers may not be sold, but must be retained by the receiver
and may be destroyed after a period of five years.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 80. A new section is added to chapter 31.12 RCW to
read as follows:
The proceeds of the sale less any amounts for costs and charges incurred in
safekeeping and sale must be deposited by the receiver in a financial institution, in
trust for the benefit of the person entitled to the property. The sale proceeds must
be paid by the receiver to the person upon presentation of satisfactory evidence of
the person's right to the funds.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 81. A new section is added to chapter 31.12 RCW to
read as follows:
Upon the completion of a receivership through merger, purchase of assets and
assumption of liabilities, or liquidation, the director shall terminate the credit
union's authority to conduct business and certify that fact to the secretary of state.
Upon certification, the credit union shall cease to exist and the secretary of state
shall note that fact upon his or her records.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 82. A new section is added to chapter 31.12 RCW to
read as follows:
If at any time after a receiver is appointed, the director determines that all
material deficiencies at the credit union have been corrected, and that the credit
union is in a safe and sound condition to resume conducting business, the director
may terminate the receivership and permit the credit union to reopen upon such
terms and conditions as the director may prescribe. Before being permitted to
reopen, the credit union must pay all of the expenses of the receiver.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 83. A new section is added to chapter 31.12 RCW to
read as follows:
The receiver or director, as appropriate, may at any time after the expiration
of one year from the order of final distribution, or from the date when the
receivership has been completed, destroy any of the remaining files, records,
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documents, books of account, or other papers of the credit union that appear to be
obsolete or unnecessary for future reference as part of the receivership files.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 84. A new section is added to chapter 31.12 RCW to
read as follows:
The pendency of any proceedings for judicial review of the appointment of a
receiver may not operate to prevent the payment or acquisition of the share and
deposit liabilities of the credit union by the national credit union administration or
other insurer or guarantor of the share and deposit liabilities of the credit union.
During the pendency of the proceedings, the receiver shall make credit union
facilities, books, records, and other relevant credit union data available to the
insurer or guarantor as may be necessary or appropriate to enable the insurer or
guarantor to pay out or to acquire the insured or guaranteed share and deposit
liabilities of the credit union. The national credit union administration and any
other insurer or guarantor of the credit union's share and deposit liabilities, together
with their directors, officers, agents, and employees, and the director and receiver
and their agents and employees, will be free from liability to the credit union, its
directors, members, and creditors, for or on account of any action taken in
connection with the receivership.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 85. A new section is added to chapter 31.12 RCW to
read as follows:
No receiver may be appointed by any court for any credit union, except that
acourt otherwise having jurisdiction may in case of imminent necessity appoint a
temporary receiver to take possession of and preserve the assets of the credit union.
Immediately upon appointment, the clerk of the court shall notify the director in
writing of the appointment and the director shall appoint a receiver tc take
possession of the credit union and the temporary receiver shall upon demand
surrender possession of the assets of the credit union to the receiver. The receiver
may in due course pay the temporary receiver out of the assets of the credit union,
subject to the approval of the court.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 86. A new section is added to chapter 31.12 RCW to
read as follows:
Every transfer of acredit union's property or assets, and every assignment by
a credit union for the benefit of creditors, made in contemplation of insolvency, or
after it has become insolvent, to intentionally prefer one creditor over another, or
to intentionally prevent the equal distribution of its property and assets among its
creditors, is void. Every credit union director, officer, or employee making any
such transfer is guilty of a felony.
An officer, director, or employee of a credit union who fraudulently receives
any share or deposit on behalf of the credit union, knowing that the credit union is
insolvent, is guilty of a felony.
Sec. 87. RCW 31.12.635 and 1994 c 92 s 215 are each amended to read as
follows:
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(1) It is unlawful for a director, supervisory committee member. officer.
employee, or agent of a credit union to knowingly violate or consent to a violation
of this chapter, Unless otherwise provided by law. a violation of this subsection
is a misdemeanor under chapter 9A.20 RCW.
(MIt is unlawful for a person to perform any of the following acts:
(a) To knowingly subscribe to, make, or cause to be made a false statement or
entry in the books of a credit union;
(b) To knowingly make a false statement or entry in a report required to be
made to the director; or
(c) To knowingly exhibit a false or fictitious paper, instrument, or security to
a person authorized to examine a credit union.
(((2))) A violation of this ((seetion)) subsection is a class C felony under
chapter 9A.20 RCW.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 88. The following acts or parts of acts are each
repealed:
(1) RCW 31.12.095 and 1994 c 92 s 183;
(2) RCW 31.12.165 and 1984 c 31 s 18;
(3) RCW 31.12.206 and 1994 c 92 s 189 & 1984 c 31 s 22;
(4) RCW 31.12.315 and 1994 c 256 s 81 & 1984 c 31 s 33;
(5) RCW 31.12.355 and 1994 c 92 s 193;
(6) RCW 31.12.376 and 1984 c 31 s 39;
(7) RCW 31.12.395 and 1984 c 31 s 41;
(8)RCW 31.12.415 and 1994 c 256 s 85, 1994 c 92 s 196, & 1984 c 31 s 43;
(9) RCW 31.12.455 and 1994 c 92 s 200 & 1984 c 31 s 47;
(10) RCW 31.12.475 and 1994 c 92 s 202 & 1984 c 31 s 49;
(11) RCW 31.12.495 and 1984 c 31 s 51;
(12) RCW 31.12.506 and 1994 c 92 s 203 & 1984 c 31 s 52;
(13) RCW 31.12.535 and 1994 c 92 s 206 & 1984 c 31 s 55;
(14) RCW 31.12.645 and 1984 c 31 s 66;
(15) RCW 31.12.903 and 1984 c 31 s 77;
(16) RCW 31.12.904 and 1984 c 31 s 80;
(17) RCW 31.12.905 and 1994 c 92 s 224 & 1984 c 31 s 81; and
(18) RCW 43.320.125 and 1996 c 274 s 1.
NEW SECTION Sec. 89. The following sections are codified or recodified
within chapter 31.12 RCW in the following order:
RCW 31.12.005.
(1) The following sections are recodified and designated as a subchapter of
chapter 31.12 RCW under the subchapter designation "Credit Union Organization":
RCW 31.12.015;
RCW 31.12.025;
RCW 31.12.035;
RCW 31.12.055;
RCW 31.12.065;
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RCW 31.12.075; and
RCW 31.12.085.
(2) The following sections are recodified and designated as a subchapter of
chapter 31.12 RCW under the subchapter designation "Corporate Governance":
RCW 31.12.105;
RCW 31.12.115;
RCW 31.12.185;
RCW 31.12.195;
RCW 31.12.225;
RCW 31.12.235;
RCW 31.12.246;
RCW 31.12.255;
RCW 31.12.265;
section 19 of this act;
RCW 31.12.275;
RCW 31.12.285;
RCW 31.12.326;
RCW 31.12.335;
RCW 31.12.345;
RCW 31.12.365; and
RCW 31.12.306.
(3) The following sections are recodified and designated as a subchapter of
chapter 31.12 RCW under the subchapter designation "Membership":
RCW 31.12.045;
RCW 31.12.145;
RCW 31.12.155; and
RCW 31.12.295.
(4) '1e following sections are recodified and designated as a subchapter of
chapter 31.12 RCW under the subchapter designation "Powers of Credit Unions":
RCW 31.12.125;
RCW 31.12.136;
RCW 31.12.037; and
RCW 31.12.039.
(5) The following sections are recodified and designated as a subchapter of
chapter 31.12 RCW under the subchapter designation "Members' Accounts":
RCW 31.12.385; and
RCW 3 1.12.485.
(6) The following sections are recodified and designated as a subchapter of
chapter 31.12 RCW under the subchapter designation "Loans to Members":
RCW 31.12.406; and
RCW 31.12.317.
(7) The following sections are recodified and designated as a subchapter of
chapter 31.12 RCW under the subchapter designation "Investments":
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RCW 31.12.425; and
RCW 31.12.435.
(8) The following sections are recodified and designated as a subchapter of
chapter 31.12 RCW under the subchapter designation "Reserves":
RCW 31.12.445; and
RCW 3 1.12.465.
(9) The following sections are recodified and designated as a subchapter of
chapter 31.12 RCW under the subchapter designation "Mergers, Conversions, and
Voluntary Liquidations":
RCW 3 1.12.695;
RCW 31.12.705;
RCW 31.12.715;
RCW 31.12.526; and
RCW 31.12.725.
(10) The following sections are recodified and designated as a subchapter of
chapter 31.12 RCW under the subchapter designation "Examination and
Supervision":
RCW 31.12.516;
RCW 31.12.545;
RCW 31.12.555;
RCW 31.12.565;
section 49 of this act;
section 50 of this act;
RCW 31.12.215;
RCW 3 1.12.575;
RCW 31.12.585;
RCW 31.12.595;
RCW 31.12.605;
RCW 31.12.615;
RCW 31.12.625;
section 57 of this act;
RCW 31.12.655;
RCW 31.12.665;
section 60 of this act;
section 61 of this act;
section 62 of this act;
section 63 of this act;
section 64 of this act;
section 65 of this act;
section 66 of this act;
section 67 of this act;
RCW 31.12.675;
RCW 31.12.685;
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section 70 of this act;
section 71 of this act;
section 72 of this act;
section 73 of this act;
section 74 of this act;
section 75 of this act;
section 76 of this act;
section 77 of this act;
section 78 of this act;
section 79 of this act;
section 80 of this act;
section 81 of this act;
section 82 of this act;
section 83 of this act;
section 84 of this act;
section 85 of this act; and
section 86 of this act.
(1I) The following sections are recodified and designated as a subchapter of
chapter 31.12 RCW under the subchapter designation "Miscellaneous":
RCW 31.12.720;
RCW 31.12.740;
RCW 31.12.735;
RCW 31.12.635;
Section 92 of this act; and
RCW 31.12.902.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 90. Section 35 of this act takes effect July 1, 1998.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 91. Section 50 of this act takes effect January 1, 1999.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 92. Except for sections 35 and 50 of this act, this act
takes effect January 1, 1998.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 93. If any provision of this act or its application to any
person or circumstance is held invalid, the remainder of the act or the application
of the provision to other persons or circumstances is not affected.
Passed the Senate April 21, 1997.
Passed the House April 8, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 16, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 16, 1997.

CHAPTER 398
[Engrossed Senate Bill 5590]
BIOSOLIDS PERMITTING PROGRAM
AN ACT Relating to funding of a state biosolids management program; amending RCW
90.48.465; and adding a new section to chapter 70.95. RCW.
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Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. A new section is added to chapter 70.95J RCW to
read as follows:
(1)The department shall establish annual fees to collect expenses for issuing
and administering biosolids permits under this chapter. An initial fee schedule
shall be established by rule and shall be adjusted no more often than once every
two years. This fee schedule applies to all permits, regardless of date of issuance,
and fees shall be assessed prospectively. Fees shall be established in amounts to
recover expenses incurred by the department in processing permit applications and
modifications, reviewing related plans and documents, monitoring, evaluating,
conducting inspections, overseeing performance of delegated program elements,
providing technical assistance and supporting overhead expenses that are directly
related to these activities.
(2)The annual fee paid by a permittee for any permit issued under this chapter
shall be determined by the number of residences or residential equivalents
contributing to the permittee's biosolids management system. If residences or
residential equivalents cannot be determined or reasonably estimated, fees shall be
based on other appropriate criteria.
(3) The biosolids permit account is created in the state treasury. All receipts
from fees under this section must be deposited into the account. Moneys in the
account may be spent only after appropriation. Expenditures from the account may
be used only for the purposes of administering permits under this chapter.
(4) The department shall present a biennial progress report on the use of
moneys from the biosolids permit account to the legislature. The first report is due
on or before December 31, 1998, and thereafter on or before December 31st of
odd-numbered years. The report shall consist of information on fees collected,
actual expenses incurred, and anticipated expenses for the current and following
fiscal years.
(5)The department shall work with the regulated community and local health
departments to study the feasibility of modifying the fee schedule to support
delegated local health departments and reduce local health department fees paid by
biosolids permittees.
Sec. 2. RCW 90.48.465 and 1996 c 37 s 3 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) The department shall establish annual fees to collect expenses for issuing
and administering each class of permits under RCW 90.48.160, 90.48.162, and
90.48.260((, an, 79.95j.029 through 70.95.0900)). An initial fee schedule shall be
established by rule within one year of March 1, 1989, and thereafter the fee
schedule shall be adjusted no more often than once every two years. This fee
schedule shall apply to all permits, regardless of date of issuance, and fees shall be
assessed prospectively. All fees charged shall be based on factors relating to the
complexity of permit issuance and compliance and may be based on pollutant
loading and toxicity and be designed to encourage recycling and the reduction of
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the quantity of pollutants. Fees shall be established in amounts to fully recover and
not to exceed expenses incurred by the department in processing permit
applications and modifications, monitoring and evaluating compliance with
permits, conducting inspections, securing laboratory analysis of samples taken
during inspections, reviewing plans and documents directly related to operations
of permittees, overseeing performance of delegated pretreatment programs, and
supporting the overhead expenses that are directly related to these activities.
(2) The annual fee paid by a municipality, as defined in 33 U.S.C. Sec. 1362,
for all domestic wastewater facility permits issued under RCW 90.48.162((;)) and
90.48.260((, and 7.95J.020 through 49.95j.09)) shall not exceed the total of a
maximum of fifteen cents per month per residence or residential equivalent
contributing to the municipality's wastewater system. The department shall adopt
by rule a schedule of credits for any municipality engaging in a comprehensive
monitoring program beyond the requirements imposed by the department, with the
credits available for five years from March 1, 1989, and with the total amount of
all credits not to exceed fifty thousand dollars in the five-year period.
(3) The department shall ensure that indirect dischargers do not pay twice for
the administrative expense of a permit. Accordingly, administrative expenses for
permits issued by a municipality under RCW 90,48.165 are not recoverable by the
department.
(4) In establishing fees, the department shall consider the economic impact of
fees on small dischargers and the economic impact of fees on public entities
required to obtain permits for storm water runoff and shall provide appropriate
adjustments.
(5) All fees collected under this section shall be deposited in the water quality
permit account hereby created in the state treasury. Moneys in the account may be
appropriated only for purposes of administering permits under RCW 90.48.160,
90.48.162, and 90.48.260((, anr.d 40.95i.02- through 49.95J.090)).
(6) Beginning with the biennium ending June 30, 1997, the department shall
present a biennial progress report on the use of moneys from the account to the
legislature. The report will be due December 3 1st of ((the)) odd-numbered yeara.
The report shall consist of information on fees collected, actual expenses incurred,
and anticipated expenses for the current and following fiscal years.
Passed the Senate April 22, 1997.
Passed the House April 10, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 16, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 16, 1997.

CHAPTER 399
[Substitute Senate Bill 56761
REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS-BROKER'S PRICE OPINIONS
AN ACT Relating to real estate appraisers; amending RCW 18.140.010 and 18.140.020;

providing an effective date; and declaring an emergency.
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Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 18.140.010 and 1996 c 182 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
As used in this chapter, the following terms have the meanings indicated
unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
(1) "Appraisal" means the act or process of estimating value; an estimate of
value; or of or pertaining to appraising and related functions.
(2) "Appraisal report" means any communication, written or oral, of an
appraisal, review, or consulting service in accordance with the standards of
professional conduct or practice, adopted by the director, that is transmitted to the
client upon completion of an assignment.
(3) "Appraisal assignment" means an engagement for which an appraiser is
employed or retained to act, or would be perceived by third parties or the public as
acting, as a disinterested third party in rendering an unbiased analysis, opinion, or
conclusion relating tr; the value of specified interests in, or aspects of, identified
real estate. The term "appraisal assignment" may apply to valuation work and
analysis work.
(4) "Brokers price opinion" means an oral or written report of property value
that is prepared by a real estate broker or salesperson licensed under chapter 18.85
RCW ((fzr liin.g, snle, purhas., o renial purposesa)).
(5) "Certified appraisal" means an appraisal prepared or signed by a statecertified real estate appraiser. A certified appraisal represents to the public that it
meets the appraisal standards defined in this chapter.
(6) "Client" means any party for whom an appraiser performs a service.
(7) "Committee" means the real estate appraiser advisory committee of the
state of Washington.
(8) "Comparative market analysis" means a brokers price opinion.
(9) "Department" means the department of licensing.
(10) "Director" means the director of the department of licensing.
(II) "Expert review appraiser" means a state-certified or state-licensed real
estate appraiser chosen by the director for the purpose of providing appraisal
review assistance to the director.
(12) "Federal department" means an executive department of the United States
of America specifically concerned with housing finance issues, such as the
department of housing and urban development, the department of veterans affairs,
or their legal federal successors.
(13) "Federal financial institutions regulatory agency" means the board of
governors of the federal reserve system, the federal deposit insurance corporation,
the office of the comptroller of the currency, the office of thrift supervision, the
national credit union administration, their successors and/or such other agencies as
may be named in future amendments to 12 U.S.C. Sec. 3350(6).
(14) "Federal secondary mortgage marketing agency" means the federal
national mortgage association, the government national mortgage association, the
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federal home loan mortgage corporation, their successors and/or such other
similarly functioning housing finance agencies as may be federally chartered in the
future.
(15) "Federally related transaction" means any real estate-related financial
transaction that the federal financial institutions regulatory agency or the resolution
trust corporation engages in. contracts for. or regulates: and that requires the
services of an appraiser,
(16) "Financial institution" means any person doing business under the laws
of this state or the United States relating to banks, bank holding companies, savings
banks, trust companies, savings and loan associations, credit unions, consumer loan
companies, and the affiliates, subsidiaries, and service corporations thereof.
(((46))) (17) "Licensed appraisal" means at appraisal prepared or signed by
a state-licensed real estate appraiser. A licensed appraisal represents to the public
that it meets the appraisal standards defined in this chapter.
(((--4))) (18) "Mortgage broker" for the purpose of this chapter means a
mortgage broker licensed under chapter 19.146 RCW, any mortgage broker
approved and subject to audit by the federal national mortgage association, the
government national mortgage association, or the federal home loan mortgage
corporation as provided in RCW 19.146.020, any mortgage broker approved by the
United States secretary of housing and urban development for participation in any
mortgage insurance under the national housing act, 12 U.S.C. Sec. 1201, and the
affiliates, subsidiaries, and service corporations thereof.
(((--8))) (19) "Real estate" means an identified parcel or tract of land, including
improvements, if any.
(((9))) (20) "Real estate-related financial transaction" means any transaction
involving:
(a) The sale. lease, purchase, investment in, or exchange of real property.
including interests in property, or the financing thereof:
(b) The refinancing of real property or interests in real property: and
(c) The use of real property or interests in property as security for a loan or
investment, including mortgage-backed securities,
(21) "Real property" means one or more defined interests, benefits, or rights
inherent in the ownership of real estate.
(((-2%)) (22) "Review" means the act or process of critically studying an
appraisal report prepared by another.
(((-24-))) (23) "Specialized appraisal services" means all appraisal services
which do not fall within the definition of appraisal assignment. The term
"specialized appraisal service" may apply to valuation work and to analysis work.
Regardless of the intention of the client or employer, if the appraiser would be
perceived by third parties or the public as acting as a disinterested third party in
rendering an unbiased analysis, opinion, or conclusion, the work is classified as an
appraisal assignment and not a specialized appraisal service.
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(((2-4))) (241 "State-certified general real estate appraiser" means a person
certified by the director to develop and communicate real estate appraisals of all
types of property. A state-certified general real estate appraiser may designate or
identify an appraisal rendered by him or her as a "certified appraisal."
(((-3-))) = "State-certified residential real estate appraiser" means a person
certified by the director to develop and communicate real estate appraisals of all
types of residential property of one to four units without regard to transaction value
or complexity and nonresidential property having a transaction value as specified
in rules adopted by the director, A state certified residential real estate appraiser
may designate or identify an appraisal rendered by him or her as a "certified
appraisal."
(((24))) (26) "State-licensed real estate appraiser" means a person licensed by
the director to develop and communicate real estate appraisals of noncomplex one
to four residential units and complex one to four residential units and
nonresidential property having transaction values as specified in rules adopted by
the director.
Sec. 2. RCW 18.140.020 and 1996 c 182 s 3 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) No person other than a state-certified or state-licensed real estate appraiser
may receive compensation of any form for a real estate appraisal or an appraisal
review. However. compensation may be provided for brokers price opinions
prepared by a real estate licensee, licensed under chapter 18.85 RCW,
(2) No person, other than a state-certified or state-licensed real estate
appraiser, may assume or use that title or any title, designation, or abbreviation
likely to create the impression of certification or licensure as a real estate appraiser
by this state.
(3) A person who is not certified or licensed under this chapter shall not
prepare any appraisal of real estate located in this state, except as provided under
subsection (1) of this section.
(4) This section does not preclude a staff employee of a governmental entity
from performing an appraisal or an appraisal assignment within the scope of his or
her employment insofar as the performance of official duties for the governmental
entity are concerned. Such an activity for the benefit of the governmental entity
is exempt from the requirements of this chapter.
(5)This ((seetie)) chapte does not preclude an individual person licensed by
the state of Washington as a real estate broker or as a real estate salesperson ((end
who- perf,-m)) from issuing a brokers price opinion ((as a s... to p..rspeeti
seller, buyer, lessor, or lessee ma
!he omly intendecd user, and not for dissemin~ation
to it third party, within the seope of his or her
oriee-~ha
amlymn
aetivity for the sole benefi! of the prseiy seller, buer leso,orlsse is
exempt from the requiremem, Ftis
"f I . tr)). However, if the brokers price
opinion is written, or given as evidence in any legal proceeding. and is issued to
a oerson who is not a orosnective seller. buyer, lessor- or lessree a-, the only
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intended user. then the brokers price opinion shall contain a statement. in an
obvious location within the written document or specifically and affirmatively in
spoken testimony, that substantially states: "This brokers price opinion is not an
appraisal as defined in chapter 18.140 RCW and has been prepared by areal estate
licensee, licensed under chapter 18.85 RCW. who ..... (is/is not) also state
certified or state licensed as a real estate appraiser under chapter 18.140 RCW."
However, the brokers price opinion issued under this subsection may not be used
as an appraisal in conjunction with a federally related transaction.
(6) This section does not apply to an appraisal or an appraisal review
performed for a financial institution or mortgage broker((, whether codut.cd)) by
an employee ((orthird poty)), when such appraisal or appraisal review is not
required to be performed by astate-certified or state-licensed real estate appraiser
by the appropriate federal financial institutions regulatory agency.
(7)This section does not apply to an attorney licensed to practice law in this
state or to a certified public accountant, as defined in RCW 18.04.025, who
evaluates real property in the normal scope of his or her professional services.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 3. This act isnecessary for the immediate preservation
of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of the state government and its
existing public institutions, and takes effect July 1,1997.
Passed the Senate April 22, 1997.
Passed the House April 9, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 16, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 16, 1997.
CHAPTER 400
[Senate Bill 5741l

CONDOMINIUMS-REQUIREMENTS FOR DISCLOSURES
AN ACT Relating to public offering stalements for condominiums; and amending RCW
64.34.410, 64.34.232, and 49.60.222.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 64.34.410 and 1992 c 220 s 21 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) A public offering statement shall contain the following information:
(a)The name and address of the condominium;
(b)The name and address of the declarant;
(c)The name and address of the management company, if any;
(d)The relationship of the management company to the declarant, if any;
(e)A list of up to the five most recent condominium projects completed by the
declarant or an affiliate of the declarant within the past five years, including the
names of the condominiums, their addresses, and the number of existing units in
each. For the purpose of this section, a condominium is "completed" when any one
unit therein has been rented or sold;
124911
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(f) The nature of the interest being offered for sale;
(g)A brief description of the permitted uses and use restrictions pertaining to
the units and the common elements;
(h) A brief description of the restrictions, if any, on the renting or leasing of
units by the declarant or other unit owners. together with the rights. if any, of the
declarant to rent or lease at least amajority of units:
i The number of existing units in the condominium and the maximum
number of units that may be added to the condominium;
((())) (D A list of the principal common amenities in the condominium which
materially affect the value of the condominium and those that will or may be added
to the condominium;
((f)) Lk A list of the limited common elements assigned to the units being
offered for sale;
(((k-))) D The identification of any real property not in the condominium, the
owner of which has access to any of the common elements, and a description of the
terms of such access;
((())) (Mn) The identification of any real property not in the condominium to
which unit owners have access and a description of the terms of such access;
(((m))) (n) The status of construction of the units and common elements,
including estimated dates of completion if not completed;
((n))) (o) The estimated current common expense liability for the units being
offered;
(((o))) fM An estimate of any payment with respect to the common expense
liability for the units being offered which will be due at closing;
(((p))) (M The estimated current amount and purpose of any fees not included
in the common expenses and charged by the declarant or the association for the use
of any of the common elements;
((())) Ur Any assessments which have been agreed to or are known to the
declarant and which, if not paid, may constitute a lien against any units or common
elements in favor of any governmental agency;
(((P))) (s)The identification of any parts of the condominium, other than the
units, which any individual owner will have the responsibility for maintaining,
(((s))) fi} If the condominium involves a conversion condominium, the
information required by RCW 64.34.415;
((())) (u) Whether timesharing is restricted or prohibited, and if restricted, a
general description of such restrictions
(((t))) Ly) A list of all development rights reserved to the declarant and all
special declarant rights reserved to the declarant, together with the dates such rights
must terminate, and a copy of or reference by recording number to any recorded
transfer of a special declarant right;
(((v))) (w) A description of any material differences in terms of furnishings,
fixtures, finishes, and equipment between any model unit available to the purchaser
at the time the agreement for sale is executed and the unit being offered;
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(((w))) (W Any liens on real property to be conveyed to the association
required to be disclosed pursuant to RCW 64.34.435(2)(b);
(((*))) W. A list of any physical hazards known to the declarant which
particularly affect the condominium or the immediate vicinity in which the
condominium is located and which are not readily ascertainable by the purchaser;
(((y))) z A brief description of any construction warranties to be provided to
the purchaser;
((())) L) Any building code violation citations received by the declarant in
connection with the condominium which have not been corrected;
(((*)) (bb) A statement of any unsatisfied judgments or pending suits against
the association, a statement of the status of any pending suits material to the
condominium of which the declarant has actual knowledge, and a statement of any
litigation brought by an owners' association, unit owner, or governmental entity in
which the declarant or any affiliate of the declarant has been a defendant, arising
out of the construction, sale, or administration of any condominium within the
previous five years, together with the results thereof, if known;
(((bb))) (cc) Any rights of first refusal to lease or purchase any unit or any of
the common elements;
(((ee))) (dd) The extent to which the insurance provided by the association
covers furnishings, fixtures, and equipment located in the unit;
d-)) (ee) A notice which describes a purchaser's right to cancel the
purchase agreement or extend the closing under RCW 64.34.420, including
applicable time frames and procedures;
(((ee))) ff Any reports or statements required by RCW 64.34.415 or
64.34.440(6)(a). RCW 64.34.415 shall apply to the public offering statement of
a condominium in connection with which a final certificate of occupancy was
issued more than sixty calendar months prior to the preparation of the public
offering statement whether or not the condominium is a conversion condominium
as defined in RCW 64.34.020(10);
(("f')) (W A list of the documents which the prospective purchaser is entitled
to receive from the declarant before the rescission period commences;
((fgg))) (hh) A notice which states: A purchaser may not rely on any
representation or express warranty unless it is contained in the public offering
statement or made in writing signed by the declarant or by any person identified
in the public offering statement as the declarant's agent;
((())) ifi A notice which states: This public offering statement is only a
summary of some of the significant aspects of purchasing a unit in this
condominium and the condominium documents are complex, contain other
important information, and create binding legal obligations. You should consider
seeking the assistance of legal counsel; ((and
(fj)Wj Any other information and cross-references which the declarant
believes will be helpful in describing the condominium to the recipients of the
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public offering statement, all of which may be included or not included at the
option of the declarant, and
(kk) A notice that addresses compliance or noncompliance with the housing
for older persons act of 1995, PL,104-76, as enacted on December 28. 1995.
(2) The public offering statement shall include copies of each of the following
documents: The declaration, the survey map and plans, the articles of
incorporation of the association, bylaws of the association, rules and regulations,
if any, current or proposed budget for the association, and the balance sheet of the
association current within ninety days if assessments have been collected for ninety
days or more.
If any of the foregoing documents listed in this subsection are not available
because they have not been executed, adopted, or recorded, drafts of such
documents shall be provided with the public offering statement, and, before closing
the sale of a unit, the purchaser shall be given copies of any material changes
between the draft of the proposed documents and the final documents.
(3) The disclosures required by subsection (l)(g), ((f"))) (k, (((-t))) (fs, (((t)))
(u), (((tO)) Lvl, and (((bb))) (cc) of this section shall also contain a reference to
specific sections in the condominium documents which further explain the
information disclosed.
(4) The disclosures required by subsection (1)(((dd))) (ee, (((gg))) (h_11, and
(((hh-))) (ifl of this section shall be located at the top of the first page of the public
offering statement and be typed or printed in ten-point bold face type size.
(5) A declarant shall promptly amend the public offering statement to reflect
any material change in the information required by this section.
Sec. 2. RCW 64.34.232 and 1992 c 220 s 10 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) A survey map and plans executed by the declarant shall be recorded
simultaneously with, and contain cross-references by recording number to, the
declaration and any amendments. The survey map and plans must be clear and
legible and contain a certification by the person making the survey or the plans that
all information required by this section is supplied. All plans filed shall be in such
style, size, form and quality as shall be prescribed by the recording authority of the
county where filed, and a copy shall be delivered to the county assessor.
(2) Each survey map shall show or state:
(a) The name of the condominium and a legal description and a survey of the
land in the condominium and of any land that may be added to the condominium;
(b) The boundaries of all land not subject to development rights, or subject
only to the development right to withdraw, and the location and dimensions of all
existing buildings containing units on that land;
(c) The boundaries of any land subject to development rights, labeled
"SUBJECT TO DEVELOPMENT RIGHTS SET FORTH IN THE DECLARATION"; any land that may be added to the condominium shall also be labeled
"MAY BE ADDED TO THE CONDOMiNIUM"; any land that may be withdrawn
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from the condominium shall also be labeled "MAY BE WITHDRAWN FROM
THE CONDOMINIUM";
(d) The extent of any encroachments by or upon any portion of the
condominium;
(e) To the extent feasible, the location and dimensions of all recorded
easements serving or burdening any portion of the condominium and any
unrecorded easements of which a surveyor knows or reasonably should have
known, based on standard industry practices, while conducting the survey;
(f) Subject to the provisions of subsection (8) of this section, the location and
dimensions of any vertical unit boundaries not shown or projected on plans
recorded ((puruttn!to,)) under subsection (4) of this section and that unit's
identifying number;
(g) The location with reference to an established datum of any horizontal unit
boundaries not shown or projected on plans recorded ((puruttuni e)) under
subsection (4) of this section and that unit's identifying number;
(h) The location and dimensions of any real property in which the unit owners
will own only an estate for years, labeled as "leasehold real property";
(i) The distance between any noncontiguous parcels of real property
comprising the condominium;
(j) The general location of any existing principal common amenities listed in
a public offering statement ((purwsatte)) under RCW 64.34.410(l)(((4))) (j. and
any limited common elements, including limited common element porches,
balconies, patios, parking spaces, and storage facilities, but not including the other
limited common elements described in RCW 64.34.204 (2) and (4);
(k) In the case of real property not subject to development rights, all other
matters customarily shown on land surveys.
(3) A survey map may also show the intended location and dimensions of any
contemplated improvement to be constructed anywhere within the condominium.
Any contemplated improvement shown must be labeled either "MUST BE BUILT"
or "NEED NOT BE BUILT."
(4) To the extent not shown or projected on the survey map, plans of the
existing units must show or project:
(a) Subject to the provisions of subsection (8) of this section, the location and
dimensions of the vertical boundaries of each unit, and that unit's identifying
number;
(b) Any horizontal unit boundaries, with reference to an established datum,
and that unit's identifying number; and
(c) Any units in which the declarant has reserved the right to create additional
units or common elements under RCW 64.34.236(3), identified appropriately.
(5) Unless the declaration provides otherwise, the horizontal boundaries of
part of a unit located outside of a building have the same elevation as the horizontal
boundaries of the inside part and in such case need not be depicted on the survey
map and plans.
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(6) Upon exercising any development right, the declarant shall record either
a new survey map and plans necessary to conform to the requirements of
subsections (1), (2), and (3) of this section or new certifications of a survey map
and plans previously recorded if the documents otherwise conform to the
requirements of those subsections.
(7) Any survey map, plan, or certification required by this section shall be
made by a licensed surveyor.
(8) In showing or projecting the location and dimensions of the vertical
boundaries of a unit under subsections (2)(f) and (4)(a) of this section, it is not
necessary to show the thickness of the walls constituting the vertical boundaries or
otherwise show the distance of those vertical boundaries either from the exterior
surface of the building containing that unit or from adjacent vertical boundaries of
other units if: (a) The walls are designated to be the vertical boundaries of that
unit; (b) the unit is located within a building, the location and dimensions of the
building having been shown on the survey map under subsection (2)(b) of this
section; and (c) the graphic general location of the vertical boundaries are shown
in relation to the exterior surfaces of that building and to the vertical boundaries of
other units within that building.
Sec. 3. RCW 49.60.222 and 1995 c 259 s 3 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)It is an unfair practice for any person, whether acting for himself, herself,
or another, because of sex, marital status, race, creed, color, national origin,
families with children status, the presence of any sensory, mental, or physical
disability, or the use of a trained guide dog or service dog by a disabled person:
(a) To refuse to engage in a real estate transaction with a person;
(b)To discriminate against a person in the terms, conditions, or privileges of
a real estate transaction or in the furnishing of facilities or services in connection
therewith;
(c) To refuse to receive or to fail to transmit a bona fide offer to engage in a
real estate transaction from a person;
(d) To refuse to negotiate for a real estate transaction with a person;
(e) To represent to a person that real property is not available for inspection,
sale, rental, or lease when in fact it is so available, or to fail to bring a property
listing to his or her attention, or to refuse to permit the person to inspect real
property;
(f) To discriminate in the sale or rental, or to otherwise make unavailable or
deny a dwelling, to any person; or to a person residing in or intending to reside in
that dwelling after it is sold, rented, or made available; or to any person associated
with the person buying or renting;
(g) To make, print, circulate, post, or mail, or cause to be so made or published
a statement, advertisement, or sign, or to use a form of application for a real estate
transaction, or to make a record or inquiry in connection with a prospective real
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estate transaction, which indicates, directly or indirectly, an intent to make a
limitation, specification, or discrimination with respect thereto;
(h) To offer, solicit, accept, use, or retain a listing of real property with the
understanding that a person may be discriminated against in a real estate
transaction or in the furnishing of facilities or services in connection therewith;
(i) To expel a person from occupancy of real property;
(j) To discriminate in the course of negotiating, executing, or financing a real
estate transaction whether by mortgage, deed of trust, contract, or other instrument
imposing a lien or other security in real property, or in negotiating or executing any
item or service related thereto including issuance of title insurance, mortgage
insurance, loan guarantee, or other aspect of the transaction. Nothing in this
section shall limit the effect of RCW 49.60.176 relating to unfair practices in credit
transactions; or
(k) To attempt to do any of the unfair practices defined in this section.
(2) For the purposes of this chapter discrimination based on the presence of
any sensory, mental, or physical disability or the use of a trained guide dog or
service dog by a blind, deaf, or physically disabled person includes:
(a) A refusal to permit, at the expense of the disabled person, reasonable
modifications of existing premises occupied or to be occupied by such person if
such modifications may be necessary to afford such person full enjoyment of the
dwelling, except that, in the case of a rental, the landlord may, where it is
reasonable to do so, condition permission for amodification on the renter agreeing
to restore the interior of the dwelling to the condition that existed before the
modification, reasonable wear and tear excepted;
(b)To refuse to make reasonable accommodation in rules, policies, practices,
or services when such accommodations may be necessary to afford a person with
the presence of any sensory, mental, or physical disability and/or the use of a
trained guide dog or service dog by a blind, deaf, or physically disabled person
equal opportunity to use and enjoy a dwelling; or
(c)To fail to design and construct covered multifamily dwellings and premises
in conformance with the federal fair housing amendments act of 1988 (42 U.S.C.
Sec. 3601 et seq.) and all other applicable laws or regulations pertaining to access
by persons with any sensory, mental, or physical disability or use of a trained guide
dog or service dog. Whenever the requirements of applicable laws or regulations
differ, the requirements which require greater accessibility for persons with any
sensory, mental, or physical disability shall govern.
Nothing in (a) or (b) of this subsection shall apply to: (i) A single-family
house rented or leased by the owner if the owner does not own or have an interest
in the proceeds of the rental or lease of more than three such single-family houses
at one time, the rental or lease occurred without the use of a real estate broker or
salesperson, as defined in RCW 18.85.010, and the rental or lease occurred without
the publication, posting, or mailing of any advertisement, sign, or statement in
violation of subsection (1)(g) of this section; or (ii) rooms or units in dwellings
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containing living quarters occupied or intended to be occupied by no more than
four families living independently of each other if the owner maintains and
occupies one of the rooms or units as his or her residence.
(3) Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, it shall not be an
unfair practice or a denial of civil rights for any public or private educational
institution to separate the sexes or give preference to or limit use of dormitories,
residence halls, or other student housing to persons of one sex or to make
distinctions on the basis of marital or families with children status.
(4)Except pursuant to subsection (2)(a) of this section, this section shall not
be construed to require structural changes, modifications, or additions to make
facilities accessible to a disabled person except as otherwise required by law.
Nothing in this section affects the rights, responsibilities, and remedies of landlords
and tenants pursuant to chapter 59.18 or 59.20 RCW, including the right to post
and enforce reasonable rules of conduct and safety for all tenants and their guests,
provided that chapters 59.18 and 59.20 RCW are only affected to the extent they
are inconsistent with the nondiscrimination requirements of this chapter. Nothing
in this section limits the applicability of any reasonable federal, state, or local
restrictions regarding the maximum number of occupants permitted to occupy a
dwelling.
(5) Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, it shall not be an
unfair practice for any public establishment providing for accommodations offered
for the full enjoyment of transient guests as defined by RCW 9.91.010(1)(c) to
make distinctions on the basis of families with children status. Nothing in this
section shall limit the effect of RCW 49.60.215 relating to unfair practices in places
of public accommodation.
(6) Nothing in this chapter prohibiting discrimination based on families with
children status applies to housing for older persons as defined by the federal fair
housing amendments act of 1988, 42 U.S.C. Sec. 3607(b)(1) through (3) .a
amended by the housing for older persons act of 1995. P.L. 104-76, as enacted on
December 28. 1995. Nothing in this chapter authorizes requirements for housing
for older persons different than the requirements in the federal fair housing
amendments act of 1988, 42 U.S.C. Sec, 3607(b)(1) through (3). as amended.b
the housing for older persons act of 1995. PL. 104-76, as enacted on December 28,
1995.
Passed the Senate April 21, 1997.
Passed the House April 10, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 16, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 16, 1997.
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CHAPTER 401
[Senate Bill 5831]
VENUE OF ACTIONS BY OR AGAINST COUNTIES-COMMENCEMENT IN NEAREST
COUNTIES
AN ACT Relating to the venue of actions by or against counties; and amending RCW 36.01.050.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 36.01.050 and 1963 c 4 s36.01.050 are each amended to read
as follows:
LU All actions against any county may be commenced in the superior court of
such county, or ((of the adjoining county, and)) in the superior court of either of
the two nearest counties. All actions by any county shall be commenced in the
"y
superior court of the county in which the defendant resides, or in ((the -ee,
two
either
of
the
adjoining !he ounty by whih suh at.i.n is co..mn.d))
counties nearest to the county bringing the action.
(2)
The determination of the nearest counties is measured by the travel time
between county seats using major surface routes, as determined by the office of the
administrator for the courts.
Passed the Senate April 22, 1997.
Passed the House April 10, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 16, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 16, 1997.
CHAPTER 402
[Engrossed Senate Bill 59151
INDUSTRIAL LAND BANKS-ESTABLISHMENT REQUIREMENTS MODIFIED

AN ACT Relating to industrial land banks; and amending RCW 36.70A.367.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 36.70A.367 and 1996 c 167 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)In addition to the major industrial development allowed under RCW
36.70A.365, a county required or choosing to plan under RCW 36.70A.040 that
has a population greater than two hundred fifty thousand and that is part of a
metropolitan area that includes a city in another state with a population greater than
two hundred fifty thousand or a county that has a population greater than one
hundred forty thousand and is adjacent to another country may establish, in
consultation with cities consistent with provisions of RCW 36.70A.210, a process
for designating a bank of no more than two master planned locations for major
industrial activity outside urban growth areas.
(2) A master planned location for major industrial developmetats outside an
urban growth area may be included in the urban industrial land bank for the county
if criteria including, but not limited to, the following are met:
(a) New infrastructure is provided for and/or applicable impact fees are paid;
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(b)Transit-oriented site planning and traffic demand management programs
are implemented;
(c) Bufllers are provided between the major industrial development and
adjacent nonurban areas;
(d) Environmental protection including air and water quality has been
addressed and provided for;
(e) Development regulations are established to ensure that urban growth will
not occur in adjacent nonurban areas;
(f) Provision is made to mitigate adverse impacts on designated agricultural
lands, forest lands, and mineral resource lands;
(g) The plan for the major industrial development is consistent with the
county's development regulations established for protection of critical areas; and
(h) An inventory of developable land has been conducted as provided in RCW
36.70A.365.
(3) In selecting master planned locations for inclusion in the urban industrial
land bank, priority shall be given to locations that are adjacent to, or in close
proximity to, an urban growth area.
(4) Final approval of inclusion of a master planned location in the urban
industrial land bank shall be considered an adopted amendment to the comprehensive plan adopted pursuant to RCW 36.70A.070, except that RCW
36.70A.130(2) does not apply so that inclusion or exclusion of master planned
locations may be considered at any time.
(5) Once a master planned location has been included in the urban industrial
land bank, manufacturing and industrial businesses that qualify as major industrial
development under RCW 36.70A.365 may be located there.
(6) Nothing in this section may be construed to alter the requirements for a
county to comply with chapter 43.21 C RCW.
(7) The authority of a county to engage in the process of including or
excluding master planned locations from the urban industrial land bank shall
terminate on December 31, 1998. However, any location included in the urban
industrial land bank on December 31, 1998, shall remain available for major
industrial development as long as the criteria of subsection (2) of this section
continue to be met.
(8) For the purposes of this section, "major industrial development" means a
master planned location suitable for manufacturing or industrial businesses that:
(a) Requires a parcel of land so large that no suitable parcels are available within
an urban growth area; or (b) is a natural resource-based industry requiring a
location near agricultural land, forest land, or mineral resource land upon which it
is dependent((-)): or (c) requires a location with characteristics such as proximity
to transportation facilities or related industries such thpt there is no suitable
location in an urban growth area. The major industrial development may not be for
the purpose of retail commercial development or multitenant office parks.
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Passed the Senate April 22, 1997.
Passed the House April 18, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 16, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 16, 1997.
CHAPTER 403
[Engrossed Second Substitute Senate Bill 5927]

HIGHER EDUCATION TUITION RATES
AN ACT Relating to higher education; and amending RCW 28B.15.067 and 28B.15.069.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 28B.15.067 and 1996 c 212 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) Tuition fees shall be established under the provisions of this chapter.
(2) Academic year tuition for full-time students at the state's institutions of
higher education for the ((--995-96)) 1997-98 academic year, other than the
summer term, shall be as provided in this subsection.
(a) At the University of Washington and Washington State University:
(i) For resident undergraduate students and other resident students nc. in
graduate ((ttudy)), law, or first professional programs ((or onrllod in programs
leading to the degrees of doetor of medieine, doctor of den~tal surgery, an~d doctor
of .t.rinary medieinre)), two thousand ((sever hundred sixty four ) nine hundred
eighty-eight dollars;
(ii)(A) For nonresident undergraduate students and other nonresident students
at the University of Washington not in graduate ((study)). law. or first professional
program. ((or enrolled in prgrara leading to !he degrees of doct-r of -di'in,
doctor of dental surgery, and doctor of Yetorinary medieine, eight thousand w
hu:ndred sixty-ei,,)), ten thousand two hundred seventy-eight dollars;
(B) For nonresident underaraduate students and other nonresident students at
Washington State University not in graduate or first professional programs, nine
thousand eight hundred seventy dollars:
(iii) For resident graduate ((tnd-law)) students ((not enrolled in programs
leading to !he degrees of doetor o medieine, doet r of dental surgery, and do tr
oFvtriny r.die.n )), four thousand ((fo hundred-.. e)) eight hundred fiftyfour dollars;
(iv) For nonresident graduate ((and l ))students ((not en.rolled in programa
leading to the degrees of doeior of tnedieine, doctor of dental surgery, and doctor
...........
Y
y ....................... .......... dthirt
....

. twelve thousand

five hundred eighty-eight dollars;
(v) For resident law students, five thousand ten dollars:
(vi) For nonresident law students, twelve thousand nine hundred fifteen
dllrs:
(vii) For resident first professional students ((enrolled in programs leading to
the degrees of datr of . :di^in, doctr of dental surgery, and detor e.
[25011
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.. te...ary dir.., se..n thousand four hundred ninety s.)).
eight thousand
one hundred twelve dollars; and
(((-))) (vii For nonresident first professional students ((cnrolled in programs
leftding to !he degrees of doctor of medieioc, doetor @F dental surgery, an eee
of vctcrinary :mcdieirnc, nirnetccr thousan~d four hun~dred thicty-eno)). twenty-one
thousand twenty-four dollars.
(b) At the regional universities and The Evergreen State College:
(i) For resident undergraduate and all other resident students not in graduate
((sedy)) programs, two thousand (()fotty fle) two hundred eleven dollars;
(i) For nonresident undergraduate and all other nonresident students not in
graduate ((sttdy)) programs, ((s',,, thousnd nine hundred ninety two)) eight
thousand six hundred forty-six dollars;
(iii) For resident graduate students, three thousand ((four hundred frty thrc))
seven hundred twenty-six dollars; and
(iv)For nonresident graduate students, eleven thousand ((seyvety-one)) nine
hundred seventy-six dollars.
(c) At the community colleges:
(i) For resident students, one thousand ((two hundred t
three hundred
eleven dollars; and
(ii) For nonresident students, five thousand ((onc hundrcd sixty two)) five
hundred eighty-six dollars ((and fif eents)).
(3) Academic year tuition for full-time students at the state's institutions of
higher education beginning with the ((+996-9-7)) 1998-99 academic year, other than
the summer term, shall be as provided in this subsection unless different rates are
adopted in the omnibus appropriations act.
(a) At the University of Washington and Washington State University:
(i) For resident undergraduate students and other resident students not in
graduate ((study)). law. or first professional programs ((or cnrollcd in programs
leading to the degrees of doctor of mcedieirnc, doetor of den~tal surgery, ad docter
of ...... ina......
,....... thousand eigh,,t . _ .... . " )). three thousand
one hundred eight dollars;
(ii)(A) For nonresident undergraduate students and other nonresident students
at the University of Washington not in graduate ((study)). law. or first professional
programs ((or enrolled in programs leading to the degrees of doeter of rnedieine,
doeter of denial surgery, an d dcteor of Yetrinary medieine, nine thousand four

hundred nineti-yone)), eleven thousand one hundred thirty dollars;
(B) For nonresident underg'aduate students and other nonresident students at
Washington State University not in graduate or first professional programs. ten
thousand two hundred sixty-six dollars:
(iii) For resident graduate ((and-law)) students ((not cnrollcd in programs
leadin~g to the degrees of door of mredieine, doctor of denteA surgery, and doctor
of ... trin mdiin , four thousand six hundred
"
si:'y
.in
)). five thousand fortysix dollars;
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(iv)For nonresident graduate ((and-low)) students ((no ,., --in prograffs
leading to the degrees of dzocter of medieirnc, deeter of den~tal suqg~y- a dcof
-. _
of -vteinary tnedicine, twelve thousan~d one hudre)). thirteen thousand ninetytwo dollars;
(v)For resident law students. five thousand three hundred seventy-six dollars:
(vi) For nonresident law students. thirteen thousand seven hundred eighty-two
(vyi
For resident first professional students ((enrollcd in Frograms leading to
the degres F dt r of dii..
.... , .....of den.tal surgery, and. d.t.r e
.t.rin. mdiir. , sven.thousand seven hunred ninety se.)). eight thousand
four hundred thirty-six dollars; and
((("4))) Li) For nonresident first professional students ((e.rolled inprogrn.-a
leading to the degrees of doefor of mediin, doetor of den~tal surgery, an~d doeter
of.etein ..edieinetwety housand
.
tw hunded nne )). twenty-one thousand
eight hundred sixty-four dollars.
(b) At the regional universities and The Evergreen State College:
(i) For resident undergraduate and all other resident students not in graduate
((study)) programs, two thousand ((one hu.ndred twcnty seven)) two hundred
ninety-eight dollars;
(ii) For nonresident undergraduate and all other nonresident students not in
graduate ((study)) programs, eight thousand ((three hundred twel'e)) nine hundred
ninety-one dollars;
(iii) For resident graduate students, three thousand ((fivc hundred igh-n
,
))
eight hundred seventy-six dollars; and
(iv) For nonresident graduate students, ((.l... thousn d fi-ve hundred-d
fourteen)) twelve thousand four hundred fifty-six dollars.
(c) At the community colleges:
(i)For resident students, one thousand ((two hunred sixty ne.)) three
hundred sixty-two dollars; and
(ii) For nonresident students, five thousand ((thrcc hundrcd sixty -inc)) eigh
hundred eight dollars ((and fifty eents)).
(4) For the 1997-98 and 1998-99 academic years. the University of
Washington shall use at least ten percent of the revenue received from the
difference between a four percent increase in tuition fees and the actual increase
charged to law students to assist needy low and middle-income resident law
students. For the 1997-98 and 1998-99 academic years, the University of
Washington shall use at least ten percent ot the revenue received from the
difference between a four percent increase in tuition fees and the actual increase
charged to nonresident undergraduate students and all other nonresident students
not in graduate, law, or first professional programs to assist needy low and middleincome resident undergraduate students and all other resident students not enrolled
in graduate. law. or first professional programs, This requirement is in addition to
the deposit requirements of the institutional aid fund under RCW 28B,15,820,
125031
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M The tuition fees established under this chapter shall not apply to high
school students enrolling in ((commuity celc c.i)) participating institutions of
higher education under RCW 28A.600.300 through 28A.600.395.
Sec. 2. RCW 28B.15.069 and 1995 1st sp.s. c 9 s 5 are each amended to read
as follows:
(i) As used in this section, each of the following subsections is a separate
tuition category:
(a) Resident undergraduate students and all other resident students not in first
professional, graduate, or law programs;
(b)Nonresident undergraduate students and all other nonresident students not
in first professional graduate or law programs;
(c) Resident graduate ((and-law)) students;
(d) Resident law students;
(e Nonresident graduate ((fd-4w)) students;
(((-e))) (f) onresident law students:
g1 Resident first professional students; and
(((F)) (h) Nonresident first professional students ((in first prfcssiaal

progiatff)).

(2)Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, as used in this section "first
professional programs" means programs leading to one of the following degrees:
Doctor of medicine, doctor of dental surgery, or doctor of veterinary medicine.
(3)((For the 1995 96 and 1996 97 academic yc.a,)) The building fee for each
academic year shall be a percentage of total tuition fees. This percentage shall be
calculated by the higher education coordinating board and be based on the actual
percentage the building fee is of total tuition for each tuition category in the 199495 academic year, rounded up to the nearest half percent.
(4) The governing boards of each institution of higher education, except for
the technical colleges, shall charge to and collect from each student a services and
activities fee. A governing board may increase the existing fee annually, consistent
with budgeting procedures set forth in RCW 28B.15.045, by a percentage not to
exceed the annual percentage increase in student tuition fees for the applicable
tuition category: PROVIDED, That such percentage increase shall not apply to
that portion of the services and activities fee previously committed to the
repayment of bonded debt. The services and activities fee committee provided for
in RCW 28B.15.045 may initiate a request to the governing board for a fee
increase.
(5) Tuition and services and activities fees consistent with subsection (4) of
this section shall be set by the state board for community and technical colleges for
community college summer school students unless the community college charges
fees in accordance with RCW 28B.15.515.
(6) Subject to the limitations of RCW 28B. 15.910, each governing board of
a community college may charge such fees for ungraded courses, noncredit
courses, community services courses, and self-supporting courses as it, in its
12504
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discretion, may determine, consistent with the rules of the state board for
community and technical colleges.
Passed the Senate April 26, 1997.
Passed the House April 26, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 16, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 16, 1997.
CHAPTER 404
[Substitute Senate Bill 6046]
UNIVERSAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICE STUDY
AN ACT Relating to a study by the utilities and transportation commission on universal
telecommunications service; and creating new sections.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. The legislature finds that in a competitive
telecommunications industry, telecommunications companies may be less inclined
to invest in facilities to serve sparsely populated or hard-to-serve areas of the state.
The legislature further finds that in order to secure for all consumers of the state the
benefits of high quality telecommunications service and evolving
telecommunications technology, it is necessary to study the creation of a universal
service fund. The purpose of this fund would be to provide an incentive to
telecommunications carriers to build facilities to provide universal service and to
serve sparsely populated and hard-to-serve areas of the state while preserving to
consumers in those areas the availability of telecommunications services at rates
which are comparable to rates in urban areas and are affordable.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 2. By January 1, 1998, or within six months of the
date the federal communications commission adopts universal service rules as
required by the federal telecommunications act of 1996 (110 Stat. 56; P.L.
104-104), whichever is later, the utilities and transportation commission shall study
and make recommendations on the future of providing universal
telecommunications services in this state. The study shall include at least the
following topics: A recommended definition of basic service for telecommunications; an analysis of the range of potential telecommunications carriers, including
wireless; an analysis of the proper cost methodologies for determining universal
service funding; and options for generating and disbursing universal service
funding. The study shall be reported to the energy and utilities committees of the
house of representatives and the senate.
Passed the Senate April 19, 1997.
Passed the House April 8, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 16, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 16, 1997.
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CHAPTER 405
[Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill 60681
ADVERTISEMENT OF STATE MEASURES

AN ACT Relating to legal advertising of state measures; and amending RCW 29.27.072 and
RCW 29.27.074.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 29.27.072 and 1967 c 96 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
Subject to the availability of funds appropriated specifically for that purpose.
the secretary of state shall ((eause)) publish3 notice of the proposed constitutional
amendments and .lw .thefi.)) othe state ((debts)) m
that are to be
submitted to the people ((to be published at Icast)) at a state general election up to
four times during the four weeks ((rtex)) immediately preceding ((the)) that
election in every legal newspaper in the state ((and)). The secretary of state shall
supplement this publication ((thereof-by)) with an equivalent amount of radio and
television ((bradcaeat as provided in R W 65.16.130, 65.16.140, and 65.16.15))
advertisements.
Sec. 2. RCW 29.27.074 and 1967 c 96 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
The newspaoer and broadcast notice ((pr.ided..r in)) required by Article
XXIII. section 1. of the state Constitution and RCW 29.27.072 ((shall)) may set
forth all or some of the following information:
(1) A legal identification of the state measure to be voted upon.
(2) The official ballot title of such state measure.
(3)A brief statement explaining the constitutional provision or state law as it
presently exists.
(4) A brief statement explaining the effect of the state measure should it be
approved.
(5)The total number of votes cast for and against the measure in both the state
senate and house of representatives.
No individual candidate or incumbent public official may be referred to or
identified in these notices or advertisements,
Passed the Senate April 10, 1997.
Passed the House April 18, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 16, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 16, 1997.

CHAPTER 406
[Engrossed Senate Bill 79001
MODEL TOXICS CONTROL ACT-MODIFICATIONS
AN ACT Relating to implementing the model toxics control act policy advisory committee
recommendations; amending RCW 70.105D.020, 70.105D.030, 70.105D.040, 70.105D.070, and
70.105D.080; and creating a new section.
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Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. The legislature finds that:
(1) Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 1810 enacted during the 1995
legislative session authorized establishment of the model toxics control act policy
advisory committee, a twenty-two member committee representing a broad range
of interests including the legislature, agriculture, large and small business,
environmental organizations, and local and state government. The committee was
charged with the task of providing advice to the legislature and the department of
ecology to more effectively implement the model toxics control act, chapter
70.105D RCW.
(2) The committee members committed considerable time and effort to their
charge, meeting twenty-six times during 1995 and 1996 to discuss and decide
issues. In addition, the committee created four subcommittees that met over sixty
times during this same period. There were also numerous working subgroups and
drafting committees formed on an ad hoc basis to support the committee's work.
Many members of the public also attended these meetings and were provided
opportunities to contribute to the committee deliberations.
(3)The policy advisory committee completed its work and submitted a final
report to the department of ecology and the legislature on December 15, 1996.
That report contains numerous recommendatiot.s for statutory changes that were
agreed to by consensus of the committee members or obtained broad support of
most of the committee members. This act is intended to implement those
recommended statutory changes.
Sec. 2. RCW 70.105D.020 and 1995 c 70 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) "Agreed order" means an order issued by the department under this chapter
with which the potentially liable person receiving the order agrees to comply. An
agreed order may be used to require or approve any cleanup or other remedial
actions but it is not a settlement under RCW 70.105D.040(4) and shall not contain
a covenant not to sue, or provide protection from claims for contribution, or
provide eligibility for public funding of remedial actions under RCW
70.105D.070(2)(d)(xi).
(2) "Department" means the department of ecology.
(3) "Director" means the director of ecology or the director's designee.
(4) "Facility" means (a) any building, structure, installation, equipment, pipe
or pipeline (including any pipe into a sewer or publicly owned treatment works),
well, pit, pond, lagoon, impoundment, ditch, landfill, storage container, motor
vehicle, rolling stock, vessel, or aircraft, or (b) any site or area where a hazardous
substance, other than a consumer product in consumer use, has been deposited,
stored, disposed of, or placed, or otherwise come to be located.
(5) "Federal cleanup law" means the federal comprehensive environmental
response, compensation, and liability act of 1980, 42 U.S.C. Sec. 9601 et seq., as
amended by Public Law 99-499.
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(6) "Foreclosure and its equivalents" means purchase at a foreclosure sale,
acquisition, or assignment of title in lieu of foreclosure, termination of a lease, or
other repossession, acquisition of a right to title or possession, an agreement in
satisfaction of the obligation, or any other comparable formal or informal manner,
whether pursuant to law or under warranties, covenants, conditions,
representations, or promises from the borrower, by which the holder acquires title
to or possession of a facility securing a loan or other obligation.
(7) "Hazardous substance" means:
(a) Any dangerous or extremely hazardous waste as defined in RCW
70.105.010 (5)and (6), or any dangerous or extremely dangerous waste designated
by rule pursuant to chapter 70.105 RCW;
(b) Any hazardous substance as defined in RCW 70.105.010(14) or any
hazardous substance as defined by rule pursuant to chapter 70.105 RCW;
(c) Any substance that, on March 1, 1989, is a hazardous substance under
section 101(14) of the federal cleanup law, 42 U.S.C. Sec. 9601(14);
(d) Petroleum or petroleum products; and
(e) Any substance or category of substances, including solid waste
decomposition products, determined by the director by rule to present a threat to
human health or the environment if released into the environment.
The term hazardous substance does not include any of the following when
contained in an underground storage tank from which there is not a release: Crude
oil or any fiaction thereof or petroleum, if the tank is in compliance with all
applicable federal, state, and local law.
(8) "Independent remedial actions" means remedial actions conducted without
department oversight or approval, and not under an order, agreed order. or consent
decree.
9} "Holder" means a person who holds indicia of ownership primarily to
protect a security interest. A holder includes the initial holder such as the loan
originator, any subsequent holder such as a successor-in-interest or subsequent
purchaser of the security interest on the secondary market, a guarantor of an
obligation, surety, or any other person who holds indicia of ownership primarily
to protect a security interest, or a receiver, court-appointed trustee, or other person
who acts on behalf or for the benefit of a holder. A holder can be a public or
privately owned financial institution, receiver, conservator, loan guarantor, or other
similar persons that loan money or guarantee repayment of a loan. Holders
typically are banks or savings and loan institutions but may also include others
such as insurance companies, pension funds, or private individuals that engage in
loaning of money or credit.
(((9))) (10) "Indicia of ownership" means evidence of a security interest,
evidence of an interest in a security interest, or evidence of an interest in a facility
securing a loan or other obligation, including any legal or equitable title to a facility
acquired incident to foreclosure and its equivalents. Evidence of such interests
((inelude[9-)) includes, mortgages, deeds of trust, sellers interest in a real estate
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contract, liens, surety bonds, and guarantees of obligations, title held pursuant to
a lease financing transaction in which the lessor does not select initially the leased
facility, or legal or equitable title obtained pursuant to foreclosure and their
equivalents. Evidence of such interests also ((ieIude[sj)) includes assignments,
pledges, or other rights to or other forms of encumbrance against the facility that
are held primarily to protect a security interest.
(((--4 ))) (flM "Operating a facility primarily to protect a security interest"
occurs when all of the following are met: (a) Operating the facility where the
borrower has defaulted on the loan or otherwise breached the security agreement;
(b) operating the facility to preserve the value of the facility as an ongoing
business; (c) the operation is being done in anticipation of a sale, transfer, or
assignment of the facility; and (d) the operation is being done primarily to protect
a security interest. Operating a facility for longer than one year prior to foreclosure
or its equivalents shall be presumed to be operating the facility for other than to
protect a security interest.
((-)))( 12) "Owner or operator" means:
(a) Any person with any ownership interest in the facility or who exercises any
control over the facility; or
(b) In the case of an abandoned facility, any person who had owned, or
operated, or exercised control over the facility any time before its abandonment;
The term does not include:
(i) An agency of the state or unit of local government which acquired
ownership or control involuntarily through bankruptcy, tax delinquency,
abandonment, or circumstances in which the government involuntarily acquires
title. This exclusion does not apply to an agency of the state or unit of local
government which has caused or contributed to the release or threatened release of
a hazardous substance from the facility; ((or"))
(ii) A person who, without participating in the management of a facility, holds
indicia of ownership primarily to protect the person's security interest in the
facility. Holders after foreclosure and its equivalent and holders who engage in
any of the activities identified in subsection (((4-2-))) LI.(e) through (g) of this
section shall not lose this exemption provided the holder complies with all of the
following:
(A) The holder properly maintains the environmental compliance measures
already in place at the facility;
(B) The holder complies with the reporting requirements in the rules adopted
under this chapter;
(C) The holder complies with any order issued to the holder by the department
to abate an imminent or substantial endangerment;
(D) The holder allows the department or potentially liable persons under an
order, agreed order, or settlement agreement under this chapter access to the
facility to conduct remedial actions and does not impede the conduct of such
remedial actions;
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(E) Any remedial actions conducted by the holder are in compliance with any
preexisting requirements identified by the department, or, if the department has not
identified such requirements for the facility, the remedial actions are conducted
consistent with the rules adopted under this chapter; and
(F) The holder does not exacerbate an existing releasejor
(iii) Any person who has any ownership interest in, operates, or exercises
control over real property where a hazardous substance has come to be located
solely as a result of migration of the hazardous substance to the real property
through the ground water from a source off the property, if:
(A) The person can demonstrate that the hazardous substance has not been
used. placed. managed, or otherwise handled on the property in a manner likely to
cause or contribute to a release of the hazardous substance that has migrated onto
the property:
(B) The person has not caused or contributed to the release of the hazardous
substance:
(C)The nerson does not engage in activities that damage or interfere with the
operation of remedial actions installed on the person's property or engage in
activities that result in exposure of humans or the environment to the contaminated
ground water that has migrated onto the Vropery:
(D) If reguested. the person allows the department. potentially liable persons
who are subject to an order, agreed order, or consent decree, and the authorized
employees, agents, or contractors of each. access to the property to conduct
remedial actions required by the department. The person may attempt to negotiate
an access agreement before allowin2 access: and
(E) Legal withdrawal of ground water does not disqualify aperson from the
exemption in this subsection (12)(b)(iii).
The exemption in (b)(ii) o this subsection (((-l-Xb)ii))) does not apply to
holders who cause or contribute to a new release or threatened release or who are
otherwise liable under RCW 70.105D.040(1) (b), (c), (d), and (e); provided,
however, that a holder shall not lose this exemption if it establishes that any such
new release has been remediated according to the requirements of this chapter and
that any hazardous substances remaining at the facility after remediation of the new
release are divisible from such new release.
(((-4-2))) 13) "Participation in management" means exercising decision-making
control over the borrower's operation of the facility, environmental compliance, or
assuming or manifesting responsibility for the overall management of the
enterprise encompassing the day-to-day decision making of the enterprise.
The term does not include any of the following: (a)A holder with the mere
capacity or ability to influence, or the unexercised right to control facility
operations; (b) a holder who conducts or requires a borrower to conduct an
environmental audit or an environmental site assessment at the facility for which
indicia of ownership is held; (c) a holder who requires a borrower to come into
compliance with any applicable laws or regulations at the facility for which indicia
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of ownership is held; (d) a holder who requires a borrower to conduct remedial
actions including setting minimum requirements, but does not otherwise control or
manage the borrower's remedial actions or the scope of the borrower's remedial
actions except to prepare a facility for sale, transfer, or assignment; (e) a holder
who engages in workout or policing activities primarily to protect the holder's
security interest in the facility; (f) a holder who prepares a facility for sale, transfer,
or assignment or requires a borrower to prepare a facility for sale, transfer, or
assignment; (g) a holder who operates a facility primarily to protect a security
interest, or requires a borrower to continue to operate, a facility primarily to protect
a security interest; and (h) a prospective holder who, as a condition of becoming
a holder, reqidres an owner or operator to conduct an environmental audit, conduct
an environmental site assessment, come into compliance with any applicable laws
or regulations, or conduct remedial actions prior to holding a security interest is not
participating in the management of the facility.
(((3))) (14) "Person" means an individual, firm, corporation, association,
partnership, consortium, joint venture, commercial entity, state government agency,
unit of local government, federal government agency, or Indian tribe.
(((44))) (15 "Policing activities" means actions the holder takes to insure that
the borrower complies with the terms of the loan or security interest or actions the
holder takes or requires the borrower to take to maintain the value of the security.
Policing activities include: Requiring the borrower to conduct remedial actions at
the facility during the term of the security interest; requiring the borrower to
comply or come into compliance with applicable federal, state, and local
environmental and other laws, regulations, and permits during the term of the
security interest; securing or exercising authority to monitor or inspect the facility
including on-site inspections, or to monitor or inspect the borrower's business or
financial condition during the term of the security interest; or taking other actions
necessary to adequately police the loan or security interest such as requiring a
borrower to comply with any warranties, covenants, conditions, representations,
or promises from the borrower.
(((--))) (16) "Potentially liable person" means any person whom the
department finds, based on credible evidence, to be liable under RCW
70.105D.040. The department shall give notice to any such person and allow an
opportunity for comment before making the finding, unless an emergency requires
otherwise.
(((-6))) (1.7) "Prepare a facility for sale, transfer, or assignment" means to
secure access to the facility; perform routine maintenance on the facility; remove
inventory, equipment, or structures; properly maintain environmental compliance
measures already in place at the facility; conduct remedial actions to clean up
releases at the facility; or to perform other similar activities intended to preserve
the value of the facility where the borrower has defaulted on the loan or otherwise
breached the security agreement or after foreclosure and its equivalents and in
anticipation of a pending sale, transfer, or assignment, primarily to protect the
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holder's security interest in the facility. A holder can prepare a facility for sale,
transfer, or assignment for up to one year prior to foreclosure and its equivalents
and still stay within the security interest exemption in subsection (((-F))) (I2)(b)(ii)
of this section.
(((--4))) (18) "Primarily to protect a security interest" means the indicia of
ownership is held primarily for the purpose of securing payment or performance
of an obligation. The term does not include indicia of ownership held primarily for
investment purposes nor indicia of ownership held primarily for purposes other
than as protection for a security interest. A holder may have other, secondary
reasons, for maintaining indicia of ownership, but the primary reason must be for
protection of a security interest. Holding indicia of ownership after foreclosure or
its equivalents for longer than five years shall be considered to be holding the
indicia of ownership for purposes other than primarily to protect a security interest.
For facilities that have been acquired through foreclosure or its equivalents prior
to July 23, 1995, this five-year period shall begin as of July 23, 1995.
(((-1-8))) (19) "Public notice" means, at a minimum, adequate notice mailed to
all persons who have made timely request of the department and to persons
residing in the potentially affected vicinity of the proposed action; mailed to
appropriate news media; published in the newspaper of largest circulation in the
city or county of the proposed action; and opportunity for interested persons to
comment.
(((-1-9))) (20) "Release" means any intentional or unintentional entry of any
hazardous substance into the environment, including but not limited to the
abandonment or disposal of containers of hazardous substances.
(((20))) (21) "Remedy" or "remedial action" means any action or expenditure
consistent with the purposes of this chapter to identify, eliminate, or minimize any
threat or potential threat posed by hazardous substances to human health or the
environment including any investigative and monitoring activities with respect to
any release or threatened release of a hazardous substance and any health
assessments or health effects studies conducted in order to determine the risk or
potential risk to human health.
(((2-t-))) (22) "Security interest" means an interest in a facility created or
established for the purpose of securing a loan or other obligation. Security
interests include deeds of trusts, sellers interest in areal estate contract, liens, legal,
or equitable title to a facility acquired incident to foreclosure and its equivalents,
and title pursuant to lease financing transactions. Security interests may also arise
from transactions such as sale and leasebacks, conditional sales, installment sales,
trust receipt transactions, certain assignments, factoring agreements, accounts
receivable financing arrangements, easements, and consignments, if the transaction
creates or establishes an interest in a facility for the purpose of securing a loan or
other obligation.
(((2))) (23) "Industrial properties" means properties that are or have been
characterized by, or are to be committed to, traditional industrial uses such as
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processing or manufacturing of materials, marine terminal and transportation areas
and facilities, fabrication, assembly, treatment, or distribution of manufactured
products, or storage of bulk materials, that are either:
(a) Zoned for industrial use by a city or county conducting land use planning
under chapter 36.70A RCW; or
(b)For counties not planning under chapter 36.70A RCW and the cities within
them, zoned for industrial use and adjacent to properties currently used or
designated for industrial purposes.
(((3))) (24) "Workout activities" means those actions by which a holder, at
any time prior to foreclosure and its equivalents, seeks to prevent, cure, or mitigate
a default by the borrower or obligor; or to preserve, or prevent the diminution of,
the value of the security. Workout activities include: Restructuring or
renegotiating the terms of the security interest; requiring payment of additional rent
or interest; exercising forbearance; requiring or exercising rights pursuant to an
assignment of accounts or other amounts owed to an obligor; requiring or
exercising rights pursuant to an escrow agreement pertaining to amounts owed to
an obligor; providing specific or general financial or other advice, suggestions,
counseling, or guidance; and exercising any right or remedy the holder is entitled
to by law or under any warranties, covenants, conditions, representations, or
promises from the borrower.
See. 3. RCW 70.105D.030 and 1995 c 70 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) The department may exercise the following powers in addition to any other
powers granted by law:
(a) Investigate, provide for investigating, or require potentially liable persons
to investigate any releases or threatened releases of hazardous substances,
including but not limited to inspecting, sampling, or testing to determine the nature
or extent of any release or threatened release. If there is a reasonable basis to
believe that a release or threatened release of a hazardous substance may exist, the
department's authorized employees, agents, or contractors may enter upon any
property and conduct investigations. The depdrtment shall give reasonable notice
before entering property unless an emergency prevents such notice. The
department may by subpoena require the attendance or testimony of witnesses and
the production of documents or other information that the department deems
necessary;
(b) Conduct, provide for conducting, or require potentially liable persons to
conduct remedial actions (including investigations under (a) of this subsection) to
remedy releases or threatened releases of hazardous substances. In carrying out
such powers, the department's authorized employees, agents, or contractors may
enter upon property. The department shall give reasonable notice before entering
property unless an emergency prevents such notice. In conducting, providing for,
or requiring remedial action, the department shall give preference to permanent
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solutions to the maximum extent practicable and shall provide for or require
adequate monitoring to ensure the effectiveness of the remedial action;
(c) Indemnify contractors retained by the department for carrying out
investigations and remedial actions, but not for any contractor's reckless or wilful
misconduct;
(d)Carry out all state programs authorized under the federal cleanup law and
the federal resource, conservation, and recovery act, 42 U.S.C. Sec. 6901 et seq.,
as amended;
(e) Classify substances as hazardous substances for purposes of RCW
70.105D.020(7) and classify substances and products as hazardous substances for
purposes of RCW 82.21.020(1);
(f) Issue orders or enter into consent decrees or agreed orders that include, or
issue written opinions under (i) of this subsection that may be conditioned upon,
deed restrictions where necessary to protect human health and the environment
from a release or threatened release of a hazardous substance from a facility. Prior
to establishing a deed restriction under this subsection, the department shall notify
and seek comment from a city or county department with land use planning
authority for real property subject to a deed restriction;
(g) Enforce the application of permanent and effective institutional controls
that are necessary for a remedial action to be protective of human health and the
environment;
(h) Require holders to conduct remedial actions necessary to abate an
imminent or substantial endangerment pursuant to RCW 70.105D.020(((--))
(I 2)(b)(ii)(C); ((and))
(i) Provide informal advice and assistance to persons regarding the
administrative and technical requirements of this chapter, This may include sitespecific advice to persons who are conducting or otherwise interested in
independent remedial actions, Any such advice or assistance shall be advisory
only, and shall not be binding on the department, As a part of providing this
advice and assistance for independent remedial actions, the department may
prepare written opinions regarding whether the independent remedial actions or
proposals for those actions meet the substantive requirements of this chapter or
whether the department believes further remedial action is necessary at the facility,
The department may collect, from persons requesting advice and assistance, the
costs incurred by the department in providing such advice and assistance: however,
the department shall, where appropriate, waive collection of costs in order to
provide an appropriate level of technical assistance in support of public
participation. The state, the department, and officers and employees of the state are
immune from all liability, and no cause of action of any nature may arise from any
act or omission in providing, or failing to provide, informal advice and assistance:
and
W Take any other actions necessary to carry out the provisions of this chapter,
including the power to adopt rules under chapter 34.05 RCW.
[2514
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(2) The department shall immediately implement all provisions of this chapter
to the maximum extent practicable, including investigative and remedial actions
where appropriate. The department shall adopt, and thereafter enforce, rules under
chapter 34.05 RCW to:
(a) Provide for public participation, including at least (i) the establishment of
regional citizen's advisory committees, (ii) public notice of the development of
investigative plans or remedial plans for releases or threatened releases, and (iii)
concurrent public notice of all compliance orders, agreed orders, enforcement
orders, or notices of violation;
(b) Establish a hazard ranking system for hazardous waste sites;
(c) Provide for requiring the reporting by an owner or operator of releases of
hazardous substances to the environment that may be a threat to human health or
the environment within ninety days of discovery. including such exemptions from
reporting as the department deems appropriate, however this requirement shall not
modify any existing requirements provided for und. c other laws:
fd) Establish reasonable deadlines not to exceed ninety days for initiating an
investigation of a hazardous waste site after the department receives notice or
otherwise receives information that the site may pose a threat to human health or
the environment and other reasonable deadlines for remedying releases or
threatened releases at the site;
((("l))) e Publish and periodically update minimum cleanup standards for
remedial actions at least as stringent as the cleanup standards under section 121 of
the federal cleanup law, 42 U.S.C. Sec. 9621, and at least as stringent as all
applicable state and federal laws, including health-based standards under state and
federal law; and
(((e))) (fl Apply industrial clean-up standards at industrial properties. Rules
adopted under this subsection shall ensure that industrial properties cleaned up to
industrial standards cannot be converted to nonindustrial uses without approval
from the department. The department may require that a property cleaned up to
industrial standards is cleaned up to a more stringent applicable standard as a
condition of conversion to a nonindustrial use. Industrial clean-up standards may
not be applied to industrial properties where hazardous substances remaining at the
property after remedial action pose a threat to human health or the environment in
adjacent nonindustrial areas.
(3) Before November 1st of each even-numbered year, the department shall
develop, with public notice and hearing, and submit to the ways and means and
appropriate standing environmental committees of the senate and house of
representatives a ranked list of projects and expenditures recommended for
appropriation from both the state and local toxics control accounts. The
department shall also provide the legislature and the public each year with an
accounting of the department's activities supported by appropriations from the state
toxics control account, including a list of known hazardous waste sites and their
hazard rankings, actions taken and planned at each site, how the department is
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meeting its top two management priorities under RCW 70.105.150, and all funds
expended under this chapter.
(4) The department shall establish a scientific advisory board to render advice
to the department with respect to the hazard ranking system, cleanup standards,
remedial actions, deadlines for remedial actions, monitoring, the classification of
substances as hazardous substances for purposes of RCW 70.105D.020(7) and the
classification of substances or products as hazardous substances for purposes of
RCW 82.21.020(1). The board shall consist of five independent members to serve
staggered three-year terms. No members may be employees of the department.
Members shall be reimbursed for travel expenses as provided in RCW 43.03.050
and 43.03.060.
(5) The department shall establish a program to identify potential hazardous
waste sites and to encourage persons to provide information about hazardoub waste
sites.
Sec. 4. RCW 70.105D.040 and 1994 c 254 s 4 are each amended to read as
follows:
(i) Except as provided in subsection (3) of this section, the following persons
are liable with respect to a facility:
(a) The owner or operator of the facility;
(b)Any person who owned or operated the facility at the time of disposal or
release of the hazardous substances;
(c) Any person who owned or possessed a hazardous substance and who by
contract, agreement, or otherwise arranged for disposal or treatment of the
hazardous substance at the facility, or arranged with a transporter for transport for
disposal or treatment of the hazardous substances at the facility, or otherwise
generated hazardous wastes disposed of or treated at the facility;
(d) Any person (i) who accepts or accepted any hazardous substance for
transport to a disposal, treatment, or other facility selected by such person from
which there is a release or a threatened release for which remedial action is
required, unless such facility, at the time of disposal or treatment, could legally
receive such substance; or (ii) who accepts a hazardous substance for transport to
such a facility and has reasonable grounds to believe that such facility is not
operated in accordance with chapter 70.105 RCW; and
(e) Any person who both sells a hazardous substance and is responsible for
written instructions for its use if (i) the substance is used according to the
instructions and (ii) the use constitutes a release for which remedial action is
required at the facility.
(2) Each person who is liable under this section is strictly liable, jointly and
severally, for all remedial action costs and for all natural resource damages
resulting from the releases or threatened releases of hazardous substances. The
attorney general, at the request of the department, is empowered to recover all costs
and damages from persons liable therefor.
(3)The following persons are not liable under this section:
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(a) Any person who can establish that the release or threatened release of a
hazardous substance for which the person would be otherwise responsible was
caused solely by:
(i) An act of God;
(ii) An act of war; or
(iii) An act or omission of a third party (including but not limited to a
trespasser) other than (A) an employee or agent of the person asserting the defense,
or (B) any person whose act or omission occurs in connection with a contractual
relationship existing, directly or indirectly, with the person asserting this defense
to liability. This defense only applies where the person asserting the defense has
exercised the utmost care with respect to the hazardous substance, the foreseeable
acts or omissions of the third party, and the foreseeable consequences of those acts
or omissions;
(b) Any person who is an owner, past owner, or purchaser of a facility and
who can establish by a preponderance of the evidence that at the time the facility
was acquired by the person, the person had no knowledge or reason to know that
any hazardous substance, the release or threatened release of which has resulted in
or contributed to the need for the remedial action, was released or disposed of on,
in, or at the facility. This subsection (b) is limited as follows:
(i) To establish that a person had no reason to know, the person must have
undertaken, at the time of acquisition, all appropriate inquiry into the previous
ownership and uses of the property, consistent with good commercial or customary
practice in an effort to minimize liability. Any court interpreting this subsection
(b)shall take into account any specialized knowledge or experience on the part of
the person, the relationship of the purchase price to the value of the property if
uncontaminated, commonly known or reasonably ascertainable information about
the property, the obviousness of the presence or likely presence of contamination
at the property, and the ability to detect such contamination by appropriate
inspection;
(ii) The defense contained in this subsection (b) is not available to any person
who had actual knowledge of the release or threatened release of a hazardous
substance when the person owned the real property and who subsequently
transferred ownership of the property without first disclosing such knowledge to
the transferee;
(iii) The defense contained in this subsection (b) is not available to any person
who, by any act or omission, caused or contributed to the release or threatened
release of a hazardous substance at the facility;
(c) Any natural person who uses a hazardous substance lawfully and without
negligence for any personal or domestic purpose in or near a dwelling or accessory
structure when that person is: (i) A resident of the dwelling; (ii) a person who,
without compensation, assists the resident in the use of the substance; or (iii) a
person who is employed by the resident, but who is not an independent contractor;
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(d) Any person who, for the purpose of growing food crops, applies pesticides
or fertilizers without negligence and in accordance with all applicable laws and
regulations.
(4) There may be no settlement by the state with any person potentially liable
under this chapter except in accordance with this section.
(a) The attorney general may agree to a settlement with any potentially liable
person only if the department finds, after public notice and any required hearing,
that the proposed settlement would lead to a more expeditious cleanup of
hazardous substance3 in compliance with cleanup standards under RCW
70.105D.030(2)(((d))) k) and with any remedial orders issued by the department.
Whenever practicable and in the public interest, the attorney general may expedite
such a settlement with persons whose contribution is insignificant in amount and
toxicity. A hearing shall be required only if at least ten persons request one or if
the department determines a hearing is necessary.
(b) A settlement agreement under this section shall be entered as a consent
decree issued by a court of competent jurisdiction.
(c) A settlement agreement may contain a covenant not to sue only of a scope
commensurate with the settlement agreement in favor of any person with whom the
attorney general has settled under this section. Any covenant not to sue shall
contain a reopener clause which requires the court to amend the covenant not to sue
if factors not known at the time of entry of the settlement agreement are discovered
and present a previously unknown threat to human health or the environment.
(d) A party who has resolved its liability to the state under this section shall
not be liable for claims for contribution regarding matters addressed in the
settlement. The settlement does not discharge any of the other liable parties but it
reduces the total potential liability of the others to the state by the amount of the
settlement.
(e) If the state has entered into a consent decree with an owner or operator
under this section. the state shall not enforce this chapter against any owner or
ooerator who is a successor in interest to the settling party unless upder the terms
of the consent decree the state could enforce against the settling party. if:
(i) The successor owner or operator is liable with respect to the facility solely
due to that person's ownership interest or operator status acquired as a successor
in interest to the owner or operator with whom the state has entered into a consent
decree: andb
(ii) The stay of enforcement under this subsection does not apply if the
consent decree was based on circumstances unique to the settling party that do not
exist with regard to the successor in interest, such as financial hardship, For
consent decrees entered into before the effective date of this section. at the request
of a settling party or a potential successor owner or operator, the attorney general
shall issue a written opinion on whether a consent decree contains such unique
circumstances. For all other consent decrees, such unique circumstances shall be
specified in the consent decree,
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(f) Any person who is not subject to enforcement by the state under (e) of this
subsection is not liable for claims for contribution regarding matters addressed in
the settlement.
(5)(a) In addition to the settlement authority provided under subsection (4) of
this section, the attorney general may agree to a settlement with a person not
currently liable for remedial action at a facility who proposes to purchase,
redevelop, or reuse the facility, provided that:
(((a) The Scetlemzlt will pr v de a substantial publie bl n.efi,
linluing
but not
limitcd to the reuse oF a ytteant or abikndoned mtknufaetirig or industrial ffty4,

or!edylpeto a facility by akgover catal catty to address an important

(b))1i The settlement will yield substantial new resources to facilitate
cleanup;
((He)) i) The settlement will expedite remedial action consistent with the
rules adopted under this chapter; and
(((d))) LLDi
Based on available information, the department determines that, the
redevelopment or reuse of the facility is not likely to contribute to the existing
release or threatened release, interfere with remedial actions that may be needed
at the site, or increase health risks to persons at or in the vicinity of the site.
(b)The legislature reconizes that the state does not have adequate resources
to participate in all property transactions involving!contaminated property. The
primary purpose of this subsection (5' is to promote the cleanup and reuse o1
vacant or abandoned commercial or industrial contaminated property. The attorney
general and the department may give priority to settlements that will provide a
substantial public benefit. including, but not limited to the reuse of a vacant or
abandoned manufacturim! or industrial facility, or the development of a faciUliy&b
a g~overnmental entity to address an important p~ublic Vurpose.
(6) Nothing in this chapter affects or modifies in any way any person's right
to seek or obtain relief under other statutes or under common law, including but not
limited to damages for injury or loss resulting from a release or threatened release
of a hazardous substance. No settlement by the department or remedial action
ordered by a court or the department affects any person's right to obtain a remedy
under common law or other statutes.
Sec. 5. RCW 70.105D.070 and 1994 c 252 s5 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) The state toxics control account and the local toxics control account are
hereby created in the state treasury.
(2) The following moneys shall be deposited into the state toxics control
account: (a) Those revenues which are raised by the tax imposed under RCW
82.21.030 and which are attributable to that portion of the rate equal to thirty-three
one-hundredths of one percent; (b) the costs of remedial actions recovered under
this chapter or chapter 70.1 05A RCW; (c) penalties collected or recovered under
this chapter; and (d) any other money appropriated or transferred to the account by
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the legislature. Moneys in the account may be used only to carry out the purposes
of this chapter, including but not limited to the following activities:
(i) The state's responsibility for hazardous waste planning, management,
regulation, enforcement, technical assistance, and public education required under
chapter 70.105 RCW;
(ii) The state's responsibility for solid waste planning, management,
regulation, enforcement, technical assistance, and public education required under
chapter 70.95 RCW;
(iii) The hazardous waste cleanup program required under this chapter;
(iv)State matching funds required under the federal cleanup law;
(v) Financial assistance for local programs in accordance with chapters 70.95,
70.95C, 70.951, and 70.105 RCW;
(vi) State government programs for the safe reduction, recycling, or disposal
of hazardous wastes from households, small businesses, and agriculture;
(vii) Hazardous materials emergency response training;
(viii) Water and environmental health protection and monitoring programs;
(ix) Programs authorized under chapter 70.146 RCW;
(x) A public participation program, including regional citizen advisory
committees;
(xi) Public funding to assist potentially liable persons to pay for the costs of
remedial action in compliance with cleanup standards under RCW
70.105D.030(2)(((d))) (e) but only when the amount and terms of such funding are
established under a settlement agreement under RCW 70.105D.040(4) and when
the director has found that the funding will achieve both (A) asubstantially more
expeditious or enhanced cleanup than would otherwise occur, and (B) the
prevention or mitigation of unfair economic hardship; and
(xii) Development and demonstration of alternative management technologies
designed to carry out the top two hazardous waste management priorities of RCW
70.105.150.
(3) The following moneys shall be deposited into the local toxics control
account: Those revenues which are raised by the tax imposed under RCW
82.21.030 and which are attributable to that portion of the rate equal to thirty-seven
one-hundredths of one percent.
(a)Moneys deposited in the local toxics control account shall be used by the
department for grants or loans to local governments for the following purposes in
descending order of priority: (i) Remedial actions; (ii) hazardous waste plans and
programs under chapter 70.105 RCW; and (iii) solid waste plans and programs
under chapters 70.95, 70.95C, 70.951, and 70.105 RCW. Funds for plans and
programs shall be allocated consistent with the priorities ancd matching
requirements established in chapters 70.105, 70.95C, 70.951, and '10.95 RCW.
(b)Funds may also be appropriated to the department of health to implement
programs to reduce testing requirements under the federal safe drinking water act
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for public water systems. The department of health shall reimburse the account
from fees assessed under RCW 70.119A. 115 by June 30, 1995.
(4) Except for unanticipated receipts under RCW 43.79.260 through
43.79.282, moneys in the state and local toxics control accounts may be spent only
after appropriation by statute.
(5) One percent of the moneys deposited into the state and local toxics control
accounts shall be allocated only for public participation grants to persons who may
be adversely affected by a release or threatened release of a hazardous substance
and to not-for-profit public interest organizations. The primary purpose of these
grants is to facilitate the participation by persons and organizations in the
investigation and remedying of releases or threatened releases of hazardous
substances and to implement the state's solid and hazardous waste management
priorities. No grant may exceed ((fifty)) jix thousand dollars ((!tought )),
Grants may be renewed annually. Moneys appropriated for public participation
from either account which are not expended at the close of any biennium shall
revert to the state toxics control account.
(6) No moneys deposited into either the state or local toxics control ccount
may be used for solid waste incinerator feasibility studies, construction,
maintenance, or operation.
(7) The department shall adopt rules for grant or loan issuance and
performance.
Sec. 6. RCW 70.105D.080 and 1993 c 326 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
Except as provided in RCW 70.105D.040(4) (d)an=, a person may bring
a private right of action, including a claim for contribution or for declaratory relief,
against any other person liable under RCW 70.105D.040 for the recovery of
remedial action costs. In the action, natural resource damages paid to the state
under this chapter may also be recovered. Recovery shall be based on such
equitable factors as the court determines are appropriate. Remedial action costs
shall include reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. Recovery of remedial action
costs shall be limited to those remedial actions that, when evaluated as a whole, are
the substantial equivalent of a department-conducted or department-supervised
remedial action. Substantial equivalence shall be determined by the court with
reference to the rules adopted by the department under this chapter, An action
under this section may be brought after remedial action costs are incurred but must
be brought within three years from the date remedial action confirms cleanup
standards are met or within one year of May 12, 1993, whichever is later. The
prevailing party in such an action shall recover its reasonable attorneys' fees and
costs. This section applies to all causes of action regardless of when the cause of
action may have arisen. To the extent acause of action has arisen prior to May 12,
1993, this section applies retroactively, but in all other respects it applies
prospectively.
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Passed the Senate April 22, 1997.
Passed the House April ii, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 16, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 16, 1997.

CHAPTER 407
[Substitute House Bill 1592]
TAX EXEMPTIONS FOR SMALL WATER-SEWER DISTRICTS
AN ACT Relating to tax exemptions for small water districts and systems; adding a new section
to chapter 82.04 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 82.16 RCW; creating a new section; and
providing expiration dates.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. The legislature finds that encouraging water
districts to better manage state water resources and encouraging satellite
management of failing water systems is in the best interests of the people of
Washington state. Continual updates of water quantity and quality, as mandated
by federal and state agencies, have revealed that degradation of water quality exists
in small water systems throughout the state and that satellite management and
consolidation of small systems under a centralized management structure can best
utilize existing resources available to assure safe, clean drinking water. The
legislature further finds that costs involved in upgrading these small systems can
be extremely burdensome to water customers and public water purveyors. With
diminishing resources available to these small systems, the legislature finds that
granting business and occupation and excise tax relief, under certain conditions,
will assist smaller water districts to meet state and federal standards.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. A new section is added to chapter 82.04 RCW to
read as follows:
(I) This chapter does not apply to amounts received for water services
supplied by a water-sewer district established under Title 57 RCW that has been
certified by the department of health as:
(a) Having less than one thousand five hundred connections; and
(b) Charging residential water rates that exceed one hundred twenty-five
percent of the state-wide average water rate.
(2) This chapter does not apply to amounts received for water services
supplied by a water system that has been certified by the department of health as:
(a)Being operated or owned by a qualified satellite management agency under
RCW 70.116.134;
(b) Having less than two hundred connections; and
(c) Charging residential water rates that exceed one hundred twenty-five
percent of the state-wide average water rate.
(3) To receive an exemption under this section, the water system shall supply
to the department of health proof that an amount equal to at least 90 percent of the
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value of the exemption shall be expended to repair, equip, maintain, and upgrade
the water system.
(4) The department of health shall certify to the department of revenue the
eligibility of water districts and water systems under this section. In order to
determine eligibility, the department of health may use rate information provided
in surveys and reports produced by the association of Washington cities, an
association of elected officials, or other municipal association to estimate astatewide average residential water rate. The department of health shall update the
estimated state-wide average residential water rate by July I of each year that this
section remains in effect.
(5) This section expires July 1,2003.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 3. A new section is added to chapter 82.16 RCW to
read as follows:
(1) This chapter does not apply to amounts received for water services
supplied by a water-sewer district established under Title 57 RCW that has been
certified by the department of health as:
(a)Having less than one thousand five hundred connections; and
(b) Charging residential water rates that exceed one hundred twenty-five
percent of the state-wide average water rate.
(2) This chapter does not apply to amounts received for water services
supplied by a water system that has been certified by the department of health as:
(a)Being operated or owned by a qualified satellite management agency under
RCW 70.116.134;
(b)Having less than two hundred connections; and
(c) Charging residential water rates that exceed one hundred twenty-five
percent of the state-wide average water rate.
(3)To receive an exemption under this section, the water system shall supply
to the department of health proof that an amount equal to at least 90 percent of the
value of the exemption shall be expended to repair; equip, maintain, and upgrade
the water system.
(4) The department of health shall certify to the department of revenue the
eligibility of water districts and water systems under this section. In order to
determine eligibility, the department of health may use rate information provided
in surveys and reports produced by the association of Washington cities, an
association of elected officials, or other municipal association to estimate a statewide average residential water rate. The department of health shall update the
estimated state-wide average residential water rate by July I of each year that this
section remains in effect.
(5)This section expires July 1,2003,
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Passed the House April 22, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 17, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 16, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 16, 1997.
CHAPTER 408
[Senate Bill 5195]
BUSINESS AND OCCUPATION TAX EXEMPTION FOR OUT-OF-STATE MEMBERSHIP
SALES IN DISCOUNT PROGRAMS
AN ACT Relating to the taxation of membership sales in discount programs; adding a new
section to chapter 82.04 RCW; providing an effective date; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. A new section is added to chapter 82.04 RCW to
read as follows:
(I) For the purposes of this section, "qualifying discount program" means a
membership program, club, or plan that entitles the member to discounts on
services or products sold by others. The term does not include any discount
program which in part or in total entitles the member to discounts on services or
products sold by the seller of the membership or an affiliate of the seller of the
membership. "Affiliate," for the purposes of this section, means any person who
directly, or indirectly through one or more intermediaries, controls, or iscontrolled
by, or isunder common control with, the seller.
(2) Persons selling memberships in a qualifying discount program are not
subject to tax under this chapter on that portion of the membership sales where the
seller delivers the membership materials to the purchaser who receives them at a
point outside this state.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. This act is necessary for the immediate preservation
of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of the state government and its
existing public institutions, and takes effect July 1, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 21, 1997.
Passed the House April 14, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 16, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 16, 1997.
CHAPTER 409
[Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill 1032]
REGULATORY REFORM
AN ACT Relating to regulatory reform; amending RCW 76.09.010, 76.09.040, 48.02.060,
48.44.050, 48.46.200, 48.30.010, 34.05.010. 34.05.230, 34.05.325, 34.05.328, 34.05.350, 34.05.354,
82.32.410, 19.85.025, 34.05.570, 34.05.534, 48.04.010, 34.12.040, 34.05.630, 34.05.640, 34.05.655,
34.05.660, 4.84.340, 4.84.350, 4.84.360, 51.04.030, and 50.13.060; reenacting and amending RCW
42.17.260; adding anew section to chapter 43.22 RCW; adding new sections to chapter 34.05 RCW;
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adding a new section to chapter 43.17 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 43.05 RCW; creating
new sections; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
PART I
GRANTS OF RULE.MAKING AUTHORITY
*Sec. 101. RCW 76.09.010 and 1993 c 443 s I are each amendedto readas

follows:
(1) 7/he legislaturehereby finds and declaresthat theforest landresources
are among the most valuable of all resources in the state; that a viable forest
products industry is of prime importanceto the state's economy; that it is in the
public interestfor public and private commercialforest lands to be managed
consistent with sound policies of natural resource protection; that coincident
with maintenance of a viable forest products industry, it is important to afford
protection to forest soils, fisheries, wildlife, water quantity and quality, air
quality, recreation,and scenic beauty.
(2) The legislaturefurtherfinds and declares it to be in the public interest
of this state to create and maintain through the adoption of this chapter a
comprehensive state-wide system of laws andforest practicesregulations which
will achieve thefollowing purposes and policies:
(a)Afford protection to, promote,foster and encouragetimber growth, and
require such minimum reforestationof commercialtree species on forest lands
as will reasonably utilize the timber growing capacity of the soil following
current timber harvest;
(b) Afford protection to forest soils and public resources by utilizing all
reasonablemethods of technology in conductingforestpractices;
(c) Recognize both the public andprivate interestin the profitablegrowing
and harvestingof timber;
(d) Promote efficiency by permittingmaximum operatingfreedom consistent
with the otherpurposes andpolicies stated herein;
(e) Providefor regulation of forest practices so as to avoid unnecessary
duplication in such regulation;
(f) Provide for interagency input and intergovernmental and tribal
coordinationand cooperation;
(g) Achieve compliance with allapplicablerequirementsoffederal andstate
law with respect to nonpointsources of waterpollution from forest practices;
(h) To considerreasonableland use planninggoals andconcepts contained
in local comprehensiveplans and zoning regulations;and
(i) Foster cooperation among managers of public resources, forest
landowners, Indian tribes and the citizens of the state.
The authority of the boardto adopt forest practices rules is prescribedby
this subsection (2) and RCW 76,09,040, After the effective date of this act. the
board may not ado t forest practices rules based solely on any other section o,
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law stating a statute's intent orpurpose, on the enablingprovisionsof the statute
establishingthe agencv, or on any combination of those provisions,
(3) The legislaturefurtherfinds and declares that it is also in the public
interest of the state to encourageforest landowners to undertake corrective and
remedial action to reduce the impact of mass earth movements and fluvial
processes.
(4) The legislaturefurtherfinds and declares that it is in the public interest
that the applicantsfor stateforestpracticepermits should assist in payingfor the
cost of review and permittingnecessaryfor the environmentalprotectionof these
resources.
*Sec. 101 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*Sec. 102. RCW 76.09.040 and 1994 c 264 s 48 are each amended to read

asfollows:
(1) Where necessary to accomplish the purposes andpolicies specifically
stated in RCW 76.09.010(). and to implement the provisions of this chapter,the
boardshall ((promudte))adopt forest practices ((regulafion))rules pursuant
to chapter34.05 RCWand in accordancewith the proceduresenumerated in this
section that:
(a) Establish minimum standardsforforest practices;
(b) Provide procedures for the voluntary development of resource
management plans which may be adopted as an alternative to the minimum
standards in (a)of this subsection if the plan is consistent with the purposesand
policies specifically stated in RCW 76.09.010(21 and the plan meets or exceeds
the objectives of the minimum standards;
(c) Set forth necessary administrativeprovisions;and
(d) Establish procedures for the collection and administration of forest
practicefees as set forth by this chapter.
Forestpractices ((regulations))raks pertainingto water quality protection
shall be ((prommtlgaed)) ado
individuallyby the boardand by the department
of ecology after they have reached agreement with respect thereto. All other
forest practices ((reglatiom))rules shall be ((promtlgated)) adopted by the
board.
Forestpractices((regulatien))rul shallbe administeredand enforced by
the department except as otherwise provided in this chapter. Such
(fregulatiom'))rules shall be ((promulgated))adopt and administeredso as to
give consideration to all purposes and policies specifically set forth in RCW
76.09.010(21.
(2) The boardshallprepareproposedforest practices ((regulation))rles.
In addition to anyforest practices((regulatios))rules relating to water quality
protection proposed by the board, the department of ecology shall prepare
proposed forest practices ((regultions)) rules relating to water quality
protection.
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Priorto initiating the rule making process, the proposed ((regmda*ien))
rules shall be submittedfor review and comments to the department offish and
wildlife and to the counties of the state. After receipt of the proposedforest
practices ((regutaiom)) rules the department of fish and wildlife and the
counties of the state shall have thirty days in which to review and submit
comments to the board,and to the department of ecology with respect to its
proposed ((regaktion))rules relating to water quality protection. After the
expiration of such thirty day period the board and the department of ecology
shalljointly hold one or more hearings on the proposed ((rutations)) rul
pursuantto chapter34.05 RCW. At such hearing(s)any county may propose
specific forest practices((regtulati)) rules relatingto problems existing within
such county. The board and the department of ecology may adopt such
proposalsif theyfind theproposals are consistent with the purposes and policies

of this chapter.
*Sec. 102 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION, Sec. 103. A new section is added to chapter 43.22 RCW
read
as follows:
to
For rules adopted after the effective date of this act, the director of the
department of labor and industries may not rely solely on a statute's statement of
intent or purpose, on the enabling provisions of the statute establishing the agency,
or on any combination of those provisions, for statutory authority to adopt any rule.
This section does not apply to rules adopted under chapter 39.12 RCW.
*Sec. 104. RCW 48.02.060 and 1947 c 79 s.02.06 are each amendedto read

as follows:
(1) The commissionershall have the authorityexpressly conferred upon him
or her by or reasonably impliedfrom the provisions of this code.
(2) The commissionershall execute his or her duties and shall enforce the
provisions of this code.
(3) The commissionermay:
(a) Make reasonablerules and regulationsfor effectuating any provision of
this code, except those relating to his or her election, qualifications, or
compensation. However, the commissioner may not adopt rules after the
effective date of this act that are based solely on this statute, or on a statute's
statement of intent or purpose. or on the enabling provisions of the statute
establishingthe agency, or any combination of those provisions, for statutory
authority to adopt any rule, except rules defining or clarifying terms in. or
procedures necessary to the implementation of a statute. No such rules and
regulationsshall be effective priorto their beingfiledfor public inspection in the
commissioner's office.
(b) Conduct investigationsto determine whether any person has violatedany
provision of this code.
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(c) Conduct examinations, investigations, hearings, in addition to those
specifically provided for, useful and properfor the efficient administrationof
any provision of this code.
*Sec. 104 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*Sec. 105. RCW 48.44.050 and 1947 c 268 s 5 are each amended to read as
follows:
The insurancecommissioner shall make reasonableregulations in aid of
the administrationof this chapter which may include, but shallnot be limited to
regulationsconcerning the maintenanceof adequate insurance,bonds, or cash
deposits, information requiredof registrants,and methods of expediting speedy
andfairpayments to claimants. However, the commissionermay not adoptrules
after the effective date of this act that are basedsolely on this section, a statute's
statement of intent or purpose, or on the enabling provisions of the statute
establishingthe agencv, or any combination of those provisions, for statutory
authority to adogt any rule. except rules defining or clarifying terms in, or
proceduresnecessary to the implementation of a statute.
*Sec. 105 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*Sec. 106. RCW 48.46.200 and 1975 1st ex.s. c 290 s 21 are each amended
to readas follows:
The commissioner may adop, in accordancewith the provisions of the
Administrative ProcedureAct, chapter 34.05 RCW, ((promulgate)) rules and
regulationsas necessary or proper to carry out the provisions of this chapter.
However, the commissioner may not adopt rules after the effective date of this
act that are based solely on this section. a statute's statement of in'eyjt or
purpose, or on the enablingprovisions of the statute establishingthe agency, or
any combination of those provisions,for statutory authority to adopt any rule.
except rules defining or clarifvin' terms in, or procedures necessary to the
implementation of a statte. Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to
prohibit the commissionerfrom requiringchanges in procedures previously
approved by ((him)) the commissioner.
*See. 106 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Sec. 107. RCW 48.30.010 and 1985 c 264 s 13 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) No person engaged in the business of insurance shall engage in unfair
methods of competition or in unfair or deceptive acts or practices in the conduct
of such business as such methods, acts, or practices are defined pursuant to
subsection (2) of this section.
(2) In addition to such unfair methods and unfair or deceptive acts or practices
as are expressly defined and prohibited by this code, the commissioner may from
time to time by regulation promulgated pursuant to chapter 34.05 RCW, define
other methods of competition and other acts and practices in the conduct of such
business reasonably found by the commissioner to be unfair or deceptive after a
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review of all comments received during the notice and comment rule-making
Meiod.
(3)(a) In defining other methods of competition and other acts and practices
in the conduct of such business to be unfair or deceptive, and after reviewing all
comments and documents received during the notice and comment rule-making
period, the commissioner shall identify his or her reasons for defining the method
of competition or other act or practice in the conduct of insurance to be unfair or
deceptive and shall include a statement outlining these reasons as part of the
adopted rule,
(b)The commissioner shall include adetailed description of facts upon which
he or she relied and of facts upon which he or she failed to rely. in defining the
method of competition or other act or practice in the conduct of insurance to be
unfair or deceptive, in the concise explanatory statement prepared under RCW
34,05.325(6).
(c) Upon appeal the superior court shall review the findings of fact upon
which the regulation isbased de novo on the record,
(4 No such regulation shall be made effective prior to the expiration of thirty
days after the date of the order by which it ispromulgated.
(((4))) (5)If the commissioner has cause to believe that any person is violating
any such regulation, the commissioner may order such person to cease and desist
therefrom. The commissioner shall deliver such order to such person direct or mail
it to the person by registered mail with return receipt requested. If the person
violates the order after expiration of ten days after the cease and desist order has
been received by him or her, he or she may be fined by the commissioner a sum
not to exceed two hundred and fifty dollars for each violation committed thereafter.
(((-S))) (6)If any such regulation is violated, the commissioner may take such
other or additional action as is permitted under the insurance code for violation of
a regulation.
PART II
RULE-MAKING REQUIREMENTS
*Sec. 201. RCW 34.05.010 and 1992 c 44 s 10 are each amended to read as
follows:
The definitions set forth in this section shall apply throughoutthis chapter,
unless the context clearly requiresotherwise.
(1) "Adjudicative proceeding" means a proceeding before an agency in
which an opportunityfor hearing before that agency is requiredby statute or
constitutional right before or after the entry of an order by the agency.
Adjudicative proceedingsalso include all cases of licensing and ratemaking in
which an applicationfor a license or rate change is denied except as limited by
RCW 66.08.150, or a license is revoked, suspended,or modified, or in which the
granting of an applicationis contested by a person having standing to contest
under the law.
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(2) "Agency" means any state board, commission, department,institution
of higher education, or officer, authorized by law to make rules or to conduct
adjudicativeproceedings, except those in the legislative orjudicialbranches, the
governor,or the attorney generalexcept to the extent otherwiserequiredby law
and any local governmental entity that may request the appointment of an
administrativelaw judge under chapter42.41 RCW.
(3) "Agency action" means licensing, the implementation or enforcement
of a statute, the adoption or application of an agency rule or order, the
imposition of sanctions,or the grantingor withholding of benefits.
Agency action does not include an agency decision regarding (a)
contractingorprocurement of goods, services, public works, and the purchase,
lease, or acquisition by any other means, including eminent domain, of real
estate, as well as all activities necessarily related to those functions, or (b)
determinationsas to the sufficiency of a showing of interestfiled in support of
a representationpetition, or mediation or conciliation of labor disputes or
arbitrationof labordisputes under a collective bargaininglaw or similarstatute,
or (c) any sale, lease, contract,or other proprietarydecision in the management
of public lands or real property interests, or (d) the granting of a license,
franchise,orpermissionfor the use of trademarks,symbols, and similarproperty
owned or controlled by the agency.
(4) "Agency head" means the individualor body of individuals in whom the
ultimate legal authority of the agency is vested by any provision of law. If the
agency head is a body of individuals,a majority of those individuals constitutes
the agency head.
(5) "De facto rule" means an issuance not adopted under PartIII of this
chanter that the agency uses to (a)subiect a person to apenafty or administrative
sanction: (b) establish. alter, or revoke a procedure, practice,or requirement
relating to agency hearings: (c) establish, alter, or revoke a qualification or
requirementrelatingto the enioyment of a benefit orprivilere conferred by law:
(d) establish, alter, or revoke a qualification or standard for the issuance,
suspension, or revocation of a license to pursue a commercial activity, trade, or
profession:or (e) establish, alter,or revoke mandatory standardsfor a product
or material that must be met before distribution or sale, The term does not
include (i) statements concerning only the internalmanaeement of an agency
and not affecting private riehts or procedures available to the public. (ii)
declaratory rulings issued under RCW 34.05.240. (iii) traffi restrictionsfor
motor vehicles, bicyclists, and pedestrians established by the secretary or
transortationor his or her desienee where notice of the restrictionsis given by
official traffic control devices, or (iv) rules of institutionsof higher education
involving standards of admission, academic advancement, academic credit,
graduation and the rranting of degrees, employment relationships, or fiscal
processes,
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(6) "Entry" of an order means the signing of the orderby allpersons who
are to sign the order,as an official act indicatingthat the order is to be effective.
(((6))) (71 "Filing"of a document that is requiredto be filed with an agency
means delivery of the document to a place designatedby the agency by rulefor
receipt of official documents, or in the absence of such designation, at the office
of the agency head.
(((-))) (& "Institutions of higher education" are the University of
Washington, Washington State University, Central Washington University,
Eastern Washington University, Western Washington University, The Evergreen
State College, the various community colleges, andthe governing boards of each
of the above, and the various colleges, divisions, departments, or offices
authorized by the governing board of the institution involved to act for the
institution, all of which are sometimes referred to in this chapter as
"institutions."
(((8))) (9) "Interpretive statement" means a written expression of the
opinion of an agency, entitledan interpretivestatement by the agency head or
its designee, as to the meaning of a statute or otherprovision of law, of a court
decision, or of an agency order.
(((9))) (10) "Issuance" means a written document of generalapplicability
issued by an agency that is availableto the public. It includes, but is not limited
to. an aeency order of adoption, bulletin, directive, olicy statement. interpretive
statement, guideline, letter, memorandum, rule. or de facto rule. "Issuance"
does not include final agency orders issued after an adjudicative proceeding
under PartIV of this chapter,tax determinationsof vrecedential value isbaedby
the departmentof revenue, documents entitled "technicalassistancedocument."
medical coverage decisions, tariffs, or permits,
(Il1(a) "License" means a franchise, permit, certification, approval,
registration,charter,or similarform of authorizationrequiredby law, but does
not include (i) a license required solely for revenue purposes, or (ii) a
certificationof an exclusive bargainingrepresentative,or similarstatus, under
a collective bargaininglaw or similar statute, or (iii)a license,franchise, or
permission for use of trademarks, symbols, and similar property owned or
controlled by the agency.
(b) "Licensing" includes the agency processrespectingthe issuance,denia4
revocation, suspension, or modification of a license.
(((40))) (U2(a) "Order," without further qualification, means a written
statement of particularapplicability that finally determines the legal rights,
duties, privileges, immunities, or other legal interests of a specific person or
persons.
(b) "Orderof adoption" means the official written statement by which an
agency adopts, amends, or repeals a rule.
(((-"-))) (13 "Party to agency proceedings," or "party" in a context so
indicating,means:
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(a)A person to whom the agency action is specifically directed; or
(b) A person named as a party to the agency proceeding or allowed to
intervene orparticipateas a party in the agency proceeding.
(((f-2))) (14) "Party to judicialreview or civil enforcement proceedings," or
"party" in a context so indicating,means:
(a) A person who files a petition for a judicialreview or civil enforcement
proceeding;or
(b) A person named as a party in a judicial review or civil enforcement
proceeding, or allowed to participateas a party in a judicial review or civil
enforcementproceeding.
(((-1-)) (5 "Person" means any individual,partnership, corporation,
association, governmental subdivision or unit thereof, or public or private
organizationor entity of any character,and includes another agency.
(((14))) (16) "Policy statement" means a written description of the current

approach of an agency, entitled a policy statement by the agency head or its
designee, to implementation of a statute or other provision of law, of a court
decision, or of an agency order, including where appropriatethe agency's
currentpractice,procedure, or method of action basedupon that approach.
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(((--))) (19) "Rule making" means the process for formulation and
adoption of a rule.
(((8))) (20)"Service," except as otherwiseprovided in this chapter, means
posting in the United States mail, properly addressed, postage prepaid, or
personal service. Service by mail is complete upon deposit in the United States
mail. Agencies may, by rule, authorize service by electronic telefacsimile
transmission, where copies are mailed simultaneously,or by commercial parcel
delivery company.
*Sec. 201 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*Sec. 202. RCW 34.05.230 and 1996 c 206 s 12 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) ((If !he adoption F _ls is .ot feasibl and pr. _tble,)) An agency may
file notice for the expedited adoption of rules in accordance with the procedures set
forth in this section for rules meeting any one of the following criteria:
(a)The proposed rules relate only to internal governmental operations that are
not subject to violation by a person:
(b) The proposed rules adopt or incorporate by reference without material
change federal statutes or regulations, Washington state statutes, rules of other
Washington state agencies, shoreline master programs other than those programs
governing shorelines of state-wide significance. or. as referenced by Washington
state law, national consensus codes that generally establish industry standards, if
the material adopted or incoMorated regulates the same subject matter and conduct
as the adopting or incorporating rule:
(c) The proposed rules only correct typographical errors. make address or
name changes, or clarify language of a rule without changing its effect:
(d)The content of the proposed rules is explicitly and specifically dictated by

statute:
(e)The proposed rules have been the subject of negotiated rule making. pilot
rule makinp, or some other process that involved substantial participation by
interested parties before the development of the proposed rule: or
(f)
The proposed rule is being amended after a review under RCW 34.05.328
or section 210 of this act.
(2) The expedited rule-making process must follow the requirements for rule
making set forth in RCW 34.05.320. except that the agency is not required to
prepare a small business economic impact statement under RCW 19.85.025. a
statement indicating whether the rule constitutes a significant legislative rule under
RCW 34.05.328(5)(c)(iii). or a significant legislative rule analysis under RCYW
34,05.328. An agency is not required to prepare statements of inquiry under RCW
34,05.3 10 or conduct a hearing for the expedited adoption of rules. The notice for
the exp ited adoption of rules must contain a statement in at least ten-point type.
that is substantially in the following form:
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NOTICE
THIS RULE IS BEING PROPOSED TO BE ADOPTED
USING AN EXPEDITED RULE-MAKING PROCESS THAT WILL
ELIMINATE THE NEED FOR THE AGENCY TO HOLD PUBLIC
HEARINGS, PREPARE A SMALL BUSINESS ECONOMIC IMPACT
STATEMENT, OR PROVIDE RESPONSES TO THE CRITERIA FOR
A SIGNIFICANT LEGISLATIVE RULE, IF YOU OBJECT TO THIS
RULE BEING ADOPTED USING THE EXPEDITED RULE-MAKING
PROCESS. YOU MUST EXPRESS YOUR OBJECTIONS IN
WRITING AND THEY MUST BE SENT TO (INSERT NAME AND
ADDRESS) AND RECEIVED BY (INSERT DATE).
(3)The agency shall send a copy of the notice of the proposed expedited rule
making to any pgrson who has requested notification of proposals for the expedited
adoption of rules or of agency rule making, as well as the joint administrative rules
review committee, within three days after its publication in the Washington State
Register. An agency may charge for the actual cost of providing a rquesting party
mailed copies of these notices. The notice of the proposed expedited rule making
must be preceded by a statement substantially in the form provided in subsection
(2) of this section, The notice must also include an explanation of the reasons the
agency believes the expedited adoption of the rule is appropriate.
(4) The code reviser shall publish the text of all rules proposed for expedited
adoption along with the notice required in this section in a separate section of the
Washington State Register. Once the text of the proposed rules has been published
in the Washington State Register. the only changes that an agency may make in the
text of these proposed rules before their final adoption are to correct typographical
errors.
(5)Any person may file a written objection to the exoedited adoption of a rule.
The objection must be filed with the agency rules coordinator within forty-five
days after the notice of the proposed expedited rule making has been published in
the Washington State Register. A person who has filed a written objection to the
expedited adoption of a rule may withdraw the objection,
(6) If no written objections to the expedited adoption of a rule are filed with
the agency within forty-five days after the notice of proposed expedited rule
making is published, or if all objections that have been filed are withdrawn by the
persons filing the obiections, the agency may enter an order adopting the rule
without further notice or a public hearing. The order must be published in the
manner required by this chapter for any other agency order adopting, amending.
or repealing a rule,.
(7) If a written notice of obiection to the expedited adoption of the rule is
timely filed with the agency and is not withdrawn, the notice of proposed expedited
rule making published under this section is considered a statement of inquiry for
the purposes of RCW 34,05.3 10. and the agency may initiate further rule adoption
proceedings in accordance with this chapter.
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(8) Subsections (I) through (8) of this section expire on December 31. 2000.
£An agency is encouraged to advise the public of its current opinions,
approaches, and likely courses of action by means of ((i.trpd:',or r,.,-y
sta..t
... "
t" ."rrti and pe@--e-'"
t)) issuances Unless
adonted under Part 111 of this chanter or exempted under the definition of de
facto rule as defined in RCW 34.05.010. these issuancesare advisory only. ((To
-(-2)))

(10) A person may petition an agency ((Pr i
thec
, . ,,i.
... ..
3)
".....
p , stat...n.t..
into r k)) to adot an issuance as a rue.
Upon submission, the agency shall notify thejoint administrativerules review
committee of the petition. A person may petitionan aeency requestine the repeal
or withdrawalof an interpretive or policy statement, Within sixty days after
submission of ((a)) either tvne or petition, the agency shall either deny the
petition in writing, stating its reasonsfor the denial, or initiate rule-making
proceedingsin accordance with this chapter.
(((3))) NL1) Each agency shall maintain a roster of interested persons,
consisting of p..isons who have requested in writing to be notified of all
interpretive and policy statements issued by that agency. Each agency shall update
the roster once each year and eliminate persons who do not indicate a desire to
continue on the roster. Whenever an agency issues an interpretive or policy
statement, it shall send a copy of the statement to each person listed on the roster.
The agency may charge a nominal fie to the interested person for this service.
(((4))) (12) Whenever an agency issues an interpretive or policy statement, it
shall submit to the code reviser for publication in the Washington State Register
a statement describing the subject matter of the interpretive or policy statement,
and listing the person at the agency from whom a copy of the interpretive or policy
statement may be obtained.
i......

*Sec. 202 was partially vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*NEW SECTION, Sec. 203. A new section is added to chapter 34.05 RCW
under the subchapterheading "Part 11" to readasfollows:
In lieu of regular mail, an agency may send the contents of any notice
pertainingto rule making requiredunder this chapter by electronic mail or
facsimile mail OIrequestedin writingby the person entitled to receive the notice.
*Sec. 203 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*Sec. 204. RCW 34.05.325 and 1995 c 403 s 304 are each amended to read
as follows:
(1)The agency shall make a goodfaith effort to insurethat the information
on the proposed rulepublishedpursuantto RCW 34.05.320 accuratelyreflects
the rule to be presentedand consideredat the oral hearing on the rule. Written
comment about a proposedrule, including supportingdata, shall be accepted by
an agency if received no laterthan the time and date specified in the notice, or
such later time and date establishedat the rule-making hearing.
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(2) The agency shallprovidean opportunityfor oralcomment to be received
by the agency in a rule-making hearing.
(3) If the agency possesses equipment capable of receiving electronic mail,
telefacsimile transmissionsLor recordedtelephonic communications, the agency
((may)) shall provide in its notice of hearingfiled under RCW 34.05.320 that
interestedparties may comment on proposed rules by these means. lfthe agency
((ehoose)) is able to receive comments by these means, the notice of hearing
shallprovide instructionsfor making such comments, including, but not limited
to, appropriate telephone numbers to be used; the date and time by which
comments must be received; required methods to verify the receipt and
authenticity of the comments; and any limitations on the number of pagesfor
telefacsimile transmission or electronic mail comments and on the minutes of
tape recorded comments. The agency shall accept comments received by these
means for inclusion in the (
reco)) rule-makingfile established under
RCW 34,05,370 if the comments are made in accordance with the agency's
instructions.
(4) The agency head, a member of the agency head, or a presiding officer
designatedby the agency head shallpreside at the rule-making hearing. Rulemaking hearingsshall be open to the public. The agency shall cause a record
to be made of the hearingby stenographic, mechanical,or electronic means.
Unless the agency head presides or is present at substantially all the hearings,
the presiding official shall prepare a memorandum for considerationby the
agency head, summarizing the contents of the presentationsmade at the rulemaking hearing. The summarizing memorandum is a public document and
shall be made availableto any person in accordancewith chapter42.17 RCW.
(5) Rule-making hearings are legislative in character and shall be
reasonably conducted by the presiding official to afford interestedpersons the
opportunity to presentcomment. Rule-making hearingsmay be continuedto a
later time and place establishedon the record without publication of further
notice under RCW 34.05.320.
(6)(a) Before itfiles an adopted rule with the code reviser,an agency shall
preparea concise explanatory statement of the rule:
(i) Identifying the agency's reasonsfor adoptingthe rule;
(ii)Describingdifferences between the text of the proposedrule as published
in the register and the text of the rule as adopted,other than editing changes,
stating the reasonsfor differences; and
(iii) Summarizing all comments received regardingthe proposed rule, and
responding to the comments by category or subject matter, indicatinghow the
final rule reflects agency considerationof the comments, or why itfails to do so.
(b) The agency shall provide the concise explanatory statement to any
person upon request orfrom whom the agency received comment.
*Sec. 204 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.
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*Sec. 205. RCW 34.05.328 and 1995 c 403 s 201 are each amended to read

as follows:
(1) Before adopting a rule described in subsection (5) of this section, an
agency shall:
(a) Clearly state in detail the general goals and specific objectives of the
statute that the rule implements;
(b) Determine that the rule is needed to achieve the general goals and
specific objectives stated under (a) of this subsection, and analyze alternatives
to rule making and the consequences of not adopting the rule;
(c) Determine that the probable benefits of the rule are greater than its
probablecosts, taking into account both the qualitativeand quantitative benefits
and costs and the specific directives of the statute being implemented;
(d) Determine, after consideringalternative versions of the rule and the
analysisrequiredunder (b) and (c) of this subsection, that the rule being adopted
is the least burdensome alternativefor those requiredto comply with it that will
achieve the general goals and specific objectives stated under (a) of this
subsection;
(e) Determine that the rule does not requirethose to whom it applies to take
an action that violates requirements of anotherfederal or state law;
(1) Determine that the rule does not impose more stringentperformance
requirementson privateentities than on public entities unless requiredto do so
by federal or state law;
(g) Determine if the rule differs from any federal regulation or statute
applicableto the same activity or subject matter and, if so, determine that the
difference is justified by the following:
(i) A state statute that explicitly allows the agency to differ from federal
standards;or
(ii) Substantial evidence that the difference is necessary to achieve the
generalgoals and specific objectives stated under (a) of this subsection;and
(it) Coordinate the rule, to the maximum extent practicable, with other
federal,state, and local laws applicableto the same activity or subject matter.
(2) In making its determinationspursuantto subsection (1)(b) through (g)
of this section, the agency shallplace in the rule-makingfile documentation of
sufficient quantity and quality so as to persuade a reasonableperson that the
determinationsarejustified.
(3) Before adopting rules described in subsection (5) of this section, an
agency shallplace in the rule-makingfile a rule implementationplanfor rules
filed under each adoptingorder. The planshall describehow the agency intends
to:
(a)Implement and enforce the rule, including a description of the resources
the agency intends to use;
(b) Inform and educateaffected personsabout the rule;
(c) Promote and assist voluntary compliance; and
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(d) Evaluate whether the rule achieves the purposefor which it was adopted,
including, to the maximum extent practicable,the use of interim milestones to
assessprogress and the use of objectively measurableoutcomes.
(4) After adopting a rule described in subsection (5) of this section
regulatingthe same activity orsubject matteras anotherprovision offederal or
state law, an agency shall do all of the following:
(a) Provide to the ((&sines assista.c ceter)) departmentof communia.
trade and economic development a list citing by reference the otherfederal and
state laws that regulatethe same activity or subject matter;
(b) Coordinateimplementation and enforcement of the rule with the other
federaland state entities regulatingthe same activity or subject matter by making
every effort to do one or more of the following:
(i) Deferringto the other entity;
(i) Designatinga lead agency; or
(iii) Entering into an agreement with the other entities specifying how the
agency and entities will coordinateimplementation and enforcement.
If the agency is unable to comply with this subsection (4)(b), the agency
shall report to the legislaturepursuantto (c) of this subsection;
(c) Report to the joint administrativerules review committee:
(i) The existence of any overlap or duplicationof otherfederal or state laws,
any differences from federal law, and any known overlap, duplication, or
conflict with local laws; and
(ii) Make recommendationsfor any legislation that may be necessary to
eliminate or mitigate any adverse effects of such overlap, duplication, or
difference.
(5)(a) Except as provided in (b) of this subsection, this section applies to:
(i) Significant legislative rules of the departments of ecology, labor and
industries,health, revenue, social andhealth services, and naturalresources,the
employment security department, the forest practices board, the office of the
insurancecommissioner, and to the legislative rules of the departmentoffish
and wildlife implementing chapter 75.20 RCW; and
(ii)Any rule of any agency, if this section is voluntarily made applicableto
the rule by the agency, or is made applicable to the rule by a majority vote of the
joint administrativerules review committee within (Hm))
days of
receivingthe notice of proposed rule making under RCW 34.05.320.
(b) This section does not apply to:
(i) Emergency rules adopted under RCW 34.05.350;
(ii) Rules relatingonly to internal governmentaloperations that are not
subject to violation by a nongovernmentparty;
(iii)Rules adopting or incorporatingby reference without materialchange
federal statutes or regulations, Washington state statutes, rules of other
Washington state agencies, shoreline master programs other than those
programsgoverning shorelines ofstate-wide significance,or, as referenced by
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Washington state law, nationalconsensus codes thatgenerally establish industry
standards, if the materialadopted or incorporatedregulates the same subject
matter and conduct as the adopting or incorporatingrule;
(iv) Rules that only correct typographicalerrors, make address or name
changes, or clarify language of a rule without changing its effect;
(v) Rules the content of which is explicitly and specifically dictated by
statute; ((or))
(vi) Rules that set or adjustfees or rates pursuantto legislativestandardsL
or
(vii) Rules of the department of socialand health services relatingonly to
client medical or financialeligibility and rules concerning liability for care of
dependents.
(c) Forpurposes of this subsection:
(i) A "proceduralrule" is a rule that adopts, amends, or repeals (A) any
procedure,practice,or requirementrelating to any agency hearings; (B) any
filing or relatedprocess requirementfor making applicationto an agency for a
license or permit; or (C) any policy statement pertaining to the consistent
internaloperationsof an agency.
(ii) An "interpretive rule" is a rule, the violation of which does not subject
a person to a penalty or sanction, that sets forth the agency s interpretationof
statutory provisions it administers.
(iii) A "significantlegislative rule" is a rule other than a proceduralor
interpretive rule that (A) adopts substantive provisions of law pursuant to
delegated legislative authority,the violation of which subjects a violatorof such
rule to a penalty or sanction;(B) establishes,alters,or revokes any qualification
or standardfor the issuance,suspension,or revocation of a license orpermit; or
(C) adopts a new, or makes significant amendments to, a policy or regulatory
program.
(d) In the notice ofproposedrule making under RCW 34.05.320, an agency
shallstate whether this section appliesto the proposedrulepursuant to (a)(i) of
this subsection, or if the agency will apply this section voluntarily.
(6) By January 31, 1996, and by January31st of each even-numberedyear
thereafter, the office of financial management, after consulting with state
agencies, counties, and cities, and business, labor, and environmental
organizations,shall report to the governor and the legislature regardingthe
effects of this section on the regulatory system in this state. The report shall
document:
(a) The rules proposed to which this section applied and to the extent
possible, how compliance with this section affected the substance of the rule, if
any, that the agency ultimately adopted;
(b) The costs incurredby state agencies in complying with this section;
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(c) Any legal action maintained based upon the allegedfailure of any
agency to comply with this section, the costs to the state of such action, and the
result;
(d) The extent to which this section has adversely affected the capacity of
agenciesto fulfill their legislativelyprescribedmission;
(e) The extent to which this section has improved the acceptabilityof state
rules to those regulated; and
(/) Any other information considered by the offie offinancial management
to be useful in evaluating the effect of this section.
*Sec. 205 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION, Sec. 206. A new section is added to chapter 34.05 RCW
under the subchapter heading "Part III" to read as follows:
Each state agency shall prepare a semiannual agenda for rules under
development. The agency shall file the agenda with the code reviser for
publication in the state register not later than January 31st and July 31st of each
year. Not later than three days after its publication in the state register, the agency
shall send a copy of the agenda to each person who has requested receipt of a copy
of the agenda. The agency shall also submit the agenda to the director of financial
management, the rules review committee, and any other state agency that may
reasonably be expected to have an interest in the subject of rules that will be
developed.
*Sec. 207. RCW 34.05.350 and 1994 c 249 s 3 are each amendedto read as

follows:
(1) If an agency for good cause finds:
(a) That immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is necessary
for the preservationof the public health, safety, or general welfare, and that
observing the time requirements of notice and opportunity to comment upon
adoption of a permanentrule would be contraryto the public interest; or
(b) That state orfederal law orfederal rule or afederal deadlinefor state
receipt offederalfunds requiresimmediate adoption of a rule,
the agency may dispense with those requirementsand adopt, amend, or repeal
the rule on an emergency basis. ((T agency
s.fing
and a on,,s state t
ofc reasonsfor fi dng
.ts .l
.-' "ratedir))
- The orderfor adoption
of the emergency rule or amendmentfiled with the office of the code reviser
under RCW 34.05.380 and with the rules review committee must contain the
governor's signature apgroving the adoption of the emergency rule or
amendment if immediate adoption is found necessar for the preservationof the
general welfare. In that case, the governor shall also include a statement
explaining why the rule is necessary for that reason, For all other emerency
rules, the order of adoption must contain the agency's finding and a concise
statement of the reasons for its finding.
(2) An emergency rule adopted under this section takes effect upon filing
with the code reviser,unless a laterdate is specified in the order of adoption,and
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may not remain in effectfor longer than one hundred twenty days after filing.
Identical or substantially similar emergency rules may not be adopted in
sequence unless conditions have changed or the agency has filed notice of its
intent to adopt the rule as a permanent rule, and is actively undertaking the
appropriate procedures to adopt the rule as a permanent rule. This section does
not relieve any agency from compliance with any law requiring that its
permanent rules be approved by designated persons or bodies before they become
effective.
(3) Within seven days after the rule is adopted, any person may petition the
governor requesting the immediate repeal of a rule adopted on an emergency
basis by any department listed in RCW 43.17.010. Within seven days after
submission of the petition, the governor shall either deny the petition in writing,
stating his or her reasons for the denial, or order the immediate repeal of the
rule. In ruling on the petition, the governor shall consider only whether the
conditions in subsection (1) of this section were met such that adoption of the
rule on an emergency basis was necessary. If the governor orders the repeal of
the emergency rule, any sanction imposed based on that rule is void. This
subsection shall not be construed to prohibit adoption of any rule as a
permanent rule.
((4In adoping an emergency y,,, Me-ageny shag
-ithcom.pl
seei
I of
,',~act
-dc a wriffea explanatio for its lflre to do s.))
*Sec. 207 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Sec. 208. RCW 34.05.354 and 1995 c 403 s 701 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) Not later than ((jutne 3 h)) April 1st or October 1st of each year, each
agency shall submit to the code reviser, according to procedures and time lines
established by the code reviser, rules that it determines should be repealed by the
expedited repeal procedures provided for in this section. An agency shall file a
copy of a preproposal notice of inquiry, as provided in RCW 34.05.310(1), that
identifies the rule as one that is proposed for expedited repeal.
(2)An agency may propose the expedited repeal of rules meeting one or more
of the following criteria:
(a) The statute on which the rule is based has been repealed and has not been
replaced by another statute providing statutory authority for the rule;
(b)The statute on which the rule is based has been declared unconstitutional
by a court with jurisdiction, there is a final judgment, and no statute has been
enacted to replace the unconstitutional statute;
(c) The rule is no longer necessary because of changed circumstances; or
(d)Other rules of the agency or of another agency govern the same activity as
the rule, making the rule redundant.
(3)The agency shall also send a copy of the preproposal notice of inquiry to
any person who has requested notification of copies of proposals for the expedited
repeal of rules or of agency rule making. The preproposal notice of inquiry shall
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include a statement that any person who objects to the repeal of the rule must file
a written objection to the repeal within thirty days after the preproposal notice of
inquiry is published. The notice of inquiry shall also include an explanation of the
reasons the agency believes the expedited repeal of the rule is appropriate.
(4)The code reviser shall publish all rules proposed for expedited repeal in a
separate section of aregular edition of the Washington state register or in a special
edition of the Washington state register. The publication shall be not later than
((:hly)) M-q 31st or November 30th of each year, or in the first register published
after that date.
(5)Any person may file a written objection to the expedited repeal of a rule.
The notice shall be filed with the agency rules coordinator within thirty days after
the notice of inquiry has been published in the Washington state register. The
written objection need not state any reason for objecting to the expedited repeal of
the rule.
(6)If no written objections to the expedited repeal of a rule are filed with the
agency within thirty days after the preproposal notice of inquiry ispublished, the
agency may enter an order repealing the rule without further notice or an
opportunity for a public hearing. The order shall be published in the manner
required by this chapter for any other order of the agency adopting, amending, or
repealing a rule. If a written objection to the expedited repeal of the rule is filed
with the agency within thirty days after the notice of inquiry has been published,
the preproposal notice of inquiry published pursuant to this section shall be
considered apreproposal notice of inquiry for the purposes of RCW 34.05.310(1)
and the agency may initiate rule adoption proceedings in accordance with the
provisions of this chapter.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 209. The legislature finds that rules existing as of the
effective date of this act may be unclear or difficult to understand; written or being
implemented in a way that does not conform with the intent of the legislature as
expressed by the statute that the rule implements; duplicative of, inconsistent with,
or in conflict with other state, federal, or local rules or statutes; excessively costly
or outdated in the methods prescribed; unauthorized because the authorizing statute
has since been repealed or amended; or no longer necessary to meet the purposes
of the statute that it implements. The legislature further finds that the review of
existing rules is a critical undertaking that is necessary to address these and other
deficiencies.
The legislature acknowledges the special nature of the relationship between
the legislative and executive branches of government, the cooperation between
both of which isessential to the just and efficient administration of the laws of this
state.
The legislature further acknowledges the governor's Executive Order 97-02,
which provides for executive review of existing rules of agencies the heads of
which are appointed by and serve at the pleasure of the governor. The legislature
encourages not only these but all agencies to establish a formal and expeditious
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process for the review of existing rules in consideration of the aforementioned
deficiencies in the rules of all state agencies and their interactions with each other.
*NEW SECTION, Sec. 210. A new section is added to chapter34.05 RCW
under the subchapter heading "Part iP to read asfollows:
(1) No rule, adopted by any agency after the effective date of this act, is
effectivefor more than seven years after the rule is adopted, unless the rule has
been reviewed under the procedure in this subsection. An agency shall review
a rule to evaluate:
(a) Achievement of the goals and objectives of the rule;
(b)Technological changes that impact the implementation of or compliance
with the rule;
(c)Controversy surrounding the implementation or enforcement of the rule,
stating the nature of the controversy;
(d) The outcome of any court challenges to the validity of the rule or its
authority to draft the rule;
(e)Actual costs or changes undergone by the regulated community; and
(J)
Laws or other rules passed since the rule was adopted that are in conflict,
impact its implementation, or render the rule obsolete.
The agency shall place in a rules review file documentation sufficient to
show that the agency conducted the review under this section.
(2) Those rules certified to the legislature by the governor to have
undergone executive rules review by July 31, 2001, are subject to review under
subsection (1) of this section beginning July 31, 2001, and may be effective for
no more than seven years after that date unless so reviewed.
*Sec. 210 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Sec. 211. RCW 82.32.410 and 1991 c 330 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) The director may designate certain written determinations as precedents.
(a) By rule adopted pursuant to chapter 34.05 RCW, the director shall adopt
criteria which he or she shall use to decide whether a determination is precedential.
These criteria shall include, but not be limited to, whether the determination
clarifies an unsettled interpretation of Title 82 RCW or where the determination
modifies or clarifies an earlier interpretation.
(b) Written determinations designated as precedents by the director shall be
indexed by subiect matter, The determinations and indexes shall be made available
for public inspection and shall be published by the department.
(c) The department shall disclose any written determination upon which it
relies to support any assessment of tax, interest, or penalty against such taxpayer,
after making the deletions provided by subsection (2) of this section.
(2) Before making a written determination available for public inspection
under subsection (1) of this section, the department shall delete:
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(a) The names, addresses, and other identifying details of the person to whom
the written determination pertains and of another person identified in the written
determination; and
(b) Information the disclosure of which is specifically prohibited by any
statute applicable to the department of revenue, and the department may also delete
other information exempted from disclosure by chapter 42.17 RCW or any other
statute applicable to the department of revenue.
Sec. 212. RCW 19.85.025 and 1995 c 403 s 401 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) Unless an agency receives a written objection to the expedited repeal of a
rule, this chapter does not apply to a rule proposed for expedited repeal pursuant
to RCW 34.05.354. If an agency receives a written objection to expedited repeal
of the rule, this chapter applies to the rule-making proceeding.
(2) This chapter does not apply to a rule proposed for expedited adoption
under RCW 34.05.230 (1) throu2h (8). unless a written objection is timely filed
with the agency and the objection is not withdrawn,
(3) This chapter does not apply to the adoption of a rule described in RCW
34.05.310(4).
(((3))) (4 An agency is not required to prepare a separate small business
economic impact statement under RCW 19.85.040 if it prepared an analysis under
RCW 34.05.328 that meets the requirements of a small business economic impact
statement, and if the agency reduced the costs imposed by the rule on small
business to the extent required by RCW 19.85.030(3). The portion of the analysis
that meets the requirements of RCW 19.85.040 shall be filed with the code reviser
and provided to any person requesting it in lieu of a separate small business
economic impact statement.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 213. (1) The legislature finds that there are state rules
on the same subject adopted by more than one state agency. The legislature further
finds that this situation places an undue hardship on those regulated by rules issued
by more than one state agency on the same subject since the regulated individuals
must determine what the combined requirements of the rules from the multiple
agencies are and how to comply with the requirements of one agency without
violatiig the requirements of another agency.
(2) The governor or his or her designee shall present to the legislature a plan
for the design and implementation of a pilot project on a single subject for the
consolidation of all rules adopted by any state agency that regulate that same
activity or subject matter. The goal of the pilot project is to consolidate these rules
into one rule or set of rules that will be the sole and conclusive source of all
regulation affecting that activity or subject matter.
The governor or his or her designee shall present the plan for the pilot project
to the legislature no later than November 30, 1997.
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PART III
JUDICIAL REVIEW
*Sec. 301. RCW 34.05.570 and 1995 c 403 s 802 are each amended to read

as follows:
(1) Generally. Except to the extent that this chapter or another statute
provides otherwise:
(a) Except as provided in subsection (2) of this section, the burden of
demonstratingthe invalidity of agency action is on the party assertinginvalidity;
(b) The validity of agency action shall be determined in accordancewith the
standards of review provided in this section, as applied to the agency action at
the time it was taken;
(c) The court shall make a separateand distinct ruling on each material
issue on which the court's decision is based; and
(d) The court shallgrantrelief only if it determines that a person seeking
judicialreliefhas been substantiallyprejudicedby the action complainedof.
(2) Review of rules. (a) A rule may be reviewed by petitionfor declaratory
judgment filedpursuantto this subsection or in the context of any other review
proceedingunder this section. In an action challengingthe validity of a rule, the
agency shall be made a party to the proceeding.
(b) The validity of any rule may be determined upon petition for a
declaratoryjudgment addressedto the superiorcourt of Thurston county, when
it appearsthat the rule, or its threatenedapplication,interferes with or impairs
or immediately threatensto interfere with or impair the legalrights orprivileges
of the petitioner. When the validity of a rule is challenged. after the petitioner
has identified the defects in the rule, the burden of going forward with the
evidence is on the arencv. The declaratoryjudgment order may be entered
whether or not the petitionerhas first requested the agency to pass upon the
validity of the rule in question.
(c) In a proceeding involving review of a rule, the court shall declare the
rule invalidonly if itfinds that: The rule violates constitutionalprovisions; the
rule exceeds the statutory authorityof the agency; the rule was adopted without
compliance with statutory rule-makingprocedures;or the rule is arbitraryand
capricious.
(3) Review of agency orders in adjudicativeproceedings. The court shall
grant relief from an agency order in an adjudicative proceeding only if it
determines that:
(a) The order, or the statute or rule on which the order is based, is in
violation of constitutionalprovisions on itsface or as applied;
(b) The order is outside the statutory authorityorjurisdiction of the agency
conferred by any provision of law;
(c) The agency has engaged in unlawful procedure or decision-making
process, or has failed to follow aprescribedprocedure;
(d) The agency has erroneously interpretedor appliedthe law;
[25451
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(e) The order is not supportedby evidence that is substantialwhen viewed
in light of the whole recordbefore the court, which includes the agency record
for judicial review, supplemented by any additionalevidence received by the
court under this chapter;
(f) The agency has not decided all issues requiringresolution by the agency;
(g) A motion for disqualificationunder RCW 34.05.425 or 34.12.050 was
made and was improperlydenied or, if no motion was made, facts are shown to
supportthe grantof such a motion that were not known and were not reasonably
discoverable by the challengingparty at the appropriatetimefor making such
a motion;
(h) The order is inconsistent with a rule of the agency unless the agency
explains the inconsistency by statingfacts and reasons to demonstrate a rational
basisfor inconsistency; ((or))
(i) The orderis arbitraryor capricious.or
i)LThe orderis based on a de facto rule.
(4)Review of other agency action.
(a) All agency action not reviewable under subsection (2) or (3) of this
section shall be reviewed under this subsection.
(b) A person whose rights are violated by an agency'sfailure to perform a
duty that is required by law to be performed may file a petition for review
pursuant to RCW 34.05.514, seeking an order pursuant to this subsection
requiring performance. Within twenty days after service of the petition for
review, the agency shallfile and serve an answer to the petition, made in the
same manner as an answer to a complaint in a civil action. The court may hear
evidence, pursuantto RCW 34.05.562, on materialissues of fact raisedby the
petition and answer.
(c) Relief for persons aggrieved by the performance of an agency action,
including the exercise of discretion,or an action under (b) of this subsection can
be granted only if the court determines that the action is:
(i) Unconstitutional;
(ii) Outsidethe statutory authorityof the agency or the authority conferred
by a provision of law;
(iii)Arbitrary or capricious;((or))
(iv) Taken by persons who were not properlyconstituted as agency officials
lawfully entitled to take such action. or
(v) Based on a de facto rule.
*Sec. 301 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Sec. 302. RCW 34.05.534 and 1995 c 403 s 803 are each amended to read as
follows:
A person may file a petition for judicial review under this chapter only after
exhausting all administrative remedies available within the agency whose action
is being challenged, or available within any other agency authorized to exercise
administrative review, except:
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(1) A petitioner for judicial review of a rule need not have participated in the
rule-making proceeding upon which that rule is based, have petitioned for its
amendment or repeal, have petitioned the ioint administrative rules review
committee for its review, or have appealed a petition for amendment or repeal to
the governor;
(2) A petitioner for judicial review need not exhaust administrative remedies
to the extent that this chapter or any other statute states that exhaustion is not
required; or
(3)The court may relieve a petitioner of the requirement to exhaust any or all
administrative remedies upon a showing that:
(a) The remedies would be patently inadequate;
(b) The exhaustion of remedies would be futile; or
(c) The grave irreparable harm that would result from having to exhaust
administrative remedies would clearly outweigh the public policy requiring
exhaustion of administrative remedies.
*Sec. 303. RCW 48.04.010 and 1990 1st ex.s. c 3 s I are each amended to
read as follows:
(1) The commissioner may hold a hearingfor any purpose within the scope
of this code as he or she may deem necessary. The commissionershall hold a
hearing:
(a) Ifrequiredby any provision of this code; or
(b) Upon written demandfor a hearingmade by any person aggrieved by
any act, threatened act, orfailure of the commissionerto act, if such failure is
deemed an act under any provision of this code, or by any report,promulgation,
or order of the commissioner other than an order on a hearingof which such
person was given actual notice or at which such person appearedas a party, or
orderpursuant to the orderon such hearing.
(2) Any such demand for a hearing shall specify in what respects such
person is so aggrievedand the grounds to be relied upon as basisfor the relief
to be demanded at the hearing.
(3) Unless a person aggrieved by a written order of the commissioner
demands a hearing thereon within ninety days after receiving notice of such
order,or in the case of a licensee under Title 48 RCW within ninety days after
the commissionerhas mailed the orderto the licensee at the most recent address
shown in the commissioner's licensing recordsfor the licensee, the rightto such
hearingshall conclusively be deemed to have been waived.
(4) If a hearing is demanded by a licensee whose license has been
temporarilysuspendedpursuantto RCW 48.17.540, the commissionershall hold
such hearingdemanded within thirty days after receipt of the demand or within
thirty days of the effective date of a temporary license suspension issued after
such demand, unless postponedby mutual consent.
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(5) A hearing held under this section must be conducted by an
administrativelaw judge unless the person demanding the hearing agrees in
writing to have an employee of the commissionerconduct the hearing,
*Sec. 303 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*Sec. 304. RCW 34.12.040 and 1981 c 67 s 4 are each amended to read as

follows:
(1) Except as provided in subsection (2) of this section, whenever a state
agency conducts a hearingwhich is not presidedover by officials of the agency
who are to render the final decision, the hearing shall be conducted by an
administrative law judge assigned under this chapter. In assigning
administrative law judges, the chief administrativelaw judge shall wherever
practical(((1))) (al use personnel having expertise in the field or subject matter
of the hearing,and (((-))) ( assign administrativelawjudges primarilyto the
hearings of particularagencies on a long.term basis.
(2) An employee of the office of the insurancecommissioner may conduct
a hearingas provided in RCW 48,04,010(5).
*Sec. 304 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

PART IV
LEGISLATIVE REVIEW
*Sec. 401. RCW 34.05.630 and 1996 c 318 s 4 are each amended to read as
follows:

(1) All ((ils reqired to be filed perstiant to R60V 3.05.380, ate
.ege.
cy .. es
.dopedp.rsn
to R
4A. 5.350,)) issuancesare subject to
selective review by the legislature.
(2) ((Aagency .poly ad i.t.peiv st e...e.t are.
. s-e..
to
-le-"-'review by ther legislatunr-,
"-(-))) If the rules review committee finds by a majority vote of its members:
(a) That an existing rule is not within the intent of the legislatureas expressed
by the statute ((whieh)) thatthe rule implements, (b) that the rule has not been
adopted in accordance with allapplicableprovisions of law, or (c) thatan agency
issuanceis((Usig
.. spiy
or i "rpete statem-.
.
"- 'p-k ) a de facto rule,
the agency affected shall be notified of such finding and the reasons therefor.
Within thirty days of the receipt of the rules review committee's notice, the
agency shallfile notice of a hearingon the rules review committee'sfinding with
the code reviser and mail notice to allpersons who have made timely request of
the agency for advance notice of its rule-making proceedings as provided in
RCW 34.05.320. The agency's notice shall include the rules review committee's
findings and reasons therefor,and shall be published in the Washington state
registerin accordance with the provisions of chapter34.08 RCW.
(((4))) 1 The agency shall considerfully all written and oral submissions
regarding(a) whether the rule in question is within the intent of the legislature
as expressed by the statute ((whieh)) that the rule implements, (b) whether the
rule was adopted in accordance with all applicableprovisions of law, or (c)
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*Sec. 401 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*Sec. 402. RCW 34.05.640 and 1996 c 318 s 5 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) Within seven days of an agency hearing held after notification of the
agency by the rules review committee pursuant to RCW 34.05.620 or 34.05.630,
the affected agency shall notify the committee of its intended action on a
proposed or existing rule or issuance to which the committee objected ((or-oneom m.,
f jefinding of he age F.
to
.s.fa.nre
dopt i.....)).
(2)If the rules review committee finds by a majority vote of its members: (a)
That the proposed or existing rule in question will not be modified, amended,
withdrawn, or repealed by the agency so as to conform with the intent of the
legislature, (b) that an existing rule was not adopted in accordance with all
applicable provisions of law, or (c)that the agency will not modify or withdraw
a de facto rule, or replace ((,....
poliy infterprc:ie'yestacn,)) ft with a rule,
the rules review committee may, within thirty days from notification by the
agency of its intended action, file with the code reviser notice of its objections
together with a concise statement of the reasons therefor. Such notice and
statement shall also be provided to the agency by the rules review committee.
(3) If the rules review committee makes an adverse finding regarding an
existing rule under subsection (2)(a) or (b) of this section or a de facto rule
under subsection (2)(c) of this section, the committee may, by a majority vote of
its members, recommend suspension of the rule. Within seven days ofsuch vote
the committee shall transmit to the appropriate standing committees of the
legislature, the governor, the code reviser, and the agency written notice of its
objection and recommended suspension and the concise reasons therefor.
Within thirty days of receipt of the notice, the governor shall transmit to the
committee, the code reviser, and the agency written approval or disapproval of
the recommended suspension. If the suspension is approved by the governor, it
iseffective from the date of that approval and continues until ninety days after
the expiration of the next regular legislative session.
(4) The code reviser shall publish transmittals from the rules review
committee or the governor issued pursuant to subsection (2)or (3)of this section
in the Washington state register and shall publish in the next supplement and
compilation of the Washington Administrative Code a reference to the
committee's objection or recommended suspension and the governor's action on
it and to the issue of the Washington state register in which the full text thereof
appears. If the transmittal relates to a de facto rule, the code reviser shall
publish the reference within the Washington State Register and the Washington
Administrative Code in a location that addresses the most relevant subject
matter,.
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(5) The reference shall be removed from a rule published in the
Washington Administrative Code if a subsequent adjudicatory proceeding
determines that the rule is within the intent of the legislature or was adopted in
accordance with all applicable laws, whichever was the objection of the rules
review committee.
*Sec. 402 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*Sec, 403. RCW 34.05.655 and 1996 c 318 s 7 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) Any person may petition the rules review committee for a review of a
proposed or existing rule or ((4 poly or intrpgive at ment) other issuance.
Within thirty days of the receipt of the petition, the rules review committee shall
acknowledge receipt of the petition and describe any initial action taken. If the
rules review committee rejects the petition, a written statement of the reasons for
rejection shall be included.
(2) A person may petition the rules review committee under subsection (1)
of this section requesting review of an existing rule only if the person has
petitioned the agency to amend or repeal the rule under RCW 34.05.330(1) and
such petition was denied.
(3)A petition for review of a rule under subsection (1) of this section shall:
(a) Identify with specificity the proposed or existing rule to be reviewed;
(b)Identify the specific statute identified by the agency as authorizing the
rule, the specific statute which the rule interprets or implements, and, if
applicable, the specific statute the department is alleged not to have followed in
adopting the rule;
(c) State the reasons why the petitioner believes that the rule is not within
the intent of the legislature, or that its adoption was not or is not in accordance
with law, and provide documentation to support these statements;
(d) Identify any known judicial action regarding the rule or statutes
identified in the petition.
A petition to review an existing rule shall also include a copy of the agency's
denial of a petition to amend or repeal the rule issued under RCW 34.05.330(1)
and, if available, a copy of the governor's denial issued under RCW
34.05.330(3).
(4) A petition for review of ((o4 cy o- i...
.ti..
t.r.wt)) an issuance
other than a proposed or existing rule under subsection (1) of this section shall:
(a) Identify the specific ((sktemeno) issuance to be reviewed;
(b) let--,
Me s..
s.tatut ..wh
M ...
rule t-e ..... s or ip --.. nt-.
----- ))) State the reasons why the petitioner believes that the ((statement))
issuance meets the definition of a de facto rule under RCW 34.05.010 ((and
should hae been adopted aeeording to the proedures- ofthitthapte));
(((d))) (c Identify any known judicial action regarding the ((statememt))
issuance or statutes identified in the petition.
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(5) Within ninety days of receipt of the petition, the rules review committee
shall make a final decision on the rule or other issuancefor which the petition
for review was not previously rejected.
*Sec. 403 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*Sec. 404. RCW 34.05.660 and 1988 c 288 s 606 are each amended to read
as follows:
(1) Except as provided in subsection (2) of this section, it is the express
policy of the legislature that establishment of procedures for review of
administrativerules by the legislatureand the notice of objection required by
RCW 34.05.630(2) and 34.05.640(2) in no way serves to establish a presumption
as to the legality or constitutionality of a rule in any subsequent judicial
proceedings interpretingsuch rules.
(2) If the joint administrativerules review committee recommends to the
governorthat an existing rule be suspendedbecause it does not conform with the
intent of the legislatureor was not adopted in accordancewith all applicable
provisions of law, the recommendation establishes a rebuttablepresumption in
a proceeding challenging the validity of the rule that the rule is invalid. The
burden of demonstratingthe validity of the rule is then on the adoptinragency.
*Sec. 404 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

PART V
FEES AND EXPENSES
*Sec. 501. RCW 4.84.340 and 1995 c 403 s 902 are each amended to read
as follows:
Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the definitions in this section
apply throughout RCW 4.84.340 through 4.84.360.
(1) "Agency" means any state board,commission, department,institution
of higher education, or officer, authorizedby law to make rules or to conduct
adjudicativeproceedings, except those in the legislative orjudicial branches, the
governor,or the attorney generalexcept to the extent otherwise requiredby law.
(2) "Agency action" means agency action as defined by chapter34.05 RCW.
(3) "Fees and other expenses" includes the reasonableexpenses of expert
witnesses, the reasonablecost of a study, analysis,engineering report, test, or
project that is found by the court to be necessaryfor the preparationof the
party's case, and reasonableattorneys'fees. Reasonableattorneys 'fees shall be
based on the prevailing market rates for the kind and quality of services
furnished, except that (a) no expert witness shall be compensated at a rate in
excess of the highest rates of compensationfor expert witnesses paidby the state
of Washington, and (b) attorneys'fees shall not be awarded in excess of one
hundredfifty dollarsper hour unless the court determines that an increasein the
cost of living or a specialfactor, such as the limited availability of qualified
attorneysfor the proceedings involved,justifies a higherfee.
(4) "Judicialreview" means (a,,.d
r
as.d,,__, by.f.ned
c...ap.; 30 5
RC-W)) review of an agency action in the superiorcourt and courts of apneal.
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(5) "Qualified party" means (a) an individual whose net worth did not
exceed ((one)) two million dollars at the time the initial petition for judicial
review was filed or (b) a sole owner of an unincorporated business, or a
partnership, corporation, association, or organization whose net worth did not
exceed ((five)) seven million dollars at the time the initial petition for judicial
review was filed, except that an organization described in section 501(c)(3) of the
federal Lnternal Revenue Code of 1954 as exempt from taxation under section
501(a) of the code and a cooperative association as defined in section 15(a) of
the AgriculturalMarketing Act (12 U.S.C. 1141J(a)), may be aparty regardless
of the net worth of such organization or cooperative association.
*Sec. 501 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*Sec. 502. RCW 4.84.350 and 1995 c 403 s 903 are each amended to read
asfollows:
(1) Except as otherwise specifically provided by statute, a court shall award
a qualified party that prevails in a judicial review of an agency action fees and
other expenses incurred in the judicial review, including reasonable attorneys'
fees, unless the court finds that (te agcy -- "eowas sto .... -,..stfi d r
that)) circumstances make an award grossly unjust. A qualified party shall be
considered to have prevailed if the qualified party obtained relief on a significant
issue that achieves some benefit that the qualified party sought.
(2) The amount awarded a qualified party under subsection (1) of this
section shall not exceed ((tweniy-fiy)) fifty thousand dollars for the fees and
other expenses incurred in superior court, and fift thousand dollars for the fees
and other expenses incurred in each court ofanealto a maximum ofseventyfive thousand dollars. Subsection (1) of this section shall not apply unless all
parties challenging the agency action are qualified parties. If two or more
qualified parties join in an action, the award in total shall not exceed ((twentyfie)) Jit thousand dollars in the superior court and fifty thousand dollars in
each court of aneal to a maximum of seventy-five thousand dollars. The court,
in its discretion, may reduce the amount to be awarded pursuant to subsection
(1)of this section, or deny any award, to the extent that a qualifiedparty during
the course of the proceedings engaged in conduct that unduly or unreasonably
protracted the final resolution of the matter in controversy.
*Sec. 502 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*Sec. 503. RCW 4.84.360 and 1995 c 403 s 904 are each amended to read
asfollows:
Fees and other expenses awarded under RCW 4.84.340 and 4.84.350 shall
be paid by the agency over which the party prevails from operating funds
appropriated to the agency within ((shy-dayt)) thirty days of the decision of a
superior court or court of appeal. The fees and other expenses must be paid
from moneys appropriatedto the agency for administration and suport services
and not out of moneys for program activities or service delivery if the operating
budget or budeet notes separately designate administration and support services.
[ 2552 ]
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Agencies paying fees and other expenses pursuant to RCW 4.84.340 and
4.84.350 shall report allpayments to the office offinancial management within
five days of paying the fees and other expenses. Fees and other expenses
awarded by the court shall be subject to the provisions of chapter 39.76 RCW
and shall be deemed payable on the date the court announces the award.
*Sec. 503 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

PART VI
MISCELLANEOUS
Sec. 601. RCW 42.17.260 and 1995 c 397 s 11 and 1995 c 341 s I are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
(1) Each agency, in accordance with published rules, shall make available for
public inspection and copying all public records, unless the record falls within the
specific exemptions of subsection (6) of this section, RCW 42.17.310, 42.17.315,
or other statute which exempts or prohibits disclosure of specific information or
records. To the extent required to prevent an unreasonable invasion of personal
privacy interests protected by RCW 42.17.310 and 42.17.315, an agency shall
delete identifying details in a manner consistent with RCW 42.17.310 and
42.17.315 when it makes available or publishes any public record; however, in
each case, the justification for the deletion shall be explained fully in writing.
(2) For informational purposes, each agency shall publish and maintain a
current list containing every law, other than those listed in this chapter, that the
agency believes exempts or prohibits disclosure of specific information or records
of the agency. An agency's failure to list an exemption shall not affect the efficacy
of any exemption.
(3)Each local agency shall maintain and make available for public inspection
and copying a current index providing identifying information as to the following
records issued, adopted, or promulgated after January 1, 1973:
(a) Final opinions, including concurring and dissenting opinions, as well as
orders, made in the adjudication of cases;
(b)Those statements of policy and interpretations of policy, statute, and the
Constitution which have been adopted by the agency;
(c) Administrative staff manuals and instructions to staff that affect a member
of the public;
(d) Planning policies and goals, and interim and final planning decisions;
(e) Factual staff reports and studies, factual consultant's reports and studies,
scientific reports and studies, and any other factual information derived from tests,
studies, reports, or surveys, whether conducted by public employees or others; and
(f) Correspondence, and materials referred to therein, by and with the agency
relating to any regulatory, supervisory, or enforcement responsibilities of the
agency, whereby the agency determines, or opines upon, or is asked to determine
or opine upon, the rights of the state, the public, a subdivision of state government,
or of any private party.
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(4) A local agency need not maintain such an index, if to do so would be
unduly burdensome, but it shall in that event:
(a)Issue and publish a formal order specifying the reasons why and the extent
to which compliance would unduly burden or interfere with agency operations; and
(b)Make available for public inspection and copying all indexes maintained
for agency use.
(5) Each state agency shall, by rule, establish and implement a system of
indexing for the identification and location of the following records:
(a) All records issued before July 1, 1990, for which the agency has
maintained an index;
(b) Final orders entered after June 30, 1990, that are issued in adjudicative
proceedings as defined in RCW 34.05.010(((--))) and that contain an analysis or
decision of substantial importance to the agency in carrying out its duties;
(c)Declaratory orders entered after June 30, 1990, that are issued pursuant to
RCW 34.05.240 and that contain an analysis or decision of substantial importance
to the agency in carrying out its duties;
(d) Interpretive statements as defined in RCW 34.05.010(((8))) that were
entered after June 30, 1990; and
(e)Policy statements as defined in RCW 34.05.010(((4))) that were entered
after June 30, 1990.
Rules establishing systems of indexing shall include, but not be limited to,
requirements for the form and content of the index, its location and availability to
the public, and the schedule for revising or updating the index. State agencies that
have maintained indexes for records issued before July 1, 1990, shall continue to
make such indexes available for public inspection and copying. Information in
such indexes may be incorporated into indexes prepared pursuant to this
subsection. State agencies may satisfy the requirements of this subsection by
making available to the public indexes prepared by other parties but actually used
by the agency in its operations. State agencies shall make indexes available for
public inspection and copying. State agencies may charge a fee to cover the actual
costs of providing individual mailed copies of indexes.
(6)A public record may be relied on, used, or cited as precedent by an agency
against aparty other than an agency and it may be invoked by the agency for any
other purpose only if(a)It has been indexed in an index available to the public; or
(b) Parties affected have timely notice (actual or constructive) of the terms
thereof.
(7) Each agency shall establish, maintain, and make available for public
inspection and copying astatement of the actual per page cost or other costs, if any,
that it charges for providing photocopies of public records and astatement of the
factors and manner used to determine the actual per page cost or other costs, if any.
(a)In determining the actual per page cost for providing photocopies of public
records, an agency may include all costs directly incident to copying such public
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records including the actual cost of the paper and the per page cost for use of
agency copying equipment. In determining other actual costs for providing
photocopies of public records, an agency may include all costs directly incident to
shipping such public records, including the cost of postage or delivery charges and
the cost of any container or envelope used.
(b) In determining the actual per page cost or other costs for providing copies
of public records, an agency may not include staff salaries, benefits, or other
general administrative or overhead charges, unless those costs are directly related
to the actual cost of copying the public records. Staff time to copy and mail the
requested public records may be included in an agency's costs.
(8) An agency need not calculate the actual per page cost or other costs it
charges for providing photocopies of public records if to do so would be unduly
burdensome, but in that event: The agency may not charge in excess of fifteen
cents per page for photocopies of public records or for the use of agency equipment
to photocopy public records and the actual postage or delivery charge and the cost
of any container or envelope used to mail the public records to the requestor.
(9) This chapter shall not be construed as giving authority to any agency, the
office of the secretary of the senate, or the office of the chief clerk of the house of
representatives to give, sell or provide access to lists of individuals requested for
commercial purposes, and agencies, the office of the secretary of the senate, and
the office of the chief clerk of the house of representatives shall not do so unless
specifically authorized or directed by law: PROVIDED, HOWEVER, That lists
of applicants for professional licenses and of professional licensees shall be made
available to those professional associations or educational organizations recognized
by their professional licensing or examination board, upon payment of a reasonable
charge therefor: PROVIDED FURTHER, That such recognition may be refused
only for a good cause pursuant to a hearing under the provisions of chapter 34.05
RCW, the Administrative Procedure Act.
*Sec. 602. RCW 51.04.030 and 1994 c 164 s'25 are each amended to read
as follows:

The directorshall supervisethe providing of prompt and efficient care and
treatment, including care provided by physician assistants governed by the
provisions of chapters 18.57A and 18.71A RCW, acting under a supervising
physician, and includingchiropracticcare, to workers injuredduring the course
of their employment at the least cost consistent with promptness and efficiency,
without discriminationorfavoritism, and with as great uniformity as the various
and diverse surroundingcircumstances and locations of industries will permit
and to that end shall,from time to time, establish and adopt and supervise the
administration of printed forms, rules, regulations, and practices for the
furnishing of such careand treatment: PROVIDED, That, the departmentmay
recommend to an injuredworker particularhealth care services andproviders
where specialized treatmentis indicatedor where cost effective payment levels
or rates are obtained by the department: AND PROVIDED FURTHER, That
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the department may enterinto contractsfor goods and services including, but not
limited to, durable medical equipment so long as state-wide access to quality
service is maintainedfor injured workers.
The directorshall,in consultation with interestedpersons, establish and, in
his or her discretion, periodically change as may be necessary, and make
availableafee schedule of the maximum charges to be made by any physician,
surgeon, chiropractor,hospital,druggist,physicians' assistants as defined in
chapters 18.57A and 18.71A RCW, acting under a supervisingphysician orother
agency orperson renderingservices to injured workers. The departmentshall
coordinate with other state purchasers of health care services to establish as
much consistency and uniformity in billing and coding practices as possible,
taking into account the unique requirementsanddifferences between programs.
No service covered under this title shall be charged orpaid at a rate or rates
exceeding those specified in such fee schedule, and no contractprovidingfor
greaterfees shall be valid as to the excess. The establishment of such a
schedule, exclusive of conversionfactors, does not constitute "agency action"
as used in RCW 34.05.010((())), nor does such afee schedule constitute a "de
facto rule" as used in RCW 34.05.010(((--))).
The directoror self-insurer,as the case may be, shallmake a record of the
commencement of every disabilityand the terminationthereofand, when bills
are renderedfor the care and treatmentof injured workers, shallapprove and
pay those which conform to the adopted rules, regulations, established fee
schedules, andpractices of the director and may reject any bill or item thereof
incurred in violation of the principles laid down in this section or the rules,
regulations,or the establishedfee schedules and rules and regulationsadopted
under it.
*Sec. 602 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION. Sec. 603. A new section is added to chapter 43.17 RCW
to read as follows:
(1)An agency, prior to releasing a final report or study regarding management
by a county, city, town, special purpose district, or other unit of local government
of a program delegated to the local government by the agency or for which the
agency has regulatory responsibility, shall provide copies of a draft of the report
or study at least two weeks in advance of the release of the final report or study to
the legislative body of the local government. The agency shall, at the request of
a local government legislative body, meet with the legislative body before the
release of a final report or study regarding the management of such a program.
(2) For purposes of this section, "agency" means an office, department, board,
commission, or other unit of state government, other than a unit of state
government headed by a separately elected official.
*NEW SECTION. Sec. 604. A new section is added to chapter 43.05 RCW
to read asfollows:
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When issuing a citation or other written finding that a person has violated
a statute, rule, or order, the agency shall include with the citation or other
written finding the text of the specific statute or statutes granting the agency the
authority to regulate the subject matter of the citation or other written finding.
*Sec. 604 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Sec. 605. RCW 50.13.060 and 1996 c 79 s 1 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)Governmental agencies, including law enforcement agencies, prosecuting
agencies, and the executive branch, whether state, local, or federal shall have
access to information or records deemed private and confidential under this chapter
if the information or records are needed by the agency for official purposes and:
(a)The agency submits an application in writing to the employment security
department for the records or information containing a statement of the official
purposes for which the information or records are needed and specific
identification of the records or information sought from the department; and
(b)The director, commissioner, chief executive, or other official of the agency
has verified the need for the specific information in writing either on the
application or on a separate document; and
(c) The agency requesting access has served a copy of the application for
records or information on the individual or employing unit whose records or
information are sought and has provided the department with proof of service.
Service shall be made in a manner which conforms to the civil rules for superior
court. The requesting agency shall include with the copy of the application a
statement to the effect that the individual or employing unit may contact the public
records officer of the employment security department to state any objections to
the release of the records or information. The employment security department
shall not act upon the application of the requesting agency until at least five days
after service on the concerned individual or employing unit. The employment
security department shall consider any objections raised by the concerned
individual or employing unit in deciding whether the requesting agency needs the
information or records for official purposes.
(2)The requirements of subsections (1) and (8) of this section shall not apply
to the state legislative branch. The state legislature shall have access to
information or records deemed private and confidential under this chapter, if the
legislature or a legislative committee finds that the information or records are
necessary and for official purposes. If the employment security department does
not make information or records available as provided in this subsection, the
legislature may exercise its authority granted by chapter 44.16 RCW.
(3) In cases of emergency the governmental agency requesting access shall not
be required to formally comply with the provisions of subsection (1) of this section
at the time of the request if the procedures required by subsection (I) of this section
are complied with by the requesting agency following the receipt of any records or
information deemed private and confidential under this chapter. An emergency is
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defined as a situation in which irreparable harm or damage could occur if records
or information are not released immediately.
(4) The requirements of subsection (1)(c) of this section shall not apply to
governmental agencies where the procedures would frustrate the investigation of
possible violations of criminal laws or to the release of employing unit names.
addresses, number of employees, and aggregate employer wage data for the
purpose of state governmental agencies preparing small business economic impact
statements under chapter 19.85 RCW or preparing cost-benefit analyses under
RCW 34,05,328(l)(c), Information provided by the department and held to be
private and confidential under state or federal laws must not be misused or released
to unauthorized parties. A person who misuses such information or releases such
information to unauthorized parties is subiect to the sanctions in RCW 50.13.080.
(5)Governmental agencies shall have access to certain records or information,
limited to such items as names, addresses, social security numbers, and general
information about benefit entitlement or employer information possessed by the
department, for comparison purposes with records or information possessed by the
requesting agency to detect improper or fraudulent claims, or to determine potential
tax liability or employer compliance with registration and licensing requirements.
In those cases the governmental agency shall not be required to comply with
subsection (I)(c) of this section, but the requirements of the remainder of
subsection (1) must be satisfied.
(6) Governmental agencies may have access to certain records and
information, limited to employer information possessed by the department for
purposes authorized in chapter 50.38 RCW. Access to these records and
information is limited to only those individuals conducting authorized statistical
analysis, research, and evaluation studies. Only in cases consistent with the
purposes of chapter 50.38 RCW are government agencies not required to comply
with subsection (1)(c) of this section, but the requirements of the remainder of
subsection (I) of this section must be satisfied. Information provided by the
department and held to be private and confidential under state or federal laws shall
not be misused or released to unauthorized parties subject to the sanctions in RCW
50.13.080.
(7) Disclosure to governmental agencies of information or records obtained
by the employment security department from the federal government shall be
governed by any applicable federal law or any agreement between the federal
government and the employment security department where so required by federal
law. When federal law does not apply to the records or information state law shall
control.
(8) The disclosure of any records or information by a governmental agency
which has obtained the records or information under this section is prohibited
unless the disclosure is directly connected to the official purpose for which the
records or information were obtained.
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(9)In conducting periodic salary or fringe benefit studies pursuant to law, the
department of personnel shall have access to records of the employment security
department as may be required for such studies. For such purposes, the
requirements of subsection (1)(c) of this section need not apply.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 606. The code reviser shall study the feasibility of
accepting agency rule filings in an electronic format. The study must include
consideration of the benefits to be achieved by electronic filing compared to the
costs that electronic filing would entail. The code reviser may consult with the
office of financial management, state agencies, and the general public in
conducting the study. The code reviser shall report to the legislature and the
governor by July 1, 1998, on the results of this study.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 607. Part headings used in this act do not constitute
any part of the law.
NEW SECTION. See. 608. Section 605 of this act is necessary for the
immediate preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of the state
government and its existing public institutions, and takes effect immediately.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 609. If any provision of this act or its application to
any person or circumstance is held invalid, the remainder of the act or the
application of the provision to other persons or circumstances is not affected.
Passed the House April 21, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 17, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 19, 1997, with the exception of certain items
that were vetoed.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 19, 1997.
Note: Governor's explanation of partial veto is as follows:
"Iam returning herewith, without my approval as to sections 101, 102, 104, 105, 106,
201, 202(9) and (10), 203, 204, 205, 207, 210, 301, 303, 304, 401, 402, 403, 404, 501,
502, 503, 602, and 604, Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill No. 1032 entitled:
"AN ACT Relating to regulatory reform;"
On March 25, 1997, I issued Executive Order 97-02, which set the stage for a
thorough review of agency regulations based on need, effectiveness, clarity, statutory
intent, coordination and consistency, cost, and fairness. The order also directs agencies to
review their reporting requirements for businesses and their policy and interpretive
statements and other similar documents. It was not by accident that I chose regulatory
reform as the subject of the first executive order of my administration. It is atop priority
of my office and all state agencies, and I am firmly committed to ensuring that it results
in effective and meaningful regulatory improvements throughout state government.
Despite this demonstrated commitment, the legislature chose to proceed with
legislation that in many cases does not measure up to what I consider effective and
meaningful regulatory reform. Regulatory reform should reduce inefficiencies, conflicts,
and delays in the regulatory process. It should not increase costs, cause inefficiencies, or
sacrifice continued protection of our environment and the health and safety of our citizens.
While some of the proposals in Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill 1032 meet these
goals, many do not.
I have approved a number of provisions in the bill that I hope will improve the
regulatory process. Those sections will clarify rule making authority for the Department
of Labor and Industries, improve the Insurance Commissioner's procedures for adopting
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rules governing unfair practices, and initiate an expedited rule adoption process. Other
sections that I have approved will provide better advance notice of rule making, improve
opportunities for expedited repeal of rules, encourage all state agencies to engage in a
formal rule review process, and provide greater public access to Department of Revenue
tax determinations. I have also signed sections that set the stage for possible consolidation
of agency rules on the same subject matter, remove legal ambiguities regarding judicial
review of rules. provide more local government input on state agency reports, and facilitate
the preparation of small business economic impact statements. I applaud the legislature
for initiating these improvements to the regulatory process.
However, other sections of the bill are not consistent with meaningful and effective
regulator' reform. Sections 101 and 102 would limit the authority of the Forest Practices
Board to adopt rules regarding scenic beauty. Proponents argue that these sections merely
clarify the current rule making authority of the Board and ensure that its authority is
consistent with standards applied to other agencies. In fact, these sections could well be
interpreted as a substantive reduction of Board authority and possibly jeopardize ongoing
negotiated rule making over sensitive visual impacts in the Columbia River Gorge Scenic
Area. For these reasons, I have vetoed sections 101 and 102.
Sections 104 through 106 pose similar risks to the rule making authority of the Office
of the Insurance Commissioner, by limiting the general rule making authority of that
office. In the insurance code, effective regulatory action and consumer protection depend
on a combination of specific statutory directives and general rule making authority. To
eliminate general authority, as is proposed in sections 104, 105, and 106, could
compromise the capacity of that agency to effectively regulate insurance companies, health
care service contractors, and health maintenance organizations. In addition, sections 303
and 304 require the use of administrative law judges for adjudicative proceedings within
the Office of the Insurance Commissioner. I have not been presented with sufficient
evidence that the current system has created results that were unfair to aggrieved parties.
Itappears that existing procedures are both cost-effective and efficient. For these reasons,
sections 104, 105, 106, 303, and 304 are vetoed.
Section 201 and other related sections in the bill are designed to clarify the difference
between rules and other documents that agencies issue. These sections restructure the
definition of "rule" within the Administrative Procedure Act (APA). Proponents believe
that this language would resolve problems that businesses have when agencies issue policy
statements or other documents that should be adopted as rules. I am sympathetic with
these concerns and recognize that problems do exist in this area. For that reason, in
Executive Order 97-02, 1directed agencies to review these kinds of documents with the
Attorney General's office and affected members of the regulated community, and take
appropriate corrective action. I will be monitoring that effort and will determine if
legislation is necessary in 1998.
I believe this problem can be more effectively addressed on an issue-by-issue basis,
not by a restructuring of the definition of "rule," as is proposed in this bill. Section 201
could substantially increase rule making in areas where rules may not be the best answer
for reasons of cost, timeliness and urgency of the decision, and the sheer number of
decisions that must be made in many state programs. Also, sections 202(9) and (10), 301,
401, 402, 403, and 602 contain changes that cross-reference the terms "issuance" or "de
facto rule" that are defined only in section 201. Since section 201 is vetoed, these changes
would be confusing and obsolete. For these reasons, I have vetoed sections 201, 202(9)
and (10), 301, 401,402, 403, and 602.
Section 203 would authorize agencies to send out the contents of regulatory notices
by electronic mail or fax. This was authorized inSubstitute Ilouse Bill 1323, which I have
already signed.
Section 204 mandates that agencies receive and accept comments on proposed rules
via voice mail if they have the equipment to receive comments by this method. Current
law authorizes agencies to receive comments by voice mail. This is preferable to the
mandate contained in section 204.
Section 205 requires the Department of Social and Health Services to adopt a large
portion of its rules using significant legislative rule making requirements. This provision
is identical to one contained in Substitute House Bill 1076, which I will sign. Section 205
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also provides the Joint Administrative Rules Review Committee (JARRC) with 90 days
to direct an agency to adopt rules using significant legislative rule making requirements.
If an agency completes rule making before the 90 days have elapsed, it is uncertain what
the legal effect of the rule would be if JARRC subsequently mandates that the rule should
have been adopted under these more stringent requirements. For these reasons, I have
vetoed section 205.
Section 207 requires the governor's signature on every emergency rule adopted by all
agencies under the general welfare criterion. This section introduces excessive
bureaucratic process and paperwork into crucial agency operations. It is also impractical
to require the governor to review and approve hundreds of emergency rules, many of which
require a same day turn around time. For these reasons, I have vetoed section 207.
Section 210 requires a review of all newly adopted rules within seven years, and a
review of existing rules after the governor's rule review is completed. Without this review,
the rules would no longer be effective. This section creates a major workload that, in most
cases, will duplicate rule review efforts of agencies under Executive Order 97-02. And
because the requirement would be part of statutory rule adoption provisions of the APA,
it could add substantial legal uncertainty and risk regarding the validity of many rules that
may be subject to court challenge. For these reasons, I have vetoed section 210.
Section 301 shifts to agencies the burden of going forward with evidence in rule
validity challenges. The purpose of this change is to make it easier for people with limited
resources to challenge rules. While I am sympathetic to this concern, there is already
provision in the APA to address the problem.
Section 404 gives five members of JARRC the power to establish a rebuttable
presumption in judicial proceedings that a rule does not comply with legislative intent or
was not adopted in accordance with all applicable provisions of law. The burden of proof
to establish the validity of the rule would then fall to the agency, rather than to the person
challenging the rule. I have vetoed this section because it violates the state Constitution,
which requires that legislative acts be performed by the entire legislature with presentment
to the governor for approval. It also raises constitutional separation of powers questions.
Sections 501 through 503 make major changes in the Equal Access to Justice Act,
which was recently enacted in 1995 under ESHB 1010. The proposed changes expand the
program to judicial review of all agency actions, not just APA issues; modify the standard
for allowing attorney's fees; substantially increase awards and the net worth of persons who
can qualify for awards; and make other changes regarding the payment of fees. I am not
convinced that such changes are justified in a program that is less than two years old and
has been applied to only a handful of cases. The current law, with its existing limits and
standards, was intended to cure the evils the legislature sought to eliminate. For these
reasons, I have vetoed sections 501, 502, and 503.
Finally, section 604 requires that agencies print on their citations the entire text of
laws authorizing those citations. This may turn the "ticket books" used by some agencies
into rather lengthy treatises.
For these reasons, I have vetoed sections 101,102, 104, 105, 106, 201, 202(9) and
(10), 203, 204, 205, 207, 210,301,303, 304, 401, 402, 403,404, 501,502, 503, 602, and
604 of Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill 1032.
With the exceptions of sections 101,102, 104, 105, 106, 201,202(9) and (10), 203,
204, 205, 207, 210, 301, 303, 304, 401, 402, 403, 404, 501, 502, 503, 602, and 604,
Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill 1032 is approved."

CHAPTER 410
[Substitute House Bill 1033]
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRAIN FACILITIES UNDER THE WASHINGTON CLEAN AIR ACT
AN ACT Relating to requirements for grain facilities under the Washington clean air act; and
amending RCW 70.94.151.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
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Sec. 1. RCW 70.94.151 and 1993 c 252 s 3 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) The board of any activated authority or the department, may classify air
contaminant sources, by ordinance, resolution, rule or regulation, which in its
judgment may cause or contribute to air pollution, according to levels and types of
emissions and other characteristics which cause or contribute to air pollution, and
may require registration or reporting or both for any such class or classes.
Classifications made pursuant to this section may be for application to the area of
jurisdiction of such authority, or the state as a whole or to any designated area
within the jurisdiction, and shall be made with special reference to effects on
health, economic and social factors, and physical effects on property.
(2) Except as provided in subsection (3)of this section. any person operating
or responsible for the operation of air contaminant sources of any class for which
the ordinances, resolutions, rules or regulations of the department or board of the
authority, require registration and reporting shall register therewith and make
reports containing information as may be required by such department or board
concerning location, size and height of contaminant outlets, processes employed,
nature of the contaminant emission and such other information as is relevant to air
pollution and available or reasonably capable of being assembled. The department
or board may require that such registration be accompanied by a fee and may
determine the amount of such fee for such class or classes: PROVIDED, That the
amount of the fee shall only be to compensate for the costs of administering such
registration program which shall be defined as initial registration and annual or
other periodic reports from the source owner providing information directly related
to air pollution registration, on-site inspections necessary to verify compliance with
registration requirements, data storage and retrieval systems necessary for support
of the registration program, emission inventory reports and emission reduction
credits computed from information provided by sources pursuant to registration
program requirements, staff review, including engineering analysis for accuracy
and currentness, of information provided by sources pursuant to registration
program requirements, clerical and other office support provided in direct
furtherance of the registration program, and administrative support provided in
directly carrying out the registration program: PROVIDED FURTHER, That any
such registration made with either the board or the department shall preclude a
further registration with any other board or the department.
All registration program fees collected by the department shall be deposited
in the air pollution control account. All registration program fees collected by the
local air authorities shall be deposited in their respective treasuries.
(3) If a registration or report has been filed for a grain warehouse or grain
elevator as required under this section. registration. reporting, or a registration
program fee shall not. after January 1. 1997. again be required under this section
for the warehouse or elevator unless the capacity of the warehouse or elevator as
listed as part of the license issued for the facility has been increased since the date
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the registration or reporting was last made. If the capacity of the warehouse or
elevator listed as part of the license is increased, any registration or reporting
reauired for the warehouse or elevator under this section must be made by the date
the warehouse or elevator receives grain from the first harvest season that occurs
after the increase in its capacity is listed in the license,
For the purposes of this subsection, a "grain warehouse" or "grain elevator"
is an establishment classified in standard industrial classification (SIC) code 5153
for wholesale trade: and a "license" is a license issued by the department of
agriculture licensing afacility as a grain warehouse or grain elevator under chapter
22.09 RCW or a license issued by the federal government licensing a facility as a
grain warehouse or grain elevator for purposes similar to those of licensure for the
facility under chapter 22.09 RCW.
This subsection does not apply to a grain warehouse or grain elevator if the
warehouse or elevator handles more than ten million bushels of grain annually.
Passed the House April 17, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 14, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 19, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 19, 1997.

CHAPTER 411
[Substitute House Bill 1086]
CONDITIONS FOR REMOVAL OF CHILDREN FROM SCHOOL GROUNDS
AN ACT Relating to removing a child from school grounds; and amending RCW 28A.605.010,

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 28A.605.010 and 1975 1st ex.s. c 248 s 1 are each amended to
read as follows:
The board of directors of each school district by rule or regulation shall set
forth proper procedure to ensure that each school within their district is carrying
out district policy providing that no child ((wit)) MU be removed from any school
grounds or building thereon during school hours except by a person so authorized
by a parent or legal guardian having legal custody thereof((: PROVIDED, That
"ech rules andiz regulations neecd nect b; applicable to an~y ehild in1 grades nc
th ugh we.e.)). except that a student may leave secondary school grounds only
in accordance with the school district's open campus policy under RCW
28A.600.035. Such rules shall be applicable to school employees or their
designees who may not remove, cause to be removed, or allow to be removed, any
student from school grounds without authorization from the student's parent or
legal guardian unless the employee is: The student's parent. legal guardian, or
immediate family member. aschool employee providing school bus transportation
services in accordance with chapter 28A. 160 RCW. aschool employee supervising
an extracurricular activity in which the student is participating and the employee
is providing transportation to or from the activity: or. the student is in need ot
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emergent medical care. and the employee is unable to reach the parent for
transportation of the student. School security personnel may remove a student
from school grounds without parental authorization for disciplinary reasons.
Nothina in this section shall be construed to limit removal of a student from
school grounds by any person acting in his or her official capacity in response to
a 911 emergency call.
Passed the House April 21, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 18, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 19, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 19, 1997.
CHAPTER 412
[Second Substitute House Bill 1191]
REVIEW OF MANDATED HEALTH INSURANCE BENEFITS
AN ACT Relating to review of mandated health insurance benefits; amending RCW 48.42.060,
48.42.070, and 48.42.080; adding a new chapter to Title 48 RCW; and recodifying RCW 48.42.060,
48.42.070, and 48.42.080.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 48.42.060 and 1984 c 56 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
The legislature ((takes noti e of the inerasi g number^ of proposals for th))
finds that there is a continued interest in mandating ((eo) certain health coverages
or offering of health coverages by ((iatiranee)) hoh carriers((,--eali-eare
servicc eantraetom, an~d health maintcntncc organizatiins its a eompen.ent-ea
individual or group policis.)), and that improved access to these health care
services to segments of the population which desire them can provide beneficial
social and health consequences which may be in the public interest.
The legislature finds further however, that the cost ramifications of expanding
health coverages is ((resulting in a growing)) of continuing concern((. The way
that sucr
.. i

cages are structurcd

a d h steps
.r.atotaken, to

tnu
is

v1t

provide cost effcctive servicca or to take adwantage of cost off-setting fatures ci
sovio ia
ignificatntiy influenee !he cost impact of mandating particular
eo'er.es.)): and that the merits of a particular ((ca;)rage ,.,d)) mandated
benefit must be balanced against a variety of consequences which may go far
beyond the immediate impact upon the cost of insurance coverage. The legislature
hereby finds and declares that a systematic review of proposed mandated ((or
.... ttiely ... d healt..........
e
)) benefits, which explores all the ramifications
of such proposed legislation, will assist the legislature in determining whether
mandating a particular coverage or offering is in the public interest. ((Thi-ehapter
provides for a set of guidelines which should be addressed in the consideration of
all such rnadadtd eovrag, proposals oming before the legislature.) The purpose

of this chapter is to establish a procedure for the proposal, review, and
determination of mandated benefit necessity,
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NEW SECTION, See. 2. Unless otherwise specifically provided, the
definitions in this section apply throughout this chapter.
(1) "Appropriate committees of the legislature" or "committees" means
nonfiscal standing committees of the Washington state senate and house of
representatives that have jurisdiction over statutes that regulate health carriers,
health care facilities, health care providers, or health care services.
(2) "Department" means the Washington state department of health.
(3) "Health care facility" or "facility" means hospices licensed under chapter
70.127 RCW, hospitals licensed under chapter 70.41 RCW, rural health care
facilities as defined in RCW 70.175.020, psychiatric hospitals licensed under
chapter 71.12 RCW, nursing homes licensed under chapter 18.51 RCW,
community mental health centers licensed under chapter 71.05 or 71.24 RCW,
kidney disease treatment centers licensed under chapter 70.41 RCW, ambulatory
diagnostic, treatment, or surgical facilities licensed under chapter 70.41 RCW, drug
and alcohol treatment facilities licensed under chapter 70.96A RCW, and home
health agencies licensed under chapter 70.127 RCW, and includes such facilities
if owned and operated by a political subdivision or instrumentality of the state, and
such other facilities as required by federal law and implementing regulations.
(4) "Health care provider" or "provider" means:
(a) A person regulated under Title 18 or chapter 70.127 RCW, to practice
health or health-related services or otherwise practicing health care services in this
state consistent with state law; or
(b) An employee or agent of a person described in (a) of this subsection,
acting in the course and scope of his or her employment.
(5) "Health care service" or "service" means a service, drug, or medical
equipment offered or provided by a health care facility and a health care provider
relating to the prevention, cure, or treatment of illness, injury, or disease.
(6) "Health carrier" or "carrier" means a disability insurer regulated under
chapter 48.20 or 48.21 RCW, a health care service contractor as defined in RCW
48.44.010, a health maintenance organization as defined in RCW 48.46.020, plans
operating under the state health care authority under chapter 41.05 RCW, the state
health insurance pool operating under chapter 48.41 RCW, and insuring entities
regulated in chapter 48.43 RCW.
(7) "Mandated health benefit," "mandated benefit," or "benefit" means
coverage or offering required by law to be provided by a health carrier to: (a)
Cover a specific health care service or services; (b) cover treatment of a specific
condition or conditions; or (c) contract, pay, or reimburse specific categories of
health care providers for specific services; however, it does not mean benefits
established pursuant to chapter 74.09, 41.05, or 70.47 RCW, or scope of practice
modifications pursuant to chapter 18.120 RCW.
Sec. 3. RCW 48.42.070 and 1989 1st ex.s. c 9 s 221 are each amended to read
as follows:
Mandated health benefits shall be established as follows:
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L) Every person who.or organization ((whieh)) that. seeks ((sponsorship-ef
a legislative proposal which would mandato at hetkith eoverage or offering-of-ia
health eo~erage biy tin insuranee carnoer, tiatti eare seryie. eetitfr or healt
rtatintenanee organizatiin its it eempenent of individual! or group polieies, 961ll
submit itrepot !a !be legislative eemmittees havinglursdietion, assessimg both theo
soeiatl aand Firtkneifal impacts oF such eovcrage, including the efficacey efth
treaftmntn or 9 - prjio
. .
, according to the guidelines caumeratod in C
48.42.080. Copies oF the report shell be sent to the stato departasnt of healtfr
revicw and eermcnt. The state departmcnt of hcalith shall make reenmcadittions
bitscd on the report to the extcnt requestcd by the legislatiye eommittecs) Lo
establish a mandated benefit shall, at least ninety days prior to a regular legislative
session. submit a Mandated benefit proposal to the appropriate committees of the

legislature. assessing the social impact. financial impact, and evidence of health
care service efficacy of the benefit in strict adherence to the criteria enumerated
in RCW 48,42.080 (as recodified by this act).
(2) The chair of a committee may request that the department examine the
proposal using the criteria set forth in RCW 48.42.080 (as recodified by this act).
however, such request must be made no later than nine months prior to a
subsequent regular legislative session.
(3)To the extent that funds are appropriated for this purnose. the department
shall report to the appropriate committees of the legislature on the appropriateness
of adoption no later than thirty days prior to the legislative session during which
the proposal is to be considered.
(4) Mandated benefits must be authorized byjla.
Sec. 4. RCW 48.42.080 and 1984 c 56 s 3 are each amended to read as
follows:
((Guidelines for atssossing the impaet of proposed matndated or matnttrily
offeed heitl|th-e

rag to the extent that informatio
,yailc. is

,i, shall ineludo,
.itbut

not be limited to, the following,))
(1) Based on the availability of relevant information, the following criteria
shall be used to assess the impact of proposed mandated benefits:
(a)The social impact: (((ft))) MITo what extent is the ((tretatment or servico))
benefi generally utilized by a significant portion of the population? (((b))) fml To
what extent is the ((inunc ovrag)) benefit already generally available?
(((e))) (

Iflj-JI
((eeir.tege)) tI

.taIfll is not generally available, to what extent

((does the lack of covorage result in persons avoeiding necossary heikith care
treatments)) has its unavailability resulted in persons not receiving needed
services? (((d))) 6v)~ If the ((eeveteg)) benefit is not generally available, to what
extent ((does the ltack of eoverage r 4*) has its unavailability resulted in
unreasonable financial hardship? (((e))) (x)What is the level of public demand for
the ((treatment or seric)) benefit? (((f) Whati is the !eye! of publie demand For
insuancocovrage of treatment or serviee? (g))) yl What is the level of interest
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of collective bargaining agents in negotiating privately for inclusion of this
((eoverage)) benefit in group contracts?
(((-Z))) (b)The financial impact: (((a))) i)To what extent will the ((eoverage))
benefit increase or decrease the cost of treatment or service? (((b))) fii) To what
extent will the coverage increase the appropriate use of the ((tracitmcnt or serlco))
benefit? (((e))) Uiii) To what extent will the ((-mndated ..treatment or r.ie.))
benefit be a substitute for g more expensive ((treatmento eic)) bnefi? (((d-)))
(iv) To what extent will the ((eoerage)) benefit increase or decrease the
administrative expenses of ((inurttnc,
ampi
pt.rc )) health cariers and the
premium and administrative expenses of policyholders? (((e))) Lv1 What will be
the impact of this ((eecerage)) benefit on the total cost of health care services and
on premiums for health coverage? (vi) What will be the impact of this benefit on
costs for state-purchased health care? (vii) What will be the impact of this benefit
on affordability and access to coverage?
(c) Evidence of health care service efficacy:
(i) If a mandatory benefit of a specific service is sought. to what extent has
there been conducted professionally accepted controlled trials demonstrating the
health consequences of that service compared to no service or an alternative
service?
(ii) If a mandated benefit of a category of health care provider is sought. to
what extent has there been conducted professionally accepted controlled trials
demonstrating the health consequences achieved by the mandated benefit of this
category of health care provider?
(iii) To what extent will the mandated benefit enhance the general health status
of the state residents?
(2) The department shall consider the availability of relevant information in
assessing the completeness of the proposal.
(3) The department may supplement these criteria to reflect new relevant
information or additional significant issues.
(4) The department shall establish, where appropriate, ad hoc panels composed
of related experts. and representatives of carriers. consumers. providers, and
purchasers to assist in the proposal review process. Ad hoc panel members shall
serve without compensation.
(5) The health care authority shall evaluate the reasonableness and accuracy
of cost estimates associated with the proposed mandated benefit that are provided
to the department by the proposer or other interested parties, and shall provide
comment to the department. Interested parties may. in addition. submit data
directly to the department.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 5. Section 2 of this act shall constitute a new chapter
in Title 48 RCW.
NEW SECION, Sec. 6. RCW 48.42.060,48.42.070, and 48.42.080 are each
recodified in the new chapter created in section 5 of this act.
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NEW SECTION, Sec. 7. If any provision of this act or its application to any
person or circumstance is held invalid, the remainder of the act or the application
of the provision to other persons or circumstances is not affected.
Passed the House April 19, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 17, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 19, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 19, 1997.
CHAPTER 413
[House Bill 14681
SURFACE MINING FEES-WAIVER FOR SMALL MINES-REMOVAL OF DEPARTMENT
OF NATURAL RESOURCES' AUTHORITY TO MODIFY
AN ACT Relating to surface mining; and amending RCW 78.44.085.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 78.44.085 and 1996 c 70 s 1 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) An applicant for a public or private reclamation permit shall pay an
application fee to the department before being granted a surface mining permit.
The amount of the application fee shall be six hundred fifty dollars.
(2) After June 30, 1993, each public or private permit holder shall pay an
annual permit fee of six hundred fifty dollars. The annual permit fee shall be
payable to the department on the first anniversary of the permit date and each year
thereafter. Annual fees paid by a county for mines used exclusively for public
works projects and having less than seven acres of disturbed area per mine shall
not exceed one thousand dollars. Annual fees are waived for all mines used
primarily for public works projects if the mines are owned and primarily operated
by counties with 1993 populations of less than twenty thousand persons, and if
each mine has less than seven acres of disturbed area.
(3) ((Affr July 1,1995, the department may m.odify...annual r.i. fees by
(a) The total annual permit fees are reasonably related to the approximate easts
of adminisiering the departmen~t's surfaee min~ing regulatory program,,
(b)The an.ual fe.e does
1 .. n e
..i.^thousandl allr..
and
(e) T1e mines are small mines in em t areas that are used primaMrily fr

publie seryiee, ihar. lower ann~ual perntit fees may be esiablished.
- (4))) Appeals from any determination of the department shall not stay the
requirement to pay any annual permit fee. Failure to pay the annual fee may
constitute grounds for an order to suspend surface mining or cancellation of the
reclamation permit as provided in this chapter.
(((-S))) (4) All fees collected by the department shall be deposited into the

surface mining reclamation account.
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(((6))) M If the department delegates enforcement responsibilities to a county,
city, or town, the department may allocate funds collected under this section to the
county, city, or town.
Passed the House April 19, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 14, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 19, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 19, 1997.
CHAPTER 414
[Substitute House Bill 1485]
SALMON AND STEELHEAD HARVEST REPORTS
AN ACT Relating to salmon harvest reporting; and adding anew section to chapter 75.08 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. A new section is added to chapter 75.08 RCW to
read as follows:
Beginning September 1, 1998, and each September 1st thereafter, the
department shall submit a report to the appropriate standing committees of the
legislature identifying the total salmon and steelhead harvest of the preceding
season. This report shall include the final commercial harvests and recreational
harvests. At a minimum, the report shall clearly identify:
(I) The total treaty tribal and nontribal harvests by species and by
management unit;
(2) Where and why the nontribal harvest does not meet the full allocation
allowed under United States v. Washington, 384 F. Supp. 312 (1974) (Boldt I)
including a summary of the key policies within the management plan that result in
a less than full nontribal allocation, and
(3) The location and quantity of salmon and steelhead harvested under the
wastage provisions of United States v. Washington, 384 F. Supp. 312 (1974).
Passed the House April 24, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 9, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 19, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 19, 1997.
CHAPTER 415
[Substitute House Bill 15651
SMALL SCALE PROSPECTING AND MINING-REVISIONS
AN ACT Relating to small scale prospecting and mining; adding a new section to chapter 75.20
RCW; and creating a new section.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. The legislature finds that small scale prospecting
and mining: (1) Is an important part of the heritage of the state; (2) provides
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economic benefits to the state; and (3) can be conducted in a manner that is
beneficial to fish habitat and fish propagation. Now, therefore, the legislature
declares that small scale prospecting and mining shall be regulated in the least
burdensome manner that isconsistent with the state's fish management objectives
and the federal endangered species act.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 2. A new section is added to chapter 75.20 RCW to
read as follows:
(1) Small scale prospecting and mining shall not require written approval
under this chapter if the prospecting is conducted in accordance with provisions
established by the department.
(2) By December 31, 1998, the department shall adopt rules applicable to
small scale prospecting and mining activities subject to this section. The
department shall develop the rules in cooperation with the recreational mining
community and other interested parties.
(3)Within two months of adoption of the rules, the department shall distribute
an updated gold and fish pamphlet that describes methods of mineral prospecting
that are consistent with the department's rule. The pamphlet shall be written to
clearly indicate the prospecting methods that require written approval under this
chapter and the prospecting methods that require compliance with the pamphlet.
To the extent possible, the department shall use the provisions of the gold and fish
pamphlet to minimize the number of specific provisions of a written approval
issued under this chapter.
(4) For the purposes of this chapter, "small scale prospecting and mining"
means only the use of the following methods: Pans, nonmotorized sluice boxes,
concentrators, and minirocker boxes for the discovery and recovery of minerals.
Passed the House April 26, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 26, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 19, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 19, 1997.
CHAPTER 416
[Substitute House Bill 1607)
DETERMINATION OF PARTIAL PERMANENT DISABILITY BENEFITS BY INDUSTRIAL
INSURANCE SELF-INSURERS
AN ACT Relating to determination of benefits for permanent partial disability by industrial
insurance self-insurers; amending RCW 51.32.055; and creating a new section.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 51.32.055 and 1994 c 97 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) One purpose of this title is to restore the injured worker as nearly as
possible to the condition of self-support as an able-bodied worker. Benefits for
permanent disability shall be determined under the director's supervision, except
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as otherwise authorized in subsection (9) of this section. only after the injured
worker's condition becomes fixed.
(2) All determinations of permanent disabilities shall be made by the
department, except as otherwise authorized in subsection (9) of this section. Either
the worker, employer, or self-insurer may make a request or the inquiry may be
initiated by the director or. as authorized in subsection (9) of this section. by the
self-insurer on ((his or her)) the director or the self-insurer's own motion.
Determinations shall be required in every instance where permanent disability is
likely to be present. All medical reports and other pertinent information in the
possession of or under the control of the employer or, if the self-insurer has made
a request to the department, in the possession of or under the control of the selfinsurer shall be forwarded to the director with the request.
(3) A request for determination of permanent disability shall be examined by
the department or. if authorized in subsection (9) of this section, the self-insurer.
and the department shall issue an order ((sholl issue)) in accordance with RCW
51.52.050 or, in the case of a self-insured employer, the self-insurer may: (a) Enter
a written order, communicated to the worker and the department self-insurance
section in accordance with subsection (9) of this section, or (b) request the
department to issue an order in accordance with RCW 51.52.050.
(4) The department or. in cases authorized in subsection (9) of this section, the
self-insurer may require that the worker present himself or herself for a special
medical examination by a physician or physicians selected by the department, and
the department or. in cases authorized in subsection (9) of this section, the selfinsurer may require that the worker present himself or herself for a personal
interview. The costs of the examination or interview, including payment of any
reasonable travel expenses, shall be paid by the department or self-insurer, as the
case may be.
(5) The director may establish a medical bureau within the department to
perform medical examinations under this section. Physicians hired or retained for
this purpose shall be grounded in industrial medicine and in the assessment of
industrial physical impairment. Self-insurers shall bear a proportionate share of the
cost of the medical bureau in a manner to be determined by the department.
(6) Where a dispute arises from the handling of any claim before the condition
of the injured worker becomes fixed, the worker, employer, or self-insurer may
request the department to resolve the dispute or the director may initiate an inquiry
on his or her own motion. In these cases, the department shall proceed as provided
in this section and an order shall issue in accordance with RCW 51.52.050.
(7)(a) If a claim (i) is accepted by a self-insurer after June 30, 1986, and
before August 1. 1997. (ii) involves only medical treatment and the payment of
temporary disability compensation under RCW 51.32.090 or only the payment of
temporary disability compensation under RCW 51.32.090, (iii) at the time medical
treatment is concluded does not involve permanent disability, (iv) is one with
respect to which the department has not intervened under subsection (6) of this
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section, and (v) the injured worker has returned to work with the self-insured
employer of record. whether at the worker's previous job or at a job that has
comparable wages and benefits, the claim may be closed by the self-insurer,
subject to reporting of claims to the department in a manner prescribed by
department rules adopted under chapter 34.05 RCW.
(b)All determinations of permanent disability for claims accepted under this
subsection (7) by self-insurers ((after Jun 30, 1986,)) shall be made by the selfinsured section of the department under subsections (1)
through (4) of this section.
(c)
Upon closure of a claim under (a)of this subsection, the self-insurer shall
enter a written order, communicated to the worker and the department selfinsurance section, which contains the following statement clearly set forth in bold
face type: "This order constitutes notification that your claim is being closed with
medical benefits and temporary disability compensation only as provided, and with
the condition you have returned to work with the self-insured employer. If for any
reason you disagree with the conditions or duration of your return to work or the
medical benefits or the temporary disability compensation that has been provided,
you (("ay)) must protest in writing to the department of labor and industries, selfinsurance section, within sixty days of the date you received this order." ((if-the
depwriment rcccivcs such it protest, the self-in~surer's eleure order shall be held in
abeoe.c The department shall review the clakim clesure actior. and entera
determin~ative order as provided for in RCW 51.52.050.
(d)if within two yeoars of elaim elesure the depaflment deierns that the
self-insurer has made paymen~t of benefits beetause of elorieal error, mistake ot
iden~tity, or inocct misrepreseniation or the dcpartment discocers a violationl of
the condienos of elaim clesurc, the departmont may require the self-insurer to
eenow the benefits paid or payable. This paragraph does not limit in any waty-the
application of RCW 51.32.24&.))
(8)(a) If a claim (((a))l) (j} is accepted by a self-insurer after June 30, 1990,
(((b))) and before August 1. 1997. (0i)involves only medical treatment, (((e))) (ii
does not involve payment of temporary disability compensation under RCW
51.32.090, and (((d))) fiv) at the time medical treatment is concluded does not

involve permanent disability, the claim may be closed by the self-insurer, subject
to reporting of claims to the department in amanner prescribed by department rules
adopted under chapter 34.05 RCW. Upon closure of aclaim, the self-insurer shall
enter a written order, communicated to the worker, which contains the following
statement clearly set forth in bold-face type: "This order constitutes notification
that your claim is being closed with medical benefits only, as provided. If for any
reason you disagree with this closure, you ((fmy)) must protest in writing to the
Department of Labor and Industries, Olympia, within 60 days of the date you
received this order. The department will then review your claim and enter afurther
determinative order." ((IF the doepaftmo

rccoivos suih at protist, it shall review the

claimi and enter a further determinative ordor as provided fer in RCV, 51.52.950:))
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(b) All determinations of permanent disability for claims accepted under this
subsection (8) by self-insurers shall be made by the self-insured section of the
department under subsections (1) through (4) of this section.
(9)(a) If a claim: (i) Is accepted by a self-insurer after July 31. 1997: (ii)(A)
involves only medical treatment. or medical treatment and the payment ot
temporary disability compensation under RCW 51,32.090. and a determination of
permanent partial disability, if applicable, has been made by the self-insurer as
authorized in this subsection: or (B) involves only the payment of temporary
disability compensation under RCW 51,32,090 and a determination of permanent
partial disability, if applicable. has been made by the self-insurer as authorized in
this subsection: (iii) is one with respect to which the department has not intervened
under subsection (6) of this section: and (iv) concerns an injured worker who has
returned to work with the self-insured employer of record, whether at the worker's
previous job or at a job that has comparable wages and benefits. the claim may be
closed by the self-insurer, subject to reporting of claims to the department in a
manner prescribed by department rules adopted under chapter 34.05 RCW.
(b) If a physician submits a report to the self-insurer that concludes that the
worker's condition is fixed and stable and supports payment of a permanent partial
disability award, and if within fourteen days from the date the self-insurer mailed
the report to the attending or treating physician, the worker's attending or treating
physician disagrees in writing that the worker's condition is fixed and stable. the
self-insurer must get a supplemental medical opinion from a provider on the
department's approved examiner's list before closing the claim. In the alternative.
the self-insurer may forward the claim to the department, which must review the
claim and enter a final order as provided for in RCW 5 1.52.050,
(c) Upon closure of a claim under this subsection (9). the self-insurer shall
enter a written order, communicated to the worker and the department selfinsurance section, which contains the following statement clearly set forth in boldface type: "This order constitutes notification that your claim is being closed with
such medical benefits and temporary disability compensation as provided to date
and with such award for permanent partial disability, if any. as set forth below, and
with the condition that you have returned to work with the self-insured employer,
If for any reason you disagree with the conditions or duration of your return to
work or the medical benefits, temporary disability compensation provided, or
permanent partial disability that has been awarded, you must protest in writing to
the Department of Labor and Industries. Self-Insurance Section, within sixty days
of the date you received this order, If you do not protest this order to the
department, this order will become final,"
(d)All determinations of permanent partial disability for claims accepted by
self-insurers under this subsection (9) may be made by the self-insurer or the selfinsurer may request a determination by the self-insured section of the department.
All determinations shall be made under subsections (1)through (4) of this section,
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(10) If the department receives a protest of an order issued by a self-insurer
under subsections (7) through (9) of this section. the self-insurer's closure order
must be held in abeyance. The department shall review the claim closure action
and enter a further determinative order as provided for in RCW 51.52.050. If no
protest is timely filed, the closing order issued by the self-insurer shall become
final and shall have the same force and effect as a department order that has
become final under RCW 51.52.050.
(1I) If within two years of claim closure under subsections (7) through (9) of
this section. the department determines that the self-insurer has made payment ot
benefits because of clerical error, mistake of identity, or innocent misrepresentation
or the department discovers a violation of the conditions of claim closure, the
department may require the self-insurer to correct the benefits paid or payable.
This subsection (1I) does not limit in any way the application of RCW 5 1,32,240,
(12) For the purposes of this section. "comparable wages and benefits" means
wages and benefits that are at least ninety-five percent of the wages and benefits
received by the worker at the time of iniury.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 2. The department of labor and industries shall review
the permanent partial disability claims closure activity by self-insured employers
authorized under RCW 51.32.055(9) through at least June 30, 1999. The
department must also review the claims closure activity by the self-insured section
of the department for the same period. The review of these activities must include
the number and types of claims closed, protested, reconsidered, and appealed, and
the results of such activities, including the results of injured worker satisfaction
surveys conducted by the department. The department must report on its review
to the appropriate committees of the legislature no later than January 1, 2000.
Passed the House April 21, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 10, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 19, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 19, 1997.

CHAPTER 417
[Substitute House Bill 1768]
REGULATION OF PHARMACY ANCILLARY PERSONNEL
AN ACT Relating to pharmacy ancillary personnel; and amending RCW 18.64A.010,
18.64A.020, 18.64A.030, 18.64A.040, 18.64A.050, I8.64A.060, I8.64A.070, and 18.64A.080.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 18.64A.010 and 1989 1st ex.s. c 9 s 422 are each amended to
read as follows:
Terms used in this chapter shall have the meaning set forth in this section
unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:
(l) "Board" means the state board of pharmacy;
(2) "Department" means the department of health;
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(3) "Pharmacist" means a person duly licensed by the state board of pharmacy
to engage in the practice of pharmacy;
(4) "Pharmacy" means every place properly licensed by the board of pharmacy
where the practice of pharmacy is conducted;
(5) "Pharmacy ancillary personnel" means pharmacy technicians and
pharmacy assistants:
(M "Pharmacy ((ass-art level A)) technician" means:
(a) A person who is enrolled in, or who has satisfactorily completed, a board
approved training program designed to prepare persons to perform
nondiscretionary functions associated with the practice of pharmacy; or
(b) A person who is a graduate with a degree in pharmacy or medicine of a
foreign school, university, or college recognized by the board;
(((6))) M "Pharmacy assistant ((eve--B))" means a person ((eertified))
registered by the board to perform limited functions in the pharmacy;
(((R))) L8. "Practice of pharmacy" means the definition given in RCW
18.64.01 l((, aknw or hcrcaftcr tcrnded));
(((-8))) (9) "Secretary" means the secretary of health or the secretary's
designee.
Sec. 2. RCW 18.64A.020 and 1995 c 198 s 8 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)The board shall adopt, in accordance with chapter 34.05 RCW, rules fixing
the classification and qualifications and the educational and training requirements
for persons who may be employed as pharmacy ((assistants)) 1chnicians or who
may be enrolled in any pharmacy ((assistknt)) technician training program. Such
rules shall provide that:
(a) Licensed pharmacists shall supervise the training of pharmacy
((ksgistats)) technicians; and
(b)Training programs shall assure the competence of pharmacy ((aesistitts))
technicians to aid and assist pharmacy operations. Training programs shall consist
of instruction and/or practical training.
Such rules may include successful completion of examinations for applicants
for pharmacy ((assistant)) technician certificates. If such examination rules are
adopted, the board shall prepare or determine the nature of, and supervise the
grading of the examinations. The board may approve an examination prepared or
administered by a private testing agency or association of licensing authorities.
(2)The board may disapprove or revoke approval of any training program for
failure to conform to board rules. In the case of the disapproval or revocation of
approval of a training program by the board, a hearing shall be conducted in
accordance with RCW 18.64.160, and appeal may be taken in accordance with the
Administrative Procedure Act, chapter 34.05 RCW.
Sec. 3. RCW 18.64A.030 and 1996 c 191 s 50 are each amended to read as
follows:
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The board shall adopt, in accordance with chapter 34.05 RCW, rules ((afid
regulations)) governing the extent to which pharmacy ((asisint.)) ancillary
personnel may perform services associated with the practice of pharmacy ((dfttgit
training and ftc.u..ful
r
.mpltin of
_ir..i.g
e.urs. Su.h r ,gulatkt.)),
These rules shall provide for the certification of pharmacy ((amsist*aat)) technicians
by the department at a fee determined by the secretary under RCW 43.70.250 ((and
43.70.280 eeeordirng to the followin~g levels oFlassifieatien)):
(1)
(("L..l A pharmacy.ssita.. ))"Pharmacy technicians" may assist in
performing, under the ((immediate)) supervision and control of a licensed
pharmacist, manipulative, nondiscretionary functions associated with the practice
of pharmacy and other such duties and subject to such restrictions as the board may
by rule adopt.
(2) "((Eevel-B)) Pharmacy assistants" may perform, under the ((general))
supervision of a licensed pharmacist, duties including but not limited to, typing of
prescription labels, filing, refiling, bookkeeping, pricing, stocking, delivery,
nonprofessional phone inquiries, and documentation of third party reimbursements
and other such duties and subiect to such restrictions as the board may by rule
adopt.
Sec. 4. RCW 18.64A.040 and 1992 c 40 s 1 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)((A -pharoey -assistant)) Pharmacy ancillary personnel shall practice
pharmacy in this state only after authorization by the board and only to the extent
permitted by the board in accordance with this chapter.
(2) A pharmacist shall be assisted by ((ft)) pharmacy ((tssistan )) ancilar
personnel in the practice of pharmacy in this state only after authorization by the
board and only to the extent permitted by the board in accordance with this chapter:
PROVIDED, That no phaimacist may supervise more than one ((person
performing !eye! A)) pharmacy ((a.istar. duti
.

nd fun.tir..a)) technician:

PROVIDED FURTHER, That in pharmacies operating in connection with facilities
licensed pursuant to chapter 70.41, 71.12, 71A.20, or 74.42 RCW, whether or not
situated within the said facility which shall be physically separated from any area
of a pharmacy where dispensing of prescriptions to the general public occurs, the
ratio of pharmacists to ((p sons pc,,frmingl ....A)) pharmacy ((asita...ies
andf.ne.iens)) technicians shall be as follows: In the preparation of medicine or
other materials used by patients within the facility, one pharmacist supervising no
more than three ((persons performing level A)) pharmacy ((a.ssista.nt duties .
ftnefions)) technicians; in the preparation of medicine or other materials dispensed
to persons not patients within the facility, one pharmacist supervising not more
than one ((person performing !eye! A)) pharmacy ((assistant duti.. and functiar..s
technician.
(3)The board may by rule modify the standard ratios set out in subsection (2)
of this section governing the utilization of pharmacy technicians by pharmacies and
pharmacists. Should a pharmacy desire to use more pharmacy technicians than the
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standard ratios. the pharmacy must submit to the board a pharmacy services Dlan
for approval.
(a) The pharmacy services plan shall include, at a minimum, the followin
information: Pharmacy design and equipment, information systems. workflow.
and quality assurance procedures. In addition, the pharmacy services plan shall
demonstrate how it facilitates the provision of pharmaceutical care by the
pharmacy,
(b) Prior to approval of a pharmacy services plan, the board may require
additional information to ensure appropriate oversight of pharmacy ancillary
personnel,
(c) The board may give conditional approval for pilot or demonstration
projects.
(d) Variance from the approved pharmacy services plan is grounds for
disciplinary action under RCW 18,64A.050,
Sec. 5. RCW 18.64A.050 and 1993 c 367 s 15 are each amended to read as
follows:
In addition to the grounds under RCW 18.130.170 and 18.130.180, the board
of pharmacy may take disciplinary action against the certificate of any pharmacy
((sistanm)) technician upon proof that:
(I) His or her certificate was procured through fraud, misrepresentation or
deceit;
(2) He or she has been found guilty of any offense in violation of the laws of
this state relating to drugs, poisons, cosmetics or drug sundries by any court of
competent jurisdiction. Nothing herein shall be construed to affect or alter the
provisions of RCW 9.96A.020;
(3) He or she has exhibited gross incompetency in the performance of his or
her duties;
(4) He or she has willfully or repeatedly violated any of the rules and
regulations of the board of pharmacy or of the department;
(5) He or she has willfully or repeatedly performed duties beyond the scope
of his or her certificate in violation of the provisions of this chapter; or
(6) He or she has impersonated a licensed pharmacist.
Sec. 6. RCW 18.64A.060 and 1996 c 191 s 51 are each amended to read as
follows:
No pharmacy licensed in this state shall utilize the services of pharmacy
((assisitts)) ancillary personnel without approval of the board.
Any pharmacy licensed in this state may apply to the board for permission to
use the services of pharmacy ((afsistani )) ancillary personnel. The application

shall be accompanied by a fee and shall comply with administrative procedures and
administrative requirements set pursuant to RCW 43.70.250 and 43.70.280, shall
detail the manner and extent to which the pharmacy ((aesisziitnt)) ancillary
personnel would be used and supervised, and shall provide other information in
such form as the secretary may require.
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The board may approve or reject such applications. In addition, the board may
modify the proposed utilization of pharmacy ((asis t.an.)) ancillary personnel and
approve the application as modified. Whenever it appears to the board that ((a))
pharmacy ((,sisia't is)) ancillary personnel are being utilized in a manner
inconsistent with the approval granted, the board may withdraw such approval. In
the event a hearing is requested upon the rejection of an application, or upon the
withdrawal of approval, a hearing shall be conducted in accordance with chapter
18.64 RCW, as now or hereafter amended, and appeal may be taken in accordance
with the Administrative Procedure Act, chapter 34.05 RCW.
Sec. 7. RCW 18.64A.070 and 1977 ex.s. c 101 s 7 are each amended to read
as follows:
(1)Persons presently assisting a pharmacist by performing the functions of a
pharmacy ((assisant)) technician may continue to do so under the supervision of
a licensed pharmacist: PROVIDED, That within eighteen months after May 28,
1977, such persons shall be in compliance with the provisions of this chapter.
(2) Pharmacies presently employing persons to perform the functions of a
pharmacy ((assistant)) technician may continue to do so while obtaining board
approval for the use of certified pharmacy ((assistants)) technicians: PROVIDED,
That within eighteen months after May 28, 1977, such pharmacies shall be in
compliance with the provisions of this chapter.
Sec. 8. RCW 18.64A.080 and 1977 ex.s. c 101 s 8 are each amended to read
as follows:
((No)) A pharmacy or pharmacist which utilizes the services of ((a)) pharmacy
((assistiant)) ancillary personnel with approval by the board, ((shall bec.ni..
as)) isnot aiding and abetting an unlicensed person to practice pharmacy within the
meaning of chapter 18.64 RCW((, as n.w or heraftor a,,ende)): PROVIDED,
HOWEVER, That the pharmacy or pharmacist shall retain responsibility for any
act performed by ((a)) pharmacy ((ttssisan)) ancillary personnel in the course of
((his or he)) employment.
Passed the House March 13, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 14, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 19, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 19, 1997.

CHAPTER 418
[Substitute House Bill 1770)
DUNGENESS CRAB-COASTAL FISHERY FEES
AN ACT Relating to the Dungeness crab-coastal fishery; amending RCW 75.28.011, 75.30.360,
75.30.380, and 75.30.390; adding a new section to chapter 75.28 RCW; and decodifying RCW

75.30.400.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
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Sec. 1. RCW 75.28.011 and 1995 c 228 s 1 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)
Unless otherwise provided in this title, a license issued under this chapter
is not transferable from the license holder to any other person.
(2) The following restrictions apply to transfers of commercial fishery
licenses, salmon delivery licenses, and salmon charter licenses that are transferable
between license holders:
(a) The license holder shall surrender the previously issued license to the
department.
(b)The department shall complete no more than one transfer of the license in
any seven-day period.
(c) The fee to transfer a license from one license holder to another is:
(i) The same as the resident license renewal fee if the license is not limited
under chapter 75.30 RCW;
(ii) Three and one-half times the resident renewal fee if the license is not a
commercial salmon license and the license is limited under chapter 75.30 RCW;
(iii) Fifty dollars if the license is a commercial salmon license and is limited
under chapter 75.30 RCW; ((or))
(iv) Five hundred dollars if the license is a Dungeness crab-coastal fishery
license: or
(.y)If a license is transferred from a resident to a nonresident, an additional fee
is assessed that is equal to the difference between the resident and nonresident
license fees at the time of transfer, to be paid by the transferee.
(3)A commercial license that is transferable under this title survives the death
of the holder. Though such licenses are not personal property, they shall be treated
as analogous to personal property for purposes of inheritance and intestacy. Such
licenses are subject to state laws governing wills, trusts, estates, intestate
succession, and community property, except that such licenses are exempt from
claims of creditors of the estate and tax liens. The surviving spouse, estate, or
beneficiary of the estate may apply for a renewal of the license. There is no fee for
transfer of a license from a license holder to the license holder's surviving spouse
or estate, or to a beneficiary of the estate.
Sec. 2. RCW 75.30.360 and 1994 c 260 s 3 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)The director shall allow the landing into Washington state of crab taken in
offshore waters only if:
(a) The crab are legally caught and landed by fishers with a valid Washington
state Dungeness crab-coastal fishery license or a valid Dungeness crab--coastal
class B fishery license; or
(b) ((The.rab re legally aught and lan.ded by fishers
.r.g.n
with t tlid
or
Californitt eomrrcrial crab fishing liccrnac during the ettlende year between.the
dates of February 15tih and September 15th ineluivcy, if the erab were caught i
cffahore waters beyond the jurisdictiin of W tington site, iFthe crab were!tkc
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with erab gear that eensisted of onec buoy attached to eaeh erab pet, if ecach erab pat
was fished individually, atnd iKthe Fisher landing the crab has obtainecd at valid
deli7 leense-,-or
-(e))) (i The director determines that the landing of offshore Dungeness crab
by fishers without a Washington state Dungeness crab-coastal fishery license or
a valid Dungeness crab-coastal class B fishery license is in the best interest of the
coastal crab processing industry ((and)). (ii) the director has been requested to
allow such landings by at least three Dungeness crab processors((,-and-if)):
the
landings are permitted only between the dates of December 1st to February 15th
inclusively((,4)): (iv) only crab fishers commercially licensed to fish by Oregon
or California are permitted to land, if the crab was taken with gear that consisted
of one buoy attached to each crab pot, ((i4)) and each crab pot was fished
individually, ((if))L Dythe fisher landing the crab has obtained a valid delivery
license((;)); and ((if)) (vi) the decision is made on a case-by-case basis for the sole
reason of improving the economic stability of the commercial crab fishery.
(2)Nothing in this section allows the commercial fishing of Dungeness crab
in waters within three miles of Washington state by fishers who do not possess a
valid Dungeness crab-coastal fishery license or a valid Dungeness crab-coastal
class B fishery license. Landings of offshore Dungeness crab by fishers without
a valid Dungeness crab-coastal fishery license or a valid Dungeness crab-coastal
class B ((ffshetyl)) fishery license do not qualify the fisher for such licenses.
Sec. 3. RCW 75.30.380 and 1994 c 260 s 5 are each amended to read as
follows:
Dungeness crab--coastal fishery licenses are freely transferable on a willing
seller-willing buyer basis((, if upon
.a. h sale of a ..ngcn.s erab .astal fishery
li.s, tiwAr-typrnt of the sl...e pred are remitted ta tha department ad
deposited in the eeastal rab accaunt.
Funds shall be used for lieena,purehas as
provided in RGW 75.30.400 or for eeastatl erab manfagement activitiic as provided
in RCW 75.30.4)) after paying the transfer fee in RCW 75,28.011.
((For any li.ns tr.n.fr that inlud s h .. nsf. r of the designated vessel
and assecited business, the seller must sign ft notarized affidavit that the -valueof
the vessel and asacitd busoness was noat inflttcd. A marine survey loeunil
the value of the vassal and assaciatad business shall be filed with the tiel"otffet*
along with the affidavit and the application to transfcr the Dungeness erab eeasial
fishery lieanse. Rea cast of the suisvey shall be patid by the purehaser.)
Sec. 4. RCW 75.30.390 and 1994 c 260 s 6 are each amended to read as
follows:
((-I))) The coastal crab account is created in the custody of the state treasurer.
The accountl shall consist of revenues from fees from the transfer of each
Dungeness crab--coastal fishery license assessed under RCW 75.28.011. delivery
fees assessed under RCW 75.30.370. and the license surcharge under section 5 of
this act. Only the director or the director's designee may authorize expenditures
from the account. The account is subject to allotment procedures under chapter
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43.88 RCW but no appropriation is required for expenditures. Funds may be used
for ((.li s purhas
.
.
as proided
in R W 5.39.490, or for)) coastal crab
management activities as provided in RCW 75.30.410. ((lh apprepriate standing
.ommttees of ihe lgislhatr shall r.i.w the stus and epndi.ur. s of the.astal

crab .ccount yearly.
(2) A surharge of two hundred fifty dollars shall l eelle.ed wih.
iteh

Durngeness erab eoastal fisher; lieense and Dungeness crab coastal class B
fishery liccnse for 1995 and 1996, for the purposes of purchasing Dungeness
erab coastal class B fishery licno
'slreid in RCW 75.30.400. The meneys
shall be deposited into !he coata c rab account.))
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5. A new section is added to chapter 75.28 RCW to
read as follows,
A surcharge of one hundred twenty dollars shall be collected with each

Dungeness crab-coastal fishery license and with each Dungeness crab--coastal
class B fishery license issued under RCW 75.28.130. Moneys collected under this

section shall be placed in the coastal crab account created under RCW 75.30.390.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 6. RCW 75.30,400 is decodified.
Passed the House April 21, 1997,
Passed the Senate April 14, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 19, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 19, 1997.

CHAPTER 419
[Engrossed Substitute House Bill 1792]
CERTIFICATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGIES
AN ACT Relating tocertification of environmental technologies; and adding new sections to
chapter 43.21 A RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. A new section is added to chapter 43.21 A RCW to
read as follows:
(1)The legislature finds that:
(a) New and innovative environmen~tal technologies can help improve
environmental quality at lower costs;
(b) Current regulatory processes often include permits or approvals that
require applicants to duplicate costly technical analysis;
(c) The commercialization of innovative environmental technologies can be
discouraged due to the costs of repeated environmental analysis;
(d) The regulatory process can be improved by sharing and relying on
information generated through demonstration projects and technical certification
programs; and
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(e) Other states have developed programs to certify environmental
technologies in order to streamline the permitting process and to encourage use of
environmental technologies.
(2) The legislature therefore declares that the department shall:
(a) Review environmental technology certification programs established by
other states or federal agencies, and enter into agreements to use the information
from these programs if the department finds that this information will improve the
efficiency and effectiveness of the state's environmental regulatory process; and
(b) Participate in technology demonstration activities that support the state's
needs for environmental technology.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 2. A new section is added to chapter 43.21A RCW to
read as follows:
(I) At the request of a project proponent, the department shall consider
information developed through a certification program when making permit or
other regulatory decisions. The department may not require duplicative
demonstration of such information, but may require additional information as
necessary to assure that state requirements are met. A local government that has
a regulatory authority delegated by the department may use information developed
through a certification program when making permit or other regulatory decisions.
(2) The department shall develop a certification program for technologies for
remediation of radioactive and mixed waste, as those terms are defined in chapter
70.105 RCW, if all program development and operational costs are paid by the
federal government or persons seeking certification of the technologies.
(3) Following the development of the certification program in subsection (2)
of this section, the department may use the policies and procedures of that program
on a pilot basis to evaluate the use of certification for site remediation technologies
and other environmental technologies, if the operational costs of the certification
are paid by the federal government or persons seeking certification of such
technologies.
(4) The department shall charge a reasonable fee to recover the operational
costs of certifying a technology.
(5) Subsections (1), (3), and (4) of this section apply to permit and other
regulatory decisions made under the following: Chapters 70.94, 70.95, 70.105,
70.105D, 70.120, 70.138, 90.48, 90.54, and 90.56 RCW.
(6) For the purposes of this section, "certification program" means a program,
developed or approved by the department, to certify the quantitative performance
of an environmental technology over a specified range of parameters and
conditions. Certification of a technology does not imply endorsement of a specific
technology by the department, or a guarantee of the performance of a technology.
(7) The department may adopt rules as necessary to implement the
requirements of subsections (2) and (3)of this section, and establish requirements
and procedures for evaluation and certification of environmental technologies.
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(8) The state, the department, and officers and employees of the state shall not
be liable for damages resulting from the utilization of information developed
through a certification program, or from a decision to certify or deny certification
to an environmental technology. Actions of the department under this section are
not decisions reviewable under RCW 43.21B.! 10.
Passed the House April 21, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 15, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 19, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 19, 1997.

CHAPTER 420
[Engrossed Substitute House Bill 22721
TRANSFERRING ENFORCEMENT OF CIGARETI'E AND TOBACCO TAXES FROM THE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE TO THE LIQUOR CONTROL BOARD
AN ACT Relating to transferring the enforcement of existing cigarette and tobacco taxes from
the department of revenue to the liquor control board; amending RCW 66.44.010, 82.24.010,
82.24.110, 82.24.130, 82.24.190, 82.24.250, 82.24.550, and 82.32.300; adding new sections to chapter
82.24 RCW; adding new sections to chapter 82.26 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 43.06 RCW;
adding a new section to chapter 82.08 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 82.12 RCW; prescribing
penalties; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
*NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. A new section is added to chapter 82.24 RCW to
readas follows:
In transferringthe enforcement of existing cigarette and tobacco taxesfrom
the department of revenue to the liquor control board, it is the intent of the
legislaturethat the cigarette andtobacco tax laws of the state of Washington be
actively enforced. Enforcement officers of the liquor control boardappointed
undersection 10 or 1 of this act shall pursueall necessary means within their
statutory authority in order to ensure compliance with chapters82.24 and 82.26
RCW.
*Sec. I was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*Sec. 2. RCW 66.44.010 and 1987 c 202 s 224 areeach amended to readas

follows:
(1) All county and municipal peace officers are hereby charged with the
duty of investigatingand prosecuting all violations of this title, and the penal
laws of this state relating to the manufacture, importation, transportation,
possession, distributionand sale of liquor, and allfines imposedfor violations
of this title and the penal laws of this state relating to the manufacture,
importation, transportation,possession, distribution and sale of liquor shall
belong to the county, city ortown wherein the court imposing thefine is located,
and shall be placed in the general fund for payment of the salaries of those
engaged in the enforcement of the provisions of this title and the penallaws of
this state relating to the manufacture,importation,transportation,possession,
distributionand sale of liquor: PROVIDED, That allfees, fines,forfeitures and
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penalties collected or assessed by a districtcourt because of the violation of a
state law shall be remitted as provided in chapter3.62 RCW as now exists or is
later amended.
(2) In addition to any andall otherpowers granted,the boardshall have the
power to enforce the penal provisionsof this title and the penallaws of this state
relatingto the manufacture,importation,transportation,possession, distribution
and sale of liquor.
(3)(a) In addition to the other duties under this section. the board shall
enforce chapters82,24 and 82.26 RCW
(b) Through active enforcement of chapters 82.24 and 82.26 RCW and
negotiation of cooperativeaereementsas authorized under section 12 of this act.
the board shallreduce the ninet million dollars in lost ciaretteand tobacco tax
revenue due to tax evasion, The board shall achieve a net decrease in lost
ciraretteand tobacco revenue accordingto the following schedules:
(i) By June 30. 1998. at least five percent:
(ii) Bv June 30, 1. 9, at least twelve and one-halfpercent:
(iii) By June 30, 2000, at least thirty percent:
(iv) Bv June 30. 2001. at least thirty-seven and one-half ercent: and
(v) By June 30, 2002, at leastfifty percent,
The board shallsustain the fifty percent net decrease in lost revenue due to
cigaretteand tobacco tax evasion after June 30. 2002.
(4) The board may appoit and employ, assign to duty and fir the
compensation of, officers to be designatedas liquor enforcement officers. Such
liquor enforcement officers shallhave the power, under the supervision of the
board,to enforce the penalprovisions of this title and thepenal laws of this state
relatingto the manufacture,importation,transportation,possession, distribution
and sale of liquor, and the provisions of chapters82.24 and 82.26 RCW. They
shall have the power and authorityto serve and execute all warrantsandprocess
of law issued by the courts in enforcing the penalprovisionsof this title or of any
penal law of this state relatingto the manufacture,importation,transportation,
possession, distributionand sale of liquor. They shallhave the power to arrest
without a warrantany person or personsfound in the act of violating any of the
penal provisions of this title or of any penal law of this state relating to the
manufacture, importation, transportation,possession, distributionand sale of
liquor,and the provisions of chapters82.24 and 82.26 RCW.
*Sec. 2 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Sec. 3. RCW 82.24.010 and 1995 c 278 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the definitions in this section
apply throughout this chapter:
(1) "Board" means the liquor control board,
M "Cigarette" means any roll for smoking made wholly or in part of tobacco,
irrespective of size or shape and irrespective of the tobacco being flavored,
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adulterated, or mixed with any other ingredient, where such roll has a wrapper or
cover made of paper or any material, except where such wrapper iswholly or in the
greater part made of natural leaf tobacco in its natural state.
(((-2-))) M "Indian tribal organization" means a federally recognized Indian
tribe, or tribal entity, and includes an Indian wholesaler or retailer that is owned by
an Indian who is an enrolled tribal member conducting business under tribal license
or similar tribal approval within Indian country. For purposes of this chapter
"Indian country" is defined in the manner set forth in 18 U.S.C. Sec. 1151.
(((-3))) (41 "Precollection obligation" means the obligation of a seller otherwise
exempt from the tax imposed by this chapter to collect the tax from that seller's
buyer.
(((4))) (5M "Retailer" means every person, nther than a wholesaler, who
purchases, sells, offers for sale or distributes any one or more of the articles taxed
herein, irrespective of quantity or amount, or the number of sales, and all persons
operating under a retailer's registration certificate.
(((-))) (6 "Retail selling price" means the ordinary, customary or usual price
paid by the consumer for each package of cigarettes, less the tax levied by this
chapter and less any similar tax levied by this state.
(((6))) (7) "Stamp" means the stamp or stamps by use of which the tax levy
under this chapter is paid or identification is made of those cigarettes with respect
to which no tax is imposed.
(((7))) (8) "Wholesaler" means every person who purchases, sells, or
distributes any one or more of the articles taxed herein to retailers for the purpose
of resale only.
(((8))) 9LThe meaning attributed, in chapter 82.04 RCW, to the words
"person," "sale," "business" and "successor" applies equally in this chapter.
Sec. 4. RCW 82.24.110 and 1995 c 278 s 7 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) Each of the following acts is a gross misdemeanor and punishable as such:
(a)To sell, except as a licensed wholesaler engaged in interstate commerce as
to the article being taxed herein, without the stamp first being affixed;
(b)To sell in Washington as a wholesaler to u retailer who does not possess
and is required to possess a current cigarette retailer's license;
(c) To use or have in possession knowingly or intentionally any forged or
counterfeit stamps;
(d)For any person other than the department of revenue or its duly authorized
agent to sell any stamps not affixed to any of the articles taxed herein whether such
stamps are genuine or counterfeit;
(e)To violate any of the provisions of this chapter;
(f) To violate any lawful rule made and published by the department of
revenue or the board;
(g)To use any stamps more than once;
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(h) To refuse to allow the department of revenue or its duly authorized agent,
on demand, to make full inspection of any place of business where any of the
articles herein taxed are sold or otherwise hinder or prevent such inspection;
(i) Except as provided in this chapter, for any retailer to have in possession in
any place of business any of the articles herein taxed, unless the same have the
proper stamps attached;
(j) For any person to make, use, or present or exhibit to the department of
revenue or its duly authorized agent, any invoice for any of the articles herein taxed
which bears an untrue date or falsely states the nature or quantity of the goods
therein invoiced;
(k) For any wholesaler or retailer or his or her agents or employees to fail to
produce on demand of the department of revenue all invoices of all the articles
herein taxed or stamps bought by him or her or received in his or her place of
business within five years prior to such demand unless he or she can show by
satisfactory proof that the nonproduction of the invoices was due to causes beyond
his or her control;
(I) For any person to receive in this state any shipment of any of the articles
taxed herein, when the same are not stamped, for the purpose of avoiding payment
of tax. It is presumed that persons other than dealers who purchase or receive
shipments of unstamped cigarettes do so to avoid payment of the tax imposed
herein;
(m) For any person to possess or transport in this state a quantity of sixty
thousand cigarettes or less unless the proper stamps required by this chapter have
been affixed or unless: (i) Notice of the possession or transportation has been
given as required by RCW 82.24.250; (ii) the person transporting the cigarettes has
in actual possession invoices or delivery tickets which show the true name and
address of the consignor or seller, the true name and address of the consignee or
purchaser, and the quantity and brands of the cigarettes so transported; and (iii) the
cigarettes are consigned to or purchased by any person in this state who is
authorized by this chapter to possess unstamped cigarettes in this state.
(2) It is unlawful for any person knowingly or intentionally to possess or to
transport in this state a quantity in excess of sixty thousand cigarettes unless the
proper stamps required by this chapter are affixed thereto or unless: (a) Proper
notice as required by RCW 82.24.250 has been given; (b) the person transporting
the cigarettes actually possesses invoices or delivery tickets showing the true name
and address of the consignor or seller, the true name and address of the consignee
or purchaser, and the quantity and brands of the cigarettes so transported; and (c)
the cigarettes are consigned to or purchased by a person in this state who is
authorized by this chapter to possess unstamped cigarettes in this state. Violation
of this section shall be punished as a class C felony under Title 9A RCW.
(3)All agents, employees, and others who aid, abet, or otherwise participate
in any way in the violation of the provisions of this chapter or in any of the
offenses described in this chapter shall be guilty and punishable as principals, to
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the same extent as any wholesaler or retailer or any other person violating this
chapter.
Sec. 5. RCW 82.24.130 and 1990 c 216 s 5 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) The following are subject to seizure and forfeiture:
(a) Subject to RCW 82.24.250, any articles taxed in this chapter that are found
at any point within this state, which articles are held, owned, or possessed by any
person, and that do not have the stamps affixed to the packages or containers.
(b) All conveyances, including aircraft, vehicles, or vessels, which are used,
or intended for use, to transport, or in any manner to facilitate the transportation,
for the purpose of sale or receipt of property described in (a) of this subsection,
except:
(i) A conveyance used by any person as a common or contract carrier having
in actual possession invoices or delivery tickets showing the true name and address
of the consignor or seller, the true name of the consignee or purchaser, and the
quantity and brands of the cigarettes transported, unless it appears that the owner
or other person in charge of the conveyance is a consenting party or privy to a
violation of this chapter;
(ii) A conveyance subject to forfeiture under this section by reason of any act
or omission of which the owner thereof establishes to have been committed or
omitted without his or her knowledge or consent;
(iii) A conveyance encumbered by a bona fide security interest if the secured
party neither had knowledge of nor consented to the act or omission.
(c) Any vending machine used for the purpose of violating the provisions of
this chapter.
(2) Property subject to forfeiture under this chapter may be seized by any
agent of the department authorized to collect taxes. any enforcement officer of the
._a., or law enforcement officer of this state upon process issued by any superior
court or district court having jurisdiction over the property. Seizure without
process may be made if:
(a) The seizure is incident to an arrest or a search under a search warrant or an
inspection under an administrative inspection warrant; or
(b) The department, the board. or the law enforcement officer has probable
cause to believe that the property was used or is intended to be used in violation of
this chapter and exigent circumstances exist making procurement of a search
warrant impracticable.
(3) Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this section, articles taxed in
this chapter which are in the possession of a wholesaler or retailer, licensed under
Washington state law, for a period of time necessary to affix the stamps after
receipt of the articles, shall not be considered contraband.
Sec. 6. RCW 82.24.190 and 1987 c 202 s 244 are each amended to read as
follows:
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When the department of revenue or the board has good reason to believe that
any of the articles taxed herein are being kept, sold, offered for sale, or given away
in violation of the provisions of this chapter or regulations issued under authority
hereof, it may make affidavit of such fact, describing the place or thing to be
searched, before any judge of any court in this state, and such judge shall issue a
search warrant directed to the sheriff, any deputy, police officer, or duly authorized
agent of the department of revenue commanding him or her diligently to search any
building, room in a building, place or vehicle as may be designated in the affidavit
and search warrant, and to seize such tobacco so possessed and to hold the same
until disposed of by law, and to arrest the person in possession or control thereof.
If upon the return of such warrant, it shall appear that any of the articles taxed
herein, unlawfully possessed, were seized, the same shall be sold as provided in
this chapter.
See. 7. RCW 82.24.250 and 1995 c 278 s 10 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) No person other than: (a) A licensed wholesaler in the wholesaler's own
vehicle; or (b) a person who has given notice to the ((dep"tlmen)) the board in
advance of the commencement of transportation shall transport or cause to be
transported in this state cigarettes not having the stamps affixed to the packages or
containers.
(2) When transporting unstamped cigarettes, such persons shall have in their
actual possession or cause to have in the actual possession of those persons
transporting such cigarettes on their behalf invoices or delivery tickets for such
cigarettes, which shall show the true name and address of the consignor or seller,
the true name and address of the consignee or purchaser, and the- quantity and
brands of the cigarettes so transported,
(3) If the cigarettes are consigned to or purchased by any person in this state
such purchaser or consignee must be a person who is authorized by chapter 82.24
RCW to possess unstamped cigarettes in this state.
(4) In the absence of the notice of transportation required by this section or in
the absence of such invoices or delivery tickets, or, if the name or address of the
consignee or purchaser is falsified or if the purchaser or consignee is not a person
authorized by chapter 82.24 RCW to possess unstamped cigarettes, the cigarettes
so transported shall be deemed contraband subject to seizure and sale under the
provisions of RCW 82.24.130.
(5) Transportation of cigarettes from a point outside this state to a point in
some other state will not be considered a violation of this section provided that the
person so transporting such cigarettes has in his possession adequate invoices or
delivery tickets which give the true name and address of such out-of-state seller or
consignor and such out-of-state purchaser or consignee.
(6) In any case where the department or its duly authorized agent, or any peace
officer of the state, has knowledge or reasonable grounds to believe that any
vehicle is transporting cigarettes in violation of this section, the department, such
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agent, or such police officer, is authorized to stop such vehicle and to inspect the
same for contraband cigarettes.
(7)For purposes of this section, the term "person authorized by chapter 82.24
RCW to possess unstamped cigarettes" means:
(a)A wholesaler or retailer, licensed under Washington state law;
(b)The United States or an agency thereof; and
(c)Any person, including an Indian tribal organization, who, after notice has
been given to the ((dep.-et.)) boad as provided in this section, brings or causes
to be brought into the state unstamped cigarettes, if within a period of time after
receipt of the cigarettes as the department determines by rule to be reasonably
necessary for the purpose the person has caused stamps to be affixed in accordance
with RCW 82.24.030 or otherwise made payment of the tax required by this
chapter in the manner set forth in rules adopted by the department.
Sec. 8. RCW 82.24.550 and 1993 c 507 s 17 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) The ((dcpartmenct of rccnuc)) board shall enforce the provisions of this
chapter ((cxzcpt RGW 82.24.50 , wh,-h wll b for.,d by !he lquor e.r,... l
board)). The board may adopt, amend. and repeal rules necessary to enforce the
provisions of this chapter,
(2 The department of revenue may adopt, amend, and repeal rules necessary
to ((enfree-fand)) administer the provisions of this chapter. The department of
revenue has full power and authority to revoke or suspend the license or permit of
any wholesale or retail cigarette dealer in the state upon sufficient cause appearing
of the violation of this chapter or upon the failure of such licensee to comply with
any of the provisions of this chaptei.
((R))) 3 A license shall not be suspended or revoked except upon notice to
the licensee and after a hearing as prescribed by the department of revenue. The
department of revenue, upon a finding by same, that the licensee has failed to
comply with any provision of this chapter or any- rule promulgated thereunder,
shall, in the case of the first offender, suspend the license or licenses of the licensee
for aperiod of not less than thirty consecutive business days, and, in the case of a
second or plural offender, shall suspend the license or licenses for a period of not
less than ninety consecutive business days nor more than twelve months, and, in
the event the department of revenue finds the offender has been guilty of willful
and persistent violations, it may revoke the license or licenses.
(((-3-))) (4) Any person whose license or licenses have been so revoked may
apply to the department of revenue at the expiration of one year for a reinstatement
of the license or licenses. The license or licenses may be reinstated by the
department of revenue if it appears to the satisfaction of the department of revenue
that the licensee will comply with the provisions of this chapter and the rules
promulgated thereunder.
(((4))) M51 A person whose license has been suspended or revoked shall not
sell cigarettes or permit cigarettes to be sold during the period of such suspension
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or revocation on the premises occupied by the person or upon other premises
controlled by the person or others or in any other manner or form whatever.
((f))) J63 Any determination and order by the department of revenue, and any
order of suspension or revocation by the department of revenue of the license or
licenses, or refusal to reinstate a license or licenses after revocation shall be
reviewable by an appeal to the superior court of Thurston county. The superior
court shall review the order or ruling of the department of revenue and may hear
the matter de novo, having due regard to the provisions of this chapter and the
duties imposed upon the department of revenue and the board.
Sec. 9. RCW 82.32.300 and 1983 c 3 s 222 are each amended to read as
follows:
The administration of this and chapters 82.04 through 82.27 RCW of this title
is vested in the department of revenue which shall prescribe forms and rules of
procedure for the determination of the taxable status of any person, for the making
of returns and for the ascertainment, assessment and collection of taxes and
penalties imposed thereunder.
The department of revenue shall make and publish rules and regulations, not
inconsistent therewith, necessary to enforce ((ther)) provisions of this chapter and
chapters 82,02 through 82,23B and 82,27 RCW, and the liquor control board shall
make and publish rules necessar, to enforce chapters 82.24 and 82.26 RCW, which
shall have the same force and effect as if specifically included therein, unless
declared invalid by the judgment of a court of record not appealed from.
The department may employ such clerks, specialists, and other assistants as
are necessary. Salaries and compensation of such employees shall be fixed by the
department and shall be charged to the proper appropriation for the.department.
The department shall exercise general supervision of the collection of taxes
and, in the discharge of such duty, may institute and prosecute such suits or
proceedings in the courts as may be necessary and proper.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 10. A new section is added to chapter 82.24 RCW to
read as follows:
The department shall appoint, as duly authorized agents, enforcement officers
of the liquor control board to enforce provisions of this chapter. These officers
shall not be considered employees of the department.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 11. A new section is added to chapter 82.26 RCW to
read as follows:
The department shall appoint, as duly authorized agents, enforcement officers
of the liquor control board to enforce provisions of this chapter. These officers
shall not be considered employees of the department.
*NEW SECTION, Sec. 12. A new section is added to chapter 43.06 RCW
to read as follows:
(1) The governor is authorized and empowered to execute cooperative
agreements with federally recognized Indian tribes or nations in the state of
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Washington concerning the sales of cigarettes and tobacco. The liquor control
board shall negotiate the cooperative agreements with the federally recognized
Indian tribes or nations. The rate of tax imposed and collected on cigarettes and
tobacco products under cooperative agreements shall be at the same rate as the
taxes imposed on cigarettes and tobacco products under chapters 82.24 and
82.26 RCW, but the amount of taxes collected that may be retained by the Indian
tribes or nations shall be as provided in the cooperative agreements.
(2) A cooperative agreement under this section shall be designed to
contribute to the achievement ofa net decrease in the ninety million dollars in
cigarette and tobacco tax revenues that are lost annually, balancing the
contribution of voluntary compliance, enforcement, and the cooperative
agreement. In conjunction with active enforcement of chapters 82.24 and 82.26
RCW under RCW 66.44.010, cooperative agreements shall be designed to
achieve a net decrease in lost cigarette and tobacco revenue according to the
following schedules:
(a) By June 30, 1998, at leastfive percent;
(b) By June 30, 1999, at least twelve and one-halfpercent;
(c) By June 30, 2000, at least thirty percent;
(d) By June 30, 2001, at least thirty-seven and one-halfpercent; and
(e) By June 30, 2002, at least fifty percent.
The board shall sustain the fifty percent net decrease in lost revenue due to
cigarette and tobacco tax evasion after June 30, 2002.
(3) Of the revenues received by the state under cooperative agreements
negotiated under this section, fifty percent shall be deposited in the violence
reduction and drug enforcement account and fifty percent shall be deposited in
the health services account.
(4) For the purposes of this section, "federallyrecognized Indian tribes or
nations" means an Indian entity that is recognized as an Indian tribe or a self.
governing dependent Indian community by the United States secretary of the
interior.
*Sec. 12 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*NEW SECTION. Sec. 13. A new section is added to chapter 82.08 RCW
to read as follows:
The tax levied by RCW 82.08.020 does not apply to sales of cigarettes or
tobacco made by a federally recognized Indian tribe or nation or its licensees
during the effective period of a cooperative agreement entered into between the
state and the federally recognized Indian tribe or nation under section 12 of this
act.
*Sec. 13 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*LVEW SECTION. Sec. 14. A new section is added to chapter 82.12 RCW
to read as follows:
The provisions of this chapter do not apply in respect to the use of cigarettes
or tobacco sold by a federally recognized Indian tribe or nation or its licensees
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duringthe effective period of a cooperative agreement entered into between the
state and the federally recognized Indian tribe or nation under section 12 of this
act.
*Sec. 14 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*NEW SECTION, Sec. 15. A new section is added to chapter 82.24 RCW
to read as follows:
This chapter does not apply to the sale, use, consumption, handling,
possession, ordistribution of cigarettes by afederally recognized Indian tribe or
nation or its licensees during the effective period of a cooperative agreement
enteredinto between the state and the federally recognized Indian tribe or nation
under section 12 of this act.
*Sec. 15 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*NEW SECTION, Sec. 16. A new section is added to chapter 82.26 RCW
to readas follows:
This chapter does not apply to the sale, use, consumption, handling,
possession, or distributionof tobacco by a federally recognized Indian tribe or
nation or its licensees during the effective period of a cooperative agreement
entered into between the state and thefederally recognized Indiantribe or nation
under section 12 of this act.
*Sec. 16 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*NEW SECTION. Sec. 17. This act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of the state
government and its existingpublic institutions,and takes effect immediately.
*Sec. 17 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Passed the House April 21, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 16, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 19, 1997, with the exception of certain items
that were vetoed.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 19, 1997.
Note: Governors explanation of partial veto is as follows:
"Iam returning herewith, without my approval as to sections 1,2, and 12 through 17,
Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 2272 entitled:
"AN ACT Relating to transferring the enforcement of existing cigarette and tobacco
taxes from the department of revenue to the liquor control board;"
Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 2272 transfers responsibility for collection of
cigarette taxes from the Department of Revenue to the Liquor Control Board. It also
makes statements about the estimated amounts of tax revenue lost annually due to evasion,
and permits the governor to enter into agreements with tribal governments for the
collection of the tax on tribal lands.
I concur with the Legislature that the state has a significant problem related to the
collection of the state tax on cigarettes, and I agree that the Liquor Control Board is better
suited to collect the tax than the Department of Revenue. However, I believe that other
portions of ESHB 2272 are too restrictive to be practical.
Other slates have successfully dealt with this issue through effective and fair
government-to-government agreements. This bill would have authorized the governor to
enter into compacts with Indian tribes regarding cigarette tax collection, but it leaves too
little negotiating room. We already have other successful compacting processes in place.
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This bill did not make use of those successful processes. Instead, the compacting process
set forth in the bill severely and unnecessarily restricts the terms of the agreements. I want
the Legislature to revisit this compacting authority next session.
For these reasons, I have vetoed sections I, 2, and 12 through 17 of Engrossed
Substitute House Bill No. 2272.
With the exception of sections 1, 2, and 12 through 17, Engrossed Substitute House
Bill No. 2272 is approved."

CHAPTER 421
[Substitute Senate Bill 5103]
ALTERNATE OPERATORS ALLOWED UNDER COMMERCIAL FISHERY, DELIVERY, AND
CHARTER LICENSES-INCREASE AUTHORIZED
AN ACT Relating to commercial fishery licenses; and adding a new section to chapter 75.28
RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. A new section is added to chapter 75.28 RCW to
read as follows:
The fish and wildlife commission may, by rule, increase the number of
alternate operators beyond the level authorized by RCW 75.28.030 and 75.28.046
for a commercial fishery license, delivery license, or charter license.
Passed the Senate April 19, 1997.
Passed the House April 14, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 19, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 19, 1997.
CHAPTER 422
[Substitute Senate Bill 5104]
EASTERN WASHINGTON PHEASANT ENHANCEMENT PROGRAM

AN ACT Relating to game birds; adding new sections to chapter 77.12 RCW; and creating new
sections.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. The legislature finds that pheasant populations in
eastern Washington have greatly decreased from their historic high levels and that
pheasant hunting success rates have plummeted. The number of pheasant hunters
has decreased due to reduced hunting success. There is an opportunity to enhance
the pheasant population by release of pen-reared pheasants and habitat
enhancements to create increased hunting opportunities on publicly owned and
managed lands.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. There is created within the department the eastern
Washington pheasant enhancement program. The purpose of the program is to
improve the harvest of pheasants by releasing pen-reared rooster pheasants on sites
accessible for public hunting and by providing grants for habitat enhancement on
public or private lands under agreement with the department. The department may
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either purchase rooster pheasants from private contractors, or produce rooster
pheasants from department-sanctioned cooperative projects, whichever is less
expensive, provided that the pheasants released meet minimum department
standards for health and maturity. Any surplus hen pheasants from pheasant farms
or projects operated by the department or the department of corrections for this
enhancement program shall be made available to landowners who voluntarily open
their lands to public pheasant hunting. Pheasants produced for the eastern
Washington pheasant enhancement program must not detrimentally affect the
production or operation of the department's western Washington pheasant release
program. The release of pheasants for hunting purposes must not conflict with or
supplant other department efforts to improve upland bird habitat or naturally
produced upland birds.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 3. The commission must establish special pheasant
hunting opportunities for juvenile hunters in eastern Washington for the 1998
season and future seasons.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 4. Beginning September 1, 1997, a person who hunts
for pheasant in eastern Washington must pay an annual surcharge of ten dollars,
in addition to other licensing requirements. Funds from the surcharge must be
deposited in the eastern Washington pheasant enhancement account created in
section 5 of this act.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 5. The eastern Washington pheasant enhancement
account is created in the custody of the state treasurer. All receipts under section
4 of this act must be deposited in the account. Moneys in the account are subject
to legislative appropriation and shall be used for the purpose of funding the eastern
Washington pheasant enhancement program. The department may use moneys
from the account to improve pheasant habitat or to purchase or produce pheasants.
Not less than eighty percent of expenditures from the account must be used to
purchase or produce pheasants. The eastern Washington pheasant enhancement
account funds must not be used for the purchase of land. The account may be used
to offer grants to improve pheasant habitat on public or private lands that are open
to public hunting. The department may enter partnerships with private landowners,
nonprofit corporations, cooperative groups, and federal or state agencies for the
purposes of pheasant habitat enhancement in areas that will be available for public
hunting.

NEW SECTION, See. 6. The department of fish and wildlife must jointly
investigate with the department of corrections the feasibility of producing
pheasants for the eastern Washington pheasant enhancement program utilizing
inmate labor and facilities at the Walla Walla state penitentiary or other eastern
Washington state correctional facilities. The investigation must include a
comparison of the costs of producing pheasants at a correctional facility versus the
costs of purchasing pheasants for this enhancement program. The two departments
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must report their findings to the senate and house of representatives natural
resources committees on or before January 1, 1998.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 7. Sections 2 through 5 of this act are each added to
chapter 77.12 RCW.
Passed the Senate April 22, 1997.
Passed the House April 18, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 19, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 19, 1997.

CHAPTER 423
[Substitute Senate Bill 5119]
COMPENSATION OF MEMBERS OF THE FOREST PRACTICES APPEALS BOARD
AN ACT Relating to compensating members of the forest practices appeals board; amending
RCW 76.09.220; creating a new section; providing an effective date; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. The legislature finds that the functions of the forest
practices appeals board have overriding sensitivity and are of importance to the
public welfare and operation of state government.
Sec. 2. RCW 76.09.220 and 1989 c 175 s 164 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) The appeals board shall operate on either a part-time or a full-time basis,
as determined by the governor. If it is determined that the appeals board shall
operate on a full-time basis, each member shall receive an annual salary to be
determined by the governor. If it is determined that the appeals board shall operate
on a part-time basis, each member shall be compensated in accordance with RCW
((43.03.240: PROVIDED, That such)) 43,03,250, The director of the
environmental hearings office shall make the determination, required under RCW
43.03.250, as to what statutorily prescribed duties, in addition to attendance at a
hearng or meeting of the board, shall merit compensation, This compensation
shail noi exceed ten thousand dollars in a fiscal year. Each member shall receive
reimbursement for travel expenses incurred in the discharge of his duties in
accordance with the provisions of RCW 43.03.050 and 43.03.060.
(2)The appeals board shall as soon as practicable after the initial appointment
of the members thereof, meet and elect from among its members a chairman, and
shall at least biennially thereafter meet and elect or reelect a chairman.
(3) The principal office of the appeals board shall be at the state capital, but
it may sit or hold hearings at any other place in the state. A majority of the appeals
board shall constitute a quorum for making orders or decisions, promulgating rules
and regulations necessary for the conduct of its powers and duties, or transacting
other official business, and may act though one position on the board be vacant.
One or more members may hold hearings and take testimony to be reported for
action by the board when authorized by rule or order of the board. The appeals
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board shall perform all the powers and duties granted to it in this chapter or as
otherwise provided by law.
(4) The L.ppeals board shall make findings of fact and prepare a written
decision in each case decided by it, and such findings and decision shall be
effective upon being signed by two or more members and upon being filed at the
appeals board's principal office, and shall be open to public inspection at all
reasonable times.
(5)The appeals board shall either publish at its expense or make arrangements
with a publishing firm for the publication of those of its findings and decisions
which are of general public interest, in such form as to assure reasonable
distribution thereof.
(6) The appeals board shall maintain at its principal office a journal which
shall contain all official actions of the appeals board, with the exception of findings
and decisions, together with the vote of each member on such actions. The journal
shall be available for public inspection at the principal office of the appeals board
at all reasonable times.
(7)The forest practices appeals board shall have exclusive jurisdiction to hear
appeals arising from an action or determination by the department.
(8)(a) Any person aggrieved by the approval or disapproval of an application
to conduct a forest practice may seek review from the appeals board by filing a
request for the same within thirty days of the approval or disapproval.
Concurrently with the filing of any request for review with the board as provided
in this section, the requestor shall file a copy of his request with the department and
the attorney general. The attorney general may intervene to protect the public
interest and insure that the provisions of this chapter are complied with.
(b) The review proceedings authorized in ((subparagrah )) (a) of this
subsection are subject to the provisions of chapter 34.05 RCW pertaining to
procedures in adjudicative proceedings.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 3. This act is necessary for the immediate preservation
of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of the state government and its
existing public institutions, and takes effect July 1, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 21, 1997.
Passed the House April 14, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 19, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 19, 1997.

CHAPTER 424
[Engrossed Substitute Senate Bil! 5273]
COMPENSATORY MITIGATION FOR AQUATIC RESOURCES
AN ACT Relating to compensatory mitigation; adding new sections to chapter 75.20 RCW;
adding a new section to chapter 90.48 RCW; and adding anew chapter to Title 90 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
[2596 ]
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NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. (1) The legislature finds that:
(a) The state lacks a clear policy relating to the mitigation of wetlands and
aquatic habitat for infrastructure development;
(b) Regulatory agencies have generally required project proponents to use
compensatory mitigation only at the site of the project's impacts and to mitigate
narrowly for the habitat or biological functions impacted by a project;
(c) This practice of considering traditional on-site, in-kind mitigation may
provide fewer environmental benefits when compared to innovative mitigation
proposals that provide benefits in advance of a project's planned impacts and that
restore functions or habitat other than those impacted at a project site; and
(d) Regulatory decisions on development proposals that attempt to incorporate
innovative mitigation measures take an unreasonably long period of time and are
subject to a great deal of uncertainty and additional expenses.
(2) The legislature therefore declares that it is the policy of the state to
authorize innovative mitigation measures by requiring state regulatory agencies to
consider mitigation proposals for infrastructure projects that are timed, designed,
and located in a manner to provide equal or better biological functions and values
compared to traditional on-site, in-kind mitigation proposals.
(3) It is the intent of the legislature to authorize local governments to
accommodate the goals of this chapter. It is not the intent of the legislature to: (a)
Restrict the ability of a project proponent to pursue project specific mitigation; or
(b)create any new authority for regulating wetlands or aquatic habitat beyond what
is specifically provided for in this chapter.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 2. The definitions in this section apply throughout this
chapter unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
(I) "Mitigation" means sequentially avoiding impacts, minimizing impacts,
or compensating for remaining unavoidable impacts.
(2) "Compensatory mitigation" means the restoration, creation, enhancement,
or preservation of uplands, wetlands, or other aquatic resources for the purposes
of compensating for unavoidable adverse impacts that remain after all appropriate
and practicable avoidance and minimization has been achieved. "Compensatory
mitigation" includes mitigation that:
(a) Occurs at the same time as, or in advance of, a project's planned
environmental impacts;
(b)Is located in a site either on, near, or distant from the project's impacts; and
(c) Provides either the same or different biological functions and values as the
functions and values impacted by the project.
(3) "Infrastructure development" means an action that is critical for the
maintenance or expansion of an existing infrastructure feature such as a highway,
rail line, airport, marine terminal, utility corridor, harbor area, or hydroelectric
facility and is consistent with an approved land use planning process. This
planning process may include the growth management act, chapter 36.70A RCW,
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or the shoreline management act, chapter 90.58 RCW, in areas covered by those
chapters.
(4) "Mitigation plan" means a document or set of documents developed
through joint discussions between a project proponent and environmental
regulatory agencies that describe the unavoidable wetland or aquatic resource
impacts of the proposed infrastructure development and the proposed compensatory mitigation for those impacts.
(5) "Project proponent" means a public or private entity responsible for
preparing a mitigation plan.
(6) "Watershed" means an area identified as a state of Washington water
resource inventory area under WAC 173-500-040 as it exists on the effective date
of this section.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 3. (1) Project proponents may use a mitigation plan
to propose compensatory mitigation within a watershed. A mitigation plan shall:
(a) Contain provisions that guarantee the long-term viability of the created,
restored, enhanced, or preserved habitat, including assurances for protecting any
essential biological functions and values defined in the mitigation plan;
(b) Contain provisions for long-term monitoring of any created, restored, or
enhanced mitigation site; and
(c) Be consistent with the local comprehensive land use plan and any other
applicable planning process in effect for the development area, such as an adopted
subbasin or watershed plan.
(2)The departments of ecology and fish and wildlife may not limit the scope
of options in a mitigation plan to areas on or near the project site, or to habitat
types of the same type as contained on the project site. The departments of ecology
and fish and wildlife shall fully review and give due consideration to compensatory
mitigation proposals that improve the overall biological functions and values of the
watershed or bay and accommodate the mitigation needs of infrastructure
development.
The departments of ecology and fish and wildlife are not required to grant
approval to a mitigation plan that the departments find does not provide equal or
better biological functions and values within the watershed or bay.
(3)When making a permit or other regulatory decision under the guidance of
this chapter, the departments of ecology and fish and wildlife shall consider
whether the mitigation plan provides equal or better biological functions and
values, compared to the existing conditions, for the target resources or species
identified in the mitigation plan. This consideration shall be based upon the
following factors:
(a) The relative value of the mitigation for the target resources, in terms of the
quality and quantity of biological functions and values provided;
(b) The compatibility of the proposal with the intent of broader resource
management and habitat management objectives and plans, such as existing
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resource management plans, watershed plans, critical areas ordinances, and
shoreline master programs;
(c) The ability of the mitigation to address scarce functions or values within
a watershed;
(d) The benefits of the proposal to broader watershed landscape, including the
benefits of connecting various habitat units or providing population-limiting
habitats or functions for target species;
(e) The benefits of early implementation of habitat mitigation for projects that
provide compensatory mitigation in advance of the project's planned impacts; and
(f) The significance of any negative impacts to nontarget species or resources.
(4) A mitigation plan may be approved through a memorandum of agreement
between the project proponent and either the department of ecology or the
department of fish and wildlife, or both.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 4. (1) In making regulatory decisions relating to
wetland or aquatic resource mitigation, the departments of ecology and fish and
wildlife shall, at the request of the project proponent, follow the guidance of
sections 1 through 3 of this act.
(2) If the department of ecology or the department of fish and wildlife receives
multiple requests for review of mitigation plans, each department may schedule its
review of these proposals to conform to available budgetary resources.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 5. A new section is added to chapter 75.20 RCW to
read as follows:
The department shall not require mitigation for sediment dredging or capping
actions that result in a cleaner aquatic environment and equal or better habitat
functions and values, if the actions are taken under a state or federal cleanup action.
This chapter shall not be construed to require habitat mitigation for navigation
and maintenance dredging of existing channels and berthing areas.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 6. A new section is added to chapter 75.20 RCW to
read as follows:
When reviewing a mitigation plan under RCW 75.20.100 or RCW 75.20.103,
the department shall, at the request of the project proponent, follow the guidance
contained in sections 1 through 4 of this act.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 7. A new section is added to chapter 90.48 RCW to
read as follows:
When exercising its powers under RCW 90.48.260, the department shall, at
the request of the project proponent, follow the guidance contained in sections 1
through 4 of this act.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 8. Sections 1 through 4 of this act constitute a new

chapter in Title 90 RCW.
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Passed the Senate April 21, 1997.
Passed the House April 8, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 19, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 19, 1997.
CHAPTER 425
[Substitute Senate Bill 5327]
FISH AND WILDLIFE HABITAT INCENTIVES PROGRAM
AN ACT Relating to fish and wildlife enhancement; adding a new section to chapter 77.12
RCW; adding a new section to chapter 75.20 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 76.09 RCW;
creating new sections; and making appropriations.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. In an effort to increase the amount of habitat
available for fish and wildlife, the legislature finds that it is desirable for the
department of fish and wildlife, the department of natural resources, and other
interested parties to work closely with private landowners to achieve habitat
enhancements. In some instances, private landowners avoid enhancing habitat
because of a concern that the presence of fish or wildlife may make future land
management more difficult. It is the intent of this act to provide a mechanism that
facilitates habitat development while avoiding an adverse impact on the landowner
at a later date. The habitat incentives program is not intended to supercede any
federal laws.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 2. (1) The department of fish and wildlife and the
department of natural resources shall jointly initiate a habitat incentives program
in two phases. In creating this program, the departments shall make use of and
complement other study efforts underway relating to habitat protection and
enhancement, including the department of fish and wildlife's review of the
hydraulic project approval process and the forestry module under development for
the forest practices board dealing with practices within riparian areas.
(2) In phase one, the department of fish and wildlife and the department of
natural resources shall work with affected federally recognized Indian tribes,
landowners, the regional fisheries enhancement groups, the timber, fish, and
wildlife cooperators, and other interested parties to identify appropriate criteria and
other factors necessary for implementation of the habitat incentives program. The
departments in concert with the interested parties shall identify at least the
following elements for implementation of the program:
(a) The factors and the approach that the departments should use in evaluating
and weighing the benefits and concurrent risks of entering into a habitat incentives
agreement with a landowner;
(b)The approach to be used in assigning responsibilities for implementation
of the agreement to the landowner and to the departments;
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(c) Assignment of responsibility for documentation of the conditions on a
landowner's property prior to the departments entering into a habitat incentives agreement;
(d)The process to be used when a landowner who has entered into a habitat
incentives agreement applies for hydraulic project approval or a forest practices
permit during the term of the agreement;
(e) The process to be used to monitor and evaluate whether actions taken as
a part of the agreement actually enhance habitat for the target species and to amend
the agreement if the existing agreement is not enhancing habitat;
(f) The conditions under which the departments and the landowner may
terminate the agreement and the remedies if either party breaches the terms of the
agreement;
(g) The means for ensuring that the departments are notified if the property
covered by the agreement is sold or otherwise transferred into other ownership;
(h)The process to be used for reaching concurrence between the landowner,
the departments, the timber, fish, and wildlife cooperators, and affected federally
recognized Indian tribes; and
(i) The process to be used in prioritizing proposed agreements if the requests
for agreements exceed the funding available for entering into and implementing
such agreements.
The departments and the interested parties may identify and propose solutions
to other issues necessary in order to implement the habitat incentives program. The
departments and the interested parties shall report to the legislature on their
findings as well as on any other recommendations for implementation and funding
for the habitat incentives program by December 1, 1997.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 3. A new section is added to chapter 77.12 RCW to
read as follows:
(1) Beginning in January 1998, the department of fish and wildlife and the
department of natural resources shall implement a habitat incentives program based
on the recommendations of federally recognized Indian tribes, landowners, the
regional fisheries enhancement groups, the timber, fish, and wildlife cooperators,
and other interested parties. The program shall allow a private landowner to enter
into an agreement with the departments to enhance habitat on the landowner's
property for food fish, game fish, or other wildlife species. In exchange, the
landowner shall receive state regulatory certainty with regard to future applications
for hydraulic project approval or a forest practices permit on the property covered
by the agreement. The overall goal of the program is to provide a mechanism that
facilitates habitat development on private property while avoiding an adverse state
regulatory impact to the landowner at some future date. A single agreement
between the departments and a landowner may encompass up to one thousand
acres. A landowner may enter into multiple agreements with the departments,
provided that the total acreage covered by such agreements with a single landowner
does not exceed ten thousand acres. The departments are not obligated to enter
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into an agreement unless the departments find that the agreement is in the best
interest of protecting fish or wildlife species or their habitat.
(2)A habitat incentives agreement shall be in writing and shall contain at least
the following: A description of the property covered by the agreement, an
expiration date, a description of the condition of the property prior to the
implementation of the agreement, and other information needed by the landowner
and the departments for future reference and decisions.
(3)As part of the agreement, the department of fish and wildlife may stipulate
the factors that will be considered when the department evaluates a landowner's
application for hydraulic project approval under RCW 75.20.100 or 75.20.103 on
property covered by the agreement. The department's identification of these
evaluation factors shall be in concurrence with the department of natural resources
and affected federally recognized Indian tribes. In general, future decisions related
to the issuance, conditioning, or denial of hydraulic project approval shall be based
on the conditions present on the landowner's property at the time of the agreement,
unless all parties agree otherwise.
(4) As part of the agreement, the department of natural resources may stipulate
the factors that will be considered when the department evaluates a landowner's
application for a forest practices permit under chapter 76.09 RCW on property
covered by the agreement. The department's identification of these evaluation
factors shall be in concurrence with the department of fish and wildlife and
affected federally recognized Indian tribes. In general, future decisions related to
the issuance, conditioning, or denial of forest practices permits shall be based on
the conditions present on the landowner's property at the time of the agreement,
unless all parties agree otherwise.
(5)The agreement is binding on and may be used by only the landowner who
entered into the agreement with the department. The agreement shall not be
appurtenant with the land. However, if a new landowner chooses to maintain the
habitat enhancement efforts on the property, the new landowner and the
departments may jointly choose to retain the agreement on the property.
(6) If the departments receive multiple requests for agreements with private
landowners under the habitat incentives program, the departments shall prioritize
these requests and shall enter into as many agreements as possible within available
budgetary resources.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 4. A new section is added to chapter 75.20 RCW to
read as follows:
When a private landowner is applying for hydraulic project approval under
this chapter and that landowner has entered into a habitat incentives agreement
with the department and the department of natural resources as provided in section
3 of this act, the department shall comply with the terms of that agreement when
evaluating the request for hydraulic project approval.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5. A new section is added to chapter 76.09 RCW to
read as follows:
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When a private landowner is applying for a forest practices permit under this
chapter and that landowner has entered into a habitat incentives agreement with the
department and the department of fish and wildlife as provided in section 3 of this
act, the department shall comply with the terms of that agreement when evaluating
the permit application.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 6. (1) The sum of twelve thousand one hundred
twenty-five dollars, or as much thereof as may be necessary, is appropriated for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1998, from the general fund to the department of fish
and wildlife for the purposes of this act.
(2)The sum of twelve thousand one hundred twenty-five dollars, or as much
thereof as may be necessary, is appropriated for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1999, from the general fund to the department of fish and wildlife for the purposes
of this act.
(3)The sum of twelve thousand one hundred twenty-five dollars, or as much
thereof as may be necessary, is appropriated for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1998, from the general fund to the department of natural resources for the purposcs"
of this act.
(4) The sum of twelve thousand one hundred twenty-five dollars, c-as much
thereof as may be necessary, is appropriated for the fiscal year e d!ing June 30,
1999, from the general fund to the department of natural resour'.es for the purposes
of this act.
Passed the Senate April 26, 1997.
Passed the House April 26, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 19, 1 )j9.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 19, 1997.
CHAPTER 426
[Senate Bill 5650]
JURISDICTION OVER WATER-SEWER DISTRICTS BY CITIES
AN ACT Relating to local government; amending RCW 35.13A.070 and 35.13A.080; adding
a new section to chapter 35.13A RCW; and adding new sections to chapter 35.51 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, See. 1. A new section is added to chapter 35.13A RCW to
read as follows:
The board of commissioners of a water-sewer district, with fewer than one
hundred twenty customers on the effective date of this act, may by resolution
declare that it is in the best interests of the district for a city, with a population
greater than one hundred thousand on the effective date of this act, to assume
jurisdiction of the district. None of the territory or assessed valuation of the district
need be included within the corporate boundaries of the city. If the city legislative
body agrees to assume jurisdiction of the district, the district and the city shall enter
into a contract under RCW 35.13A.070, acceptable to both the district and the city,
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to carry out the assumption. The contract must provide for the transfer to the city
of all real and personal property, franchises, rights, assets, taxes levied but not
collected for the district for other than indebtedness, water and sewer lines, and all
other facilities and equipment of the district. The transfers are subject to all
financial, statutory, or contractual obligations of the district for the security or
performance of which the property may have been pledged. The city may manage,
control, maintain, and operate the property, facilities, and equipment and fix and
collect service and other charges from owners and occupants of properties so
served by the city. However, the actions of the city are subject to any outstanding
indebtedness, bonded or otherwise, of the district payable from taxes, assessments,
or revenues of any kind or nature and to any other contractual obligations of the
district, including but not limited to the contract entered into by the city and the
district under RCW 35.13A.070.
Under the contract, the city may assume the obligation of paying the district
indebtedness and of levying and collecting or causing to be collected the district
taxes, assessments, and utility rates and charges of any kind or nature to pay and
secure the payment of the indebtedness, according to all terms, conditions, and
covenants incident to the indebtedness. The city shall assume and perform all other
outstanding contractual obligations of the district in accordance with all of their
terms, conditions, and covenants. The assumption does not impair the obligation
of any indebtcdness or other contractual obligation entered into after the effective
date of this act. Until the outstanding indebtedness of the district has been
discharged, the territory of the district and the owners and occupants of property
in it,continue to be liable for its and their proportionate share of the indebtedness,
including outstanding assessments levied by a local improvement district or utility
local improvement district within the water-sewer district. The city shall assume
the obligation of paying the indebtedness, collecting the assessments and charges,
and observing and performing the other district contractual obligations. The
legislative body of the city shall act as the officers of the district for the purpose of
certifying the amount of any property tax to be levied and collected in the district,
and causing service and other charges and assessments to be collected from the
property or owners or occupants of it, enforcing the collection, and performing all
other acts necessary to insure performance of the district's contractual obligations.
When the city assumes the obligation of paying the outstanding indebtedness,
and if property taxes or assessments have been levied and service or other charges
have accrued for that purpose but have not been collected by the district before the
assumption, the taxes, assessments, and charges collected belong and must be paid
to the city and used by the city so far as necessary for payment of indebtedness of
the district that existed and was unpaid on the date the city elected to assume the
indebtedness. Funds received by the city that have been collected for the purpose
of paying bonded or other indebtedness of the district must be used for the purpose
for which they were collected and for no other purpose. Outstanding indebtedness
must be paid as provided in the bond covenants. The city shall use funds of the
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district on deposit with the county treasurer at the time of title transfer solely for
the benefit of the utility, and shall not transfer them to or use them for the benefit
of the city's general fund.
This section expires December 31, 1998.
Sec. 2. RCW 35.13A.070 and 1971 ex.s. c 95 s 7 are each amended to read
as follows:
Notwithstanding any provision of this chapter to the contrary, one or more
cities and one or more ((watcr ditricts or sewcr)) districts may, through their
legislative authorities, authorize a contract with respect to the rights, powers,
duties, and obligation of such cities, or districts with regard to the use and
ownership of property, the providing of services, the maintenance and operation
of facilities, allocation of cost, financing and construction of new facilities,
application and use of assets, disposition of liabilities and debts, the performance
of contractual obligations, and any other matters arising out of the inclusion, in
whole or in part, of the district or districts within any city or cities, or the
assumption by the city of jurisdiction of a district under section 1 of this act. The
contract may provide for the furnishing of services by any party thereto and the use
of city or district facilities or real estate for such purpose, and may also provide for
the time during which such district or districts may continue to exercise any rights,
privileges, powers, and functions provided by law for such district or districts as
if the district or districts or portions thereof were not included within a city or were
not subject to an assumption of jurisdiction under section I of this act, including
but not by way of limitation, the right to promulgate rules and regulations, to levy
and collect special assessments, rates, charges, service charges, and connection
fees, ((and)) to adopt and carry out the provisions of a comprehensive plan, and
amendments thereto, for a system of improvements, and to issue general obligation
bonds or revenue bonds in the manner provided by law. The contract may provide
for the transfer to a city of district facilities, property, rights, and powers as
provided in RCW 35.13A.030 ((atnd)), 35.13A.050, and section I of this act.
whether or not sixty percent or any of the area or assessed valuation of real estate
lying within the district or districts is included within such city. The contract may
provide that any party thereto may authorize, issue, and sell revenue bonds to
provide funds for new water or sewer improvements or to refund any water
revenue, sewer revenue, or combined water and sewer revenue bonds outstanding
of any city, or district which is a party to such contract if such refunding is deemed
necessary, providing such refunding will not increase interest costs. The contract
may provide that any party thereto may authorize and issue, in the manner provided
by law, general obligation or revenue bonds of like amounts, terms, conditions, and
covenants as the outstanding bonds of any other party to the contract, and such new
bonds may be substituted or exchanged for such outstanding bonds((:
PROVIDED,
)). However. no such exchange or substitution shall be effected
in such a manner as to impair the obligation or security of any such outstanding
bonds.
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Sec. 3. RCW 35.13A.080 and 1971 ex.s. c 95 s 8 are each amended to read
as follows:
In any of the cases provided for in RCW 35.13A.020, 35.13A.030, ((md))
35.13A.050, and section I of this act. and notwithstanding any other method of
dissolution provided by law, dissolution proceedings may be initiated by either the
city or the district, or both, when the legislative body of the city and the governing
body of the district agree to, and petition for, dissolution of the district.
The petition for dissolution shall be signed by the chief administrative officer
of the city and the district, upon authorization of the legislative body of the city and
the governing body of the district, respectively and such petition shall be presented
to the superior court of the county in which the city is situated.
If the petition is thus authorized by both the city and district, and title to the
property, facilities, and equipment of the district has passed to the city pursuant to
action taken under this chapter, all indebtedness and local improvement district or
utility local improvement district assessments of the district have been discharged
or assumed by and transferred to the city, and the petition contains a statement of
the distribution of assets and liabilities mutually agreed upon by the city and the
district and a copy of the agreement between such city and the district is attached
thereto, a hearing shall not be required and the court shall, if the interests of all
interested parties have been protected, enter an order dissolving the district.
In any of the cases provided for in RCW 35.13A.020 ((id)%35.13A.030, and
section I of this act. if the petition for an order of dissolution is signed on behalf
of the city alone or the district alone, or there is no mutual agreement on the
distribution of assets and liabilities, the superior court shall enter an order fixing
a hearing date not less than sixty days from the day the petition is filed, and the
clerk of the court of the county shall give notice of such hearing by publication in
a newspaper of general circulation in the district once a week for three successive
weeks and by posting in three public places in the district at least twenty-one days
before the hearing. The notice shall set forth the filing of the petition, its purposes,
and the date and place of hearing thereon.
After the hearing the court shall enter its order with respect to the dissolution
of the district. If the court finds that such district should be dissolved and the
functions performed by the city, the court shall provide for the transfer of assets
and liabilities to the city. The court may provide for the dissolution of the district
upon such conditions as the court may deem appropriate. A certified copy of the
court order dissolving the district shall be filed with the county auditor. If the court
does not dissolve the district, it shall state the reasons for declining to do so.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 4. A new section is added to chapter 35.51 RCW to
read as follows:
Assessments for local improvements in a local improvement district created
by a municipality may be pledged and applied when collected to the payment of its
obligations under a loan agreement entered into under chapter 39.69 RCW to pay
costs of improvements in such a local improvement district.
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NEW SECTION, Sec. 5. A new section is added to chapter 35.51 RCW to
read as follows:
The authority granted by section 4 of this act is supplemental and in addition
to the authority granted by Title 35 RCW and to any other authority granted to
cities, towns, or municipal corporations to levy, pledge, and apply special
assessments.
Passed the Senate April 26, 1997.
Passed the House April 25, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 19, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 19, 1997.
CHAPTER 427
[Substitute Senate Bill 57011
DISTRIBUTION OF WOOD BYPRODUCTS AS COMMERCIAL FERTILIZER-LICENSURE
AN ACT Relating to commercial soil amendments; amending RCW 15.54.270, 15.54.800, and
70.95.240; adding a new section to chapter 15.54 RCW; and adding a new section to chapter 70.95
RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 15.54.270 and 1993 c 183 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
Terms used in this chapter have the meaning given to them in this chapter
unless the context clearly indicates otherwise.
(I) "Brand" means a term, design, or trademark used in connection with the
distribution and sale of one or more grades of commercial fertilizers.
(2) "Bulk fertilizer" means commercial fertilizer distributed in a nonpackage
form such as, but not limited to, tote bags, tote tanks, bins, tanks, trailers, spreader
trucks, and railcars.
(3) "Calcium carbonate equivalent" means the acid-neutralizing capacity of an
agricultural liming material expressed as a weight percentage of calcium carbonate.
(4) "Commercial fertilizer" means a substance containing one or more
recognized plant nutrients and that is used for its plant nutrient content or that is
designated for use or claimed to have value in promoting plant growth, and shall
include limes, gypsum, ((and)) manipulated animal and vegetable manures. and a
material approved under section 5 of this act. It does not include unmanipulated
animal and vegetable manures and other products exempted by the department by
rule.
(5) "Customer-formula fertilizer" means a mixture of commercial fertilizer or
materials of which each batch is mixed according to the specifications of the final
purchaser.
(6) "Department" means the department of agriculture of the state of
Washington or its duly authorized representative.
(7) "Director" means the director of the department of agriculture.
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(8) "Distribute" means to import, consign, manufacture, produce, compound,
mix, or blend commercial fertilizer, or to offer for sale, sell, barter, exchange, or
otherwise supply commercial fertilizer in this state.
(9) "Distributor" means a person who distributes.
(10) "Grade" means the percentage of total nitrogen, available phosphoric
acid, and soluble potash stated in whole numbers in the same terms, order, and
percentages as in the "guaranteed analysis," unless otherwise allowed by a rule
adopted by the department. Specialty fertilizers may be guaranteed in fractional
units of less than one percent of total nitrogen, available phosphorus or phosphoric
acid, and soluble potassium or potash. Fertilizer materials, bone meal, manures,
and similar materials may be guaranteed in fractional units.
(11) "Guaranteed analysis."
(a) Until the director prescribes an alternative form of "guaranteed analysis"
by rule the term "guaranteed analysis" shall mean the minimum percentage of plant
nutrients claimed in the following order and form:
Total nitrogen (N) ................ percent
Available phosphoric acid (P205) ... percent
Soluble potash (K20) ............. percent
The percentage shall be stated in whole numbers unless otherwise allowed by
the department by rule.
The "guaranteed analysis" may also include elemental guarantees for
phosphorus (P) and potassium (K).
(b) For unacidulated mineral phosphatic material and basic slag, bone,
tankage, and other organic phosphatic materials, the total phosphoric acid or degree
of fineness may also be guaranteed.
(c) Guarantees for plant nutrients other than nitrogen, phosphorus, and
potassium shall be as allowed or required by rule of the department. The
guarantees for such other nutrients shall be expressed in the form of the element.
(d) The guaranteed analysis for limes shall include the percentage of calcium
or magnesium expressed as their carbonate; the calcium carbonate equivalent as
determined by methods prescribed by the association of official analytical
chemists; and the minimum percentage of material that will pass respectively a one
hundred mesh, sixty mesh, and ten mesh sieve. The mesh size declaration may
also include the percentage of material that will pass additional mesh sizes.
(e) In commercial fertilizer, the principal constituent of which is calcium
sulfate (gypsum), the percentage of calcium sulfate (CaS04.2H20) shall be given
along with the percentage of total sulfur.
(f)The guaranteed analysis for a material approved under section 5 of this act
and to be used as a soil amendment shall include the name and percentage of each
soil amending ingredient and the total percentage of all other ingredients.
(12) "Label" means the display of all written, printed, or graphic matter, upon
the immediate container, or a statement accompanying a fertilizer.
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(13) "Labeling" includes all written, printed, or graphic matter, upon or
accompanying a commercial fertilizer, or advertisement, brochures, posters,
television, and radio announcements used in promoting the sale of such fertilizer.
(14) "Licensee" means the person who receives a license to distribute a
fertilizer under the provisions of this chapter.
(15) "Lime" means a substance or a mixture of substances, the principal
constituent of which is calcium or magnesium carbonate, hydroxide, or oxide,
singly or combined.
(16) "Manipulation" means processed or treated in any manner, including
drying to a moisture content less than thirty percent.
(17) "Manufacture" means to compound, produce, granulate, mix, blend,
repackage, or otherwise alter the composition of fertilizer materials.
(18) "Official sample" means a sample of commercial fertilizer taken by the
department and designated as "official" by the department.
(19) "Packaged fertilizer" means commercial fertilizers, either agricultural or
specialty, distributed in nonbulk form.
(20) "Person" means an individual, firm, brokerage, partnership, corporation,
company, society, or association.
(21) "Percent" or "percentage" means the percentage by weight.
(22) "Registrant" means the person who registers commercial fertilizer under
the provisions of this chapter.
(23) "Specialty fertilizer" means a commercial fertilizer distributed primarily
for nonfarm use, such as, but not limited to, use on home gardens, lawns,
shrubbery, flowers, golf courses, municipal parks, cemeteries, greenhouses, and
nurseries.
(24) "Ton" means the net weight of two thousand pounds avoirdupois.
(25) "Total nutrients" means the sum of the percentages of total nitrogen,
available phosphoric acid, and soluble potash as guaranteed and as determined by
analysis.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. A new section is added to chapter 15.54 RCW to
read as follows:
A material approved under section 5 of this act may be distributed as a
commercial fertilizer and may be registered as a packaged commercial fertilizer.
However, the department may refuse to register such a material as a packaged
commercial fertilizer, may cancel the registration of the material as a packaged
commercial fertilizer, and may prohibit its distribution as a commercial fertilizer
if the department finds evidence that use of the material as a commercial fertilizer
poses unacceptable hazards to human health or the environment that were not
known during the approval process specified in section 5 of this act.
Sec. 3. RCW 15.54.800 and 1993 c 183 s 14 are each amended to read as
follows:
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(1)The director shall administer and enforce the provisions of this chapter and
any rules adopted under this chapter. All authority and requirements provided for
in chapter 34.05 RCW apply to this chapter in the adoption of rules.
(2)The director may adopt appropriate rules for carrying out the purpose and
provisions of this chapter, including but not limited to rules providing for:
(a) Definitions of terms;
(b) Determining standards for labeling and registration of commercial
fertilizers ((and a ult.ral
'
minerals and i ).
(c) The collection and examination of commercial fertilizers ((ad-at4e.twe
mineral and lin ));
(d) Recordkeeping by registrants and licensees;
(e) Regulation of the use and disposal of commercial fertilizers for the
protection of ground water and surface water; and
(f) The safe handling, transportation, storage, display, and distribution of
commercial fertilizers.
Sec. 4. RCW 70.95.240 and 1993 c 292 s 3 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) After the adoption of regulations or ordinances by any county, city, or
jurisdictional board of health providing for the issuance of permits as provided in
RCW 70.95.160, it shall be unlawful for any person to dump or deposit or permit
the dumping or depositing of any solid waste onto or under the surface of the
ground or into the waters of this state except at a solid waste disposal site for which
there is a valid permit. This section shall not:
(a)_Prohibit a person from dumping or depositing solid waste resulting from
his own activities onto or under the surface of ground owned or leased by him
when such action does not violate statutes or ordinances, or create a nuisance: or
(b)
Apply to a person using a material or materials on the land as commercial
fertilizer if (i) the department of ecology has issued written approval for the use of
the material or materials as commercial fertilizer as provided in section 5 of this
act. (ii) the registration of the material or materials as a packaged commercial
fertilizer has not been canceled under section 2 of this act. and (iii) the distribution
of the material or materials as a commercial fertilizer has not been prohibited by
the department of agriculture under section 2 of this act.
(2)(a) It is a class 3 civil infraction as defined in RCW 7.80.120 for a person
to litter in an amount less than or equal to one cubic foot.
(b)It is a class I civil infraction as defined in RCW 7.80.120 for a person to
litter in an amount greater than one cubic foot. Unless suspended or modified by
a court, the person shall also pay a litter cleanup fee of twenty-five dollars per
cubic foot of litter. The court may, in addition to or in lieu of part or all of the
cleanup fee, order the person to pick up and remove litter from the property, with
prior permission of the legal owner or, in the case of public property, of the agency
managing the property.
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NEW SECTION, Sec. 5. A new section is added to chapter 70.95 RCW to
read as follows:
(1) The legislature finds that an optional procedure should be established that
provides certainty as to whether certain materials generated as byproducts from the
manufact:,ring of wood products may clearly be distributed and used as
commercial fertilizer. It is the intent of the legislature in establishing such a
procedure that it be truly optional, and that the procedure or the legislature's
establishment of the procedure not be construed, except as provided in subsection
(3) of this section, as suggesting in any manner whatsoever that a material
submitted or not submitted for approval under the procedure or generated or not
generated as a byproduct from the manufrcturing of wood products is or is not to
be regulated as a solid waste.
(2) If a person desires to receive the express approval of the department of
ecology to distribute a material generated as a byproduct from the manufacturing
of wood products as a commercial fertilizer under chapter 15.54 RCW for use as
a commercial fertilizer, the person may request in writing the department to
provide such approval. The department shall issue written approval to the person
and to the department of agriculture that the material may be used as a commercial
fertilizer, if the material characteristics and management methods will not pose
unacceptable hazards to human health and the environment. The written approval
shall certify, to the extent practicable, that the use of the material as a commercial
fertilizer is consistent with the following:
(a) The biosolids standards set forth in rule or guidance under chapter 70.95J
RCW, municipal sewage sludge;
(b) Chapter 70.105D RCW, model toxics control act;
(c) Chapter 90.48 RCW, water pollution control;
(d) Chapter 70.94 RCW, Washington clean air act;
(e) Chapter 70.105 RCW, hazardous waste management act; and
(1) Other factors intended to protect human health and the environment.
(3) A material generated as a byproduct from the manufacturing of wood
products that is approved by the department under this section for use as
commercial fertilizer and that is distributed and used as such shall not be regulated
as solid waste.
(4) A party aggrieved by a decision of the department to issue a written
approval under this section or to deny the issuance of such an approval may appeal
the decision to the pollution control hearings board within thirty days of the
decision. Review of such a decision shall be conducted in accordance with chapter
43.21 B RCW. Any subsequent appeal of a decision of the hearings board shall be
obtained in accordance with RCW 43.21B. 180.
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Passed the Senate April 22, 1997.
Passed the House April 15, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 19, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 19, 1997.
CHAPTER 428
[Substitute Senate Bill 5750]
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY CASUALTY POLICIES-FILING
AN ACT Relating to filing certain rates and contracts with the insurance commissioner;
amending RCW 48. 1B.100 and 48.19.060; adding anew section to chapter 48.18 RCW; and adding
anew section to chapter 48.19 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. A new section is added to chapter 48.18 RCW to
read as follows:
(I) It is the intent of the legislature to assist the purchasers of commercial
property casualty insurance by allowing policies to be issued more expeditiously
and provide a more competitive market for forms.
(2) Commercial property casualty policies may be issued prior to filing the
forms. All commercial property casualty forms shall be filed with the
commissioner within thirty days after an insurer issues any policy using them.
(3) If, within thirty days after a commercial property casualty form has been
filed, the commissioner finds that the form does not meet the requirements of this
chapter, the commissioner shall disapprove the form and give notice to the insurer
or rating organization that made the filing, specifying how the form fails to meet
the requirements and stating when, within areasonable period thereafter, the form
shall be deemed no longer effective. The commissioner may extend the time for
review another fifteen days by giving notice to the insurer prior to the expiration
of the original thirty-day period.
(4) Upon a final determination of a disapproval of a policy form under
subsection (3) of this section, the insurer shall amend any previously issued
disapproved form by endorsement to comply with the commissioner's disapproval.
(5) For purposes of this section, "commercial property casualty" means
insurance pertaining to a business, profession, or occupation for the lines of
property and casualty insurance defined in RCW 48.11.040, 48.11.050, 48.11.060,
or 48.11.070.
(6)Except as provided in subsection (4) of this section, the disapproval shall
not affect any contract made or issued prior to the expiration of the period set forth
in the notice of disapproval.
(7) In the event a hearing is held on the actions of the commissioner under
subsection (3) of this section, the burden of proof shall be on the commissioner.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 2. A new section is added to chapter 48.19 RCW to
read as follows:
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(1) It is the intent of the legislature to assist the purchasers of commercial
property casualty insurance by allowing policies to be issued more expeditiously
and provide a more competitive market for rates.
(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of RCW 48.19.040(1), commercial
property casualty policies may be issued prior to filing the rates. All commercial
property casualty rates shall be filed with the commissioner within thirty days after
an insurer issues any policy using them.
(3) If, within thirty days after a commercial property casualty rate has been
filed, the commissioner finds that the rate does not meet the requirements of this
chapter, the commissioner shall disapprove the filing and give notice to the insurer
or rating organization that made the filing, specifying how the filing fails to meet
the requirements and stating when, within a reasonable period thereafter, the filing
shall be deemed no longer effective. The commissioner may extend the time for
review another fifteen days by giving notice to the insurer prior to the expiration
of the original thirty-day period.
(4) Upon a final determination of a disapproval of a rate filing under
subsection (3)of this section, the insurer shall issue an endorsement changing the
rate to comply with the commissioner's disapproval from the date the rate is no
longer effective.
(5) For purposes of this section, "commercial property casualty" means
insurance pertaining to a business, profession, or occupation for the lines of
property and casualty insurance defined in RCW 48.11.040, 48.11.050, 48.11.060,
or 48.11.070.
(6) Except as provided in subsection (4) of this section, the disapproval shall
not affect any contract made or issued prior to the expiration of the period set forth
in the notice of disapproval.
(7) In the event a hearing is held on the actions of the commissioner under
subsection (3) of this section, the burden of proof shall be on the commissioner.
Sec. 3. RCW 48.18.100 and 1989 c 25 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) No insurance policy form other than surety bond forms, forms exempt
under section I of this act, or application form where written application is required
and is to be attached to the policy, or printed life or disability rider or endorsement
form shall be issued, delivered, or used unless it has been filed with and approved
by the commissioner. This section shall not apply to policies, riders or
endorsements of unique character designed for and used with relation to insurance
upon a particular subject.
(2) Every such filing containing a certification, in a form approved by the
commissioner, by either the chief executive officer of the insurer or by an actuary
who is a member of the American academy of actuaries, attesting that the filing
complies with Title 48 RCW and Title 284 of the Washington Administrative
Code, may be used by such insurer immediately after filing with the commissioner.
The commissioner may order an insurer to cease using a certified form upon the
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grounds set forth in RCW 48.18.110. This subsection shall not apply to certain
types of policy forms designated by the commissioner by rule.
(3) Exceot as provided in section 1 of this act. every filing that does not
contain a certification pursuant to subsection (2) of this section shall be made not
less than thirty days in advance of any such issuance, delivery, or use. At the
expiration of such thirty days the form so filed shall be deemed approved unless
prior thereto it has been affirmatively approved or disapproved by order of the
commissioner. The commissioner may extend by not more than an additional
fifteen days the period within which he orshe may so affirmatively approve or
disapprove any such form, by giving notice of such extension before expiration of
the initial thirty-day period. At the expiration of any such period as so extended,
and in the absence of such prior affirmative approval or disapproval, any such form
shall be deemed approved. The commissioner may withdraw any such approval
at any time for cause. By approval of any such form for immediate use, the
commissioner may waive any unexpired portion of such initial thirty-day waiting
period.
(4) The commissioner's order disapproving any such form or withdrawing a
previous approval shall state the grounds therefor.
(5) No such form shall knowingly be so issued or delivered as to which the
commissioner's approval does not then exist.
(6) The commissioner may, by order, exempt from the requirements of this
section for so long as he or she deems proper, any insurance document or form or
type thereof as specified in such order, to which in his or her opinion this section
may not practicably be applied, or the filing and approval of which are, in his a[
her opinion, not desirable or necessary for the protection of the public.
(7) Every member or subscriber to a rating organization shall adhere to the
form filings made on its behalf by the organization. Deviations from such
organization are permitted only when filed with the commissioner in accordance
with this chapter.
Sec. 4. RCW 48.19.060 and 1989 c 25 s 5 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) The commissioner shall review a filing as soon as reasonably possible after
made, to determine whether it meets the requirements of this chapter.
(2) Except as provided in RCW 48.19.070 and section 2 of this act:
(a) No such filing shall become effective within thirty days after the date of
filing with the commissioner, which period may be extended by the commissioner
for an additional period not to exceed fifteen days if he orshe gives notice within
such waiting period to the insurer or rating organization which made the filing that
he orshe needs such additional time for the consideration of the filing. The
commissioner may, upon application and for cause shown, waive such waiting
period or part thereof as to a filing that he orshe has not disapproved.
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(b) A filing shall be deemed to meet the requirements of this chapter unless
disapproved by the commissioner within the waiting period or any extension
thereof.
Passed the Senate April 21,
Passed the House April 14,
Approved by the Governor
Filed in Office of Secretary

1997.
1997.
May 19, 1997.
of State May 19, 1997.

CHAPTER 429
[Engrossed Senate Bill 6094]
GROWTH MANAGEMENT-MODIFICATIONS
AN ACT Relating to growth management; amending RCW 36.70A.030, 36.70A.060,
36.70A.070, 36.70A.130, 36.70A.270, 36.70A.290, 36.70A.300, 36.70A.305, 36.70A.320,
36,70A.330, 36.70A. 110. 43.62.035, 36.70A.500, 43.155.070, 70.146.070, 84.34.020, 84.34.060,
84.34.065, 84.40.030, 90.60.030, 35A.14.295, 35.13.174, 36.93.170, 84.14.010, 84.14.030, 84.14.050,
90.61.020,90.61.040, 36.70B.040, 43.21C.1 10, 36.70B. 110, 43.21C.075, 90.58.090,90.58.143, and
34.05.518; adding new sections to chapter 36.70A RCW; adding a new section to chapter 35.13 RCW;
creating new sections; providing expiration dates; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
*NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. A new section is added to chapter 36. 70A RCW
to read asfollows:
In enacting the section 7(5), chapter...,Laws of 1997 (section 7(5) of this
act) amendments to RCW 36.70A.070(5), the legislaturefinds that chapter
36. 70A RCW is intended to recognize the importance of agriculture,forestry,
and rurallands and ruralcharacterto Washington'seconomy, its people, and
its environment, while respecting regionaldifferences and, in accordancewith
one of the goals of the growth management act,protectingthe property rights of
landowners from arbitrary and discriminatory actions. Rural lands and
rural-basedeconomies, including agricultureandforest uses that are located
outside of designatedresource lands, enhance the economic desirabilityof the
state, help to preservetraditionaleconomic activities, and contributeto the state's
overall quality of life. The legislature also finds that in developing its rural
element under RCW 36.70A.070(5), a county shouldfoster landuse patternsand
develop a local vision of ruralcharacterthat: Will help preserve rural-based
economies and traditional rural lifestyles; will encourage the economic
prosperity of rural residents; will foster opportunitiesfor small-scale, ruralbased employment andself-employment; will permit the operationof rural-based
agricultural,commercial, recreational,and touristbusinesses that are consistent
with existing and plannedland use patterns;willfoster the privatestewardship
of the land and preservationof open space; and will enhance the ruralsense of
community and quality of life. The legislaturerecognizes that there will be a
variety of interpretationsby counties of how best to implement a ruralelement,
reflecting the diverse needs and local circumstancesfound across the state.
RCW 36. 70A.070(5) provides a framework for local elected officials to make
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these determinations. References to both wildlife and water are intended in
RCW36.70A.030 and 36.70A.070 to acknowledge their importance as features
or components of rural character. It is expected that these matters will be
addressed in comprehensive plans, but that counties may not necessarily need
to adopt new regulations to account adequately for them in establishing a pattern
of land use and development for rural areas.
*Sec. I was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION, Sec. 2. A new section is added to chapter 36.70A RCW to
read as follows:
In amending RCW 36.70A.320(3) by section 20(3), chapter..., Laws of 1997
(section 20(3) of this act), the legislature intends that the boards apply a more
deferential standard of review to actions of counties and cities than the
preponderance of the evidence standard provided for under existing law. In
recognition of the broad range of discretion that may be exercised by counties and
cities consistent with the requirements of this chapter, the legislature intends for the
boards to grant deference to counties and cities in how they plan for growth,
consistent with the requirements and goals of this chapter. Local comprehensive
plans and development regulations require counties and cities to balance priorities
and options for action in full consideration of local circumstances. The legislature
finds that while this chapter requires local planning to take place within a
framework of state goals and requirements, the ultimate burden and responsibility
for planning, harmonizing the planning goals of this chapter, and implementing a
county's or city's future rests with that community.
Sec. 3. RCW 36.70A.030 and 1995 c 382 s 9 are each amended to read as
follows:
Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the definitions in this section
apply throughout this chapter.
(i) "Adopt a comprehensive land use plan" means to enact a new
comprehensive land use plan or to update an existing comprehensive land use plan.
(2) "Agricultural land" means land primarily devoted to the commercial
production of horticultural, viticultural, floricultural, dairy, apiary, vegetable, or
animal products or of berries, grain, hay, straw, turf, seed, Christmas trees not
subject to the excise tax imposed by RCW 84.33.100 through 84.33.140, finfish in
upland hatcheries, or livestock, and that has long-term commercial significance for
agricultural production.
(3) "City" means any city or town, including a code city.
(4) "Comprehensive land use plan," "comprehensive plan," or "plan" means
a generalized coordinated land use policy statement of the g'overning body of a
county or city that is adopted pursuant to this chapter.
(5) "Critical areas" include the following areas and ecrsystems: (a) Wetlands;
(b) areas with a critical recharging effect on aquifers used for potable water; (c)
fish and wildlife habitat conservation areas; (d) frequently flooded areas; and (e)
geologically hazardous areas.
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(6) "Department" means the department of community, trade, and economic
development.
(7) "Development regulations" or "regulation" means the controls placed on
development or land use activities by a county or city, including, but not limited
to, zoning ordinances, critical areas ordinances, shoreline master programs, official
controls, planned unit development ordinances, subdivision ordinances, and
binding site plan ordinances together with any amendments thereto. A
development regulation does not include a decision to approve a project permit
application, as defined in RCW 36.70B.020, even though the decision may be
expressed in a resolution or ordinance of the legislative body of the county or city.
(8)"Forest land" means land primarily devoted to growing trees for long-term
commercial timber production on land that can be economically and practically
managed for such production, including Christmas trees subject to the excise tax
imposed under RCW 84.33.100 through 84.33.140, and that has long-term
commercial significance. In determining whether forest land is primarily devoted
to growing trees for long-term commercial timber production on land that can be
economically and practically managed for such production, the following factors
shall be considered: (a) The proximity of the land to urban, suburban, and rural
settlements; (b) surrounding parcel size and the compatibility and intensity of
adjacent and nearby land uses; (c) long-term local economic conditions that affect
the ability to manage for timber production; and (d) the availability of public
facilities and services conducive to conversion of forest land to other uses.
(9) "Geologically hazardous areas" means areas that because of their
susceptibility to erosion, sliding, earthquake, or other geological events, are not
suited to the siting of commercial, residential, or industrial development consistent
with public health or safety concerns.
(10) "Long-term commercial significance" includes the growing capacity,
productivity, and soil composition of the land for long-term commercial
production, in consideration with the land's proximity to population areas, and the
possibility of more intense uses of the Innd.
(II) "Minerals" include gravel, sand, and valuable metallic substances.
(12) "Public facilities" include streets, roads, highways, sidewalks, street and
road lighting systems, traffic signals, domestic water systems, storm and sanitary
sewer systems, parks and recreational facilities, and schools.
(13) "Public services" include fire protection and suppression, law
enforcement, public health, education, recreation, environmental protection, and
other governmental services.
(14) "Rural character" refers to the patterns of land use and development
established by a county in the rural element of its comprehensive plan:
(a) In which open space, the natural landscape, and vegetation predominate
over the built environment:
(b) That foster traditional rural lifestyles, rural-based economies. and
opportunities to both live and work in rural areas:
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(c) That provide visual landscapes that are traditionally found in rural areas
and communities:

(d)That are compatible with the use of the land by wildlife and for fish and
wildlife habitat(e) That reduce the inappropriate conversion of undeveloped land into
sprawling. low-density development:
MCThat generally do not require the extension of urban governmental services:

and

(g) That are consistent with the protection of natural surface water flows and
ground water and surface water recharge and discharge areas,
NI5)"Rural development" refers to development outside the urban growth area
and outside agricultural, forest, and mineral resource lands designated pursuant to
RCW 36.70A,170. Rural development can consist of a variety of uses and
residential densities, including clustered residential development, at levels that are
consistent with the preservation of rural character and the reQuirements of the rural
element. Rural development does not refer to agriculture or forestry activities that
may be conducted in rural areas,
(16) "Rural governmental services" or "rural services" include those public
services and public facilities historically and typically delivered at an intensity
usually found in rural areas, and may include domestic water systems, fire and
police protection services, transportation and public transit services. and other
public utilities associated with rural development and normally not associated with
urban areas, Rural services do not include storm or sanitary sewers, except as
otherwise authorized by RCW 36,70A. 10(4).
(17) "Urban growth" refers to growth that makes intensive use of land for the
location of buildings, structures, and impermeable surfaces to such a degree as to
be incompatible with the primary use of ((sueh)) land for the production of food,
other agricultural products, or fiber, or the extraction of mineral resources rural
uses, rural development, and natural resource lands designated pursuant to RCW
36.70A. 170. A pattern of more intensive rural development, as provided in RCW
36,70A.070(5)(d), isnot urban growth, When allowed to spread over wide areas,
urban growth typically requires urban governmental services. "Characterized by
urban growth" refers to land having urban growth located on it, or to land located
in relationship to an area with urban growth on it as to be appropriate for urban
growth.
((--))) ( 18) "Urban growth areas" means those areas designated by a county
pursuant to RCW 36.70A.I 10.
(((-6))) (19) "Urban governmental services" or "urban services" include those
((governmental)) pib i services and public facilities at an intensity historically and
typically ((deli;ered by)) provided in cities, ((and i elude)) specifically including
storm and sanitary sewer systems, domestic water systems, street cleaning services,
fire and police protection services, public transit services, and other public utilities
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associated with urban areas and normally not associated with ((nenrbmal)) rural
areas.
(((l-7-))) (20) "Wetland" or "wetlands" means areas that are inundated or
saturated by surface water or ground water at a frequency and duration sufficient
to support, and that under normal circumstances do support, a prevalence of
vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions. Wetlands
generally include swamps, marshes, bogs, and similar areas. Wetlands do not
include those artificial wetlands intentionally created from nonwetland sites,
including, but not limited to, irrigation and drainage ditches, griss-lined swales,
canals, detention facilities, wastewater treatment facilities, farm ponds, and
landscape amenities, or those wetlands created after July 1, 1990, that were
unintentionally created as a result of the construction of a road, street, or highway.
Wetlands may include those artificial wetlands intentionally created from
nonwetland areas created to mitigate conversion of wetlands.
*NEW SECTION, Sec. 4. A new section is added to chapter 36.70A RCW
to readas follows:
(1) A county, after conferring with its cities, may develop alternative
methods of achievingthe planninggoals establishedby RCW 36. 70A.020.
(2) The authority provided by this section may not be used to modify:
(a) Requirementsfor the designationandprotection of criticalareas orfor
the designation of natural resource lands under RCW 36.70A.060(2),
36.70A.170, and 36.70A.172;
(b) The requirement that wetlands be delineated consistent with the
requirements of RCW 36. 70A.175; or
(c) The requirementto establish a processfor the siting of essentialpublic
facilitiespursuant to RCW 36.70A.200.
(3) Before adoptingany alternativemethods of achievingthe planninggoals
establishedby RCW 36.70A.020, a county shallprovidean opportunityfor public
review and comment. An ordinance or resolution proposing or adopting
alternativemethods must be submitted to the department in the same manneras
provided in RCW 36.70A.106 for submittal of proposed and adopted
comprehensive plans and development regulations.
*Sec. 4 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*NEW SECTION. Sec. 5. A new section is added to chapter36.70A RCW
to read asfollows:
The legislaturefinds that it is the goal of the state of Washington to achieve
no overall net loss of wetlandfunctions. Wetlands can provide public benefits
related to flood control, groundwater recharge, water quality, and wildlife
habitat. The legislaturefurtherfinds that considerationshould be given to the
functions wetlands provide and to the needs ofprivateproperty owners to assure
that wetlands regulationsboth reflect the impact to wetlandfunctions and allow
for a reasoiable use of property. In adopting critical areas development
regulations,counties and cities should consider and balance all of the goals
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under RCW 36.70A.020. The legislatureintends that no goal takes precedence
over any of the others, but that counties and cities may prioritize the goals in
accordance with local history, conditions, circumstances,and choice.
*Sec. 5 was vetoed. See message at end or chapter.

*Sec. 6. RCW 36. 70A.060 and 1991 sp.s. c 32 s 21 are each amended to
readas follows:
(1) Each county that is requiredor chooses to plan under RCW 36.70A.040,
and each city within such county, shall adopt development regulations on or
before September 1, 1991, to assure the conservation of agricultural,forest, and
mineralresourcelands designatedunder RCW 36.70A.170. Regulations adopted
under this subsection may not prohibituses legally existing on any parcelprior
to their adoption and shall remain in effect until the county or city adopts
development regulationspursuantto RCW 36.70A.120. Such regulations shall
assure that the use of lands adjacent to agricultural,forest, or mineral resource
lands shall not interferewith the continued use, in the accustomed manner and
in accordancewith best management practices,of these designated landsfor the
production of food, agriculturalproducts, or timber, or for the extraction of
minerals. Counties and cities shall require that all plats, short plats,
development permits, and buildingpermits issuedfor development activities on,
or within three hundredfeet of, lands designatedas agriculturallands, forest
lands, or mineral resource lands, contain a notice that the subject property is
within or near designatedagriculturallands,forest lands, or mineral resource
lands on which a variety of commercial activities may occur that are not
compatible with residentialdevelopment for certainperiods of limited duration.
(2) Each county and city shall adopt development regulations that protect
criticalareas that are requiredto be designatedunder RCW 36.70A.170. For
counties and cities that are requiredor choose to plan under RCW 36. 70A.040,
such development regulationsshall be adopted on or before September 1, 1991.
Forthe remainderof the counties and cities, such development regulationsshall
be adopted on or before March 1, 1992.
(3) Such counties and cities shallreview these designationsanddevelopment
regulationswhen adopting their comprehensive plans under RCW 36.70A.040
and implementing development regulations under RCW 36.70A.120 and may
alter such designationsand development regulationsto insure consistency.
(4) Forest land and agriculturalland located within urban growth areas
shall not be designatedby a county or city as forest landor agriculturalland of
long-term commercialsignificance under RCW 36. 70A.170 unless the city or
county has enacted a program authorizingtransfer orpurchase of development
rights.
(5) Counties and cities may exempt the following from critical areas
development regulations:
(a) Emereency activities, and
(b) Activities with minor impacts on criticalareas,
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*Sec. 6 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Sec. 7. RCW 36.70A.070 and 1996 c 239 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
The comprehensive plan of a county or city that is required or chooses to plan
under RCW 36.70A.040 shall consist of a map or maps, and descriptive text
covering objectives, principles, and standards used to develop the comprehensive
plan. The plan shall be an internally consistent document and all elements shall be
consistent with the future land use map. A comprehensive plan shall be adopted
and amended with public participation as provided in RCW 36.70A.140.
Each comprehensive plan shall include a plan, scheme, or design for each of
the following:
(1) A land use element designating the proposed general distribution and
general location and extent of the uses of land, where appropriate, for agriculture,
timber production, housing, commerce, industry, recreation, open spaces, general
aviation airports, public utilities, public facilities, and other land uses. The land use
element shall include population densities, building intensities, and estimates of
future population growth. The land use element shall provide for protection of the
quality and quantity of ground water used for public water supplies. Where
applicable, the land use element shall review drainage, flooding, and storm water
run-off in the area and nearby jurisdictions and provide guidance for corrective
actions to mitigate or cleanse those discharges that pollute waters of the state,
including Puget Sound or waters entering Puget Sound.
(2) A housing element ensuring the vitality and character of established
residential neighborhoods that: (a) Includes an inventory and analysis of existing
and projected housing needs; (b)includes a statement of goals, policies, objectives,
and mandatory provisions for the preservation, improvement, and development of
housing, including single-family residences; (c) identifies sufficient land for
housing, including, but not limited to, government-assisted housing, housing for
low-income families, manufactured housing, multifamily housing, and group
homes and foster care facilities; and (d) makes adequate provisions for existing and
projected needs of all economic segments of the community.
(3) A capital facilities plan element consisting of: (a) An inventory of existing
capital facilities owned by public entities, showing the locations and capacities of
the capital facilities; (b)a forecast of the future needs for such capital facilities; (c)
the proposed locations and capacities of expanded or new capital facilities; (d) at
least a six-year plan that will finance such capital facilities within projected
funding capacities and clearly identifies sources of public money for such
purposes; and (e) a requirement to reassess the land use element if probable
funding falls short of meeting existing needs and to ensure that the land use
element, capital facilities plan element, and financing plan within the capital
facilities plan element are coordinated and consistent.
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(4) A utilities element consisting of the general location, proposed location,
and capacity of all existing and proposed utilities, including, but not limited to,
electrical lines, telecommunication lines, and natural gas lines.
(5)Rural element. Counties shall include arural element including lands that
are not designated for urban growth, agriculture, forest, or mineral resources. The
following provisions shall apply to the rural element:
(a) Growth management act goals and local circumstances, Because
circumstances vary from county to county, in establishing patterns of rural
densities and uses, a county may consider local circumstances, but shall develop
a written record explaining how the rural element harmonizes the planning goals
in RCW 36.70A.020 and meets the requirements of this chapter.
(b)Rural development, The rural element shall permit ((apprpri ac land usc
of suh lands and)) rural development.
with the rur.al .hare.r
..
that ar. mpatibl.
forestry. and agriculture in rural areas, The rural element shall provide for a
variety of rural densities ((od)), uses ((and may al.a, prcvdc)), essential public
facilities, and rural governmental services needed to serve the permitted densities
and uses. In order to achieve a variety of rural densities and uses, counties may
provide for clustering, density transfer, design guidelines, conservation easements,
and other innovative techniques that will accommodate appropriate rural densities
and uses that are not characterized by urban growth and that are consistent with
rural character.
(c)Measures governing rural development, The rural element shall include
measures that apply to rural development and protect the rural character of the area,
as established by the county, by:
(i) Containing or otherwise controlling rural development;
(ii) Assuring visual compatibility of rural development with the surrounding
rural area:
(iii) Reducinig the inappropriate conversion of undeveloped land into
sprawling, low-density development in the rural area:
(iv) Protecting critical areas. as provided in RCW 36,70A,060. and surface
water and ground water resources: and
(v)Protecting against conflicts with the use of agricultural, forest, and mineral
resource lands designated under RCW 36,70A. 170,
(d) Limited areas of more intensive rural development, Subject to the
requirements of this subsection and except as otherwise specifically provided in
this subsection (5)(d), the rural element may allow for limited areas of more
intensive rural development, including necessary public facilities and public
services to serve the limited area as follows:
(i) Rural development consisting of the infill, development, or redevelopment
of existing commercial, industrial, residential, or mixed-use areas, whether
characterized as shoreline development, villages, hamlets, rural activity centers. or
crossroads developments. A commercial, industrial, residential, shoreline, or
mixed-use area shall be subject to the requirements of (d)(iv) of this subsection, but
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shall not be subject to the requirements of (c)(ii) and (iii) of this subsection, An
industrial area is not required to be principally designed to serve the existing and
projected rural population:
(ii) The intensification of development on lots containing, or new develooment
of, small-scale recreational or tourist uses, including commercial facilities to serve
those recreational or tourist uses, that rely on a rural location and setting. but that
do not include new residential development, A small-scale recreation or tourist use
is not required to be principally designed to serve the existing and projected rural
population. Public services and public facilities shall be limited to those necessary
to serve the recreation or tourist use and shall be provided in a manner that does not
permit low-density sprawl:
(iii) The intensification of development on lots containing isolated
nonresidential uses or new development of isolated cottage industries and isolated
small-scale businesses that are not principally designed to serve the existing and
proiected rural population and nonresidential uses, but do provide job opportunities
for rural residents. Public services and public facilities shall be limited to those
necessary to serve the isolated nonresidential use and shall be provided in a manner
that does not permit low-density sprawl:
(iv) A county shall adopt measures to minimize and contain the existing areas
or uses of more intensive rural development, as appropriate, authorized under this
subsection. Lands included in such existing areas or uses shall not extend beyond
the logical outer boundary of the existing area or use, thereby allowing a new
pattern of low-density sprawl. Existing areas are those that are clearly identifiable
and contained and where there is a logical boundary delineated predominately by
the built environment, but that may also include undeveloped lands if limited as
provided in this subsection. The county shall establish the logical outer boundary
of an area of more intensive rural development, In establishing the logical outer
boundary the county shall address (A) the need to preserve the character of existing
natural neighborhoods and communities, (B) physical boundaries such as bodies
of water, streets and highways, and land forms and contours, (C) the prevention of
abnormally irregular boundaries, and (D) the ability to provide public facilities and
public services in a manner that does not permit low-density sprawl:
(v) For purposes of (d) of this subsection, an existing area or existing use is
one that was in existence:
(A) On July I. 1990, in a county that was initially required to plan under all
of the provisions of this chapter:
(B) On the date the county adopted a resolution under RCW 36.70A.040(2).
in a county that is planning under all of the provisions of this chapter under RCW
36,70A,040(2): or
(C) On the date the office of financial management certifies the county's
population as provided in RCW 36.70A.040(5). in a county that is planning under
all of the provisions of this chapter pursuant to RCW 36.70A.040(5).
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(e) Exception, This subsection shall not be interpreted to permit in the rural
area -amajor industrial development or a master planned resort unless otherwise
specifically permitted under RCW 36,70A.360 and 36.70A.365.
(6) A transportation element that implements, and is consistent with, the land
use element. The transportation element shall include the following subelements:
(a) Land use assumptions used in estimating travel;
(b) Facilities and services needs, including:
(i) An inventory of air, water, and ground transportation facilities and services,
including transit alignments and general aviation airport facilities, to define
existing capital facilities and travel levels as a basis for future planning;
(ii) Level of service standards for all arterials and transit routes to serve as a
gauge to judge performance of the system. These standards should be regionally
coordinated;
(iii) Specific actions and requirements for bringing into compliance any
facilities or services that are below an established level of service standard;
(iv) Forecasts of traffic for at least ten years based on the adopted land use
plan to provide information on the location, timing, and capacity needs of future
growth;
(v) Identification of system expansion needs and transportation system
management needs to meet current and future demands;
(c) Finance, including:
(i) An analysis of funding capability to judge needs against probable funding
resources;
(ii) A multiyear financing plan based on the needs identified in the
comprehensive plan, the appropriate parts of which shall serve as the basis for the
six-year street, road, or transit program required by RCW 35.77.010 for cities,
RCW 36.81.121 for counties, and RCW 35.58.2795 for public transportation
systems;
(iii) If probablit funding falls short of meeting identified needs, a discussion
of how additional landing will be raised, or how land use assumptions will be
reassessed to ensure that level of service standards will be met,
(d) Intergovernmental coordination efforts, including an assessment of the
impacts of the transportation plan and land use assumptions on the transportation
systems of adjacent jurisdictions;
(e) Demand-management strategies.
After adoption of the comprehensive plan by jurisdictions required to plan or
who choose to plan under RCW 36.70A.040, local jurisdictions must adopt and
enforce ordinances which prohibit development approval if the development causes
the level of service on a transportation facility to decline below the standards
adopted in the transportation element of the comprehensive plan, unless
transportation improvements or strategies to accommodate the impacts of
development are made concurrent with the development. These strategies may
include increased public transportation service, ride sharing programs, demand
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management, and other transportation systems management strategies. For the
purposes of this subsection (6) "concurrent with the development" shall mean that
improvements or strategies are in place at the time of development, or that a
financial commitment is in place to complete the improvements or strategies within
six years.
The transportation element described in this subsection, and the six-year plans
required by RCW 35.77.010 for cities, RCW 36.81.121 for counties, and RCW
35.58.2795 for public transportation systems, must be consistent.
*NEW SECTION, Sec. 8. A new section is addedto chapter36.70A RCW
to readas follows:
(1) Except as otherwise provided in this chapter, residential and
nonresidentialuses in the rural element shall not require urban services and
nonresidentialrural development shall be principally designed to serve and
providejobs for the existing and projected ruralpopulation or serve existing
nonresidentialuses.
(2) This section applies to (a) a county with a population of ninety-five
thousandor more; and (b) a county that has committed five p'arcentor more of
its land base to urban growth areas under RCW 36.70A.110 and that has no
more than eighty percent of its landbase in public ownership or resource lands
of long-term commercial significancedesignatedunder RCW 36. 70A.1 70.
*Sec. 8 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION, Sec. 9. A new section is added to chapter 36.70A RCW to
read as follows:
(1) The public participation requirements of this chapter shall include notice
procedures that are reasonably calculated to provide notice to property owners and
other affected and interested individuals, tribes, government agencies, businesses,
and organizations of proposed amendments to comprehensive plans and
development regulation. Examples of reasonable notice provisions include:
(a) Posting the property for site-specific proposals;
(b) Publishing notice in a newspaper of general circulation in the county, city,
or general area where the proposal is located or that will be affected by the
proposal;
(c) Notifying public or private groups with known interest in a certain
proposal or in the type of proposal being considered;
(d) Placing notices in appropriate regional, neighborhood, ethnic, or trade
journals; and
(e) Publishing notice in agency newsletters or sending notice to agency
mailing lists, including general lists or lists for specific proposals or subject areas.
(2)(a) Except as otherwise provided in (b)of this subsection, if the legislative
body for a county or city chooses to consider a change to an amendment to a
comprehensive plan or development regulation, and the change is proposed after
the opportunity for review and comment has passed under the county's or city's
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procedures, an opportunity for review and comment on the proposed change shall
be provided before the local legislative body votes on the proposed change.
(b)An additional opportunity for public review and comment is not required
under (a) of this subsection if:
(i) An environmental impact statement has been prepared under chapter
43.2 1C RCW for the pending resolution or ordinance and the proposed change is
within the range of alternatives considered in the environmental impact statement;
(ii) The proposed change is within the scope of the alternatives available for
public comment;
(iii) The proposed change only corrects typographical errors, corrects crossreferences, makes address or name changes, or clarifies language of a proposed
ordinance or resolution without changing its effect;
(iv) The proposed change is to a resolution or ordinance making a capital
budget decision as provided in RCW 36.70A. 120; or
(v)The proposed change is to a resolution or ordinance enacting a moratorium
or interim control adopted under RCW 36.70A.390.
(3) This section is prospective in effect and does not apply to a comprehensive
plan, development regulation, or amendment adopted before the effective date of
this section.
Sec. 10. RCW 36.70A.130 and 1995 c 347 s 106 are each amended to read
as follows:
(1) Each comprehensive land use plan and development regulations shall be
subject to continuing ((eyaluatiien aad)) review and evaluation by the county or city
that adopted them. Not later than September 1.2002. and at least every five years
thereafter. a county or city shall take action to review and. if needed. revise its
comprehensive land use plan and development regulations to ensure that the plan
and regulations are complying with the requirements of this chapter. The review
and evaluation required by this subsection may be combined with the review
required by subsection (3) of this section.
Any amendment or revision to a comprehensive land use plan shall conform
to this chapter, and any change to development regulations shall be consistent with
and implement the comprehensive plan.
(2)(a) Each county and city shall establish and broadly disseminate to the
public a public participation program identifying procedures whereby proposed
amendments or revisions of the comprehensive plan are considered by the
governing body of the county or city no more frequently than once every year
except that amendments may be considered more frequently under the following
circumstances:
(i) The initial adoption of a subarea plan; ((end))
(ii) The adoption or amendment of a shoreline master program under the
procedures set forth in chapter 90.58 RCWLWnd
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(iii) The amendment of the capital facilities element of a comprehensive plan
that occurs concurrently with the adoption or amendment of acounty or city budget.
(b)Except as otherwise provided in (a)of this subsection, all proposals shall
be considered by the governing body concurrently so the cumulative effect of the
various proposals can be ascertained. However, after appropriate public
participation a county or city may adopt amendments or revisions to its
comprehensive plan that conform with this chapter whenever an emergency exists
or to resolve an appeal of a comprehensive plan filed with a growth management
hearings board or with the court.
(3)Each county that designates urban growth areas under RCW 36.70A. 110
shall review, at least every ten years, its designated urban growth area or areas, and
the densities permitted within both the incorporated and unincorporated portions
of each urban growth area. In conjunction with this review by the county, each city
located within an urban growth area shall review the densities permitted within its
boundaries, and the extent to which the urban growth occurring within the county
has located within each city and the unincorporated portions of the urban growth
areas. The county comprehensive plan designating urban growth areas, and the
densities permitted in the urban growth areas by the comprehensive plans of the
county and each city located within the urban growth areas, shall be revised to
accommodate the urban growth projected to occur in the county for the succeeding
twenty-year period. The review reuired by this subsection may be combined with
the review and evaluation required by section 25 of this act,
Sec. 11. RCW 36.70A.270 and 1996 c 325 s I are each amended to read is
follows:
Each growth management hearings board shall be governed by the following
rules on conduct and procedure:
(1) Any board member may be removed for inefficiency, malfeasance, and
misfeasance in office, under specific written charges filed by the governor. The
governor shall transmit such written charges to the member accused and the chief
justice of the supreme court. The chief justice shall thereupon designate a tribunal
composed of three judges of the superior court to hear and adjudicate the charges.
Removal of any member of a board by the tribunal shall disqualify such member
for reappointment.
(2) Each board member shall receive reimbursement for travel expenses
incurred in the discharge of his or her duties in accordance with RCW 43.03.050
and 43.03.060. If it is determined that the review boards shall operate on a fulltime basis, each member shall receive an annual salary to be determined by the
governor pursuant to RCW 43.03.040. If it is determined that a review board shall
operate on a part-time basis, each member shall receive compensation pursuant to
RCW 43.03.250, provided such amount shall not exceed the amount that would be
set if they were afull-time board member. The principal office of each board shall
be located by the governor within the jurisdictional boundaries of each board. The
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boards shall operate on either a part-time or full-time basis, as determined by the
governor.
(3) Each board member shall not: (a) Be a candidate for or hold any other
public office or trust; (b) engage in any occupation or business interfering with or
inconsistent with his or her duty as a board member; and (c) for a period of one
year after the termination of his or her board membership, act in a representative
capacity before the board on any matter.
(4) A majority of each board shall constitute a quorum for making orders or
decisions, adopting rules necessary for the conduct of its powers and duties, or
transacting other official business, and may act even though one position of the
board is vacant. One or more members may hold hearings and take testimony to
be reported for action by the board when authorized by rule or order of the board.
The board shall perform all the powers and duties specified in this chapter or as
otherwise provided by law.
(5) The board may appoint one or more hearing examiners to assist the board
in its hearing function, to make conclusions of law and findings of fact and, if
requested by the board, to make recommendations to the board for decisions in
cases before the board. Such hearing examiners must have demonstrated
knowledge of land use planning and law. The boards shall specify in their joint
rules of practice and procedure, as required by subsection (7) of this section, the
procedure and criteria to be employed for designating hearing examiners as a
presiding officer. Hearing examiners selected by a board shall meet the
requirements of subsection (3) of this section. The findings and conclusions of the
hearing examiner shall not become final until they have been formally approved
by the board. This authorization to use hearing examiners does not waive the
requirement of RCW 36.70A.300 that final orders be issued within one hundred
eighty days of board receipt of a petition.
(6) Each board shall make findings of fact and prepare a written decision in
each case decided by it, and such findings and decision shall be effective upon
being signed by two or more members of the board and upon being filed at the
board's principal office, and shall be open for public inspection at all reasonable
times.
(7) All proceedings before the board, any of its members, or a hearing
examiner appointed by the board shall be conducted in accordance with such
administrative rules of practice and procedure as the boards jointly prescribe. All
three boards shall jointly meet to develop and adopt joint rules of practice and
procedure, including rules regarding expeditious and summary disposition of
appeals. The boards shall publish such rules and decisions they render and arrange
for the reasonable distribution of the rules and decisions. Except as it conflicts
with spifi provisions of this chapter, the administrative procedure act, chapter
34.05 RCW. and specifically including the provisions of RCW 34,05.455
governing ex parte communications, shall govern the practice and procedure of the
boards.
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(8) A board member or hearing examiner issubject to disqualification under
chapter 34.05 RCW. The joir, rules of practice of the boards shall establish
procedures by which aparty to ahearing conducted before the board may file with
the board amotion to disqualify, with supporting affidavit, against a board member
or hearing examiner assigned to preside at the hearing.
(9) The members of the boards shall meet jointly on at least an annual basis
with the objective of sharing information that promotes the goals and purposes of
this chapter.
Sec. 12. RCW 36.70A.290 and 1995 c 347 s 109 are each amended to read
as follows:
(I) All requests for review to a growth management hearings board shall be
initiated by filing apetition that includes adetailed statement of issues presented
for resolution by the board. The board shall reider written decisions articulating
the basis for its holdings. The board shall not issue advisory opinions on issues not
presented to the board in the statement of issues. as modified by any prehearin!
order,
(2) All petitions relating to whether or not an adopted comprehensive plan,
development regulation, or permanent amendment thereto, is in compliance with
the goals and requirements of this chapter or chapter 90.58 or 43.2 1C RCW must
be filed within sixty days after publication by the legislative bodies of the county
or city.
(a)Except as provided in (c)of this subsection, the date of publication for a
city shall be the date the city publishes the ordinance, or summary of the ordinance,
adopting the comprehensive plan or development regulations, or amendment
thereto, as is required to be published.
(b)Promptly after adoption, a county shall publish a notice that it has adopted
the comprehensive plan or development regulations, or amendment thereto.
Except as provided in (c)of this subsection, for purposes of this section the
date of publication for a county shall be the date the county publishes the notice
that it has adopted the comprehensive plan or development regulations, or
amendment thereto.
(c)For local governments planning under RCW 36.70A.040, promptly after
approval or disapproval of a local government's shoreline master program or
amendment thereto by the department of ecology as provided in RCW 90.58.090,
the local government shall publish a notice that the shoreline master program or
amendment thereto has been approved or disapproved by the department of
ecology. For purposes of this section, the date of publication for the adoption or
amendment of a shoreline master program is the date the local government
publishes notice that the shoreline master program or amendment thereto has been
approved or disapproved by the department of ecology.
(3) Unless the board dismisses the petition as frivolous or finds that the person
filing the petition lacks standing, or the parties have filed an agreement to have the
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case heard in superior court as provided in section 13 of this act. the board shall,
within ten days of receipt of the petition, set atime for hearing the matter.
(4) The board shall base its decision on the record developed by the city,
county, or the state and supplemented with additional evidence if the board
determines that such additional evidence would be necessary or of substantial
assistance to the board in reaching its decision.
(5)The board, shall consolidate, when appropriate, all petitions involving the
review of the same comprehensive plan or the same development regulation or
regulations.
NEW SECTION, See. 13. A new section is added to chapter 36.70A RCW
to read as follows:
(1) The superior court may directly review a petition for review filed under
RCW 36.70A.290 if all parties to the proceeding before the board have agreed to
direct review in the superior court. The agreement of the parties shall be in writing
and signed by all of the parties to the proceeding or their designated
representatives. The agreement shall include the parties' agreement to proper
venue as provided in RCW 36.70A.300(5). The parties shall file their agreement
with the board within ten days after the date the petition is filed, or if multiple
petitions have been filed and the board has consolidated the petitions pursuant to
RCW 36.70A.300, within ten days after the board serves its order of consolidation.
(2) Within ten days of receiving the timely and complete agreement of the
parties, the board shall file acertificate of agreement with the designated superior
court and shall serve the parties with copies of the certificate. The superior court
shall obtain exclusive jurisdiction over a petition when it receives the certificate of
agreement. With the certificate of agreement the board shall also file the petition
for review, any orders entered by the board, all other documents in the board's files
regarding the action, and the written agreement of the parties.
(3) For purposes of a petition that is subject to direct review, the superior
court's subject matter jurisdiction shall be equivalent to that of the board.
Consistent with the requirements of the superior court civil rules, the superior court
may consolidate a petition subject to direct review under this section with a
separate action filed in the superior court.
(4)(a) Except as otherwise provided in (b) and (c) of this subsection, the
provisions of RCW 36.70A.280 through 36.70A.330, which specify the nature and
extent of board review, shall apply to the superior court's review.
(b)The superior court:
(i) Shall not have jurisdiction to directly review or modify an office of
financial management population projection;
(ii) Except as otherwise provided in RCW 36.70A.300(2)(b), shall render its
decision on the petition within one hundred eighty days of receiving the
certification of agreement; and
(iii) Shall give a compliance hearing under RCW 36.70A.330(2) the highest
priority of all civil matters before the court.
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(c) An aggrieved party may secure appellate review of a final judgment of the
superior court under this section by the supreme court or the court of appeals. The
review shall be secured in the manner provided by aw for review of superior court
decisions in other civil cases.
(5) If, following a compliance hearing, the court finds that the state agency,
county, or city is not in compliance with the court's prior order, the court may use
its remedial and contempt powers to enforce compliance.
(6) The superior court shall transmit a copy of its decision and order on direct
review to the board, the department, and the governor. If the court has determined
that a county or city is not in compliance with the provisions of this chapter, the
govemor may impose sanctions against the county or city in the same manner as
if a board had recommended the imposition of sanctions as provided in RCW
36.70A.330.
(7) After the court has assumed jurisdiction over a petition for review under
this section, the superior court civil rules shall govern a request for intervention and
all other procedural matters not specifically provided for in this section.
Sec. 14. RCW 36.70A.300 and 1995 c 347 s 110 are each amended to read
as follows:
(I) The board shall issue a final order ((wthin one hundred eighty dieso
reeeipt of the petition. for reyiew, or, when. multiple petition~s are filed, within. one
tht s crselidatc.uhafil
hunrdred eighty days of reeeipt of the last petitior.i
order)) thaI shall be based exclusively on whether or not a state agency, county, or

city is in compliance with the requirements of this chapter, chapter 90.58 RCW as
it relates to adoption or amendment of shoreline master programs, or chapter
43.21C RCW as it relates to adoption of plans, development regulations, and
amendments thereto, ((adopted)) under RCW 36.70A.040 or chapter 90.58 RCW.
(2)(a) Except as provided in (b of this subsection, the final order shall be
issued within one hundred eighty days of receipt of the petition for review, or. if
multiple petitions are filed. within one hundred eighty days of receipt of the last
petition that is consolidated.
(b)The board may extend the period of time for issuing a decision to enable
the parties to settle the dispute if additional time is necessary to achieve a
settlement, and (i) an extension is requested by all parties. or (ii) an extension is
requested by the petitioner and respondent and the board determines that a
negotiated settlement between the remaining parties could resolve significant issues
in dispute. The reguest must be filed with the board not later than seven days
before the date scheduled for the hearing on the merits of the petition. The board
may authorize one or more extensions for up to ninety days each. subiect to the
requirements of this section.
(MIn the final order, the board shall either:
(a) Find that the state agency, county, or city is in compliance with the
requirements of this chapter ((or)), chapter 90.58 RCW as it relates to the adoption
or amendment of shoreline master programs, or chapter 43.21C RCW as it relates
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to adoption of plans. development regulations,.nd amendments thereto. under
RCW 36,70A.040 or chapter 90.58 RCW; or

(b) Find that the state agency, county, or city is not in compliance with the
requirements of this chapter ((or)% chapter 90.58 RCW as it relates to the adoption
or amendment of shoreline master programs, or chapter 43.21 Q RCW as it relates
to adoption of plans. development regulations, and amendments thereto. under
RCW 36.70A,040 or chapter 90.58 RCW. in which case the board shall remand the

matter to the affected state agency, county, or city ((mid)), The board shall specify
a reasonable time not in excess of one hundred eighty days. or such longer period
as determined by the board in cases of unusual scope or complexity, within which
the state agency, county, or city shall comply with the requirements of this chapter.
The board may require periodic reports to the board on the progress the jurisdiction
is making towards compliance,

(((4))) (4) Unless the board makes a determination of invalidity as provided
in section 16 of this act, a finding of noncompliance and an order of remand shall
not affect the validity of comprehensive plans and development regulations during
the period of remand((, unlcss the board's Final order also,
(I) i.cluds a deterin.. ation, supported by findings of fact at I o..c.i

-T

law, tha! !he continued validity of !he plan or regulation would subsiantittily
interfere with the fulifillment of the galts of tis chapter;- and
(b) Speeifics the partieular part or parts of the plan or regulation that aire
dcitnfrnd to be invalid, and !he rcasons for !heir invalidity.
(3)A deierimination of in-validity shall,
(a) Be prespactiiv in effect and shall not extin~guish rights that vested tinder
stato or locatl law before the date of the board's order,, and
(b) Subjeet tiny devalopmeint applictton tha would otherwise Yest after the
date of the bow's ore to the laeal orinanee or resolution~ that both is entoid in
response to the order of remand and determined by the board pursuant to RCW
36.70A.330 to eomply with the requirements of this ehapter.
(4) if !he ordinainee that adepts it plan or devclopmen! regulation tinder this
ehapier ineludes a savings elakuse ineddt eiepir oiiso euain
in the evont the new plan or regulations are determined to be invalid, the or
shatll determine under subsection (2) of this seetion whether the prior polieies or
regulattions Pre -validduring the period of romand)).
(5) Any party aggrieved by a final decision of the hearings board may appeal
the decision to superior court as provided in RCW 34.05.514 or 36.01.050 within
thirty days of the final order of the board.
*NEW SECTION. Sec. 15. A new section is added to chapter 36.70A RCW
to read as follows:
After the effective date of this section, all appeals of a decision taken from
a final decision of a board shall be fled in the court of appeals for assignment
by the chi ef presiding judge.
*Sc 15 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.
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NEW SECTION, Sec. 16. A new section is added to chapter 36.70A RCW
to read as follows:
(1) A board may determine that part or all of a comprehensive plan or
development regulations are invalid if the board:
(a) Makes a finding of noncompliance and issues an order of remand under
RCW 36.70A.300;
(b) Includes in the final order a determination, supported by findings of fact
and conclusions of law, that the continued validity of part or parts of the plan or
regulation would substantially interfere with the fulfillment of the goals of this
chapter; and
(c) Specifies in the final order the particular part or parts of the plan or
regulation that are determined to be invalid, and the reasons for their invalidity.
(2) A determination of invalidity is prospective in effect and does not
extinguish rights that vested under state or local law before receipt of the board's
order by the city or county. The determination of invalidity does not apply to a
completed development permit application for a project that vested under state or
local law before receipt of the board's order by the county or city or to related
construction permits for that project.
(3)(a) Except as otherwise provided in subsection (2) of this section and (b)
of this subsection, a development permit application not vested under state or local
law before receipt of the board's order by the county or city vests to the local
ordinance or resolution that is determined by the board not to substantially interfere
with the fulfillment of the goals of this chapter.
(b) Even though the application is not vested under state or local law before
receipt by the county or city of the board's order, a determination of invalidity does
not apply to a development permit application for:
(i) A permit for construction by any owner, lessee, or contract purchaser of a
single-family residence for his or her own use or for the use of his or her family on
a lot existing before receipt by the county or city of the board's order, except as
otherwise specifically provided in the board's order to protect the public health and
safety;
(ii) A building permit and related construction permits for remodeling, tenant
improvements, or expansion of an existing structure on a lot existing before receipt
of the board's order by the county or city; and
(iii) A boundary line adjustment or a division of land that does not increase the
number of buildable lots existing before receipt of the board's order by the county
or city.
(4) If the ordinance that adopts a plan or development regulation under this
chapter includes a savings clause intended to revive prior policies or regulations
in the event the new plan or regulations are determined to be invalid, the board
shall determine under subsection (I) of this section whether the prior policies or
regulations are valid during the period of remand.
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(5)A county or city subject to a determination of invalidity may adopt interim
controls and other measures to be in effect until it adopts a comprehensive plan and
development regulations that comply with the requirements of this chapter. A
development permit application may vest under an interim control or measure upon
determination by the board that the interim controls and other measures do not
substantially interfere with the fulfillment of the goals of this chapter.
(6) A county or city subject to a determination of invalidity may file a motion
requesting that the board clarify, modify, or rescind the order. The board shall
expeditiously schedule a hearing on the motion. At the hearing on the motion, the
parties may present information to the board to clarify the part or parts of the
comprehensive plan or development regulations to which the final order applies.
The board shall issue any supplemental order based on the information provided
at the hearing not later than thirty days after the date of the hearing.
(7)(a) If a determination of invalidity has been made and the county or city has
enacted an ordinance or resolution amending the invalidated part or parts of the
plan or regulation or establishing interim controls on development affected by the
order of invalidity, after a compliance hearing, the board shall modify or rescind
the determination of invalidity if it determines under the standard in subsection (1)
of this section that the plan or regulation, as amended or made subject to such
interim controls, will no longer substantially interfere with the fulfillment of the
goals of this chapter.
(b) If the board determines that part or parts of the plan or regulation are no
longer invalid as provided in this subsection, but does not find that the plan or
regulation is in compliance with all of the requirements of this chapter, the board,
in its order, may require periodic reports to the board on the progress the
jurisdiction is making towards compliance.
*NEW SECTION, Sec. 17. A boardshall determine thatpart or all of a
comprehensive plan or development regulations,or amendments thereto, are
invalid only if,in addition to the requirementsof section 16 of this act, the board
finds that in adoptingplans or development regulations, oramendments thereto,
the county or city acted in an arbitraryand capricious manner.
*Sec. 17 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*Sec. 18. RCW 36. 70A.305 and 1996 c 325 s 4 are each amended to read
as follows:
(I) The court shall provide expedited review of ((a- determination
nsaldiy-fr))an order ((effedtnating)) that includes a determinationof invalidity
made or issued under RCW 36.70A.300 and section 16 of this act. The matter
must be set for hearing within sixty days of the date set for submitting the
board's record, absent a showing of good cause for a different date or a
stipulation of the parties.
(2) A determinationof substantialinterference under this chaptermust be
based on evidence of actualdevelopment ordeveLopment permitapplicationsthat
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would substantially interfere with the goals of this chapter, and not on
hypothetical or speculativedevelopment potential,
*Sec, 18 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*NEW SECTION, Sec. 19. A new section is addedto chapter 36.70A RCW
to read as follows:
A court, in reviewing an orderof the board, may:
(1)Affirm the board's order;
(2) Set aside the board'sorder,enjoin orstay the board'sorder,remand the
matterforfurtherproceedings,order the boardto rescind or modify an order;
or
(3) Enter a declaratoryjudgment order of complianceor noncompliance,
which may include a determination of invalidity if (a) the determination is
supported by findings offact and conclusions of law that the continued validity
of part orparts of the plan or regulationwould substantiallyinterfere with the
fulfillment of the goals of this chapter and (b) the court's order specifies the
particularpart or parts of the plan or regulation that are determined to be
invalid, and the reasonsfor their invalidity.
*Sec. 19 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Sec. 20. RCW 36.70A.320 and 1995 c 347 s 111 are each amended to read
as follows:
(1) Except as provided in subsection (((-2))) (5M of this section, comprehensive
plans and development regulations, and amendments thereto, adopted under this
chapter are presumed valid upon adoption.
(2) Except as otherwise provided in subsection (4) of this section, the burden
is on the petitioner to demonstrate that any action taken by a state agency, county.
or city under this chapter is not in compliance with the requirements of this
chapter.
(3) In any petition under this chapter, the board, after full consideration of the
petition, shall determine whether there is compliance with the requirements of this
chapter. In making its determination, the board shall consider the criteria adopted
by the department under RCW 36.70A. 190(4). The board shall find compliance
of the vid.... that the state agny, e.unty,
.
unless it ((firts by ppan.d.ranee
o.- ity .roneously iterpr ted or applied this ehaptr)) determines that the action
by the state agency, county, or city is clearly erroneous in view of the entire record
before the board and in light of the goals and requirements of this chapter.
(((-2))) (4) A county or city subject to a determination of invalidity made under
RCW 36.70A.300 or section 16 of this act has the burden of demonstrating that the
ordinance or resolution it has enacted in response to the determination of invalidity
will no longer substantially interfere with the fulfillment of the goals of this chapter
under the standard in section 16(l) of this act.
M The shoreline element of a comprehensive plan and the applicable
development regulations adopted by a county or city shall take effect as provided
in chapter 90.58 RCW.
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Sec. 21. RCW 36.70A.330 and 1995 c 347 s 112 are each amended to read
as follows:
(1) After the time set for complying with the requirements of this chapter
under RCW ((6.-A. 30(1)(b))) 36.70A.300(3)(b) has expired, or at an earlier
time upon the motion of a county or city subject to a determination of invalidity
under RCW 36.70A.300, the board shall set a hearing for the purpose of
determining whether the state agency, county, or city is in compliance with the
requirements of this chapter.
(2) The board shall conduct a hearing and issue a finding of compliance or
noncompliance with the requirements of this chapter and with any compliance
schedule established by the board in its final order. A person with standing to
challenge the legislation enacted in response to the board's final order may
participate in the hearing along with the petitioner and the state agency, ((eity.-m))
county. or city. A hearing under this subsection shall be given the highest priority
of business to be conducted by the board, and a finding shall be issued within
forty-five days of the filing of the motion under subsection (1) of this section with
the board. The board shall issue any order necessary to make adjustments to the
compliance schedule and set additional hearings as provided in subsection (5) of
this section.
(3) If the board after a compliance hearing finds that the state agency, county,
or city is not in compliance, the board shall transmit its finding to the governor.
The board may recommend to the governor that the sanctions authorized by this
chapter be imposed. The board shall take into consideration the county's or city's
efforts to meet its compliance schedule in making the decision to recommend
sanctions to the governor,
(4) In a compliance hearing upon petition of a party, the board shall also
reconsider its final order and decide((:

(it) if it determination. of invalidity has been mnade, whether sueh- a
deferm~iito, should be rese'nded or modified under the stan~dards in RGW
36.49A39()m,
-- ))f no determination of invalidity has been made, whether one now should
be made ((under the.. a.ard, in R
36,,7A.309(2)))
,W
under section 16 of this
act.
M.J The board shall schedule additional hearings as appropriate pursuant to
subsections (1) and (2) of this section.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 22. A new section is added to chapter 36.70A RCW
to read as follows:
A county or city subject to an order of invalidity issued before the effective
date of section 14 of this act, by motion may request the board to review the order
of invalidity in light of the section 14, chapter.... Laws of 1997 (section 14 of this
act) amendments to RCW 36.70A.300, the section 21, chapter.... Laws of 1997
(section 21 of this act) amendments to RCW 36.70A.330, and section 16 of this
act. If a request is made, the board shall rescind or modify the order of invalidity
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as necessary to make it consistent with the section 14, chapter.... Laws of 1997
(section 14 of this act) amendments to RCW 36.70A.300, and to the section 21,
chapter .

. .,

Laws of 1997 (section 21 of this act) amendments to RCW

36.70A.330, and section 16 of this act.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 23. A new section is added to chapter 36.70A RCW
to read as follows:
(1) A county or a city may use a variety of innovative zoning techniques in
areas designated as agricultural lands of long-term commercial significance under
RCW 36.70A.170. The innovative zoning techniques should be designed to
conserve agricultural lands and encourage the agricultural economy. A county or
city should encourage nonagricultural uses to be limited to lands with poor soils
or otherwise not suitable for agricultural purposes.
(2) Innovative zoning techniques a county or city may consider include, but
are not limited to:
(a) Agricultural zoning, which limits the density of development and restricts
or prohibits nonfarm uses of agricultural land;
(b)Cluster zoning, which allows new development on one portion of the land,
leaving the remainder in agricultural or open space uses;
(c) Large lot zoning, which establishes as a minimum lot size the amount of
land necessary to achieve a successful farming practice;
(d) Quarter/quarter zoning, which permits one residential dwelling on a oneacre minimum lot for each one-sixteenth of a section of land; and
(e) Sliding scale zoning, which allows the number of lots for single-family
residential purposes with a minimum lot size of one acre to increase inversely as
the size of the total acreage increases.
Sec. 24. RCW 36.70A.I 10 and 1995 c 400 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) Each county that is required or chooses to plan under RCW 36.70A.040
shall designate an urban growth area or areas within which urban growth shall be
encouraged and outside of which growth can occur only if it is not urban in nature.
Each city that is located in such a county shall be included within an urban growth
area. An urban growth area may include more than a single city. An urban growth
area may include territory that is located outside of a city only if such territory
already is characterized by urban growth whether or not the urban growth area
includes a city, or is adjacent to territory already characterized by urban growth,
or is a designated new fully contained community as defined by RCW 36.70A.350.
(2) Based upon the growth management population projection made for the
county by the office of financial management, ((the urban growth arcas in)) the
county and each city within the county shall include areas and densities sufficient
to permit the urban growth that is projected to occur in the county or city for the
succeeding twenty-year period. Each urban growth area shall permit urban
densities and shall include greenbelt and open space areas. An urban growth area
determination may include a reasonable land market supply factor and shall permit
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a range of urban densities and uses. In determining this market factor, cities and
counties may consider local circumstances. Cities and counties have discretion in
their comprehensive plans to make many choices about accommodating growth.
Within one year of July 1, 1990, each county that as of June 1, 1991, was
required or chose to plan under RCW 36.70A.040, shall begin consulting with each
city located within its boundaries and each city shall propose the location of an
urban growth area. Within sixty days of the date the county legislative authority
of a county adopts its resolution of intention or of certification by the office of
financial management, all other counties that are required or choose to plan under
RCW 36.70A.040 shall begin this consultation with each city located within its
boundaries. The county shall attempt to reach agreement with each city on the
location of an urban growth area within which the city is located. If such an
agreement is not reached with each city located within the urban growth area, the
county shall justify in writing why it so designated the area an urban growth area.
A city may object formally with the department over the designation of the urban
growth area within which it is located, Where appropriate, the department shall
attempt to resolve the conflicts, including the use of mediation services.
(3) Urban growth should be located first in areas already characterized by
urban growth that have adequate existing public facility and service capacities to
serve such development, second in areas already characterized by urban growth
that will be served adequately by a combination of both existing public facilities
and services and any additional needed public facilities and services that are
provided by either public or private sources, and third in the remaining portions of
the urban growth areas. Urban growth may also be located in designated new fully
contained communities as defined by RCW 36.70A.350.
(4) In general, cities are the units of local government most appropriate to
provide urban governmental services. In general, it is not appropriate that urban
governmental services be extended to or expanded in rural areas except in those
limited circumstances shown to be necessary to protect basic public health and
safety and the environment and when such services are financially supportable at
rural densities and do not permit urban development.
(5) On or before October 1, 1993, each county that was initially required to
plan under RCW 36.70A.040(l) shall adopt development regulations designating
interim urban growth areas under this chapter. Within three years and three months
of the date the county legislative authority of a county adopts its resolution of
intention or of certification by the ottice of financial management, all other
counties that are required or choose to plan under RCW 36.70A.040 shall adopt
development regulations designating interim urban growth areas under this chapter.
Adoption of the interim urban growth areas may only occur after public notice;
public hearing; and compliance with the state environmental policy act, chapter
43.21C RCW, and RCW 36.70A.1 10. Such action may be appealed to the
appropriate growth management hearings board under RCW 36.70A.280. Final
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urban growth areas shall be adopted at the time of comprehensive plan adoption
under this chapter.
(6) Each county shall include designations of urban growth areas in its
comprehensive plan.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 25. A new section is added to chapter 36.70A RCW
to read as follows:
(1) Subject to the limitations in subsection (7) of this section, a county shall
adopt, in consultation with its cities, county-wide planning policies to establish a
review and evaluation program. This program shall be in addition to the
requirements of RCW 36.70A. 110, 36.70A.130, and 36.70A.210. In developing
and implementing the review and evaluation program required by this section, the
county and its cities shall consider information from other appropriate jurisdictions
and sources. The purpose of the review and evaluation program shall be to:
(a) Determine whether a county and its cities are achieving urban densities
within urban growth areas by comparing growth and development assumptions,
targets, and objectives contained in the county-wide planning policies and the
county and city comprehensive plans with actual growth and development that has
occurred in the county and its cities; and
(b)Identify reasonable measures, other than adjusting urban growth areas, that
will be taken to comply with the requirements of this chapter.
(2) The review and evaluation program shall:
(a) Encompass land uses and activities both within and outside of urban
growth areas and provide for annual collection of data on urban and rural land uses,
development, critical areas, and capital facilities to the extent necessary to
determine the quantity and type of land suitable for development, both for
residential and employment-based activities;
(b) Provide for evaluation of the data collected under (a) of this subsection
every five years as provided in subsection (3)of this section. The first evaluation
shall be completed not later than September 1, 2002. The county and its cities may
establish in the county-wide planning policies indicators, benchmarks, and other
similar criteria to use in conducting the evaluation;
(c) Provide for methods to resolve disputes among jurisdictions relating to the
county-wide planning policies required by this section and procedures to resolve
inconsistencies in collection and analysis of data; and
(d) Provide for the amendment of the county-wide policies and county and city
comprehensive plans as needed to remedy an inconsistency identified through the
evaluation required by this section, or to bring these policies into compliance with
the requirements of this chapter.
(3) At a minimum, the evaluation component of the program required by
subsection (1) of this section shall:
(a) Determine whether there is sufficient suitable land to accommodate the
county-wide population projection established for the county pursuant to RCW
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43.62.035 and the subsequent population allocations within the county and
between the county and its cities and the requirements of RCW 36.70A.I 10;
(b) Determine the actual density of housing that has been constructed and the
actual amount of land developed for commercial and industrial uses within the
urban growth area since the adoption of acomprehensive plan under this chapter
or since the last periodic evaluation as required by subsection (1) of this section;
and
(c)Based on the actual density of development as determined under (b)of this
subsection, review commercial, industrial, and housing needs by type and density
range to determine the amount of land needed for commercial, industrial, and
housing for the remaining portion of the twenty-year planning period used in the
most recently adopted comprehensive plan.
(4)If the evaluation required by subsection (3) of this section demonstrates an
inconsistency between what has occurred since the adoption of the county-wide
planning policies and the county and city comprehensive plans and development
regulations and what was envisioned in those policies and plans and the planning
goals and the requirements of this chapter, as the inconsistency relates to the
evaluation factors specified in subsection (3) of this section, the county and its
cities shall adopt and implement measures that are reasonably likely to increase
consistency during the subsequent five-year period. If necessary, a county, in
consultation with its cities as required by RCW 36.70A.210, shall adopt
amendments to county-wide planning policies to increase consistency. The county
and its cities shall annually monitor the measures adopted under this subsection to
determine their effect and may revise or rescind them as appropriate.
(5)(a) Not later than July 1, 1998, the department shall prepare a list of
methods used by counties and cities in carrying out the types of activities required
by this section. The department shall provide this information and appropriate
technical assistance to counties and cities required to or choosing to comply with
the provisions of this section.
(b) By December 31, 2007, the department shall submit to the appropriate
committees of the legislature a report analyzing the effectiveness of the activities
described in this section in achieving the goals envisioned by the county-wide
planning policies and the comprehensive plans and development regulations of the
c:ounties and cities.
(6)From funds appropriated by the legislature for this purpose, the department
shall provide grants to counties, cities, and regional planning organizations
required under subsection (7) of this section to conduct the review and perform the
evaluation required by this section.
(7)The provisions of this section shall apply to counties, and the cities within
those counties, that were greater than one hundred fifty thousand in population in
1995 as determined by office of financial management population estimates and
that are located west of the crest of the Cascade mountain range. Any other county
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planning under RCW 36.70A.040 may carry out the review, evaluation, and
amendment programs and procedures as provided in this section.
Sec. 26. RCW 43.62.035 and 1995 c 162 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
The office of financial management shall determine the population of each
county of the state annually as of April 1st of each year and on or before July 1st
of each year shall file a certificate with the secretary of state showing its
determination of the population for each county. The office of financial
management also shall determine the percentage increase in population for each
county over the preceding ten-year period, as of April 1st, and shall file a
certificate with the secretary of state by July 1st showing its determination. At
least once every ((ten)) five years or upon the availability of decennial census data.
whichever is later, the office of financial management shall prepare twenty-year
growth management planning population projections required by RCW
36.70A. 110 for each county that adopts a comprehensive plan under RCW
36.70A.040 and shall review these projections with such counties and the cities in
those counties before final adoption. The county and its cities may provide to the
office such information as they deem relevant to the office's projection, and the
office shall consider and comment on such information before adoption. Each
projection shall be expressed as a reasonable range developed within the standard
state high and low projection. The middle range shall represent the office's
estimate of the most likely population projection for the county. If any city or
county believes that a projection will not accurately reflect actual population
growth in a county, it may petition the office to revise the projection accordingly.
The office shall complete the first set of ranges for every county by December 31,
1995.
A comprehensive plan adopted or amended before December 31, 1995, shall
not be considered to be in noncompliance with the twenty-year growth
management planning population projection if the projection used in the
comprehensive plan is in compliance with the range later adopted under this
section.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 27. In order to ensure that there will be no unfunded
responsibilities imposed on counties and cities, if specific funding for the purposes
of section 25 of this act, referencing this act by bill or chapter number, is not
provided by June 30, 1997, in the omnibus appropriations act, section 25 of this act
is null and void.
Sec. 28. RCW 36.70A.500 and 1995 c 347 s 116 are each amended to read
as follows:
(1) The department of community, trade, and economic development shall
provide management services for the fund created by RCW 36.70A.490. The
department ((by-rule)) shall establish procedures for fund management. The
department shall encourage participation in the grant program by other public
agencies. The department shall develop the grant criteria, monitor the grant
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program, and select grant recipients in consultation with state agencies
participating in the Urant program through the provision of grant funds or technical
assistance.
(2) A grant may be awarded to a county or city that is required to or has
chosen to plan under RCW 36.70A.040 and that is qualified pursuant to this
section. The grant shall be provided to assist a county or city in paying for the cost
of preparing ((a detile"d .n.irnmcr....al "mpet atement)) an environmental
analysis under chapter 43.21C RCW. that is integrated with a comprehensive plan
((or)), subarea plan ((mid)). plan element, county-wide planning policy.
development regulation((t)), monitoring program. or other planning activity
adopted under or implementing this chapter that:
(a) Improves the process for project permit review while maintaining
environmental quality: or
(b) Encourages use of plans and information developed for purposes of
complying with this chapter to satisfy requirements of other state programs.
(3) In order to qualify for a grant, a county or city shall:
(a) Demonstrate that it will prepare an environmental analysis pursuant to
chapter 43.21C RCW and subsection (2) of this section that is integrated with a
comprehensive plan ((or) subarea plan ((med)). plan element. county-wide
planning policy, development regulations, monitoring program, or other planning
activity adopted under or implementing this chapter;
(b) Address environmental impacts and consequences, alternatives, and
mitigation measures in sufficient detail to allow the analysis to be adopted in whole
or in part by ((subsequent)) applicants for development permits within the
geographic area analyzed in the plan;
(c) Demonstrate that procedures for review of development permit
applications will be based on the integrated plans and environmental analysis:
(d)
Include mechanisms ((inrthe-plan)) to monitor the consequences of growth
as it occurs in the plan area and ((p...de.ongoing)) to use the resulting data to
update the plan. policy, or implementing mechanisms and associated environmental
analysis;
(((d) Be.mkin.g)) (e) Demonstrate substantial progress towards compliance
with the requirements of this chapter. A county or city that is more than six
months out of compliance with a requirement of this chapter is deemed not to be
making substantial progress towards compliance; and
(((e))) l Provide local funding, which may include financial participation by
the private sector.
(4) In awarding grants, the department shall give preference to proposals that
include one or more of the following elements:
(a) Financial participation by the private sector, or a public/private partnering
approach;
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and ronitor)) Identification and monitoring of system capacities for elements of
the built environment, and to the extent appropriate, of the natural environment;
(c) Coordination with state. federal. and tribal governments in project review:
(d)Furtherance of imortant state objectives related to economic development.
protection of areas of state-wide significance. and siting of essential public
facilities:
(e Programs to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the permitting
process by greater reliance on integrated plans and prospective environmental
analysis;
(((d))) (f Programs for effective citizen and neighborhood involvement that
contribute to greater ((eertainy)) likelihood that planning decisions ((will)) can be
implemented with community support; and
(((e)P-lns, that)) (g) Programs to identify environmental impacts and establish
mitigation measures that provide effective means to satisfy concurrency
requirements and establish project consistency with the plans.
(5) If the local funding includes funding provided by other state functional
planning programs, including open space planning and watershed or basin
planning, the functional plan shall be integrated into and be consistent with the
comprehensive plan.
(6) State agencies shall work with grant recipients to facilitate state and local
proiect review processes that will implement the projects receiving grants under
this section.
Sec. 29. RCW 43.155.070 and 1996 c 168 s 3 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) To qualify for loans or pledges under this chapter the board must
determine that a local govcrnment meets all of the following conditions:
(a) The city or county must be imposing a tax under chapter 82.46 RCW at a
rate of at least one-quarter of one percent;
(b) The local government must have developed a long-term plan for financing
public works needs;
(c) The local government must be using all local revenue sources which are
reasonably available for funding public works, taking into consideration local
employment and economic factors; and
(d) Except where necessary to address a public health need or substantial
environmental degradation. a county, city, or town that is required or chooses to
plan under RCW 36.70A.040 must have adopted a comprehensive plan in
conformance with the requirements of chapter 36.70A RCW, after it is required
that the comprehensive plan be adopted, and must have adopted development
regulations in conformance with the requirements of chapter 36.70A RCW, after
it is required that development regulations be adopted.
(2) The board shall develop a priority process for public works projects as
provided in this section. The intent of the priority process is to maximize the value
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of public works projects accomplished with assistance under this chapter. The
board shall attempt to assure a geographical balance in assigning priorities to
projects. The board shall consider at least the following factors in assigning a
priority to a project:
(a) Whether the local government receiving assistance has experienced severe
fiscal distress resulting from natural disaster or emergency public works needs;
(b) Whether the project is critical in nature and would affect the health and
safety of a great number of citizens;
(c) The cost of the project compared to the size of the local government and
amount of loan money available;
(d) The number of communities served by or funding the project;
(e) Whether the project is located in an area of high unemployment, compared
to the average state unemployment;
(f) Whether the project is the acquisition, expansion, improvement, or
renovation by a local government of a public water system that is in violation of
health and safety standards, including the cost of extending existing service to such
a system;
(g) The relative benefit of the project to the community, considering the
present level of economic activity in the community and the existing local capacity
to increase local economic activity in communities that have low economic growth;
and
(h) Other criteria that the board considers advisable.
(3) Existing debt or financial obligations of local governments shall not be
refinanced under this chapter. Each local government applicant shall provide
documentation of attempts to secure additional local or other sources of funding
for each public works project for which financial assistance is sought under this
chapter.
(4)Before November I of each year, the board shall develop and submit to the
appropriate fiscal committees of the senate and house of representatives a
description of the loans made under RCW 43.155.065, 43.155.068, and subsection
(7) of this section during the preceding fiscal year and a prioritized list of projects
which are recommended for funding by the legislature, including one copy to the
staff of each of the committees. The list shall include, but not be limited to, a
description of each project and recommended financing, the terms and conditions
of the loan or financial guarantee, the local government jurisdiction and
unemployment rate, demonstration of the jurisdiction's critical need for the project
and documentation of local funds being used to finance the public works project.
The list shall also include measures of fiscal capacity for each jurisdiction
recommended for financial assistance, compared to authorized limits and state
averages, including local government sales taxes; real estate excise taxes; property
taxes; and charges for or taxes on sewerage, water, garbage, and other utilities.
(5) The board shall not sign contracts or otherwise financially obligate funds
from the public works assistance accnunt before the legislature has appropriated
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funds for a specific list of public works projects. The legislature may remove
projects from the list recommended by the board. The legislature shall not change
the order of the priorities recommended for funding by the board.
(6) Subsection (5) of this section does not apply to loans made under RCW
43.155.065, 43.155.068, and subsection (7) of this section.
(7)(a) Loans made for the purpose of capital facilities plans shall be exempted
from subsection (5) of this section. In no case shall the total amount of funds
utilized for capital facilities plans and emergency loans exceed the limitation in
RCW 43.155.065.
(b)For the purposes of this section "capital facilities plans" means those plans
required by the growth management act, chapter 36.70A RCW, and plans required
by the public works board for local governments not subject to the growth
management act.
(8)To qualify for loans or pledges for solid waste or recycling facilities under
this chapter, a city or county must demonstrate that the solid waste or recycling
facility is consistent with and necessary to implement the comprehensive solid
waste management plan adopted by the city or county under chapter 70.95 RCW.
Sec. 30. RCW 70.146.070 and 1991 sp.s. c 32 s 24 are each amended to read
as follows:
When making grants or loans for water pollution control facilities, the
department shall consider the following:
(I) The protection of water quality and public health;
(2) The cost to residential ratepayers if they had to finance water pollution
control facilities without state assistance;
(3) Actions required under federal and state permits and compliance orders;
(4) The level of local fiscal effort by residential ratepayers since 1972 in
financing water pollution control facilities;
(5) The extent to which the applicant county or city, or if the applicant is
another public body, the extent to which the county or city in which the applicant
public body is located, has established programs to mitigate nonpoint pollution of
the surface or subterranean water sought to be protected by the water pollution
control facility named in the application for state assistance; and
(6) The recommendations of the Puget Sound ((water quality auth'iorty)) action
team and any other board, council, commission, or group established by the
legislature or a state agency to study water pollution control issues in the state.
Except where necessary to address a public health need or substantial
environmental degradation, a county, city, or town that is required or chooses to
plan under RCW 36.70A.040 may not receive a grant or loan for water pollution
control facilities unless it has adopted a comprehensive plan in conformance with
the requirements of chapter 36.70A RCW, after it is required that the
comprehensive plan be adopted, or unless it has adopted development regulations
in conformance with the requirements of chapter 36.70A RCW, after it is required
that development regulations be adopted.
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Sec. 31. RCW 84.34.020 and 1992 c 69 s 4 are each amended to read as
follows:
As used in this chapter, unless a different meaning is required by the context:
(1) "Open space land" means (a) any land area so designated by an official
comprehensive land use plan adopted by any city or county and zoned
accordingly((-;})), or (b)any land area, the preservation of which in its present use
would (i) conserve and enhance natural or scenic resources, or (ii) protect streams
or water supply, or (iii) promote conservation of soils, wetlands, beaches or tidal
marshes, or (iv)enhance the value to the public of abutting or neighboring parks,
forests, wildlife preserves, nature reservations or sanctuaries or other open space,
or (v) enhance recreation opportunities, or (vi) preserve historic sites, or (vii)
preserve visual quality along highway, road, and street corridors or scenic vistas,
or (viii) retain in its natural state tracts of land not less than one acre situated in an
urban area and open to public use on such conditions as may be reasonably
required by the legislative body granting the open space classification, or (c) any
land meeting the definition of farm and agricultural conservation land under
subsection (8)of this section. As a condition of granting open space classification,
the legislative body may not require public access on land classified under (b)(iii)
of this subsection for the purpose of promoting conservation of wetlands.
(2) "Farm and agricultural land" means ((either));
(a) Any parcel of land that is twenty or more acres or multiple parcels of land
that are contiguous and total twenty or more acres:
(i) Devoted primarily to the production of livestock or agricultural
commodities for commercial purposes((;));
(ii) Enrolled in the federal conservation reserve program or its successor
administered by the United States department of agriculture((;)): or
(iii) Other similar commercial activities as may be established by rule
this-fet));
(b) Any parcel of land that is five acres or more but less than twenty acres
devoted primarily to agricultural uses, which has produced a gross income from
agricultural uses equivalent to, as of January 1, 1993((;))
(i) One hundred dollars or more per acre per year for three of the five calendar
years preceding the date of application for classification under this chapter for all
parcels of land that are classified under this subsection or all parcels of land for
which an application for classification under this subsection is made with the
granting authority prior to January 1, 1993(()); and
(ii) On or after January 1, 1993, two hundred dollars or more per acre per year
for three of the five calendar years preceding the date of application for
classification under this chapter;
(c) Any parcel of land of less than five acres devoted primarily to agricultural
uses which has produced a gross income as of January 1, 1993, of;
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(i) One thousand dollars or more per year for three of the five calendar years
preceding the date of application for classification under this chapter for all parcels
of land that are classified under this subsection or all parcels of land for which an
application for classification under this subsection is made with the granting
authority prior to January 1, 199 3 ((;)); and
(ii) On or after January 1, 1993, fifteen hundred dollars or more per year for
three of the five calendar years preceding the date of application for classification
under this chapter.
Parcels of land described in (b)(i) and (c)(i) of this subsection shall, upon any
transfer of the property excluding a transfer to a surviving spouse, be subject to the
limits of (b)(ii) and (c)(ii) of this subsection.
Agricultural lands shall also include such incidental uses as are compatible
with agricultural purposes, including wetlands preservation, provided such
incidental use does not exceed twenty percent of the classified land and the land
on which appurtenances necessary to the production, preparation, or sale of the
agricultural products exist in conjunction with the lands producing such products.
Agricultural lands shall also include any parcel of land of one to five acres, which
is not contiguous, but which otherwise constitutes an integral part of farming
operations being conducted on land qualifying under this section as "farm and
agricultural lands"; ((or))
(d) :[he land on which housing for employees and the principal place of
residence of the farm operator or owner of land classified pursuant to (a) of this
subsection is sited if: The housing or residence is on or contiguous to the classified
parcel; and the use of the housing or the residence is integral to the use of the
classified land for agricultural purposes;
(e) Any parcel of land designated as agricultural land under RCW 36,70A, 170:
or
(f) Any parcel of land not within an urban growth area zoned as agricultural
land under a comprehensive plan adopted under chapter 36,70A RCW.
(3) "Timber land" means any parcel of land that is five or more acres or
multiple parcels of land that are contiguous and total five or more acres which is
or are devoted primarily to the growth and harvest of forest crops for commercial
purposes. A timber management plan shall be filed with the county legislative
authority at the time (a) an application is made for classification as timber land
pursuant to this chapter or (b) when a sale or transfer of timber land occurs and a
notice of classification continuance is signed. Timber land means the land only.
(4) "Current" or "currently" means as of the date on which property is to be
listed and valued by the assessor.
(5) "Owner" means the party or parties having the fee interest in land, except
that where land is subject to real estate contract "owner" shall mean the contract
vendee.
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(6) "Contiguous" means land adjoining and touching other property held by
the same ownership. Land divided by a public road, but otherwise an integral part
of a farming operation, shall be considered contiguous.
(7) "Granting authority" means the appropriate agency or official who acts on
an application for classification of land pursuant to this chapter.
(8) "Farm and agricultural conservation land" means either:
(a) Land that was previously classified under subsection (2) of this section,
that no longer meets the criteria of subsection (2) of this section, and that is
reclassified under subsection (1) of this section; or
(b) Land that is traditional farmland that is not classified under chapter 84.33
or 84.34 RCW, that has not been irrevocably devoted to a use inconsistent with
agricultural uses, and that has a high potential for returning to commercial
agriculture.
Sec. 32. RCW 84.34.060 and 1992 c 69 s 8 are each amended to read as
follows:
In determining the true and fair value of open space land and timber land,
which has been classified as such under the provisions of this chapter, the assessor
shall consider only the use to which such property and improvements is currently
applied and shall not consider potential uses of such property. The assessed
valuation of open space land shall not be less than the minimum value per acre of
classified farm and agricultural land except that the assessed valuation of open
space land may be valued based on the public benefit rating system adopted under
RCW 84.34.055: PROVIDED FURTHER, That timber land shall be valued
according to chapter 84.33 RCW. In valuing any tract or parcel of real property
designated and zoned under a comprehensive plan adopted under chapter 36.70A
RCW as agricultural, forest, or open space land. the appraisal shall not be based on
similar sales of parcels that have been converted to nonagricultural, nonforest, or
nonopen-space uses within five years after the sale,
Sec. 33. RCW 84.34.065 and 1992 c 69 s 9 are each amended to read as
follows:
The true and fair value of farm and agricultural land shall be determined by
consideration of the earning or productive capacity of comparable lands from crops
grown most typically in the area averaged over not less than five years, capitalized
at indicative rates. The earning or productive capacity of farm and agricultural
lands shall be the "net cash rental", capitalized at a "rate of interest" charged on
long term loans secured by a mortgage on farm or agricultural land plus a
component for property taxes. The current use value of land under RCW
84.34.020(2)(d) shall be established as: The prior year's average value of open
space farm and agricultural land used in the county plus the value of land
improvements such as septic, water, and power used to serve the residence. This
shall not be interpreted to require the assessor to list improvements to the land with
the value of the land.
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In valuing any tract or parcel of real property designated and zoned under a
comprehensive plan adopted under chapter 36,70A RCW as agricultural, forest, or
open space land. the appraisal shall not be based on similar sales of parcels that
have been converted to nonagricultural. nonforest. or nonopen-soace uses within
five years after the sale.
For the purposes of the above computation:
(I) The term "net cash rental" shall mean the average rental paid on an annual
basis, in cash, for the land being appraised and other farm and agricultural land of
similar quality and similarly situated that is available for lease for a period of at
least three years to any reliable person without unreasonable restrictions on its use
for production of agricultural crops. There shall be allowed as a deduction from
the rental received or computed any costs of crop production charged against the
landlord if the costs are such as are customarily paid by a landlord. If "net cash
rental" data is not available, the earning or productive capacity of farm and
agricultural lands shall be determined by the cash value of typical or usual crops
grown on land of similar quality and similarly situated averaged over not less than
five years. Standard costs of production shall be allowed as a deduction from the
cash value of the crops.
The current "net cash rental" or "earning capacity" shall be determined by the
assessor with the advice of the advisory committee as provided in RCW 84.34.145,
and through a continuing internal study, assisted by studies of the department of
revenue. This net cash rental figure as it applies to any farm and agricultural land
may be challenged before the same boards or authorities as would be the case with
regard to assessed values on general property.
(2) The term "rate of interest" shall mean the rate of interest charged by the
farm credit administration and other large financial institutions regularly making
loans secured by farm and agricultural lands through mortgages or similar legal
instruments, averaged over the immediate past five years.
The "rate of interest" shall be determined annually by a rule adopted by the
department of revenue and such rule shall be published in the state register not later
than January I of each year for use in that assessment year. The department of
revenue determination may be appealed to the state board of tax appeals within
thirty days after the date of publication by any owner of farm or agricultural land
or the assessor of any county containing farm and agricultural land.
(3)The "component for property taxes" shall be a figure obtained by dividing
the assessed value of all property in the county into the property taxes levied within
the county in the year preceding the assessment and multiplying the quotient
obtained by one hundred.
Sec. 34. RCW 84.40.030 and 1994 c 124 s 20 are each amended to read as
follows:
All property shall be valued at one hundred percent of its true and fair value
in money and assessed on the same basis unless specifically provided otherwise by
law.
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Taxable leasehold estates shall be valued at such price as they would bring at
a fair, voluntary sale for cash without any deductions for any indebtedness owed
including rentals to be paid.
The true and fair value of real property for taxation purposes (including
property upon which there is a coal or other mine, or stone or other quarry) shall
be based upon the following criteria:
(1) Any sales of the property being appraised or similar properties with respect
to sales made within the past five years. The appraisal shall be consistent with the
comprehensive land use plan, development regulations under chapter 36.70A
RCW, zoning, and any other governmental policies or practices in effect at the time
of appraisal that affect the use of property, as well as physical and environmental
influences. The appraisal shall also take into account: (a)In the use of sales by
real estate contract as similar sales, the extent, if any, to which the stated selling
price has been increased by reason of the down payment, interest rate, or other
financing terms; and (b) the extent to which the sale of a similar property actually
represents the general effective market demand for property of such type, in the
geographical area in which such property islocated. Sales involving deed releases
or similar seller-developer financing arrangements shall not be used as sales of
similar property.
(2) In addition to sales as defined in subsection (1), consideration may be
given to cost, cost less depreciation, reconstruction cost less depreciation, or
capitalization of income that would be derived from prudent use of the property.
In the case of property of a complex nature, or being used under terms of a
franchise from a public agency, or operating as a public utility, or property not
having a record of sale within five years and not having a significant number of
sales of similar property in the general area, the provisions of this subsection (2)
shall be the dominant factors in valuation. When provisions of this subsection (2)
are relied upon for establishing values the property owner shall be advised upon
request of the factors used in arriving at such value.
(3) In valuing any tract or parcel of real property, the value of the land,
exclusive of structures thereon shall be determined; also the value of structures
thereon, but the valuation shall not exceed the value of the total property as it
exists. In valuing agricultural land, growing crops shall be excluded.
(4)In valuing any tract or parcel of real property designated and zoned under
acomprehensive plan adopted under chapter 36,70A RCW as agricultural, forest.
or open space land, the appraisal shall not be based on similar sales of parcels that
have been converted to nonagricultural, nonforest, or nonopen-space uses within
five years after the sale,
Sec. 35. RCW 90.60.030 and 1995 c 347 s 603 are each amended to read as
follows:
The permit assistance center isestablished within the department. The center
shall:
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(1) Publish and keep current one or more handbooks containing lists and
explanations of all permit laws. ((Thc ..... r shll .ordint. with the busin. ss
nt in providilg and rairaiing thislrinraion iotlapplicti and
assistar c
etheris)) To the extent possible, the handbook shall include relevant federal and
tribal laws. A state agency or local government shall provide a reasonable number
of copies of application forms, statutes, ordinances, rules, handbooks, and other
informational material requested by the center and shall otherwise fully cooperate
with the center. The center shall seek the cooperation of relevant federal agencies
and tribal governments;
(2) Establish, and make known, a point of contact for distribution of the
handbook and advice to the public as to its interpretation in any given case;
(3)Work closely and cooperatively with the business license center ((and-the
busincss assistancc czntcr)) in providing efficient and nonduplicative service to the
public;
(4) Seek the assignment of employees from the permit agencies listed under
RCW 90.60.020(6)(a) to serve on a rotating basis in staffing the center; ((and))
(5) Collect and disseminate information to public and private entities on
federal, state, local, and tribal government proprams that rely on private
professional expertise to assist governmental agencies in proiect permit review: and
(60 Provide an annual report to the legislature on potential conflicts and
perceived inconsistencies among existing statutes. The first report shall be
submitted to the appropriate standing committees of the house of representatives
and senate by December 1, 1996.
Sec. 36. RCW 35A.14.295 and 1967 ex.s. c 119 s 35A.14.295 are each
amended to read as follows:
((When there is, withi.)) (1)The legislative body of a code city may resolve
to annex territory containing residential property owners to the city if there is
within the city, unincorporated territory;
(a)Containing less than one hundred acres and having at least eighty percent
,gisln,",
body
of the boundaries of such area contiguous to the code city((, !hc l
may resel vc to annexc sueh territory to the eade eity )*or
(b) Of any size and having at least eighty percent of the boundaries of such
area contiguous to the city if such area existed before June 30. 1994. and is within
the same county and within the same urban growth area designated under RCW
36,70A. I10. and the city was planning under chapter 36.70A RCW as of June 30.
1994.
(2 The resolution shall describe the boundaries of the area to be annexed,
state the number of voters residing therein as nearly as may be, and set a date for
a public hearing on such resolution for annexation. Notice of the hearing shall be
given by publication of the resolution at least once a week for two weeks prior to
the date of the hearing, in one or more newspapers of general circulation within the
code city and one or more newspapers of general circulation within the area to be
annexed.
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(3) For purposes of subsection (1)(b) of this section, territory bounded by a
river, lake, or other body of water is considered contiguous to a city that is also
bounded by the same river, lake, or other body of water,
NEW SECTION, Sec. 37. A new section is added to chapter 35.13 RCW to
read as follows:
(I) The legislative body of a city or town planning under chapter 36.70A
RCW as of June 30, 1994, may resolve to annex territory to the city or town if
there is, within the city or town, unincorporated territory containing residential
property owners within the same county and within the same urban growth area
designated under RCW 36.70A.I 10 as the city or town:
(a) Containing less than one hundred acres and having at least eighty percent
of the boundaries of such area contiguous to the city or town if such area existed
before June 30, 1994; or
(b) Of any size and having at least eighty percent of the boundaries of the area
contiguous to the city if the area existed before June 30, 1994.
(2) The resolution shall describe the boundaries of the area to be annexed,
state the number of voters residing in the area as nearly as may be, and set a date
for a public hearing on the resolution for annexation. Notice of the hearing shall
be given by publication of the resolution at least once a week for two weeks before
the date of the hearing in one or more newspapers of general circulation within the
city or town and one or more newspapers of general circulation within the area to
be annexed.
(3) For purposes of subsection (1)(b) of this section, territory bounded by a
river, lake, or other body of water is considered contiguous to a city that is also
bounded by the same river, lake, or other body of water.
Sec. 38. RCW 35.13.174 and 1973 1st ex.s. c 164 s 17 are each amended to
read as follows:
Upon receipt by the board of county commissioners of a determination by a
majority of the review board favoring annexation of the proposed area that has
been initiated by resolution pursuant to RCW 35.13.015 by the city or town
legislative body, the board of county commissioners, or the city or town legislative
body for any city or town within an urban growth area designated under RCW
36,70A,I 10, shall fix a date on which an annexation election shall be held, which
date will be not less than thirty days nor more than sixty days thereafter.
Sec. 39. RCW 36.93.170 and 1989 c 84 s 5 are each amended to read as
follows:
In reaching a decision on a proposal or an alternative, the board shall consider
the factors affecting such proposal, which shall include, but not be limited to the
following:
(1) Population and territory; population density; land area and land uses;
comprehensive plans and zoning, as adopted under chapter 35.63, 35A.63, or 36,70
RCW; comprehensive plans and development regulations adopted under chapter
36.70A RCW: applicable service agreements entered into under chapter 36,115 or
126521
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39.34 RCW: applicable interlocal annexation agreements between a county and its
cities: per capita assessed valuation; topography, natural boundaries and drainage
basins, proximity to other populated areas; the existence and preservation of prime
agricultural soils and productive agricultural uses; the likelihood of significant
growth in the area and in adjacent incorporated and unincorporated areas during
the next ten years; location and most desirable future location of community
facilities;
(2) Municipal services; need for municipal services; effect of ordinances,
governmental codes, regulations and resolutions on existing uses; present cost and
adequacy of governmental services and controls in area; prospects of governmental
services from other sources; probable future needs for such services and controls;
probable effect of proposal or alternative on cost and adequacy of services and
controls in area and adjacent area; the effect on the finances, debt structure, and
contractual obligations and rights of all affected governmental units; and
(3) The effect of the proposal or alternative on adjacent areas, on mutual
economic and social interests, and on the local governmental structure of the
county.
The provisions of chapter 43.21C RCW, State Environmental Policy, shall not
apply to incorporation proceedings covered by chapter 35.02 RCW.
Sec. 40. RCW 84.14.010 and 1995 c 375 s 3 are each amended to read as
follows:
Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the definitions in this section
apply throughout this chapter.
(1) "City" means either (a) a city or town with a population of at least one
hundred ((fifty)) thousand or (b) the largest city or town, if there is no city or town
with a population of at least one hundred thousand, located in a county planning
under the growth management act.
(2)"Governing authority" means the local legislative authority of a city having
jurisdiction over the property for which an exemption may be applied for under this
chapter.
(3) "Growth management act" means chapter 36.70A RCW.
(4) "Multiple-unit housing" means a building having four or more dwelling
units not designed or used as transient accommodations and not including hotels
and motels. Multifamily units may result from new construction or rehabilitated
or conversion of vacant, underutilized, or substandard buildings to multifamily
housing.
(5) "Owner" means the property owner of record.
(6) "Permanent residential occupancy" means multiunit housing that provides
either rental or owner occupancy on a nontransient basis. This includes owneroccupied or rental accommodation that is leased for a period of at least one month.
This excludes hotels and motels that predominately offer rental accommodation on
a daily or weekly basis.
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(7) "Rehabilitation improvements" means modifications to existing structures,
that are vacant for twelve months or longer, that are made to achieve a condition
of substantial compliance with existing building codes or modification to existing
occupied structures which increase the number of multifamily housing units.
(8) "Residential targeted area" means an area within an urban center that has
been designated by the governing authority as a residential targeted area in
accordance with this chapter.
(9) "Substantial compliance" means compliance with local building or housing
code requirements that are typically required for rehabilitation as opposed to new
construction.
(10) "Urban center" means a compact identifiable district where urban
residents may obtain a variety of products and services. An urban center must
contain:
(a) Several existing or previous, or both, business establishments that may
include but are not limited to shops, offices, banks, restaurants, governmental
agencies;
(b) Adequate public facilities including streets, sidewalks, lighting, transit,
domestic water, and sanitary sewer systems; and
(c) A mixture of uses and activities that may include housing, recreation, and
cultural activities in association with either commercial or office, or both, use.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 41. A new section is added to chapter 36.70A RCW
to read as follows:
The legislature recognizes that the preservation of urban greenbelts is an
integral part of comprehensive growth management in Washington. The
legislature further recognizes that certain greenbelts are subject to adverse
possession action which, if carried out, threaten the comprehensive nature of this
chapter. Therefore, a party shall not acquire by adverse possession property that
is designated as a plat greenbelt or open space area or that is dedicated as open
space to a public agency or to a bona fide homeowner's association.
Sec. 42. RCW 84.14.030 and 1995 c 375 s 6 are each amended to read as
follows:
An owner of property making application under this chapter must meet the
following requirements:
(i) The new or rehabilitated multiple-unit housing must be located in a
residential targeted area as designated by the city;
(2) The multiple-unit housing must meet the guidelines as adopted by the
governing authority that may include height, density, public benefit features,
number and size of proposed development, parking, low-income or moderateincome occupancy requirements. and other adopted requirements indicated
necessary by the city. The required amenities should be relative to the size of the
project and tax benefit to be obtained;
(3) The new, converted, or rehabilitated multiple-unit housing must provide
for a minimum of fifty percent of the space for permanent residential occupancy.
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In the case of existing occupied multifamily development, the multifamily housing
must also provide for a minimum of four additional multifamily units. Existing
multifamily vacant housing that has been vacant for twelve months or more does
not have to provide additional multifamily units;
(4) New construction multifamily housing and rehabilitation improvements
must be completed within three years from the date of approval of the application;
(5) Property proposed to be rehabilitated must be vacant at least twelve
months before submitting an application and fail to comply with one or more
standards of the applicable state or local building or housing codes on or after July
23, 1995; and
(6) The applicant must enter into a contract with the city approved by the
governing body under which the applicant has agreed to the implementation of the
development on terms and conditions satisfactory to the governing authority.
Sec. 43. RCW 84.14.050 and 1995 c 375 s 8 are each amended to read as
follows:
An owner of property seeking tax incentives under this chapter must complete
the following procedures:
(I) In the case of rehabilitation or where demolition or new construction is
required, the owner shall secure from the governing authority or duly authorized
agent, before commencement of rehabilitation improvements or new construction,
verification of property noncompliance with applicable building and housing
codes;
(2) In the case of new and rehabilitated multifamily housing, the owner shall
apply to the city on forms adopted by the governing authority. The application
must contain the following:
(a) Information setting forth the grounds supporting the requested exemption
including information indicated on the application form or in the guidelines;
(b) A description of the project and site plan, including the floor plan of units
and other information requested;
(c) A statement that the applicant is aware of the potential tax liability
involved when the property ceases to be eligible for the incentive provided under
this chapter;
(3) The applicant must verify the application by oath or affirmation; and
(4) The application must be made on or before April I of each year, and must
be accompanied by the application fee, if any, required under RCW ((84.4.0-70))
84.14.080. The governing authority may permit the applicant to revise an
application before final action by the governing authority.
*Sec. 44. RCW 90.61.020 and 1995 c 347 s 802 are each amended to read
as follows:
The commission shall consist of not more than ((6ntreem)) twenty-two
members. ((leseft)) Eftft e members of the commission shall be appointed by
the governor. ((Membership)) The commission members appointed by the
governor shall reflect the interests of business, ((agrkuem))operators of sma
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businesses, owners of small property holdings, livestock producers. irrigated
agriculture. drvland farmers or major crop commodity producers, labor, the
environment, neighborhood groups, other citizens, the legislature, cities,
counties, andfederally recognized Indian tribes. ((Member)) The commission
members appointedby the governor shall have substantial experience in matters
relating to land use and environmental planning and regulation, and shall have
the ability to work toward cooperative solutions among diverse interests. The
director of the department of community, trade, and economic development, or
the director 's designee, shall be a member and shall serve as chair of the
commission. The director of the department of ecology, or the director 's
designee, and the secretary of the department of transportation, or the secretary's
designee, shall also be members of the commission. Two members of the
commission shall be members of the senate, one from each caucus apointedby
the president of the senate, and two members of the commission shall be
members of the house of representatives,one from each caucus appointedby the
speaker of the house of representatives. Staff for the commission shall be
provided by the department of community, trade, and economic development,
with additional staff to be provided by other state agencies and the legislature,
as may be required. State agencies shall provide the commission with
information and assistance as needed.
This section expires lune 30. 1998.
*Sec. 44 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*Sec. 45. RCW 90.61.040 and 1995 c 347 s 804 are each amended to read
as follows:
The commission shall:
(1) Consider the effectiveness of state and local government efforts to
consolidate and integrate the growth management act, the state environmental
policy act, the shoreline management act, and other land use, planning,
environmental, and permitting laws.
(2) Identify the revisions and modifications needed in state land use,
planning, and environmental law and practice to adequately plan for growth and
achieve economically and environmentally sustainable development, to
adequately assess environmental impacts of comprehensive plans, development
regulations, and growth, and to reduce the time and cost of obtaining project
permits.
(3)Draft a consolidated land use procedure, following these guidelines:
(a)Conduct land use planning through the comprehensive planning process
under chapter 36. 70A RCW rather than through review of individual projects;
(b)Involve diverse sectors of the public in the planning process. Early and
informal environmental analysis should be incorporated into planning and
decision making;
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(c) Recognize that different questions need to be answered and different
levels of detail applied at each planningphase,from the initialdevelopment of
plan concepts orplan elements to implementation programs;
(d) Integrate and combine to the fullest extent possible the processes,
analysis, and documents currently requiredunder chapters 36.70A and 43.21C
RCW, so that subsequent plan decisions and subsequent implementation will
incorporatemeasures to promote the environmental,economic, and othergoals
and to mitigate undesirableor unintended adverse impacts on a community's
quality of life;
(e) Focus environmental review and the level of detail neededfor different
stages ofplan and project decisions on the environmentalconsiderationsmost
relevant to that stage of the process;
(t) Avoid duplicating review that has occurredfor plan decisions when
specific projects are proposed;
(g) Use environmental review on projects to: (i) Review and document
consistency with comprehensive plans and development regulations;(ii)provide
prompt and coordinatedreview by agencies,tribes,and the public on compliance
with applicable environmental laws and plans, including mitigation for site
specific projectimpacts that have not been consideredand addressedat the plan
or development regulation level; and (iii) ensure accountability by local
government to applicants and the public for requiring and implementing
mitigation measures;
(h) Maintain or improve the quality of environmental analysisboth for plan
andfor project decisions, while integratingthese analyses with improved state
and local planningandpermittingprocesses;
(i)Examine existing land use and environmentalpermits for necessity and
utility. To the extent possible, existingpermits should be combined into fewer
permits, assuringthat the values andprinciples intendedto be protected by those
permits remain protected; and
(1)Consolidate local government appealprocesses to allow a single appeal
of permits at local government levels, a single state level administrativeappeal,
and afinaljudicialappeal.
(4)Monitor instancesstate-wide of the vesting of projectpermit applications
during the period that an appeal is pending before a growth management
hearingsboard,as authorized under RCW 36. 70A.300. The commission shall
also review the extent to which such vesting results in the approval of projects
that are inconsistent with a comprehensive plan or development regulation
provision ultimatelyfound to be in compliance with a board'sorderor remand.
The commission shall analyze the impact of such approvals on ensuring the
attainment of the goals and policies of chapter 36.70A RCW, and make
recommendations to the governor and the legislature on statutory changes to
address any adverse impacts from the provisions of RCW 36.70A.300. The
commission shallprovide an initial reporton its findings and recommendations
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by November 1, 1995, and submit its furtherfindings and recommendations
subsequently in the reports requiredunder RCW 90.61.030.
(5) Monitor local government consolidated permit procedures and the
effectiveness of the timelines establishedby RCW 36.70B.090. The commission
shall include in its report submitted to the governor and the legislature on
November 1, 1997, its recommendationabout what timelines, if any, should be
imposed on the local government consolidated permit process required by
chapter36.70B RCW.
(6) Evaluatefunding mechanisms that will enable localgovernments to pay
for and recover the costs of conducting integratedplanningand environmental
analysis. The commission shall include its conclusions in its first report to the
legislature on November 1, 1995, and include any recommended statutory
changes.
(7) Study, in cooperationwith the state boardfor registrationof professional
engineersand the state building code council, ways in which state agencies and
local governments could authorizeprofessionals with appropriatequalifications
to certify a project's compliance with certain state and local land use and
environmentalrequirements. The commission shallreport to the legislatureon
measures necessary to implement such a system of professionalcertification.
(8) Review long-term agnroachesfor resolving disputes that ariseunder the
growth management act. chapter 36. 70A RCW: the shoreline managementact,
chapter 90.58 RCW: and other environmental laws. In particular.in the
commission 's recommendations on a consolidated land use procedure and
integrationandconsolidationof Washinton's land use and environmentallaws.
identify needed changes to the structureof the boards that hearenvironmental
appealsas well as the extent to which quasi-Judicialbodies are needed to provide
continuedoversight of matters currentlybroughtbefore the growth management
hearingsboardand other boards that hear such appeals.
(9) If the commission finds that there is no longer a need for the growth
management hearings boards and recommends sunset of the boards, include in
its recommendations aplan for implementingthe sunset process. Alternatively.
if the boards are to become advisory bodies with the primary duty of mediating
disputes and making advisory decisions, the commission shall make
recommendationsas to how such a change in the board'sauthorit should be
implemented. Ifthe commission makes other recommendations with resnect to
the boards, it shall make recommendations to implement any needed changes,
(10) Evaluatethe effect of the 1997 amendments to this chapterthat raise
the standard of review of agency, county, and city actions by the growth
management hearings boards and make chanes with respect to board
determinations of invalidity, and make recommendations as to whether the
latitude of the boards should be further curtailedandgreater deference given to
local decisions by raisingthe standardof review, limiting the authority of the
board to make determinationsof invalidity, or makine other chanees,
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These guidelines are intended to guide the work of the commission, without
limiting its charge to integrate and consolidate Washington's land use and
environmental laws into a single, manageable statutory framework.
This section expires June 30, 1998,
*Sec. 45 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Sec. 46. RCW 36.70B.040 and 1995 c 347 s 405 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) A proposed project's consistency with a local government's development
regulations adopted under chapter 36.70A RCW, or, in the absence of applicable
development regulations, the appropriate elements of the comprehensive plan ((or
subaret plan)) adopted under chapter 36.70A RCW shall be ((determiened)) decided
by the local goverment during project review by consideration of:
(a)The type of land use;
(b) The level of development, such as units per acre or other measures of
density;
(c)Infrastructure, including public facilities and services needed to serve the
development; and
(d)The ((ehwttreer)) characteristics of the development, such as development
standards.
(2)In ((dctcritinirg cansistcacy)) deciding whether a project is consistent, the
determinations made pursuant to RCW 36.70B.030(2) shall be controlling.
(3)For purposes of this section, the term "consistency" shall include all terms
used in this chapter and chapter 36.70A RCW to refer to performance in
accordance with this chapter and chapter 36.70A RCW, including but not limited
to compliance, conformity, and consistency.
(4) Nothing in this section requires documentation, dictates an agency's
procedures for considering consistency, or limits a ((unit f geern',en*))
county from asking more specific or related questions with respect to any of the
four main categories listed in subsection (1)(a) through (d) of this section.
(5') The department of community, trade. and economic development is
authorized to develop and adopt by rule criteria to assist local governments
planning under RCW 36.70A.040 to analyze the consistency of proiect actions.
These criteria shall be jointly developed with the department of ecology.
Sec. 47, RCW 43.21C.I 10 and 1995 c 347 s 206 are each amended to read as
follows:
It shall be the duty and function of the department of ecology:
(1)To adopt and amend thereafter rules of interpretation and implementation
of this chapter, subject to the requirements of chapter 34.05 RCW, for the purpose
of providing uniform rules and guidelines to all branches of government including
state agencies, political subdivisions, public and municipal corporations, and
counties. The proposed rules shall be subject to full public hearings requirements
associated with rule promulgation. Suggestions for modifications of the proposed
rules shall be considered on their merits, and the department shall have the
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authority and responsibility for full and appropriate independent promulgation and
adoption of rules, assuring consistency with this chapter as amended and with the
preservation of protections afforded by this chapter. The rule-making powers
authorized in this section shall include, but shall not be limited to, the following
phases of interpretation and implementation of this chapter:
(a) Categories of governmental actions which are not to be considered as
potential major actions significantly affecting the quality of the environment,
including categories pertaining to applications for water right permits pursuant to
chapters 90.03 and 90.44 RCW. The types of actions included as categorical
exemptions in the rules shall be limited to those types which are not major actions
significantly affecting the quality of the environment. The rules shall provide for
certain circumstances where actions which potentially are categorically exempt
require environmental review. An action that is categorically exempt under the
rules adopted by the department may not be conditioned or denied under this
chapter.
(b) Rules for criteria and procedures applicable to the determination of when
an act of a branch of government is a major action significantly affecting the
quality of the environment for which a detailed statement is required to be prepared
pursuant to RCW 43.21C.030.
(c) Rules and procedures applicable to the preparation of detailed statements
and other environmental documents, including but not limited to rules for timing
of environmental review, obtaining comments, data and other information, and
providing for and determining areas of public participation which shall include the
scope and review of draft environmental impact statements.
(d)Scope of coverage and contents of detailed statements assuring that such
statements are simple, uniform, and as short as practicable; statements are required
to analyze only reasonable alternatives and probable adverse environmental
impacts which are significant, and may analyze beneficial impacts.
(e) Rules and procedures for public notification of actions taken and
documents prepared.
(f) Definition of terms relevant to the implementation of this chapter including
the establishment of a list of elements of the environment. Analysis of
environmental considerations under RCW 43.2 1C.030(2) may be required only for
those subjects listed as elements of the environment (or portions thereof). The list
of elements of the environment shall consist of the "natural" and "built"
environment. The elements of the built environment shall consist of public
services and utilities (such as water, sewer, schools, fire and police protection),
transportation, environmental hetalth (such as explosive materials and toxic waste),
and land and shoreline use (including housing, and a description of the
relationships with land use and shoreline plans and designations, including
population).
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(g)Rules for determining the obligations and powers under this chapter of two
or more branches of government involved in the same project significantly
affecting the quality of the environment.
(h) Methods to assure adequate public awareness of the preparation and
issuance of detailed statements required by RCW 43.21C.030(2)(c).
(i) To prepare rules for projects setting forth the time limits within which the
governmental entity responsible for the action shall comply with the provisions of
this chapter.
(j) Rules for utilization of a detailed statement for more than one action and
rules improving environmental analysis of nonproject proposals and encouraging
better interagency coordination and integration between this chapter and other
environmental laws.
(k) Rules relating to actions which shall be exempt from the provisions of this
chapter in situations of emergency.
(I) Rules relating to the use of environmental documents in planning and
decision making and the implementation of the substantive policies and
requirements of this chapter, including procedures for appeals under this chapter.
(m)Rules and procedures that provide for the integration of environmental
review with project review as provided in RCW 43.21C.240. The rules and
procedures shall be jointly developed with the department of community, trade,
and economic development and shall be applicable to the preparation of
environmental documents for actions in counties, cities, and towns planning under
RCW 36.70A.040. The rules and procedures shall also include procedures and
criteria to analyze ((the .... isteney
.r.je.t of --a.tions, ludirg)) planned actions
under RCW 43.21C.031(2)((, with de..lpment regulations adepted tinder h.pter
36.40A RC', or in thi

Tbscr
f appliatbl
.il
devlopment regulationsa,
i

th

&pprzpritc clrrts oF a eemprehecsive plan or subatrea plan adopted undecr
.haper 36.79A R W)) and revisions to the rules adoPted under this section to
ensure that they are compatible with the requirements and authorizations of chapter
347, Laws of 1995. as amended by chapter . .. Laws of 1997 (this act).
Ordinances or procedures adopted by a county, city, or town to implement the
provisions of ((R)W 43.2 C.)) chapter 347. Laws of 1995 prior to the effective
date of rules adopted under this subsection (1)(m) shall continue to be effective
until the adoption of any new or revised ordinances or procedures that may be
required. If any revisions are required as a result of rules adopted under this
subsection (l)(m), those revisions shall be made within the time limits specified in
RCW 43.21C. 120.
(2) In exercising its powers, functions, and duties under this section, the
department may:
(a) Consult with the state agencies and with representatives of science,
industry, agriculture, labor, conservation organizations, state and local
governments, and other groups, as it deems advisable; and
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(b) Utilize, to the fullest extent possible, the services, facilities, and
information (including statistical information) of public and private agencies,
organizations, and individuals, in order to avoid duplication of effort and expense,
overlap, or conflict with similar activities authorized by law and performed by
established agencies.
(3) Rules adopted pursuant to this section shall be subject to the review
procedures of chapter 34.05 RCW.
Sec. 48. RCW 36.70B.1 10 and 1995 c 347 s 415 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) Not later than April 1, 1996, a local government planning under RCW
36.70A.040 shall provide a notice of application to the public and the departments
and agencies with jurisdiction as provided in this section. If a local government
has made a determination of significance under chapter 43.21C RCW concurrently
with the notice of application, the notice of application shall be combined with the
determination of significance and scoping notice. Nothing in this section prevents
a determination of significance and scoping notice from being issued prior to the
notice of application. Nothing in this section or this chapter prevents a lead
agency, when it is a proiect proponent or is funding a proiect. from conducting its
review under chapter 43.21C RCW or from allowing appeals of procedural
determinations prior to submitting a project permit application.
(2)The notice of application shall be provided within fourteen days after the
determination of completeness as provided in RCW 36.70B.070 and, except as
limited by the provisions of subsection (4flb) of this section. shall include the
following in whatever sequence or format the local government deems appropriate:
(a) The date of application, the date of the notice of completion for the
application, and the date of the notice of application;
(b) A description of the proposed project action and a list of the project
permits included in the application and, if applicable, a list of any studies requested
under RCW 36.70B.070 or 36.70B.090;
(c) The identification of other permits not included in the application to the
extent known by the local government;
(d)The identification of existing environmental documents that evaluate the
proposed project, and, if not otherwise stated on the document providing the notice
of application, such as a city land use bulletin, the location where the application
and any studies can be reviewed;
(e) A statement of the public comment period, which shall be not less than
fourteen nor more than thirty days following the date of notice of application, and
statements of the right of any person to comment on the application, receive notice
of and participate in any hearings, request a copy of the decision once made, and
any appeal rights. A local government may accept public comments at any time
prior to the closing of the record of an open record predecision hearing, if any, or,
if no open record predecision hearing is provided, prior to the decision on the
project permit;
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(f) The date, time, place, and type of hearing, if applicable and scheduled at
the date of notice of the application;
(g) A statement of the preliminary determination, if one has been made at the
time of notice, of those development regulations that will be used for project
mitigation and of consistency as provided in RCW ((4640B.04)) 36.70B.030(2);
and
(h) Any other information determined appropriate by the local government.
(3)If an open record predecision hearing is required for the requested project
permits, the notice of application shall be provided at least fifteen days prior to the
open record hearing.
(4) A local government shall use reasonable methods to give the notice of
application to the public and agencies with jurisdiction and may use its existing
notice procedures. A local government may use different types of notice for
different categories of project permits or types of project actions. If a local
government by resolution or ordinance does not specify its method of public
notice, the local government shall use the methods provided for in (a)and (b) of
this subsection. Examples of reasonable methods to inform the public are:
(a)Posting the property for site-specific proposals;
(b)Publishing notice, including at least the project location, description, type
of permit(s) required, comment period dates, and location where the n
application required by subsection (2) of this section and the complete application
may be reviewed, in the newspaper of general circulation in the general area where
the proposal is located or in a local land use newsletter published by the local
government;
(c) Notifying public or private groups with known interest in a certain
proposal or in the type of proposal being considered;
(d) Notifying the news media;
(e) Placing notices in appropriate regional or neighborhood newspapers or
trade journals;
(f) Publishing notice in agency newsletters or sending notice to agency
mailing lists, either general lists or lists for specific proposals or subject areas; and
(g) Mailing to neighboring property owners.
(5) A notice of application shall not be required for project permits that are
categorically exempt under chapter 43.21C RCW, unless ((-p-"bli..ee.
..
peiod-e)) an open record predecision hearing is required or an oen record apnnal
hearing is allowed on the project permit decision.
(6) A local government shall integrate the permit procedures in this section
with its environmental review under chapter 43.21C RCW as follows:
(a) Except for a determination of significance and except as otherwise
expressly allowed in this section, the local government may not issue its threshold
determination((, or issue..
- .. ... . .
....
t.i.on.. prcj t pcrntit)) until
the expiration of the public comment period on the notice of application.
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(b) If an open record predecision hearing is required ((ttnd -he- lee
gevcrnmen's threshold detemiinatiorj rcquires pubie nor~tiee under ehapter 43.2ICRC-W)), the local government shall issue its threshold determination at least fifteen
days prior to the open record predecision hearing.
(c) Comments shall be as specific as possible.
(d) A local government is not required to provide for administrative appeals
of its threshold determination, If provided, an administrative appeal shall be filed
within fourteen days after notice that the determination has been made and is
appealable. Except as otherwise expressly provided in this section. the appeal
hearing on a determination of nonsignificance shall be consolidated with any open
record hearing on the project permit.
(7) At the request of the applicant, a local government may combine any
hearing on a project permit with any hearing that may be held by another local,
state, regional, federal, or other agency ((pr dedd-thft)).if.
(LThe hearing is held within the geographic boundary of the local
government((. Ilcarirngs shall be c .bi.c.d if requested by an appliant,
--..
.g-,

as))*. and

(b).The joint hearing can be held within the time periods specified in RCW
36.70B.090 or the applicant agrees to the schedule in the event that additional time
is needed in order to combine the hearings. All agencies of the state of
Washington, including municipal corporations and counties participating in a
combined hearing, are hereby authorized to issue joint hearing notices and develop
a joint format, select a mutually acceptable hearing body or officer, and take such
other actions as may be necessary to hold joint hearings consistent with each of
their respective statutory obligations.
(8) All state and local agencies shall cooperate to the fullest extent possible
with the local government in holding a joint hearing if requested to do so, as long
as:
(a) The agency is not expressly prohibited by statute from doing so;
(b) Sufficient notice of the hearing is given to meet each of the agencies'
adopted notice requirements as set forth in statute, ordinance, or rule; and
(c) The agency has received the necessary information about the proposed
project from the applicant to hold its hearing at the same time as the local
government hearing.
(9) A local government is not required to provide for administrative appeals.
If provided, an administrative appeal of the project decision((, eeinedwith)) and
of any environmental determination((s)) issued at the same time as the proiect
decision, shall be filed within fourteen days after the notice of the decision or after
other notice that the decision has been made and is appealable. The local
government shall extend the appeal period for an additional seven days, if state or
local rules adopted pursuant to chapter 43.21C RCW allow public comment on a
determination of nonsignificance issued as part of the appealable project permit
decision.
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(10) The applicant for a project permit is deemed to be a participant in any
comment period, open record hearing, or closed record appeal.
(11) Each local government planning under RCW 36.70A.040 shall adopt
procedures for administrative interpretation of its development regulations.
Sec. 49. RCW 43.21C.075 and 1995 c 347 s 204 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) Because a major purpose of this chapter is to combine environmental
considerations with public decisions, any appeal brought under this chapter shall
be linked to a specific governmental action. The State Environmental Policy Act
provides a basis for challenging whether governmental action is in compliance with
the substantive and procedural provisions of this chapter. The State Environmental
Policy Act is not intended to create a cause of action unrelated to a specific
governmental action.
(2) Unless otherwise provided by this section:
(a) Appeals under this chapter shall be of the governmental action together
with its accompanying environmental determinations.
(b) Appeals of environmental determinations made (or lacking) under this
chapter shall be commenced within the time required to appeal the governmental
action which is subject to environmental review.
(3) If an agency has a procedure for appeals of agency environmental
determinations made under this chapter, such procedure:
(a) Shall ((not)) allow no more than one agency appeal proceeding on ((ft))
each procedural determination (the adequacy of a determination of significance/
nonsignificance or of a final environmental impact statement)((-.h--a..p.e
proeeedirng on itdetiminatior. of signifleanee may oeeur before the ageney's firnal
deeisior. on. a proposed otii.
4tho appeal preeeedirng on. a determ itior
nonsigrnifiettnee maty occur before the agcrncy's final deeisior, on.a proposed action
only if the appett is heard (A-t preee--i g here
... the b

ren~der it final reeemmendatiio

ing body or ofifr il-

or deeision on the proposed undeRyir.g

governmental a tion. Stih appeals shall also be allowed for ak dicrmination o

sigrnifettcc,'nonsignifleanee whieh may be issued by the ageney aft"Rr
.upplernc.al rc'icw));
(b) Shall consolidate an appeal of procedural issues and of substantive
determinations made under this chapter (such as a decision to require particular
mitigation measures or to deny a proposal) with a hearing or appeal on the
underlying governmental action by providing for a single simultaneous hearing
before one hearing officer or body to consider the agency decision oE
recommendation on a proposal and any environmental determinations made under
this chapter, with the exception of ((the))
(iAn appeal((,-if-iny,)) of a determination of significance (( p
in
of this subs.. tio)).
(ii) An appeal of a procedural determination made by an agency when the
agency is a project proponent, or is funding a project, and chooses to conduct its
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review under this chapter. including any appeals of its procedural determinations.
prior to submitting an application for a project permit:
(iii) An appeal of a procedural determination made by an agency on a
nonproiect action: or
jyLAn appeal to the local legislative authority under RCW 43.21C.060 or
other applicable state statutes;
(c) Shall provide for the preparation of a record for use in any subsequent
appeal proceedings, and shall provide for any subsequent appeal proceedings to be
conducted on the record, consistent with other applicable law. An adequate record
consists of findings and conclusions, testimony under oath, and taped or written
transcript. An electronically recorded transcript will suffice for purposes of review
under this subsection; and
(d) Shall provide that procedural determinations made by the responsible
official shall be entitled to substantial weight.
(4) If a person aggrieved by an agency action has the right to judicial appeal
and if an agency has an administrative appeal procedure, such person shall, prior
to seeking any judicial review, use such agency procedure if any such procedure
is available, unless expressly provided otherwise by state statute.
(5) Some statutes and ordinances contain time periods for challenging
governmental actions which are subject to review under this chapter, such as
various local land use approvals (the "underlying governmental action"). RCW
43.21C.080 establishes an optional "notice of action" procedure which, if used,
imposes a time period for appealing decisions under this chapter. This subsection
does not modify any such time periods. In this subsection, the term "appeal" refers
to a judicial appeal only.
(a) If there is a time period for appealing the underlying governmental action,
appeals under this chapter shall be commenced within such time period. The
agency shall give official notice stating the date and place for commencing an
appeal.
(b) If there is no time period for appealing the underlying governmental action,
and a notice of action under RCW 43.21C.080 is used, appeals shall be
commenced within the time period specified by RCW 43.21C.080.
(6)(a) Judicial review under subsection (5) of this section of an appeal decision
made by an agency under subsection (3) of this section shall be on the record,
consistent with other applicable law.
(b) A taped or written transcript may be used. If a taped transcript is to be
reviewed, a record shall identify the location on the taped transcript of testimony
and evidence to be reviewed. Parties are encouraged to designate only those
portions of the testimony necessary to present the issues raised on review, but if a
party alleges that a finding of fact is not supported by evidence, the party should
include in the record all evidence relevant to the disputed finding. Any other party
may designate additional portions of the taped transcript relating to issues raised
on review. A party may provide a written transcript of portions of the testimony
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at the party's own expense or apply to that court for an order requiring the party
seeking review to pay for additional portions of the written transcript.
(c) Judicial review under this chapter shall without exception be of the
governmental action together with its accompanying environmental determinations.
(7) Jurisdiction over the review of determinations under this chapter in an
appeal before an agency or superior court shall upon consent of the parties be
transferred in whole or part to the shorelines hearings board. The shorelines
hearings hoard shall hear the matter and sign the final order expeditiously. The
superior court shall certify the final order of the shorelines hearings board and
((sWid)) the certified final order may only be appealed to an appellate court. In the
case of an appeal under this chapter regarding a project or other matter that is also
the subject of an appeal to the shorelines hearings board under chapter 90.58 RCW,
the shorelines hearings board shall have sole jurisdiction over both the appeal
under this section and the appeal under chapter 90.58 RCW, shall consider them
together, and shall issue a final order within one hundred eighty days as provided
in RCW 90.58.180.
(8) For purposes of this section and RCW 43.21C.080, the words "action",
"decision", and "determination" mean substantive agency action including any
accompanying procedural determinations under this chapter (except where the
word "action" means "appeal" in RCW 43.21C.080(2)). The word "action" in this
section and RCW 43.21C.080 does not mean a procedural determination by itself
made under this chapter. The word "determination" includes any environmental
document required by this chapter and state or local implementing rules. The word
"agency" refers to any state or local unit of government. Except as provided in
subsection (5) of this section, the word "appeal" refers to administrative,
legislative, or judicial appeals.
(9) The court in its discretion may award reasonable ((att'ney')) attorneys'
fees of up to one thousand dollars in the aggregate to the prevailing party,
including a governmental agency, on issues arising out of this chapter if the court
makes specific findings that the legal position of a party is frivolous and without
reasonable basis.
Sec. 50. RCW 90.58.090 and 1995 c 347 s 306 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) A master program, segment of a master program, or an amendment to a
master program shall become effective when approved by the department. Within
the time period provided in RCW 90.58.080, each local government shall have
submitted a master program, either totally or by segments, for all shorelines of the
state within its jurisdiction to the department for review and approval.
(2)Upon receipt of a proposed master program or amendment, the department
shall:
(a) Provide notice to and opportunity for written comment by all interested
parties of record as a part of the local government review process for the proposal
and to all persons, groups, and agencies that have requested in writing notice of
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proposed master programs or amendments generally or for a specific area, subject
matter, or issue. The comment period shall be at least thirty days, unless the
department determines that the level of complexity or controversy involved
supports a shorter period;
(b) In the department's discretion, conduct a public hearing during the thirtyday comment period in the jurisdiction proposing the master program or
amendment;
(c) Within fifteen days after the close of public comment, request the local
government to review the issues identified by the public, interested parties, groups,
and agencies and provide a written response as to how the proposal addresses the
identified issues;
(d)Within thirty days after receipt of the local government response pursuant
to (c) of this subsection, make written findings and conclusions regarding the
consistency of the proposal with the policy of RCW 90.58.020 and the applicable
guidelines, provide a response to the issues identified in (c) of this subsection, and
either approve the proposal as submitted, recommend specific changes necessary
to make the proposal approvable, or deny approval of the proposal in those
instances where no alteration of the proposal appears likely to be consistent with
the policy of RCW 90.58.020 and the applicable guidelines. The written findings
and conclusions shall be provided to the local government, all interested persons,
parties, groups, and agencies of record on the proposal;
(e) If the department recommends changes to the proposed master program or
amendment, within thirty days after the department mails the written findings and
conclusions to the local government, the local government may:
(i) Agree to the proposed changes. The receipt by the department of the
written notice of agreement constitutes final action by the department approving
the amendment; or
(ii) Submit an alternative proposal. If, in the opinion of the department, the
alternative is consistent with the purpose and intent of the changes originally
submitted by the department and with this chapter it shall approve the changes and
provide written notice to all recipients of the written findings and conclusions. If
the department determines the proposal is not consistent with the purpose and
intent of the changes proposed by the department, the department may resubmit the
proposal for public and agency review pursuant to this section or reject the
proposal.
(3)The department shall approve the segment of a master program relating to
shorelines unless it determines that the submitted segments are not consistent with
the policy of RCW 90.58.020 and the applicable guidelines.
(4) The department shall approve those segments of the master program
relating to shorelines of state-wide significance only after determining the program
provides the optimum implementation of the policy of this chapter to satisfy the
state-wide interest. If the department does not approve a segment of a local
government master program relating to a shoreline of state-wide significance, the
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department may develop and by rule adopt an alternative to the local government's
proposal.
(5) In the event a local government has not complied with the requirements of
RCW 90.58.070 it may thereafter upon written notice to the department elect to
adopt a master program for the shorelines within its jurisdiction, in which event it
shall comply with the provisions established by this chapter for the adoption of a
master program for such shorelines.
Upon approval of such master program by the department it shall supersede
such master program as may have been adopted by the department for such
shorelines.
(6) A master program or amendment to a master program takes effect when
and in such form as approved or adopted by the department. Shoreline master
programs that were adopted by the department prior to July 22. 1995. in
accordance with the provisions of this section then in effect, shall be deemed
approved by the department in accordance with the provisions of this section that
became effective on that date. The department shall maintain a record of each
master program, the action taken on any proposal for adoption or amendment of
the master program, and any appeal of the department's action. The department's
approved document of record constitutes the official master program.
Sec. 51. RCW 90.58.143 and 1996 c 62 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) The time requirements of this section shall apply to all substantial
development permits and to any development authorized pursuant to a variance or
conditional use permit authorized under this chapter. Upon a finding of good
cause, based on the requirements and circumstances of the project proposed and
consistent with the policy and provisions of the master program and this chapter,
local government may adopt different time limits from those set forth in
subsections (2) and (3) of this section as a part of action on a substantial
development permit.
(2) Construction activities shall be commenced or, where no construction
activities are involved, the use or activity shall be commenced within two years of
the effective date of a substantial development permit. However, local government
may authorize a single extension for a period not to exceed one year based on
reasonable factors, if a request for extension has been filed before the expiration
date and notice of the proposed extension is given to parties of record on the
substantial development permit and to the department.
(3) Authorization to conduct construction activities shall terminate five years
after the effective date of a substantial development permit. However, local
government may authorize a single extension for a period not to exceed one year
based on reasonable factors, if a request for extension has been filed before the
expiration date and notice of the proposed extension is given to parties of record
and to the department.
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(4) The effective date of a substantial development permit shall be the date of
((Lthe lat a tizr. reqiud on. the subs tt
develpment p mit and ll)) fling as
provided in RCW 90,58.140(6). The permit time oeriods in subsections (2) and (3)
of this section do not include the time during which a use or activity was not
actually pursued due to the endency of administrative apimals or legal actions or
due to the need to obtain any other government permits and approvals for the
development that authorize the development to proceed, including all reasonably
Lth1d administrative ((wnd)) oE legal actions on any such permits or approvals.
*Sec. 52. RCW 34.05.518 and 1995 c 382 s 5 are each amended to readas
follows:
(1) The final decision of an administrative agency in an adjudicative
proceeding under this chapter may be directly reviewed by the court of appeals
either (a) upon certifwationby the superiorcourtpursuantto this section or (b)
if thefnal decision is from an environmental boardas defined in subsection (3)
of this section, upon acceptance by the court of appeals after a certificate of
appealabilityhas been filed by the environmentalboard that renderedthe final
decision.
(2) Fordirect review upon certifcationby the superiorcourt,an application
for directreview must be filed with the superiorcourt within thirty days of the
filing of the petitionfor review in superiorcourt. The superiorcourt may certify
a casefor direct review only if thejudicialreview is limited to the record of the
agency proceedingand the courtfinds that:
(a) Fundamentaland urgent issues affecting the future administrative
process or thepublic interestare involved which requirea promptdetermination;
(b) Delay in obtaining a final and prompt determination of such issues
would be detrimentalto any party or the public interest;
(c) An appeal to the court of appeals would be likely regardless of the
determinationin superiorcourt; and
(d) The appellate court's determination in the proceeding would have
significantprecedentialvalue.
Proceduresfor certificationshall be establishedby court rule.
(3)(a) For the purposes of direct review offinal decisions of environmental
boards, environmental boards include those boards identified in RCW
43.21B.005 ((and g.t
.......
nt harig
,mnag beards as id
.if.ed
inR,,
(b) An environmentalboard may issuea certfcateof appealability (fitfinds
that delay in obtaining a final andprompt determination of the issues would be
detrimentalto any party or the public interestand either:
(i)Fundamentaland urgent state-wide or regionalissues are raised; or
(ii) The proceeding is likely to have significantprecedentialvalue.
(4) The environmental board shall state in the certificateof appealability
which criteria it applied, explain how that criteria was met, andfile with the
certificatea copy of the final decision.
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(5) For an appellatecourt to accept direct review of a final decision of an
environmentalboard, it shallconsider the same criteriaoutlined in subsection
(3) of this section.
(6) The proceduresfor direct review of final decisions of environmental
boards include:
(a) Within thirty days afterfiling the petition for review with the superior
court, a party may file an applicationfor direct review with the superiorcourt
and serve the appropriateenvironmental boardand allparties of record. The
application shall request the environmental board to file a certificate of
appealability.
(b) If an issue on review is the jurisdictionof the environmentalboard,the
board may file an applicationfor direct review on that issue.
(c) The environmental board shall have thirty days to grant or deny the
requestfor a certificate of appealabilityand its decision shall be filed with the
superior court and served on all parties of record.
(d) If a certificate of appealabilityis issued, the parties shall have fifteen
days from the date of service to file a notice of discretionaryreview in the
superior court, and the notice shall include a copy of the certificate of
appealabilityand a copy of the final decision.
(e) If the appellatecourt accepts review, the certifcate of appealabilityshall
be transmittedto the court of appealsas part of the certified record.
(/) If a certificateof appealability is denied, review shallbe by the superior
court. The superiorcourt's decision may be appealedto the court of appeals.
*Sec. 52 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION, Sec. 53. Except as otherwise specifically provided in
section 22 of this act, sections 1 through 21, chapter.... Laws of 1997 (sections
I through 21 of this act) are prospective in effect and shall not affect the validity
of actions taken or decisions made before the effective date of this section.
NEW SECTIQN, Sec. 54. If any provision of this act or its application to any
person or circumstance is held invalid, the remainder of the act or the application
of the provision to other persons or circumstances is not affected.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 55. Sections 29 and 30 of this act are necessary for the
immediate preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of the state
government and its existing public institutions, and take effect immediately.
Passed the Senate April 27, 1997.
Passed the House April 27, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 19, 1997, with the exception of certain items
that were vetoed,
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 19, 1997.
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Note: Governors explanation of partial veto is as follows:
"Iam returning herewith, without my approval as to sections 1,4, 5, 6, 8, 15, 17, 18,
19, 44, 45, and 52, Engrossed Senate Bill No. 6094 entitled:
"AN ACT Relating to growth management;"
This bill, enacting the recommendations of the Land Use Study Commission, was
introduced at my request. However, the bill was amended significantly in the legislative
process. Therefore, I have listened to the input of a broad range of interests and conducted
a thorough review of all of the provisions of the bill as passed by the Legislature.
I have maintained throughout the 1997 legislative session that the consensus
recommendations of the Land Use Study Commission, comprising representatives of
business, agricultural, local and state government, neighborhood activists and
environmentalists, should provide the framework for the debate over how best to improve
the state's Growth Management Act. I thank the members of the commission for their
diligent work, developing a variety of issue papers, conducting hours of public hearings,
and developing awell-reasoned and well-crafted legislative proposal.
As I reviewed this bill as passed by the legislature, I always kept in mind the
framework for the analysis provided by the Commission. I believe that this bill will go a
long way toward resolving many of the specific concerns people have had with the way
the Growth Management Act has worked since it was first enacted. Among other things,
this bill provides greater deference to the decisions of local elected officials throughout the
state, improves public participation in the growth management process, and gives the
Growth Management Hearings Boards the added direction they need in resolving some
very difficult land use issues. I have signed every section of this bill that includes the
language proposed by the Land Use Study Commission, as well as some other sections.
However, I was unable to sign the bill in its entirety and have vetoed the following
sections.
Seion changes the intent section recommended by the Land Use Study
Commission. The language of the recommended intent section represented a fine balance
of the interests represented on the Commission and should not have been altered, thereby
implying an intent that was not agreed to by the Commission.
Secion provides that a county, after conferring with its cities, may develop
alternative methods of achieving the planning goals of the Growth Management Act. This
GMA-flex option was briefly discussed by the Land Use Study Commission and dismissed
without recommendation because it is an issue that represents a major change in direction
and needs much more discussion and refinement before it is a viable alternative.

Seion states that the goal of the state is to achieve no overall net loss of wetland
functions. This section also provides that in adopting critical areas development
regulations, counties and cities should balance all of the goals of the GMA and that the
legislature intends that no goal takes precedence, but that counties and cities may prioritize
the goals in accordance with local history, conditions, circumstances, and choice. This
issue was not addressed by the Land Use Study Commission and seems to me to be
inconsistent with the tenor of the Commission's recommendations.
S
allows for exemptions from critical area development regulations for
emergency activities and activities with minor impacts on critical areas. This idea was not
considered by the Land Use Study Commission. This change in policy would have to be
fully explored before I could be comfortable signing it into law.
Scion provides that in certain counties, developments in rural areas shall not
require urban services and shall be principally designed to serve and provide jobs for the
local rural population. This section creates confusion because it states arule that currently
applies in all counties planning under the Growth Management Act, but implies that the
rule applies only to specific counties. Section 7 of this bill provides all the direction
needed by counties to plan for the rural element, including guidelines for rural
development.
Section 7 provides that the rural element shall permit rural development providing
for a variety of rural densities, uses, essential public facilities, and rural governmental
services to serve the permitted densities and uses in the rural element. There are three
exceptions in which businesses in the rural element are not required to be principally
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designed to serve the existing and projected rural population. These exceptions are: (1)
infill of existing development; (2) small-scale recreational or tourist uses; and (3)
development of cottage industries and small-scale businesses. Therefore, section 8 is
unnecessary, confusing, and potentially more restrictive in certain counties than are the
recommendations of the Land Use Study Commission embodied in section 7.
provides that all appeals of Growth Management Hearings Board
Secin
decisions shall be filed directly in the Court of Appeals. This is not a recommendation of
the Land Use Study Commission and I am not certain that it would be in the best interest
of the parties who appear before the boards. Most parties believe that Superior Court
review of board decisions is appropriate and is working well.
Sion
establishes a new and higher standard for findings of invalidity - the
"arbitrary and capricious" standard, I believe this would strip too much authority from the
Growth Management Hearings Boards and severely weaken the important state role in the
Growth Management Act.
SqcionJ18 adds language to the Land Use Study Commission recommendation which
clarifies the current expedited review provision relating to orders of.invalidity. The new
language creates a burden on those who challenge land use decisions that in many
instances would be impossibk to meet, because the plan or regulation has not been in
effect long enough to have caused actual harm. In some instances there is no prudent
policy justification for waiting until actual harm can be proven before allowing the
invalidation of a comprehensive plan or development regulation.

Seion 19 would allow the Superior Court, when reviewing an order of invalidity,
to: affirm, set aside, enjoin, or remand orders of the Growth Management Hearings Boards;
or enter a declaratory judgment of compliance or noncompliance, which may include an
order of invalidity setting out the particular part or parts of the plan or regulation that are
invalid. This was not a recommendation of the Land Use Study Commission and was not
the subject of any other bills introduced this session. The concept received no public
scrutiny or debate. This provision could have the unintended effect of providing for review
of a comprehensive plan without the court having the benefit of the entire record.
I recognize that there is not enough money provided in the operating budget (ESHB
2259) to accomplish the full purpose of section 25. However, by approving section 25 of
this bill and section 103(4) of the operating budget, I am indicating my commitment to
beginning the work of reviewing and evaluating the effectiveness of the growth
management act in achieving the desired densities in urban growth areas. To accomplish
this, I will work with the legislature to identify additional resources, a cost recovery
program, or other means to assure sufficient funding to allow the first evaluations to be
completed by the September 1,2002 deadline.
By approving sections 29 and 30, I have approved the use of the Public Works Trust
Fund and the Centennial Clean Water Fund to address critical or emergent public health
and existing environmental problems related to infrastructure in jurisdictions that are not
currently in compliance with the Growth Management Act. I am very concerned that this
legislation not be used as a method to provide unrestricted access to these accounts for
local governments that are not in compliance with the law. For this reason, I have directed
the Department of Health, the Department of Ecology, the Department of Community,
Trade and Economic Development, and the Public Works Board to interpret this new
authority conservatively.
Scion 44 would add new members to the Land Use Study Commission. I am
concerned that the Commission may already be unable to meet its time schedule for
completing its ambitious work plan. The selection and appointment of new members to
the Commission is likely to cause delay in the Commission's process. Furthermore, I
believe the Commission is currently well-balanced in its composition. I would like to see
that same balance maintained for the last year of the Commission's work. However, I do
encourage interested legislators to attend the meetings of the Commission and to provide
input when appropriate.
S
amends the charge given to the Land Use Study Commission by adding
the following requirements: (I) Review long-term approaches for resolving disputes that
arise under the Growth Management Act, the Shoreline Management Act, and other
environmental laws, including identifying needed changes to the structure of the boards
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that hear environmental appeals; (2)If the LUSC determines that there is no longer a need
for the Growth Management Hearings Boards, recommend aplan for sunsetting the boards;
and (3) Evaluate the effect of the changes to the standard of review and make
recommendations raising the standard of review, limiting the authority of the boards to
make determinations of invalidity, or making other changes.
The ambitious Land Use Study Commission work plan for 1997-98 already includes
much of the work proposed in section 45. However, I am concerned that the language of
this section has the unintended effect of predetermining a result or, at least, a range of
results. I encourage the Land Use Study Commission to review as many of these issues
as it can reasonably fit within its crowded work plan and narrow time constraints.
Seion 52 makes a technical change to effectuate the purpose of section 15, which
I have vetoed.
For the reasons stated above, I have vetoed sections 1, 4, 5, 6, 8, 15, 17, 18, 19, 44,
45, and 52 of Engrossed Senate Bill No. 6094.
With the exception of sections 1,4, 5, 6, 8, 15, 17, 18, 19, 44, 45, and 52, Engrossed
Senate Bill No. 6094 is approved."

CHAPTER 430
[Substitute House Bill 1076]
AGENCY RULE MAKING-MODIFICATIONS TO DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH
SERVICES AUTHORITY
AN ACT Relating to state and local government; amending RCW 34.05.328; and edding a new

section to chapter 43.20A RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 34.05.328 and 1995 c 403 s 201 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) Before adopting a rule described in subsection (5) of this section, an
agency shall:
(a) Clearly state in detail the general goals and specific objectives of the
statute that the rule implements;
(b)Determine that the rule is needed to achieve the general goals and specific
objectives stated under (a) of this subsection, and analyze alternatives to rule
making and the consequences of not adopting the rule;
(c) Determine that the probable benefits of the rule are greater than its
probable costs, taking into account both the qualitative and quantitative benefits
and costs and the specific directives of the statute being implemented;
(d) Determine, after considering alternative versions of the rule and the
analysis required under (b)and (c)of this subsection, that the rule being adopted
is the least burdensome alternative for those required to comply with it that will
achieve the general goals and specific objectives stated under (a)of this subsection;
(e) Determine that the rule does not require those to whom it applies to take
an action that violates requirements of another federal or state law;
(f) Determine that the rule does not impose more stringent performance
requirements on private entities than on public entities unless required to do so by
federal or state law;
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(g) Determine if the rule differs from any federal regulation or statute
applicable to the same activity or subject matter and, if so, determine that the
difference is justified by the following:
(i) A state statute that explicitly allows the agency to differ from federal
standards; or
(ii) Substantial evidence that the difference is necessary to achieve the general
goals and specific objectives stated under (a) of this subsection; and
(h)Coordinate the rule, to the maximum extent practicable, with other federal,
state, and local laws applicable to the same activity or subject matter.
(2) In making its determinations pursuant to subsection (1)(b) through (g) of
this section, the agency shall place in the rule-making file documentation of
sufficient quantity and quality so as to persuade a reasonable person that the
determinations are justified.
(3)Before adopting rules described in subsection (5)of this section, an agency
shall place in the rule-making file a rule implementation plan for rules fied under
each adopting order. The plan shall describe how the agency intends to:
(a) Implement and enforce the rule, including a description of the resources
the agency intends to use;
(b) Inform and educate affected persons about the rule;
(c) Promote and assist voluntary compliance; and
(d) Evaluate whether the rule achieves the purpose for which it was adopted,
including, to the maximum extent practicable, the use of interim milestones to
assess progress and the use of objectively measurable outcomes.
(4) After adopting a rule described in subsection (5) of this section regulating
the same activity or subject matter as another provision of federal or state law, an
agency shall do all of the following:
(a) Provide to the business assistance center a list citing by reference the other
federal and state laws that regulate the same activity or subject matter;
(b) Coordinate implementation and enforcement of the rule with the other
federal and state entities regulating the same activity or subject matter by making
every effort to do one or more of the following:
(i) Deferring to the other entity;
(ii) Designating a lead agency; or
(iii) Entering into an agreement with the other entities specifying how the
agency and entities will coordinate implementation and enforcement.
If the agency is unable to comply with this subsection (4)(b), the agency shall
report to the legislature pursuant to (c) of this subsection;
(c) Report to the joint administrative rules review committee:
(i) The existence of any overlap or duplication of other federal or state laws,
any differences from federal law, and any known overlap, duplication, or conflict
with local laws; and
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(ii) Make recommendations for any legislation that may be necessary to
eliminate or mitigate any adverse effects of such overlap, duplication, or
difference.
(5)(a) Except as provided in (b) of this subsection, this section applies to:
(i) Significant legislative rules of the departments of ecology, labor and
industries, health, revenue, social and health services, and natural resources, the
employment security department, the forest practices board, the office of the
insurance commissioner, and to the legislative rules of the department of fish and
wildlife implementing chapter 75.20 RCW; and
(ii)Any rule of any agency, if this section is voluntarily made applicable to the
rule by the agency, or is made applicable to the rule by a majority vote of the joint
administrative rules review committee within forty-five days of receiving the
notice of proposed rule making under RCW 34.05.320.
(b)This section does not apply to:
(i) Emergency rules adopted under RCW 34.05.350;
(ii)Rules relating only to internal governmental operations that are not subject
to violation by a nongovernment party;
(iii) Rules adopting or incorporating by reference without material change
federal statutes or regulations, Washington state statutes, rules of other Washington
state agencies, shoreline master programs other than those programs governing
shorelines of state-wide significance, or, as referenced by Washington state law,
national consensus codes that generally establish industry standards, if the material
adopted or incorporated regulates the same subject matter and conduct as the
adopting or incorporating rule;
(iv) Rules that only correct typographical errors, make address or name
changes, or clarify language of a rule without changing its effect;
(v)Rules the content of which is explicitly and specifically dictated by statute;
(0e))
(vi) Rules that set or adjust fees or rates pursuant to legislative standards :or
(vii) Rules of the department of social and health services relating only to
client medical or financial eligibility and rules concerning liability for care of
dependents.
(c) For purposes of this subsection:
(i) A "procedural rule" is a rule that adopts, amends, or repeals (A) any
procedure, practice, or requirement relating to any agency hearings; (B) any filing
or related process requirement for making application to an agency for a license or
permit; or (C) any policy statement pertaining to the consistent internal operations
of an agency.
(ii) An "interpretive rule" is a rule, the violation of which does not subject a
person to a penalty or sanction, that sets forth the agency's interpretation of
statutory provisions it administers.
(iii) A "significant legislative rule" is a rule other than a procedural or
interpretive rule that (A) adopts substantive provisions of law pursuant to delegated
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legislative authority, the violation of which subjects a violator of such rule to a
penalty or sanction; (B) establishes, alters, or revokes any qualification or standard
for the issuance, suspension, or revocation of a license or permit; or (C)adopts a
new, or makes significant amendments to, a policy or regulatory program.
(d) In the notice of proposed rule making under RCW 34.05.320, an agency
shall state whether this section applies to the proposed rule pursuant to (a)(i) of this
subsection, or if the agency will apply this section voluntarily.
(6) By January 31, 1996, and by January 31st of each even-numbered year
thereafter, the office of financial management, after consulting with state agencies,
counties, and cities, and business, labor, and environmental organizations, shall
report to the governor and the legislature regarding the effects of this section on the
regulatory system in this state. The report shall document:
(a) The rules proposed to which this section applied and to the extent possible,
how compliance with this section affected the substance of the rule, if any, that the
agency ultimately adopted;
(b) The costs incurred by state agencies in complying with this section;
(c) Any legal action maintained based upon the alleged failure of any agency
to comply with this section, the costs to the state of such action, and the result;
(d) The extent to which this section has adversely affected the capacity of
agencies to fulfill their legislatively prescribed mission;
(e) The extent to which this section has improved the acceptability of state
rules to those regulated; and
(f) Any other information considered by the office of financial management
to be useful in evaluating the effect of this section.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. A new section is added to chapter 43.20A RCW to
read as follows:
A committee or council required by federal law, within the department of
social and health services, that makes policy recommendations regarding
reimbursement for drugs under the requirements of federal law or regulations is
subject to chapters 42.30 and 42.32 RCW.
Passed the House April 21, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 17, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 20, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 20, 1997.

CHAPTER 431
[Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill 13031
EDUCATION-WAIVERS FROM STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS
AN ACT Relating to education; amending RCW 28A.405.100, 41.59.935, and 28A.630.945;
adding new sections to chapter 28A.320 RCW: adding a new section to chapter 28A.150 RCW; adding
anew section to chapter 28A.155 RCW; adding anew section to chapter 28A.165 RCW; adding a new
section to chapter 28A 175 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 28A.180 RCW; adding a new
section to chapter 28A.185 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 28A.220 RCW; adding a new
section to chapter 28A.225 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 28A.230 RCW; adding a new
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section to chapter 28A.235 RCW; adding a new section
section to chapter 28A.305 RCW; adding a new section
section to chapter 28A.400 RCW; adding a new section
section to chapter 28A.600 RCW; adding a new section
sections; and providing expiration dates,

to chapter 28A.300 RCW; adding a new
to chapter 28A.330 RCW; adding a new
to chapter 28A.405 RCW; adding a new
to chapter 28A.640 RCW; creating new

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. As we face a more complex society and increasing
demands are placed on schools and the educational services they provide for
children, it is important that school districts are provided with flexibility to
determine how best to work within their communities to ensure students are
meeting high academic standards. It is the intent of the legislature to allow schools
to approach their educational mission with both increased flexibility and
accountability that will assist them in better meeting the needs of the students in
their district.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 2. A new section is added to chapter 28A.320 RCW
to read as follows:
(1)As provided in sections 3 through 20 of this act, the board of directors of
each school district may grant waivers, or partial waivers, of state laws and rules
to schools within the district. The school board shall grant waivers in accordance
with this section.
(2)To apply for waivers, a school principal must prepare an application to the
board of directors that identifies which laws and rules are being requested for
waiver and the rationale for the request. The rationale must identify how granting
the waivers will improve student learning or the delivery of education services in
the school. The application must include evidence that the school's teachers,
classified employees, site council, parents, and students, as appropriate, are
committed to working cooperatively in implementing the waiver.
(3)The school board shall provide for public review and comment regarding
the waiver request.
(4)The duration, renewal, and rescission of the waivers shall be determined
by the school district board of directors. The renewal of a waiver shall be subject
to the review process by the superintendent of public instruction and the state board
of education as provided in subsection (7) of this section.
(5)The following may not be waived:
(a)Laws and rules pertaining to health, safety, and civil rights;
(b)Provisions of the basic education act relating to certificated instructional
staff ratios, RCW 28A. 150.100, except for waivers provided in accordance with
RCW 28A.630.945; goals, RCW 28A.150.2 10; funding allocations, formulas, and
definitions, RCW 28A. 150.250 and 28A. 150.260, except for waivers provided in
accordance with RCW 28A.150.250; and salary and compensation minimum
amounts and limitations, RCW 28A.400.200;
(c) The essential academic learning requirements being developed by the
commission on student learning in RCW 28A.630.885;
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(d) The assessment, accountability, and reporting requirements in RCW
28A.230.190, the fourth grade standardized test; RCW 28A.230.230, the eighth
grade standardized test; RCW 28A.230.240, the eleventh grade standardized test;
RCW 28A.630.885, assessment requirements as developed by the commission on
student learning; and RCW 28A.320.205, the annual performance report;
(e) Requirements in RCW 28A.150.220 pertaining to the total number of
program hours that must be offered, except for waivers provided in accordance
with RCW 28A.305.140;
(f) State and federal financial reporting and auditing requirements;
(g) State constitutional requirements; and
(h) Certification and other requirements in chapter 28A.410 RCW.
(6) A school district may not include prcvisions in a collective bargaining
agreement that limit the district's authority to grant waivers under this section.
(7)School district boards of directors granting waivers to state laws and rules
shall certify to the superintendent of public instruction that they have a waiver
review process in effect and shall transmit to the superintendent of public
instruction and the state board of education a list of laws and rules that have been
waived in accordance with this section and a description of the process used in
considering the waivers, The superintendent of public instruction and the state
board of education shall review the waivers of state laws and rules within their
respective jurisdictions. The waivers shall be approved by the superintendent of
public instruction or the state board of education, as appropriate, if the school
district board of directors complied with the requirements of this section. The
superintendent of public instruction or state board of education, as appropriate,
shall approve or deny the waiver request, in whole or in part, within forty calendar
days of receiving the list of waivers. If the district receives no response from either
the superintendent of public instruction or the state board of education after forty
days, the waiver shall be deemed uncontested. If a waiver is contested by the
superintendent of public instruction or the state board of education, either as
appropriate, may make recommendations to the district that will assist the district
in accomplishing the goal sought through the waiver. The state board of education
may delegate the responsibility for reviewing and approving or denying the
waivers to its staff if an appeal procedure to the board is provided.
(8) School district boards of directors granting waivers shall report annually
to the superintendent of public instruction the impact on student learning or
delivery of education services resulting from the waivers granted.
(9) The superintendent of public instruction and state board of education shall
report to the legislature by November 1, 2000, the laws and rules that have been
waived in accordance with this section.
(10) This section expires June 30, 1999.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 3. A new section is added to chapter 28A. 150 RCW
to read as follows:
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(1) Schools may obtain, in accordance with section 2 of this act, waivers from
the statutory requirements in this chapter that pertain to the instructional program,
operation, and management of schools. Waivers also may be obtained, in
accordance with section 2 of this act, from any rules of the state board of education
and superintendent of public instruction adopted to implement the statutory
requirements.
(2)This section expires June 30, 1999.
*NEW SECTION, Sec. 4. A new section is added to chapter28A.155 RCW
to read asfollows:
(1) Schools may obtain, in accordancewith section 2 of this act, waivers
from the statutory requirementsin this chapterthat pertain to the instructional
program, operation, and management of schools, except that the statutory
requirementsof RCW 28A.155.105 and RCW 28A.155.115 may not be waived.
Waivers also may be obtained,in accordancewith section 2 of this act,from any
rules of the state boardof education and superintendentof public instruction
adopted to implement the statutoryrequirements,except that any rules adopted
to implement RCW 28A.155.105 and RCW 28A.155.115 may not be waived.
School districtsmay not waive the district's obligationto meet allfederalstatutes
applicable to the education of individualswith disabilities.
(2) This section expires June 30, 1999.
*Sec. 4 was vetoed. See message at end or chapter.

NEW SECTION, Sec. 5. A new section is added to chapter 28A.165 RCW
to read as follows:
(I) Schools may obtain, in accordance with section 2of this act, waivers from
the statutory requirements in this chapter that pertain to the instructional program,
operation, and management of schools. Waivers also may be obtained, in
accordance with section 2 of this act, from any rules of the state board of education
and superintendent of public instruction adopted to implement the statutory
requirements.
(2) This section expires June 30, 1999.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 6. A new section is added to chapter 28A. 175 RCW
to read as follows:
(I) Schools may obtain, in accordance with section 2 of this act, waivers from
the statutory requirements in this chapter that pertain to the instructional program,
operation, and management of schools. Waivers also may be obtained, in
accordance with section 2 of this act, from any rules of the state board of education
and superintendent of public instruction adopted to implement the statutory
requirements.
(2) This section expires June 30, 1999.
*NEW SECTION, Sec. 7. A new section is added to chapter28A.180 RCW
to read as follows:
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(1) Schools may obtain, in accordance with section 2 of this act, waivers
from the statutory requirements in this chapterthat pertain to the instructional
program,operation,and management of schools. Waivers also may be obtained,
in accordance with section 2 of this act,from any rules of the state board of
education and superintendentof public instructionadopted to implement the
statutoryrequirements.
(2) This section expires June 30, 1999.
*Sec. 7 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION. Sec. 8. A new section is added to chapter 28A. 185 RCW
to read as follows:
(I) Schools may obtain, in accordance with section 2 of this act, waivers from
the statutory requirements in this chapter that pertain to the instructional program,
operation, and management of schools. Waivers also may be obtained, in
accordance with section 2 of this act, from any rules of the state board of education
and superintendent of public instruction adopted to implement the statutory
requirements.
(2) This section expires June 30, 1999.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 9. A new section is added to chapter 28A.220 RCW
to read as follows:
(1) Schools may obtain, in accordance with section 2 of this act, waivers from
the statutory requirements in this chapter that pertain to the instructional program,
operation, and management of schools. Waivers also may be obtained, in
accordance with section 2 of this act, from any rules of the state board of education
and superintendent of public instruction adopted to implement the statutory
requirements.
(2) This section expires June 30, 1999.
*NEW SECTION, Sec. 10. A new section is added to chapter28A.225
RCW to read as follows:
(1) Schools may obtain, in accordance with section 2 of this act, waivers
from the statutory requirements in this chapterthat pertain to the instructional
program,operation,and managementof schools. Waivers alsomay be obtained,
in accordance with section 2 of this act,from any rules of the state board of
education and superintendentof public instruction adopted to implement the
statutory requirements.
(2) This section expires June 30, 1999.
*Sec. 10 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION, Sec. 11. A new section isadded to chapter 28A.230 RCW
to read as follows:
(I) Schools may obtain, in accordance with section 2of this act, waivers from
the statutory requirements in this chapter that pertain to the instructional program,
operation, and management of schools. Waivers also may be obtained, in
accordance with section 2 of this act, from any rules of the state board of education
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and superintendent of public instruction adopted to implement the statutory
requirements.
(2) This section expires June 30, 1999.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 12. A new section is added to chapter 28A.235 RCW
to read as follows:
(I) Schools may obtain, in accordance with section 2 of this act, waivers from
the statutory requirements in this chapter that pertain to the instructional program,
operation, and management of schools. Waivers also may be obtained, in
accordance with section 2 of this act, from any rules of the state board of education
and superintendent of public instruction adopted to implement the statutory
requirements.
(2)This section expires June 30, 1999.
NEW SETION, Sec. 13. A new section is added to chapter 28A.300 RCW
to read as follows:
(1)Schools may obtain, in accordance with section 2 of this act, waivers from
the statutory requirements in this chapter that pertain to the instructional program,
operation, and management of schools. Waivers also may be obtained, in
accordance with section 2 of this act, from any rules of the state board of education
and superintendent of public instruction adopted to implement the statutory
requirements.
(2) This section expires June 30, 1999.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 14. A new section is added to chapter 28A.305 RCW
to read as follows:
(I) Schools may obtain, in accordance with section 2 of this act, waivers from
the statutory requirements in this chapter that pertain to the instructional program,
operation, and management of schools. Waivers also may be obtained, in
accordance with section 2 of this act, from any rules of the state board of education
and superintendent of public instruction adopted to implement the statutory
requirements.
(2) This section expires June 30, 1999.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 15. A new section is added to chapter 28A.320 RCW
to read as follows:
(i) Schools may obtain, in accordance with section 2 of this act, waivers from
the statutory requirements in this chapter that pertain to the instructional program,
operation, and management of schools. Waivers also may be obtained, in
accordance with section 2 of this act, from any rules of the state board of education
and superintendent of public instruction adopted to implement the statutory
requirements. No waivers may be obtained from section 2 of this act.
(2) This section expires June 30, 1999.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 16. A new section is added to chapter 28A.330 RCW
to read as follows:
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(1) Schools may obtain, in accordance with section 2 of this act, waivers from
the statutory requirements in this chapter that pertain to the instructional program,
operation, and management of schools. Waivers also may be obtained, in
accordance with section 2 of this act, from any rules of the state board of education
and superintendent of public instruction adopted to implement the statutory
requirements.
(2) This section expires June 30, 1999.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 17. A new section is added to chapter 28A.400 RCW
to read as follows:
(1)Schools may obtain, in accordance with section 2 of this act, waivers from
the statutory requirements in this chapter that pertain to the instructional program,
operation, and management of schools. Waivers also may be obtained, in
accordance with section 2 of this act, from any rules of the state board of education
and superintendent of public instruction adopted to implement the statutory
requirements.
(2) This section expires June 30, 1999.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 18. A new section is added to chapter 28A.405 RCW
to read as follows:
(1) Schools may obtain, in accordance with section 2 of this act, waivers from
the statutory requirements in this chapter that pertain to the instructional program,
operation, and management of schools. Waivers also may be obtained, in
accordance with section 2 of this act, from any rules of the state board of education
and superintendent of public instruction adopted to implement the statutory
requirements.
(2) This section expires June 30, 1999.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 19. A new section is added to chapter 28A.600 RCW
to read as follows:
(1) Schools may obtain, in accordance with section 2 of this act, waivers from
the statutory requirements in this chapter that pertain to the instructional program,
operation, and management of schools. Waivers also may be obtained, in
accordance with section 2 of this act, from any rules of the state board of education
and superintendent of public instruction adopted to implement the statutory
requirements.
(2) This section expires June 30, 1999.
*NEW SECTION, Sec. 20. A new section is added to chapter 28A.640
RCW to readas follows:
(1) Schools may obtain, in accordance with section 2 of this act, waivers
front the statutory requirements in this chapter thatpertain to the instructional
program, operation,and management of schools. Waivers also may be obtained,
in accordance with section 2 of this act,from any rules of the state board of
education and superintendentof public instruction adopted to implement the
statutory requirements.
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(2) This section expires June 30, 1999.
*Sec. 20 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*Sec. 21. RCW28A.405.100 and 1994 c 115 s I are each amended to read
as follows:
(1) The superintendent ofpublic instruction shall establish and may amend
from time to time minimum criteria for the evaluation of the professional
performance capabilities and development of certficated classroom teachers and
certificated support personnel. For classroom teachers the criteria shall be
developed in the following categories:
Instructional skill; classroom
management, professional preparation and scholarship; effort toward
improvement when needed; the handling of student discipline and attendant
problems; and interest in teaching pupils and knowledge of subject matter.
Every board of directors shall, in accordance with procedure provided in
RCW 41.59.010 through41.59.170, 41.59.910 and 41.59.920, establish evaluative
criteria and procedures for all certificated classroom teachers and certificated
support personnel. The evaluative criteria must contain as a minimum the
criteria established by the superintendent of public instruction pursuant to this
section and must be prepared within six months following adoption of the
superintendent of public instruction's minimum criteria. The district must
certify to the superintendent ofpublic instruction that evaluative criteria have
been so prepared by the district.
Except as provided in subsection (5) of this section, it shall be the
responsibility of a principal or his or her designee to evaluate all certificated
personnel in his or her school During each school year all classroom teachers
and certificated support personnel, hereinafter referred to as "employees" in this
section, shall be observed for the purposes of evaluation at least twice in the
performance of their assigned duties. Total observation time for each employee
for each school year shall be not less than sixty minutes. Following each
observation, or series of observations, the principal or other evaluator shall
promptly document the results of the observation in writing, and shall provide
the employee with a copy thereof within three days after such report is prepared.
New employees shall be observed at least once for a total observation time of
thirty minutes during the first ninety calendar days of their employment period.
((Enry)) At any time after October 15th. an employee whose work isjudged
unsatisfactory based on district evaluation criteria shall be notified in writing of
((stated)) the specifw areas of deficiencies along with a ((sggestedfpe'cifie-and))
reasonable program for improvement ((on. bL.A_ Fe ary is! of ach,.,
Yr....
Durine the period of probation,the employee may not be transferred from the
supervision of the orieinal evaluator Improvement of Derformance or probable
cause for nonrenewal must occur and be documented by -theorieinal evaluator
before any consideration of a request for transfer or reassignment as
contemplated by either the individual or the school district. A probationary
period of sixty school days shall be established ((f
__ginning o orb
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Feu ...
.
.... e l
ta --May-)).
"
The establishment of a
probationar perioddoes not adversely affect the contract status of an emplovee
within the meanine of RCW 28A.405.300, The purpose of the probationary
period is to give the employee opportunity to demonstrate improvements in his
or her areas of deficiency. The establishmentof the probationaryperiod andthe
giving of the notice to the employee of deficiency shall be by the school district
superintendentand need not be submitted to the board of directorsfor approval,
During the probationaryperiod the evaluatorshall meet with the employee at
least twice monthly to supervise and make a written evaluation of the progress,
if any, made by the employee. The evaluator may authorize one additional
certificated employee to evaluate the probationerand to aid the employee in
improvinghis or her areas of deficiency; such additionalcertificatedemployee
shall be immune from any civil liability that might otherwise be incurred or
imposed with regard to the good faith performance of such evaluation. The
probationer may be removed from probation if he or she has demonstrated
improvement to the satisfaction of the principal in those areas specifically
detailed in his or her initialnotice of deficiency andsubsequently detailedin his
or her improvement program. Lack of necessary improvement ((shalf-be))
duringthe establishedprobationarvperiod,as specifically documented in writing
with notirationto the probationerand shall constitute groundsfor a finding of
probable cause under RCW 28A.405.300 or 28A.405.210.

(The establsmnt of a probationary pet~ed shag!net be deentd to
ad

e-s vffi th.e cotraw stauns of an emploee within ith meaning of RC4

Immediately followine the completion of a probationary period thatdoes not
produce erformance changes detailed in the initial notice of deficiencies and
improvement ro gram, the employee may be removed from his or herassignment
andplaced into an alternativeassignmentfor the remainderof the school year,
This reassignmentmay not displace anotheremoloyee nor may it adversely affect
the probationaryemployee's compensation or benefits for the remainderof the
employee's contractyear. if such reassienmentis not Possible.the district may,
at its option, place the employee on gaid leave for the balance of the contract

term.
(2) Every board of directors shall establish evaluative criteria and
proceduresfor all superintendents,principals,and other administrators. It shall
be the responsibility of the district superintendent or his or her designee to
evaluate all administrators.Such evaluation shall be based on the administrative
positionjob description. Such criteria,when applicable,shall include at least the
following categories: Knowledge of, experience in, and trainingin recognizing
good professional performance, capabilities and development; school
administrationand management; schoolfinance;professionalpreparationand
scholarship; effort toward improvement when needed; interest in pupils,
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employees, patrons and subjects taught in school; leadership;and ability and
performance of evaluation of school personnel.
(3) Each certificated employee shall have the opportunityfor confidential
conferences with his or her immediate supervisoron no less than two occasions
in each schoolyear. Such confidentialconference shall have as its sole purpose
the aiding of the administratorin his or her assessment of the employee's
professionalperformance.
(4) The failure of any evaluator to evaluate or supervise or cause the
evaluation or supervision of certificated employees or administrators in
accordancewith this section, as now or hereafteramended, when it is his or her
specific assignedor delegated responsibility to do so, shall be sufficient causefor
the nonrenewal of any such evaluator'scontractunderRCW28A.405.210, or the
dischargeof such evaluatorunder RCW 28A.405.300.
(5) After an employee has four years of satisfactory evaluations under
subsection (1) of this section, a school district may use a short form of
evaluation,a locally bargainedevaluation emphasizing professionalgrowth, an
evaluation under subsection (1) of this section, or any combinationthereof. The
shortform of evaluation shall include eithera thirty minute observation during
the school year with a written summary or a final annual written evaluation
based on the criteriain subsection (1) of this section and based on at least two
observationperiods during the schoolyear totaling at least sixty minutes without
a written summary of such observations being prepared. However, the
evaluationprocess set forth in subsection (1) of this section shall be followed at
least once every three years unless this time is extended by a local school district
under the bargainingprocess setforth in chapter 41.59 RCW. The employee or
evaluator may require that the evaluationprocess set forth in subsection (1) of
this section be conducted in any given schoolyear. No evaluation other than the
evaluation authorizedunder subsection (1) of this section may be used as a basis
for determiningthat an employee's work is unsatisfactory under subsection (1)
of this section oras probablecausefor the nonrenewalof an employee's contract
under RCW 28A.405.210 unless an evaluation process developed under chapter
41.59 RCW determines otherwise.
(6) This section expires June 30, 1999.
*Sec. 21 was vetoed. See message at end of chaptee.

Sec. 22. RCW 41.59.935 and 1990 c 33 s 571 are each amended to read as
follows:
(i) Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to grant employers or employees
the right to reach agreements regardingi
(a) Salary or compensation increases in excess of those authorized in
accordance with RCW 28A. 150.410 and 28A.400.200, or
(b)Limiting the employer's authority to grant waivers under section 2 of this
act.
(2) This section expires June 30, 1999,
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Sec. 23. RCW 28A.630.945 and 1995 c 208 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)The state board of education, where appropriate, or the superintendent of
public instruction, where appropriate, may grant waivers to districts from the
provisions of statutes or rules relating to: The length of the school year; student-toteacher ratios; and other administrative rules that in the opinion of the state board
of education or the opinion of the superintendent of public instruction may need to
be waived in order for a district to implement a plan for restructuring its
educational program or the educational program of individual schools within the
district.
(2)School districts may use the application process in RCW 28A.305.140 or
28A.300.138 to apply for the waivers under subsection (1) of this section.
(3)((Th joint sl
ommittee
. on du.ation rstr.turin.g shall study whi h
waivers of state laws or rules are neeessaM for school distriets to impletcrn!
edueation restmturing. The cornrnitcc shall study whether !he waiyers are used
to imnplement specifie essential aecademie learnin~g requirements and studcr"t
learning goals. Rec eommitiee she!! study the a-vailftbility of wtti-ver undz h
seheels for !he tw...
y Fi t .tury

,r1at..
progr
.

by hapter 525, Laws of 1984,

and the use of these wttivers by schools pftrtiipatirng in that program. The
eammitico shall alse study the use of waivers atutherized under RCW 28A.305. 140.
The eemmitiee shall report its findings to the legislature by Deccmber 1, 199-7))
This section expires June 30. 1999.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 24. The superintendent of public instruction, in
collaboration with school district personnel and the state board of education, shall
conduct a study to identify additional actions that can be taken to increase
flexibility for individual schools and school districts. The study shall review the
superintendent of public instruction's rule-making process, the granting of waivers
from provisions of collective bargaining agreements, and other policies and
practices that reduce school and school district flexibility. The study shall be
submitted to the education committees of the senate and house of representatives
by December 1, 1997.
Passed the House April 26, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 18, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 20, 1997, with the exception of certain items
that were vetoed.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 20, 1997.
Note: Governor's explanation of partial veto is as follows:
"I am returning herewith, without my approval as to sections 4, 7, 10, 20 and 21,
Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill No. 1303 entitled:
"AN ACT Relating to education;"
Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill No. 1303 authorizes school districts' boards
of directors to grant to individual schools within their districts full or partial waivers of
specified laws and rules relating to education. This authorization provides greater
flexibility to locally elected officials and enables principals to propose what is best for the
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children in their schools. Because the authorization is granted only until June 30, 1999,
and because the legislation requires the Superintendent of Public Instruction to study the
effect of the waivers, it is clear the Legislature intended this legislation to be an experiment
in greater local authority and flexibility.
Section 4 would allow the waiver of statutes that protect the educational rights of
students with disabilities, section 7 would allow the waiver of statutes that protect bilingual
students, section 10 would allow waiver of the state wide truancy standards, section 20
would allow waiver of statutes that protect sexual equality, and section 21 amends the
statute regarding probationary periods for certificated school employees. I believe there
is sufficient new authority and flexibility in this bill regarding other parts of education law
to enable a meaningful "experiment in greater local authority and flexibility" without the
inclusion of these statutes designed to protect special populations of students.
The state wide truancy standards were part of the "Becca Bill" and are just beginning
to have an effect. It would be inappropriate to allow them to be waived so soon. Except
for the expiration date, section 21 is identical to provisions in SB 5340 which I have
already approved.
For these reasons, I have vetoed sections 4, 7, 10, 20 and 21 of Engrossed Second
Substitute House Bill No. 1303.
With the exception of sections 4, 7, 10, 20, and 21, Engrossed Second Substitute
House Bill 1303 is approved."

CHAPTER 432
[House Bill 14581
LICENSING REGULATIONS
AN ACT Relating to licensing; amending RCW 46.70.023,46.70.051, 46.12.170,46.12.370, and
82.44.060; adding a new section to chapter 46.70 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 88.02 RCW;
and prescribing penalties.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 46.70.023 and 1996 c 282 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) An "established place of business" requires a permanent, enclosed
commercial building located within the state of Washington easily accessible at all
reasonable times. The business of a vehicle dealer must be lawfully carried on at
an established place of business in accordance with the terms of all applicable
building code, zoning, and other land-use regulatory ordinances. A vehicle dealer
may display a vehicle for sale only at its established place of business, licensed
subagency, or temporary subagency site, except at auction. The dealer shall keep
the building open to the public so that the public may contact the vehicle dealer or

the dealer's salespersons at all reasonable times. The books, records, and files
necessary to conduct the business shall be kept and maintained at that place. The
established place of business shall display an exterior sign with the business name
and nature of the business, such as auto sales, permanently affixed to the land or
building, with letters clearly visible to the major avenue of traffic. A room or
rooms in a hotel, rooming house, or apartment house building or part of a single
or multiple-unit dwelling house may not be considered an "established place of
business" unless the ground floor of such a dwelling is devoted principally to and
occupied for commercial purposes and the dealer offices are located on the ground
floor. A mobile office or mobile home may be used as an office if it is connected
(2688 1
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to utilities and is set up in accordance with state law. A state-wide trade
association representing manufactured housing dealers shall be permitted to use a
manufactured home as an office if the office complies with all other applicable
building code, zoning, and other land-use regulatory ordinances. This subsection
does not apply to auction companies that do not own vehicle inventory or sell
vehicles from an auction yard.
(2) An auction company shall have office facilities within the state. The
books, records, and files necessary to conduct the business shall be maintained at
the office facilities. All storage facilities for inventory shall be listed with the
department, and shall meet local zoning and land use ordinances. An auction
company shall maintain a telecommunications system.
(3) Auction companies shall post their vehicle dealer license at each auction
where vehicles are offered, and shall provide the department with the address of
the auction at least three days before the auction.
(4) If a dealer maintains a place of business at more than one location or under
more than one name in this state, he or she shall designate one location as the
principal place of business of the firm, one name as the principal name of the firm,
and all other locations or names as subagencies. A subagency license is required
for each and every subagency: PROVIDED, That the department may grant an
exception to the subagency requirement in the specific instance where a licensed
dealer is unable to locate their used vehicle sales facilities adjacent to or at the
established place of business. This exception shall be granted and defined under
the promulgation of rules consistent with the Administrative Procedure Act.
(5) All vehicle dealers shall maintain ownership or leasehold throughout the
license year of the real property from which they do business. The dealer shall
provide the department with evidence of ownership or leasehold whenever the
ownership changes or the lease is terminated.
(6) A subagency shall comply with all requirements of an established place of
business, except that subagency records may be kept at the principal place of
business designated by the dealer. Auction companies shall comply with the
requirements in subsection (2) of this sevtion.
(7)A temporary subagency shall meet all local zoning and building codes for
the type of merchandising being conducted. The dealer license certificate shall be
posted at the location. No other requirements of an established place of business
apply to a temporary subagency. Auction companies are not required to obtain a
temporary subagency license.
(8) A wholesale vehicle dealer shall have office facilities in a commercial
building within this state, and all storage facilities for inventory shall be listed with
the department, and shall meet local zoning and land use ordinances. A wholesale
vehicle dealer shall maintain a telecommunications system. An exterior sign
visible from the nearest street shall identify the business name and the nature of
business. ((A whlesl J,_lr need not m iain
. displ_ ' .. .. . red in this
seetien.)) When two or more vehicle dealer businesses share a location, all
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records, office facilities, and inventory, if any, must be physically segregated and
clearly identified.
(9) A retail vehicle dealer shall be open during normal business hours,
maintain office and display facilities in a commercially zoned location or in a
location complying with all applicable building and land use ordinances, and
maintain a business telephone listing in the local directory. When two or more
vehicle dealer businesses share a location, all records, office facilities, and
inventory shall be physically segregated and clearly identified.
(10) ((A listing dealer need n.ot have f display ar-t- if th
does-^
not
physietkily maintain ainy Yehieles for display.
-(-11))) A subagency license is not required for a mobile home dealer to display
an on-site display model, a consigned mobile home not relocated from its site, or
a repossessed mobile home if sales are handled from a principal place of business
or subagency. A mobile home dealer shall identify on-site display models,
repossessed mobile homes, and those consigned at their sites with a sign that
includes the dealer's name and telephone number.
(((+ )) (11) Every ve'hicle dealer shall advise the department of the location
of each and every place of business of the firm and the name or names under which
the firm is doing business at such location or locations. If any name or location is
changed, the dealer shall notify the department of such change within ten days.
The license issued by the department shall reflect the name and location of the firm
and shall be posted in a conspicuous place at that location by the dealer.
(((3))) (12) A vehicle dealer's license shall upon the death or incapacity of an
individual vehicle dealer authorize the personal representative of such dealer,
subject to payment of license fees, to continue the business for a period of six
months from the date of the death or incapacity.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. A new section is ad'.d to chapter 46.70 RCW to
read as follows:
The director may deny a license under this chapter when the application is a
subterfuge that conceals the real person in interest whose license has been denied,
suspended, or revoked for cause under this chapter and the terms have not been
fulfilled or a civil penalty has not been paid, or the director finds that the
application was not filed in good faith. This section does not preclude the
department from taking an action against a current licensee.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 3. A new section is added to chapter 88.02 RCW to
read as follows:
The director may deny a license under this chapter when the application is a
subterfuge that conceals the real person in interest whose license has been denied,
suspended, or revoked for cause under this chapter and the terms have not been
fulfilled or a civil penalty has not been paid, or the director finds that the
application was not filed in good faith. This section does not preclude the
department from taking an action against a current licensee.
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Sec. 4. RCW 46.70.051 and 1996 c 282 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) After the application has been filed, the fee paid, and bond posted, if
required, the department shall, if no denial order is in effect and no proceeding is
pending under RCW 46.70.101, issue the appropriate license, which license, in the
case of a vehicle dealer, shall designate the classification of the dealer. Nothing
prohibits a vehicle dealer from obtaining licenses for more than one classification,
and nothing prevents any vehicle dealer from dealing in other classes of vehicles
on an isolated basis.
(2) An auction company licensed under chapter 18.11 RCW may sell at
auction all classifications of vehicles under a motor vehicle dealer's license issued
under this chapter including motor vehicles, miscellaneous type vehicles, and
mobile homes and travel trailers.
(3)At the time the department issues a vehicle dealer license, the department
shall provide to the dealer a current, up-to-date vehicle dealer manual setting forth
the various statutes and rules applicable to vehicle dealers. In addition, at the time
any such license is renewed under RCW 46.70.083, the department shall provide
the dealer with any updates or current revisions to the vehicle dealer manual.
(4) The department may contract with responsible private parties to provide
them elements of the vehicle data base on a reular basis, The private parties may
only disseminate this information to licensed vehicle dealers.
(a) Subject to the disclosure agreement provisions of RCW 46,12.380 and the
requirements of Executive Order 97-01. the department may provide to the
contracted private parties the following information:
(i) All vehicle and title data necessary to accurately disclose known title
defects, brands, or flags and odometer discrepancies:
(ii) All registered and legal owner information necessary to determine true
ownership of the vehicle and the existence of any recorded liens, including but not
limited to liens of the department of social and health services or its successor pnd
(iii) Any data in the department's possession necessary to calculate the motor
w.hicle excise tax. license, and registration fees including information necessary
to jetermine the applicability of regional transit authority excise and use tax
surcharges,
(b) The department may provide this information in any form the contracted
private party and the department agree upon, but if the data is to be transmitted
over the Internet or similar public network from the department to the contracted
private party, it must be encrypted.
(c) The department shall give these contracted private parties advance written
notice of any change in the information referred to in (a)(i). (ii, or (iii) of this
subsection, including information pertaining to the calculatio', of motor vehicle
excise taxes,
(d)The department shall revoke a contract made under this subsection (4) with
a private party who disseminates information from the vehicle data base to anyone
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other than a licensed vehicle dealer, A private party who obtains information from
the veticle data base under acontract with the department and disseminates any of
that information to anyone other than a licensed vehicle dealer is guilty of a gross
misdemeanor punishable under chapter 9A.20 RCW.
(e) Nothing in this subsection (4) authorizes a vehicle dealer or any other
organization or entity not otherwise appointed as a vehicle licensing subagent
under RCW 46.01.140 to perform any of the functions of a vehicle licensing
subagent so appointed,
Sec. 5. RCW 46.12.170 and 1994 c 262 s 6 are each amended to read as
follows:
If, after acertificate of ownership isissued, a security interest isgranted on the
vehicle described therein, the registered owner or secured party shall, within ten
days thereafter, present an application to the department, to which shall be attached
the certificate of ownership last issued covering the vehicle, or such other
documentation as may be required by the department, which application shall be
upon aform provided by the department and shall be accompanied by a fee of one
dollar and twenty-five cents in addition to all other fees. The department, if
satisfied that there should be a reissue of the certificate, shall note such change
upon the vehicle records and issue to the secured party a new certificate of
ownership.
Whenever there is no outstanding secured obligation and no commitment to
make advances and incur obligations or otherwise give value, the secured party
must assign the certificate of ownership to the debtor or the debtor's assignee or
transferee, and transmit the certificate to the department with an accompanying fee
of one dollar and twenty-five cents in addition to all other fees. The department
shall then issue anew certificate of ownership and transmit it to the owner. If the
affected secured party fails to either assign the certificate of ownership to the
debtor or the debtor's assignee or transferee or transmit the certificate of ownership
to the department within ten days after proper demand, that secured party shall be
liable to the debtor or.the debtor's assignee or transferee for one hundred dollars,
and in addition for any loss caused to the debtor or the debtor's assignee or
transferee by such failure.
Sec, 6. RCW 46.12.370 and 1982 c 215 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
In addition to any other authority which it may have, the department of
licensing may furnish lists of registered and legal owners of motor vehicles only
for the purposes specified in this section to:
(1)The manufacturers of motor vehicles, or their authorized agents, to be used
to enable those manufacturers to carry out the provisions of the National Traffic
and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966 (15 U.S.C. sec. 1382-1418), including
amendments or additions thereto, respecting safety-related defects in motor
vehicles;
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(2) Any governmental agency of the United States or Canada, or political
subdivisions thereof, to be used by it or by its authorized commercial agents or
contractors only in connection with the enforcement of motor vehicle or traffic
laws by, or programs related to traffic safety of, that government agency. Only
such parts of the list as are required for completion of the work required of the
agent or contractor shall be provided to such agent or contractor; ((or))
(3) An authorized agent or contractor of the department. to be used only in
connection with providing motor vehicle excise tax, licensing, title, and registration
information to motor vehicle dealers: or
(4).Any business regularly making loans to other persons to finance the
purchase of motor vehicles, to be used to assist the person requesting the list to
determine ownership of specific vehicles for the purpose of determining whether
or not to provide such financing. In the event a list of registered and legal owners
of motor vehicles is used for any purpose other than that authorized in
((ubs.ti.n (1), (2) and,(3) e)) this section, the manufacturer, governmental
agency, authorized agent, contractor, financial institution, or their authorized agents
or contractors responsible for the unauthorized disclosure or use will be denied
further access to such information by the department of licensing.
*Sec. 7. RCW 82.44.060 and 1990 c 42 s 304 are each amended to read as
follows:
(11 The excise tax hereby imposed shall be due and payable to the
departmentor its agents at ihe time of registrationof a motor vehicle. Whenever
an application is made to the departmentor its agentsfor a licensefor a motor
vehicle there shall be collected, in addition to the amount of the licensefee or
renewal licensefee, the amount of the excise tax imposed by this chapter,and no
dealer'slicense or license plates, and no license or license plates for a motor
vehicle shall be issued unless such tax is paid in full. The excise tax hereby
imposed shall be collectedfor each registrationyear. The excise tax upon a
motor vehicle licensedfor the first time in this state shall be levied for one full
registrationyear commencing on the date of the calendaryear designatedby the
departmentand ending on the same date of the next succeeding calendaryear.
For vehicles registeredunder chapter46.87 RCW, proportionalregistration,and
for vehicle dealerplates issued underchapter 46.70 RCW, the registrationyear
is theperiodprovided in those chapters: PROVIDED, That the tax shall in no
case be less than two dollars except for proportionallyregisteredvehicles.
(2 A motor vehicle shallbe deemed licensedfor the first time in this state
when such vehicle was not previously licensed by this statefor the registration
year immediately preceding the registrationyear in which the applicationfor
license is made or when the vehicle has been registeredin anotherjurisdiction
subsequent to any priorregistrationin this state.
(3)
No additionaltax shall be imposed under this chapter upon any vehicle
upon the transferof ownership thereof if the tax imposed with respect to such
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vehicle has already been paid for the registration year or fraction of a
registrationyear in which transferof ownership occurs.
(4) The regional transit authority (RTA) must provide at no cost to the
privatepartiesreferredto in RCW 4670.O51(4) accurate,up-to-date, and easily

decipherableexcise tax information in a machine readableASCII text file. This
file will allow the contractedprivate parties to accurately determine which
individuals are subject to any such special excise or use taxes and the amount

of any such special excise or use taxes. The file must contain the following
items: (a) A list of five digit zip codes completely contained within the RTA
taxationarea: (b) a list of five d"it zip codes for those areason the borderof the

RTA taxation, with the border area defined as those zip codes where some
residencesmay be subject to the RTA use or motor vehicle excise tax surcharge
andsome residences are not: and (c) for those residences described in (b) of this

subsection, a complete list of only Yhose streetaddresses subject to RTA taxation.
(5) No person may be denied issuance of a registrationor license plates due
to the nonpavment of any such special excise tax if the informationreferredto
in subsection (4) of this section is not provided by the RTA to the contracted
privateparties.

(6) No motor vehicle dealer may be held liable for the remittance of any
such special excise tax if the information referred to in subsection (4) of this
section is not provided by the RTA to the contractedprivate parties.
*Sec. 7 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Passed the House April 19, 1997.

Passed the Senate April 15, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 20, 1997, with the exception of certain items
that were vetoed.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 20, 1997.
Note: Governor's explanation of partial veto is as follows:
"I am returning herewith, without my approval as to section 7, House Bill No, 1458
entitled:
"AN ACT Relating to licensing;"
House Bill No. 1458 makes numerous changes in the laws relating vehicle and vessel
licensing taxes. However, section 7 of the bill requires the Regional Transit Authority
(RTA) to provide excise tax information in a machine readable ASCII text file to a private
contractor at no cost. This information would allow the contractor to determine who is
subject to the RTA's special excise and use taxes and how much taxes should be paid.
I understand that the intent of section 7 is to ensure that vehicle dealers receive
accurate information regarding these taxes at any time, and that they should not be
obligated to col&e9 the taxes unless they have accurate and up-to-date information. While
I agree with the intent, this section is flawed, overly prescriptive, and unnecessary. By
using the word "remittance" the language implies that if accurate information were not
supplied by the RTA, taxes already collected by dealers would not have to be forwarded
to the state. Further, the RTA does not need the very prescriptive and limiting contracting
language contained in section 7 to provide accurate tax information for these purposes.
For these reasons, I have vetoed section 7 of House Bill No. 1458.
With the exception of section 7, House Bill No. 1458 is approved."
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CHAPTER 433
[Engrossed House Bill 1647]
HOME TUITION PROGRAM
AN ACT Relating to higher education; amending RCW 28B. 15.012, 28B. 15.014, 28B. 15.725,
and 28B.15.910; and creating a new section.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. It is the intent of the legislature to provide for
diverse educational opportunities at the state's institutions of higher education and
to facilitate student participation in educational exchanges with institutions outside
the state of Washington. To accomplish this, this act establishes a home tuition
program allowing students at Washington state institutions of higher education to
take advantage of out-of-state and international educational opportunities while
paying an amount equal to their regularly charged tuition and required fees.
Sec. 2. RCW 28B.15.012 and 1994 c 188 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
Whenever used in chapter 28B.15 RCW:
(1) The term "institution" shall mean a public university, college, or
community college within the state of Washington.
(2) The term "resident student" shall mean:
(a) A financially independent student who has had a domicile in the state of
Washington for the period of one year immediately prior to the time of
commencement of the firt day of the semester or quarter for which the student has
registered at any institution and has in fact established a bona fide domicile in this
state primarily for purposes other than educational;
(b) A dependent student, if one or both of the student's parents or legal
guardians have maintained a bona fide domicile in the state of Washington for at
least one year immediately prior to commencement of the semester or quarter for
which the student has registered at any institution;
(c) A student classified as a resident based upon domicile by an institution on
or before May 31, 1982, who was enrolled at a state institution during any term of
the 1982-1983 academic year, so long as such student's enrollment (excepting
summer sessions) at an institution in this state is continuous;
(d) Any student who has spent at least seventy-five percent of both his or her
junior and senior years in high schools in this state, whose parents or legal
guardians have been domiciled in the state fot a period of at least one year within
the five-year period before the student graduates from high school, and who enrolls
in a public institution of higher education within six months of leaving high school,
for as long as the student remains continuously enrolled for three quarters or two
semesters in any calendar year;
(e) A student who is the spouse or a dependent of a person who is on active
military duty stationed in the state; ((or))
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(f) A student of an out-of-state institution of higher education who isattending
a Washington state institution of higher education pursuant to a home tuition
agreement as described in RCW 28B.15,725: or
MgA student who meets the requirements of RCW 28B.15.0131:
PROVIDED, That a nonresident student enrolled for more than six hours per
semester or quarter shall be considered as attending for primarily educational
purposes, and for tuition and fee paying purposes only such period of enrollment
shall not be counted toward the establishment of a bona fide domicile of one year
in this state unless such student proves that the student has in fact established a
bona fide domicile in this state primarily for purposes other than educational.
(3) The term "nonresident student" shall mean any student who does not
qualify as a "resident student" under the provisions of RCW 28B.15.012 and
28B. 15.013. Except for students qualifying under subsection (2)(f) of this section,
a nonresident student shall include:
(a) A student attending an institution with the aid of financial assistance
provided by another state or governmental unit or agency thereof, such
nonresidency continuing for one year after the completion of such semester or
quarter.
(b) A person who is not a citizen of the United States of America who does
not have permanent or temporary resident status or does not hold "RefugeeParolee" or "Conditional Entrant" status with the United States immigration and
naturalization service or isnot otherwise permanently residing in the United States
under color of law and who does not also meet and comply with all the applicable
requirements in RCW 28B.15.012 and 28B.15.013.
(4) The term "domicile" shall denote a person's true, fixed and permanent
home and place of habitation. It is the place where the student intends to remain,
and to which the student expects to return when the student leaves without
intending to establish a new domicile elsewhere. The burden of proof that a
student, parent or guardian has established a domicile in the state of Washington
primarily for purposes other than educational lies with the student.
(5) The term "dependent" shall mean a person who is not financially
independent. Factors to be considered in determining whether a person is
financially independent shall be set forth in rules and regulations adopted by the
higher education coordinating board and shall include, but not be limited to, the
state and federal income tax returns of the person and/or the student's parents or
legal guardian filed for the calendar year prior to the year in which application is
made and such other evidence as the board may require.
See. 3. RCW 28B.15.014 and 1993 sp.s. c 18 s 5 are each amended to read
as follows:
Subject to the limitations of RCW 28B.15.910, the governing boards of the
state universities, the regional universities, The Evergreen State College, and the
community colleges may exempt the following nonresidents from paying all or a
portion of the nonresident tuition fees differential:
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(1) Any person who resides in the state of Washington and who holds a
graduate service appointment designated as such by a public institution of higher
education or is employed for an academic department in support of the
instructional or research programs involving not less than twenty hours per week
during the term such person shall hold such appointment.
(2)Any faculty member, classified staff member or administratively exempt
employee holding not less than a half time appointment at an institution who
resides in the state of Washington, and the dependent children and spouse of such
persons.
(3) Active-duty military personnel stationed in the state of Washington.
(4) Any immigrant refugee and the spouse and dependent children of such
refugee, if the refugee (a) is on parole status, or (b) has received an immigrant visa,
or (c) has applied for United States citizenship.
(5) ((msi
... hange student. pa..ipat i.g in t,. p..ga. rat.d und
RCW 28B. 15.445.
-(6))) Any dependent of a member of the United States congress representing
the state of Washington.
Sec. 4. RCW 28B.15.725 and 1994 c 234 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
((Subj.. to the lim.tatios o.RCW 28B.15.919,)) (J1 The governing boards
of the state universities, the regional universities, and The Evergreen State College
may ( enter irntG ur.Jrgra~uate student emeharnge)) establish home tuition programs
by negotiating home tuition agreements with an out-of-state institution or
consortium of institutions of higher education ((of-iher
.....
s and agree
.. e....
paymnt
of
all
or
a
portin
of the
un~dergraduate
Students
from
partieipating
ncetresidcrnt titior. fees diffe~rntial subjeet to the following restrietions:
(1)in any given iteademie year, the number ef siudents rci.g
a- .Yr at
at state institution shall not emee th umber of that institution's students ree ' 'n
aoresident tuition waivers at pa.1ieipating out of-state institutions. Wivo
imbalanees that maky occur in one yettr shall be off-set in the year ifmmcdiat*l
followintg)) if no loss of tuition and fee revenue occurs as a result of the
ag-reements.
(2)((UJndergradt )) Home tuition agreements allow students at Washington
state institutions of hip-her education to attend an out-of-state institution of hip-her
education as part of a student exchange. Students participating in a home tuition
program shall pay an amount equa -to their regular, full-time tuition and reguired
fees to either the Washington institution of higher education or the out-of-state
institution of higher education depending upon the provisions of the particular
agreement. Payment of course fees in excess of generally applicable tuition and
required fees must be addressed in each home tuition agreement to ensure that the
instructional programs of the Washington institution of higher education do not
incur additional uncompensated costs as a result of the exchange.
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(3jStudent participation in ((ft, -eehange prgr,-)) a home tuition agreement
authorized by this section is limited to one academic year.
(4) Students enrolled under a home tution agreemen shall reside in
Washington state for the duration of the program, may not use the year of
enrollment under this program to establish Washington state residency, and are not
eligible for state financial aid.
Sec. 5. RCW 28B.15.910 and 1993 sp.s. c 18 s 31 are each amended to read
as follows:
(1)Except for revenue waived under programs listed in subsection (3) of this
section, and unless otherwise expressly provided in the omnibus state
appropriations act, the total amount of operating fees revenue waived, exempted,
or reduced by a state university, a regional university, The Evergreen State
College, or the community colleges as a whole, shall not exceed the percentage of
total gross authorized operating fees revenue set forth below. As used in this
section, "gross authorized operating fees revenue" means the estimated gross
operating fees revenue as estimated under RCW 82.33.020 or as revised by the
office of financial management, before granting any waivers. This limitation
applies to all tuition waiver programs established before or after July 1, 1992.
(a)University of Washington
21 percent
(b)Washington State University
20 percent
(c)Eastern Washington University
11 percent
(d) Central Washington University
8 percent
(e)Western Washington University
10 percent
(f) The Evergreen State College
6 percent
(g) Community colleges as a whole
35 percent
(2) The limitations in subsection (1) of this section apply to waivers,
exemptions, or reductions in operating fees contained in the following:
(a) RCW 28B.10.265;
(b) RCW 28B. 15.014;
(c)RCW 28B. 15.100;
(d) RCW 28B. 15.225;
(e)RCW 28B.15.380;
(f) Ungraded courses under RCW 28B. 15.502(4);
(g) RCW 28B. 15.520;
(h) RCW 28B. 15.526;
(i) RCW 28B. 15.527;
0) RCW 28B.15.543;
(k) RCW 28B.15.545;
(1)RCW 28B.15.555;
(m) RCW 28B. 15.556;

(n)RCW 28B.15.615;
(o)RCW 28B. 15.620;
(p) RCW 28B. 15.628;
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(q) ((RCW 28B. 1.,2;
)) RCW 28B. 15730;
(((s))) r RCW 28B.15.740'
(())s RCW 28B. 15.750;

(t RCW 28B. 15.756;
(--))u RCW 28B.50.259;

(((ti))

(((w-))) ( RCW 28B.70.050; and
(((-))) (w) RCW 28B.80.580.
(3) The limitations in subsection (1) of this section do not apply to waivers,
exemptions, or reductions in services and activities fees contained in the following:
(a) RCW 28B. 15.522;
(b) RCW 28B.15.535;
(c) RCW 28B.15.540; and
(d) RCW 28B.15.558.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 6. If any provision of this act or its application to any
person or circumstance is held invalid, the remainder of the act or the application
of the provision to other persons or circumstances is not affected.
Passed the House April 19, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 14, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 20, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 20, 1997.

CHAPTER 434
[Substitute House Bill 1657]
SOLID WASTE COLLECTION COMPANIES-PASS-THROUGH OF DISPOSAL FEES
AN ACT Relating to allowing the pass-through of disposal fees for certain solid waste collection
companies; amending RCW 81.77.160; and adding a new section to chapter 81.16 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 81.77.160 and 1989 c 431 s 30 are each amended to read as
follows:
( The commission, in fixing and altering collection rates charged by every
solid waste collection company under this section, shall include in the base for the
collection rates:
(((-))) (W All charges for the disposal of solid waste at the facility or facilities
-ird
to usc)) designated by a local
.. I ...
((that the solid waste .llct..
jurisdiction under a local comprehensive solid waste management plan or
ordinance ((dig..ing disposal sites ); and
(((f))) (bI All known and measurable costs related to implementation of the
approved county or city comprehensive solid waste management plan.
(2) If a solid waste collection company files a tariff to recover the costs
specified under this section, and the commission suspends the tariff, the portion of
the tariff covering costs specified in this section shall be placed in effect by the
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commission at the request of the company on an interim basis as of the originally
filed effective date, subject to refund, pending the commission's final order. The
commission may adopt rules to implement this section.
(3) This section applies to a solid waste collection company that has an
affiliated interest under chapter 81.16 RCW with a facility, if the total cost of
disposal, including waste transfer, transport, and disposal charges, at the facility
is equal to or lower than any other reasonable and currently available option,
NEW SECTION, Sec. 2. A new section is added to chapter 81.16 RCW to
read as follows:
This chapter does not apply to a determination of the base for collection rates
for solid waste collection companies meeting the requirements under RCW
81.77.160(3).
Passed the House March 11, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 18, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 20, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 20, 1997.

CHAPTER 435
[House Bill 1819]
CONFIDENTIALITY OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTION COMPLIANCE REVIEW DOCUMENTS
AN ACT Relating to the confidentiality of voluntary compliance efforts by financial institutions;
and adding anew chapter to Title 7 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. The legislature finds and declares that efforts by
financial institutions to comply voluntarily with state and federal statutory and
regulatory requirements are vital to the public interest; that possible discovery and
use in civil litigation of work produced in connection with such voluntary
compliance efforts has an undesirable chilling effect on the use, scope, and
effectiveness of voluntary compliance efforts by financial institutions; and that the
public interest in encouraging aggressive voluntary compliance review outweighs
the value of this work product in civil litigation.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. The definitions in this section apply throughout this
chapter unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
(I) "Affiliate" means any person that controls, is controlled by, or is under
common control with a financial institution.
(2) "Civil action" means a civil proceeding pending in a court or other
adjudicatory tribunal with jurisdiction to issue arequest or subpoena for records,
including a voluntary or mandated alternative dispute resolution mechanism under
which a party may compel the production of records. "Civil action" does not
include an examination or enforcement proceeding initiated by a governmental
agency with primary regulatory jurisdiction over a financial institution in
possession of acompliance review document.
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(3) "Compliance review personnel" means a person or persons assigned and
directed by the board of directors or management of a financial institution or
affiliate to conduct a compliance review, and any person engaged or assigned by
compliance review personnel or by the board of directors or management to assist
in a compliance review.
(4) "Compliance review" means a self-critical analysis conducted by
compliance review personnel to test, review, or evaluate past conduct, transactions,
policies, or procedures for the purpose of confidentially (a) ascertaining,
monitoring, or remediating violations of applicable state and federal statutes, rules,
regulations, or mandatory policies, statements, or guidelines, (b) assessing and
improving loan quality, loan underwriting standards, or lending practices, or (c)
assessing and improving financial reporting to federal or state regulatory agencies.
(5) "Compliance review document" means any record prepared or created by
compliance review personnel in connection with a compliance review.
"Compliance review document" includes any documents created or data generated
in the course of conducting a compliance review, but does not include other
underlying documents, data, or factual materials that are the subject of, or source
materials for, the compliance review, including any documents in existence prior
to the commencement of the compliance review that are not themselves compliance
review documents related to a past compliance review.
(6) "Financial institution" means a bank, trust company, mutual savings bank,
savings and loan association, or credit union authorized by federal or state law to
accept deposits in this state.
(7) "Person" means an individual, group, committee, partnership, firm,
association, corporation, limited liability company, or other entity, including a
financial institution or affiliate and its agents, employees, legal counsel, auditors,
and consultants.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 3. Except as provided in section 4 of this act:
(1) Compliance review documents are confidential and are not discoverable
or admissible as evidence in any civil action.
(2) Compliance review personnel shall not be required to testify at deposition
or trial in any civil action concerning the contents of or matters addressed in any
compliance review or any compliance review documents, nor as to the actions or
activities undertaken by or at the direction of the financial institution or affiliate in
connection with a compliance review.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 4. Section 3 of this act does not:
(i) Limit the discovery or admissibility in any civil action of any documents
that are not compliance review documents;
(2) Limit the discovery or admissibility of the testimony as to the identity of
relevant witnesses or the identification of any relevant documents other than
compliance review documents;
(3) Apply if the financial institution or affiliate expressly waives the privilege
in writing;
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(4) Apply if a compliance review document or matters learned in connection
with a compliance review are voluntarily disclosed, but only to the extent of that
disclosure, to a nonaffiliated third party other than a federal or state regulatory
agency or legal counsel for or independent auditors of the financial institution or
affiliate; or
(5)Apply to any information required by statute, rule, or federal regulation to
be maintained by or provided to a governmental agency while the information is
in the possession of the agency, to the extent applicable law authorizes its
disclosure,
NEW SECTION, Sec. 5. In a proceeding in which the privilege provided by
this chapter is asserted, a court of competent jurisdiction may determine after in
camera review that the privilege does not apply to any or all of the documents for
which the privilege is claimed, and if so, the court may order the materials
disclosed but shall protect from disclosure any other material in or related to
compliance review documents or to activities of compliance review personnel to
which the privilege does apply.
NEW SEOTIQN. Sec. 6. This chapter does not limit, waive, or abrogate the
scope or nature of any other statutory or common law privilege of this state or the
United States, including the attorney-client privilege.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 7. Sections I through 6 of this act constitute a new
chapter in Title 7 RCW.
Passed the House March 13, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 26, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 20, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 20, 1997.
CHAPTER 436
(House Bill 21651
FERRY EMPLOYEES-INTEREST ON RETROACTIVE COMPENSATION INCREASES
AN ACT Relating to interest on retroactive compensation increases to marine employees; and
amending RCW 47.64.120.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 47.64.120 and 1983 c 15 s 3 are each amended to read as
follows:
LU Ferry system management and ferry system employee organizations,
through their collective bargaining representatives, shall meet at reasonable times,
to negotiate in good faith with respect to wages, hours, working conditions,
insurance, and health care benefits as limited by RCW 47.64.270, and other matters
mutually agreed upon. Employer funded retirement benefits shall be provided
under the public employees retirement system under chapter 41.40 RCW and shall
not be included in the scope of collective bargaining.
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(2) Upon ratification of bargainine agreements. ferry employees are entitled
to an amount equivalent to the interest earned on retroactive compensation
increases, For purposes of this section. the interest earned on retroactive
compensation increases is the same monthly rate of interest that was earned on the
amount of the comensation increases while held in the state treasury. The interest
will be computed for each employee until the date the retroactive compensation is
paid. and must be allocated in accordance with appropriation authority. The
interest earned on retroactive compensation is not considered part of the ongoing
compensation obligation of the state and is not compensation earnable for the
purposes of chapter 41.40 RCW, Negotiations shall also include grievance
procedures for resolving any questions arising under the agreement, which shall be
embodied in a written agreement and signed by the parties.
Passed the House April 21, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 17, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 20, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 20, 1997.
CHAPTER 437
[Substitute Senate Bill 5521]
COUNTY RESEARCH SERVICES
AN ACT Relating to county research services; amending RCW 43.110.010, 43.110.030,
82.08.170, and 43.88.114; adding anew section to chapter 43.110 RCW; providing an effective date;
and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 43.110.010 and 1990 c 104 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
There shall be a state agency which shall be known as the municipal research
council. The council shall be composed of ((eighteem)) twenty-three members.
Four members shall be appointed by the president of the senate, with equal
representation from each of the two major political parties; four members shall be
appointed by the speaker of the house of representatives, with equal representation
from each of the two major political parties; one member shall be appointed by the
governor independently; ((ad !he ethe )) nine members, who shall be city or town
officials, shall be appointed by the governor from a list of nine nominees submitted
by-te board of directors of the association of Washington citiese and five
members, who shall be county officials, shall be appointed by the governor, two
of whom shall be from a list of two nominees submitted by the board of directors
of the Washington association of county officials. and three of whom shall be from
a list of three nominees submitted by the board of directors of the Washington state
-i1-:' by the
iatic.))
.....
association of counties. Of the ((rnembcsappointed
town officials, at least one shall be an official of a city having a population of
twenty thousand or more; at least one shall be an official of a city having a
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population of one thousand five hundred to twenty thousand; and at least one shall
be an official of a town having a population of less than one thousand five hundred.
The terms of members shall be for two years ((tmd sh fl! me!)), The terms of
those members who are appointed as legislators or city, town, or county officials
shall be dependent upon continuance in legislative ((or)), city. town, or county
office. The terms of all members except legislative members shall commence on
the first day of August in every odd-numbered year. The speaker of the house of
representatives and the president uf the senate shall make their appointments on or
before the third Monday in January in each odd-numbered year, and the terms of
the members thus appointed shall commence on the third Monday of January in
each odd-numbered year.
Council members shall receive no compensation but shall be reimbursed for
travel expenses at rates in accordance with RCW 43.03.050 and 43.03.060 as now
existing or hereafter amended, except that members of the council who are also
members of the legislature shall be reimbursed at the rates provided by RCW
44.04. 120.
Sec. 2. RCW 43.110.030 and 1990 c 104 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
The municipal research council shall contract for the provision of municipal
research and services to cities ((and)), towns, and counties. Contracts for
municipal research and services shall be made with state agencies, educational
institutions, or private consulting firms, that in the judgment of council members
are qualified to provide such research and services. Contracts for staff support may
be made with state agencies, educational institutions, or private consulting firms
that in the judgment of the council members are qualified to provide such support.
Municipal research and services shall consist of: (1)Studying and researching
((nucnieipal)) city, town. and county government and issues relating to
((mtiiepal)) city, town, and county government; (2) acquiring, preparing, and
distributing publications related to ((.umieipal)) city, town, and county
government and issues relating to ((nunielpal)) city, town. and county government;
(3) providing educational conferences relating to ((t"umieipal)) city, town, and
county government and issues relating to ((in iieipal)) city, town, and county
government; and (4) furnishing legal, technical, consultative, and field services to
cities ((wmt)) towns, and counties concerning planning, public health, utility
services, fire protection, law enforcement, public works, and other issues relating
t((.inieip ) city, town, and county government. Requests for legal services
by county officials shall be sent to the office of the county prosecuting attorney,
Responses by the municipal research council to county requests for legal services
shall be provided to the requesting official and the county prosecuting attorney,
The activities, programs, and services of the municipal research council shall
be carried on, and all expenditures shall be made, in cooperation with the cities and
towns of the state acting through the board of directors of the association of
Washington cities, which is recognized as their official agency or instrumentality,
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and in cooperation with counties of the state acting through the Washington state
association of counties. Services to cities and towns shall be based upon the
moneys appropriated to the municipal research council under RCW 82,44.160.
Services to counties shall be based upon the moneys appropriated to the municipal
research council from the county research services account under section 3 of this
act.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 3. A new section is added to chapter 43.110 RCW to
read as follows:
A special account is created in the state treasury to be known as the county
research services account. The account shall consist of all money transferred to the
account under RCW 82.08.170 or otherwise transferred or appropriated to the
account by the legislature. Moneys in the account may be spent only after
appropriation. The account is subject to the allotment process under chapter 43.88
RCW.
Moneys in the county research services account may be expended only to
finance the costs of county research.
Sec. 4. RCW 82.08.170 and 1983 c 3 s 215 are each amended to read as
follows:
((Or. thc first day zt4) (1) During the months of January, April, July and
October of each year, the state treasurer shall make the apportionment and
distribution of all moneys in the liquor excise tax fund to the counties, cities and
towns in the following proportions: Twenty percent of the moneys in said liquor
excise tax fund shall be divided among and distributed to the counties of the state
in accordance with the provisions of RCW 66.08.200; eighty percent of the moneys
in said liquor excise tax fund shall be divided among and distributed to the cities
and towns of the state in accordance with the provisions of RCW 66.08.210.
(2) Each fiscal quarter and prior to making the twenty percent distribution to
counties under subsection (I) of this section, the treasurer shall transfer to the
county research services account under section 3 of this act sufficient moneys that,
when combined with any cash balance n the account, will fund the allotments from
any legislative appropriations from the county research services account,
Sec. 5. RCW 43.88.114 and 1983 c 22 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
Appropriations of funds to the municipal research council from motor vehicle
excise taxes shall not be subject to allotment by the office of financial
management.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 6. This act is necessary for the immediate preservation
of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of the state government and its
existing public institutions, and takes effect July 1, 1997.
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Passed the Senate April 22, 1997.
Passed the House April 9, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 20, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 20, 1997.

CHAPTER 438
[Senate Bill 5193]
AGRICULTURAL EMPLOYEE HOUSING SALES AND USE TAX EXEMPTIONSREVISIONS
AN ACT Relating to sales and use tax exemptions for farmworker housing; amending RCW
82.08.02745 and 82.12.02685; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 82.08.02745 and 1996 c 117 s 1 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) The tax levied by RCW 82.08.020 shall not apply to charges made for
labor and services rendered by any person in respect to the constructing, repairing,
decorating, or improving of new or existing buildings or other structures used as
agricultural employee housing, or to sales of tangible personal property that
becomes an ingredient or component of the buildings or other structures during the
course of the constructing, repairing, decorating, or improving the buildings or
other structures, but only if the buyer provides the seller with an exemption
certificate in a form and manner prescribed by the department by rule.
(2) The exemption provided in this section for agricultural employee housing
provided to year-round employees of the agricultural employer, only applies if that
housing is built to the current building code for single-family or multifamily
dwellings according to the state building code, chapter 19.27 RCW.
(3) Any agricultural employee housing built under this section shall be used
according to this section for at least five consecutive years from the date the

housing is approved for ((eeepuation)) occupancy, or the full amount of tax
otherwise due shall be immediately due and payable together with interest, but not
penalties. from the date the housing is approved for occupancy until the date of
payment, If at any time agricultural employee housing that is not located on
agricultural land ceases to be used in the manner specified in subsection (2) of this
section, the full amount of tax otherwise due shall be immediately due and payable
with interest, but not penalties, from the date the housing ceases to be used as
agricultural employee housing until the date of payment.
(4) The exemption provided in this section shall not apply to housing built for
the occupancy of an employer, family members of an employer, or persons owning
stock or shares in a farm partnership or corporation business.
(5) For purposes of this section and RCW 82.12.02685:
(a) "Agricultural employee" or "employee" has the same meaning as given in
RCW 19.30.010;
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(b)"Agricultural employer" or "employer" has the same meaning as given in
RCW 19.30.010; and
(c) "Agricultural employee housing" means all facilities provided by ((the))
an agricultural employer. housing authority, local government, state or federal
agency, nonprofit community or neighborhood-based organization that is exempt
from income tax under section 501(c) of the internal revenue code of 1986 (26
U.S.C. Sec. 501(c)). or for-profit provider of housing for housing ((the
enpleyer's)) agricultural employees on a year-round or seasonal basis, including
bathing, food handling, hand washing, laundry, and toilet facilities, single-family
and multifamily dwelling un'ts and dormitories, and includes labor camps under
RCW 70.54.110. "Agricultural employee housing" does not include housing
regularly provided on a commercial basis to the general public ((t -is- ptrided
to itgrieultural employees on the same tzrms an~d eenditizr.3 as it is provided to the
genera p.bi)). LAgricultural employee housing" does not include housing
provided by a housing authority unless at least eighty percent of the occupants are
agricultural employees whose adjusted income is less than fifty percent of median
family income, adjusted for household size. for the county where the housing is
provided.
Sec. 2. RCW 82,12.02685 and 1996 c 117 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)The provisions of this chapter shall not apply in respect to the use of
tangible personal property that becomes an ingredient or component of buildings
or other structures used as agricultural employee housing during the course of
constructing, repairing, decorating, or improving the buildings or other structures
by any person.
(2)The exemption provided in this section for agricultural employee housing
provided to year-round employees of the agricultural employer, only applies if that
housing is built to the current building code for single-family or multifamily
dwellings according to the state building code, chapter 19.27 RCW.
(3) Any agricultural employee housing built under this section shall be used
according to this section for at least five consecutive years from the date the
housing is approved for ((oeedpm*en)) occupancy. or the full amount of a tax
otherwise due shall be immediately due and payable together with interest, but not
penalties, from the date the housing is approved for occupancy until the date of
payment. If at any time agricultural employee housing that is not located on
agricultural land ceases to be used in the manner specified in subsection (2)of this
section. the full amount of tax otherwise due shall be immediately due and payable
with interest, but not penalties. from the date the housing ceases to be used as
agricultural employee housing until the date of payment.
(4) The exemption provided in this section shall not apply to housing built for
the occupancy of an employer, family members of an employer, or persons owning
stock or shares in a farm partnership or corporation business.
(5) The definitions in RCW 82.08.02745(5) apply to this section.
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NEW SECTION, Sec. 3. This act is necessary for the immediate preservation
of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of the state government and its
existing public institutions, and takes effect immediately.
Passed the Senate April 19, 1997.
Passed the House April 14, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 20, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 20, 1997.
CHAPTER 439
[Engrossed Substitute House Bill 1110]
WATER RESOURCES-LIMITATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS FOR RULES ADOPTED BY
THE DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY
AN ACT Relating to water resources; amending RCW 90.54.050; and creating anew section.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. WAC 173-563-015 as it existed prior to the
effective date of this section is void.
Sec. 2. RCW 90.54.050 and 1988 c 47 s 7 are each amended to read as
follows:
In conjunction with the programs provided for in RCW 90.54.040(1),
whenever it appears necessary to the director in carrying out the policy of this
chapter, the department may by rule adopted pursuant to chapter 34.05 RCW:
(1)Reserve and set aside waters for beneficial utilization in the future, and
(2)When sufficient information and data are lacking to allow for the making
of sound decisions, withdraw various waters of the state from additional
appropriations until such data and information are available. Before proposing the
adoption of rules to withdraw waters of the state from additional appropriation, the
department shall consult with the standing committees of the house of
representatives and the senate having jurisdiction over water resource management
Prior to the adoption of a rule under this section, the department shall conduct
a public hearing in each county in which waters relating to the rule are located.
The public hearing shall be preceded by a notice placed in a newspaper of general
circulation published within each of said counties. Rules adopted hereunder shall
be subject to review in accordance with the provisions of RCW ((34.95.538 of))
34.05.240.
((No new rules
. or har.g to ising rules
,o...r
to r..
set aide water may
be adepted pursuan~t to thigseection, tts prv.'ided in RGW 90.54.02(5).))
Passed the House April 19, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 10, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 20, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 20, 1997.
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CHAPTER 440
[Substitute House Bill 1118]
WATER RIGHT CLAIMS-FILING REQUIREMENTS
AN ACT Relating to water rights claims; amending RCW 90.14.041 and 90.14.071; and adding
new sections to chapter 90.14 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. A new section is added to chapter 90.14 RCW to
read as follows:
(1) A new period for filing statements of claim for water rights is established.
The filing period shall begin September 1, 1997, and shall end at midnight June 30,
1998. Each person or entity claiming under state law a right to withdraw or divert
and beneficially use surface water under a right that was established before the
effective date of water code established by chapter 117, Laws of 1917, and any
person claiming under state law a right to withdraw and beneficially use ground
water under a right that was established before the effective date of the ground
water code established by chapter 263, Laws of 1945, shall register the claim with
the department during the filing period unless the claim has been filed in the state
water rights claims registry before the effective date of this section. A person who
claims such a right and fails to register the claim as required is conclusively
deemed to have waived and relinquished any right, title, or interest in the right. A
statement filed during this filing period shall be filed as provided in RCW
90.14.051 and 90.14.061 and shall be subject to the provisions of this chapter
regarding statements of claim. This reopening of the period for filing statements
of claim shall not affect or impair in any respect whatsoever any water right
existing prior to the effective date of this section. A water right embodied in a
statement of claim filed under this section is subordinate to any water right
embodied in a permit or certificate issued under chapter 90.03 or 90.44 RCW prior
to the date the statement of claim is filed with the department and is subordinate
to any water right embodied in a statement of claim filed in the water rights claims
registry before the effective date of this section.
(2) The department of ecology shall, at least once each week during the month
of August 1997 and at least once each month during the filing period, publish a
notice regarding this new filing period in newspapers of general circulation in the
various regions of the state. The notice shall contain the substance of the following
notice:
WATER RIGHTS NOTICE
Each person or entity claiming a right to withdraw or divert and
beneficially use surface water under a right that was established before
June 7, 1917, or claiming a right to withdraw and beneficially use ground
water under a right that was established before June 7, 1945, under the
laws of the state of Washington must register the claim with the
department of ecology, Olympia, Washington. The claim must be
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registered on or after September 1, 1997, and not later than five o'clock
on June 30, 1998.
FAILURE TO REGISTER THE CLAIM WILL
RESULT IN A WAIVER AND RELINQUISHMENT OF THE WATER RIGHT OR CLAIMED
WATER RIGHT
Registering a claim is NOT required for:
1. A water right that is based on the authority of a permit or certificate
issued by the department of ecology or one of its predecessors;
2. A water right that is based on the exemption from permitting
requirements provided by RCW 90.44.050 for certain very limited uses
of ground water; or
3. A water right that is based on a statement of claim that has previously
been filed in the state's water rights claims registry during other
registration periods.
For further information, for a copy of the law establishing this filing
period, and for an explanation of the law and its requirements, contact the
department of ecology, Olympia, Washington.
The department shall also prepare, make available to the public, and distribute
to the communications media information describing the types of rights for which
statements of claim need not be filed, the effect of filing, the effect of RCW
90.14.071, and other information relevant to filings and statements of claim.
(3)The department of ecology shall ensure that employees of the department
are readily available to respond to inquiries regarding filing statements of claim
and that all of the information the department has at its disposal that is relevant to
an inquiry regarding a particular potential claim, including information regarding
other rights and claims in the vicinity of the potentially claimed right, is available
to the person making the inquiry. The department shall dedicate additional staff
in each of the department's regional offices and in the department's central office
to ensure that responses and information are provided in a timely manner during
each of the business days during the month of August 1997 and during the new
filing period.
(4) To assist the department in avoiding unnecessary duplication, the
department shall provide to a requestor, within ten working days of receiving the
request, the records of any water right claimed, listed, recorded, or otherwise
existing in the records of the department or its predecessor agencies, including any
report of a referee in a water rights adjudication. This information shall be
provided as required by this subsection if the request is provided in writing from
the owner of the water right or from the holder of a possessory interest in any real
property for water right records associated with the property or if the requestor is
an attorney for such an owner. The information regarding water rights in the area
served by a regional office of the department shall also be provided within ten
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working days to any requestor who requests to review the information in person
in the department's regional office. The information held by the headquarters
office of the department shall also be provided within ten working days to any
requestor who requests to review the information in person in the department's
headquarters office. The requirements of this subsection that records and
information be provided to requestors within ten working days may not be
construed as limiting in any manner the obligations of the department to provide
public access to public records as required by chapter 42.17 RCW.
(5) This section does not apply to claims for the use of ground water
withdrawn in an area that is, during the period established by subsection (2) of this
section, the subject of a general adjudication proceeding for water rights in superior
court under RCW 90.03.110 through 90.03.245 and the proceeding applies to
ground water rights. This section does not apply to claims for the use of surface
water withdrawn in an area that is,during the period established by subsection (2)
of this section, the subject of a general adjudication proceeding for water rights in
superior court under RCW 90.03.110 through 90.03.245 and the proceeding applies
to surface water rights.
(6) This section does not apply to claims for the use of water in a ground water
area or subarea for which a management program adopted by the department by
rule and in effect on the effective date of this section establishes acreage expansion
limitations for the use of ground water.
Sec. 2. RCW 90.14.041 and 1988 c 127 s 73 are each amended to read as
follows:
All persons using or claiming the right to withdraw or divert and make
beneficial use of public surface or ground waters of the state, except as
((hereinafter)) provided in this section. RCW 90.14.043. and section 1 of this act,
shall file with the department of ecology not later than June 30, 1974, a statement
of claim for each water right asserted on a form provided by the department.
Ngher this section ((shell-!no)) nor section 1 of this act apply to any water rights
which are based on the authority of a permit or certificate issued by the department
of ecology or one of its predecessors. Further. section 1 of this act does not apply
to the beneficial uses of water which are the subject of statements of claim in the
water rights claims registry prior to September 1. 1997. or which are exempted
from permit and application requirements by RCW 90.44.050 and neither this
section nor section 1 of this act requires that statements of claims for such uses be
filed during the filing period established by section 1 of this act.
Sec. 3. RCW 90.14.071 and 1969 ex.s. c 284 s 16 are each amended to read
as follows:
Except as provided in section 5 of this act or as exempted from filing by RCW
90.14.041. any person claiming the right to divert or withdraw waters of the state
as set forth in RCW 90.14.041, who fails to file a statement of claim as provided
in RCW 90.14.041, 90.14.043. or section I of this act and in RCW 90.14.051 and
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90.14.061, shall be conclusively deemed to have waived and relinquished any
right, title, or interest in said right.
*NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. A new section is added to chapter 90.14 RCW to
read as follows:
Any person or entity, or successor to such person or entity, having a
statement of claim on file with the water rights claims registry on the effective
date of this section, may submit to the department of ecology for filing an
amendment to such a statement of claim as provided in this section. Such an
amendment may be submitted only to correctan errorin the statementfiled and
the person submitting the amendment shall attest in writing that the amendment
does not constitute an expansion of the rightfor which the statement of claim
was intended. Such an amendment may be submitted only during the period
establishedin section I of this actforfilingstatements of claim.
The department shallaccept any such submission andfile the amendment
in the registryunless the departmentby written determinationconcludes that the
requirements of this section have not been satisfied. Any person aggrieved by a
determination of the department may obtain a review thereofby filing a petition
for review with the pollution control hearingsboard within thirty days of the date
of the determination by the department. The provisions of RCW 90.14.081 shall
apply to any amendment filed under this section. This section shall not be
construedas limiting the authorityof a person or entity to submit an amendment
under RCB' 90.14.065.
*Sec. 4 was vefoed. See message at end of chapter.

*NEW SECTION. Sec. 5. A new section is added to chapter90.14 RCW to
read asfollows:
Duringthe period beginningMarch 1, 1994, and ending at midnight June
30, 1998, neither the departmentof ecology nor the pollution control hearings
board may determine orfind that a water right has been waived or relinquished
under this chapterbased on the failure of any person or entity tofile a statement
of claim for the rightunder this chapter. Any finding or determinationissued
contrary to this section is void. If the department or the boarddetermined that
a person waived or relinquisheda water rightduring the time periodspecified
in this section, but priorto the effective date of this section, the sole remedyfor
the person shall be to file a new claim or submit an amendment under section
I or 4 of this act or RCW90.14.065.
*Sec. 5 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Passed the House March 14, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 26, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 20, 1997, with the exception of certain items
that were vetoed.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 20, 1997.
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Note: Governor's explanation of partial veto is as follows:
"I am returning herewith, without my approval as to sections 4 and 5, Substitute
House Bill No. 1118 entitled:
"AN ACT Relating to water right claims;"
I have approved most sections of Substitute House Bill No. 1118. It is my hope that
this legislation will clear up the murky past of water rights claims and put an end to the
confusion over who needed to file claims in the Water Rights Claims Registry.
I have vetoed section 4 for two reasons. The first reason is that an existing statute
(RCW 90.14.065) provides a mechanism to amend an existing claim filed with the Water
Rights Claim Registry. The second reason is that the burden of proof for such amendments
would be placed on the Department Ecology instead of the claimant.
I have vetoed section 5 because the exemption from relinquishment is retroactive to
March 1, 1994. It is reasonable to provide protection from relinquishment for those filing
new claims. However, the retroactive provision is problematic because it would conflict
with one or more Superior Court decisions related to the relinquishment of water rights due

to the failure to file a claim.
For these reasons, I have vetoed sections 4 and 5 of Substitute House Bill No. 1118.
With exception of sections 4 and 5, Substitute House Bill No. 1118 is approved."

CHAPTER 441
[Substitute House Bill 12721
WATER CONSERVANCY BOARDS
AN ACT Relating to water transfers; and adding a new chapter to Title 90 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. The legislature finds:
(I) Voluntary water transfers between water users can reallocate water use in
a manner that will result in more efficient use of water resources;
(2)Voluntary water transfers can help alleviate water shortages, save capital
outlays, reduce development costs, and provide an incentive for investment in
water conservation efforts by water right holders; and
(3) The state should expedite the administraive process for noncontested
water transfers among water right holders, conveyi,.g greater operational control
to water managers and water right holders.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 2. The following definitions apply throughout this
chapter, unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
(I) "Board" means a water conservancy board created under this chapter.
(2) "Commissioner" means a member of a water conservancy board.
(3) "Departmetnt" means the department of ecology.
(4) "Director" means the director of the department of ecology.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 3. (1)The county legislative authority of a county may
create a water conservancy board, subject to approval by the director, for the
purpose of expediting voluntary water transfers within the county.
(2) A water conservancy board may be initiated by: (a) A resolution of the
county legislative authority; (b) a resolution presented to the county legislative
authority calling for the creation of a board by the legislative authority of an
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irrigation district, public utility district that operates a public water system, a
reclamation district, a city operating a public water system, or a water-sewer
district that operates a public water system; (c) a resolution by the governing body
of a cooperative or mutual corporation that operates a public water system serving
one hundred or more accounts; (d) a petition signed by five or more water rights
holders, including their addresses, who divert water for use within the county; or
(e) any combination of (a) through (d) of this subsection. The resolution or petition
must state the need for the board, include proposed bylaws or rules and procedures
that will govern the operation of the board, identify the geographic boundaries
where there is an initial interest in transacting water sales or transfers, and describe
the proposed method for funding the operation of the board.
(3) After receiving a resolution or petition to create a board, a county
legislative authority shall determine its sufficiency. If the county legislative
authority finds that the resolution or petition is sufficient, or if the county is
initiating the creation of a board upon its own motion, it shall hold at least one
public hearing on the proposed creation of the board. Notice of the hearing shall
be published at least once in a newspaper of general circulation in the county not
less than ten days nor more than thirty days before the date of the hearing. The
notice shall describe the time, date, place, and purpose of the hearing, as well as the
purpose of the board. Following the hearing, the county legislative authority may
adopt a resolution approving the creation of the board if it finds that the board's
creation is in the public interest.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. (1) The county legislative authority shall forward
a copy of the resolution or petition calling for the creation of the board, a copy of
the resolution approving the creation of the board, and a summary.of the public
testimony presented at the public hearing to the director following the adoption of
the resolution calling for the board's creation.
(2)The director shall approve or deny the creation of a board within forty-five
days after the county legislative authority has submitted all information required
under subsection (1) of this section. The director must determine whether the
creation of the board would further the purposes of this chapter and is in the public
interest. The director shall include a description of the necessary training
requirements for commissioners in the notice of approval sent to the county
legislative authority.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 5. The director of the department may, as deemed
necessary by the director, adopt rules in accordance with chapter 34.05 RCW
necessary to carry out this chapter, including minimum requirements for the
training and continuing education of commissioners. Training courses for
commissioners shall include an overview of state water law and hydrology. Prior
to commissioners taking action on proposed water right transfers, the
commissioners shall comply with training requirements that include state water law
and hydrology.
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NEW SECTION, Sec. 6. A water conservancy board constitutes a public
body corporate and politic and a separate unit of local government in the state.
Each board shall consist of three commissioners appointed by the county
legislative authority for six-year terms. The county legislative authority shall
stagger the initial appointment of commissioners so that the first commissioners
who are appointed shall serve terms of two, four, and six years, respectively, from
the date of their appointment. All vacancies shall be filled for the unexpired term.
The county legislative authority shall consider, but is not limited in appointing,
nominations to the board by people or entities petitioning or requesting the creation
of the board. However, the county legislative authority shall ensure that individual
water right holders who divert water for use within the county are represented on
the board. In making appointments to the board, the county legislative authority
shall choose from among persons who are residents of the county or a county that
is contiguous to the county that the water conservancy board is to serve. No
commissioner may participate in board decisions until he or she has successfully
completed the necessary training required under section 5 of this act.
Commissioners shall serve without compensation, but are entitled to
reimbursement for necessary travel expenses in accordance with RCW 43.03.050
and 43.03.060 and costs incident to training.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 7. (1) A water conservancy board may acquire,
purchase, hold, lease, manage, occupy, and sell real and personal property or any
interest therein, enter into and perform all necessary contracts, appoint and employ
necessary agents and employees and fix their compensation, employ contractors
including contracts for professional services, sue and be sued, and do any and all
lawful acts required and expedient to carry out the purposes of this chapter.
(2)A board constitutes an independently funded entity, and may provide for
its own funding as determined by the commissioners. The board may accept grants
and may adopt fees for processing applications for transfers of water rights to fund
the activities of the board. A board may not impose taxes or acquire property by
the exercise of eminent domain.
*NEW SECTION. Sec. 8. A boardshall operate on a county-wide basis,
and shall have the following powers, in additionto any others grantedin this
chapter:
(1)A boardmay establish a water transferexchange through which all or
part of the water that any person is entitled to use by reason of owning or
holding a water right may be listedfor sale or transfer. The boardmay approve
water transfers involving a change in place of use, point of diversion or
withdrawal, purpose of use, time of use, source of supply, quantity of use
permitted,and the place of storage. Any water transferapprovedby the board
is subject to final approval by the directorpursuantto section 1) of this act.
(2) The board may approve the transfer of a water right or a water right
claim filed under chapter90.14 RCW that has not been adjudicated. The board
shall make a tentative determinationas to the validity and extent of the existing
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right, and may only approve transfers of those rights to the extent they are
deemed valid by the board. Neither the board's approvalof a transfer,nor the
director's approval of the board's action constitutes an adjudication of the
validity, priority, or quantity of the transferor's water right as between the
transferoror the transferee and the state, or as between the transferoror the
transferee and one or more water use claimants, and such approvals do not
preclude orprejudice a subsequent challenge to the validity,priority, or quantity
of the right in an adjudicatoryproceeding. The tentative determination of a
waterright by a boarddoes not preclude a different conclusion in a subsequent
adjudication.
(3) Water transfersapproved by the board must remain within an existing
category of beneficial use, and a transfer of water that is being used for
agriculturalapplicationsis restrictedto short-term or long-term leases.
(4)Each board shall maintain and publish all informationmade available
to it concerning water rights listed with the board and any applicationto the
boardfor approval of a water transfer. Each boardshallestablish policies and
procedures,consistent with applicablelaw, for the administrationof a system of
timely local approvalsfor water transfers underthis chapter. The administration
shall be performed exclusively by the board, but the department may provide
technicalassistanceto the board.
*Sec. 8 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION. Sec. 9. (1) Applications to the board for transfers shall be
made on a form provided by the department, and shall contain such additional
information as may be required by the board in order to review and act upon the
application. At a minimum, the application shall include information sufficient to
establish to the board's satisfaction of the transferor's right to the quantity of water
being transferred, and a description of any applicable limitations on the right to use
water, including the point of diversion or withdrawal, place of use, source of
supply, purpose of use, quantity of use permitted, time of use, period of use, and
the place of storage.
(2) The transferor and the transferee of any proposed water transfer may apply
to a board for approval of the transfer if the water proposed to be transferred is
currently diverted or used within the geographic boundaries of the county, or
would be diverted or used within the geographic boundaries of the county if the
transfer is approved. In the case of a proposed water transfer in which the water
is currently diverted or would be diverted outside the geographic boundaries of the
county, the board shall hold a public hearing in the county of the diversion or
proposed diversion. The board shall provide for prominent publication of notice
of such hearing in a newspaper of general circulation published in the county in
which the hearing is to be held for the purpose of affording an opportunity for
interested persons to comment upon the application.
(3) After an application for a transfer is filed with the board, the board shall
publish notice of the application in accordance with the publication requirements
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and send notice to state agencies as provided in RCW 90.03.280. Any person may
submit comments to the board regarding the application. Any water right holder
claiming detriment or injury to an existing water right may intervene in the
application before the board pursuant to subsection (4) of this section. If amajority
of the board determines that the application iscomplete, in accordance with the law
and the transfer can be made without injury or detriment to existing water rights
in accordance with RCW 90.03.380, the board shall issue the applicant acertificate
conditionally .pproving the transfer, subject to review by the director.
(4) If a water right holder claims a proposed transfer will cause an impairment
to that right, the water right holder is entitled to a hearing before the board. The
board shall receive such evidence as it deems material and necessary to determine
the validity of the claim of impairment. If the party claiming the impairment
establishes by a preponderance of the evidence that his or her water right will be
impaired by the proposed transfer, the board may not approve the transfer unless
the applicant and the impaired party agree upon compensation for the impairment.
*NEW SECTION, Sec. 10. (1) If an applicationfor a transfer is proposed
to transfer waterfrom one irrigationdistrictto another,approvalof the transfer
shallbe conditionedupon receipt of the concurrencefrom each of the irrigation
districts that the transfer will not adversely affect the ability to deliver water to
other landownersor impairthe financial integrity of either of the districts.
(2) A transfer involving a change in place or use or a nonconsumptive use
by an individual water user or users of waterprovided by an irrigationdistrict
need only receive the approvalforthe transferfrom the board of directorsof the
irrigationdistrictif the watercontinues within the irrigationdistrict.
*Sec. 10 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION, Sec. 11. (1) If a transfer is approved by the board, the
board shall submit acopy of the proposed certificate conditionally approving the
transfer to the department for review. The board shall also submit a report
summarizing any factual findings on which the board relied in deciding to approve
the proposed transfer. The board shall also transmit notice by mail to any person
who objected to the transfer or who requested notice.
(2) The director shall review each proposed transfer conditionally approved
by a board for compliance with state water transfer laws including RCW
90.03.380, 90.03.390, and 90.44.100, rules and guidelines adopted by the
department, and other applicable law.
(3) Any party to a transfer or a third party who alleges his or her water right
will be impaired by the proposed transfer may file objections with the department.
If objections to the transfer are filed with the department, the board shall forward
the files and records upon which it based its decision to the department.
(4) The director shall review the action of the board and affirm, reverse, or
modify the action of the board within forty-five days of receipt. The forty-five day
time period may be extended for an additional thirty days by the director, upon the
consent of the parties to the transfer. If the director fails to act within this time
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period, the board's action isfinal. Upon approval of a water transfer by the action
or nonaction of the director, the conditional certificate issued by the board is final
and valid.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 12. The decision of the director to approve an action
to create a board, or to approve, deny, or modify a water transfer either by action
or nonaction shall be appealable in the same manner as other water right decisions
made pursuant to chapter 90.03 RCW.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 13. Neither the county nor the department shall be
subject to any cause of action or claim for damages arising out of transfers
approved by a board under this chapter.
*NEW SECTION. Sec. 14. A person who, in good faith and without intent
of circumventing water right relinquishment statutes, leases a water right under
this chapter may not lose any portion of that water right by relinquishment due
to the nonuse of the water by the lessee.
*Sec. 14 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION, Sec. 15. Nothing in this chapter eliminates or lessens the
requirements necessary for the approval of interties.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 16. (1)A commissioner of a water conservancy board
who has an ownership interest in a water right subject to an application for
approval of a transfer or change by the board, shall not participate in the board's
review or decision upon the application.
(2) A commissioner of a water conservancy board who also serves as an
employee or upon the governing body of a municipally owned water system, shall
not participate in the board's review or decision upon an application for the transfer
or change of awater right in which that water system has or isproposed to have an
ownership interest.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 17. Water conservancy board activities are subject to
the open public meetings act, chapter 42.30 RCW.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 18. Nothing in this chapter affects transfers that may
be otherwise approved under chapter 90.03 RCW.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 19. The department shall report biennially by
December 31 st of each even-numbered year to the appropriate committees of the
legislature on the boards formed or sought to be formed under the authority of this
chapter, the transfer applications reviewed and other activities conducted by the
boards, and the funding of such boards.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 20. If any provision of this act or its application to any
person or circumstance is held invalid, the remainder of the act or the application
of the provision to other persons or circumstances is not affected.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 21. Sections 1 through 19 of this act constitute a new
chapter in Title 90 RCW.
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Passed the House April 19, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 14, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 20, 1997, with the exception of certain items
that were vetoed.

Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 20, 1997.
Note: Governor's explanation of partial veto is as follows:
"l am returning herewith, without my approval sections 8, 10, and 14 of Substitute
House Bill No. 1272 entitled:
"AN ACT Relating to water transfers;"
I have approved most sections of Substitute House Bill No. 1272 because it provides
new ways to better use our existing water supplies. A water conservancy board will
provide a county-wide mechanism for changing and exchanging water rights.
The Legislature authorized the Department of Ecology to adopt rules necessary to
carry out this newly created chapter in the water code, including minimum requirements
for the training and continuing education of board commissioners. This will be crucial for
effective utilization of this new tool, and necessary before the Department can accept and
approve the creation of any water conservancy board. Accordingly, I direct the
Department of Ecology to initiate rule-making as soon as possible.
Subsections (I) and (3) of section 8 contain conflicting directions to a water
conservancy board relating to its authority in approving water transfers.
Section 10 of SHB 1272 conflicts with RCW 90.03.380, which it was intended to
mirror, and would likely create confusion in interpretation of the statutes and disagreement
in the management of the resource.
Section 14 establishes a subjective standard for protection against relinquishment,
requiring the Department of Ecology to prove that a person intended to circumvent the
relinquishment statute in order to relinquish a leased water right. Because it is particularly
difficult to prove a person's intent in this context, section 14 could lead to questionable
leases to preserve unused water rights from relinquishment for non-use.
For these reasons, I have vetoed sections 8, 10, and 14 of Substitute House Bill No.
1272.
With the exception of sections 8, 10, and 14, Substitute House Bill No. 1272 is
approved."

CHAPTER 442
[Second Substitute House Bill 2054]
WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT-MODIFICATIONS
AN ACT Relating to water resource management; amending RCW 90.54.040, 90.54.020,
90.54.180, 90.03.383, 90.03.330, 90.14.140, 43.21B.1I0, 43.21B.130, 43.21B.240, 43.21B.305,
43.21B.310, 43.27A.190, 90.14.130, 90.14.190, 90.14.200, 90.66.080, 90.03.380, and 90.44.100;
reenacting and amending RCW 34.05.514; adding new sections to chapter 90.03 RCW; adding a new
section to chapter 34.05 RCW; adding new sections to chapter 43.21 B RCW; adding anew chapter
to Title 90 RCW; and creating new sections.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
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BASIN PLANS

NEW SECTION, Sec. 101. The purpose of this chapter is to develop a more
thorough and cooperative method of determining what the current water resource
situation is in each water resource inventory area of the state and to provide local
citizens with the maximum possible input concerning their goals and objectives for
water resource management and development.
It is necessary for the legislature to establish processes and policies that will
result in providing state agencies with more specific guidance to manage the water
resources of the state consistent with current law and direction provided by local
entities and citizens through the process established in accordance with this
chapter.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 102. The legislature finds that the local development
of watershed plans for managing water resources and for protecting existing water
rights is vital to both state and local interests. The local development of these plans
serves vital local interests by placing it in the hands of people: Who have the
greatest knowledge of both the resources and the aspirations of those who live and
work in the watershed; and who have the greatest stake in the proper, long-term
management of the resources. The development of such plans serves the state's
vital interests by ensuring that the state's water resources are used wisely, by
protecting existing water rights, by protecting instream flows for fish, and by
providing for the economic well-being of the state's citizenry and communities.
Therefore, the legislature believes it necessary for units of local government
throughout the state to engage in the orderly development of these watershed plans.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 103. Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the
definitions in this section apply throughout this chapter.
(1)"Department" menns the department of ecology.
(2) "Implementing rules" for a WRIA plan are the rules needed to give force
and effect to the parts of the plan that create rights or obligations for any party
including a state agency or that establish water management policy.
(3) "Minimum instream flow" means a minimum flow under chapter 90.03 or
90.22 RCW or a base flow under chapter 90.54 RCW.
(4) "WRIA" means a water resource inventory area established in chapter 173500 WAC as it existed on January 1, 1997.
(5) "Water supply utility" means a water, combined water-sewer, irrigation,
reclamation, or public utility district that provides water to persons or other water
users within the district or a division or unit responsible for administering a
publicly governed water supply system on behalf of a county.
(6) "WRIA plan" or "plan" means the product of the planning unit including
any rules adopted in conjunction with the product of the planning unit.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 104. In order to have the best possible program for
appropriating and administering water use in the state, the legislature establishes
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the following principles and criteria to carry out the purpose and intent of chapter
Laws of 1997 (this act).
(1) All WRIA planning units established under this chapter shall develop a
process to assure that water resource user interests and directly involved interest
groups at the local level have the opportunity, in a fair and equitable manner, to
give input and direction to the process.
(2)If a planning unit requests technical assistance from a state agency as part
of its planning activities under this chapter and the assistance is with regard to a
subject matter over which the agency has jurisdiction, the state agency shall
provide the technical assistance to the planning unit.
(3) Plans developed under chapter .

. .,

Laws of 1997 (this act) shall be

consistent with and not duplicative of efforts already under way in a WRIA,
including but not limited to watershed analysis conducted under state forest
practices statutes and rules.
NEW SECTION, See. 105. (1) Once a WRIA planning unit has been
organized and designated a lead agency, it shall notify the department and may
apply to the department for funding assistance for conducting the planning. Funds
shall be provided from and to the extent of appropriations made 'by the legislature
to the department expressly for this purpose.
(2) Each planning unit that has complied with subsection (1) of this section is
eligible to receive fifty thousand dollars for each WRIA to initiate the planning
process. The department shall allocate additional funds to WRIA planning units
based on need demonstrated by a detailed proposed budget submitted by the
planning unit for carrying out the duties of the planning unit. Each WRIA planning
unit may receive up to two hundred fifty thousand dollars for each WRIA during
the first two-year period of planning, with a maximum allocation of five hundred
thousand dollars for each WRIA. Funding provided under this section shall be
considered a contractual obligation against the moneys appropriated for this
purpose.
(3) Preference shall be given to planning units requesting funding for
conducting multi-WRIA planning under section 108 of this act.
(4) The department may retain up to one percent of funds allocated under this
section to defray administrative costs.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 106. (1) This chapter shall not be construed as
creating a new cause of action against the state or any county, city, town, water
supply utility, conservation district, or planning unit.
(2) Notwithstanding RCW 4.92.090, 4.96.010, and 64.40.020, no claim for
damages may be filed against the state or any county, city, town, water supply
utility, tribal governments, conservation district, or planning unit that or member
of a planning unit who participates in a WRIA planning unit for performing
responsibilities under this chapter.
*NEW SECTION Sec. 107. (1)(a) Except as provided in section 108 of this
act for multi-WRIA planning, the county with the largest area within the
127211
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boundariesof a WRIA, the city obtainingthe largestamount of waterfrom the
WRIA, and the largest water supply utility in the WRIA may jointly and
unanimouslychoose to initiatewater resourceplanningfor the WRIA under this
chapter. If the initiatinggroup so chooses, it shall make application to the
departmentof ecology to declare its intent to conduct watershedplanning. Upon
making application to the department, the initiating group shall notify the
counties, cities, water supply utilities, tribal governments, and conservation
districts wkh territorywithin the WRIA that these groups are to meet to appoint
their members of the WRIA planning unit. The initiatinggroup may consult
with the department regardingthe initiation of watershed planning. For the
purposes of this section and sections 108 and 112 of this act, a county is
considered to have territory within a WRIA only if the territoryof the county
located in the WRIA constitutes at leastfifteen percentof the area of the WRIA.
For conducting planning under this chapter, the county with the largest area
within the boundariesof the WRIA is the lead agencyfor the WRIA planning,
except as provided in (b) and (c) of this subsection and section 108 of this actfor
multi-WRIA planning.
(b) When the counties of a WRIA have convened jointly to make
appointments to the planning unit, they may, by a majority vote, choose as the
lead agencyfor WRIA planningany governmentalentity in the WRIA. Such a
governmental entity shall act as the lead agency for this purpose if it agrees in
writing to accept the designation.
(c) For a WRIA located within Pierce, King, Snohomish, or Spokane
county, the lead agency shall be the water purveyor that is using the largest
amount of water from the WRIA unless the water supply utility notifies in
writing the county with the largestareain the WRIA that it chooses not to be the
lead agency. Such notice shallbe provided within ten working days.
(2) In a WRIA where water resource planning efforts have commenced
before the effective date of this section, such as but not limited to the Kettle river
WRIA, the county legislative authorities with territory within the WRIA in
accordance with subsection (1) of this section may, by majority vote, choose to
adopt the existing planning unit membershipfor purposes of planning under
chapter..., Laws of 1997 (this act).
Nothing in chapter..., Laws of 1997 (this act) shallaffect ongoing efforts
to develop new resourcesand the sharingof existing resources. No moratorium
may be imposed on water resource decision making by the department solely
because of ongoing planning efforts or the absence of a plan orplanning effort.
Any new planning unitsformed under this act shall recognize efforts already in
progress.
(3)(a) One WRIA planning unit shall be appointedfor the WRIA as
provided by this section orfor a multi-WRIA area as provided by section 108 of
this actfor multi-WRIA planning. The planning unit shall be composed of.
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(i) One member representing each county with territory in the WRIA
appointed by the county;
(ii) One member representing cities for each county with territory in the
WRIA appointed by the cities within that county;
(iii) One member representing water supply utilities for each county with
territory within the WRIA, appointedjointly by the three largest water supply
utilities in the county;
(iv) One member representing all conservation districts with territory within
the WRIA appointed jointly by those districts;
(v) Three members representing various special interest groups appointed
jointly by the cities with territory within the WRIA; and six members
representing various special interest groups appointed jointly by the counties
with territory within the WRIA;
(vi) One member representing the general citizenry appointed jointly by the
cities with territory within the WRIA;
(vii) Three members representing the general citizenry appointed jointly by
the counties with territory in the WRIA, of which at least one shall be a holder
of a water right certifwate and at least one shall be a holder of a water rightfor
which a statement of claim was in the state's water rights claims registry before
January1, 1997;
(viii) If one or more federal Indian reservations are located in whole or in
part within the boundaries of the WRIA, the planning unit shall extend an
invitation to the tribal government of each reservation to appoint one member
representing that tribal government; and
(ix) Three members representing state agencies including the secretary of
the department of transportation or the secretary's designee, the director of the
department offish and wildlife or the director's designee, and the director of the
department of ecology or the director's designee. The three members
representing state government shall have a single vote representing state agency
interests.
(b) In addition, for a WRIA located within Pierce, King, Snohomish, or
Spokane county, one representative of the water purveyor using the largest
amount of water from the WRIA shall be a voting member ofthe planning unit
whether the principal offices of the purveyor are or are not located within the
WRIA.
(4) Except for a person appointed under subsection (3)(a)(ix) or (b) of this
section, each person appointed to a WRIA planning unit shall have been a
resident and a property owner of the WRIA for at least three years. No state
employees or state officials other than members appointed under subsection
(3)(a)(ix) of this section may be appointed to the planning unit. In appointing
persons to the WRIA planning unit representing special interest groups, the
counties and cities shall consider industrial water users, general businesses,
hydroelectric and thermal power producers, and irrigated agriculture,
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nonirrigated agriculture, forestry, recreation, environmental, and fisheries
interest groups and other groups with interests in the WRIA.
(5)(a) In voting to appointthe members of a WRIA planning unit, to select
a lead agency for water resourceplanningunder section 107 or 108 of this act,
to approve a WRIA plan under section 112 of this act, or to request or concur
with a requestfor multi-WRIA planning under section 108 of this act, each
county with territory within the WRIA shall have three votes, divided equally
among the members of the county's legislative authority and these actions shall
be made by majority vote based on the votes allocated under this section. In
voting to appoint members of a WRIA planning unit: Each city with territory
within the WRIA shall have one vote and appointments shall be made by
majority vote of such cities; each water supply utility other than those of a city
or town with territory within the WRIA shall have one vote and appointments
shall be made by majority vote of such districts; and each conservationdistrict
with territorywithin the WRIA shall have one vote and appointments shall be
made by majority vote of such districts. All appointments shall be made within
sixty days of the date the appointing authorities other than the counties are
notified to convene to make appointments or the appointmentsshall be made by
the counties with territoryin the WRIA in the same mannerthe counties make
other appointments.
(b) The members appointed to the WRIA planning unit under subsection
(3)(a)(i), (ii), and (iii)of this section may, within thirty days, by unanimous vote,
increase the number of members of the planning unit appointed under
subsection (3)(a)(v), (vi), and (vii) of this section by up to five members.
Appointment of additional members to the planningunit shall be made within
thirty days from the date of application to the department under subsection (1)(a)
of this section.
(c) A vacancy on the planning unit shall be filled by appointment in the
same mannerprescribed for appointing the position that has become vacant.
The planning unit shall convene and begin work as soon as two-thirds of the
number of persons eligible to be members of the planning unit have been
appointed. All positions must be filled within thirty days of the convening of the
planning unit. The unit shall not interrupt its work to await additional original
appointments or appointments to fill any vacancies that may occur in its
membership.
*Sec. 107 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*NEW SECTION, Sec. 108. (1) The counties with territory in a WRIA, the
city obtaining the largest quantity of water from the WRIA, and the largest water
supply utility in the WRIA may jointly and unanimously elect to initiate multi.
WRIA planning. If this initiating group so chooses, the initiating group shall
notify the counties, cities, water supply utilities, tribal governments, and
conservation districts with territory within the multi-WRIA area that these
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groups are to meet to appoint their members of the multi-WRIA areaplanning
unit.
(a) The planning unit shallbe composed of:
(i) One member representingeach county with territoryin the multi-WRIA
area appointedby that county;
(ii) One member representing cities for each county with territory in the
multi-WRIA areaappointed by the cities within that county;
(iii) One member representingwater supply utilitiesfor each county with
territorywithin the multi-WRIA areaappointedjointly by the three water supply
utilities in each county;
(iv) Up to two members, as that number is determined by the districts,
representingall conservationdistricts with territory within the multi-WRIA area
and appointedjointly by those districts;
(v) Three members representing variousspecial intcrest groupsappointed
jointly by the cities with territory within the multi-WRIA area;and six members
representing various special interest groups appointedjointly by the counties
with territorywithin the multi.WRIA area;
(vi) One member representingthe generalcitizenry appointedjointly by the
cities with territorywithin the multi-WRIA area;
(vii) Three members representingthe general citizenry appointedjointly by
the counties with territory in the multi-WRIA area, of which at least one shall
be a holder of a water right certificateand at least one shall be a holder of a
waterrightfor which a statement of claim was in the state's water rights claims
registry before January 1, 1997;
(viii) If one or more federal Indian reservationsare locatedin whole or in
part within the boundaries of the multi-WRIA area, the planning unit shall
extend an invitation to the tribalgovernment of each reservation to appointone
member representingthat tribalgovernment; and
(ix) Three members representingstate agencies including the secretary of
the department of transportationor the secretary'sdesignee, the directorof the
departmentoffish and wildlife or the director'sdesignee, and the directorof the
department of ecology or the director's designee. The three members
representingstate government shall have a single vote representingstate agency
interests.
(b) In addition,for a multi-WRIA planning unit located within Pierce,King,
Snohomish, or Spokane county, one representativeof the waterpurveyor using
the largest amount of waterfrom the multi- WRIA area shallbe a voting member
of the planning unit whether the principaloffices of the purveyor are or are not
located within the multi-WRIA area.
(c) Except for a person appointed under (a)(ix) or (b) of this subsection,
each person appointedto a multi-WRIA planningunit shallhave been a resident
and property owner within the multi-WRIA areafor at least threeyears. No state
employees or state officials other than members appointedunder (a)(ix) of this
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subsection may be appointedto the planning unit. In appointingpersons to the
multi-WRIA planning unit representingspecial interest groups the counties and
cities shall considerindustrialwater users,generalbusinesses, hydroelectricand
thermalpower producers,and irrigatedagriculture,nonirrigatedagriculture,
forestry, recreation, environmental, and fisheries interest groups and other
groups with interestsin the multi-WRIA area.
(2) In a multi-WRIA area where water resource planning efforts have
commenced before the effective date of this section, such as but not limited to the
Kettle river WRIA, the county legislative authorities with territory within the
WRIA in accordancewith subsection (1) of this section may, by majority vote,
choose to adopt the existingplanning unit membershipfor purposes ofplanning
under chapter..., Laws of 1997 (this act).
Nothing in this act shallaffect ongoing efforts to develop new resourcesand
the sharing of existing resources. No moratorium may be imposed on water
resourcedecision making by the departmentsolely because of ongoingplanning
efforts or the absence of a plan or planning effort. Any new planning units
formed under this act shall recognize efforts already in progress.
(3)(a) The counties in the multi-WRIA area shall select, by a majority vote,
a governmentalentity in the multi-WRIA area to act as lead agency for water
resourceplanning in the multi-WRIA area under this chapter. Such an entity
shallserve as the lead agency if it agrees in writing to do so. All appointments
shall be made within sixty days of the date the lead agency in the multi-WRIA
areanotifies the other appointingauthoritiesto convene to make appointments
or the appointments shall be made by the counties with territory in the multiWRIA area in the same mannerthe counties make other appointments.
(b) The members appointedto the WRIA planning unit under subsection
(1.)(a)(i), (ii), and (iii)of this section may, within thirty days, by unanimous vote,
increase the number of members of the planning unit appointed under
subsection (1)(a)(v), (vi), and (vii) of this section by up to five members.
Appointment of additionalmembers to the planning unit shallbe made within
thirty days from the date of applicationto the departmentto initiateplanning.
(c) A vacancy on the planning unit shall be filled by appointment in the
same manner prescribedfor appointing the position that has become vacant.
The planning unit shall convene and begin work as soon as two-thirds of the
number of persons eligible to be members of the planning unit have been
appointed. All positions must be filled within thirty days of the convening of the
planningunit. The unit shall not interruptits work to awaitadditionaloriginal
appointments or appointments to fill any vacancies that may occur in its
membership.
(4) A planningunitfor a multi-WRIA areashall perform allof thefunctions
assigned by this chapter to a WRIA planning unit and is subject to all of the
provisions of this chapter that apply to a WRIA planning unit.
*Sec. 108 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.
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*NEW SECTION, Sec. 109. The lead agency shallprovide staff support
from resourcesprovidedfor planningunder chapter..., Laws of 1997 (this act)
andfrom other sources, including but not limited to sources provided under
section 113 of this act,for the work of the WRIA planning unit. Each WRIA
planning unit may establish its own methods of operation that are consistent
with this chapterand may establishmethodsfor reviewing the operationsof its
lead agency. No planning unit appointedor selected under this chapter may
possess or exercise the power of eminent domain. No planningunit appointed
or selected under this chaptermay take any action that affects in any manner a
generaladjudicationproceedingfor water rights, completed or ongoing. Each
WRIA planningunit is encouragedto: Considerinformationandplans that may
have been previously developed by other entities in establishing water resource
management plans for the WRIA; consider existing data regarding water
resources in the WRIA; and,for a WRIA that bordersanotherstate, cooperate
with local government counterparts in the adacent state regarding water
resource planning. Water resourceplans developed under this chapterfor a
WRIA may not interfere in any manner with a general adjudicationof water
rights,completed or ongoing. Such a WRIA plan may not in any manner impair
or diminish with a water right that exists before the adoption of the plan by the
department undersection 112 of this act.
All meetings of a WRIA planningunit shall be conductedas public meetings
as requiredfor such meetings by the open public meetings act, chapter 42.30
RCW. Some time shall be set aside at the end of each meeting of a WRIA
planning unit for public comments. Each planning unit shall establish
procedures to be followed by the unit in making decisions. The objective to be
sought by the planning unit in making decisions is to reach agreement among
its members on the decisions. Decisions by a two-thirds mejority vote may be
used if the unit hasfound that attempts at achievingfull agreement have not
been successful.
No person who is a member of a WRIA planning unit may designate
anotherto act on behalfof the person as a member or to attend as a member a
meeting of the unit on behalf of the person. If a member of a WRIA planning
unit is absentfrom more than five meetings of the WRIA planning unit that
constitute twenty percent or more of the meetings that have been conducted by
the planningunit while the person is a member of the unit and these absences
have not been excused as providedby this section, the member's position on the
WRIA planning unit is to be considered vacant. A person's absence from a
meeting may be excused: By the chairof the planningunit if a written request
to do so is received by the chairbefore the meetingfrom which the member is to
be absent; or by a majority vote of the members of the planning unit at the
meeting during which the member is absent.
*Sec. 109 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.
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*NEW SECTION. Sec. 110. (1) Each WRIA planning unit shalldevelop
a water resourceplan. The plan must address the elements listed in subsection
(2) of this section and may include other elements added by the planning unit.
Once organized,the frst task of the planning unit is to prioritizethese elements
regardingtheir importancein the WRIA and in developing a water resourceplan
for the WRIA. A plan shall not be developed such that its provisions (a)are in
conflict with state statute orfederallaw; (b) impairor diminish in any manner
a water right existing before its adoption; (c) are inconsistent with the
construction, operation,or maintenanceof a federal reclamationproject; or (d)
are inconsistent with an instreamflow or condition establishedfor hydroelectric
power project licensed underthe federalpower act. No aspect of the plan may
establish standardsfor water quality or regulate water quality in any manner
whatsoever.
(2) The plan must include the following:
(a) An assessment of water supply and use in the WRIA, including:
(i) A quantitative estimation of the amount of surface and ground water
presentin the planning unit, using United States geologicalsurvey information
and other existing sources of information;
(ii) A quantitative estimation using existing sources of information,of the
amount of precipitationand surface andgroundwater available,using available
technologies, collectively for both current andfuture water uses, includingfor
instream purposes andfor withdrawalor diversion;
(iii)A quantitative estimation using existing sources of information, of the
amount of surface and ground water actually being used, and the months of
peak and minimum use, both in-stream and by withdrawal,for agricultural,
industrial,fisheries, recreational,environmental, municipal, and residential
purposes, and includingamounts claimed, permitted, or certificatedfor future
municipal needs; and
(iv) A quantitative estimation of the amount of water, approximately, that
is representedby amounts in claims in the water rights claims registry, in water
use permits, in certificatedrights, and in rules establishinginstreamflows;
(b) A quantitative descriptionof future water-basedinstream and out-ofstream needs in the planning unit, based on projected population and
agriculturaland other economic growth. That is, an identificationof the water
needed collectively for use for agricultural, fisheries, recreational,
environmental, industrial,municipal, and residentialpurposes. If a federal
reclamation project is providing water for reclamation purposes within the
WRIA or multi-WRIA area,federalreclamationwater use requirementsshall be
thosefor project lands within the WRIA or multi-WRIA area;
(c) Instreamflows.
(i)Except for the main stem of the Columbiariver or the main stem of the
Snake river,aplanning unit may propose minimum instreamflows orlake levels
as part of its plan for other riversand streams in its WRIA or multi-WRIA area.
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(ii) The planningunit, by unanimous recorded vote of all voting members,
may set specific minimum instreamflows or lake levels, and such flows or levels
shall be adopted by rule of the department.
(iii)If the planning unit is unable to approve specific minimum instream
flows or levels unanimously, such flows or levels may be submitted as a
recommended minimum instream flow or level in the WRIA plan for
considerationby the department. Such recommendationsmust be approved by
a two-thirds majority vote of the voting members of the planning unit.
(iv) Minimum instreamflows or lake levels proposed underthis subsection
may not conflict with flow requirements or conditions in effect undera license
issued under the federalpower act.
(v) The planning unit may propose adjustments to minimum instreamflows
or lake levels that have been set by rule before the adoption of the planning
unit'splan and willpropose minimum instreamflows or lake levels aspart of the
plan for the other rivers, streams, and lakes for which it determines the
establishmentofflows or levels to be appropriatein the WRIA, or in the multiWRIA areafor multi-WRIA planningunder section 108 of this act.
(vi) The planningunit, by unanimous recorded vote of all voting members,
may adjust establishedminimum instreamflows or lake levels, and such flows
or levels shall be adopted by rule of the department.
(vii) If the planning unit is unable to approve such adjustments unanimously, such flows or levels may be submitted as a recommended adjustment to
established minimum instream flows or lake levels in the WRIA plan for
considerationby the department. Such recommendationsmust be approved by
a two-thirds majority vote of the voting members of the planning unit.
(viii) A minimum instreamflow or lake level set for a body of water in a
WRIA plan adoptedby the departmentunder section 112 of this act supersedes
any minimum flow or level or base flow or any other such flow or level
previously establishedfor the body of water by the department;
(d) A quantitative descriptionof the ground water and of the surface water
available for further appropriation including water that may be obtained
through reuse. As used in this subsection (2)(d), "available" means available
on the date the plan takes effect as a rule undersection 112 of this act;
(e) An identification of known areas that provide for the recharge of
aquifersfrom the surface and areas where aquifersrechargesurface bodies of
water;
(f) Strategiesfor increasingwater supplies in the WRIA, including:
(i) Water conservationand reuse measures; and
(ii) Storage enhancements, including modificationsto existing reservoirs,
new reservoirs,and undergroundstorage. Any quantity of water made available
under these strategies is a quantity that is in addition to the water declared
availablefor appropriationunder (d) of this subsection;and
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(g) An identification of areas where voluntary water-related habitat
improvement projects or voluntary transactionsprovidingfor the purchaseof
water-related habitat or water-related habitat easements would provide the
greatest benefit to habitatin the WRIA, and a prioritizationof the areas based
on theirpotentialforprovidingsuch benefits. The purpose of this element of the
plan is to provide a means of coordinatingnonregulatory,voluntary efforts for
improving water-relatedhabitat in the WRIA.
(3) Upon request the departmentshallassist the planning unit in drafting
proposed implementing rules for the elements of the plan over which the
department has authority. The draft rules shall accompany the plan as it is
reviewed under the provisions of this chapter.
(4) A plan shall not be developed under this chapterto require directly or
indirectly :he implementation of laws, rules, or programs that are designed
primarily tz, control water pollution or discharges of pollutants to water, to
regulate effluent discharges or wastewater treatmentsystems orfacilities, or to
establish or require the achievement of water quality standards,including but
not limited to chapter 90.48 RCW and rules adopted underchapter 90.48 RCW,
the nationalpollutant discharge elimination system permit program, and the
state waste dischargepermitprogram.
*Sec. 110 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*NEW SECTION. Sec. 111. (1) Water resource management plans
developed pursuantto the process in this chapterand subsequently adopted by
the department under section 112 of this act are presumed valid. This
presumption shall apply in any petition or action filed againsta plan.
(2) Any action taken by a state agency regardingwater resources within a
WRIA for which a plan has been adopted under section 112 of this act and any
planningconductedby a state agency regardingwater resourceswithin a WRIA
for which a plan has been adopted under section 112 of this act shall be taken
or conducted in a manner that is consistent with the plan. All actions and
decisions of the department regarding water resources in the WRIA shall be
consistent with and based upon such an adoptedplanfor the WRIA. Any other
authority of the department exercised within the WRIA regarding water
resourcesshall be exercised in a manner that is consistent with such an adopted
plan.
*Sec. 111 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*NEW SECTION. Sec. 112. (1) Upon completing a proposed water
resourceplanfor the WRIA, the WRIA planningunit shal publish notice of and
conduct at least one public hearing in the WRIA on the proposed plan. The
planning unit shall take care to provide notice of the hearing throughout the
WRIA or multi-WRIA area. As a minimum, it shallpublish a notice of the
hearingin one or more newspapersof general circulation in the WRIA or multiWRIA area. After consideringthe public comments presentedat the hearing or
hearings, the planning unit shall submit a copy of its proposed plan to the
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department and to the tribalcouncil of each reservation with territory within the
WRIA.
(2)(a) The departmentshall provide advice as to any specific subsections or
sections of the plan that the department believes to be in conflict with state
statute orfederal law and may provide other recommendationsregardingthe
plan. The departmentshall transmitits advice and recommendationsregarding
the plan to the WRIA planning unit within sixty days of receiving itfor review.
(b) The tribal council may review andprovide comments and recommendations to the planning unit within sixty days of the receiptof the plan.
(3) The WRIA planning unit shall consider each recommendationprovided
under subsection (2) of this section. The planning unit may adopt such a
recommendationorprovide changes to respond to the advice of the department
and the tribal council by a two-thirds majority vote of the members of the
planningunit.
The WRIA planningunit shallapprovea water resourceplanfor the WRIA
by a two-thirds majority vote of the members of the planningunit. An approved
plan shall be submitted to the counties with territory within the WRIA for
adoption. If a WRIA planningunit receives fundingfor WRIA or multi-WRIA
planning under section 105 of this act and does not approve a plan for
submission to the counties within four years of the date the planning unit
receives the first of that funding from the departmentfor the planning, the
department shall develop and adopt a water resourceplan for the WRIA or
multi-WRIA area.
(4) The legislativeauthority of each of the counties with territory within the
WRIA shallprovidepublic noticefor and conduct at least one public hearingon
the WRIA plan submitted to the county under this section. The counties shall
take careto provide notice of the hearings throughoutthe WRIA or multi-WRIA
area. As a minimum, they shallpublish a notice of the hearings in one or more
newspapers of generalcirculationin the WRIA or multi-WRIA area. After the
public hearings, the legislative authorities of these counties shall convene in
joint session to considerthe plan. The counties may approve or reject the plan,
but may not amend the plan. Approval of a plan, or of recommendationsfor a
plan that is not approved,shall be made by a majority vote of the members of the
various legislative authoritiesof the counties with territoryin the WRIA based
on the votes allocated undersection 107 of this act.
If the plan is not approved, it shallbe returnedto the WRIA planning unit
with recommendationsfor revisions. Any revised plan and implementing rules
preparedby the planning unit shall be submitted to the departmentand to the
counties as provided by this section for WRIA water resourceplans generally.
(5) If the plan and implementing rules are approved by the members of the
legislative authorities, the plan shall be transmitted to the departmentfor
adoption. The departmentshall adopt such an approved WRIA water resource
plan through the adopting of implementing rules. The department has no
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discretion to amend or reject the plan or implementing rules except those
recommendationsprovided in section 110(2)(c) (iii)or (vii) of this act. A copy
of the implementing rules and notice of its adoption as rules shall be published
in the state register under chapter 34.05 RCW. The public hearingrequiredby
chapter 34.05 RCW shall be deemed to have been satisfied by public hearings
held by county legislativeauthorities.
(6) If the departmentfinds that an element of a WRIA plan is in conflict
with state statute or federal law and the planning unit does not remove the
conflict createdby the element from its plan, the departmentand the planning
unit shall submit the conflict to mediation. If mediation does not resolve the
conflict within sixty days, the department shallfile a petition for declaratory
judgment in the superiorcourt to determine whether the element is or is not in
conflict with state statute or federal law. The petition shall be filed in the
superiorcourt in the county with the largestarea in the WRIA or multi-WRIA
area governed by the plan. The counties that approved the plan shall be named
as parties to the proceeding. The superior court shall review the potential
conflict under the error of law standard. If the superior courtfinds that an
element of the plan is in conflict with state statuteorfederal law, that element of
the plan shall be invalid. Decisions on such petitions are reviewable as in other
civil cases. This subsection shall not be construed as establishing such state
liabilityfor any other element of the plan adoptedas rules.
*Sec. 112 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*NEW SECTION. Sec. 113. The WRIA planning units may accept grants,
funds, and otherfinancing, as well as enter into cooperative agreements with
private andpublic entitiesfor planningassistanceand funding.
*Sec. 113 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*NEW SECTION, Sec. 114. A new section is added to chapter 90.03 RCW
to readas follows:
(1) The department shall rule in a timely manner upon complete
applications to appropriatepublic surface and ground water. For complete
applicationsthat seek to appropriatewaterfrom within a WRIA for which a
WRIA plan has been adopted,the department shallgrantor deny the application
within one hundredeighty days of the date the properly completed application
isfiled with the department,except as provided in subsection (2) of this section.
For applicationsfiled after July 1, 1999, that seek to appropriatewater from
within a WRIA for which no WRIA plan has been adopted,the departmentshall
grantor deny the applicationwithin one year of the date the properly completed
applicationis filed with the department, except as provided in subsection (2) of
this section. The times allowed in this section to rule upon an applicationshall
not include the time it takes the applicantto respondto an explicit requestfor
additional information reasonably required to make a determination on the
application. The department shall be allowed only one such request for
additional information. The cost of obtaining such information shall be
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reasonablein relation to the quantity and value of the water rightappliedfor.
Once the applicantresponds to an information request, the stay of the time
allowedfor the permit decision shall end.
(2) If a detailedstatement, generallyreferredto as an environmental impact
statement, must be preparedunder chapter43.21C RCWfor or in regardto an
application to appropriate water, the department shall grant or deny the
application within ninety days of the date the final environmental impact
statement is availablefrom the official responsiblefor it under chapter 43.21C
RCW
(3) The departmentshall reportby January1, 1999, to the legislature on the
status of processingapplicationsunder this section.
*Sec. 114 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*NEW SECTION, Sec. 115. A new section is added to chapter 34.05 RCW
to read as follows:
(1) Once a plan has been adopted by the counties in the WRIA undersection
112 of this act and the plan has been submitted to the department of ecology, the
departmentshallfile implementing rulesfor the plan with the code reviser along
with an order adopting the implementingrules. The code revisershall cause the
order and the implementing rules to be published in the Washington state
register in the manner provided for the adoption of final rules and shall
incorporatethe implementing rules into the Washington Administrative Code.
No other aspect of this chapter that establishesproceduresfor the adoption of
rules applies to the adoption of the plan by the department.
(2) Forthe purposes of this section, "WRIA " has the meaning established
in section 103 of this act.
*Sec. 115 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*Sec. 116. RCW 90.54.040 and 1997 c ... s 2 (Senate Bill 5029) are each
amended to readas follows:
(1) Consistent with chapter,.... Laws of 1997 (this act the department,
through the adoption of appropriaterules, is directed,as a matter of high priority
to insure that the waters of the state are utilized for the best interests of the
people, to develop and implement in accordancewith the policies of this chapter
a comprehensive state water resourcesprogramwhich willprovidea processfor
making decisions on future water resourceallocation and use. The department
may develop the program in segments so that immediate attention may be given
to waters of a given physioeconomic region of the state or to specific critical
problems of water allocationand use.
(2) In relationto the management andregulatoryprograms relatingto water
resources vested in it, the department is further directed to modify existing
regulationsandadopt new regulations, when needed andpossible, to insure that
existing regulatoryprograms are in accord with the water resourcepolicy of this
chapterand the program establishedin subsection (1) of this section.
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(3) The department is directed to review all statutes relating to water
resources which it is responsiblefor implementing. When any of the same
appearto the departmentto be ambiguous, unclear,unworkable, unnecessary,
or otherwise deficient, it shall make recommendations to the legislature
including appropriate proposals for statutory modifications or additions.
Whenever it appearsthat the policies of any such statutes are in conflict with the
policies of this chapter, and the department is unable to fully perform as
provided in subsection (2) of this section, the departmentis directed to submit
statutory modifications to the legislature which, if enacted, would allow the
departmentto carry out such statutes in harmony with this chapter.
*Sec. 116 was vetoed. See message at end ot chapter.

PART II
STORAGE
Sec. 201. RCW 90.54.020 and 1989 c 348 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
Utilization and management of the waters of the state shall be guided by the
following general declaration of fundamentals:
(I) Uses of water for domestic, stock watering, industrial, commercial,
agricultural, irrigation, hydroelectric power production, mining, fish and wildlife
maintenance and enhancement, recreational, and thermal power production
purposes, and preservation of environmental and aesthetic values, and all other
uses compatible with the enjoyment of the public waters of the state, are declared
to be beneficial.
(2) Allocation of waters among potential uses and users shall be based
generally on the securing of the maximum net benefits for the people of the state.
Maximum net benefits shall constitute total benefits less costs including
opportunities lost.
(3) The quality of the natural environment shall be protected and, where
possible, enhanced as follows:
(a) Perennial rivers and streams of the state shall be retained with base flows
necessary to provide for preservation of wildlife, fish, scenic, aesthetic and other
environmental values, and navigational values. Lakes and ponds shall be retained
substantially in their natural condition. Withdrawals of water which would conflict
therewith shall be authorized only in those situations where it is clear that
overriding considerations of the public interest will be served.
(b) Waters of the state shall be of high quality. Regardless of the quality of
the waters of the state, all wastes and other materials and substances proposed for
entry into said waters shall be provided with all known, available, and reasonable
methods of treatment prior to entry. Notwithstanding that standards of quality
established for the waters of the state would not be violated, wastes and other
materials and substances shall not be allowed to enter such waters which will
reduce the existing quality thereof, except in those situations where it is clear that
overriding considerations of the public interest will be served. Technology-based
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effluent limitations or standards for discharges for municipal water treatment plants
located on the Chehalis, Columbia, Cowlitz, Lewis, or Skagit river shall be
adjusted to reflect credit for substances removed from the plant intake water if:
(i) The municipality demonstrates that the intake water is drawn from the same
body of water into which the discharge is made; and
(ii) The municipality demonstrates that no violation of receiving water quality
standards or appreciable environmental degradation will result.
(4) The development of multipurpose water storage facilities shall be a high
priority for programs of water allocation, planning, management, and efficiency.
The department, other state agencies, local governments, and planning units
formed under section 107 or 108 of this act shall evaluate the potential for the
development of new storage projects and the benefits and effects of storage in
reducing damage to stream banks and property, increasing the use of land.
providing water for municipal, industrial, agricultural, power generation. and other
beneficial uses, and improving stream flow regimes for fisheries and other instream
uses.
(5) Adequate and safe supplies of water shall be preserved and protected in
potable condition to satisfy human domestic needs.
(((-S))) () Multiple-purpose impoundment structures are to be preferred over
single-purpose structures. Due regard shall be given to means and methods for
protection of fishery resources in the planning for and construction of water
impoundment structures and other artificial obstructions.
(((6))) (7) Federal, state, and local governments, individuals, corporations,
groups and other entities shall be encouraged to carry out practices of conservation
as they relate to the use of the waters of the state. In addition to traditional
development approaches, improved water use efficiency and conservation shall be
emphasized in the management of the state's water resources and in some cases
will be a potential new source of water with which to meet future needs throughout
the state.
(((7))) (8) Development of water supply systems, whether publicly or privately
owned, which provide water to the public generally in regional areas within the
state shall be encouraged. Development of water supply systems for multiple
domestic use which will not serve the public generally shall be discouraged where
water supplies are available from water systems serving the public.
(((8))) (9) Full recognition shall be given in the administration of water
allocation and use programs to the natural interrelationships of surface and ground
waters.
(((9))) (10) Expressions of the public interest will be sought at all stages of
water planning and allocation discussions.
(((4O))) N 1) Water management programs, including but not limited to, water
quality, flood control, drainage, erosion control and storm runoff are deemed to be
in the public interest.
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*Sec. 202. RCW 90.54.180 and 1989 c 348 s 5 are each amended to read as

follows:
Consistent with the fundamentals of water resource policy set forth in this
chapter, state and local governments, individuals, corporations, groups and
other entities shall be encouraged to carry out water use efficiency and
conservation programs and practices consistent with the following:
(1) Water efficiency and conservation programs should utilize an
appropriate mix of economic incentives, cost share programs, regulatory
programs, and technical and public information efforts. Programs which
encourage voluntary participation are preferred.
(2) Increased water use efficiency should receive consideration as a
potential source of water in state and local water resource planning processes.
In determining the cost-effectiveness of alternative water sources, consideration
should be given to the benefits of conservation, including waste water recycling,
and ((impo
0dment))
storae of waters.
(3) In determining the cost-effectiveness of alternative water sources, full
consideration should be given to the benefits of storage which can reduce the
damage to stream banks and property, increase the utilization of land, provide
water for municipal, industrial, agricultural, and other beneficial uses, provide
for the generation of electric power from renewable resources, and improve
stream flow regimes forfishery and other instream uses.
(4) Entities receiving state financial assistance for construction of water
source expansion or acquisition of new sources shall develop, and implement if
cost-effective, a water use efficiency and conservation element of a water supply
plan pursuant to RCW 43.20.230(1).
(5) State programs to improve water use efficiency should focus on those
areas of the state in which water is overappropriated; areas that experience
diminished streamflows or aquifer levels; and areas where projected water needs,
including those for instream flows, exceed available supplies.
(6) Existing and future generations of citizens of the state of Washington
should be made aware ofthe importance of the state's water resources and the
need for wise and efficient use and development of this vital resource. In order
to increase this awareness, state agencies should integrate public education on
increasing water use efficiency into existing public information efforts. This
effort shall be coordinated with other levels of government, including local
governments and Indian tribes.
*Sec. 202 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

PART III
GENERAL ADJUDICATIONS
NEW SECTION. Sec. 301. A new section is added to chapter 90.03 RCW
to read as follows:
The legislature finds that the lack of certainty regarding water rights within a
water resource basin may impede management and planning for water resources.
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The legislature further finds that planning units conducting water resource planning
under chapter 90.- RCW (sections 101 through 113 of this act) may find that the
certainty provided by a general adjudication of water rights under this chapter is
required for water planning or water management in a water resource inventory
area or in a portion of the area. Therefore, such planning units may petition the
department to conduct such a general adjudication and the department shall give
high priority to such a request in initiating any such general adjudications under
this chapter.
PART IV
WATER PURVEYORS
*Sec. 401. RCW 90.03.383 and 1991 c 350 s I are each amended to readas
follows:
(1) The legislature recognizes the value of interties for improving the
reliability of public water systems, enhancing their management, and more
efficiently utilizing the increasingly limited resource. Given the continued
growth in the most populous areas of the state, the increased complexity of
public water supply management,and the trend toward regionalplanningand
regionalsolutions to resourceissues, interconnectionsof public water systems
through intertiesprovide a valuable tool to ensure reliablepublic water supplies
for the citizens of the state. Public water systems have been encouraged in the
past to utilize interties to achieve public health and resource management
objectives. The legislaturefinds that it is in the public interest to recognize
interties existing and in use as ofJanuary1, 1991, and to have associated water
rights modified by the department of ecology to reflect current use of water
through those interties, pursuant to subsection (3) of this section. The
legislaturefurtherfinds it in the public interestto develop a coordinatedprocess
to review proposalsfor interties commencing use afterJanuary 1, 1991.
(2) For the purposes of this section, thefollowing definitions shall apply:
(a) "Interties" are interconnectionsbetween public water systems permitting
exchange, acauisition,ordelivery of wholesale and/orretailwater between those
systems for other than emergency supply purposes, where such exchange,
acquisition, or delivery is within established instantaneous and annual
withdrawal rates specified in the systems' existing water right permits or
certificates, or contained in claims filed pursuantto chapter 90.14 RCW, and
which results in better management of public water supply consistent with
existing rights and obligations. Interties include interconnections between
public water systems permittingexchange, acquisition,or delivery of water to
serve as primary or secondary sources of supply
.'n! . .o i,id,e
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tre demand)) and the

development of new sources of supply to meet future demands if the water system
or systems receiving water through such an intertie make efficient use of existing
sources of water supply and the provision of water through such an intertie is
consistent with local land use plans, For this purpose, a system's full
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comlignce with the state department Of health's conservation euidelines for
such systems is deemed efficient use.
(b) "Service area" is the area designated as the wholesale and/or retail area
in a water system plan or a coordinated water system plan pursuant to chapter
43.20 or 70.116 RCW respectively. When a public water system does not have
a designated service area subject to the approval process of those chapters, the
service area shall be the designated place of use contained in the water right
permit or certicate, or contained in the claim filed pursuant to chapter 90.14
RCW.
(3)a Public water systems with interties existing and in use as of January
1, 1991, or that have received written approval from the department of health
prior to that date, shall file written notice of those interties with the department
of health and the department of ecology. The notice may be incorporated into
the public water system's five-year update of its water system plan, but shall be
filed no later than June 30, 1996. The notice shall identify the location of the
intertie; the dates of its first use; the purpose, capacity, and current use; the
intertie agreement of the parties and the service areas assigned; and other
information reasonably necessary to modify the public water system's water right
((permit)). Notwithstanding the provisions of RCW 90.03.380 and 90.44.100, for
public water systems with interties existing and in use or with written a=nroval
as of January 1,1991, the department of ecology, upon receipt of notice meeting
the requirements of this subsection, shall, as soon as practicable, modify the
place of use descriptions in the water right permits, certificates, or claims to
reflect the actual use through such interties, provided that the place of use is
within service area designations established in a water system plan approved
pursuant to chapter 43.20 RCW, or a coordinated water system plan approved
pursuant to chapter 70.116 RCW, and further provided that the water used is
within the instantaneous and annual withdrawal rates specified in the water
rights ((permit)) and that no outstanding complaints of impairment to existing
water rights have been filed with the department of ecology prior to September
1, 1991. Where such complaints of impairment have been received, the
department of ecology shall make all reasonable efforts to resolve them in a
timely manner through agreement of the parties or through available
administrative remedies.
(b)An intertie meeting the requirements of this subsection (3) for modifying
the place of use description in a water right Dermit, certificate. or claim may be
used to its full desien or built capacity within the most recently approved retail
or wholesale or retail and wholesale service area. without further apnroval under
this section and without regard to the capacity actually used before Januar 1.
1991.
(4) Notwithstanding the provisions of RCW 90.03.380 and 90.44.100,
exchange, acquisition, or delivery of water through interties aproved by the
departmrnt of health commencing use after January 1, 1991, shall be permitted
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when the intertieimproves overallsystem reliability,enhances the manageability
of the systems, provides opportunitiesfor conjunctive use, or delays or avoids the
need to develop new water sources, and otherwise meets the requirementsof this
section, providedthat each public water system's water use shall not exceed the
instantaneous or annual withdrawal rate specified in its water right
authorization,shall not adversely affect existing water rights, and shall not be
inconsistent with state-approvedplans such as water system plans or otherplans
which include spec~fcproposalsforconstructionof interties. Intertiesapproved
and commencing use after January 1, 1991, shall not be inconsistent with
regionalwater resourceplans developed pursuant to chapter 90.54 RCW o
chapter90, -RCW (sections 101 through 113 of this act).
(5) Forpublic water systems subject to the approvalprocess of chapter43.20
RCW or chapter 70.116 RCW, proposalsfor interties commencing use after
January 1, 1991, shall be incorporatedinto water system plans pursuant to
chapter 43.20 RCW or coordinated water system plans pursuant to chapter
70.116 RCW and submitted to the department of health and the department of
ecology for review and approvalasprovidedfor in subsections (5) through (9)
of this section. The plan shall state how the proposed intertie will improve
overall system reliability, enhance the manageability of the systems, provide
opportunitiesfor conjunctive use, or delay or avoid the need to develop new
water sources.
(6) The departmentof health shall be responsiblefor review and approval
of proposalsfor new interties. In its review the department of health shall
determine whether the intertie satisfies the criteriaof subsection (4) of this
section, with the exception of water rights considerations, which are the
responsibility of the department of ecology, and shall determine whether the
intertie is necessary to address emergent public health or safety concerns
associatedwith public water supply.
(7) If the intertie is determined by the departmentof health to be necessary
to address emergent public health or safety concerns associated with public
water supply, the public water system shall amend its water system plan as
requiredandshall file an applicationwith the departmentof ecology to change
its existing water right to reflect the proposed use of the water as describedin the
approved water system plan. The department of ecology shall process the
applicationfor changepursuantto RCW 90.03.380 or 90.44.100 as appropriate,
except that, notwithstandingthe requirementsof those sections regardingnotice
andprotestperiods, applicantsshall be requiredto publish notice one time, and
the comment period shall be fifteen days from the date of publication of the
notice. Within sixty days of receiving the application,the departmentof ecology
shall issue findings andadvise the departmentof health f existing water rights
are determined to be adversely affected. If no determinationis provided by the
departmentof ecology within the sixty-day period, the department of health shall
proceedas if existing rights are not adversely affected by the proposed intertie.
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The department of ecology may obtain an extension of the sixty-day periodby
submitting written notice to the department of health and to the applicant
indicatinga definite date by which its determinationwill be made. No additional
extensions shall be granted,and in no event shallthe totalreview periodfor the
department of ecology exceed one hundred eighty days.
(8) If the departmentof health determines the proposedintertie appears to
meet the requirements of subsection (4) of this section but is not necessary to
address emergentpublic health or safety concerns associatedwith public water
supply, the department of health shall instruct the applicant to submit to the
department of ecology an applicationfor change to the underlying water right
or claim as necessary to reflect the new place of use. The departmentof ecology
shallconsiderthe applicationspursuantto the provisions of RCW 90.03.380 and
90.44.100 as appropriate. The department of ecoloev shall not deny or limit a
change of place of use for an intertie on the grounds that the holder of a permit
has not vet put all of the water authorized in the permit to beneficial use, If in
its review of proposed interties and associatedwater rights the department of
ecology determines that additional information is required to act on the
application, the department may request applicants to provide information
necessaryfor its decision, consistent with agency rules and written guidelines.
Parties disagreeing with the decision of the department of ecology ((an)) to
approve or deny the applicationfor change in place of use may appeal the
decision to the pollution controlhearings board.
(9) The department of health may approve plans containing intertie
proposals prior to the department of ecology's decision on the water right
application for change in place of use. However, notwithstanding such
approval,construction work on the intertie shall not begin until the department
of ecology issues the appropriate water right document to the applicant
consistent with the approvedplan.
(10) The 1997 amendments to this section in this act are null and void if any
one of sections 10) through 115 of this act is vetoed by June 30, 1997,
*Sec. 401 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*Sec. 402. RCW 90.03.330 and 1987 c 109 s 89 are each amended to read

asfollows:
(1) Upon a showing satisfactory to the departmentthat any appropriation
has been perfected in accordancewith the provisions of this chapter,it shall be
the duty of the department to issue to the applicanta certificatestating suchfacts
in a form to be prescribed by him, and such certificate shall thereupon be
recorded with the department. Any originalwater right certificate issued, as
provided by this chapter,shallbe recorded with the department and thereafter,
at the expense of the party receiving the same, be by the departmenttransmitted
to the county auditorof the county or counties where the distributingsystem or
any part thereof is located, and be recordedin the office of such county auditor,
and thereafter be transmittedto the ewner thereof.
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(2) If a public water system is providing water for municipal supply
purposes under a certificated water right, the instantaneous and annual
withdrawal rates specified in the certificateare deemed valid and perfected.
(3) If a federal reclamation project is providing water for reclamation
purposes under a certificated water right, the instantaneous and annual
withdrawal rates specified in the certificateare deemed valid andperfected.
(4) f an irriation distri is providing waterfor the purposes authorized by
chapter 87.03 RCW under q certificated water right. the instantaneous and
annual withdrawal rates specified in the certificate are deemed valid and
perfected,
(5) The 1997 amendments to this section in this act are null and void ifanv
one of sections 101 through 115 of this act is vdoed by June 30. 1997.
*Sec. 402 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

PART V
RELINQUISHMENT
*Sec. 501. RCW 90.14.140 and 1987 c 125 s I are each amended to read as

follows:
(1) For the purposes of RCW 90.14.130 through 90.14.180, "sufficient
cause" shall be defined as the nonuse of all or a portion of the water by the
owner of a water rightfor aperiod offive or more consecutive years where such
nonuse occurs as a result of.
(a) Drought,or other unavailabilityof water;
(b) Active service in the armedforces of the United States during military
crisis;
(c) Nonvoluntary service in the armedforces of the United States;
(d) The operation of legal proceedings;
(e) Federallaws imposing land or water use restrictionseither directly or
through the voluntary enrollment of a landowner in a federal program
implementing those laws, or acreagelimitations, orproduction quotas;
(D An elapse of time occurringwhile a requestor applicationis processed
for transferrin' or changin' a water riht to use by a public water supplier for
municipalpurposes:
(g) The implementation of practices or technologies or the installationor
repair of facilities, including but not limited to water conveyance practices.
technologies, or facilities,that are more efficient or more water use efficient than
practices, technologies,or facilitiespreviouslv used underthe water right.
(2) Notwithstanding any other provisions of RCW 90.14.130 through
90.14.180, there shall be no relinquishmentof any water right:
(a) If such right is claimedfor power development purposes under chapter
90.16 RCW and annuallicensefees arepaid in accordancewith chapter 90.16
RCW, or
(b) If such right is usedfor a standby or reserve water supply to be used in
time of drought or other low flow period so long as withdrawal or diversion
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facilities are maintainedin good operatingconditionfor the use of such reserve
or standby water supply, or
(c) If such right is claimed for a determined future development to take
place ((either)) atany time withinfifteen years of ether July 1, 1967, or the most
recent beneficialuse of the water right, whichever date is later, or
(d) If such right is claimed for municipal water supply purposes under
chapter90.03 RCW, or
(e) If such waters are not subject to appropriationunder the applicable
provisions of RCW 90.40.030 as now or hereafteramended.
*Sec. 501 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

PART VI
GENERAL PERMITS
*NEW SECTION, Sec. 601. The legislaturefinds that the present delay in
the processing of water right applicationsis not beneficial to the citizens of the
state nor is it in keeping with the goal of managing the resourceto the highest
possible standardand maximum net benefit.
The legislaturefurtherfinds that waterconservation efforts would be greatly
enhanced by a permit system that encourageswater rightapplicantsto use only
the amount of water actually necessary to meet their needs.
*Sec. 601 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*NEW SECTION, Sec. 602. A new section is added to chapter 90.03 RCW
to read asfollows:
(1) The departmentshall develop a generalpermit system for appropriating
waterfor nonconsumptive, nonbypass uses. This system must be designed and
used to accurately identify and registerany waterright applicationthat qualifies
for the streamlined process of appropriation of water by meeting the
requirementsin this section and registeringthe use. The generalpermit system
must be applicable state-wide, and all waters of the state shall be eligible for
coverage under the system. The evaluation and report required for an
application under RCW 90.03.290 are not requiredfor applicationsprocessed
under the generalpermit system. For the purposes of this section:
(a) "Nonconsumptive, nonbypass use" means a use of water in which water
is divertedfrom a stream or drawn from an aquifer and following its use is
discharged back into or near the point of diversion or withdrawal without
diminishment in quality and less thanfive thousandgallons of net consumption
per day; and
(b) "Without diminishment of quality" means that, before being discharged
back to its source, the water being dischargedmeets state water quality standards
adoptedunder chapter 90.48 RCW.
(2) The departmentshall, by January 1, 1998, establish the generalpermit
system by adopting rules in accordancewith chapter34.05 RCW. Before the
adoption of rules for a system, the departmentshall consult with representatives
of the following interest groups: Agriculture;aquaculture;home construction
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and development; county government; city government; surface mining; and the
environmentalcommunity. At leastfourpublic hearings must be held at various
locations around the state, not less than two of which shall be east of the crest
of the Cascademountains. The rules must identify criteriafor proposed uses of
water for which applications might be processed under the system and must
establish proceduresfor filing and processingapplicationsand issuing water
rights certificates under the generalpermit system.
*Sec. 602 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*NEW SECTION, Sec. 603. A new section is added to chapter 90.03 RCW
to readas follows:
An applicationfor registrationas a nonconsumptive, nonbypass water user
under the generalpermit system establishedunder section 602 of this act must
be made on a form adopted andprovided by the department. Within sixty days
of receipt of a properly completed application,the departmentshall determine
whether the proposed use is eligible to be processedunder the generalpermit
system. If the department determines that the proposed use is eligible to be
processedunder the system, the applicationmust be processedunder the system
within the next sixty days. The priority date of the water right established
pursuantto this section shall be the date that the properlycompleted application
is submitted. if the departmentdetermines that the proposeduse is not eligible
for the processing, the department shall explain to the applicantin writing the
reasonsfor its determination. For a proposeduse determinedineligiblefor the
processing, if the department finds that the information contained on the
applicationform substantially satisfies the information requirements for an
applicationfor a use that would normally befiledfor processingthe application
outside of the generalpermit system, the departmentshall notify the applicant
of itsfinding and shallprocess the applicationas if it were filed for processing
outside of the system. If the departmentfinds that the information does not
substantiallysatisfy the requirements, the applicationmust be consideredto be
incomplete for the processing and the applicant must be notified of this
consideration.
*Sec. 603 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*NEW SECTION. Sec. 604. A new section is added to chapter 90.03 RCW
to readas follows:
Nothing in sections 602 and 603 of this act authorizes the impairmentor
operates to impairany existing water rights. A water right holder under sections
602 and 603 of this act shall not make withdrawals that impair a seniorwater
right. A holder of a senior water right who believes his or her water right is
impaired may file a complaint with the department of ecology. Where such
complaints of impairmenthave been received, the departmentof ecology shall
make all reasonable efforts to resolve them in a timely manner through
agreement of the parties. Nothing in section 602 or 603 of this act may be
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construedas waiving any requirementestablishedunder chapter 90.48 RCW or
federal law that a permittee secure a dischargepermit regardingwater quality.
*Sec. 604 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*NEW SECTION. Sec. 605. If specific fundingfor the purposes of this act,
referencingthis act by bill or chapter number, is not provided by June 30, 1997,
in the omnibus appropriationsact, this act is null and void.
*Sec. 605 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

PART VII
APPEALS
*NEW SECTION, Sec. 701. The legislaturerecognizes that in many cases
the value of real property directly depends upon the amount of water that is
availablefor use on that property. The legislature also recognizes that water
rights are a type ofpropertyright in which many different partiesmay assert an
interest. Currentstatutes requiremany propertyrightsactions in which different
partiesassert interests, such as actions for partition or eminent domain, to be
filed in superiorcourt. The legislaturefurtherfinds that informal procedures
such as mediation andfact finding have been employed successfully in other
areas of the law, and may produce positive results in certain types of water
disputes. The legislaturetherefore finds that property owners should have a
choice to select informal or formal hearings before the pollution control
hearingsboard,and that relinquishmentproceedings should be appealedto the
local superiorcourts.
*Sec. 701 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*Sec. 702. RCW 34.05.514 and 1995 c 347 s 113 and 1995 c 292 s 9 are
each reenactedand amended to read as follows:
(1) Except as provided in subsections(2) and (3) of this section, proceedings
for review under this chapter shall be institutedby paying the fee requiredunder
RCW 36.18.020 andfiling a petition in the superiorcourt, at the petitioner's
option, for (a) Thurston county, (b) the county of the petitioner's residence or
principalplace of business, or (c) in any county where the property owned by the
petitionerand affected by the contested decision is located.
(2) Forproceedingsinvolving institutionsof higher education,the petition
shall befiled either in the county in which the principaloffice of the institution
involved is located or in the county of a branch campus if the action involves
such branch.
(3) For proceedings involving the relinquishment of a water right and
appeals of formal and informal hearingsof the pollution control hearingsboard
involving a water quantity decision as defined in section 713 of this act, the
petition shall be filed in the superiorcourtfor the county in which is located the
land upon which the water was used.
*Sec. 702 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*Sec. 703. RCW 43.21B.110 and 1993 c 387 s 22 are each amended to read

as follows:
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(1) The pollution control hearings boardshall only havejurisdictionto hear
and decide appealsfrom thefollowing decisions of the department,the director,
the administratorof the office of marine safety, and the air pollution control
boards or authoritiesas establishedpursuant to chapter 70.94 RCW, or local
health departments:
(a) Civil penalties imposed pursuant to RCW 18.104.155, 70.94.431,
70.105.080, 70.107.050, 88.46.090, 90.03.600, 90.48.144, 90.56.310, and
90.56.330.
(b) Orders issued pursuantto RCW 18.104.043, 18.104.060, 43.27A.190,
70.94.211, 70.94.332, 70.105.095, 86.16.020, 88.46.070, ((90; -14)) and
90.48.120.
(c) The issuance,modification, or termination of any permit, certificate,or
license by the departmentor any airauthority in the exercise of itsjurisdiction,
including the issuance or termination of a waste disposalpermit, the denialof
an applicationfor a waste disposalpermit, or the modification of the conditions
or the terms of a waste disposalpermit.
(d) Decisions of local health departments regardingthe grantor denial of
solid waste permits pursuant to chapter 70.95 RCW.
(e) Decisions of local health departments regarding the issuance and
enforcement of permits to use or dispose of biosolids under RCW 70.95J.080.
(f)Any other decision by the department, the administratorof the office of
marinesafety, or an air authority which pursuant to law must be decided as an
adjudicativeproceedingunder chapter 34.05 RCW.
(2) The iurisdictionof the pollution controlhearingsboardis further limited
as follows:
(a) The hearingsboardhas no iurisdictionto review orderspertainingto the
relinquishmentof a water right under RCW 90,14.130. or to review proceedings
regardingeeneral adjudicationsof water rights conducted Dursuantto chaoter
90.03 or 90.44 RCW,
(b)The following hearingsshall not be conducted by the hearings board:
(((a-))) (ijHearings required by law to be conducted by the shorelines
hearings boardpursuant to chapter 90.58 RCW.
(((b))) (ii) Hearings conducted by the department pursuant to RCW
70.94.332, 70.94.390, 70.94.395, 70.94.400, 70.94.405, 70.94.410, and 90.44.180.
wale, rigt pusiantto hae
904 or 90.44 RCW
-(-))) (iii)Hearingsconductedby the department to adopt, modify, or repeal
rules.
(3) ((Rteiw-oJ)) Rules and regulationsadopted by the hearings boardshall
be subject to review in accordance with the provisions of the Administrative
ProcedureAct, chapter34.05 RCW.
*Sec. 703 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.
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*Sec. 704. RCW 43.21B.130 and 1990 c 65 s 3 are each amended to read
as follows:
The administrativeprocedure act, chapter 34.05 RCW, shallapply to the
appeal of rules and regulations adopted by the board to the same extent as it
applied to the review of rules and regulations adopted by the directors and/or
boards or commissions of the various departments whose powers, duties and
functions were transferredby section 6, chapter62, Laws of 1970 ex. sess. to the
department. (('41 h...r deisions and orders of !he dir,_ o,
.n.d
all dcs..ons O
r.4 ktr~ardo Fi uithoities estab~i.wd pirsuant to chapier7.9
RCW hall1c ubjee! to reiew by the~ hearings board as pro id in this
ehapte))

~irpollutl

$Sec. 704 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*Sec. 705. RCW 43.21B.240 and 1989 c 175 s 105 are each amended to
read asfollows:
The department and air authorities shall not have authority to hold
adjudicativeproceedingspursuantto the Administrative ProcedureAct, chapter
34.05 RCW. Such hearings. except for appeals of orders pertaining to the
relinquishmentof a waterright issued pursuantto RCW 90,14,130, shall be held
by the pollution control hearings board.
*Sec. 705 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*Sec. 706. RCW 43.21B.305 and 1994 c 253 s 5 are each amended to read
as follows:
In an appeal that involves a penalty of five thousand dollars or less, the
appeal may be heard by one member of the board, whose decision shall be the
final decision of the board. An informal hearing appeal relating to a water
quantity decision as defined in section 713 of this act may be heard by one
member of the board, The boardshall define by rule alternativeprocedures to
expedite small appeals. These alternatives may include: Mediation, upon
agreement of allparties unless initiatedas provided in section 713 of this act:
submission of testimony by affidavit; conducting hearingby telephone: or other
forms that may lead to less formal andfaster resolution of appeals.
*Sec. 706 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*Sec. 707. RCW 43.21B.310 and 1992 c 73 s 3 are each amended to read
as follows:
(1) Except as provided in subsection (2) of this section, any order issued by
the department((, the adinitfr f the oce of nearine s-fay,)) or authority
pursuant to RCW 70.94.211, 70.94.332, 70.105.095, 43.27A.190, 86.16.020,
88.46.070, or 90.48.120(2) or any provision enacted after July 26, 1987, or any
permit, certificate, or license issued by the departmentmay be appealedto the
pollution control hearingsboard if the appeal isfiled with the boardand served
on the department or authority within thirty days after receipt of the order.
Except as provided under chapter 70.105D RCW, ((this-is)) these are the
exclusive means of appealof such an order.
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(((2))) (a) The department, the administrator, or the authority in its
discretion may stay the effectiveness of an order during the pendency of such an
appeal.
(((-3))) (b) At any time during the pendency of an appealof such an orderto
the board, the appellant may apply pursuantto RCW43.21B.320 to the hearings
boardfor a stay of the orderorfor the removal thereof.
(((4))) (J Any appealbefore the hearings board must contain the following
in accordancewith the rules of the hearings board:
(((a-))) (i The appellant'sname and address;
(((b)) (ii) The date and docket number of the order,permit, or license
appealed;
(((e))) (iii) A descriptionof the substance of the order,permit, orlicense that
is the subject of the appeal;
(((d))) (iv) A clear,separate,and concise statement of every erroralleged to
have been committed;
(((e))) (vI A clear and concise statement offacts upon which the requester
relies to sustain his or her statements of error;and
((0)) (vi) A statement settingforth the reliefsought.
(((S))) d) Upon failure to comply with anyfinal order of the departmentor
the administrator,the attorney general, on request of the department or the
administrator,may bring an action in the superiorcourt of the county where the
violation occurred or the potential violation is about to occur to obtain such
relief as necessary, including injunctive relief, to insure compliance with the
order. The air authoritiesmay bring similaractions to enforce their orders.
(((6))) e( An appealable decision or ordershall be identifiedas such and
shallcontain a conspicuous notice to the recipientthat it may be appealedonly
by filing an appeal with the hearings boardand serving it on the department
within thirty days of receipt.
(2) Water quantity decisions of the department.as defined in section 713 o
this act, may be anealedto the pollution control hearings boardas Drovidedin
section 713 of this act, Apeals of orderspertainingto the relinquishmentof a
water right are filed in superiorcourt as provided by RCW 90,14,130,
*Sec. 707 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*Sec. 708. RCW43.27A.190 and 1987c 109 s 11 are each amendedto read

as follows:
Notwithstanding and in addition to any other powers granted to the
department of ecology, whenever it appearsto the department that a person is
violating or is about to violate any of the provisions of the following:
(1) Chapter90.03 RCW; or
(2) Chapter90.44 RCW; or
(3) Chapter86.16 RCW; or
(4) Chapter43.37 RCW; or
(5) Chapter43.27A RCW; or
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(6) Any other law relating to water resources administered by the
department; or
(7) A rule or regulation adopted, or a directive or order issued by the
departmentrelatingto subsections (1) through (6) of this section; the department
may cause a written regulatoryorder to be served upon ((Sad)) the person either
personally, or by registered or certified mail delivered to addressee only with
return receipt requested and acknowledged by him or her. The order shall
specify the provision of the statute, rule, regulation,directiveor orderalleged to
be or about to be violated, and thefacts upon which the conclusion of violating
orpotential violation is based, and shall orderthe act constituting the violation
or the potential violation to cease and desist or, in appropriatecases, shall order
necessarycorrective action to be taken with regardto such acts within a specific
and reasonable time. The regulation of a headgate or controlling works as
provided in RCW 90.03.070, by a watermaster, stream patrolman, or other
person so authorizedby the department shallconstitute a regulatoryorder within
the meaning of this section. A regulatoryorder issued hereundershall become
effective immediately upon receipt by the person to whom the orderis directed,
except for regulationsunder RCW 90.03.070 which shall become effective when
a written notice is attached as provided therein. Any person aggrieved by such
order may appealthe orderpursuantto RCW 43.21B.310. except thatappeals ot
orders pertainingto the relinquishment of a water right shall be filed in superior
courtpursuantto RCW 90,14.130.
*Sec. 708 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*Sec. 709. RCW 90.14.130 and 1987 c 109 s 13 are each amended to read

as follows:
When it appears to the departmentof ecology that a person entitled to the
use of water has not beneficially used his or her water right or some portion
thereof,and it appearsthat ((said)) the person's right has or may have reverted
to the state because of such nonuse, as provided by RCW 90.14.160, 90.14.170,
or 90.14.180, the department of ecology shall notify such person by order:
PROVIDED, That where a company, association,district,or the United States
has filed a blanket claim under the provisions of RCW 90.14.060for the total
benefits of those served by it, the notice shall be served on such company,
association,districtor the United States and not upon any of its individual water
users who may not have used the water or some portion thereof which they were
entitled to use. The order shall contain: (1) A description of the water right,
including the approximate location of the point of diversion, the general
description of the lands orplaces where such waters were used, the water source,
the amount involved, the purpose of use, and the apparentauthority upon which
the right is based; (2) a statement that unless sufficient cause be shown on
appeal the water right will be declaredrelinquished; and (3) a statement that
such order may be appealedto the ((',luton controlhearings brl)
superio
court. Any person aggrieved by such an order may appeal it to the ((pottuti~r
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,.tl h ings bord prsuan to R"- "".21.--."
superiorcourt for the
county in which is located the land upon which the water was used. Any such
appeal to superiorcourt shall be heardde novo. The order shallbe served by
registeredor certified mail to the last known address of the person and be posted
at the point of division or withdrawal. The order by itself shall not alter the
recipient'srightto use water, if any.
*Sec. 709 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*Sec. 710. RCW 90.14.190 and 1987 c 109 s 14 are each amended to read
as follows:
Any personfeeling aggrieved by any decision of the departmentof ecology
may have the same reviewed pursuantto RCW 43.21B.310. However, any order
pertainingto the relinquishmentof a water right shall be iled in superiorcourt
pursuantto RCW 90.14.130. In any such review, the findings offact as set forth
in the report of the department of ecology shall be primafacie evidence of the
fact of any waiver or relinquishmentof a water rightor portion thereof. If the
hearings board affirms the decision of the department,a party seeks review in
superiorcourt of that hearingsboard decisionpursuant to chapter34.05 RCW,
and the court determines that the party was injuredby an arbitrary,capricious,
or erroneousorder of the department,the court may awardreasonableattorneys'
fees.
*Sec. 710 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*Sec. 711. RCW 90.14.200 and 1989 c 175 s 180 are each amended to read
asfollows:
(1) All matters relating to the implementation and enforcement of this
chapter by the department of ecology shall be carriedout in accordance with
chapter 34.05 RCW, the Administrative Procedure Act, except where the
provisions of this chapter expressly conflict with chapter 34.05 RCW.
Proceedings held pursuant to RCW 90.14.130 are ((.4juda...i. r.
.s

hilin Me meaning of ch1 aptr34.051R1. Fnl

fthe deparm~ei
1sin

of e-^ogy in t"s-p.. oe ... s*)) appealableto superiorcourt as provided in that
section. Other final decisions of the department of ecologv under this chanter
are subject to review by the pollution control hearings board in accordancewith
chapter 43.21B RCW.
(2) RCW 90.14.130 provides nonexclusive proceduresfor determining a
relinquishmentof water rights under RCW 90.14.160, 90.14.170, and 90.14.180.
RCW 90.14.160, 90.14.170, and 90.14.180 may be applied in, among other
proceedings,general adjudicationproceedings initiatedunder RCW 90.03.110
or 90.44.220: PROVIDED, That nothing herein shall apply to litigation
involving determinationsof the departmentof ecology under RCW 90.03.290
relatingto the impairmentof existing rights.
*Sec. 711 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*Sec. 712. RCW 90.66.080 and 1979 c 3 s 8 are each amended to read as

follows:
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The department is hereby empowered to promulgate such rules as may be
necessary to carry out the provisions of this chapter. Decisions of the
department, other than rule making, shall be subject to review by the pollution
control hearings board or a superior court in accordance with chapter 43.21B
RCW.
*Sec. 712 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*NEW SECTION, Sec. 713. A new section is added to chapter 43.21B
RCW to read as follows:
(1) A water right claimant, or permit or certificate holder or applicant who
is aggrieved or adversely affected by a water quantity decision may appeal the
decision to the pollution control hearings board pursuant to RCW 43.21B.310.
A formal hearing before the board may only be granted ifall parties to the
appeal of the water quantity decision agree to a formal hearing.
(2) At the request of any party, the board shall conduct an informal hearing,
consisting of mediation and, ifa settlement cannot be agreed upon, fact finding
with recommendations. The hearings board shall adopt rules governing the
election, practice, and procedures of informal hearings consistent with this
section and section 714 of this act.
(3) For purposes of this chapter, a "water quantity decision" includes the
following:
(a) A decision to grant or deny a permit or certificate for a right to the
beneficial use of water or to amend, change, or transfer such a right; and
(b) A decision to enforce the conditions of a permit for, or right to, the
beneficial use of water or to require any person to discontinue the use of water.
*Sec.713 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*NEW SECTION, Sec. 714. A new section is added to chapter 43.21B
RCW to read as follows:
(1) When one of the parties elects an informal hearing pursuant to section
713 of this act, a board member or an administrative law judge from the
environmental hearings office shall be assigned as the mediator for the appeal.
(2) The parties involved in the informal hearing must provide the mediator
and the other parties in advance with a clear, concise statement of the disputed
issues and the parties' position in relation to the issues and supporting
documentation. The mediator shall meet with the parties either jointly or
separately, in the general area of the project under review or by telephone, at the
discretion of the mediator, and shall take such steps as the mediator deems
appropriate to resolve their differences and reach a settlement agreement. If a
settlement agreement is reached, the mediator shall prepare and submit to the
hearings board a written order of dismissal to which the settlement agreement
is attached. The hearings board shall enter the order and dismiss the case unless
the hearings board finds that the settlement agreement is contrary to law.
If the hearings boardfinds that the settlement agreement is contrary to law,
it shall notify the parties and refer the dispute back to mediation.
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(3) If the partiesare unable to achieve a settlement agreement within ninety
days afterbeing appointed,the mediator shall issuea statement that a settlement
agreement has not been reached. After issuanceof the statement, the partyfiling
the appealmay request the hearingsboard to submit the dispute tofactfinding
with recommendations. Notice of the requestforfactfinding must be sent to the
otherparties.
(4) Within five days of the receipt of the requestfor fact finding, the
hearingsboardshall assign a board member oran administrativeappealsjudge
from the environmentalhearings office to serve asfactfinder. The person who
served as the mediator to the dispute may serve as the fact finder with the
consent of both parties.
(5) Within five days of being appointed,the factfinder shallestablish a date,
time, and placefor the fact-finding hearing. The date of the hearing must be
within thirty days of the appointment of thefactfinder. The hearingshall be
conducted in the generalarea where the project under review is located. At least
seven days before the date of the hearing,each party must submit to the fact
finder and to the otherparties written proposals on all of the issues it intends to
submit to fact finding. The fact finder has the power to issue subpoenas
requiring the attendance and production of witnesses and the production of
evidence. The order of presentation at the hearing shall be as agreed by the
partiesor as determined by the factfinder. Each documentary exhibit shallbe
filed with the factfinderand copies shall be provided to the other parties. The
fact finder shall declare the hearing closed after the parties have completed
presenting their testimony within agreedtime limits.
(6) Thefact finder shall, within thirty days following the conclusion of the
hearing, make written findings of fact and written recommendations to the
parties as to how the dispute should be resolved. The factfinder may not apply
any presumption as part of thefindings offact or recommendations. A copy of
thefindings and recommendations shall be filed with the hearingsboard. The
findings offact and recommendationsof thefactfinder areadvisory only, and
are not subject to review by the hearingsboard.
(7) The time limits establishedin this section may be extended by mutual
agreement of all the parties.
*Sec. 714 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*NEW SECTION. Sec. 715. A new section is added to chapter 43.21B
RCW to read asfollows:
(1) Within thirty days after thefactfinder hasfiled thefindings offact and
recommendations pursuant to section 714 of this act, a party may request a
formal hearing by the hearings board or appeal the water quantity decision
directly to superior court. All parties must agree to a formal hearing by the
hearings board before a formal hearingis granted.
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(2) If a party elects to file an action in superiorcourtfollowing an informal
hearing,it must be filed in the county in which is located the land upon which
the water is or would be used.
*Sec. 715 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*NEW SECTION, Sec. 716. A new section is added to chapter 43.21B
RCW to read as follows:
An appeal to superior court of a water quantity decision, as defined in
section 713 of this act,following an informal hearingby the boardshall be heard
de novo. If an informal hearingon the decision or order had been completed by
the pollution control hearings board, no issue may be raisedin superiorcourt
that was not raisedand discussedas part of thefact.finding hearing. No bond
may be required on appeals to the superior court or on review by the supreme
court unless specifically requiredby the judge of the superiorcourt.
*Sec. 716 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

PART VIII
MISCELLANEOUS
Sec. 801. RCW 90.03.380 and 1996 c 320 s 19 are each amended to read as
follows:
( The right to the use of water which has been applied to a beneficial use in
the state shall be and remain appurtenant to the land or place upon which the same
is used: PROVIDED, HOWEVER, That ((said)) the right may be transferred to
another or to others and become appurtenant to any other land or place of use
without loss of priority of right theretofore established if such change can be made
without detriment or injury to existing rights. The point of diversion of water for
beneficial use or the purpose of use may be changed, if such change can be made
without detriment or injury to existing rights. A change in the place of use. point
of diversion, and/or purpose of use of a water right to enable irrigation of
additional acreage or the addition of new uses may be permitted if such change
results in no increase in the annual consumptive quantity of water used under the
water right. For purposes of this section. "annual consumptive quantity" means the
estimated or actual annual amount of water diverted pursuant to the water right,
reduced by the estimated annual amount of return flows, averaged over the most
recent five-year period of continuous beneficial use of the water right. Before any
transfer of such right to use water or change of the point of diversion of water or
change of purpose of use can be made, any person having an interest in the transfer
or change, shall file a written application therefor with the department, and ((said))
the application shall not be granted until notice of ((said)) t application ((shagbe)) ii published as provided in RCW 90.03.280. If it shall appear that such
transfer or such change may be made without injury or detriment to existing rights,
the department shall issue to the applicant a certificate in duplicate granting the
right for such transfer or for such change of point of diversion or of use. The
certificate so issued shall be filed and be made a record with the department and
the duplicate certificate issued to the applicant may be filed with the county auditor
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in like manner and with the same effect as provided in the original certificate or
permit to divert water.
(2)If an application for change proposes to transfer water rights from one
irrigation district to another, the department shall, before publication of notice,
receive concurrence from each of the irrigation districts that such transfer or
change will not adversely affect the ability to deliver water to other landowners or
impair the financial integrity of either of the districts.
._A change in place of use by an individual water user or users of water
provided by an irrigation district need only receive approval for the change from
the board of directors of the district if the use of water continues within the
irrigation district, and when water is provided by an irrigation entity that is a
member of a board of joint control created under chapter 87.80 RCW, approval
need only be received from the board of joint control if the use of water continues
within the area of jurisdiction of the joint board and the change can be made
without detriment or injury to existing rights.
(4)
This section shall not apply to trust water rights acquired by the state
through the funding of water conservation projects under chapter 90.38 RCW or
RCW 90.42.0 10 through 90.42.070.
*Sec. 802. RCW 90.44.100 and 1987 c 109 s 113 are each amended to read
as follows:
After an application to, and upon the issuance by the department of an
amendment to the appropriatepermit or certificate of ground water right, the
holder of a valid rightto withdrawpublic ground waters may, without losing his
priorityof right,construct wells or other means of withdrawalat a new location
in substitutionfor or in addition to those at the originallocation, or he may
change the manner or the place of use of the water((- PROVIDED,
HOWE, T.....i.)).An amendment shallbe issued only afterpublication
of notice of the applicationandfindings as prescribedin the case of an original
application. Such amendment shall be issued by the department only on the
conditions that: (1) The additionalorsubstitute well or wells shall tap the same
body ofpublic ground water as the originalwell or wells; (2) use of the original
well or wells shall be discontinued upon construction of the substitute well or
wells; (3) the construction of an additionalwell or wells shall not enlarge the
right conveyed by the originalpermit or certificate; and (4) other existing rights
shall not be impaired. An amendment to a permit or certicateto chane the
place of use. point of withdrawaL and/orpurooseof use of a groundwater right
to enable irrigation of additionalacreage or the addition of new uses may be
issued if such change results in no increase in the annualconsumptive auantitv
of water used under a certifcate or authorized for use under a permit. For
purposes of this section. "annualconsumptive quantity" means the estimatedor
actual annual amount of water withdrawn pursuant to a certificate or the
amount authorized for use pursuant to a permit. reduced by the estimated
annualamount of return flows. For Permits or certificates under which actual
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amounts of water have been withdrawn, withdrawals and returnflows shall be
averaged over the most recent ive-year period of continuous beneficialuse of
the ground waterright or. if the period of actualcontinuous beneficial use is less
than rive years, such lesser period, The department may specify an approved
manner of construction and shall require a showing of compliance with the
terms of the amendment, as provided in RCW 90.44.080 in the case of an
originalpermit.
*Sec. 802 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION. Sec. 803. As used in this act, part headings constitute no
part of the law.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 804. Sections 101 through 113 of this act constitute
a new chapter in Title 90 RCW.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 805. If any provision of this act or its application to
any person or circumstance is held invalid, the remainder of the act or the
application of the provision to other persons or circumstances is not affected.
Passed the House April 27, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 18, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 20, 1997, with the exception of certain items
that were vetoed.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 20, 1997.
Note: Governor's explanation of partial veto is as follows:
"Iam returning herewith, without my approval as to sections 107 through 116, 202,
401, 402, 501, 601, 602, 603, 604, 605, 701 through 716, and 802, Second Substitute
House Bill No. 2054 entitled:
"AN ACT Relating to water resource management;"
Second Substitute House Bill No. 2054 addresses a number of water resource
management issues, including watershed planning, storage, adjudications, water purveyors,
relinquishment, general permits, water right appeals, and transfers.
I agree with legislative leaders on the need for local watershed planning. The people
who live in a particular area should have a strong voice as to how water should be used in
their watershed. Sections 101 through 106 set the tone for how we will resolve many of
our water problems and I support those sections.
Sections 107 through 116 set out a process for local watershed planning and adoption
which does not provide sufficient flexibility to accommodate a wide array of watershed
planning needs. The time limits imposed on the Department of Ecology for making
decisions on water right applications are unreasonable un~der current resources available
to the Department of Ecology.
Section 202 equates water storage with water conservation and although the two may
be related, this definition of water conservation could be problematic in future water rights
processing and appeals.
Sections 401 and 402 are null and void because of my actions on sections 107
through 116, but these are important water resource management issues so I will address
the issues in these sections. Section 401 makes changes to the intertie statute (RCW
90.03.380) to promote land development, but is not linked to growth management plans
or state-approved demand forecasts. The broad language used to grandfather in existing
interties would create dormant water rights and excuse these interties fron a review to
determine potential impacts on other existing water rights as well as instream flows.
Section 402 would equate the perfection of a water right to the quantity allocated in a
certificate of water right rather than the quantity beneficially used. This would violate a
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fundamental principle of western water law and the state water code and create great
uncertainty in trying to determine what water is available for other water rights, new
applications, and the protection of instream resources.
Section 501. without a standard established by the legislature, could allow a water
right holder to avoid relinquishment by taking an unlimited amount of time to implement
a water conservation project.
Sections 601 through 605 would create a new surface water permit exemption for
water uses that consume less than 5,000 gallons per day.
Sections 701 through 716 would override the existing, well-established and highly
functional water right appeals process. These sections could establish a total of four
processes to reach a factual decision on the record.

Seion 802 would amend the ground water code to allow changes to water rights that
are already authorized in section 801, which amends the surface water code. The
legislature has already recognized that the surface water code, RCW chapter 90.03, applies
to the allocation and regulation of ground water. I believe, and the Department of Ecology
concurs, that the amendments to RCW 90.03.380 set forth within section 801 apply to
ground water rights as well as to surface water rights. To the extent that this is duplicative
of the provisions in section 801, section 802, which amends RCW 90.44.100, is
unnecessary. Section 802 would also allow the irrigation of additional acreage or the
addition of new uses for a quantity of water authorized under a ground water permit that
has not yet been put to beneficial use. This is a concept that I am very interested in
exploring, and I will be asking for further study and recommendations on this issue in the
interim.
For these reasons, I have vetoed sections 107 through 116, 202, 401, 402, 501, 601,
602, 603, 604, 605,701 through 716, and 802, Second Substitute House Bill No. 2054.
With the exception of sections 107 through 116, 202, 401, 402, 501, 601, 602, 603,
604, 605, 701 through 716, and 802, Second Substitute House Bill No. 2054 is approved."

CHAPTER 443
[Substitute Senate Bill 5505)
ASSISTANCE FOR APPLICANTS FOR WATER RIGHTS TO OBTAIN AND DEVELOP
WATER SUPPLIES
AN ACT Relating to water supply and growth management; amending RCW 43.21A.064; and
creating new sections.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. The legislature finds that there is a need for
development of additional water resources to meet the forecasted population
growth in the state. It is the intent of chapter . ., Laws of 1997 (this act) to direct
the responsible agencies to assist applicants seeking a safe and reliable water
source for their use. Providing this assistance for public water supply systems can
be accomplished through assistance in the creation of municipal interties and
transfers, additional storage capabilities, enhanced conservation efforts, and added
efficiency standards for using existing supplies.
Sec. 2. RCW 43.21A.064 and 1995 c 8 s 3 are each amended to read as
follows:
Subject to RCW 43.21 A.068, the director of the department of ecology shall
have the following powers and duties:
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(1)The supervision of public waters within the state and their appropriation,
diversion, and use, and of the various officers connected therewith;
(2)Insofar as may be necessary to assure safety to life or property, ((he)) the
d
shall inspect the construction of all dams, canals, ditches, irrigation
systems, hydraulic power plants, and all other works, systems, and plants
pertaining to the use of water, and ((he)) may require such necessary changes in the
construction or maintenance of said works, to be made from time to time, as will
reasonably secure safety to life and property;
(3) ((He)) The director shall regulate and control the diversion of water in
accordance with the rights thereto;
(4) ((He)) The director shall determine the discharge of streams and springs
and other sources of water supply, and the capacities of lakes and of reservoirs
whose waters are being or may be utilized for beneficial purposes;
(5) ((He)) The director shall. if requested. provide assistance to an applicant
for a water right in obtaining or developing an adequate and appropriate supply of
water consistent with the land use permitted for the area in which the water is to
be used and the population forecast for the area under RCW 43,62.035, If the
applicant is a public water supply system, the supply being sought must be used in
a manner consistent with applicable land use. watershed and water system plans,
and the population forecast for that area provided under RCW 43,62.035:
(6) The director shall keep such records as may be necessary for the recording
of the financial transactions and statistical data thereof, and shall procure all
necessary documents, forms, and blanks. ((He)) The directo shall keep a seal of
the office, and all certificates ((by-him)) covering any of ((his)) the director's acts
or the acts of ((his)) the director's office, or the records and files of ((his)) that
office, under such seal, shall be taken as evidence thereof in all courts;
(((6)-He)) (7) The director shall render when required by the governor, a full
written report of the ((work of his officz)) office's work with such
recommendations for legislation as ((he-may)) the director deems advisable for the
better control and development of the water resources of the state;
(((-7))) (M The director and duly authorized deputies may administer oaths;
(((8)-He)) (9) The director shall establish and promulgate rules governing the
administration of chapter 90.03 RCW;
(((9)-He)) (10) The director shall perform such other duties as may be
prescribed by law.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 3. If specific funding for the purposes of this act,
referencing this act by bill or chapter number, is not provided by June 30, 1997, in
the omnibus appropriations act, this act is null and void.
Passed the Senate April 22, 1997.
Passed the House April 14, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 20, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 20, 1997.
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CHAPTER 444
(Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill 5725]
RECLAIMED WATER-REGULATIONS
AN ACT Relating to reclaimed water; amending RCW 90.46.010, 90.46.080, and 90.46.090;
adding new sections to chapter 90.46 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 90.03 RCW; adding a
new section to chapter 90.44 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 90.48 RCW; and creating a new
section.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. A new section is added to chapter 90.46 RCW to
read as follows:
The owner of a wastewater treatment facility that is reclaiming water with a
permit issued under this chapter has the exclusive right to any reclaimed water
generated by the wastewater treatment facility. Use and distribution of the
reclaimed water by the owner of the wastewater treatment facility is exempt from
the permit requirements of RCW 90.03.250 and 90.44.060. Revenues derived from
the reclaimed water facility shall be used only to offset the cost of operation of the
wastewater utility fund or other applicable source of system-wide funding.
If the proposed use or uses of reclaimed water are intended to augment or
replace potable water supplies or create the potential for the development of
additional potable water supplies, such use or uses shall be considered in the
development of the regional water supply plan or plans addressing potable water
supply service by multiple water purveyors. The owner of a wastewater treatment
facility that proposes to reclaim water shall be included as a participant in the
development of such regional water supply plan or plans.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 2. A new section is added to chapter 90.03 RCW to
read as follows:
The permit requirements of RCW 90.03.250 do not apply to the use of
reclaimed water by the owner of a wastewater treatment facility under the
provisions of section 1 of this act.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 3. A new section is added to chapter 90.44 RCW to
read as follows:
The permit requirements of RCW 90.44.060 do not apply to the use of
reclaimed water by the owner of a wastewater treatment facility under the
provisions of section I of this act.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 4. A new section is added to chapter 90.46 RCW to
read as follows:
Facilities that reclaim water under this chapter shall not impair any existing
water right downstream from any freshwater discharge points of such facilities
unless compensation or mitigation for such impairment is agreed to by the holder
of the affected water right.
Sec. 5. RCW 90.46.010 and 1995 c 342 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
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Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the definitions in this section
apply throughout this chapter.
(1) "Greywater" means wastewater having the consistency and strength of
residential domestic type wastewater. Greywater includes wastewater from sinks,
showers, and laundry fixtures, but does not include toilet or urinal waters.
(2) "Land application" means application of treated effluent for purposes of
irrigation or landscape enhancement for residential, business, and governmental
purposes.
(3) "Person" means any state, individual, public or private corporation,
political subdivision, governmental subdivision, governmental agency,
municipality, copartnership, association, firm, trust estate, or any other legal entity
whatever.
(4) "Reclaimed water" means effluent derived in any part from sewage from
a wastewater treatment system that has been adequately and reliably treated, so that
as a result of that treatment, it is suitable for a ((direet)) beneficial use or a
controlled use that would not otherwise occur and is no longer considered
wastewater.
(5) "Sewage" means water-carried human wastes((, iluding kitchcr,, bath,
and laundry waste)) from residences, buildings, industrial and commercial
establishments, or other places, together with such ground water infiltration,
surface waters, or industrial wastewater as may be present.
(6) "User" means any person who uses reclaimed water.
(7)"Wastewater" means water and wastes discharged from homes, businesses,
and industry to the sewer system.
(8)"((Direet)) Beneficial use" means the use of reclaimed water, that has been
transported from the point of production to the point of use without an intervening
discharge to the waters of the state, for a beneficial purpose.
(9) "Direct recharge" means the controlled subsurface addition of water
directly to the ground water basin that results in the replenishment of ground water.
(10) "Ground water recharge criteria" means the contaminant criteria found
in the drinking water quality standards adopted by the state board of health
pursuant to chapter 43.20 RCW and the department of health pursuant to chapter
70.119A RCW.
(11) "Planned ground water recharge project" means any reclaimed water
project designed for the purpose of recharging ground water, via direct recharge
or surface ((spreading) percolation.
(12) "Reclamation criteria" means the criteria set forth in the water
reclamation and reuse interim standards and subsequent revisions adopted by the
department of ecology and the department of health.
(13) "Streamflow augmentation" means the discharge of reclaimed water to
rivers and streams of the state or other surface water bodies, but not wetlands.
(14) "Surface ((spredin)) percolation" means the controlled application of
water to the ground surface for the purpose of replenishing ground water.
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(15) "Wetland or wetlands" means areas that are inundated or saturated by
surface water or ground water at a frequency and duration sufficient to support, and
that under normal circumstances do support, a prevalence of vegetation typically
adapted to life in saturated soil conditions. Wetlands generally include swamps,
marshes, bogs, and similar areas. Wetlands regulated under this chapter shall be
delineated in accordance with the manual adopted by the department of ecology
pursuant to RCW 90.58.380.
(16) (("Crcated wetlands" mea--s a wetlad intentionally e t.. from a.
.nwt..
site to. p due or, ,,pie natural habtm.)) "Constructed beneficial use
wetlands" means those wetlands intentionally constructed on nonwetland sites to
produce or replace natural wetland functions and values. Constructed beneficial
use wetlands are considered "waters of the state,"
(17) "Constructed treatment wetlands" means those wetlands intentionally
constructed on nonwetland sites and managed for the primary purpose of
wastewater or storm water treatment. Constructed treatment wetlands are
considered part of the collection and treatment system and are not considered
"waters of the state."
Sec. 6. RCW 90.46.080 and 1995 c 342 s 3 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) Reclaimed water may be beneficially used for surface ((apreadftg))
percolation provided the reclaimed water meets the ground water recharge criteria
as measured in ground water beneath or down gradient of the recharge project site,
and has been incorporated into a sewer or water comprehensive plan, as applicable,
adopted by the applicable local government and approved by the department of
health or department of ecology as applicable.
(2) If the state ground water recharge criteria as defined by RCW 90.46.010
do not contain a standard for a constituent or contaminant, the department of
ecology shall establish a discharge limit consistent with the goals of this chapter.
(3)Reclaimed water that does not meet the ground water recharge criteria may
be beneficially used for surface percolation where the department of ecology. in
consultation with the department of health. has specifically authorized such use at
such lower standard.
Sec. 7. RCW 90.46.090 and 1995 c 342 s 4 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) Reclaimed water may be beneficially used for discharge into ((ereated))
constructed beneficial use wetlands and constructed treatment wetlands provided
the reclaimed water meets the class A or B reclaimed water standards as defined
in the reclamation criteria, and the discharge is incorporated into a sewer or water
comprehensive plan, as applicable, adopted by the applicable local government and
approved by the department of health or department of ecology as applicable.
(2) Reclaimed water that does not meet the class A or B reclaimed water
standards may be beneficially used for discharge into ((ereated)) constructed
treatment wetlands where the department of ecology, in consultation with the
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department of health. has specifically authorized such use at such lower standards
.hapt.,th
with t pilot proj-. t de.signated psuan.t to this
((in
.
'ju...tio.
purpose of whieh is to test and implemen~t the use of ereated wetlands for fivsrneed
treatment)).
(3) The department of ecology and the department of health must develop
appropriate standards for discharging reclaimed water into constructed beneficial
use wetlands and constructed treatment wetlands. These standards must be
considered as part of the approval process under subsections (1) and (2) of this
section,
NEW SECTION. Sec. 8. A new section is added to chapter 90.46 RCW to
read as follows:
(1) The department of health shall develop standards, procedures, and
guidelines for the reuse of greywater, consistent with RCW 43.20.230(2), by
January 1, 1998.
(2) Standards, procedures, and guidelines developed by the department of
health for reuse of greywater shall encourage the application of this technology for
conserving water resources, or reducing the wastewater load, on domestic
wastewater facilities, individual on-site sewage treatment and disposal systems, or
community on-site sewage treatment and disposal systems.
(3)The department of health and local health officers may permit the reuse of
greywater according to rules adopted by the department of health.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 9. A new section is added to chapter 90.48 RCW to
read as follows:
The evaluation of any plans submitted under RCW 90.48.110 must include
consideration of opportunities for the use of reclaimed water as defined in RCW
90.46.010.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 10. The department of ecology and the department of
health shall report on the progress of the implementation of chapter 342, Laws of
1995, as amended by chapter.... Laws of 1997 (this act) to the members of the
agriculture and ecology committee of the house of representatives and the members
of the agriculture and environment committee of the senate by December 15, 1997.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 11. If any provision of this act or its application to any
person or circumstance is held invalid, the remainder of the act or the application
of the provision to other persons or circumstances is not affected.
Passed the Senate April 23, 1997.
Passed the House April 11, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 20, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 20, 1997.
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CHAPTER 445
[Substitute Senate Bill 5783]
PUBLIC WATER SYSTEMS-MUNICIPAL WATER SUPPLIES
AN ACT Relating to public water systems; amending RCW 90.03.320 and 90.03.330; adding
a new section to chapter 90.03 RCW; and creating a new section.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
*NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. The legislaturefinds that it is in the public
interest for water rights held by public water systems to be managed and
regulatedin a manner that:
(1) Allows such systems to prolong and maximize the use of water rights
applied to municipalpurposes consistentwith the populationdemandprojections
established in state-approved water system plans and adopted growth
managementplans; and
(2) Promotes water conservation, with enhanced efforts occurringin water
criticalareas,promotes water system efficiencies, and eliminates disincentives
for investments in water efficient technologies.
The departmentof ecology is thereforedirected to administerwater rights
laws consistent with RCW 90.03.320 and 90.03.330 and section 2 of this act.
*Sec. 1 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*NEW SECTION, Sec. 2. A new section is added to chapter90.03 RCW to
read as follows:
(1) Forthe purposes of this chapter andRCW 90.14.140, "municipal water
supply purposes" means water distributedby a group A public water system as
defined by RCW 70.119.020, and includes domestic, commercial,and industrial
water uses provided as an integral element of the public water system and
includes industrialwater uses provided on the effective date of this act under
RCW 54.16.030 which are included in a comprehensive water system plan.
Except as stated above, this definition does not include commercial, industrial,
irrigation,or other water systems that are not designatedas a public water
system for potable water use recognizedby a state-approvedpublic water system
plan or withdrawalsof public ground waters exempt from permit requirements
under RCW 90.44.05.
(2) For the purposes of RCW 90.14.140, the amount of water held for
municipalwater supply purposes is limited to the water that is deemed to be an
efficient use and that meets the needs of the public watersystem's service area
as determined by plans in RCW 90.03.320. Water uses that are deemed as
efficient uses of water are those that are in full compliance with the department
of health'sconservationguidelinesfor such systems. This section applies only
to those public water systems that are requiredto develop water conservation
planspursuant to the departmentof health's conservationguidelines.
*Sec. 2 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Sec. 3. RCW 90.03.320 and 1987 c 109 s 67 are each amended to read as
follows:
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Actual construction work shall be commenced on any project for which permit
has been granted within such reasonable time as shall be prescribed by the
department, and shall thereafter be prosecuted with diligence and completed within
the time prescribed by the department. The department, in fixing the time for the
commencement of the work, or for the completion thereof and the application of
the water to the beneficial use prescribed in the permit, shall take into consideration
the cost and magnitude of the project and the engineering and physical features to
be encountered, and shall allow such time as shall be reasonable and just under the
conditions then existing, having due regard for the public welfare and public
interests affected: and, for good cause shown, it shall extend the time or times
fixed as aforesaid, and shall grant such further period or periods as may be
reasonably necessary, having due regard to the good faith of the applicant and the
public interests affected. In fixing construction schedules and the time. or
extension of time. for application of water to beneficial use for municipal water
supply purposes, the department shall also take into consideration the term and
amount of financing required to complete the proiect. delays that may result from
planned and existing conservation and water use efficiency measures implemented
by the public water system, and the supply needs of the public water system's
service area. consistent with an approved comprehensive plan under chapter
36.70A RCW. or in the absence of such a plan. a county-approved comprehensive
plan under chapter 36.70 RCW or a plan approved under chapter 35.63 RCW. and
related water demand projections prepared by public water systems in accordance
with state law. An existing comprehensive plan under chapter 36,70A or 36.70
RCW. plan under chapter 35.63 RCW. or demand proIection may be used. If the
terms of the permit or extension thereof, are not complied with the department shall
give notice by registered mail that such permit will be canceled unless the holders
thereof shall show cause within sixty days why the same should not be so canceled.
If cause ((be)) is not shown, ((said)) the permit shall be canceled.
*Sec. 4. RCW 90.03.330 and 1987 c 109 s 89 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1 Upon a showing satisfactoryto the departmentthat any appropriation
has been perfected in accordancewith the provisions of this chapter,it shall be
the duty of the departmentto issue to the applicanta certfcate statingsuch facts
in a form to be prescribed by ((him)) the director. and such certificate shall
thereupon be recorded with the department.
(2) For those public water supplies that fulfill municipal water Bilv
purnoses and are desined to accommodate future growth as defined by a stateagproved water system plan. the amount of instantaneous diversion or
withdrawalconsideredto be applied to benercialuse at the time of gerfection o"
the certificateshall be based upon the desin capacity of the diversion structures
and mainlines or withdrawal facilities and mainlines installed at such time,
Further. the amount of annual appropriationconsidered to be applied to
beneficial use at the time of perfection shall be basedon the growth projection
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contained in the most current state.agroved water system plan. However, the
department may not issue a certificate for quantities of water in excess of those
contained in apermit if apermit has been issued. This subsection shall apaly to
the administration of water rights existing on the effective date of this section
and prospectively issued water rights. but shall not apply to water rights sublect
to the terms of final adjudication decrees entered in accordance with this
chapter, Withdrawal of ground water shall be in compliance with RCW
90.44,100,
(31 Any original water right certificate issued, as provided by this chapter,
shall be recorded with the department and thereafter, at the expense of the party
receiving the same, be by the department transmitted to the county auditor of the
county or counties where the distributing system or any part thereof is located,
and be recorded in the office of such county auditor, and thereafter be
transmitted to the owner thereof.
*Sec. 4 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Passed the Senate April 23, 1997.
Passed the House April 11, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 20, 1997, with the exception of certain items
that were vetoed.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 20, 1997.
Note: Governors explanation of partial veto is as follows:
"l am returning herewith, without my approval as to sections I,2, and 4, Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5783 entitled:
"ANACT Relating to public water systems,"
I have vetoed most of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5783, which affects water rights for
public water systems. I do, however, recognize the need for and importance of providing
adequate water supplies to support responsible growth. It is unfortunate that a compromise
was not reached between the bill proponents and state agencies that addressed such an
important issue in a balanced manner that also protected instream resources. I encourage
the water purveyors and local government to return to the negotiating table and work with
state agencies to resolve these issues in a balanced fashion.
Sections 2 and 4 would work together to provide an unfair advantage to public water
systems by creating great uncertainty in trying to determine what water is available for
other water rights, new applications, and the protection of instream resources. This would
make it increasingly difficult to effectively and efficiently manage the public waters of the
state. Section I directs the Department of Ecology to administer water rights laws
consistent with sections 2, 3, and 4.
For these reasons, I have vetoed sections I, 2, and 4 of Substitute Senate Bill No.
5783.
I have approved section 3, which amends the existing statute that fixes and grants
extensions to the construction schedules for application of water to a beneficial use. These
changes provide certainty for the water purveyors as to which conditions the Department
of Ecology is required to consider. The term and amount of financing are major issues for
water utilities and this language provides them assurance in their efforts to construct major
capital facilities. Consideration for conservation and efficiency underscores and supports
stretching existing water supplies. Finally, section 3 makes a positive step toward
coordinating public water system supply with Growth Management Act provisions and
population projections.
With the exception of sections 1, 2, and 4, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5783 is
approved."
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CHAPTER 446
[Substitute Senate Bill 5785]
CONSOLIDATION OF GROUND WATER RIGHTS FOR EXEMPT WELLS
AN ACT Relating to consolidating ground water rights of exempt wells; and adding a new
section to chapter 90.44 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. A new section is added to chapter 90.44 RCW to
read as follows:
Upon the issuance by the department of an amendment to the appropriate
permit or certificate of ground water right, the holder of a valid right to withdraw
public ground waters may consolidate that right with a ground water right exempt
from the permit requirement under RCW 90.44.050, without affecting the priority
of either of the water rights being consolidated. Such a consolidation amendment
shall be issued only after publication of a notice of the application, a comment
period, and a determination made by the department, in lieu of meeting the
conditions required for an amendment under RCW 90.44.100, that: (1) The
exempt well taps the same body of public ground water as the well to which the
water right of the exempt well is to be consolidated; (2) use of the exempt well
shall be discontinued upon approval of the consolidation amendment to the permit
or certificate; (3) legally enforceable agreements have been entered to prohibit the
construction of another exempt well to serve the area previously served by the
exempt well to be discontinued, and such agreements are binding upon subsequent
owners of the land through appropriate binding limitations on the title to the land;
(4) the exempt well or wells the use of which is to be discontinued will be properly
decommissioned in accordance with chapter 18.104 RCW and the rules of the
department; and (5)other existing rights, including ground and surface water rights
and minimum stream flows adopted by rule, shall not be impaired. The notice shall
be published by the applicant in a newspaper of general circulation in the county
or counties in which the wells for the rights to be consolidated are located once a
week for two consecutive weeks. The applicant shall provide evidence of the
publication of the notice to the department. The comment period shall be for thirty
days beginning on the date the second notice is published.
The amount of the water to be added to the holder's permit or certificate upon
discontinuance of the exempt well shall be the average withdrawal from the well,
in gallons per day, for the most recent five-year period preceding the date of the
application, except that the amount shall not be less than eight hundred gallons per
day for each residential connection or such alternative minimum amount as may
be established by the department in consultation with the department of health, and
shall not exceed five thousand gallons per day. The department shall presume that
an amount identified by the applicant as being the average withdrawal from the
well during the most recent five-year period is accurate if the applicant establishes
that the amount identified for the use or uses of water from the exempt well is
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consistent with the average amount of water used for similar use or uses in the
general area in which the exempt well is located. The department shall develop,
in consultation with the department of health, a schedule of average household and
small-area landscaping water usages in various regions of the state to aid the
department and applicants in identifying average amounts used for these purposes.
The presumption does not apply if the department finds credible evidence of
nonuse of the well during the required period or credible evidence that the use of
water from the exempt well or the intensity of the use of the land supported by
water from the exempt well is substantially different than such uses in the general
area in which the exempt well is located. The department shall also accord a
presumption in favor of approval of such consolidation if the requirements of this
subsection are met and the discontinuance of the exempt well is consistent with an
adopted coordinated water system plan under chapter 70.116 RCW, an adopted
comprehensive land use plan under chapter 36.70A RCW, or other comprehensive
watershed management plan applicable to the area containing an objective of
decreasing the number of existing and newly developed small ground water
withdrawal wells. The department shall provide a priority to reviewing and
deciding upon applications subject to this subsection, and shall make its decision
within sixty days of the end of the comment period following publication of the
notice by the applicant or within sixty days of the date on which compliance with
the state environmental policy act, chapter 43.21C RCW, is completed, whichever
is later. The applicant and the department may by prior mutual agreement extend
the time for making a decision.
Passed the Senate April 22, 1997.
Passed the House April 10, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 20, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 20, 1997.
CHAPTER 447
[Substitute Senate Bill 5838]
ON-SITE SEWAGE DISPOSAL SYSTEMS-ALTERNATIVE FORMATION OF WATERSEWER DISTRICTS
AN ACT Relating to sewage disposal; amending RCW 35.67.010, 35.67.020, 35.92.020,
36.94.010, 36.94.020, 36.94.140, 57.08.005, 57.08.065, 57.16.010, 57.08.08 1, and 90.72.040; adding
a new section to chapter 70.05 RCW; adding new sections to chapter 70.118 RCW; adding a new
section to chapter 57.04 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 35.58 RCW; adding a new section to
chapter 35.21 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 53.08; and creating new sections.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. The legislature finds that improperly designed,
installed, or maintained on-site sewage disposal systems are a major contributor to
water pollution in this state. The legislature also recognizes that evolving
technology has produced many viable alternatives to traditional on-site septic
systems. It is the purpose of this act to help facilitate the siting of new alternative
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on-site septic systems and to assist local governments in promoting efficient
operation of on-site septic these systems.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. A new section is added to chapter 70.05 RCW to
read as follows:
(I) The local health officer must respond to the applicant for an on-site sewage
system permit within thirty days after receiving a fully completed application. The
local health officer must respond that the application is either approved, denied, or
pending.
(2)If the local health officer denies an application to install an on-site sewage
system, the denial must be for cause and based upon public health and
environmental protection concerns, including concerns regarding the ability to
operate and maintain the system, or conflicts with other existing laws, regulations,
or ordinances. The local health officer must provide the applicant with a written
justification for the denial, along with an explanation of the procedure for appeal.
(3)If the local health officer identifies the application as pending and subject
to review beyond thirty days, the local health officer must provide the applicant
with a written justification that the site-specific conditions or circumstances
necessitate a longer time period for a decision on the application. The local health
officer must include any specific information necessary to make a decision and the
estimated time required for a decision to be made.
(4) A local health officer may not limit the number of alternative sewage
systems within his or her jurisdiction without cause. Any such limitation must be
based upon public health and environmental protection concerns, including
concerns regarding the ability to operate and maintain the system, or conflicts with
other existing laws, regulations, or ordinances. If such a limitation is established,
the local health officer must justify the limitation in writing, with specific reasons,
and must provide an explanation of the procedure for appealing the limitation.
NEW SECION. See. 3. A new section is added to chapter 70.118 RCW to
read as follows:
The department of health must include one person who is familiar with the
operation and maintenance of certified proprietary devices on the technical review
committee responsible for evaluating and making recommendations to the
department of health regarding the general use of alternative on-site sewage
systems in the state.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. A new section is added to chapter 57.04 RCW to
read as follows:
(1) As an alternative means to forming a water-sewer district, a county
legislative authority may authorize the formation of a water-sewer district to serve
a new development that at the time of formation does not have any residents, at
written request of sixty percent of the owners of the area to be included in the
proposed district. The county legislative authority shall review the proposed
district according to the procedures and criteria in RCW 57.02.040.
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(2) The county legislative authority shall appoint the initial water-sewer
commissioners of the district. The commissioners shall serve until seventy-five
percent of the development is sold and occupied, or until some other time as
specified by the county legislative authority when the district is approved.
Commissioners serving under this section are not entitled to any form of
compensation from the district.
(3) New commissioners shall be elected according to the procedures in chapter
57.12 RCW at the next election held under RCW 29.13.010 that follows more than
ninety days after the date seventy-five percent of the development is sold and
occupied, or after the time specified by the county legislative authority when the
district is approved.
(4) A water-sewer district created under this section may be transferred to a
city or county, or dissolved if the district is inactive, by order of the county
legislative authority at the written request of sixty percent of the owners of the area
included in the district.
Sec. 5. A new section is added to chapter 70.118 RCW to
I
S
N
read as follows:
In order to assure that technical guidelines and standards keep pace with
advancing technologies, the department of health in collaboration with the
technical review committee, local health departments, and other interested parties,
must review and update as appropriate, the state guidelines and standards for
alternative on-site sewage disposal every three years. The first review and update
must be completed by January 1, 1999.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 6. Nothing in sections 2 through 4 of this act may be
deemed to eliminate any requirements for approval from public health agencies
under applicable law in connection with the siting, design, construction, and repair
of on-site septic systems.
Sec. 7. RCW 35.67.010 and 1965 c 110 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
A "system of sewerage" means and m include((s)) any or all of the
followin2:
(I) Sanitary sewage ((disposal-sewers)) collection. treatment. and/or disposal
facilities and services, on-site or off-site sanitary sewerage facilities, inspection
sgrvices and maintenance services for public or private on-site systems, or any
other means of sewage treatment and disposal approved by the city;
(2) Combined sanitary sewage disposal and storm or surface water sewers;
(3) Storm or surface water sewers;
(4) Outfalls for storm drainage or sanitary sewage and works, plants, and
facilities for storm drainage or sanitary sewage treatment and disposal, ((or)) and
rights and interests in property relating to the system:
(5) Cgmbined water and sewerage systems:
(6) Point and nonpgint water pollution monitoring programs that are directly
related to the sewerage facilities and orograms operated by a city or town:
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(7) Public restroom and sanitary facilities: and
(8)Any combination of or part of any or all of such facilities.
The words "public utility" when used in this chapter ((sha-ll hae)) has the
same meaning as the words "system of sewerage."
Sec. 8. RCW 35.67.020 and 1995 c 124 s 3 are each amended to read as
follows:
Every city and town may construct, condemn and purchase, acquire, add to,
maintain, conduct, and operate systems of sewerage and systems and plants for
refuse collection and disposal together with additions, extensions, and betterments
thereto, within and without its limits, with full jurisdiction and authority to manage,
regulate, and control them and to fix, alter, regulate, and control the rates and
charges for their use. The rates charged must be uniform for the same class of
customers or service and facilities furnished.
In classifying customers served or service and facilities furnished by such
system of sewerage, the city or town legislative body may in its discretion consider
any or all of the following factors: (1) The difference in cost of service ad
facilities to the various customers; (2) the location of the various customers within
and without the city or town; (3) the difference in cost of maintenance, operation,
repair, and replacement of the various parts of the system; (4) the different
character of the service and facilities furnished various customers; (5) the quantity
and quality of the sewage delivered and the time of its delivery; (6) the
achievement of water conservation goals and the discouragement of wasteful water
use practices; (7) capital contributions made to the system, including but not
limited to, assessments; (8)the nonprofit public benefit status, as defined in RCW
24.03.490, of the land user; and (9) any other matters which present a reasonable
difference as a ground for distinction. Rates or charges for on-site inspection and
maintenance services may not be imposed under this chapter on the development,
construction, or reconstruction of property,
A city or town may provide assistance to aid low-income persons in
connection with services provided under this chapter,
Under this chapter, after July 1. 1998. any requirements for pumping the septic
tank of an on-site sewage system should be based, among other things. on actual
measurement of accumulation of sludge and scum by a trained inspector, trained
owner's agent, or trained owner. Training must occur in a program approved by
the state board of health or by a local health officer,
Before adopting on-site inspection and maintenance utility services, or
incorporating residences into an on-site inspection and maintenance or sewer utility
under this chapter, notification must be provided, prior to the applicable public
hearing, to all residences within the proposed service area that have on-site systems
permitted by the local health officer, The notice must clearly state that the
residence is within the proposed service area and must provide information on
estimated rates or charges that may be imposed for the service,
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A city or town shall not provide on-site sewage system inspection. pumping
services, or other maintenance or repair services under this section using city or
town employees unless the on-site system is connected by a publicly owned
collection system to the city or town's sewerage system, and the on-site system
represents the first step in the sewage disposal process. Nothing in this section
shall affect the authority of state or local health officers to carry out their
responsibilities under any other applicable law.
Sec. 9. RCW 35.92.020 and 1995 c 124 s 5 are each amended to read as
follows:
A city or town may construct, condemn and purchase, purchase, acquire, add
to, alter, maintain, and operate systems, plants, sites, or other facilities of sewerage
as defined in RCW 35.67.010, or solid waste handling as defined by RCW
70.95.030, and shall have full authority to manage, regulate, operate, cont.orl, and
to fix the price of service and facilities of those systems, plants, sites, or other
facilities within and without the limits of the city or town. The rates charged shall
be uniform for the same class of customers or service and facilities. In classifying
customers served or service and facilities furnished by a system or systems of
sewerage, the legislative authority of the city or town may in its discretion consider
any or all of the following factors: (1) The difference in cost of service and
facilities to customers; (2) the location of customers within and without the city or
town; (3) the difference in cost of maintenance, operation, repair, and replacement
of the parts of the system; (4) the different character of the service and facilities
furnished o customers; (5) the quantity and quality of the sewage delivered and the
time of its delivery; (6)capital contributions made to the systems, plants, sites, or
other facilities, including but not limited to, assessments; (7) the nonprofit public
benefit status, as defined in RCW 24.03.490, of the land user; and (8) any other
factors that present areasonable difference as a ground for distinction. Rates or
charges for on-site inspection and maintenance services may not be imposed under
this chapter on the development, construction, or reconstruction of property,
A city or town may provide assistance to aid low-income persons in
connection with services provided under this chapter,
Under this chapter, after July 1. 1998. any reauirements for pumping the septic
tank of an on-site sewage system should be based. among other things, on actual
measurement of accumulation of sludge and scum by a trained inspector, trained
owner's agent, or trained owner. Training must occur in a program approved by
the state board of health or by a local health officer,
Before adopting on-site inspection and maintenance utility services, or
incorporating residences into an on-site inspection and maintenance or sewer utility
under this chapter, notification must be provided, prior to the applicable public
hearing, to all residences within the proposed service area that have on-site systems
permitted by the local health officer. The notice must clearly state that the
residence is within the proposed service area and must provide information on
estimated rates or charges that may be imposed for the service,
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A city or town shall not provide on-site sewage system inspection, pumping
services, or other maintenance or repair services under this section using city or
town employees unless the on-site system is connected by a publicly owned
collection system to the city or town's sewerage system, and the on-site system
represents the first step in the sewage disposal process. Nothing in this section
shall affect the authority of state or local health officers to carry out their
responsibilities under any other applicable law.
Sec. 10. RCW 36.94.010 and 1981 c 313 s 14 are each amended to read as
follows:
As used in this chapter:
(1) A "system of sewerage" means and M! include((s)) any or all of the
following:
(a) Sanitary sewage collection, treatment. and/or disposal ((sewers -and))
facilities and services, including without limitation on-site or off-site sanitary
sewerage facilities ((. isti-g of f.. appro.ved
. - szi. a..k or s.pti tank syste )),
inspection services and maintenance services for private or public on-site systerrns.
or any other means of sewage treatment and disposal approved by the county,
(b) Combined sanitary sewage disposal and storm or surface water drains and
facilities;
(c)Storm or surface water drains, channels, and facilities;
(d) Outfalls for storm drainage or sanitary sewage and works, plants, and
facilities for storm drainage or sanitary sewage treatment and disposal, and rights
and interests in property relating to the system;
(e)Combined water and sewerage systems;
(f) Point and nonpoint water pollution monitoring programs that are directly
related to the sewerage facilities and programs operated by acounty:
(a) Public restroom and sanitary facilities,
(h)The facilities and services authorized in RCW 36.94.020: and
(i Any combination of or part of any or all of such facilities.
(2) A "system of water" means and includes:
(a)A water distribution system, including dams, reservoirs, aqueducts, plants,
pumping stations, transmission and lateral distribution lines and other facilities for
distribution of water;
(b) A combined water and sewerage system;
(c)Any combination of or any part of any or all of such facilities.
(3)A "sewerage and/or water general plan" means ageneral plan for a system
of sewerage and/or water for the county which shall be an element of the
comprehensive plan established by the county pursuant to RCW 36.70.350(6) and/
or chapter 35.63 RCW, if there is such a comprehensive plan.
(a)A sewerage general plan shall include the general location and description
of treatment and disposal facilities, trunk and interceptor sewers, pumping stations,
monitoring and control facilities, channels, local service areas and a general
description of the collection system to serve those areas, a description of on-site
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sanitary sewerage system inspection services and maintenance services, and other
facilities and services as may be required to provide a functional and
implementable plan, including preliminary engineering to assure feasibility. The
plan may also include a description of the regulations deemed appropriate to
carrying out surface drainage plans.
(b)A water general plan shall include the general location and description of
water resources to be utilized, wells, treatment facilities, transmission lines, storage
reservoirs, pumping stations, and monitoring and control facilities as may be
required to provide a functional and implementable plan.
(c)Water and/or sewerage general plans shall include preliminary engineering
in adequate detail to assure technical feasibility and, to the extent then known, shall
further discuss the methods of distributing the cost and expense of the system and
shall indicate the economic feasibility of plan implementation. The plans may also
specify local or lateral facilities and services. The sewerage and/or water general
plan does not mean the final engineering construction or financing plans for the
system.
(4) "Municipal corporation" means and includes any city, town, metropolitan
municipal corporation, any public utility district which operates and maintains a
sewer or water system, any sewer, water, diking, or drainage district, any diking,
drainage, and sewerage improvement district, and any irrigation district.
(5)A "private utility" means and includes all utilities, both public and private,
which provide sewerage and/or water service and which are not municipal
corporations within the definition of this chapter. The ownership of a private
utility may be in a corporation, nonprofit or for profit, in a cooperative association,
in a mutual organization, or in individuals.
(6) "Board" means one or more boards of county commissioners and/or the
legislative authority of a home rule charter county.
Sec. 11. RCW 36.94.020 and 1981 c 313 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
The construction, operation, and maintenance of a system of sewerage and/or
water is a county purpose. Subject to the provisions of this chapter, every county
has the power, individually or in conjun.:'on with another county or counties to
adopt, provide for, accept, establish, condemn, purchase, construct, add to, o
and maintain a system or systems of sanitary and storm sewers, including outfalls,
interceptors, plans, and facilities and services necessary for sewerage treatment and
disposal, and/or system or systems of water supply within all or a portion of the
county((: PREOVIDED, That)), However, counties shall not have power to
condemn sewerage and/or water systems of any municipal corporation or private
utility.
Such county or counties shall have the authority to control, regulate, overawe
and manage such system or systems and to provide funds therefor by general
obligation bonds, revenue bonds, local improvement dir'-ict bonds, utility local
improvement district or local improvement district asses -rnts, and in any other
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lawful fiscal manner. Rates or charges for on-site inspection and maintenance
services may not be imposed under this chapter on the development, construction,
or reconstruction of property.
Under this chapter, after July 1. 1998, any rLeuirements for pumping the septic
tank of an on-site sewage system should be based, among other things, on actual
measurement of accumulation of sludge and scubm by a trained inspector, trained
owner's agent, or trained owner. Training must occur in a program approved by
the state board of health or by a local health officer,
Before adopting on-site inspection and maintenance utility services, or
incorporating residences into an on-site inspWction and maintenance or sewer utility
under this chapter. notification must be provided, prior to the applicable public
hearing, to all residences within the proposed service area that have on-site systems
permitted by the local health officer. The notice must clearly state that the
residence is within the proposed -service area and must provide information on
estimated rates or charges that may be imposed for the service,
A county shall not provide on-site sewage system inspection, pumping
services, or other maintenance or repair services under this section using county
employees unless the on-site system is connected by a publicly owned collection
system to the county's sewerage system, and the on-site system represents the first
step in the sewage disposal process, Nothing in this section shall affect the
authority of a state or local health officer to carry out their responsibilities under
any other applicable law,
A county may, as part of a system of sewerage established under this chapter,
provide for. finance, and oocrate any of the facilities and services and may exercise
the powers expressly authorized for county storm water, flood control, pollution
prevention, and drainage services and activities under chapters 36,89. 86,12, 86,13,
and 86.15 RCW. A county also may provide for, finance, and operate the facilities
and services and may exercise any of the powers authorized for aquifer protection
areas under chapter 36.36 RCW: for lake management districts under chapter 36.61
RCW: for diking districts, and diking, drainage, and sewerage improvement
districts under chapters 85,05, 85.08. 85.15. 85,16. and 85.18 RCW: and for
shellfish protection districts under chapter 90.72 RCW, However, if a county by
reference to any of those statutes assumes as part of its system of sewerage any
powers granted to such areas or districts and not otherwise available to a county
under this chapter, then (1) the procedures and restrictions applicable to those areas
or districts apply to the county's exercise of those powers, and (2) the county may
not simultaneously impose rates and charges under this chapter and under the
statutes authorizing such areas or districts for substantially the same facilities and
services, but must instead impose uniform rates and charges consistent with RCW
36.94.140, By agreement with such an area or district that is not part of a county's
system of sewerage. a county may operate that area's or district's services or
facilities, but a county may not dissolve any existing area or district except in
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accordance with any applicable provisions of the statute under which that area or
district was created,
Sec. 12. RCW 36.94.140 and 1995 c 124 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
Every county, in the operation of a system of sewerage and/or water, shall
have full jurisdiction and authority to manage, regulate, and control it and to fix,
alter, regulate, and control the rates and charges for the service and facilities to
those to whom such ((eeunty)) service ((is)) and facilities are available, and to levy
charges for connection to the system. The rates for availability of service and
facilities, and connection charges so charged must be uniform for the same class
of customers or service and facility.
In classifying customers served, service furnished or made available by such
system of sewerage and/or water, or the connection charges, the county legislative
authority may consider any or all of the following factors:
(1)The difference in cost of service to the various customers within or without
the area;
(2) The difference in cost of maintenance, operation, repair and replacement
of the various parts of the systems;
(3) The different character of the service and facilities furnished various
customers;
(4) The quantity and quality of the sewage and/or water delivered and the time
of its delivery;
(5) Capital contributions made to the system or systems, including, but not
limited to, assessments;
(6) The cost of acquiring the system or portions of the system in making
system improvements necessary for the public health and safety;
(7)The nonprofit public benefit status, as defined in RCW 24.03.490, of the
land user; and
(8) Any other matters which present a reasonable difference as a ground for
distinction.
A county may provide assistance to aid low-income persons in connection
with services provided under this chapter,
The service charges and rates shall produce revenues sufficient to take care of
the costs of maintenance and operation, revenue bond and, warrant interest and
principal amortization requirements, and all other charges necessary for the
efficient and proper operation of the system.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 13. A new section is added to chapter 35.58 RCW to
read as follows:
A metropolitan municipal corporation authorized to perform water pollution
abatement may exercise all the powers relating to systems of sewerage authorized
by RCW 36.94.010, 36.94.020, and 36.94.140 for counties.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 14. A new section is added to chapter 35.21 RCW to
read as follows:
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The legislative authority of any city or town may exercise all the powers
relating to systems of sewerage authorized by RCW 35.67.010 and 35.67.020.
NEW SETION. Sec. 15. A new section is added to chapter 53.08 RCW to
read as follows:
A port district may exercise all the powers relating to systems of sewerage
authorized by RCW 35.67.010 and 35.67.020 for cities and towns.
Sec. 16. RCW 57.08.005 and 1996 c 230 s 301 are each amended to read as
follows:
A district shall have the following powers:
(1) To acquire by purchase or condemnation, or both, all lands, property and
property rights, and all water and water rights, both within and without the district,
necessary for its purposes. The right of eminent domain shall be exercised in the
same manner and by the same procedure as provided for cities and towns, insofar
as consistent with this title, except that all assessment or reassessment rolls to be
prepared and filed by eminent domain commissioners or commissioners appointed
by the court shall be prepared and filed by the district, and the duties devolving
upon the city treasurer are imposed upon the county treasurer;
(2) To lease real or personal property necessary for its purposes for a term of
years for which that leased property may reasonably be needed;
(3) To construct, condemn and purchase, add to, maintain, and supply
waterworks to furnish the district and inhabitants thereof and any other persons,
both within and without the district, with an ample supply of water for all uses and
purposes public and private with full authority to regulate and control the use,
content, distribution, and price thereof in such a manner as is not in conflict with
general law and may construct, acquire, or own buildings and other necessary
district facilities. Where a customer connected to the district's system uses the
water on an intermittent or transient basis, a district may charge for providing water
service to such a customer, regardless of the amount of water, if any, used by the
customer. District waterworks may include facilities which result in combined
water supply and electric generation, if the electricity generated thereby is a
byproduct of the water supply system. That electricity may be used by the district
or sold to any entity authorized by law to use or distribute electricity. Electricity
is deemed a byproduct when the electrical generation is subordinate to the primary
purpose of water supply. For such purposes, a district may take, condemn and
purchase, acquire, and retain water from any public or navigable lake, river or
watercourse, or any underflowing water, and by means of aqueducts or pipeline
conduct the same throughout the district and any city or town therein and carry it
along and upon public highways, roads, and streets, within and without such
district. For the purpose of constructing or laying aqueducts or pipelines, dams, or
waterworks or other necessary structures in storing and retaining water or for any
other lawful purpose such district may occupy the beds and shores up to the high
water mark of any such lake, river, or other watercourse, and may acquire by
purchase or condemnation such property or property rights or privileges as may be
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necessary to protect its water supply from pollution. For the purposes of
waterworks which include facilities for the generation of electricity as a byproduct,
nothing in this section may be construed to authorize adistrict to condemn electric
generating, transmission, or distribution rights or facilities of entities authorized by
law to distribute electricity, or to acquire such rights or facilities without the
consent of the owner;
(4) To purchase and take water from any municipal corporation, private
person, or entity. A district contiguous to Canada may contract with a Canadian
corporation for the purchase of water and for the construction, purchase,
maintenance, and supply of waterworks to furnish the district and inhabitants
thereof and residents of Canada with an ample supply of water under the terms
approved by the board of commissioners;
(5) To construct, condemn and purchase, add to, maintain, and operate
systems of sewers for the purpose of furnishing the district, the inhabitants thereof,
and persons outside the district with an adequate system of sewers for all uses and
purposes, public and private, including but not limited to on-site sewage disposal
facilities, approved septic tanks or approved septic tank systems, on-site sanitary
sewerage systems, inspection services and maintenance services for private and
public on-site systems. point and nonqoint water pollution monitoring programs
that are directly related to the sewerage facilities and programs operated by a
district, other facilities. programs, and systems for the collection, interception,
treatment, and disposal of wastewater, and for the control of pollution from
wastewater and for the protection, preservation, and rehabilitation of surface and
underground waters, facilities for the drainage and treatment of storm or surface
waters, public highways, streets, and roads with full authority to regulate the use
and operation thereof and the service rates to be charged. Under this chapter, after
July 1. 1998. any requirements for pumping the septic tank of an on-site sewage
system should be based. among other things, on actual measurement of
accumulation of sludge and scum by a trained inspector, trained owner's agent, or
trained owner. Training must occur in a program approved by the state board of
health or by a local health officer, Sewage facilities may include facilities which
result in combined sewage disposal, treatment, or drainage and electric generation,
except that the electricity generated thereby is abyproduct of the system of sewers.
Such electricity may be used by the district or sold to any entity authorized by law
to distribute electricity. Electricity is deemed a byproduct when the electrical
generation issubordinate to the primary purpose of sewage disposal, treatment, or
drainage. For such purposes adistrict may conduct sewage throughout the district
and throughout other political subdivisions within the district, and construct and
lay sewer pipe along and upon public highways, roads, and streets, within and
without the district, and condemn and purchase or acquire land and rights of way
necessary for such sewer pipe. A district may erect sewage treatment plants within
or without the district, and may acquire, by purchase or condemnation, properties
or privileges necessary to be had to protect any lakes, rivers, or watercourses and
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also other areas of land from pollution from its sewers or its sewage treatment
plant. For the purposes of sewage facilities which include facilities that result in
combined sewage disposal, treatment, or drainage and electric generation where
the electric generation is a byproduct, nothing in this section may be construed to
authorize a district to condemn electric generating, transmission, or distribution
rights or facilities of entities authorized by law to distribute electricity, or to
acquire such rights or facilities without the consent of the owners;
(6) To construct, condemn, acquire, and own buildings and other necessary
district facilities;
(7) To compel all property owners within the district located within an area
served by the district's system of sewers to connect their private drain and sewer
systems with the district's system under such penalty as the commissioners shall
prescribe by resolution. The district may for such purpose enter upon private
property and connect the private drains or sewers with the district system and the
cost thereof shall be charged against the property owner and shall be a lien upon
property served;
(8) Where a district contains within its borders, abuts, or is located adjacent
to any lake, stream, ground water as defined by RCW 90.44.035, or other
waterway within the state of Washington, to provide for the reduction,
minimization, or elimination of pollutants from those waters in accordance with the
district's comprehensive plan, and to issue general obligation bonds, revenue
bonds, local improvement district bonds, or utility local improvement bonds for the
purpose of paying all or any part of the cost of reducing, minimizing, or
eliminating the pollutants from these waters;
(9) To fix rates and charges for water, sewer, and drain service supplied and
to charge property owners seeking to connect to the district's systems, as a
condition to granting the right to so connect, in addition to the cost of the
connection, such reasonable connection charge as the board of commissioners shall
determine to be proper in order that those property owners shall bear their equitable
share of the cost of the system. For the purposes of calculating a connection
charge, the board of commissioners shall determine the pro rata share of the cost
of existing facilities and facilities planned for construction within the next ten years
and contained in an adopted comprehensive plan and other costs borne by the
district which are directly attributable to the improvements required by property
owners seeking to connect to the system. The cost of existing facilities shall not
include those portions of the system which have been donated or which have been
paid for by grants. The connection charge may include interest charges applied

from the date of construction of the system until the connection, or for a period not
to exceed ten years, whichever is shorter, at a rate commensurate with the rate of
interest applicable to the district at the time of construction or major rehabilitation
of the system, or at the time of installation of the lines to which the property owner
is seeking to connect. A district may permit payment of the cost of connection and
the reasonable connection charge to be paid with interest in installments over a
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period not exceeding fifteen years. The county treasurer may charge and collect
a fee of three dollars for each year for the treasurer's services. Those fees shall be
a charge to be included as part of each annual installment, and shall be credited to
the county current expense fund by the county treasurer. Revenues from
connection charges excluding permit fees are to be considered payments in aid of
construction as defined by department of revenue rule. Rates or chares for on-site
inspection and maintenance services may not be imposed under this chapter on the
development. construction, or reconstruction of property.
Before adopting on-site inspection and maintenance utility services, or
incorporating residences into an on-site inspection and maintenance or sewer utility
under this chapter. notification must be provided, prior to the applicable public
hearing, to all residences within the proosed service area that have on-site systems
permitted by the local health officer, The notice must clearly state that the
residence is within the proposed service area and must provide information on
estimated rates or charges that may be imposed for the service,
A water-sewer district shall not provide on-site sewage system inspection.
pumping services, or other maintenance or repair services under this section using
water-sewer district employees unless the on-site system is connected by a publicly
owned collection system to the water-sewer district's sewerage system, and the onsite system represents the first step in the sewage disposal process.
Except as otherwise provided in RCW 90.03.525, any public entity and public
property, including the state of Washington and state property, shall be subject to
rates and charges for sewer, water, storm water control, drainage, and street
lighting facilities to the same extent private persons and private property are
subject to those rates and charges that are imposed by districts. In setting those
rates and charges, consideration may be made of in-kind services, such as stream
improvements or donation of property;
(10) To contract with individuals, associations and corporations, the state of
Washington, and the United States;
(11) To employ such persons as are needed to carry out the district's purposes
and fix salaries and any bond requirements for those employees;
(12) To contract for the provision of engineering, legal, and other professional
services as in the board of commissioner's discretion is necessary in carrying out
their duties;
(13) To sue and be sued;
(14) To loan and borrow funds and to issue bonds and instruments evidencing
indebtedness under chapter 57.20 RCW and other applicable laws;
(15) To transfer funds, real or personal property, property interests, or services
subject to RCW 57.08.015;
(16) To levy taxes in accordance with this chapter and chapters 57.04 and
57.20 RCW;
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(17) To provide for making local improvements and to levy and collect special
assessments on property benefitted thereby, and for paying for the same or any
portion thereof in accordance with chapter 57.16 RCW;
(18) To establish street lighting systems under RCW 57.08.060;
(19) To exercise such other powers as are granted to water-sewer districts by
this title or other applicable laws; and
(20) To exercise any of the powers granted to cities and counties with respect
to the acquisition, construction, maintenance, operation of, and fixing rates and
charges for waterworks and systems of sewerage and drainage.
Sec. 17. RCW 57.08.065 and 1996 c 230 s 313 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1) A district shall have power to establish, maintain, and operate a mutual
water, ((sewer)) sewera e, drainage, and street lighting system, a mutual system
of any two or three of the systems, or separate systems.
(2) Where any two or more districts include the same territory as of July 1,
1997, none of the overlapping districts may provide any service that was made
available by any of the other districts prior to July 1, 1997, within the overlapping
territory without the consent by resolution of the board of commissioners of the
other district or districts.
(3)A district that was a water district prior to July 1, 1997, that did not operate
a ((sewer)) system of sewerage prior to July 1, 1997, may not proceed to exercise
the powers to establish, maintain, construct, and operate any ((sewer)) system of
sewerage without first obtaining written approval and certification of necessity
from the department of ecology and department of health. Any comprehensive
plan for a system of sewers or addition thereto or betterment thereof proposed by
a district that was a water district prior to July 1, 1997, shall be approved by the
same county and state officials as were required to approve such plans adopted by
a sewer district immediately prior to July 1, 1997, and as subsequently may be
required.
Sec. 18. RCW 57.16.010 and 1996 c 230 s 501 are each amended to read as
follows:
Before ordering any improvements or submitting to vote any proposition for
incurring any indebtedness, the district commissioners shall adopt a general
comprehensive plan for the type or types of facilities the district proposes to
provide. A district may prepare a separate general comprehensive plan for each of
these services and other services that districts are permitted to provide, or the
district may combine any or all of its comprehensive plans into a single general
comprehensive plan.
(I) For a general comprehensive plan of a water supply system, the
commissioners shall investigate the several portions and sections of the district for
the purpose of determining the present and reasonably foreseeable future needs
thereof; shall examine and investigate, determine, and select a water supply or
water supplies for such district suitable and adequate for present and reasonably
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foreseeable future needs thereof; and shall consider and determine ageneral system
or plan for acquiring such water supply or water supplies, and the lands, waters,
and water rights and easements necessary therefor, and for retaining and storing
any such waters, and erecting dams, reservoirs, aqueducts, and pipe lines to convey
the same throughout such district. There may be included as part of the system the
installation of fire hydrants at suitable places throughout the district. The
commissioners shall determine a general comprehensive plan for distributing such
water throughout such portion of the district as may then reasonably be served by
means of subsidiary aqueducts and pipe lines, and a long-term plan for financing
the planned projects and the method of distributing the cost and expense thereof,
including the creation of local improvement districts or utility local improvement
districts, and shall determine whether the whole or part of the cost and expenses
shall be paid from revenue or general obligation bonds.
(2) For ageneral comprehensive plan for a sewer system, the commissioners
shall investigate all portions and sections of the district and select a general
comprehensive plan for a sewer system for the district suitable and adequate for
present and reasonably foreseeable future needs thereof. The general comprehensive plan shall provide for treatment plants and other methods and services, it
a for the prevention, control, and reduction of water pollution and for the
treatment and disposal of sewage and industrial and other liquid wastes now
produced or which may reasonably be expected to be produced within the district
and shall, for such portions of the district as may then reasonably be served,
provide for the acquisition or construction and installation of laterals, trunk sewers,
intercepting sewers, syphons, pumping stations or other sewage collection
facilities, septic tanks, septic tank systems or drainfields, and systems for the
transmission and treatment of wastewater. The general comprehensive plan shall
provide a long-term plan for financing the planned projects and the method of
distributing the cost and expense of the sewer system and services, including the
creation of local improvement districts or utility local improvement districts; and
provide whether the whole or some part of the cost and expenses shall be paid from
revenue or general obligation bonds.
(3) For a general comprehensive plan for a drainage system, the commissioners shall investigate all portions and sections of the district and adopt a general
comprehensive plan for adrainage system for the district suitable and adequate for
present and future needs thereof. The general comprehensive plan shall provide
for a system to collect, treat, and dispose of storm water or surface waters,
including use of natural systems and the construction or provision of culverts,
storm water pipes, ponds, and other systems. The general comprehensive plan
shall provide for a long-term plan for financing the planned projects and provide
for a method of distributing the cost and expense of the drainage system, including
local improvement districts or utility local improvement districts, and provide
whether the whole or some part of the cost and expenses shall be paid from
revenue or general obligation bonds.
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(4) For a general comprehensive plan for street lighting, the commissioners
shall investigate all portions and sections of the district and adopt a general
comprehensive plan for street lighting for the district suitable and adequate for
present and future needs thereof. The general comprehensive plan shall provide
for a system or systems of street lighting, provide for a long-term plan for
financing the planned projects, and provide for a method of distributing the cost
and expense of the street lighting system, including local improvement districts or
utility local improvement districts, and provide whether the whole or some part of
the cost and expenses shall be paid from revenue or general obligation bonds.
(5) The commissioners may employ such engineering and legal service as in
their discretion is necessary in carrying out their duties.
(6) Any general comprehensive plan or plans shall be adopted by resolution
and submitted to an engineer designated by the legislative authority of the county
in which fifty-one percent or more of the area of the district is located, and to the
director of health of the county in which the district or any portion thereof is
located, and must be approved in writing by the engineer and director of health,
except that a comprehensive plan relating to street lighting shall not be submitted
to or approved by the director of health. The general comprehensive plan shall be
approved, conditionally approved, or rejected by the director of health and by the
designated engineer within sixty days of their respective receipt of the plan.
However, this sixty-day time limitation may be extended by the director of health
or engineer for up to an additional sixty days if sufficient time is not available to
review adequately the general comprehensive plans.
Before becoming effective, the general comprehensive plan shall also be
submitted to, and approved by resolution of, the legislative authority of every
county within whose boundaries all or a portion of the district lies. The general
comprehensive plan shall be approved, conditionally approved, or rejected by each
of the county legislative authorities pursuant to the criteria in RCW 57.02.040 for
approving the formation, reorganization, annexation, consolidation, or merger of
districts. The resolution, ordinance, or motion of the legislative body that rejects
the comprehensive plan or a part thereof shall specifically state in what particular
the comprehensive plan or part thereof rejected fails to meet these criteria. The
general comprehensive plan shall not provide for the extension or location of
facilities that are inconsistent with the requirements of RCW 36.70A.1 10. Nothing
in this chapter shall preclude a county from rejecting a proposed plan because it is
in conflict with the criteria in RCW 57.02.040. Each general comprehensive plan
shall be deemed approved if the county legislative authority fails to reject or
conditionally approve the plan within ninety days of the plan's submission to the
county legislative authority or within thirty days of a hearing on the plan when the
hearing is held within ninety days of submission to the county legislative authority.
However, a county legislative authority may extend this ninety-day time limitation
by up to an additional ninety days where a finding is made that ninety days is
insufficient to review adequately the general comprehensive plan. In addition, the
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commissioners and the county legislative authority may mutually agree to an
extension of the deadlines in this section.
If the district includes portions or all of one or more cities or towns, the
general comprehensive plan shall be submitted also to, and approved by resolution
of, the legislative authorities of the cities and towns before becoming effective.
The general comprehensive plan shall be deemed approved by the city or town
legislative authority if the city or town legislative authority fails to reject or
conditionally approve the plan within ninety days of the plan's submission to the
city or town or within thirty days of a hearing on the plan when the hearing is held
within ninety days of submission to the county legislative authority. However, a
city or town legislative authority may extend this time limitation by up to an
additional ninety days where a finding is made that insufficient time exists to
adequately review the general comprehensive plan within these time limitations.
In addition, the commissioners and the city or town legislative authority may
mutually agree to an extension of the deadlines in this section.
Before becoming effective, the general comprehensive plan shall be approved
by any state agency whose approval may be required by applicable law. Before
becoming effective, any amendment to, alteration of, or addition to, a general
comprehensive plan shall also be subject to such approval as if it were a new
general comprehensive plan. However, only if the amendment, alteration, or
addition affects a particular city or town, shall the amendment, alteration, or
addition be subject to approval by such particular city or town governing body.
Sec. 19. RCW 57.08.081 and 1996 c 230 s 314 are each amended to read as
follows:
The commissioners of any district shall provide for revenues by fixing rates
and charges for furnishing sewer and drainage service and facilities to those to
whom service is available or for providing water, such rates and charges to be fixed
as deemed necessary by the commissioners, so that uniform charges will be made
for the same class of customer or service and facility. Rates and charges may be
combined for the furnishing of more than one type of sewer service((;)) and facility
such as but not limited to storm or surface water and sanitary.
In classifying customers of such water, sewer, or drainage system, the board
of commissioners may in its discretion consider any or all of the following factors:
The difference in cost ((of seriee)) to various customers; the location of the
various customers within and without the district; the difference in cost of
maintenance, operation, repair, and replacement of the various parts of the system;
the different character of the service furnished various customers; the quantity and
quality of the service and facility furnished; the time of its use; the achievement of
water conservation goals and the discouragement of wasteful practices; capital
contributions made to the system including but nut limited to assessments; and any
other matters which present a reasonable difference as a ground for distinction.
Rates shall be established as deemed proper by the commissioners and as fixed by
resolution and shall produce revenues sufficient to take care of the costs of
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maintenance and operation, revenue bond and warrant interest and principal
amortization requirements, and all other charges necessary for efficient and proper
operation of the system.
The commissioners shall enforce collection of connection charges, and rates
and charges for water supplied against property owners connecting with the system
or receiving such water, and for sewer and drainage services charged against
property to which and its owners to whom the service is available, such charges
being deemed charges against the property served, by addition of penalties of not
more than ten percent thereof in case of failure to pay the charges at times fixed by
resolution. The commissioners may provide by resolution that where either
connection charges or rates and charges for services supplied are delinquent for
any specified period of time, the district shall certify the delinquencies to the
treasurer of the county in which the real property is located, and the charges and
any penalties added thereto and interest thereon at the rate of not more than the
prime lending rate of the district's bank plus four percentage points per year shall
be a lien against the property upon which the service was received, subject only to
the lien for general taxes.
The district may, at any time after the connection charges or rates and charges
for services supplied or available and penalties are delinquent for a period of sixty
days, bring suit in foreclosure by civil action in the superior court of the county in
which the real property is located. The court may allow, in addition to the costs
and disbursements provided by statute, attorneys' fees, title search and report costs,
and expenses as it adjudges reasonable. The action shall be in rem, and may be
brought in the name of the district against an individual or against all of those who
are delinquent in one action. The laws and rules of the court shall control as in
other civil actions.
In addition to the right to foreclose provided in this section, the district may
also cut off all or part of the service after charges for water or sewer service
supplied or available are delinquent for a period of sixty days.
Sec. 20. RCW 90.72,040 and 1992 c 100 s 3 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)The county legislative authority may create a shellfish protection district
on its own motion or by submitting the question to the voters of the proposed
district and obtaining the approval of a majority of those voting. The boundaries
of the district shall be determined by the legislative authority. The legislative
authority may create more than one district. A district may include any area or
areas within the county, whether incorporated or unincorporated. Counties shall
coordinate and cooperate with cities, towns, and water-related special districts
within their boundaries in establishing shellfish protection districts and carrying out
shellfish protection programs. Where a portion of the proposed district lies within
an incorporated area, the county shall develop procedures for the participation of
the city or town in the determination of the boundaries of the district and the
administration of the district, including funding of the district's programs. The
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legislative authority of more than one county may by agreement provide for the
creation of a district including areas within each of those counties. County
legislative authorities are encouraged to coordinate their plans and programs to
protect shellfish growing areas, especially where shellfish growing areas are
located within the boundaries of more than one county. The legislative authority
or authorities creating a district may abolish a shellfish protection district on its or
their own motion or by submitting the question to the voters of the district and
obtaining the approval of a majority of those voting.
(2) If the county legislative authority creates a shellfish protection district by
its own motion, any registered voter residing within the boundaries of the shellfish
protection district may file a referendum petition to repeal the ordinance that
created the district. Any referendum petition to repeal the ordinance creating the
shellfish protection district shall be filed with the county auditor within seven days
of passage of the ordinance. Within ten days of the filing of a petition, the county
auditor shall confer with the petitioner concerning form and style of the petition,
issue an identification number for the petition, and write a ballot title for the
measure. The ballot title shall be posed as a question so that an affirmative answer
to the question and an affirmative vote on the measure results in creation of the
shellfish protection district and a negative answer to the question and a negative
vote on the measure results in the shellfish protection district not being created.
The petitioner shall be notified of the identification number and ballot title within
this ten-day period.
After this notification, the petitioner shall have thirty days in which to secure
on petition forms the signatures of not less than twenty-five percent of the
registered voters residing within the boundaries of the shellfish protection district
and file the signed petitions with the county auditor. Each petition form shall
contain the ballot title and full text of the measure to be referred, The county
auditor shall verify the sufficiency of the signatures on the petitions. If sufficient
valid signatures are properly submitted, the county auditor shall submit the
referendum measure to the registered voters residing in the shellfish protection
district in a special election no later than one hundred twenty days after the signed
petition has been filed with the county auditor. The special election may be
conducted by mail ballot as provided for in chapter 29.36 RCW.
(3) The county legislative authority shall not impose fees, rates, or charges for
shellfish protection district programs upon properties on which fees, rates, or
charges are imposed ((ta pay for nother progra... i,eimiate or d.ras
.. iami,ation in storm water runeff) under chapter 36.89 or 36.94 RCW for
substantially the same programs and services.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 21. (1)The department of health shall convene a work
group for the purpose of making recommendations to the legislature for the
development of a certification program for different classes of people involved
with on-site septic systems. The work group shall study certification of persons
who pump, install, design, perform maintenance, inspect, or regulate any of the
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above listed functions with regard to on-site septic systems. The work group shall
make recommendations regarding appropriate bonding levels and other standards
for the various occupations for which certification will be recommended. The
work group shall also examine the development of a risk analysis pertaining to the
installation and maintenance of different types of septic systems for different parts
of the state. The work group shall report its findings and recommendations to the
senate agriculture and environment committee and the house of representatives
agriculture and ecology committee by January 1, 1998.
(2) The work group shall consist of a representative from each of the
following groups:
On-site septic system pumpers, installers, designers,
maintenance operators, and inspectors, as well as a representative of cities,
counties, the department of health, engineers, residential construction, the Puget
Sound water quality action team, public utility districts, water-sewer districts, and
two members from the general public. The members of the work group shall be
appointed by the governor. The representative of the department of health shall
serve as the chair of the work group. Staff support for the work group shall be
provided by the department of health.
Passed the Senate April 19, 1997.
Passed the House April 14, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 20, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 20, 1997.

CHAPTER 448
[Substitute House Bill 1826]
ADMINISTRATION OF MONEYS DERIVED FROM PUBLIC LANDS
AN ACT Relating to the moneys derived from public lands managed by the commissioner of
public lands; amending RCW 76.12.030 and 79.01.744; and reenacting and amending RCW 76.12.120.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
*Sec. 1. RCW 76.12.030 and 1991 c 363 s 151 are each amendedto read as
follows:
If any land acquired by a county through foreclosure of tax liens, or
otherwise, comes within the classification of land described in RCW 76.12.020
and can be used as state forest land and if the department deems such land
necessaryfor thepurposes of this chapter,the county shall,upon demand by the
department,deed such land to the departmentand the landshall become a part
of the stateforest lands.
Such land shall be held in trust and administered and protected by the
department as other state forest lands. Any moneys derivedfrom the lease of
such land or from the sale of forest products, oils, gases, coal, minerals, or
fossils therefrom, shallbe distributedasfollows:
(1) The expense incurredby the statefor administration,reforestation,and
protection, not to exceed ((twtyfi))
twenty-two percent, which rate of
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percentage shall be determined by the board of natural resources, shall be
returnedto theforest development account in the state generalfund. June
30th of each year. the board of naturalresources must establish the Percentage
and a budget for the following fiscal year in such a mannerthat the balance in
the account does not exceed the amount necessary for six months of operating
expenses for administration,reforestation.and Protection, The boardof natural
resources must set the level of the balance of the account in cooperationwith the
counties that have forest board transferlands,
(2) Any balance remainingafter the distributionunder subsection ()of this
section shall be paid to the county in which the land is located to be paid,
distributed,and prorated,except as hereinafterprovided,to the variousfunds in
the same manner as generaltaxes arepaid and distributedduring the year of
payment((; PROWDED,T.'..m')). Within seven working days of receipt of these
moneys, the department shall certify to the state treasurerthe amounts to be
distributed to the counties, The state treasurershall distribute funds to the
counties four times per month, with no more than ten days between each
payment date, Any such balance remainingpaidto a county with a population
of less than nine thousand shall first be applied to the reduction of any
indebtednessexisting in the currentexpensefund of such county duringthe year
ofpayment.
*Sec. 1 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*Sec. 2. RCW 76.12.120 and 1988 c 128 s 32 and 1988 c 70 s I are each
reenactedand amended to read as follows:
All land,acquiredor designatedby the departmentas stateforest land,shall
be forever reservedfrom sale, but the timber and otherproducts thereon may be
sold or the land may be leased in the same manner andfor the same purposes
as is authorizedfor state granted land if the departmentfinds such sale or lease
to be in the best financial interests of the ((;tat. a d.arc.r
t
r,mz
eondiPioitheref)) respective county trust beneficiaries.
Except as provided in RCW 79.12.035, all money derivedfrom the sale of
timber or other products,orfrom lease, orfrom any other sourcefrom the land,
except where the Constitution of this state or RCW 76.12.030 requires other
disposition,shall be disposed of as follows:
(1) Fifty percentshall be placed in the forest development account.
(2) Fifty percent shall be proratedanddistributedto the state generalfund,
to be dedicatedfor the benefit of the publicschools, and the county in which the
land is located accordingto the relativeproportions of tax levies of all taxing
districts in the county. The portion to be distributedto the state generalfund
shall be based on the regularschool levy rate underRCW 84.52.065 as now or
hereafteramended andthe levy ratefor any maintenanceand operationspecial
school levies. With regardto the portion to be distributedto the counties, the
department shall certify to the state treasurerthe amounts to be distributed
within seven working days of receipt of the money, The state treasurershall
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distributefunds to the counties four times per month, with no more than ten days
between each payment date, The money distributedto the county shall be paid,
distributed, and proratedto the various otherfunds in the same manner as
generaltaxes are paidand distributedduring the year of payment.
*Sec. 2 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Sec. 3. RCW 79.01.744 and 1987 c 505 s 76 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)It shall be the duty of the commissioner of public lands to report, and
recommend, to each session of the legislature, any changes in the law relating to
the methods of handling the public lands of the state that he may deem advisable.
(2)The commissioner of public lands shall provide a comprehensive biennial
report to reflect the previous fiscal period. The report shall include, but not be
limited to, description., of all department activities including: Revenues generated,
program costs, capital expenditures, personnel, special projects, new and ongoing
research, environmental controls, cooperative projects, intergovernmental
agreements, the adopted sustainable harvest compared to the sales program, and
outlines of ongoing litigation, recent court decisions and orders on major issues
with the potential for state liability. The report shall describe the status of the
resources managed and the recreational and commercial utilization. The report
shall be given to the chairs of the house and senate committees on ways and means
and the house and senate committees on natural resources, including one copy to
the staff of each of the committees, and shall be made available to the public.
(3)The commissioner of public lands shall provide annual reports to the
respective trust beneficiaries, including each county. The report shall include, but
not be limited to. the following: Acres sold. acres harvested, volume from those
acres, acres planted, number of stems per acre, acres precommercially thinned.
acres commercially thinned, acres partially cut, acres clear cr age of final rotation
for acres clear cut, and the total number of acres off base for harvest and an
explanation of why those acres are off base for harvest,
Passed the House April 21, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 15, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 20, 1997, with the exception of certain items
that were vetoed.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 20, 1997.
Note: Governor's explanation of partial veto is as follows:
"I am returning herewith, without my approval as to sections I and 2, Substitute
House Bill No. 1826 entitled:
"AN ACT Relating to the moneys derived from public lands managed by the
commissioner of public lands;"
Substitute House Bill No. 1826 makes changes to the management of state Forest
Board Lands. I have concerns about two sections.
Section I reduces the maximum percentage of revenue from state Forest Board Lands
that can be retained in the Forest Development Account (FDA) from 25 percent to 22
percent. Inaddition, the Board of Natural Resources is to establish a budget that maintains
no greater than six months' operating expenses for the FDA. This would result in aone12786 ]
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time windfall of approximately $19 million to the trust beneficiaries in Fiscal Year 1999.
However, by Fiscal Year 2001 revenues would not be able to keep pace with current
agency management activities. This provision would limit current and future revenue
generating abilities. The Board of Natural Resources has already reduced the percentage
of revenue retained by the FDA to 22 percent. It is preferable to allow the Board of
Natural Resources to retain management flexibility.
Section 2 changes the management objectives for state Forest Board Lands from the
best interest of the state to the best financial interest of the respective county trust
beneficiaries. This is afundamental change in state policy. Although counties do receive
significant financial benefit from these lands, local schools and the state General Fund also
receive revenue from these lands, These changes are not in the best interests of the citizens
of our state.
For these reasons, I have vetoed sections Iand 2 of Substitute House Bill No. 1826.
With the exception of sections I and 2, Substitute House Bill No. 1826 is approved."

CHAPTER 449
[Engrossed Substitute House Bill 2096]
OIL SPILL PREVENTION PROGRAM CONSOLIDATION
AN ACT Relating to consolidating and funding of the state's oil spill prevention programs within
the department of ecology; amending RCW 43.211.005, 82.23B.020, and 90.56.510; creating new
sections; providing an effective date; p.oviding an expiration date; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 43.211.005 and 1991 c 200 s 401 are each amended to read as
follows:
() The legislature declares that Washington's waters have irreplaceable value
for the citizens of the state. These waters are vital habitat for numerous and diverse
marine life and wildlife and the source of recreation, aesthetic pleasure, and pride
for Washington's citizens. These waters are also vital for much of Washington's
economic vitality.
The legislature finds that the transportation of oil on these waters creates a
great potential hazard to these important natural resources. The legislature also
finds that there is no state agency responsible for maritime safety to ensure this
state's interest in preserving these resources.
Th',, legislature therefore finds that in order to protect these waters it is
necessar to establish an office of marine safety which will have the responsibility
to promote the safety of marine transportation in Washington.
(2)
The legislature finds that adequate funding is nec'essara for the state to
continue its priority focus on the prevention of oil spills, as well as maintain a
strong oil spill response. planning. and environmental restoration capability. The
legislature further finds that long-term environmental health of the state's waters
depends upon the strength and vitality of its oil spill prevention and response
program that fosters planning. coordination, and incident command, To that end.
the merger of the office of marine safety with the department of ecology shall:
Ensure coordination via streamlinin. the marine safety functins of two agencies
into one: provide a focused prevention and response program under a single
administration: generate efficient incident command response capability and
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continue to meet the challenges threatening marine safety and the environment: and
increase accpunability to the public, the executive branch, and the legislature,
(3) It is the intent of the legislature that the state's oil spill prevention.
response. planning. and environmental restoration activities be sufficiently funded
to maintain a strong prevention and response prog=am. It is further the intent of the
legislature that the merger of the office of marine safety with the department of
ecology be accomplished in an organizational manner that maintains a priority
focus and position for the oil spill prevention and response program. The merger
shall allow for ready identification of the program by the public and ensure no
diminution in the state's commitment to marine safety and environmental
protection as follows:
(a) The director of the department of ecology shall consolidate all of the
agency's oil spill prevention, planning. and response programs and personnel into
a division or equivalent unit of organization within the department, The division
shall be managed by a single administrator who is an assistant director or person
of equivalent status in the department's organization. The administrator shall retort
directly to the director,
(b) The consolidated oil spill program unit within the department shall
maintain prevention of oil spills as a specific program.
(c) The department shall identify and participate in resolving threats to safety
of marine transportation and the impact of marine transportation on the
environment.
Sec. 2. RCW 82.23B.020 and 1995 c 399 s 214 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)An oil spill response tax is imposed on the privilege of receiving crude oil
or petroleum products at a marine terminal within this state from a waterborne
vessel or barge operating on the navigable waters of this state. The tax imposed
in this section is levied upon the owner of the crude oil or petroleum products
immediately after receipt of the same into the storage tanks of a marine terminal
from a waterborne vessel or barge at the rate of ((two)) one cent((s)) per barrel of
crude oil or petroleum product received.
(2) In addition to the tax imposed in subsection (1) of this section, an oil spill
administration tax is imposed on the privilege of receiving crude oil or petroleum
products at a marine terminal within this state from a waterborne vessel or barge
operating on the navigable waters of this state. The tax imposed in this section is
levied upon the owner of the crude oil or petroleum products immediately after
receipt of the same into the storage tanks of a marine terminal from a waterborne
vessel or barge at the rate of ((three)) four cents per barrel of crude oil or petroleum
product.
(3)The taxes imposed by this chapter shall be collected by the marine terminal
operator from the taxpayer. If any person charged with collecting the taxes fails
to bill the taxpayer for the taxes, or in the alternative has not notified the taxpayer
in writing of the imposition of the taxes, or having collected the taxes, fails to pay
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them to the department in the manner prescribed by this chapter, whether such
failure is the result of the person's own acts or the result of acts or conditions
beyond the person's control, he or she shall, nevertheless, be personally liable to
the state for the amount of the taxes. Payment of the taxes by the owner to a
marine terminal operator shall relieve the owner from further liability for the taxes.
(4) Taxes collected under this chapter shall be held in trust until paid to the
department. Any person collecting the taxes who appropriates or converts the
taxes collected shall be guilty of a gross misdemeanor if the money required to be
collected is not available for payment on the date payment is due. The taxes
required by this chapter to be collected shall be stated separately from other
charges made by the marine terminal operator in any invoice or other statement of
account provided to the taxpayer.
(5) If a taxpayer fails to pay the taxes imposed by this chapter to the person
charged with collection of the taxes and the person charged with collection fails to
pay the taxes to the department, the department may, in its discretion, proceed
directly against the taxpayer for collection of the taxes.
(6) The taxes shall be due from the marine terminal operator, along with
reports and returns on forms prescribed by the department, within twenty-five days
after the end of the month in which the taxable activity occurs.
(7) The amount of taxes, until paid by the taxpayer to the marine terminal
operator or to the department, shall constitute a debt from the taxpayer to the
marine terminal operator. Any person required to collect the taxes under this
chapter who, with intent to violate the provisions of this chapter, fails or refuses to
do so as required and any taxpayer who refuses to pay any taxes due under this
chapter, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor as provided in chapter 9A.20 RCW.
(8) Upon prior approval of the department, the taxpayer may pay the taxes
imposed by this chapter directly to the department. The department shall give its
approval for direct payment under this section whenever it appears, in the
department's judgment, that direct payment will enhance the administration of the
taxes imposed under this chapter. The department shall provide by rule for the
issuance of a direct payment certificate to any taxpayer qualifying for direct
payment of the taxes. Good faith acceptance of a direct payment certificate by a
terminal operator shall relieve the marine terminal operator from any liability for
the collection or payment of the taxes imposed under this chapter.
(9) All receipts from the tax imposed in subsection (1) of this section shall be
deposited into the state oil spill response account. All receipts from the tax
imposed in subsection (2) of this section shall be deposited into the oil spill
administration account.
(10) Within forty-five days after the end of each calendar quarter, the office
of financial management shall determine the balance of the oil spill response
account as of the last day of that calendar quarter. Balance determinations by the
office of financial management under this section are final and shall not be used
to challenge the validity of any tax imposed under this chapter. The office of
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financial management shall promptly notify the departments of revenue and
ecology of the account balance once a determination is made. For each subsequent
calendar quarter, the tax imposed by subsection (1)of this section shall be imposed
during the entire calendar quarter unless:
(a) Tax was imposed under subsection (1) of this section during the
immediately preceding calendar quarter, and the most recent quarterly balance is
more than ((Iwenty le)) ten million dollars; or
(b) Tax was not imposed under subsection (1) of this section during the
immediately preceding calendar quarter, and the most recent quarterly balance is
more than ((fifteen)) nine million dollars.
(((! 1) The ofto of marine safety, tlie dpartment of reenu,

trd the

depairtm;nt elfoommunity, trade, and coonornic decclopment shall study t" eredits
for tpayers employin~g Yessels with the best acehieovable teheg an~dthe best
atloilable proti1tior to redu e !he risk of oi spls to the

.anigabl waters

Of

t

state and subrit !he study to the appropriate Standing eemmittees @F the legislature
by Dcccrnber 1, 1992.))
See. 3. RCW 90.56.5 10 and 1995 2nd sp~s. c 14 s 525 are each amended to
read as follows:
(1) The oil spill administration account is created in the state treasury. All
receipts from RCW 82.23B.020(2) shall be deposited in the account. Moneys from

the account may be spent only after appropriation. The account is subject to
allotment procedures under chapter 43.88 RCW. ((E. Jul, 1 of aeh odd
numbere d year, if rfoliptw
depoited in the account fom the tax irntoscd by RGW
~2.2B.02(2)for the previous Fiscal biennrium emcccd the amount apprepiad
from the a)ount for the privilus fisal bionnium, the state treasurer shall trarsf.A
the amount of rC82pts ex0ding theapropriatior to theoil spill responso
aeeeut.)) If, on the first day of any calendar month, the balance of the oil spill
response account is greater than ((twenty-five)) ten million dollars and the balance
of the oil spill administration account exceeds the unexpended appropriation for the
current biennium, then the tax under RCW 82.23B.020(2) shall be suspended on
the first day of the next calendar month until the beginning of the following
biennium, provided that the tax shall not be suspended during the last six months
of the biennium.,
If the tax imposed under RCW 82.23B.020(2) is suspended
during two consecutive biennia, the department shall by November 1st after the
end of the second biennium, recommend to the appropriate standing committees
an adjustment in the tax rate. For the biennium ending June 30, 1997, the state
treasurer may transfer up to $1,718,000 from the oil spill response account to the

oil spill administration account to support appropriations made from the oil spill
administration account in the omnibus and transportation appropriations acts
adopted not later than June 30, 1997.
(2) Expenditures from the oil spill administration account shall be used
exclusively for the administrative costs related to the purposes of this chapter, and
chapters 90.48, 88.40, and 88.46 RCW. Starting with the 1995-1997 biennium, the
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legislature shall give activities of state agencies related to prevention of oil spills
priority in funding from the oil spill administration account. Costs of
administration include the costs of:
(a) Routine responses not covered under RCW 90.56.500;
(b)Management and staff development activities;
(c) Development of rules and policies and the state-wide plan provided for in
RCW 90.56.060;
(d) Facility and vessel plan review and approval, drills, inspections,
investigations, enforcement, and litigation;
(e) Interagency coordination and public outreach and education;
(f) Collection and administration of the tax provided for in chapter 82.23B
RCW; and
(g) Appropriate travel, goods and services, contracts, and equipment.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 4. All employees of the office of marine safety are
transferred to the jurisdiction of the department of ecology. All employees
classified under chapter 41.06 RCW, the state civil service law, are assigned to the
department of ecology to perform their usual duties upon the same terms as
formerly, without any loss of rights, subject to any action that may be appropriate
thereafter in accordance with the laws and rules governing state civil service.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 5. (1) An oil spill prevention and response advisory
committee is created within the department of ecology. The committee shall
consist of eleven members as follows: Four legislators, one from each caucus; one
member each to represent pilots licensed under chapter 88.16 RCW, the marine oil
transportation industry, the marine cargo transportation industry, the fishing
industry, the shellfish industry, an environmental organization, and the department
of ecology. The member representing the department of ecology shall be an exofficio member. Legislative members shall be appointed by the speaker of the
house of representatives or the president of the senate, as appropriate. The director
of the department of ecology shall appoint all other members.
(2) By December 1, 1998, the committee shall submit a report to the
appropriate standing committees of the legislature evaluating the merger of the
functions of the office of marine safety into the department of ecology.
(3)This section expires June 30, 1999.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 6. This act is necessary fbr the immediate preservation
of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of the state government and its
existing public institutions, and takes effect July 1, 1997.
Passed the House April 21, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 14, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 20, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 20, 1997.
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[Engrossed Second Substitute Senate Bill 5074]
WAREHOUSE AND GRAIN ELEVATOR OPERATIONS TAX EXEMPTIONS
AN ACT Relating to increasing interstate trade through tax incentives for warehouse and grain
elevator operations; amending RCW 81.104.170; adding a new section to chapter 82.08 RCW; adding
a new section to chapter 82.12 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 82.14 RCW; creating new
sections; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. The legislature finds that the state's overall
economic health and prosperity is bolstered through tax incentives targeted to
specific industries. The warehouse and distribution industry is critical to other
businesses. The transportation sector, the retail sector, the ports, and the
wholesalers all rely on the warehouse and distribution industry. It is the intent of
the legislature to stimulate interstate trade by providing tax incentives to those
persons in the warehouse and distribution industry engaged in highly competitive
trade.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 2. A new section is added to chapter 82.08 RCW to
read as follows:
(1)Wholesalers or third-party warehousers who own or operate warehouses
or grain elevators and retailers who own or operate distribution centers, and who
have paid the tax levied by RCW 82.08.020 on:
(a) Material-handling and racking equipment, and labor and services rendered
in respect to installing, repairing, cleaning, altering, or improving the equipment;
or
(b) Construction of a warehouse or grain elevator, including materials, and
including service and labor costs,
are eligible for an exemption in the form of a remittance. The amount of the
remittance is computed under subsection (3) of this section and is based on the
state share of sales tax.
(2) For purposes of this section and section 3 of this act:
(a) "Agricultural products" has the meaning given in RCW 82.04.213;
(b) "Construction" means the actual construction of a warehouse or grain
elevator that did not exist before the construction began. "Construction" includes
expansion if the expansion adds at least two hundred thousand square feet of
additional space to an existing warehouse or additional storage capacity of at least
one million bushels to an existing grain elevator. "Construction" does not include
renovation, remodeling, or repair;
(c) "Department" means the department of revenue;
(d) "Distribution center" means a warehouse that is used exclusively by a
retailer solely for the storage and distribution of finished goods to retail outlets of
the retailer. "Distribution center" does not include a warehouse at which retail
sales occur;
(e) "Finished goods" means tangible personal property intended for sale by a
retailer or wholesaler. "Finished goods" does not include agricultural products
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stored by wholesalers, third-party warehouses, or retailers if the storage takes place
on the land of the person who produced the agricultural product. "Finished goods"
does not include logs, minerals, petroleum, gas, or other extracted products stored
as raw materials or in bulk;
(1)"Grain elevator" means a structure used for storage and handling of grain
in bulk;
(g) "Material-handling equipment and racking equipment" means equipment
in a warehouse or grain elevator that isprimarily used to handle, store, organize,
convey, package, or repackage finished goods. The term includes tangible personal
property with a useful life of one year or more that becomes an ingredient or
component of the equipment, including repair and replacement parts. The term
does not include equipment in offices, lunchrooms, restrooms, and other like space,
within a warehouse or grain elevator, or equipment used for nonwarehousing
purposes. "Material-handling equipment" includes but is not limited to:
Conveyers, carousels, lifts, positioners, pick-up-and-place units, cranes, hoists,
mechanical arms, and robots; mechanized systems, including containers that are
an integral part of the system, whose purpose is to lift or move tangible personal
property; and automated handling, storage, and retrieval systems, including
computers that control them, whose purpose is to lift or move tangible personal
property; and forklifts and other off-the-road vehicles that are used to lift or move
tangible personal property and that cannot be operated legally on roads and streets.
"Racking equipment" includes, but is not limited to, conveying systems, chutes,
shelves, racks, bins, drawers, pallets, and other containers and storage devices that
form a necessary part of the storage system;
(h) "Person" has the meaning given in RCW 82.04.030;
(i) "Retailer" means a person who makes "sales at retail" as defined in chapter
82.04 RCW of tangible personal property;
() "Square footage" means the product of the two horizontal dimensions of
each floor of a specific warehouse. The entire footprint of the warehouse shall be
measured in calculating the square footage, including space that juts out from the
building profile such as loading docks. "Square footage" does not mean the
aggregate of the square footage of more than one warehouse at a location or the
aggregate of the square footage of warehouses at more than one location;
(k) "Third-party warehouser" means a person taxable under RCW
82.04.280(4);
(i) "Warehouse" means an enclosed building or structure in which finished
goods are stored. A warehouse building or structure may have more than one
storage room and more than one floor. Office space, lunchrooms, restrooms, and
other space within the warehouse and necessary for the operation of the warehouse
are considered part of the warehouse as are loading docks and other such space
attached to the buildng and used for handling of finished goods. Landscaping and
parking lots are not considered part of the warehouse. A storage yard is not a
warehouse, nor is a building in which manufacturing takes place; and
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(m)"Wholesaler" means a person who makes "sales at wholesale" as defined
in chapter 82.04 RCW of tangible personal property, but "wholesaler" does not
include a person who makes sales exempt under 82.04.330.
(3)(a) A person claiming an exemption from state tax in the form of a
remittance under this section must pay the tax imposed by RCW 82.08.020. The
buyer may then apply to the department for remittance of all or part of the tax paid
under RCW 82.08.020. For grain elevators with bushel capacity of one million but
less than two million, the remittance is equal to fifty percent of the amount of tax
paid. For warehouses with square footage of two hundred thousand or more and
for grain elevators with bushel capacity of two million or more, the remittance is
equal to one hundred percent of the amount of tax paid for qualifying construction,
materials, service, and labor, and fifty percent of the amount of tax paid for
qualifying material-handling equipment and racking equipment, and labor and
services rendered in respect to installing, repairing, cleaning, altering, or improving
the equipment.
(b) The department shall determine eligibility under this section based on
information provided by the buyer and through audit and other administrative
records. The buyer shall on a quarterly basis submit an information sheet, in a
form and manner as required by the department by rule, specifying the amount of
exempted tax claimed and the qualifying purchases or acquisitions for which the
exemption is claimed. The buyer shall retain, in adequate detail to enable the
department to determine whether the equipment or construction meets the criteria
under this section: Invoices; proof of tax paid; documents describing the materialhandling equipment and racking equipment; location and size of warehouses and
grain elevators; and construction invoices and documents.
(c) The department shall on a quarterly basis remit exempted amounts to
qualifying persons who submitted applications during the previous quarter.
(4) Warehouses, grain elevators, and material-handling equipment and racking
equipment for which an exemption, credit, or deferral has been or is being received
under chapter 82.60, 82.61, 82.62, or 82.63 RCW or RCW 82.08.02565 or
82.12.02565 are not eligible for any remittance under this section. Warehouses and
grain elevators upon which construction was initiated before the effective date of
this act are not eligible for a remittance under this section.
(5) The lessor or owner of a warehouse or grain elevator is not eligible for a
remittance under this section unless the underlying ownership of the wareholise or
grain elevator and the material-handling equipment and racking equipment vests
exclusively in the same person, or unless the lessor by written contract agrees to
pass the economic benefit of the remittance to the lessee in the form of reduced rent
payments.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. A new section is added to chapter 82.12 RCW to
read as follows:
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(1)Wholesalers or third-party warehousers who own or operate warehouses
or grain elevators, and retailers who own or operate distribution centers, and who
have paid the tax levied under RCW 82.12.070 on:
(a) Material-handling equipment and racking equipment; or
(b)Materials incorporated in the construction of a warehouse or grain elevator.
(2)(a) A person claiming an exemption from state tax in the form of a
remittance under this section must pay the tax imposed by RCW 82.12.020 to the
department. The person may then apply to the department for remittance of all or
part of the tax paid under RCW 82.12.020. For grain elevators with bushel
capacity of one million but less than two million, the remittance is equal to fifty
percent of the amount of tax paid. For warehouses with square footage of two
hundred thousand and for grain elevators with bushel capacity of two million or
more, the remittance is equal to one hundred percent of the amount of tax paid for
qualifying construction materials, and fifty percent of the amount of tax paid for
qualifying material-handling equipment and racking equipment.
(b) The department shall determine eligibility under this section based on
information provided by the buyer and through audit and other administrative
records. The buyer shall on a quarterly basis submit an information sheet, in a
form and manner as required by the department by rule, specifying the amount of
exempted tax claimed and the qualifying purchases or acquisitions for which the
exemption is claimed. The buyer shall retain, in adequate detail to enable the
department to determine whether the equipment or construction meets the criteria
under this section: Invoices; proof of tax paid; documents describing the materialhandling equipment and racking equipment; location and size of warehouses, if
applicable; and construction invoices and documents.
(c) The department shall on a quarterly basis remit or credit exempted amounts
to qualifying persons who submitted applications during the previous quarter.
(3)Warehouse, grain elevators, and material-handling equipment and racking
equipment for which an exemption, credit, or deferral has been or is being received
under chapter 82.60, 82.61, 82.62, or 82.63 RCW or RCW 82.08.02565 or
82.12.02565 are not eligible for any remittance under this section. Materials
incorporated in warehouses and grain elevators upon which construction was
initiated prior to the effective date of this act are not eligible for a remittance under
this section.
(4) The lessor or owner of the warehouse or grain elevator is not eligible for
a remittance or credit under this section unless the underlying ownership of the
warehouse or grain elevator and material-handling equipment and racking
equipment vests exclusively in the same person, or unless the lessor by written
contract agrees to pass the economic benefit of the exemption to the lessee in the
form of reduced rent payments.
(5) The definitions in section 2 of this act apply to this section.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 4. A new section is added to chapter 82.14 RCW to
read as follows:
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The exemptions in sections 2 and 3 of this act are for the state portion of the
sales and use tax and do not extend to the tax imposed in this chapter.
Sec. 5. RCW 81.104.170 and 1992 c 101 s 28 are each amended to read as
follows:
Cities that operate transit systems, county transportation authorities,
metropolitan municipal corporations, public transportation benefit areas, and
regional transit authorities may submit an authorizing proposition to the voters and
if approved by a majority of persons voting, fix and impose a sales and use tax in
accordance with the terms of this chapter, solely for the purpose of providing high
capacity transportation service.
The tax authorized pursuant to this section shall be in addition to the tax
authorized by RCW 82.14.030 and shall be collected from those persons who are
taxable by the state pursuant to chapters 82.08 and 82.12 RCW upon the
occurrence of any taxable event within the taxing district. The maximum rate of
such tax shall be approved by the voters and shall not exceed one percent of the
selling price (in the case of a sales tax) or value of the article used (in the case of
a use tax). The maximum rate of such tax that may be imposed shall not exceed
nine-tenths of one percent in any county that imposes a tax under RCW 82.14.340,
or within a regional transit authority if any county within the authority imposes a
tax under RCW 82.14.340. The exemptions in sections 2 and 3 of this act are for
the state portion of the sales and use tax and do not extend to the tax authorized in
this section,
NEW SECTION, Sec. 6. The legislative fiscal committees shall report to the
legislature by December 1,2001, on the economic impacts of this act. This report
shall analyze tcmployment and other relevant economic data pertaining to the tax
exemptions authorized under this act and shall measure the effect on the creation
or retention of family-wage jobs and diversification of the state's economy. The
report must include the committee's findings on the tax incentive program's
performance in achieving its goals and recommendations on ways to improve its
effectiveness. Analytic techniques may include, but not be limited to, comparisons
of Washington to other states that did not enact business tax changes, comparisons
across Washington counties based on usage of the tax exemptions, and
comparisons across similar firms based on their use of the tax exemptions. In
performing the analysis, the legislative fiscal committees shall consult with
business and labor interests. The department of revenue, the employment security
department, and other agencies shall provide to the legislative fiscal committees
such data as the legislative fiscal committees may request in performing the
analysis required under this section.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 7. This act is necessary for the immediate preservation
of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of the state government and its
existing public institutions, and takes effect immediately.
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Passed the Senate April 17, 1997.
Passed the House April 26, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 20, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 20, 1997.

CHAPTER 451
[Substitute Senate Bill 5845]
BEER TAXES-REDISTRIBUTION OF RECEIPTS
AN ACT Relating to offsetting an increase in the beer tax for the health care services account
with a corresponding decrease in other beer taxes; amending RCW 66.24.290, 69.50.520, 66,08.180,
and 66.08.196; providing an effective date; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 66.24.290 and 1995 c 232 s 4 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) Any brewer or beer wholesaler licensed under this title may sell and
deliver beer to holders of authorized licenses direct, but to no other person, other
than the board; and every such brewer or beer wholesaler shall report all sales to
the board monthly, pursuant to the regulations, and shall pay to the board as an
added tax for the privilege of manufacturing and selling the beer within the state
a tax of ((two)) Qpe dollar((t)) and ((sixty)) lhiiIy cents per barrel of thirty-one
gallons on sales to licensees within the state and on sales to licensees within the
state of bottled and canned beer shall pay a tax computed in gallons at the rate of
((two)) one dollar((s)) and ((sixty)) ihiiix cents per barrel of thirty-one gallons.
Any brewer or beer wholesaler whose applicable tax payment is not postmarked
by the twentieth day following the month of sale will be assessed a penalty at the
rate of two percent per month or fraction thereof. Beer shall be sold by brewers
and wholesalers in sealed barrels or packages. The moneys collected under this
subsection shall be distributed as follows: (a) Three-tenths of a percent shall be
distributed to border areas under RCW 66,08.195: and (b) of the remaining
moneys: (i) Twenty percent shall be distributed to counties in the same manner as
under RCW 66.08.200: and (ii)eighty percent shall be distributed to incorporated
cities and towns in the same manner as under RCW 66.08,210.
(2)((Anatoa
l tax:.^^
is_impse equal,eto seven
n multiplied....
by.,..
.. the....
paytible under~ subseetior, (1) of this seetion-. All revenues eelleeted durirng an
month from this additional tax shall be transferred to the state general fuind by !ho
twen~ty fifth day- th
"f folloin month.
-(3))) An additional tax is imposed on all beer subject to tax under subsection
(1) of this section. The additional tax is equal to two dollars per barrel of thirtyone gallons. All revenues collected during any month from this additional tax shall
be deposited in the violence reduction and drug enforcement account under RCW
69.50.520 by the twenty-fifth day of the following month.
(((4))) 031(a) An additional tax is imposed on all beer subject to tax under
subsection (1) of this section. The additional tax is equal to ninety-six cents per
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barrel of thirty-one gallons through June 30, 1995, two dollars and thirty-nine cents
per barrel of thirty-one gallons for the period July 1, 1995, through June 30, 1997,
and four dollars and seventy-eight cents per barrel of thirty-one gallons thereafter.
(b)The additional tax imposed under this subsection does not apply to the sale
of the first sixty thousand barrels of beer each year by breweries that are entitled
to a reduced rate of tax under 26 U.S.C. Sec. 5051, as existing on July 1, 1993, or
such subsequent date as may be provided by the board by rule consistent with the
purposes of this exemption.
(c) All revenues collected from the additional tax imposed under this
subsection (((4))) (Mshall be deposited in the health services account under RCW
43.72.900.
(((-S))) (4) An additional tax isimposed on all beer that issubiect to tax under
subsection (I) of this section that is in the first sixty thousand barrels of beer by
breweries that are entitled to a reduced rate of tax under 26 U.S.C. Sec. 505 1. as
existing on July 1. 1993, or such subsequent date as may be provided by the board
by rule consistent with the purposes of the exemption under subsection (3)(b) of
this section, The additional tax is equal to one dollar and forty-eight and twotenths cents per barrel of thirty-one gallons. By the twenty-fifth day of the
followin! month. three percent of the revenues collected from this additional tax
shall be distributed to border areas under RCW 66,08,195 and the remaining
moneys shall be transferred to the state general fund.
J& The tax imposed under this section shall not apply to "strong beer" as
defined in this title.
Sec. 2. RCW 69.50.520 and 1995 2nd sp.s. c 18 s 919 are each amended to
read as follows:
The violence reduction and drug enforcement account is created in the state
treasury. All designated receipts from RCW 9.41.1 10(((7)) (M,66.24.210(4),
66.24.290(((-3))) (2), 69.50.505(h)(1), 82.08.150(5), 82.24.020(2), 82.64.020, and
section 420, chapter 271, Laws of 1989 shall be deposited into the account.
Expenditures from the account may be used only for funding services and
programs under chapter 271, Laws of 1989 and chapter 7, Laws of 1994 sp. sess.,
including state incarceration costs. After July 1, 1997, at least seven and one-half
percent of expenditures from the account shall be used for providing grants to
community networks under chapter 70.190 RCW by the family policy council.
Sec. 3. RCW 66.08.180 and 1995 c 398 s 16 are each amended to read as
follows:
Except as provided in RCW 66.24.290(1 ). moneys in the liquor revolving fund
shall be distributed by the board at least once every three months in accordance
with RCW 66.08.190,66.08.200 and 66.08.210: PROVIDED, That the board shall
reserve from distribution such amount not exceeding five hundred thousand dollars
as may be necessary for the proper administration of this title.
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(i) All license fees, penalties and forfeitures derived under this act from class
H licenses or class H licensees shall every three months be disbursed by the board
as follows:
(a) Three hundred thousand dollars per biennium, to the University of
Washington for the forensic investigations council to conduct the state
toxicological labi)ratory pursuant to RCW 68.50.107; and
(b) Of the remaining funds:
(i) 6.06 percent to the University of Washington and 4.04 percent to
Washington State University for alcoholism and drug abuse research and for the
dissemination of such research; and
(ii) 89.9 percent to the general fund to be used by the department of social and
health services solely to carry out the purposes of RCW 70.96A.050;
(2)The first fifty-five dollars per license fee provided in RCW 66.24.320 and
66.24.330 up to a maximum of one hundred fifty thousand dollars annually shall
be disbursed every three months by the board to the general fund to be used for
juvenile alcohol and drug prevention programs for kindergarten through third grade
to be administered by the superintendent of public instruction;
(3) Twenty percent of the remaining total amount derived from license fees
pursuant to RCW 66.24.320, 66.24.330, 66.24.340, 66.24.350, 66.24.360, and
66.24.370, shall be transferred to the general fund to be used by the department of
social and health services solely to carry out the purposes of RCW 70.96A.050;
and
(4) One-fourth cent per liter of the tax imposed by RCW 66.24.2 10 shall every
three months be disbursed by the board to Washington State University solely for
wine and wine grape research, extension programs related to wine and wine grape
research, and resident instruction in both wine grape production and the processing
aspects of the wine industry in accordance with RCW 28B.30.068. The director
of financial management shall prescribe suitable accounting procedures to ensure
that the funds transferred to the general fund to be used by the department of social
and health services and appropriated are separately accounted for.
Sec. 4. RCW 66.08.196 and 1995 c 159 s 3 are each amended to read as
follows:
Distribution of funds to border areas under RCW 66.08.190 and 66,24.290
( )(a) and (4) shall be as follows:
(I) Sixty-five percent of the funds shall be distributed to border areas ratably
based on border area traffic totals;
(2) Twenty-five percent of the funds shall be distributed to border areas
ratably based on border-related crime statistics; and
(3)Ten percent of the funds shall be distributed to border areas ratably based
upon border area per capita law enforcement spending.
Distributions to an unincorporated area that is a point of land surrounded on
three sides by saltwater and adjacent to the Canadian border shall be made to the
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county in which such an area islocated and may only be spent on services provided
to that area.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5. This act is necessary for the immediate preservation
of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of the state government and its
existing public institutions, and takes effect July 1, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 15, 1997.
Passed the House April 18, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 20, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 20, 1997.

CHAPTER 452
[Substitute Senate Bill 5867]
LOCAL EXCISE TAXES-REVISIONS
AN ACT Relating to hotel and motel taxes in certain cities and towns; amending RCW
67.28.080,67.28.120,67.28.130,67.28.150, 67.28.160, 67.28.170, 67.28.180, 67.28.184, 67.28.200,
67.40.100, 35.43.040, 59.18.440, 67.38.140, 67.40.110, 67.40.120, and 82.02.020; adding new
sections tochapter 67.28 RCW; creating new sections; repealing RCW 67.28.090, 67.28.100,
67.28.110,67.28.182,67.28.185,67.28.190, 67.28.210, 67.28.240, 67.28.260, 67.28.270, 67.28.280,
67.28.290, 67.28.300, 67.28.310, 67.28.320, 67.28.360, and 67.28.370; providing an effective date;
and providing an expiration date.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. The intent of this act is to provide uniform
standards for local option excise taxation of lodging.
Sec. 2. RCW 67.28.080 and 1991 c 357 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
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struetures or fncilities are sitcd. A eenvention eenter facility mtky also ineludc

b-

land

neeessM for the operation of a eonyenin ccnter facility)) The definitions in this
section apply throughout this chapter unless the context clearly rquires otherwise.
(I) "Acquisition" includes, but is not limited to. siting. acquisition, design.
construction, refurbishing. expansion, repair, and improvement, including Paying
or securing the payment of all or any portion of general obligation bonds, leases.
revenue bonds, or other obligations issued or incurred for such purpose or purposes
under this chapter
,hapt,))
means any county, city or town
(2)"Municipality"
used-..
in this
of the state of Washington.
(3) "Operation" includes, but is not limited to, operation, management, and
marketing.
4) "Person" ((as uscd i. this .t,ptc)) means the federal government or any
agency thereof, the state or any agency, subdivision, taxing district or municipal
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corporation thereof other than county, city or town, any private corporation,
partnership, association, or individual.
(5) "Tourism" means economic activity resulting from tourists, which may
include sales of overnight lodging. meals, tours, gifts, or souvenirs.
(6) "Tourism promotion" means activities and expenditures designed to
increase tourism, including but not limited to advertising, publicizing, or otherwise
distributing information for the purpose of attracting and welcoming tourists:
developing strategies to expand tourism: operating tourism promotion agencies:
and funding marketing of special events and festivals designed to attract tourists.
(7) "Tourism-related facility" means real or tangible personal property with
a usable life of three or more years, or constructed with volunteer labor, and used
to support tourism, performing arts, or to accommodate tourist activities.
(8) "Tourist" means a person who travels from a place of residence to a
different town. city. county, state. or country, for purposes of business, pleasure,
recreation, education, arts, heritage, or culture,
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. A new section is added to chapter 67.28 RCW to
read as follows:
(I) The legislative body of any municipality may impose an excise tax on the
sale of or charge made for the furnishing of lodging that is subject to tax under
chapter 82.08 RCW. The rate of tax shall not exceed the lesser of four percent or
a rate that, when combined with all other taxes imposed upon sales of lodging
within the municipality under this chapter and chapters 36.100, 67.40, 82.08, and
82.14 RCW, equals twelve percent. A tax under this chapter shall not be imposed
in increments smaller than tenths of a percent.
(2) Notwithstanding subsection (1) of this section:
(a) If a municipality imposed taxes under this chapter and RCW 67.40.100
with a total rate exceeding four percent on January 1, 1998, the rate of tax imposed
under this chapter by the municipality shall not exceed the total rate imposed by the
municipality under this chapter and RCW 67.40.100 on January 1, 1998.
(b) If a city or town, other than a municipality described in (a) of this
subsection, is located in a county tat imposed taxes under this chapter with a total
rate of four percent or more on January 1, 1997, the rate of tax imposed under this
chapter by the city or town shall not exceed two percent.
(c) If a city has a population of four hundred thousand or more and is located
in a county with a population of one million or more, the rate of tax imposed under
this chapter by the city shall not exceed the lesser of four percent or a rate that,
when combined with all other taxes imposed upon sales of lodging in the
municipality under this chapter and chapters 36.100,67.40,82.08, and 82.14 RCW,
equals fifteen and two-tenths percent.
(3) Except as provided in RCW 67.28.180, any county ordinance or resolution
adopted under this section shall contain a provision allowing a credit against the
county tax for the full amount of any city or town tax imposed under this section
upon the same taxable event.
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(4) Tax imposed under this section on a sale of lodging shall be credited
against the amount of sales tax due to the state under chapter 82.08 RCW on the
same sale of lodging, but the total credit for taxes imposed by all municipalities on
a sale of lodging shall not exceed the amount that would be imposed under a two
percent tax under this section. This subsection does not apply to taxes which are
credited against the state sales tax under RCW 67.28.180.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. A new section is added to chapter 67.28 RCW to
read as follows:
All revenue from taxes imposed under this chapter shall be credited to a
special fund in the treasury of the municipality imposing such tax and used solely
for the purpose of paying all or any part of the cost of tourism promotion,
acquisition of tourism-related facilities, or operation of tourism-related facilities.
Municipalities may, under chapter 39.34 RCW, agree to the utilization of revenue
from taxes imposed under this chapter for the purposes of funding a
multijurisdictional tourism-related facility.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5. A new section is added to chapter 67.28 RCW to
read as follows:
(I) Before imposing a tax under section 3 of this act, a municipality with a
population of five thousand or more shall establish a lodging tax advisory
committee under this section. A lodging tax advisory committee shall consist of
at least five members, appointed by the legislative body of the municipality, unless
the municipality has a charter providing for a different appointment authority. The
committee membership shall include: (a) At least two members who are
representatives of businesses required to collect tax under this chapter; and (b) at
least two members who are persons involved in activities authorized to be funded
by revenue received under this chapter. Persons who are eligible for appointment
under (a) of this subsection are not eligible for appointment under (b) of this
subsection. Persons who are eligible for appointment under (b) of this subsection
are not eligible for appointment under (a) of this subsection. Organizations
representing businesses required to collect tax under this chapter, organizations
involved in activities authorized to be funded by revenue received under this
chapter, and local agencies involved in tourism promotion may submit
recommendations for membership on the committee. The number of members who
are representatives of businesses required to collect tax under this chapter shall
equal the number of members who are involved in activities authorized to be
funded by revenue received under this chapter. One member shall be an elected
official of the municipality who shall serve as chair of the committee. An advisory
committee for a county may include one nonvoting member who is an elected
official of a city or town in the county. An advisory committee for a city or town
may include one nonvoting member who is an elected official of the county in
which the city or town is located. The appointing authority shall review the
membership of the advisory committee annually and make changes as appropriate.
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(2)Any municipality that proposes imposition of a tax under this chapter, an
increase in the rate of a tax imposed under this chapter, repeal of an exemption
from a tax imposed under this chapter, or a change in the use of revenue received
under this chapter shall submit the proposal to the lodging tax advisory committee
for review and comment. The submission shall occur at least forty-five days
before final action on or passage of the proposal by the municipality. The advisory
committee shall submit comments on the proposal in a timely manner through
generally applicable public comment procedures. The comments shall include an
analysis of the extent to which the proposal will accommodate activities for tourists
or increase tourism, and the extent to which the proposal will affect the long-term
stability of the fund created under section 4 of this act. Failure of the advisory
committee to submit comments before final action on or passage of the proposal
shall not prevent the municipality from acting on the proposal. A municipality is
not required to submit an amended proposal to an advisory committee under this
section.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 6. (1)Each municipality imposing a tax under chapter
67.28 RCW shall submit a report to the department of community, trade, and
economic development on October 1, 1998, and October 1,2000. Each report shall
include the following information:
(a) The rate of tax imposed under chapter 67.28 RCW;
(b) The total revenue received under chapter 67.28 RCW for each of the
preceding six years;
(c) A list of projects and activities funded with revenue received under chapter
67.28 RCW; and
(d) The amount of revenue under chapter 67.28 RCW expended for each
project and activity.
(2) The department of community, trade, and economic development shall
summarize and analyze the data received under subsection (1) of this section in a
report submitted to the legislature on January 1, 1999, and January 1, 2001. The
report shall include, but not be limited to, analysis of factors contributing to growth
in revenue received under chapter 67.28 RCW and the effects of projects and
activities funded with revenue received under chapter 67.28 RCW on tourism
growth.
Sec. 7. RCW 67.28.120 and 1979 ex.s. c 222 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
Any municipality is authorized either individually or jointly with any other
municipality, or person, or any combination thereof, to acquire ((by-p-ehse,,gift
or
tt as lessee,))
,
and to ((ccruet, install, add to, improve, r-p-",
repair, maintiai.)) operate ((and regulate the use of publie stadium failitis,
ccrnvcrticr. eenter feeiliesc, performing arts eenter faceilities, and,'or visual aftt
eente)) tourism-related facilities, whether located within or without such
municipality((,-ine6lirg but not liikd to buildi.ngs, stru ure , onessior, and

service facilities, reads, bridges, walks, ramps an~d ether aeeess fcciliesc, termninal
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an~d parki g feeilifies for privaie vehieles and pu.blie transportation. vehieleg and
systcms, iogcrher with all lands, properties, property rights, equipment, utiities,
accaa~cs nd appurfeancc neeessary for such publie sitdium fteilities,
e1nvemien ccItIr fteiliics, performing fi" eentel f-filitics, or visual arts eantr
frcilities, nd to pay for any engineerin~g, plannig, finaneiali, legit! and prefessiena

series incidcnt to the dcvclopment and operation of such publie ftciliis)).
Sec. 8. RCW 67.28.130 and 1979 ex.s. c 222 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
Any municipality, taxing district, or municipal corporation is authorized to
convey or lease any lands, properties or facilities to any other municipality for the
development by such other municipality of ((publi stadium facilitis, eeav:Ii.n
..tr f-iliis, prforming
...
arts tr fi-ilities, and'"..
visual ar. ntr)) tourism:
related facilities or to provide for the joint use of such lands, properties or facilities,
or to participate in the financing of all or any part of the public facilities on such
terms as may be fixed by agreement between the respective legislative bodies
without submitting the matter to the voters of such municipalities, unless the
provisions of general law applicable to the incurring of municipal indebtedness
shall require such submission.
Sec. 9. RCW 67.28.150 and 1984 c 186 s 56 are each amended to read as
follows:
To carry out the purposes of this chapter any municipality shall have the
power to issue general obligation bonds within the limitations now or hereafter
prescribed by the laws of this state. Such general obligation bonds shall be
authorized, executed, issued and made payable as other general obligation bonds
of such municipality: PROVIDED, That the governing body of such municipality
may provide that such bonds mature in not to exceed forty years from the date of
their issue, may provide that such bonds also be made payable from any special
taxes provided for in ((RW 67.28. 80)) this chapter, and may provide that such
bonds also be made payable from any otherwise unpledged revenue which may be
derived from the ownership or operation of any properties.
Sec. 10. RCW 67.28.160 and 1983 c 167 s 168 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) To carry out the purposes of this chapter the legislative body of any
municipality shall have the power to issue revenue bonds without submitting the
matter to the voters of the municipality: PROVIDED, That the legislative body
shall create a special fund or funds for the sole purpose of paying the principal of
and interest on the bonds of each such issue, into which fund or funds the
legislative body may obligate the municipality to pay all or part of amounts
collected from the special taxes provided for in ((RCW 67.28. 180)) this chapter,
and/or to pay such amounts of the gross revenue of all or any part of the facilities
constructed, acquired, improved, added to, repaired or replaced pursuant to this
chapter, as the legislative body shall determine: PROVIDED, FURTHER, That the
principal of and interest on such bonds shall be payable only out of such special
128041
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fund or funds, and the owners of such bonds shall have a lien and charge against
the gross revenue pledged to such fund.
Such revenue bonds and the interest thereon issued against such fund or funds
shall constitute a claim of the owners thereof only as against such fund or funds
and the revenue pledged therefor, and shall not constitute a general indebtedness
of the municipality.
Each such revenue bond shall state upon its face that it is payable from such
special fund or funds, and all revenue bonds issued under this chapter shall be
negotiable securities within the provisions of the law of this state. Such revenue
bonds may be registered either as to principal only or as to principal and interest
as provided in RCW 39.46.030, or may be bearer bonds; shall be in such
denominations as the legislative body shall deem proper; shall be payable at such
time or times and at such places as shall be determined by the legislative body;
shall be executed in such manner and bear interest at such rate or rates as shall be
determined by the legislative body.
Such revenue bonds shall be sold in such manner as the legislative body shall
deem to be for the best interests of the municipality, either at public or private sale.
The legislative body may at the time of the issuance of such revenue bonds
make such covenants with the owners of said bonds as it may deem necessary to
secure and guaranty the payment of the principal thereof and the interest thereon,
including but not being limited to covenants to set aside adequate reserves to
secure or guaranty the payment of such principal and interest, to pledge and apply
thereto part or all of any lawfully authorized special taxes provided for in ((RC-W
6.28.89)) this chapter, to maintain rates, charges or rentals sufficient with other
available moneys to pay such principal and interest and to maintain adequate
coverage over debt service, to appoint atrustee or trustees for the bond owners, to
safeguard the expenditure of the proceeds of sale of such bonds and to fix the
powers and duties of such trustee or trustees and to make such other covenants as
the legislative body may deem necessary to accomplish the most advantageous sale
of such bonds. The legislative body may also provide that revenue bonds payable
out of the same source may later be issued on a parity with revenue bonds being
issued and sold.
The legislative body may include in the principal amount of any such revenue
bond issue an amount for engineering, architectural, planning, financial, legal, and
other services and charges incident to the acquisition or construction of public
stadium facilities, convention center facilities, performing arts center facilities, and/
or visual arts center facilities, an amount to establish necessary reserves, an amount
for working capital and an amount necessary for interest during the period of
construction of any facilities to be financed from the proceeds of such issue plus
six months. The legislative body may, if it deems it in the best interest of the
municipality, provide in any contract for the construction or acquisition of any
facilities or additions or improvements thereto or replacements or extensions
thereof that payment therefor shall be made only in such revenue bonds.
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If the municipality shall fail to carry out or perform any of its obligations or
covenants made in the authorization, issuance and sale of such bonds, the owner
of any such bond may bring action against the municipality and compel the
performance of any or all of such covenants.
(2) Notwithstanding subsection (1)of this section, such bonds may be issued
and sold in accordance with chapter 39.46 RCW.
Sec. 11. RCW 67.28.170 and 1979 ex.s. c 222 s 4 are each amended to read
as follows:
The legislative body of any municipality owning or operating ((pblie s.dit.m
itc, performin~g wist eenter foeilities, and.'r visual
csto ctr
fteilifice
ats eenter)) tourism-related facilities acquired ((or dcvclopcd pursuan! ! )) under
this chapter shall have power to lease to any municipality or person, or to contract
for the use or operation by any municipality or person, of all or any part of the
facilities authorized by this chapter, including but not limited to parking facilities,
concession facilities of all kinds and any property or property rights appurtenant
to such ((stadium Faeilkites, eornvention eeert failities, performing &rtcnter
fil.ti., t.'We -visual. ccrtc )) tourism-related facilities, for such period and
under such terms and conditions and upon such rentals, fees and charges as such
legislative body may determine, and may pledge all or any portion of such rentals,
fees and charges and all other revenue derived from the ownership and/or operation
of such facilities to pay and to secure the payment of general obligation bonds and/
or revenue bonds of such municipality issued for authorized ((p.b.ie -s:diu.
-visual arts-cccr)) ism
r, ..
.....&As
r, performin.g
.onvciz...,
related facilities purposes.
*Sec. 12. RCW 67.28.180 and 1995 1st sp.s. c 14 s 10 are each amended to
read asfollows:
.os (2) and (4) oft..i
diio s for.. i subs...
(1) ((u.jee-... e-e
sce~otn, Mhe kgklaitvi body of any corunty or any city, is auith'orkizd to ky and
colkct a special excise Mm of not to exceed two pereent on Mec saic of or eharg
made for Meo furnishing of lodging by a lotc!, rooming honse, tourit eo!.
mote4 ftikr camp, and the grantingotot simiarheense to use realproperty,
as disnguishedfrootr thec renting or Icosing of realpropetty, PROVIDED, Mhat
it slid beprcsumd "..athe.occaparncy of realproprtfera coutinuettsperiod
ofone month or more cornstitftc. a rental or lease of realproperty and no! a
mere Nens to, te or,to nj s h ame-)) (a) Tax imposed under section 3 oQ
this act on a sale of lodging"by a county exempt under subsection (2 of this
section shall be credited against the amount of sales tax due to the state under
chapter 82.08 RCW on the same sale of lodging, but the credit under this
subsection M(a) shallnot exceed the amount that wlb'
.. ' cent tax under section 3 of this act.
in a county exeMpt under subsection (2) of this section has
(b) if a cito
imposed a tax underthis charterand has. grior to June 26. 1975. authorizedand
issued revenue or eeneraloblieationbonds Pursuantto the Provisionsof RCW
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67.28,150 through 67,28.160. the tax imposed under section 3 of this act on a
sale of odging by such cty shall be creditedaeainstthe amount of sales tax due
to the state under chapter82.08 RCW on the same sale of lodeine. but the credit
under this subsection (1)(b) shall not exceed the amount that would be collected
under a two percent tax under section 3 of this act.
(2) ((A'..
k.y u. _.._d , l Mi ...._ .,_,, e.. j. tM tfo
viag:
W-

Any.

•oet oriac

or..

!..L2---

adopted

-

.........

toM

eto

other ptwvisions reqjuired to co;,forme to this
shaM cotan in add~o.n to a#i~
of any city Max intpsedpiersia to this scto

iwi

the same-tabe

event.

-())
In the event that any county has levied ((th t.,.uhorized b, this
setyieo)) a tax under this chapter and has,priorto June 26, 1975, eitherpledged
the tax revenuesfor payment of principaland intereston city revenue or general
obligation bonds authorized and issued pursuantto RCW 67.28.150 through
67.28.160 or has authorized and issued revenue or general obligation bonds
pursuantto the provisions of RCW 67.28.150 through 67.28.160, such county
shall be exempt from ((th provisions of(a) f this sub .ti.)) section 30) ot
thisac to the extent that the tax rate imposed by the county under this chanter
does not exceed two percent and the revenues are pledged for payment of
principaland interest on bonds issued at any time pursuantto the provisions of
RCW 67.28.150 through 67.28.160: PROVIDED, That so much of such pledged
tax revenues, together with any investment earnings thereon, not immediately
necessary for actualpayment of principaland interest on such bonds may be
used: (((i)) (g In any county with a population of one million or more,for
repayment either of limited tax levy generalobligation bonds or of any county
fund or accountfrom which a loan was made, the proceedsfrom the bonds or
loan being used to pay for constructing, installing, improving, and equipping
stadium capitalimprovement projects, and to pay for any engineering,planning,
financial,legal and professionalservices incident to the development of such
stadium capitalimprovement projects, regardlessof the date the debtfor such
capital improvement projects was or may be incurred; or (((ii-))) (b) in other
counties, for county-owned facilitiesfor agriculturalpromotion. A county is
exempt under this subsection in respect to city revenue or general obligation
bonds issued after April 1, 1991, only if such bonds mature before January 1,
2013.
As used in this subsection (2)(((b)), "capitalimprovement projects" may
include, but not be limited to a stadium restaurantfacility, restroomfacilities,
artificialturf system, seatingfacilities, parkingfacilities and scoreboardand
information system adjacent to or within a county owned stadium, together with
equipment, utilities, accessories and appurtenances necessary thereto. The
stadium restaurantauthorizedby this subsection (2)(((b))) shall be operatedby
a private concessionaireunder a contract with the county.
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(((c) N '.ity within a cunty exc p"tend"
.. s... ._~ , ) of this.ti...
may
~y tc tx auftl-zed by, Mis; ;cctn to lon~g as said counity i; to exenipt,
PRO V.DED, Thai in the ent that anty city in such eoutimy has lekd !he ftV
attlwin-izcd by !hisseefia and ha,prio to June 2, 1975, authorized and issued
rvnueo general ohtathn bonds Farstant fo (he proyisiens of RGW
57.23.53 :ln-ough 67.28.160, such city may levy !he tax so long ai !he tax
revenues are pldgedfor paytn efpj~neipaland Wetre&! n bonds issued at
any trnci purs an tM !heproisions;&fRCW 517.23.150 through 674.23.150.))
(3) Any levy ( authorized by this scceion)) Under this chapter by a county
that ((.ag levied t:;c fax authoizcd by this section and ha, pinr to June 25,197-5, either pledged !hec tax reenimcs for pay.1 ;cnt of prineipaland intcrms on
eity revetitte orgeea obfgt~. bod authorized and issuedptirsuarntto RCW
67-.23.150 through 67.28.1 60 or ha; auth~orized and isseted revenue or general
obtio bod pu siont t he p, .sions Oc RC0 6"&A3.50 tIhug.'
67.42&460)) is exempt under subsection (2) of this section shall be subject to the
following:
(a) Taxes collected under this ((seetiet)) chapter in any calendaryear in
excess of five million three hundred thousand dollars shall only be used as
follows:
(i) Seventy-five percentfrom January1, 1992, through December 31, 2000,
and seventy percentfrom January1, 2001, through December 31, 2012, for art
museums, cultural museums, heritage museums, the arts, and the performing
aris. Moneys spent under this subsection (3)(a)(i) shall be used for the purposes
of this subsection (3)(a)(i) in all parts of the county.
(ii) Twenty-five percentfrom January 1, 1992, through December 31, 2000,
and thirty percentfrom January1, 2001, through December 31, 2012, for the
following purposes and in a manner reflecting the following order of priority:
Stadium capital improvements, as defined in subsection (2)((fb))) of this section;
acquisition of open space lands;youth sports activities;and tourism promotion.
(b)At least seventy percent of moneys spent under (a)(i) of this subsection
for the periodJanuary 1, 1992, through December 31, 2000, shall be used only
for the purchase, design, construction, and remodelingof performing arts, visual
arts, heritage, and culturalfacilities, and for the purchase of fixed assets that
will benefit art, heritage, and cultural organizations. For purposes of this
subsection, fixed assets are tangible objects such as machinery and other
equipment intended to be held or used for ten years or more. Moneys received
under this subsection (3)(b) may be used for payment of principaland interest
on bonds issuedfor capitalprojects. Qualifying organizationsreceiving moneys
under this subsection (3)(b) must be financially stable and have at least the
following:
(i) A legally constituted and working board of directors;
(ii) A record of artistic, heritage, or cultural accomplishments;
(iii) Been in existence and operatingfor at least two years;
[ 2808
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(iv) Demonstratedability to maintain net currentliabilitiesat less than thirty
percent of general operatingexpenses;
(v) Demonstrated ability to sustain operationalcapacity subsequent to
completion of projects orpurchaseof machinery and equipment; and
(vi) Evidence that there has been independent financial review of the
organization.
(c) At leastforty percent of the revenues distributedpursuantto (a)(i)of this
subsectionfor theperiod January1, 2001, through December 31, 2012, shall be
deposited in an account and shall be used to establish an endowment. Principal
in the account shall remain permanent and irreducible. The earningsfrom
investments of balances in the account may only be used for the purposes of
(a)(i) of this subsection.
(d) School districts and schools shall not receive revenues distributed
pursuant to (a)(i)of this subsection.
(e) Moneys distributed to art museums, cultural museums, heritage
museums, the arts, and the performingarts, andmoneys distributedfortourism
promotion shallbe in addition to and may not be used to replace or supplantany
otherfunding by the legislative body of the county.
() As used in this section, "tourism promotion" includes activities intended
to attract visitorsfor overnight stays, arts, heritage,and cultural events, and
recreational,professional, and amateur sports events. Moneys allocated to
tourism promotion in a class AA county shall be allocated to nonprofit
organizationsformed for the express purpose of tourism promotion in the
county. Such organizationsshall use moneys from the taxes to promote events
in all partsof the class AA county.
(g) No taxes ((collected)) distribu under this section may be usedfor the
operation or maintenance of a public stadium that is financed directly or
indirectly by bonds to which the tax is pledged. Expendituresfor operation or
maintenanceinclude allexpenditures other than expenditures thatdirectly result
in new fixed assets or that directly increasethe captty, life span, or operating
economy of existingfixed assets.
(h) No ad valorem property taxes may be usedfor debt service on bonds
issuedfor apublic stadium that is financed by bonds to which the tax is pledged,
unless the taxes ((collected)) distributed underthis section are or are projected
to be insufficient to meet debt service requirements on such bonds.
(i) If a substantialpart of the operation and management of a public
stadium that is financed directly or indirectly by bonds to which the tax is
pledged is performedby a nonpublicentity or if a public stadium is sold that is
financeddirectly or indirectly by bonds to which the tax is pledged, any bonds to
which the tax is pledged shall be retired. This subsection (3)(i) does not apply
in respect to a public stadium transferredto, owned by, or constructedby a
publicfacilities districtunder chapter36.100 RCW.
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(1)The county shall not lease a public stadium that is financed directly or
indirectly by bonds to which the tax is pledged to, or authorize the use of the
public stadium by, a professionalmajor league sportsfranchise unless the sports
franchisegives the rightoffirst refusal to purchasethe sportsfranchise, upon
its sale, to localgovernment. This subsection (3)U) does not apply to contracts
in existence on April 1, 1986.
If a court of competentjurisdictiondeclares any provision of this subsection
(3) invalid, then that invalidprovision shall be null and void and the remainder
of this section is not affected.
(4) This section exires Januarv1. 2013.
*Sec. 12 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Sec. 13. RCW 67.28.184 and 1987 1st ex.s. c 8 s 7 are each amended to read
as follows:
No city imposing the tax authorized under ((RCW 64.28.180)) this chapter
may use the tax proceeds directly or indirectly to acquire, construct, operate, or
maintain facilities or land intended to be used by a professional sports franchise if
the county within which the city is located uses the proceeds of its tax imposed
under ((RCW 67.28 .180)) this chapter to directly or indirectly acquire, construct,
operate, or maintain a facility used by a professional sports franchise.
Sec. 14. RCW 67.28.200 and 1993 c 389 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
The legislative body of any ((eettny or eity)) municipality may establish
reasonable exemptions ((and may adopt sueh reasonableo
rule and rogulations its
may be n.
.ssary
for the l.y and -lletioth)) for taxes authorized under this
chapter. The department of revenue shall perform the collection of such taxes on
behalf of such ((eety eity)) municipality at no cost to such ((eeunty o.,-i y))
municipality.
Sec. 15. RCW 67.40.100 and 1990 c 242 s I are each amended to read as
follows:
(((4))) Except as provided in chapters 67.28 and 82.14 RCW and ((sutbsee it
(2)ef this)) section 3 of this act, after January 1, 1983, no city, town, or county in
which the tax under RCW 67.40.090 is imposed may impose a license fee or tax
on the act or privilege of engaging in business to furnish lodging by a hotel,
rooming house, tourist court, motel, trailer camp, or similar facilities in excess of
the rate imposed upon other persons engaged in the business of making sales at
retail as that term is defined in chapter 82.04 RCW.
(((2) A city ieooratcd before January 1,1982, with a ppulatiin ever six!Y
thouand l..l t. d in a county with al
populatior one mUllion, otheriht.kthe-ll
t,
of Scailc, m.y im a
il ex.is tax under the following onditio,s
(a) The ref----d s
h.. tax must be use! for the aeu.sition, deAigr.
cornstruction, and rkcting of eon-vention and trade ffacilities and may be u"c o
and pledged to the payment ef bonds, leases, or other obligations issued or ineurred
for sueh purposes. The. pree
of the tax may be used for mttirntcanee-aatd
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operttien only as part of a budget whieh ineludes the use of the !ax for debt cvc
(b) Rec legislative body of the city, b fore imposing the tax, tmust authorize
a comnplcte siudy andincstigatio of !he desirability and .economni feasibility 1
!he proposed
l onenioIn and trade fIcilkitia.

(e) Re; rate oF the tax shall no! exeeed three pcrrem.
(d)4he tax shall be imposed on.the sale ef or eharge made for !he ftirrishirng
of lodging by a hotel, rooming house, tourist court, motel, or trailer camp, and the
grantin~g of an~y similar liccrnse to use real property, as distin~guished from the
menkng or leasing of rettl property, emeept that me such tax may be levied on an~y
prermises haying fewer then sixy lodgin~g unkts-.))
Sec. 16. RCW 35.43.040 and 1989 c 277 s 1 are each amended to read as
follows:
Whenever the public interest or convenience may require, the legislative
authority of any city or town may order the whole or any part of any local
improvement including but not restricted to those, or any combination thereof,
listed below to be constructed, reconstructed, repaired, or renewed and landscaping
including but not restricted to the planting, setting out, cultivating, maintaining, and
renewing of shade or ornamental trees and shrubbery thereon; may order any and
all work to be done necessary for completion thereof; and may levy and collect
special assessments on property specially benefited thereby to pay the whole or any
part of the expense thereof, viz:
(1) Alleys, avenues, boulevards, lanes, park drives, parkways, parking
facilities, public places, public squares, public streets, their grading, regrading,
planking, replanking, paving, repaving, macadamizing, remacadamnizing, graveling,
regraveling, piling, repiling, capping, recapping, or other improvement; if the
management and control of park drives, parkways, and boulevards is vested in a
board of park commissioners, the plans and specifications for their improvement
must be approved by the board of park commissioners before their adoption;
(2) Auxiliary water systems;
(3) Auditoriums, field houses, gymnasiums, swimming pools, or other
recreational, playground, museum, cultural, or arts facilities or structures;
(4) Bridges, culverts, and trestles and approaches thereto;
(5) Bulkheads and retaining walls;
(6) Dikes and embankments;
(7) Drains, sewers, and sewer appurtenances which as to trunk sewers shall
include as nearly as possible all the territory which can be drained through the
trunk sewer and subsewers connected thereto;
(8)Escalators or moving sidewalks together with the expense of operation and
maintenance;
(9) Parks and playgrounds;
(10) Sidewalks, curbing, and crosswalks;
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(II) Street lighting systems together with the expense of furnishing electrical
energy, maintenance, and operation;
(12) Underground utilities transmission lines;
(13) Water mains, hydrants, and appurtenances which as to trunk water mains
shall include as nearly as possible all the territory in the zone or district to which
water may be distributed from the trunk water mains through lateral service and
distribution mains and services;
(14) Fences, culverts, syphons, or coverings or any other feasible safeguards
along, in place of, or over open canals or ditches to protect the public from the
hazards thereof;
(15) Roadbeds, trackage, signalization, storage facilities for rolling stock,
overhead and underground wiring, and any other stationary equipment reasonably
necessary for the operation of an electrified public streetcar line;
(16) Systems of surface, underground, or overhead railways, tramways, buses,
or any other means of local transportation except taxis, and including passenger,
terminal, station parking, and related facilities and properties, and such other
facilities as may be necessary for passenger and vehicular access to and from such
terminal, station, parking, and related facilities and properties, together with all
lands, rights of way, property, equipment, and accessories necessary for such
systems and facilities;
(17) Convention center facilities or structures in cities ((In eig-a-.... '.x.ig. tax purua.. t RCW 7.49.10(2)))
..
incorporated before January 1. 1982,
with a population over sixty thousand located in a county with a population over
one million, other than the city of Seattle. Assessments for purposes of convention
center facilities or structures may be levied only to the extent necessary to cover
a funding shortfall that occurs when funds received from special excise taxes
imposed pursuant to chanter 67.28 RCW ((67.28.180 and 64.40.100(2))) are
insufficient to fund the annual debt service for such facilities or structures, and may
not be levied on property exclusively maintained as single-family or multifamily
permanent residences whether they are rented, leased, or owner occupied; and
(18) Programs of aquatic plant control, lake or river restoration, or water
quality enhancement. Such programs shall identify all the area of any lake or river
which will be improved and shall include the adjacent waterfront property specially
benefited by such programs of improvements. Assessments may be levied only on
waterfront property including any waterfront property owned by the department of
natural resources or any other state agency. Notice of an assessment on a private
leasehold in public property shall comply with provisions of chapter 79.44 RCW.
Programs under this subsection shall extend for a term of not more than five years.
Sec. 17. RCW 59.18.440 and 1995 c 399 s 151 are each amended to read as
follows:
(I) Any city, town, county, or municipal corporation that is required to
develop a comprehensive plan under RCW 36.70A.040(l) is authorized to require,
after reasonable notice to the public and a public hearing, property owners to
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provide their portion of reasonable relocation assistance to low-income tenants
upon the demolition, substantial rehabilitation whether due to code enforcement or
any other reason, or change of use of residential property, or upon the removal of
use restrictions in an assisted-housing development. No city, town, county, or
municipal corporation may require property owners to provide relocation
assistance to low-income tenants, as defined in this chapter, upon the demolition,
substantial rehabilitation, upon the change of use of residential property, or upon
the removal of use restrictions in an assisted-housing development, except as
expressly authorized herein or when authorized or required by state or federal law.
As nsed in this section, "assisted housing development" means a multifamily rental
housing development that either receives government assistance and is defined as
federally assisted housing in RCW 59.28.020, or that receives other federal, state,
or local government assistance and is subject to use restrictions.
(2) As used in this section, "low-income tenants" means tenants whose
combined total income per dwelling unit is at or below fifty percent of the median
income, adjusted for family size, in the county where the tenants reside.
The department of community, trade, and economic development shall adopt
rules defining county median income in accordance with the definitions
promulgated by the federal department of housing and urban development.
(3) A requirement that property owners provide relocation assistance shall
include the amounts of such assistance to be provided to low-income tenants. In
determining such amounts, the jurisdiction imposing the requirement shall
evaluate, and receive public testimony on, what relocation expenses displaced
tenants would reasonably incur in that jurisdiction including:
(a) Actual physical moving costs and expenses;
(b)Advance payments required for moving into a new residence such as the
cost of first and last month's rent and security and damage deposits;
(c) Utility connection fees and deposits; and
(d) Anticipated additional rent and utility costs in the residence for one year
after relocation.
(4)(a) Relocation assistance provided to low-income tenants under this section
shall not exceed two thousand dollars for each dwelling unit displaced by actions
of the property owner under subsection (1) of this section. A city, town, county,
or municipal corporation may make future annual adjustments to the maximum
amount of relocation assistance required under this subsection in order to reflect
any changes in the housing component of the consumer price index as published
by the United States department of labor, bureau of labor statistics.
(b)The property owner's portion of any relocation assistance provided to lowincome tenants under this section shall not exceed one-half of the required
relocation assistance under (a) of this subsection in cash or services.
(c) The portion of relocation assistance not covered by the property owner
under (b) of this subsection shall be paid by the city, town, county, or municipal
corporation authorized to require relocation assistance under subsection (1) of this
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section. The relocation assistance may be paid from proceeds collected from the
excise tax imposed under RCW 82.46.010.
(5)A city, town, county, or municipal corporation requiring the provision of
relocation assistance under this section shall adopt policies, procedures, or
regulations to implement such requirement. Such policies, procedures, or
regulations shall include provisions for administrative hearings to resolve disputes
between tenants and property owners relating to relocation assistance or unlawful
detainer actions during relocation, and shall require a decision within thirty days
of a request for a hearing by either a tenant or property owner.
Judicial review of an administrative hearing decision relating to relocation
assistance may be had by filing a petition, within ten days of the decision, in the
superior court in the county where the residential property is located. Judicial
review shall be confined to the record of the administrative hearing and the court
may reverse the decision only if the administrative findings, inferences,
conclusions, or decision is:
(a) In violation of constitutional provisions;
(b) In excess of the authority or jurisdiction of the administrative hearing
officer;
(c) Made upon unlawful procedure or otherwise is contrary to law; or
(d) Arbitrary and capricious.
(6) Any city, town, county, or municipal corporation may require relocation
assistance, under the terms of this section, for otherwise eligible tenants whose
living arrangements are exempted from the provisions of this chapter under RCW
59.18.040(3) and if the living arrangement is considered to be a rental or lease
((jusuan to R
64.28.189(.))
.W
not defined as a retail sale under RCW
82.04.050.
(7)(a) Persons who move from a dwelling unit prior to the application by the
owner of the dwelling unit for any governmental permit necessary for the
demolition, substantial rehabilitation, or change of use of residential property or
prior to any notification or filing required for condominium conversion shall not
be entitled to the assistance authorized by this section.
(b) Persons who move into a dwelling unit after the application for any
necessary governmental permit or after any required condominium conversion
notification or filing shall not be entitled to the assistance authorized by this section
if such persons receive written notice from the property owner prior to taking
possession of the dwelling unit that specifically describes the activity or condition
that may result in their temporary or permanent displacement and advises them of
their ineligibility for relocation assistance.
Sec. 18. RCW 67.38.140 and 1982 1st ex.s. c 22 s 14 are each amended to
read as follows:
The county or counties and each component city included in the district
collecting or planning to collect the hotel/motel tax ((pursuant to)) under chapter
67.28 RCW ((6.8.80)) may contribute such revenue ((towards the expense for
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~

.ystem)) in

such manner as shall be agreed upon between them. consistent with this chapter
and chapter 67.28 RCW.
Sec. 19. RCW 67.40.110 and 1987 1st ex.s. c 8 s 8 are each amended to read
as follows:
No city imposing the tax authorized under chapter 67,28 RCW
((6-44990(2))) may use the tax proceeds directly or indirectly to acquire,
construct, operate, or maintain facilities or land intended to be used by a
professional sports franchise if the county within which the city is located uses the
proceeds of its tax imposed under chapter 67.28 RCW ((67.28 . -89)) to directly or
indirectly acquire, construct, operate, or maintain a facility used by a professional
sports franchise.
Sec. 20. RCW 67.40.120 and 1991 c 336 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
The state convention and trade center corporation may contract with the
Seattle-King county convention and visitors bureau for marketing the convention
and trade center facility and services. Any contract with the Seattle-King county
convention and visitors bureau shall include, but is not limited to, the following
condition: Each dollar in convention and trade center operations account funds
provided to the Seattle-King county convention and visitors bureau shall be
matched by at least one dollar and ten cents in nonstate funds. "Nonstate funds"
.
does not include funds received under chapter 67.28 RCW ((67.28880)).
Sec. 21. RCW 82.02.020 and 1996 c 230 s 1612 are each amended to read as
follows:
Except only as expressly provided in ((RCW 67.28.189 and 67.28.190 and h
provisions of) chapters 67.28 and 82.14 RCW, the state preempts the field of
imposing taxes upon retail sales of tangible personal property, the use of tangible
personal property, parimutuel wagering authorized pursuant to RCW 67.16.060,
conveyances, and cigarettes, and no county, town, or other municipal subdivision
shall have the right to impose taxes of that nature. Except as provided in RCW
82.02.050 through 82.02.090, no county, city, town, or other municipal corporation
shall impose any tax, fee, or charge, either direct or indirect, on the construction
or reconstruction of residential buildings, commercial buildings, industrial
buildings, or on any other building or building space or appurtenance thereto, or
on the development, subdivision, classification, or reclassification of land.
However, this section does not preclude dedications of land or easements within
the proposed development or plat which the county, city, town, or other municipal
corporation can demonstrate are reasonably necessary as a direct result of the
proposed development or plat to which the dedication of land or easement is to
apply.
This section does not prohibit voluntary agreements with counties, cities,
towns, or other municipal corporations that allow a payment in lieu of a dedication
of land or to mitigate a direct impact that has been identified as a consequence of
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a proposed development, subdivision, or plat. A local government shall not use
such voluntary agreements for local off-site transportation improvements within
the geographic boundaries of the area or areas covered by an adopted transportation
program authorized by chapter 39.92 RCW. Any such voluntary agreement is
subject to the following provisions:
(1)The payment shall be held in a reserve account and may only be expended
to fund a capital improvement agreed upon by the parties to mitigate the identified,
direct impact;
(2) The payment shall be expended in all cases within five years of collection;
and
(3) Any payment not so expended shall be refunded with interest at the rate
applied to judgments to the property owners of record at the time of the refund;
however, if the payment is not expended within five years due to delay attributable
to the developer, the payment shall be refunded without interest.
No county, city, town, or other municipal corporation shall require any
payment as part of such a voluntary agreement which the county, city, town, or
other municipal corporation cannot establish is reasonably necessary as a direct
result of the proposed development or plat.
Nothing in this section prohibits cities, towns, counties, or other municipal
corporations from collecting reasonable fees from an applicant for a permit or other
governmental t.pproval to cover the cost to the city, town, county, or other
municipal corporation of processing applications, inspecting and reviewing plans,
or preparing detailed statements required by chapter 43.21C RCW.
This section does not limit the existing authority of any county, city, town, or
other municipal corporation to impose special assessments on property specifically
benefitted thereby in the manner prescribed by law.
Nothing in this section prohibits counties, cities, or towns from imposing or
permits counties, cities, or towns to impose water, sewer, natural gas, drainage
utility, and drainage system charges: PROVIDED, That no such charge shall
exceed the proportionate share of such utility or system's capital costs which the
county, city, or town can demonstrate are attributable to the property being
charged: PROVIDED FURTHER, That these provisions shall not be interpreted
to expand or contract any existing authority of counties, cities, or towns to impose
such charges.
Nothing in this section prohibits a transportation benefit district from imposing
fees or charges authorized in RCW 36.73.120 nor prohibits the legislative authority
of a county, city, or town from approving the imposition of such fees within a
transportation benefit district.
Nothing in this section prohibits counties, cities, or towns from imposing
transportation impact fees authorized pursuatit to chapter 39.92 RCW.
Nothing in this section prohibits counties, cities, or towns from requiring
property owners to provide relocation assistance to tenants under RCW 59.18.440
and 59.18.450.
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This section does not apply to special purpose districts formed and acting
pursuant to Titles 54, 57, or 87 RCW, nor isthe authority conferred by these titles
affected.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 22. The following acts or parts of acts are each
repealed:
(1) RCW 67.28.090 and 1991 c 363 s 138 & 1967 c 236 s 2;
(2) RCW 67.28.100 and 1967 c 236 s 3;
(3) RCW 67.28.110 and 1967 c 236 s 4;
(4) RCW 67.28.182 and 1995 c 386 s 9 & 1987 c 483 s 2;
(5) RCW 67.28.185 and 1975 1st ex.s. c 225 s 2;
(6) RCW 67.28.190 and 1967 c 236 s 12;
(7) RCW 67.28.210 and 1996 c 159 s 4, 1995 c 290 s 1,& 1994 c 290 s 1;
(8) RCW 67.28.240 and 1995 c 386 s 10, 1993 sp.s. c 16 s 3, 1991 c 363 s
140, & 1988 ex.s. c I s 21;
(9) RCW 67.28.260 and 1991 c 331 s 1;
(10) RCW 67.28.270 and 1995 c 290 s 2 & 1991 c 357 s 4;
(11) RCW 67.28.280 and 1993 c 389 s 1;
(12) RCW 67.28.290 and 1993 sp.s. c 16 s 1;
(13) RCW 67.28.300 and 1994 c 65 s 1;
(14) RCW 67.28.310 and 1995 c 340 s 1;
(15) RCW 67.28.320 and 1996 c 159 s 1;
(16) RCW 67.28.360 and 1996 c 159 s 2; and
(17) RCW 67.28.370 and 1996 c 159 s 3.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 23. This act does not affect any existing right acquired
or liability or obligation incurred under the sections amended or repealed in this act
or under any rule or order adopted under those sections, nor does it affect any
proceeding instituted under those sections. As provided in RCW 1.12.020, the
sections amended or repealed in this act are continued by section 3 of this act for
purposes such as redemption payments on bonds issued in reliance on taxes
imposed under those sections. Any moneys held in a fund created under a section
repealed in this act shall be deposited in afund created under section 4 of this act.
NEW SECTION, See. 24. If any provision of this act or its application to any
person or circumstance is held invalid, the remainder of the act or the application
of the provision to other persons or circumstances is not affected.
*NEW SECTION, Sec. 25. This act takes effect April 1, 1998.
*Sec. 25 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Passed the Senate April 26, 1997.
Passed the House April 25, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 20, 1997, with the exception of certain items
that were vetoed.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 20, 1997.
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Note: Governors explanation of partial veto is as follows:

"l am returning herewith, without my approval as to sections 12 and 25, Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5867 entitled:
"AN ACT Relating to hotel and motel taxes in certain cities and towns;"
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5867 would repeal separate hotel/motel tax authorizations
for particular municipalities, but not alter the authority for hotel/motel taxes by public
facility districts. The bill attempts to simplify the imposition, collection and distribution
of hotel/motel tax revenues by: (I) clarifying the uses to which the taxes can be applied;
(2) !aaking more uniform the rates municipalities may levy; and (3) establishing local
advisory committees to recommend uses for local hotel/motel taxes. All of these are
worthwhile goals.
Section 12 conflicts with legislation previously approved by the 1997 legislature and
therefore I have vetoed it. Section 25 provides a delayed effective date which is unneeded.
For this reason, I have vetoed sections 12 and 25 of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5867.
With the exception of sections 12 and 25, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5867 is
approved."

CHAPTER 453
[Substitute Senate Bill 5868]
CLASSIFICATION OF PRODUCERS OF ALUMINUM MASTER ALLOYS FOR BUSINESS
AND OCCUPATION TAX PURPOSES
AN ACT Relating to excise taxation of producers of aluminum master alloys; amending RCW
82.04.110; providing an effective date; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. RCW 82.04.110 and 1971 ex.s. c 186 s 1 are each amended to read as
follows:
"Manufacturer" means every person who, either directly or by contracting with
others for the necessary labor or mechanical services, manufactures for sale or for
commercial or industrial use from his or her own materials or ingredients any
articles, substances or commodities. When the owner of equipment or facilities
furnishes, or sells to the customer prior to manufacture, all or a portion of the
materials that become a part or whole of the manufactured article, the department
shall prescribe equitable rules for determining tax liability: PROVIDED, That p
person who produces aluminum master alloys is a processor for hire rather than a
manufacturer, regardless of the portion of the aluminum provided by that person's
customer: PROVIDED FURTHER, That a nonresident of this state who is the
owner of materials processed for it in this state by a processor for hire shall not be
deemed to be engaged in business in this state as a manufacturer because of the
performance of such processing work for it in this state: PROVIDED FURTHER,
That the owner of materials from which a nuclear fuel assembly is made for it by
a processor for hire shall not be subject to tax under this chapter as a manufacturer
of the fuel assembly.
For the purposes of this section. "aluminum master alloy" means an alloy
registered with the Aluminum Association as a grain refiner or a hardener alloy
using the American National Standards Institute designating system H35.3.
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NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. This act is necessary for the immediate preservation
of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of the state government and its
existing public institutions, and takes effect July 1, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 8, 1997.
Passed the House April 17, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 20, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 20, 1997.

CHAPTER 454
[Engrossed Substitute House Bill 2259]
OPERATING BUDGET, 1997-1999-SUPPLEMENTAL OPERATING BUDGET, 1995-1997
AN ACT Relating to fiscal matters; amending RCW 43.79.445; amending 1997 c 149 ss 103,
118,127,149, 151,207, 208,211,212,213,220, 218, 221,222, 225, 302, 303, 308, 515, 610,709,
801, and 803 (uncodified); amending 1996 c 283 ss 106, 109, 113, 114, 116, 121, 124. 132, 133, 135,
201,202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207,208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 220,301,302,
304, 305,306,402,501,502,504,505,506,507,509,511,512,514,515,516, 602, 603,604,605,
606. 607, 608, 609, 610, 613, 701,702, 703, 705, 709, 801,802, and 803 (uncodified); amending 1995
2nd sp.s. c 18 ss 116, 145, 210, 213, 214, and 306 (uncodified); adding new sections to 1995 2nd sp.s.
c 18 (uncodified); creating new ections; repealing 1997 c 149 s710 (uncodified) and 1997 c 149 s719
(uncodified); making appropriations; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1.(1) A budget is hereby adopted and, subject to the
provisions set forth in the following sections, the several amounts specified in parts
I through VIII of this act, or so much thereof as shall be sufficient to accomplish
the purposes designated, are hereby appropriated and authorized to be incurred for
salaries, wages, and other expenses of the agencies and offices of the state and for
other specified purposes for the fiscal biennium beginning July 1, 1997, and ending
June 30, 1999, except as otherwise provided, out of the several funds of the state
hereinafter named.
(2) Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the definitions in this section
apply throughout this act.
(a) "Fiscal year 1998" or "FY 1998" means the fiscal year ending June 30,
1998.
(b) "Fiscal year 1999" or "FY 1999" means the fiscal year ending June 30,
1999.
(c) "FTE" means full time equivalent.
(d) "Lapse" or "revert" means the amount shall return to an unappropriated
status.
(e) "Provided solely" means the specified amount may be spent only for the
specified purpose. Unless otherwise specifically authorized in this act, any portion
of an amount provided solely for a specified purpose which is unnecessary to fulfill
the specified purpose shall lapse.
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PART I
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
Sec. 101. 1997 c 149 s 103 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE JOINT LEGISLATIVE AUDIT AND REVIEW COMMITTEE
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1998) ............ $
((1524,99))
1,421.000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1999) .............. $
((-,837,090))
1,425,0
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
((31-;000))
2,846,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(((l) $103,000 of the general fund Fisettl year 1998 appropriation and
$412,000 of !he genral fund Fiseal year 1999 appropriation are provided solely to
implemen! En~grossed Substitut Sernat Bill No. 5633 (perferraanee audit @F the,
departmen! of transportation.). if the bill is not crncctcd by June 30, 1997,th
amounts provided in. this subseeticr. shall laps.
-(20)$50,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1998 is provided
solely to implement Substitute Senate Bill No. 5071 (school district territory). If

the bill is not enacted by June 30, 1997, the amount provided in this subsection
shall lapse.
Sec. 102. 1997 c 149 s 118 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE GOVERNOR'S OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1998) ..............

((1-85100)

230Q000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1999). .

......... $+8&00
.....

TOTAL APPROPRIATION ...........

$

((343,900)

NE WCIN Sec. 103. FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY, TRADE, AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1998)........$
57,361,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1999)........ $
56,351,000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation .............
$
155,278,000
General Fund-Private/Local Appropriation .......... $
6,903,000
Public Safety and Education Account
Appropriation..................... ...... $
8,781,000
Public Works Assistance Account
Appropriation ..........................
$
2,223,000
Building Code Council Account Appropriation ........ $
1,318,000
Administrative Contingency Account
Appropriation ............................. $
1,776,000
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Low-Income Weatherization Assistance Account
Appropriation ...............................
Violence Reduction and Drug Enforcement Account
Appropriation ...............................
Manufactured Home Installation Training Account
Appropriation ...............................
Washington Housing Trust Account
Appropriation ...............................
Public Facility Construction Loan Revolving Account
Appropriation ...............................
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............

$

923,000

$

6,042,000

$

250,000

$

7,999,000

$
$

515,000
305,720,000

The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(I) $3,282,500 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998
and $3,282,500 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are
provided solely for a contract with the Washington technology center. For work
essential to the mission of the Washington technology center and conducted in
partnership with universities, the center shall not pay any increased indirect rate
nor increases in other indirect charges above the absolute amount paid during the
1995-97 biennium.
(2) $155,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$155,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely for a contract with the Washington manufacturing extension partnership.
(3) $9,964,000 of the general fund-federal appropriation is provided solely
for the drug control and system improvement formula grant program, to be
distributed in state fiscal year 1998 as follows:
(a) $3,603,250 to local units of governments to continue the multijurisdictional narcotics task forces;
(b) $500,000 to the department to continue the state-wide drug prosecution
assistance program in support of multijurisdictional narcotics task forces;
(c) $1,306,075 to the Washington state patrol for coordination, investigative,
and supervisory support to the multijurisdictional narcotics task forces and for
methamphetamine education and response;
(d) $240,000 to the department for grants to support tribal law enforcement
needs;
(e) $900,000 to drug courts in eastern and western Washington;
(f) $300,000 to the department for grants to provide sentencing alternatives
training programs to defenders;
(g) $200,000 for grants to support substance-abuse treatment in county jails;
(h) $517,075 to the department for legal advocacy for victims of domestic
violence and for training of local law enforcement officers and prosecutors on
domestic violence laws and procedures;
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(i) $903,000 to the department to continue youth violence prevention and
intervention projects;
(j) $91,000 for the governor's council on substance abuse;
(k) $99,000 for program evaluation and monitoring;
(I) $100,000 for the department of corrections for a feasibility study of
replacing or updating the offender based tracking system.
(m)$498,200 for development of a state-wide system to track criminal history
records; and
(n) No more than $706,400 to the department for grant administration and
reporting.
These amounts represent the maximum Byrne grant expenditure authority for
each program. No program may expend Byrne grant funds in excess of the
amounts provided in this section. If moneys in excess of those appropriated in this
section become available, whether from prior or current fiscal year Byrne grant
distributions, the department shall hold these moneys in reserve and may not
expend them without a specific appropriation. These moneys shall be carried
forward and applied to the pool of moneys available for appropriation for programs
and projects in the succeeding fiscal year. As part of its budget request for the
succeeding fiscal year, the department shall estimate and request authority to spend
any funds remaining in reserve as a result of this subsection.
(4) $1,000,000 of the general fund fiscal year 1998 appropriation and
$1,000,000 of the general fund fiscal year 1999 appropriation are provided solely
to implement Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 1576 (buildable lands) or
Senate Bill No. 6094 (growth management). If neither bill is enacted by June 30,
1997, the amounts provided in this subsection shall lapse.
(5) $4,800,000 of the public safety and education account appropriation,
$1,000,000 of the fiscal year 1998 general fund-state appropriation, and
$1,000,000 of the fiscal year 1999 general fund-state appropriation are provided
solely for indigent civil legal representation services contracts and contracts
administration. The amounts provided in this subsection are contingent upon
enactment of section 2 of Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 2276 (civil legal
services for indigent persons). If section 2 of the bill is not enacted by June 30,
1997, the amount provided in this subsection shall lapse.
(6) $643,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1998 appropriation and
$643,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1999 appropriation are provided
solely to increase payment rates for contracted early childhood education assistance
program providers. It is the legislature's intent that these amounts shall be used
primarily to increase compensation for persons employed in direct, front-line
service delivery.
(7) $75,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1998 appropriation and
$75,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1999 appropriation are provided
solely as a grant for the community connections program in Walla Walla county.
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(8) $300,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1998 appropriation and
$300,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1999 appropriation are provided
solely to contract with the Washington state association of court-appointed special
advocates/guardians ad litem (CASA/GAL) to establish pilot programs in three
counties to recruit additional community volunteers to represent the interests of
children in dependency proceedings. Of this amount, a maximum of $30,000 shall
be used by the department to contract for an evaluation of the effectiveness of
CASA/GAL in improving outcomes for dependent children. The evaluation shall
address the cost-effectiveness of CASA/GAL and to the extent possible, identify
savings in other programs of the state budget where the savings resulted from the
efforts of the CASA/GAL volunteers. The department shall report to the governor
and legislature by October 15, 1998.
(9) $75,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 is
provided solely for state sponsorship of the "BIO 99" international biotechnology
conference and exhibition in the Seattle area in 1999.
(10) $698,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998,
$697,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999, and
$1,101,000 of the administrative contingency account appropriation are provided
solely for contracting with associate development organizations.
(11) $50,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$50,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely to expand the long-term care ombudsman program.
(12) $60,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$60,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely for implementation of the Puget Sound work plan action item DCTED-01.
(13) $20,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 is
provided solely for a task force on tourism promotion and development. The task
force shall report to the legislature on its findings and recommendations by January
31, 1998.
(14) $61,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$60,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely for the pacific northwest economic region (PNWER).
(15) $123,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$124,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely for the community development finance program.
(16) Within the appropriations provided in this section, the department shall
conduct a study of possible financial incentives to assist in revitalization of
commercial areas and report its findings and recommendations to the appropriate
committees of the legislature by November 15, 1997.
Sec. 104. 1997 c 149 s 127 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE OFFICE OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1998) .... $
((1O,17gO99))
10.530.000
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General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1999) ....

$

General Fund-Federal Appropriation ........... $
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $

((9;91090))
10,253,000
23,331,000
44.114.000

((it apprepnaric ;ttue.
3n ft ucJccr to,
.mc,Itw,.g CO,'iU.f,' L7.3
li.itatin, $125,000 of the gn..al fund st appc p, iai n f .fseal ye . 199,

and $125,000 of the general fund state apprclpriaticr. fer Fiseal year 1999 arce
edueaticrnal network. Funds shall be trctnsferred ie the approp~riate ageney as
required by ubstit.

louse Bill N . 1698 or Substitute Senate Bill N. 5002 o_

sbstan.ial si.ilar legislation (K 20 tl.ammuni.tians).))
Sec. 105. 1997 c 149 s 149 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE MILITARY DEPARTMENT
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1998) ....$
8,151,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1999) ....$
((11,735,009))
8.154.000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ........... $
34,314,000
General Fund-Private/Local Appropriation ...... $
238,000
Flood Control Assistance Account Appropriation .. $
3,000,000
Enhanced 911 Account Appropriation ........... $
26,782,000
Disaster Response Account-State Appropriation.. $
23,977,000
Disaster Response Account-Federal Appropriation $
95,419,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
((493;6O-,
0))
200.035.000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1) (($3,581,000Af the gn.al,.
fund at_apprpriati n for fiscal ye
4999;,)) $3,000,000 of the flood control assistance account appropriation((;)) and
$6,197,000 of the general fund-federal appropriation are provided solely for
deposit in the disaster response account to cover costs pursuant to subsection (2)
of this section.
(2) $23,977,000 of the disaster response account-state appropriation is
provided solely for the state share of response and recovery costs associated with
federal emergency management agency (FEMA) disaster number 1079
(November/December 1995 storms), FEMA disaster 1100 (February 1996 floods),
FEMA disaster 1152 (November 1996 ice storm), FEMA disaster 1159 (December
1996 holiday storm), FEMA disaster 1172 (March 1997 floods) and to assist local
governmental entities with the matching funds necessary to earn FEMA funds for
FEMA disaster 1100 (February 1996 floods).
(3) $100,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1998 appropriation and
$100,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1999 appropriation are provided
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solely for the implementation of a conditional scholarship program pursuant to
chapter 28B. 103 RCW.
(4) $35,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1998 appropriation and
$35,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1999 appropriation are provided
solely for the north county emergency medical service.
Sec. 106. 1997 c 149 s 151 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE GROWTH PLANNING HEARINGS BOARD
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1998) .............. $
((,4?,000))
1.314.000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1999) .............. $
((,252,
+ 0))
1.320.000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
((,409,0))
2,634.000
PART II
HUMAN SERVICES
NEW SECTION, Sec. 201. FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL
AND HEALTH SERVICES. (1)Appropriations made in part II of this act to the
department of social and health services shall initially be allotted as required by
this act. Subsequent allotment modifications shall not include transfers of moneys
between sections of this act except as expressly provided in this act, nor shall
allotment modifications permit moneys that are provided solely for a specified
purpose to be used for other than that purpose.
(2) The department of social and health services shall not initiate any services
that will require expenditure of state general fund moneys unless expressly
authorized in this act or other law. The department may seek, receive, and spend,
under RCW 43.79.260 through 43.79.282, federal moneys not anticipated in this
act as long as the federal funding does not require expenditure of state moneys for
the program in excess of amounts anticipated in this act. If the department receives
unanticipated unrestricted federal moneys, those moneys shall be spent for services
authorized in this act or in any other legislation providing appropriation authority,
and an equal amount of appropriated state general fund moneys shall lapse. Upon
the lapsing of any moneys under this subsection, the office of financial
management shall notify the legislative fiscal committees. As used in this
subsection, "unrestricted federal moneys" includes block grants and other funds
that federal law does not require to be spent on specifically defined projects or
matched on a formula basis by state funds.
(3) The appropriations in sections 202 through 208 of this act shall be
expended for the programs and in the amounts listed in those sections.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 202. FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL
AND HEALTH SERVICES-CHILDREN AND FAMILY SERVICES
PROGRAM
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1998) ......... $
196,437,000
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General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1999) ......... $
208,861,000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ................ $
252,269,000
General Fund-Private/Local Appropriation ........... $
400,000
Violence Reduction and Drug Enforcement Account
Appropriation ...............................
$
4,230,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
662,197,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1)$16,510,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998
and $17,508,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are
provided solely for purposes consistent with the maintenance of effort
requirements under the federal temporary assistance for needy families program
established under P.L. 104-193.
(2) $837,000 of the violence reduction and drug enforcement account
appropriation and $7,228,000 of the general fund-federal appropriation are
provided solely for the operation of the family policy council, the community
public health and safety networks, and delivery of services authorized under the
federal family preservation and support act. Within the funds provided, the family
policy council shall contract for an evaluation of the community networks with the
institute for public policy and shall provide for audits of ten networks. Within the
funds provided, the family policy council may build and maintain a geographic
information system database tied to community network geography.
(3) $577,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1998 appropriation and
$577,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1999 appropriation are provided
solely to contract for the operation of one pediatric interim care facility, The
facility shall provide residential care for up to twelve children through two years
of age. Seventy-five percent of the children served by the facility must be in need
of special care as a result of substance abuse by their mothers. The facility also
shall provide on-site training to biological, adoptive, or foster parents. The facility
shall provide at least three months of consultation and support to parents accepting
placement of children from the facility. The facility may recruit new and current
foster and adoptive parents for infants served by the facility. The department shall
not require case management as a condition of the contract.
(4) $481,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1998 appropriation and
$481,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1999 appropriation are provided
solely for up to three nonfacility-based programs for the training, consultation,
support, and recruitment of biological, foster, and adoptive parents of children
through age three in need of special care as a result of substance abuse by their
mothers, except that each program may serve up to three medically fragile
nonsubstance-abuse-affected children. In selecting nonfacility-based programs,
preference shall be given to programs whose federal or private funding sources
have expired or that have successfully performed under the existing pediatric
interim care program.
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(5) $640,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$640,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely to fund Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5710 (juvenile care and
treatment), including section 2 of the bill. Amounts provided in this subsection to
implement Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5710 must be used to serve families
who are screened from the child protective services risk assessment process.
Services shall be provided through contracts with community-based organizations.
If neither bill is enacted by June 30, 1997, the amounts provided in this subsection
shall lapse.
(6) $594,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998,
$556,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999, and
$290,000 of the general fund-federal appropriation are provided solely to fund the
provisions of Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill No. 2046 (foster parent
liaison). The department shall establish a foster parent liaison in each department
of social and health services region of the state and contract with a private provider
to implement a recruitment and retention program for foster parents and adoptive
families. The department shall provide a minimum of two hundred additional
adoptive and foster home placements by June 30, 1998. If the bill is not enacted
by June 30, 1997, the amounts in this subsection shall lapse.
(7) $433,000 of the fiscal year 1998 general fund-state appropriation,
$395,000 of the fiscal year 1999 general fund-state appropriation, and $894,000
of the general fund-federal appropriation are provided solely to increase the rate
paid to private child-placing agencies.
(8) $580,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$580,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely for development and expansion of child care training requirements and
optional training programs. The department shall adopt rules to require annual
training in early childhood development of all directors, supervisors, and lead staff
at child care facilities. Directors, supervisors, and lead staff at child care facilities
include persons licensed as family child care providers, and persons employed at
child care centers or school age child care centers. The department shall establish
a program to fund scholarships and grants to assist persons in meeting these
training requirements. The department shall also develop criteria for approving
training programs and establish a system for tracking who has received the
required level of training. In adopting rules, developing curricula, setting up
systems, and administering scholarship programs, the department shall consult with
the child care coordinating committee and other community stakeholders.
(9) The department shall provide a report to the legislature by November 1997
on the growth in additional rates paid to foster parents beyond the basic monthly
rate. This report shall explain why exceptional, personal, and special rates are
being paid for an increasing number of children and why the amount paid for these
rates per child has risen in recent years. This report must also recommend methods
by which the legislature may improve the current foster parent compensation
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system, allow for some method of controlling the growth in costs per case, and
improve the department's and the legislature's ability to forecast the program's
needs in future years.
(10) $100,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$100,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely for legal costs associated with the defense of vendors operating a secure
treatment facility, for actions arising from the good faith performance of treatment
services for behavioral difficulties or needs.
(11) $2,745,000 of the fiscal year 1998 general fund--state appropriation,
$2,745,000 of the fiscal year 1999 general fund-state appropriation, and
$1,944,000 of the general fund-federal appropriation are provided solely for the
category of services titled "intensive family preservation services."
(12) $2,200,000 of the fiscal year 1998 general fund-state appropriation and
$2,200,000 of the fiscal year 1999 general fund-state appropriation are provided
solely to continue existing continuum of care and street youth projects.
(13) $1,456,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998,
$1,474,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 and
$1,141,000 of the general fund-federal appropriation are provided solely for the
improvement of quality and capacity of the child care system and related consumer
education. The activities funded by this appropriation shall include, but not be
limited to: Expansion of child care resource and referral network services to serve
additional families, to provide technical assistance to child care providers, and to
cover currently unserved areas of the state; development of and incentives for child
care during nonstandard work hours; and the development of care for infants,
toddlers, preschoolers, and school age youth. These amounts are provided in
addition to funding for child care training and fire inspections of child care
facilities. These activities shall also improve the quality and capacity of the child
care system.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 203. FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL
AND HEALTH SERVICES-JUVENILE REHABILITATION PROGRAM
(I) COMMUNITY SERVICES
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1998) ......... $
32,305,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1999) ......... $
32,348,000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ................ $
16,125,000
General Fund-Private/Local Appropriation ........... $
378,000
Violence Reduction and Drug Enforcement Account
Appropriation ...............................
$
11,256,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
92,412,000
The appropriations in this subsection are subject to the following conditions
and limitations:
(a) $527,000 of the violence reduction and drug enforcement account
appropriation is provided solely for deposit in the county criminal justice assistance
account solely for costs to the criminal justice system associated with the
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implementation of Engrossed Third Substitute House Bill No. 3900 (revising the
juvenile code). If Engrossed Third Substitute House Bill No. 3900 is not enacted
by June 30, 1997, the amount provided in this subsection shall lapse. The amount
provided in this subsection is intended to provide funding for county adult court
costs associated with the implementation of Engrossed Third Substitute House Bill
No. 3900 and shall be distributed in accordance with RCW 82.14.3 10.
(b) $2,917,000 of the violence reduction and drug enforcement account is
provided solely for the implementation of Engrossed Third Substitute Senate Bill
No. 3900 (revising the juvenile code). The amount provided in this subsection is
intended to provide funding for county impacts associated with the implementation
of Third Substitute Senate Bill No. 3900 and shall be distributed to counties as
prescribed in the current consolidated juvenile services (CJS) formula. If the bill
is not enacted by June 30, 1997, the amounts provided shall lapse.
(c) $2,350,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1998 appropriation and
$2,350,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1999 appropriation are provided
solely for an early intervention program to be administered at the county level.
Moneys shall be awarded on a competitive basis to counties that have submitted
plans for implementation of an early intervention program consistent with proven
methodologies currently in place in the state. The juvenile rehabilitation
administration shall develop criteria for evaluation of plans submitted and a
timeline for awarding funding and shall assist counties in creating and submitting
plans for evaluation.
(d) $1,221,000 of the violence reduction and drug enforcement appropriation
is provided solely to implement alcohol and substance abuse treatment for locally
committed offenders. The juvenile rehabilitation administration shall award these
moneys on a competitive basis to counties that have submitted a plan for the
provision of treatment services approved by the division of alcohol and substance
abuse. The juvenile rehabilitation administration shall develop criteria for
evaluation of plans submitted and a timeline for awarding funding and shall assist
counties in creating and submitting plans for evaluation. If Engrossed Third
Substitute House Bill No. 3900 (juvenile code revisions) is not enacted by June 30,
1997, the amount provided in this subsection shall lapse.
(e) $100,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1998 appropriation and
$100,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1999 appropriation are provided
solely for the juvenile rehabilitation administration to contract with the institute for
public policy for the responsibilities assigned in Engrossed Third Substitute House
Bill No. 3900 (juvenile code revisions). If the bill is not enacted by June 30, 1997,
the amounts provided in this subsection shall lapse.
(f) $400,000 of the violence reduction and drug enforcement account
appropriation is provided solely for the development of standards measuring the
effectiveness of chemical dependency treatment and for conducting evaluations of
chemical dependency programs pursuant to Engrossed Third Substitute House Bill
No. 3900 (revising the juvenile code). If the bill is not enacted by June 30, 1997,
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the amount provided in this subsection shall lapse. The juvenile rehabilitation
administration shall consult with the division of alcohol and substance abuse and
contract with the University of Washington to develop the standards and conduct
the evaluations.
(g) $150,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1998 appropriation and
$150,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1999 appropriation are provided
solely for a contract to expand the services of the teamchild project to additional
sites. Priority use of these funds shall be to provide teamchild service to early
repeat offenders to help ensure they receive appropriate child welfare and
educational services.
(2) INSTITUTIONAL SERVICES
44,782,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1998) ......... $
44,662,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1999) ......... $
727,000
General Fund-Private/Local Appropriation ........... $
Account
Violence Reduction and Drug Enforcement
15,281,000
$
Appropriation ...............................
105,452,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
The appropriations in this subsection are subject to the following conditions
and limitations: $3,680,000 of the violence reduction and drug enforcement
account appropriation is provided solely for the implementation of Engrossed Third
Substitute House Bill No. 3900 (juvenile code revisions). If the bill is not enacted
by June 30, 1997, the amount provided in this subsection shall lapse.
(3) PROGRAM SUPPORT
1,922,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1998) ......... $
1,610,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1999) ......... $
156,000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ................ $
Violence Reduction and Drug Enforcement Account
421,000
$
Appropriation ...............................
4,109,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
The appropriations in this subsection are subject to the following conditions
and limitations:
(a) $92,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1998 appropriation and
$36,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1999 appropriation are provided
solely for the implementation of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5759 (risk classification). If the bill is not enacted by June 30, 1997, the amounts provided shall lapse.
(b) $206,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1998 appropriation is
provided solely for the implementation of Engrossed Second Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5710 (juvenile care and treatment). If the bill is not enacted by June 30, 1997,
the amount provided shall lapse.
(c) $97,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1998 appropriation and
$36,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1999 appropriation are provided
solely for the implementation of Engrossed Third Substitute House Bill No. 3900
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(juvenile code revisions). If the bill is not enacted by June 30, 1997, the amounts
provided shall lapse.
(d)Within the amounts provided in this subsection, the juvenile rehabilitation
administration (JRA) shall develop by January 1, 1998, a staffing model for
noncustody functions at JRA institutions and work camps. The models should,
whenever possible, reflect the most efficient practices currently being used within
the system.
*See. 204. 1997 c 149 s 207 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICESECONOMIC SERVICES PROGRAM
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1998) ......... $
543,150,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1999) ......... $
529,985,000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ................ $
952,618,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
2,025,753,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1) General assistance--unemployable recipients who are assessed as
needing akohol or drug treatmentshall be assigneda protectivepayee to prevent
the diversion of cash assistancetowardpurchasin' alcoholor otherdrufs.
(2) The legislature finds that, with the passage of the federal personal
responsibility and work opportunity act and Engrossed House Bill No. 3901, the
temporary assistance for needy families is no longer an entitlement. The legislature
declares that the currently appropriated level for the program is sufficient for the
next few budget cycles. To the extent, however, that currently appropriated
amounts exceed costs during the 1997-99 biennium, the department is encouraged
to set aside excess federal funds for use in future years.
(3) $485,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1998 appropriation,
$3,186,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1999 appropriation, and
$3,168,000 of the general fund-federal appropriation are provided solely to
continue to implement the previously competitively procured electronic benefits
transfer system through the western states EBT alliance for distribution of cash
grants and food stamps so as to meet the requirements of P.L. 104-193.
(4) $50,000 of the fiscal year 1998 general fund-state appropriation is
provided solely for a study of child care affordability as directed in section 403 of
Engrossed House Bill No. 3901 (implementing welfare reform). The study shall
be performed by the Washington institute for public policy. If the bill is not
enacted by June 30, 1997, the amount provided in this subsection shall lapse.
(5) $500,000 of the fiscal year 1998 general fund-state appropriation and
$500,000 of the fiscal year 1999 general fund-state appropriation are provided
solely for an evaluation of the WorkFirst program as directed in section 705 of
Engrossed House Bill No. 3901 (implementing welfare reform). The study shall
be performed by the joint legislative audit and review committee. If the bill is not
enacted by June 30, 1997, the amount provided in this subsection shall lapse.
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(6) $73,129,000 of the general fund-federal appropriation is provided solely
for child care assistance for low-income families in the WorkFirst program and for
low-income working families as authorized in Engrossed House Bill No. 3901
(implementing welfare reform), All child care assistance provided shall be subject
to a monthly copay to be paid by the family receiving the assistance.
(a) The monthly copav requiredshall be a minimum of ten dollars for
families with incomes below seventy-four percent of the federal Poverty level
adusted for family size. For families with incomes at or above seventy-four
percent of the federal poverty level adjustedfor family size. the monthly copay
shall be the greater of twenty dollars or forty-seven percent of the family's
income above one hundred percent of the federal povert level adusted for
family size. Child careassistanceshall not be providedto families with incomes
above one hundred seventy-five percent of the federalpoverty level adjusted for
family size.
(b) The copay schedule defined in (a) of this subsection shall be in effect
unless the department establishes a waiting list for the child care assistance
program authorizedin Enerossed House Bill No. 3901 (implementing welfare
reform) or unless the quarterly reportsrequiredby section 321 of the bill indicate
that child careexpenditures will exceed appropriationsmade for that purpose at
the end of the fiscalyear,
(c) If either of the conditions in (b) of this subsection occurs, the monthly
copay requiredshall be a minimum often dollars ger month for families with
incomes below seventy-four percent of the federal povert level adjusted for
family size. For families with incomes at or above seventy-four percent of the
federal povert level adjustedfor family size. the monthly copay shall be the
greateroften dollars or thirt percent of the family's income above seventy-four
percent of the federal poverty level adjusted for family size. Forfamilies with
incomes at orabove one hundredpercentof the federalPoverty level adjustedfor
family size. the monthly copay shall be the greater of one hundred dollars or
twenty-nine percent of the family's income in excess of seventy-four percent of
the federalpovertv level adjusted for family size. For families with incomes at
or above one hundred thirty-one percent of the federalpoverty level adjusted for
family size. the monthly copay shall be fifty percent of the family's income in
excess of one hundred percent of the federalpoverty level adjusted for family
size. Child careassistanceshall not be provided to families with incomes above
one hundredseventy-five percent of the federalpoverty level adjusted for family

size.
(7) $7,624,000 of the fiscal year 1998 general fund-state appropriation,
$18,489,000 of the fiscal year 1999 general fund-state appropriation, and
$29,781,000 of the general fund-federal appropriation are provided solely for
implementation of Engrossed House Bill No. 3901 (implementing welfare reform),
including sections 404 and 405. If the bill is not enacted by June 30, 1997, the
amounts provided in this subsection shall lapse. The level of benefits in the food
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program for legal immigrants authorized in the bill shall be equivalent to benefits
provided by the federal food stamp program.
(8) $89,722,000 of the fiscal year 1998 general fund-state appropriation and
$75,466,000 of the fiscal year 1999 general fund-state appropriation are provided
solely for cash assistance to recipients in the general assistance-unemployable
program. The department shall take any and all actions necessary to maintain
expenditures within these amounts,
(9) $55,995,000 of the fiscal year 1998 general fund-state appropriation,
$55,995,000 of the fiscal year 1999 general fund-state appropriation, and
$184.510,000 of the general fund-federal appropriation are provided solely to
administer a low-income child care program as authorized in Engrossed House Bill
No. 3901 (implementing welfare reform). The child care program funds shall be
allotted as follows:
(a) Each six-month period shall have $27,997,500 general fund-state and
$46,127,500 aeneral fund-federal funds allotted to be spent during that six-month
period for low-income child care assistance.
(b) The department may spend up to the allotted amount for child care
assistance during each six-month period. Any funds not spent during the sixmonth period may be held over and allotted in the next six-month period, subiect
to the provisions of subsection (6) of this section.
(c) Federal funds allotted for child care but not spent in fiscal year 1998 may
be transferred to fiscal year 1999 for allotment but state funds must be spent in the
year appropriated,
(d) The department shall operate the low-income child care assistance
program within funds agpropriatedby the legislaturefor thatpurpose.
*Sec. 204 was partially vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Sec. 205. 1997 c 149 s 208 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICESALCOHOL AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
((14,714,000))
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1998) .... $
14.466.000
((14829,009))
$
....
1999)
(FY
General Fund-State Appropriation
14.334.000
80,497,000
$
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ...........
630,000
General Fund-Private/Local Appropriation ...... $
Violence Reduction and Drug Enforcement Account
72,900,000
$
Appropriation ..........................
((83,5470,00))
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
182.827.000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(I) $2,062,000 of the general fund-federal appropriation and $7,482,000 of
the violence reduction and drug enforcement account appropriation are provided
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solely for the grant programs for school districts and educational service districts
set forth in RCW 28A.170.080 through 28A.170.100, including state support
activities, as administered through the office of the superintendent of public
instruction.
(2) $1,902,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1998 appropriation,
$1,902,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1999 appropriation, and
$1,592,000 of the general fund-federal appropriation are provided solely for
alcohol and substance abuse assessment, treatment, including treatment for drug
affected infants and toddlers, and child care services for clients of the division of
children and family services. Assessment shall be provided by approved chemical
dependency treatment programs as requested by child protective services personnel
in the division of children and family services. Child care shall be provided as
deemed necessary by the division of children and family services while parents
requiring alcohol and substance abuse treatment are attending treatment programs.
(3) $760,000 of the fiscal year 1998 general fund-state appropriation and
$760,000 of the fiscal year 1999 general fund-state appropriation are provided
solely to fund a program serving mothers of children affected by fetal alcohol
syndrome and related conditions, known as the birth-to-three program. The
program may be operated in two cities in the state.
(((4) $248,000 of the fiseal year 1998 general fund state npprepriatiin and
$495,000 ef the Fiseal year 1999 genecral fund state apprepriatien wec prcvided
solely to mpletnn!Engrossed Third Substituta H

.use
Bill No. 3900 (revising th

juvenile eode). IFthe bill is not enatiead by june 30, 1997, the amzounts provided
inthis gubseetzr. shall lapse.))
*Sec. 206. 1997 c 149 s 211 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICESADMINISTRATION AND SUPPORTING SERVICES PROGRAM
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1998) ......... $
24,572,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1999) ......... $
23,956,000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ................ $
40,352,000
General Fund-Private/Local Appropriation ........... $
270,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
89,150,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1)
The department may transfer up to $1,289,000 of the general fund-state
appropriation for fiscal year 1998, $1,757,000 of the general fund-state
appropriation for fiscal year 1999, and $2,813,000 of the general fund-federal
appropriation to the administration and supporting services program from various
other programs to implement administrative reductions.
(2) The secretary of social and health services and the director of labor and
industries shall report to the appropriate fiscal and policy committees of the
legislature by July 1,1997, and every six months thereafter on the measurable
changes in employee injury and time-loss rates that have occurred in the state
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developmental disabilities, juvenile rehabilitation, and mental health institutions
as a result of the upfront loss-control discount agreement between the agencies.
(3) The department shall not expend any funding for staTine orgublication
of the sexual minority initiative.
(4) $60,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 is
provided solely for a welfare fraud pilot program as described by House Bill No.
1822 (welfare fraud investigation).
(5)$55,000 of the fiscal year 1998 general fund-state appropriation, $64,000
of the fiscal year 1999 general fund-state appropriation, and $231,000 of the
general fund-federal appropriation are provided solely for implementation of
Engrossed House Bill No. 3901 (implementing welfare reform). If the bill is not
enacted by June 30, 1997, the amounts provided in this subsection shall lapse.
*Sec. 206 was partially vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*Sec. 207. 1997 c 149 s 212 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICESCHILD SUPPORT PROGRAM
21,122,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1998) ......... $
20,877,000
$
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1999) ........
145,739,000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ................ $
33,207,000
General Fund-Private/Local Appropriation ........... $
220,945,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
The appropriations provided in this section are subject to the following
conditions and limitations:
(1) The department shall contract with private collection agencies to pursue
collection of AFDC child support arrearages in cases that might otherwise consume
a disproportionate share of the department's collection efforts. The department's
child support collection staff shall determine which cases are appropriate for
referral to private collection agencies. In determining appropriate contract
provisions, the department shall consult with other states that have successfully
contracted with private collection agencies to the extent allowed by federal support
enforcement regulations.
(2) The departmentshall request a waiver from federalsupport enforcement
regulations to replacethe currentprogram audit criteria,which is process-based.
with performancemeasures based on program outcomes.
(3) The amounts appropriated in this section for child support legal services
shall be expended only by means of contracts with local prosecutor's offices.
(4) $305,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1998 appropriation,
$494,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1999 appropriation, and $1,408,000
of the general fund-federal appropriation are provided solely to implement
Engrossed House Bill No. 3901 (implementing welfare reform). If the bill is not
enacted by June 30, 1997, the amounts provided in this subsection shall lapse.
*Sec. 207 was partially vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Sec. 208. 1997 c 149 s 213 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
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FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICESPAYMENTS TO OTHER AGENCIES PROGRAM
47,435,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1998) ......... $
47,514,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1999) ......... $
54,366,000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ................ $
1,502,000
Health Services Account Appropriation .............. $
Violence Reduction and Drug Enforcement Account
2,215,000
$
Appropriation ...............................
153,032,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(I) $22,893,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998,
$22,835,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999,
$35.43 1,000 of the general fund-federal appropriation, $2,215,000 of the violence
reduction and drug enforcement account appropriation, and $1.502.000 of the
health services account appropriation are provided solely to increase the rates of
contracted service providers, The department need not provide all vendors with the
same percentage rate increase, Rather, the department is encouraged to use these
funds to help assure an adequate supply of qualified vendors. Vendors providing
services in markets where recruitment and retention of qualified providers is a
problem may receive larger rate increases than other vendors. It isthe legislature's
intent that these amounts shall be used primarily to increase compensation for
persons employed in direct. front-line service delivery. Any rate increases granted
as a result of this section must be implemented so that the carry-forward costs into
the 1999-01 biennium do not exceed the amounts provided in this subsection,
Within thirty days of granting a vendor rate increase under this section, the
department shall report the following information to the fiscal committees of the
legislature: (a)The amounts and effective dates of any increases granted: (b)the
process and criteria used to determine the increases: and (c)any data used in that
process. In accordance with RCW 43,88,1 10(l). the department and the office of
financial management shall allot funds appropriated in this section to the programs
and budget units from which the funds will be expended. Such allotments shall be
completed no later than September 15. 1997.
(2) $263,000 of the fiscal year 1998 general fund-state appropriation,
$349,000 of the fiscal year 1999 general fund-state appropriation, and $1,186,000
of the general fund-federal appropriation are provided solely for implementation
of Engrossed House Bill No. 3901 (implementing welfare reform). If the bill is not
enacted by June 30, 1997, the amounts provided in this subsection shall lapse.
Sec. 209. 1997 c 149 s 220 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
(I) HEADQUARTERS
((1,339,999))
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1998) .............. $
1.409,000
1 28361
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General Fund Appropriation (FY 1999) .............. $
Industrial Insurance Premium Refund Account
Appropriation ...............................
$
Charitable, Educational, Penal, and Reformatory
Institutions Account Appropriation .............. $
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
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((4-,334-,9))
!.404.000
80,000
4,000
((,570))
2,897,000

(2) FIELD SERVICES
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1998) ......... $
2,418,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1999) ......... $
2,420,000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ................ $
26,000
General Fund-Private/Local Appropriation ........... $
85,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
4,949,000
(3) INSTITUTIONAL SERVICES
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1998) ......... $
6,101,000
General Fund-Stat. Appropriation (FY 1999) ......... $
5,369,000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ................ $
19,556,000
General Fund-Private/Local Appropriation ........... $
14,583,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
45,609,000
*NEW SECTION, Sec. 210. FOR THE STATE HEALTH CARE
AUTHORITY
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1998) ......... $
6,316,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1999) ......... $
6,317,000
State Health Care Authority Administration
Account Appropriation ........................
$
14,719,000
Health Services Account Appropriation .............. $
330,628,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
357,980,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(I) The general fund-state appropriations are provided solely for health care
services provided through local community clinics.
(2) Within funds appropriated in this section and sections 205 and 206 of
chapter 149, Laws of 1997, the health care authority shall continue to provide an
enhanced basic health plan subsidy option for foster parents licensed under chapter
74.15 RCW and workers in state-funded homecare programs. Under this enhanced
subsidy option, foster parents and homecare workers with family incomes below
200 percent of the federal poverty level shall be allowed to enroll in the basic
health plan at a cost of ten dollars per covered worker per month.
(3) Effective October 1997, the health care authority shall require
organizations and individuals that are paid to deliver basic health plan services to
contribute a minimum of thirty dollars per enrollee per month if the organization
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or individual chooses to sponsor an individual's enrollment in the subsidized basic
health plan.
(4) $150,000 of the health services account appropriation is provided solely
to implement health care savings accounts. If legislation requiring a pilot project
of such accounts is not enacted by June 30, 1997, the amount provided in this
subsection shall lapse.
(5) The health care authority shall report to the fiscal committees of the
legislatureby December 1, 1997, on the number of basic healthplan enrollees
who are illegalaliens but are not resident citizens, legal aliens, legal refugees,
or legal asylees.
(6) $270,000 of the health services account appropriation is provided solely
to pay commissions to agents and brokers in accordance with RCW 70.47.015(5)
for application assistance provided to persons on the reservation list as of June 30,
1997, who enroll in the subsidized basic health plan on or after July 1, 1997.
*Sec. 210 was partially vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Sec. 211. 1997 c 149 s 218 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1998) .............. $
6,805,000
6,848,000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1999) ............
$
Public Safety and Education AccountState Appropriation ..........................
$
16,246,000
Public Safety and Education AccountFederal Appropriation ........................
$
6,002,000
Public Safety and Education AccountPrivate/Local Appropriation ....................
$
2,014,000
Electrical License Account Appropriation ............. $
22,542,000
Farm Labor Revolving Account Appropriation ......... $
28,000
Worker and Community Right-to-Know Account
Appropriation ...............................
$
2,187,000
Public Works Administration Account
Appropriation ...............................
$
1,975,000
Accident Account-State Appropriation .............. $ ((146,849,000))
146.901,000
Accident Account-Federal Appropriation ............ $
9,112,000
O ))
Medical Aid Account-State Appropriation ........... $ (('&,2w
155.276,000
Medical Aid Account-Federal Appropriation ......... $
1,592,000
Plumbing Certificate Account Appropriation .......... $
((846,9))

947.000

Pressure Systems Safety Account Appropriation ....... $
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
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The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1) Expenditures of funds appropriated in this section for the information
systems projects identified in agency budget requests as "claims service delivery",
"electrical permitting and inspection system", and "credentialing information
system" are conditioned upon compliance with section 902 of this act.
(2)Pursuant to RCW 7.68.015, the department shall operate the crime victims
compensation program within the public safety and education account funds
appropriated in this section. In the event that cost containment measures are
necessary, the department may (a) institute copayments for services; (b)develop
preferred provider and managed care contracts; (c) coordinate with the department
of social and health services to use the public safety and education account as
matching funds for federal Title XIX reimbursement, to the extent this maximizes
total funds available for services to crime victims.
(3) $54,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and $54,000
of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided solely for an
interagency agreement to reimburse the board of industrial insurance appeals for
crime victims appeals.
(4) The secretary of social and health services and the director of labor and
industries shall report to the appropriate fiscal and policy committees of the
legislature by July 1, 1997, and every six months thereafter on the measurable
changes in employee injury and time-loss rates that have occurred in the state
developmental disabilities, juvenile rehabilitation, and mental health institutions
as a result of the upfront loss-control discount agreement between the agencies.
(5) (($43,000 of the g.n.al fund .... appfrpriati n for fiscal year 1998,
$35,C00 of !he gencral fund stat appropriation fer fiseal year 1999, $20,000 et
!he el,1trieal liccta aount appropriatio, and $58,0W of the plumbig eiti

acceount approprititior, are provided solely for the implementation @F Engroassd
Il.us Bl N

3901
.. (implementng
..
ife.....rorm). 1F the bill i not cr

d by

Jurnc 30, 1997, the amount provided shall laps.-(6))) The expenditures of the elevator, factory assembled structures, and
contractors' registration and compliance programs may not exceed the revejnues
generated by these programs.
(6) $101.000 of the plumbing certificate account appropriation is provided
solely for the implementation of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5749 (pipe installer),
If the bill is not enacted by June 30. 1997. the amount provided shall lapse,
(7) $56,000 of the medical aid account appropriation and $52.000 of the
accident account appropriation are provided solely for evaluating agency
operational improvements,
(8) $593.000 of nonappropriated funds from the medical aid account shall be
provided solely for allocation to the ioint legislative audit and review committee
for aperformance audit and operations review of the state workers' compensation
system pursuant to Substitute Senate Bill No. 6030,
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Sec. 212. 1997 c 149 s 221 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
((395.9))
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1998) ......... $
62.996.000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1999) ......... $
((5442,0))
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ................
General Fund-Private/Local Appropriation ...........
Hospital Commission Account Appropriation ..........
Health Professions Account Appropriation ............
Emergency Medical and Trauma Care Services Account
Appropriation ...............................
Safe Drinking Water Account Appropriation ..........
Death Investi2ations Account Appropriation ..........
Drinking Water Assistance Account-Federal
Appropriationp ..............................
Waterworks Operator Certification Appropriation ......
Water Quality Account Appropriation ................
Violence Reduction and Drug ((Edtueatien))
Enforcement Account Appropriation .............
State Toxics Control Account Appropriation ..........
Medical Test Site Licensure Account Appropriation .....
Youth Tobacco Prevention Account Appropriation .....
Health Services Account Appropriation ..............

$
$
$
$

65.741.000
259,139,000
24,351,000
3,089,000
36,038,000

$

21,042,000
2,494,000
1,000,000

$
$
$

5,385,000
588,000
3,065,000

$
$

$
$
$
$
$

469,000
2,854,000
1,624,000
1,812,000
((24,2,0))
12,474.000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $ ((494,591,000))
504,161,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(I) $2,134,000 of the health professions account appropriation is provided
solely for the development and implementation of a licensing and disciplinary
management system. Expenditures are conditioned upon compliance with section
902 of this act. These funds shall not be expended without appropriate project
approval by the department of information systems.
(2) Funding provided in this section for the drinking water program data
management system shall not be expended without appropriate project approval by
the department of information systems. Expenditures are conditioned upon
compliance with section 902 of this act.
(3)The department is authorized to raise existing fees charged to the nursing
professions and midwives, by the pharmacy board, and for boarding home licenses,
in excess of the fiscal growth factor established by Initiative Measure No. 601, if
necessary, to meet the actual costs of conducting business.
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(4)$1,633,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1998 appropriation and
$1,634,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1999 appropriation are provided
solely for the implementation of the Puget Sound water work plan and agency
action items, DOH-01, DOH-02, DOH-03, DOH-04, DOH-05, DOH-06, DOH-07,
DOH-08, DOH-09, DOH-10, DOH-l 1, and DOH-12.
(5)$10,000,000 of the health services account appropriation is provided solely
for distribution to local health departments for distribution on a per capita basis.
Prior to distributing these funds, the department shall adopt rules and procedures
to ensure that these funds are not used to replace current local support for public
health programs.
(6) $500,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$500,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely for operation of a youth suicide prevention program at the state level,
including a state-wide public educational campaign to increase knowledge of
suicide risk and ability to respond and provision of twenty-four hour crisis hotlines,
staffed to provide suicidal youth and caregivers a source of instant help.
(7) The department of health shall not initiate any services that will require
expenditure of state general fund moneys unless expressly authorized in this act or
other law. The department may seek, receive, and spend, under RCW 43.79.260
through 43.79.282, federal moneys not anticipated in this act as long as the federal
funding does not require expenditure of state moneys for the program in excess of
amounts anticipated in this act. If the department receives unanticipated
unrestricted federal moneys, those moneys shall be spent for services authorized
in this act or in any other legislation that provides appropriation authority, and an
equal amount of appropriated state moneys shall lapse. Upon the lapsing of any
moneys under this subsection, the office of financial management shall notify the
legislative fiscal committees. As used in this subsection, "unrestricted federal
moneys" includes block grants and other funds that federal law does not require to
be spent on specifically defined projects or matched on a formula basis by state
funds.
(8)$259,000 of the health professions account appropriation is provided solely
to implement Engrossed House Bill No. 3901 (implementing welfare reform). If
the bill is not enacted by June 30, 1997, the amounts provided in this subsection
shall lapse.
(9) $150,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1998 appropriation and
$150,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1999 appropriation are provided
solely for community-based oral health grants that may fund sealant programs,
education, prevention, and other oral health interventions. The grants may be
awarded to state or federally funded community and migrant health centers, tribal
clinics, or public health jurisdictions. Priority shall be given to communities with
established oral health coalitions. Grant applications for oral health education and
prevention grants shall include (a) an assessment of the community's oral health
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education and prevention needs; (b) identification of the population to be served;
and (c) a description of the grant program's predicted outcomes.
(10) $21,042,000 of the emergency medical and trauma care services account
appropriation is provided solely for implementation of Substitute Senate Bill No.
5127 (trauma care services). If the bill is not enacted by June 30, 1997, the amount
provided in this subsection shall lapse.
(11) $500,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$500,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely for family support and provider training services for children with special
health care needs.
(12) $300,000 of the general fund-federal appropriation is provided solely for
an abstinence education program which complies with P.L. 104-193. $400,000 of
the general fund-federal appropriation is provided solely for abstinence education
projects at the office of the superintendent of public instruction and shall be
transferred to the office of the superintendent of public instruction for the 1998-99
school year. The department shall apply for abstinence education funds made
available by the federal personal responsibility and work opportunity act of 1996
and implement a program that complies with the requirements of that act.
(13) $50,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$50,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely for the implementation of Second Substitute House Bill No. 1191 (mandated
health benefit review). If the bill is not enacted by June 30, 1997, the amounts
provided in this section shall lapse.
(14) $100,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$100,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely for the volunteer retired provider program. Funds shall be used to increase
children's access to dental care services in rural and underserved communities by
paying malpractice insurance and professional licensing fees for retired dentists
participating in the program.
(15) $852,000 of the drinking water assistance account-federal appropriation
is provided solely for an interagency agreement with the department of community,
trade, and economic development to administer, in cooperation with the public
works board, loans to local governments and public water systems for projects and
activities to protect and improve the state's drinking water facilities and resources.
(16) ((Amounts provided
..
"-"...
in this
are suff..int to operate the AIDS

preseription drug program. To operate the programn within the apprepiiated
amount, the d.partm..t shall limit new

.nrllmens,manage ac,,ss to tha most

wtpensivc drug regimens, establish waiting lists and priority rankings, assist elnt
#~
n ikessing drug assistanee programs sponsored by drug manuffacturers, or pursue
other means of maaig
icditures by the program.t)) $3.347.000 of the fiscal
year 1998 general fund-state appropriation and $3,347,000 of the fiscal year 1999
general fund-state appropriation are provided solely for the AIDS prescription
drug program and HIV intervention program. The department shall operate the
128421
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program within total appropriations. The department shall take such actions as are
necessary to control expenditures, including administrative efficiencies such as
reductions to provider reimbursement rates, modifications to financial eligibility,
modifications to the scope of services, and client cost sharing mechanisms. The
department shall identify program policy changes required to manage within the
amounts provided,
(17) Funding provided in this section is sufficient to implement section 8 of
Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 2264 (eliminating the health care policy
board).
(18) (($4,1 50.0 of t!hc hcaith scrvicca accoaun)) $2.075.000 of the fiscal year
1998 general fund-state appropriation and $2,075,000 of the fiscal year 1999
general fund-state appropriation ((is)) are provided solely for the Washington
poison center.
(19) $1.000.000 of the death investigations account appropriation is provided
solely for the implementation of state-wide child mortality reviews, Local health
iurisdictions shall coordinate child mortality reviews for children from birth to
eighteen years of age. develop local child mortality review protocols, and serve as
the appointing authority and lead agency for local child death review teams, The
department of health shall develop standard aggregate data elements, collect and
analyze local child mortality review data, provide technical assistance to local child
mortality review teams, and approve local child death review protocols, If House
Bill No. 1269 (death investigations account) is not enacted by June 30, 1997, the
amount provided in this subsection shall lapse,
(20) $1,125,000 of the fiscal year 1998 general fund-state appropriation and
$ 1,125,000 of the fiscal year 1999 general fund-state appropriation are provided
solely for deposit in the county public health account,
(21) $60,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$60,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely for attorney general services and such other activities not covered by fee
revenues as are necessary for implementation of Engrossed Substitute House Bill
No. 2264 (health care policy), If the bill is not enacted by June 30, 1997, the
amounts provided in this subsection shall lapse,
(22) $250,000 of the fiscal year 1998 general fund-state appropriation
$250,000 of the fiscal year 1999 general fund-state appropriation are provided
solely for operation of a naturopathic health clinic constructed in 1996.
*Sec. 213. 1997 c 149 s 222 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
(I) ADMINISTRATION AND PROGRAM SUPPORT
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1998) ................... $ 13,926,000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1999) ................... $ 13,910,000
Violence Reduction and Drug Enforcement Account
Appropriation ....................................
$
500,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ................. $ 28,336,000
128431
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The appropriations in this subsection are subject to the following conditions
and limitations:
(a) $187,000 of the general fund fiscal year 1998 appropriation and $155,000
of the general fund fiscal year 1999 appropriation are provided solely for
implementation of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5759 (risk classification). If the bill
is not enacted by July 1, 1997, the amounts provided shall lapse.
(b) $500,000 of the violence reduction and drug enforcement account
appropriation is provided solely for a feasibility study regarding the replacement
of the department's offender based tracking system.
(2) INSTITUTIONAL SERVICES
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1998) ..............
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1999) ..............
General Fund-Federal Appropriation .....................
Industrial Insurance Premium Rebate Account
Appropriation .....
.. .........................
Violence Reduction and Drug Enforcement Account
Appropriation ....................................
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ...............

$ 291.745.000
$ 304.000.000
$ 18,097,000
$

673,000

$
1,614,000
$ 616,129,000

The appropriations in this subsection are subject to the following conditions
and limitations:
(a) The department shall provide funding for the pet partnership program at
the Washington corrections center for women at a level at least equal to that
provided in the 1995-97 biennium,
(b) $4,839,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1998 appropriation and
$6.48 1,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1999 appropriation are provided
solely for the criminal justice costs associated with the implementation of
Engrossed Third Substitute House Bill No. 3900 (revising the juvenile code), If
Engrossed Third Substitute House Bill No. 3900 is not enacted by June 30, 1997,
the amounts provided shall lapse,
(c) The department of corrections shall accomplish personnel reductions with
the least possible impact on correctional custody staff, community custody staff,
and correctional industries. For the purposes of this subsection, correctional
custody staff means employees responsible for the direct supervision of offenders,
(d) It is the intent of the legislature that the deartment reduce healh care
extenditures in the 1997-99 biennium using the scenario identfted in the health
services deliver system study which limited health care costs to $43.000,000 in
fiscal year 1998 and $40,700,000 in fiscal year 1999, The department shall
consult with direct health care service providers and health care staff in
implementing this scenario
(e) $296.000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$297,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely to increase payment rates for contracted education providers, It is the
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legislature's intent that these amounts shall be used primarily to increase
compensation for persons employed in direct, front-line service delivery.
(f)
The department may expend funds generated by contractual agreements
entered into for mitigation of severe overcrowding in local jails. If any funds are
generated in excess of actual costs, they shall be deposited in the state general fund.
Exonditures shall not exceed revenue generated by such agreements and shall be
treated as recovery of costs,
(3) COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1998) .............. $
((89,364,009))
89.377.000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1999) .............. $
((9044-+6;4O0))
90,495,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $ ((4 ...... ))
179.872.000
The appropriations in this subsection are subject to the following conditions
and limitations:
(a) $((14,9)) 27.000 of the general fund fiscal year 1998 appropriation and
$((406;000)) 185.000 of the general fund fiscal year 1999 appropriation are
provided solely for the criminal justice costs associated with the implementation
of ((RCW 13.04.030 as amended by)) Engrossed Third Substitute House Bill No.
3900 (revising the juvenile code). If ((RCW 13.04.039 is not
,mncdnd
by))
Engrossed Third Substitute House Bill No. 3900 isnot enacted by June 30, 1997,
the amounts provided shall lapse.
(b) The department of corrections shall accomplish personnel reductions with
the least possible impact on correctional custody staff, community custody staff,
and correctional industries. For the purposes of this subsection, correctional
custody staff means employees responsible for the direct supervision of offenders.
(c) $467,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$505,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscaf year 1999 are provided solely
to increase payment rates for contracted education providers and contracted work
release facilities. It is the legislature's intent that these amounts shall be used
primarily to increase compensation for persons employed in direct, front-line
service delivery.
(4) CORRECTIONAL INDUSTRIES
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1998) .............. $
4,055,000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1999) .............. $
4,167,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
8,222,000
The appropriations in this subsection are subject to the following conditions
and limitations:
(a) $100,000 of the general fund fiscal year 1998 appropriation and $100,000
of the general fund fiscal year 1999 appropriation are provided solely for transfer
to the jail industries board. The board shall use the amounts provided only for
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administrative expenses, equipment purchases, and technical assistance associated
with advising cities and counties in developing, promoting, and implementing
consistent, safe, and efficient offender work programs.
(b)$50,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and $50,000
of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided solely for the
correctional industries board of directors to hire one staff person, responsible
directly to the board, to assist the board in fulfilling its duties.
(5) INTERAGENCY PAYMENTS
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1998) .............. $
6,945,000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1999) ............. $
6,444,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
13,389,000
*Sec. 213 was partially vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Sec. 214. 1997 c 149 s 225 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE EMPLOYMENT SECURITY DEPARTMENT
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1998) ......... $
1,260,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1999) ......... I
1.261.000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ................ $
173,595,000
General Fund-Private/Local Appropriation ........... $
24,842,000
Unemployment Compensation Administration AccountFederal Appropriation ........................
$
181,985,000
Administrative Contingency Account
Appropriation ...............................
$
12,579,000
Employment Service Administrative Account
Appropriation ...............................
$
13,176,000
Employment & Training Trust Account
A ppropriation ...............................
$
600,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $ ((4069,9,00))
409.298.000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations,
(1) Expenditures of funds appropriated in this section for the information
systems projects identified in agency budget requests as "claims and adjudication
call centers", "data/wage quality initiative", and "one stop information
connectivity" are conditioned upon compliance with section 902 of this act.
(2) $600,000 of the employment and training trust account appropriation is
provided solely for the account's share of unemployment insurance tax collection
costs.

(3) $1,126,000 of the general fund-federal appropriation isprovided solely
for the continuation of job placement centers colocated on community and
technical college campuses.
(4) The employment security department shall spend no more than
$25,049,511 of the unemployment compensation administration account-federal
appropriation for the general unemployment insurance development effort
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(GUIDE) project, except that the department may exceed this amount by up to
$2,600,000 to offset the cost associated with any vendor-caused delay. The
additional spending authority is contingent upon the department fully recovering
these moneys from any project vendors failing to perform in full. Authority to
spend the amount provided by this subsection is conditioned on compliance with
section 902 of this act.
(5) (($114,990 of !h al
,__.ti.g....y
mi. istr •. . ,.. .....
..t.a .. i.aon is
pr.id d solely for !he K..g ur.ty ree.plymn
...
support cr.))f $60.000 of the
general fund-state fiscal year 1998 appropriation and $61,000 of the general
fund-state fiscal year 1999 appropriation are provided solely for the King county
reemployment support center.
(6) $1,200,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1998 appropriation and
$1,200,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1999 appropriation are provided
solely for labor market information and employer outreach activities,
PART III
NATURAL RESOURCES
NEW SECTION, Sec. 301. FOR THE COLUMBIA RIVER GORGE
COMMISSION
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1998) ......... $
213,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1999) ......... $
222,000
General Fund-Private/Local Appropriation ........... $
435,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
870,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following condition and
limitation: $120,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998,
$120,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999, and
$240,000 of the general fund-local appropriation are provided solely for each
Columbia river gorge county to receive an $80,000 grant for the purposes of
implementing the scenic area management plan. If a Columbia river gorge county
has not adopted an ordinance to implement the scenic area management plan in
accordance with the national scenic area act (P.L. 99-663), then the grant funds for
that county may be used by the commission to implement the plan for that county.
*Sec. 302. 1997 c 149 s 302 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1998) ........ $
((24,4 4 9 ,00))
27.748,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1999) ......... $
((244,94-,0))
27,795.000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ................ $
45,315,000
General Fund-Private/Local Appropriation ........... $
643,000
Special Grass Seed Burning Research Account
Appropriation .............................. $
42,000
Reclamation Revolving Account Appropriation ........ $
2,441,000
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Flood Control Assistance Account Appropriation .......
State Emergency Water Projects Revolving Account
Appropriation ...............................
Waste Reduction/Recycling/Litter Control
Appropriation ...............................
State and Local Improvements Revolving Account
(Waste Facilities) Appropriation ................
State and Local Improvements Revolving Account
(Water Supply Facilities) Appropriation ..........
Basic Data Account Appropriation ..................
Vehicle Tire Recycling Account Appropriation ........
Water Quality Account Appropriation ................
Wood Stove Education and Enforcement Account
Appropriation ...............................
Worker and Community Right-to-Know Account
Appropriation ...............................
State Toxics Control Account Appropriation ..........

$

4,850,000

$

319,000

$

10,316,000

$

601,000

$
$
$
$

1,366,000
182,000
1,194,000
2,892,000

$

1,055,000

$
$

((5d-60;00o))

469,000

53.715.000

Local Toxics Control Account Appropriation ..........
Water Quality Permit Account Appropriation ..........
Underground Storage Tank Account Appropriation .....
Solid Waste Management Account Appropriation ......

$
$
$
$

Hazardous Waste Assistance Account Appropriation ....

$

Air Pollution Control Account Appropriation ..........
Oil Spill Administration Account Appropriation ........
Air Operating Permit Account Appropriation ..........
Freshwater Aquatic Weeds Account Appropriation .....
Oil Spill Response Account Appropriation ............
Metals Mining Account Appropriation ...............
Water Pollution Control Revolving Account-State
Appropriation ...............................
Water Pollution Control Revolving Account-Federal
Appropriation ...............................
Biosolids Permit Account Appropriation ..............
Environmental Excellence Account Appropriation ......
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............

$
$
$
$
$
$

4,342,000
20,378,000
2,443,000
1,021,000
3,615,000
16,224,000
6,958,000
4,033,000
1,829,000
7,078,000
42,000

$

349,000

$
$
$
$

1,726,000
567,000
247,000
((21240,00))
251795.00
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1) $3,211,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998,
$3,211,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999, $394,000
of the general fund-federal appropriation, $2,017,000 of the oil spill
administration account, $819,000 of the state toxics control account appropriation,
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and $3,591,000 of the water quality permit fee account are provided solely for the
implementation of the Puget Sound work plan and agency action items DOE-01,
DOE-02, DOE-03, DOE-04, DOE-05, DOE-06, DOE-07, DOE-08, and DOE-09.
(2) $2,000,000 of the state toxics control account appropriation is provided
solely for the following purposes:
(a) To conduct remedial actions for sites for which there are no potentially
liable persons, for which pot?,ntially liable persons cannot be found, or for which
potentially liable persons are unable to pay for remedial actions; and
(b) To provide funding to assist potentially liable persons under RCW
70.105D.070(2)(d)(xi) to pay for the cost of the remedial actions; and
(c)To conduct remedial actions for sites for which potentially liable persons
have refused to conduct remedial actions required by the department; and
(d) To contract for services as necessary to support remedial actions.
(3) $1.500.000 of the general fund-state appronriationfor fiscal year 1998
and $1,900.000 of the general fund--state ppropriationfor fiscal year 1999 are
provided solely for the processing of water right permit anolications.continued
implementation of water resources data management systems, and providing
technical and data support to local watershed glanningefforts in accordance
with sections 101 throueh 116 of Second Substitute House Bill No. 2054 (water
resource management). Ifanv of sections 101 through 116 and 701 through 716
of Second Substitute House Bill No. 2054 is not enacted by June 30. 1997, the
amounts provided in this subsection shall lapse.
(4) $2.500.000 ofthe generalfund-state aorooriation for fiscal year 1998
and $2.500.000 of the generalfund-state a_ ro rationfor fiscal year 1999 are
aprooriated for grants to local WRIA olanningunits established in accordance
with sections 101 through 116 of Second Substitute House Bill No. 2054 (water
resource management). lfany of sections 101 through 116 and 701 through 716
of Second Substitute House Bill No. 2054 is not enacted by June 30. 1997. the
amounts provided in this subsection shall lapse.
(5) $200.000 of the general fund-state appropriationfor fiscal year 1998
isprovided solely for the impkmentation of Engrossed Substitute House Bill No.
1111 (water rights). If the bill is not enacted by June 30. 1997. the amount
provided in this subsection shall lapse,
(6) $200.000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 is
provided solely for the implementation of Engrossed Substitute House Bill No.
1118 (reopening a water rights claim filing period). If the bill is not enacted by
June 30. 1997. the amount provided in this subsection shall lapse,
(7) $3,600,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998
and $3,600,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are
provided solely for the auto emissions inspection and maintenance program.
Expenditures of the amounts provided in this subsection are contingent upon a like
amount being deposited in the general fund from the auto emission inspection fees
in accordance with RCW 70.120.170(4).
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(8)$170,000 of the oil spill administration account appropriation is provided
solely for implementation of the Puget Sound work plan action item UW-02
through a contract with the University of Washington's Sea Grant program in order
to develop an educational program that targets small spills from commercial fishing
vessels, ferries, cruise ships, ports, and marinas.
(9) The merger of the office of marine safety into the department of ecology
shall be accomplished in a manner that will maintain a priority focus on oil spill
prevention, as well as maintain a strong oil spill response capability. The merged
program shall be established to provide a high level of visibility and ensure that
there shall not be a diminution of the existing level of effort from the merged
programs.
(10) The entire environmental excellence account appropriation is provided
solely for the implementation of Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill No. 1866
(environmental excellence). If the bill is not enacted by June 30, 1997, the amount
provided in this subsection shall lapse. In implementing the bill, the department
shall organize the needed expertise to process environmental excellence
applications after an application has been received.
(11) $200,000 of the freshwater aquatic weeds account appropriation is
provided solely to address saltcedar weed problems.
(12) (($4,498,000 of the wst. rdution_
y.l..
_ittr cntrl . .ount
apprepriation is provided for fiscal yea 1998 to be expended in acceordanee with
S....d Subsitut. Cc... B11 Ne 58 (litter eon"! and rcy.ling).)) $4,498,000
of the waste reduction, recycling, and litter control account appropriation is
provided for fiscal year 1998 and $5.818.000 is provided for fiscal year 1999 to be
expended in the following ratios: Fifty percent for a litter patrol program to
employ youth and correctional work crews to remove litter from places that are
most visible to the public: twenty percent for grants to local governments for litter
cleanup under RCW 70.93.250: and thirty percent for public education and
awareness programs and programs to foster local waste reduction and recycling
effors. From the amounts provided ((fr-fise. yeat . )) inthis su bction, the
department shall provide $352,000 through an interagency agreement to the
department of corrections to hire correctional crews to remove litter in areas that
are not accessible to youth crews. (($5,818,000 of the waste rd..i.n....,ryling
littcr control itccount tkpprepriatioa is preyid -J for fiscatl year 1999. Tha fkmfount
provided for fiseal year 1999 is to remain in unallotted status until the
reeemmcadations of the twk forco established in Sccord Substitute Senato Bill No.
5842 tire ectcd upon by !he legislature during the 1998 legislativo scssion. if
providcd for fisettl yetar 1999 shatl apsc.))
(13) The entire biosolids permit account appropriation is provided solely for
implementation of Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5590 (biosolids management). If the
bill is not enacted by June 30, 1997, the entire appropriation is null and void.
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(14) $29,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$99,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely for the implementation of Substitute House Bill No. 1985 (landscape
management plans). If the bill is not enacted by June 30, 1997, the amounts
provided in this subsection shall lapse.
(15) $60,000 of the freshwater aquatic weeds account appropriation is
provided solely for a grant to the department of fish and wildlife to control and
eradicate purple loosestrife using the most cost-effective methods available,
including chemical control where appropriate.
(16) $250,000 of the flood control assistance account appropriation is
provided solely as a reappropriation to complete the Skokomish valley flood
reduction plan. The amount provided in this subsection shall be reduced by the
amount expended from this account for the Skokomish valley flood reduction plan
during the biennium ending June 30, 1997.
(17) The number of sDecialpurpose vehicles in the detartment's fleet on
July 1. 1997. shall be reduced bY ffty Dercent as of June 30 1999. Special
purpose vehicles may be replaced by fuel efficient economy vehicles or not
replaced at all depending on the vehicle requirements of the agencv. An
exception to this reduction in the number of specialputpose vehicles is provided
for those secialpurposevehicles used by the department'syouth cors program.
S&ecial purpose vehicle is defined as a four-wheel drive off-road motor vehicle.
(18) $600,000 of the flood control assistance account appropriation is
provided solely to complete flood control projects that were awarded funds during
the 1995-97 biennium. These funds shall be spent only to complete projects that
could not be completed during the 1995-97 biennium due to delays caused by
weather or delays in the permitting process.
( 9) $113,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$112,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely for implementation of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5505 (assistance to water
applicants). If the bill is not enacted by June 30. 1997. the amounts provided in
this subsection shall lapse,
(20) $70.000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$70,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely for implementation of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5785 (consolidation of
groundwater rights). If the bill is not enacted by June 30. 1997. the amounts
provided in this subsection shall lapse.
(21) $20.000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$20,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely for implementation of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5276 (water right
applications). If the bill is not enacted by June 30. 1997. the amounts provided in
this subsection shall lapse,
(22) $35.000 of the general fund-state atprotriation for fiscal year 1998
and $35.000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are
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provided solely for imlementation of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5030 (lakewater
irrigation). lf the bill is not enacted by June 30. 1997. the amounts provided in
this subsection shall lanse.
(23) $500,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$500,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely for the continuation of the southwest Washington coastal erosion study.
*See. 302 was partially vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Sec. 303. 1997 c 149 s 303 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE STATE PARKS AND RECREATION COMMISSION
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1998) ......... $
((21,06,099))
20.526.000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1999) ......... $
((20,835,00)
20.335.000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ................ $
2,428,000
General Fund-Private/Local Appropriation ........... $
59,000
Winter Recreation Program Account Appropriation ..... $
759,000
Off Road Vehicle Account Appropriation ............. $
251,000
Snowmobile Account Appropriation ................. $
2,290,000
Aquatic Lands Enhancement Account Appropriation .... $
321,000
Public Safety and Education Account Appropriation .... $
48,000
Industrial Insurance Premium Refund Appropriation .... $
10,000
Waste Reduction/Recycling/Litter Control
Appropriation ...............................
$
34,000
Water Trail Program Account Appropriation .......... $
14,000
Parks Renewal and Stewardship Account Appropriation . $
25,344,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
((43A4O))
72.419.000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(I) $189,000 of the aquatic lands enhancement account appropriation is
provided solely for the implementation of the Puget Sound work plan agency
action items P&RC-01 and P&RC-03.
(2) $264,000 of the general fund-federal appropriation is provided for boater
programs state-wide and for implementation of the Puget Sound work plan.
(3) $45,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 is
provided solely for a feasibility study of a public/private effort to establish a
reserve for recreation and environmental studies in southwest Kitsap county.
(4) Within the funds provided in this section, the state parks and recreation
commission shall provide to the legislature a status report on implementation of the
recommendations contained in the 1994 study on the restructuring of Washington
state parks. This status report shall include an evaluation of the campsite
reservation system including the identification of any incremental changes in
revenues associated with implementation of the system and a progress report on
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other enterprise activities being undertaken by the commission. The report may
also include recommendations on other revenue generating options. In preparing
the report, the commission is encouraged to work with interested parties to develop
a long-term strategy to support the park system. The commission shall provide this
report by December 1, 1997.
(5)$85,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$165,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely for development of underwater park programs and facilities. The
department shall work with the underwater parks program task force to develop
specific plans for the use of these funds.
*NEW SECTION, Sec. 304. FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND
WILDLIFE
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1998) .............. $ 36,049,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1999) .............. $ 36,571,000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation .....................
$ 73,015,000
General Fund-Private/Local Appropriation ................ $ 26,758,000
Off Road Vehicle Account Appropriation .................. $
488,000
Aquatic Lands Enhancement Account Appropriation ......... $ 5,593,000
Public Safety and Education Account Appropriation ......... $
590,000
Industrial Insurance Premium Refund Appropriation ......... $
120,000
Recreational Fisheries Enhancement Appropriation .......... $ 2,387,000
Warm Water Game Fish Account Appropriation ............ $ 2,419,000
Wildlife Account Appropriation .........................
$ 52,372,000
Game Special Wildlife Account-State Appropriation ........ $
1,911,000
Game Special Wildlife Account-Federal Appropriation ...... $ 10,844,000
Game Special Wildlife Account-Private/Local
Appropriation ....................................
$
350,000
Oil Spill Administration Account Appropriation ............. $
843,000
Environmental Excellence Account Appropriation ........... $
20,000
Eastern Washington Pheasant Enhancement Account
Appropriation ....................................
$
547,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ................. $ 250,877,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1) $1,181,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998
and $1,181,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are
provided solely for the implementation of the Puget Sound work plan agency
action items DFW-01, DFW-03, DFW-04, and DFW-8 through DFW-15.
(2) $188,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$155,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely for a maintenance and inspection program for department-owned dams. The
department shall submit a report to the governor and the appropriate legislative
committees by October 1, 1998, on the status of department-owned dams. This
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report shall provide a recommendation, including a cost estimate, on whether each
facility should continue to be maintained or should be decommissioned.
(3)$832,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$825,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely to implement salmon recovery activities and other actions required to
respond to federal listings of salmon species under the endangered species act.
(4) $350,000 of the wildlife account appropriation, $72,000 of the general
fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998, and $73,000 of the general fundstate appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided solely for control and
eradication of class B designate weeds on department owned and managed lands.
The amounts from the general fund-state appropriations are provided solely for
control of spartina.
(5) $140,000 of the wildlife account appropriation is provided solely for a
cooperative effort with the department of agriculture for research and eradication
of purple loosestrife on state lands.
(6) In controlling weeds on state-owned lands, the department shall use the
most cost-effective methods available, including chemical control where
appropriate, and the department shall report to the appropriate committees of the
legislature by January 1, 1998, on control methods, costs, and acres treated during
the previous year.
(7) A maximum of $1,000,000 is provided from the wildlife fund for fiscal
year 1998. The amount provided in this subsection is for the emergency feeding
of deer and elk that may be starving and that are posing a risk to private property
due to severe winter conditions during the winter of 1997-98. The amount
expended under this subsection must not exceed the amount raised pursuant to
section 3 of Substitute House Bill No. 1478. Of the amount expended under this
subsection, not more than fifty percent may be from fee revenue generated
pursuant to section 3 of Substitute House Bill No. 1478. If the bill is not enacted
by June 30, 1997, the amount provided in this subsection shall lapse.
(8) $193,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998,
$194,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999, and
$300,000 of the wildlife account appropriation are provided solely for the design
and development of an automated license system.
(9) The department is directed to offer for sale its Cessna 421 aircraft by June
30, 1998. Proceeds from the sale shall be deposited in the wildlife account.
(10) $500,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$500,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely to continue the department's habitat partnerships program during the 199799 biennium.
(11) $350,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$350,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely for purchase of monitoring equipment necessary to fully implement mass
marking of coho salmon.
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(12) $238,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$219,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely for the implementation of Substitute House Bill No. 1985 (landscape
management plans). If the bill is not enacted by June 30, 1997, the amounts
provided in this subsection shall lapse.
(13) $150,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$150,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely for a contract with the United States department of agriculture to carry out
animal damage control projects throughout the state related to cougars, bears, and
coyotes.
(14) $97,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$98,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely to implement animal damage control programs for Canada geese in the
lower Columbia river basin.
(15) $170,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998,
$170,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999, and
$360,000 of the wildlife account appropriation are provided solely to hire
additional enforcement officers to address problem wildlife throughout the state.
(16) $197,000 of the generalfund--state appropriationfor fiscal year 1998
and $196,000 of the generalfund-state appropriationfor fiscal year 1999 are
provided solely to implement Substitute Senate Bill No. 5120 (remote site
incubators). If the bill is not enacted by June 30, 1997, the amounts provided in
this subsection shall lapse.
(17) $133,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$133,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely to implement Substitute Senate Bill No. 5442 (flood control permitting). If
the bill is not enacted by June 30, 1997, the amounts provided in this subsection
shall lapse.
(18) $100,000 of the aquatic lands enhancement account appropriation is
provided solely for grants to the regional fisheries enhancement groups.
(19) $547,000 of the eastern Washington pheasant enhancement account
appropriation is provided solely for implementation of Substitute Scnate Bill No.
5104 (pheasant enhancement program). If the bill is not enacted by June 30, 1997,
the amounts provided in this subsection shall lapse.
(20) $150,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$150,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely to hire Washington conservation corps crews to maintain department-owned
and managed lands.
(21) The entire environmental excellence account appropriation is provided
solely for implementation of Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill No. 1866
(environmental excellence). If the bill is not enacted by June 30, 1997, the entire
appropriation is null and void.
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(22) $156,000 of the recreational fisheries enhancement appropriation is
provided solely for Substitute Senate Bill No. 5102 (fishing license surcharge). If
the bill is not enacted by June 30, 1997, the amount provided in this subsection
shall lapse.
(23) $25,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$25,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely for staffing and operation of the Tennant Lake interpretive center.
*Sec. 304 was partially vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

Sec. 305. 1997 c 149 s 308 (uncodified) is each amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1998) ......... $
((,.., .. ... ))
23.767.000
((....
....
))
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1999) ......... $
24,168,000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ................ $
1,156,000
General Fund-Private/Local Appropriation ........... $
422,000
Forest Development Account Appropriation ........... $
49,923,000
Off Road Vehicle Account Appropriation ............. $
3,628,000
Surveys and Maps Account Appropriation ............ $
2,088,000
Aquatic Lands Enhancement Account Appropriation .... $
4,869,000
Resources Management Cost Account Appropriation .... $
89,613,000
Waste Reduction/Recycling/Litter Control
Appropriation ...............................
$
450,000
Surface Mining Reclamation Account Appropriation .... $
1,420,000
Aquatic Land Dredged Material Disposal Site Account
Appropriation ...............................
$
751,000
Natural Resources Conservation Areas Stewardship
Account Appropriation ........................
$
77,000
Air Pollution Control Account Appropriation .......... $
890,000
Metals Mining Account Appropriation ............... $
62,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $ ((205,98400))
203,284.000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1) $7,017,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998
and $6,900,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are
provided solely for emergency fire suppression.
(2) $18,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998,
$18,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999, and $957,000
of the aquatic lands enhancement account appropriation are provided solely for the
implementation of the Puget Sound work plan agency action items DNR-01, DNR02, and DNR-04.
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(3) $450,000 of the resource management cost account appropriation is
provided solely for the control and eradication of class B designate weeds on state
lands. The department shall use the most cost-effective methods available,
including chemical control where appropriate, and report to the appropriate
committees of the legislature by January 1, 1998, on control methods, costs, and
acres treated during the previous year.
(4) $((-268-2,0)) 1.332.000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal
year 1998 and $((3,063,000)) 1.713.000 of the general fund-state appropriation
for fiscal year 1999 are provided solely for fire protection activities.
(5)$541,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$549,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely for the stewardship of natural area preserves, natural resource conservation
areas, and the operation of the natural heritage program.
(6) $2,300,000 of the aquatic lands enhancement account appropriation is
provided for the department's portion of the Eagle Harbor settlement.
(7) $195,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$220,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely for the implementation of Substitute House Bill No. 1985 (landscape
management plans). If the bill is not enacted by June 30, 1997, the amounts
provided in this subsection shall lapse.
(8) $600,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$600,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely for the cooperative monitoring, evaluation, and research projects related to
implementation of the timber-fish-wildlife agreement.
(9) $6,568,000 of the forest development account appropriation is provided
solely for silviculture activities on forest board lands. To the extent that forest
board counties apply for reconveyance of lands pursuant to Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5325 (county land transfers), the amount provided in this subsection shall be
reduced by an amount equal to the estimated silvicultural expenditures planned in
each county that applies for recorveyance.
PART V
EDUCATION
*NEW SECTION. Sec. 501. FOR THE SUPERINTENDENT OF
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION-FOR STATE ADMINISTRATION
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1998) .............. $ 20,758,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1999) .............. $ 40,775,000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation .....................
$ 49,439,000
Public Safety and Education Account
Appropriation ....................................
$ 2,598,000
Violence Reduction and Drug Enforcement Account
$ 3,672,000
Appropriation ....................................
Education Savings Account Appropriation ................. $ 39,312,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ................. $ 156,554,000
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The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1) AGENCY OPERATIONS
(a) $394,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$394,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely for the operation and expenses of the state board of education, including
basic education assistance activities.
(b)(i) $250,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998
and $250,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are
provided solely for enhancing computer systems and support in the office of
superintendent of public instruction. These amounts shall be used to: Make a
database of school information available electronically to schools, state
government, and the general public; reduce agency and school district
administrative costs through more effective use of technology; and replace paper
reporting and publication to the extent feasible with electronic media. The
superintendent, in cooperation with the commission on student learning, shall
develop a state student record system including elements reflecting student
achievement. The system shall be made available to the office of financial
management and the legislature with suitable safeguards of student confidentiality.
The superintendent shall report to the office of financial management and the
legislative fiscal committees by December 1 of each year of the biennium on the
progress and plans for the expenditure of these amounts.
(ii) The superintendent, in cooperation with the commission on student
learning, shall develop a feasibility plan for a state student record system, including
elements reflecting student academic achievement on goals 1 and 2 under RCW
28A.150.210. The feasibility plan shall be made available to the office of financial
management and the fiscal and education committees of the legislature for approval
before a student records database is established, and shall identify data elements
to be collected and suitable safeguards of student confidentiality and proper use of
database records, with particular attention to eliminating unnecessary and intrusive
data about nonacademic related information.
(c) $348,000 of the public safety and education account appropriation is
provided solely for administration of the traffic safety education program,
including in-service training related to instruction in the risks of driving while
under the influence of alcohol and other drugs.
(d) $50,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$50,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely to implement Substitute Senate Bill No. 5394 (school audit resolutions).
(e) The superintendent of public instruction shall not accept, allocate, or
expend any federalfunds to implement the federal goals 2000 program.
(2) STATE-WIDE PROGRAMS
(a) $2,174,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided for inservice training and educational programs conducted by the Pacific Science Center.
128581
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(b)$63,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided for operation
of the Cispus environmental learning center.
(c) $2,754,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided for
educational centers, including state support activities. $100,000 of this amount is
provided to help stabilize funding through distribution among existing education
centers that are currently funded by the state at an amount less than $100,000 a
biennium.
(d) $100,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided for an
organization in southwest Washington that received funding from the Spokane
educational center in the 1995-97 biennium and provides educational services to
students who have dropped out.
(e)$2,500,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1998 appropriation and
$2,500,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1999 appropriation are provided
solely for implementation of reading initiatives to improve reading in early grades
as enacted by the 1997 legislature. Of this amount:
(i) $700,000 isprovided solely to implement Second Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5508 tofund the standardized norm-referenced third grade reading test; and
(ii) $4,300,000 is provided solely to implement Engrossed Substitute House
Bill No. 2042. Funds shall be used solely for the selection of the second grade
reading tests in accordance with section 2of the bill, and grants to school districts
in accordance with sections 4 and 7 of the bill.
(f) $3,672,000 of the violence reduction and drug enforcement account
appropriation and $2,250,000 of the public safety education account appropriation
are provided solely for matching grants to enhance security in schools. Not more
than seventy-five percent of adistrict's total expenditures for school security in any
school year may be paid from a grant under this subsection. The grants shall be
expended solely for the costs of employing or contracting for building security
monitors in schools during school hours and school events. Of the amount
provided in this subsection, at least $2,850,000 shall be spent for grants to districts
that, during the 1988-89 school year, employed or contracted for security monitors
in schools during school hours. However, these grants may be used only for
increases in school district expenditures for school security over expenditure levels
for the 1988-89 school year.
(g) $200,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998,
$200,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999, and
$400,000 of the general fund-federal appropriation transferred from the
department of health are provided solely for a program that provides grants to
school districts for media campaigns promoting sexual abstinence and addressing
the importance of delaying sexual activity, pregnancy, and childbearing until
individuals are ready to nurture and support their children. Grants to the school
districts shall be for projects that are substantially designed and produced by
students. The grants shall require a local private sector match equal to one-half of
the state grant, which may include in-kind contribution of technical or other
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assistance from consultants or firms involved in public relations, advertising
broadcasting, and graphics or video production or other related fields.
(h) $1,500,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998
and $1,500,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are
provided solely for school district petitions to juvenile court for truant students as
provided in RCW 28A.225.030 and 28A.225.035. Allocation of this money to
school districts shall be based on the number of petitions filed.
(i) $300,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided for alcohol
and drug prevention programs pursuant to RCW 66.08.180.
(j)(i) $19,656,000 of the education savings account appropriation for fiscal
year 1998 and $19,656,000 of the education savings account appropriation for
fiscal year 1999 are provided solely for matching grants and related state activities
to provide school district consortia with programs utilizing technology to improve
learning. A maximum of $100,000 each fiscal year of this amount is provided for
administrative support and oversight of the K-20 network by the superintendent of
public instruction. The superintendent of public instruction shall convene a
technology grants committee representing private sector technology, school
districts, and educational service districts to recommend to the superintendent grant
proposals that have the best plans for improving student learning through
innovative curriculum using technology as a learning tool and evaluating the
effectiveness of the curriculum innovations. After considering the technology
grants committee recommendations, the superintendent shall make matching grant
awards, including granting at least fifteen percent of funds on the basis of criteria
in (ii)(A) through (C) of this subsection (2)(j).
(ii) Priority for award of funds will be to (A) school districts most in need of
assistance due to financial limits, (B) school districts least prepared to take
advantage of technology as a means of improving student learning, and (C) school
districts in economically distressed areas. The superintendent of public instruction,
in consultation with the technology grants committee, shall propose options to the
committee for identifying and prioritizing districts according to criteria in (i) and
(ii) of this subsection (2)(j).
(iii) Options for review criteria to be considered by the superintendent of
public instruction include, but are not limited to, free and reduced lunches, levy
revenues, ending fund balances, equipment inventories, and surveys of technology
preparedness. An "economically distressed area" is (A) a county with an
unemployment rate that is at least twenty percent above the state-wide average for
the previous three years; (B) a county that has experienced sudden and severe or
long-term and severe loss of employment, or erosion of its economic base resulting
in decline of its dominant industries; or (C) a district within a county which (I) has
at least seventy percent of its families and unrelated individuals with incomes
below eighty percent of the county's median income for families and unrelated
individuals; and (II) has an unemployment rate which is at least forty percent
higher than the county's unemployment rate.
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(k) $50,000 of the general fund-state appropriations is provided as matching
funds for district contributions to provide analysis of the efficiency of school
district business practices. The superintendent of public instruction shall establish
criteria, make awards, and provide a report to the fiscal committees of the
legislature by December 15, 1997, on the progress and details of analysis funded
under this subsection (2)(k).
(1)$19,977,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999
is provided solely for the purchase of classroom instructional materials and
supplies. The superintendent shall allocate the funds at a maximum rate of $20.82
per full-time equivalent student, beginning September 1, 1998, and ending June 30,
1999. The expenditure of the funds shall be determined at each school site by the
school building staff, parents, and the community. School districts shall distribute
all funds received to school buildings without deduction.
(m) $15,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely to
assist local districts vocational education programs in applying for low frequency
FM radio licenses with the federal communications commission.
(n) $35,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely to the
state board of education to design a program to encourage high school students and
other adults to pursue careers as vocational education teachers in the subject matter
of agriculture.
(o) $25,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$25,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely for allocation to the primary coordinators of the state geographic alliance to
improve the teaching of geography in schools.
(p) $1,000,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided for state
administrative costs and start-up grants for alternative programs and services that
improve instruction and learning for at-risk and expelled students consistent with
the objectives of Engrossed House Bill No. 1581 (disruptive students/offenders).
Each grant application shall contain proposed performance indicators and an
evaluation plan to measure the success of the program and its impact on improved
student learning. Applications shall contain the applicant's plan for maintaining the
program and/or services after the grant period, shall address the needs of students
who cannot be accommodated within the framework of existing school programs
or services and shall address how the applicant will serve any student within the
proposed program's target age range regardless of the reason for truancy,
suspension, expulsion, or other disciplinary action. Up to $50,000 per year may
be used by the superintendent of public instruction for grant administration. The
superintendent shall submit an evaluation of the alternative program start-up grants
provided under this section, and section 501(2)(q), chapter 283, Laws of 1996, to
the fiscal and education committees of the legislature by November 15, 1998.
Grants shall be awarded to applicants showing the greatest potential for improved
student learning for at-risk students including:
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(i) Students who have been suspended, expelled, or are subject to other
disciplinary actions;
(ii) Students with unexcused absences who need intervention from community
truancy boards or family support programs;
(iii) Students who have left school; and
(iv) Students involved with the court system.
The office of the superintendent of public instruction shall prepare a report
describing student recruitment, program offerings, staffing practices, and available
indicators of program effectiveness of alternative education programs funded with
state and, to the extent information is available, local funds. The report shall
contain a plan for conducting an evaluation of the educational effectiveness of
alternative education programs.
(q) $1,600,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided for grants
for magnet schools to be distributed as recommended by the superintendent of
public instruction pursuant to chapter 232, section 516(13), Laws of 1992.
(r) $4,300,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided for
complex need grants. Grants shall be provided according to amounts shown in
LEAP Document 30C as developed on April 27, 1997, at 03:00 hours.
*Sec. 501 was partially vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION. Sec. 502. FOR THE SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC
INSTRUCTION-BASIC EDUCATION EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION
(1) The following calculations determine the salaries used in the general fund
allocations for certificated instructional, certificated administrative, and classified
staff units under section 502, chapter 149, Laws of 1997:
(a) Salary allocations for certificated instructional staff units shall be
determined for each district by multiplying the district's certificated instructional
derived base salary shown on LEAP Document 12D, by the district's average staff
mix factor for basic education and special education certificated instructional staff
in that school year, computed using LEAP Document IA; and
(b) Salary allocations for certificated administrative staff units and classified
staff units for each district shall be based on the district's certificated administrative
and classified salary allocation amounts shown on LEAP Document 12D.
(2) For the purposes of this section:
(a) "Basic education certificated instructional staff' is defined as provided in
RCW 28A, 150.100 and "special education certificated staff' means staff assigned
to the state-supported special education program pursuant to chapter 28A.155
RCW in positions requiring a certificate;
(b) "LEAP Document 1A" means the computerized tabulation establishing
staff mix factors for certificated instructional staff according to education and years
of experience, as developed by the legislative evaluation and accountability
program committee on April 8, 1991, at 13:35 hours; and
(c) "LEAP Document 12D" means the computerized tabulation of 1997-98
and 1998-99 school year salary allocations for certificated administrative staff and
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classified staff and derived base salaries for certificated instructional staff as
developed by the legislative evaluation and accountability program committee on
March 21, 1997 at 16:37 hours.
(3) Incremental fringe benefit factors shall be applied to salary adjustments at
a rate of 19.58 percent for certificated staff and 15.15 percent for classified staff
for both years of the biennium.
(4)(a) Pursuant to RCW 28A.150.410, the following state-wide salary
allocation schedules for certificated instructional staff are established for basic
education salary allocations:
STATE-WIDE SALARY ALLOCATION SCHEDULE
FOR THE 1997-98 AND 1998-99 SCHOOL YEARS
Years of
Service

BA

BA+!5

BA+30

BA+45

BA+90

22,950
23,702
24,469
25,275
26,095
26,953
27,847
28,756
29,678

23,570
24,342
25,129
25,955
26,818
27,695
28,586
29,513
30,477
31,475

24,212
25,005
25,812
26,657
27,540
28,437
29,370
30,316
31,299
32,337
33,388

24,855
25,690
26,563
27,450
28,375
29,336
30,333
31,341
32,408
33,487
34,621
35,788
36,918

26,920
27,816
28,725
29,650
30,632
31,629
32,661
33,727
34,827
35,962
37,129
38,351
39,605
40,890
42,182
43,279

Years of
Service

BA+135

MA

MA+45

MA+90
or PHD

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

28,251
29,165
30,115
31,100
32,123
33,180
34,250
35,377
36,537
37,730
38,956

27,516
28,351
29,224
30,111
31,036
31,996
32,994
34,002
35,069
36,147
37,282

29,581
30,477
31,386
32,311
33,293
34,290
35,322
36,388
37,488
38,623
39,790

30,912
31,825
32,774
33,761
34,783
35,840
36,911
38,038
39,198
40,391
41,617

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15 or more
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11
40,214
38,449
41,012
42,875
39,662
12
41,525
42,266
44,186
13
42,867
40,917
43,551
45,528
14
46,921
44,260
42,210
44,927
15 or more 45,411
48,141
46,095
43,307
(b) As used in this subsection, the column headings "BA+(N)" refer to the
number of credits earned since receiving the baccalaureate degree.
(c) For credits earned after the baccalaureate degree but before the masters
degree, any credits in excess of forty-five credits may be counted after the masters
degree. Thus, as used in this subsection, the column headings "MA+(N)" refer to
the total of:
(i) Credits earned since receiving the masters degree; and
(ii) Any credits in excess of forty-five credits that were earned after the
baccalaureate degree but before the masters degree.
(5) For the purposes of this section:
(a) "BA" means a baccalaureate degree.
(b) "MA" means a masters degree.
(c) "PHD" means a doctorate degree.
(d) "Years of service" shall be calculated under the same rules adopted by the
superintendent of public instruction.
(e) "Credits" means college quarter hour credits and equivalent in-service
credits computed in accordance with RCW 28A.415.020 and chapter 90, Laws of
1997.
(6) No more than ninety college quarter-hour credits received by any
employee after the baccalaureate degree may be used to determine compensation
allocations under the state salary allocation schedule and LEAP documents
referenced in this act, or any replacement schedules and documents, unless:
(a) The employee has a masters degree; or
(b)The credits were used in generating state salary allocations before January
1, 1992.
(7) The salary allocation schedules established in this section are for allocation
purposes only except as provided in RCW 28A.400.200(2).
*NEW SECTION, Sec. 503. FOR THE SUPERINTENDENT OF
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION-FOR SCHOOL EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION
ADJUSTMENTS
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1998) ......... $
79,966,000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1999) ......... $
116,310,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
196,276,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1) $176,525,000 is provided for a cost of living adjustment of 3.0 percent
effective September 1, 1997, for state formula staff units. The appropriations
128641
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include associated incremental fringe benefit allocations at rates of 19.58 percent
for certificated staff and 15.15 percent for classified staff.
(a) The appropriations in this section include the increased portion of salaries
and incremental fringe benefits for all relevant state-funded school programs in
part V of this act. Salary adjustments for state employees in the office of
superintendent of public instruction and the education reform program are provided
in part VII of this act. Increases for general apportionment (basic education) are
based on the salary allocation schedules and methodology in section 502 of this act.
Increases for special education result from increases in each district's basic
education allocation per student. Increases for educational service districts and
institutional education programs are determined by the superintendent of public
instruction using the methodology for general apportionment salaries and benefits
in section 502 of this act.
(b)The appropriations in this section provide salary increase and incremental
fringe benefit allocations based on formula adjustments as follows:
(i) For pupil transportation, an increase of $0.60 per weighted pupil-mile for
the 1997-98 school year and maintained for the 1998-99 school year;
(ii) For education of highly capable students, an increase of $6.81 per formula
student for the 1997-98 school year and maintained for the 1998-99 school year;
and
(iii) For transitional bilingual education, an increase of $17.69 per eligible
bilingual student for the 1997-98 school year and maintained for the 1998-99
school year; and
(iv) For learning assistance, an increase of $8.74 per entitlement unit for the
1997-98 school year and maintained for the 1998-99 school year.
(c) The appropriations in this section include $912,000 for salary increase
adjustments for substitute teachers at a rate of $10.64 per unit in the 1997-98
school year and maintained in the 1998-99 school year.
(2) $19,751,000 is provided for adjustments to insurance benefit allocations.
The maintenance rate for insurance benefit allocations is $314.51 per month for the
1997-98 and 1998-99 school years. The appropriations in this section provide
increases of $2.83 per month for the 1997-98 school year and $18.41 per month for
the 1998-99 school year at the following rates:
(a) For pupil transportation, an increase of $0.03 per weighted pupil-mile for
the 1997-98 school year and $0.19 for the 1998-99 school year;
(b) For education of highly capable students, an increase of $0.20 per formula
student for the 1997-98 school year and $1.35 for the 1998-99 school year;
(c) For transitional bilingual education, an increase of $.46 per eligible
bilingual student for the 1997-98 school year and $3.44 for the 1998-99 school
year; and
(d) For learning assistance, an increase of $.36 per funded unit for the 1997-98
school year and $2.70 for the 1998-99 school year.
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(3)The rates specified in this section are subject to revision each year by the
legislature.
(4)(a) For the 1997-98 school year, the superintendent shall prepare a report
showing the allowable derived base salary for certificated instructional staff in
accordance with RCW 28A.400.200 and LEAP Document 12D, and the actual
derived base salary paid by each school district as shown on the S-275 report and
shall make the report available to the fiscal committees of the legislature no later
than February 15, 1998.
(b)Forthe 1998-99 schoolyear, the superintendentshall reduce the percent
of salary increasefunds provided in this section for certificated instructional
staff in the basic education and special education programs by the percentage
by which a district exceeds the allowable derived base salaryfor certificated
instructionalstaffas shown on LEAP Document 12D.
(5) Cost-of-livingfunds provided to school districts under this section for
classified staff shall be distributedto each and every formulafunded employee
at 3.0 percent, effective September ), 1997.
*Sec. 503 was partially vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION, Sec. 504. FOR THE SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC
INSTRUCTION-FOR LOCAL EFFORT ASSISTANCE
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1998) ......... $
84,347,000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1999) ......... $
89,605,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
173,952,000
Sec. 505. 1997 c 149 s 512 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION-FOR
INSTITUTIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1998) .... $
((,327,0))
18.026.000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1999) .... $
((19,131,0 0))
18,983,000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ........... $
8,548,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
((46,006;00))
45.557.000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1) The general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 includes such
funds as are necessary for the remaining months of the 1996-97 school year.
(2) State funding provided under this section is based on salaries and other
expenditures for a 220-day school year. The superintendent of public instruction
shall monitor school district expenditure plans for institutional education programs
to ensure that districts plan for a full-time summer program.
(3) State funding for each institutional education program shall be based on
the institution's annual average full-time equivalent student enrollment. Staffing
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ratios for each category of institution shall remain the same as those funded in the
1995-97 biennium,
(4) $((758,009)) 341.000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1998
appropriation and $((704000)) 407.000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1999
appropriation are provided solely for the implementation of Engrossed Third
Substitute House Bill No. 3900 (revising the juvenile code). If the bill is not
enacted by June 30, 1997, the amounts provided in this subsection shall lapse.
*NEW SECTION, Sec. 506. FOR THE SUPERINTENDENT OF
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION-EDUCATION REFORM PROGRAMS
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1998) .........
$
18,905,000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1999) .........
$
21,868,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ......
$
40,773,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1) $18,103,000 is provided for the operation of the commission on student
learning and the development and implementation of student assessments. The
commission shall cooperate with the superintendent of public instruction in
defining measures of student achievement to be included in the student record
system developed by the superintendent pursuant to section 501(1)(b) of this act.
(2) $2,190,000 is provided solely for training of paraprofessional classroom
assistants and certificated staff who work with classroom assistants as provided in
RCW 28A.415.310.
(3) $2,970,000 is provided for mentor teacher assistance, including state
support activities, under RCW 28A.415.250 and 28A.415.260. Funds for the
teacher assistance program shall be allocated to school districts based on the
number of beginning teachers.
(4) $4,050,000 is provided for improving technology infrastructure,
monitoring and reporting on school district technology development, promoting
standards for school district technology, promoting statewide coordination and
planning for technology development, and providing regional educational
technology support centers, including state support activities, under chapter
28A.650 RCW.
(5) $7,200,000 is provided for grants to school districts to provide a
continuum of care for children and families to help children become ready to learn.
Grant proposals from school districts shall contain local plans designed
collaboratively with community service providers. If a continuum of care program
exists in the area in which the school district is located, the local plan shall provide
for coordination with existing programs to the greatest extent possible. Grant
funds shall be allocated pursuant to RCW 70.190.040.
(6) $5,000,000 is provided solely for the meals for kids program under RCW
28A.235.145 through 28A.235.155.
(7) $1,260,000 is provided for technical assistance related to education reform
through the office of the superintendent of public instruction, ."consultation with
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the commission on student learning, as specified in RCW 28A.300.130 (center for
the improvement of student learning).
(8) The superintendentof public instructionshall not accept, allocate,or
expend any federalfunds to implement thefederal goals 2000program.
*Sec. 506 was partially vetoed. See messoge at end of chapter.

*Sec. 507. 1997 c 149 s 515 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION-FOR
TRANSITIONAL BILINGUAL PROGRAMS
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1998) ......... $
31,146,000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1999) ......... $
33,414,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
64,560,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1) The appropriation for fiscal year 1998 provides such funds as are
necessary for the remaining months of the 1996-97 school year.
(2) The superintendent of public instruction shall study the formula
components proposed for the 1998-99 school year and prepare a report to the
legislature no later than January 15. 1998.
(M)The superintendent shall distribute a maximum of $643.78 per eligible
bilingual student in the 1997-98 school year, exclusive of salary and benefit
adjustments provided in section ((504)) 503 of this act.
(4) A student shall be eligiblefor funding under this section if the student
is enrolled in grades K-12 pursuant to WAC 392-121-106 and is receiving
specializedinstructionpursuantto chapter 28A.180 RCW.
(5) The superintendent shall distributea maximum of $643.78 per eligible
weighted bilingualstudent in the 1998-99 school year exclusive of salary and
benefit adustmentsprovided in section 503 of this act.
(6) The following factors shall be used to cakulate weightings for the 199899 school year,
(a) Grades Level
a).K5 ..................... .35
(ii)6 .................... .5
(iii) 9-12 .................. .72
(b) Time in Proeram
(i) Up to Iyear .............. .82
(i) I to 2 years .............. .62
(iii) 2 to 3 ears .............
41
(iv) more than 3 years ........ .21
(c) The grade level weight and time in program weight shall be summedfor
each eligible student and the resultshal be multiplied by the rateper weighted
student specified in subsection (4) of this section,
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(d) Time in proeram under (b) of this subsection shall be calculated in
accordance with WAC 392-160-035,
*Sec. 507 was partially vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION, Sec. 508. FOR THE SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC
INSTRUCTION-LOCAL ENHANCEMENT FUNDS
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1998) ......... $
49,815,000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1999) ......... $
56,962,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
106,777,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1) A maximum of $50,841,000 is provided for learning improvement
allocations to school districts to enhance the ability of instructional staff to teach
and assess the essential academic learning requirements for reading, writing,
communication, and math in accordance with the timelines and requirements
established under RCW 28A.630.885. However, special emphasis shall be given
to the successful teaching of reading. Allocations under this section shall be
subject to the following coaditions and limitations:
(a)In accordance with the timetable for the implementation of the assessment
system by the commission on student learning, the allocations for the 1997-98 and
1998-99 school years shall be at a maximum annual rate per full-time equivalent
student of $36.69 for students enrolled in grades K-4, $30.00 for students enrolled
in grades 5-7, and $22.95 for students enrolled in grades 8-12. Allocations shall
be made on the monthly apportionment schedule provided in RCW 28A.510.250.
(b) A district receiving learning improvement allocations shall:
(i) Develop and keep on file at each building a student learning improvement
plan to achieve the student learning goals and essential academic learning
requirements and to implement the assessment system as it isdeveloped. The plan
shall delineate how the learning improvement allocations will be used to
accomplish the foregoing. The plan shall be made available to the public upon
request;
(ii) Maintain apolicy regarding the involvement of school staff, parents, and
community members in instructional decisions;
(iii) File a report by October 1, 1998, and October 1, 1999, with the office of
the superintendent of public instruction, in a format developed by the
superintendent that: Enumerates the activities funded by these allocations; the
amount expended for each activity; describes how the activity improved
understanding, teaching, and assessment of the essential academic learning
requirements by instructional staff; and identifies any amounts expended from this
allocation for supplemental contracts; and
(iv) Provide parents and the local community with specific information on the
use of this allocation by including in the annual performance report required in
RCW 28A.320.205, information on how funds allocated under this subsection were
spent and the results achieved.
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(c) The superintendent of public instruction shall compile and analyze the
school district reports and present the results to the office of financial management
and the appropriate committees of the legislature no later than November 15, 1998,
and November 15, 1999.
(2) $55,937,000 is provided for local education program enhancements to
meet educational needs as identified by the school district, including alternative
education programs. This amount includes such amounts as are necessary for the
remainder of the 1996-97 school year. Allocations for the 1997-98 and 1998-99
school year shall be at a maximum annual rate of $29.86 per full-time equivalent
student as determined pursuant to subsection (3)of this section. Allocations shall
be made on the monthly apportionment payment schedule provided in RCW
28A.510.250.
(3) Allocations provided under this section shall be based on school district
annual average full-time equivalent enrollment in grades kindergarten through
twelve: PROVIDED, That for school districts enrolling not more than one hundred
average annual full-time equivalent students, and for small school plants within any
school district designated as remote and necessary schools, the allocations shall be
as follows:
(a) Enrollment of not more than 60 average annual full-time equivalent
students in grades kindergarten through six shall generate funding based on sixty
full-time equivalent students;
(b) Enrollment of not more than 20 average annual full-time equivalent
students in grades seven and eight shall generate funding based on twenty full-time
equivalent students; and
(c) Enrollment of not more than 60 average annual full-time equivalent
students in grades nine through twelve shall generate funding based on sixty fulltime equivalent students.
(4) Funding provided pursuant to this section does not fall within the
definition of basic education for purposes of Article IX of the state Constitution
and the state's funding duty thereunder.
(5) Receipt by a school district of one-fourth of the district's allocation of
funds under this section, shall be conditioned on a finding by the superintendent
that:
(a) The district is enrolled as a medicaid service provider and is actively
pursuing federal matching funds for medical services provided through special
education programs, pursuant to RCW 74.09.5241 through 74.09.5256 (Title XIX
funding); and
(b)The district is filing truancy petitions as required under chapter 312, Laws
of 1995 and RCW 28A.225.030.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 509. FOR THE STATE BOARD OF
EDUCATION
Education Savings Account Appropriation to the
Common School Construction Account ...... $
12,621,000
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PART VI
HIGHER EDUCATION
NEW SEIQON. Sec. 601. The appropriations in sections 603 through 609
of this act are subject to the following conditions and limitations:
(1) "Institutions" means the institutions of higher education receiving
appropriations under sections 603 through 609 of this act.
(2)(a) The salary increases provided or referenced in this subsection shall be
the allowable salary increases provided at institutions of higher education,
excluding increases associated with normally occurring promotions and increases
related to faculty and professional staff retention, and excluding increases
associated with employees under the jurisdiction of chapter 41.56 RCW pursuant
to the provisions of RCW 28B. 16.015.
(b) Each institution of higher education shall provide to each classified staff
employee as defined by the office of financial management a salary increase of 3.0
percent on July 1, 1997. Each institution of higher education shall provide to
instructional and research faculty, exempt professional staff, academic
administrators, academic librarians, counselors, teaching and research assistants as
classified by the office of financial management, and all other nonclassified staff,
including those employees under RCW 28B.16.015, an average salary increase of
3.0 percent on July 1, 1997. For employees under the jurisdiction of chapter 41.56
RCW pursuant to the provisions of RCW 28B. 16.015, distribution of the salary
increases will be in accordance with the applicable collective bargaining
agreement. However, an increase shall not be provided to any classified employee
whose salary is above the approved salary range maximum for the class to which
the employee's position is allocated. To collect consistent data for use by the
legislature, the office of financial management, and other state agencies for policy
and planning purposes, institutions of higher education shall report personnel data
to be used in the department of personnel's human resource data warehouse in
compliance with uniform reporting procedures established by the department of
personnel.
(c) Each institution of higher education receiving appropriations under
sections 604 through 609 of this act may provide to instructional and research
faculty, exempt professional staff, academic administrators, academic librarians,
counselors, teaching and research assistants, as classified by the office of financial
management, and all other nonclassified staff, but not including employees under
RCW 28B.16.015, an additional average salary increase of 1.0 percent on July 1,
1997, and an average salary increase of 2.0 percent on July 1, 1998. Any salary
increases authorized under this subsection (2)(c) shall not be included in an
institution's salary base. It is the intent of the legislature that general fund-state
support for an institution shall not increase during the current or any future
biennium as a result of any salary increases authorized under this subsection (2)(c).
(d)Specific salary increases authorized in sections 603 through 609 of this act
are in addition to any salary increase provided in this subsection.
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(3)(a) Each institution receiving appropriations under sections 604 through
609 of this act shall submit plans for achieving measurable and specific
improvements in academic years 1997-98 and 1998-99 to the higher education
coordinating board. The plans, to be prepared at the direction of the board, shall
be submitted by August 15, 1997 (for academic year 1997-98) and June 30, 1998
(for academic year 1998-99). The following measures and goals will be used for
the 1997-99 biennium:
Goal
(i) Undergraduate graduation efficiency index:
For students beginning as freshmen
95
For transfer students
90
(ii) Undergraduate student retention, defined as the percentage of all
undergraduate students who return for the next year at the same
institution, measured from fall to fall:
Research universities
95%
Comprehensive universities and college
90%
(iii) Graduation rates, defined as the percentage of an entering
freshmen class at each institution that graduates within five years:
Research universities
65%
Comprehensive universities and college
55%
(iv)A measure of faculty productivity, with goals and targets in accord with
the legislative intent to achieve measurable and specific improvements, to be
determined by the higher education coordinating board, in consultation with the
institutions receiving appropriations under sections 604 through 609 of this act.
(v) An additional measure and goal to be selected by the higher education
coordinating board for each institution, in consultation with each institution.
(b) Academic year 1995-96 shall be the baseline year against which
performance in academic year 1997-98 shall be measured. Academic year 1997-98
shall be the baseline year against which performance in academic year 1998-99
shall be measured. The difference between each institution's baseline year and the
state-wide performance goals shall be calculated and shall be the performance gap
for each institution for each measure for each year. The higher education
coordinating board shall set performance targets for closing the performance gap
for each measure for each institution. Performance targets shall be set at levels that
reflect meaningful and substantial progress towards the state-wide performance
goals. Each institution shall report to the higher education coordinating board on
its actual performance achievement for each measure for academic year 1997-98
by June 30, 1998, except that performance reporting for the student retention
measure shall be completed by October 15, 1998.
(4) The state board for community and technical colleges shall develop an
implementation plan for measurable and specific improvements in productivity,
efficiency, and student retention in academic years 1997-98 and 1998-99 consistent
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with the performance management system developed by the work force training
and education coordinating board and for the following long-term performance
goals:
Goal
$12/hour
(a)Hourly wages for vocational graduates
(b)Academic students transferring to Washington
67%
higher education institutions
(c)Core course completion rates
85%
(d)Graduation efficiency index
95
(5) The state's public institutions of higher education increasingly are being
called upon to become more efficient in conducting the business operations
necessary to support the carrying out of their academic missions. The legislature
recognizes that state laws and regulations may have the unintended effect of acting
as barriers to efficient operation in some instances, and desires to encourage the
institutions of higher education to think beyond the constraints of current law in
identifying opportunities for improved efficiency. Accordingly, the legislature
requests that the institutions of higher education, working together through the
council of presidents' office and the state board for community and technical
colleges, identify opportunities for changes in state law that would form the basis
for a new efficiency compact with the state, for consideration no later than the
1999 legislative session.
*NEW SECTION. Sec. 602. (1)The appropriations in sections 603 through
609 of this act provide state general fund support or employment and training trust
account support for full-time equivalent student enrollments at each institution of
higher education. Listed below are the annual full-time equivalent student
enrollments by institution assumed in this act.
1997-98
1998-99
Annual
Annual
Average
Average
University of Washington
Main campus
31,297
31,527
Bothell branch
775
895
Tacoma branch
847
992
Washington State University
Main campus
Spokane branch
Tri-Cities branch
Vancouver branch

17,403
352
754
851

17,723
442
814
971

Central Washington University
Eastern Washington University

7,346
7,739

7,446
7,739
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3,576
3,496
The Evergreen State College
Western Washington University
10,188
10,338
State Board for Community and
118,526
116,426
Technical Colleges
Higher Education Coordinating
50
50
Board
(2) The legislatureintends to reduce generalfund.-statesupportfor student
enrollments by average instructionalfunding as calculated by the higher
education coordinating board for enrollments below the budgeted levels in
subsection (1) of this section, except that,for campuses with less than 1,500
budgetedfull-time equivalent (FTE) student enrollments, enrollment targets
shall be set at 95 percent of the budgeted enrollment level, and except that
underenrollment at Eastern Washington University shall be administered in
accordance with section 606(5) of this act.
*Sec. 602 was partially vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION. Sec. 603. FOR THE STATE BOARD FOR
COMMUNITY AND TECHNICAL COLLEGES
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1998) .... $
382,891,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1999) .... $
420,961,000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ........... $
11,404,000
Employment and Training Trust Account
Appropriation ..........................
$
26,346,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
841,602,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(i) $2,718,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998
and $4,079,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 shall
be held in reserve by the board. These funds are provided for improvements in
productivity, efficiency, and student retention. The board may approve the fiscal
year 1998 allocation of funds under this subsection upon completion of an
implementation plan. The implementation plan shall be submitted by the board to
the appropriate legislative committees and the office of financial management in
accordance with section 601(4) of this act by September 1, 1997. The board may
approve the fiscal year 1999 allocation of funds under this subsection based on the
board's evaluation of:
(a) College performance compared to the goals for productivity, efficiency,
and student retention as submitted in the plan required in section 601(4) of this act;
and
(b) The quality and effectiveness of the strategies the colleges propose to
achieve continued improvement in quality and efficiency during the 1998-99
academic year.
(2) $2,553,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998,
$28,761,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999, and the
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entire employment and training trust account appropriation are provided solely as
special funds for training and related support services, including financial aid, child
care, and transportation, as specified in chapter 226, Laws of 1993 (employment
and training for unemployed workers) and Substitute House Bill No. 2214.
(a) Funding is provided to support up to 7,200 full-time equivalent students
in each fiscal year.
(b)The state board for community and technical colleges shall submit a plan
for the allocation of the full-time equivalent students provided in this subsection
to the workforce training and education coordinating board for review and
approval.
(3) $1,441,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998
and $1,441,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are
provided solely for 500 FIE enrollment slots to implement RCW 28B.50.259
(timber-dependent communities).
(4) $1,862,500 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998
and $1,862,500 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are
provided solely for assessment of student outcomes at community and technical
colleges.
(5)$706,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$706,000 of general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely to recruit and retain minority students and faculty.
(6) Up to $1,035,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year
1998 and up to $2,102,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year
1999 may be used in combination with salary and benefit savings from faculty
turnover to provide faculty salary increments and associated benefits. To the
extent general salary increase funding is used to pay faculty increments, the general
salary increase shall be reduced by the same amount.
(7)To address part-time faculty salary disparities and to increase the ratio of
full-time to part-time faculty instructors, the board shall provide salary increases
to part-time instructors or hire additional full-time instructional staff under the
following conditions and limitations: (a) The amount used for such purposes shall
not exceed an amount equivalent to an additional salary increase of 1.0 percent on
July 1, 1997, and an additional salary increase of 2.0 percent on July 1, 1998, for
instructional faculty as classified by the office of financial management; and (b) at
least $2,934,000 shall be spent for the purposes of this subsection.
(8) $83,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$1,567,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are
provided for personnel and expenses to develop curricula, library resources, and
operations of Cascadia Community College. It is the legislature's intent to use the
opportunity provided by the establishment of the new institution to conduct a pilot
project of budgeting based on instructional standards and outcomes. The college
shall use a portion of the available funds to develop a set of measurable standards
and outcomes as the basis for budget development in the 1999-01 biennium.
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(9) The technical colleges may increase tuition and fees to conform with the
percentage increase in community college operating fees enacted by the 1997
legislature. The community colleges may charge up to the maximum level
authorized for services and activities fees in RCW 28B. 15.069.
(10) Community and technical colleges with below-average faculty salaries
may use funds identified by the state board in the 1997-98 and 1998-99 operating
allocations to increase faculty salaries no higher than the system-wide average.
(I1) $1,000,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998
and $1,000,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are
provided solely for tuition support for students enrolled in work-based learning
programs.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 604. FOR UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
283,923,000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1998) .............. $
289,807,000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1999) .............. $
1,810,000
Death Investigations Account Appropriation .......... $
Industrial Insurance Premium Refund Account
514,000
$
Appropriation ...............................
4,969,000
Accident Account Appropriation .................... $
4,989,000
Medical Aid Account Appropriation ................. $
586,012,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(I) $2,019,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$3,029,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1999 shall be placed
in reserve. The office of financial management shall approve the allotment of
amounts under this subsection upon notification by the higher education
coordinating board. These amounts are provided for the preparation of plans and
for the achievement of measurable and specific improvements towards
performance and accountability goals as outlined in section 601(3) of this act.
(2) $800,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$1,896,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely to support additional upper-division and graduate level enrollments at the
Tacoma branch campus above the 1996-97 budgeted FTE level.
(3) $593,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$1,547,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely to support additional upper-division and graduate level enrollments at the
Bothell branch campus above the 1996-97 budgeted FTE level.
(4) $186,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$186,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided solely
for assessment of student outcomes.
(5) $324,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$324,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided solely
to recruit and retain minority students and faculty.
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(6) $130,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$130,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided solely
for the implementation of the Puget Sound work plan agency action item UW-01.
(7) $1,200,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$1,200,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely for competitively offered faculty recruitment and retention salary
adjustments. The university shall provide a report in their 1999-01 biennial
operating budget request submittal on the effective expenditure of funds for the
purposes of this subsection.
(8)$47,000 of the fiscal year 1998 general fund appropriation and $47,000 of
the fiscal year 1999 general fund appropriation are provided solely to employ a
fossil preparator/educator in the Burke Museum. The entire amounts provided in
this subsection shall be provided directly to the Burke Museum.
(9) $75,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and $75,000
of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided solely for
enhancements to research capabilities at the Olympic natural resources center.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 605. FOR WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1998) .............. $
166,644,000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1999) ...........
$
172,819,000
Air Pollution Control Account Appropriation .......... $
206,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
339,669,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1) $1,204,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$1,807,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1999 shall be placed
in reserve. The office of financial management shall approve the allotment of
amounts under this subsection upon notification by the higher education
coordinating board. These amounts are provided for the preparation of plans and
for the achievement of measurable and specific improvements towards
performance and accountability goals as outlined in section 601(3) of this act.
(2) $1,059,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1999 is
provided solely to support additional upper-division and graduate level enrollments
at the Vancouver branch campus above the 1996-97 budgeted FTE level.
(3) $263,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$789,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided solely
to support additional upper-division and graduate level enrollments at the Tri-Cities
branch campus above the 1996-97 budgeted FTE level.
(4) $971,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1999 is provided
solely to support additional upper-division and graduate level enrollments at the
Spokane branch campus above the 1996-97 budgeted FTE level.
(5) $186,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$186,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided solely
for assessment of student outcomes.
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(6) $140,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$140,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided solely
to recruit and retain minority students and faculty.
(7) $157,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$157,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided solely
for the implementation of the Puget Sound work plan agency action item WSU-01.
(8) $600,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$600,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided solely
for competitively offered faculty recruitment and retention salary adjustments, The
university shall provide a report in their 1999-01 biennial operating budget request
submittal on the effective expenditure of funds for the purposes of this subsection.
(9) $50,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and $50,000
of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided solely for
yellow star thistle research.
(10) $55,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$55,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided solely
for the Goldendale distance learning center.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 606. FOR EASTERN WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITY
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1998) .............. $
39,211,000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1999) .............. $
39,489,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
78,700,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(I) $285,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$428,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1999 shall be placed in
reserve. The office of financial management shall approve the allotment of
amounts under this subsection upon notification by the higher education
coordinating board. These amounts are provided for the preparation of plans and
for the achievement of measurable and specific improvements towards
performance and accountability goals as outlined in section 601(3) of this act.
(2) $186,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$186,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided solely
for assessment of student outcomes.
(3) $93,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and $93,000
of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided solely to recruit
and retain minority students and faculty.
(4) $53,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$54,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely for competitively offered faculty recruitment and retention salary
adjustments. The university shall provide a report in their 1999-01 biennial
operating budget request submittal on the effective expenditure of funds for the
purposes of this subsection.
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(5) $3,188,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$3,188,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1999 shall be placed
in reserve pending attainment of budgeted enrollments of 6,942 FTEs. The office
of financial management shall approve the allotment of funds under this subsection
at the annual rate of $4,000 for annual student FTEs in excess of 6,942 based on
tenth day quarterly enrollment and the office of financial management's quarterly
budget driver report. In addition, allotments of reserve funds in this section shall
be approved by the office of financial management upon approval by the higher
education coordinating board for (a) actions that will result in additional enrollment
growth, and (b)contractual obligations in fiscal year 1998 to the extent such funds
are required.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 607. FOR CENTRAL WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITY
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1998) ......... $
37,214,000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1999) ......... $
38,616,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
75,830,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1) $269,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$403,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1999 shall be placed in
reserve. The office of financial management shall approve the allotment of
amounts under this subsection upon notification by the higher education
coordinating board. These amounts are provided for the preparation of plans and
for the achievement of measurable and specific improvements towards
performance and accountability goals as outlined in section 601(3) of this act,
(2) $186,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$186,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided solely
for assessment of student outcomes.
(3) $70,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and $70,000
of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided solely to recruit
and retain minority students and faculty.
(4) $51,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and $51,000
of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided solely for
competitively offered faculty recruitment and retention salary adjustments. The
college shall provide a report in their 1999-01 biennial operating budget request
submittal on the effective expenditure of funds for the purposes of this subsection.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 608. FOR THE EVERGREEN STATE COLLEGE
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1998) ........
$
20,151,000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1999) ......... $
20,518,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
40,669,000
The appropriations in this section is subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
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(1) $144,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$217,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1999 shall be placed in
reserve. The office of financial management shall approve the allotment of
amounts under this subsection upon notification by the higher education
coordinating board. These amounts are provided for the preparation of plans and
for the achievement of measurable and specific improvements towards
performance and accountability goals as outlined in section 601(3) of this act.
(2) $186,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$186,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided solely
for assessment of student outcomes.
(3)$47,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and $47,000
of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided solely to recruit
and retain minority students and faculty.
(4) $29,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and $29,000
Gf the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided solely for
competitively offered faculty recruitment and retention salary adjustments. The
college shall provide a report in their 1999-01 biennial operating budget request
submittal on the effective expenditure of funds for the purposes of this subsection.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 609. FOR WESTERN WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITY
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1998) ......... $
47,822,000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1999) ......... $
48,855,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
96,677,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1) $342,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$514,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1999 shall be placed in
reserve. The office of financial management shall approve the allotment of
amounts under this subsection upon notification by the higher education
coordinating board. These amounts are provided for the preparation of plans and
for the achievement of measurable and specific improvements towards
performance and accountability goals as outlined in section 601(3) of this act.
(2) $186,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$186,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided solely
for assessment of student outcomes.
(3) $93,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and $93,000
of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided solely to recruit
and retain minority students and faculty.
(4) $66,000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and $67,000
of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided solely for
competitively offered faculty recruitment and retention salary adjustments. The
university shall provide a report in their 1999-01 biennial operating budget request
submittal on the effective expenditure of funds for the purposes of this subsection.
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Sec. 610. 1997 c 149 s 610 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE HIGHER EDUCATION COORDINATING BOARD-POLICY
COORDINATION AND ADMINISTRATION
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1998) .... $
2,734,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1999) .... $
2,615,000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ........... $
693,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
6,042,000
The appropriations in this section are provided to carry out the accountability,
performance measurement, policy coordination, planning, studies and
administrative functions of the board and are subject to the following conditions
and limitations:
(I) The board shall set performance targets, review, recommend changes if
necessary, and approve plans defined in section 601(3)(a) of this act for achieving
measurable and specific improvements in academic years 1997-98 and 1998-99.
By October 1. 1997, the board shall notify the office of financial management to
allot institutions' fiscal year 1998 performance funds held in reserve, based upon
the adequacy of plans prepared by the institutions.
(2) The board shall develop criteria to assess institutions' performance and
shall use those criteria in determinin2 the allotment of performance and
accountability funds. The board shall evaluate each institution's achievement ot
performance targets for the 1997-98 academic year and. by August 1. 1998. the
board shall notify the office of financial management to allot institutions' fiscal
year 1999 performance funds held in reserve, based upon each institution's
performance, except for performance funds held for achievement of the ...d-ent
retention measure, For the student retention measure, the board shall notifythe
office of financial management by November 1. 1998, to allot institutions' fiscal
year 1999 performance funds held in reserve, based upon each institution's
performance.
(3) By January. 1999, the board shall recommend to the office of financial
management and appropriate legislative committees any recommended additions,
deletions, or revisions to the performance and accountability measures in sections
601(3) of this act as part of the next master plan for higher education, The
recommendations shall be developed in consultation with the institutions of higher
education and may include additional performance indicators to measure successful
student learning and other student outcomes for possible inclusion in the 1999-01
operating budget.
(4)$280,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$280,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely for enrollment to implement RCW 28B.80.570 through 28B.80.585 (rural
natural resources impact areas). The number of students served shall be 50 fulltime equivalent students per fiscal year. The board shall ensure that enrollments
reported under this subsection meet the criteria outlined in RCW 28B.80.570
through 28B.80.585.
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(5) $70,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$70,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
to develop a competency based admissions system for higher education
institutions. The board shall complete the competency based admissions system
and issue a report outlining the competency based admissions system by January
1999.
(6) $500,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$500,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely for activities related to higher education facilities planning, project
monitoring, and access issues related to capital facilities. Of this amount, $50,000
is provided for a study of higher education needs of Okanogan county and
surrounding communities with consideration given to alternative approaches to
educational service delivery, facility expansion, relocation or partnership, and longterm growth and future educational demands of the region.
(7) $150,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 is
provided solely as one-time funding for computer upgrades.
*NEW SECTION, Sec. 611. FOR THE HIGHER EDUCATION
COORDINATING BOARD-FINANCIAL AID AND GRANT PROGRAMS
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1998) .... $
89,369,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1999) .... $
96,209,000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ........... $
8,255,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
193,833,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1)$527,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$526,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely for the displaced homemakers program.
(2) $216,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$220,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely for the western interstate commission for higher education.
(3)$118,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$118,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely for the health personnel resources plan.
(4) $1,000,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998
and $1,000,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are
provided solely for the scholarships and loans program under chapter 28B.115
RCW, the health professional conditional scholarship proran. This amount shall
be deposited to the health professional loan repayment and scholarship trust fund
to carry out the purposes of the program.
(5) $86,783,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998
and $93,728,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are
provided solely for student financial aid, including all administrative costs. The
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amounts in (a), (b), and (c)of this subsection are sufficient to implement Second
Substitute House Bill No. 1851 (higher education financial aid). Of these amounts:
(a)$67,266,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998
and $73,968,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are
provided solely for the state need grant program.
(i) Unless an alternativemethod for distribution of the state need grantis
enacted which distributes grants based on tuition costs, for the purposes of
determination of eligibilityfor state need grantsfor the 1998.99 academic year,
the higher education coordinating board shall establish family income
equivalencies for independent students having financial responsibility for
children and independentstudents with no financialresponsibilityfor children,
respectively, based on the United States bureau of labor statistics'low budget
standardfor persons in the 20-35 year age group, in accordance with the
recommendations of the 1996 studentfinancialaidpolicy advisory committee.
(ii) After April 1 of each fiscal year, up to one percent of the annual
appropriation for the state need grant program may be transferred to the state work
study program.
(b)$15,350,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998
and $15,350,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are
provided solely for the state work study program. After April I of each fiscal year,
up to one percent of the annual appropriation for the state work study program may
be transferred to the state need grant program;
(c) $2,420,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998
and $2,420,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are
provided solely for educational opportunity grants. For the purpose of establishing
eligibility for the equal opportunity grant program for placebound students under
RCW 28B. 101.020, Thurston county lies within the branch campus service area of
the Tacoma branch campus of the University of Washington;
(d) A maximum of 2.1 percent of the general fund-state appropriation for
fiscal year 1998 and 2.1 percent of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal
year 1999 may be expended for financial aid administration, excluding the four
percent state work study program administrative allowance provision;
(e)$230,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$201,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely for the educator's excellence awards. Any educator's excellence moneys not
awarded by April 1st of each year may be transferred by the board to either the
Washington scholars program or, in consultation with the workforce training and
education coordinating board, to the Washington award for vocational excellence;
(f) $1,011,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$1,265,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are
provided solely to implement the Washington scholars program. Any Washington
scholars program moneys not awarded by April 1st of each year may be transferred
by the board to either the educator's excellence awards or, in consultation with the
(28831
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workforce training and education coordinating board, to the Washington award for
vocrtional excellence;
(g) $456,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$474,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely to implement Washington award for vocational excellence program. Any
Washington award for vocational program moneys not awarded by April 1st of
each year may be transferred by the board to either the educator's excellence
awards or the Washington scholars program;
(h) $51,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$51,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely for community scholarship matching grants of $2,000 each. To be eligible
for the matching grant, a nonprofit community organization organized under
section 501(c)(3) of the internal revenue code must demonstrate that it has raised
$2,000 in new moneys for college scholarships after the effective date of this act.
No organization may receive more than one $2,000 matching grant; and
(6) $175,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$175,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely to implement Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill No. 1372 or Second
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5106 (Washington advanced college tuition payment
program). If neither Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill No. 1372 nor Second
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5106 is enacted by June 30, 1997, the amounts provided
in this subsection shall lapse.
(7) $187,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1998 and
$188,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1999 are provided
solely for a demonstration project in the 1997-99 biennium to provide
undergraduate fellowships based upon the graduate fellowship program.
(8)Funding is provided in this section for the development of three models for
tuition charges for distance learning programs. Institutions involved in distance
education or extended learning shall provide information to the board on the usage,
cost, and revenue generated by such programs.
*Sec. 611 was partially vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

PART VH
SPECIAL APPROPRIATIONS
Sec. 701. 1997 c 149 s 709 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE OFFICE OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT-EMERGENCY
FUND
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1998) ......... $
((5909))
850.000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1999) ......... $
((5999))
850.000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
9 )
!.700.000
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The appropriation in this section is foi the governor's emergency fund for the
critically necessary work of any agency.
*NEW SECTION, Sec. 702. YEAR 2000 ALLOCATIONS. 1997 c 149 s
710 (uncodified) is repealed.
*Sec. 702 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION, Sec. 703. SALARY COST OF LIVING ADJUSTMENT
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1998) .... $
31,031,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1999) .... $
31,421,000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ........... $
17,578,000
Salary and Insurance Increase Revolving Account
Appropriation ..........................
$
48,678,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
128,708,000
The appropriations in this section shall be expended solely for the purposes
designated in this section and are subject to the conditions and limitations in this
section:
(1) In addition to the purposes set forth in subsections (2) and (3) of this
section, appropriations in this section are provided solely for a 3.0 percent salary
increase effective July 1, 1997, for all classified employees, inchnding those
employees in the Washington management service, and exempt employees under
the jurisdiction of the personnel resources board.
(2)The appropriations in this section are sufficient to fund a 3.0 percent salary
increase effective July 1, 1997, for general government, legislative, and judicial
employees exempt from merit system rules whose salaries are not set by the
commission on salaries for elected officials.
(3)The salary and insurance increase revolving account appropriation in this
section includes funds sufficient to fund a 3.0 percent salary increase effective July
1, 1997, for ferry workers consistent with the 1997-99 transportation
appropriations act.
(4) No salary increase may be paid under this section to any person whose
salary has been Y-rated pursuant to rules adopted by the personnel resources board.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 704. FOR THE OFFICE OF FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT-COMPENSATION
ACTIONS OF PERSONNEL
RESOURCES BOARD
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1998) ......... $
5,289,000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1999) ......... $
10,642,000
Salary and Insurance Increase Revolving
Account Appropriation ................... $
8,862,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
24,793,000
The appropriations in this section shall be expended solely for the purposes
designated in this section and are subject to the conditions and limitations in this
section.
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(1) Funding is provided to fully implement the recommendations of the
Washington personnel resources board consistent with the provisions of chapter
319, Laws of 1996.
(2) Implementation of the salary adjustments for the various clerical classes,
physicians, dental classifications, pharmacists, maintenance custodians, medical
records technicians, fish/wildlife biologists, fish/wildlife enforcement, habitat
technicians, and fiscal technician classifications will be effective July 1, 1997.
Implementation of the salary adjustments for safety classifications, park rangers,
park aides, correctional officers/sergeants, community corrections specialists, tax
information specialists, industrial relations specialists, electrical classifications at
the department of labor and industries, fingerprint technicians, some labor relations
classifications, health benefits specialists, foresters/land managers, and liquor
enforcement officers will be effective July 1, 1998.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 705. FOR THE STATE HEALTH CARE
AUTHORITY-HEALTH CARE CONTINGENCY RESERVE
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1998) .......... $
1,000,000
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following conditions and
limitations: The appropriation is provided for deposit in the public employees' and
retirees' insurance account to provide a contingency reserve.
*NEW SECTION, Sec. 706. REGULATORY REFORM. 1997 c 149s 719
(uncodified) is repealed.
*Sec. 706 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

PART VIII
OTHER TRANSFERS AND APPROPRIATIONS
Sec. 801. 1997 c 149 s 801 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE STATE TREASURER-STATE REVENUES FOR
DISTRIBUTION
General Fund Appropriation for fire insurance
premiums distribution .........................
$
6,617,250
General Fund Appropriation for public utility
district excise tax distribution ...................
$
35,183,803
General Fund Appropriation for prosecuting attorneys
salaries ....................................
$
2,960,000
General Fund Appropriation for motor vehicle excise
tax distribution ..............................
$
84,721,573
General Fund Appropriation for local mass transit
assistance ..................................
$
383,208,166
General Fund Appropriation for camper and travel
trailer excise tax distribution ...................
$
3,904,937
General Fund Appropriation for boating
safety/education and law enforcement
distribution .................................
$
3,616,000
12886 1
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Aquatic Lands Enhancement Account Appropriation
for harbor improvement revenue distribution .......
Liquor Excise Tax Account Appropriation for liquor
excise tax distribution .........................
Liquor Revolving Fund Appropriation for liquor
profits distribution ...........................
Timber Tax Distribution Account Appropriation
for distribution to "Timber" counties .............
Municipal Sales and Use Tax Equalization Account
Appropriation ...............................
County Sales and Use Tax Equalization Account
Appropriation ...............................
Death Investigations Account Appropriation for
distribution to counties for publicly funded
autopsies ...................................
County Criminal Justice Account Appropriation ........

$

142,000

$

22,287,746

$

36,989,000

$

107,146,000

$

66,860,014

$

11,843,224

$
$

1,266,000

Municipal Criminal Justice Account Appropriation ..... $
County Public Health Account Appropriation .......... $
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $

B(A))
80,634,471
32,042,450
43,773,588

(214222))
923,196,222

The total expenditures from the state treasury under the appropriations in this
section shall not excoted the funds available under statutory distributions for the
stated purposes.
Sec. 802. 1997 c 149 s 803 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE STATE TREASURER-TRANSFERS
General Fund: For transfer to the Water Quality
26,607, 000
$
Account ....................................
General Fund: For transfer to the Flood Control
4,000, 000
$
Assistance Account ..........................
State Convention and Trade Center Account: For
transfer to the State Convention and Trade
3,877, 000
$
Center Operations Account ....................
Water Quality Account: For transfer to the Water
Pollution Control Account. Transfers shall be
made at intervals coinciding with deposits of
federal capitalization grant money into the
account. The amounts transferred shall not
exceed the match required for each federal
21,688, 000
deposit ..................................... $
State Treasurer's Service Account: For transfer to
the general fund on or before June 30, 1999 an
amount up to $3,600,000 in excess of the cash
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requirements of the State Treasurer's Service
Account .................................... $
((Ilalh Sr._cs Amount.....
f,ra.. to the
County Pub ie Ilc

ith a......................
..

3,600,000
2,250,000))

Public Works Assistance Account: For transfer to
the Drinking Water Assistance Account .......... $
9,949,000
County Sales and Use Tax Eaualization Account:
For transfer to the County Public Health
1.686.00
Account....................................
PART IX
MISCELLANEOUS
Sec. 901. RCW 43.79.445 and 1995 c 398 s 9 are each amended to read as
follows:
There is established an account in the state treasury referred to as the "death
investigations((')) account" which shall exist for the purpose of receiving, holding,
investing, and disbursing funds appropriated or provided in RCW 70.58.107 and
any moneys appropriated or otherwise provided thereafter.
Moneys in the death investigations((-)) account shall be disbursed by the state
treasurer once every year on December 31 and at any other time determined by the
treasurer. The treasurer shall make disbursements to: The state toxicology
laboratory, counties for the cost of autopsies, the University of Washington to fund
the state forensic pathology fellowship program, the state patrol for providing
partial funding for the state dental identification system, the criminal justice
training commission for training county coroners, medical examiners and their
staff, and the state forensic investigations council. Funds from the death
investigations account may be appropriated during the 1997-99 biennium for the
purposes of state-wide child mortality reviews administered by the department of
The University of Washington and the Washington state forensic
investigations council shall jointly determine the yearly amount for the state
forensic pathology fellowship program established by RCW 28B.20.426.
*NfEWSECTION.Sec. 902. No funding appropriatedin this act shallbe
expended to support the governor'scouncil on environmental education.
*Sec. 902 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

PART X
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
Sec. 1001. 1996 c 283 s 106 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE LAW LIBRARY
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1996) ......... $
1,607,000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1997) ......... $
((!,597,000))
1.608.000
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((3,24,00))
3.215.000

Sec. 1002. 1996 c 283 s 109 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE ADMINISTRATOR FOR THE COURTS
11,658,000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1996) ......... $
11,832,000
$
.........
(FY
1997)
General Fund Appropriation
Public Safety and Education Account-State
36,605,000
Appropriation .......................... $
Public Safety and Education Account-Private/Local
4.000
Appropriation .......................... $
Violence Reduction and Drug Enforcement Account
35,000
Appropriation .......................... $
Judicial Information Systems Account
13,074,000
Appropriation .......................... $
((73294,009))
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
73.208.000

The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1) Funding provided in the judicial information systems account shall be used
to fund computer systems for the supreme court, the court of appeals, and the
office of the administrator for the courts. Expanding services to the courts,
technology improvements, and criminal justice proposals shall receive priority
consideration for the use of these funds.
(2) $63,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely to implement
Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5235 (judgeship for Clark county). If the bill is
not enacted by June 30, 1995, the amount provided in this subsection shall lapse.
(3) $6,510,000 of the public safety and education account appropriation is
provided solely for the continuation of treatment alternatives to street crimes
(TASC) programs in Pierce, Snohomish, Clark, King, Spokane, and Yakima
counties.
(4) (($9,326,000 of the publie safety anid edueatizr. iteeourn is provided soley
for the indigent ajpeals pregrarn.
-(5)) $26,000 of the public safety and education account and $1,385,000 of the
judicial information systems account are to implement Engrossed Substitute Senate
Bill No. 5219 (domestic violence). If the bill is not enacted by June 30, 1995, the
amounts provided in this subsection shall lapse.
(((-6))) (5M $138,000 of the public safety and education account is provided
solely for Thurston county impact costs.
(((4))) () $223,000 of the public safety and education account is provided
solely for the gender and justice commission.
(((8))) M $308,000 of the public safety and education account appropriation
is provided solely for the minority and justice commission.
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(((9))) (8 No moneys appropriated in this section may be expended by the
administrator for the courts for payments in excess of fifty percent of the employer
contribution on behalf of superior court judges for insurance and health care plans
and federal social security and medicare and medical aid benefits. Consistent with
Article IV, section 13 of the state Constitution and 1996 Attorney General's
Opinion No. 2, it is the intent of the legislature that the cost of these employer
contributions shall be shared equally between the state and the county or counties
in which the judges serve. The administrator for the courts shall establish
procedures for the collection and disbursement of these employer contributions.
(((-"4))) W $35,000 of the violence reduction and drug enforcement account
appropriation is provided solely to contract with the Washington state institute for
public policy to collect data and information from jurisdictions within the state of
Washington and outside the state of Washington, including other nations, that have
experience with developing protocols and training standards for investigating child
sexual abuse. The Washington state institute for public policy shall report to the
legislature on the results of this study no later than December 1, 1996.
Sec. 1003. 1995 2nd sp.s. c 18 s 116 (uncodified) is amended to read as
follows:
FOR THE LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1996) .........
$
242,000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1997) ......... $
((43,009))
276.000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
((485,090))

518.000

Sec. 1004. 1996 c 283 s 113 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE PUBLIC DISCLOSURE COMMISSION
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1996) ......... $
1,125,000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1997) ......... $
((,05 ,'00))
1,183.000
Industrial Insurance Premium Refund Account
Appropriation ..........................
$
725
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
((446-,725))
2,308,725
Sec. 1005. 1996 c 283 s 114 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE SECRETARY OF STATE
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1996) ......... $
10,857,000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1997) ......... $
((5,920''))
6.182,000
Archives and Records Management Account
Appropriation ..........................
$
5,215,000
Department of Personnel Service Account
Appropriation ..........................
$
647,000
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((27-l-l-J9))
22.901.000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1) $5,559,975 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely to
reimburse counties for the state's share of primary and general election costs and
the costs of conducting mandatory recounts on state measures.
(2) $((5,33,76)) 5.403.762 of the general fund appropriation is provided
solely for the verification of initiative and referendum petitions, maintenance of
related voter registration records, legal advertising of state measures, and the
publication and distribution of the voters and candidates pamphlet.
(3)$140,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely for the state's
participation in the United States census block boundary suggestion program.
(4) $1,440,000 of the archives and records management account appropriation
is provided solely for records services to local governments under Senate Bill No.
6718 and shall be paid solely out of revenue collected under that bill. If the bill is
not enacted by June 30, 1996, the amount provided in this subsection shall lapse.
(5)$10,000 of the archives and records management account appropriation is
provided solely for the purposes of Substitute House Bill No. 1497 (preservation
of electronic public records).
(6)$20.000 of the general fund appropriation for fiscal year 1997 is provided
solely for the state's participation in the United States census block boundary
suggestion proam to update precinct and other geogaphical data to facilitate the
2000 census and redistricting process.
Sec. 1006. 1996 c 283 s 116 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE STATE AUDITOR
78,000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1996) ......... $
430,000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1997) ......... $
Auditing Services Revolving Account
((-h8-14,000))
$
Appropriation ..........................
11.965.000
((V.....))
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
12.473.000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1)Audits of school districts by the division of municipal corporations shall
include findings regarding the accuracy of: (a) Student enrollment data; and (b) the
experience and education of the district's certified instructional staff, as reported
to the superintendent of public instruction for allocation of state funding.
(2) The state auditor, in consultation with the legislative budget committee,
shall conduct a performance audit of the state investment board. In conducting the
audit, the state auditor shall: (a) Establish and publish a schedule of the
performance audit and shall solicit public comments relative to the operations of
TOTAL APPROPRIATION .......
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the state investment board at least three months prior to conducting the scheduled
performance audit; (b) under the provisions of chapter 39.29 RCW, obtain and
utilize a private firm to conduct the audit. The firm selected shall utilize
professional staff possessing the education, training, and practical experience in
auditing private and governmental entities responsible for the investment of funds
necessary to capably conduct the audit required by this subsection. The firm
selected for the audit shall determine the extent to which the state investment board
is operating consistently with the performance audit measures developed by the
state auditor, acting together with the board, the legislative budget committee, the
office of financial management, the state treasurer, and other state agencies, as
appropriate. The audit measures shall incorporate appropriate institutional
investment industry criteria for measuring management practices and operations.
The firm shall recommend in its report any actions deemed appropriate that the
board can take to operate more consistently with such measures. The cost of the
performance audit conducted shall be paid by the board from nonappropriated
investment earnings.
(3)$486,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely for staff and
related costs to audit special education programs that exhibit unusual rates of
growth, extraordinarily high costs, or other characteristics requiring attention of the
state safety net committee. The auditor shall consult with the superintendent of
public instruction regarding training and other staffing assistance needed to
provide expertise to the audit staff.
Sec. 1007. 1996 c 283 s 121 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY, TRADE, AND ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1996) ......... $
49,164,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1997) ......... $
((b5,49,00))
55.441.000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ................ $
149,005,000
General Fund-Private/Local Appropriation ........... $
((4,90,0O))
4,499.000
Public Safety and Education Account
Appropriation ...............................
$
8,764,000
Waste Reduction, Recycling, and Litter Control
Account Appropriation ........................
$
2,206,000
Washington Marketplace Program Account
Appropriation ...............................
$
150,000
Public Works Assistance Account
Appropriation ...............................
$
1,166,000
Building Code Council Account
Appropriation ...............................
$
1,289,000
Administrative Contingency Account
Appropriation ...............................
$
1,776,000
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Low-Income Weatherization Assistance Account
Appropriation ...............................
Violence Reduction and Drug Enforcement Account
Appropriation ...............................
Manufactured Home Installation Training Account
Appropriation ...............................
Washington Housing Trust Account
Appropriation ...............................
Public Facility Construction Revolving Account
Appropriation ...............................
Solid Waste Management Account Appropriation ......
Vehicle Tire Recycling Account Appropriation ........
Growth Management Planning and Environmental
Review Fund Appropriation ....................
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............

$

923,000

$

6,027,000

$

250,000

$

7,986,000

$
$
$

238,000
700,000
499,000

$
$

3,000,000

((293...82,009,))

293.083.000

The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1) $6,065,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for
a contract with the Washington technology center. For work essential to the
mission of the Washington technology center and conducted in partnership with
universities, the center shall not pay any increased indirect rate nor increases in
other indirect charges above the absolute amount paid during the 1993-95
biennium.
(2) $538,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely to
implement Substitute House Bill No. 1724 (growth management).
(3) $1,000,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided to offset
reductions in federal community services block grant funding for community
action agencies. The department shall set aside $3,800,000 of federal community
development block grant funds for distribution to local governments to allocate to
community action agencies state-wide.
(4) $8,915,000 of the general fund-federal appropriation is provided solely
for the drug' control and system improvement formula grant program, to be
distributed in state fiscal year 1996 as follows:
(a) $3,603,250 to local units of government to continue multijurisdictional
drug task forces;
(b) $934,000 to the Washington state patrol for coordination, technical
assistance, and investigative and supervisory staff support for multijurisdictional
narcotics task forces;
(c) $456,000 to the department to continue the state-wide drug prosecution
assistance program;
(d) $93,000 to the department to continue a substance-abuse treatment in jails
program, to test the effect of treatment on future criminal behavior;
[ 28931
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(e) $744,000 to the department to continue the youth violence prevention and
intervention projects;
(f) $240,000 to the department for grants to support tribal law enforcement
needs;
(g) $495,000 is provided to the Washington state patrol for a state-wide
integrated narcotics system;
(h)$538,000 to the department for grant administration and program
evaluation, monitoring, and reporting, pursuant to federal requirements;
(i) $51,000 to the Washington state patrol for data collection;
(j) $445,750 to the office of financial management for the criminal history
records improvement program;
(k)$42,000 to the department to support local services to victims of domestic
violence;
(I) $300,000 to the department of community, trade, and economic
development for domestic violence legal advocacy;
(m) $300,000 to the department of community, trade, and economic
development for grants to provide a defender training program; and
(n)$673,000 to the department of corrections for the expansion of correctional
industries projects that place inmates in a realistic working and training
environment.
(5) $8,699,000 of the general fund-federal appropriation is provided solely
for the drug control and system improvement formula grant program, to be
distributed in state fiscal year 1997 as follows:
(a) $3,600,000 to local units of government to continue multijurisdictional
narcotics task forces;
(b) $934,000 to the Washington state patrol for coordination, technical
assistance, and investigative and supervisory support staff for multijurisdictional
narcotics task forces;
(c) $500,000 to the department to continue the state-wide drug prosecution
assistance program in support of multijurisdictional narcotics task forces;
(d) $450,000 to drug courts in eastern and western Washington;
(e) $744,000 to the department to continue the youth violence prevention and
intervention projects;
(f) $93,000 to the department to continue a substance-abuse treatment in jails
program to test the effect of treatment on future criminal behavior;
(g) $42,000 to the department to provide training to local law enforcement
officers, prosecutors, and domestic violence experts on domestic violence laws and
procedures;
(h)$300,000 to the department to support local services to victims of domestic
violence;
(i) $240,000 to the department for grants to support tribal law enforcement
needs;
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(j) $300,000 to the department for grants to provide juvenile sentencing
alternative training programs to defenders;
(k) $560,000 to the department for grant administration, evaluation,
monitoring, and reporting on Byrne grant programs, and the governor's council on
substance abuse;
(I) $435,000 to the office of financial management for the criminal history
records improvement program;
(in) $51,000 to the Washington state patrol for data collection; and
(n)$450,000 to the department of corrections for the expansion of correctional
industries projects that place inmates in a realistic working and training
environment.
If additional funds become available or if any funds remain unexpended for
the drug control and system improvement formula grant program under this
subsection, up to $95,000 additional may be used for the operation of the
governor's council on substance abuse, including implementation of the
recommendations of the legislative budget committee report on drug and alcohol
abuse programs.
(6) $3,960,000 of the public safety and education account appropriation is
provided solely for the office of crime victims' advocacy.
(7) $216,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely to
implement Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 1010 (regulatory reform). If the
bill is not enacted by June 30, 1995, the amount provided in this subsection shall
lapse.
(8) $200,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely as a
grant for the community connections program in Walla Walla county.
(9) $30,000 of the Washington housing trust account appropriation is provided
solely for the department to conduct an assessment of the per square foot cost
associated with constructing or rehabilitating buildings financed by the housing
trust fund for low-income housing. The department may contract with specially
trained teams to conduct this assessment. The department shall report to the
legislature by December 31, 1995. The report shall include:
(a) The per square foot cost of each type of housing unit financed by the
housing trust fund;
(b) An assessment of the factors that affect the per square foot cost;
(c) Recommendations for reducing the per square foot cost, if possible;
(d) Guidelines for housing costs per person assisted; and
(e) Other relevant information.
(10) $350,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for
the retired senior volunteer program.
(11) $300,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely to
implement House Bill No. 1687 (court-appointed special advocates). If the bill is
not enacted by June 30, 1995, the amount provided in this subsection shall lapse.
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(12) $50,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for the
purpose of a feasibility study of the infrastructure, logistical, and informational
needs for the region involving Washington, Oregon, and British Columbia to host
the summer Olympic Games in the year 2004 or 2008. The feasibility study shall
be conducted using the services of a nonprofit corporation currently pursuing and
having shown progress toward this purpose. The amount provided in this
subsection may be expended only to the extent that it is matched on a dollar-fordollar basis by funds for the same purpose from nonstate sources.
(13) $100,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely as
a grant to a nonprofit organization for costs associated with development of the
Columbia Breaks Fire Interpretive Center.
(14) $100,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for
the Pierce county long-term care ombudsman program.
(15) $60,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for the
Pacific Northwest economic region.
(16) $500,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for
distribution to the city of Burien for analysis of the proposed Port of Seattle third
runway including preparation of a draft environmental impact statement and other
technical studies. The amount provided in this subsection shall not be expended
directly or indirectly for litigation, public relations, or any form of consulting
services for the purposes of opposing the construction of the proposed third
runway.
(17) Not more than $458,000 of the general fund-state appropriation may be
expended for the operation of the Pacific northwest export assistance project. The
department will continue to implement a plan for assessing fees for services
provided by the project. It is the intent of the legislature that the revenues raised
to defray the expenditures of this program will be increased to fifty percent of the
expenditures in fiscal year 1996 and seventy-five percent of the expenditures in
fiscal year 1997. Beginning in fiscal year 1998, the legislature intends that this
program will be fully self-supporting.
(18) $4,804,000 of the public safety and education account appropriation is
provided solely for contracts with qualified legal aid programs for civil indigent
legal representation pursuant to RCW 43.08.260. It is the intent of the legislature
to ensure that legal aid programs receiving funds appropriated in this act pursuant
to RCW 43.08.260 comply with all applicable restrictions on use of these funds.
To this end, during the 1995-97 fiscal biennium the department shall monitor
compliance with the authorizing legislation, shall oversee the implementation of
this subsection, and shall report directly to the appropriations committee of the
house of representatives and the ways and means committee of the senate.
(a) It is the intent of the legislature to improve communications between legal
aid programs and persons affected by the activities of legal aid programs. There
is established for the 1995-97 fiscal biennium a task force on agricultural interests/
legal aid relations. The task force shall promote better understanding and
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cooperation between agricultural interests and legal aid programs and shall provide
a forum for discussion of issues of common concern. The task force shall not
involve itself in pending litigation.
(i) The task force shall consist of the following sixteen members: Four
representatives of agricultural organizations, to be appointed by the legislator
members; two individuals who represent the corresponding interests of legal
clients, to be appointed by organizations designated by the three legal services
programs; two representatives of Evergreen Legal Services, to be appointed by its
board of directors; one representative each from Puget Sound Legal Assistance
Foundation and Spokane Legal Services Center, each to be appointed by its
directors; one member from each of the majority and minority caucuses of the
house of representatives, to be appointed by the speaker of the house of
representatives; one member from each of the majority and minority caucuses of
the senate, to be appointed by the president of the senate; and two members of the
supreme court-appointed access to justice board, to be appointed by the board.
During fiscal year 1996, the task force shall be chaired by a legislative member, to
be selected by the task force members. During fiscal year 1997, the committee
shall be chaired by a nonlegislator member, to be selected by the task force
members.
(ii) All costs associated with the meetings shall be borne by the individual task
force members or by the organizations that the individuals represent. No task force
member shall be eligible for reimbursement of expenses under RCW 43.03.050 or
43.03.060. Nothing in this subsection prevents the legal aid programs from using
funds appropriated in this act to reimburse their representatives or the individuals
representing legal clients.
(iii) The task force will meet at least four times during the first year of the
biennium and as frequently as necessary thereafter at mutually agreed upon times
and locations. Any member of the task force may place items on meeting agendas.
Members present at the first two task force meetings shall agree upon a format for
subsequent meetings.
(b) The legislature recognizes that farmworkers have the right to receive basic
information and to consult with attorneys at farm labor camps without fear of
intimidation or retaliation. It is the intent of the legislature and in the interest of the
public to ensure the safety of all persons affected by legal aid programs' farm labor
camp outreach activities. Legal aid program employees have the legal right to
enter the common areas of a labor camp or to request permission of employees to
enter their dwellings. Employees living in grower supplied housing have the right
to refuse entry to anyone including attorneys unless they have a warrant.
Individual employees living in employer supplied housing do not have the right to
force legal aid program employees to leave common areas of housing (outside) as
long as one person who resides in the associated dwellings wants that person to be
there. Any legal aid program employee wishing to visit employees housed on
grower property has the right to enter the driveway commonly used by the housing
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occupants. This means that if agricultural employees must use a grower's personal
driveway to get to their housing, legal aid program employees also may use that
driveway to access the housing without a warrant so long as at least some of the
housing is occupied. When conducting outreach activities that involve entry onto
labor camps, legal aid programs shall establish and abide by policies regarding
conduct of outreach activities. The policies shall include a requirement that legal
aid program employees identify themselves to persons whom they encounter at
farm labor camps. The legal aid programs shall provide copies of their current
outreach policies to known agricultural organizations and shall provide copies upon
request to any owner of property on which farmworkers are housed. Legal aid
program employees involved in outreach activities shall attempt to inform
operators of licensed farm labor camps or their agents, and known grower
organizations of the approximate time frame for outreach activities and shall
cooperate with operators of farm labor camps at which farmworkers are housed in
assuring compliance with all pertinent laws and ordinances, including those related
to trespass and harassment. Employers who believe that Evergreen Legal Services
Outreach Guidelines have been violated shall promptly provide all available
information on the alleged violation to the director of Evergreen Legal Services
and to the chair of the Task Force on Agricultural Interests/Legal Aid Relations.
Evergreen Legal Services will promptly investigate any alleged violations of the
outreach guidelines and inform the complaining party of the result. If the
resolution of the investigation is not satisfactory to the complainant, the matter
shall be placed on the Task Force agenda for discussion at the next scheduled
meeting. Employers who believe that Evergreen Legal Services staff members
have trespassed should immediately contact local law enforcement authorities.
(c) It is the intent of the legislature to provide the greatest amount of legal
services to the largest number of clients by discouraging inefficient use of state
funding for indigent legal representation. To this end, it is the intent of the
legislature that, prior to the commencement of litigation against any private
employer relating to the terms and conditions of employment legal aid programs
receiving funds appropriated in this act make good faith written demand for the
requested relief, a good faith offer of settlement or an offer to submit to nonbinding
arbitration prior to filing a lawsuit, unless the making of the offer is, in the opinion
of the director of the legal services program or his/her designee, clearly prejudicial
to: (i) The health, safety, or security of the client; or (ii) the timely availability of
judicial relief. The director of the legal aid program may designate not more than
two persons for purposes of making the determination of prejudice permitted by
this section.
(d)(i) The legislature encourages legal aid programs to devote their state and
nonstate funding to the basic, daily legal needs of indigent persons. No funds
appropriated under this act may be used for legal representation and activities
outside the scope of RCW 43.08.260.
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(ii) No funds appropriated in this act may be used for lobbying as defined in
RCW 43.08.260(3). Legal aid programs receiving funds appropriated in this act
shall comply with all restrictions on lobbying contained in Federal Legal Services
Corporation Act (P.L. 99-951) and regulations promulgated thereunder.
(e) No funds appropriated in this act may be used by legal aid programs for
representation of undocumented aliens.
(f) The legislature recognizes the duty of legal aid programs to preserve
inviolate and prevent the disclosure of, in the absence of knowing and voluntary
client consent, client information protected by the United States Constitution, the
Washington Constitution, the attorney-client privilege, or any applicable attorney
rule of professional conduct. However, to the extent permitted by applicable law,
legal aid programs receiving funds appropriated in this act shall, upon request,
provide information on their activities to the department and to legislators for
purposes of monitoring compliance with authorizing legislation and this
subsection.
(g) Nothing in this subsection is intended to limit the authority of existing
entities, including but not limited to the Washington state bar association, the
public disclosure commission, and the Federal Legal Services Corporation, to
resolve complaints or disputes within their jurisdiction.
(19) $839,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for
energy-related functions transferred by Fourth Substitute House Bill No. 2009
(state energy office). Of this amount:
(a) $379,000 is provided solely for expenses related to vacation leave buyout
and unemployment payments resulting from the closure of the state energy office;
(b)$44,000 is provided solely for extended insurance benefits for employees
separated as a result of Fourth Substitute House Bill No. 2009. An eligible
employee may receive a state subsidy of $150 per month toward his or her
insurance benefits purchased under the federal consolidated omnibus budget
reconciliation act (COBRA) for a period not to exceed one year from the date of
separation;
(c) $120,000 is provided solely for costs of closing out the financial reporting
systems and contract obligations of the state energy office, and to connect the
department's wide area network to workstations in the energy office building; and
(d)$296,000 is provided to match oil surcharge funding for energy policy and
planning staff.
(20) $2,614,000 of the general fund-private/local appropriation is provided
solely to operate the energy facility site evaluation council.
(21) $1,000,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely to
increase state matching funds for the federal headstart program.
(22) $2,000,000 of the general fund-federal appropriation is provided solely
to develop and ,'erate housing for low-income farmworkers. The housing
assistance progra, i shall administer the funds in accordance with chapter 43.185
RCW. The department of community, trade, and economic development shall
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work in cooperation with the department of health, the department of labor and
industries, and the department of social and health services to review proposals and
make recommendations to the funding approval board that oversees the distribution
of housing assistance program funds. An advisory group representing growers,
farmworkers, and other interested parties shall be formed to assist the interagency
workgroup.
(23) $1,865,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for
the delivery of services to victims of sexual assault as provided for by Substitute
House Bill No. 2579 (sexual abuse victims). The department shall establish an
interagency agreement with the department of social and health services for the
transfer of funds made available under the federal victims of crime act for the
purposes of implementing Substitute House Bill No. 2579. If the bill is not enacted
by June 30, 1996, the requirements of this subsection shall be null and void and
the amount provided in this subsection shall lapse.
(24) $1,000,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for
the tourism development program.
(((6))) (25) $3,862,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided
solely to increase the number of children served through the early childhood
education and assistance program. These funds shall be used to serve children that
are on waiting lists to enroll in the federal headstart program or the state early
childhood education and assistance program.
(((27))) (261 $25,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided
solely for a grant to the city of Burien to study the feasibility of purchasing
property within the city for park purposes.
(((8))) (27) $100,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided
solely for Washington state dues for the Pacific Northwest economic region
(PNWER) and to support the PNWER CATALIST program.
(28) $50,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1997 is
provided solely for the state of Washington's contribution to the construction of a
women veterans memorial in Washington. D.C.
Sec. 1008. 1996 c 283 s 124 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE OFFICE OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1996) ......... $
9,282,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1997) ......... $
9,588,000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ................ $
((1,42000))

13..00
General Fund-Private/Local Appropriation ...........
Health Services Account Appropriation ..............
Public Safety and Education Account
Appropriation ...............................
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............

[29001
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The appropriations in this subsection are subject to the following conditions
and limitations:
(1) $300,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely as the
state's share of funding for the "Americorps" youth employment program.
(2) By December 20, 1996, the office of financial management shall report to
the government operations and fiscal committees of the legislature on the
implementation of chapter 40.07 RCW, relating to the management and control of
state publications. The report shall include recommendations concerning the use
of alternative methods of distribution, including electronic publication, of agency
reports and other publications and notices.
(((3) $250,9W f the general
.at. fun.d
apprpri.ti.. n is p..ide solely for
tcchrnieel assistanicz to sltt gc.s
the devlpment of pcrff-rmnc
mesurments pursuatnt to Engre-sehdJ 8-ub-Q-14-se Senm Bill No. 6680. if the bill
is nozt eneetcd by krne 30, 1996, the afneent provided in this sub.4eetior. shlil

lftpse-))
Sec. 1009. 1996 c 283 s 132 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION SERVICES
K-20 Technology Account Appropriation .......
$
27,000,000
State Building Construction Account
Appropriation .........................
TOTAL APPROPRIATION .......

$
$

15,300,000
4340909w))

42,300,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1) The appropriations in this section shall be expended in accordance with
Senate Bill No. 6705 (higher education technology plan).
(2) $(( 0o0000)) 3.678.
is appropriated from the general fund for
deposit in the K-20 technology account for the purposes of this section.
(3) $1(,500000 is appropriated from the general fund for deposit in the
education and technology revolving fund for the purposes of capitalizing the
revolving fund established in Senate Bill No. 6004 or House Bill No. 2197.
(4) Expenditures of the funds from the state building construction account
appropriation may be made only for capital purposes. Acquisitions made from
these funds shall meet the criteria of bondability guidelines published by the office
of financial management in the capital budget instruction manual. Any moneys
remaining unexlended from the state building construction account appropriation
on June 30. 1997. shall be deposited in the K-20 technology account,
(5)If Senate Bill No. 6705 is not enacted by June 30, 1996, the appropriations
in this section shall lapse.
Sec. 1010. 1996 c 283 s 133 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE LIQUOR CONTROL BOARD
Liquor Revolving Account Appropriation ........ $
((-3,604,000))
113.652.000
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Liguor Control Board Construction and Maintenance
Account Appropriation ................
534.000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $114.18.000
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following conditions and
limitations: $143,000 of the liquor control revolving account appropriation for
administrative expenses is provided solely for implementation of House Bill No.
2341 (credit card sales pilot program). If the bill is not enacted by June 30, 1996,
this amount shall lapse.
Sec. 1011. 1996 c 283 s 135 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE MILITARY DEPARTMENT
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1996) ....
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1997) ....

$
$

General Fund-Federal Appropriation ........... $
General Fund-Private/Local Appropriation ......
Enhanced 911 Account Appropriation ...........
Industrial Insurance Premium Refund Account
Appropriation ..........................
Flood Control Assistance Account Appropriation..

$
$
$
$

Disaster Response Account-State
Appropriation .... .....................
$
Disaster Response Account-Federal
Appropriation .......................... $
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $

7,594,000

((7,97,0O))
26.803.000
((442
...... .))
127,215,000

237,000
26,781,000
34,000
((2,181,90 ))
20,181.000
3,226,000

18,871,000
((l94;6-39;O, ))
230.942.000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1) $205,238 of the total appropriation is provided solely to pay loan
obligations on the energy partnership contract number 90-07-01. This obligation
includes unpaid installments from September 1993 through June 1997. This
amount may be reduced by any payments made in the 1993-95 Biennium on
installments made in the 1993-95 Biennium on installments due between
September 1993 and June 1995.
(2) $70,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for the
north county emergency medical service.
(3) $((23,181,9W)) 20.181.000 of the flood control assistance account
appropriation is provided solely for state and local response and recovery cost
associated with fed-,ral emergency management agency (FEMA) Disaster Number
1079 (November/December 1995 storms), FEMA Disaster 1100, (February 1996
floods), and for prior biennia disaster recovery costs. ((OF this amun.t, $1,08,
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(4) $3,226.000 of the disaster response account-state appropriation is
provided solely for the state share of response and recovery costs associated with
federal emergency management agency (FEMA) disaster number 1152 (November
1996 ice storm). FEMA disaster 1159 (December 1996 holiday storm). and FEMA
1172 (March 1997 floods).
(5) $18,006.000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1997
is provided solely for deposit in the disaster response account to cover costs
associated with natural disasters sustained in the 1995-97 biennium.
Sec. 1012. 1995 2nd sps. c 18 s 145 (uncodified) is amended to read as
follows:
FOR THE INSURANCE COMMISSIONER
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ...........

$

((404.009))

141,00
Insurance Commissioner's Regulatory Account
Appropriation ..........................
TOTAL APPROPRIATION .......

$
$

((-20 16,O ))
20,194,000
((20..3..W))
20.335,000

The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1) The insurance commissioner shall obtain the approval of the department
of information services for any feasibility plan for proposed technology
improvements.
(2) $895,000 of the insurance commissioner's regulatory account appropriation
is provided solely for implementing Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 1010
(regulatory reform). If the bill is not enacted by June 30, 1995, the amount
provided in this subsection shall lapse.
PART XI
HUMAN SERVICES
Sec. 1101. 1996 c 283 s 201 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES.
(1) Appropriations made in this act to the department of social and health services
shall initially be allotted as required by this act. Subsequent allotment
modifications shall not include transfers of moneys between sections of this act
except as expressly provided in this act, nor shall allotment modifications permit
moneys that are provided solely for a specified purpose to be used for other than
that purpose.
(2) The department of social and health services shall not initiate any services
that will require expenditure of state general fund moneys unless expressly
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authorized in this act or other law. The department may seek, receive, and spend,
under RCW 43,79.260 through 43.79.282, federal moneys not anticipated in this
act as long as the federal funding does not require expenditure of state moneys for
the program in excess of amounts anticipated in this act. If the department receives
unanticipated unrestricted federal moneys, those moneys shall be spent for services
authorized in this act or in any other legislation providing appropriation authority,
and an equal amount of appropriated state general fund moneys shall lapse. Upon
the lapsing of any moneys under this subsection, the office of financial
management shall notify the legislative fiscal committees. As used in this
subsection, "unrestricted federal moneys" includes block grants and other funds
that federal law does not require to be spent on specifically defined projects or
matched on a formula basis by state funds.
(3) The appropriations in sections 202 through ((244)) 213 of chapter 18,
Laws of 1995 2nd sp. sess. as amended, shall be expended for the programs and
in the amounts listed in those sections. However, after May 1, ((+996)) 1997,
unless specifically prohibited by this act, the department may transfer ((general
fund sat pp ep riains f r fisal ycar 1996))
among programs after
approval by the director of financial management. The director of financial
management shall notify the appropriate fiscal committees of the senate and house
of representatives in writing prior to approving any deviations from the
appropriation levels.
(4)The department shall use up to $4,987,000 by which general fund-state
expenditures are below allotted levels to replace federal social service block grant
funds duriag fiscal year 1996.
Sec. 1102. 1996 c 283 s 202 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICESCHILDREN AND FAMILY SERVICES PROGRAM
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1996) ......... $
146,537,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1997) ......... $ ((14.376,009))
180.159.000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation .............
$ ((24 79 00))
274.431,000
General Fund-Private/Local Appropriation ........... $
400,000
Violence Reduction and Drug Enforcement Account
Appropriation ...............................
$
5,719,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $ ((598,4-1-!000))
607,246.000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(I) $1,660,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1996
and $10,086,000 of the general fund-federal appropriation are provided solely for
the modification of the case and management information system (CAMIS).
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Authority to expend these funds isconditioned on compliance with section 902 of
this act.
(2) $((5,54,9)) 1.524.000 of the general fund-state appropriation is
provided solely to implement the division's responsibilities under Engrossed
Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5439 (nonoffender at-risk youth). Of this
amount:
(a)$150,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided in fiscal year
1996 to develop a plan for children at risk. The department shall work with a
variety of service providers and community representatives, including the
community public health and safety networks, and shall present the plan to the
legislature and the governor by December 1, 1995. The plan shall contain a
strategy for the development of an intensive treatment system with outcome-based
information on the level of services that are achievable under an annual
appropriation of $5,000,000, $7,000,000, and $9,000,000; address the issue of
chronic runaways; and determine caseload impacts.
(b)$219,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided in fiscal year
1996 and $((4,68,009)) 678,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is
provided in fiscal year 1997 for crisis residential center training and administrative
duties and secure crisis residential center contracts.
(c) $266,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided for the
multidisciplinary teams and $211,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is
provided in fiscal year 1997 for family reconciliation services.
(d) The state may enter into agreements with the counties to provide
residential and treatment services to runaway youth at a rate of reimbursement to
be negotiated by the state and county.
(3) $1,997,000 of the violence reduction and drug enforcement account
appropriation and $8,421,000 of the general fund-federal appropriation are
provided solely for the operation of the family policy council, the community
public health and safety networks, and delivery of services authorized under the
federal family preservation and support act. Of these amounts:
(a) $1,060,000 of the violence reduction and drug enforcement account
appropriation isprovided solely for distribution to the community public health and
safety networks for planning in fiscal year 1996.
(b) $937,000 of the violence reduction and drug enforcement account
appropriation is provided for staff in the children and family services division of
the department of social and health services to support family policy council
activities. The family policy council is directed to provide training, design,
technical assistance, consultation, and direct service dollars to the networks. Of
this amount, $300,000 is provided for the evaluation activities outlined in RCW
70.190.050, to be conducted exclusively by the Washington state institute for
public policy. To the extent that private funds can be raised for the evaluation
activities, the state funding may be retained by the department to support the family
policy council activities.
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(c)$8,42 1,000 of the general fund-federal appropriation is provided solely
for the delivery of services authorized by the federal family preservation and
support act.
(4) $2,575,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely to
implement Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5885 (family preservation
services). If the bill is not enacted by June 30, 1995, the amount provided in this
subsection shall lapse. Of this amount:
(a)$75,000 is provided in fiscal year 1996 to develop an implementation and
evaluation plan for providing intensive family preservation services and family
preservation services. The department shall present the plan to the legislature and
the governor no later than December 1, 1995. The plan shall contain outcome
based information on the level of services that are achievable under an annual
appropriation of $3,000,000, $5,000,000, and $7,000,000; and
(b) $2,500,000 is provided in fiscal year 1997 for additional family
preservation services based upon the report.
(5) $4,646,000 of the general fund-state is provided solely to increase
payment rates to contracted social services providers. It is the legislature's intent
that these funds shall be used primarily to increase compensation for persons
employed in direct, front-line service delivery.
(6) $2,672,000 of the general fund-state is provided solely to increase
payment rates to contracted social services child care providers. It is the
legislature's intent that these funds shall be used primarily to increase
compensation for persons employed in direct, front-line service delivery.
(7) $854,000 of the violence reduction and drug enforcement account
appropriation and $300,000 of the general fund-state appropriation are provided
solely to contract for the operation of one pediatric interim care facility. The
facility shall provide residential care for up to twelve children through two years
of age. Seventy-five percent of the children served by the facility must be in need
of special care as a result of substance abuse by their mothers. The facility also
shall provide on-site training to biological, adoptive, or foster parents. The facility
shall provide at least three months of consultation and support to parents accepting
placement of children from the facility. The facility may recruit new and current
foster and adoptive parents for infants served by the facility. The department shall
not require case management as acondition of the contract,
(8) $700,000 of the general fund-state appropriation and $262,000 of the
violence reduction and drug enforcement account appropriation are provided solely
for up to three nonfacility-based programs for the training, consultation, support,
and recruitment of biological, foster, and adoptive parents of children through age
three in need of special care as aresult of substance abuse by their mothers, except
that each program may serve up to three medically fragile nonsubstance-abuseaffected children. In selecting nonfacility-based programs, preference shall be
given to programs whose federal or private funding sources have expired or have
successfully performed under the existing pediatric interim care program.
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(9)$5,613,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for
implementation of chapter 312, Laws of 1995 and Second Substitute House Bill
No. 2217 (at-risk youth). If the bill is not enacted by June 30, 1996, the amount
provided in this subsection shall lapse. Of this amount:
(a) $1,000,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for
court-ordered secure treatment of at-risk youth as provided for in section 3 of
Second Substitute House Bill No. 2217 (at-risk youth);
(b) $573,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for
increased family reconciliation services;
(c) $500,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for
therapeutic child care;
(d)$2,300,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for
the juvenile court administrators to process petitions for truancy, children in need
of services, and at-risk youth;
(e) $240,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for
crisis residential center assessments of at-risk youth; and
(f) $1,000,000 of the general fund-state appropriation shall be allocated to the
superintendent of public instruction for competitive grants to assist the operation
of community truancy boards established by school districts pursuant to RCW
28A.225.025.
(10) $2,000,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for
implementation of chapter 311, Laws of 1995 (Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5885, services to families). Of this amount, $1,000,000 is provided solely to
expand the category of senices titled "intensive family preservation services," and
$1,000,000 is provided solely to create a new category of services titled "family
preservation services."
(I1) $327,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for
transfer to the public health and safety networks. Each public health and safety
network may receive up to $2,600 general fund-state and up to $2,500 general
fund-federal per month for the purposes of infrastructure funding, including
planning, network meeting support, fiscal agent payments, and liability insurance.
Funding may be provided only after the network's plan is submitted to the family
policy council and only after the plan is approved.
(12) $4,941,000 of the general fund-state appropriation and $4,941,000 of the
general fund-federal appropriation are provided solely to increase the availability
of employment child care to low-income families.
(13) Of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1997. $16,766,000
is allocated for purposes consistent with the maintenance of effort rquirements
under the federal temporary assistance for needy families program established
under P.L. 104-193.
Sec. 1103. 1996 c 283 s 203 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICESJUVENILE REHABILITATION PROGRAM
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(1) COMMUNITY SERVICES
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1996) ......... $
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1997) ......... $
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ................ $
General Fund-Private/Local Appropriation ........... $
Violence Reduction and Drug Enforcement Account
Appropriation ...............................

$

25,622,000
((29..... ))
29,345,000
(( ........))
18.008.000
((286,00))
269,00Q

((5,695,00))
3.211.000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
((81,6-2-2,9))
76.455.000
The appropriations in this subsection are subject to the following conditions
and limitations:
(a)$650,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1996 and
$650,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1997 are provided
solely for operation of learning and life skills centers established pursuant to
chapter 152, Laws of 1994.
(b) $1,379,000 of the general fund-state appropriation and $134,000 of the
violence reduction and drug enforcement account appropriation are provided solely
to increase payment rates to contracted social services providers. It is the
legislature's intent that these funds shall be used primarily to increase
compensation for persons employed in direct, front-line service delivery.
(c)$2,350,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for
an early intervention program to be administered at the county level. Funds shall
be awarded on a competitive basis to counties which have submitted a plan for
implementation of an early intervention program consistent with proven
methodologies currently in place in the state. The juvenile rehabilitation
administration shall develop criteria for evaluation of plans submitted and a
timeline for awarding funding and shall assist counties in creating and submitting
plans for evaluation.
(2) INSTITUTIONAL SERVICES
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1996) ......... $
28,727,000
((......... ))
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1997) ......... $
44.527.000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ................ $
((24,91599))
11.879.000
General Fund-Private/Local Appropriation ........... $
((830999))
747.000
Violence Reduction and Drug Enforcement Account
Appropriation ...............................
$
((10894,09))
9,202,000
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((......))
95.082.000

(3) PROGRAM SUPPORT
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1996) .........
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1997) ........

$
$

General Fund-Federal Appropriation ................

$

1,231,000
((1,36,00))
1.599.000
((88-000))

TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............

518.000
Violence Reduction and Drug Enforcement Account
Appropriation ...............................
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............
(4) SPECIAL PROJECTS
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ................
Violence Reduction and Drug Enforcement Account
Appropriation ...............................
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............

$
$

421,000
3,769,000

$

107,000

$
$

1,177,000
1,284,000

Sec. 1104. 1996 c 283 s 204 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICESMENTAL HEALTH PROGRAM
(1) COMMUNITY SERVICES/REGIONAL SUPPORT NETWORKS
$
160,689,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1996) .........
$
((165,967,09))
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1997) .........
159.141.000
$
((232,4490))
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ................
265.995.000
4,000,000
$
General Fund-Private/Local Appropriation ...........
$
((+9?,57,'W))
Health Services Account Appropriation ..............
18.327.000
$
((582,6220))
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ...........
608.152.000
The appropriations in this subsection are subject to the following conditions
and limitations:
(a) $8,160,000 of the general fund-state appropriation and $279,000 of the
health services account appropriation are provided solely to increase payment rates
to contracted social services providers. It is the legislature's intent that these funds
shall be used primarily to increase compensation for persons employed in direct,
front-line service delivery.
(b) Regional support networks shall use portions of the general fund-state
appropriation for implementation of working agreements with the vocational
rehabilitation program which will maximize the use of federal funding for
vocational programs.
(c) From the general fund-state appropriation in this section, the secretary of
social and health services shall assure that regional support networks reimburse the
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aging and adult services program for the general fund-state cost of medicaid
personal care services that are used by enrolled regional support network
consumers by reason of their psychiatric disability, The secretary of social and
health services shall convene representatives from the aging and adult services
program, the mental health division, and the regional support networks to establish
an equitable and efficient mechanism for accomplishing this reimbursement.
(d) $1,000,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely to
implement the division's responsibilities under Engrossed Second Substitute Senate
Bill No. 5439 (nonoffender at-risk youth).
(e) At least 30 days prior to entering contracts that would capitate payments
for voluntary psychiatric hospitalizations, the mental health division shall report
the proposed capitation rates, and the assumptions and calculations by which they
were established, to the budget and forecasting divisions of the office of financial
management, the appropriations committee of the house of representatives, and the
ways and means committee of the senate.
(f) $2,474,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1997 and
$2,526,000 of the general fund-federal appropriation are provided solely for
medicare cross over payments, These amounts provide funding to implement the
federal court order in South Sound Radiologists v, Quasim, C95-121WP (1996).
which ruled that payments should be made at 50 percent of the medicare amount,
regardless of medicaid limits, These payments shall be made by the state directly
to service providers,
(2)INSTITUTIONAL SERVICES
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1996) ......... $
52,673,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1997) ........
$
((56,93,09))
59.527,000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ................ $ ((119,325,000))
126.954.000
General Fund-Private/Local Appropriation ........... $
((39,1300 ))
28.587.000
Industrial Insurance Premium Refund Account
Appropriation ...............................
$
747,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $ ((268,68,909))
268.488.000
The appropriations in this subsection are subject to the following conditions
and limitations:
(a) The mental health program at Western state hospital shall continue to
utilize labor provided by the Tacoma prerelease program of the department of
corrections.
(b) The state mental hospitals may use funds appropriated in this subsection
to purchase goods and supplies through hospital group purchasing organizations,
when it is cost-effective to do so.
(3) CIVIL COMMITMENT
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General Fund Appropriation (FY 1996) .............. $
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1997) .............. $

3,470,000
((3533,090))
4.106.000

TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
7,576,000
(4) SPECIAL PROJECTS
6,341,000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ................ $
950,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1997) ......... $
7,291,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
The appropriations in this subsection are subject to the following conditions
and limitations: The general fund-state appropriation in this section isprovided
solely for continued operation of the primary intervention program, in the school
districts in which those projects previously operated, to the extent they continue to
meet contract terms and performance standards.
(5) PROGRAM SUPPORT
2,549,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1996) ......... $
((2544,990))
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1997) ......... $
2.550,000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ................ $
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $

((5l,1390))
1.517.000
((6604;900))
6,616.000

Sec. 1105. 1996 c 283 s 205 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICESDEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES PROGRAM
(1) COMMUNITY SERVICES
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1996) ......... $
121,641,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1997) ......... $ (&(5OO0))
129,191,000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ................ $
((4,6?9,909))
Health Services Account Appropriation .............. $
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
(2)INSTITUTIONAL SERVICES
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1996) ......... $
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1997) ......... $
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ................ $
General Fund-Private/Local Appropriation ........... $
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
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(3) PROGRAM SUPPORT
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1996) ......... $
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1997) ......... $
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ................ $
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $

2,964,000
((39,9OO))
3.170.000
((94,0%))
1.014.000
((6,904;,09))
7,148.000

(4) SPECIAL PROJECTS
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ................ $
7,878,000
(5)The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions
and limitations:
(a) $6,569,000 of the general fund-state appropriation and $19,000 of the
health services account appropriation and $4,298,000 of the general fund-federal
appropriation are provided solely to increase payment rates to contracted social
services providers. It is the legislature's intent that these funds shall be used
primarily to increase compensation for persons employed in direct, front-line
service delivery.
(b)$1,447,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for
employment or other day programs for eligible persons who complete a high
school curriculum during the 1995-97 biennium.
(c) $500,000 of the health services account appropriation is provided solely
for fiscal year 1996 and $3,500,000 of the health services account appropriation is
provided solely for fiscal year 1997 for family support services for families who
need but are currently unable to receive such services because of funding
limitations. The fiscal year 1996 amount shall be prioritized for unserved families
who have the most critical need for assistance. The fiscal year 1997 amount shall
be distributed among unserved families according to priorities developed in
consultation with organi:rations representing families of people with developmental
disabilities.
(d) The secretary of social and health services shall investigate and by
November 15, 1995, report to the appropriations committee of the house of
representatives and the ways and means committee of the senate on the feasibility
of obtaining a federal managed-care waiver under which growth which would
otherwise occur in state and federal spending for the medicaid personal care and
targeted case management programs is instead capitated and used to provide a
flexible array of employment, day program, and in-home supports.
(e) $1,015,000 of the program support general fund-state appropriation is
provided solely for distribution among the five regional deaf centers for services
for the deaf and hard of hearing.
(f) $25,000 of the program support general iund-state appropriation is
provided solely for a vendor rate increase in fiscal year 1997 for an organization
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specializing in the provision of case management and support services to persons
with both deafness and blindness.
(6) $200.000 of the health services account appropriation and the associated
general fund-federal match is provided solely for the enrollment in the basic
health plan of home care workers below 200 percent of the federal poverty level
who are employed through state contracts,
Sec. 1106. 1996 c 283 s 206 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICESAGING AND ADULT SERVICES PROGRAM
378972.000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1996) ......... $
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1997) ......... $ ((35,37 09))
377.103.000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ................ $ ((737O,54909))
763.686.000
((6,858,009))
Health Services Account-State Appropriation ......... $
1,301,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $ ((,4,8,000))
1 521.062.000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1) $6,492,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely to
increase payment rates to contracted social services providers. It is the legislature's
intent that these funds shall be used primarily to increase compensation for persons
employed in direct, front-line service delivery.
(2)The department shall seek a federal plan amendment to increase the home
maintenance needs allowance for unmarried COPES recipients only to 100 percent
of the federal poverty level. No changes shall be implemented in COPES home
maintenance needs allowances until the amendment has been approved.
(3)The secretary of social and health services shall transfer funds appropriated
under section 207(2) of this act to this section for the purpose of integrating and
streamlining programmatic and financial eligibility determination for long-term
care services.
(4) A maximum of $2,603,000 of the general fund-state appropriation and
$2,670,000 of the general fund-federal appropriation for fiscal year 1996 and
$5,339,000 of the general fund-state appropriation and $5,380,000 of the general
fund-federal appropriation for fiscal year 1997 are provided to fund the medicaid
share of any prospective payment rate adjustments as may be necessary in
accordance with RCW 74.46.460.
(5)The entire health services account appropriation and the associated general
fund-federal match is provided solely for the enrollment in the basic health plan
of home care workers below 200 percent of the federal poverty level who are
employed through state contracts. Enrollment for workers with family incomes at
or above 200 percent of poverty shall be covered with general fund-state and
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matching general fund-federal revenues that have previously been appropriated
for health benefits coverage, to the extent that these funds have not been
contractually obligated prior to March 1, 1996, for worker wage increases.
(6)By November 1, 1996, the department of social and health services and the
health care authority shall report to the appropriate committees of the legislature
on (a) the extent, if any, to which previously appropriated general fund-state and
matching general fund-federal funds are insufficient to provide basic health plan
enrollment coverage for homecare workers above 200 percent of the federal
poverty level; and (b)recommended procedural and, if necessary, statutory changes
needed to minimize the administrative costs and complexity of basic health plan
enrollment by employer groups.
(7) $126,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1997 is
provided solely for adult day health services for persons with AIDS. These
services shall be provided through a state-only program by a single agency
specializing in long-term care for persons with AIDS.
(8) $403,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1996 and
$698,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1997 are provided
solely to reimburse the medical assistance administration for medicaid services
used by persons not previously eligible for medical assistance services who
become so as a result of transferring from the chore services to the COPES
program.
Sec. 1107. 1996 c 283 s 207 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICESECONOMIC SERVICES PROGRAM
(1) GRANTS AND SERVICES TO CLIENTS
379,619,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1996) ......... $
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1997) ......... $ ((389,585,990))

379,393.000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation .............

$

((636,859,9))

61!,058.000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $ ((1,406,6309))
!,370.070.000
The appropriations in this subsection are subject to the following conditions
and limitations:
(a) ((Pay .nt levels in !he programs for tkid to families with dependent
ehidrar., generfal atssiswneec, and refugee assistanee shall eontain an enea
allowane to offset
l !hea osis of nnrgy. Rec allowanee shall be exeludeJd f rom
eonsideratiin as incomae for the purpose of determining eligibility and bnat
authorized under feadral law and RCW ,4.08.046.

To this end, up t0o

$3000,0009 of the ineofne assistanee payments is so designated for exemptions
@F the following amounts!
Family size.,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8or more
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$55

71

86

102

11?

133

154

!70r

-(b))) $18,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1996 and
$37,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1997 are provided
solely to increase payment rates to contracted social services providers. It is the
legislature's intent that these funds shall be used primarily to increase
compensation for persons employed in direct, front-line service delivery.
(((e))) (b During the 1995-97 fiscal biennium, the department of social and
health services shall provide assistance under the general assistance for children
program to needy families with legal immigrants permanently residing in the
United States under color of law who are not eligible under federal law for aid to
families with dependent children benefits solely due to their immigration status.
Assistance to needy families shall be in the same amount as benefits under the aid
to families with dependent children program. The families must be otherwise
eligible for aid to families with dependent children including consideration of the
current alien sponsor deeming rules. The department is authorized to use state
general funds appropriated in this section to provide such benefits.
(2) PROGRAM SUPPORT
112,427,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1996) ....$
((10,,09,))
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1997) ....$
113.799,000
((29O,555,,,,))
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ........... $
203.912.000
750,000
Health Services Account Appropriation ......... $
((42990,09))
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
430.888.000
The appropriations in this subsection are subject to the following conditions
and limitations:
(a)$16,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1996 and
$34,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1997 are provided
solely to increase payment rates to contracted social service providers. It is the
legislature's intent that these funds shall be used primarily to increase
compensation for persons employed in direct, front-line service delivery.
(b) The department shall report to the fiscal committees of the legislature no
later !han December 20, 1995, concerning the number and dollar value of contracts
for services provided as part of thejob opportunities and basic skills program. This
report shall indicate the criteria used in the choice of state agencies or private
entities for aparticular contract, the total value of contracts with state agencies, and
the total value of contracts with private entities. The report shall also indicate
what, if any, performance criteria are included in job opportunities and basic skills
program contracts.
(c)The department shall:
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(i) Coordinate with other state agencies, including but not limited to the
employment security department, to ensure that persons receiving federal or state
funds are eligible in terms of citizenship and residency status; and
(ii) Systematically use all processes available to verify eligibility in terms of
the citizenship and residency status of applicants and recipients for public
assistance.
Sec. 1108. 1996 c 283 s 208 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICESALCOHOL AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1996) .... $
8,199,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1997) .... $
((4lq9(q00))
13.041.0
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ........... $
((47594,00))
76.848.000
Violence Reduction and Drug Enforcement Account
Appropriation ..........................
$
71,900,000
Health Services Account Appropriation ......... $
969,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
((-79652,9W))
170.95700
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1) $9,544,000 of the total appropriation is provided solely for the grant
programs for school districts and educational service districts set forth in RCW
28A.170.080 through 28A.170.100, including state support activities, as
administered through the office of the superintendent of public instruction.
(2) $400,000 of the health services account appropriation is provided solely
to implement Second Substitute Senate bill No. 5688 (fetal alcohol syndrome). If
the bill is not enacted by June 30, 1995, the amount provided in this subsection
shall lapse.
(3) $502,000 of the general fund-state appropriation and $435,000 of the
violence reduction and drug enforcement account appropriation for fiscal year 1996
and $1,015,000 of the general fund-state appropriation and $1,023,000 of the
violence reduction and drug enforcement account appropriation for fiscal year 1997
are provided solely to increase payment rates to contracted and subcontract social
services providers. It is the legislature's intent that these funds shall be used
primarily to increase compensation for persons employed in direct, front-line
service delivery.
(4) $552,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely to
implement the division's responsibilities under Engrossed Second Substitute Senate
Bill No. 5439 (nonoffender at-risk youth).
(5)$1,387,000 of the general fund-state appropriation and $363,000 of the
general fund-federal appropriation are provided solely for detoxification and
stabilization services, inpatient treatment, and recovery house treatment for at-risk
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youth. If Second Substitute House Bill No. 2217 (at-risk youth) is not enacted by
June 30, 1996, the amount provided in this subsection shall lapse.
(6) $1,902,000 of the general fund-state appropriation and $796,000 of the
general fund-federal appropriation are provided solely for alcohol and substance
abuse assessment, treatment, and child care services for clients of the division of
children and family services. Assessment shall be provided by approved chemical
dependency treatment programs as requested by child protective services personnel
in the division of children and family services. Treatment shall be outpatient
treatment for parents of children who are under investigation by the division of
children and family services. Child care shall be provided as deemed necessary by
the division of children and family services while parents requiring alcohol and
substance abuse treatment are attending treatment programs.
Sec. 1109. 1996 c 283 s 209 (uncodified) isamended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICESMEDICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
669,448,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1996) .... $
((658,O55,w99))
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1997) .... $
668.440.000
((144688,00))
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ........... $
1,782,340.000
((199,-60,00))
General Fund-Private/Local Appropriation ...... $
202.067.000
((7272OO))
Health Services Account Appropriation ......... $
192.111.000
((350,62,00))
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
3.514.406.000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(I) The department shall continue to make use of the special eligibility
category created for children through age 18 and in households with incomes
below 200 percent of the federal poverty level made eligible for medicaid as of
July 1, 1994. The department shall also continue to provide consistent reporting
on other medicaid children served through the basic health plan.
(2) The department shall contract for the services of private debt collection
agencies to maximize financial recoveries from third parties where it is not costeffective for the state to seek the recovery directly.
(3)It is the intent of the legislature that Harborview medical center continue
to be an economically viable component of the health care system and that the
state's financial interest in Harborview medical center be recognized.
(4) $3,682,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1996
and $7,844,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1997 are
provided solely to increase payment rates to contracted medical services providers.
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(5)(a) Pursuant to RCW 74.09.700, the medically needy program shall be
limited to include only the following groups: Those persons who, except for
income and resources, would be eligible for the medicaid categorically needy aged,
blind, or disabled programs and medically needy persons under age 21 or over age
65 in institutions for mental diseases or in intermediate care facilities for the
mentally retarded. Existing departmental rules concerning income, resources, and
other aspects of eligibility for the medically needy program shall continue to apply
to these groups. The medically needy program will not provide coverage for
caretaker relatives of medicaid-eligible children or for adults in families with
dependent children who, except for income and resources, would be eligible for the
medicaid categorically needy aid to families with dependent children program.
(b) Notwithstanding (a)of this subsection, the medically needy program shall
provide coverage until December 31, 1995, to those persons who, except for
income and resources, would be eligible for the medicaid aid to families with
dependent children program.
(6) These appropriations may not be used for any purpose related to a
supplemental discount drug program or agreement created under WAC 388-91-007
and 388-91-010.
(7) Funding is provided in this section for the adult dental program for Title
XIX categorically eligible and medically needy persons and to provide foot care
services by podiatric physicians and surgeons.
(8) $160,000 of the general fund-state appropriation and $160,000 of the
general fund-federal appropriation are provided solely for the prenatal triage
clearinghouse to provide access and outreach to reduce infant mortality.
(9) $3,128,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for
treatment of low-income kidney dialysis patients.
(10) Funding is provided in this section to fund payment of insurance
premiums for persons with human immunodeficiency virus who are not eligible for
medicaid.
(Ii) Not more than $11,410,000 of the general fund-state appropriation
during fiscal year 1996 and $11,410,000 of the health services account
appropriation during fiscal year 1997 may be expended for the purposes of
operating the medically indigent program. Funding is provided solely for
emergency transportation and acute emergency hospital services, including
emergency room physician services and related inpatient hospital physician
services. In any twelve-month period, funding for such services is to be provided
to an eligible individual for a maximum of three months following a hospital
admission and only after $2,000 of emergency medical expenses have been
incurred.
(12) $21,525,000 of the health services account appropriation and $21,031,000
of the general fund-federal appropriation are provided solely to increase access
to dental services and to increase the use of preventative dental services for title
XIX categorically eligible children.
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(13) After considering administrative and cost factors, the department shall
adopt measures to realize savings in the purchase of prescription drugs, hearing
aids, home health services, wheelchairs and other durable medical equipment, and
disposable supplies. Such measures may include, but not be limited to, point-ofsale pharmacy adjudication systems, modification of reimbursement methodologies
or payment schedules, selective contracting, and inclusion of such services in
managed care rates.
(14) As part of the long-term care reforms contained in Engrossed Second
Substitute House Bill No. 1908, after receiving acute inpatient hospital care,
eligible clients shall be transferred from the high cost institutional setting to the
least restrictive, least costly, and most appropriate facility as soon as medically
reasonable. Physical medicine and rehabilitation services (acute rehabilitation)
shall take place in the least restrictive environment, at the least cost and in the most
appropriate facility as determined by the department in coordination with
appropriate health care professionals and facilities. Facilities providing physical
medicine and rehabilitation services must meet the quality care certification
standards required of acute rehabilitation hospitals and rehabilitation units of
hospitals.
(15) The department is authorized to provide no more than five chiropractic
service visits per person per year for those eligible recipients with acute conditions.
(16) The department shall achieve an actual reduction in the per capita rates
paid to managed care plans in calendar year 1997 by taking actions including but
not limited to the following: (a) Selectively contracting with only those managed
care plans in a given geographic area that offer the lowest price, while meeting
specified standards of service quality and network adequacy; (b)revising program
procedures, through a federal waiver if necessary, so that recipients are required
to enroll in only one managed care plan during a contract period, except for
documented good cause; and (c)disproportionately assigning recipients who do not
designate a plan preference to plans offering more competitive rates.
(17) By July 1, 1996, the department shall report to the committees on health
care and appropriations of the house of representatives, and to the committees on
health and long-term care and ways and means of the senate, on the projected costs
and benefits of (a)alternative point-of-service copay requirements for recipients
with incomes at various percentages of the federal poverty level; and (b)alternative
premium-sharing requirements for recipients with incomes at or above 100 percent
of the federal poverty level.
(18) $4,600,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely to
compensate designated trauma centers for trauma services provided to medically
indigent and general assistance clients who have an index of severity score of 16
or higher. Such compensation is to be provided (a)through reimbursement at the
medicaid rate; or (b)through a direct payment to governmental hospitals. To be
eligible for this higher compensation, the trauma center must (i) be designated a
Level I through V trauma center by the department of health; (ii) provide complete
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trauma care data to the trauma care registry in accordance with WAC 246-976-430;
(iii) establish an internal quality assurance trauma program that complies with
WAC 246-976-880; and (iv) encourage and assist medically indigent and charity
care patients to enroll in the basic health plan.
See. 1110. 1995 2nd sp.s. c 18 s 210 (uncodified) is amended to read as
follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICESVOCATIONAL REHABILITATION PROGRAM
7,741,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1996) ......... $
((7,846,000))
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1997) ......... $
7,853.000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ................ $
((43,1 0,000))
73.206.000
General Fund-Private/Local Appropriation ........... $
2,904,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
((916l ,009))
91.704.000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1) $39,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely to
increase payment rates to contracted social services providers. It is the legislature's
intent that these funds shall be used primarily to increase compensation for persons
employed in the direct delivery of service to clients.
(2) The division of vocational rehabilitation shall negotiate cooperative
interagency agreements with local organizations, including higher education
institutions, mental health regional support networks, and county developmental
disabilities programs to improve and expand employment opportunities for people
with severe disabilities served by those local agencies.
(3) $310,000 of the general fund-state appropriation and $1,144,000 of the
general fund-federal appropriation are provided solely for vocational rehabilitation
services for individuals with developmental disabilities who complete a high
school curriculum during the 1995-97 biennium.
Sec. 1111, 1996 c 283 s 210 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICESADMINISTRATION AND SUPPORTING SERVICES PROGRAM
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1996) ......... $
25,933,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1997) ......... $
((25,934,00))
26.114.000
((41,593,090))
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ................ $
41.630.000
General Fund-Private/Local Appropriation ........... $
270,000
((93,640,000))
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
93.947.000
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The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1) The secretary of social and health services and the director of labor and
industries shall report to the appropriate fiscal and policy committees of the
legislature by July 1, 1995, and every six months thereafter, on the measurable
changes in employee injury and time-loss rates that have occurred in the state
developmental disabilities, juvenile rehabilitation, and mental health institutions
as a result of the upfront loss-control discount agreement between the agencies.
(2) $500,000 of the general fund-state appropriation and $300,000 of the
general fund-federal appropriation are provided solely to implement Engrossed
Substitute House Bill No. 1010 (regulatory reform). The department may transfer
all or a portion of these amounts to the appropriate divisions of the department for
this purpose. If Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 1010 (regulatory reform) is
not enacted by June 30, 1995, the amounts provided in this subsection shall lapse.
(3)By December 1, 1996, the department of personnel and the department of
social and health services shall jointly report to the legislature on strategies for
increasing, within existing funds, supported employment opportunities in state
government for persons with developmental and other substantial and chronic
disabilities. In developing the report, the departments shall consult with employee
representatives, organizations involved in job training and placement for persons
with severe disabilities, and other state and local governments that have
successfully offered supported employment opportunities for their citizens with
disabilities.
Sec. 1112. 1996 c 283 s 211 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICESCHILD SUPPORT PROGRAM
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1996) .... $
19,019,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1997) .... $
((18,820,0,0))
19.297.000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ........... $
((439,220'9))
140.206.000
General Fund-Local Appropriation ............ $
((329,O0))
32.563.000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
((209,48,00))
211,085.000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1) The department shall contract with private collection agencies to pursue
collection of AFDC child support arrearages in cases that might otherwise consume
a disproportionate share of the department's collection efforts. The department's
child support collection staff shall determine which cases are appropriate for
referral to private collection agencies. In determining appropriate contract
provisions, the department shall consult with other states that have successfully
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contracted with private collection agencies to the extent allowed by federal support
enforcement regulations.
(2) The department shall request a waiver from federal support enforcement
regulations to replace the current program audit criteria, which is process-based,
with performance measures based on program outcomes.
(3) The amounts appropriated in this section for child support legal services
shall only be expended by means of contracts with local prosecutor's offices.
Sec. 1113. 1995 2nd sp.s. c 18 s 213 (uncodified) is amended to read as
follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICESPAYMENTS TO OTHER AGENCIES PROGRAM
21,112,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1996) .... $
(( 89))
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1997) .... $
22.118.000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ........... $
16,281,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
((5.1.,00))
59.511.000
Sec. 1114. 1995 2nd sp.s. c 18 s 214 (uncodified) is amended to read as
follows:
FOR THE STATE HEALTH CARE POLICY BOARD
110,000
General Fund-Private/Local Appropriation ...... $
((422900))
Health Services Account Appropriation ......... $
3.913.000
((4.agO9))
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
4,023,000
Sec. 1115. 1996 c 283 s 212 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE STATE HEALTH CARE AUTHORITY
3,403, 100
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1996) .... $
3,403,C)00
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1997) .... $
State Health Care Authority Administrative
Account Appropriation ...................
Health Services Account Appropriation ........

$
$

15,744,000
((24,019))

243.010,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION .......

((269,560990))
265.560,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1) $6,806,000 of the general fund appropriation and $5,590,000 of the health
services account appropriation are provided solely for health care services provided
through local community clinics.
(2) $1,189,000 of the health care authority administrative fund appropriation
is provided to accommodate additional enrollment from school districts that
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voluntarily choose to purchase employee benefits through public employee benefits
board programs. The office of financial management is directed to monitor K-12
enrollment in PEBB plans and to reduce allotments proportionally if the number
of K-12 active employees enrolled after January 1995 is less than 11,837.
(3) By November 1, 1996, the health care authority shall report to the health
care and fiscal committees of the legislature on potential program adjustments to
the basic health plan to achieve reductions in anticipated health services account
expenditures. Options addressed in the report shall include, but not be limited to:
(a) Reductions in the maximum income eligibility level; (b) changes in the
premium subsidy schedule; (c) increasing required copayments; and (d) reducing
the number of contracting health plans. For each option, the report shall describe
anticipated 1997-99 savings from the proposed change, and the potential impact
on health insurance access and health status.
(4) The state health care authority administrative account appropriation
includes sufficient funds to study options for expanding state and school district
retiree access to health benefits purchased through the health care authority and the
fiscal impacts of each option. The health care authority shall conduct this study in
conjunction with the state actuary, the office of financial management, and the
fiscal committees of the legislature.
(5) $79,000 of the state health care authority administrative account
appropriation is provided to implement Substitute House Bill No. 2186 (public
employees long-term care).
(6) By November 1, 1996, the department of social and health services and the
health care authority shall report to the appropriate committees of the legislature
on (a) the extent, if any, to which previously appropriated general fund-state and
matching general fund-federal funds are insufficient to provide basic health plan
enrollment coverage for homecare workers at or above 200 percent of the federal
poverty level; and (b) recommended procedural and, if necessary, statutory changes
needed to minimize the administrative costs and complexity of basic health plan
enrollment by employer groups.
(7) $((949,090)) 219.000 of the health services account appropriation is
provided for enhan.:ed basic health plan subsidies for foster parents licensed under
chapter 74.15 RCW. Under this enhanced subsidy option, foster parents with
family incomes below 200 percent of the federal poverty level shall be allowed to
enroll in the basic health plan at a cost of $10 per month per parent. The health
care authority shall endeavor to provide this enhanced subsidy to a monthly
average of 1,000 foster parents during state fiscal year 1997, and no more than
2,000 shall be enrolled by the end of the 1995-97 biennium.
Sec. 1116. 1996 c 283 s 214 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE TRAINING COMMISSION
Death Investigations Account Appropriation ..... $
38,000
Public Safety and Education Account
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Appropriation ..........................

$

Violence Reduction and Drug Enforcement Account
$
Appropriation ..........................
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $

((11,036,00))
11.572.000

344,000
(0-1,t418,0))
11.954.000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1) $28,000 of the public safety and education account is provided solely to
implement Engrossed Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5219 (domestic violence).
If the bill is not enacted by June 30, 1995, the amount provided in this subsection
shall lapse.
(2) $45,000 of the public safety and education account appropriation is
provided solely for the implementation of Second Substitute House Bill No. 2323
(law enforcement training). If the bill is not enacted by June 30, 1996, the amount
provided in this subsection shall lapse.
(3) $27,000 of the public safety and education account appropriation is
provided solely for the implementation of the reporting requirements contained in
section 6 of House Bill No. 2472. If the bill is not enacted by June 30, 1996, the
amount provided in this subsection shall lapse.
Sec. 1117. 1996 c 283 s 215 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1996) ......... $
5,270,000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1997) ......... $
5,711,000
Public Safety and Education Account-State
Appropriation ..........................
$
((49,99G,499))
18.982.000
Public Safety and Education Account-Federal
((6,992,000))
Appropriation ..........................
$
7,024,000
Public Safety and Education Account-Private/Local
Appropriation ..........................
$
((97-2'eq))
1,980.000
Electrical License Account Appropriation ........ $
20,125,000
Farm Labor Revolving Account-Private/Local
Appropriation ..........................
$
28,000
Worker and Community Right-to-Know Account
$
Appropriation ..........................
2,138,000
Public Works Administration Account
Appropriation ..........................
$
1,928,000
Accident Account-State Appropriation ......... $
((.9991.9))
139.240.000
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((9,1,O9))
9.924.000
Medical Aid Account-State Appropriation ...... $
((+5G72 OO))
150.152,000
Medical Aid Account-Federal Appropriation .... $
((1,592,009))
1.734.000
Plumbing Certificate Account Appropriation ..... $
682,000
Pressure Systems Safety Account Appropriation .. $
2,053,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
((365848,000))
366.971.00
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1) Expenditures of funds appropriated in this section for the information
systems projects identified in agency budget requests as "crime victims-prime
migration" and "document imaging-field offices" are conditioned upon
compliance with section 902 of this act. In addition, funds for the "document
imaging-field offices" project shall not be released until the required components
of a feasibility study are completed and approved by the department of information
services.
(2) Pursuant to RCW 7.68.015, the department shall operate the crime victims
compensation program within the public safety and education account funds
appropriated in this section. In the event that cost containment measures are
necessary, the department may (a) Institute copayments for services; (b) develop
preferred provider and managed care contracts; and (c) coordinate with the
department of social and health services to use public safety and education account
funds as matching funds for federal Title XIX reimbursement, to the extent this
maximizes total funds available for services to crime victims.
(3) $108,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely for an
interagency agreement to reimburse the board of industrial insurance appeals for
crime victims appeals.
(4) The secretary of social and health services and the director of labor and
industries shall report to the appropriate fiscal and policy committees of the
legislature by July 1, 1995, and every six months thereafter, on the measurable
changes in employee injury and time-loss rates that have occurred in the state
developmental disabilities, juvenile rehabilitation, and mental health institutions
as a result of the upfront loss-control discount agreement between the agencies.
(((6))) (5l $450,000 of the accident account-state appropriation and $450,000
of the medical aid account-state appropriation are provided solely to implement
an on-line claims data access system that will include all employers in the
retrospective rating plan program.
(((-)))
Within the appropriations provided in this section, the department
shall implement an integrated state-wide on-line verification system for pharmacy
providers. The system shall be implemented by means of contracts that are
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competitively bid. Until this system is implemented, no department rules may take
effect that reduce the dispensing fee for industrial insurance pharmacy services in
effect on January 1, 1995.
(8) $4,000 of the accident account-state appropriation and $4,000 of the
medical aid-state appropriation is provided solely for the implementation of
Senate Bill No. 6223 or House Bill No. 2498 (construction trade procedures). If
neither bill is enacted by June 30, 1996, these amounts shall lapse.
(9) $38,000 of the accident account-state appropriation and $37,000 of the
medical aid-state appropriation is provided solely for the implementation of
Senate Bill No. 6225 or House Bill No. 2499 (employer assessments). If neither
bill is enacted by June 30, 1996, these amounts shall lapse.
(10) $7,000 of the accident account-state appropriation and $6,000 of the
medical aid-state appropriation is provided solely for the implementation of
Senate Bill No. 6224 or House Bill No. 2496 (disability pilot project). If neither
bill is enacted by June 30, 1996, these amounts shall lapse.
(11) $443,000 of the public safety and education account appropriation is
provided solely for the implementation of Substitute House Bill No. 2358 (crime
victim and witness programs). If the bill is not enacted by June 30, 1996, the
amount provided in this subsection shall lapse.
(12) $121,000 of the accident account-state appropriation and $121,000 of
the medical aid account-state appropriation are provided solely for the
implementation of House Bill No.2322 (family farm exemptions). If the bill is not
enacted by June 30, 1996, the amounts provided in this subsection shall lapse.
(13) $271,000 of the accident account-state appropriation and $271,000 of
the medical aid account-state appropriation are provided solely for the
implementation of Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5516 (drug free workplaces).
If the bill is not enacted by June 30, 1996, the amounts provided in this subsection
shall lapse.
Sec. 1118. 1996 c 283 s 216 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
(1)
HEADQUARTERS
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1996) ......... $
1,227,000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1997) ......... $
((4_q6499))
1,249.000
Industrial Insurance Refund Account
Appropriation .......................... $
25,000
Charitable, Educational, Penal, and Reformatory
Institutions Account Appropriation ......... $
4,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION
$
((2,482,000))
2.505.000
(2) FIELD SERVICES
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1996) ....$
1,853,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1997) ....$
2,257,000
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General Fund-Federal Appropriation ...........
General Fund-Private/Local Appropriation ......
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ..
(3) VETERANS HOME
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1996) ....
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1997) ....

$
$

$
$
$

Ch. 454

381,000
85,000
4,576,000
3,893,000
(( .........
))
2.559.000

General Fund-Federal Appropriation ...........
General Fund-Private/Local Appropriation ......

$
$

TOTAL APPROPRIATION ,. $
(4) SOLDIERS HOME
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1996) .... $
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1997) .... $
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ...........

$

((11,49,09))

11.469.000

((4,392,9... )
8.622.000
26,543,000
2,927,000
((2.825....))
2,541.000
6.510.000

((5,312,...))
5.061.000
17,039,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION .. $
Sec. 1119. 1996 c 283 s 217 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:

General Fund-Private/Local Appropriation ......

$

FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1996) ....
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1997) ....

$
$

General Fund-Federal Appropriation ...........

$

General Fund-Private/Local Appropriation ......
Hospital Commission Account Appropriation .....
Medical Disciplinary Account Appropriation .....
Health Professions Account Appropriation .......
Industrial Insurance Account Appropriation ......
Safe Drinking Water Account Appropriation .....
Public Health Services Account Appropriation ....
Waterworks Operator Certification
Appropriation ..........................
Water Quality Account Appropriation ...........
State Toxics Control Account Appropriation .....
Violence Reduction and Drug Enforcement Account
Appropriation ..........................
Medical Test Site Licensure Account
Appropriation ..........................

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
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44,328,000
((44499))
45.912.000
((234700))
240,075.000
25,476,000
3,019,000
1,798,000
32,964,000
62,000
2,751,000
23,753,000

$
$
$

605,000
3,079,000
2,824,000

$

469,000

$

1,822,000
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Youth Tobacco Prevention Account Appropriation
Health Services Account Appropriation .........

$
$

1,412,000
((190 8,i 0))
18.081.000

State and Local Improvements Revolving
Account-Water Supply Facilities
Appropriation ..........................
TOTAL APPROPRIATION .......

$
$

40,000
((442394,99))
448,470.000

The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1) $2,466,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided for the
implementation of the Puget Sound water quality management plan.
(2) $10,000,000 of the public health services account appropriation is provided
solely for distribution to local health departments for distribution on a per capita
basis. Prior to distributing these funds, the department shall adopt rules and
procedures to ensure that these funds are not used to replace current local support
for public health programs.
(3) $4,750,000 of the public health account appropriation is provided solely
for distribution to local health departments for capacity building and community
assessment and mobilization.
(4) $2,000,000 of the health services account appropriation is provided solely
for public health information systems development. Authority to expend this
amount is conditioned on compliance with section 902 of this act.
(5) $1,000,000 of the health services account appropriation is provided solely
for state level capacity building.
(6) $1,000,000 of the health services account appropriation is provided solely
for training of public health professionals.
(7) $200,000 of the health services account appropriation is provided solely
for the American Indian health plan.
(8) $1,640,000 of the health services account appropriation is provided solely
for health care quality assurance and health care data standards activities as
required by Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 1589 (health care quality
assurance).
(9) $1,000,000 of the health services account appropriation is provided solely
for development of a youth suicide prevention program at the state level, including
a state-wide public educational campaign to increase knowledge of suicide risk and
ability to respond and provision of twenty-four hour crisis hotlines, staffed to
provide suicidal youth and caregivers a source of instant help.
(10) The department of health shall not initiate any services that will require
expenditure of state general fund moneys unless expressly authorized in this act or
other law. The department may seek, receive, and spend, unde.: •2W 43.79.260
through 43.79.282, federal moneys not anticipated in this act as long as the federal
funding does not require expenditure of state moneys for the program in excess of
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amounts anticipated in this act. If the department receives unanticipated
unrestricted federal moneys, those moneys shall be spent for services authorized
in this act or in any other legislation that provides appropriation authority, and an
equal amount of appropriated state moneys shall lapse. Upon the lapsing of any
moneys under this subsection, the office of financial management shall notify the
legislative fiscal committees. As used in this subsection, "unrestricted federal
moneys" includes block grants and other funds that federal law does not require to
be spent on specifically defined projects or matched on a formula basis by state
funds.
(11) $981,000 of the general fund-state appropriation and $469,000 of the
general fund-private/local appropriation are provided solely for implementing
Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 1010 (regulatory reform). If the bill is not
enacted by June 30, 1995, the amounts provided in this subsection shall lapse.
(12) The department is authorized to raise existing fees for nursing assistants
and hypnotherapists in excess of the fiscal growth factor established by Initiative
601, if necessary, in order to meet the actual costs of investigative and legal
services due to disciplinary activities.
(1 3) $750,000 of the general fund-federal appropriation is provided solely for
one-time costs for a health clinic for immigrants to be managed by a local public
health entity.
(14) $70,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for
implementing Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 1908 (chapter 18, Laws of
1995 1st sp. sess., long-term care reform).
(((-7))) 1.)(a) Within available resources, the department of health may use
any of the following strategies for raising public awareness on the causes and
nature of osteoporosis, personal risk factors, value of prevention and early
detection, and options for diagnosing and treating the disease:
(i) An outreach campaign utilizing print, radio, and television public service
announcements, advertisements, posters, and other materials;
(ii) Community forums;
(iii) Health information and risk factor assessment at public events;
(iv)Targeting at-risk populations;
(v) Providing reliable information to policy makers;
(vi) Distributing information through county health departments, schools, area
agencies on aging, employer wellness programs, physicians, hospitals and health
maintenance organizations, women's groups, nonprofit organizations, communitybased organizations, and departmental regional offices.
(b)The secretary of health may accept grants, services, and property from the
federal government, foundations, organizations, medical schools, and other entities
as may be available for the purposes of fulfilling the obligations of this program.
(((-8))) (16) $8,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided for
a study to be completed by the board of health on the current and potential use of
telemedicine in the state, including recommended changes in rules and statutes.
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The study shall be completed by November 1, 1997, and areport submitted to the
appropriate committees of the legislature.
(17) $1,273.000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal year 1997
is provided solely for the HIV/AIDS prescription drg program.
Sec. 1120. 1996 c 283 s 218 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
The appropriations in this section shall be expended for the programs and in
the amounts listed. However, after May 1, ((+996)) 1997, unless specifically
prohibited by this act, the department may transfer ((general

...

appepriien.. fr fiscal ye.r 19)) moneys among programs after approval by the
director of financial management. The director of financial management shall
notify the appropriate fiscal committees of the senate and house of representatives
in writing prior to approving any deviations from the appropriation levels.
(I) ADMINISTRATION AND PROGRAM SUPPORT
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1996) ......... $
12,255,000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1997) ......... $
12,171,000
Industrial Insurance Premium Refund Account
Appropriation ..........................
$
631,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
25,057,000
The appropriations in this subsection are subject to the following conditions
and limitations:
(a)The department may expend funds generated by contractual agreements
entered into for mitigation of severe overcrowding in local jails. If any funds are
generated in excess of actual costs, they shall be deposited in the state general fund.
Expenditures shall not exceed revenue generated by such agreements and shall be
treated as recovery of costs.
(b)The department of corrections shall accomplish personnel reductions with
the least possible impact on correctional custody staff, community custody staff,
and correct;onal industries. For the purposes of this subsection, correctional
custody staff means employees responsible for the direct supervision of offenders.
(c)Appropriations in this section provide sufficient funds to implement the
provisions of Second Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill 2010 (corrections
cost-efficiency and inmate responsibility omnibus act).
(d) In treating sex offenders at the Twin Rivers corrections center, the
department of corrections shall prioritize treatment services to reduce recidivism
and shall develop and implement an evaluation tool that: (i) States the purpose of
the treatment; (ii) measures the amount of treatment provided; (iii) identifies the
measure of success; and (iv) determines the level of successful and unsuccessful
outcomes. The department shall report to the legislature by December 1, 1995, on
how treatment services were prioritized among categories of offenses and provide
a description of the evaluation tool and its incorporation into the treatment
program.
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(e) $121,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1997 appropriation is
provided solely for the department to develop and implement a centralized
educational data base (education automation project), pursuant to chapter 19, Laws
of 1995 1st sp. sess.
(2) INSTITUTIONAL SERVICES
((262352,9))
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1996) .... $
262.343.000
((240,160,00))
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1997) .... $
274.11I7000
2,153,000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ........... $
Violence Reduction and Drug Enforcement Account
1,214,000
$
Appropriation ..........................
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $((53,84,000))
539.827.000
The appropriations in this subsection are subject to the following conditions
and limitations:
((()) $196,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1997 appropriation is
provided solely for costs associated with data entry activities related to the
department's efforts at managing health care costs, pursuant to chapter 19, Laws
of 1995 1st sp. sess. and chapter 6, Laws of 1994 sp. sess.
(((b) $17,000 ef he general fund st~tz pprepriatior. is previded solely to
implemnrt Subst'iut House Bill No. 2711 (illegal alien effcrndcr eamps). if the
boll is nozt eneeied by june 30, 1996, the amocunt provided in this subseeticr sal
fi~e))
(3) COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1996) ..........
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1997) .........

$
$

78,843,000
((80909
..
).

$

400,000

Violence Reduction and Drug Enforcement Account
Appropriation ..........

...............

TOTAL
APPROPRIATION.......$
996)....... $58,819,000((15953,9))
Geneal
FndFYpproriaion
The appropriations in this subsection are subject to the fol(owing conditions
and limitations:
(a) $72,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1997 appropriation is
provided solely for the implementation of Substitute House Bill No. 2533
(supervision of misdemeanants). If the bill is not enacted by June 30, 1996, the
amount shall lapse.
(b) $38,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1997 appropriation is
provided solely for the implementation of Substitute Senate Bill No. 6274
(supervision of sex offenders). If the bill is not enacted by June 30, 1996, the
amount provided in this subsection shall lapse.
(4) CORRECTIONAL INDUSTRIES
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General Fund Appropriation (FY 1996) ......... $
3,330,000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1997) ......... $
3,603,000
6,933,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
The appropriations in this subsection are subject to the following conditions
and limitations: $100,000 of the general fund fiscal year 1997 appropriation is
provided solely for transfer to the jail industries board. The board shall use the
amount specified in this subsection only for administrative expenses, equipment
purchases, and technical assistance associated with advising cities and counties in
developing, promoting, and implementing consistent, safe, and efficient offender
work programs,
(5) INTERAGENCY PAYMENTS
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1996) ......... $
6,223,000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1997) ......... $
6,223,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
12,446,000
Sec. 1121. 1996 c 283 s 220 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE EMPLOYMENT SECURITY DEPARTMENT
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1996) .... $
834,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1997) .... $
5,279,000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ........... $
190,936,000
General Fund-Private/Local Appropriation ...... $
21,965,000
Unemployment Compensation Administration
Account-Federal Appropriation ........... $
177,891,000
Administrative Contingency Account-State
Appropriation ..........................
$
((8,- 5 9))
9,235.000
Employment Services Administrative AccountState Appropriation .....................
$
12,294,000
Employment and Training Trust Account
Appropriation ..........................
$
9,294,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
((42728,09))
427,728,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(I) The employment security department shall spend no more than
$25,049,511 of the unemployment compensation administration account-federal
appropriation for the general unemployment insurance development effort
(GUIDE) project, except that the department may exceed this amount by up to
$2,600,000 to offset the cost associated with any vendor-caused delay, The
additional spending limitation is further conditioned on the department seeking full
recovery of these moneys from any vendors failing to perform in full. Authority
to expend this amount is conditioned on compliance with section 902 of this act.
(2) The employment and training trust account appropriation shall not be
expended until a plan for such expenditure is reviewed and approved by the work
force training and education coordinattng board for consistency with chapter 226,
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Laws of 1993 (employment and training for unemployed workers), and the
comprehensive plan for work force training provided in RCW 28C. 18.060(4).
(3) $95,000 of the employment services administrative account-federal
appropriation is provided solely for a study of the financing provisions of the
state's unemployment insurance law pursuant to Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5925.
(4) $500,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1996 appropriation and
$4,945,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1997 appropriation are provided
solely for the department to administer a comprehensive set of summer
employment and training programs to disadvantaged youth. In administering this
program, the department shall adhere to the following guidelines: (a) Coordinate
with the work force training and education board and the service delivery areas in
program development and implementation; (b) maximize employment and training
opportunities for youth, while at the same time minimize state fiscal resources
required; (c) adhere to the state's comprehensive plan for work force training; (d)
support the state's one-stop approach to service delivery; (e) maintain low
administrative overhead; (f) support the school-to-work transition system; and (g)
submit an evaluation of the program by February 1, 1997. The evaluation shall
identify: (i) The number of participants in the program by service delivery area;
(ii) demographic information on the participants; (iii) the benefits to clients
participating in employment and training programs; and (iv) recommendations on
the merits of continuing the program.
PART XII
NATURAL RESOURCES
Sec. 1201. 1996 c 283 s 301 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1996) ......... $
22,289,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1997) ......... $
((21499,9))
21,781.000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ................ $
41,534,000
1,385,000
General Fund-Private/Local Appropriation ........... $
Special Grass Seed Burning Research Account
Appropriation ...............................
$
42,000
Reclamation Revolving Account Appropriation ........ $
2,664,000
Flood Control Assistance Account Appropriation ....... $
10,031,000
State Emergency Water Projects Revolving Account
Appropriation ...............................
$
312,000
Industrial Insurance Premium Refund Account
Appropriation ...............................
$
((I89,0w))
Waste Reduction, Recycling, and Litter Control
Account Appropriation ........................
$
State and Local Improvements Revolving AccountWaste Disposal Appropriation .................. $
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State and Local Improvements Revolving AccountWater Supply Facilities Appropriation ............
Basic Data Account Appropriation ..................
Vehicle Tire Recycling Account Appropriation ........
Water Quality Account Appropriation ................
Worker and Community Right to Know Account
Appropriation ...............................
State Toxics Control Account Appropriation ..........

$
$
$
$

1,344,000
182,000
5,759,000
3,583,000

$
$

Local Toxics Control Account Appropriation ..........
Water Quality Permit Account Appropriation ..........
Underground Storage Tank Account
Appropriation ...............................
Solid Waste Management Account Appropriation ......
Hazardous Waste Assistance Account
Appropriation ...............................
Air Pollution Control Account Appropriation ..........

$
$

408,000
((50,9499))
50.129.000
3,842,000
19,600,000

$
$

2,336,000
3,631,000

$
$

Oil Spill Administration Account Appropriation ........
Water Right Permit Processing Account
Appropriation ...............................
Wood Stove Education Account Appropriation ........
Air Operating Permit Account Appropriation ..........

$

3,476,000
((16,221,9..))
16.421.000
2,939,000

$
$
$

((4,4,9))

Freshwater Aquatic Weeds Account Appropriation .....

$

((2,4,9))

750,000
1,251,000

4.348.000

Oil Spill Response Account Appropriation ............ $
Metals Mining Account Appropriation ............... $
Water Pollution Control Revolving Account-State
Appropriation ...............................
$
Water Pollution Control Revolving Account-Federal

2,497.000
7,060,000
300,000
((065O0))

192.00

((4449-,9))
1.553.000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $ ((2.3,301,00))
238.473.000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(I) $5,933,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for
the implementation of the Puget Sound water quality management plan. In
addition, $394,000 of the general fund-federal appropriation, $819,000 of the state
toxics control account appropriation, $3,591,000 of the water quality permit fee
account appropriation, and $2,715,000 of the oil spill administration account
Appropriation ...............................
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appropriation may be used for the implementation of the Puget Sound water quality
management plan.
(2) $150,000 of the state toxics control account appropriation and $150,000
of the local toxics control account appropriation are provided solely for
implementing Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 1810 (hazardous substance
cleanup). If the bill is not enacted by June 30, 1995, the amount provided in this
subsection shall lapse.
(3) $581,000 of the general fund-state appropriation, $170,000 of the air
operating permit account appropriation, $80,000 of the water quality permit
account appropriation, and $63,000 of the state toxics control account
appropriation are provided solely for implementing Engrossed Substitute House
Bill No. 1010 (regulatory reform). If the bill is not enacted by June 30, 1995, the
amount provided in this subsection shall lapse.
(4) $2,000,000 of the state toxics control account appropriation is provided
solely for the following purposes:
(a) To conduct remedial actions for sites for which there are no potentially
liable persons or for which potentially liable persons cannot be found;
(b) To provide funding to assist potentially liable persons under RCW
70.105D.070(2)(d)(xi) to pay for the cost of the remedial actions; and
(c) To conduct remedial actions for sites for which potentially liable persons
have refused to comply with the orders issued by the department under RCW
70.105D.030 requiring the persons to provide the remedial action.
(5) $250,000 of the flood control assistance account is provided solely for a
grant or contract to the lead local entity for technical analysis and coordination with
the Army Corps of Engineers and local agencies to address the breach in the south
jetty at the entrance of Grays Harbor.
(6) $70,000 of the general fund-state appropriation, $90,000 of the state
toxics control account appropriation, and $55,000 of the air pollution control
account appropriation are provided solely to implement Engrossed Substitute
House Bill No. 1724 (growth management). If the bill is not enacted by June 30,
1995, the amounts provided in this subsection shall lapse.
(7)If Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 1125 (dam safety inspections), or
substantially similar legislation, is not enacted by June 30, 1995, then the
department shall not expend any funds appropriated in this section for any
regulatory activity authorized under RCW 90.03.350 with respect to hydroelectric
facilities which require a license under the federal power act, 16 ASCUS Sec. 791a
et seq. If Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 1125, or substantially similar
legislation, is enacted by June 30, 1995, then the department may apply all
available funds appropriated under this section for regulatory activity authorized
under RCW 90.03.350 for the purposes of inspecting and regulating the safety of
dams under the exclusive jurisdiction of the state.
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(8) $425,000 of the general fund-state appropriation and $525,000 of the
general fund-federal appropriation are provided solely for the Padilla Bay national
estuarine research reserve and interpretive center.
(9) The water right permit processing account is hereby created in the state
treasury. Moneys in the account may be spent only after appropriation.
Expenditures from the account may be used solely for water right permit
processing and expenses associated with the Yakima adjudication.
(10) $1,298,000 of the general fund-state appropriation, $188,000 of the
general fund-federal appropriation, and $883,000 of the water quality account
appropriation are provided solely to coordinate and implement the activities
required by the Puget Sound water quality management plan and to perform the
powers and duties under chapter 90.70 RCW.
(((---))) (11) $331,000 of the flood control assistance account appropriation
isprovided solely for the implementation of flood reduction plans. Of this amount,
$250,000 is to implement the Mason county flood reduction plan and $81,000 is
to implement the Chelan/Douglas county flood reduction plan.
((("-))) (L2) Within the air pollution control account appropriation, the
department shall continue monitoring air quality in the Northport area.
(((4))) (13) $60,000 of the freshwater aquatic weeds account appropriation
is provided solely for a grant to the department of fish and wildlife to control and
eradicate purple loosestrife using the most cost-effective methods available,
including chemical control where appropriate.
(((5))) (14) Within the funds appropriated in this section, the department shall
prepare areport regarding the feasibility of pollution reduction target measures for
point source facilities that are based on actual facility outputs rather than
technologies used within a facility. In preparing the report the department shall
create and seek recommendations from an advisory committee consisting of
business, local government, and environmental representatives. The department
shall submit the report to the appropriate committees of the legislature by
November 30, 1996.
(((6))) CM $700,000 of the flood control assistance account appropriation
is provided solely for the study and abatement of coastal erosion in the region of
Willapa bay, Grays Harbor, and the lower Columbia river.
(((---))) (16) $5,000,000 of the flood control assistance account appropriation
is provided solely for grants to assist local governments in repairing or replacing
dikes and levees ((dik.gd in. the Noe.mber 1995 and February 1996 fl^d

evets)) and updating local flood control plans, implementation of local flood
control plans, and the development and implementation of public awareness
measures.
(((--8))) LM $500,000 of the local toxics control account appropriation is
provided solely to satisfy nonfederal cost-sharing requirements for the Puget Sound
confined disposal site feasibility study to be conducted jointly with the United
States army corps of engineers. The study will address site design, construction
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standards, operational requirements, and funding necessary to establish a disposal
site for contaminated aquatic sediments.
(((9))) (18) $1,100,000 of the air pollution control account appropriation is
provided solely for grants to local air pollution control authorities to expedite the
redesignation of nonattainment areas. These funds shall not be used to supplant
existing local funding sources for air pollution control authority programs. Of the
amount allocated to the southwest Washington air pollution control authority,
$25,000 is provided solely for the University of Washington to review a study by
the southwest air pollution control authority on sources contributing to atmospheric
ozone.
(((-2))) (19) $250,000 of the water right permit processing account
appropriation is provided solely for additional staff and associated costs to support
the Yakima county superior court in adjudicating water rights in the Yakima river
basin.
(((---))) (20) $590,000 of the general fund-state appropriation, $65,000 of the
waste reduction, recycling, and litter control account appropriation, $65,000 of the
state toxics control account appropriation, $250,000 of the air pollution control
account appropriation, and $130,000 of the water pollution control revolving
account-federal appropriation are provided solely for implementation of the
department's information integration project.
((f2-2))) (21) $300,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided
solely for payment of attorneys' fees pursuant to Rettkowski v. Washington, (cause
no. 62718-5).

Sec. 1202. 1996 c 283 s 302 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE STATE PARKS AND RECREATION COMMISSION
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1996) .........
$
18,145,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1997) .........
$
((8,22,09))
General Fund-Federal Appropriation .............
General Fund-Private/Local Appropriation ...........
Winter Recreation Program Account
Appropriation ...............................
Off Road Vehicle Account Appropriation .............
Snowmobile Account Appropriation .................
Aquatic Lands Enhancement Account
Appropriation ...............................
Public Safety and Education Account
Appropriation ...............................
Industrial Insurance Premium Refund Account
Appropriation ...............................
Waste Reduction, Recycling, and Litter Control
Account Appropriation ........................
Water Trail Program Account Appropriation ..........
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$
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725,000
241,000
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$

313,000

$

48,000

$

10,000

$
$

34,000
26,000
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Parks Renewal and Stewardship Account
Appropriation ............................... $
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ..........

$

((2,,893,009))
21.493.000

((65,4, ,9W))
66.772.000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1)$189,000 of the aquatic lands enhancement account appropriation is
provided solely to implement the Puget Sound water quality plan.
(2) The general fund-state appropriation and the parks renewal and
stewardship account appropriation are provided to maintain full funding and
continued operation of all state parks and state parks facilities.
(3) $1,800,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for
the Washington conservation corps program established under chapter 43.220
RCW.
(4) $3,591,000 of the parks renewal and stewardship account appropriation is
provided for the operation of a centralized reservation system, to expand
marketing, to enhance concession review, and for other revenue generating
activities.
(((§) $100,000 of the general fudnd statoapproprinttcr. is provided solely fer
a .t..
math
. to leeal funds to prepare a mas.r plan for Mt. Spokae. state park.))
Sec. 1203. 1995 2nd sp.s. c 18 s 306 (uncodified) is amended to read as
follows:
FOR THE ENVIRONMENTAL HEARINGS OFFICE
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1996) .............. $
715,000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1997) .............. $
((4-1-3-900))
738.000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
(('1428,09))
1.453.000
Sec. 1204. 1996 c 283 s 304 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND WILDLIFE
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1996) ......... $
33,187,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1997) ......... $
((33,701,000))
36,019,000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ................ $
((54,098,990))
57.578.000
General Fund-Private/Local Appropriation ........... $
((15,986,090))
19.837.000
Off Road Vehicle Account Appropriation ............. $
476,000
Aquatic Lands Enhancement Account
Appropriation ...............................
$
((5,1200))
5,421.000
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Public Safety and Education Account
A ppropriation ...............................
Industrial Insurance Premium Refund Account
Appropriation ...............................
Recreational Fisheries Enhancement Account
Appropriation ...............................
Wildlife Account Appropriation ....................

$

590,000

$

((15,90))
400,000

$
$

2,217,000
((5O9909))
50.653.000
((1884,9))
2,634,000

Special Wildlife Account Appropriation .............. $
Oil Spill Administration Account
Appropriation ...............................
$
Warm Water Game Fish Account Appropriation ....... $
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $

831,000
980,000

((j99 !..9))
210,823,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(I) $1,532,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely to
implement the Puget Sound water quality management plan.
(2) $250,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for
attorney general costs on behalf of the department of fisheries, department of
natural resources, department of health, and the state parks and recreation
commission in defending the state and public interests in tribal shellfish litigation
(United States v. Washington, subproceeding 89-3). The attorney general costs
shall be paid as an interagency reimbursement.
(3) $350,000 of the wildlife account appropriation and $145,000 of the general
fund-state appropriation are provided solely for control and eradication of class
B designate weeds on department owned and managed lands. The general fundstate appropriation is provided solely for control of spartina. The department shall
use the most cost-effective methods available, including chemical control where
appropriate, and report to the appropriate committees of the legislature by January
1, 1997, on control methods, costs, and acres treated during the previous year.
(4) $250,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for
costs associated with warm water fish production. Expenditure of this amount
shall be consistent with the goals established under RCW 77.12.710 for
development of a warm water fish program. No portion of this amount may be
expended for any type of feasibility study.
(5) $634,000 of the general fund-state appropriation and $50,000 of the
wildlife account appropriation are provided solely to implement Engrossed
Substitute House Bill No. 1010 (regulatory reform). If the bill is not enacted by
June 30, 1995, the amount provided in this subsection shall lapse.
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(6) $2,000,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for
implementation of Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5157 (mass marking), chapter
372, Laws of 1995, under the following conditions:
(a) If, by October 1, 1995, the state reaches agreement with Canada on a
marking and detection program, implementation will begin with the 1994 Puget
Sound brood coho.
(b)If, by October I, 1995, the state does not reach agreement with Canada on
a marking and detection program, a pilot project shall be conducted with 1994
Puget Sound brood coho.
(c) Full implementation will begin with the 1995 brood coho.
(d) $700,000 of the department's equipment funding and $300,000 of the
department's administration funding will be redirected toward implementation of
Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5157 during the 1995-97 biennium.
(7) The department shall request a reclassification study be conducted by the
personnel resources board for hatchery staff. Any implementation of the study, if
approved by the board, shall be pursuant to section 911 of this act.
(8) Within the appropriations in this section, the department shall maintain the
Issaquah hatchery at the current 1993-95 operational level.
(9) $140,000 of the wildlife account appropriation is provided solely for a
cooperative effort with the department of agriculture for research and eradication
of purple loosestrife on state lands. The department shall use the most costeffective methods available, including chemical control where appropriate, and
report to the appropriate committees of the legislature by January 1, 1997, on
control methods, costs, and acres treated during the previous year.
(10) $110,000 of the aquatic lands enhancement account appropriation may
be used for publishing a brochure concerning hydraulic permit application
requirements for the control of spartina and purple loosestrife.
(11) $530,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for
providing technical assistance to landowners and for reviewing plans submitted to
the state pursuant to the forest practices board's proposed rules for the northern
spotted owl. If the rules are not adopted by September 1, 1996, the amount
provided in this subsection shall lapse.
(12) $145,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for
the fish and wildlife commission to support additional commission meetings,
briefings, and other activities necessary to ensure effective implementation of
Referendum No. 45 during the 1995-97 biennium.
( 3) $980,000 of the warm water game fish account appropriation is provided
solely for implementation of the warm water game fish enhancement program
pursuant to Fourth Substitute Senate Bill No. 5159. If the bill or substantially
similar legislation is not enacted by June 30, 1996, the amount provided in this
subsection shall lapse.
(14) $15,000 of the fiscal year 1997 general fund-state appropriation and
$85,000 of the wildlife account appropriation are provided solely for the payment
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of claims during fiscal year 1997 arising from damages to crops by wildlife,
pursuant to Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 6146 (wildlife claims). If the bill is
not enacted by June 30, 1996, the amounts provided in this subsection shall lapse.
(15) $((813,000)) 1.319.000 of the general fund-state appropriation is
provided solely to operate Columbia river fish hatcheries for which federal funding
has been reduced.
(16) $1,438,000 of the fiscal year 1997 general fund-state appropriation is
provided solely for the emergency feeding of deer and elk that may be starving and
that are posing a risk to private property due to severe winter conditions during the
winter of 1996-97,
(17) Up to $400.000 of the wildlife account appropriation may be expended
for unanticipated unemployment compensation costs to the extent that additional
revenues are realized from audits of license vendors.
Sec. 1205. 1996 c 283 s 305 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1996) ......... $
20,325,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1997) ......... $
((20,4,0))
28.7392000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ................ $
3,024,000
General Fund-Private/Local Appropriation ........... $
414,000
Forest Development Account Appropriation ........... $
41,608,000
Off Road Vehicle Account Appropriation ............. $
3,074,000
Surveys and Maps Account Appropriation ............ $
1,788,000
Aquatic Lands Enhancement Account Appropriation .... $
2,512,000
Resource Management Cost Account Appropriation .... $
11,624,000
Waste Reduction, Recycling, and Litter Control
Account Appropriation ........................
$
440,000
Surface Mining Reclamation Account
Appropriation ........................
: ...... $
1,273,000
Wildlife Account Appropriation .................... $
1,300,000
Water Quality Account Appropriation ................ $
6,000,000
Aquatic Land Dredged Material Disposal Site
Account Appropriation ........................
$
734,000
Natural Resources Conservation Areas Stewardship
Account Appropriation ........................
$
1,003,000
Air Pollution Control Account Appropriation .......... $
921,000
Watershed Restoration Account Appropriation ......... $
1,600,000
Metals Mining Account Appropriation ............... $
41,000
Industrial Insurance Premium Refund Account
Appropriation ...............................
$
62,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $ ((1867,999))
126,482.000
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The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1) $((4,998 90)) 12,113,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is
provided solely for the emergency fire suppression subprogram.
(2) $36,000 of the general fund-state appropriations is provided solely for
the implementation of the Puget Sound water quality management plan. In
addition, $957,000 of the aquatics lands enhancement account is provided for the
implementation of the Puget Sound water quality management plan.
(3) $450,000 of the resource management cost account appropriation is
provided solely for the control and eradication of class B designate weeds on state
lands. The department shall use the most cost-effective methods available,
including chemical control where appropriate, and report to the appropriate
committees of the legislature by January 1, 1997, on control methods, costs, and
acres treated during the previous year.
(4) $22,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely to
implement Substitute House Bill No. 1437 (amateur radio repeater sites). If the bill
is not enacted by June 30, 1995, the amount provided in this subsection shall lapse.
(5) $49,000 of the air pollution control account appropriation is provided
solely to implement Substitute House Bill No. 1287 (silvicultural burning). If the
bill is not enacted by June 30, 1995, the amount provided in this subsection shall
lapse.
(6) $290,000 of the general fund-state appropriation, $10,000 of the surface
mining reclamation account appropriation, and $29,000 of the air pollution control
account appropriation are provided solely to implement Engrossed Substitute
House Bill No. 1010 (regulatory reform). If this bill is not enacted by June 30,
1995, the amounts provided in this subsection shall lapse.
(7) By September 30, 1995, the agency shall report to the appropriate fiscal
committees of the legislature on fire suppression costs incurred during the 1993-95
biennium. The report shall provide the following information: (a) An object
breakdown of costs for the 1993-95 fire suppression subprogram; (b) the amount
of reimbursement provided for personnel, services, and equipment outside the
agency; (c) FTE levels and salary amounts by fund of positions backfilled as a
result of the fires; (d) overtime costs paid to agency personnel; (e) equipment
replacement costs, and (f) final allocation of costs for the Hatchery and Tyee fires
between the United States forest service, local governments, and the state.
(8)By December 1, 1995, the department shall report to the house committee
on natural resources and the senate committee on natural resources on measures
taken to improve the health of the Loomis state forest.
(9) $13,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely to pay
a portion of the rent charged to nonprofit television reception improvement districts
pursuant to chapter 294, Laws of 1994.
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(10) $1,200,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for
cooperative monitoring, evaluation, and research projects related to implementation
of the timber-fish-wildlife agreement.
(I1) Up to $572,000 of the general fund-state appropriation may be expended
for the natural heritage program.
(12) $13,600,000 of which $1,600,000 is from the watershed restoration
account appropriation, $1,300,000 is from the wildlife account appropriation,
$2,500,000 is from the resource management cost account appropriation, $500,000
is from the forest development account appropriation, $6,000,000 is from the water
quality account appropriation, and $1,700,000 is from the general fund-federal
appropriation, is provided solely for the jobs in the environment program and/or
the watershed restoration partnership program.
(a) These funds shall be used to:
(i) Restore and protect watersheds in accordance with priorities established to
benefit fish stocks in critical or depressed condition as determined by the watershed
coordinating council;
(ii) Conduct watershed restoration and protection projects primarily on state
lands in coordination with federal, local, tribal, and private sector efforts; and
(iii) Create market wage jobs in environmental restoration for displaced
natural resource impact area workers, as defined under Second Substitute Senate
Bill No. 5342 (rural natural resource impact areas).
(b) Except as provided in subsection (c) of this section, these amounts are
solely for projects jointly selected by the department of natural resources and the
department of fish and wildlife. Funds may be expended for planning, design, and
engineering for projects that restore and protect priority watersheds identified by
the watershed coordinating council and conform to priorities for fish stock
recovery developed through watershed analysis conducted by the department of
natural resources and the department of fish and wildlife. Funds expended shall
be used for specific projects and not for on-going operational costs. Eligible
projects include, but are not limited to, closure or improvement of forest roads,
repair of culverts, clean-up of stream beds, removal of fish barriers, installation of
fish screens, fencing of streams, and construction and planting of fish cover,
(c) The department of natural resources and the department of fish and
wildlife, in consultation with the watershed coordinating council, the office of
financial management, and other appropriate agencies, shall report to the
appropriate committees of the legislature on January 1, 1996, and annually
thereafter, on any expenditures made from these amounts and a plan for future use
of the moneys provided in this subsection. The plan shall include a prioritized list
of watersheds and future watershed projects. The plan shall also consider future
funding needs, the availability of federal funding, and the integration and
coordination of existing watershed and protection programs.
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(d) All projects shall be consistent with any development regulations or
comprehensive plans adopted under the growth management act for the project
areas. No funds shall be expended to acquire land through condemnation.
(e)Funds from the wildlife account appropriation shall be available only to the
extent that the department of fish and wildlife sells surplus property.
(f) Funds from the resource management cost account appropriation shall only
be used for projects on trust lands. Funds from the forest development account
shall only be used for projects on county forest board lands.
(g) Projects under contract as of June 1, 1995 will be given first priority.
(13) $3,662,000 of the forest development account appropriation is provided
solely to prepare forest board lands for harvest. To the extent possible, the
department shall use funds provided in this subsection to hire unemployed timber
workers to perform silviculture activities, address forest health concerns, and repair
damages on these lands.
(14) $375,000 of the water quality account appropriation is provided solely for
a grant to the department of ecology for continuing the Washington conservation
corps program in fiscal year 1997.
(15) $1,306,000 of the resource management cost account appropriation is
provided solely for forest-health related management activities at the Loomis state
forest.
(16) $363,000 of the natural resources conservation areas stewardship account
appropriation is provided solely for site-based management of state-owned natural
area preserves and natural resource conservation areas.
Sec. 1206. 1996 c 283 s 306 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1996) ......... $
7,100,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1997) ......... $
((7,157,bY9))
7.372.000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ................ $
((5,168,000))
5,343,000
General Fund-Private/Local Appropriation ........... $
406,000
Aquatic Lands Enhancement Account
Appropriation ...............................
$
800,000
Industrial Insurance Premium Refund Account
Appropriation ...............................
$
178,000
State Toxics Control Account Appropriation .......... $
1,088,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
((21,894,90))
22,2870
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1) $300,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for
consumer protection activities of the department's weights and measures program.
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Moneys provided in this subsection may not be used for device inspection of the
weights and measures program.
(2) $142,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for the
implementation of Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 1010 (regulatory reform).
If the bill is not enacted by June 30, 1995, the amount provided in this subsection
shall lapse.
(3) $100,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for
grasshopper and mormon cricket control.
(4) $200,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for the
agricultural showcase.
(5) $((?24-00)) 939,000 of the general fund-state appropriation and
$((891,000)) 1.066.000 of the general fund-federal appropriation are provided
solely to monitor and eradicate the Asian gypsy moth.
(6) $71,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely to
implement the Puget Sound water quality management plan.
PART XIII
TRANSPORTATION
Sec. 1301. 1996 c 283 s 402 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE STATE PATROL
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1996) ......... $
8,011,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1997) ......... $
((1,23,09))
12.321.000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ................ $
1.650.000
((254,900))
General Fund-Private/Local Appropriation ........... $
Public Safety and Education Account
Appropriation ...............................
County Criminal Justice Assistance
Appropriation ...............................
Municipal Criminal Justice Assistance Account
Appropriation ...............................
Fire Services Trust Account Appropriation ............
Fire Services Training Account Appropriation .........
State Toxics Control Account Appropriation ..........
Violence Reduction and Drug Enforcement
Account Appropriation ........................
TOTAL APPROPRIATION .......

$

4,492,000

$

3,572,000

$
$
$
$

1,430,000
90,000
1,740,000
425,000

$
$

2,133,000
((34,414,090))
36.135.000

The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1) Expenditures from the nonappropriated fingerprint identification account
for the automation of pre-employment background checks for public and private
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employers and background checks for firearms dealers and firearm purchasers are
subject to office of financial management approval of a completed feasibility study.
(2) Expenditures from the county criminal justice assistance account
appropriation and municipal criminal justice assistance account appropriation in
this section shall be expended solely for enhancements to crime lab services.
(3)The Washington state patrol shall report to the department of information
services and office of financial management by October 30, 1995, on the
implementation and financing plan for the state-wide integrated narcotics system.
(4) $300,000 of the violence reduction and drug enforcement account
appropriation is provided solely for enhancements to the organized crime
intelligence unit.
(5) $813,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1996 appropriation and
$((3,247,
)) 4,336,000 of the general fund-state fiscal year 1997 appropriation
are provided solely for the implementation of Second Substitute Senate Bill No.
6272 (background checks for school employees). If the bill is not enacted by June
30, 1996, the amounts provided in this subsection shall lapse. Expenditures of the
amounts specified in this subsection shall be expended at the following rate: As
the state patrol initiates the fingerprint process on a school employee, sixty-six
dollars shall be transferred from the amounts specified in this subsection into the
fingerprint identification account. Upon completion of the background check,
seven dollars of this amount shall be transferred by the state patrol to the
superintendent of public instruction for final disposition of the records check.
PART XIV
EDUCATION
Sec. 1401. 1996 e 283 s 501 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION-FOR STATE
ADMINISTRATION
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1996) ....
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1997) ....

$
$

18,421,000
((34,689,000))

General Fund-Federal Appropriation ...........
Health Services Account Appropriation .........
Public Safety and Education Account
Appropriation ..........................
Violence Reduction and Drug Enforcement Account
Appropriation ..........................
TOTAL APPROPRIATION .......

$
$

40.014000
39,791,000
850,000

$

3,138,000

$
$

3,122,000
((403,401,9))
105.336,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(I) AGENCY OPERATIONS
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(a)$770,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for the
operation and expenses of the state board of education, including basic education
assistance activities.
(b)$659,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for
investigation activities of the office of professional practices.
(c)$1,700,000 of the general fund-state appropriation isprovided solely to
reprogram computer applications for collecting and processing school fiscal,
personnel, and student data and for calculating apportionment payments and to
upgrade agency computer hardware. A maximum of $600,000 of this amount shall
be used for computer hardware.
By December 15, 1995, and before implementation of a new state-wide data
system, the superintendent shall present a plan to the house of representatives and
senate education and fiscal committees which identifies state data base uses that
could involve potentially sensitive data on students and parents. The plan shall
detail methods that the superintendent shall employ internally and recommend to
school organizations to insure integrity and proper use of data in any student data
base, with particular attention to eliminating unnecessary and intrusive data about
nonschool related information.
(d) $338,000 of the public safety and education account appropriation is
provided solely for administration of the traffic safety education program,
including in-service training related to instruction in the risks of driving while
under the influence of alcohol and other drugs.
(e)The superintendent of public instruction shall develop standards and rules
for disposal of surplus technology equipment accounting for proper depreciation
and maximum benefit to the district from the disposal.
(2) STATE-WIDE PROGRAMS
(a) $2,174,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided for inservice training and educational programs conducted by the Pacific Science Center.
(b)$63,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided for operation
of the Cispus environmental learning center.
(c) $2,654,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided for
educational centers, including state support activities.
(d)$3,093,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided for grants
for magnet schools to be distributed as recommended by the superintendent of
public instruction pursuant to chapter 232, section 516(13), Laws of 1992.
(e) $4,370,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided for
complex need grants. Grants shall be provided according to funding ratios
established in LEAP Document 30C as developed on May 21, 1995, at 23:46
hours.
(f) $3,050,000 of the drug enforcement and education account appropriation
and $2,800,000 of the public safety and education account appropriation are
provided solely for matching grants to enhance security in schools. Not more than
seventy-five percent of a district's total expenditures for school security in any
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school year may be paid from a grant under this subsection. The grants shall be
expended solely for the costs of employing or contracting for building security
monitors in schools during school hours and school events. Of the amount
provided in this subsection, at least $2,850,000 shall be spent for grants to districts
that, during the 1988-89 school year, employed or contracted for security monitors
in schools during school hours. However, these grants may be used only for
increases in school district expenditures for school security over expenditure levels
for the 1988-89 school year.
(g) Districts receiving allocations from subsections (2) (d) and (e) of this
section shall submit an annual report to the superintendent of public instruction on
the use of all district resources to address the educational needs of at-risk students
in each school building. The superintendent of public instruction shall make copies
of the reports available to the office of financial management and the legislature.
(h) $500,000 of the general fund-federal appropriation is provided for plan
development and coordination as required by the federal goals 2000: Educate
America Act. The superintendent shall collaborate with the commission on student
learning for the plan development and coordination and submit quarterly reports
on the plan development to the education committees of the legislature.
(i) $850,000 of the health services account appropriation isprovided solely for
media productions by students to focus on issues and consequences of teenage
pregnancy and child rearing. The projects shall be consistent with the provisions
of Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill No. 2798 as passed by the 1994
legislature, including a local/private or public sector match equal to fifty percent
of the state grant; and shall be awarded to schools or consortia not granted funds
in 1993-94. $450,000 of this amount is for costs of new projects not funded in the
1995-96 school year.
(0)$7,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided to the state
board of education to establish teacher competencies in the instruction of braille to
legally blind and visually impaired students.
(k) $50,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for
matching grants to school districts for analysis of budgets for classroom-related
activities as specified in chapter 230, Laws of 1995.
(i) $3,050,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely to
implement Engrossed Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5439 (nonoffender at-risk
youth). Of that amount, $50,000 is provided for a contract in fiscal year 1996 to
the Washington state institute for public policy to conduct an evaluation and review
as outlined in section 81 of Engrossed Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5439.
Allocation of the remaining amount shall be based on the number of petitions filed
in each district.
(m)$300,000 of the general fund-state appropriation isprovided for alcohol
and drug prevention programs pursuant to RCW 66.08.180.
(n) $1,500,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided for
implementation of Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill No. 2909 (reading
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literacy). Of this amount: (i) $100,000 is for the center for the improvement of
student learning's activities related to identifying effective reading programs,
providing information on effective reading programs, and developing training
programs for educators on effective reading instruction and assessment; (ii)
$500,000 is for grants as specified in section 2 of the bill to provide incentives for
the use of the effective reading programs; and (iii) $900,000 is for reading
instruction and reading assessment training programs for educators as specified in
section 3 of the bill.
(o) $5,000,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided to update
high-technology vocational education equipment in the 1996-97 school year. Of
this amount, $303,000 shall be alocated to skill centers. The superintendent shall
allocate the remaining funds at a maximum rate of $91.46 per full-time equivalent
vocational education student excluding skill center students. The funds shall be
allocated prior to June 30, 1997.
(p) $10,000,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for
technology grants to school districts and for per diem and travel costs of the
technology education committee for school years 1995-96 and 1996-97. A district
is eligible for a grant if it either has ongoing programs emphasizing specific
approaches to learning assisted by technology or it is identified by the center for
the improvement of student learning based on best practices; and
(i) The district is part of a consortium, of at least two school districts, formed
to pool resources to maximize technology related acquisitions, to start up new
programs or new staff development, and to share advantages of the consortium
with other districts;
(ii) The district will match state funds, on an equal value basis, with a
combination of:
(A) Contributions through partnerships with technology companies,
educational service districts, institutions of higher education, community and
technical colleges, or any other organization with expertise in applications of
technology to learning which are willing to assist school districts in applying
technology to the learning process through in-kind assistance; and
(B) School district funds; and
(iii) The district has plans and means for evaluating the improvement in
student learning resulting from the technology-based strategies of the district.
To the extent that funds are available, school districts that meet the criteria of
this subsection shall be provided grants under this subsection in the order they are
prioritized by the technology education committee and for no more than $600 per
student in the proposed program.
The superintendent of public instruction shall appoint a technology education
committee to develop an application and review process for awarding the
technology grants established in this subsection. The committee shall be appointed
by the superintendent and shall consist of five representatives from technology
companies, five technology coordinators representing educational service districts,
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and five school district representatives. Committee members shall serve without
additional compensation but shall be eligible for per diem and mileage allowances
pursuant to RCW 43.03.050 and 43.03.060. The superintendent shall award the
first round of technology grants based on the recommendation of the technology
education committee by July 1, 1996. No more than fifty percent of funds
provided in this appropriation shall be allocated in the first round of awards.
(q)$2,000,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided for start-up
grants to establish alternative programs for students who have been truant,
suspended, or expelled or are subject to other disciplinary actions in accordance
with section 10 of Substitute House Bill No. 2640 (changing truancy provisions).
(r) $50,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for
allocation to the primary coordinators of the state geographic alliance for the
purpose of improving the teaching of geography in the common school system.
(s) $100,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for a
contract for a feasibility analysis and implementation plan to provide the resources
of a skill center for students in the area served by the north central educational
service district.
(t)$1,000,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided for conflict
resolution and anger management training.
(u)$2.325.000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for
allocation to the north central Washington skills center for payment of long-term
leases, remodeling, equipment, supplies, and materials.
Sec. 1402. 1996 c 283 s 502 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION-FOR
GENERAL APPORTIONMENT (BASIC EDUCATION)
3,166,013,000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1996) ......... $
((3,61,992,09))
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1997) ......... $
TOTAL APPROPRIATION .......

$

((6,428,005,0))
6,419.791,000

The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1) The appropriation includes such funds as are necessary for the remaining
months of the 1994-95 school year.
(2) Allocations for certificated staff salaries for the 1995-96 and 1996-97
school years shall be determined using formula-generated staff units calculated
pursuant to this subsection. Staff allocations for small school enrollments in (d)
through (f) of this subsection shall be reduced for vocational full-time equivalent
enrollments. Staff allocations for small school enrollments in grades K-6 shall be
the greater of that generated under (a) of this subsection, or under (d) and (e) of this
subsection. Certificated staffing allocations shall be as follows:
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(a) On the basis of each 1,000 average annual full-time equivalent enrollments,
excluding full-time equivalent enrollment otherwise recognized for certificated
staff unit allocations under (c) through (f) of this subsection:
(i) Four certificated administrative staff units per thousand full-time equivalent
students in grades K-12;
(ii) 49 certificated instructional staff units per thousand full-time equivalent
students in grades K-3; and
(iii) An additional 5.3 certificated instructional staff units for grades K-3. Any
funds allocated for these additional certificated units shall not be considered as
basic education funding;
(A) Funds provided under this subsection (2)(a)(iii) in excess of the amount
required to maintain the statutory minimum ratio established under RCW
28A.150.260(2)(b) shall be allocated only if the district documents an actual ratio
equal to or greater than 54.3 certificated instructional staff per thousand full-time
equivalent students in grades K-3. For any school district documenting a lower
certificated instructional staff ratio, the allocation shall be based on the district's
actual grades K-3 certificated instructional staff ratio achieved in that school year,
or the statutory minimum ratio established under RCW 28A.150.260(2)(b), if
greater;
(B) Districts at or above 51.0 certificated instructional staff per one thousand
full-time equivalent students in grades K-3 may dedicate up to 1.3 of the 54.3
funding ratio to employ additional classified instructional assistants assigned to
basic education classrooms in grades K-3. For purposes of documenting a district's
staff ratio under this section, funds used by the district to employ additional
classified instructional assistants shall be converted to a certificated staff equivalent
and added to the district's actual certificated instructional staff ratio. Additional
classified instructional assistants, for the purposes of this subsection, shall be
determined using the 1989-90 school year as the base year;
(C) Any district maintaining a ratio equal to or greater than 54.3 certificated
instructional staff per thousand full-time equivalent students in grades K-3 may use
allocations generated under this subsection (2)(a)(iii) in excess of that required to
maintain the minimum ratio established under RCW 28A. 150.260(2)(b) to employ
additional basic education certificated instructional staff or classified instructional
assistants in grades 4-6. Funds allocated under this subsection (2)(a)(iii) shall only
be expended to reduce class size in grades K-6. No more than 1.3 of the
certificated instructional funding ratio amount may be expended for provision of
classified instructional assistants; and
(iv) Forty-six certificated instructional staff units per thousand full-time
equivalent students in grades 4-12; and
(b)For school districts with a minimum enrollment of 250 full-time equivalent
students whose full-time equivalent student enrollment count in a given month
exceeds the first of the month full-time equivalent enrollment count by 5 percent,
an additional state allocation of 110 percent of the share that such increased
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enrollment would have generated had such additional full-time equivalent students
been included in the normal enrollment count for that particular month;
(c) On the basis of full-time equivalent enrollment in:
(i) Vocational education programs approved by the superintendent of public
instruction, 0.92 certificated instructional staff units and 0.08 certificated
administrative staff units for each 18.3 full-time equivalent vocational students;
(ii) Skills center programs approved by the superintendent of public
instruction, 0.92 certificated instructional staff units and 0.08 certificated
administrative units for each 16.67 full-time equivalent vocational students; and
(iii) Indirect cost charges to vocational-secondary programs shall not exceed
10 percent;
(d)For districts enrolling not more than twenty-five average annual full-time
equivalent students in grades K-8, and for small school plants within any school
district which have been judged to be remote and necessary by the state board of
education and enroll not more than twenty-five average annual full-time equivalent
students in grades K-8:
(i) For those enrolling no students in grades seven and eight, 1.76 certificated
instructional staff units and 0.24 certificated administrative staff units for
enrollment of not more than five students, plus one-twentieth of a certificated
instructional staff unit for each additional student enrolled; and
(ii)For those enrolling students in grades 7 or 8, 1.68 certificated instructional
staff units and 0.32 certificated administrative staff units for enrollment of not
more than five students, plus one-tenth of a certificated instructional staff unit for
each additional student enrolled;
(e) For specified enrollments in districts enrolling more than twenty-five but
not more than one hundred average annual full-time equivalent students in grades
K-8, and for small school plants within any school district which enroll more than
twenty-five average annual full-time equivalent students in grades K-8 and have
been judged to be remote and necessary by the state board of education:
(i) For enrollment of up to sixty annual average full-time equivalent students
in grades K-6, 2.76 certificated instructional staff units and 0.24 certificated
administrative staff units; and
(ii) For enrollment of up to twenty annual average full-time equivalent
students in grades 7 and 8, 0.92 certificated instructional staff units and 0.08
certificated administrative staff units;
(f) For districts operating no more than two high schools with enrollments of
less than three hundred average annual full-time equivalent students, for enrollment
'in grades 9-12 in each such school, other than alternative schools:
(i) For remote and necessary schools enrolling students in any grades 9-12 but
no more than twenty-five average annual full-time equivalent students in grades K12, four and one-half certificated instructional staff units and one-quarter of a
certificated administrative staff unit;
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(ii) For all other small high schools under this subsection, nine certificated
instructional staff units and one-half of a certificated administrative staff unit for
the first sixty average annual full time equivalent students, and additional staff
units based on a ratio of 0.8732 certificated instructional staff units and 0.1268
certificated administrative staff units per each additional forty-three and one-half
average annual full time equivalent students.
Units calculated under (f)(ii) of this subsection shall be reduced by certificated
staff units at the rate of forty-six certificated instructional staff units and four
certificated administrative staff units per thousand vocational full-time equivalent
students.
(g) For each nonhigh school district having an enrollment of more than
seventy annual average full-time equivalent students and less than one hundred
eighty students, operating a grades K-8 program or a grades 1-8 program, an
additional one-half of a certificated instructional staff unit;
(h) For each nonhigh school district having an enrollment of more than fifty
annual average full-time equivalent students and less than one hundred eighty
students, operating a grades K-6 program or a grades 1-6 program, an additional
one-half of a certificated instructional staff unit.
(3) Allocations for classified salaries for the 1995-96 and 1996-97 school
years shall be calculated using formula-generated classified staff units determined
as follows:
(a) For enrollments generating certificated staff unit allocations under
subsection (2) (d) through (h) of this section, one classified staff unit for each three
certificated staff units allocated under such subsections;
(b) For all other enrollment in grades K-12, including vocational full-time
equivalent enrollments, one classified staff unit for each sixty average annual fulltime equivalent students; and
(c) For each nonhigh school district with an enrollment of more than fifty
annual average full-time equivalent students and less than one hundred eighty
students, an additional one-half of a classified staff unit.
(4) Fringe benefit allocations shall be calculated at a rate of 20.71 percent in
the 1995-96 school year and 20.71 percent in the 1996-97 school year of
certificated salary allocations provided under subsection (2) of this section, and a
rate of 18.77 percent in the 1995-96 school year and 18.77 percent in the 1996-97
school year of classified salary allocations provided under subsection (3) of this
section.
(5) Insurance benefit allocations shall be calculated at the rates specified in
section 504(2) of this act, based on the number of benefit units determined as
follows:
(a) The number of certificated staff units determined in subsection (2) of this
section; and
(b) The number of classified staff units determined in subsection (3) of this
section multiplied by 1.152. This factor is intended to adjust allocations so that,
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for the purposes of distributing insurance benefits, full-time equivalent classified
employees may be calculated on the basis of 1440 hours of work per year, with no
individual employee counted as more than one full-time equivalent;
(6)(a) For nonemployee-related costs associated with each certificated staff
unit allocated under subsection (2) (a), (b), and (d) through (h) of this section, there
shall be provided a maximum of $7,656 per certificated staff unit in the 1995-96
school year and a maximum of $7,786 per certificated staff unit in the 1996-97
school year.
(b)For nonemployee-related costs associated with each vocational certificated
staff unit allocated under subsection (2)(c) of this section, there shall be provided
a maximum of $14,587 per certificated staff unit in the 1995-96 school year and
a maximum of $14,835 per certificated staff unit in the 1996-97 school year.
(7)Allocations for substitute costs for classroom teachers shall be distributed
at a maximum rate of $341 for the 1995-96 school year and $341 per year for the
1996-97 school year per allocated classroom teacher excluding salary adjustments
made in section 504 of this act. Solely for the purposes of this subsection,
allocated classroom teachers shall be equal to the number of certificated
instructional staff units allocated under subsection (2) of this section, multiplied by
the ratio between the number of actual basic education certificated teachers and the
number of actual basic education certificated instructional staff reported state-wide
for the 1994-95 school year.
(8) Any school district board of directors may petition the superintendent of
public instruction by submission of a resolution adopted in a public meeting to
reduce or delay any portion of its basic education allocation for any school year.
The superintendent of public instruction shall approve such reduction or delay if
it does not impair the district's financial condition. Any delay shall not be for more
than two school years. Any reduction or delay shall have no impact on levy
authority pursuant to RCW 84.52.0531 and local effort assistance pursuant to
chapter 28A.500 RCW.
(9) The superintendent may distribute a maximum of $5,820,000 outside the
basic education formula during fiscal years 1996 and 1997 as follows:
(a) For fire protection for school districts located in a fire protection district
as now or hereafter established pursuant to chapter 52.04 RCW, a maximum of
$431,000 may be expended in fiscal year 1996 and a maximum of $444,000 may
be expended in fiscal year 1997;
(b) For summer vocational programs at skills centers, a maximum of
$1,938,000 may be expended in fiscal year 1996 and a maximum of $1,948,000
may be expended in fiscal year 1997;
(c) Amaximum of $309,000 may be expended for school district emergencies;
and
(d) A maximum of $250,000 may be expended for fiscal year 1996 and a
maximum of $500,000 may be expended for fiscal year 1997 for programs
providing skills training for secondary students who are at risk of academic failure
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or who have dropped out of school and are enrolled in the extended day school-towork programs, as approved by the superintendent of public instruction. The funds
shall be allocated at a rate not to exceed $500 per full-time equivalent student
enrolled in those programs.
(10) For the purposes of RCW 84.52.0531, the increase per full-time
equivalent student in state basic education appropriations provided under this act,
including appropriations for salary and benefits increases, is 2.2 percent from the
1994-95 school year to the 1995-96 school year, and 1.3 percent from the 1995-96
school year to the 1996-97 school year.
(11) If two or more school districts consolidate and each district was receiving
additional basic education formula staff units pursuant to subsection (2) (b)through
(h)of this section, the following shall apply:
(a) For three school years following consolidation, the number of basic
education formula staff units shall not be less than the number of basic education
formula staff units received by the districts in the school year prior to the
consolidation; and
(b) For the fourth through eighth school years following consolidation, the
difference between the basic education formula staff units received by the districts
for the school year prior to consolidation and the basic education formula staff
units after consolidation pursuant to subsection (2) (a)through (h) of this section
shall be reduced in increments of twenty percent per year.
Sec. 1403. 1996 c 283 s 504 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION-FOR
SCHOOL EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION ADJUSTMENTS
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1996) ......... $
96,201,000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1997) ......... $
((12,463,00))
122.394.000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION
$
((2L-8,964;000))
218.595.000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1) $217,835,000 is piuvided for cost of living adjustments of 4.0 percent
effective September 1, 1995, for state-formula staff units. The appropriation
includes associated incremental fringe benefit allocations for both years at rates
20.07 percent for certificated staff and 15.27 percent for classified staff.
(a)The appropriation in this section includes the increased portion of salaries
and incremental fringe benefits for all relevant state funded school programs in
PART V of this act. Salary adjustments for state employees in the office of
superintendent of public instruction and the education reform program are provided
in the Special Appropriations sections of this act. Increases for general
apportionment (basic education) are based on the salary allocation schedules and
methodology in section 503 of this act. Increases for special education result from
increases in each district's basic education allocation per student. Increases for
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educational service districts and institutional education programs are determined
by the superintendent of public instruction using the methodology for general
apportionment salaries and benefits in section 503 of this act.
(b)The appropriation in this section provides salary increase and incremental
fringe benefit allocations for the following programs based on formula adjustments
as follows:
(i) For pupil transportation, an increase of $0.77 per weighted pupil-mile for
the 1995-96 school year and maintained for the 1996-97 school year;
(ii) For learning assistance, an increase of $11.24 per eligible student for the
1995-96 school year and maintained for the 1996-97 school year;
(iii) For education of highly capable students, an increase of $8.76 per formula
student for the 1995-96 school year and maintained for the 1996-97 school year;
and
(iv) For transitional bilingual education, an increase of $22.77 per eligible
bilingual student for the 1995-96 school year and maintained for the 1996-97
school year.
(2)The maintenance rate for insurance benefits shall be $313.95 for the 199596 school year and $314.51 for the 1996-97 school year. Funding for insurance
benefits is included within appropriations made in other sections of Part V of this
act.
(3)Effective September 1, 1995, a maximum of $1,129,000 is provided for a
4 percent increase in the state allocation for substitute teachers in the general
apportionment programs.
(4) The rates specified in this section are subject to revision each year by the
legislature'.
Sec. 1404. 1996 c 283 s 505 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION-FOR PUPIL
TRANSPORTATION
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1996) ......... $
154,391,000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1997) ......... $
((4-4,362000))
172.633.000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
((328,.53 9 ))
327,024,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1)The appropriation includes such funds as are necessary for the remaining
months of the 1994-95 school year.
(2) A maximum of $1,347,000 may be expended for regional transportation
coordinators and related activities. The transportation coordinators shall ensure
that data submitted by school districts for state transportation funding shall, to the
greatest extent practical, reflect the actual transportation activity of each district.
The 1994 travel time to contiguous school district study shall be continued and a
report submitted to the fiscal committees of the legislature by December 1, 1995.
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(3) A maximum of $40,000 is provided to complete the computerized state
map project containing school bus routing information. This information and
available data on school buildings shall be consolidated. Data formats shall be
compatible with the geographic information system (GIS) and included insofar as
possible in the GIS system.
(4) $180,000 is provided solely for the transportation of students enrolled in
"choice" programs. Transportation shall be limited to low-income students who
are transferring to "choice" programs solely for educational reasons.
(5) Beginning with the 1995-96 school year, the superintendent of public
instruction shall implement a state bid process for the purchase of school buses
pursuant to Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5408.
(6) Of this appropriation, a maximum of $8,963,000 may be allocated in the
1995-96 school year for hazardous walking conditions. The superintendent shall
ensure that the conditions specified in RCW 28A.160.160(4) for state funding of
hazardous walking conditions for any district are fully and strictly adhered to, and
that no funds are allocated in any instance in which a district is not actively and to
the greatest extent possible engaged in efforts to mitigate hazardous walking
conditions.
(7)For the 1996-97 school year, a maximum of $13,546,000 may be allocated
for transportation services in accordance with Senate Bill No. 6684 (student safety
to and from school). A district's allocation shall be based on the number of
enrolled students in grades kindergarten through five living within one radius mile
from their assigned school multiplied by 1.29. "Enrolled students in grades
kindergarten through five" for purposes of this section means the number of
kindergarten through five students, living within one radius mile, who are enrolled
during the week that each district's bus ridership count is taken.
(8) The minimum load factor in the operations formula shall be calculated
based on all students transported to and from school.
(9) For the 1996-97 school year, the superintendent of public instruction shall
revise the expected bus lifetimes used for determining bus reimbursement And
depreciation payments in the following manner:
(a) The twenty-year bus category shall be reduced to eighteen years; and
(b) The fifteen-year bus category shall be reduced to thirteen years.
Sec. 1405. 1996 c 283 s 506 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION-FOR SPECIAL
EDUCATION PROGRAMS
379,771,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1996) .... $
((368,49,00))
$
1997)
....
(FY
Appropriation
General Fund-State
355,111.000
98,684,000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ........... $
((846,604,090))
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
833.566.000
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The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1)The general fund-state appropriation includes such funds as are necessary
for the remaining months of the 1994-95 school year.
(2)In recognition of the need for increased flexibility at the local district level
to facilitate the provision of appropriate education to children in need of special
education, and the need for substantive educational reform for a significant portion
of the school population, the funding formula for special education is modified.
These changes result from a 1994 study and recommendations by the institute for
public policy and the legislative budget committee, aided by the office of the
superintendent of public instruction and the state-wide task force for the
development of special education funding alternatives. The new formula is for
allocation purposes only and is not intended to prescribe or imply any particular
pattern of special education service delivery other than that contained in a properly
formulated, locally determined, individualized education program.
(3) The superintendent of public instruction shall distribute state funds to
school districts based on two categories, the mandatory special education program
for special education students ages three to twenty-one and the optional birth
through age two program for developmentally delayed infants and toddlers. The
superintendent shall review current state eligibility criteria for the fourteen special
education categories and consider changes which would reduce assessment time
and administrative costs associated with the special education program.
(4) For the 1995-96 and 1996-97 school years, the superintendent shall
distribute state funds to each district based on the sum of:
(a) A district's annual average headcount enrollment of developmentally
delayed infants and toddlers ages birth through two, times the district's average
basic education allocation per full-time equivalent student, times 1.15; and
(b)A district's annual average full-time equivalent basic education enrollment
times the enrollment percent, times the district's average basic education allocation
per full-time equivalent student times 0.9309.
(5)The definitions in this subsection apply throughout this section.
(a) "Average basic education allocation per full-time equivalent student" for
a district shall be based on the staffing ratios required by RCW 28A.150.260 (i.e.,
49/1000 certificated instructional staff in grades K-3, and 46/1000 in grades 4-12),
and shall not include enhancements for K-3, secondary vocational education, or
small schools.
(b) "Annual average full-time equivalent basic education enrollment" means
the resident enrollment including students enrolled through choice (RCW
28A.225.225) and students from nonhigh districts (RCW 28A.225.210) and
excluding students residing in another district enrolled as part of an interdistrict
cooperative program (RCW 28A.225.250).
(c) "Enrollment percent" shall mean the district's resident special education
annual average enrollment including those students counted under the special
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education demonstration projects, excluding the birth through age two enrollment,
as a percent of the district's annual average full-time equivalent basic education
enrollment. For the 1995-96 and the 1996-97 school years, each district's
enrollment percent shall be:
(i) For districts whose enrollment percent for 1994-95 was at or below 12.7
percent, the lesser of the district's actual enrollment percent for the school year for
which the allocation is being determined or 12.7 percent.
(ii) For districts whose enrollment percent for 1994-95 was above 12.7
percent, the lesser of:
(A) The district's actual enrollment percent for the school year for which the
special education allocation is being determined; or
(B) The district's actual enrollment percent for the school year immediately
prior to the school year for which the special education allocation is being
determined if not less than 12.7 percent; or
(C) For 1995-96, the 1994-95 enrollment percent reduced by 25 percent of the
difference between the district's 1994-95 enrollment percent and 12.7. For 199697, the 1994-95 enrollment percent reduced by 50 percent of the difference
between the district's 1994-95 enrollment percent and 12.7.
(6) At the request of any interdistrict cooperative of at least 15 districts in
which all excess cost services for special education students of the districts are
provided by the cooperative, the maximum enrollment percent shall be 12.7, and
shall be calculated in the aggregate rather than individual district units. For
purposes of subsection (5) of this section, the average basic education allocation
per full-time equivalent student shall be calculated in the aggregate rather than
individual district units.
(7) A minimum of $4.5 million of the general fund-federal appropriation
shall be expended for safety net funding to meet the extraordinary needs of
individual special education students.
(8) From the general fund-state appropriation, $14,600,000 is provided for
the 1995-96 school year, and (($,850 ,00)) a maximum of $12.000.000 for the
1996-97 school year, for safety net purposes for districts with demonstrable
funding needs for special education beyond the combined amounts provided in
subsection (4) of this section. The superintendent of public instruction shall, by
rule, establish procedures and standards for allocation of safety net funds. In the
1995-96 school year, school districts shall submit their requests for safety net funds
to the appropriate regional committee established by the superintendent of public
instruction. Regional committees shall make recommendations to the state
oversight committee for approval. For the 1996-97 school year, requests for safety
net funds under this subsection shall be submitted to the state oversight committee.
The following conditions and limitations shall be applicable to school districts
requesting safety net funds:
(a) For a school district requesting state safety net funds due to special
characteristics of the district and costs of providing services which differ
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significantly from the assumptions contained in the funding formula, the
procedures and standards shall permit relief only if a district can demonstrate at a
minimum that:
(i) Individualized education plans are appropriate and are properly and
efficiently prepared and formulated;
(ii)The district is making a reasonable effort to provide appropriate program
services for special education students utilizing state funds generated by the
apportionment and special education funding formulas;
(iii) The district's programs are operated in a reasonably efficient manner and
that the district has adopted a plan of action to contain or eliminate any
unnecessary, duplicative, or inefficient practices;
(iv)Indirect costs charged to this program do not exceed the allowable percent
for the federal special education program;
(v)Any available federal funds are insufficient to address the additional needs;
and
(vi) The costs of any supplemental contracts are not charged to this program
for purposes of making these determinations.
(b) For districts requesting safety net funds due to federal maintenance of
effort requirements, as a result of changes in the state special education formula,
the procedures and standards shall permit relief only if a district can demonstrate
at a minimum that:
(i) Individualized education plans are appropriate and are properly and
efficiently prepared and formulated; and
(ii)The district is making a reasonable effort to provide appropriate program
services for special education students utilizing state funds generated by the
apportionment and special education funding formulas.
(c) For districts requesting safety net funds due to federal maintenance of
effort requirements as a result in changes in the state special education formula,
amounts provided for this purpose shall be calculated by the superintendent of
public instruction and adjusted periodically based on the most current information
available to the superintendent. The amount provided shall not exceed the lesser
of:
(i) The district's 1994-95 state excess cost allocation for resident special
education students minus the relevant school year's state special education formula
allocation;
(ii) The district's 1994-95 state excess cost allocation per resident special
education student times the number of formula funded special education students
for the relevant school year minus the relevant school year's special education
formula allocation;
(iii) The amount requested by the district; or
(iv)The amount awarded by the state oversight committee.
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(9)(a) For purposes of making safety net determinations pursuant to subsection
(8)of this section, the superintendent shall make available to each school district,
from available data, prior to June Ist of each year:
(i) The district's 1994-95 enrollment percent;
(ii) For districts with a 1994-95 enrollment percent over 12.7 percent, the
maximum 1995-96 enrollment percent, and prior to 1996-97 the maximum 199697 enrollment percent;
(iii) The estimate to be used for purposes of subsection (8) of this section of
each district's 1994-95 special education allocation showing the excess cost and the
basic education portions; and
(iv) If necessary, a process for each district to estimate the 1995-96 school
year excess cost allocation for special education and the portion of the basic
education allocation formerly included in the special education allocation. This
process may utilize the allocations generated pursuant to subsection (4) of this
section, each district's 1994-95 estimated basic education backout percent for the
1994-95 school year, and state compensation increases for 1995-96.
(b) The superintendent, in consultation with the state auditor, shall take all
necessary steps to successfully transition to the new formula and minimize
paperwork at the district level associated with federal maintenance of effort
calculations. The superintendent shall develop such rules and procedures as are
necessary to implement this process for the 1995-96 school year, and may use the
same process.
(10) Prior to adopting any standards, procedures, or processes required to
implement this section, the superintendent shall consult with the office of financial
management and the fiscal committees of the legislature.
(1I) Membership of the regional committees, in the 1995-96 school year, may
include, but not be limited to:
(a) A representative of the superintendent of public instruction;
(b) One or more representatives from school districts including board
members, superintendents, special education directors, and business managers; and
(c) One or more staff from an educational service district.
(12) The state oversight committee appointed by the superintendent of public
instruction shall consist of:
(a) Staff of the office of superintendent of public instruction;
(b) Staff of the office of the state auditor;
(c) Staff from the office of the financial management; and
(d) One or more representatives from school districts or educational service
districts knowledgeable of special education programs and funding.
(13) The institute for public policy, in cooperation with the superintendent of
public instruction, the office of financial management, and the fiscal committees
of the legislature, shall evaluate the operation of the safety nets under subsections
(7) and (8) of this section and shall prepare an interim report by December 15,
1995, and a final report on the first school year of operation by October 15, 1996.
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(14) A maximum of $678,000 may be expended from the general fund-state
appropriation to fund 5.43 full-time equivalent teachers and 2.1 full-time
equivalent aides at Children's orthopedic hospital and medical center. This amount
is in lieu of money provided through the home and hospital allocation and the
special education program.
(15) $1,000,000 of the general fund-federal appropriation is provided solely
for projects to provide special education students with appropriate job and
independent living skills, including work experience where possible, to facilitate
their successful transition out of the public school system. The funds provided by
this subsection shall be from federal discretionary grants.
(16) Not more than $80,000 of the general fund-federal appropriation shall
be expended for development of an inservice training program to identify students
with dyslexia who may be in need of special education.
(17) A maximum of $933,600 of the general fund-state appropriation in fiscal
year 1996 and a maximum of $933,600 of the general fund-state appropriation for
fiscal year 1997 may be expended for state special education coordinators housed
at each of the educational service districts. Employment and functions of the
special education coordinators shall be determined in consultation with the
superintendent of public instruction.
Sec. 1406. 1996 c 283 s 507 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION-FOR
TRAFFIC SAFETY EDUCATION PROGRAMS
Public Safety and Education Account
Appropriation ...............................
$
((-649,4M-8
))
16.824.000
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1) The appropriation includes such funds as are necessary for the remaining
months of the 1994-95 school year.
(2) A maximum of $507,000 shall be expended for regional traffic safety
education coordinators.
(3) The maximum basic state allocation per student completing the program
shall be $137.16 in the 1995-96 and 1996-97 school years.
(4) Additional allocations to provide tuition assistance for students from lowincome families who complete the program shall be a maximum of $66.81 per
eligible student in the 1995-96 and 1996-97 school years.
Sec. 1407. 1996 c 283 s 509 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION-FOR
LOCAL EFFORT ASSISTANCE
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1996) ............
$
76,871,000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1997) .............. $
((84;80600))
82.831.00
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159,702.000

Sec. 1408. 1996 c 283 s 511 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION-FOR
INSTITUTIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1996) .... $
15,798,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1997) .... $
((7,92,009))
16,235.000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ........... $
8,548,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
((42400 ))
40,581,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(I) The general fund-state appropriation includes such funds as are necezsary
for the remaining months of the 1994-95 school year.
(2) State funding provided under this section is based on salaries and other
expenditures for a 220-day school year. The superintendent of public instruction
shall monitor school district expenditure plans for institutional education programs
to ensure that districts plan for a full-time summer program.
(3) State funding for each institutional education program shall be based on
the institution's annual average full-time equivalent student enrollment. Staffing
ratios for each category of institution and other state funding assumptions shall be
those specified in the legislative budget notes.
Sec. 1409. 1996 c 283 s 512 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION-FOR
PROGRAMS FOR HIGHLY CAPABLE STUDENTS
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1996) ......... $
4,200,000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1997) ......... $
((4254009))
4,217,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
((8454,49))
8,417,000
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1)The appropriation includes such funds as are necessary for the remaining
months of the 1994-95 school year.
(2) Allocations for school district programs for highly capable students shall
be distributed for up to one and one-half percent of each district's full-time
equivalent basic education act enrollment.
(3)$436,000 of the appropriation is for the Centrum program at Fort Worden
state park.
Sec. 1410. 1996 c 283 s 514 (uncodified) is amended to read as follow-"
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FOR THE SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION-FOR
TRANSITIONAL BILINGUAL PROGRAMS
26,378,000
$
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1996) .........
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1997) ......... $
((28,43-200))
28.221.000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
((54,810,9))
54.599.000
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(I) The appropriation provides such funds as are necessary for the remaining
months of the 1994-95 school year.
(2) The superintendent shall distribute a maximum of $623.21 per eligible
bilingual student in the 1995-96 school year and $623.31 in the 1996-97 school
year.
See. 1411. 1996 c 283 s 515 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION-FOR THE
LEARNING ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1996) ......... $
56,417,000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1997) ......... $
((58,21O, 9))
57.451.000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
((14,62490))
113,868,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1) The appropriation provides such funds as are necessary for the remaining
months of the 1994-95 school year.
(2) For making the calculation of the percentage of students scoring in the
lowest quartile as compared with national norms, beginning with the 1991-92
school year, the superintendent shall multiply each school district's 4th and 8th
grade test results by 0.86.
(3)Funding for school district learning assistance programs shall be allocated
at a maximum rate of $366.74 per unit for the 1995-96 school year and a maximum
of $366.81 per unit in the 1996-97 school year. School districts may carryover up
to 10 percent of funds allocated under this program; however, carryover funds shall
be expended for the learning assistance program.
(a) A school district's units for the 1995-96 school year shall be the sum of the
following:
(i) The 1995-96 full-time equivalent enrollment in kindergarten through 6th
grade, times the 5-year average 4th grade test result as adjusted pursuant to
subsection (2) of this section, times 0.96; and
(ii)The 1995-96 full-time equivalent enrollment in grades 7 through 9, times
the 5-year average 8th grade test result as adjusted pursuant to subsection (2) of
this section, times 0.96; and
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(iii) If the district's percentage of October 1994 headcount enrollment in
grades K-12 eligible for free and reduced price lunch exceeds the state average,
subtract the state average percentage of students eligible for free and reduced price
lunch from the district's percentage and multiply the result by the district's 1995-96
K-12 annual average full-time equivalent enrollment times 11.68 percent.
(b)A school district's units for the 1996-97 school year shall be the sum of the
following:
(i) The 1996-97 full-time equivalent enrollment in kindergarten through 6th
grade,. times the 5-year average 4th grade test result as adjusted pursuant to
subsection (2) of this section, times 0.92; and
(ii) The 1996-97 full-time equivalent enrollment in grades 7 through 9, times
the 5-year average 8th grade test result as adjusted pursuant to subsection (2) of
this section, times 0.92; and
(iii) If the district's percentage of October 1995 headcount enrollment in
grades K-12 eligible for free and reduced price lunch exceeds the state average,
subtract the state average percentage of students eligible for free and reduced price
lunch from the district's percentage and multiply the result by the district's 1996-97
K-12 annual average full-time equivalent enrollment times 22.30 percent.
Sec. 1412. 1996 c 283 s 516 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION-LOCAL
ENHANCEMENT FUNDS
56,846,000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1996) ......... $
((58,123,090))
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1997) ......... $
58.076.000
((-444969;000))
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
114.922.000
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1)The appropriation provides such funds as are necessary for the remaining
months of the 1994-95 school year.
(2)School districts receiving moneys pursuant to this section shall expend at
least fifty-eight percent of such moneys in school buildings for building based
planning, staff development, and other activities to improve student learning,
consistent with the student learning goals in RCW 28A.150.210 and RCW
28A.630.885. Districts receiving the moneys shall have a policy regarding the
involvement of school staff, parents, and community members in instructional
decisions. Each school using the moneys shall, by the end of the 1995-96 school
year, develop and keep on file a building plan to attain the student learning goals
and essential academic learning requirements and to implement the assessment
system as it is developed. The remaining forty-two percent of such moneys may
be used to meet other educational needs as identified by the school district.
Program enhancements funded pursuant to this section do not fall within the
definition of basic education for purposes of Article IX of the state Constitution
C29651
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and the state's funding duty thereunder, nor shall such funding constitute levy
reduction funds for purposes of RCW 84.52.0531.
(3) Forty-two percent of the allocations to school districts shall be calculated
on the basis of full-time enrollment at an annual rate per student of up to $26.30 for
the 1995-96 and 1996-97 school years. For school districts enrolling not more than
one hundred average annual full-time equivalent students, and for small school
plants within any school district designated as remote and necessary schools, the
allocations shall be as follows:
(a) Enrollment of not more than 60 average annual full-time equivalent
students in grades kindergarten through six shall generate funding based on sixty
full-time equivalent students;
(b) Enrollment of not more than 20 average annual full-time equivalent
students in grades seven and eight shall generate funding based on twenty full-time
equivalent students; and
(c) Enrollment of not more than 60 average annual full-time equivalent
students in grades nine through twelve shall generate funding based on sixty fulltime equivalent students.
(4) Fifty-eight percent of the allocations to school districts shall be calculated
on the basis of full-time enrollment at an annual rate per student of up to $36.69 for
the 1995-96 and 1996-97 fiscal years. The state schools for the deaf and the blind
may qualify for allocations of funds under this subsection. For school districts
enrolling not more than one hundred average annual full-time equivalent students,
and for small school plants within any school district designated as remote and
necessary schools, the allocations shall be as follows:
(a) Enrollment of not more than 60 average annual full-time equivalent
students in grades kindergarten through six shall generate funding based on sixty
full-time equivalent students;
(b) Eirollment of not more than 20 average annual full-time equivalent
students in grades seven and eight shall generate funding based on twenty full-time
equivalent students; and
(c) Enrollment of not more than 60 average annual full-time equivalent
students in grades nine through twelve shall generate funding based on sixty fulltime equivalent students.
(5) Beginning with the 1995-96 school year, to provide parents, the local
community, and the legislature with information on the student learning
improvement block grants, schools receiving funds for such purpose shall include,
in the annual performance report required in RCW 28A.320.205, information on
how the student learning improvement bluck grant moneys were spent and what
results were achieved. Each school district shall submit the reports to the
superintendent of public instruction and the superintendent shall provide the
legislature with an annual report.
(6) Receipt by a school district of one-fourth of the district's allocation of
funds under this section, shall be conditioned on a finding by the superintendent
that the district is enrolled as a medicaid service provider and is actively pursuing
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federal matching funds for medical services provided through special education
programs, pursuant to RCW 74.09.5241 through 74.09.5256 (Title XIX funding).
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1413. A new section is added to 1995 2nd sp.s. c 18
(uncodified) to read as follows:
FOR THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION-COMMON SCHOOL
CONSTRUCTION
General Fund Appropriation to the Common
School Construction Fund ................. $
62,379,000
PART XV
HIGHER EDUCATION
Sec. 1501. 1996 c 283 s 602 (uncodified) isamended to read as follows:
The appropriations in sections 603 through 609 of this act provide state
general fund support or employment and training trust account support for student
full-time equivalent enrollments at each institution of higher education. Listed
below are the annual full-time equivalent student enrollments by institution
assumed in this act.
1995-96
1996-97
Annual
Annual
Average
Average
FIE
FIE
University of Washington
Main campus ..................... 29,857
30,455
Evening Degree Program ............... 571
617
Tacoma branch .......................
588
747
Bothell branch .......................
533
685
Washington State University
Main campus .....................
16,205
17,403
Spokane branch ...................... 283
352
Tri-Cities branch .....................
624
724
Vancouver branch ....................
723
851
Central Washington University ........ 6,903
7,256
Eastern Washington University ........ 7,656

7339

The Evergreen State College .......... 3,278
3,406
Western Washington University ....... 9,483
10,038
State Boa-u for Community and
Technical Colleges ........... 1111,986
114,326
Higher Education Coordinating
Board ........................... 50
50
Sec. 1502. 1996 c 283 s 603 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
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FOR THE STATE BOARD FOR COMMUNITY AND TECHNICAL
COLLEGES
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1996) ....
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1997) ....

$
$

General Fund-Federal Appropriation ........... $
Employment and Training Trust Account
Appropriation ..........................
$
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $

345,763,000

((0-9499))
360.350.000
11,404,000
58,575,000
((73,982,9))
776.092.000

The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(I) $2,883,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely for 500
supplemental FTE enrollment slots to implement RCW 28B.50.259 (timberdependent commurities).
(2) $58,575,000 of the employment and training trust account appropriation
is provided solely for training and related support services specified in chapter 226,
Laws of 1993 (employment and training for unemployed workers). Of this
amount:
(a) $41,090,000 is to provide enrollment opportunity for 6,100 full-time
equivalent students in fiscal year 1996 and 7,200 full-time equivalent students in
fiscal year 1997. The state board for community and technical colleges shall
submit to the work force training and education coordinating board for review and
approval a plan for the allocation of the full-time equivalents provided in this
subsection.
(b)$8,403,000 is to provide child care assistance, transportation, and financial
aid for the student enrollments funded in (a) of this subsection.
(c) $7,632,000 is to provide financial assistance for student enrollments
funded in (a) of this subsection in order to enhance program completion for those
enrolled students whose unemployment benefit eligibility will be exhausted or
reduced before their training program is completed. The state board for
community and technical colleges shall submit to the work force training and
education coordinating board for review and approval a plan for eligibility and
disbursement criteria to be used in determining the award of moneys provided in
this subsection.
(d) $750,000 is provided solely for an interagency agreement with the work
force training and education coordinating board for an independently contracted
net-impact study to determine the overall effectiveness and outcomes of retraining
and other services provided under chapter 226, Laws of 1993, (employment and
training for unemployed workers). The net-impact study shall be completed and
delivered to the legislature no later than December 31, 1996.
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(e) $700,000 is to provide the operating resources for seven employment
security department job service centers located on community and technical college
campuses.
(3) $3,725,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely for
assessment of student outcomes at community and technical colleges,
(4) $1,412,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely to recruit
and retain minority students and faculty.
(5) $3,296,720 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely for
instructional equipment.
(6) $688,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided for new building
operations and maintenance and shall be placed in reserve and expended only
pursuant to allotment authority provided by the office of financial management.
(7) Up to $4,200,000 of the appropriations in this section may be used in
combination with salary and benefit savings from faculty turnover to provide
faculty salary increments.
(8)The technical colleges may increase tuition and fees to conform with the
percentage increase in community college operating fees authorized in Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5325.
(9) $4,200,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for
transitional costs and accreditation requirements associated with the transfer of the
technical colleges to the community college system. Colleges shall apply funding
for distance learning and technology resources to address accreditation
requirements in a cost-effective manner. Colleges are encouraged to negotiate with
accreditation agencies for the acceptance of new educational technologies to meet
accreditation standards.
(10) Up to $50,000, if matched by an equal amount from private sources, may
be used to initiate an international trade education consortium, composed of
selected community colleges, to fund and promote international trade education
and training services in a variety of locations throughout the state, which services
shall include specific business skills needed to develop and sustain international
business opportunities that are oriented toward vocational, applied skills. The
board shall report to appropriate legislative committees on these efforts at each
regular session of the legislature.
(11) $2,000,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for
productivity enhancements in student services and instruction that facilitate student
progress, and innovation proposals that provide greater student access and learning
opportunities. The state board for community and technical colleges shall report
to the governor and legislature by October 1, 1997, on implementation of
productivity and innovation programs supported by these funds.
(12) $1,500,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for
competitive grants to community and technical colleges to assist the colleges in
serving disabled students. The state board for community and technical colleges
shall award grants to colleges based on severity of need.
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(13) $2,700,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for
the costs associated with standardizing part-time health benefits per Substitute
Senate Bill No. 6583.
(14) By November 15, 1996, the board, in consultation with full- and part-time
faculty groups, shall develop a plan and submit recommendations to the legislature
to address compensation and staffing issues concerning inter- and intra-institutional
salary disparities for full and part-time faculty. The board shall develop and submit
to the governor and the legislature a ten-year implementation plan that: (a)
Reflects the shared responsibility of the institutions and the legislature to address
these issues; (b) reviews recent trends in the use of part-time faculty and makes
recommendations to the legislature for appropriate ratios of part-time to full-time
faculty staff; and (c) considers educational quality, long-range cost considerations,
flexibility in program delivery, employee working conditions, and differing
circumstances pertaining to local situations.
Sec. 1503. 1996 c 283 s 604 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1996) ......... $
259,062,000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1997) ......... $
((267,933,0))
268.643.000
Death Investigations Account Appropriation ..... $
1,685,000
Accident Account Appropriation ............... $
4,348,000
Medical Aid Account Appropriation ............ $
4,343,000
Health Services Account Appropriation ......... $
6,247,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
((543,648,00))
.544.328.000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(I) $10,501,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely to
operate upper-division and graduate level courses offered at the Tacoma branch
campus. Of this amount((--(&))% $237,000 is provided solely for continuation of
the two-plus-two program operated jointly with the Olympic Community
College((, a-d (b) $700,000 is provided s1l1y f, r building mai . tn ,
equipment purchase, tind moving eestsa nd shttll be plaeed in.reserye and expcrndz
only pursuant to afletmni authority provided by the offlee of Financa
man.ag rr~nn)).
(2)$9,665,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely to operate
upper-division and graduate level courses offered at the Bothell branch campus.
(3)$2,300,000 of the health services account appropriation is provided solely
for the implementation of chapter 492, Laws of 1993 (health care reform) to
increase the supply of primary health care providers.
(4) $300,000 of the health services account appropriation is provided solely
to expand community-based training for physician assistants.
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(5) $300,000 of the health services account appropriation is provided solely
for the advanced registered nurse program.
(6) $2,909,000 of the health services account appropriation is provided solely
for health benefits for teaching and research assistants pursuant to RCW
28B. 10.660 (graduate service appointment health insurance).
(7) $372,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely for
assessment of student outcomes.
(8)$648,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely to recruit and
retain minority students and faculty.
(9) $1,471,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided for new building
operations and maintenance and shall be placed in reserve and expended only
pursuant to allotment authority provided by the office of financial management.
(10) $500,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely for
enhancements to the mathematics, engineering and science achievement (MESA)
program.
(11) $227,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely for
implementation of the Puget Sound water quality management plan.
(12) The university shall begin implementation of the professional staff and
librarian market gap remedy plan II, which was submitted to the legislature in
response to section 603(3), chapter 24, Laws of 1993 sp. sess. and section 603(3),
chapter 6, Laws of 1994 sp. sess. As part of the implementation of the plan, an
average salary increase of 5.0 percent may be provided to librarians and
professional staff on July 1, 1995, to meet salary gaps as described in the plan.
(13) $184,000 of the health services account appropriation is provided solely
for participation of the University of Washington dental school in migrant/
community health centers in the Yakima valley.
(14) At least $50,000 of the general fund appropriation shall be used for
research at the Olympic natural resources center,
(15) $1,718,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely for
technological improvements to develop an integrated state-wide library system, of
which $409,000 is for system-wide network costs.
Sec. 1504. 1996 c 283 s 605 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1996) ......... $
150,272,000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1997) ......... $
((459,41,0%))
159.886.000
Industrial Insurance Premium Refund Account
Appropriation ..........................
$
33,000
Air Pollution Control Account Appropriation ..... $
105,000
Health Services Account Appropriation ......... $
1,400,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
((31,,OO))
311.696.000
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The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(I) $12,008,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely to operate
upper-division and graduate level courses and other educational services offered
at the Vancouver branch campus. $1,198,000 of this amount is provided for new
building operations and maintenance and shall be placed in reserve and expended
only pursuant to allotment authority provided by the office of financial
management.
(2)$7,646,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely to operate
upper-division and graduate level courses and other educational services offered
at the Tri-Cities branch campus. $53,000 of this amount is provided for new
building operations and maintenance and shall be placed in reserve and expended
only pursuant to allotment authority provided by the office of financial
management.
(3) $8,042,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely to operate
graduate and professional level courses and other educational services offered at
the Spokane branch campus.
(4) $372,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely for
assessment of student outcomes.
(5)$280,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely to recruit and
retain minority students and faculty.
(6) $1,400,000 of the health services account appropriation is provided solely
for health benefits for teaching and research assistants pursuant to RCW
28B. 10.660 (graduate service appointment health insurance).
(7)$2,167,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided for new building
operations and maintenance on the main campus and shall be placed in reserve and
expended only pursuant to allotment authority provided by the office of financial
management.
(8)$525,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely to implement
House Bill No. 1741 (wine and wine grape research). If the bill is not enacted by
June 30, 1995, the amount provided in this subsection shall lapse.
(9) (($1,000,00 of the general Fund appropriation is pr.vided solely to,
implemen~t En~grossed Szcornd Substitutc 1luse Bill Ne. 1009 (pestieide rescarch).
IF!he bill 6 no! ent...d by jun 30, 1995, the amo.unt provided in,this.ubs^t:shall

lapse.

-(40)))

$314,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely for

implementation of the Puget Sound water quality management plan.
((("4-))) (10) $25,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided
solely for operation of the energy efficiency programs transferred to Washington
State University by House Bill No. 2009. If House Bill No. 2009 is not enacted by
June 30, 1996, the amount provided in this subsection shall lapse.
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(((442))) (LU $450,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided
solely for equipment, software, and related expenditures to support a state-wide
library network,
Sec. 1505. 1996 c 283 s 606 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR EASTERN WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1996) ......... $
37,350,000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1997) ......... $
((38,394,09))
38.168.000
Health Services Account Appropriation ......... $
200,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
((4944,999))
75.718.000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1) $372,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely for
assessment of student outcomes.
(2)$186,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely to recruit and
retain minority students and faculty.
(3) $200,000 of the health services account appropriation is provided solely
for health benefits for teaching and research assistants pursuant to RCW
28B.10.660 (graduate service appointment health insurance).
(4) $166,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for
new building operations and maintenance and shall be placed in reserve and
expended only pursuant to allotment authority provided by the office of financial
management.
(5) $454,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for
equipment, software, and related expenditures to support a state-wide library
network.
Sec. 1506. 1996 c 283 s 607 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1996) ......... $
33,636,000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1997) ......... $
((36,20,09))
36,346.000
Industrial Insurance Premium Refund Account
Appropriation .......................... $
10,000
Health Services Account Appropriation ......... $
140,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
((40,036,9W))
70.132.000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(I) $372,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely for
assessment of student outcomes.
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(2)$140,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely to recruit and
retain minority students and faculty.
(3) $140,000 of the health services account appropriation is provided solely
for health benefits for teaching and research assistants pursuant to RCW
28B. 10.660 (graduate service appointment health insurance).
(4) $1,293,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely for
equipment, software, and related expenditures to support a state-wide library
network.
Sec. 1507. 1996 c 283 s 608 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE EVERGREEN STATE COLLEGE
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1996) ......... $
18,436,000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1997) ......... $
((19,325,000))
19.385.000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
((34,761,099))
37.821.000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(I) $372,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely for
assessment of student outcomes.
(2) $94,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely to recruit and
retain minority students and faculty.
(3) $58,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided for new building
operations and maintenance and shall be placed in reserve and expended only
pursuant to allotment authority provided by the office of financial management.
(4) $417,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely for
equipment, software, and related expenditures to support a state-wide library
network.
Sec. 1508. 1996 c 283 s 609 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR WESTERN WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1996) ......... $
42,533,000
General Fund Appropriation (FY 1997) ......... $
((45,709,000))
45.827.000
Health Services Account Appropriation ......... $
200,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
((88,44-2000))
88.560.000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(I) $372,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely for
assessment of student outcomes,
(2) $186,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely to recruit and
retain minority students and faculty.
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(3) $200,000 of the health services account appropriation is provided solely
for health benefits for teaching and research assistants pursuant to RCW
28B. 10.660 (graduate service appointment health insurance).
(4) $275,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided for new building
operations and maintenance and shall be placed in reserve and expended only
pursuant to allotment authority provided by the office of financial management.
(5) $873,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely for
equipment, software, and related expenditures to support a state-wide library
network.
Sec. 1509. 1996 c 283 s 610 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE HIGHER EDUCATION COORDINATING BOARD-POLICY
COORDINATION AND ADMINISTRATION
1,984,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1996) .... $
((2,365,000))
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1997) .... $
2.370.000
1,073,000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ........... $
((542200))
.......
$
TOTAL APPROPRIATION
5,427.000
(1) The appropriations in this section are provided to carry out the policy
coordination, planning, studies, and administrative functions of the board and are
subject to the following conditions and limitations: $560,000 of the general fundstate appropriation is provided solely for enrollment to implement RCW
28B.80.570 through 28B.80.580 (timber dependent communities). The number of
students served shall be 50 full-time equivalent students per fiscal year. The higher
education coordinating board (HECB) in cooperation with the state board for
community and technical college education (SBCTC) shall review the outcomes
of the timber program and report to the governor and legislature by November 1,
1995. The review should include programs administered by the HECB and
SBCTC. The review should address student satisfaction, academic success, and
employment success resulting from expenditure of these funds. The boards should
consider a broad range of recommendations, from strengthening the program with
existing resources to terminating the program.
(2) $150,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for a
study of higher education needs in North Snohomish/Island/Skagit counties. The
board is directed to explore and recommend innovative approaches to providing
educational programs. The board shall consider the use of technology and distance
education as a means of meeting the higher education needs of the area. The study
shall be completed and provided to the appropriate committees of the legislature
by November 30, 1996.
(3)The higher education coordinating board, in conjunction with the office of
financial management and public institutions of higher education, shall study
institutional student enrollment capacity at each four-year university or college.
The higher education coordinating board shall report to the governor and the
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appropriate committees of the legislature the maximum student enrollment that
could be accommodated with existing facilities and those under design or
construction as of the 1995-97 biennium. The report shall use national standards
as a basis for making comparisons, and the report shall include recommendations
for increasing student access by maximizing the efficient use of facilities. The
report shall also consider ways the state can encourage potential four-year college
students to enroll in schools having excess capacity.
(4) $70,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely to
develop a competency-based admissions system for higher education institutions.
(5) $50,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for
attorneys' fees and related expenses needed to defend the equal opportunity grant
program.
(6) $140,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for the
design and development of recommendations for the creation of a college tuition
prepayment program. A recommended program design and draft legislation shall
be submitted to the office of financial management by September 30, 1996, for
consideration in the 1997 legislative session. The development of the program
shall be conducted in consultation with the state investment board, the state
treasurer, the state actuary, the office of financial management, private financial
institutions, and other qualified parties with experience in the areas of accounting,
actuary, risk management, or investment management.
(7)$100,000 of the general fund-state appropriation is provided solely for the
implementation of the assessment of prior learning experience program.
Sec. 1510. 1996 c 283 s 613 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE WASHINGTON STATE ARTS COMMISSION
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1996) .... $
2,236,000
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1997) .... $
1,997,000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation ........... $
934,000
General Fund-Private/Local Appropriation .......
7.000
Industrial Insurance Premium Refund Account
Appropriation .... ............. ............ $
1,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ...........
$
((5,168,909))
5,175.000
PART XVI
SPECIAL APPROPRIATIONS
Sec. 1601. 1996 c 283 s 701 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE STATE TREASURER-BOND RETIREMENT AND INTEREST,
AND ONGOING BOND REGISTRATION AND TRANSFER CHARGES:
FOR GENERAL FUND BOND DEBT
General Fund Appropriation .......................
$
((823-.6,43))
805.100.003
State Building and Construction Account
Appropriation ...............................
$
((2 '59 ,000))
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15,000,000
Fisheries Bond Retirement Account 1977
Appropriation ...............................

$

Community College Capital Improvement Bond
Redemption Fund 1972 Appropriation ............ $

((29!-2!-)
((852))

425.550
Waste Disposal Facility Bond Redemption Fund
Appropriation ...............................

$

((
........))
3,985,920

Water Supply Facility Bond Redemption Fund
Appropriation ...............................

$

((14 3,61))
483.000

Indian Cultural Center Bond Redemption Fund
Appropriation ....
.........................

$

((126682))
63.000

Social and Health Service Bond Redemption Fund
1976 Appropriation ..........................

$

Higher Education Bond Retirement Fund 1977
Appropriation ...............................

$

((8.....8..))
2,926,261

Salmon Enhancement Construction Bond Retirement
Fund Appropriation ..........................

$
274.6 3.

Fire Service Training Center Bond Retirement Fund
Appropriation ...............................

$

Higher Education Bond Retirement Account 1988
Appropriation ...............................

$

((754,844)
378,000

((4009,000))
2,000,000
788,886,959
State General Obligation Bond Retirement Fund ....... $
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $ ((1,621700))
1.622,132.000
The general fund appropriation is for deposit into the account listed in section
801 of this act.
Sec. 1602. 1996 c 283 s 702 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE STATE TREASURER-BOND RETIREMENT AND INTEREST,
AND ONGOING BOND REGISTRATION AND TRANSFER CHARGES:
FOR GENERAL OBLIGATION DEBT TO BE REIMBURSED BY
ENTERPRISE ACTIVITIES
State Convention and Trade Center Account
((24,1 9,95))
$
Appropriation ...............................
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24,501,328

Higher Education Reimbursement Enterprise Account
$
Appropriation ...............................
Accident Account Appropriation .................... $
Medical Account Appropriation .................... $
State General Obligation Bond Retirement Fund ....... $
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $

633,913
((5,48,00))
5,281.997
((558,0))
5,281.997
43,940,553

((44444-6t-))
79.639.788

Sec. 1603. 1996 c 283 s 703 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE STATE TREASURER-BOND RETIREMENT AND INTEREST,
AND ONGOING BOND REGISTRATION AND TRANSFER CHARGES:
FOR GENERAL OBLIGATION DEBT TO BE REIMBURSED AS
PRESCRIBED BY STATUTE
General Fund Appropriation .......................
$
37,031,429
Higher Education Reimbursable Construction Account
Appropriation ................................
$
((9-0))

50.08

Community College Capital Construction Bond
Retirement Fund 1975 Appropriation .............. $
Higher Education Bond Retirement Fund 1979
Appropriation ................................
$

450,000

2.038.080
97,323,580
((+374.89-1004))
136,893.117
Sec. 1604. 1996 c 283 s 705 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE STATE TREASURER-BOND RETIREMENT AND INTEREST,
AND ONGOING BOND REGISTRATION AND TRANSFER CHARGES:
FOR BOND SALE EXPENSES
General Fund Appropriation .......................
$
1,535,000
State Convention and Trade Center Account
Appropriation ...............................
$
15,000
State Building Construction Account
Appropriation ...............................
$
1,050,000
Higher Education Reimbursable Construction
Account Appropriation ........................
$
3,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
2,603,000
Total Bond Retirement and Interest Appropriations
contained in sections 701 through 704 of this act ... $ ((1h,9,605,174))
1,841.26P,110
State General Obligation Retirement Fund ............ $
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
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Sec. 1605. 1996 c 283 s 709 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR SUNDRY CLAIMS. The following sums, or so much thereof as may
be necessary, are appropriated from the general fund, unless otherwise indicated,
for relief of various individuals, firms, and corporations for sundry claims. These
appropriations are to be disbursed on vouchers approved by the director of general
administration, except as otherwise provided, as follows:
(1) Reimbursement of criminal defendants acquitted on the basis of selfdefense, pursuant to RCW 9A.16.1 10:
(a) Walter Watson, claim number SCJ-92-11 ............. $ 6,003.00
(b) Carl L. Decker, claim number SCJ-95-02 ............. $ 24,948.48
(c) Bill R. Hood, claim number SCJ-95-08 ............... $ 71,698.72
(d) Rick Sevela, claim number SCJ-95-09 ................ $ 6,937.22
(e) William V. Pearson, claim number SCJ-95-12 .......... $ 5,929.99
(f) Craig T. Thiessen, claim number SCJ-95-13 ........... $ 3,540.24
(g) Douglas Bauer, claim number SCJ-95-15 ............. $40,015.86
(h) Walter A. Whyte, claim number SCJ-96-02 ............ $ 2,989.30
(i) Allen R, Tuller, claim number SCJ-96-0 12.121.44
(j) Martial P. McCollum, claim number SCJ-96-07 ............ 3.000.0
(k) Jerry Garcia, claim number SCJ-96-11 ................ $61,966.00
(1)Donald Smith, claim number SCJ-96-13 ............... $ 6,246.11
(m) Charles H. Williams, claim number SCJ-96-16 ........ $ 32,083.77
(n) Thomas Long, claim number SCJ-96-17 .............. $ 4,512.50
(o) Jeff Fossett, claim number SCJ-96-21 ................ $10,983.70
(p) Thomas Bender, claim number SCJ 96-22 ............. $ 9,996.94
(q) Philip Romano, claim number SCO-96-01 ............. $ 6,639.48
(r) Thomas Lee, claim number SCJ-97-01 ................ $ 20,934.16
(s) Timothy Meyers, claim number SCJ-97-02 ............ $71,600.00
(t) Robert G. Sullivan, claim number SCJ-97-03 ........... $ 22,156.33
(u) Gay Dlugosh, claim number SCJ-97-04 ............... $ 4,158.87
(v) Anthony C.Otto. on behalf of Justin Cali
Llaim number SCJ-97-09) and Stephen Posey
$16.961.28
f(laim number SCJ-97-10) ............................
(2) Payment from the state wildlife account for damage to crops by wildlife,
pursuant to RCW 77.12.280:
(a) Wilson Banner Ranch, claim number SCG-95-01 ....... $ 2,800.00
(b) James Koempel, claim number SCG-95-04 ............ $ 5,291.08
(c) Mark Kayser, claim number SCG-95-06 .............. $ 4,000.00
(d) ((Pee--

-

Fermi, in..,

laim number SC. 95 07 .........

(e))) Bailey's Nursery, claim number SCG-96-01 ..........
(((-f)) f Paul Gibbons, claim number SCG-96-02 .........
(f) Dale Kimmerly. claim number SCG-96-04 .............
(0 Robert Blank,- claim number SCG-97-01 ..............
• v.
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NEW SECTION. Sec. 1606. A new section is added to 1995 2nd sp.s. c 18
(uncodified) to read as follows:
FOR THE STATE TREASURER-LOANS
General Fund Appropriation-For transfer to the
Community College Capital Projects Account ...... $
950,000
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1607. A new section is added to 1995 2nd sp.s. c 18
(uncodified) to read as follows:
The sum of seventy-five million dollars, or so much thereof as may be
available on June 30, 1997, from the total amount of unspent fiscal year 1997 state
general fund appropriations is appropriated for purposes of Substitute Senate Bill
No. 6045 (savings incentive account) in the manner provided in this section.
(I) Of the total amount appropriated in this section, one-half that portion that
is attributable to incentive savings, not to exceed twenty-five million dollars, is
appropriated to the savings incentive account for the purpose of improving the
quality, efficiency, and effectiveness of agency services and shall be credited to the
agency that generated the savings.
(2) The remainder of the total amount appropriated in this section, not to
exceed seventy-five million dollars, is appropriated to the education savings
account for purposes of education technology projects.
(3)For purposes of this section, the total amount of unspent state general fund
appropriations does not include either the appropriations made in this section or
any amounts included in across-the-board allotment reductions under RCW
43.88.110.
*NEW SECTION, Sec. 1608. A new section is added to 1995 2nd sp.s. c 18
(uncodified) to read as follows:
FOR THE OFFICE OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT-YEAR 2000
ALLOCATIONS
General Fund-State Appropriation (FY 1997) ......... $
5,340,000
General Fund-Federal Appropriation .............. $
2,883,000
Liquor Revolving Account Appropriation ............ $
131,000
Health CareAuthority Administrative Account
Appropriation ...............................
$
631,000
Accident Account Appropriation ................... $
1,102,000
MedicalAid Account Appropriation ................ $
1,102,000
Unemployment CompensationAdministration AccountFederalAppropriation ........................
$
1,313,000
Administrative Contingency Account Appropriation ... $
948,000
Employment Services Administrative Account
Appropriation ...............................
$
500,000
ForestDevelopment Account Appropriation .......... $
156,000
Off Road Vehicle Account Appropriation ............ $
7,000
Surveys and Maps Account Appropriation ........... $
1,000
Aquatic Lands EnhancementAccount Appropriation .. $
8,000
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Resource Management Cost Account Appropriation ... $

348,000

TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
14,470,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(1) The appropriations in this section shall be deposited in the data processing
revolving account for allocation, without appropriation, by the office of financial
management to agencies to complete Year 2000 date conversion maintenance on
their computer systems. Agencies shall submit their estimated costs of conversion
to the office of financial management by July 1, 1997.
(2) In addition to the appropriations in this section, up to $10,000,000 of the
cash balance of the data processing revolving account may be expended on agency
Year 2000 date conversion costs. The $10,000,000 will be taken from the cash
balances of the data processing revolving account's two major users, as follows:
$7,000,000 from the department of information services and $3,000,000 from the
office of financial management. The office of financial management in
consultation with the department of information services shall allocate these funds
as needed to complete the date conversion projects.
(3) Agencies receiving these allocations shall report at a minimum to the
information services board and to the governor every six months on the progress
of Year 2000 maintenance efforts.
*Sec. 1608 was partially vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

PART XVII
OTHER TRANSFERS AND APPROPRIATIONS
Sec. 1701. 1996 c 283 s 801 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE STATE TREASURER-BOND RETIREMENT AND INTEREST,
AND ONGOING BOND REGISTRATION AND TRANSFER CHARGES:
FOR GENERAL OBLIGATION DEBT SUBJECT TO THE STATUTORY
DEBT LIMIT
State General Obligation Bond Retirement Fund 1979
Fund Appropriation ..........................
$ ((484,7--959))
766.705,959
Fisheries Bond Retirement Account 1977
Appropriation ...............................
$
((2912 5))
1-000
Community College Capital Improvement Bond
Redemption Fund 1972 Appropriation ............ $
((851,2))

425,550
Waste Disposal Facility Bond Redemption Fund
Appropriation ...............................

$

Water Supply Facility Bond Redemption Fund
Appropriation ...............................

$
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Indian Cultural Center Bond Redemption Fund
Appropriation ...............................

$

((446682))

Social and Health Service Bond Redemption Fund
1976 Appropriation ..........................

$

(( t4h))
630

Higher Education Bond Retirement Fund 1977
Appropriation ...............................

$
2.926.261

Salmon Enhancement Construction Bond Retirement
Fund Appropriation ..........................

$
274.673

Fire Service Training Center Bond Retirement
Fund Appropriation ..........................

$

Higher Education Bond Retirement Account 1988
Appropriation ...............................

$

TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $

((q+44))

378.000

((409,000))

(( ........))
2,000.000
777,243.363

The total expenditures from the state treasury under the appropriation in this
section and the general fund appropriation in section 701 of this act shall not
exceed the total appropriation in this section.
Sec. 1702. 1996 c 283 s 802 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE STATE TREASURER-BOND RETIREMENT AND INTEREST,
AND ONGOING BOND REGISTRATION AND TRANSFER CHARGES:
FOR GENERAL OBLIGATION DEBT TO BE REIMBURSED BY AS
PRESCRIBED BY STATUTE
Community College Capital Construction Bond
450,000
Retirement Account 1975 Appropriation .......... $
Higher Education Bond Retirement Account 1979
((,87,00))
$
Appropriation ...............................
2.038.080
State General Obligation Bond Retirement Fund 1979
134,355,007
$
Appropriation ...............................
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $ ((369-,00))
136.843.087
The total expenditures from the state treasury under the appropriation in this
section and the general fund appropriation in section 703 of this act shall not
exceed thu total appropriation in this section.
Sec. 1703. 1996 c 283 s 803 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
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FOR THE STATE TREASURER-STATE
DISTRIBUTION
General Fund Appropriation for fire insurance
premiums distribution .................... $
General Fund Appropriation for public utility
district excise tax distribution .............. $
General Fund Appropriation for prosecuting
attorneys' salaries .......................

REVENUES

((5641,9))
6,441.066
((31,24209))
30,744.280

$

General Fund Appropriation for motor vehicle
excise tax distribution .................... $

FOR

2,776.096
((87

0)

86,356.053
General Fund Appropriation for local mass
transit assistance ........................

$

General Fund Appropriation for camper and
travel trailer excise tax distribution ......... $
General Fund Appropriation for boating
safety/education and law enforcement
distribution ............................

$

Aquatic Lands Enhancement Account Appropriation
for harbor improvement revenue
$
distribution ............................
Liquor Excise Tax Account Appropriation for
liquor excise tax distribution .............. $
Liquor Revolving Fund Appropriation for liquor
profits distribution ......................

$

Timber Tax Distribution Account Appropriation
for distribution to "Timber" counties ........ $
Municipal Sales and Use Tax Equalization Account
$
Appropriation ..........................

((339,097,09))
344,615,340
((,98009))

((3,365,099 )
3,438,513

((4400))

143.030

))
...
((41-O
22.245A01
((40,16909))
41.799,400
50...))
( ....
112.814,912

((.......... ))
61.291.408

County Sales and Use Tax Equalization Account
Appropriation ..........................
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Death Investigations Account Appropriation
for distribution to counties for publicly
funded autopsies ........................ $

County Criminal Justice Account Appropriation...

$

Municipal Criminal Justice Account
Appropriation .......................... $

County Public Health Account Appropriation .....

$

((1,20909,0))
1.180.845

((69,940,00))
71.579.595
((27,972,00))
28.196.587

((29,250,090))

27.276,662
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $

((52,75009))
853.523.776
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations: The total expenditures from the state treasury under the appropriations
in this section shall not exceed the funds available under statutory distributions for
the stated purposes.
PART XVIII
MISCELLANEOUS
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1801. If any provision of this act or its application to
any person or circumstance is held invalid, the remainder of the act or the
application of the provision to other persons or circumstances is not affected.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1802. This act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of the state
government and its existing public institutions, and takes effect immediately.
Passed the House April 26, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 26, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 20, 1997, with the exception of certain items
that were vetoed.
Filed'in Office of Secretary of State May 20, 1997.
Note: Governor's explanation of partial veto is as follows:
"Iam returning herewith, without my approval as to sections 204(1); 204(6)(a);
204(6)(b); 204(6)(c); 204(9)(d); 206(3); 207(2); 210(5); 213(2)(d); 302(3); 302(4); 302(5);
302(17); 302(22); 30406), 501(1)(e); 501(2)(e)(i); 503(4)(b); 503(5); 506(8); 507(4);
507(5); 507(6); 602(2); 61 l(5)(a)(i); 702; 706; 902, and 1608, page 211, lines 24-38 and
page 212, lines 1-2, Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 2259 entitled:
"AN ACT Relating to fiscal matters;"
My reasons for vetoing these sections are as follows:
Section 204 (1). paee 17. General Assistance-Unemployable (Department of
Social and Health Services - Economic Services Program)
This subsection requires that General Assistance-I'nemployable recipients needing
alcohol or drug treatment be assigned aprotective payee to serve as acustodian of those
recipients' cash assistance payments. While I support the concept of protective payees in
this program, I cannot support policy changes that would increase administrative costs
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when the legislative budget significantly reduces basic cash and medical assistance benefits
available to those receiving General Assistance.
Sections 204(6)(a), 204(6)(b) and 204(6)(c). Child Care Co-pays (Department of
Social and Health Services - Economic Services Program)
Affordable child care is a crucial part of successfully moving people from welfare to
work. To effectively administer a child care assistance program for low-income families
within the amounts appropriated by the Legislature, the Department must have the
flexibility to devise a workable co-payment schedule that keeps the program solvent while
still providing the assistance necessary to keep low income parents in the work force.
Therefore, I have vetoed the co-payment schedule outlined in this section, because it does
not provide the Department with the necessary flexibility and may significantly increase
the cost of child care for low-income families.
Instead, I will direct the Department to implement a child care program that supports
the goals of the WorkFirst program to make work pay. The monthly co-pay required shall
be a minimum of ten dollars for families at or below seventy-four percent of the federal
poverty level adjusted for family size. For families with incomes above seventy-four
percent of the federal poverty level adjusted for family size, the monthly co-pay shall be
a minimum of twenty dollars or forty-seven percent of the family's income above one
hundred percent of the federal poverty level adjusted for family size. Child care assistance
shall not be provided to families with incomes above one hundred seventy-five percent of
the federal poverty level adjusted for family size. As the program develops, we will
continue to evaluate the success of this child care schedule in making work pay while
holding costs within the appropriation level for the Workfirst program.
Section 204(9)(d), page 20. Child Care (Department of Social and Health Services
- Economic Services Program)
I am committed to operating the WorkFirst program within the appropriation level
as required by Engrossed House Bill 3901. However, I believe that requiring the
Department of Social and Health Services to remain within a further defined appropriated
level specific to child care unnecessarily restricts the administration of the WorkFirst
Program. Other states have succeeded in significantly reducing welfare dependency by
making large investments in child care and other support services, while making
corresponding reductions in their grant programs. I do not want to foreclose that option
in Washington State. Therefore I have vetoed this provision so the Department has
flexibility in making strategic funding decisions as this program develops.
Section 206(3). pae 22. Diversity Initiative (Department of Social and Health
Services - Administration and Supporting Services)
This proviso would restrict the use of funding for staff or publications related to
diversity initiatives. I believe agencies must take an active role in promoting diversity in
the workplace, and have therefore vetoed this proviso.
Section 207(2). page 23 Child Support Waiver (Department of Social and Health
Services - Child Support Program)
This proviso requires the Department of Social and Health Services to request a
waiver from federal regulations regarding child support enforcement to allow the
Department to replace current program audit criteria with performance measures based on
program outcomes. This waiver is unnecessary, because the federal government has
already replaced its process-based audit criteria with performance-based criteria and the
Department currently operates under a performance-based agreement with the federal
government. Because there is no need for a waiver, I have vetoed this proviso.
Section 210(5). page 26, Basic Health Plan Report (State Health Care Authority)
This section would require the State Health Care Authority (HCA) to report back to
the Legislature by December 1, 1997 on the number of Basic Health Plan enrollees whn
are illegal aliens. Since the HCA does not currently collect this information, it would
require substantial effort and expense to do so in order to report to the Legislature in five
months. Because the Legislature provided no funding to collect this information, I have
vetoed this proviso. I am also concerned that any plan to ask enrollees about their
immigration status will prevent many of them from seeking needed health care.
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Section 213(2)(d). oPse 34, Health Care Expenditures (Department of
Corrections - Institutional Services)
Section 213, Subsection 2(d) states that it is the intent of the Legislature that the
Department of Corrections reduce health care expenditures in the 1997-99 Biennium using
the scenario identified in the 1996 Health Services Delivery System Study which limited
health care costs to $43 million in Fiscal Year 1998 and $40.7 million in Fiscal Year 1999.
I am concerned that this approach sets unrealistic and inflexible expectations with regard
to health care expenditure reductions in the Department. The scenario referenced in the
study suggests specific percentage reductions in certain areas such as out-patient
hospitalization, which may not be achievable in the health care market. In addition,
although the budget language references a limit to health care costs per year as stated in
the health services delivery system study, it could be interpreted as a lid on total health
care expenditures for the respective years. This may establish an unrealistic expectation,
given recent changes in sentencing law that will further increase the state prison
population. While I expect the Department will make every effort to reduce health care
expenditures, it is in the state's interest that the Department have the flexibility to
implement health care reductions in a safe and legally defensible manner.
Section 302(3). t)aie 40, Funding for Water Right Permit Processing, Water
Resources Data Management, and Technical Assistance to Local Watershed Planning
(Department of Ecology)
This proviso stipulates that funding provided to the Department of Ecology shall
lapse if sections 101 through 116 and 701 through 716 of Second Substitute House Bill
2054 are not enacted by June 30, 1997. Because I have vetoed some of these sections of
Second Substitute House Bill 2054, I have also vetoed Section 302(3) of the appropriations
act to lessen the confusion regarding the appropriation authority for the Department of
Ecology.
Section 302(4). iame 40, Grant Funding for Reaional Planning (Denartment of

Ecology)
Locally developed plans have been found to be an effective tool in managing water
resources within a watershed by bringing together interested parties with knowledge and
insights specific to the watershed. However, the local planning efforts have also relied and will continue to rely - on technical expertise and information that state agencies can
provide. For this reason, it is essential that the state provide adequate funding for the
departments of Health, Fish and Wildlife, Ecology, and Community, Trade, and Economic
Development. Therefore, I have vetoed this subsection and directing that the limited funds
provided by the Legislature for watershed planning efforts be used in a more balanced and
comprehensive fashion.
Section 302(5). Pages 40-41, Implementation of ESHB 1111, Granting Water
Rights (Department of Ecoloev)
This subsection stipulates that the funding provided to implement Engrossed
Substitute House Bill 111 lapses if that bill is not enacted. I have vetoed Substitute
House Bill I I1 because I do not believe that its provisions are in the best interest of the
state. Therefore, I have also vetoed Section 302(5) of the appropriations act to eliminate
confusion regarding the expenditure authority for the Department of Ecology.
Section 302(17). page 43, Special Purpose Vehicles (Department of Ecology)
This subsection requires the Department of Ecology to reduce its fleet of special
purpose vehicles by 50 percent as of June 30, 1999. In addition, the Department is
required to replace the special purpose vehicles with fuel efficient vehicles or not replace
them at all, depending on the agency's vehicle requirements. I have vetoed this restriction
because it would severely impair the Department's ability to reach remote areas to attain
water quality samples, respond to oil and other hazardous materials spills, and support the
Washington Conservation Corps program.
Section 302(22). paizes 43-44, Implementation of SSB 5030, Lake Water
Irriaation (Department of Ecolov)
This subsection stipulates that the funding provided to the Department of Ecology to
implement Substitute House Bill 5030 lapses if the bill is not enacted. I have vetoed
Substitute House Bill 5030, which provides a water right (contingent on a determination
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that water is available) to those who have used the water from Lake Washington for
irrigation purposes. The water issues facing this state need to be addressed through an
integrated and comprehensive approach, rather than the piecemeal fashion advanced by
Substitute Senate Bill 5030. 1 have vetoed Section 302(22) of the appropriations act to
eliminate confusion regarding the expenditure authority for the Department of Ecology.
Section 304(16), page 48, Implementation of SSB 5120. Remote Site Incubators
(Department of Fish and Wildlife)
This proviso stipulates that the funding provided to the Department of Fish and
Wildlife under Substitute Senate Bill 5120 lapses if this bill is not enacted. I have vetoed
Substitute Senate Bill 5120, which would require the Department to implement aprogram
supporting remote site incubators across the state. Therefore, I have also vetoed Section
304(16) to eliminate confusion regarding the appropriation authority for the Department
of Fish and Wildlife.
Section 501(1)(e). page 53, Goals 2000 (Superintendent of Public Instruction -State Administration): and Section 56(8). page 65, (Superintendent of Public
Instruction - Education Reform Programs)
I have vetoed two subsections which would prevent the state from accepting federal
Goals 2000 funding to support Washington State's education reform initiative. Goals 2000
funding supports development of state and local plans to improve student learning and is
helping Washington State realize the goal of improving student achievement as envisioned
in Washington's Education Reform Act of 1993.
Over $16 million in Goals 2000 funding is expected to be available to Washington
State during the 1997-99 Biennium. Of this amount, $14 million will be available for
grants to help schools develop and implement student learning improvement plans,
supplementing $50.8 million in General Fund-State appropriations approved by the
Legislature for student learning improvement grants. Another $1.0 million in Goals 2000
funding will be used to pay for the development of tests to measure student achievement,
and the remaining $0.7 million will fund state coordination and planning by the Office of
Superintendent of Public Instruction.
Section 501(2)(e)(i), page 54, Second Substitute Senate Bill 5508 (Superintendent
of Public Instruction - State Administration)
This proviso authorizes $700,000 for implementation of Second Substitute Senate
Bill 5508, pertaining to Third Grade Reading Accountability. Because the Legislature did
not approve this bill, I have vetoed this subsection of the appropriations act.
Section 503(41(b). page 62. Salary Increase Allocations (Superintendent of Public
Instruction - Employee Compensation Adlustments)
Section 503(4)(b) would reduce allocations for 1998-99 state salary increases to
districts that appear to be in violation of the state salary limit for teachers and other
certificated instructional school employees (RCW 28A.400.200).
I understand there have been some concerns about compliance with the state salary
limit, and I support Section 503(4)(a) which requires the Superintendent of Public
Instruction (SPI) to compare actual and allocated salaries in the 1997-98 school year and
report results to the Legislature. This report will provide valuable information to the 1998
Legislature, and will give school districts an opportunity to explain apparent violations of
the salary limit.
However, I do not favor imposing penalties without further review of this issue. The
proposed comparison of actual and allocated salaries is not synonymous with the salary
limit imposed by RCW 28A.400.200. The statute limits total actual salary payments at
year-end, whereas the comparison proposed in this subsection is based on staff employed
by a school district at the beginning of the school year (October I). Also, the penalty
proposed by 503(4)(b) would take money away from school districts in the 1998-99 school
year - ayear when no state salary increase is provided. The result could be pay cuts for
school employees.
Therefore, I have vetoed Section 503(4)(b) to provide an opportunity for these issues
to be carefully considered before imposing penalties.
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Section 503(5). page 63. Salary Adjustments for Classified Staff (Superintendent
of Public Instruction - Employee Compensation Adjustments)
Section 503(5) would require that every state-funded classified school employee
receive a three percent salary adjustment effective September I, 1997.
1value the classified school employees who teach in classrooms, drive school buses,
serve in cafeterias, and work in offices around this state. I believe they deserve more than
one three-percent salary increase in the next two years. But I do not support state
intervention into school salary negotiations.
The salary increase money provided for school employees has been, and should
continue to be, "for allocation purposes only." Actual salaries should be set by school
boards through negotiations with employees and their representatives. Section 503(5)
would circumvent this process and would also burden school districts with needless
paperwork to demonstrate compliance. For these reasons, I have vetoed section 503(5).
Section 507 (4). (5). and (6). paces 65-66, Bilinual Proaram Formula
(Superintendent of Public Instruction - Transitional Bilingual Programs)
Section 507(4) would eliminate state support for bilingual instruction for preschool
students. I have vetoed this section because I believe that this instruction serves the best
interest of students and the state as a whole. Children growing up in homes where English
is not the primary language face a difficult adjustment when entering the public schools.
It only makes sense to help these children and their parents make this adjustment more
successful. I understand there may be a question about whether state funding can be
provided for these students under current law, but my veto of this section allows the legal
issue to be resolved independently and leaves open an opportunity for further policy
discussion about the merits of this instruction.
Section 507(5) and (6) would implement a new "weighted" bilingual funding formula
based on each student's grade level and years in bilingual instruction. This may be an
excellent idea, but it lacks the supporting analysis necessary for a change in a basic
education program. Bilingual instruction is generally accepted as part of the program of
"basic education" required to meet the state's constitutional duty to provide for the
education of all children in Washington. While basic education formulas are not cast in
stone, they should be changed only after careful analysis and based on findings of the
Legislature. Section 507(2) nxuires the Superintendent of Public Instruction to study the
bilingual funding formula and report to the Legislature by January 15, 1998. With the
benefit of this study, the Legislature will be better prepared to propose and defend changes
to the bilingual funding formula. Therefore, I have vetoed section 507(5) and (6).
Section 602(2). pace 73. Higher Education enrollment
In this section, the Legislature states its intent to penalize higher education
institutions for falling as little as one full-time equivalent (FTE) student below the FTE
enrollments assumed in the 1997-99 Operating Budget. Exceptions are allowed only for
Eastern Washington University and branch campuses. I fully support the expectation that
institutions will operate productively and efficiently. I also proposed a sanction for
enrollment under budget targets. However, sanctions for under enrollment should occur
only if enrollment is below a target range from budgeted levels, not for each single FTE.
Moreover, if the Legislature does intend to impose a fiscal penalty for under enrollment,
more precise parameters will need to be specified, including the data sources and threshold
dates used to calculate enrollment and the dollar sanction per under enrolled FTE.
Therefore, I have vetoed this section because it represents an unworkable approach to
addressing the issue of under enrollment.
Section 611(5)(a)(i). pace 84, Alternative Distribution of State Need Grants.
(1licher Education Coordinating Board)
Section 61 l(5)(a)(i) directs the Higher Education Coordinating Board (HECB) to
determine eligibility for state need grants for the 1998-99 academic year based on a family
income index for independent and dependent students, unless a model is developed to
calculate need grant amounts based on the cost of tuition. I have vetoed this requirement,
because I believe it mandates a significant change in how state need grants are distributed
in a way that discourages careful deliberation of the merits of these proposals. Instead, the
HECB or Legislature must take one action in order to prevent another policy from taking
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effect. Using a family income index for independent and dependent students would lower
the need grant eligibility threshold for independent students. This could have a significant
impact on certain students' access to state financial aid, which has not been adequately
assessed. If the Legislature's intent is to base need grant awards on the cost of tuition, the
HECB can evaluate the effect of this policy change, prepare proposals and present
recommendations by the 1998 Legislative Session. It is not necessary to link the two
policies together in a way that could inhibit good debate and sound decisions.
Section 702. naae 87. Year 2000 Allocations
This section repeals funding provided for Year 2000 maintenance of computer
systems in Substitute Senate Bill 6062 for the 1997-99 Biennium. Section 1608 of
Engrossed Substitute House Bill 2259 replaces this funding in the 1997 Supplemental
Budget, and requires that the funds be deposited in a nonappropriated account so they can
be expended in the 1997-99 Biennium. However, in some cases this approach is contrary
to federal requirements for use of funds, and creates potential fund imbalances in other
dedicated accounts. In order to avoid these technical problems, I have vetoed Section 702
so that the appropriations from dedicated funds originally provided for the 1997-99
Biennium remaiki in effect. Since this approach creates duplicate General Fund-State
appropriations (one in the Fiscal Year 1997 Supplemental Budget and one in the 1997-99
biennial budget), I will place the General Fund-State appropriation for the 1997-99
Biennium in reserve and will request that it be eliminated in the Fiscal Year 1998
Supplemental Budget.
Section 706. page 89. Regulatory Reform
The 1997 Legislature approved two regulatory reform bills, Engrossed Second
Substitute House Bill 1032, and Substitute House Bill 1076, sections of which Iam signing
into law. Section 706 of Engrossed Substitute House Bill 2259 repeals appropriations
made in Substitute Senate Bill 6062 - which I have signed into law -designed to fund
increased duties and responsibilities for agencies implementing changes to regulatory
processes during the 1997-99 Biennium.
I have vetoed Section 706 of Engrossed Substitute House Bill 2259 to preserve
funding needed to implement the approved sections of the two regulatory reform bills. The
Office of Financial Management will allocate portions of this funding to agencies, as
necessary, to implement these two bills.
Section 902. Dage 93. Council on Environmental Education
This section prohibits the use of state funds provided in Engrossed Substitute House

Bill 2259 to support the Governors Council on Environmental Education. There are
eleven state agencies that work with the state's environmental community and federal
agencies on environmental education related activities. Funding for the Council is
necessary to promote efficient and coordinated efforts in this area. Therefore, I have
vetoed section 902.
Section 1608. page 211 line 24 - 38. 11ne 212 line 1-2. Year 2000 Allocations
(Office of Financial Management)
In concert with the veto of Section 702, 1have vetoed all but the General Fund-State
appropriations in Fiscal Year 1997 for Year 2000 conversion costs contained in Section
1608 of Engrossed Substitute House Bill 2259. Allocations will be made by the Office of
Financial Management directly from the dedicated funds in the 1997-99 Biennium as
directed in Substitute Senate Bill 6062. The veto of the dedicated fund appropriations in
ESHB 2259 simplifies the administration of the other fund allocations, avoids potential
fund balance problems, and is consistent with regulations for the use of federal funds.
With the exception of sections 204(1); 204(6)(a); 204(6)(b); 204(6)(c); 204(9)(d);
206(3); 207(2); 210(5); 213(2)(d); 302(3); 302(4); 302(5); 302(17); 302(22); 304(16),
501(l)(e); 501(2)(e)(i); 503(4)(b); 503(5); 506(8); 507(4); 507(5); 507(6); 602(2);
611(5)(a)(i); 702; 706; 902, and 1608, page 211, lines 24-38 and page 212, lines 1-2,
Engrossed Substitute House Bill 2259 is approved."
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CHAPTER 455
[Engrossed House Bill 22551
SUPPLEMENTAL CAPITAL BUDGET, 1997-1999

AN ACT Relating to the capital budget; amending 1997 c ... (SSB 6063) s 123 (uncodified);
adding new sections to 1997 c ... (SSB 6063); creating a new section; making appropriations and
authorizing expenditures for capital improvements; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. A supplemental capital budget is hereby adopted
and, subject to the provisions set forth in this act, the several dollar amounts
hereinafter specified, or so much thereof as shall be sufficient to accomplish the
purposes designated, are hereby appropriated and authorized to be incurred for
capital projects during the period ending June 30, 1999, out of the several funds
specified in this act.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 2. A new section is added to 1997 c ... (SSB 6063)
to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY, TRADE, AND ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT
Housing assistance, weatherization, and affordable housing programs
(88-5-015)
The appropriation in this section is in addition to and subject to the conditions
and limitations of the appropriation in section 108, chapter... (Substitute Senate
Bill No. 6063), Laws of 1997.
Appropriation:
St Bldg Constr Acct-State ............
Prior Biennia (Expenditures) ............
Future Biennia (Projected Costs) .........
TOTAL ........................

$
$
$
$

4,700,000
0
0
4,700,000

NEW SECTION, Sec. 3. A new section is added to 1997 c... (SSB 6063)
to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY, TRADE, AND ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT
Community Services Facilities Program: For grants to nonprofit
community-based family service organizations to assist in acquiring, developing,
or rehabilitating buildings (98-2.007)
The appropriation in this section is in addition to and subject to the conditions
and limitations of the appropriation in section 122, chapter... (Substitute Senate
Bill No. 6063), Laws of 1997.
Appropriation:
St Bldg Constr Acct-State ............ $
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Prior Biennia (Expenditures) ............ $
Future Biennia (Projected Costs) ......... $
TOTAL ........................
$

Ch. 455
0
0
700,000

Sec. 4. 1997 c... (SSB 6063) s 123 (uncodified) iseach amended to read as
follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF ((OMMUNHr,

TRADE, AND ECONOM

,CDEVELOPMENT)) ECOLOGY
Public Participation Grants
The appropriation in this section is provided solely for the department to
administer the public participation grant program pursuant to RCW 70.105D.070.
In administering the grant program, the department shall award grants based upon
a state-wide competitive process each year. Priority is to be given to applicants
that demonstrate the ability to provide accurate technical information on complex
waste management issues. Amounts provided in this section may not be spent on
lobbying activities.
Appropriation:
Local Toxics Control AccountState ..........................
$
435,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures) ............ $
0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs) ......... $
0
TOTAL ........................
$
435,000
NEW SECTION, Sec. 5. A new section is added to 1997 c... (SSB 6063)
to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL ADMINISTRATION
Heritage Park: To complete the construction work necessary to establish the
arc of statehood and related in-water work (98-2-003)
The appropriation in this section is subject to the review and allotment
procedures under section 712, chapter... (Substitute Senate Bill No. 6063), Laws
of 1997.
Appropriation:
St Bldg Constr Acct-State ............ $ 4,600,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures) ............ $
0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs) ......... $
0
TOTAL ........................
$ 4,600,000
NEW SECTION, Sec. 6. If any provision of this act or its application to any
person or circumstance is held invalid, the remainder of the act or the application
of the provision to other persons or circumstances is not affected.
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NEW SECTION, Sec. 7. This act is necessary for the immediate preservation
of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of the state government and its
existing public institutions, and takes effect immediately.
Passed the House April 26, 1997.
Passed the Senate April 26, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 20, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 20, 1997.
CHAPTER 456
[Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill 6064]
GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDS-AUTHORITY TO ISSUE FOR COSTS ASSOCIATED
WITH 1997-1999 BIENNIUM-BOND RETIREMENT, REORGANIZATION, MODIFICATIONS
AN ACT Relating to state general obligation bonds and related accounts; amending RCW
28B.56.100, 28B.106.040, 43.83A.090, 43.99E.045, 43.99F.080, 43.99G.030, 43.99G.040,
43.99G.050,43.99G.104, 43.99H.030, 43.99H.040, 43.991.030, 43.99J.030, 43.99K.030, 47.26.506,
67.40.060, 70.48.310, 70.48A.070, 79.24.658, 43.83.160, 43.991.020, 43.991.040, 43.991.090,
43.99K.010, and 43.99K.020; adding new chapters to Tide 43 RCW; repealing RCW 43.991.050; and
declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
PART I-NEW BOND AUTHORIZATION
NEW SECTION, Sec. 1. For the purpose of providing funds to finance the
projects described and authorized by the legislature in the capital and operating
appropriations acts for the 1997-99 fiscal biennium only, and all costs incidental
thereto, the state finance committee is authorized to issue general obligation bonds
of the state of Washington in the sum of nine hundred eighty-nine million dollars,
or as much thereof as may be required, to finance these projects and all costs
incidental thereto. Bonds authorized in this section may be sold at such price as
the state finance committee shall determine. No bonds authorized in this section
may be offered for sale without prior legislative appropriation of the net proceeds
of the sale of the bonds.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 2. The proceeds from the sale of the bonds authorized
in section I of this act shall be deposited in the state building construction account
created by RCW 43.83.020. The proceeds shall be transferred as follows:
(1) Nine hundred fifteen million dollars to remain in the state building
construction account created by RCW 43.83.020;
(2) One million six hundred thousand dollars to the public safety reimbursable
bond account; and
(3) Forty-four million three hundred thousand dollars to the higher education
construction account created by RCW 28B. 14D.040.
These proceeds shall be used exclusively for the purposes specified in this
section and for the payment of expenses incurred in the issuance and sale of the
bonds issued for the purposes of this section, and shall be administered by the
office of financial management subject to legislative appropriation.
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NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. (1) The debt-limit general fund bond retirement
account shall be used for the payment of the principal of and interest on the bonds
authorized in section 2(l) of this act.
(2) The stat finance committee shall, on or before June 30th of each year,
certify to the state treasurer the amount needed in the ensuing twelve months to
meet the bond retirement and interest requirements on the bonds authorized in
section 2(l ) of this act.
(3) On each date on which any interest or principal and interest payment is due
on bonds issued for the purpose of section 2(1) of this act, the state treasurer shall
withdraw from any general state revenues received in the state treasury and deposit
in the debt-limit general fund bond retirement account an amount equal to the
amount certified by the state finance committee to be due on the payment date.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. (1) The debt-limit reimbursable bond retirement
account shall be used for the payment of the principal of and interest on the bonds
authorized in section 2(2) of this act.
(2) The state finance committee shall, on or before June 30th of each year,
certify to the state treasurer the amount needed in the ensuing twelve months to
meet the bonds retirement and interest requirements on the bonds authorized in
section 2(2) of this act.
(3) On each date on which any interest or principal and interest payment is due
on bonds issued for the purpose of section 2(2) of this act, the state treasurer shall
transfer from the public safety and education account to the debt-limit reimbursable
bond retirement account the amount computed in subsection (2) of this section for
the bonds issued for the purpose of section 2(2) of this act.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 5. (1) The nondebt-limit reimbursable bond retirement
account shall be used for the payment of the principal of and interest on the bonds
authorized in section 2(3) of this act.
(2) The state finance committee shall, on or before June 30th of each year,
certify to the state treasurer the amount needed in the ensuing twelve months to
meet the bond retirement and interest requirements on the bonds authorized in
section 2(3) of this act.
(3) On each date on which any interest or principal and interest payment is due
on bonds issued for the purposes of section 2(3) of this act, the board of regents of
the University of Washington shall cause to be paid out of University of
Washington nonappropriated local funds to the state treasurer for deposit into the
nondebt-limit reimbursable bond retirement account the amount computed in
subsection (2) of this section for bonds issued for the purposes of section 2(3) of
this act.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 6. (1) Bonds issued under sections I through 5 of this
act shall state that they are a general obligation of the state of Washington, shall
pledge the full faith and credit of the state to the payment of the principal thereof
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and the interest thereon, and shall contain an unconditional promise to pay the
principal and interest as the same shall become due.
(2)The owner and holder of each of the bonds or the trustee for the owner and
holder of any of the bonds may by mandamus or other appropriate proceeding
require the transfer and payment of funds as directed in this section.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 7. The legislature may provide additional means for
raising moneys for the payment of the principal of and interest on the bonds
authorized in section 1 of this act, and sections 3 through 5 of this act shall not be
deemed to provide an exclusive method for the payment.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 8. The bonds authorized in section I of this act shall
be a legal investment for all state funds or funds under state control and for all
funds of any other public body.
PART I1-BOND RETIREMENT FUND REORGANIZATION
NEW SECTION, Sec. 9. (1) The legislature declares that it is in the best
interest of the state and the owners and holders of the bonds issued by the state and
its political subdivisions that the accounts used by the treasurer for debt service
retirement are accurately designated and named in statute.
(2)It is the intent of the legislature in this chapter and sections 10 through 37,
chapter.. ., Laws of 1997 (sections 10 through 37 of this act) to create and change
the names of funds and accounts to accomplish the declaration under subsection
(1) of this section. The legislature does not intend to diminish in any way the
current obligations of the state or its political subdivisions or diminish in any way
the rights of bond owners and holders.
Sec. 10. RCW 28B.56.100 and 1972 ex.s. c 133 s 10 are each amended to
read as follows:
The community college capital improvements bond redemption fund of 1972
is created in the state treasury. This fund shall be exclusively devoted to the
payment of interest on and retirement of the bonds authorized by this chapter. The
state finance committee shall, on or before June 30 of each year, certify to the state
treasurer the amount needed in the ensuing twelve months to meet bond retirement
and interest requirements, and on July 1 of each year, the state treasurer shall
deposit such amount in the community college capital improvements bond
redemption fund of 1972 from moneys transmitted to the state treasurer by the
department of revenue and certified by the department of revenue to be retail sales
tax collections. Such amount certified by the state finance committee to the state
treasurer shall be a prior charge against all retail sales tax revenues of the state of
Washington, except that portion thereof heretofore pledged for the payment of
bond principal and interest.
The owner and holder of each of the bonds or the trustee for any of the bonds
may by mandamus or other appropriate proceeding require the transfer and
payment of funds as directed herein.
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If a debt-limit general fund bond retirement account is created in the state
treasury by chapter .. .. Laws of 1997 (this act) and becomes effective prior to the
issuance of any of the bonds authorized by this chapter, the debt-limit general fund
bond retirement account shall be used for the purposes of this chapter in lieu of the
comtunity college capital improvements bonds redemption fund of 1972.
Sec. 11. RCW 28B.106.040 and 1988 c 125 s 12 are each amended to read as
follows:
The state higher education bond retirement fund of 1988 is hereby created in
the state treasury, and shall be used for the payment of principal and interest on the
college savings bonds.
The state finance committee shall, on or before June 30th of each year, certify
to the state treasurer the amount required for principal and interest on such bonds
in accordance with the provisions of the bond proceedings. The state treasurer
shall withdraw from any general state revenues received in the state treasury and
deposit in the state higher education bond retirement fund of 1988, such amounts
and at such times as are required by the bond proceedings. If directed by the state
finance committee by resolution, the state higher education bond retirement fund
of 1988, or any portion thereof, may be deposited in trust with any qualified public
depository.
The owner and holder of each of the college savings bonds or the trustee for
the owner and holder of any of the college savings bonds may by mandamus or
other appropriate proceeding require the transfer and payment of funds as directed
in this section.
If a debt-limit general fund bond retirement account is created in the state
treasury by chapter .... Laws of 1997 (this act) and becomes effective prior to the
issuance of any of the bonds authorized by this chapter, the debt-limit general fund
bond retirement account shall be used for the purposes of this chapter in lieu of the
state higher education bond retirement fund of 1988,
Sec. 12. RCW 43.83A.090 and 1972 ex.s. c 127 s 9 are each amended to read
as follows:
The waste disposal facilities bond redemption fund is created in the state
treasury. This fund shall be exclusively devoted to the payment of interest on and
retirement of the bonds authorized by this chapter. The state finance committee
shall, on or before June 30th of each year, certify to the state treasurer the amount
needed in the ensuing twelve months to meet such bond retirement and interest
requirements, and on July 1st of each year the state !reasurer shall deposit such
amount in the waste disposal facilities bond redemption fund from moneys
transmitted to the state treasurer by the state departm.. nt of revenue and certified
by the department to be sales tax collections. Such Amount certified by the state
finance commiti. to the state treasurer shall be a prior charge against all retail
sales tax revenues of the state of Washington, except that portion thereof heretofore
pledged for the pa ment of bond principal and interest. The owner and holder of
each of the bonds or the trustee for any of the bonds may by mandamus or other
(2995 1
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appropriate proceeding require the transfer and payment of funds as directed
herein.
If a debt-limit 2eneral fund bond retirement account is created in the state
treasury by chapter, .. Laws of 1997 (this act) and becomes effective prior to the
issuance of any of the bonds authorized by this chapter. the debt-limit general fund
bond retirement account shall be used for the purpses of this chapter in lieu of the
waste disposal facilities bond redemption fund.
Sec. 13. RCW 43.99E.045 and 1979 ex.s. c 234 s 8 are each amended to read
as follows:
The public water supply facilities bond redemption fund is created in the state
treasury. This fund shall be exclusively devoted to the payment of interest on and
retirement of the bonds authorized by this chapter. The state finance committee
shall, on or before June 30th of each year, certify to the state treasurer the amount
needed in the ensuing twelve months to meet the bond retirement and interest
requirements. Not less than thirty days prior to the date on which any interest or
principal and interest payment is due, the state treasurer shall withdraw from any
general state revenues received in the state treasury and deposit in the public water
supply facilities bond redemption fund an amount equal to the amount certified by
the state finance committee to be due on the payment date. ((If a-ste general
obligittion bond retiremn! fund is ercntcd In the stutc treasury by ehapter 2-30,
Lafws of 1979 1st ex. sess. and beeames effeetive by statute prior to the issuanee
eF tiny of the bonds authorized by thi~s ehapter, the state general obligation bond
retiremen! fund shall be used for purposes of this ehapter in lieu of the public water
supply f-ilit-s bond r...demptio. fund,

d the public watr supply fatilifies

rd.p..
n fund shall e
ist.)) The owner and holder of each of the bonds
or the trustee for the owner and holder of any of the bonds may by mandamus or
other appropriate proceeding require the transfer and payment of funds as directed
in this section.
If a debt-limit general fund bond retirement account is created in the state
treasury by chapter, . .. Laws of 1997 (this act) and becomes effective prior to the

issuance of any of the bonds authorized by this chapter, the debt-limit general fund
bond retirement account shall be used for the purposes of this chapter in lieu of the
public water supply facilities bond redemption fund.
Sec. 14. RCW 43.99F.080 and 1980 c 159 s 8 are each amended to read as
follows:
The waste disposal facilities bond redemption fund shall be used for the
purpose of the payment of the principal of and redemption premium, if any, and
interest on the bonds and the bond anticipation notes authorized to be issued under
this chapter.
The state finance committee, on or before June 30h of each year, shall certify
to the state treasurer the amount required in the next succeeding twelve months for
the payment of the principal of and interest coming due on the bonds. Not less
than thirty days prior to the date on which any interest or principal and interest
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payment is due, the state treasurer shall withdraw from any general state revenues
received in the state treasury and deposit in the waste disposal facilities bond
redemption fund an amount equal to the amount certified by the state finance
committee to be due on the payment date. The owner and holder of each of the
bonds or the trustee for any of the bonds may by mandamus or other appropriate
proceeding require the transfer and payment of funds as directed in this chapter.
If a debt-limit general fund bond retirement account is created in the state
treasury by chapter .... Laws of 1997 (this act) and becomes effective prior to the
issuance of any of the bonds authorized by this chapter, the debt-limit general fund
bond retirement account shall be used for the purposes of this chapter in lieu of the
waste disposal facilities bond redemption fund.
Sec. 15. RCW 43.99G.030 and 1989 1st ex.s. c 14 s 19 are each amended to
read as follows:
Both principal of and interest on the bonds issued for the purposes specified
in RCW 43.99G.020 (1) through (6) shall be payable from the ((state general
obligation bon~d retiremen~t fund. The state firnmee eemmitiee maky provide that _8
spccial aeeount be ereated in sueh fun~d to fiieilitatc payment ofsueh prineipal an
itmeres)) debt-limit general fund bond retirement account.
The state finance committee shall, on or before June 30th of each year, certify
to the state treasurer the amount required for principal and interest on such bonds
in accordance with the provisions of the bond proceedings. The state treasurer
shall withdraw from any general state revenues received in the state treasury and
deposit in the ((state general obligation. bond retirement fund, or at spl.
.
al fle.

in sehfund,)) debt-limit general fund bond retirement account such amounts and
at such times as are required by the bond proceedings.
Sec. 16. RCW 43.99G.040 and 1989 1st ex.s. c 14 s 20 are each amended to
read as follows:
Both principal of and interest on the bonds issued for the purposes of RCW
43.99G.020(7) shall be payable from the ((Higher duati. bn.d r..rn.e. t fund
of 1979. The statc Firiarn1c eemrittl
i may provide that akspeeial iczunt be
..at.d in su. h fund t f_,ilitate payme.nt f su.h pri
-ipal
and interest)) nondebt-

limit reimbursable bond retirement account.
The state finance committee shall, on or before June 30th of each year, certify
to the state treasurer the amount required for principal and interest on such bonds
in accordance with the provisions of the bond proceedings. The state treasurer
shall withdraw from any general state revenues received in the state treasury and
deposit in the ((high
bf
.......
i .-seh u-tnd,)) nondebt-limit reimbursable bond retirement account such amounts
and at such times as are required by the bond proceedings.
Sec. 17. RCW 43.99G.050 and 1989 1st ex.s. c 14 s21 are each amended to
read as follows:
Both principal of and interest on the bonds issued for the purposes of RCW
43.99G.020(8) shall be payable from the ((sat. higher .du.atin bo.nd r.........
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fu~nd of 1977. Rec swaz finen ar~cmrtzcce may pmt-de !hat a speeittl iteeeurn! he
.rtd in su h fu.d to f. ilit payment of su. h pri ipal nd intere:s)) debt-limit
general fund bond retirement account.
The state finance committee shall, on or before June 30th of each year, certify
to the state treasurer the amount required for principal and interest on such bonds
in accordance with the provisions of the bond proceedings. The state treasurer
shall withdraw from any general state revenues received in the state treasury and
deposit in the ((state higher du.atir. b.nd rctimremw fund
eF 19-7, or i sp..i:
accute:n.suh fund,)) debt-limit general fund bcnd retirement account such
amounts and at such times as are required by the bond proceedings.
Sec. 18. RCW 43.99G.104 and 1989 1st ex.s. c 14 s 23 are each amended to
read as follows:
Both principal of and interest on the bonds issued for the purposes specified
in RCW 43.99G.102 shall be payable from the ((ate g.neral oblgation bond
retiremen~t fund. The statc firnanee ernmite,. may proide.that!a speeial eeeount
be.r.d
n.suh fund to f,,.ilit payment Fsuch pin-ipal and initc.st)) debtlimit general fund bond retirement account.
The state finance committee shall, on or before June 30th of each year, certify
to the state treasurer the amount required for principal and interest on such bonds
in accordance with the provisions of the bond proceedings. The state treasurer
shall withdraw from any general state revenues received in the state treasury and
deposit in the ((stat gen. ral obligation bond retireme.nt fund, or a
-' ........ .t
it ueh fnd,)) debt-limit general fund bond retirement account such amounts and
at such times as are required by the bond proceedings.
Sec. 19. RCW 43.99H.030 and 1991 sp.s. c 31 s 13 are each amended to read
as follows:
Both principal of and interest on the bonds issued for the purposes specified
in RCW 43.99H,020 (1) through (3), (5) through (14), and (19) shall be payable
from the ((state general obligation bond retirement fund. Re state fina .
eemmitc may.7 provde the!ataspeeial aeeount be cecatcd in sueh fund !0 fhei44tote
paym. of su.h- '--pa-'d
-intcrcst)) debt-limit aeneral fund bond retirement
account.
The state finance committee shall, on or before June 30th of each year, certify
to the state treasurer the amount required to provide for the payment of principal
and interest on such bonds during the ensuing fiscal year in accordance with the
provisions of the bond proceedings. The state treasurer shall withdraw from any
general state revenues received in the state treasury and deposit in the ((state
general obligation bond retirement fund, or a sp'cia' .... unt in .u-h fund,)) debLlimit general fund lond retirement account such amounts and at such times as are
required by the bond proceedings.
Sec. 20. RCW 43.99H.040 and 1991 sp.s. c 31 s 14 are each amended to read
as follows:
129981
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(I) Both principal of and interest on the bonds issued for the purposes of RCW
43.99H.020(16) shall be payable from the ((higher duc.tio bo'd
.
.t.remen
_fund
of i979. The state Fihanec eommittee may provide that a speial taccount be
eeated in sueh f,nd to facilitate payment Fsu.h pr ipal and interest)) nondebt-

limit reimbursable bond retirement account.
The state finance committee shall, on or before June 30th of each year, certify
to the state treasurer the amount required to provide for the payment of principal
and interest on such bonds during the ensuing fiscal year in accordance with the
provisions of the bond proceedings. The state treasurer shall withdraw from any
general state revenues received in the state treasury and deposit in the ((hiber
duatio bond retirement f.nd of 1979, or a sp..ial aeount in such funt,))

nondebt-limit reimbursable bond retirement account such amounts and at such
times as are required by the bond proceedings.
(2)Both principal of and interest on the bonds issued for the purposes of RCW
43.99H.020(15) shall be payable from the ((statc general obligation bond
be ereated in sueh fund to faciiiati paymecnt of such prinipal and

intrest))

L

limit reimbursable bond retirement account and nondebt-limit reimbursable bond
retirement account as set forth under RCW 43.99H.060(2).
The state finance committee shall, on or before June 30th of each year, certify
to the state treasurer the amount required to provide for the payment of principal
and interest on such bonds during the ensuing fiscal year in accordance with the
provisions of the bond proceedings. The state treasurer shall withdraw from any
general state revenues received in the state treasury and deposit in the ((state
genelral obligation bond retirment fuId, or a sp..i.l a-"oun.in suh fund,))

debt-

limit reimbursable bond retirement account and nondebt-limit reimbursable bond
retirement account as set forth under RCW 43.99H.060(2) such amounts and at
such times as are required by the bond proceedings.
(3) Both principal of and interest on the bonds issued for the purposes of RCW
43.99H.020(17) shall be payable from the ((state gcncral obligation bond
retorement fund. The state Finarncc commito may provide that it speeial acceount
be ereated in such fund to Facilitate paymecnt of such prineipal and interest))
nondebt-limit proprietary approoriated bond retirement account.
The state finance committee shall, on or before June 30th of each year, certify
to the state treasurer the amount required to provide for the payment of principal
and interest on such bonds during the ensuing fiscal year in accordance with the
provisions of the bond proceedings. The state treasurer shall withdraw from any
general state revenues received in the state treasury and deposit in the ((state
general obligation. bond retiement fund, o .a sp..l n..oun.t in such fu.nd,))
nondebt-limit proprietary appropriated bond retirement account such amounts and
at such times as are required by the bond proceedings.
(4)Both principal of and interest on the bonds issued for the purposes of RCW
43.99H.020(18) shall be payable from the ((statc general oblig..in bond
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retirement fund. The state Firnanee eernrittac may provide that a speeial tccount
be rt.d in s h f nd to f---litat paymet. of suh pri'pal and in.....))
nondebt-Iimit reimbursable bond retirement account.
The state finance committee shall, on or before June 30th of each year, certify
to the state treasurer the amount required to provide for the payment of principal
and interest on such bonds during the ensuing fiscal year in accordance with the
provisions of the bond proceedings. The state treasurer shall withdraw from any
general state revenues received in the state treasury and deposit in the ((sMte
general obligation bond retirement fun~d, or a special account in such fn)
nondebt-limit reimbursable bond retirement account such amounts and at such
times as are required by the bond proceedings.
(5)Both principal of and interest on the bonds issued for the purposes of RCW
43.99H.020(20) shall be payable from the ((sat general obligation bond
retirment fund. The state finarecc committee may providc that at speeial acceount
be ereated in su h fund to facilitata paymen.t of such pri-ipal and in(....t))

nondebt-limit reimbursable bond retirement account.
The state finance committee shall, on or before June 30th of each year, certify
to the state treasurer the amount required to provide for the payment of principal
and interest on such bonds during the ensuing fiscal year in accordance with the
provisions of the bond proceedings. The state treasurer shall withdraw from any
general state revenues received in the state treasury and deposit in the ((fstate
gecra! obligato
.

bond retiement fund, or a .p..ial aount in suh fnd,))

noildebt-limit reimbursable bond retirement account such amounts and at such
times as are required by the bond proceedings.
(6)Both principal of and interest on the bonds issued for the purposes of RCW
43.99H.020(4) shall be payable from the ((statc gcneral obligation bond retirement
Fund. The state Financo eemmittec may provide that aspecial acceount be ercatcd
i such fund to fa.ili.ate payment of such. ----and in.
.)) nondebt-limit
general fund bond retirement account.
The state finance committee shall, on or before June 30th of each year, certify
to the state treasurer the amount required to provide for the payment of principal
and interest on such bonds during the ensuing fiscal year in accordance with the
provisions of the bond proceedings. The state treasurer shall withdraw from any
general state revenues received in the state treasury and deposit in the ((state
general obligation bond retirement fund, or a spial acount in such fund ))
nondebt-limit general fund bond retirement account such amounts and at such
times as are required by the bond proceedings.
Sec. 21. RCW 43.991.030 and 1991 sp.s. c 31 s 3 are each amended to read
as follows:
(1)(a Both principal of and interest on the bonds issued for the purposes
specified in RCW 43.991.020 (1) ((through (7))) and (2) shall be payable from the
((state genera' obligaon bond retirement futnd. The state finan
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provide that a speeittl tkeeourt be eratcd in sueh fund to faeilkitat paymn!~ aF Sueh
prinipal and. interest)) debt-limit general fund bond retirement account,

(b) Both principal of and interest on the bonds issued for the purposes
specified in RCW 43,991.020(3) shall be payable from the nondebt-limit
proprietary appropriated bond retirement account,
(c) Both principal of and interest on the bonds issued for the purposes
specified in RCW 43.991.020(4) shall be payable from the nondebt-limit general
fund bond retirement account.
(d) Both principal of and interest on the bonds issued for the purpogjs
specified in RCW 43.991,020 (5) and (6) shall be payable from the nondebt-limit
reimbursable bond retirement account,
(e) Both principal of and interest on the bonds issued for the purposes
specified in RCW 43.991.020(7) shall be payable from the nondebt-limit
proprietary nonappropriated bond retirement account.
(2) The state finance committee shall, on or before June 30th of each year,
certify to the state treasurer the amount required to provide for the payment of
principal and interest on such bonds during the ensuing fiscal year in accordance
with the provisions of the bond proceedings. The state treasurer shall withdraw
from any general state revenues received in the state treasury and deposit in the
((stt.. general obligation bond
_
remnt fund, or spial
.
... ount in su h fu,))
appropriate account as set forth under subsection (1) of this section such amounts
and at such times as are required by the bond proceedings.
Sec. 22. RCW 43.99J.030 and 1993 sp.s. c 12 s 3 are each amended to read
as follows:
()
.. general obligation bond retireme.nt fund)) debt-limit general
The ((state
fund bond retirement account shall be used for the payment of the principal of and
interest on the bonds authorized in RCW 43.99J.020(L.
(b)The nondebt-limit proprietary nonappropriated bond retirement account
shall be used for the payment of the principal of and interest on "Ie bonds
authorized in RCW 43,99J.020(2).
(2) The state finance committee shall, on or before June 30th of each year,
certify to the state treasurer the amount needed in the ensuing twelve months to
meet the bond retirement and interest requirements. On the date on which any
interest or principal and interest payment isdue, the state treasurer shall withdraw
from any general state revenues received in the state treasury and deposit in the
((g .nr.l obligation bond rctirccnt fund)) debt-limit general fund bond retirement
account or nondebt-limit proprietary nonappropriated bond retirement account. as
necessary, an amount equal to the amount certified by the state finance committee
to be due on the payment date.
(3) Bonds issued under RCW 43.99J.010 shall state that they are a general
obligation of the state of Washington, shall pledge the full faith and credit of the
state to the payment of the principal thereof and the interest thereon, and shall
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contain an unconditional promise to pay the principal and interest as the same shall
become due.
(4) The owner and holder of each of the bonds or the trustee for the owner and
holder of any of the bonds may by mandamus or other appropriate proceeding
require the transfer and payment of funds as directed in this section.
Sec. 23. RCW 43.99K.030 and 1995 2nd sp.s. c 17 s 3 are each amended to
read as follows:
(I)(a) The ((sa.ge.ralobligation. bond retirement f'nd)) debt-limit general
fund bond retirement account shall be used for the payment of the principal of and
interest on the bonds authorized in RCW 43.99K.020 (1), (2), and (3)((,-(4),find
(b)The debt-limit reimbursable bond retirement account shall be used for the
payment of the principal of and interest on the bonds authorized in RCW
43.99K.020(4)
(c)The nondebt-limit reimbursable bond retirement account shall be used for
the payment of the principal of and interest on the bonds authorized in RCW
43.99K.020(5).
(2) The state finance committee shall, on or before June 30th of each year,
certify to the state treasurer the amount needed in the ensuing twelve months to
meet the bond retirement and interest requirements. Not less than thirty days prior
to the date on which any interest or principal and interest payment is due, the state
treasurer shall withdraw from any general state revenues received in the state
treasury and deposit in the ((general obligation bond ret rement fund)) det-imi
general fund bond retirement account, debt-limit reimbursable bond retirement
account, nondebt-limit reimbursable bond retirement account, as necessary, an
amount equal to the amount certified by the state finance committee to be due on
the payment date.
(3) On each date on which any interest or principal and interest payment is due
on bonds issued for the purposes of RCW 43.99K.020(4), the state treasurer shall
transfer from the public safety and education account to the general fund of the
state treasury the amount computed in subsection (2) of this section for the bonds
issued for the purposes of RCW 43.99K.020(4).
(4) On each date on which any interest or principal and interest payment is due
on bonds issued for the purposes of RCW 43.99K.020(5), the board of regents of
the University of Washington shall cause to be paid out of University of
Washington nonappropriated local funds to the state treasurer for deposit into the
general fund of the state treasury the amount computed in subsection (2) of this
section for bonds issued for the purposes of RCW 43.99K.020(5).
(5) Bonds issued under this section and RCW 43.99K.010 and 43.99K.020
shall state that they are a general obligation of the state of Washington, shall pledge
the full faith and credit of the state to the payment of the principal thereof and the
interest thereon, and shall contain an unconditional promise to pay the principal
and interest as the same shall become due.
130021
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(6) The owner and holder of each of the bonds or the trustee for the owner and
holder of any of the bonds may by mandamus or other appropriate proceeding
require the transfer and payment of funds as directed in this section.
Sec. 24. RCW 47.26.506 and 1993 c 440 s 7 are each amended to read as
follows:
At least one year prior to the date any interest is due and payable on such
bonds or before the maturity date of any such bonds, the state finance committee
shall estimate, subject to the provisions of RCW 47.26.505 the percentage of the
receipts in money of the motor vehicle fund, resulting from collection of excise
taxes on motor vehicle and special fuels, for each month of the year which shall be
required to meet interest or bond payments under RCW 47.26.500 through
47.26.507 when due, and shall notify the state treasurer of such estimated
requirement. The state treasurer, subject to RCW 47.26.505, shall thereafter from
time to time each month as such funds are paid into the motor vehicle fund, transfer
such percentage of the monthly receipts from excise taxes on motor vehicle and
special fuels of the motor vehicle fund to the ((highway bon d retirement fund))
transportation improvement board bond retirement account, maintained in the
office of the state treasurer, which ((fird)) acunt shall be available for payment
of principal and interest or bonds when due. If in any month it shall appear that the
estimated percentage of money so made is insufficient to meet the requirements for
interest or bond retirement, the treasurer shall notify the state finance committee
forthwith and such committee shall adjust its estimates so that all requirements for
interest and principal of all bonds issued shall be fully met at all times.
Sec. 25. RCW 67.40.060 and 1987 1st ex.s. c 8 s 5 are each amended to read
as follows:
The ((.at. general obligation bond r"tirem. fund)) nondebt-limit pronrietarv
appropriated bond retirement account shall be used for the payment of the principal
of and interest on the bonds authorized in RCW 67.40.030.
The state finance committee shall, on or before }une 30th of each year, certify
to the state treasurer the amount needed in the ensuing twelve months to meet the
bond retirement and interest requirements. Not less than thirty days prior to the
date on which any interest or principal and interest payment is due, the state
treasurer shall withdraw from any general state revenues received in the state
treasury and deposit in the ((state general obligatio.n bond etir me.t fun.))
nondebt-limit proprietary appropriated bond retirement account an amount equal
to the amount certified by the state finance committee to be due on that payment
date. On each date on which any interest or principal and interest is due, the state
treasurer shall cause an identical amount to be paid out of the state convention and
trade center account, or state convention and trade center operations account, from
the proceeds of the special excise tax imposed under RCW 67.40.090, operating
revenues of the state convention and trade center, and bond proceeds and earnings
on the investment of bond proceeds, for deposit in the general fund of the state
treasury. Any deficiency in such transfer shall be made up as soon as special
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excise taxes are available for transfer and shall constitute a continuing obligation
of the state convention and trade center account until all deficiencies are fully paid.
Bonds issued under RCW 67.40.030 shall state that they are a general
obligation of the state of Washington, shall pledge the full faith and credit of the
state to the payment of the principal thereof and the interest thereon, and shall
contain an unconditional promise to pay the principal and interest as the same shall
become due.
The owner and holder of each of the bonds or the trustee for the owner and
holder of any of the bonds may by mandamus or other appropriate proceeding
require the transfer and payment of funds as directed in this section.
Sec. 26. RCW 70.48.310 and 1979 ex.s. c 232 s 7 are each amended to read
as follows:
The jail renovation bond retirement fund is hereby created in the state treasury.
This fund shall be used for the payment of interest on and retirement of the bonds
and notes authorized by this chapter. The state finance committee shall, on or
before June 30th of each year, certify to the state treasurer the amount required in
the next succeeding twelve months for the payment of the principal of and the
interest coming due on the bonds. Not less than thirty days prior to the date on
which any interest or principal and interest payment is due, the state treasurer shall
withdraw from any general state revenues received in the state treasury and deposit
in the jail renovation bond retirement fund an amount equal to the amount certified
by the state finance committee to be due on the payment date. The owner and
holder of each of the bonds or the trustee for any of the bonds may by mandamus
or other appropriate proceeding require the transfer and payment of funds as
directed in this section.

((If a s.. gneral
. obligation b.nd retirement fun.d is eratd in the state
tremnury by ehapier 230, Laws ef 1979 ex. sess., and beeemes effcctiiv by statute
pior t the issuanee ot any

!theI bonds authorized by this ehapie , the retirmen

fund shall be used for purposes of this ehaptar in lieu of the itkil rnovation bond
retiremen~t fund, and the jail renovation bond retiremen~t fund shall eease to exist.))
If a debt-limit general fund bond retirement account is created in the state
treasury by chapter,. .. Laws of 1997 (this act) and becomes effective prior to the
issuance of any of the bonds authorized by this chapter. the debt-limit general fund
bond retirement account shall be used for the purposes of this chapter in lieu of the
jail renovation bond retirement fund,
Sec. 27. RCW 70.48A.070 and 1981 c 131 s 7 are each amended to read as
follows:
The ((state general obligation bond
. rc,etimentfund)) debt-limit general fund
bond retirement account shall be used for the payment of principal and interest on
and retirement of the bonds authorized by RCW 70.48A.010 through 70.48A.080.
The state finance committee shall, on or before June 30th of each year, certify
to the state treasurer the amount required in the next succeeding twelve months for
the payment of the principal of and the interest coming due on the bonds. Not less
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than thirty days prior to the date on which any interest or principal and interest
payment isdue, the state trcasurer shall withdraw from any general state revenues
received in the state treasury and deposit in the ((geneal obligatio.n lond
refrenient fund)) debt-limit general fund bond retirement account an amount equal
to the amount certified by the state finance committee to be due on the payment
date.
The owner and holder of each of the bonds or the trustee for any of the bonds
may by mandamus or other appropriate proceeding require the transfer and
payment of funds as directed in this section.
Sec. 28. RCW 79.24.658 and 1969 ex.s. c 272 s 5 are each amended to read
as follows:
For the purpose of paying the principal and interest of ((said)) the bonds as the
((stme-sh ll)) bonds become due, or as ((said)) Ihe bonds become callable at the
option of the capitol committee, there iscreated afund to be denominated the "state
building and parking bond redemption fund". While any of ((said)) the bonds
remain outstanding and unpaid, it shall be the duty of the capitol committee on or
before June 30th of each year to determine the amount that will be required for the
redemption of bonds and the payment of interest during the next fiscal year, and
certify ((said)) the amount to the state treasurer in writing. The state treasurer shall
forthwith and thereafter during that fiscal year and at least fifteen days prior to each
interest and principal payment date deposit into the state building and parking bond
redemption fund all receipts from any parking facilities and to the extent necessary
from receipts from leases and contracts of sale heretofore or hereafter made of
lands, timber, and other products from the surface or beneath the surface of the
lands granted to the state by the United States pursuant to the act of congress until
the amount certified to the treasurer by the capitol committee has accrued to the
state building and parking bond redemption fund. Nothing in RCW 79.24.650
through 79.24.668 shall prohibit the use of such receipts from leases and contracts
of sale for any other lawfully authorized purpose when not required for the
redemption and payment of interest and meeting the covenant requirements of the
bonds authorized herein.
In addition to certifying and providing for the annual amounts required to pay
the principal and interest of ((said)) the bonds, the capitol committee may, under
such terms and conditions and at such times and in such amounts as may be found
necessary to insure the sale of ((said)) the bonds, provide for additional payments
into the state building and parking bond redemption fund to be held as a reserve to
secure the payment of the principal and interest of such bonds.
The owner and holder of any of ((said)) the bonds or the trustee for any of
((said)) the bonds may by mandamus or other appropriate proceeding require and
compel the deposit and payment of funds as directed herein.
The preceeds from the sale of the bonds hereby authorized shall be paid into
the general fund-state building construction account.
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If a nondebt-limit revenue bond retirement account is created in the state
treasury by chapter .... Laws of 1997 (this act) and becomes effective prior to the
issuance of any of the bonds authorized by this chapter. the nondebt-limit revenue
bond retirement account shall be used for the purposes of this chapter in lieu of the
state building and parking bond redemption fund.
Sec. 29. RCW 43.83.160 and 1979 ex.s. c 230 s 6 are each amended to read
as follows:
The state general obligation bond retirement fund is hereby created in the state
treasury. This fund shall be used for the payment of principal of, redemption
premium, if any, and interest on general obligation bonds of the state that are
required to be paid either directly or indirectly from any general state revenues and
that are issued pursuant to statutory authority which statute designates the general
obligation bond retirement fund for this purpose. This fund shal! be deemed a trust
fund for this purpose.
If bond retirement accounts are created in the state treasury by chapter ...
Laws of 1997 (this act) and become effective prior to the issuance of any of the
bonds that would otherwise be subiect to payment from the state general obligation
bond retirement fund under this section, the bond retirement accounts designated
by the statutes authorizing the bond issuance shall be used for the purposes of this
chapter in lieu of the state general obligation bond retirement fund.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 30. The debt-limit general fund bond retirement
account is created in the state treasury. This account shall be exclusively devoted
to the payment of principal and interest on and retirement of the bonds authorized
by the legislature.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 31. The debt-limit reimbursable bond retirement
account iscreated in the state treasury. This account shall be exclusively devoted
to the payment of principal and interest on and retirement of the bonds authorized
by the legislature.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 32. The nondebt-limit general fund bond retirement
account iscreated in the state treasury. This account shall be exclusively devoted
to the payment of principal and interest on and retirement of the bonds authorized
by the legislature.
NEW SECTION, See. 33. The nondebt-limit reimbursable bond retirement
account iscreated in the state treasury. This account shall be exclusively devoted
to the payment of principal and interest on and retirement of the bonds authorized
by the legislature.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 34. The nondebt-limit proprietary appropriated bond
retirement account is created in the state treasury. This account shall be
exclusively devoted to the payment of principal and interest on and retirement of
the bonds authorized by the legislature.
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NEW SECTION, Sec. 35. The nondebt-limit proprietary nonappropriated
bond retirement account is created in the state treasury. This account shall be
exclusively devoted to the payment of principal and interest on and retirement of
the bonds authorized by the legislature.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 36. The nondebt-limit revenue bond retirement
account is created in the state treasury. This account shall be exclusively devoted
to the payment of principal and interest on and retirement of the bonds authorized
by the legislature.
NEW SECTIOIN See. 37. The transportation improvement board bond
retirement account is created in the state treasury. This account shall be
exclusively devoted to the payment of principal and interest on and retirement of
the bonds authorized by the legislature.
PART Ill-AMENDMENTS TO EXISTING BOND AUTHORIZATIONS
Sec. 38. RCW 43.991.020 and 1992 c 235 s 2 are each amended to read as
follows:
Bonds issued under RCW 43.991.010 are subject to the following conditions
and limitations:
General obligation bonds of the state of Washington in the sum of one billion
two hundred ((eighty-four)) seventy-one million sixty-five thousand dollars, or so
much thereof as may be required, shall be issued for the purposes described and
authorized by the legislature in the capital and operating appropriations acts for the
1991-93 fiscal biennium and subsequent fiscal biennia, and to provide for the
administrative cost of such projects, including costs of bond issuance and
retirement, salaries and related costs of officials and employees of the state, costs
of insurance or credit enhancement agreements, and other expenses incidental to
the administration of capital projects. Subject to such changes as may be required
in the appropriations acts, the proceeds from the sale of the bonds issued for the
purposes of this subsection shall be deposited in the state building construction
account created by RCW 43.83.020 and transferred as follows:
(1)Eight hundred thirty-five thousand dollars to the state higher education
construction account created by RCW 28B. 10.851;
(2) Eight hundred seventy-one million dollars to the state building
construction account created by RCW 43.83.020;
enrgy
ci..struc . a..u..t
!a th-e
(3) ((Fifteen million. dllar.f.f..i-n.y
.r..iad by RW 39.35G. 1099
(4)-Tee)) Two million ((fifty)) eight hundred thousand dollars to the energy

efficiency services account created by RCW 39.35C.1 10;
(((-5))) (4)
Two hundred fifty-five million five hundred thousand dollars to the
common school reimbursable construction account hereby created in the state
treasury;
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(((6))) () Ninety-eight million six hundred forty-eight thousand dollars to the
higher education reimbursable construction account hereby created in the state
treasury;
Three million two hundred eighty-four thousand dollars to the data
(((4))) (6)
processing building construction account created in RCW 43.991.100; and
(((8))) (7)Nine hundred thousand dollars to the Washington state dairy
products commission facility account created in RCW 43.991.110.
These proceeds shall be used exclusively for the purposes specified in this
subsection, and for the payment of expenses incurred in the issuance and sale of
the bonds issued for the purposes of this section, and shall be administered by the
office of financial management, subject to legislative appropriation,
Sec. 39. RCW 43.991.040 and 1992 c 235 s 3 are each amended to read as
follows:
(1)
((On .tth
dato on whih any .....
interest
"
or
-- and ',tcrcst pa' mntis
due on bonds issued for the purposes of RCW 43.991,029 (3) and (4), the sate
trcaauc shall transf

from the energy effticioey enstruetion. a ount ereatc i

RGW 39.35G. 100 to !he genecral fund of !be steite treasury !he amouint eomputed
in RPAW 43.991.030 for the bonds issued for !he purposes of RW4.9.2 3
anfd (4).
-())) On each date on which any interest or principal and interest payment is
due on bonds issued for the purposes of RCW 43.991.020(((5))) M4, the state
treasurer shall transfer from property taxes in the state general fund levied for this
support of the common schools under RCW 84.52.065 to the general fund of the
state treasury for unrestricted use the amount computed in RCW 43.991.030 for the
bonds issued for the purposes of RCW 43.991.020(((-5))) (411.
(((4))) (2) On each date on which any interest or principal and interest
payment is due on bonds issued for the purposes of RCW 43 .991 .020(((6))) M~, the
state treasurer shall transfer from higher education operating fees deposited in the
general fund to the general fund of the state treasury for unrestricted use, or if
chapter 23 1, Laws of 1992 (Senate Bill No. 6285) becomes law and changes the
disposition of higher education operating fees from the general fund to another
account, the state treasurer shall transfer the proportional share from the University
of Washington operating fees account, the Washington State University operating
fees account, and the Central Washington University operating fees account the
amount computed in RCW 43.991.030 for the bonds issued for the purposes of
RCW 43.991.020(((4))) (h).
(((4))) M~ On each date on which any interest or principal and interest
payment is due on bonds issued for the purposes of RCW 43.991.020(((-7))) &b)the
state treasurer shall transfer from the data processing revolving ((aeeaunt-ffuni)
fund created in RCW 43.105.080 to the general fund of the state treasury the
amount computed in RCW 43.991.030 for the bonds issued for the purposes of
RCW 43.991.020(((4))) Mh.
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(((-S))) (4) On each date on which any interest or principal and interest
payment isdue on bonds issued for the purpose of RCW 43.991.020(((-8))) Q2., the
Washington state dairy products commission shall cause the amount computed in
RCW 43.991.030 for the bonds issued for the purposes of RCW 43.991.020(((8)))
(7)to be paid out of the commission's general operating fund to the state treasurer
for deposit into the general fund of the state treasury.
(5) The higher education operating fee accounts for the University of
Washington, Washington State University, and Central Washington University
established by chapter 231. Laws of 1992 and repealed by chapter 18, Laws of
1993 1st sp. sess. are reestablished in the state treasury for purposes of fulfilling
debt service reimbursement transfers to the general fund required by bond
resolutions and covenants for bonds issued for purposes of RCW 43.991.020(5).
(6) For bonds issued for purposes of RCW 43,991.020(5). on each date on
which any interest or principal and interest payment isdue, the board of regents or
board of trustees of the University of Washington, Washington State University,
or Central Washington University shall cause the amount as determined by the
state treasurer to be paid out of the local operating fee account for deposit by the
universities into the state treasury higher education operating fee accounts, The
state treasurer shall transfer the proportional share from the University of
Washington operating fees account, the Washington State University operating fees
account, and the Central Washington University operating fees account the amount
computed in RCW 43.991.030 for the bonds issued for the purposes of RCW
43.991.020(6) to reimburse the general fund,
Sec. 40. RCW 43.991.090 and 1992 c 235 s 5 are each amended to read as
follows:
The bonds authorized by RCW 43.991.020(((8))) (7M shall be issued only after
the director of financial management has (a) certified that, based on the future
income from assessments levied pursuant to chapter 15.44 RCW and other
revenues collected by the Washington state dairy products commission, an
adequate balance will be maintained in the commission's general operating fund to
pay the interest or principal and interest payments due under RCW
43.991.040(((4))) (3M for the life of the bonds; and (b) approved the facility to be
acquired using the bond proceeds.
Sec. 41. RCW 43.99K.010 and 1995 2nd sp.s. c 17 s I are each amended to
read as follows:
For the purpose of providing funds to finance the projects described and
authorized by the legislature in the capital and operating appropriations acts for the
1995-97 fiscal biennium nqly, and all costs incidental thereto, the state finance
committee is authorized to issue general obligation bonds of the state of
Washington in the sum of ((eight hundred eleve. million) eight hundred siyseven million one hundred sixty thousand dollars, or as much thereof as may be
required, to finance these projects and all costs incidental thereto. Bonds
authorized in this section may be sold at such price as the state finance committee
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shall determine. No bonds authorized in this section may be offered for sale
without prior legislative appropriation of the net proceeds of the sale of the bonds.
Sec. 42. RCW 43.99K.020 and 1995 2nd sp.s. c 17 s 2 are each amended to
read as follows:
The proceeds from the sale of the bonds authorized in RCW 43.99K.010 shall
be deposited in the state building construction account created by RCW 43.83.020.
The proceeds shall be transferred as follows:
(1)
((S.. hunred
eighty million)) Seven hundred eighty-five million four
hundred thirty-eight thousand dollars to remain in the state building construction
account created by RCW 43.83.020;
(2) ((Fweniy-tiIlien)) Twenty-two million five hundred thousand dollars to
the outdoor recreation account created by RCW 43.99.060;
(3) ((Eighteen millen )) Twenty-one million one hundred thousand dollars
to the habitat conservation account created by RCW 43.98A.020;
(4) Two million nine hundred twelve thousand dollars to the public safety
reimbursable bond account; and
(5) Ten million dollars to the higher education construction account created
by RCW 28B. 14D.040.
These proceeds shall be used exclusively for the purposes specified in this
section and for the payment of expenses incurred in the issuance and sale of the
bonds issued for the purposes of this section, and shall be administered by the
office of financial management subject to legislative appropriation.
PART IV-MISCELLANEOUS
NEW SECTION, Sec. 43. RCW 43.991.050 and 1991 sp.s. c 31 s 5 are each
repealed.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 44. Sections 1 through 8 of this act constitute a new
chapter in Title 43 RCW.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 45. Sections 9 and 30 through 37 of this act constitute
a new chapter in Title 43 RCW.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 46. If any provision of this act or its application to any
person or circumstance is held invalid, the remainder of the act or the application
of the provision to other persons or circumstances is not affected.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 47. Sections 9 through 43 of this act are necessary for
the immediate preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of the
state government and its existing public institutions, and take effect immediately.
Passed the Senate April 27, 1997.
Passed the House April 27, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 20, 1997.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 20, 1997.
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CHAPTER 457
(Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill 6061]
TRANSPORTATION BUDGET, 1997-1999
AN ACT Relating to transportation funding and appropriations; amending RCW 47.78.010;
amending 1996 c 165 ss 207, 210, 211, 215, 218, 220, 221, 224, 225, 401, and 402 (uncodified);
adding new sections to chapter 165, Laws of 1996; creating new sections; repealing 1996 c 165 s 505
(uncodified); making appropriations; providing an expiration date; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
TRANSPORTATION APPROPRIATIONS
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. To ensure accountability for the expenditure of
transportation revenue by agencies responsible for delivering transportation
services and programs to the traveling and taxpaying public, an objective and
systematic assessment of the services and programs administered by the
departments of transportation and licensing and the Washington state patrol is
essential. An audit of the agencies' performance and an examination of the
efficiency and effectiveness of service and program delivery by the agencies, shall
take place prior to the appropriation for full funding of certain programs, projects,
and services in the 1997-99 biennium.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 2. (1) The transportation budget of the state is hereby
adopted and, subject to the provisions hereinafter set forth, the several amounts
hereinafter specified, or as much thereof as may be necessary to accomplish the
purposes designated, are hereby appropriated from the several accounts and funds
hereinafter named to the designated state agencies and offices for salaries, wages,
and other expenses, for capital projects, and for other specified purposes, including
the payment of any final judgments arising out of such activities, for the period
ending June 30, 1999.
(2)Legislation with fiscal impacts enacted in the 1997 legislative session not
assumed in this act are not funded in the 1997-99 transportation budget.
(3) Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the definitions in this
subsection apply throughout this act.
(a) "Fiscal year 1998" or "FY 1998" means the fiscal year ending June 30,
1998.
(b) "Fiscal year 1999" or "FY 1999" means the fiscal year ending June 30,
1999.
(c) "FTE" means full-time equivalent.
(d) "Lapse" or "revert" means the amount shall return to an unappropriated
status.
(e) "Provided solely" means the specified amount may be spent only for the
specified purpose.
(f) "Performance-based budgeting" means a budget that bases resource needs
on quantified outcomes/results expected from use of the total appropriation.
"Performance-based budgeting" does not mean incremental budgeting that focuses
on justifying changes from the historic budget or to line-item input-driven budgets.
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(g)"Mission" means a statement of an organization's purpose that is concise,
understandable, and consistent with the agency's statutory mandate.
(h) "Vision" means a statement of the organization's preferred future that is
idealistic, motivating, directive, and logically connected to the mission.
(i) "Major strategies" means the broad themes for how an agency plans to
accomplish its mission.
(j) "Goals" means the statements of purpose that identify a desired result or
outcome. The statements shall be realistic, achievable, directive, assignable,
evaluative, and logically linked to the agency's mission and statutory mandate.
(k) "Objectives" means the steps taken to reach a goal that are specific and
measurable within a specified time period. Objectives shall be assignable,
prioritized, time-phased, and have resource estimates.
(I)"Strategic plan" means the strategies agencies create for investment choices
in the future. All agency strategic plans shall present alternative investment
strategies for providing services.
PART I
GENERAL GOVERNMENT AGENCIES-OPERATING
NEW SECTION. Sec. 101. FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
304,000
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following conditions and
limitations and specified amounts are provided solely for that activity: The
department of agriculture shall report to the legislative transportation committee
by January 15, 1998, and January 15, 1999, on the number of fuel samples tested
and the findings of the tests for the motor fuel quality program.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 102. FOR THE JOINT LEGISLATIVE
SYSTEMS COMMITTEE
111,000
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following conditions and
limitations and specified amounts are provided solely for that activity: The joint
legislative systems committee shall enter into a service level agreement with the
legislative transportation committee by June 30, 1997.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 103. FOR THE LEGISLATIVE EVALUATION
AND ACCOUNTABILITY PROGRAM
420,000
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following conditions and
limitations and specified amounts are provided solely for that activity: The
legislative evaluation and accountability program committee shall enter into a
service level agreement with the legislative transportation committee by June 30,
1997.
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NEW SECTION, Sec. 104. FOR THE GOVERNOR-FOR TRANSFER
TO THE TORT CLAIMS REVOLVING FUND
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
1,000,000
Marine Operating Account-State Appropriation ....... $
1,000,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
2,000,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations and specified amounts are provided solely for that activity: The amount
of the transfers from the motor vehicle fund and the marine operating fund are to
be transferred into the tort claims revolving fund only as claims have been settled
or adjudicated to final conclusion and are ready for payout. The appropriation
contained in this section is to retire tort obligations that occurred before July 1,
1990.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 105. FOR THE UTILITIES AND TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
Grade Crossing Protective Fund-State
Appropriation ...............................
$
222,000
*NEW SECTION. Sec. 106. FOR THE JOINT LEGISLATIVE AUDIT
AND REVIEW COMMITTEE
Transportation Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
1,500,000
(1)The joint legislative audit and review committee shall conduct performance
audits of the department of transportation, focusing on its responsibilities for the
highway and ferry systems; the department of licensing, focusing on the processes
for motor vehicle and driver licensing functions; and the Washington state patrol,
focusing on law enforcement operations, communications systems, and technology
requirements. The performance audits shall be conducted in accordance with
government accounting standards prescribed by the comptroller general of the
United States and the provisions of chapter 44.28 RCW, and shall be an objective
and systematic assessment of the programs administered by the audited agencies,
including each program's effectiveness, efficiency, and accountability. The joint
legislative audit and review committee shall act as project manager of the audits
and, under the provisions of chapter 39.29 RCW, shall contract with a consultant
or consultants to conduct the audits.
(2) The committee shall consult frontline employees, program managers,
customers of the programs and agency services, taxpayers, legislators, legislative
staff, state auditor, office of financial management staff, and other external public
and private sector experts in conducting the performance audit.
(3) The performanceaudit shall identify those activities andprograms that
should be strengthened,those that should be abandoned,and those that need to
be redirected or other alternatives explored. In conducting the audit, the
following objectives shall be addressedas appropriate:
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(a)Identify each of the discretefunctions oractivities, along with associated
costs andfull-time equivalent staff;
(b) Determine the extent to which the particularactivity or function is
specifically authorized in statute or is consistent with statutory direction and
intent;
(c) Establish the relative priority of the program among the agency's
functions;
(d) Consider whether or not the purposefor which the programwas created
is still valid based on the circumstances under which the program was created
versus those that exist at the time of the audit;
(e) Recommend organizationsorprograms in the public orprivate sector to
be used as benchmarks against which to measure the performance of the
program orfunction;
(f)Determine whether or not the program or function is achieving the
resultsfor which it was established;
(g) Identify alternativesfor deliveringthe programor service, either in the
public or private sector;
(h) Identify any duplication of services with othergovernment programs or
private enterprisesor gaps in services;
(i) Identify the costs or implicationsof not performing thefunction;
(j) Determine the frequency with which other states perform similar
functions, as well as theirrelativefunding levels and performance; (k)In the
event of inadequate performance by the program, identify the potentialfor a
workable, affordableplan to improve performance;
(l) Identify, to the extent possible, the causes of any program'sfailure to
achieve the desired results and identify alternativesfor reducing costs or
improving service delivery, including transferringfunctions to otherpublic or
private sector organizations;and
(in) Develop recommendations relating to statutes that inhibit or do not
contribute to the agency's ability to perform its functions effectively and
efficiently and whether specific statutes, activities, or programs should be
continued, abandoned,or restructured.
(4) In conducting the performance audit of the Washington stateferries'
capitalprogram,the committee shall evaluate and make recommendationson the
following elements:
(a) Washington stateferries'compliance with the recommendationsof the
1991 Booz. Allen and Hamilton vessel construction and refurbishmentstudy;
(b) Vessel procurementproceduresthat maximize cost effective preservation,
maintenance,and new construction of Washington stateferries;
(c) The appropriatelevel of Washington stateferries'in-house design and
construction,design orconstructionfunctions that could be performed by private
engineeringfirms and shipyards, andprocedures to appropriatelyshare the risk
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of project performance between the state and private shipyards in the
implementation of contractualwork;
(d) Washington stateferries'longrangeplan recommendationsfor terminal
and vessel investments, with particularfocus on the appropriateinvestments to
meet forecasted vehicle andpassengertravel demands, emergent vessel capacity
and existing fleet preservation needs, needed route structures, and related
terminalcapacity; and
(e) Other elements or issues as directedby the advisorycommittee.
(5) In conducting the performance audit of the Washington stateferries'
operatingprogram,the committee shall evaluate and make recommendations on
the following elements:
(a) The administrationandorganizationalstructure of the Washington state
ferries, with specircfocus on the appropriatelevel of management staffing, and
clerical and supportfunctions necessaryfor terminaland vessel activities;
(b) The efficiency of current staging, loading, and traffic management
procedures;
(c) The appropriateservice level and relatedvessel deploymentfor existing
andplanned routes;
(d) Appropriateproceduresfor vessel operationalsupport; including, but
not limited to, fueling, water, sewage, and hazardous materials management
procedures;
(e) Internalcontrols of revenue collections and inventory;
(t) Review of emergency management procedures;
(g) The feasibility of converting international route service to local
government and/orprivate sector operation;
(is) Radio and electronic vessel communications and electronic tracking
systems;
(i) Contractualagreementsfor agent services;
() Terminal utility cost increases;
(k) Internalcontrolprocedures to ensure the accuracy ofpayroll;
(I) Strategiesfor maintenance support of vessels and terminals, including
an assessment of Eagle Harboroperations;
(M)Fleet andterminal equipment processesto enhance operationalsupport
and cost effective purchases;
(n) Essential training and human resources requirements, including
trainingneeded to comply with regulatoryagency mandates;
(o) Appropriatelevels of support necessaryfor the consistent operation of
supporting dataprocessing systems;
(p) System-wide chargesfor software licensing andpolicy for purchasing,
or upgradingcomputer workstations;and
(q) Other elements or issues as directedby the committee.
(6) The performance audit of the department of transportation'sferry
capital and operating programs shall have first priority, and as many
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components as arefeasible shall be completed prior to January 1, 1998. The
performance audit of other department programs, if feasible, shall also be
consideredfor completion in this time period.
(7) Unless the joint legislative audit and review committee determines
otherwise, the preliminary and final audit reports for the Washington state
ferries shall be completed by October 1, 1997, andJanuary1, 1998, respectively.
Unless the committee determines otherwise, the preliminary and final audit
reportsfor otherprogramsadministeredby the departmentof transportation,the
department of licensing and the Washington state patrolshall be completed by
August 1, 1998, and November 1, 1998, respectively.
(8)(a) There is hereby created a temporary performance audit advisory
committee. The advisory committee shall provide input to the joint legislative
audit and review committee on the following matters:
(i) Identification of stakeholders;
(ii) The performance audit scope and objectives;
(iii) Progress reports provided by the joint legislative audit and review
committee;
(iv) Preliminary and final audit reports; and
(v) Facilitating communication of audit findings to other members of the
legislature.
(b) The advisory committee shall be comprised of the members of the
executive committees of the joint legislative audit and review committee and the
legislative transportation committee. The state auditor and the director of the office
of financial management shall serve as ex officio members.
(c) The advisory committee shall be chaired by the director of financial
management.
*Sec. 106 was partially vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION, Sec. 107. FOR THE OFFICE OF FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
116,000
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following conditions and
limitations and specified amounts are provided solely for that activity: The entire
amount is provided as funding to the office of financial management for a policy
and budget analyst for the transportation agencies.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 108. FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY, TRADE, AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
252,000
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following conditions and
limitations and specified amounts are provided solely for that activity: The entire
appropriation isfor the contracted staff at the Gateway Visitor Information Centers,
and may not be used for any other purpose.
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NEW SECTION, Sec. 109. FOR THE STATE PARKS AND RECREATION COMMISSION
931,000
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
and
conditions
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
limitations and specified amounts are provided solely for that activity:
(1)A report of actual expenditures and descriptions of the expenditures from
the motor vehicle fund will be submitted to the legislature in December 1997 and
December 1998.
(2) If any of the parks that have historically received these funds are closed
during the 1997-99 biennium, the funds for the closed parks may not be used for
other purposes and must be returned to the motor vehicle fund.
GENERAL GOVERNMENT AGENCIES-CAPITAL
NEW SECTION. Sec. 110. FOR WASHINGTON STATE PARKS AND
RECREATION-CAPITAL PROJECTS
3,500,000
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following conditions and
limitations and specified amounts are provided solely for that activity:
(1)The entire appropriation is for the repaving of roadways in the following
state parks in the 1997-99 biennium:
(a) Moran state park, $1,800,000;
(b) Cama Beach state park, $300,000;
(c) Riverside state park, $640,000;
(d) Steamboat Rock state park, $225,000;
(e) Damon Point state park, $485,000; and
(f) Deception Pass state park, $50,000.
(2)This is a one time appropriation with the repaving efforts to be completed
in the parks by June 30, 1999. The repaving contracts will be awarded by
competitive bid using department of transportation standards. Progress reports will
be prepared and presented to the legislative transportation committees in January
1999.
(3)If any of the parks listed in subsection (1) of this section are closed during
the 1997-99 biennium, the amount provided for the park under subsection (1)(a)
through (f) of this section shall lapse and return to the motor vehicle fund.
PART II
TRANSPORTATION AGENCIES
NEW SECTION, Sec. 201. FOR THE WASHINGTON TRAFFIC
SAFETY COMMISSION
491,000
Highway Safety Fund-State Appropriation ........... $
$
5,216,000
.........
Appropriation
Highway Safety Fund-Federal
950,000
Transportation Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
6,657,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
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The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations and specified amounts are provided solely for that activity:
(1) The transportation fund-state appropriation includes $900,000 to fund
community DUI task forces. Funding from the transportation fund for any
community DUI task force may not exceed twenty-five percent of total
expenditures in support of that task force.
(2) $50,000 of the transportation fund-state appropriation is provided to
support local law enforcement implementing the drug recognition expert (DRE)
and drugged driving programs. Any funds not required for the DRE program may
be used for programs related to heavy trucks that improve safety and enforcement
of Washington state laws.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 202. FOR THE BOARD OF PILOTAGE
COMMISSIONERS
Pilotage Account-State Appropriation ............... $
275,000
NEW SECTION, Sec. 203. FOR THE COUNTY ROAD ADMINISTRATION BOARD
Motor Vehicle Fund-Rural Arterial Trust
Account-State Appropriation .................. $
57,397,000
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
1,548,000
Motor Vehicle Fund-Private/Local
Appropriation ...............................
$
383,000
Motor Vehicle Fund-County Arterial Preservation
Account-State Appropriation .................. $
27,940,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
87,268,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations and specified amounts are provided solely for that activity: $124,000
of the county arterial preservation account-state appropriation is provided for a
computer programmer to rewrite and expand the county road information system
for compatibility with Windows computer software. It is the intent of the
legislature that this position be a project position and is funded for the 1997-99
biennium only.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 204. FOR THE TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT BOARD
Motor Vehicle Fund-Urban Arterial Trust
Account-State Appropriation ............. $
57,159,000
Motor Vehicle Fund-Transportation Improvement
Account-State Appropriation ............. $
122,014,000
Motor Vehicle Fund-City Hardship Assistance
Account-State Appropriation ............. $
2,649,000
Motor Vehicle Fund-Small City AccountState Appropriation .....................
$
7,921,000
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Central Puget Sound Public Transportation
Account-State Appropriation ............. $
27,360,000
Public Transportation Systems AccountState Appropriation .....................
$
3,928,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
221,031,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations and specified amounts are provided solely for that activity: The
transportation improvement account-state appropriation includes $40,000,000 in
proceeds from the sale of bonds authorized in RCW 47.26.500. However, the
transportation improvement board may authorize the use of current revenues
available in lieu of bond proceeds.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 205. FOR THE LEGISLATIVE TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ....... $
2,822,000
Transportation Fund-State Appropriation ....... $
200,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
3,022,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations and specified amounts are provided solely for that activity:
(1) In order to meet the growing demand for services the legislative
transportation committee shall seek accountability and efficiencies within
transportation agency programs through in-depth program evaluations. These
program evaluations shall consider:
(a) Whether or not strategic planning and performance-based budgeting is a
preferable planning and budgeting tool to the current incremental budgeting
process for agency administrative programs and capital program budgeting;
(b) How the programs are performing currently and how service would be
affected at different funding levels using performance measures; and
(c) What decision-making tools aid with the budgeting and oversight of these
programs, such as tools developed during the maintenance accountability program
(MAP) conducted by the legislative transportation committee during the 1995-97
biennium.
(2) In consultation with other legislative committees, the legislative
transportation committee shall study ways to enhance budget development tools
and presentation documents that will better illustrate agencies' full appropriation
authority and the intended outcomes of the appropriation.
(3) The legislative transportation committee shall conduct an evaluation of
services provided by the county road administration board, the transportation
improvement board and the TransAid division within the department of
transportation. The evaluation shall assess whether consolidation of any of these
activities will result in efficiencies and improved service delivery. The evaluation
shall also assess the funding structure of these organizations to determine whether
there are any benefits gained from a more simplified structure. The evaluation
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shall also assess other funding authorities to see if there is potential for further
expansion of these revenues. The committee shall report its findings and
recommendations to the 1998 legislature and, if needed, prepare legislation to
implement those recommendations. $150,000 of the motor vehicle fund-state
appropriation is provided for this evaluation.
(4) The legislative transportation committee, in cooperation with the house
appropriations committee, the senate ways and means committee, and the office of
financial management, shall study and report to the legislature its findings
regarding the process and procedures for calculation, determination, and collection
of the amounts of motor vehicle excise tax (MVET) collected on the sale or lease
of motor vehicles in this state. The report shall include findings as to the base
amount for calculation of MVET, the amortization schedule for calculation of
MVET, and adequacy and efficiency of current systems to provide accurate and
timely information to those responsible for determining and collecting the MVET
due, including recommendations for determining the MVET due for current and
future multiple MVET tax structures. The report must also include a status report
as to the progress and feasibility of using third party information providers or using
private vendors to collect the MVET. $200,000 of the transportation fund-state
appropriation is provided for this evaluation including the use of a consultant. This
$200,000 amount is null and void if an appropriation for this activity is enacted in
any other appropriations bill by June 30, 1997.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 206. FOR THE MARINE EMPLOYEES
COMMISSION
Motor Vehicle Fund-Puget Sound Ferry Operations
Account-State Appropriation .................. $
354,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 207. FOR THE TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
Transportation Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
804,000
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following conditions and
limitations and specified amounts are provided solely for that activity:
(1)The transportation commission shall report to the legislative transportation
committee following adoption of the highway, rail, capital facilities, and ferry
capital construction programs, and provide status reports to the committee
throughout the biennium.
(2) The commission is directed to continue efforts to identify cost savings and
efficiencies for the department of transportation. These efficiencies may include
contracting out or privatizing of appropriate services.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 208. FOR THE WASHINGTON STATE
PATROL-FIELD OPERATIONS BUREAU
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Patrol Highway
Account-State Appropriation .................. $
159,108,000
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Motor Vehicle Fund-State Patrol Highway
Account-Federal Appropriation ................ $
4,374,000
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Patrol Highway
Account-Local Appropriation .................. $
170,000
Transportation Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
8,961,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
172,613,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations and specified amounts are provided solely for that activity:
(1) The Washington state patrol is authorized to use the federal community
oriented policing program (COPS) for 54 troopers with 18 COPS troopers to begin
in July 1998 and 36 COPS troopers to begin in January 1999.
(2) $8,200,000 of the transportation fund-state appropriation is provided for
an equalization salary adjustment of three percent on July 1, 1997, and six percent
on July 1, 1998, for commissioned officers (entry level trooper through captain),
commercial vehicle enforcement officers, and communication officers of the
Washington state patrol. The salary adjustments are intended to bring the existing
salary levels into the fiftieth percentile of other Washington state law enforcement
compensation plans. This is in addition to the salary increase contained in the
omnibus appropriation bill or bills. The total of the two increases, in the
transportation budget and omnibus appropriation bill or bills, may not exceed
twelve percent.
(3) The Washington state patrol will develop a vehicle replacement plan for
the next six years. The plan will include an analysis of the current 100,000 miles
replacement policy and agency assignment policy. Projected future budget
requirements will include forecasts of vehicle replacement costs, vehicle equipment
costs, and estimated surplus vehicle values when sold at auction.
(4) The Washington state patrol vessel and terminal security (VATS) program
will be funded by the state patrol highway fund beginning July 1, 1997, and into
future biennia.
(5) A personnel data base will be maintained of the 801 commissioned traffic
law enforcement officers, with a reconciliation at all times to the patrol allocation
model and a vehicle assignment and replacement plan.
(6) $150,000 of the state patrol highway account appropriation is to fund the
Washington state patrol's portion of the drug recognition expert training program
previously funded by the traffic safety commission.
(7)The Washington state patrol with legislative transportation committee staff
will perform an interim study of the Washington state patrol's commercial vehicle
enforcement program with a report to be presented to the legislature and office of
financial management in January 1998 with a developed business plan and
program recommendations which includes, but is not limited to, weigh in motion
technologies.
(8)(a) The Washington state patrol, in consultation with the Washington traffic
safety commission, shall conduct an analysis of the most effective safety devices
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for preventing accidents while delivery trucks are operating in reverse gear. The
analysis shall focus on trucks equipped with cube-style, walk-in cargo boxes, up
to eighteen feet long, that are most commonly used in the commercial delivery of
goods and services.
(b) The state patrol shall incorporate research and analysis currently being
conducted by the national highway traffic safety administration.
(c) Upon completion of the analysis, the state patrol shall forward its
recommendations to the legislative transportation committee and office of financial
management.
(9)$761,000 of the transportation fund-state appropriation is provided for the
following traditional general fund purposes: The governor's air travel, the license
fraud program, and the special services unit. This transportation fund-state
appropriation is not a permanent funding source for these purposes.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 209. FOR THE WASHINGTON STATE
PATROL-INVESTIGATIVE SERVICES BUREAU
Transportation Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
6,317,000
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following conditions and
limitations and specified amounts are provided solely for that activity: The
appropriation in this section is for the following traditional general fund purposes:
Crime laboratories, used primarily for local law enforcement purposes; ACCESS,
the computer system linking all law enforcement and criminal justice agencies in
the state to one another; and, the identification section, which is responsible for
performing criminal background checks. This appropriation is not a permanent
funding source for these purposes.
NEW SECTION, See. 210. FOR THE WASHINGTON STATE
PATROL-SUPPORT SERVICES BUREAU
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Patrol Highway
Account-State Appropriation .................. $
55,961,000
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Patrol Highway
Account-Federal Appropriation ................ $
104,000
Transportation Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
4,965,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
61,030,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations and specified amounts are provided solty for that activity:
(1) $1,017,000 for the state patrol highway account-state appropriation is
provided solely for year 2000 conversions of transportation automated systems.
For purposes of this subsection, transportation automated systems does not include
WASIS and WACIS.
(2) $50,000 of the state patrol highway account-state appropriation is
provided solely for a feasibility study to assess the effect of mobile computers on
trooper productivity by type of service and measurement of the productivity gains
achieved through reduction in administrative time and paperwork processing. The
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agency shall submit a copy of the proposed study workplan to the office of
financial management, the department of information services, and the legislative
transportation committee no later than October 1, 1997. A final report shall be
submitted to the legislative transportation committee, the office of financial
management, and the department of information services no later than January 31,
1998. This project is subject to the provisions of section 502 of this act.
(3) $50,000 of the state patrol highway account-state appropriation is
provided solely for a review of the feasibility of improving the patrol's computeraided dispatch system to permit tracking of trooper availability and response time
to calls for service. The agency shall submit a copy of the proposed study
workplan to the office of financial management, the department of information
services, and the legislative transportation committee no later than October 1, 1997.
A final report shall be submitted to the legislative transportation committee, the
office of financial management, and the department of information services no later
than January 31, 1998. This project is subject to the provisions of section 502 of
this act.
(4) These appropriations maintain current level funding for the Washington
state patrol service center and have no budget savings included for a consolidation
of service centers based on the study conducted by the technology management
group. During the 1997 interim, the costs for current level will be reviewed by the
office of financial management and department of information services with a
formal data center recommendation, that has been approved by the information
services board, to the legislature in January 1998. Current level funding will be
split between fiscal year 1998 and fiscal year 1999 with consideration of funding
adjustments based on the review and the formal policy and budget
recommendations.
(5) $4,965,000 of the transportation fund-state appropriation is for the
following traditional general fund purposes: The executive protection unit,
revolving fund charges, budget and fiscal services, computer services, personnel,
human resources, administrative services, and property management. This
appropriation is not a permanent funding source for these purposes.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 211. FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF LICENSING-MANAGEMENT AND SUPPORT SERVICES
Highway Safety Fund-Motorcycle Safety Education
Account-State Appropriation .................. $
77,000
State Wildlife Account-State Appropriation .......... $
57,000
Highway Safety Fund-State Appropriation ........... $
5,538,000
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
4,501,000
Transportation Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
900,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
11,073,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations and specified amounts are provided solely for that activity: The agency
is directed to develop a proposal for implementing alternative approaches to
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delivering agency services to the public. The alternative approaches may include
the use of credit card payment for telephone or use of the internet for renewals of
vehicle registrations. The proposal shall also include collocated services for
greater convenience to the public. The agency shall submit a copy of the proposal
to the legislative transportation committee and to the office of financial
management no later than December 1, 1997.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 212. FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF LICENS.
ING-INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Highway Safety Fund-Motorcycle Safety Education
Account-State Appropriation .................. $
2,000
General Fund-Wildlife Account-State
Appropriation ...............................
$
123,000
Highway Safety Fund-State Appropriation ........... $
4,396,000
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
5,858,000
Transportation Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
1,190,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
11,569,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations and specified amounts are provided solely for that activity: $2,498,000
of the highway safety fund-state appropriation and $793,000 of the motor vehicle
fund-state appropriation are provided for the following activities: (1) Identify
business objectives and needs relating to technology improvements and integration
of the drivers' licensing and vehicle title and registrations systems; (2) converting
the drivers' licensing software applications to achieve Year 2000 compliance; (3)
convert the drivers' field network from a uniscope to a frame-relay network; (4)
develop an interface between the unisys system and the CRASH system; and (5)
operate and maintain the highways-licensing building network and the drivers' field
network.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 213. FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF LICENSING-VEHICLE SERVICES
General Fund-Marine Fuel Tax Refund AccountState Appropriation ..........................
$
26,000
General Fund-Wildlife Account-State
Appropriation ...............................
$
549,000
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
50,003,000
Department of Licensing Services AccountState Appropriation ..........................
$
2,944,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
53,522,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations and specified amounts are provided solely for that activity:
(1)$600,000 of the licensing service account-state appropriation is provided
for replacement of printers for county auditors and subagents.
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(2) The department of licensing, in cooperation with the fuel tax advisory
committee, shall prepare and submit a report to the legislative transportation
committee containing recommendations for special fuel and motor vehicle fuel
recordkeeping and reporting requirements, including but not limited to
recommendations regarding the form and manner in which records and tax reports
must be maintained and made available to the department; which persons engaged
in the business of selling, purchasing, distributing, storing, transporting, or
delivering fuel should be required to submit periodic reports regarding the
disposition of such fuel; and the feasibility of implementing an automated fuel
tracking system. The report is due no later than October 31, 1997.
*NEW SECTION, Sec. 214. FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF LICENSING-DRIVER SERVICES
Highway Safety Fund-Motorcycle Safety Education
Account-State Appropriation .................. $
1,160,000
Highway Safety Fund-State Appropriation ........... $
61,087,000
Transportation Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
4,985,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
67,232,000
The appropriationsin this section are subject to the following conditions
and limitations and specified amounts are provided solely for that activity: If
Substitute House Bill No. 1501, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5718, or driver's
license securityprovisionsthat are substantiallysimilarto the security provisions
in eitherbill are not enacted by June 30, 1997, $2,503,000 of the highway safety
fund-state appropriationshall lapse.
*Sec. 214 was partially vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION, Sec. 215. FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION-HIGHWAY MANAGEMENT AND FACILITIESPROGRAM D-OPERATING
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............
Motor Vehicle Fund-Federal Appropriation ..........
Motor Vehicle Fund-Transportation Capital
Facilities Account-State Appropriation ..........
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............

$
$

24,703,000
400,000

$
$

24,338,000
49,441,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 216. FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANS.

PORTATION-AVIATION-PROGRAM F
Transportation Fund-Aeronautics Account-State
Appropriation ...............................
Transportation Fund-Aeronautics Account-Federal
Appropriation ..............................
Aircraft Search and Rescue, Safety, and Education
Account-State Appropriation ..................
Transportation Account-State Appropriation ..........
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............
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3,301,000

$

1,000

$
$
$

170,000
250,000
3,722,000
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*NEW SECTION, Sec. 217. FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION-IMPROVEMENTS-PROGRAM I
Motor Vehicle Fund-Economic Development AccountState Appropriation ..........................
$
2,434,000
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
113,341,000
Motor Vehicle Fund-Federal Appropriation .......... $
130,485,000
Motor Vehicle Fund-Private/Local
Appropriation ...............................
$
40,000,000
Special Category C Account-State Appropriation ...... $
78,600,000
Transportation Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
278,546,000
Puyallup Tribal Settlement Account-State
Appropriation ..............................
$
5,000,000
Puyallup Tribal Settlement Account-Private/Local
Appropriation ..............................
$
200,000
High Capacity Transportation Account-State
Appropriation ...............................
$
1,288,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
649,894,000
The appropriations in this section are provided for the location, design, right
of way acquisition, and construction of state highway projects designated as
improvements under RCW 47.05.030. The appropriations in this section are
subject to the following conditions and limitations and specified amounts are
provided solely for that activity:
(])(a) $75,000,000 of the transportation fund-state appropriation and
$25,000,000 of the motor vehicle fund--state appropriationare provided for
projects to be selected by the transportationcommission. The commission shall
select improvement projects giving priority consideration to those projects
supportingfreight mobility, economic development, andpartnerships,such as
the SR 543 Blaine Border Crossing, SR 405 NE 44th St. I/c corridoranalysis,
and SR 520 Translake study. State-wide geographicdistributionshould also be
considered.
(b)State funds conditioned in (a) of this subsection may also be used as match
for federally funded projects of similar nature.
(2) The special category C account-state appropriation of $78,600,000
includes $26,000,000 in proceeds from the sale of bonds authorized by RCW
47.10.812 through 47.10.817 and includes $19,000,000 in proceeds from the sale
of bonds authorized by House Bill No. 1012. The transportation commission may
authorize the use of current revenues available to the department of transportation
in lieu of bond proceeds for any part of the state appropriation. If House Bill No.
1012 is not enacted by June 30, 1997, $19,000,000 of the special category C
account-state appropriation shall lapse.
(3) The motor vehicle fund-state appropriation includes $2,685,000 in
proceeds from the sale of bonds authorized by RCW 47.10.819(1) for match on
federal demonstration projects. The transportation commission may authorize the
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use of current revenues available to the department of transportation in lieu of bond
proceeds for any part of the state appropriation.
(4) The department shall report annually to the legislative transportation
committee on the status of the projects funded by the special category C
appropriations contained in this section. The report shall be submitted by January
I of each year.
(5) The motor vehicle fund-state appropriation in this section includes
$600,000 solely for a rest area and information facility in the Nisqually gateway
area to Mt. Rainier, provided that at least forty percent of the total project costs are
provided from federal, local, or private sources. The contributions from the
nonstate sources may be in the form of in-kind contributions including, but not
limited to, donations of property and services,
(6) The appropriations in this section contain $118,247,000 reappropriation
from the 1995-97 biennium.
(7)No moneys are providedfor the Washington coastal corridor study.
(8) The motor vehicle fund-state appropriation in this section includes
$250,000 to establish a wetland mitigation pilot project. This appropriation may
only be expended if the department of transportation establishes a technical
committee to better implement the department's strategic plan. The technical
committee shall include, but is not limited to, cities, counties, environmental
groups, business groups, tribes, the Puget Sound action team, and the state
departments of ecology, fish and wildlife, and community, trade, and economic
development, and appropriate federal agencies. The committee shall assist the
department in implementing its wetland strategic plan, including working to
eliminate barriers to improved wetland and watershed management. To this end,
the technical committee shall: (a) Work to facilitate sharing of agency
environmental data, including evaluation of off-site and out-of-kind mitigation
options; (b) develop agreed-upon guidance that will enable the preservation of
wetlands that are under imminent threat from development for use as an acceptable
mitigation option; (c) develop strategies that will facilitate the implementation of
mitigation banking, including developing mechanisms for valuing and transferring
credits; (d) provide input in the development of wetland functions assessment
protocols related to transportation projects; (e) develop incentives for interagency
participation injoint mitigation projects within watersheds; and (f) explore options
for funding environmental mitigation strategies. The department shall prepare an
annual report to the legislative transportation committee and legislative natural
resources committees on recommendations developed by the technical committee.
*Sec. 217 was partially vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION, Sec. 218. FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANS.
PORTATION-TRANSPORTATION ECONOMIC PARTNERSHIPSPROGRAM K
Transportation Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
1,280,000
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
16,235,000
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TOTAL APPROPRIATION ................... $
17,515,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations and specified amounts are provided solely for that activity:
(I) The motor vehicle fund-state appropriation includes $16,235,000 in
proceeds from the sale of bonds authorized in RCW 47.10.834 for all forms of cash
contributions, or the payment of other costs incident to the location, development,
design, right of way, and construction of only the SR 16 corridor improvements
and park and ride projects selected under the public-private transportation initiative
program authorized under chapter 47.46 RCW; and support costs of the publicprivate transportation initiatives program.
(2) The appropriations in this section contain $16,235,000 reappropriated from
the 1995-97 biennium.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 219. FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION-HIGHWAY MAINTENANCE-PROGRAM M
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
238,200,000
Motor Vehicle Fund-Federal Appropriation .......... $
465,000
Motor Vehicle Fund-Private/Local Appropriation ...... $
3,335,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
242,000,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations and specified amounts are provided solely for that activity:
(I) If portions of the appropriations in this section are required to fund
maintenance work resulting from major disasters not covered by federal emergency
funds such as fire, flooding, and major slides, supplemental appropriations will be
requested to restore state funding for ongoing maintenance activities.
(2) The department shall deliver the highway maintenance program according
to the plans for each major maintenance group to the extent practical. However,
snow and ice expenditures are highly variable depending on actual weather
conditions encountered. If extraordinary winter needs result in increased winter
maintenance expenditures, the department shall, after prior consultation with the
transportation commission, the office of financial management, and the legislative
transportation committee adopt one or both of the following courses of action: (a)
Reduce planned maintenance activities in other groups to offset the necessary
increases for snow and ice control; or (b)continue delivery as planned within other
major maintenance groups and request a supplemental appropriation in the
following legislative session to fund the additional snow and ice control
expenditures.
(3) The department shall request an unanticipated receipt for any federal
moneys received for emergency snow and ice removal and shall place an equal
amount of the motor vehicle fund-state into unallotted status. This exchange shall
not affect the amount of funding available for snow and ice removal.
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NEW SECTION. Sec. 220. FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION-PRESERVATION-PROGRAM P
289,777,000
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
274,259,000
Motor Vehicle Fund-Federal Appropriation .......... $
2,400,000
Motor Vehicle Fund-Private/Local Appropriation ...... $
566,436,000
$
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ...................
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations and specified amounts are provided solely for that activity:
(1) The motor vehicle fund-state appropriation includes $6,800,000 in
proceeds from the sale of bonds authorized in RCW 47.10.761 and 47.10.762 for
emergency purposes. However, the transportation commission may authorize the
use of current revenues available to the department of transportation in lieu of bond
proceeds for any part of the state appropriation.
(2)The appropriations in this section contain $27,552,000 reappropriated from
the 1995-97 biennium.
(3) If the Oregon state legislature enacts a public/private partnership program
and the Washington state transportation commission, in consultation with the
legislative transportation committee, negotiates and enters into an agreement
between Washington and Oregon to place the Lewis and Clark bridge into
Oregon's public/private partnership program, up to $3,000,000 of the motor vehicle
fund-state appropriation may be used as Washington's contribution toward the
design of the project pursuant to the agreement between Washington and Oregon.
Any additional contributions shall be subject to Washington state legislative
appropriations and approvals. The department shall provide a status report on this
project to the legislative transportation committee by June 30, 1998.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 221. FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION-TRAFFIC OPERATIONS-PROGRAM Q
29,140,000
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following conditions and
limitations and specified amount is provided solely for that activity: The
department, in cooperation with the Washington state patrol and the tow truck
industry, shall develop and submit to the legislative transportation committee by
October 31, 1997, a recommendation for implementing new tow truck services
during peak hours on the Puget Sound freeway system.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 222. FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION-TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT AND SUPPORTPROGRAM S
Motor Vehicle Fund-Puget Sound Capital
777,000
Construction Account-State Appropriation ....... $
57,462,000
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
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Motor Vehicle Fund-Puget Sound Ferry Operations
Account-State Appropriation .................. $
1,093,000
Transportation Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
1,158,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
60,490,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations and specified amounts are provided solely for that activity:
(I) The motor vehicle fund-state appropriation includes $2,650,000 solely for
programming activities to bring the department's information systems into
compliance with the year 2000 requirements of the department of information
services. The department is directed to expend the moneys internally reallocated
for this purpose before spending from this appropriation. The department is
directed to provide quarterly reports on this effort to the legislative transportation
committee and the office of financial management beginning October 1, 1997.
(2)The legislative transportation committee shall review and analyze freight
mobility issues affecting eastern and southeastern Washington as recommended by
the freight mobility advisory committee and report back to the legislature by
November 1, 1997. $500,000 of the motor vehicle fund-state appropriation is
provided for this review and analysis. The funding conditioned in this subsection
shall be from revenues provided for interjurisdictional studies.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 223. FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION-TRANSPORTATION PLANNING, DATA, AND RE.
SEARCH-PROGRAM T
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
16,098,000
Motor Vehicle Fund-Federal Appropriation .......... $
10,466,000
Transportation Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
1,384,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
27,948,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations and specified amounts are provided solely for that activity: Up to
$2,400,000 of the motor vehicle fund-state appropriation is provided for regional
transportation planning organizations, with allocations for participating counties
maintained at the 1995-1997 biennium levels for those counties not having
metropolitan planning organizations within their boundaries.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 224. FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION-CHARGES FROM OTHER AGENCIES-PROGRAM U
(1) FOR PAYMENT OF COSTS OF ATTORNEY GENERAL TORT
CLAIMS SUPPORT
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
2,515,000
(2) FOR PAYMENT OF COSTS OF THE OFFICE OF THE STATE
AUDITOR
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
840,000
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(3) FOR PAYMENT OF COSTS OF DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL
ADMINISTRATION FACILITIES AND SERVICES AND CONSOLIDATED
MAIL SERVICES
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
3,391,000
(4) FOR PAYMENT OF COSTS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
2,240,000
(5) FOR PAYMENT OF SELF-INSURANCE LIABILITY PREMIUMS
AND ADMINISTRATION
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
12,120,000
(6) FOR PAYMENT OF SELF-INSURANCE LIABILITY PREMIUMS
AND ADMINISTRATION
Motor Vehicle Fund-Puget Sound Ferry Operations
Account-State Appropriation ........... $
2,928,000
(7) FOR PAYMENT OF COSTS OF THE OFFICE OF MINORITY AND
WOMEN'S BUSINESS ENTERPRISES
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
536,000
(8)FOR PAYMENT OF COSTS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL
ADMINISTRATION STATE PARKING SERVICES
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
90,000
(9)FOR PAYMENT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL ADMINISTRATION CAPITAL PROJECTS SURCHARGE
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
735,000
(10) FOR ARCHIVES AND RECORDS MANAGEMENT
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
295,000
NEW SECTION, Sec. 225. FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANS.
PORTATION-WASHINGTON STATE FERRIES CONSTRUCTIONPROGRAM W
Motor Vehicle Fund-Puget Sound Capital
Construction Account-State Appropriation ....... $
243,229,000
Motor Vehicle Fund-Puget Sound Capital
Construction Account-Federal
Appropriation ...............................
$
30,165,000
Motor Vehicle Fund-Puget Sound Capital
Construction Account-Private/Local
Appropriation ...............................
$
765,000
Transportation Fund-Passenger Ferry AccountState Appropriation ..........................
$
579,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
274,738,000
The appropriations in this section are provided for improving the Washington
state ferry system, including, but not limited to, vessel acquisition, vessel
construction, major and minor vessel improvements, and terminal construction and
improvements. The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
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conditions and limitations and specified amounts are provided solely for that
activity:
(I) The appropriations in this section are provided to carry out only the
projects (version 3) adjusted by the legislature for the 1997-99 budget. The
department shall reconcile the 1995-97 capital expenditures within ninety days of
the end of the biennium and submit a final report to the legislative transportation
committee and office of financial management.
(2)The Puget Sound capital construction account-state appropriation includes
$100,000,000 in proceeds from the sale of bonds authorized by RCW 47.60.800
for vessel and terminal acquisition, major and minor improvements, and long lead
time materials acquisition for the Washington state ferries, including construction
of new jumbo ferry vessels in accordance with the requirements of RCW 47.60.770
through 47.60.778. However, the department of transportation may use current
revenues available to the Puget Sound capital construction account in lieu of bond
proceeds for any part of the state appropriation.
(3) The department of transportation shall provide to the legislative
transportation committee and office of financial management aquarterly financial
report concerning the status of the capital program authorized in this section.
(4) Washington state ferries isauthorized to reimburse up to $3,000,000 from
the Puget Sound capital construction account-state appropriation to the city of
Bremerton and the port of Bremerton for Washington state ferries' financial
participation in the development of a Bremerton multimodal transportation
terminal, port of Bremerton passenger-only terminal expansion, and ferry vehicular
connections to downtown traffic circulation improvements. The reimbursement
shall specifically support the construction of the following components:
Appropriate passenger-only ferry terminal linkages to accommodate bow-loading
catamaran type vessels and the needed transit connections; and the Washington
state ferries' component of the Bremerton multimodal transportation terminal as
part of the downtown Bremerton redevelopment project, including appropriate
access to the new downtown traffic circulation road network.
(5)The Puget Sound capital construction account-state appropriation includes
funding for capital improvements on vessels to meet United States Coast Guard
Subchapter W regulation revisions impacting SOLAS (safety of life at sea)
requirements for ferry operations on the Anacortes to Sidney, B.C. ferry route.
(6) The Puget Sound capital construction account-state appropriation, the
Puget Sound capital construction account-federal appropriation, and the passenger
ferry account-state appropriation include funding for the construction of one new
passenger-only vessel and the department's exercise of the option to build a second
passenger-only vessel.
(7)The Puget Sound capital construction account-state appropriation includes
funding for the exploration and acquisition of a design for constructing a
millennium class ferry vessel.
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(8)The Puget Sound capital construction account-state appropriation includes
$90,000 for the purchase of defibrillators. At least one defibrillator shall be placed
on each vessel in the ferry fleet.
(9) The appropriations in this section contain $46,962,000 reappropriated from
the 1995-97 biennium.
(10)(a) The Puget Sound capital construction account-state appropriation
includes $57,461,000 for the 1997-99 biennium portion of the design and
construction of a fourth Jumbo Mark II ferry and for payments related to the leasepurchase of the vessel's engines and propulsion system.
(b)If House Bill No. 2108 authorizing the department to procure the vessel
utilizing existing construction and equipment acquisition contracts is not enacted
during the 1997 legislative session, (a) of this subsection is null and void;
$50,000,000 of the motor vehicle fund-Puget Sound capital construction accountstate appropriation shall not be allotted; and $7,461,000 may be allotted for
preservation or renovation of Super class ferries.
*NEW SECTION, Sec. 226. FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION-MARINE-PROGRAM X
267,358,000
Marine Operating Fund-State Appropriation .......... $
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following conditions and
limitations and specified amounts are provided solely for that activity:
(1)The appropriation is based on the budgeted expenditure of $29,151,000 for
vessel operating fuel in the 1997-99 biennium. If the actual cost of fuel is less than
this budgeted amount, the excess amount may not be expended. If the actual cost
exceeds this amount, the department shall request a supplemental appropriation.
(2)The appropriation provides for the compensation of ferry employees. The
expenditures for compensation paid to ferry employees during the 1997-99
biennium may not exceed $177,347,000 plus a dollar amount, as prescribed by the
office of financial management, that is equal to any insurance benefit increase
granted general government employees in excess of $313.95 a month annualized
per eligible marine employee multiplied by the number of eligible marine
employees for the respective fiscal year, a dollar amount as prescribed by the office
of financial management for costs associated with pension amortization charges,
and a dollar amount prescribed by the office of financial management for salary
increases during the 1997-99 biennium. For the purposes of this section, the
expenditures for compensation paid to ferry employees shall be limited to salaries
and wages and employee benefits as defined in the office of financial
management's policies, regulations, and procedures named under objects of
expenditure "A"and "B" (7.2.6.2).
The prescribed salary and insurance benefit increase or decrease dollar amount
that shall be allocated from the governor's compensation appropriations is in
addition to the appropriation contained in this section and may be used to increase
or decrease compensation costs, effective July 1, 1997, and thereafter, as
established in the 1997-99 general fund operating budget.
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(3) The department of transportation shall provide to the legislative
transportation committee and office of financial management a quarterly financial
report concerning the status of the operating program authorize-d in this section.
(4) The appropriation in this section includes up to $1,566,000 for additional
operating expenses required to comply with United States Coast Guard Subchapter
W regulation revisions for vessels operating on the Anacortes to Sidney, B.C. ferry
route. The department shall explore methods to minimize the cost of meeting
United States Coast Guard requirements and shall report the results to the
legislative transportation committee and office of financial management by
September 1, 1997.
(5) The department shall request a reduction of the costs associated with the
use of the terminal leased from the Port of Anacortes and costs associated with use
of the Sidney, British Columbia terminal.
(6) Agreements between Washington state ferries and concessionaires for
automatic teller machines on ferry terminals or vessels shall provide for and
include banks and credit unions that primarily serve the west side of Puget Sound.
(7) In the event federal funding is provided for one or more passenger-only
ferry vessels for the purpose of transporting United States naval personnel, the
department of transportation is authorized to acquire and construct such vessels in
accordance with the authority provided in RCW 47.56.030, and the department
shall establish a temporary advisory committee comprised of representatives of the
Washington state ferries, transportation commission, legislative transportation
committee, office of financial management, and the United States Navy to analyze
and make recommendations on, at a minimum, vessel performance criteria,
docking, vessel deployment, and operating issues.
(8) Upon completion of the constructionof the three Mark H Jumbo Class
ferry vessels, two vessels shall be deployedfor service on the Seattle-Bainbridge
ferry route and one shall be deployedfor service on the Edmonds-Kingstonferry
route. Of the existing Jumbo Classferry vessels, one shallbe deployedfor use
on the Edmonds-Kingston route and the remaining vessel shall be used as a
back-up boatfor both the Seattle-Bainbridgeand Edmonds-Kingston routes.
(9) The appropriation provides funding for House Bill No. 2165 (paying
interest on retroactive raises for ferry workers).
*Sec. 226 was partially vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION, Sec. 227. FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION-PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION AND RAIL-PROGRAM Y
Essential Rail Assistance Account-State
256,000
$
Appropriation ...............................
High Capacity Transportation Account-State
6,225,000
$
Appropriation ...............................
Air Pollution Control Account-State
6,290,000
$
Appropriation ...............................
48,529,000
Transportation Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
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3,947,000
Transportation Fund-Federal Appropriation .......... $
Transportation Fund-Private/Local
105,000
$
Appropriation ...............................
Central Puget Sound Public Transportation
250,000
Account-State Appropriation .................. $
65,602,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations and specified amounts are provided solely for that activity:
(1) Up to $40,180,000 of the transportation fund-state appropriation is
provided for intercity rail passenger service including up to $8,000,000 for lease
purchase of two advanced technology train sets with total purchase costs not to
exceed $20,000,000; up to $1,000,000 for one spare advanced technology train
power-car and other spare parts, subsidies for operating costs not to exceed
$12,000,000, to maintain service of two state contracted round trips between
Seattle and Portland and one state contracted round trip between Seattle and
Vancouver, British Columbia, and capital project. necessary to provide SeattleVancouver, British Columbia, train operating times of under 4 hours.
(2) Up to $2,500,000 of the transportation fund-state appropriation is
provided for the rural mobility program administered by the department of
transportation. Priority for grants provided from this account shall be given to
projects and programs that can be accomplished in the 1997-99 biennium.
(3) Up to $600,000 of the high capacity transportation account-state
appropriation is provided for rail freight coordination, technical assistance, and
planning.
(4) The department shall provide biannual reports to the legislative
transportation committee and office of financial management regarding the
department's rail freight program. The department shall also notify the committee
for project expenditures from all fund sources prior to making those expenditures.
The department shall examine the ownership of grain cars and the potential for
divestiture of those cars and other similar assets and report those findings to the
committee prior to the 1998 legislative session.
(5) Up to $750,000 of the transportation fund-state appropriation and up to
$250,000 of the central Puget Sound public transportation account-state
appropriation are provided to fund activities relating to coordinating special needs
transportation among state and local providers. These activities may include
demonstration projects, assessments of resources available versus needs, and
identification of barriers to coordinating special needs transportation. The
department will consult with the superintendent of public instruction, the secretary
of the department of social and health services, the office of financial management,
the fiscal committees of the house of representatives and senate, special needs
consumers, and specialized transportation providers in meeting the goals of this
subsection.
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(6) The appropriations in this section contain $4,599,000 reappropriated from
the 1995-97 biennium.
(7) The high capacity transportation account-state appropriation includes
$75,000 for the department to develop a strategy and to identify how the agency
would expend additional moneys to enhance the commute trip reduction program.
The report would include recommendations for grant programs for employers and
jurisdictions to reduce SOV usage and to provide transit incentives to meet future
commute trip reduction requirements. The report is due to the legislative
transportation committee by January 1, 1998.
(8) In addition to the appropriations contained in this section, the office of
financial management shall release the $2,000,000 transportation fund-state funds
appropriated for the intercity rail passenger program in the 1995-97 biennium but
held in reserve pursuant to section 502, chapter 165, Laws of 1996.
(9) Up to $150,000 of the transportation fund-state appropriation is provided
for the management and control of the transportation corridor known as the
Milwaukee Road corridor owned by the state between Ellensburg and Lind, and
to take actions necessary to allow the department to be in a position, with further
legislative authorization, to begin to negotiate a franchise with a rail carrier to
establish and maintain a rail line over portions of the corridor by July 1, 1999.
(10) Up to $2,500,000 of the high capacity transportation account-state
appropriation may be used by the department for activities related to improvement
of the King Street station. The department shall provide monthly reports to the
legislative transportation committee on activities related to the station, including
discussions of funding commitments from others for future improvements to the
station.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 228. FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION-LOCAL PROGRAMS-PROGRAM Z
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
8,452,000
Motor Vehicle Fund-Federal Appropriation .......... $
33,726,000
High Capacity Transportation AccountState Appropriation ..........................
$
500,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
42,678,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations and specified amounts are provided solely for that activity:
(I) The motor vehicle fund-state appropriation includes $1,785,000 in
proceeds from the sale of bonds authorized by RCW 47.10.819(1). The
transportation commission may authorize the use of current revenues available to
the department of transportation in lieu of bond proceeds for any part of the state
appropriation.
(2) As a condition of receiving the full state subsidy in support of the Puget
Island ferry, Wahkiakum county must, by December 31, 1997, increase ferry fares
for passengers and vehicles by at least ten percent. If the fares are not increased
to meet this requirement, the department, in determining the state subsidy after
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December 31, 1997, shall reduce the operating deficit by the amount that would
have been generated if the ten percent fare increase had been implemented.
(3) The appropriations in this section contain $1,750,000 reappropriated from
the 1995-97 biennium.
(4) Up to $500,000 of the high capacity transportation account-state
appropriation isprovided for implementation of the recommendations of the freight
mobility advisory committee, and any legislation enacted resulting from those
recommendations.
PART III
TRANSPORTATION AGENCIES CAPITAL FACILITIES
NEW SECTION, Sec. 301. (1) The state patrol, the department of licensing,
and the department of transportation shall coordinate their activities when siting
facilities. This coordination shall result in the collocation of driver and vehicle
licensing, vehicle inspection service facilities, and other transportation services
whenever possible.
The department of licensing, the department of transportation, and the state
patrol shall explore alternative state services, such as vehicle emission testing, that
would be feasible to collocate in these joint facilities, All services provided at
these transportation service facilities shall be provided at cost to the participating
agencies.
(2)The department of licensing may lease develop with option to purchase or
lease purchase new customer service centers to be paid for from operating
revenues. The Washington state patrol shall provide project management for the
department of licensing. Alternatively, a financing contract may be entered into
on behalf of the department of licensing in the amounts indicated plus financing
expenses and reserves pursuant to chapter 39.94 RCW. The locations and amounts
for projects covered under this section are as follows:
(a) A new customer service center in Vancouver for $3,709,900;
(b) A new customer service center in Thurston county for $4,641,200; and
(c) A new customer service center in Union Gap for $3,642,000.
(3) The Washington state patrol, department of licensing, and department of
transportation shall provide monthly progress reports to the legislative
transportation committee within the transportation executive information system
on the capital facilities receiving an appropriation in this act.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 302. FOR THE WASHINGTON STATE
PATROL-CAPITAL PROJECTS
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Patrol Highway
Account-State Appropriation .................. $
7,075,000
Transportation Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
4,000,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
11,075,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations and specified amounts are provided solely for that activity:
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(1)The appropriations in the transportation fund and the motor vehicle fundstate patrol highway account are provided for the microwave migration, Yakima
district 3 headquarters office, weigh station facilities identified in the budget notes,
training academy HVAC system, and regular facilities maintenance.
(2)The Washington state patrol, based on an independent real estate appraisal,
is authorized to purchase the Port Angeles detachment office for a maximum of
$600,000 provided the appraisal is $600,000 or above in value. If the appraisal is
less than $600,000, the Washington state patrol is authorized to purchase the
building for the appraised value. Certificates of participation will be used for
financing the cost of the building and related financing fees.
(3) A report will be prepared and presented to the legislature and office of
financial management in January 1998 on the microwave migration project.
(4)The funding for the microwave migration project is limited to $4,400,000,
the amount of revenue from frequency sales.
(5)The intent of the legislature is to have vehicle identification number (VIN)
lanes and encourage colocation of other transportation and state services wherever
feasible in transportation facilities.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 303. FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION-PROGRAM D (DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATIONONLY PROJECTS)-CAPITAL
Motor Vehicle Fund-Transportation Capital
Facilities Account-State Appropriation .......... $
21,696,000
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following conditions and
limitations and specified amounts are provided solely for that activity:
(I) The department of transportation shall provide to the legislative
transportation committee prior notice and the latest project information at least two
weeks in advance of the bid process for transportation capital facilities projects
going to bid in the 1997-99 biennium.
(2) Construction of the Mount Rainier storage facility shall not commence
until the department has secured an operational lease that would allow the
placement of the facility on United States forest service lands near the entrance to
the Mather memorial parkway.
(3)The appropriation in this section contains $7,719,000 reappropriated from
the 1995-97 biennium.
PART IV
TRANSFERS AND DISTRIBUTIONS
NEW SECTION. Sec. 401. FOR THE STATE TREASURER-BOND
RETIREMENT AND INTEREST, AND ONGOING BOND REGISTRATION AND TRANSFER CHARGES: FOR BOND SALES DISCOUNTS
AND DEBT TO BE PAID BY MOTOR VEHICLE FUND AND TRANSPORTATION FUND REVENUE
Highway Bond Retirement Account Appropriation ..... $
195,062,000
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49,606,000
Ferry Bond Retirement Account Appropriation ........ $
244,668,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
NEW SECTION, Sec. 402. FOR THE STATE TREASURER-BOND
RETIREMENT AND INTEREST, AND ONGOING BOND REGISTRATION AND TRANSFER CHARGES: FOR BOND SALE EXPENSES AND
FISCAL AGENT CHARGES
Motor Vehicle Fund-Puget Sound Capital
Construction Account Appropriation ............. $
500,000
Motor Vehicle Fund Appropriation .................. $
130,000
Transportation Improvement Account
Appropriation ...............................
$
200,000
Special Category C Account Appropriation ........... $
350,000
Transportation Capital Facilities Account
Appropriation ...............................
$
1,000
Urban Arterial Account Appropriation ............... $
5,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
1,186,000
NEW SECTION, Sec. 403. FOR THE STATE TREASURER-STATE
REVENUES FOR DISTRIBUTION
City Hardship Account Appropriation ................ $
200,000
Motor Vehicle Fund Appropriation for motor
vehicle fuel tax and overload penalties
distribution .................................
$
471,937,000
Transportation Fund Appropriation .................. $
3,744,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $
475,881,000
NEW SECTION, Sec. 404. FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF RETIREMENT SYSTEMS-TRANSFERS
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Patrol Highway Account:
For transfer to the department of retirement
systems expense fund .........................
$
117,000
NEW SECTION, Sec. 405. STATUTORY APPROPRIATIONS. In
addition to the amounts appropriated in this act for revenue for distribution, state
contributions to the law enforcement officers' and fire fighters' retirement system,
and bond retirement and interest including ongoing bond registration and transfer
charges, transfers, interest on registered warrants, and certificates of indebtedness,
there is also appropriated such further amounts as may be required or available for
these purposes under any statutory formula or under any proper bond covenant
made under law.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 406. The department of transportation is authorized
to undertake federal advance construction projects under the provisions of 23
U.S.C. Sec. 115 in order to maintain progress in meeting approved highway
construction and preservation objectives. The legislature recognizes that the use
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of state funds may be required to temporarily fund expenditures of the federal
appropriations for the highway construction and preservation programs for federal
advance construction projects prior to conversion to federal funding.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 407. FOR THE STATE TREASURERTRANSFERS
(1)R V Account-State Appropriation:
For transfer to the Motor Vehicle FundState ......................................
$
1,176,000
(2) Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation:
For transfer to the Transportation Capital
Facilities Account-State ......................
$
47,569,000
(3) Small City Account-State Appropriation:
For transfer to the Urban Arterial Trust
Account-State ..............................
$
3,359,000
(4) Small City Account-State Appropriation:
For transfer to the Transportation Improvement
Account-State ..............................
$
7,500,000
NEW SECTION, Sec. 408. FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION-TRANSFERS
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation
For transfer to the Transportation Equipment FundState Appropriation ..........................
$
500,000
The appropriation transfer in this section is provided for the purchase of
equipment for the highway maintenance program from the transportation
equipment fund - operations.

*NEW SECTION Sec. 409. The state treasurershall transfer the sum of
fifty million dollarsfrom the generalfund to the transportationfund duringthe
fiscalyear ending June 30, 1999.
*Sec. 409 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION, Sec. 410. The motor vehicle account revenues are received
at a relatively even flow throughout the year. Expenditures may exceed the
revenue during the accelerated summer and fall highway construction season,
creating a negative cash balance during the heavy construction season. Negative
cash balances also may result from the use of state funds to finance federal advance
construction projects prior to conversion to federal funding. The governor and the
legislature recognize that the department of transportation may require interfund
loans or other short-term financing to meet temporary seasonal cash requirements
and additional cash requirements to fund federal advance construction projects.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 411. In addition to such other appropriations as are
made by this act, there is appropriated to the department of transportation from
legally available bond proceeds in the respective transportation funds and accounts
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such amounts as are necessary to pay the expenses incurred by the state finance
committee in the issuance and sale of the subject bonds.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 412. EXPENDITURE AUTHORIZATIONS. The
appropriations contained in this act are maximum expenditure authorizations.
Pursuant to RCW 43.88.037, moneys disbursed from the treasury on the basis of
a formal loan agreement shall be recorded as loans receivable and not as
expenditures for accounting purposes. To the extent that moneys are disbursed on
a loan basis, the corresponding appropriation shall be reduced by the amount of
loan moneys disbursed from the treasury during the 1997-99 biennium.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 413. FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANS.
PORTATION-TRANSFERS
Motor Vehicle Fund-Puget Sound Ferry Operations
Account-State Appropriation:
For transfer to the Motor Vehicle Fund-Puget Sound
Capital Construction Account .................. $
50,000,000
This transfer is intended to be an interfund loan between the two accounts with
the obligation of repayment in future biennia. This appropriation is subject to the
following conditions and limitations: If funds are not appropriated for a fourth
Jumbo Mark IIferry or House Bill No. 2108, authorizing the department to procure
the vessel utilizing existing construction and equipment acquisition contracts, is not
enacted during the 1997 legislative session, this section is null and void.
PART V
MISCELLANEOUS
A. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
NEW SECTION, Sec. 501. To maximize the use of transportation revenues,
it is the intent of the legislature to encourage sharing of technology, information,
and systems where appropriate between transportation agencies.
To facilitate this exchange, the Washington state department of transportation
assistant secretary for finance and budget management; Washington state
department of transportation chief for management information systems; the
Washington state patrol deputy chief, inter-governmental services bureau;
Washington state patrol manager of the computer services division; the department
of licensing deputy director and department of licensing assistant director for
information systems will meet quarterly to share plans, discuss progress of key
projects, and to coordinate activities for the common good. Minutes of these
meetings will be distributed to the respective agency heads, the office of financial
management and the legislative transportation committee. Washington state
department of transportation will provide staff support and meeting coordination.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 502. Agencies shall comply with the following
requirements regarding information systems projects when specifically directed to
do so by this act.
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(I) The agency shall produce a feasibility study for each information systems
project in accordance with published department of information services
instructions. In addition to department of information services requirements, the
study shall examine and evaluate the costs and benefits of maintaining the status
quo and the costs and benefits of the proposed project. The study shall identify
when and in what amount any fiscal savings will accrue, and what programs or
fund sources will be affected.
(2)The agency shall produce a project management plan for each project. The
plan or plans shall address all factors critical to successful completion of each
project. The plan shall include, but is not limited to, the following elements: A
description of the business problem or opportunity that the information systems
project is intended to address; a statement of project objectives and assumptions;
definition of phases, tasks, and activities to be accomplished and the estimated cost
of each phase; a description of how the agency will facilitate responsibilities of
oversight agencies; a description of key decision points in the project life cycle; a
description of variance control measures; a definitive schedule that shows the
elapsed time estimated to complete the project and when each task is to be started
and completed; and a description of resource requirements to accomplish the
activities within specified time, cost, and functionality constraints.
(3) A copy of each feasibility study and project management plan shall be
provided to the department of information services, the office of financial
management, and legislative transportation committee. Authority to expend any
funds for individual information systems projects is conditioned on approval of the
relevant feasibility study and project management plan by the department of
information services and the office of financial management.
(4) A bimonthly project status report shall be submitted to the department of
information services, the office of financial management, and legislative
transportation committee for each project prior to reaching key decision points
identified in the project management plan. Project status reports include: Project
name, agency undertaking the project, a description of the project, key project
activities or accomplishments during the next sixty to ninety days, baseline cost
data, costs to date, baseline schedule, schedule to date, risk assessments, risk
management, any deviations from the project feasibility study, and
recommendations.
Work shall not commence on any task in a subsequent phase of a project until
the status report for the preceding key decision point has been approved by the
department of information services and the office of financial management.
(5) If a project review is requested in accordance with department of
information services policies, the reviews shall examine and evaluate: System
requirements specifications; scope; system architecture; change controls;
documentation; user involvement; training; availability and capability of resources;
programming languages and techniques; system inputs and outputs; plans for
testing, conversion, implementation, and post-implementation; and other aspects
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critical to successful construction, integration, and implementation of automated
systems. Copies of project review written reports shall be forwarded to the office
of financial management and appropriate legislative committees by the agency.
(6) A written post-implementation review report shall be prepared by the
agency for each information systems project in accordance with published
department of information services instructions. In addition to the information
requested pursuant to the department of information services instructions, the postimplementation report shall evaluate the degree to which a project accomplished
its major objectives including, but :iot limited to, a comparison of original cost and
benefit estimates to actual costs and benefits achieved. Copies of the postimplementation review report shall be provided to the department of information
services, the office of financial manigement, and legislative transportation
committee.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 503. Any new automatinit projects must be reviewed
and approved by the department of information services and then by the office of
financial management prior to transportation funding being approved. If changes
in an automation project are made or recommendeo c- the office of financial
management, including appropriation amounts, then the department of information
services must review and report recommendations on the changes prior to
transportation funding being approved.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 504. Appropriations for the year 2000 conversions for
transportation agencies will be used solely for modifications of information
systems that have been approved and recommended by the department of
information services. A progress report will be presented to the legislative
transportation committee by the department of information services in January
1998, with completion of the year 2000 conversion by January 31, 1999. Any
savings realized from the conversion process will revert on June 30, 1999, back to
the respective funds from which funding was appropriated.
B. EMERGENCY RELIEF
NEW SECTION, Sec. 505. FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION-EMERGENCY RELIEF
3,000,000
Motor Vehicle Fund-Federal Appropriation .......... $
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following conditions and
limitations: This appropriation is to be placed in reserve status for emergency
relief in the event of a disaster where federal emergency relief funds have become
available. The transportation commission in consultation with the legislative
transportation committee may request the office of financial management to
transfer the appropriation authority from reserve to active status.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 506. The appropriations contained in sections 203 and
204 of this act include funding to assist cities and counties in providing match for
federal emergency funding for winter storm and flood damage as determined by
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the county road administration board and the transportation improvement board.
The county road administration board and the transportation improvement board
will report to the legislative transportation committee and the office of financial
management by September 30 of each year on the projects selected to receive
match funding.
C. BUDGET SUBMITTAL AND OVERSIGHT PROVISIONS
*NEW SECTION, Sec. 507. Any agency requestingtransportationfunding
must submit to the legislative transportationcommittees the same request and
supportingdocuments presentedto the office offinancial managementat agency
budget submittal time.
*Sec. 507 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

*NEW SECTION, Sec. 508. In addition to information required under
section 507 of this act, agencies shall include their strategic plans and an
explanation of how the budget submittals and the investment choices and
recommended associatedservice levels are linked to the strategicplan.
*Sec. 508 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.

NEW SECTION, Sec. 509. Transportation agencies are required to provide
fund balances and financial, workload, and performance measurement data in the
transportation executive information system on a schedule agreed to by the
legislative transportation committee.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 510. The appropriations of moneys and the
designation of funds and accounts by this and other acts of the 1997 legislature
shall be construed in a manner consistent with legislation enacted by the 1985,
1987, 1989, 1991, 1993, and 1995 legislatures to conform state funds and accounts
with generally accepted accounting principles.
D. BILLS NECESSARY TO IMPLEMENT THIS ACT
NEW SECTION. Sec. 511. The following bills are necessary to implement
portions of this act: Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 1011, Substitute House
Bill No. 2108, or Substitute Senate Bill No. 5718.
E. MISCELLANEOUS
NEW SECTION, Sec. 512. (1) If Substitute House Bill No. 2237 is not
enacted, or isenacted without a provision allowing the department of transportation
to obtain fair and reasonable compensation, by June 30, 1997, the appropriations
to the department in this act may only be used by the department to grant rights of
occupancy to atelecommunications carrier only to the extent authorized by existing
law, including but not limited to chapters 47.12, 47.44, and 47.52 RCW. However,
the authority of the department to install telecommunications facilities solely for
public transportation purposes is not limited.
(2)The telecommunications/right-of-way advisory panel iscreated to evaluate
the department's process for developing proposals for use of its limited-access
rights-of-way by telecommunications carriers.
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The membership of the telecommunications/right-of-way advisory panel is as
follows:
(a) Two members of the house transportation policy and budget committee,
one from each political party, as appointed by the speaker of the house of
representatives. The speaker shall also designate two alternate members to serve
if the appointed member is unavailable;
(b) Two members of the senate transportation committee, one from each
political party, as appointed by the president of the senate. The president shall also
designate two alternate members to serve if the appointed member is unavailable;
(c) One member of the house appropriations committee, as appointed by the
speaker of the house of representatives. The speaker shall also designate an
alternate member to serve if the appointed member is unavailable;
(d) One member of the senate ways and means committee, as appointed by the
president of the senate. The president shall also designate an alternate member to
serve if the appointed member is unavailable;
(e) Two representatives of the governor or their designees;
(f) The secretary of the department of transportation or a designee; and
(g) The director of the department of information services or a designee.
Sec. 513. RCW 47.78.010 and 1991 sp.s. c 13 ss 66, 121 are each amended
to read as follows:
There is hereby established in the state treasury the high capacity
transportation account. Money in the account shall be used, after appropriation, for
local high capacity transportation purposes including rail freight, activities
associated with freight mobility, and commute trip reduction activities.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 514. Section 513 of this act expires June 30, 1999.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 515. FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANS.
PORTATION-RESERVE STATUS
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
5,000,000
Transportation Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
5,000,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
10,000,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations and the entire amount is provided solely for placement in reserve status:
The entire amount is to be placed in reserve status for potential funding of the
highway construction program should the federal transportation authorization act,
the successor to the intermodal surface transportation efficiency act (ISTEA) not
be enacted by October 1, 1997.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 516. During the 1997 interim, the fiscal committees
of the house of representatives and senate will review funding alternatives for
Washington state parks (roadway maintenance and preservation), department of
trade and economic development (gateway visitor information centers), and the
office of financial management (transportation budget/policy analysts). The
committees will make funding recommendations for a permanent funding source
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for each of the above agencies and the related activities during the 1998 legislative
session.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 517. It is the intent of the legislature that the
department of transportation may implement a voluntary retirement incentive
program that is cost neutral provided that such program is approved by the director
of financial management.
PART VI
1995-97 SUPPLEMENTAL
Sec. 601. 1996 c 165 s 207 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF LICENSING-MANAGEMENT AND
SUPPORT SERVICES
Highway Safety Fund-Motorcycle Safety Education
Account-State Appropriation .................. $
68,000
State Wildlife Account-State Appropriation .......... $
53,000
Highway Safety Fund-State Appropriation ........... $
((,4600))
5.429.000
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
4,045,000
Transportation Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
808,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
((19,434,000))
10.403.0
Sec. 602. 1996 c 165 s 210 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF LICENSING-DRIVER SERVICES
Highway Safety Fund-Motorcycle Safety Education
Account-State Appropriation .................. $
1,150,000
Highway Safety Fund-State Appropriation ........... $
((645-10w))
56.395.000
Transportation Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
4,914,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
((62209,00))
62.459.000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations and specified amounts are provided solely for that activity:
LU If the following bills are not enacted by June 30, 1996, the amounts
specified from the highway safety fund-state appropriation shall lapse:
(((4-))) (a) Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 2150: $298,000;
(((4))) W Substitute Senate Bill No. 6487: $61,000;
(((-3))) W.Engrossed Third Substitute Senate Bill No. 6062: $133,000.
(2)$250.000 of the highway safety fund-state appropriation is provided for
manual processing of accident reports due to a delay in implementing the collision
reporting and statistical reporting system,
Sec. 603. 1996 c 165 s 211 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
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FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION-HIGHWAY
MANAGEMENT AND FACILITIES-PROGRAM D-OPERATING
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............. $
24,394,000
Motor Vehicle Fund-Federal Appropriation ........... $
400,000
Motor Vehicle Fund-Transportation Capital
Facilities Account-State Appropriation ........... $ ((2-,94409))
22,011,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............. $ ((46768;O00))
46.805.000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations and specified amounts are provided solely for that activity: The
transportation capital facilities account-state appropriation includes $37,000 as
match to a federal emergency management grant for reimbursement to repair
damage to agency owned buildings as result of the December 1996 floods.
Sec. 604. 1996 c 165 s 215 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION-HIGHWAY
MAINTENANCE-PROGRAM M
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
((---74;0))
226.274.000
Motor Vehicle Fund-Federal Appropriation .......... $
461,000
Motor Vehicle Fund-Private/Local Appropriation ...... $
3,305,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $ ((226;04009))
230.040.000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations and specified amounts are provided solely for that activity:
(1) If portions of the appropriations in this section are required to fund
maintenance work resulting from major disasters not covered by federal emergency
funds such as fire, flooding, and major slides, supplemental appropriations will be
requested to restore state funding for ongoing maintenance activities,
(2) The department shall deliver the highway maintenance program according
to the plans for each major maintenance group to the extent practical. However,
if projected snow and ice expenditures exceed the plan of $40,000,000, the
department will, after prior consultation with the legislative transportation
committee, adopt one or both of the following courses of action:
(a) Reduce planned maintenance activities in other groups to offset the
necessary increases for snow and ice control and detail these expenditures; or
(b)Continue service delivery as planned within the other major maintenance
groups and access up to (($2,099,00 in !he snow and. ice rccrvc)) $4,000,000
provided in subsection (6) of this section to cover increased snow and ice
expenditures ((providcd for in... fi.. 505
cf this aet)).
(3) The department shall provide recommendations to the legislative
transportation committee by June 30, 1996, on: (a) The feasibility of developing
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a maintenance management system; (b) methods for providing a consistent
maintenance level of service throughout the state; (c) options for centralized versus
decentralized management of the program; (d) improving accountability and
oversight of the maintenance program; and (e) improving accountability and
oversight of the transportation equipment fund program.
(4) The motor vehicle fund-state appropriation in this section includes
$250,000 solely for augmentation of the adopt-a-highway program, under
Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 1512.
(5) The motor vehicle fund-state appropriation in this section includes
$1,812,000 for payment of local stormwater assessment fees.
(6) The motor vehicle fund-state appropriation includes $4,000.000 solely for
snow and ice expenditures that exceed the $40.000.000 snow and ice expenditure
plan.
Sec. 605. 1996 c 165 s 218 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION-SALES AND
SERVICES TO OTHERS-PROGRAM R
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
((499,090))
Motor Vehicle Fund-Federal Appropriation .......... $
Motor Vehicle Fund-Private/Local Appropriation ...... $
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $

400,000
7,232,000
((,022,0))
8.372.000
The appropriations in this section are, subject to the following conditions and
limitations and specified amounts are provided solely for that activity:
(DIt is the intent of the legislature to continue the state's partnership with the
federal government, local government, and the private sector in transportation
construction and operations in the most cost-effective manner. The office of
financial management, in cooperation with the department of transportation, is
directed to establish an efficient and effective process to increase the expenditure
and work force authority for this program to allow the department the ability to
provide services on nonappropriated, outside requests.
(2) The motor vehicle fund-state appropriation includes $250.000 for
expenditure in fiscal year 1997 to pay for operating and maintenance costs for the
Wahkiakum County ferry.
Sec. 606. 1996 c 165 s 220 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION-TRANSIT
RESEARCH AND INTERMODAL PLANNING-PROGRAM T
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
14,395,000
Motor Vehicle Fund-Federal Appropriation .......... $
((-1-5,64-7,
))
16.327.000
Transportation Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
1,345,000
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((31,384,09))
32,067.000

The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations and specified amounts are provided solely for that activity:
(1) Up to $2,400,000 of the motor vehicle fund-state appropriation is
provided for regional transportation planning organizations, with allocations for
participating counties maintained at the 1993-1995 biennium levels for those
counties not having metropolitan planning organizations within their boundaries.
(2) The motor vehicle fund-federal appropriation includes $680,000 of
federal pass-through funds for metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs).
Sec. 607. 1996 c 165 s 221 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION-CHARGES FROM
OTHER AGENCIES-PROGRAM U
(1) FOR PAYMENT OF COSTS OF ATTORNEY GENERAL TORT
CLAIMS SUPPORT
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
4,646,000
(2) FOR PAYMENT OF COSTS OF THE OFFICE OF THE STATE
AUDITOR
832,000
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
(3) FOR PAYMENT OF COSTS OF DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL
ADMINISTRATION FACILITIES AND SERVICES AND CONSOLIDATED
MAIL SERVICES
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
3,374,000
(4) FOR PAYMENT OF COSTS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
PERSONNEL
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
2,240,000
(5) FOR PAYMENT OF SELF-INSURANCE LIABILITY PREMIUMS
AND ADMINISTRATION
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
7,749,000
(6) FOR PAYMENT OF SELF-INSURANCE LIABILITY PREMIUMS
AND ADMINISTRATION
Motor Vehicle Fund-Puget Sound Ferry Operations
Account-State Appropriation .........
$
((29,,,O))
2,500,000
(7) FOR PAYMENT OF COSTS OF THE OFFICE OF MINORITY AND
WOMEN'S BUSINESS ENTERPRISES
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
508,000
(8) FOR PAYMENT OF COSTS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL
ADMINISTRATION STATE PARKING SERVICES
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
95,000
(9) FOR PAYMENT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL
ADMINISTRATION CAPITAL PROJECTS SURCHARGE
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
361,000
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(10) FOR ARCHIVES AND RECORDS MANAGEMENT
280,000
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
Sec. 608. 1996 c 165 s 224 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION-PUBLIC
TRANSPORTATION AND RAIL-PROGRAM Y
Essential Rail Assistance Account-State
1,088,000
Appropriation ...............................
$
Motor Vehicle Account-State Appropriation .......... $
138,000
Motor Vehicle Account-Federal Appropriation ........ $
551,000
High Capacity Transportation Account-State
4,275,000
Appropriation ...............................
$
Air Pollution Control Account-State
3,145,000
Appropriation ...............................
$
34,480,000
Transportation Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
Transportation Fund-Federal Appropriation .......... $
((11,643,0))
13.243.000
Transportation Fund-Private Local
105,000
Appropiation ...............................
$
Public Transportation Systems Account-State
Appropriation ...............................
1,000,000
$
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $
58.025.000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations and specified amounts are provided solely for that activity:
(1) Up to $31,845,000 of the transportation fund-state appropriation and
$700,000 of the transportation fund-federal appropriation is provided for intercity
rail passenger service including up to $12,000,000 for lease purchase of two
advanced technology train sets with total purchase costs not to exceed
$20,000,000, subsidies for operating costs not to exceed $8,000,000, to maintain
service of one state contracted round trip between Seattle and Portland and Seattle
and Vancouver, British Columbia, and capital projects necessary to provide
Seattle-Vancouver, British Columbia, train operating times of under 4 hours. The
lease purchase of the train sets is predicated on the condition that the manufacturer
of the trains has the obligation of establishing a corporate office in Washington
state. The manufacturer is also obligated to spend a minimum of twenty-five
percent of the total purchase price of the train sets on the assembly and
manufacture of parts of the train sets in Washington state.
(2) The appropriations from the central Puget Sound public transportation
account and the public transportation systems account are transferred to the
transportation improvement board should either chapter... (Engrossed Substitute
House Bill No. 1107), Laws of 1995 or chapter... (Substitute Senate Bill No.
5199), Laws of 1995 be enacted, and contain provisions transferring responsibility
for administration of these accounts from the department of transportation to the
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transportation improvement board, except $1,000,000 of the appropriation from the
public transportation systems account shall be utilized for the rural mobility
program and be administered by the department of transportation. Priority for
grants provided from these accounts shall be given to projects and programs that
can be accomplished in the 1995-1997 biennium and that are not primarily
intended for the planning of facilities. Prior to July 1, 1996, no applications for
grants from the central Puget Sound public transportation account may be accepted
from, nor may funds from that account be granted to, the regional transit authority.
The public transportation systems account funds provided to the rural mobility
program are for the 1995-97 biennium and are not intended for grants which will
have ongoing costs to this program.
(3) Up to $700,000 of the high capacity transportation account-state
appropriation is reappropriated for regional transit authority grants. However, this
amount shall not exceed the amount of unexpended regional transit authority grants
in the 1993-95 biennium.
(4) None of the high capacity transportation account-state appropriation or
reappropriation may be used to disseminate information in a manner that attempts
to persuade, rather than inform or educate, area residents regarding the adopted
system plan. The appropriation and reappropriation also may not be used to lobby
or advertise, or distribute free promotional materials.
(5) The department of transportation may not transfer high capacity
transportation account-state funds to a regional transportation authority during the
1995-1997 biennium, unless the authority has provided a detailed report to the
department of transportation and the house of representatives and senate
transportation committees regarding its use of those funds during preceding biennia
and how it proposes to spend additional state funds.
(6) $1,800,000 of the high capacity transportation account-state appropriation
is provided for the regional transit authority.
(7) The air pollution control account appropriation is provided solely for
operation of the commute trip reduction program created under chapter 70.94 RCW
and transferred to the department of transportation by Senate Bill No. 6451 or
House Bill No. 2009. If Senate Bill No. 6451 or House Bill No. 2009 is not
enacted by June 30, 1996, this subsection is null and void.
(8) If Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 2832 is not enacted by June 30,
1996, $189,000 of the transportation fund-state appropriation shall lapse.
(9) The transportation account-federal appropriation includes a $1,100,000

federal grant in 1997 for railroad crossing construction projects and a $500,000

federal transit administration grant received in fiscal year 1997 for design work on
the King Street Station.
Sec. 609. 1996 c 165 s 225 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION-LOCAL
PROGRAMS-PROGRAM Z
General Fund-State Appropriation .................. $
1,400,000
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15,167,000
((l67,79,9w))
182.879.000
356,000
Transportation Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
5,087,000
Motor Vehicle Fund-Private/Local Appropriation ...... $
307,000
Transfer Relief Account-State Appropriation ......... $
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ............ $ ((4.90, 9 6 ,000))
205.196.000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations and specified amounts are provided solely for that activity:
(1) Up to $13,100,000 of the motor vehicle fund-federal appropriation in this
section is provided for construction of demonstration projects specified in the
federal intermodal surface transportation efficiency act (P.L. 101-240; 105 Stat.
1914). The motor vehicle fund-state appropriation includes $3,275,000 in
proceeds from the sale of bonds authorized in RCW 47.10.819(1) for the federal
match requirements. However, the transportation commission may authorize the
use of current revenues available to the department of transportation in lieu of bond
proceeds for any part of the state appropriation.
(2) The motor vehicle fund-state appropriation in this section includes
$1,750,000 solely to fund the state's share of the east marine view drive project.
This amount represents a reappropriation of the funding first provided for Everett
homeport transportation projects in 1987. With this reappropriation, the legislature
has fulfilled its commitment for funding of special transportation projects
associated with the Everett homeport.
(3) $2,600,000 of the motor vehicle fund-state appropriation and $1,400,000
of the general fund-state appropriation in this section is provided solely for onetime capital infrastructure investment associated with development of a horse
racetrack in western Washington. With this appropriation, the state has fulfilled
its commitment to this project.
(4) Up to $1,100,000 of the motor vehicle fund-state appropriation and
$300,000 of the transportation fund-state appropriation contained in this section
shall be used for evaluations that mutually benefit the state department of
transportation, counties, and cities. The evaluations may include fuel tax evasion;
license fraud; and the development of an implementation plan for the financing and
construction of state, local, and private transportation improvements in south
downtown Seattle. The implementation plan shall address the safety needs of the
Spokane street viaduct, but shall not include any projects that would be financed
and constructed under the public-private transportation initiatives program
established in chapter 47.46 RCW. The evaluations shall include port mobility
issues and other issues as determined by the legislative transportation committee.
(5) $700,000 of the motor vehicle fund-federal appropriation for the surface
transportation program enhancements program is provided for storm water control
grants as provided for in Second Substitute House Bill No. 2031. If Second
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Appropriation ............ $
Motor Vehicle Fund-Federal Appropriation .......... $
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Substitute House Bill No. 2031 is not enacted by June 30, 1996, this subsection is
null and void.
(6) $1,000,000 of the motor vehicle fund-federal appropriation for the surface
transportation program enhancements program is provided to the state parks and
recreation commission to be used for trail development. The amount provided
represents partial consideration for cross-state trail development necessitated under
Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 2832.
(7) $6,000 of the transportation fund-state appropriation is provided as the
state match on the Colfax paving project.
(8) $25,000 of the transportation fund-state appropriation in this section is
provided to evaluate and determine which agency or organization should be
authorized to manage and operate the aerial search and rescue program.
(9) $50,000 of the motor vehicle fund-state appropriation and $25,000 of the
transportation fund-state appropriation in this section are provided solely for an
evaluation of the impacts of rail transportation through the city of Auburn, to be
conducted by the city of Auburn. "Evaluation" for the purpose of this subsection
does not include litigation. This evaluation shall be coordinated with the Port of
Tacoma, the cities of Tacoma, Federal Way, and Algona, and other affected
jurisdictions participating in the Tacoma tideflat truck and rail circulation analysis
provided for in subsection (4) of this section. The city of Auburn shall complete
its
analysis no later than October 31, 1996, and report its findings to the Tacoma
tideflat truck and rail circulation study group.
(10) The motor vehicle fund-federal appropriation includes $15.000.000
federal highway administration reimbursement to Washington for damage from the
1996 December floods to local owned roads on the federal system.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 610, A new section is added to 1996 c 165
(uncodified) to read as follows:
$10,000,000 from the motor vehicle fund-federal is appropriated to the
department of transportation solely for damage resulting from floods and winter
storms. This appropriation will be allotted in programs p-preservation and mmaintenance as determined by the department of transportation.
Sec. 611, 1996 c 165 s 401 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE STATE TREASURER-BOND RETIREMENT AND INTEREST,
AND ONGOING BOND REGISTRATION AND TRANSFER CHARGES:
FOR BOND SALES DISCOUNTS AND DEBT TO BE PAID BY MOTOR
VEHICLE FUND AND TRANSPORTATION FUND REVENUE
((Meier Ve'hiele Fund Puget Sound Capital Coastructizn Aeeeunt
4,250,
Appr pria.. n ................
Motor Vehielc Fun *ppcpt... .... e.................93,000
Appropri
t,

z.................................1,250,00

. .A re.mr ia.n * . .....
5..ial
eII/ -- .
Highway Bond Retirement. AccontAprop.....

Highway Bond Retirement Account Appropriation .....
[ 3053 ]
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Ferry Bond Retirement Account Appropriation ........ $
TOTAL APPROPRIATION .......

$

192,099.000
((36,48809))
31.237,000
((243.09))
223.336.000

Sec. 612. 1996 c 165 s 402 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
FOR THE STATE TREASURER-BOND RETIREMENT AND INTEREST,
AND ONGOING BOND REGISTRATION AND TRANSFER CHARGES:
FOR BOND SALE EXPENSES AND FISCAL AGENT CHARGES
Motor Vehicle Fund-Puget Sound Capital Construction
Account Appropriation ........................
((Mt ir V h.'ll, Fm.d Appropratio

Mz~~~or'

llci~cFn
rban

Artcral

$

((850,009))

$

5,000))

$

((2 ,90 ))

.........,......

Trus! Aeeeunt

Appropriation ...............................

Motor Vehicle Fund-Transportation Improvement
Account Appropriation ........................

Special Category C Account Appropriation ........... $
((Trn.... tm..n C-p al Faciites Ae......
Appropriation ...............................
TOTAL APPROPRIATION ....... $

25.000

((800;009))

175.000
10. ))

((2500..))

250.000

NEW SECTION. Sec. 613. A new section is added to 1996 c 165
(uncodified) to read as follows:
The sum of fifty million dollars is appropriated from the general fund to the
transportation fund in the fiscal year ending June 30, 1997.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 614. 1996 c 165 s 505 (uncodified) is repealed.
PART VH
LEGISLATIVE DECLARATIONS
NEW SECTION, Sec. 701. If any provision of this act or its application to
any person or circumstance is held invalid, the remainder of the act or the
application of the provision to other persons or circumstances is not affected.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 702. This act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of the state
government and its existing public institutions, and takes effect immediately.
INDEX
BOARD OF PILOTAGE COMMISSIONERS ......................
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COUNTY ROAD ADMINISTRATION BOARD ................... 3018
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ............................ 3012
DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY, TRADE, AND ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT ................................. 3016
DEPARTMENT OF LICENSING
DRIVER SERVICES ................................. 3025, 3046
INFORMATION SYSTEMS ................................ 3024
MANAGEMENT AND SUPPORT SERVICES ............ 3023,3046
VEHICLE SERVICES ..................................... 3024
DEPARTMENT OF RETIREMENT SYSTEMS
TRANSFERS ............................................ 3039
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
AVIATION--PROGRAM F ................................. 3025
CHARGES FROM OTHER AGENCIES--PROGRAM U ....3030,3049

EMERGENCY RELIEF .................................... 3043
HIGHWAY MAINTENANCE--PROGRAM M ............ 3028,3047
HIGHWAY MANAGEMENT AND FACILITIES-PROGRAM D--OPERATING .................. 3025,3047
IMPROVEMENTS--PROGRAM I ........................... 3026
LOCAL PROGRAMS--PROGRAM Z ................... 3036, 3051
MARINE--PROGRAM X .................................. 3033
PRESERVATION--PROGRAM P ........................... 3029
PROGRAM D (DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION-ONLY
PROJECTS) ...................................... 3038
PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION AND RAIL--PROGRAM Y . 3034, 3050
RESERVE STATUS ...................................... 3045
SALES AND SERVICES TO OTHERS--PROGRAM R .......... 3048
TRAFFIC OPERATIONS--PROGRAM Q ..................... 3029
TRANSFERS ....................................... 3040,3041
TRANSIT RESEARCH AND INTERMODAL PLANNING-PROGRAM T .................................... 3048
TRANSPORTATION ECONOMIC PARTNERSHIPS-PROGRAM K .................................... 3027
TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT AND SUPPORT-PROGRAM S .................................... 3029
TRANSPORTATION PLANNING, DATA, AND RESEARCH-PROGRAM T .................................... 3030
WASHINGTON STATE FERRIES CONSTRUCTION-PROGRAM W .................................... 3031
EXPENDITURE AUTHORIZATIONS ........................... 3041
GOVERNOR
TRANSFER TO THE TORT CLAIMS REVOLVING FUND ...... 3013
JOINT LEGISLATIVE AUDIT AND REVIEW COMMITTEE ........ 3013
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JOINT LEGISLATIVE SYSTEMS COMMITTEE .................. 3012

LEGISLATIVE EVALUATION AND ACCOUNTABILITY
PROGRAM ...................................... 3012
LEGISLATIVE TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE ............... 3019
MARINE EMPLOYEES COMMISSION ......................... 3020
OFFICE OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ....................... 3016
STATE PARKS AND RECREATION COMMISSION .............. 3017
STATE TREASURER
BOND RETIREMENT AND INTEREST ....... 3038, 3039, 3053, 3054
STATE REVENUES FOR DISTRIBUTION ................... 3039
TRANSFERS ............................................ 3040
STATUTORY APPROPRIATIONS .............................. 3039
TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION ............................ 3020
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT BOARD .................. 3018
UTILITIES AND TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION ............. 3013
WASHINGTON STATE PARKS AND RECREATION
CAPITAL PROJECTS ..................................... 3017
WASHINGTON STATE PATROL
CAPITAL PROJECTS ..................................... 3037
FIELD OPERATIONS BUREAU ............................ 3020
INVESTIGATIVE SERVICES BUREAU ..................... 3022
SUPPORT SERVICES BUREAU ............................ 3022
WASHINGTON TRAFFIC SAFETY COMMISSION ............... 3017
Passed the Senate April 27, 1997.
Passed the House April 26, 1997.
Approved by the Governor May 20, 1997, with the exception of certain items
that were vetoed.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 20, 1997.
Note: Governor's explanation of partial veto is as follows:
"l am returning herewith, without my approval as to sections 106(3); 106(4); 106(5);
106(6); 106(7); 214, lines 27 through 33, page 19; 217(l)(a); 217(7); 226(8); 409; 507 and
508, Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 6061 entitled:
"AN ACT Relating to transportation funding and appropriations;"
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 6061 provides a supplemental budget for the
1995.97 transportation budget, and astate transportation budget for the 1997-99 Biennium.
I am vetoing the following sections:
Section 106(3), (4), (5), (6)and (7), pages 5-8, (Joint Legislative Audit and Review
Committee)
Section 106 gives the Joint Legislative Audit and Review Committee (JLARC) a $1.5
million appropriation to conduct aperfonnance audit of the Department of Transportation,
the Washington State Patrol, and the Department of Licensing. In addition, atemporary
Performance Audit Advisory Committee is created with the Director of the Office of
Financial Management serving as the Chair.
While there is no question about the commitment of all parties, including myself, to
conduct a creditable and timely performance audit of transportation programs, I have
vetoed subsections (3)through (7)in order to provide maximum flexibility to the Advisory
Committee to manage the audit as effectively as possible within the available dollars, This
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veto will permit an audit schedule that will produce substantive results for consideration
by the Legislature the 1998 Session. The audit activities outlined in the vetoed provisos
can serve as guidance, rather than limits, for the Committee as they start their deliberations.
The veto of these subsections does not preclude the Advisory Committee from addressing
the same issues, but it does allow the Committee to adjust the scope and emphasis of the
audit activities as information is developed by the consultants and committee staff.
Section 214, paee 19, line 27 throueh 33, (Department of Licensin,)
This section provides $2.5 million to improve driver's license document security only
if Substitute House Bill No. 1501, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5718, or driver's license
security provisions that are substantially similar to the security provisions in either bill are
enacted by June 30, 1997, Prior to approving Substitute Senate Bill No. 5718, the
Legislature removed provisions relating to digitized photos and anti-counterfeiting and
tampering improvements to the driver document. Therefore, I have vetoed this section to
avoid any confusion about legislative intent.
Section 217(1)(a), pae 21, (Department of Transportation - Improvements Program 1) and Section 409. oage 40. (FY 99 Transfer From the GF to the
Transportation Fund)
Section 409 transfers $50 million from the General Fund-State into the Transportation
Fund in Fiscal Year 1999, thereby reducing the Initiative 601 expenditure limit by over
$150 million over the next four years. I have vetoed section 409 because this transfer
would reduce the availability of General Fund-State resources for education and other
high-priority issues in this and future biennia,
I have also vetoed section 217(l)(a), which specifies that $75 million from the
Transportation Fund and $25 million from the Motor Vehicle Fund are appropriated for
mobility projects and studies as selected by the Transportation Commission. Because I
have vetoed the $50 million General Fund-State transfer, only $50 million is now available
for these purposes. Therefore, I will ask the Transportation Commission to provide a
project list that fits within the remaining funds using the same criteria specified in section
217(l)(a), I will also ask the Legislature, in the supplemental budget for Fiscal Year 1998,
to expedite appropriation of the remaining funds.
Section 217(7). ae 22. (Department of Transpgrtatlon - ImprovementsProuram D)
This subsection would prohibit the Department of Transportation from spending state
or federal funds for the Washington Coastal Corridor Study. This is an ongoing effort in
cooperation with the Federal Highway Administration and the State of Oregon that is
expected to make a significant contribution to economic development in local communities
along the corridor. I have vetoed this subsection so that the study can continue as planned.
Section 226(8). pae 31. (Department of Transoortation - Marine - Program X)
Section 226(8) directs the Department of Transportation to deploy the three new Mark
11Jumbo Class ferry vessels on specific routes. These type of decisions are not appropriate
in abudget bill and should be addressed by the Transportation Commission who oversee
the daily operations of the Washington State Ferry System.
Sections 507 and 508. page 45. (Transportation Budget Submittals)
These two sections direct agencies that spend transportation funds to submit their
budget requests and strategic plans to the Office of Financial Management (OFM) and the
Legislative Transportation Committee at the same time. All agency budget requests are
public documents, and OFM routinely sends acopy of all agency budget requests to the
Legislature for review soon after they are received, making these sections unnecessary.
With the exception of sections 106(3); 106(4); 106(5); 106(6); 106(7); 214, lines 27
through 33, page 19; 217(I)(a); 217(7); 226(8); 409; 507 and 508, Engrossed Substitute
Senate Bill 6061 is approved."
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CHAPTER 458
[Filed by Washington Citizens' Commission on Salaries for Elected Officials]
SALARIES-STATE ELECTED OFFICIALS

AN ACT Relating to salaries of elected officials; and amending RCW 43.03.011, 43.03.012, and
43.03.013,

Be it enacted by the Washington Citizens' Commission on Salaries for Elected
Officials:
Sec. 1. RCW 43.03.011 and 1995 2nd sp.s. c I s I are each amended to read
as follows:
Pursuant to Article XXVIII, section 1 of the state Constitution and RCW
43.03.010 and 43.03.310, the annual salaries of the state elected officials of the
executive branch shall be as follows:
(I) ((Eff-tiv September 1, 199:
(a) Govern.or ..................... .. .... I.............. $ R i %'%/
(b) Lieutcncnt gve~rr................ $ 62,700
(e) ':ccre
........
$ 64,300
I (d)ftasti,
.. ..........
I .........................
PI,500
(e A...
.... .
.
..
.r
$ 84,100
(F)Attorn y gen.era l .$
92,000
(g) Suprird I '
ubIH int.u.ti..........
$ 86,600
(h) . mmi-siz-, r of publie lands ....................... $ 86,600
(,I i s r.
...............
,i
.i.....s 77,200g
-(2))) Effective September 1, 1995:
(a) G overnor .........................................
$121,000
(b) Lieutenant governor ................................
$ 62,700
(c) Secretary of state ...................................
$ 64,300
(d) Treasurer ......................................... $ 84,100
(e) Auditor ..................................
$ 84,100
(f) Attorney general ...................................
$ 92,000
(g) Superintendent of public instruction ....................
$ 86,600
(h) Commissioner of public lands ........................
$ 86,600
(i) Insurance commissioner .............................
$ 77,200
(2) Effective September 1. 1997:
(a) G overnor .........................................
$121.000
(b) Lieutenant governor ................................
$ 62.700
(c) Secretary of state ...................................
$ 69.000
(d) Treasurer .........................................
$ 84,100
(e) A uditor ..........................................
$ 84,100
$ 93.000
(t) Attorney general ...................................
$ 86.600
(g) Superintendent of public instruction ................
$ 86.600
(h) Commissioner of public lands ........................
$ 77,200
(i) Insurance commissioner .............................
-
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(3) The lieutenant governor shall receive the fixed amount of his salary plus
1/260th of the difference between his salary and that of the governor for each day
that the lieutenant governor is called upon to perform the duties of the governor by
reason of the absence from the state, removal, resignation, death, or disability of
the governor.
See. 2. RCW 43.03.012 and 1995 2nd sp.s. c 1 s 2 are each amended to read
as follows:
Pursuant to Article XXVIII, section I of the state Constitution and RCW
2.04.092, 2.06.062, 2.08.092, 3.58.010, and 43.03.310, the annual salaries of the
judges of the state shall be as follows:

(I) ((Effeei.- September 1, 1993:
(a) Jusfiees of the supfemn eouff............. $ 107,200
(b) Judges f he uifppels ............. $101,900
(e) 4d ge off..rilsi
oll
i ................
......
$ 96,69-0
(d) Full
judges of the d
t I.....9..........
$ 91,

-)))

Effective September 1, 1995:

(a) Justices of the supreme court .........................
(b) Judges of the court of appeals .........................

$ 109,880
$104,448

(c) Judges of the superior court .......................

$ 99,015

(d) Full-time judges of the district court ....................
(2) Effective September 1. 1997:

$ 94,198

(a) Justices of the supreme court ......................

$112,078

(b) Judges of the court of aeals.........................
$106,537
(c) Judges of the superior court ......................
100,995
(cd) Full-time judges of the district court
...
.................
$ 96082
(3) The salary for a part-time district court judge shall be the proportion of
full-time work for which the position is authorized, multiplied by the salary for a

full-time district court judge.
Sec. 3. RCW 43.03.013 and 1995 2nd sp.s. c 1 s 3 are each amended to read
as follows:

Pursuant to Article XXVIII, section 1 of the state Constitution and RCW
43.03.010 and 43.03.310, the annual salary of members of the legislature shall be:

(1) ((Effeetive Septembe; 1, 1993:
(1) Lgislator
.......

2.....

(b)Speftker of th ..................... $ 33,990
(e) Szat a*
Ij,-.
II-(d) SC -tnito..ri t.-

..

(e) H~ouse firnort
(2) Effive Sepcb~1

95

......

................. $ 29,903
..............

) L gif.to
(b)]

FP.f

I

-

$ 29,900
$ 29,90)

I, ...............................

(e) Senate matjoity ,eae ...............................
(d);Szaa ..
ority leader
[o30591

S 27.1..................
24- 0
$ 35,100

$ 31,1000
$ 31,100
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(e) Ilouse minrity leader ... .....
.........
-(3))) Effective September 1, 1996:
(a) Legislator ........................................
(b) Speaker of the house ................................
(c) Senate majority leader ...............................
(d)Senate minority leader ..............................
(e) House minority leader ...............................
(2) Effective September 1. 1997:
(a)Legislator ........................................
(b)Speaker of the house ........
.................
(c)Senate majority leader ...............................
(d)Senate minority leader ..............................
(e)House minority leader ...............................
Filed in Office of Secretary of State May 29, 1997.
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S 31,100
$ 28,300
$ 36,300
$ 32,300
$ 32,300
$ 32,300
$
$
$
$
$

28300
36300
32300
32300
32,300

AUTHENTICATION
I, Dennis W. Cooper, Code Reviser of the State of
Washington, certify that, with the exception of such
corrections as I have made in accordance with the powers
vested in me by RCW 44.20.060, the laws published in this
volume are a true and correct reproduction of the copies of
the enrolled laws of the 1997 session (55th Legislature),
chapters 267 through 458, respectively, as certified and
transmitted to the Statute Law Committee by the Secretary
of State under RCW 44.20.020.
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my
hand at Olympia, Washington, this 18th day of June, 1996.

DENNIS W. COOPER
Code Reviser
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HJR 4208

PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT
ADOPTED AT THE 1997 REGULAR SESSION
FOR SUBMISSION TO THE VOTERS
AT THE STATE GENERAL ELECTION, NOVEMBER 1997
HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTION 4208
BE IT RESOLVED, BY THE SENATE AND HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON, IN LEGISLATIVE
SESSION ASSEMBLED:
THAT, At the next general election to be held in this state the secretary of
state shall submit to the qualified voters of the state for their approval and
ratification, or rejection, an amendment to Article VII, section 2 of the Constitution
of the state of Washington to read as follows:
Article VII, section 2. Except as hereinafter provided and notwithstanding any
other provision of this Constitution, the aggregate of all tax levies upon real and
personal property by the state and all taxing districts now existing or hereafter
created, shall not in any year exceed one ((per eentum)) percen of the true and fair
value of such property in money: Provided, however, That nothing herein shall
prevent levies at the rates now provided by law by or for any port or public utility
district. The term "taxing district" for the purposes of this section shall mean any
political subdivision, municipal corporation, district, or other governmental agency
authorized by law to levy, or have levied for it, ad valorem taxes on property, other
than a port or public utility district. Such aggregate limitation or any specific
limitation imposed by law in conformity therewith may be exceeded only as
follows:
(a) By any taxing district when specifically authorized so to do by a majority
of at least three-fifths of the ((electors thereef)) voters of the taxing district voting
on the proposition to levy such additional tax submitted not more than twelve
months prior to the date on which the proposed levy is to be made and not oftener
than twice in such twelve month period, eithe" at a special election or at the regular
election of such taxing district, at which election the number of ((persons)) voters
voting "yes" on the proposition shall constitute three-fifths of a number equal to
forty ((per eentum)) percent of the total ((votes east)) number of voters voting in
such taxing district at the last preceding general election when the number of
((eleetors)) voters voting on the proposition does not exceed forty ((per'-eetum))
percent of the total ((otes -ee.)) number of voters voting in such taxing district in
the last preceding general election; or by a majority of at least three-fifths of the
((eleer-tiheref)) voters of the taxin2 district voting on the proposition to levy
when the number of ((eleetors)) voters voting on the proposition exceeds forty
((pereetuam)) percent of the ((total veseast)) number of voters voting in such
[30%31
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taxing district in the la!it preceding general election:
Provided, That
notwithstanding any other provision of this Constitution, any proposition pursuant
to this subsection to levy additional tax for the support of the common schools may
provide such support for a ((two-yem')) period of up to four years and any
proposition to levy an additional tax to support the construction, modernization, or
remodelling of school facilities may provide such support for a period not
exceeding six years;
(b) By any taxing district otherwise authorized by law to issue general
obligation bonds for capital purposes, for the sole purpose of making the required
payments of principal and interest on general obligation bonds issued solely for
capital purposes, other than the replacement of equipment, when authorized so to
do by majority of at least three-fifths of the ((eleetei" thereef)) voters of the taxing
district voting on the proposition to issue such bonds and to pay the principal and
interest thereon by ((ttn)) annual tax ((levy)) levies in excess of the limitation
herein provided during the term of such bonds, submitted not oftener than twice in
any calendar year, at an election held in the manner provided by law for bond
elections in such taxing district, at which election the total number of ((perset))
voters voting on the proposition shall constitute not less than forty ((per eentare))
percent of the total number of ((votes-east)) voters voting in such taxing district at
the last preceding general election: Provided, That any such taxing district shall
have the right by vote of its governing body to refund any general obligation bonds
of said district issued for capital purposes only, and to provide for the interest
thereon and amortization thereof by annual levies in excess of the tax limitation
provided for herein, And provided further, That the provisions of this section shall
also be subject to the limitations contained in Article VIII, Section 6, of this
Constitution;
(c) By the state or any taxing district "f^the purpose of piayig the prin.i.al

or imerecst on genecral obligatia ond zn'
utsaarding on, EDcccmb r 6, 1~934; or)) for
the purpose of preventing the impairment of the obligation of a contract when
ordered so to do by a court of last resort.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the secretary of state shall cause notice
of this constitutional amendment to be published at least four times during the four
weeks next preceding the election in every legal newspaper in the state.
Passed the House April 14, 1997
Passed the Senate April 18, 1997
Filed in the Office of Secretary of State April 22, 1997
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PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT
ADOPTED AT THE 1997 REGULAR SESSION
FOR SUBMISSION TO THE VOTERS
AT THE STATE GENERAL ELECTION, NOVEMBER 1997
HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTION 4209
BE IT RESOLVED, BY THE SENATE AND HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON, IN LEGISLATIVE
SESSION ASSEMBLED:
THAT, At the next general election to be held in this state the secretary of
state shall submit to the qualified voters of the state for their approval and
ratification, or rejection, an amendment to Article VIII, section 10 of the
Constitution of the state of Washington to read as follows:
Article VIII, section 10. Notwithstanding the provisions of section 7 of this
Article, any county, city, town, quasi municipal corporation, municipal
corporation, or political subdivision of the state which is engaged in the sale or
distribution of water ((or)), energy. or stormwater or sewer services may, as
authorized by the legislature, use public moneys or credit derived from operating
revenues from the sale of water ((or)) energy, or stormwater or sewer services to
assist the owners of structures or equipment in financing the acquisition and
installation of materials and equipment for the conservation or more efficient use
of water ((or)), energy, or stormwater or sewer services in such structures or
equipment. Except as provided in section 7 of this Article, an appropriate charge
back shall be made for such extension of public moneys or credit and the same
shall be alien against the structure benefited or a security interest in the equipment
benefited. Any financing for energy conservation authorized by this article shall
only be used for conservation purposes in existing structures and shall not be used
for any purpose which results in aconversion from one energy source to another.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the secretary of state shall cause notice
of this constitutional amendment to be published at least four times during the four
weeks next preceding the election in every legal newspaper in the state.
Passed the House March 12, 1997
Passed the Senate April 17, 1997
Filed in the Office of Secretary of State April 21, 1997
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283
41
159
338
338
200
346
118
118
78
118
38
394
394
78
78
128
339
340
338
70
144
365
338
365
338
338
338
121
340
338
69
144
121
52
121
52
121
52

SEC.
7
8
1
1-6
1
9
1
1
3
1
1
2
4
2
46
47
I
4
1
2
1
3
1
4
3
2
3
1
1
4
2
1
1
1
3
2
72
48
49
2
2
4
I
2
3
I
4
2
5
3

RCW SECTIONS AFFECTED BY 1997 STATUTES
R C'W
Rrw

9.94A.310
9.94A.310
9.94A.320
9.94A.320
9.94A.320
9.94A.320
9.94A.320
9.94A.320
9.94A.360
9.94A.390
9.95.0011
9.95.003
9.95.145
9A.04.080
9A.04.080
9A.28.040
9A 32.010
9A.32.060
9A.32.070
9A.36.011
9A.36.021
9A.36.031
9A.36.045
9A.36.050
9A.42
9A.42.010
9A.42.020
9A.42.030
9A.42.050
9A.44.010
9A.44.010
9A.44.050
9A.44.100
9A.44.130
9A.44.130
9A.44.140
9A.46
9A.46.020
9A.46.060
9A.56
9A.56.010
9A.56.095
9A.72.1 10
10.01.200
10.05.090
10.05.140
10.31.100
10.99.020
10.99.040

rH

AMD
AMD
REMD
REMD
REMD
REMD
REMD
REMD
REMD
REMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REMD
REMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
REMD
ADD
AMD
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD

338
365
120
266
340
346
338
365
338
52
350
350
364
97
174
17
196
365
365
196
196
172
338
338
392
392
392
392
392
392
112
392
392
340
113
113
266
105
338
346
346
346
29
113
229
229
66
338
338

zp

r w

50
3
5
15
I
3
51
4
5
4
1
2
5
1
1
1
3
5
6
1
2
1
44
45
507,512
508
510
511
509
513
37
514
515
3
3
4
3
1
52
4
245
I
5
5
2
10
53
54

r-i

qpr

55
3
5
48-57
1

10.99.050
10.101.010
10.101.020
II
11.02.005
11.07.010
11.18.200
11.28.237
11.28.240
11.28.270
11.28.280
11.40

AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD

338
59
41
252
252
252
252
252
252
252
252
252

11.40.010
11.40.011
11.40.012
11.40.013
11.40.014
11.40.015
11.40.020
11.40.030
11.40.040
11.40.060
11.40.070
11.40.080
11.40.090
11.40.100
11.40.110
11.40.120
11.40.130
11.40.140
11.40.150
11.42
11.42.010
11.42.020
11.42.030
11.42.040
11.42.050
11.42.060
11.42.070
11.42.080
11.42.090
11.42.100
11.42.110
11.42.120
11.42.130
11.42.140
11.42.150
11.42.160

AMD
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP

252
252
252
252
252
252
252
252
252
252
252
252
252
252
252
252
252
252
252
252
252
252
252
252
252
252
252
252
252
252
252
252
252
252
252
252

[ 30741

2
3
85
4
5
6
11,20
23
7
87
87
87
87
87
8
9
10
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
21
22
32,37
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
33
34
35
36
38
39
40
87

RCW SECTIONS AFFECTED BY 1997 STATUTES
RrW

CH.

11.42.170
11.42.180
11.44.015
11.44.025
11.44.035
11.44.050
11.44.066
11.44.070
11.44.085
11.44.090
11.48.130
11.52.010
11.52.012
11.52.014
11.52.016
11.52.020
11.52.022
11.52.024
11.52.030
11.52.040
11.52.050
11.68

REP
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
ADD

11.68.010
11.68.020
11.68.030
11.68,040
11.68.050
11.68.060
11.68.080
11.68.090
11.68.110
11.76.080
11.76.095
11.86.041
11.88
11.88.020
11.95.140
11.96.070
11.98.070
11.98.240
11.104
11.104.010
11.104.110
11.108.010
11.108.020
11.108.025
11.108.050

REP
REP
REP
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD

RCW

SEC

87
87
41
42
43
44
87
45
46
47
58
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
59-61
64,67
69,70
87
87
87
87
62
63
65
66
68
71
72
73
2
1
74
77
75
76
79
78
80
81
82
83
84

c.Im

11.108.060
11.110
11.1 10.050
11.110.060
11.110.070
11.11 0.073
11.110.075
11.110.080
12.36
12.36.010
12.36.020
12.36.030
12.36.040
12.36.050
12.36.070
12.36.080
12.36.090
12.40
12.40.030
12.40.040
12.40.080
12.40.120
13.04
13.04
13.04.011
13.04,030
13.04.030
13.04.030
13.32A.030
13.32A.050
13.32A.060
13.32A.130
13.32A.140
13.32A.160
13.32A.179
13.32A.192
13.34
13.34.030
13.34.102
13.34.130
13.34.160
13.34.180
13.34.245
13.40
13.40

AMD
ADD
REP
AMD
AMD
REP
AMD
REP
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
AMD
REP
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
AMD
REMD
REMD
REMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
REMD
AMD
REMD
AMD
ADD
ADD

13.40
13.40.010

ADD
AMD

[3075]

SpC.

86
5
2
3
5
4
5
Ii
7
8
9
15
I0
15
12
13
5
!
2
3
4
7
2
6
3
7
17
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
19
7
6
1
505
2
18
7
21,26
34,60-64
66
50
8

RCW SECTIONS AFFECTED BY 1997 STATUTES
CH.

RCW
13.40.020
13.40.020
13.40.025
13.40.0354
13,40.0357
13.400357
13.40.0357
13.40.040
13.40.045
13.40.050
13.40.060
13.40.070
13,40.075
13.40.077
13.40.080
13,40.080
13.40.100
13.40.110
13.40.125
13.40.130
13.40.135
13.40.145
13.40.150
13.40.160
13,40.160
13.40.190
13.40.190
13.40.193
13.40.200
13.40.210
13.40.215
13.40.217
13.40.230
13,40.250
13.40.265
13.40.320
13.40.460
13.50
13.50.010
13.50.010
13.50.050
13.50.100
13.70.005
15
15.17
15.28.180
15.54
15.54.270
15.54.800

REMD
REMD
REP
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
ADD
ADD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD

SEC.

RCW
15,58
15.58.040
15.58.070
15.58.170
15.58.180
15.58.200
15.58.210
15.58.220
15.58.245
15.58.411
15.58.415
15.58.420
15.86.070
15.88.030
16.57.220
16,57.220
16.58.050
16.58.050
16.58.130
16.58.130
16.65.037
16.65.037
16.65.090
16.65.090
16.67.040
16.67.051
17
17.10
17.10.005
17.10.010
17.10.020
17.10.030
17.10.040
17.10.050
17.10.060
17.10.070
17.10.074
17.10.080
17.10.090
17.10.100
17.10.110
17.10.120
17.10.130
17.10.134
17.10.140
17.10.145
17.10.150
17.10.154
17.10.160

130761

ClH.
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
AMD
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
AMD
AMD

SEC.

RCW SECTIONS AFFECTED BY 1997 STATUTES
Rr"w
17.10.170
17.10.180
17.10.190
17.10.200
17.10.205
17,10.210
17.10.235
17.10.240
17.10.250
17.10.300
17.10.310
17.10.320
17,10.330
17.10.340
17.10.350
17.10.890
17,10.900
17.10.905
17.10.905
17.21
17,21.070
17.21.110
17.21.122
17.21.126
17.21.129
17.21.130
17.21.132
17.21.220
17.21.280
17.21.350
17.21.360
17.21.910
17.24.131
18
18.04
18,04.335
18.08
18.08.350
18.11.160
18.16
18.16.050
18.16.150
18,16.175
18.20
18.20
18.20
18.27
18.27.010
18.27.020

AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
REP
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
RECD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
REP
AMD
ADD
ADD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD

ri1

51pr

353
353
353
353
353
353
353
353
353
353
353
353
353
353
353
353
353
353
353
242
242
242
242
242
242
58
242
242
242
242
242
242
227
285
58
58
58
169
58
58
179
178
178
392
164
58
314
314
314

21
22
23
36
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
36
36
36
31
32
33
I
35
20
II
12
13
14
15
877
16
17
18
19
22
21
2
2-12
811
812
813
I
814
815
I
I
2
213,214
I
816
1.19
2
3

('1

RrW

18.27.030
18.27.040
18.27.060
18.27.060
18.27.070
18.27.090
18.27.100
18.27.104
18.27.110
18.27.114
18.27.117
18.27,200
18.27.230
18.27.270
18.27.340
18.28
18.29.050
18.29.056
18.35.060
18.35.080
18.35.090
18.39
18.39.181
18.43
18.43
18.43.035
18.43.110
18.43.130
18.44
18.46.050
18.51
18.52C,010
18.52C.020
18.52C.040
18.64.011
18.64A.010
18.64A.020
18.64A.030
18.64A.040
18.64A.050
18.64A.060
18.64A.070
18.64A.080
18.71
18.71.210
18.71.210
18.71.310
18.71.400
18.71.410

[ 30771

AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
REMD
REMD
REEN
ADD
AMD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
REMD
REMD
AMD
REP
REP

314
314
314
58
314
314
314
314
314
314
314
314
314
314
314
58
37
37
275
275
275
58
58
58
247
247
247
247
58
58
58
392
392
392
129
417
417
417
417
417
417
417
417
79
245
275
79
79
79

qp"

RCW SECTIONS AFFECTED BY 1997 STATUTES
RCW
18.74.010
18.76
18.79.030
18.85
18.85.010
18.85.030
18.85.060
18.85.085
18.85.095
18.85.100
18.85.110
18.85.120
18.85.130
18.85.140
18.85.150
18.85.155
18.85.165
18.85.170
18.85.180
18.85.210
18.85.230
18.85.281
18.85.290
18.85.300
18.85.317
18.85.330
18.85.340
18.85.343
18.85.345
18.85.350
18.85.360
18.86.020
18.86.040
18.86.050
18.86.060
18.86.070
18.86.080
18.86.120
18.88A.230
18.89
18.89.010
18.89.020
18.89.040
18.89.050
18.89.060
18.89.080
18.89.090
18.89.110
18.89.120

CH.
AMD
ADD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD

275
58
177
58
322
322
322
322
322
322
322
322
322
322
322
322
322
322
322
322
322
322
322
322
322
322
322
322
322
322
322
217
217
217
217
217
217
217
275
334
334
334
334
334
334
334
334
334
334

SEC.

CH.

RCW
18.89.130
18.89.140
18.89.900
18.96.120
18.100.030
18,100.050
18.100.090
18.100.095
18.100.110
18.100.116
18.104.110
18.106
18.106
18.106.010
18.106.020
18.106.030
18.106.050
18,106.070
18.106.110
18.108.005
18.108.010
18.108.050
18.120.020
18.130
18.130
18.130.040
18.130.040
18.130.040
18.130.040
18.130.095
18.130.150
18.130.200
18.135.020
18.140
18.140.010
18.140.020
18.145
18.160.080
18.165
18.165.160
18.170
18.170.170
18.175
18.185
19.02
19.02.050
19.02.100
19.16.120
19.16.500

(30781

REP
AMD
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
REMD
REMD
REMD
REMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
ADD
AMD
ADD
AMD
ADD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD

SEC.

RCW SECTIONS AFFECTED BY 1997 STATUTES
RCW

CH.

19.28.070
19.28.310
19.28.510
19.28.520
19.28.530
19.28.580
19.30.060
19.31.130
19.32.060
19.34

AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD

19.34.020
19.34.030
19.34.040
19.34,100
19.34.110
19.34,120
19.34,200
19.34.210
19.34.220
19.34.240
19.34,250
19.34.260
19.34.280
19.34.300
19.34.310
19.34.320
19.34.340
19.34.350
19.34.400
19.34.410
19.34.500
19.34.901
19.85.025
19.105.380
19.105.440
19.126.020
19.138.130
19.146.010
19.146,020
19.146.0201
19.146.030
19.146.050
19.146.060
19.146,080
19.146.090
19.146.200

AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
AMD

4
844
1
2
3
845
846
848
849
4,6,10
15,18,20
25-27
31,34
30
1
2
3
5
7
8
9
32
I1
12
13
14
16
17
19
21
22
23
33
24
28
212
850
851
41
852
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
23
8

ru

RrW

SEC.

19.146.205
19.146.210
19.146.215
19.146.220
19.146.220
19.146.228
19.146.235
19.146.240
19.146.245
19.146.250
19,146.260
19.146.265
19.146.280
19.158.050
19.166.040
20.01
21.20.110
21.20.740
21.30.010
22.09.050
22.09.055
23.86
23B.02.020
23B.07.040
23B.14
23B.19.040
24.03
24.06
24.12
24.20
24.24
24.28
25.04.720
25,15.045
25.15.270
26
26.04.160
26.09.020
26.09.170
26.12.177
26.18
26.18.100
26.18.100
26.19.071
26.19.075
26.21

AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
ADD
ADD
ADD
ADD
ADD
ADD
AMD
REMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
REMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD

26.21.005

AMD

(30791

106
106
106
106
58
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
58
58
58
58
101
101
303
303
12
19
19
12
19
12
12
12
12
12
12
390
390
21
386
58
58
58
41
58
296
58
59
59
58

58

prC

9
10
I1
12
879
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
853
854
855
856
1
2
6
7
8
1
2
1
3
2
3
4
5
6
7
5
4
1
60-63
909
945
910
7
942
10
889
4
5
919-923
929,930
932
911

RCW SECTIONS AFFECTED BY 1997 STATUTES
RrW

26.21.115
AMD
26.21.135
AMD
26.21.235
AMD
26.21.245
AMD
26.21.255
AMD
26.21.265
AMD
26.21.450
AMD
26.21.490
AMD
26.21.520
AMD
26.21.530
AMD
26.21.580
AMD
26.21.590
AMD
26.21.620
AMD
26.23
ADD
26.23.030
AMD
26.23.035
AMD
26.23.040
AMD
26.23.040
AMD
26.23.045
AMD
26.23.050
AMD
26.23.060
AMD
26.23.090
AMD
26.23,090
AMD
26,23,120
AMD
26.26
ADD
26.26.040
AMD
26.26.100
REMD
26.26.130
AMD
26.44
ADD
26.44
ADD
26.44.015
AMD
26.44.020
AMD
26.44.020
AMD
26.44.020
AMD
26.44.020
AMD
26.44.030
AMD
26.44.035
AMD
26.44.040
AMD
26.44.053
AMD
26.44.060
AMD
26.44.100
AMD
26.44.140
AMD
27.34
ADD
27.34.220
AMD
27.34.270
AMD
28A.150
ADD
28A.150
ADD
28A.150.260 AMD
28A.150.260 AMD

rm

U'w

qpCr

912
913
914
915
916
917
918
924
925
926
927
928
931
903,904
905
933
943
944
902
888
890
13
894
908
939
938
946
947
1

48
23
2
4
24
45
25
26
27
28
29
2
1

2
3
6
2
2

28A.150.410
28A.155
28A.165
28A.170.050
28A.175
28A. 185
28A.195
28A.205.020
28A.205.080
28A.210.310
28A.220
28A.225.035
28A.225.090
28A.225.225
28A.225.330
28A.230
28A.230.090
28A.230.190
28A.235
28A.235.120
28A.300
28A.300
28A.300
28A.305
28A.305.130
28A.305.285
28A.310.240
28A.310.490
28A.315.250
28A.320
28A.320
28A.320
28A.320.140
28A.320.150
28A.330
28A.330.020
28A.335
28A.335.180
28A.335.180
28A.400
28A.400.110
28A.400.200
28A.400.210
28A.400.285
28A.400.300
28A.400.310
28A.400.380
28A.405
28A.405.100

[ 30801

AMD
ADD
ADD
AMD
ADD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
REMD
REMD
AMD
REMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
ADD
ADD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
ADD
AMD
REP
ADD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD

rm1

4zr(

141
104
431
13
431
431
266
265
265
9
431
68
68
265
266
431
222
262
431
13
431
262
167
431
13
222
13
13
47
431
266
267
266
259
431
13
104
264
104
431
266
141
13
267
13
13
13
431
278

1
3
5
3
6
8
5
7
8
9
1
2
3
4
11
2
5
12
4
13
2-4,7
1
14
5
3
6
7
1
2,15
10
1
14
5
16
8
2
1
1
17
12
2
9
2
10
11
12
18
I

RCW SECTIONS AFFECTED BY 1997 STATUTES
Rrw

28A.405.465
28A.410
28A.415
28A.500.010
28A.525.166
28A.600
28A.600
28A.600
28A.600.010
28A.600.020
28A.600.420
28A.605.010
28A.630
28A.630.876
28A.630.885
28A.630.886
28A.630.945
28A.635.020
28A.635.060
288
28B.10
28B.10.044
288.10.821
28B.15.012
28B.15.014
28B. 15.067
28B.15.069
28B.15.225
28B.15.455
28B. 15.460
28B.15.465
28B.15.470
28B.15.480
28B.15.535
28B.15.558
28B.15.725
28B.15.740
28B.15.910
28B.20.253
28B.25
28B.50
28B.50.030
28B.50.140
28B.50.215
28B.50.360
28B.56.100
28B.80.330
288.80.570
28B.80.580

r4

AMD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
REMD
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
AMD
REMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD

13
58
90
259
369
431
266
119
265
266
265
411
58
58
268
262
431
266
266
289
123
48
269
433
433
403
403
50
5
5
5
5
5
211
211
433
207
433
288
273
232
367
281
281
42
456
369
367
367

qpr
F

r

rw

28B.106.040
28B.1 10.040
288.130.020
28C. 18.080
28D.02
28D.02.060
29.27.072
29.27.074
29.60.070
30.04.010
30.04.270
30.04.290
30.04.900
30.08.120
30.12.050
30.43.010
30.43.020
30.43.045
31.12

AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
ADD

31.12,005
31.12.005
31.12.015
31.12.015
31.12.025
31.12.025
31.12.035
31.12.035
31.12.037
31.12.039
31.12.045
31.12.055
31.12.055
31.12.065
31.12.065
31.12.075
31.12.075
31.12.085
31.12.085
31.12.095
31.12.095
31.12.105
31.12.105
31.12.115
31.12.115
31.12.125
31.12.125

REMD
RECD
REMD
RECD
AMD
RECD
AMD
RECD
RECD
RECD
RECD
REMD
RECD
REMD
RECD
AMD
RECD
AMD
RECD
REP
REP
AMD
RECD
REMD
RECD
REMD
RECD
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cF(r

II
5
2

2
2
3
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
19,49
50,57
60.67
70-86
2
89
3
89
4
89
5
89
89
89
89
6
89
7
89
8
89
9
89
7
88
IO
89
I
89
30
89

RCW SECTIONS AFFECTED BY 1997 STATUTES
CH.

31.12.136
31.12.136
31.12.145
31.12,145
31.12.155
31.12.155
31.12.165
31.12.185
31.12.185
31.12.195
31.12.195
31.12.206
31.12.215
31.12.215
31.12.225
31.12,225
31.12.235
31.12.235
31.12.246
31.12.246
31.12.255
31.12.255
31.12.265
31.12.265
31.12.275
31.12.275
31.12.285
31.12.285
31.12.295
31.12.295
31.12.306
31.12.306
31.12.315
31.12.317
31.12.317
31.12.326
31.12.326
31.12.335
31.12.335
31.12.345
31,12.345
31.12.355
31.12.355
31.12.365
31.12.365
31.12.376
31.12.385
31.12.385
31.12.395

REMD
RECD
AMD
RECD
AMD
RECD
REP
AMD
RECD
REMD
RECD
REP
AMD
RECD
AMD
RECD
AMD
RECD
AMD
RECD
AMD
RECD
AMD
RECD
AMD
RECD
AMD
RECD
AMD
RECD
AMD
RECD
REP
AMD
RECD
AMD
RECD
REMD
RECD
AMD
RECD
REP
REP
AMD
RECD
REP
REMD
RECD
REP

SEC.

RCW
31.12.406
31.12.406
31.12.415
31.12.425
31.12.425
31.12.435
31.12.435
31.12.445
31.12.445
31.12.455
31.12.465
31.12.465
31.12.475
31.12.485
31.12.485
31.12.495
31.12.506
31.12.516
31.12.516
31.12.526
31.12.526
31.12.535
31.12.545
31.12.545
31.12.555
31.12.555
31.12.565
31.12.565
31.12.575
31.12.575
31.12.585
31.12.585
31.12.595
31.12.595
31.12.605
31.12.605
31.12.615
31.12.625
31.12.625
31.12.635
31,12.635
31.12.645
31.12.655
31.12,655
31.12.665
31.12.665
31.12.675
31.12,675
31.12.685
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CH.
REMD
RECD
REP
REMD
RECD
REMD
RECD
AMD
RECD
REP
AMD
RECD
REP
AMD
RECD
REP
REP
AMD
RECD
REMD
RECD
REP
AMD
RECD
REMD
RECD
REMD
RECD
AMD
RECD
AMD
RECD
AMD
RECD
AMD
RECD
RECD
AMD
RECD
AMD
RECD
REP
AMD
RECD
AMD
RECD
AMD
RECD
AMD

SEC.

RCW SECTIONS AFFECTED BY 1997 STATUTES
RCW
31.12.685
31.12.695
31.12.695
31.12.705
31.12.705
31.12.715
31.12.715
31.12.720
31.12.725
31.12.725
31.12.735
31.12.740
31.12.902
31.12.903
31.12.904
31.12.905
31.45.160
32.04.020
32.04.040
32.04.060
32.12.060
32.20.290
33.04.010
33.44.020
34.05
34.05.010
34.05.328
34.05.354
34.05.534
35.01.020
35.01.040
35.02.130
35,02.160
35.02.200
35.07.030
35.07.040
35.13
35.13.174
35.13.280
35.13A
35.13A.070
35.13A.080
35.17.160
35.20.100
35.21
35.21
35.21.600
35,21.610
35.21.620

CH.
RECD
REMD
RECD
AMD
RECD
AMD
RECD
RECD
AMD
RECD
RECD
RECD
RECD
REP
REP
REP
AMD
AMD
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REEN
REP
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
REP
AMD
ADD
ADD
REP
REP
RECD

397
397
397
397
397
397
397
397
397
397
397
397
397
397
397
397
101
101
101
91
101
101
101
101
409
126
430
409
409
361
361
361
171
245
361
361
429
429
171
426
426
426
361
25
304
447
361
361
361

RCW

SEC.

CH.

35.21.770
35.22
35.22.010
35.23
35.23.051
35.23.390
35.23.400
35.27.070
35.27.080
35.33.020
35.34.020
35.43.040
35.50.030
35.50.040
35.50.260
35.51
35.58
35.61.210
35.67.010
35.67.020
35.72.050
35.86.010
35.92.020
35.92.052
35A.06.020
35A.12.010
35A.14.295
35A.14.900
35A.61.010
36

AMD
ADD
AMD
ADD
AMD
REP
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
ADD

65
361
361
361
361
361
361
361
361
361
361
452
393
393
393
426
447
3
447
447
158
361
447
230
361
361
429
171
361
220

36.01.050
36.18.190
36.22.210
36.29.020
36.29.150
36.29.190
36.32.210
36.32.235
36.33.180
36.34.090
36.36.045
36.38
36.38.010
36.40
36.40.110
36.40.200
36.40.250
36.70A

AMD
REMD
AMD
AMD
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
ADD
REP
AMD
AMD
ADD

401
24
41
393
393
393
245
220
393
393
393
220
220
204
204
204
204
382

[ 3083]

SEC.
1
22
12
7
13
23
23
3
8
14
15
16
1
2
3
4,5
13
205
7
8
1
16
9
1
17
6
36
3
23
101-119
201,214

8
4
21
19
3
401
21
5
6
302
301
4
6
2
3
I

RCW SECTIONS AFFECTED BY 1997 STATUTES
C1

qSFC

ADD

429

AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
REMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD

429
429
429
429
429
429
429
429
429
402
429
429
396
429
81
81
81
81
81
81
147
188
189
393
393
77
429
447
447
447
393
195
251
49
49
49
49
195
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49

2,9,13
16,22,23
25,41
3
7
24
10
1i
12
14
20
21
1
28
46
1
48
I
2
3
4
5
6
I
I
1
7
8
1
39
10
11
12
9
1
1
I
2
3
4
2
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

RCW

36.70A

36.70A.030
36.70A.070
36.70A.I 10
36.70A.130
36.70A.270
36.70A.290
36.70A.300
36.70A.320
36.70A.330
36.70A.367
36.70A.500
36.70B.040
36.70B. I10
36.70B.I 10
36.79.010
36.79,020
36.79.040
36.79.050
36.79.060
36.79.140
36.80.010
36.81.121
36.82.070
36.88.220
36.88.230
36.93.070
36.93.170
36,94.010
36.94.020
36.94.140
36.94.150
38.52
38.52
38.52.010
38.52.030
38.52.050
38.52.070
38.52.090
38.52.400
38.52.420
38.52.530
38.54.010
38.54.020
38.54.030
38.54.040
38.54.050

RCW

39.04.010
39.06.010
39.10
39.10.020
39.10.030
39.10.050
39.10.060
39.10.110
39.10.120
39.10.120
39.10.902
39.29
39.30
39.30.010
39.42.060
41.04
41.04.340
41.05
41.05.021
41.06.076
41.06.087
41.14.070
41.26
41.26
41.26.490
41.32
41.32
41.32.010
41.32.480
41,32.520
41.32.5305
41.32.570
41.32,800
41.32,8401
41.32.860
41.40
41.40
41.40.010
41.40.010
41.40.023
41.40.150
41.40.270
41.40.690
41.45.061
41.50
41.50.130
41.50.150
41.59.180
41.59.935
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CH

AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
AMD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
DECD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
REMD
REMD
REMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD

220
54
376
376
376
376
376
376
376
220
376
373
220
361
220
287
232
276
274
386
168
62
122
103
254
103
254
254
254
73
73
254
254
10
254
103
254
254
88
254
254
73
254
10
254
254
221
13
431

pr

RCW SECTIONS AFFECTED BY 1997 STATUTES
CH.

RCW

41.64.100
42.17
42.17
42.17.132
42.17.132
42.17.260
42.17.310
42.17.310
42.17.310
42.17.310
42.17.310
42.17.310
42.23.030
42.52
42.52.120
42,52.380
43
43
43

43.01.236
43.03.011
43.03.012
43.03.013
43.06A.040
43.07
43.07
43.08
43.08.250
43.08.260
43.10.067
43.17
43.17.360
43.19.1919
43.20A
43.20A
43.20A
43.20A
43.20A.050
43.20A.205
43.20A.710
43.20A.750
43.20B
43.20B.030
43.20B.060
43.20B.080

AMD
ADD
ADD
AMD
RECD
REMD
AMD
REMD
REMD
REMD
REMD
REMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
ADD

386
270
258
320
320
409
239
310
250
220
274
58
98
320
318
I1
381
369
220

ADD
ADD

168
456

AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
ADD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
REMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD

273
458
458
458
386
5I
329
319
149
319
41
409
349
264
430
272
58
386
386
58
392
367
392
130
236
392

SEC.
43
2
1
1
2
601
4
2
7
120
8
900
1
2
1
1
2-19
1-4
209-213

215-219
1-3
1-9
30-37
3
1

2
3
64
3
2
3
910
2
9
603
2
2
2

4
1005
5,47
41
841
525
16
301
5
2
302

RCW

43.20B.310
43.20B.720
43.20B.725
43.20B.730
43.20B.735
43.20B.740
43.21A
43.21A
43.21A.064
43.21A.350
43.21A.460
43.21B.230
43.21C.037
43.21C.075
43.21C.110
43.211,005
43.22
43.22
43.23
43.24
43.24.080
43.24.110
43.24.120
43.31
43.31.601
43.31,611
43.31.621
43.31.641
43.31.651
43.33A
43.33A
43.33A.030
43.34.010
43.34.015
43.43
43.43
43.43
43.43
43.43.275
43.43.277
43.43.540
43.43.832
43.43.840
43.43.842
43.51
43.51.050
43.51.052
43.51.055
43.51.090

[ 3085J

CH.

AMD
AMD
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
ADD
ADD
DECD
DECD
AMD
AMD
REMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD

59
130
130
130
130
130
419
381
443
369
32
125
173
429
429
449
409
51
303
58
58
58
58
377
367
367
367
367
367
161
359
161
279
279
123
375
392
72
72
72
113
392
386
392
150
137
137
74
137

SEC.

RCW SECTIONS AFFECTED BY 1997 STATUTES
CH.

RCW
43.51.180
43.51.685
43.62.035
43.63A
43.63A
43.63A.021
43.63A.440
43.63B.040
43.70.054
43.70.066
43.70.068
43.70.115
43.72
43.72.300
43.72.310
43.72.320
43.73.010
43,73,020
43.73.030
43.73,040
43.79
43.79
43.79.445
43.79A.040
43.79A.040
43.79A.040
43.79A.040
43.79A.040
43.82
43.82.010
43.82.150
43.83.160
43.83A.090
43.84.092
43.88
43.88.030
43.88,030
43.88.032
43.88.090
43.88.110
43.88.114
43.88.160
43.98A.040
43.98A.060
43.98A.070
43.99E.045
43.99F.080
43.99G.030
43.99G.040

AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
REMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
REMD
REMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD

214
137
429
374
366
367
367
58
274
274
274
58
274
274
274
274
274
274
274
274
75
261
454
94
368
289
220
140
96
117
96
456
456
218
374
96
168
96
372
96
437
168
235
235
235
456
456
456
456

SEC.

RCW

43.99G.050
43.99G.104
43.99H.030
43.99H.040
43.991.020
43.991.030
43.991.040
43.991.050
43.991.090
43.99J.030
43,99K.010
43.99K.020
43.99K.030
43.101
43.101.200
43.105
43.110
43.110.010
43.110.030
43.121
43.131
43.131.385
43.131.386
43.135.055
43.143.005
43.143.010
43.143.040
43.155.070
43.160.020
43.160.070
43.160.076
43.163.090
43.163.210
43.180.080
43.180.300
43.190.030
43.300
43.320.125
43.330
43.330
43.330.080
43.330.140
43.330.140
44.28
45.04.010
45.04.020
45.04.030
45.08.010
45.08.020
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CH.

AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
REMD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
REP
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
RECD
ADD
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP

456
456
456
456
456
456
456
456
456
456
456
456
456
351
351
27
437
437
437
338
276
367
367
303
152
152
152
429
367
235
367
257
257
163
44
194
209
397
220
58
60
329
329
58
36
36
36
36
36

SEC.

17
18
19
20
38
21
39
43
40
22
41
42
23
2-12
13
29
3
1
2
56
7,8
18
19
2
1
2
3
29
8
721
9
1
2
1
1
i
3
88
222,223
323
1
1
3
705
1
1

RCW SECTIONS AFFECTED BY 1997 STATUTES
CH.

RCW
45.08.060
45.08.070
45.08.080
45.08.090
45.12.010
45.12,020
45.12.021
45.12.030
45.12.040
45.12.050
45.12.060
45.12.070
45.12,080
45.12.090
45.12.100
45.12.110
45.12.120
45.12.130
45.12.140
45.12.150
45,12,160
45.12.170
45.12.180
45.12.190
45.12.200
45.12.210
45.12.220
45.12.230
45.12.240
45.16.010
45.16.020
45.16.030
45.16.035
45.16.040
45.16.060
45.16.070
45.16.080
45.16.090
45.16.100
45.16.110
45.16.120
45.20.010
45.20.020
45.24.010
45.24.040
45.24.050
45.24.060
45.28.010
45.28.020

REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP

36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36

SEC.
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
I
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
I
I
I

CH.

RCW
45.28.030
45.28.040
45.28.050
45.28.060
45.28.070
45.28.100
45.32.010
45.32.020
45.32.030
45.32.050
45.32.060
45.32.070
45.32.080
45.32.090
45.36.010
45.36.020
45.36.030
45.40.010
45.40.030
45.44,010
45.48.010
45.48.020
45.48.030
45.48.040
45.52.010
45.52.020
45.52.030
45.52.040
45.52.050
45.52.060
45.52.070
45.52.080
45.52.090
45.54.010
45.54.020
45.56.010
45.56.040
45.56.050
45.56.070
45.56.080
45.64.010
45.64.020
45.64.030
45.64.040
45.64.050
45.64.060
45.64.070
45.64.080
45.72.010
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REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP

36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36

SEC.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
I
1

RCW SECTIONS AFFECTED BY 1997 STATUTES
RCW
45.72.020
45.72.030
45.72.040
45.72.050
45.72.060
45.72.070
45.76.020
45.76.030
45.76.040
45.76,050
45.76.060
45.76.070
45.76.080
45.76.090
45.76.100
45.80.010
45.80.020
45.80.030
45.80.040
45.80.050
45.80.060
45,80.070
45.80.080
45.80.100
45.82.010
45.82.020
46.01.260
46.04
46.09.070
46.10.040
46.12
46.12.010
46.12.080
46.12.170
46.12.170
46.12.181
46.12.370
46.12.370
46.16
46.16
46.16.010
46.16.010
46.16.028
46.16.125
46.16.210
46.16.220
46.16.270
46.16,290
46.16.301

CH.
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD

SEC.

RCW
46.16.305
46.16.305
46.16.309
46.16.313
46.16.316
46.16.319
46.16.350
46.16.630
46.16.650
46.20
46.20.021
46.20.021
46.20.070
46.20.291
46.20.311
46.20.500
46.20.720
46.20.730
46.20.730
46.20.740
46.37.010
46.37.193
46.37.530
46.44.010
46.44.034
46.44.041
46.52.030
46.52.130
46.55.113
46.61
46.61.005
46.61.100
46.61.290
46.61.370
46.61.440
46.61.5055
46.61.5055
46.61.525
46.61.660
46.61.710
46.63.020
46.63.020
46.63.110
46.68.010
46.70
46.70.023
46.70.051
46.70.180
46.72A.080

[3o88]

CH.
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
RECD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
REMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REMD
REMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD

SEC.

RCW SECTIONS AFFECTED BY 1997 STATUTES
Rrw

ru1

46.74.010
46.74.010
46.74.030
46.87
46.87.020
46.87.030
46.87.120
46.87.140
46.87.290
47.04
47.06.030
47.12
47.12.140
47,17
47.17
47.17.005
47.26.506
47.60
47.64.120
47.68
47.78.010
48
48
48.05.300
48.12

AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
ADD
AMD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
ADD
AMD
ADD
ADD
REP
ADD

95
250
250
183
183
183
183
183
183
94
369
140
240
155
308
155
456
323
436
58
457
412
313
379
379

48.12.160
48,13
48.14.0201
48.15.090
48.17
48.18
48.18.100
48.18.290
48.19
48.19.060
48.20
48.20.028
48.21
48.22
48.22.070
48.29.010
48.30.010
48.30A.045
48.32.145
48.32A.090
48.41.030
48.41.030
48.41.060

AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
ADD
AMD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD

379
317
154
89
58
428
428
85
428
428
276
231
276
58
110
14
409
92
300
300
231
337
231

QFC

rwW

48.41.060
48.41.080
48.41.110
48.41.130
48.41.200
48.42.060
48.42.060
48.42.070
48.42.070
48.42.080
48,42,080
48.43
48.43.005
48.43.005
48.43.045
48.44
48.44
48.44.022
48.44.035
48.44,037
48.44.095
48.46
48.46
48.46.064
48.46.080
48.46.150
48.46.235
49.17
49.17
49,17.020
49.46.010
49.46.130
49.46.130
49.60.010
49.60.030
49.60.040
49.60.120
49.60.130
49.60.174
49.60,175
49.60.176
49.60.178
49.60.180
49.60.190
49.60.200
49.60.215
49.60.222
49.60.222
49.60.223
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r4

AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
RECD
AMD
RECD
AMD
RECD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
REP
AMD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REMD

337
231
231
231
231
412
412
412
412
412
412
231
55
231
231
212
276
231
212
212
212
212
276
231
212
34
212
107
208
362
203
311
203
271
271
271
271
271
271
271
271
271
271
271
271
271
271
400
271

izp

RCW SECTIONS AFFECTED BY 1997 STATUTES
RCW
49.60.224
49.60.225
49.78
50.12
50.12
50.12.070
50.12.270
50.13.060
50.13.060
50.22.090
51.04
51.04.030
51.08.013
51.08.050
51.12.020
51.14.150
51.16.070
51.32.055
51.32.110
51,32.140
51.36
51.44.170
51.48.015
51.48.020
51.48.280
51.52
52.14
53.04,023
53.08
53.36.050
54.12.080
54.44.020
56.08.070
57.04
57.08.005
57.08.050
57.08.065
57.08.081
57.16.010
58.08.040
59.18
59.18.055
59.18.390
59.18.440
59.20.040
60
62A.I-105
62A.2-512
62A.4-406

CH.
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
REP
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
ADD
AMD
REMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD

271
271
16
51
368
54
367
409
58
367
109
325
250
325
314
35
54
416
325
325
336
327
324
324
336
102
43
256
447
393
28
230
245
447
447
245
447
447
447
393
84
86
255
452
86
315
56
56
53

RCW

SEC.

CH.

62A.5-102
62A.5-103
62A.5-104
62A.5-105
62A.5-106
62A.5.107
62A.5-108
62A.5-109
62A.5-1 10
62A.5-1 11
62A.5-112
62A.5-113
62A.5-114
62A.5-I 15
62A.5-116
62A.5-117
62A.9-103
62A.9-104
62A.9-I05
62A.9-106
62A.9-304
62A.9-305
62A.9-501
63.14.010
63.14.130
63.21.010
63.21.030
64.34.232
64.34.410
64.44.060
66.04.010
66.08.026
66.08.050
66.08.180
66.08.180
66.08.196
66.16.041
66.16.100
66.20
66.20.010
66.20.300
66.20.310
66.24
66.24

AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
REMD
AMD
REMD
ADD
ADD

66.24.010
66.24.010
66.24.150

AMD
AMD
AMD

[3090)

SEC.

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
21
22
23
24
25
26
1

6
7
2
2
2
1

878
37
1
1

57
3
4
2
42
861
43
44
45
862
6,12
14.21
23.31
873
2
2

RCW SECTIONS AFFECTED BY 1997 STATUTES
RCW

66.24,170
66,24.185
66.24.200
66.24,204
66.24,206
66,24.210
66.24,230
66.24.240
66.24.250
66.24.260
66.24.270
66.24.290
66.24.290
66.24.310
66.24.320
66.24.330
66.24.340
66.24.350
66.24.360
66.24.370
66.24.375
66.24.380
66.24.395
66.24.400
66.24.420
66.24.425
66.24.440
66.24.450
66.24.455
66.24.490
66.24.495
66.24.500
66.24.510
66.24.540
66.24.550
66.24.560
66.24.570
66.28.010
66.28.030
66.28.040
66.28.050
66.28.120
66.28.150
66.28.155
66.28.170
66.28.180
66.28.190
66.28.200
66.44.190

CH

AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
AMD
AMD
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
AMD
REP
REP
AMD
AMD
REP
AMD
REMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD

321
321
321
321
321
321
321
321
321
321
321
321
451
321
321
321
321
321
321
321
321
321
321
321
321
321
321
321
321
321
321
321
321
321
321
321
321
321
321
39
321
100
39
39
321
321
321
321
321

SEC.

RrW

66.44.310
66.98.060
67.08
67.08.002
67.08.010
67.08.015
67.08.017
67.08.030
67.08.050
67.08.060
67.08.080
67.08.090
67.08.100
67.08.100
67.08.110
67.08.120
67.08.130
67.08.140
67.08.170
67.08.180
67.16.050
67.16.105
67.16.190
67.16.200
67.16.250
67.28
67.28.080
67.28.090
67.28.100
67.28.110
67.28.120
67.28.130
67.28.150
67.28.160
67.28.170
67.28.180
67.28.182
67.28.184
67.28.185
67.28.190
67.28.200
67.28.210
67.28.240
67.28.260
67.28.270
67.28.280
67.28.290
67.28.300
67.28.310
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CH.

AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
AMD
REP
ADD
AMD
REP
REP
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
AMD
REP
REP
AMD
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP

RC.

53
54
17-24
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
864
10
II
12
13
14
15
16
2
3
6
4
6
3-5
2
22
22
22
7
8
9
10
Ii
501
22
13
22
22
14
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22

RCW SECTIONS AFFECTED BY 1997 STATUTES
RCW

67.28.320
67.28.360
67.28.370
67.38.140
67.40.060
67.40.100
67.40.110
67.40.120
67.70
67.70.042
67.70.100
67.70.240
69.50.401
69.50.435
69.50.435
69.50.440
69.50.520
69.50.520
69.50.520
70
70.05
70.05.125
70.24.105
70.24.105
70.24.340
70.38.025
70.38.111
70.44
70.44
70.44.007
70.44.0.O
70.44.042
70.44.053
70.44.060
70.44.240
70.44.300
70.47.015
70.47.020
70,47.020
70.47.060
70.47.060
70,47.060
70.47.060
70.47.120
70.47,130
70.48
70.48.310
70.48.470
70.48.470

r"14

REP
REP
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REMD
REEN
REMD
REMD
REMD
REMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD

452
452
452
452
456
452
452
452
220
220
I1
220
71
23
30
71
338
451
149
332
447
333
345
196
345
210
210
99
332
332
99
99
99
3
332
332
337
335
245
335
231
337
245
337
337
345
456
113
364

lf

22
22
22
18
25
15
19
20
205,208
207
I
206
2
1
2
3
69
2
912
1-14
2
1
2
6
3
2
I
4-7
18
15
1
2
3
206
16
17
I
I
5
2
206
2
6
7
8
5
26
7
3

Rrw

70.48A.070
70.58
70.58.055
70.58.080
70.58.107
70.74
70.74.110
70.74.130
70.74.270
70.74.280
70.74.370
70.77.160
70.77.236
70.77.250
70.77.255
70.77.270
70.77,290
70.77.315
70.77.325
70.77.343
70.77,345
70.77.355
70.77,375
70.77,420
70.77.435
70.77.440
70.77.450
70.77.455
70.84.020
70.84.021
70.84.030
70.84.040
70.84.050
70.84.060
70.84.090
70.84.100
70.84.100
70.84.110
70,84.120
70.84.120
70.87.010
70.87,120
70.88.070
70.93.060
70.94
70.94
70.94.151
70.94.521
70.94.527

130921

(4

AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REEN
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REEN
AMD
AMD
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
RECD
AMD
RECD
REP
AMD
RECD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD

456
108
58
58
223
120
58
58
120
120
58
182
182
182
182
182
182
182
182
182
182
182
182
182
182
182
182
182
271
271
271
271
271
271
271
271
271
271
271
271
216
216
137
159
368
381
410
250
250

lzpr

RCW SECTIONS AFFECTED BY 1997 STATUTES
RCW
70,94.531
70.94.534
70.94.537
70.94.551
70.94.743
70.94.755
70.95
70.95
70.95
70.95.030
70.95.170
70.95.180
70.95.190
70.95.240
70.95B
70.95D.040
70.95J
70.96A
70.105
70,105D.020
70.105D.030
70,105D.040
70.105D,070
70.105D,080
70.118
70.119.030
70.119A
70.119A.115
70.119A.170
70.123.100
70.123.110
70.124
70.124.020
70.124.040
70.124.040
70.124.070
70.128.175
70.129010
70.129.030
70.129.105
70.129.110
70,129.150
70.146.070
70.149.040
70.149.070
70.168
70.168.040
70.200.010
71.05

CH.
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
ADD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
ADD

250
250
250
250
225
225
213
381
427
213
213
213
213
427
58
58
398
338
381
406
406
406
406
406
447
218
381
218
218
160
59
392
392
392
386
392
392
392
386
392
392
392
429
8
8
331
331
40
112

RCW

SEC.

71.05.010
71.05.020
71.05.040
71.05.050
71.05.100
71.05.110
71.05.150
71.05.155
71.05.160
71.05.170
71.05.180
71.05.190
71.05.200
71.05.210
71.05.215
71.05.220
71.05.230
71.05.240
71.05.260
71.05.270
71.05.280
71.05.290
71.05.300
71.05.320
71.05.330
71.05.340
71.05.350
71.05.360
71.05.370
71.05.410
71.05.460
71.05.470
71.05.490
71.05.525
71.12
71.24
71.24.025
72.01
72.01.410
72.09
72.09
72.09.330
72.09.460
72.09.480
72.65.220
73.08.070
74
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AMD
REMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
AMD
ADD
AMD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD

CH.

SEC.

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
8
2
2
8
8
5
4
3
8

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
I1
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
860
2,4
38
42
41
4
4
8
43

5
8
6

I
1
I

2,103
104,106
202-205,301

8

RCW SECTIONS AFFECTED BY 1997 STATUTES
RCW

CH.

74
74.04
74,04.005
74.04.005
74.04,0052
74.04.062
74.04.770
74.08.025
74.08.080
74.08.120
74.08.125
74.08.331
74.08.335
74.08.340
74.09
74.09.180
74.09.510
74.09.510
74.09.522
74.09.522
74.12

ADD
ADD
REMD
REMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD

74.12.010
74.12.030
74.12.035
74.12.036
74.12.250
74.12.255
74.12.260
74.12.280
74.12.361
74.12.400
74.12.410
74.12.420
74.12.420
74.12.425
74.12.425
74.12.900
74.12A.020
74.13

AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
AMD
REP
AMD
AMD
ADD

74.13
74.13
74.13

ADD
ADD
ADD

302,307,308
310-318,321
324-326,402
503,504
701-704,706
386
9-13
1003
58
59
10
58
309
58
502
58
1006
59
11
58
101
59
12
1002
58
58
1002
58
303
59
13
58
102
231
112
236
I
59
14
201
58
59
15
34
I
58
107,108
110
59
16
59
17
59
18
59
19
58
506
501
58
59
21
59
22
59
23
59
24
58
601
59
26
58
105
59
27
58
105
59
28
58
327
272
2,3
5,6
31
1-8
386
15,16
305
2-7

CII

RCW
.......

SEC.

74.13.031
74.13.031
74.13.037
74.13.0903
74.13.150
74.13.280
74.15
74,15.020
74.15.030
74.20
74.20.040
74.20.320
74.20.330
74.20A

AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
REEN
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD

272
386
146
58
131
272
58
245
386
58
58
58
58
58

74,20A.020
74.20A.030
74.20A.055
74.20A.056
74.20A.060
74.20A.070
74.20A.080
74.20A.080
74.20A.100
74.20A.100
74.20A.240
74.20A.270
74.25.010
74.25.010
74.25.020
74.25.030
74.25.040
74.25.040
74.25.900
74.25.901
74.25A.045
74.25A.050
74.34

AMD
AMD
AMD
REMD
REMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REMD
AMD
REP
REP
REP
AMD
AMD
REP
REP
AMD
AMD
ADD

58
58
58
58
58
130
130
58
296
58
296
58
59
58
58
58
59
58
58
58
59
59
392

74.34.010
74.34.020
74.34.050
74.34.070
74.39.040
74.39A
74.39A.008
74.39A.050
74.39A.060

AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
ADD
REP
AMD
AMD

392
392
386
386
392
392
392
392
392
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l

KpC.
....

1
32
9
404
1
7
858
7
33
898,901
891
935
936
802-804
892,893
897,899
805
934
940
941
906
6
7
907
15
895
16
896
29
322
322
322
30
405
322
322
31
32
202,304
522
303
523
34
35
530
103
530
209
210

RCW SECTIONS AFFECTED BY 1997 STATUTES
CH.

RCW
74.42,030
74.42.450
74.46.360
74.46,370
74.46.430
74.46.465
74.46.510
74.46.530
75.08
75.20
75,20
75.20
75.20
75.20.100
75.20.100
75.25
75.28
75.28
75.28
75.28.010
75.28.011
75.28.048
75.28.095
75.28.110
75.30
75.30.130
75.30.130
75.30.360
75.30.380
75.30.390
75,30.400
75.50
75.50.080
75.50.160
75.54.140
76.09
76.09
76.09.040
76.09.050
76.09.060
76.09.060
76.09.065
76.09.220
76.09.220
76.09.240
76.12.030
77.12
77.12
77.16

AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
ADD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
DECD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
ADD

SEC.

RCW

77.21.070
77.32
77.32.101
77.32,320
77.32.340
78.40.010
78.40.160
78.40.163
78.40.166
78.40.169
78.40.172
78,40.175
78.40.178
78,40.181
78.40.184
78.40.187
78,40.190
78.40.193
78.40.196
78.40.199
78.40.202
78.40.205
78.40.208
78.40.211
78.40.214
78.40.217
78.40.220
78.40.223
78.40.226
78.40.229
78.40.235
78.40.238.
78.40.241
78.40.244
78,40.247
78.40.250
78,40.253
78.40.256
78.40.259
78.40.262
78.40.270
78.40.273
78.40.276
78.40.279
78.40.281
78.40.284
78.40,287
78.40,290
78.40.293
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CH.

AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP

SEC.

RCW SECTIONS AFFECTED BY 1997 STATUTES
RCW

78.40.296
78.40.300
78.40.303
78.40.306
78.40.309
78.40.312
78.40.315
78.40,318
78.40.321
78.40.324
78.40.327
78.40.330
78.40.333
78.40.336
78.40.339
78.40.342
78.40.345
78.40.348
78.40.351
78.40.354
78.40.357
78.40.360
78.40.363
78.40.366
78.40,369
78.40.372
78.40.375
78.40.378
78.40.381
78.40.390
78.40.393
78.40.396
78,40.399
78.40.402
78.40.405
78.40.408
78.40.411
78.40.414
78.40.417
78.40.420
78.40.423
78.40.426
78.40.429
78.40.432
78.40.435
78.40.438
78.40.441
78.40.444
78.40.450

C"

qC.

RrW

ri.

.........

78.40.453
78.40.456
78,40.459
78.40.462
78.40.470
78,40.473
78.40.476
78,40.479
78,40.482
78,40.485
78.40.488
78.40.500
78.40.503
78.40.506
78.40.509
78.40.512
78.40,515
78.40.518
78.40.521
78.40.524
78,40.527
78.40.530
78.40.533
78,40.536
78.40.540
78.40.543
78.40.546
78.40.549
78.40.552
78.40.555
78.40.558
78.40.561
78.40.564
78.40.567
78.40.570
78.40.573
78.40.576
78.40.579
78.40.581
78.40.585
78,40.588
78.40.591
78.40.594
78.40.600
78.40.603
78.40.606
78.40.609
78.40,612
78.40.615
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REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP

V

pC.
w,

RCW SECTIONS AFFECTED BY 1997 STATUTES
CH.
78.40.618
78.40.621
78.40.624
78.40.627
78.40.630
78.40.633
78.40.636
78.40.639
78.40.642
78.40.645
78.40.648
78.40.651
78.40.654
78.40.657
78.40.660
78.40.663
78.40.666
78.40.669
78.40.672
78.40.675
78.40.678
78.40.681
78.40.684
78.40.687
78.40.690
78.40.693
78.40.696
78.40.699
78.40.702
78.40.705
78.40.708
78.40.711
78.40.714
78.40.717
78.40.720
78.40.723
78.40.726
78.40.729
78.40.732
78.40.735
78.40.738
78.40.741
78.40.744
78.40.747
78.40.750
78.40.753
78.40.756
78.40.759
78.40.765

REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP

SEC.

RCW
78.40.770
78.40.771
78.40.772
78.40.773
78.40.780
78.40.783
78.40.786
78.40.789
78.40.791
78.40.794
78.40.797
78.44.031
78.44.050
78.44.081
78.44.085
78.44.087
78.44.091
78.44.151
78.44.310
78.56.080
79.01.132
79.01.184
79.01.744
79.24.580
79.24.658
79.71
80.04.130
80.08
80.08
80.36.110
80.36.375
81.16
81.24.020
81.77
81.77.160
81.104.170
81.108.050
82.01.070
82.01.080
82.02
82.02.020
82.04
82.04
82.04
82.04
82.04
82.04
82.04.050
82.04.055
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CH.
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
ADD
ADD
REMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
ADD
ADD
ADD
ADD
ADD
ADD
REMD
REP

SEC.

RCW SECTIONS AFFECTED BY 1997 STATUTES
i rw
82.04.055
82.04.065
82.04.110
82.04.120
82.04.255
82.04.290
82.04.293
82.04.435
82.04.444
82.04.445
82.04.4451
82.04.4452
82.08
82.08
82.08
82.08
82.08.02566
82.08.02745
82.08.0283
82.08.02915
82.08.0315
82.08.065
82.08.150
82.08.170
82.12
82.12
82.12
82.12.0251
82.12.02566
82.12.02685
82.12.0277
82.12.02915
82.14
82.14
82.14
82.14.020
82.14.049
82.14.200
82.16
82.23B.020
82.24
82.24.010
82.24.110
82,24.130
82.24.190
82.24.250
82.24.550
82.26
82.29A.130

ru

AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
DECD
REP
REP
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD

304
304
453
384
7
7
7
156
156
156
238
7
368
220
450
388
302
438
224
386
61
139
321
437
368
293
450
301
302
438
224
386
220
450
366
201
220
333
407
449
420
420
420
420
420
420
420
420
220

lzr r

tRrw

82.32
82.32.050
82.32.060
82.32.070
82.32.080
82.32.180
82.32.210
82.32.300
82.32.410
82.36
82.36.335
82.38
82.38.190
82.42
82.42.060
82.44.110
82.44.110
82.45.100
82.60.040
82.62.030
82.62.040
83.100.070
83.100.130
84.04
84.04.030
84.08
84.08.115
84.12.270
84.12.280
84.12.310
84.12.330
84.12.350
84.12.360
84.14.010
84.14.030
84.14.050
84.16.040
84.16.050
84.16.090
84.16.110
84.16.120
84.33.0501
84.33.120
84.33.140
84.33.145
84.34.020
84.34.060
84.34.065
84.36
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r-

ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
ADD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
REMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD

Fcr

RCW SECTIONS AFFECTED BY 1997 STATUTES
n rtw

84.36
84.36
84.36
84.36,037
84.36.04 1
84.36.070
84.36.470
84.36.800
84.36.800
84.36.805
84.36.805
84.36.810
84.36.810
84.38.020
84.40
84.40
84.40.020
84.40.020
84.40.030
84.40.030
84.40.030
84.40.038
84.40.040
84.40.045
84.40.160
84.40.340
84.41.041
84.48
84.48.010
84.48.065
84.48.075
84.48.080
84,52.053
84.52.0531
84.52.063
84.55
84.55
84.55.005
84.55.005
84.55.010
84.55.012
84.55.020
84.55.120
84.56.240
84.56.300
84.56.340
84.64.320
84.69.020
84.69.100

rij

ADD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD

295
244
143
298
3
181
156
156
143
156
143
156
143
93
393
3
239
3
134
3
429
294
3
3
135
239
3
181
3
3
3.
3
260
259
3
2
3
393
3
3
2
3
3
393
393
393
244
393
67

Rpr~

2

124

1

6
7
2
8
3
9
4
1

17

105
2
103

1

104
34
1

106
107
I

3
108
2
109
110
III
112
1

2
125
2
204,301
20
201
202
I

203
209
14
15
16
2
18
1

Rrw

84.70.010
86.26.007
87.03
87.03.051
87.03.435
88.02
88.02
88.02.030
88.02.055
88.02.075
88.12
88.12.010
88.12.235
88.12.245
88.12.255
88.12.265
88.12.275
89.08
90
90
90
90.03
90.03
90.03.255
90.03.320
90.03.380
90.14
90.14.041
90.14.071
90.22.010
90.44
90.44
90.44.055
90.44.100
90.46
90.46
90.46.005
90.46.010
90.46.080
90.46.090
90.48
90.48
90.48
90.48.465
90.52
90.54.020
90.54.030
90.54.040
90.54.050
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riC

AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
ADD
ADD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
ADD
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD

3
149
354
354
354
432
58
83
22
241
391
391
391
391
391
391
391
295
441
442
424
442
444
360
445
442
440
440
440
32
444
446
360
316
355
444
355
444
444
444
381
424
444
398
381
442
32
32
439

qp

126
914
2
1
3
3
863
I
2
12
2.8-10
I
3
4
5
6
7
3
1-19
101-106
1-4
301
2
2
3
801
I
2
3
4
3
I
3
2
2
1,4,8
I
5
6
7
26
7
9
2
27
201
I
2
2

RCW SECTIONS AFFECTED BY 1997 STATUTES
RCW
90.54.050
90.54.100
90.54.190
90.54.200
90.56.510
90.58
90.58.090
90.58.100
90.58.143
90.58.180
90.60.030
90.64
90.71
90.72.040

CH,
AMD
AMD
REP
REP
AMD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
AMD

32
32
32
32
449
381
429
369
429
199
429
381
381
447

SEC.
3
5
6
6
3
28
50
7
51
I
35
29
30
20
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UNCODIFIED SESSION LAW SECTIONS AFFECTED BY 1997 STATUTES
LAWS 1951

&r

144
144

1
2

Acin

C.

AMD
REP

109
109

LAWS 1973 1ST EX. S.

La.
204

&

3

A=n
AMD

LAWS 1990

Ch.
204

S.

A=n
i

29

&

5

5
1
2

LAWS 1997

Lb.

321

&

AMD

Lh.

327

Sm.
2

LAWS 1997

Ain

L.

REP

175

LAWS 1992

SC&.
1

LAWS 1997

C.

&&

A=n

CL.

&

209

6

REP

110

2

LAWS 1993

C.

177
323

&L
3
6

LAWS 1997

Ai

110
37

A=n

Lb.

LAWS 1995

C.
226
226
226
327
335

&

7
8
9
2
803

18

S.

53

AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
REP

Ac=n
AMD

LAWS 1995 2ND SP. S.

L.

16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
18
18
18
18
18
18

&

108
327
713

116
145

S.

2
3

LAWS 1997

LAWS 1995 1ST SP. S.

Ch.

.

REP
REP

Ain

ADD
ADD
ADD
ADD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD

367
367
367
110
268

&

10
11
12
2
2

LAWS 1997

Lb.

275

&L
7

LAWS 1997

L.

235
235
235
235
235
235
187
46
235
454
454
454
454
454
454

Lh.

Sec

18
18
18
18

210
213
214
306

S.

802
803
804
805
807
808
2
2
806
1413
1606
1607
1608
1003
1012
(3101]

Lb.

See.

18
165
165
165
165
165
165
165
165
165
165
165
165
165
165
281
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283

17
207
210
211
215
218
220
221
224
225
401
402
505
2
106
109
113
114
116
121
124
132
133
135
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
214
215
216
217
218
220
301
302

LAWS 1997

A=n

CL.

AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD

454
454
454
454

LAWS 1996

9

LAWS 1997

LAWS 1991 SP. S.

C.

LAWS 1995 2ND SP. S.

LAWS 1997

CL.

S.

1110

1113
1114
1203

LAWS 1997

A

REP
ADD
ADD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD

C.
Ln

376
457
457
457
457
457
457
457
457
457
457
457
457
457
457
274
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454

Sc.

9
610
613
601
602
603
604
605
606
607
608
609
611
612
614
9
1001
1002
1004
1005
1006
1007
1008
1009
1010
1011
1101
1102
1103
1104
1105
1106
1107
1108
1109
lilt
1112
I115
1116
1117
1118
1119
1120
1121
1201
1202

UNCODIFIED SESSION LAW SECTIONS AFFECTED BY 1997 STATUTES
LAWS 1997

LAWS 1996

.ch

smc

283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283

304
305
306
402
501
502
504
505
506
507
509
511
512
514
515
516
602
603
604
605
606
607
608
609
610
613
701
702
703
705
709
801
802
803

Aio

AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD

Ation
5
103
118
127
149
151
207
208
211
212
213
218
220
221
222
225

454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454

REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD

.L
3
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454

LAWS 1997

LAWS 1997

S .

1204
1205
1206
1301
1401
1402
1403
1404
1405
1406
1407
1408
1409
1410
1411
1412
1501
1502
1503
1504
1505
1506
1507
1508
1509
1510
1601
1602
1603
1604
1605
1701
1702
1703

LAWS 1997

LAWS 1997
2
149
149
149
149
149
149
149
149
149
149
149
149
149
149
149

L.

&L
401
101
102
104
105
106
204
205
206
207
208
211
209
212
213
214
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Lh.

Sec.

149
149
149
149
149
149
149
149
149
235
235
235
235

302
303
308
512
515
610
709
801
803

123

Action

AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
ADD
ADD
ADD
AMD

Lh.

454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
454
455
455
455
455

S.

302
303
305
505
507
610
701
801
802
2
3
5
4

SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
Chapter
911
Sheriffs' offices, unclassified position for emergency communications system
allowed ................................................

62

ACCOUNTABILITY IN GOVERNMENT
State facilities, maintenance and repair strategic plan and reports required for
accountability and evaluation of budget requests ...................

96

ACTIONS AND PROCEEDINGS
Counties, actions by or against county to be commenced in county or either of
two nearest counties .......................................
401
University of Washington, claim payment provisions revised .............. 288
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE (See also REGULATORY REFORM)
Regulatory reform enacted ......................................
Rules, committee to study filing and publication procedures ...............
Rules, electronic distribution of agency notices authorized and procedures
established ..............................................
Social and health services department, rule-making procedures revised .......

409
409
126
430

ADOPTION
Foster parent liaison positions created in department of social and health services,
additional foster and adoptive family placements required and facilitated .. 272
Special needs children, interstate agreements to provide adoption assistance
authorized ...........................................
31
Support reconsideration program, eligibility criteria revised ...............
131
ADULT FAMILY HOMES
Licensing, limited moratorium ....................................

392

ADVERTISING
Limousines, certified business identifier not required for alphabetical listing in
telephone directory ........................................
State measures, legal advertising requirements enhanced .................

193
405

AGRICULTURE
Agricultural worker housing, exemption of construction or repair costs from sales
and use tax, conditions .....................................
Commodity commissions, increased fees authorized .....................
Cubed hay and alfalfa, business and occupation tax reduction for wholesale sales
Dairy waste management, environmental excellence program agreements, voluntary program created to support and encourage innovative environmental
measures or strategies ......................................
Fertilizers, commercial fertilizer defined as solid waste under RCW 70.95.030,
approval and registration requirements ..........................
Grain elevators and warehouse operations, sales and use tax remittance authorized
and study of economic impacts ordered .........................
Grain facilities, clean air act requirements revised ......................
Hay or alfalfa cubing excluded from definition of "to manufacture" for business
and occupation tax purposes .................................
Horticultural district fund, transfer of funds to plant pest account ...........
Livestock identification, provisions and regulatory authority revised .........
Noxious weeds, administrative provisions updated and modified ............
Pesticide applicators, limited private applicator license pilot project established .
Pesticide applicators, recertification standards revised ...................
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438
303
384
381
427
450
410
384
227
356
353
242
242

SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
Chapter

AGRICULTURE - con't.

Pesticide registration and licensing, fees revised .......................
242
Safety and health, definition of "agriculture" established for purposes of industrial
safety and health .........................................
362
Seed potatoes, growers may submit petition requesting establishment of restricted
176
seed potato production area, procedures .........................
AGRICULTURE, DEPARTMENT
Fees, increases authorized .......................................
Pesticide applicators, limited private applicator license pilot project established .
Pesticides, presidents' advisory council appointed to advise director on administration of pesticide laws ....................................
Seed potatoes, growers may submit petition requesting establishment of restricted
seed potato production area, procedures .........................

303
242
242
176

AIDS
Crimes related to exposure or transmission of HIV to another person, revised
provisions ..............................................
196
HIV, disclosure of offenders' test results to health care administrators or infection
control coordinators authorized ...............................
345
AIR POLLUTION
Coal-fired thermal electric generating facilities, tax credit and exemption for the
purchase and use of air quality devices ..........................
Environmental excellence program agreements, voluntary program created to
support and encourage innovative environmental measures or strategies ...
Grain facilities, clean air act requirements revised ......................
Outdoor burning allowed for exclusive purpose of managing storm or
flood-related debris, permit required ............................
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
Child abuse, determination of whether alcohol or drug abuse is contributing
factor, social and health services department duties .................

368
381
410
225

386

ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
Beer, tax rate lowered and funds distributed to border areas ...............
451
Credit cards, payment for purchases in liquor stores by credit card authorized . . 148
Fortified wine, restrictions applied to some businesses where sold ...........
321
Licenses, administrative provisions and fees revised ....................
321
Liquor manufacturers, wine manufacturers licensed to sell on premises may also
sell liquors manufactured under their label .......................
228
Malt liquor, labeling requirements revised ..........................
100
Microbreweries, license and fee requirements .........................
321
Spirituous liquor, restricted free use allowed ..........................
39
Wine importers, license and fee requirements .........................
321
Wine manufacturers licensed to sell on premises may also sell liquors manufactured under their label .....................................
228
AMBULANCES
Volunteer personnel in cities and towns allowed, provisions ...............

65

ANIMALS (See also DOGS, WILDLIFE)
Guide and service dogs, reference changed to dog guides or service animals ...

271

APPELLATE PROCEDURE
Judge pro tempore appointment of judge whose term expires with cases and other
business pending, limitation .................................

88

[ 31041

SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
Chapter
ARCHITECTS
Registration, completion of structured intern training program required for
applicants ..............................................

169

ATTORNEY GENERAL
Hospitals, sale of nonprofit hospital regulated and approval procedures set forth . 332
State investigators, study group to develop mandatory training and policies and
procedures ..............................................
378
AUCTIONS AND AUCTIONEERS
Motor vehicles, business and occupation tax exemption for wholesale auction
receipts . ....... .. . ..... ... ....... .. ....... .. ... ....... .

4

AUDITORS AND AUDITING
School audits, superintendent of public instruction authorized to withhold or
recover payments to districts based on findings, rule-making authority .... 167
Workers' compensation system, performance audit and operations review established ................................................. 330
AVIATION
Aircraft fuel tax, licensee bankruptcy filing notification required and payment
credit procedures revised ....................................
Aircraft parts, sales and use tax exemption for materials used in design and
development, clarification ...................................

183
302

AWARDS
Quality awards council, staff assistance limited and use of public funds prohibited
unless authorized by legislature ...............................
329
BANKS AND BANKING (See also FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS)
Compliance review documents, confidentiality established ................
435
Data-match system developed for exchange of information relevant to child
support enforcement .......................................
58
Examination reports and certain information, exemption from public disclosure . 258
Mutual savings banks, operating expenses limitation repealed .............. 91
Statements of account, termination date removed in bank statement rule ...... 53
BEEF COMMISSION
Members, provisions revised .....................................

363

BICYCLES
Electric-assisted bicycles, regulation established .......................

328

BLIND, STATE SCHOOL
Assistive technology, educational agencies authorized to rent, sell, or transfer

..

104

BOARDING HOMES
Clara act, long-term care reorganization and standards of care reform ........ 392
BOATS
Dealers, licenses denied if application is a subterfuge for a person with invalid
license ................................................
Licenses, provisions relating to refunds revised .......................
Licenses, provisions revised .....................................
Registration, exemption for boats owned by nonresidents brought into state for
temporary periods, conditions ................................
Use tax, exemptions specified ....................................
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432
22
432
83
293

SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
Chapter
BONDS
General obligation bonds, authority to issue for 1997-99 fiscal biennium and to
change related accounts ....................................
Stadium and exhibition center, public stadium authority created and financing
provisions for facility construction provided ......................
BORDER AREAS
Beer, tax rate lowered and funds distributed to border areas ...............

456
220
451

BOUNDARIES
School district boundaries included in expansion of city or town, provisions for
transfer to city or town district ...............................

47

BOUNDARY REVIEW BOARDS
Per diem for members increased ..................................

77

BUDGET
Capital budget, 1997-99 fiscal biennium ..........................
235, 455
Caseload forecast council created to oversee preparation of and approve official
state caseload forecasts .....................................
168
Counties, provisions regarding management of annual or biennial budgets and
payment of judges revised ...................................
204
Development loan fund, supplemental appropriation authorized ............. 187
General obligation bonds, authority to issue for 1997-99 fiscal biennium and to
change related accounts ..................................
456
Operating budget, 1997-99 fiscal biennium ........................
149, 454
Performance audits, compliance review and recommendations to be considered in
preparation of agency budget .................................
372
Transportation budget adopted for period ending June 30, 1999 ............ 457
Wildlife and recreation program projects for 1997 authorized ..............
46
BUSES (See also PUBLIC TRANSIT)
School buses, designation of school bus stops as drug-free zones clarified .....
School buses, penalties for passing stopped bus doubled .................

23
80

BUSINESSES
Contractors, registration provisions revised ...........................
Discount program membership sales, business and occupation tax exemption for
out-of-state sales .........................................
Federal employer identification numbers and other federal credentials, state
agencies authorized to contract with internal revenue service or other federal
agencies to issue .........................................
Health care professions, corporate practice of medicine doctrine ............
License suspension, requirements of federal personal responsibility and work
opportunity reconciliation act implemented .......................
Motor vehicle dealers, licenses denied if application is a subterfuge for a person
with invalid license .......................................
Small businesses, business and occupation tax credit ranged table created .....

432
238

CAMPS AND CAMPING
Nonprofit camps and conference centers, exemptions from business and occupation tax and sales tax ......................................

388

314
408
51
390
58

CANCER
Nonprofit cancer clinics exempted from property tax, conditions ............ 143
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SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
Chapter
CAPITOL CAMPUS
Capitol committee, secretary of state added to membership ...............
CERTIFICATION AUTHORITIES
Electronic signatures, requirements for authentication and reliability .........
Licensing requirements and procedures .............................
CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS (See also NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS)
Charitable donations for i Nildren, distributing organization definition revised to
include public health, department ..............................
Gambling, requirements for operations revised ........................
Golfing sweepstakes, permitted activities expanded to include auction in which
persons bid on players or teams ..............................
Social service organizations, process to be developed to solicit proposals for
funding and colocation with state agency facilities ..................

279
27
27

40
394
38
374

CHECKS AND CHECK CASHING
53
Bank statement rule, termination date removed ........................
Examination reports and certain information, exemption from public disclosure . 258
CHILD ABUSE
Admission of guilt not required for parent or guardian to complete court-ordered
treatment and education requirements ...........................
Alcohol or drug abuse as contributing factor, social and health services department determination and duties ................................
Alternative response systems services established throughout state ..........
Disclosure of child welfare records, conditions established ................
Law enforcement, criminal justice training commission to provide training on
investigative duties of officers ................................
Neglect, siblings sharing bedroom because of family financial situation not
considered neglect ........................................

344
386
386
305
351
132

Reports, information determined to be unfounded not maintained in files for more
than six years, notification cf alleged perpetrator ................... 282

CHILD SUPPORT

Enforcement provisions ........................................
Garnishment, revisions set forth to reduce impact on employer .............
Indian tribes, cooperative agreements with department of social and health
services established .......................................
License suspension, requirements of federal personal responsibility and work
opportunity reconciliation act implemented .......................
CHILDREN (See also JUVENILE OFFENDERS)
Adoption support reconsideration program, eligibility criteria revised ........
Adoption, interstate agreements to provide adoption assistance for special needs
children authorized ........................................
At-risk youth, clarifications concerning placement and custody .............
Charitable donations for children, distributing organization definition revised to
include public health department ..............................
Child abuse or neglect, conditions for disclosure of child welfare records established .................................................
Child abuse, admission of guilt not required for parent or guardian to complete
court-ordered treatment and education requirements .................
Child protective services, criteria for provision of services revised ..........
Foster parent liaison positions created in department of social and health services,
additional foster and adoptive family placements required and facilitated . .
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58
296
386
58
131
31
146
40
305
344
386
272

SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
CHILDREN (See also JUVENILE OFFENDERS)

-

con't.

Chapter

Kidnappers required to register with local law enforcement upon release from
113
custody ................................................
280
Parent and child relationship, termination provisions revised ...............
Siblings sharing bedroom because of family financial situation not considered
neglect ................................................ 132
Tobacco products, school district policy mandating prohibition and enforcement
required ......................................
.........
9
Truancy, petition provisions revised ................................
68
Victims and witnesses, permission required before address of child or child's
parent disclosed ..........................................
283
Youth in crisis, expiration of tax exemptions for construction of new alternative
housing extended .........................................
386
CIGARETTES (See also TOBACCO)
Littering, penalty established for discarding tobacco product capable of starting a
fire ...............................................
159
Minors, school district policy mandating prohibition and enforcement required ..
9
Tax enforcement transferred to liquor control board .....................
420
CITIES AND TOWNS (See also LOCAL GOVERNMENT)
Administrative procedures revised and clarified ........................
Annexation, requirements for cities planning under chapter 36.70A RCW .....
Coal-fired thermal electric generating facilities, agreements with and ownership
by public allowed .........................................
Fireworks, fees for public displays and retail sales revised ................
Forest practices, local government regulatory authority and duties specified ....
Growth management, permit timelines revised for local project review .......

361
429
230
182
173
396

Hotel/motel tax, uniform standards for local option excise taxation of lodging to
provide for promotion of tourism ..............................
452
Industrial investments and projects of state-wide significance, ombudsman
assigned and procedures established to expedite and assist ............
Internet service providers, imposition of new taxes or fees on providers restricted
School district boundaries included in expansion of city or town, provisions for
transfer to city or town district ...............................
Solid waste collection, regulation of services in newly incorporated or annexed
areas ............. .................... ....... ..........

369
304
47
17 1

Street, road, or highway projects, assessment reimbursement areas authorized to
finance costs ............................................

158

Surface mining, authority of department of natural resources to modify reclamation permit fees removed ...................................

413

Surface mining, natural resources department may delegate enforcement authority
over provisions in reclamation plans ............................
Taxes, imposition of new taxes on internet service providers restricted .......
Townships, title 45 RCW repealed .................................
Volunteer ambulance personnel allowed, provisions .....................
Water-sewer district jurisdiction may be assumed by cities ................

185
304
36
65
426

CITIZENS COMMISSION ON SALARIES
Salaries of state elected officials established as of September 1, 1997 ........

458

CIVIL PROCEDURE
Counties, actions by or against county to be commenced in county or either of
two nearest counties .......................................
District court, civil jurisdiction threshold amount increased ...............

401
246
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SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
CIVIL PROCEDURE - con't.
Financial institution voluntary compliance review documents, confidentiality
established ..............................................
Judgments, administrative duties of county clerks revised .................
Judgments, county clerk allowed to collect when county is creditor ..........
Liens and notices to withhold, department of social and health services electronic
service authorized ........................................
Limitation of landowner's liability for injuries to hanggliders and paragliders...
Limitation of landowner's liability for injuries to skateboarders and other participants in nonmotorized wheeled activities ........................
Service of process by posting in landlord and tenant disputes authorized ......
Service of process to individual may be made to defendant by leaving copy at
usual mailing address ......................................

Chapter
435
358
24
130
26
26
86
380

CIVIL SERVICE
Sheriffs' offices, 911 unclassified position allowed .....................
Social and health services department, implementation of social worker V
classification ............................................

386

CODE REVISER
Regulatory reform enacted, duties of code reviser ......................
Rules, committee to study filing and publication procedures ...............

409
409

62

COLLECTION AGENCIES
Government use of collection agency, additional fee for services charged to debt 387
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES (See also COMMUNITY AND TECHNICAL
COLLEGES)
Advanced college tuition payment program established, implementation and
administration ............................
..............
Education technology revolving fund created for development and operation of
educational information technology services ......................
Educational trust fund, prior fiscal periods rather than biennia referenced for
refunds and recoveries .....................................
Gender equity in higher education, provisions extended ..................
K-20 technology account created for receipts and disbursements for telecommuni.
cations system ...........................................
Retirement system, coverage continued for members who serve as legislators ...
State support of higher education, information to be distributed to students
annually ...............................................
Tuition fees, University of Washington medical school students from Wyoming
exempt from nonresident tuition differential ......................
Tuition fees, home tuition program established to equalize in-state and
out-of-state tuition ........................................
Tuition fees, increases authorized .................................
Tuition waivers for members of national guard and all eligible state employees,
provisions revised ........................................
Tuition waivers, fiscal flexibility increased ...........................
University of Washington, medical school students from Wyoming added to list
of those exempt from nonresident tuition differential ................
University of Washington, tuition fees increases authorized, percentage of
revenue to assist needy resident students .........................
COLUMBIA RIVER
Moratorium on new appropriations of waters prohibited ..................
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289
180
269
5
180
123
48
50
433
403
211
207
50
403
439

SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
Chapter
COMMUNICABLE DISEASES
Correctional facilities, policies and procedures for distribution of prevention
protocols to staff required ...................................

345

COMMUNITY AND TECHNICAL COLLEGES (See also COLLEGES AND
UNIVERSITIES)
Advanced college tuition payment program established, implementation and
adm inistration ...........................................
289
Attendance incentive program established for employees and state board members
entitled to receive sick leave .................................
232
Education technology revolving fund created for development and operation of
educational information technology services ......................
180
Educational trust fund, prior fiscal periods rather than biennia referenced for
refunds and recoveries .....................................
269
Employees and state board members, attendance incentive program established
for employees and members entitled to receive sick leave .............
232
Fees, collected building fees to be paid to state treasurer .................
42
Gender equity in higher education, provisions extended ..................
5
K-20 technology account created for receipts and disbursements for telecommunications system ...........................................
180
Merger of community and technical colleges, board recommendations adopted .. 281
Retirement system, coverage continued for members who serve as legislators... 123
Sick leave buyout, attendance incentive program established for employees
entitled to receive sick leave .................................
232
State support of higher education, information to be distributed to students
annually ...............................................
48
Tuition fees, home tuition program established to equalize in-state and
out-of-state tuition ........................................
433
Tuition fees, increases authorized .................................
403
Tuition waivers for members of national guard and all eligible state employees,
provisions revised ........................................
211
Tuition waivers, fiscal flexibility increased ...........................
207
COMMUNITY AND TECHNICAL COLLEGES, BOARD
Merger of community and technical colleges, board recommendations adopted .. 281
Sick leave buyout, attendance incentive program established for members ..... 232
COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS
Work release, private organizations contracting with department to operate
facilities required to go through siting process .....................
COMMUNITY PROPERTY
Individual retirement account, transfer of nonaccount holder spouse's community
property interest at death ....................................

348

20

COMMUNITY, TRADE, AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, DEPARTMENT
Associate development organizations, department to contract with to support and
coordinate community and economic development services ............
60
Development loan fund, supplemental appropriation authorized .............
187
Industrial investments and projects of state-wide significance, ombudsman
assigned and procedures established to expedite and assist ............
369
Long-term care ombudsman program, department to adopt rules ............
194
Long-term care services, study to coordinate single umbrella for ombuds and
advocacy services .........................................
392
Rural development council established, membership and duties .............
377
Washington heritage register, qualifications for nominations to register ....... 145
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SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
Chapter
COMMUTING
Commute trip reduction plan enhanced ..............................
Ride sharing, definitions and qualifications revised .....................

250
95

COMPUTERS
Software. requirement for study of property tax exemptions and valuation rules
elim inated ..............................................

175

CONDOMINIUMS
Public offering statement to include permitted uses and use restrictions .......

400

CONSERVATION
Wildlife habitat improvement or forage, sales of certain materials to specified
parties exempt from sales tax ...............................

127

CONSERVATION DISTRICTS
Fish and habitat restoration and protection and water quantity and quality improvements, property tax exemption ............................

295

CONSPIRACY
Conspiring with law enforcement officers or government agents not intending to
commit a crime not a defense to criminal conspiracy charges ..........

17

CONSUMER PROTECTION
Life insurance, policy illustration standards provided for consumer protection and
education ..............................................
313
Real estate brokerage relationship between licensee and clients, revised provisions 217
CONTRACTORS
Registration provisions revised ...................................
CONTRACTS
Community. trade, and economic development department to contract with
associate development organizations to provide services ..............
Personal service contracts, consultant contracts with additional charges for access
to data prohibited .........................................
Public officers and employees, compensation for activities outside of official
duties, provisions revised ...................................
Public works, alternative contracting procedures adopted .................
School districts allowed to contract with other public and private entities for
goods and services, conditions ................................
CONVENTION AND TRADE CENTERS
Stadium and exhibition center, public stadium authority created and financing
provisions for facility construction provided ......................

314

60
373
318
376
267

220

CORPORATIONS (See also NONPROFIT CORPORATIONS)
Meetings, shareholder consent procedures revised ......................
19
Naming conventions clarified ....................................
12
State investment board authorized to create public entities to manage investments 359
CORRECTIONS, DEPARTMENT
Kidnappers required to register with local law enforcement upon release from
custody ................................................
Mentally ill offenders, pilot program created to provide postrelease mental health
care and housing .........................................
Offender funds, deductions clarified ................................
Sex offenders, consistent approach to risk assessment to be dqveloped ........
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113
342
165
364

SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
CORRECTIONS, DEPARTMENT - con't.
Work release facilities, private organizations contracting with department to
operate facilities required to go through siting process ...............
COSMETOLOGY
Advisory board, membership and duties revised .......................
Schools and salons or shops, inspections required ......................
COUNTIES (See also LOCAL GOVERNMENT)
Actions by or against county to be commenced in county or either of two nearest
counties ...............................................
Budget, provisions regarding management of annual or biennial budgets and
payment of judges revised ...................................
Coal-fired thermal electric generating facilities, agreements with and ownership
by public allowed .........................................
Commuting, transportation demand management enhanced ................
Correctional facilities, consortium of counties allowed to construct or acquire
shared facility, provisions revised .............................
County public health account, distribution of funds modified ..............
Distressed rural counties, assistance provided through business programs, tax
incentives, and infrastructure development .......................
Fireworks, fees for public displays and retail sales revised ................
Flood damage repair and reduction, cooperative agreements to allow work to be
done without specific project permits, conditions ...................
Forest board lands, expenditures of revenues revised ....................
Forest practices, local government regulatory authority and duties specified ....

Growth management, counties allowed to establish industrial land banks, definition and conditions ........................................
Growth management, monitoring and evaluation program required to determine
progress towards meeting planning goals ........................
Growth management, permit timelines revised for local project review .......
Hotel/motel tax, uniform standards for local option excise taxation of lodging to
provide for promotion of tourism ..............................
Indigent veterans, county limit on burial costs increased .................
Industrial investments and projects of state-wide significance, ombudsman
assigned and procedures established to expedite and assist ............
Judgments, clerk allowed to collect civil judgments, conditions .............
Master planned resorts, authorized uses .............................
Municipal research council, membership expanded and funding provisions
established ..............................................
Road engineer, nonresident engineer allowed .........................
Road funds may be used for insurance and risk management programs .......
Rural arterial programs, eligibility provisions revised ....................
Stadium and exhibition center, public stadium authority created and financing
provisions for facility construction provided ......................
Street, road, or highway projects, assessment reimbursement areas authorized to
finance costs ............................................
Surface mining, authority of department of natural resources to modify reclamation permit fees removed ...................................
Surface mining, natural resources department may delegate enforcement authority
over provisions in reclamation plans ............................
Transportation, submittal date for six-year transportation program revised .....
Treasury management, revised provisions ............................
Water resource management and watershed planning, local planning authorized .
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Chapter
348
179
178

401
204
230
250
349
333
366
182
385
370
173

402
429
396
452
286
369
24
382
437
147
189
81
220
158
413
185
188
393
442

SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
Chapter
COUNTY ASSESSORS
Maps to indicate parcel configuration for lands in county, assessor's duties to
prepare and maintain updates .................................

135

COUNTY AUDITORS
Election review procedures modified ...............................

284

COUNTY CLERKS
Collection of civil judgments, conditions ............................
Judgments, administrative duties revised .............................

24
358

COUNTY LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY
On-site septic systems, duty of authority acting as board of health

..........

COUNTY TREASURERS
County treasury management, revised provisions .......................

447
393

COURT OF APPEALS
Judge pro tempore appointment of judge whose term expires with cases and other
business pending, limitation .................................
88
COURTS (See also COURT OF APPEALS, DISTRICT COURT, MUNICIPAL
COURT, SUPERIOR COURT, SUPREME COURT)
Administrator for the courts, duties revised and references to former judicial
council rem oved .........................................
Guardians, administrator for the courts to develop system for professional
guardian certification ......................................
Judicial council, references removed and duties of administrator for the courts
revised ................................................
Legal financial obligations, payment and recovery provisions clarified ........

41
312
41
121

COURTS, OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR
Duties revised and references to former judicial council removed ...........
41
Guardians, administrator to develop system for professional guardian certification 312
CREDIT
Letters of credit, uniform commercial code provisions revised .............

56

CREDIT CARDS
Liquor stores, payment for purchases by credit cards authorized ............

148

CREDIT UNIONS
Credit union act modernized, clarified, and reorganized ..................
397
Examination reports and certain information, exemption from public disclosure . 258
CRIMES (See also CRIMINAL OFFENDERS, SENTENCING, SEX OFFENSES
AND OFFENDERS)
Assault of health care provider punishable as felony ....................
Bear baiting prohibited, penalties for violations ........................
Child rape added to persistent offender list ...........................
Community custody, sex offender provisions revised ....................
Criminal conspiracy, conspiring with law enforcement officers or government
agents not intending to commit a crime not a defense to charges ........
Explosives and fake bombs, penalties for malicious use or placement increased .
Explosives, unauthorized manufacture, transport, storage, sale, and possession
prohibited ..............................................
First degree theft of nonprofit organization, three year time limit for prosecution
established ..............................................
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172
I
339
69
17
120
182
174

SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
CRIMES (See also CRIMINAL OFFENDERS, SENTENCING,
SEX OFFENSES AND OFFENDERS) - con't.
HIV. provisions revised regarding crimes related to exposure or transmission to
another person ...........................................
Harassment, imminence of threat to bodily harm included in definition of crime
of harassment ...........................................
Insurance antifraud plans, submission requirements clarified ...............
Intimidation of witnesses, provisions revised ..........................
Methamphetamine, penalties for crimes involving increased ...............
Motor vehicle dealers, prohibited practices revised .....................
Motor vehicle offenses involving death, statute of limitations removed for certain
crim es .................................................
Motor vehicles, negligent driving definitions and penalties ................
Murder and manslaughter, sentencing provisions revised .................
Rape of a child, restitution requirements ............................
Rental property theft, definition and penalty ..........................
Sex offenders, community custody provisions revised ...................
State parks, provisions relating to offenses in parks revised ...............
Theft of rental property, definition and penalty ........................
Two strikes you're out, child rape added to list ........................
Wildlife, penalties for illegal killing and possession of certain species increased .
Workers compensation premium payment evasion, class C felony ...........
Workers' compensation, representative prohibited from charging a percentage of
benefits for acting as representative, penalty ......................

Chapter

196
105
92
29
71
153
97
66
365
52
346
69
214
346
339
226
324
336

CRIMINAL JUSTICE TRAINING COMMISSION
Child abuse and neglect, annual training focusing on investigative duties of law
enforcement required ...................................... 351
Correctional training standards and education board created to review programs
and standards ............................................ 351
Law enforcement training standards and education board created to review
programs and standards ..................................... 351
CRIMINAL OFFENDERS (See also SEX OFFENSES AND OFFENDERS)
Definitions of "offender" and "persistent offender" revised ................
HIV, disclosure of offenders' test results to health care administrators or infection
control coordinators authorized ...............................
Kidnappers required to register with local law enforcement upon release from
custody ................................................
Mentally ill offenders, pilot program created to provide postrelease mental health
care and housing .........................................
Persistent offenders, child rape added to list for persistent offender sentencing ..
Sentencing, offender may be required to perform affirmative acts to monitor
compliance with conditions of sentence .........................
Sex offenders, consistent approach to risk assessment to be developed ........
Sex offenders, risk level classification and public notification procedures revised
Sex offenders, sentences and supervision enhanced .....................

70
345
113
342
339
144
364
364
340

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE
Crime victim advocate allowed to be present at any judicial proceedings related
to acts committed against victim .............................. 343
Criminal conspiracy, conspiring with law enforcement officers or government
agents not intending to commit a crime not a defense to charges ........
17
Definitions of "offender" and "persistent offender" revised ................ 70
Intimidation of witnesses, provisions revised .......................... 29
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SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE - con't.
Kidnappers required to register with local law enforcement upon release from
custody ................................................
Legal financial obligations, payment and recovery provisions clarified ........
Motor vehicle offenses involving death, statute of limitations removed for certain
crimes .................................................
Sentencing, offender may be required to perform affirmative acts to monitor
compliance with conditions of sentence .........................
DAY CARE
Child care program established for persons receiving public assistance .......
DEAF, STATE SCHOOL
Assistive technology, educational agencies authorized to rent, sell, or transfer

..

Chapter
113
121
97
144
58
104

DEATH
Child abuse or neglect, conditions for disclosure of child welfare records established .................................................

305

DEBTORS
Secured transactions, liability for deficiency after default .................

138

DENTAL HYGIENISTS
Dental offices, ratio of hygienists to dentists revised ....................
Scope of practice expanded ......................................

37
37

DENTISTS AND DENTISTRY
Hygienists, ratio of supervision revised .............................

37

DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED
Supported employment programs, state agencies to develop and implement
program ...............................................

287

DIABETES
Diabetes cost reduction act adopted ................................

276

DIGITAL SIGNATURES
Electronic signatures, requirements for authentication and reliability .........

27

DISABLED PERSONS
Assistive technology, educational agencies authorized to rent, sell, or transfer .. 104
Guide and service dogs, reference changed to dog guides or service animals ... 271
Housing, task force created to study alternative financing techniques for housing
383
for low-income senior and disabled persons ......................
Property tax, special assessment redefined for purposes of tax deferral ....... 93
DISCRIMINATION
Gender equity in higher education, provisions extended ..................

5

DISTANCE EDUCATION (See also COLLEGFS AND UNIVERSITIES, COMMUNITY AND TECHNICAL COLLEGES, SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL
DISTRICTS)
Education technology revolving fund created for development and operation of
180
educational information technology services ......................
K-20 technology account created for receipts and disbursements for telecommuni180
cations system ...........................................
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SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
Chapter
DISTRESSED AREAS
Rural counties, assistance provided through business programs, tax incentives,
and infrastructure development ...............................
Rural natural resources impact areas, assistance reauthorized and provisions
relating to revised ........................................

366
367

DISTRICT COURT
Jurisdiction over municipal court defendant incarcerated at county jail facility but
outside city limits, interlocal agreements ........................
25
246
Jurisdiction, civil case threshold amount increased ......................
Jurisdiction, courts of limited jurisdiction given concurrent jurisdiction over
certain juvenile offenses ....................................
341
Small claims court, appeals and operating procedures revised .............. 352
DOGS (See also ANIMALS)
Guide and service dogs, reference changed to dog guides or service animals ...

271

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
Shelters, local funding requirement eliminated ........................

160

DRIVERS' LICENSES
Driving under the influence, ignition interlock provisions revised ........... 229
Driving without a valid license, penalty .............................
66
Juvenile agricultural drivers, permit authorizes holder to participate in school
traffi c safety classes .......................................
82
DRIVING UNDER TIlE INFLUENCE
Ignition interlocks, provisions revised ..............................
DRUGS
Drug-free zones authorized around public housing facilities ...............
Drug-free zones, designation of school bus stops clarified ................
Methamphetamine, penalties for crimes involving increased ...............

229
30
23
71

EASTERN STATE HOSPITAL
Lease of property for correctional facilities, terms of lease specified ......... 349
ECOLOGY, DEPARTMENT
Appeals, computation of time for when actions must be commenced .........
Environmental excellence program agreements, voluntary program created to
support and encourage innovative environmental measures or strategies ...
Environmental technology certification, information from certification programs
and demonstration activities used in making permit or regulatory decisions
Industrial investments and projects of state-wide significance, procedures established to expedite and assist .................................
Landscape management plan pilot projects authorized to develop long-term
multispecies management in relation to water quality protection ........
Marine safety office, powers and duties transferred to department ...........
Metals mining and milling fees, collection duties transferred to department ....

125
381
419
369
290
449
170

Public water supply systems, construction schedule and extension considerations
am ended ...............................................
445
Water conservancy board, formation and duties regarding transfer of water ....

441

Water rights, claim filing period reopened, notice requirements and department
duties enumerated ........................................
Water rights, department to assist applicant denied request in obtaining or
developing adequate supply ..................................

440
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443

SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
ECOLOGY, DEPARTMENT -

Chapter

con't.

Water rights, evaluation of application to take into consideration benefits result.
ing from resource management techniques .......................
360
Water rights, moratorium on new appropriations of Columbia river prohibited . . 439
Water, reclaimed water demonstration projects authorized ................
355
Watershed planning and water resource management, local planning authorized . 442
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Associate development organizations, department to contract with to support and
coordinate community and economic development services ............
Development loan fund, supplemental appropriation authorized .............
Industrial investments and projects of state-wide significance, procedures estab.
lished to expedite and assist .................................
Industrial land banks, counties allowed to establish, definition and conditions ...
Rural development council established, membership and duties .............

369
402
377

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT FINANCE AUTHORITY
Projects, authority to finance expanded ..............................

257

ECONOMIC FORECASTS
Caseload forecast council created to oversee preparation of and approve official
state caseload forecasts .....................................

168

EDUCATION, STATE BOARD
Education savings account created .................................
High school credit equivalencies for college credits adopted ...............

261
222

ELECTIONS
County review procedures modified ................................
Public hospital districts, elections to establish commissioner districts and to elect
commissioners revised .....................................
State measures, legal advertising requirements enhanced .................
ELECTRIC UTILITIES
Coal-fired thermal electric generating facilities, agreements with and ownership
by public allowed .........................................
Coal-fired thermal electric generating facilities, tax credit and exemption for the
purchase and use of air quality devices ..........................
Securities, utilities and transportation commission authorized to exempt from
regulation ..............................................

60
187

284
99
405

230
368
15

ELECTRICITY
Electricians, certification requirements and technical or trade school training
provisions revised ........................................

309

ELEVATORS
Private residence conveyances, inspection requirements ..................

216

EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIANS
Volunteer ambulance personnel in cities and towns allowed, provisions .......

65

EMERGENCY SERVICE COMMUNICATION DISTRICTS
911 unclassified position in sheriffs' offices allowed ....................

62

EMERGENCY SERVICES
Disaster response account created .................................
Emergency management, statutes corrected and revised ..................
Mutual aid and interlocal agreements, implementation procedures established
Trauma care, additional funds provided .............................
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...

251
49
195
331

SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
Chapter
EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYEE
Family leave act, provisions revised to achieve consistency with federal requirements ..............................................
Garnishment, revisions set forth to reduce impact on employer ..........
EMPLOYMENT
Overtime compensation revised for commissioned salespersons .............
Public hospital districts, employment of commissioner's spouse allowed, conditions ..................................................
EMPLOYMENT SECURITY, DEPARTMENT
Forms, single form for unemployment insurance and workers' compensation
filing created ............................................
Master license system, agencies authorized to contract with internal revenue
service and other federal agencies to issue federal employee identification
numbers or other federal credentials ............................
Records, social and health services department allowed access to employer wage
files for specified purposes, conditions ..........................

16
296
203
98

325

51
58

ENGINEERS (See also SURVEYORS)
Board of engineers and land surveyors, duties expanded and provisions regarding
registrants and companies revised .............................
247
147
County road engineer, nonresident allowed ...........................
ENVIRONMENT
Advanced mitigation, department of transportation account created to fund
watershed approach projects .................................
Environmental excellence program agreements, voluntary program created to
support and encourage innovative environmental measures or strategies ...
Environmental technology certification, information from certification programs
and demonstration activities used in making permit or regulatory decisions
Wildlife habitat improvement or forage, sales of certain materials to specified
parties exempt from sales tax ................................

140
381
419
127

ESTATES (See also PROBATE)
Individual retirement account, transfer of nonaccount holder spouse's community
20
property interest at death ....................................
Probate, provisions updated ......................................
252
ETHICS IN GOVERNMENT
Contracts and grants, compensation for activities outside of official duties,
provisions revised ........................................
Legislative ethics board, political activities of citizen members restricted ......

318
II

EXPLOSIVES
Malicious use or placement of explosives and fake bombs, penalties increased ..
Unauthorized manufacture, transport, storage, sale, and possession prohibited ...

120
182

FAMILY LIFE
Child abuse, alternative response systems services established throughout state..
Siblings sharing bedroom because of family financial situation not considered
neglect ................................................
FARMS
Juvenile agricultural drivers, permit authorizes holder to participate in school
traffic safety classes .......................................
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386
132

82

SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
FARMS -

Chapter

con't.

Seed potatoes, growers may submit petition requesting establishment of restricted
seed potato production area, procedures .........................
176
Wildlife habitat improvement or forage, sales of certain materials to specified
parties exempt from sales tax ................................
127
FEES
Agricultural commodity commissions and department of agriculture, increased
fees authorized ...........................................
Biosolids, permit fees authorized to fund management program ............
Collection agencies used to collect debts for government, additional fee for
services charged to debt ....................................
Community and technical colleges, collected building fees to be paid to state
treasurer ...............................................
Courts, payment and recovery provisions regarding legal financial obligations
clarified .............................................
Liquor licenses, revisions .......................................
Local government fees for public displrays and retail sales revised ...........
Medical renewal fee to replace medical license renewal fee and medical disciplinary assessment fee ........................................
Metals mining and milling fees, collection duties transferred to department of
ecology ................................................
Motor vehicle licenses, provisions relating to refund of fees revised .........
Motor vehicles, certificate of ownership and off-road vehicle permit fees increased and issuance provisions revised .........................
Pesticide registration and licensing, fees revised .......................
Stale parks reservation fees, disabled veterans exempted .................
Surface mining, authority of department of natural resources to modify reclamation permit fees removed ...................................
Trauma care system, fee imposed on sale or lease of vehicle to fund .........
Vital records, increased fees for copies to fund death investigations account ....
FERRIES
Charter use of ferries authorized, provisions and procedutes ...............
Employees, interest on retroactive pay increases .......................
Hazardous materials, conditions for use of ferries to transport allowed ........

303
398
387
42
121
321
182
79
170
22
241
242
74
413
331
223
323
436
323

FERTILIZERS
Commercial fertilizer defined as solid waste under RCW 70.95.030, approval and
registration requirements ....................................
427
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS (See also BANKS AND BANKING)
Compliance review documents, confidentiality established ................
435
Data-match system developed for exchange of information relevant to child
support enforcement .......................................
58
Examination reports and certain information, exemption from public disclosure . 258
Mutual savings banks, operating expenses limitation repealed ..............
91
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS, DEPARTMENT
Credit union act modernized, clarified, and reorganized ..................
RCW technical corrections affecting department adopted .................

397
101

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, OFFICE
Caseload forecast council created to oversee preparation of and approve official
state caseload forecasts .....................................

168
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SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
Chapter
FIRE FIGHTERS
Fire fighting technical review committee established ....................

208

FIRE PROTECTION
Explosives, unauthorized manufacture, transport, storage, sale, and possession
182
prohibited ..............................................
Tobacco products, penalty established for discarding tobacco products capable of
starting a fire ............................................
159
FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICTS
Commissioners, decrease in number allowed, procedures .................
FIREARMS
Carrying firearms unloaded in opaque case or secure wrapper, requirements
rem oved ...............................................
School districts authorized to suspend student for up to one year, conditions

43

...

200
265

FIREWORKS
Explosives, unauthorized manufacture, transport, storage, sale, and possession of
explosives that are not fireworks prohibited ......................
Licensing and permit provisions modified ............................
Local government fees for public displays and retail sales revised ...........

182
182
182

FISH (See also SALMON, SHELLFISH)
Fish passage barriers, task force to recommend program to identify and remove ,
Fisheries enhancement and habitat restoration, funding through regional fisheries
enhancement salmonid recovery account established ................
Habitat incentives program, agreements with private landowners to enhance
habitat on landowner's property ...............................
Habitat restoration and protection and water quantity and quality improvements,
property tax exemption .....................................
Landscape management plan pilot projects authorized to develop long-term
multispecies management in relation to water quality protection ........
Licenses, free for nonresidents under age fifteen .......................
FISH AND WILDLIFE COMMISSION
Fishery licenses, number of commercial license alternate operators may be
increased by rule .........................................
FISH AND WILDLIFE, DEPARTMENT
Aquatic lands, Stillaguamish river lands transferred from department of natural
resources to department of fish and wildlife ......................
Eastern Washington pheasant enhancement program created, procedures ......
Fish passage barriers, task force to recommend program to identify and remove .
Fisheries enhancement and habitat restoration, funding through regional fisheries
enhancement salmonid recovery account established ................
Habitat incentives program, agreements with private landowners to enhance
habitat on landowner's property ...............................
Landscape management plan pilot projects authorized to develop long-term
multispecies management in relation to water quality protection ........
Salmon and steelhead, seasonal harvest report required ..................
Small scale mining and prospecting, department to develop rules applicable to
recreational mining and methods requiring approval .................
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389
389
425
295
290
395

421

209
422
389
389
425
290
414
415

SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
Chapter
FISHING, COMMERCIAL (See also SALMON)
Crab fishing, Dungeness crab--Puget Sound fishery licensing provisions revised
Crab fishing, Dungeness crab--coastal fishery licenses, transfer fee established .
Crab fishing, Dungeness crab-coastal fishety license renewal surcharge assessed
Crab fishing, delivery of crab from California or Oregon between February 15
and September 15 prohibited .................................
Crab fishing, number of persons eligible for Dungeness crab--Puget Sound
licenses reduced ..........................................
Licenses, number of alternate operators may be increased by fish and wildlife
com mission rule ..........................................
Licenses, suspension for noncompliance with child support orders ..........
Salmon licenses, renewal provision allowed for missing a season ...........

233
418
418
418
115
421
58
76

FISHING, RECREATIONAL (See also SALMON)
Licenses, annual surcharge imposed ................................
197
Licenses, free for nonresidents under age fifteen .......................
395
Licenses, suspension for noncompliance with child support orders .......... 58
FLOOD CONTROL
Emergency flood damage repair and reduction, cooperative agreements to allow
work to be done without specific project permits, conditions ........... 385
FOOD STAMPS
Food assistance established for needy legal immigrants ineligible for federal
assistance ..............................................
FOREST LAND
Forest board lands, county expenditures of revenues revised ...............
Property tax, current use provisions revised regarding transfer of property for
conservation purposes and regarding land affected by government action ..
State forest lands, direct sale of timber without prior advertising allowed, conditions .. .. ....... ...... ...... ...... .. ..... .. .. ..... .... .
Trust lands, commissioner to provide reports to beneficiaries ..............

57
370
299
116
448

FOREST PRACTICES (See also TIMBER AND TIMBER INDUSTRIES)
Fish and wildlife habitat incentives program, conditions for consideration in
evaluating landowner's property for permit .......................
425
Landscape management plan pilot projects authorized to develop long-term
multispecies management in relation to water quality protection ........ 290
Local government regulatory authority and duties specified ...............
173
FOREST PRACTICES APPEALS BOARD
Compensation provisions revised ..................................

423

FOSTER CARE
Foster parent liaison positions created in department of social and health services,
additional foster and adoptive family placements required and facilitated
272
FUELS
Licensing department licensees, bankruptcy filing notification required and
payment credit procedures revised .............................

183

FUNERALS
Veterans, county limit on burial costs for indigent veterans increased ........ 286
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SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
Chapter
GAMBLING (See also LOTTERY)
Charitable or nonprofit organizations, requirements for operations revised ..... 394
Seizure and forfeiture of gambling devices, provisions revised .......... 78, 128
118
Social card games, provisions revised ..............................
GANGS
Criminal gang activity, definitions and penalties .......................
266
Schools, rejection of nonresident application allowed for students with record of
disruptive behavior or gang activity ............................
265
GARNISHMENT
Revisions set forth to reduce impact of wage garnishment on employers ......
GAS COMPANIES
Securities, utilities and transportation commission authorized to exempt from
regulation ..............................................
GENDER
Higher education gender equity, provisions extended ....................
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION, DEPARTMENT
Facilities maintenance and repair strategic plan and reports required for accountability and evaluation of budget requests ........................
Leases of up to ten years authorized ...............................
GROWTH MANAGEMENT (See also LAND USE PLANNING)
Agricultural lands with long-term commercial significance, planning provisions
revised ................................................
Cities and towns, annexation requirements ..........................
Compensatory mitigation, innovative measures authorized to mitigate impacts of
development projects ..................................
..
Counties allowed to establish industrial land banks, definition and conditions ...
Counties, monitoring and evaluation program required to determine progress
towards meeting planning goals ...............................
Growth management act, provisions revised and expanded ................
Hearings boards, duties and procedures revised ........................
Local project review, permit timelines revised .........................
Master planned resorts, authorized uses .............................
Public participation in planning, notice requirements established ............
Rural areas, planning provisions revised .............................
GUARDIANSHIP
Certification, administrator for the courts to develop system for professional
guardian certification ......................................

296

15
5

96
117

429
429
424
402
429
429
429
396
382
429
429

312

HARASSMENT (See also CRIMES)
Imminence of threat to bodily harm included in definition of crime of harassment 105
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
Model toxics control act policy advisory committee recommendations implemented ...............................
.....................
406
Transport on ferries allowed, conditions .............................
323
HAZARDOUS WASTE
Environmental excellence program agreements, voluntary program created to
support and encourage innovative environmental measures or strategies ... 381
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SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
Chapter
HEALTH CARE
Basic health plan revised .......................................
Basic health plan, eligibility for persons confined to or residing in
government-operated institutions ..............................
Diabetes cost reduction act adopted ................................
Health care policy board abolished ................................
Insurance, basic health plan revised ................................
Insurance, consumer assistance and insurance market stabilization act created . .
Insurance, definition of "health plan" or "health benefit plan" revised ........
Insurance, mandated benefit necessity review procedures established .........

337
335
276
274
337
231
55
412

HEALTH CARE FACILITIES
Cancer clinics, nonprofit clinics exempted from property tax, conditions ...... 143
129
Kidney dialysis centers, provisions revised ..........................
Medical gas piping installer, certificate of competency and endorsement required 326
HEALTH CARE POLICY BOARD
Abolished ..................................................
HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONS
Assault of health care provider punishable as felony ....................
Corporate practice of medicine doctrine revised .......................

274
172
390

Health professions account and medical disciplinary account merged ......... 79
License suspension, requirements of federal personal responsibility and work
opportunity reconciliation act implemented .......................
58
Naturopaths defined as health care practitioners .......................
133
Nurses, use of title clarified .....................................
177
Orthotists and prosthetists, licensing requirements ......................
285
Respiratory care practitioners, licensure requirements and scope of practice ....

334

Uniform disciplinary act complaints, disclosure limited ..................

270

HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS
Workers' compensation, representative prohibited from charging a percentage of
benefits for acting as representative ............................
336
HEALTH CARE SERVICE CONTRACTORS
Financial and reporting requirements revised ..........................
212
Medicare, tax exemption extended for prepayments for services under Title XVIII 154
HEALTH DEPARTMENTS, LOCAL
Septic systems, local health boards required to respond to permit applications in
timely manner, response requirements ..........................

447

HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATIONS
Financial and reporting requirements revised ..........................
212
Medicare, tax exemption extended for prepayments for services under Title XVIII 154
HEALTH, DEPARTMENT
Birth certificates, department to adopt rules for release of copies, criteria ......
Greywater, department to develop guidelines for reuse ...................
Health care policy board abolished ................................
Hospitals, sale of nonprofit hospital regulated and approval procedures set forth .
Technical corrections to statutes administered by department ..............
Vital records, increased fees for copies to fund death investigations account ....
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108
444
274
332
275
223

SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
Chapter
HEARING AIDS
Sales and use tax exemption .....................................
HEATING
Oil tanks, programs implemented to provide technical assistance and information
regarding environmental requirements ..........................
HIGHER EDUCATION COORDINATING BOARD
Advanced college tuition payment program established, implementation and
adm inistration ...........................................
Industrial investments and projects of state-wide significance, procedures established to expedite and assist .................................
State support of higher education, information to be distributed to students
annually ...............................................

224

8

289
369
48

HISTORIC PRESERVATION
Archaeological resources, parks and recreation commission to develop plan to
identify historic resources in state park with military fort ............. 150
Washington heritage register, qualifications for nominations to register ....... 145
llISTORICAL SOCIETIES
Governor's awards for excellence in teaching history created .............. 263
HlORSFS AND HORSE RACING
Satellite, parimutuel location within twenty miles of class I racing facility
prohibited ..............................................
Thoroughbred industry, simulcasts transmission and import of out-of-state
transmission allowed ......................................

87
87

HORTICULTURE
Horticulture district fund, transfer of funds to plant pest account ............ 227
Seed potatoes, growers may submit petition requesting establishment of restricted
seed potato production area, procedures .........................
176
HOSPITALS
Long-term care discharge joint program, hospital required to participate or
provide services consistent with program ........................
Nonprofit hospitals, sale of hospital regulated and approval procedures set forth .
Public hospital districts, elections to establish commissioner districts and to elect
commissioners revised .....................................
Public hospital districts, self-insurance groups authorized .................
HOTELS AND MOTELS (See also TAXES - LODGING TAX)
Lodging tax, uniform standards for local option excise taxation of lodging to
provide for promotion of tourism ..............................

392
332
99
35

452

HOUSING
Agricultural worker housing, exemption of construction or repair costs from sales
and use tax, conditions .....................................
438
Altemative housing for youth in crisis, expiration of tax exemptions for new
construction extended ......................................
386
Public housing, drug-free zones authorized ...........................
30
Seniors, task force created to study alternative financing techniques for
low-income senior and disabled persons' htuusing ..................
383
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SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
Chapter
HOUSING AUTHORITIES
Drug-free zones authorized in facilities .............................
HOUSING FINANCE COMMISSION
Financing, commission authorized to impose covenants running with the land to
satisfy and enforce financing terms ............................
Nonprofit organization defined ...................................
HUNTING
Bear baiting prohibited .........................................
Elk river natural area preserve status transferred to natural resources conservation
area, permitted public uses ..................................
Illegal killing and possession of certain species, penalties increased ..........
Licenses, suspension for noncompliance with child support orders ..........
Pheasants, eastern Washington pheasant enhancement program created .......
Transport tag requirement, exception for harvest management of black bear and
cougar ................................................

30

163
44
I
371
226
58
422
114

HYDRAULIC PERMITS
Fish and wildlife habitat incentives program, conditions for consideration in
evaluating landowner's property for permit .......................
425
Flood damage repair and reduction, cooperative agreements to allow work to be
done without specific project permits, conditions ...................
385
Small scale mining and prospecting, certain activities exempt from permit
requirements if current gold and fish pamphlet provisions are met ....... 415
IMMIGRATION
Food and medical assistance established for those ineligible for federal assistance

57

INDETERMINATE SENTENCE REVIEW BOARD
Existence extended and membership reduced .........................
350
Sex offenders, consistent approach to risk assessment to be developed ........ 364
INDIANS
Child support, cooperative agreements with Indian tribes and the department of
social and health services established ...........................

386

INDIGENTS
Civil legal services oversight, joint legislative committee established to oversee
funding for indigent services .................................
Legal aid, public safety and education account funding provisions revised .....
Veterans, county limit on burial costs for Indigent veterans increased ........

319
319
286

INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE APPEALS BOARD
Crime victims' compensation appeals, records exempt from public disclosure
requirements ............................................
310
Crime victims' compensation appeals, time limit established for filing petition for
review of final order or judgment .............................
102
INDUSTRIAL SAFETY AND HEALTH
Agriculture defined for purposes of 49.17 RCW .......................
Coal mining code repealed ......................................
Fire fighting technical review committee established ....................
WISHA advisory committee established, powers and duties ...............
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362
64
208
107

SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
Chapter
INITIATIVE AND REFERENDUM (See also TAXES -REFERENDUM MEASURES)
Bear baiting prohibited, penalties for violations ........................
I
Property tax, one hundred six percent limit calculation reduced and valuation
increases allowed to be spread over time ........................ 3
Property tax, state levy reduction of 4.7187 percent extended, referendum to
approve ................................................
2
Property tax, state levy reduction of 4.7187 percent made permanent .........
3
Stadium and exhibition center, public stadium authority created and financing
provisions for facility construction provided ...................... 220
State measures, legal advertising requirements enhanced ................. 405
INSECTS
Common green darner dragonfly, Anax junius Drury, designated state insect ... 6
Integrated pest management by state agencies required, procedures .......... 357
INSTITUTIONS
Health care, basic health plan eligibility for persons confined to or residing in
government-operated institutions .............................. 335
INSURANCE (See also WORKERS' COMPENSATION)
Antifraud plans, submission plans clarified ...........................
Cancellation, notice delivery methods defined .........................
Commercial property casualty policies may be issued before filing form or rate
with commissioner, conditions ................................
Fraud, antifraud plan submission requirements clarified ..................
Guaranty associations, credit against premium tax for assessments paid by
insurers revised ..........................................
Health care policy board abolished ................................
Health care, basic health plan eligibility for persons confined to or residing in
government-operated institutions ..............................
Health care, basic health plan revised ...............................
Health care, consumer assistance and insurance market stabilization act created .
Health care, definition of "health plan" or "health benefit plan" revised .......
Health care, diabetes cost reduction act adopted .......................
Health care, mandated benefit necessity review procedures established .......
Investments, companies may enter into financial transactions, definition and
conditions ..............................................
Life, policy illustration standards provided for consumer protection and education
Policy cancellation, notice delivery methods defined ....................
Public hospital districts, self-insurance groups authorized .................
Reinsured ceded risks, credit .....................................
Title insurers, terms related to defined ..............................
Unauthorized insurers, requirements for moneys held in irrevocable trust fund
increased ...............................................

92
85
428
92
300
274
335
337
231
55
276
412
317
313
85
35
379
14
89

INSURANCE COMMISSIONER
Commercial property casualty policies may be issued before filing form or rate,
conditions ............ ................................. 428
Regulatory authority, provisions revised ............................. 409
INTEREST RATES
Property tax refund, computation based on date of collection .............. 67
Revenue department, interest and penalty administration revised ............ 157
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SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
Chapter
INTERLOCAL COOPERATION
Emergency services, mutual aid and interlocal agreement implementation proce.
dures established .........................................
195
Jurisdiction over municipal court defendant incarcerated at county jail facility but
outside city limits, interlocal agreements ........................
25
INTERNET
Taxation of internet service providers as network telephone service providers
prohibited ..............................................
Taxation, classification of internet services as selected business services established .................................................
INVESTMENTS
Insurance companies allowed to enter into financial transactions, definition and
conditions ..............................................
State investment board, director authorized to delegate investment decisions ...

304
304

317
161

INVOLUNTARY COMMITMENT
Criteria for medically necessary admission and for evidence showing substantial
risk of harm expanded ..................................... 112
IRRIGATION DISTRICTS
Administrative provisions revised .................................
354
Bids for construction and maintenance, deposit and information relating to
experience and financial stability required ........................
354
Sewage or waste discharged by others into irrigation works, district not liable for
dam ages ...............................................
354
JAILS
Communicable diseases, policies and procedures for distribution of prevention
protocols to staff required ...................................
345
HIV, disclosure of offenders' test results to health care administrators or infection
control coordinators authorized ...............................
345
JOINT BILL SPONSORSHIP
Juvenile justice act revised ......................................
338
Model toxics control act policy advisory committee recommendations implemented .....................................................
406
WorkFirst temporary assistance for needy families act enacted .............
58
JUDGES
Counties, judges to be paid in same manner provided for other elected officials . 204
Courts of appeals, judge pro tempore appointment of judge whose term expires
with cases and other business pending, limitation ..................
88
Salaries established as of September I, 1997 ..........................
458
Superior court, Pierce county judges increased to twenty-four ..............
347
Superior court, Snohomish county judges increased to fifteen ..............
347
Superior court, Spokane county increased to thirteen ....................
347
JUDGMENTS
Administrative duties of county clerks, provisions revised ................
358
Civil, county clerk allowed to collect civil judgment when county is creditor ... 24
Legal financial obligations, payment and recovery provisions clarified ........ 121
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SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
Chapter
JUVENILE COURT
Jurisdiction, courts of limited jurisdiction given concurrent jurisdiction over
certain juvenile offenses ....................................
Juvenile justice act revised ......................................
Legal financial obligations, payment and recovery provisions clarified ........
Offenses committed by minor enrolled in secondary or primary school, notification to be sent to parents and principals .........................
Truancy, courts of limited jurisdiction to have concurrent jurisdiction over
proceedings .............................................
Truancy, petition provisions revised ................................
JUVENILE JUSTICE ACT
Revised provisions ............................................
JUVENILE OFFENDERS
Definitions of "offender" and "persistent offender" revised ................
Jurisdiction, courts of limited jurisdiction given concurrent jurisdiction over
certain juvenile offenses ....................................
Juvenile justice act revised ......................................
Offenses committed by minor enrolled in secondary or primary school, notification to be sent to parents and principals .........................
Sex offenders prohibited from attending same school as victim or victim's
siblings ................................................
Sexually aggressive youth, placement of youth under department's care not to be
in residential setting or contact with abuse victims ..................
KING COUNTY
Stadium and exhibition center, public stadium authority created and financing
provisions for facility construction provided ......................
LABOR
Family leave act, provisions revised to achieve consistency with federal requirements .................................................
LABOR AND INDUSTRIES, DEPARTMENT
Elevators and other conveyances, inspection requirements for private residence
conveyances ............................................
Family leave act, provisions revised to achieve consistency with federal require.
ments .................................................
Fire fighting technical review committee established ....................
Master license system, agencies authorized to contract with internal revenue
service and other federal agencies to issue federal employee identification
numbers or other federal credentials ............................
Regulatory authority, provisions revised .............................
WISHA advisory committee established, powers and duties ...............
Workers' compensation system, performance audit and operations review estab.
lished .................................................
Workers' compensation, health care policy board abolished ...............

341
338
121
266
341
68
338
70
341
338
266
265
386

220

16

216
16
208

51
409
107
330
274

LAND DEVELOPMENT
Compensatory mitigation, innovative measures authorized to mitigate impacts of
development projects ......................................
424
Industrial land banks, counties allowed to establish, definition and conditions ... 402
Water-sewer districts, alternative means of formation to serve new developments 447
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SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
Chapter
LAND USE PLANNING (See also GROWTH MANAGEMENT)
Agricultural lands with long-term commercial significance, planning provisions
revised ................................................
Compensatory mitigation, innovative measures authorized to mitigate impacts of
development projects ......................................
Growth management act, provisions revised and expanded ................
Growth management, county monitoring and evaluation program required to
determine progress towards meeting planning goals .................
Growth management, notice requirements established for public participation in
planning ...............................................
Industrial land banks, counties allowed to establish, definition and conditions ...
Local project review, permit timelines revised .........................
Master planned resorts, authorized uses .............................
Rural areas, planning provisions revised .............................
LANDLORD AND TENANT
Rent or payments, landlord required to provide receipt at request of tenant ....
Service of process by posting authorized ............................
Writs of restitution, validity following acceptance of partial payment ........

429
424
429
429
429
402
396
382
429
84
86
255

LANDSCAPING
Commercial fertilizer defined as solid waste under RCW 70.95.030, approval and
427
registration requirements ....................................
LAW ENFORCEMENT (See also SHERIFFS, STATE PATROL)
Child victims and witnesses, permission required before address of child or
child's parent disclosed .....................................
LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS (See also SHERIFFS, STATE PATROL)
Child abuse and neglect, criminal justice training commission to provide training
on investigative duties of law enforcement .......................
Criminal conspiracy, conspiring with officers or agents not intending to commit a
crime not a defense to charges ................................
Port districts, law enforcement officer definition revised to include port district
officer .........
*............
...........
State patrol, off-duty law enforcement employment allowed ...............
Training standards and education, boards created to review programs and standards .................................................
LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS' AND FIRE FIGHTERS' RETIREMENT
SYSTEM (See also RETIREMENT AND PENSIONS)
Disability as a result of criminal conduct by member, benefits denied ........
Plan I, transfer of prior service allowed .............................
Post-retirement employment, restrictions .............................

283

351
17
206
375
351

103
122
254

LEASES
Securities, lease for or on behalf of state agency used as collateral for payment of
securities prohibited .......................................
117
State leases of up to ten years authorized ............................
117
Theft of rental property, definition and penalty ........................
346
LEGAL AID
Civil legal services oversight, joint legislative committee established to oversee
funding for indigent services .................................
319
Indigent services, public safety and education account funding provisions revised 319
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SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
Chapter
LEGISLATIVE AUDIT AND REVIEW COMMITTEE, JOINT
Performance audits, compliance reviews and recommendations to be considered
in preparation of agency budget ...............................
Workers' compensation system, performance audit and operations review established .................................................

372

LEGISLATIVE ETHICS BOARD
Legislators' newsletters, mailing restrictions revised ....................
Political activities of citizen members restricted .......................

320
II

330

LEGISLATURE
Legal aid, joint legislative committee on civil legal services oversight established
319
to oversee funding for indigent services .........................
320
Legislators' newsletters, mailing restrictions revised ....................
Levies, levy equalization study directed .............................
259
Rules review committee, procedures revised ..........................
409
Salaries established as of September I, 1997 ..........................
458
LICENSE PLATES
Background design, use of single design to be implemented January i, 2001 ... 291
Special license plates, administrative provisions revised ..................
291
Veteran or military personnel remembrance emblem, requirements revised ..... 234
LICENSING, DEPARTMENT
Aircraft fuel licensees, bankruptcy filing notification required and payment credit
procedures revised ........................................
License suspension, requirements of federal personal responsibility and work
opportunity reconciliation act implemented .......................
Master license system, agencies authorized to contract with internal revenue
service and other federal agencies to issue federal employee identification
numbers or other federal credentials ............................
Motor vehicle fuel licensees, bankruptcy filing notification required and payment
credit procedures revised ....................................
Proportional registration licensees, bankruptcy filing notification required and
registration procedures revised ................................
Special fuel licensees, bankruptcy filing notification required and payment credit
procedures revised ........................................
Vessels, registration exemption for boats owned by nonresidents brought into
state for temporary periods, conditions .........................
LIENS
Commercial real estate broker lien act adopted ........................
Public assistance overpayments, provisions regarding liens and notices to withhold and deliver revised ....................................

183
58
51
183
183
183
83
315
130

LIMITATIONS OF ACTIONS
First degree theft of nonprofit organization, three year time limit for prosecution
established ..............................................
174
Motor vehicle offenses involving death, statute of limitations removed for certain
crime s .....
...........................................
97
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANIES
Dissolution procedures revised and one-member companies authorized ....... 21
State investment board authorized to create public entities to manage investments 359
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SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
Chapter
LIQUOR CONTROL BOARD
Administrative provisions revised .................................
Construction and maintenance account created ........................
Credit card purchases authorized ..................................
Tobacco products and cigarettes, tax enforcement provisions transferred to board

321
75
148
420

LITERACY
Reading grant program for primary grades ........................... 262
Reading, second grade reading tests identified to measure accuracy and fluency
skills .................................................. 262
LITTER AND LITTERING
Cigarettes and other tobacco products, penalty established for discarding product
capable of starting a fire .................................... 159
LIVESTOCK
Brand inspections, fee increased .................................. 356
Certified feed lots, license fee increased ............................. 356
Identification of livestock, provisions and regulatory authority revised ........ 356
LOCAL GOVERNMENT (See also CITIES AND TOWNS; COUNTIES)
Collection agencies used to collect debts, additional fee for services charged to
debt ................... ......... ......................387
Domestic violence shelters, local funding requirement eliminated ........... 160
Forest practices, local government regulatory authority and duties specified .... 173
Industrial investments and projects of state-wide significance, ombudsman
assigned and procedures established to expedite and assist ............ 369
Shoreline management petitions for review on permit decisions, service of notice 199
Street, road, or highway projects, assessment reimbursement areas authorized to
finance costs ............................................ 158
Surface mining, natural resources department may delegate enforcement authority
over provisions in reclamation plans ............................ 185
Water-sewer district jurisdiction may be assumed by cities ................ 426
LONG.TERM CARE (See also NURSING HOMES)
Adult family homes, limited moratorium on licensing ...................
Clara act, long-term care reorganization and standards of care reform ........
Hospitals required to participate injoint long-term care discharge program or
provide services consistent with program ........................
Ombudsman program, community, trade, and economic development department
to adopt rules
.........................................

392
392
392
194

LONGSHORE AND HARBOR WORKERS
Workers' compensation coverage, expiration repealed ................... 110
LOTTERY (See also GAMBLING)
Stadium and exhibition center, specified game revenues dedicated to stadium and
exhibition center account ....................... ........... 220
Winnings, assignment of rights provisions revised ...................... III
LOW-INCOME PERSONS
Housing, task force created to study alternative financing techniques for housing
for senior and disabled persons ............................... 383
MAIL
Legislators' newsletters, mailing restrictions revised .................... 320
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SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
Chapter
MANUFACTURED HOUSING (See also MOBILE HOMES)
Sales tax, collection of tax revised .................................

139

MANUFACTURING
Aluminum master alloy producers classified as processors for hire for business
and occupation tax purposes .................................

453

MAPS AND MAPPING
County assessor to prepare and maintain updates of maps to indicate parcel
configuration for lands in county ..............................

135

MARINE SAFETY, OFFICE
Powers and duties transferred to department of ecology ..................

449

MASSAGE THERAPY
Somatic educators exempt from regulation as massage practitioners ......... 297
Terminology revised ................................
.......... 297
MEDICAL ASSISTANCE
Health care policy board abolished ................................
274
Managed care, authority to change contracting under federal demonstration
waivers revised ....
.....................................
34
Managed care, department rights to secure reimbursements for assistance may be
delegated to contracted managed care system ....................
236
MEDICARE
Health care services, tax exemption extended for prepayments of services under
T itle XVIII .............................................

154

MEDICINE AND MEDICAL DEVICES
Medical gas piping installer, certificate of competency and endorsement required 326
MENTALLY ILL PERSONS
Criminal offenders, pilot program created to provide postrelease mental health
care and housing .........................................
Involuntary commitment, criteria for medically necessary admission and for
evidence showing substantial risk of harm expanded ................

342
112

METAL DETECTORS
Parks and recreation commission to increase area for recreational use and develop
plan to identify historic archaeological resources ...................
150
MILITARY
Emergency management, statutes corrected and revised ..................
Veteran or military personnel license plate remembrance emblem, requirements
revised ................................................
MINES AND MINING
Coal mining code repealed ......................................
Metals mining and milling fees, collection duties transferred to department of
ecology ................................................
Reclamation permit fees, authority of department of natural resources to modify
removed ............................................
Reclamation plans, natural resources department may delegate to local govemment enforcement authority ..................................
Reclamation plans, performance security to be posted with department of natural
resources ...............................................
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49
234
64
170
413
185
186

SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
MINES AND MINING -

Chapter

con't.

Small scale mining and prospecting, certain activities exempt from permit
requirements if current gold and fish pamphlet provisions are met .......
Surface mining, department of natural resources to establish no-cost consulting
service for information on mining issues .........................
Surface mining, reclamation plan revisions may be required by department of
natural resources .........................................
Surface mining, small public works surface mines excluded from definition ....

415
184
192
142

MOBILE HOME PARKS
Landlord and tenant disputes, service of process by posting authorized .......

86

MOBILE HOMES (See also MANUFACTURED HOUSING)
Landlord and tenant disputes, service of process by posting authorized .......
Sales tax, collection of tax revised .................................

86
139

MODEL TOXICS CONTROL ACT
Policy advisory committee recommendations implemented ................

406

MORTGAGE BROKERS
Licensing standards revised ......................................

106

MOTION PICTURES
Sales and use tax exemptions for film and video production companies, requirements ................................................
MOTOR VEHICLES (See also LICENSE PLATES; TRAFFIC; TRUCKS AND
TRUCKING)
Accident reports, requirements revised ..............................
Auctions, business and occupation tax exemption for wholesale auction receipts.
Bicycles, regulation of electric-assisted bicycles established ...............
Certificate of ownership, fees increased and issuance provisions revised ......
Commute trip reduction plan enhanced ..............................
Commuting, ride sharing definitions and qualifications revised .............
Dealers, fee collected upon vehicle sale for funding at trauma care system .....
Dealers, licenses denied if application is asubterfuge for a person with invalid
license ................................................
Dealers, prohibited practices revised ...............................
Driving under the influence, ignition interlock provisions revised ...........
Garbage trucks and recycling trucks, front-loading trucks exempt from front end
length limits ............................................
Juvenile agricultural drivers, permit authorizes holder to participate in school
traffic safety classes .......................................
Left lane use by vehicles or combinations over ten thousand pounds, any trailers,
prohibited, exceptions ......................................
Leases, fee imposed to fund trauma care system .......................
License suspension, requirements of federal personal responsibility and work
opportunity reconciliation act implemented .......................
Licenses, provisions relating to refunds revised ........................
Licenses, provisions revised .....................................
Limousine advertising, certified business identifier not required for alphabetical
listing in telephone directory .................................
Motor homes, use tax exemption limited ............................
Negligent driving, definitions and penalties ...........................
Off-road vehicles, permit fees increased .............................
Offenses involving death, statute of limitations removed for certain crimes ....
Parking, conditions for release of registered owner information to commercial
parking companies ........................................
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61

248
4
328
241
250
95
331
432
153
229
191
82
253
331
58
22
432
193
301
66
241
97
33

SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
MOTOR VEHICLES (See also LICENSE PLATES; TRAFFIC; TRUCKS
AND TRUCKING) -

Chapter

con't.

Proportional registration licensees, bankruptcy filing notification required and
registration procedures revised ................................
Registered owner information, conditions for availability to commercial parking
com panies ..............................................
Ride sharing, operator and driver liability limited ......................
Sales, fee imposed on title transfer to fund trauma care system .............
Solid waste collection vehicles, driver allowed to transport others on outside parts
of vehicle, conditions ......................................
Theft of rental property, definition and penalty ........................
Trailers, vehicles or combinations over ten thousand pounds prohibited in left
lane, exceptions ..........................................
Trucks, vehicle gross weight schedule extended .......................
Two-way left turn lanes, vehicle travel within lane limited to three hundred feet
Weight, vehicle gross weight schedule extended .......................
Width, limits adjusted .........................................

183
33
250
331
190
346
253
198
202
198
63

MUNICIPAL COURT
Jurisdiction over municipal court defendant incarcerated at county jail facility but
outside city limits, interlocal agreements .......
.................
25
Jurisdiction, courts of limited jurisdiction given concurrent jurisdiction over
certain juvenile offanses ....................................
341
MUNICIPAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
Counties, provision of services and funding established ..................
Membership expanded and funding provisions established ................
NAMES
Corporations, naming conventions clarified ...........................
NATIONAL GUARD
Tuition waivers for members of national guard and all eligible state employees,
provisions revised ........................................

437
437
12

211

NATURAL RESOURCES CONSERVATION AREAS
Elk river natural area preserve status transferred to natural resources conservation
area, permitted public uses ..................................
371
NATURAL RESOURCES, DEPARTMENT
Aquatic lands, Stillaguamish river lands transferred from department of natural
resources to department of fish and wildlife ......................
209
Aquatic lands, exchanges of state-owned aquatic lands with privately owned
lands allowed if in public interest .............................
209
Elk river natural area preserve status transferred to natural resources conservation
area, permitted public uses ..................................
371
Forest practices, local government regulatory authority and duties specified ....

Landscape management plan pilot projects authorized to develop long-term
multispecies management in relation to water quality protection ........
Lind dryland research unit of Washington State University to receive Adams
county land transfer .......................................
Surface mining, authority of department to modify reclamation permit fees
rem oved ...............................................
Surface mining, department may delegate enforcement authority over provisions
in reclamation plans .......................................
Surface mining, department to establish no-cost consulting service for information
on mining issues .........................................
Surface mining, performance security to be posted with department .........
Surface mining, reclamation plan revisions may be required by department ....
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173

290
45
4 13
185
184
186
192

SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
NATURAL RESOURCES, DEPARTMENT -

con't.

Timber sales from state land, direct sale without prior advertising allowed,
conditions ..............................................
NATUROPATHY
Naturopaths defined as health care practitioners

.......................

Chapter
116
133

NAVIGABLE WATERS
Aquatic lands, exchanges of state-owned aquatic lands with privately owned
lands allowed if in public interest .............................

209

NONPROFIT CORPORATIONS (See also CORPORATIONS)
Hospitals, sale of nonprofit hospital regulated and approval procedures set forth,

332

NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS (See also CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS)
Camps and conference centers, exemptions from business and occupation tax and
sales tax ...............................................
First degree theft of nonprofit organization, three year time limit for prosecution
established ..............................................
Gambling, requirements for operations revised ........................
Golfing sweepstakes, permitted activities expanded to include auction in which
persons bid on players or teams ...............................
Historical, governor's awards for excellence in teaching history created .......
Housing finance commission, nonprofit organization defined for purposes of
com m ission .............................................
Naming conventions clarified .......................
............
Property tax, permitted uses of assembly halls and meeting places extended to
meet tax exemption qualifications .............................
Social service organizations, process to be developed to solicit proposals for
funding and colocation with state agency facilities ..................
Wildlife habitat improvement or forage, sales of certain materials to specified
parties exempt from sales tax ...............................

388
174
394
38
263
44
12
298
374
127

NOXIOUS WEED CONTROL BOARD
Administrative provisions updated and modified .......................

353

NURSES
Use of title of nurse clarified

177

....................................

NURSING HOMES (See also LONG-TERM CARE)
Conversion of beds, notice requirements modified ......................
Conversion of beds, nursing homes encouraged to provide enhanced adult
residential care contracted services .............................
Long-term care reorganization and standards of care reform ...............
Ombudsman program, community, trade, and economic development department
to adopt rules ............................................
Reimbursement system inequities adjustment .........................

194
277

OCEAN RESOURCES
Moratorium on oil and gas expltoration and production off state coast made
perm anent ..............................................

152

210
164
392

OIL AND GAS
Heating oil tanks, programs implemented to provide technical assistance and
information regarding environmental requirements ..................
8
Moratorium on oil and gas exploration and production off stat , coast made
permanent ................................. ............ 152
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SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
Chapter
ORTHOTISTS AND PROSTHETISTS
Licensing requirements ......................................

285

OUTDOOR RECREATION
Hanggliding and paragliding, limitation of landowner's liability ............ 26
Skateboarding and other nonmotorized wheel activities, limitation of landowner's
liability ................................................
26
Whitewater river rafting, outfitter licensing and guide training requirements
established ..............................................
391
Wildlife and recreation program projects for 1997 authorized .............. 46
OUTDOOR RECREATION, INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE FOR
Wildlife and recreation program projects for 1997 authorized ..............
PARENTS AND PARENTING
Child abuse, admission of guilt not required for parent or guardian to complete
court-ordered treatment and education requirements .................
Child abuse, alternative response systems services established throughout state . .
Schools, removal of student from school grounds by employee requires parental
authorization, exceptions ....................................
Schools, truancy petition provisions revised ..........................
Termination of parent and child relationship, provisions revised ............

46

344
386
411
68
280

PARKING
Commercial parking companies, department of licensing allowed to release
vehicle owners' names and addresses to companies for parking violation
notification purposes, limitations ..............................
33
Spokane joint center of education allowed to impose parking fees and adopt rules
governing parking and traffic .................................
273
PARKS AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Metal detectors, commission to increase area for recreational use and develop
plan to identify historic archaeological resources ...................
State parks renewal and stewardship account, transfer and deposit of moneys ...
State parks, provisions relating to offenses in parks revised ...............
Whitewater river rafting, outfitter licensing and guide training requirements
established ..............................................

150
137
214
391

PARTNERSHIPS
Limited liability companies, dissolution procedures revised and one-member
companies authorized ......................................
21
Limited partnerships, state investment board authorized to create public entities to
manage investments .......................................
359
PERSONAL PROPERTY
Found property, procedures for handling established and amount collected by
governmental body limited ..................................
Taxation, exemption for property assessed at less than $500 ...............
Taxation, valuation procedures clarified .............................
Theft of rental property, definition and penalty ........................

237
244
181
346

PERSONNEL, DEPARTMENT
Developmentally disabled supported employment programs, state agencies to
develop and implement, department duties .......................

287
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SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
Chapter
PEST CONTROL
Integrated pest management by state agencies required, procedures ..........
PESTICIDES
Applicators, limited private applicator license pilot project established ........
Applicators, recertification standards revised ..........................
Presidents' advisory council appointed to advise director of agriculture on
administration of pesticide laws ...............................
Registration and licensing, fees revised .............................
PHARMACIES AND PHARMACISTS
Pharmacy ancillary personnel, definition and regulAtion ..................

357
242
242
242
242
417

PHYSICIANS
Corporate practice of medicine doctrine revised .......................
390
Health professions account and medical disciplinary account merged .........
79
Medical renewal fee to replace medical license renewal fee and medical disciplinary assessment fee ........................................
79
PIERCE COUNTY
Superior court judges increased to twenty-four ........................

347

PLUMBING AND PLUMBERS
Advisory board of plumbers, membership increased .....................
307
Medical gas piping installer, certificate of competency and endorsemerit required 326
POLLUTION
Heating oil tanks, programs implemented to provide technical assistance and
information regarding environmental requirements ..................

8

POLLUTION CONTROL HEARINGS BOARD
Appeals, computation of time for when actions must be commenced .........

125

POLLUTION LIABILITY INSURANCE AGENCY
Heating oil tanks, programs implemented to provide technical assistance and
information regarding environmental requirements ..................

8

PORT DISTRICTS
Creation of less than county-wide districts, expiration date removed .........
Law enforcement officer definition revised to include port district officer .....
PRISONS AND PRISONERS
Communicable diseases, policies and procedures for distribution of prevention
protocols to staff required ...................................
Facilities, consortium of counties allowed to construct or acquire, provisions
revised ........................................
........
HIV, disclosure of offenders' test results to health care administrators or infection
control coordinators authorized ...............................
Offender funds, deductions clarified ................................

256
206

345
349
345
165

PRIVACY
Birth certificates, department of health to adopt rules for release of copies,
criteria ................................................ 108
Child abuse or neglect, conditions for disclosure of child welfare records established .................................................
305
Students, parents' right to review education records established, records' release
without parental consent prohibited ............................
119
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SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
Chapter
PROBATE (See also ESTATES)
Provisions updated ............................................

252

PROFESSIONAL SERVICE CORPORATIONS
Health care professions, corporate practice of medicine doctrine revised ......
Trusts allowed to hold shares ....................................

390
18

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE (See also MEDICAL ASSISTANCE)
AFDC, references replaced with temporary assistance for needy families ......
Child care program, eligibility ....................................
Grant diversion program established ...............................
Legal immigrants, eligibility conditions established .....................
Medical assistance, authority to change contracting under federal demonstration
waivers revised ..........................................
Medical assistance, department rights to secure reimbursements for assistance
may be delegated to contracted managed care system ................
Overpayments, provisions regarding liens and notices to withhold and deliver
revised ................................................
Studies directed ..............................................
Temporary assistance for needy families, community service program requirements .................................................

Temporary assistance for needy families, contracts for personal responsibility
required ...............................................
Temporary assistance for needy families, provisions to require employment or job
training and personal accountability ............................
Temporary assistance for needy families, references to AFDC replaced .......
Temporary assistance for needy families, time limits established for receiving
assistance ..............................................
Time limits for benefits established ................................
WorkFirst program established as welfare-to-work program for temporary
assistance for needy families .................................

59
58
58
57
34
236
130
58
58
58
58
59
58
58
58

PUBLIC DISCLOSURE
Birth certificates, department of health to adopt rules for release of copies,

criteria ................................................ 108
Crime victims' compensation appeals, records at industrial insurance appeals
board exempt from disclosure requirements .......................
310
Financial institution voluntary compliance review documents, confidentiality
established ..............................................
Financial institutions, examination reports and certain information exempt from
public disclosure .........................................
Health care providers, disclosure of complaints filed under uniform disciplinary
act lim ited ..............................................
Property tax, confidentiality of tax information established and criteria set forth
for certain disclosures ......................................
PUBLIC EMPLOYEES' RETIREMENT SYSTEM (See also RETIREMENT
AND PENSIONS)
Disability as a result of criminal conduct by member, benefits denied ........
Post-retirement employment, restrictions .............................
Suriivor benefits, eligibility .....................................

435
258
270
239

103
254
73

PUBLIC FACILITIES DISTRICTS
Stadium and exhibition center, public stadium authority created and financing

provisions for facility construction provided ......................
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220

SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
Chapter
PUBLIC FUNDS AND ACCOUNTS
Advanced college tuition payment program account created ...............
Advanced environmental mitigation account created for funding watershed
approach projects .........................................
Biosolids permit account created to fund management program .............
Counties, provisions regarding management of annual or biennial budgets and
payment of judges revised ...................................
County public health account, distribution of funds modified ..............
County research services account created, liquor excise tax moneys to fund ....
County treasury management, revised provisions .......................
Death investigations account, increased fees for copies of vital records to fund .
Development loan fund, supplemental appropriation authorized .............
Disaster response account created .................................
Eastern Washington pheasant enhancement account created, funding and disbursem ent ..................................................
Education savings account created .................................
Education technology revolving fund created for development and operation of
educational information technology services ......................
Educational trust fund, prior fiscal periods rather than biennia referenced for
refunds and recoveries .....................................
Environmental excellence account created ...........................
Federal transportation pass-through moneys, procedures established to process
and account for expenditures .................................
Fisheries enhancement and habitat restoration, regional fisheries enhancement
salmonid recovery account established to fund ....................
General obligation bonds, authority to issue for 1997-99 fiscal biennium and to
change related accounts .....................
.........
....
Health professions account and medical disciplinary account merged .........
Horticultural district fund, transfer of funds to plant pest account ...........
Industrial insurance premium refund account, expenditure provisions revised ...
K-20 technology account created for receipts and disbursements for telecommunications system ...........................................
Liquor control board construction and maintenance account created .........
Public works board, appropriations to fund projects ....................
Savings incentive account created .................................
Stadium and exhibition center account and other accounts related to facility
financing and construction created .............................
State parks renewal and stewardship account, transfer and deposit of moneys ...
Transportation, miscellaneous transportation programs account created for
reimbursable expenditures ...................................
Violence reduction and drug enforcement account, appropriation from general
fund to account ..........................................

289
140
398
204
333
437
393
223
187
251
422
261
180
269
381
94
389
456
79
227
327
180
75
292
261
220
137
94
306

PUBLIC HEALTH
HIV, provisions revised regarding crimes related to exposure or transmission to
another person ...........................................

196

PUBLIC HEALTH DEPARTMENTS
Charitable donations for children, distributing organization definition revised to
include public health department ..............................
County public health account, distribution of funds modified ..............
Trauma care services, grant program established .......................

40
333
331
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SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
Chapter
PUBLIC HOSPITAL DISTRICTS
Commissioners. employment of spouse allowed, conditions ..............
Elections, provisions regarding establishment of commissioner districts and
election of commissioners revised .............................
Self-insurance groups authorized ..................................

98
99
35

PUBLIC INSTRUCTION, SUPERINTENDENT
School audits, superintendent authorized to withhold or recover payments to
districts based on findings, rule-making authority ..................
167
Schools, study to identify actions to increase flexibility for schools and districts . 431
Waivers of state laws and rules and of district policies, procedure for schools to
request and district to grant ..................................
431
PUBLIC LANDS
Adams county land transfer to Lind research unit of Washington State University
Aquatic lands, Stillaguamish river lands transferred from department of natural
resources to department of fish and wildlife ......................
Aquatic lands, exchanges of state-owned aquatic lands with privately owned
lands allowed if in public interest .............................
Elk river natural area preserve status transferred to natural resources conservation
area, permitted public uses ..................................
Timber sales, direct sale without prior advertising allowed, conditions ........
Trust lands, commissioner to provide reports to beneficiaries ..............

45
209
209
371
116
448

PUBLIC LANDS, COMMISSIONER
Trust lands, commissioner to provide reports to beneficiaries .............. 448
PUBLIC OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES
Contracts and grants, compensation for activities outside of official duties,
provisions revised ........................................
Developmentally disabled supported employment programs, state agencies to
develop and implement ..................................
Elected officials, salaries for state officers established as of September 1. 1997 .
Ferry workers, interest on retroactive pay increases .....................
Investigators, study group to develop mandatory training and policies and
procedures for state investigators ..............................
Legislative ethics board, political activities of citizen members restricted ......
Social and health services department, implementation of social worker V
classification ............................................
State patrol officers, off-duty law enforcement employment allowed .........
Tuition waivers for members of national guard and all eligible state employees,
provisions revised ........................................

318
287
458
436
378
11
386
375
211

PUBLIC TRANSIT (See also BUSES)
Services, agency to consider major employer worksites when planning expansion 250
PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICTS
Coal-fired thermal electric generating facilities, agreements with and ownership
by public allowed .........................................
Commissioners, compensation provisions revised ......................
PUBLIC WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS (See also WATER COMPANIES)
Business and occupation tax and public utility tax, exemption for small districts
and systems .............................................
Community supply, department of ecology to assist applicant denied water right
request in obtaining or developing adequate supply .................
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230
28

407
443

SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
PUBLIC WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS (See also WATER

Chapter

COMPANIES) - con't.

Construction schedule and extension considerations amended ..............
445
Ground water rights, permit amendment authorized to allow full development of
rights through new well construction ...........................
316
Safe drinking water act, provisions set forth for system monitoring and stable
funding ................................................
218
PUBLIC WORKS
Alternative contracting procedures adopted ...........................
376
Appropriations to fund projects recommended by public works board ........ 292
Contracts with suspended contractor prohibited ........................
54
Correctional facilities, consortium of counties allowed to construct or acquire
shared facility, provisions revised .............................
349
Mining, small public works surface mines excluded from definition of surface
mining ................................................ 142
PUBLIC WORKS BOARD
Appropriations to fund projects recommended by public works board ........

292

RADIOACTIVE WASTE
Low-level radioactive waste disposal site, fee adjustments limited ........... 243
REAL ESTATE AND REAL PROPERTY
Brokerage relationship between licensee and clients, revised provisions .......
Brokers and salespersons, requirements and procedures revised .............
Brokers, commercial real estate broker lien act adopted ..................
Brokers, price opinion must state that opinion is not an appraisal ...........
Forest land, current use taxation revised regarding transfer of property for
conservation purposes and regarding land affected by government action ..
Insurance, commercial property casualty policies may be issued before filing
form or rate, conditions ..................................
Maps to indicate parcel configuration for lands in county, assessor's duties to
prepare and maintain updates .................................
Mortgage brokers, licensing standards revised .........................
Nonprofit organizations, permitted uses of assembly halls and meeting places
extended to meet property tax exemption qualifications ..............
Property tax, assessed valuation petition deadlines authorized ..............
Property tax, assessment prohibited that assumes a land use not permitted under
existing laws ............................................
Property tax, exemption for fish and wildlife habitat restoration and protection
and water quantity and quality improvements .....................
Property tax, exemption for property assessed at less than $500 ............
Property tax. forest land current use provisions revised regarding transfer of land
for conservation purposes and regarding land affected by government action
Property tax, one hundred six percent limit calculation reduced and valuation
increases allowed to be spread over time ........................
Property tax, permitted uses of assembly halls and meeting places extended to
meet tax exemption qualifications .............................
Property tax, state levy reduction of 4.7187 percent extended, referendum to
approve ................................................
Property tax, state levy reduction of 4.7187 percent made permanent .........
State leases of property, lease used for collateral for payment of securities
prohibited ..............................................
State leases of property, leases of up to ten years authorized ..............
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217
322
315
399
299
428
135
106
298
294
134
295
244
299
3
298
2
3
117
117

SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
Chapter
REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS
Brokers, price opinion must state that opinion is not an appraisal ...........
RECORDS
Birth certificates, department of health to adopt rules for release of copies,
criteria ................................................
Child abuse or neglect, conditions for disclosure of child welfare records established .................................................
Child abuse, information determined to be unfounded not maintained in files for
more than six years, notification of alleged perpetrator ...............
Child support enforcement, disclosure of relevant information from state agencies
and departments allowed ..................................
Employment security department, social and health services department allowed
access to employer wage files, conditions ........................
Financial institutions, examination reports and certain information exempt from
public disclosure .........................................
Health care providers, disclosure of complaints filed under uniform disciplinary
act lim ited ..............................................
Motor vehicles, department of licensing allowed to release owners' names and
addresses to commercial parking companies for parking violation notification purposes, limitations ...................................
Property tax, confidentiality of tax information established and criteria set forth
for certain disclosures ......................................
Students, parents' right to review education records established, records' release
without parental consent prohibited ............................
RECREATION (See also OUTDOOR RECREATION)
Hanggliding and paragliding, limitation of landowner's liability ............
Skateboarding and other nonmotorized wheel activities, limitation of landowner's
liability ................................................

399

108
305
282
58
58
258
270
33
239
119
26
26

RECREATIONAL VEHICLES
Left-hand lane use by vehicles towing trailers or by combinations over ten
thousand pounds prohibited, exceptions ........................
Motor homes, use tax exemption limited ............................

253
301

RECYCLING
Garbage trucks and recycling trucks, front-loading trucks exempt from front end
length limits .........................................

191

REGULATORY REFORM
Regulatory reform enacted ......................................
Rules, committee to study filing and publication procedures ...............
Rules, electronic distribution of agency notices authorized and procedures
established ..............................................
Social and health services department, rule-making procedures revised .......
RENAL DISEASE
Kidney dialysis centers, provisions revised ..........................

409
409
126
430
129

RESIDENTIAL CARE
Enhanced adult residential care contracted services, nursing homes encouraged to
convert portion of beds to provide services .......................
164
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SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
Chapter
RESPIRATORY CARE PRACTITIONERS
Licensure requirements and scope of practice .........................
RESTITUTION
Rape of a child, restitution requirements .............................
RETIREMENT AND PENSIONS
Disability as a result of criminal conduct by member, benefits denied ........
Excess compensation, definition revised .............................
Higher education employees, coverage continued for members who serve as
legislators ..............................................
Individual retirement account, transfer of nonaccount holder spouse's community
property interest at death ....................................
Law enforcement officers and firefighters, prior service transfer allowed ......
Post-retirement employment, restrictions .............................
Public employees' retirement system, survivor benefits eligibility ...........
State patrol retirement system, coverage continued for members who serve as
legislators ..............................................
State patrol retirement system, minimum benefits established ..............
Teachers' retirement system, plan III contribution rates changed ............
Teachers' retirement system, survivor benefits eligibility .................
RETIREMENT SYSTEMS, DEPARTMENT
Excess compensation, definition revised .............................

334
52
103
221
123
20
122
254
73
123
72
10
73
221

REVENUE, DEPARTMENT
Interest and penalties, administrative provisions revised ..................
Master license system, agencies authorized to contract with internal revenue
service and other federal agencies to issue federal employee identification
numbers or other federal credentials ............................
Metals mining and milling fees, collection duties transferred to department of
ecology ................................................
Regulatory authority, provisions revised .............................
Tax provisions, technical corrections ...............................
Timber, expiration date extended requiring report of purchase of privately owned
timber .................................................
Tobacco products and cigarettes, tax enforcement transferred to liquor control
board .................................................

420

REVISED CODE OF WASHINGTON
Health, department of. technical corrections to statutes administered by department ..................................................
Tax provisions, technical corrections ...............................
Technical corrections .......................................
101,
Title 45 RCW repealed .........................................
Water code. obsolete references eliminated ...........................

275
156
245
36
32

RIVERS
Whitewatcr river rafting, outfitter licensing and guide training requirements
established ..............................................

391

157
51
170
409
156
151

ROADS AND HIGHlWAYS
Assessment reimbursement areas authorized to finance.costs of local government
street, road, or highway projects ..............................
158
Bicycles, regulation of electric-assisted bicycles established ...............
328
Left lane use by trailers or by vehicles or combinations over ten thousand pounds
prohibited, exceptions ......................................
253
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SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
ROADS AND HIGHWAYS -

Chapter

con't.

Rural arterial programs, eligibility provisions revised ....................
State route 35 established .......................................
State route 41 to replace state route 2 spur ...........................
Two-way left turn lanes, vehicle travel within lane limited to three hundred feet
Vehicles or combination over ten thousand pounds required to travel in
right-hand lane, exceptions ..................................
RURAL DEVELOPMENT
Distressed rural counties, assistance provided through business programs, tax
incentives, and infrastructure development .......................
Rural development council established, membership and duties .............
Rural natural resources impact areas, assistance reauthorized and provisions
relating to revised ........................................
SALARIES
State elected officials, salaries established as of September 1, 1997 ..........

81
308
155
202
253

366
377
367
458

SALES
Discount program memberships, business and occupation tax exemption for
out-of-state sales .........................................
408
Farm implement sales, commissioned salespeople eliminated from minimum rate
of compensation in excess of forty-hour week .....................
311
Overtime compensation revised for commissioned salespersons .............
203
Secured transactions, debtor's liability for deficiency after default ...........
138
SALMON (See also FISH AND WILDLIFE, DEPARTMENT; FISHING, COMMERCIAL; FISHING, RECREATIONAL)
Commercial licenses, number of alternate operators may be increased by fish and
wildlife commission rule ....................................
Commercial licenses, renewal provision allowed for missing a season ........
Fish passage barriers, task force to recommend program to identify and remove .
Fisheries enhancement and habitat restoration, funding through regional fisheries
enhancement salmonid recovery account established ................
Recreational licenses, annual surcharge imposed .......................
Rural natural resources impact areas, assistance reauthorized and provisions
relating to revised ........................................
Seasonal harvest, department report required ..........................

421
76
389
389
197
367
414

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
Examination reports and certain information, exemption from public disclosure . 258
SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS
Alternative educational services for students with different learning needs authorized, contract provisions ...................................
Assistive technology for children with disabilities, educational agencies authorized to rent, sell, or transfer ...............................
Audits, superintendent of public instruction authorized to withhold or recover
payments to districts based on findings, rule-making authority .........
Boundaries included in extensions of city or town boundaries, provisions for
transfer to city or town district ...............................
Buses, penalties for passing stopped bus doubled ......................
Certificated employees, conditions for application of college credits earned ....
Certificated employees, probationary provisions revised ..................
Certificated instructional staff, formula for determining average salaries revised .
Contracts with other public and private entities for goods and services allowed,
conditions ..............................................
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265
104
167
47
80
90
278
141
267

SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS - con't.

Chapter

Criminal gang activity, definitions and penalties .......................

266

Discipline in classrooms, board of directors to adopt policies to restore .......
Dress code may be adopted, provisions .............................
Education technology revolving fund created for development and operation of
educational information technology services ......................
Employees, certificated employees probationary provisions revised ..........
Employees, name of noncertificated employee category changed to classified
employee category ........................................
Employees, removal of student from school grounds requires parental authorization, exceptions ..........................................
Enrollment of student previously enrolled in another school, record transfer
requirements revised .......................................
Flexibility for schools and districts, study to identify actions to increase ......
Gangs, rejection of nonresident application allowed for students with record of
disruptive behavior or gang activity ............................
High school credit equivalencies for college credits adopted ...............
K-20 technology account created for receipts and disbursements for telecommunications system ...........................................
Knives prohibited in schools .....................................
Levies, authorization not to exceed period of four years ..................
Levies, levy equalization study directed .............................
Levies, provisions revised .......................................
Nonresident application, rejection allowed for students with disruptive behavior
or gang activity ..........................................
Parents, right to review student education records established, records' release
without parental consent prohibited ............................
Reading grant program for primary grades ...........................
Reading, second grade reading tests identified to measure accuracy and fluency
skills ..................................................
School buses, designation of school bus stops as drug-free zones clarified .....
School buses, penalties for passing stopped bus doubled .................
Student assessment system, timelines for development and implementation
amended ...............................................
Student sex offenders prohibited from attending same school as victim or
victim 's siblings ..........................................
Student suspended for property damage required to pay costs of damage before
retum ing to school ........................................
Students removed from school grounds by employee requires parental authorization, exceptions ..........................................
Students, alternative educational services for students with different learning
needs authorized, contract provisions ...........................
Students, parents' right to review education records established, records' release
without parental consent prohibited ............................
Surplus property, gift or loan to approved entities for educational purposes
allowed, conditions ........................................
Suspension, districts authorized to suspend student for up to one year, conditions
Teachers, formula for determining average salaries revised ................
Telephones, portable or cellular phones and paging devices, policies to limit
possession authorized ......................................
Tobacco products, district policy mandating prohibition and enforcement required
Traffic safety education, juvenile agricultural driver permit authorizes holder to
participate in school classes ..................................
Truancy, courts of limited jurisdiction to have concurrent jurisdiction with
juvenile court over proceedings ...............................

266
266
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180
278
13
411
266
431
265
222
180
266
260
259
259
265
119
262
262
23
80
268
265
266
411
265
119
264
265
141
266
9
82
341

SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS

-

Chapter

con't.

Truancy, petition provisions revised ................................
Waivers of state laws and rules and of district policies, procedure for schools to
request and district to grant ................................
SEARCH AND SEIZURE
Gambling devices, seizure and forfeiture provisions revised ............

431

78. 128

SECRETARY OF STATE
Business registration and licensing, agencies authorized to contract with internal
revenue service and other federal agencies to issue federal employee
identification numb'rrs or other federal credentials ..................
Capitol committee, secretary added as new member .....................
Certification authorities, licensing requirements and procedures .............
Charitable trusts, registration procedures revised .......................
Corporations, naming conventions clarified ...........................
Electronic signatures, requirements for authentication and reliability .........
Quality awards council, staff assistance limited and use of public funds prohibited
unless authorized by legislature ...............................
SECURITIES
Brokers and investment advisers, examination reports and certain information
exempt from public disclosure ................................
Electrical and natural gas companies, utilities and transportation commission
authorized to exempt from securities regulation ....................
SENIOR CITIZENS
Housing, task force created to study alternative financing techniques for
low-income senior and disabled persons' housing ..................
Property tax, special assessment redefined for purposes of tax deferral .......
SENTENCING
Child rape added to persistent offender list ...........................
Compliance with conditions of sentence, offender may be required to perform
affirmative acts to monitor compliance ..........................
Indeterminate sentence review board, existence extended and membership
reduced ................................................
Juvenile dispositions revised .....................................
Murder and manslaughter, provisions revised .........................
Rape of a child, restitution requirements .............................
Sex offenders, community custody provisions revised ...................
Sex offenders, sentences and supervision enhanced .....................
Two strikes you're out, child rape added to list ........................

68

51
279
27
124
12
27
329

258
15

383
93
339
144
350
338
365
52
69
340
339

SEPTIC SYSTEMS, ON-SITE
Alternative systems, procedures for evaluating and recommending guidelines and
standards ...............................................
447
Permits, local health boards required to respond to permit applications in timely
manner, response requirements ...............................
447
SEX OFFENSES AND OFFENDERS
Child rape added to persistent offender list ...........................
Community custody, provisions revised .............................
Crime victim advocate allowed to be present at any judicial proceedings related
to acts committed against victim ..............................
Juvenile offenders prohibited from attending same school as victim or victim's
siblings ................................................
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339
69
343
265

SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
SEX OFFENSES AND OFFENDERS - con't.

Chapter

Notification procedures and risk level classification procedures revised .......
Rape of a child, restitution requirements .............................
Risk assessment, consistent approach to be developed ...................
Risk level classification and public notification procedures revised ..........
Sentences and supervision enhanced ................................
Sexually aggressive youth, placement of youth under department's care not to be
in residential setting or contact with victims ......................
SHlELLFISH
Crab, Dungeness crab--Puget Sound fishery licensing provisions revised ......
Crab, Dungeness crab--coastal fishery licenses, transfer fee established .......
Crab, Dungeness crab-coastal fishery license renewal surcharge assessed ......
Crab, delivery of crab from California or Oregon between February 15 and
September 15 prohibited ....................................
Crab, number of persons eligible for Dungeness crab--Puget Sound commercial
fishery licenses reduced ..................................
Environmental excellence program agreements, voluntary program created to
support and encourage innovative environmental measures or strategies ...
Landscape management plan pilot projects authorized to dev&p long-term
multispecies management in relation to water quality protection ........
SHERIFFS
911 emergency communications system unclassified position allowed ........
SHORELINES AND SHORELINE MANAGEMENT
Aquatic lands, exchanges of state-owned aquatic lands with privately owned
lands allowed if in public interest .............................
Compensatory mitigation, innovative measures authorized to mitigate impacts of
development projects ......................................
Environmental excellence program agreements, voluntary program created to
support and encourage innovative environmental measures or strategies ...
Petitions for review on permit decisions, service of notice on local government .

364
52
364
364
340
386
233
418
418
418
115
381
290
62

209
424
381
199

SLUDGE
Biosolids permit account created to fund management program ............. 398
SMALL CLAIMS COURT
Appeals and operating procedures revised ............................ 352
SNOHOMISH COUNTY
Superior court judges increased to fifteen ............................ 347
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES, DEPARTMENT
AFDC, references replaced with temporary assistance for needy families ......
Adoption support reconsideration program, eligibility criteria revised ........
Adoption, interstate agreements to provide adoption assistance for special needs
children authorized ........................................
Adult family homes, limited moratorium on licensing ...................
Child abuse and neglect, alternative response systems services established
throughout state
..........................................
Child abuse or neglect, conditions for disclosure of child welfare records established .................................................

59
131
31
392
386
305

Child abuse, information determined to be unfounded not maintained in files for
more than six years, notification of alleged perpetrator ............... 282
Child protective services, criteria for provision of services revised .......... 386
Child support, cooperative agreements with Indian tribes established ......... 386
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SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES, DEPARTMENT -

con't.

Children's services, annual quality assurance report required ..............
Data-match system developed for exchange of information relevant to child
support enforcement .......................................
Domestic violence shelters, local funding requirement eliminated ..........
Family reconciliation act, clarifications concerning placement and custody or
at-risk youth ............................................
Foster parent liaison positions created, additional foster and adoptive family
placements required and facilitated .............................
Juvenile facilities, policy to assess sexually aggressive juveniles in state-funded
or operated facilities .......................................
Liens for overpayments, provisions regarding liens and notices to withhold and
deliver revised ..............................
............
Long-term care reorganization and standards of care reform ...............
Medical assistance, department rights to secure reimbursements for assistance
may be delegated to contracted managed care system ...............
Medical assistance, health care policy board abolished ...................
Mentally ill offenders, pilot program created to provide postrelease mental health
care and housing ......................................
Nursing facility reimbursement system inequities adjusted ................
Records, department allowed access to employment security department wage
files for specific purposes, conditions ...........................
Rule-making procedures revised ..................................
Sex offenders, consistent approach to risk assessment to be developed ........
Social worker V classification, implementation of category ...............
Temporary assistance for needy families, references to AFDC replaced .......
SOLID WASTE
Cities and towns, regulation of services in newly incorporated or annexed areas.
Collection rates, determination provisions revised ......................
Collection vehicles, driver allowed to transport others on outside parts of vehicle,
conditions ..............................................
Garbage trucks and recycling trucks, front-loading trucks exempt from front end
length limits ............................................
Handling facilities, permit provisions revised .........................
Permit system study authorized with regard to use and reuse materials and
disposal materials .........................................

Chapter
386
58
160
146
272
386
130
392
236
274
342
277
58
430
364
386
59
171
434
190
191
213
213

SOMATIC EDUCATION PRACTITIONERS
Exemption from regulation as wassage practitioners ....................

297

SPOKANE COUNTY
Superior court judges increased to thirteen ...........................

347

SPOKANE JOINT CENTER FOR HIGHER EDUCATION
Parking fee, center allowed to impose parking fees and adopt rules governing
parking and traffic ........................................

273

SPORTS
Boxing, regulations revised ......................................
205
Gender equity in higher education, provisiono extended ..................
5
Golfing sweepstakes for nonprofit and charitable organizations, permitted activities expanded ............................................ 38
Hanggliding and paragliding, limitation of landowner's liability ............
26
Kickboxing and martial arts, defined for purposes of regulation ............
205
Promoters of boxing and wrestling, licensing provisions revised and penalties for
violations established ......................................
205
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SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
Chapter

SPORTS - con't.
Skateboarding and other nonmotorized wheel activities, limitation of landowner's
liability ................................................
Stadium and exhibition center, public stadium authority created and financing
provisions for facility construction provided ......................
W restling, regulations revised ....................................
STATE AGENCIES AND DEPARTMENTS
Assistive technology for children with disabilities, educational agencies authorzed to rent, sell, or transfer ...............................
Caseload forecast council created to oversee preparation of and approve official
state caseload forecasts .....................................
Child support enforcement, disclosure of relevant information allowed .......
Collection agencies used to collect debts, additional fee for services charged to
debt ..................................................
Developmentally disabled supported employment programs, state agencies to
develop and implement .....................................
Environmental excellence program agreements, voluntary program created to
support and encourage innovative environmental measures or strategies ...
Facilities maintenance and repair strategic plan and reports required for accountability and evaluation of budget requests ........................
Facilities, process to be developed to solicit proposals for social service organization to be funded and colocated with agencies .....................
Health care policy board abolished ................................
Investigators, study group to develop mandatory training and policies and
procedures for state investigators ..............................
Performance audits, compliance reviews and recommendations to be considered
in preparation of agency budget ...............................
Personal service contracts, consultant contracts with additional charges for access
to data prohibited .........................................
Pest management, integrated practices by state agencies required, procedures ...
Rules, electronic distribution of agency notices authorized and procedures
established ..............................................
Savings incentive account created .................................
STATE BUILDINGS
Maintenance and repair strategic plan and reports required for accountability and
evaluation of budget requests .................................
Social service organizations, process to be developed to solicit proposals for
funding and colocation with state agency facilities ..................
STATE GOVERNMENT
Actions, computation of time in which an act is to be done, revision .........
Caseload forecast council created to oversee preparation of and approve official
state caseload forecasts .....................................
Collection agencies used to collect debts, additional fee for services charged to
debt ..................................................
State insect, common green darner dragonfly, designated .................

26
220
205

104
168
58
387
287
381
96
374
274
378
372
373
357
126
261

96
374
125
168
387
6

STATE INVESTMENT BOARD
Board authorized to create public entities to manage investments ...........
359
Delegation by contract to private sector to manage investments authorized .....
161
Director authorized to delegate to board staff power to make investment decisions 161
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SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
Chapter
STATE LANDS (See PUBLIC LANDS)
STATE PARKS
Crimes, provisions relating to offenses in parks revised ..................
Metal detectors, commission to increase area for recreational use and develop
plan to identify historic archaeological resources ...................
Parks and recreation commission, transfer and deposits of moneys into state parks
renewal and stewardship account ............................
Reservation fees, disabled veterans exempted .........................
STATE PATROL
Motor vehicle accident reports, requirements revised ....................
Officers, off-duty law enforcement employment allowed .................
Retirement system, coverage continued for members who serve as legislators ...
Retirement system, minimum benefits established ......................
State investigators, study group to develop mandatory training and policies and
procedures ..............................................
STATUTE LAW COMMITTEE
RCW technical corrections ......................................
RCW technical corrections affecting department of financial institutions adopted

214
150
137
74
248
375
123
72
378
245
101

STEELIlEAD (See also FISHING, RECREATIONAL)
Fish passage barriers, task force to recommend program to identify and remove . 389
Fisheries enhancement and habitat restoration, funding provisions ...........
389
Seasonal harvest, department report required ..........................
414
STUDIES
Archaeological resources, parks and recreation commission to develop plan to
identify historic resources in state park 'ith military fort .............
Computer software, requirement for study of tax exemptions and valuation rules
elim inated ..............................................
Correctional training standards and education board created to review programs
and standards ............................................
Fish passage barriers, task force to recommend program to identify and remove .
Fisheries enhancement and habitat restoration, study of permitting requirements
directed ........................
....................
Grain elevators and warehouse operations, sales and use tax remittance authorized
and study of economic impacts ordered .........................
Guardians, administrator for the courts to study and develop system for professional guardian certification ..................................
Housing for low-income disabled persons and seniors, task force created to study
alternative financing techniques .............................
Law enforcement training standards and education board created to review
programs and standards .....................................
Levies, levy equalization study directed .............................
Long-term care services, study to coordinate single umbrella for ombuds and
advocacy services .........................................
Mentally ill offenders, pilot program created to provide postrelease mental health
care and housing .........................................
Public assistance, studies directed .................................
Rules, filing and publication procedures .............................
Schools, study to identify actions to increase flexibility for schools and districts .
Solid waste permit system study authorized with regard to use and reuse materials and disposal materials ...................................
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150
175
351
389
389
450
312
383
351
259
392
342
58
409
431
213

SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
STUDIES -

Chapter

con't.

State investigators, study group to develop mandatory training and policies and
procedures ..............................................
Telecommunications, study to make recommendations on future of providing
universal telecommunications services ..........................

404

SUPERIOR COURT
Counties, actions by or against county to be commenced in county or either of
two nearest counties .......................................
Pierce county judges increased to twenty-four .........................
Snohomish county judges increased to fifteen .........................
Spokane county judges increased to thirteen ..........................

401
347
347
347

SUPREME COURT
Judge pro tempore appointment of judge whose term expires with cases and other
business pending, limitation .................................
SURPLUS PROPERTY
School districts, gift or loan of property to approved entities for educational
purposes allowed, conditions .................................

378

88

264

SURVEYORS
Board of engineers and land surveyors, duties expanded and provisions regarding
registrants and companies revised .............................
247
TAXES ADMISSIONS TAX
Stadium and exhibition center, public stadium authority created and financing
provisions for facility construction provided .....................

220

TAXES - AIRCRAFT FUEL TAX
Licensees, bankruptcy filing notification required and payment credit procedures
revised ................................................

183

TAXES - BEER TAX
Rate lowered and funds distributed to border areas .....................

451

TAXES - BUSINESS AND OCCUPATION TAX
Aluminum master alloy producers classified as processors for hire rather than
manufacturers for taxation purposes ............................
Camps and conference centers operated by nonprofit organizations, exemptions
from tax ...............................................
Cubed hay and alfalfa, tax reduction for wholesale sales .................
Discount program memberships, exemption for out-of-state sales ...........
Hay or alfalfa cubing excluded from definition of "to manufacture" for business
and occupation tax purposes .................................
Internet service providers, taxation as network telephone service providers
prohibited ..............................................
Interet, classification as selected business services established .............
Motor vehicles, exemption for wholesale auction receipts .................
Rates consolidated into fewer categories .............................
Small businesses, ranged table created for tax credit ....................
Water districts and systems, tax exemption for small districts and systems .....

304
304
4
7
238
407

TAXES - CIGARETTE TAX
Liquor control board, enforcement provisions transferred from department of
revenue to board .........................................

420
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453
388
384
408
384

SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
Chapter
TAXES - ESTATE TAX
Penalty provisions revised .......................................
TAXES - EXCISE TAX
Employer required to keep record of employee unified business identifier account
num ber ................................................

136

54

TAXES - INSURANCE PREMIUM TAX
Credit against tax guaranty association assessments paid by insurers revised ...

300

TAXES - LIQUOR TAX
Cou,,y research services account created, tax moneys to fund .............

437

TAXES - LODGING TAX
Stadium and exhibition center, public stadium authoity created and financing
provi~ions for facility construction provided ......................
Uniform standards for local option excise taxation of lodging to provide for
promotion of tourism ......................................

452

TAXES - MOTOR VEHICLE FUEL TAX
Licensees, bankruptcy filing notification required and payment credit procedures
revised ................................................

183

220

TAXES -PROPERTY TAX
Assembly halls and meeting places, permitted uses extended to meet tax exemp.
tion qualifications .........................................
298
Assessed valuation petition, deadlines authorized .......................
294
Assessment prohibited that assumes a land use not permitted under existing laws 134
Cancer clinics, nonprofit clinics exempted from tax, conditions .............
143
Computer software, requirement for study of tax exemptions and valuation rules
elim inated ..............................................
175
Confidentiality of tax information, criteria establ' .:ed for certain disclosures .. 239
Exemption for property assessed at less than $500 ......................
244
Fish and wildlife habitat restoration and protection and water quantity and quality
improvements, exemption ...................................
295
Forest land, current use taxation revised regarding transfer of property for
conservation purposes and regarding land affected by government action , 299
Limits on increases, one hundred six percent limit calculation reduced and
valuation increases allowed to be spread over time .................
3
Personal, valuation of intangible personal property clarified ...............
181
Refunds, interest on refunds computed from date of collection .............
67
School levies, authorization not to exceed period of four years .............
260
School levies, provisions revised ..................................
259
Senior citizen and disabled tax deferral, special assessment redefined ........
93
Special assessment redefined for purposes of senior citizen and disabled tax
deferral ................................................
93
State levy reduction of 4.7187 percent extended, referendum to approve ......
2
State levy reduction of 4.7187 percent made permanent ..................
3
Timber, expiration date extended requiring report of purchase of privately owned
tim ber .................................................
15 1
Valuation, exemption for fish and wildlife habitat restoration and protection and
water quantity and quality improvements ........................
295
TAXES - PUBLIC UTILITY TAX
Coal-fired thermal electric generating facilities, tax credit qualifications .......
Water districts and systems, tax exemption for small districts and systems .....
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368
407

SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
Chapter
TAXES - REFERENDUM MEASURES
Properly tax, one hundred six percent limit calculation reduced and valuation
increases allowed to be spread over time ........................
Properly tax, slate levy reduction of 4.7187 percent extended, referendum to
approve ................................................
Stadium and exhibition center, referendum to approve taxes to fund, reimbursement for cost of election ....................................
TAXES - SALES TAX
Agricultural worker housing, exemption of construction or repair costs from sales
and use tax, conditions .....................................
Aircraft paris, tax exemption for materials used in design and development,
clarification .............................................
Alternative housing for youth in crisis, expiration of tax exemptions for new
construction extended ......................................
Camps and conference centers operated by nonprofit organizations, exemptions
from tax ...............................................
Coal-fired thermal electric generating facilities, tax exemption qualifications ...
Grain elevators and warehouse operations, sales and use tax remittance authorized
and study of economic impacts ordered .........................
Hearing instruments, tax exemption ................................
Mobile homes, collection of tax revised .............................
Motion picture and video production equipment and services, tax exemption
requirem ents ............................................
Stadium and exhibition center, public stadium authority created and financing
provisions for facility construction provided ......................
Towing services, operator's place of business considered location of sale for tax
purposes ...............................................
Wildlife habitat improvement or forage, sales of certain materials to specified
parties exempt from sales tax ................................

3
2
220

438
302
386
388
368
450
224
139
61
220
201
127

TAXES - SPECIAL FUEL TAX
Licensees, bankruptcy filing notification required and payment credit procedures
revised ................................................

183

TAXES - TOBACCO PRODUCTS TAX
Liquor control board, enforcement provisions transferred from department of
revenue to board .........................................

420

TAXES - USE TAX
Agricultural worker housing, exemption of construction or repair costs from sales
and use lax, conditions .....................................
Aircraft pans, tax exemption for materials used in design and development,
clarification .............................................
Alternative housing for youth in crisis, expiration of lax exemptions for new
construction extended ......................................
Boats, specified uses exempted from tax ............................
Coal-fired thermal electric generating facilities, tax exemption qualifications ...
Grain elevators and warehouse operations, sales and use tax remittance authorized
and study of economic impacts ordere.i .........................
Hearing instruments, tax exemption ....... ........................
Motion picture and video production equipmen and services, tax exemption
requirem ents ............................................
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438
302
386
293
368
450
224
61

SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
TAXES - USE TAX -

Chapter

con't.

Motor homes, exemption limited ..................................
Stadium and exhibition center, public stadium authority created and financing
provisions for facility construction provided ......................
Vessels, specified uses exempted from tax ...........................
TEACHERS
Certificated employees, probationary provisions revised ..................
Governor's awards for excellence in teaching history created ..............
Retirement system, disability as a result of criminal conduct by member, benefits
denied .................................................
Retirement system, plan III contribution rates changed ...................
Retirement system, post-retirement employment, restrictions ...............
Retirement system, survivor benefits eligibility ........................
Salaries, formula for determining average salaries revised ................
Salary schedule, conditions for application of college credits earned .........
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Education technology revolving fund created for development and operation of
educational information technology services ......................
K-20 technology account created for receipts and disbursements for telecommunications system ...........................................
Personal wireless service minor facilities and microcells, siting permits and
review ................................................
Rate reduction allowed without receiving special order, conditions ..........
Universal services, study to make recommendations on future of providing
services ................................................

301
220
293
278
263
103
10
254
73
141
90

180
180
2 19
166
404

TERRORISM
Act of terrorism committed against state resident outside of the United States
included in definition of criminal act for crime victim compensation
purposes ............................................... 249
Explosives and fake bombs, penalties for malicious use increased ...........
120
TIDELANDS
Exchange of state-managed tidelands and shorelands allowed if in public interest,
criteria ................................................
209
TIMBER AND TIMBER INDUSTRIES (See also FOREST PRACTICES)
Commercial fertilizer defined as solid waste under RCW 70.95.030, approval and
registration requirements ....................................
Forest practices, local government regulatory authority and duties specified ....
Forest practices, natural resources department landscape management plan pilot
projects authorized to develop long-term multispecies management in
relation to water quality protection .............................
Privately owned timber, expiration date extended requiring report of purchase .
Rural natural resources impact areas, assistance reauthorized and provisions
relating to revised ........................................
State forest lands, direct sale of timber without prior advertising allowed, conditions . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
Transportation department, sale of timber or logs from lands ..............
TIME
Computation of time in which an act is to be done, revision ...............
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427
173

290
151
367
116
240
125

SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
Chapter
TITLE COMPANIES
Title insurers. terms related to defined ..............................

14

TITLE ONLY
Human services act of 1997 .....................................

57

TOBACCO (See also CIGARETTES)
Littering, penalty established for discarding tobacco products capable of starting a
159
fi re .................
..................................
Schools, district policy mandating prohibition and enforcement required ......
9
Tax enforcement transferred to liquor control board .....................
420
TOURISM
Hotel/motel tax, uniform standards for local option excise taxation of lodging to
provide for promotion of tourism ..............................

452

TOW TRUCKS
Retail sale of towing services, operator's place of business considered location of
sale for tax purposes .......................................
201
TOWNSHIPS
Title 45 RCW repealed .........................................

36

TRAFFIC
Left lane use by trailers or by vehicles or combinations over ten thousand pounds
prohibited, exceptinns .....................................
253
Vehicles or combination over ten thousand pounds required to travel in right
lane, exceptions ..........................................
253
TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
Accident reports, requirements revised ..............................
TRAFFIC OFFENSES (See also DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE)
Driving without a valid license, penalty .............................
Negligent driving, definitions and penalties ...........................
School buses, penalties for passing stopped bus doubled .................
Trauma care services, fee imposed on infractions to fund .................
Vehicle offenses involving death, statute of limitations removed for certain
crimes .................................................

248
C6
66
80
331
97

TRANSPORTATION (See also FERRIES, PUBLIC TRANSIT)
Budget, appropriations for period ending June 30, 1999 ..................
457
Counties, road funds may be used for insurance and risk management programs . 189
Counties, submittal date for six-year transportation programs revised .........
188
TRANSPORTATION, DEPARTMENT
Advanced environmental mitigation account created for funding watershed
approach projects .........................................
Federal pass-through moneys, procedures established to process and account for
expenditures ............................................
Ferries, interest on retroactive pay increases for employees ...............
Fish passage barriers, task force to recommend program to identify and remove .
Industrial investments and projects of state-wide significance, procedures established to expedite and assist .................................
Miscellaneous transportation programs account created for reimbursable expenditure s ..................................................
Timber or logs sold from department lands ...........................
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140
94
436
389
369
94
240

SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
Chapter
TRUCKS AND TRUCKING (See also MOTOR VEHICLES)
Auto transportation companies, annual revenue report requirements set forth .,.
Garbage trucks and recycling trucks, front-loading trucks exempt from front end
length lim its ............................................
Left lane use by trailers or by vehicles or combinations over ten thousand pounds
prohibited, exceptions ......................................
Proportional registration licensees, bankruptcy filing notification required and
registration procedures revised ................................
Solid waste collection vehicles, driver allowed to transport others on outside parts
of vehicle, conditions ......................................
Traffic, vehicles or combination over ten thousand pounds required to travel in
right lane, exceptions ......................................
Weight, vehicle gross weight schedule extended .......................
Width, lim its adjusted .........................................
TRUST COMPANIES
Professional service corporations, trusts allowed to hold shares .............
TRUSTS AND TRUSTEES
Charitable trusts, registration procedures revised .......................
Professional service corporations, trusts allowed to hold shares .............

215
191
253
183
190
253
198
63
18
124
18

UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION
Employer required to keep record of employee unified business identifier account
num ber ................................................
54
Forms, single form for unemployment insurance and workers' compensation
filing created ............................................
325
UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE
Bank statement rule, termination date removed ........................
53
Letters of credit, provisions revised ................................
56
Secured transactions, debtor's liability for deficiency after default ........... 138
UNIFORM DISCIPLINARY ACT
Complaints filed under act, disclosure limited .........................

270

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
Claims against the University, payment provisions revised ................
288
Medical school, Wyoming students added to list of those exempt from nonresident tuition differential .....................................
50
Tuition fees, increases authorized, percentage of revenue to assist needy resident
students ................................................
403
UTILITIES
Coal-fired thermal electric generating facilities, agreements with and ownership
by public allowed .........................................
Short-term notes, preapproval from commission not required, limitations ......
Telecommunications, personal wireless service minor facilities and microcells,
siting permits and review ...................................
Telecommunications, rate reduction allowed without receiving special order,
conditions ..............................................

230
162
219
166

UTILITIES AND TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
Auto transportation companies, annual revenue report requirements set forth ... 215
Electrical and natural gas companies, commission authorized to exempt from
securities regulation .......................................
15
Low-level radioactive waste disposal site, fee adjustments limited ........... 243
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SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
UTILITIES AND TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION - con't.

Chapter

Short-term notes, preapproval from commission not required, limitations ...... 162
Solid waste collection companies, collection rate determination provisions revised 434
Telecommunications, study to make recommendations on future of providing
universal telecommunications services ..........................
404
VETERANS
Burial costs for indigent veterans, county limit increased .................
Disabled veterans exempted from state parks reservation fees ..............
License plate remembrance emblem, requirements revised ................
VICTIMS OF CRIMES
Child sexual abuse victims, placement of youth under department's care not to be
in residential setting or contact with victims ......................
Children, permission required before address of child or child's parent disclosed
Compensation, act of terrorism committed against state resident outside of United
States included in definition of criminal act for compensation purposes ...
Compensation, industrial insurance appeals board records related to victims'
compensation claims exempt from disclosure requirements ............
Compensation, time limit established for filing petition for review of final order
or judgment of industrial insurance appeals board ..................
Crime victim advocate allowed to be present at any judicial proceedings related
to acts committed against victim ..............................

286
74
234

386
283
249
310
102
343

VIDEOTAPE
Sales and use tax exemptions for film and video production companies, requirements .............................................

61

VIOLENCE PREVENTION
Violence reduction and drug enforcement account, appropriation to fund ......

306

VITAL RECORDS
Birth certificates, department of health to adopt rules for release of copies,
criteria ................................................
Fees for copies increased to fund death investigations account .............

108
223

VOLUNTEERS
Ambulances, volunteer personnel in cities and towns allowed, provisions ......

65

WAGES AND HOURS
Farm implement sales, commissioned salespeople eliminated from minimum rate
of compensation in excess of forty-hour week .....................
311
Garnishment, revisions set forth to reduce impact on employer .............
296
Overtime compensation revised for commissioned salespersons .............
203
WAREHOUSES
Grain elevators and warehouse operations, sales and use tax remittance authorized
and study of economic impacts ordered .........................
450
WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY
Lind dryland research unit of Washington State University to receive Adams
county land transfer .......................................
WASTEWATER
Greywater, department of health to develop guidelines for reuse ............
Reclaimed water, demonstration projects authorized .....................
Reclaimed water, wastewater treatment facility has exclusive right to water
generated ..............................................
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45
444
355
444

SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
Chapter
WATER
Community supply, department of ecology to assist applicant denied water right
request in obtaining or developing adequate supply .................
Drinking water, provisions set forth for water system monitoring and stable
funding ................................................
Greywater. department or health to develop guidelines for reuse ............
Reclaimed water, demonstration projects authorized .....................
Reclaimed water, revised provisions regarding surface percolation and discharge
Reclaimed water, wastewater treatment facility has exclusive right to water
generated ..............................................
Safe drinking water act, provisions set forth for water system monitoring and
stable funding ...........................................
Transfer of water, water conservancy board duties ......................
Water code, obsolete references eliminated ...........................
Watershed planning and water resource management, local planning authorized .
Watersheds, advanced mitigation account created for department of transportation
to fund watershed approach projects ............................
WATER COMPANIES (See also PUBLIC WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS)
Safe drinking water act, provisions set forth for water system monitoring and
stable funding ...........................................
WATER POLLUTION
Biosolids permit account created to fund management program .............
Environmental excellence program agreements, voluntary program created to
support and encourage innovative environmental measures or strategies ...

443
2 18
444
355
444
444
218
441
32
442
140

218
398
381

WATER QUALITY
Fish and wildlife habitat restoration and protection and water quantity and quality
improvements, property tax exemption ..........................
295
Landscape management plan pilot projects authorized to develop long-term
multispecies management in relation to water quality protection ........
290
WATER RIGHTS
Applications, evaluation to take into consideration benefits resulting from resource management techniques ...............................
Biosolids permit account created to fund management program .............
Claim filing period reopened, notice requirements and department of ecology
duties enumerated ........................................
Columbia river, moratorium on new appropriations of water prohibited .......
Community supply, department of ecology to assist applicant denied water right
request in obtaining or developing adequate supply .................
Ground water rights, permit amendment authorized to allow full development of
rights through new well construction ...........................
Water conservancy board, formation and duties regarding transfer of water ....
Wells, consolidation of ground water rights of exempt wells ...............
WATER-SEWER DISTRICTS
Alternative means of formation to serve new developments ...............
Jurisdiction may be assumed by city, conditions .......................
Water services, business and occupation tax and public utility tax, exemption for
small districts and systems ................................
WEEDS
Noxious weed boards, administrative provisions updated and modified .......
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360
398
440
439
443
316
441
446
447
426
407
353

SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
Chapter
WELLS
Ground water rights, consolidation of rights of exempt wells ..............
446
Ground water rights, permit amendment authorized to allow full development of
rights through new well construction ...........................
316
WETLANDS
Constructed beneficial wetlands and constructed treatment wetlands defined for
purposes of reclaimed water use ..............................
Reclaimed water, revised provisions regarding surface percolation and discharge
Wildlife habitat improvement or forage, sales of certain materials to specified
parties exempt from sales tax ................................
WIlISTLEBLOWERS
Long-term care reorganization and standards of care reform, provisions for
whistleblowers ...........................................

444
444
127

392

WHITEWATER RIVER RAFrING
Outfitters, licensing and guide training requirements established ............ 391
WILDLIFE
Bear baiting prohibited .........................................
I
Habitat improvement or forage, sales of certain materials to specified parties
exempt from sales tax ......................................
127
Habitat incentives program, agreements with private landowners to enhance
habitat on landowner's property ...............................
425
Habitat restoration and protection and water quantity and quality improvements,
property tax exemption .....................................
295
Illegal killing and possession of certain species, penalties increased .......... 226
Wildlife and recreation program projects for 1997 authorized ..............
46
WITNESSES
Children, permission required before address of child or child's parent disclosed
Intimidation of witnesses, provisions revised ..........................
WOMEN
Gender equity in higher education, provisions extended ..................

283
29
5

WORK FORCE TRAINING AND EDUCATION COORDINATING BOARD
Industrial investments and projects of state-wide significance, procedures established to expedite and assist .................................

369

WORK RELEASE
Private organizations contracting with department to operate work release facilities required to go through siting process ........................

348

WORKERS' COMPENSATION
Commuting to work not covered
.......
Employer required to keep record of employee unified business identifier account
num ber ................................................
Forms, single form for unemployment insurance and workers' compensation
filing created ............................................
Health care policy board abolished ................................
Health care professionals, deceptive advertising in regard to workers' compensation prohibited ...........................................
Longshore and harbor workers, expiration of coverage repealed ............
Performance audit and operations review of workers' compensation system
established ..............................................
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250
54
325
274
336
110
330

SUBJECT INDEX OF 1997 STATUTES
Chapter

WORKERS' COMPENSATION - con't.
Premium payment evasion, class C felony ...........................
Representative prohibited from charging a percentage of benefits for services
provided ...............................................
Retrospective rating refunds, expenditure provisions revised ...............
Self-insurers, determination of benefits for permanent disability ............
United States department of energy, continuation of special insuring agreement
authorized ..............................................
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324
336
327
416
109

HISTORY OF STATE MEASURES
FILED WITH THE SECRETARY OF STATE
INITIATIVES TO THE PEOPLE
(SUPPLEMENTING 1996 LAWS, PAGE 1848)

*INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 655 (Shall it be a gross misdemeanor to take, hunt, or uttract
black bears with bail, or to hunt bears, cougars, bobcat or lynx with dogs?)-Filed on
January 5, 1996 by Joseph F. Scott of Seattle. 228,148 signatures were submitted and found
sufficient. The measure was subsequently certified and submitted to the voters at the November
5, 1996 general election. It was approved by the following vote: For-,387,577 Against815,385.
INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 656 (Shall pit bull dogs be defined as "potentially dangerous," and
subjected to strict requirements for registration, secure enclosures, leashes, collars,
warning signs, bonds, and vaccinations?)-Filed on January 5, 1996 by Laurence C.
Mathews of Yakima. Sponsor failed to submit signatures for checking.
INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 657 (Shall taxes on property used as the owner's principal residence
be limited, state taxes on such properties be eliminated, and assessment based on
"adjusted value"?)--Filed on January 5, 1996 by Donald W. Carter of Olympia. Sponsor
failed to submit signatures for checking.
INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 658 (Shall an office of state inspector general be created to
Investigate complaints of malfeasance or abuse by government agencies and business
licensees?)-Filcd on January 5. 1996 by Mx. T. Englerius of Seattle. Sponsor failed to submit
signatures for checking.
INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 659 (Shall the use of gill nets and certain other net fishing gear be
prohibited, and release of accidentally caught out-of-season fish be required?)--Filed on
January 17, 1996 by Robert I. Keating of Freeland. Sponsor failed to submit signatures for
checking.
INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 660 (Shall the state and its counties, cities and towns be prohibited
from appropriating any funds to support the national security agency of the federal
government?)-Filed on January 8, 1996 by Elizabeth Patrick of Spokane. Sponsor failed to
submit signatures for checking.
INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 661 (Shall the state of Washington restrict the activities of the
national security agency, and certain officers be barred from engaging In national
security agency activities?)-Filed on January 8, 1996 by Elizabeth Patrick. Sponsor failed
to submit signatures for checking.
INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 662 (Shall an office of state inspector general be created, with
certain administrative and Investigative powers, headed by a director appointed for a
nonrenewable five-year term?)-Filed on February 12, 1996 by Maximus T. Englerius of
Seattle. Sponsor failed to submit signatures for checking.
INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 663 (Shall the Industrial, medicinal, and personal use of hemp
(cannabis or marijuana) be permitted under some conditions, taxed, and regulated by the
liquor control board?)-Filed on January 30, 1996 by Thomas A. Rohan of Seattle. Sponsor
failed to submit signatures for checking.
INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 664 (Shall the state repeal all existing state taxes, and levy Instead
a 1% tax on all transfers of property and a temporary 1% property tax?)-Filed on
February 16, 1996 by Clarence P. Keating, Jr. of Seattle. Sponsor failed to submit signatures
for checking.
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*Indicates measure became law.

INITIATIVES TO THE PEOPLE

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 665 (Shall government agencies be required to make disclosures
about laws, to respond to requests for clarification, and to prove constitutionality if the
law Is questioned?)-Filed on February 12, 1996 by Peter M. Brennan of Vancouver. Sponsor
failed to submit signatures for checking.
INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 666 (Relating to fishing)-Filed on February 22, 1996 by Robert I.
Keating of Freeland. Measure was refiled as Initiative Measure No. 668.
INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 667 (Shall property tax values be frozen at their 1995 levels, plus a
maximum two percent annual inflation, and annual tax levy Increases be gradually
reduced?)-Fild on February 20, 1996 by Steven R. Hargrove of Poulsbo. Sponsor failed to
submit signatures for checking.
INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 668 (Shall the use of gill nets he prohibited, and release be required
of out-of-season fish or juvenile chinook salmon under 22 inches long?)-Filed on February
27, 1996 by Robert I. Keating of Freeland. Sponsor failed to submit signatures for checking.
INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 669 (Shall governments be forbidden to grant any protection or
recognize rights based on sexual orientation, and shall schools be prohibited from
presenting homosexuality as acceptable?)-Filed on February 28, 1996 by Mark Roshak of
Bothell. Sponsor failed to submit signatures for checking.
INITIATIVE MEASURE NO, 670 (Shall the secretary of state be Instructed to place a ballot
notice concerning congressional and legislative candidates who have not supported
Congressional term limis?)-Filed on April 1. 1996 by Charles G. Moore of Redmond.

232,522 signatures were submitted and found sufficient. The measure was subsequently
certified to the ballot and was submitted to the votcrs at the November 5, 1996 general election.
It was rejected by the following vote: For-937,873 Against- 1,146,865.
INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 671 (Shall amended tribal/state agreements be authorized
permitting limited electronic gaming on Indian lands for tribal government purposes, with
joint regulation and specified use of revenues?)-Filed on April I1, 1996 by Doreen M.
Maloney of Mount Vernon. 290,996 signatures were submitted and found sufficient. The
measure was subsequently certified to the ballot and was submitted to the voters at the
November 5, 1996 general election. It was rejected by the following vote: For-934,344
Against- 1,222,492.
INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 672 (Shall grandparents be entitled to petition for visitation rights
with their grandchildren, in dissolution, separation and custody proceedings?)-Filed on
April 22, 1996 by Donna J. Honeycutt of Kennewick. Sponsor failed to submit signatures for
checking.

*Indicates measure became law.
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INITIATIVES TO THE LEGISLATURE
(SUPPLEMENTING 1996 LAWS, PAGE 1865)
INITIATIVE TO THE LEGISLATURE NO. 184 (Shall property tax values be frozen at their 1995
levels, plus a maximum two percent annual inflation, and annual tax levy increases be
gradually reduced?)-Filed on March 13, 1996 by Steven R. Hargrove of Poulsbo. Sponsor
failed to submit signatures for checking.
INITIATIVE TO THE LEGISLATURE NO, 185 (Shall the state of Washington apply to Congress
for a constitutional convention to consider abolishing Congressional voting In favor of
direct balloting by the people?)--iled on March 14, 1996 by William R. Walker of Seattle.
Sponsor failed to submit signatures for checking.
INITIATIVE TO THE LEGISLATURE NO. 186 (Shall an office of state inspector general be
created to investigate and challenge Incorrect or unjust governmental practices and
enforce fair business practices by licensees?)-Filed on March 13, 1996 by Mx. T. Englerius
of Seattle. Sponsor failed to submit signatures for checking.
INITIATIVE TO THE LEGISLATURE NO. 187 (Shall a 60.day waiting period be required before
a marriage is performed, and waiting periods required before a marriage with minor
children may be dlssolved?)-Filed on March 13, 1996 by Bill Harrington of Tacoma.
Sponsor failed to submit signatures for checking.
INITIATIVE TO THE LEGISLATURE NO. 188 (Shall marine water protection programs be
extended, oil spill prevention Increased and funded by oil shipment taxes, offshore oil.
drilling banned, and salmon habitat incentives offered?)-Filed on March 27, 1996 by
Jeffrey D. Parsons of Tumwater. Sponsor failed to submit signatures for checking.
INITIATIVE TO THE LEGISLATURE NO. 189 (Shall additional limits and restrictions be placed
on contributions to political campaigns and ballot measures from corporations,
businesses, political parties, political committees, and Individuals?)-Filed on March 19,
1996 by Roger Kluck of Seattle. Sponsor failed to submit signatures for checking.
INITIATIVE TO THE LEGISLATURE NO. 190 (Shall all persons buying, selling, distributing or
possessing a firearm or ammunition in Washington be required to have a valid firearm
and anmunition safety license?)-Filed on March 27, 1996 by Scott S. Carpenter of Bellevue.
Sponsor failed to submit signatures for checking.
INITIATIVE TO THE LEGISLATURE NO. 191 (Shall an office of state inspector general be
created to Investigate complaints of malfeasance or abuse by government agencies and
business llcensees?)-Filed on April 4, 1996 by Mx. T. Englerius of Seattle. Sponsor failed
to submit signatures for checking.
INITIATIVE TO THE LEGISLATURE NO. 192 (Shall every health insurance plan be required to
cover the services of all licensed podiatrists, chiropractors, naturopaths, optometrists,
osteopaths, pharmacists, physicians and psychologists?)-Fi led on April 4, 1996 by John
C. Peick of Issaquah. The sponsor submitted 188,967 signatures for checking and they were
found insufficient to qualify the measure to be submitted to the 1997 legislature.
INITIATIVE TO THE LEGISLATURE NO. 193 (Shall the English language be declared the state's
only official language for the conduct of all business by state and local government, with
limited exceptions?)-Filed on April 19, 1996 by James L. Morrison of Yakima. Sponsor
failed to submit signatures for checking.
INITIATIVE TO THE LEGISLATURE NO. 194 (Shall persons convicted of certain sex crimes
involving children be sentenced to life Imprisonment without parole, plus a fine of no less
than $100,000?)-Filed on May 29, 1996 by Christopher P. Clifford of Renton. Sponsor failed
to submit signatures for checking.
13163 ]

3Indicate~s measure became law.

INITIATIVES TO THE LEGISLATURE

INITIATIVE TO THE LEGISLATURE NO. 195 (Shall the state repeal all existing state taxes, and
ley Instead a 1% tax on all transfers of property and a temporary 1% property tax?)Filed on June 27, 1996 by Clarence P. Keating, Jr. of Seattle. Sponsor failed to submit
signatures for checking.

*Indicates measure becamc law.
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